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TO EVERYBODY: am Still in the ring.
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where your work is sure to be
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A TEN WEEKS' FEATURE
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OPENING THIS WEEK
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Phone 2164 Bryant
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IN

CITY

WYNN

ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN
Will Play Ten Consecutive Weeks in New York, including return
engagements at the FIFTH AVENUE and UNION SQUARE
(Sept. 2) at

NEXT WEEK

the

COLONIAL

(September 9)

BOY IN THE BOX. Starred 6 successful seasons with Gus Hill's "AROUND THE CLOCK"
Fred Karno's NIGHT IN AN ENGLISH MUSIC HALL-'VANITY FAIR" CO.'S

America's original

ALLISTER

RICH
SPECIALLY ENGAGED by

DINGBAT
Just refused 22 weeks with

in

Messrs. Leffler

&

Bratton to create the part of

"The Dingbat Family"

MY OWN ACT in Vaudeville.
When amwering

advertiiemsnt* kindly mention
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BUYING OUT KLAW & ERLANGER
HOPE OF SHUBERTS' BACKERS

Chicago, Sept.
Shuberts' general

Chicago

is

now John

Reed came here

Reported Attempt Being Made by Samuel Untermyer
and Andrew Freed man to Negotiate Purchase of
•The Syndicate" Properties. Retirement of
Marc Klaw and A. L. Erlanger Necessary
Shubert People
to Accomplish It.

The

factional

fight

legitimate

in

into an

attempt by the financial sponsors for
the Shuberts to buy out
cate,"

if

people

that

are

is

possible.

said

to

"The Syndi-

The Shubert

believe

it

is,

al-

though the consummation of any such

would practically mean the retirement of Marc Klaw and A. L. Ellanger from the show business.
Untermyer and Andrew
Samuel
Freedman are the prime movers in the

deal

effort to eliminate "opposition" in the

show division by the absorption of the Klaw & Erlanger interests.
The immense amount of money necesfirst

class

sary to swing this deal can readily be
commanded, it is said by Messrs.

Untermyer and Freedman.
men are rumored to have

The

two

jointly

in-

vested with the Shuberts around $700,000 in the latter's theatrical enterTheir first purchase in the
prises.
Shuberts stock was reported at the
time
as
with
additional
$400,000,
moneys put in since.
The source uf the gold supply to
place the legitimate field under one
direction
street

heimer,
firm,

will

connections

of

Untermyer

&

and

the

sociates of Mr.

The

come from
the

Wall
Guggcn-

the

Marshall
wealthy business

law
as-

Freedman.

story so far has been one-sided.
While there have been an under-current report for some time the Shu
berts
were after the entire legit
branch, nothing has been rumored as
regards the attitude of Klaw & ErNor is it made known by the
langer.
reports whether with the sale of "The

Syndicate" as represented by K. & E.,
the properties of Charles Frohman
and other managers allied with "The
Syndicate" would be included, though
Messrs. Untermyer and Freedman's
plans comprehend the assimilation of
all first class producing and
theatre
managers.
Overtures looking to an understanding or agreement between Klaw & Erlanger and the Shuberts have all been
iti
vain.. That these were futile is said
to have been due to the obdurate position taken by Mr. Erlanger, who has
steadfastly declined to treat with the
Shubert camp.
This left no avenue of consolidation open for the Shubert backers
(who arc said to have primarily invested with them in the belief they
could fix up the broken fences) but to
arrange for a purchase of the opposing
forces, if they were for sale.
Messrs.
Klaw and Erlanger are
wealthy men, and have occupied their
pre-eminent position at the head of
theatricals
still

for

many

active in the

Syndicate,"

years.

management

besides

the

firm's

Each is
of "The
attrac-

and theatres.
Neither has expressed any opinion as far as they have
been quoted, if they would sell.
No
tions

one

the

in

show

business, without the

aid of outside capital,

to

buy them

is

in

a

position

the idea that to obtain complete con
trol
of legitimate theatricals would
a

Reed.

Mr.

A.

week with

J.

J.

Shubert.

Sam Gerson

be general press

will

Asher Levy will conrepresentative.
tinue handling the financial affairs for
the Shubert theatres here.
Garrick
and
the
Lyric,

They

are

American

theatres.

The

local Shubert shake-up has cre-

ated as

much

Shuberts

let

talk

out

almost as when the
Herbert Duce two

great

saving,

in

salary,

local

opposition and in many ways intrench
the theatre manager, where he is at
drift under the present condition.

San Francisco, Sept. 4.
Fred B. Henderson, of New York,
has been appointed western manager
of the Orpheum Circuit, and will make
his headquarters in this city, taking
the work off the shoulders of Morris
Meyerfeld, Jr.
Mr. Henderson will devote much of
his time to traveling over the circuit.
Edwin O. Child, here for several
weeks acting as assistant manager of
the Oakland Orphtum, has been appointed successor of John Morrissey
as manager of the San Francisco Orpheum. Child commenced his duties
Sunday.
Mr. Henderson expected to return
east shortly, but was prevailed upon
by Mr. Meyerfeld to accept the position.

years ago.

Shubert became nettled through
the local papers neglecting
the premiere of "The Society Whirl"
the opening night.
The Inter Ocean
explains it by saying "Oliver *Twist"
took precedence over "The Whirl."
Earl Delamatcr, the
Inter Ocean's
dramatic critic, at the same time
handed a slap at both the show and
Mr. Shubert, the latter having told
Delamatcr when he called at the Lyric
to
sec
the
"Whirl," that he was
through with Chicago and would send
no more shows here.
J.

J.

some

of

A
is

syndicate to build or buy theatres

said to have been

&

Brill,

formed by Moss
Cunningham & Fluegclman

and interests outside the show business.
The group have started off, according to rumor, by looking for a
plot of ground on the downtown East
Side.

l»e

Their operations, it is said. w'!l
confined to theatres for vaudeville

onlv.

with a

Golden,

entitled

a

tria?

new

act

r

"The

by Joseph A.
Countess Na-

dine" and a cast including George W.
Howard, William A. Canfield, William
M. Travers.
If the

managers approve of the

Walsh

ing Miss

will

demand

offer-

$2,000 a

week

for the sketch.
Alf Wilton is Miss

Walsh's repre-

sentative.

Shirley Rives has been engaged by
Hart to sing the principal role in

Jos.

"The Eternal Walt/."
It

the part Vinic Daly

is

engaged

for.

TAN«UAY

IN

ally

The

place for

was

origin-

"SUN DODGERS."
Eva Tanguay's gyra-

season has been found.
It
the head of Lew Fields'
"Sun Dodgers."
Miss Tanguay and Mr. Fields settled
the terms Wednesday.
The eccentric
will

this

be

at

is t
receive $2,500 weekly, and
be starred with the musical com
c(\y production.

will

TIMES S^l AKK.

IN

Negotiation-,
for a site in the

now

going

through

Times Square

section
are expected to be closed daily, when
the announcement of a new theatre
to be built around 42d street by a well
iiiade.

Monday

have

will

Avenue commencing

at the Fifth

singer

AXOTKHH

known

Walsh

Blanche

week

tions

The two firms mentioned arc members of the Consolidated Rooking Offices.

TRIAL FOR BLANCHE WALSH.

SHIRLEY RIV1SB IN "WALTZ."

SYNDICATE TO BUILD.

out.

The people behind the Shuberts,
who arc first of all business men. have

mean

for

Charles W. Collins, formerly dramatic editor on the Inter Ocean, will
have charge of one of the Shubert

Deal.

theatricals has resolved itself

last

4.

manager

Music Hall.

They Can Put Through

Believe

HFHIIMlauV WESTERN MANAGER.

REED, SHUBERTS* GEN. 1
The

CENTS

10

legitimate

manager

will

be

It

is

said

Scott as a

The new
Oct.

1

in

Fields

is

member
Fields

also

of the

show wi"

Philadelphia

succeed "ffankv Pant..-"

way

theatre.

expected to

The

mov

after

l.i'ter
'

Cyril

<\i-t.

It

at

«-pen about
is

due

to

the Broad-

show

-fore Nov.

is
1,

not

VARIETY

ERMAN MANAGERS VS. AOENTS
00 TO THE MAT TOGETHER

PALACE PAYS 20 PER CENT.

FOLIES BERGERE PROGRAM.

(Special Cable to Variety.)

(Special Cable to Variety.)

London, Sept.

The Palace Music Hall

Paris, Sept.

4.

clared a dividend of twenty per cent.,

Agents Circumvent Managers' Association by Forming

gross

Attempt to Evade German
Agency Law Being Made, According
to Reports from Abroad

New

having

Organization.

averaged

Alfred Butt

is

managing

4.

vaudeville agents here have left
Agents' Association, with the in-

The
the

existing contracts will be guaranteed by the new owner. The theatres
the circuit are under a thirty-year

in

The

M

.-'P.

reports of the

having

taken

the

agents'

asso-

blacklist

to

step

German Variety

Association

iters'

on (with which they do business),
result. ng in the agents forming a new
soev'v, seems to be the outcome,

rt

t,

ft

icports abroad, of the continennagers attempting to dive under

i

ii

tal

Germany.
T i' managerial boycott was to have
nto effect Sept. 1. By that date
..".'e
the original agents' society was advised to disband, and effect a new orIn the latter will not appear ;i few agents the German managers based their complaints against.
The step taken in Germany by the
managers did not directly affect the

gauir\rion.

artist-,

wn«

who

excepting those indirectly
iepresented by the agents

jected

ob-

to.

penalty was placed by the ManAssociation upon any member
1. Vnking:
through a blacklisted agent,

A

Sept.

ii'tfi

returning under Imperial
two years hence.

Westony

opens Sept. 16

hope> for a West End production

ladium,

The Alhambra reopened Aug. 31 to
The program

Theatres ConLondon, is a good one.
Heeley and Meeley and Ching Ling
Soo went splendidly; Shell Brothers,
comedy cyclists, indifferently; Green
and Wood, comedy acrobats (copy of
Rice and Prevost); Owkens Troupe,
well, and Carbrey Brothers, excellent.

yan are both

4.

Tever-

has been booked for
Bergere next March to write
and piny in a new revue at a salary >f
$1VJ rightly. The contract is for one

Guitry

Snc'i.-i

l«V.ies

rl.r

iiunlr.d nights.
S.u

is

;ia

G.nti

the son of the

&

is

comedy
by

in

(Special Cable to Variety.)

l'ragion

pear

Oc«

>f

>ber.

IHSWICK EMPIRE OPENS.

<

!)•

day,
«ll<

\»

Cable to Variety.)

pecial

'

i

been booked to reapAlhambra for the month

lias

the

iii

4.

London, Sept. 4.
«.Tii.-,wiok Empire opened Monit li
every sign of permanent

'_'SS.

\l

STUALIAN CIRCUIT REPORT.
Cable to Variety.)
London, Sept.

pecial

Sj

r'tn-

'

Vtist ii

in'onli

a

i

has

for

publishes a cable from

iff

I

lir

i.,
-

1

one

>.

4

effect

the

»
1

1

miT

1

•

:,

Hugh Mack
Rickards Cir
and that

dollars

been

engaged

posing

good;

act

fair.

Variety)
London, Sept.

(Special Cable to

at the

Pal-

There

ignite.

not suited

is

4.

Burglars broke into the Hippodrome
safe Sunday taking $2,500, using gelis

no trace of the thieves

excepting a gold pendant heart.

gruesome sketch.

"REBECCA," NOT SO WELL.

ZIMMERMAN'S PARADISE

BAND.

(Special Cable to Variety.)

London, Sept.
Willy

Zimmerman

Empire Sept.

9,

4.

London, Sept. 4.
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" at
Globe, is only mildly successful,
milk and seltzer.
Edith Taliafero and others in the

"The

the

New

Cross

like

employing

fifty

people

band, made up as famous composers in Paradise, Zimmerman reaching it by aeroplane, the second half
comprising great generals, with Nain

(Special Cable to Variety.)

produces

Musicians' Paradise" at the
a

cast are

approved for a

fine quality of

acting.

The

future of the play

is

doubtful.

MAR1GNY SKETCH WEAK.

poleon at Sedan and Waterloo.

"LOST SHEEP"

Paris, Sept.

IS TERRIS*.

COMING OVER TO SEE PLAYS.

4.

the

for

Lane pantomime.
George Graves has been
"The Princess Caprice,"

Drury

Walter Hast is
row for America, representing Cosmo
Hamilton and Graham Moffat, to dispose of R. C. Carton's "The Bear
Leaders" and "Mr. Bunker," the latter by
Storer Coulson and Acton
^
Bond.

PENLEY'S CONDITION HOPELESS.

is

now

sketch by Sacha Guitry, entitled "Pas
Complet" in which the author plays,
supported by his wife, Charlotte Lyses
and Louis Maurel. It proved a very
indifferent

"The

sort

is

very

"olio"'

The

of offering.

sec-

silly.

or

vaudeville

sect'or.

had among other things the Great
Roland, an American illusionist, who
proved clewr; Tortola Valencia, Spanish

dancer, did fairly well; Joleen Siswire walkers, good; Harker and

ters,

did nicely; General Ed. La-'
held over and doing splendidly;
Abbins. replacing Norman Telma, who

Lester,

vine,

failed

to

appear though programed.

(Special Cable fo Variety.)

released, as

London,

as-

sured of a run into next summer.
The principal boy role at the Drury
Lane was played by a man this year.

4.

The Marigny presented a new program Sept. 1. The chief item \\a? a

ond part

London, Sept. 4.
due to sail to-mor-

three

in

Rejane

London, Sept.

Paris. Sept.

produced

a failure.

4.

DRURY LANE ENGAGEMENTS.

have

Angelp's

Dr.

REMOVES THE SURPLUS.

London, Sept. 4.
"The Lost Sheep" has been secured
for America by Tom Terris.

Dan Rolyat and Florence Smithson
Special Cable to Variety.)

Anna Doherty, Newhousc and Ward

4.

(Special Cable to Variety.)

a matrimonial
already played
France.
It

v.

v

to the

Co.

acts,

having also signed the

very nicely saves the situation.
Splendid program of vaudeville numbers. Willy Pantzer was a tremendous
hit. Dorothy Toye did nicely. Kasrack,

and

(Special Cable to Variety.)

(Special Cable to Variety.)

famous actor

FKAGSON REAPPEARING.

thrillers,
is

Vaudeville atmosphere

fine.

LIEBLER'S "MODERN WAY."

for Liebler

latter

(Special Cable to Variety.)

Hilda

McDonald Hastings has written
"The Modern Way," from the French,

Special Cable to Varikty.)

— the

French version.
This work was unsuccessful, the
adaptation being poor. Ardot is indifferent and cannot compare with Bert
Coote.
Delphin is a fiasco. Marnac

a big success.

Edmund Gwenn and

later.

Paris, Sept.

4.

"Little Miss Llewellyn" at the Vau-

NIGHTLY FOR GUITRY.

and

at the Palladium.

pear

trolling Co., of

"LLEWELLYN" A BIG SUCCESS.

Hippodrome, in
P. Ardot ap-

THRILLER A FAILURE.

Guignol
4.

a tremendous house.
sent by the Variety

is

London

"Seven Blind Men," one of the Grand

(Special Cable to Variety.)
Sept.

the

(Special Cable to Variety.)

ALHAMBRA'S GOOD BILL.

London, Sept.

*1»3

4.

town

in

is

London, Sept.

Paris,

short operetta "Eternal Waltz"

Scamp and Scamp,

order

time,

deville,

London, Sept. 4.
Oip'a Nethcrsole opens a provincial
tour in "The Awakening of Helena
She
Ritchie" at Birmingham, Oct. 7.

?

London, Sept.

R. G.

London, Sept.

,:

on.

(Special Cable to Variety.)

(Special Cable to Variety.)

CSpecial Cable to Variety.)

prob-

will

WESTONY MOVES ALONG.

1.

OLGA NETHERSOLE HOPING.

two matinees

which

(Special Cable to Variety.)

ner*-'

:t

at the Palace,

Vilmos

Fall's

from

which Jane Marnac and

>:ringent agency law of

trie

director of

DICK KNOYVLEB IN LONDON.
London, Sept. 4.
Knowles has returned from the
east.
The rumors of his serious illness were grossly exaggerated.
He was the guest of Sun Yat Sen
and will remain in England for some

Manager

31.

comprising the French version of Leo

ably be increased to two shows daily,
later

lease.

tention of forming a separate organi7atior headed by H. B. Marinelli.

week

a

Aug.

season

year

the house.

all

1912-13

Bannel has recruited a good program,

just closed.

In future there will be
(Special Cable to Variety-.)
Berlin, Sept.

the

4.

Folies Bergere reopened for the

in

week

a

$10,000

throughout

receipts

The

Co. has de-

W.

Sept.

CHARLOTTE PARRY A

4.

Penlcy's condition is declared
Daily bulletins are
hopeless.

S.

to be
being issued.

London,

Sept.

4.

Charlotte Parry, in her latest protean sketch "Into the Light," made
her reappearance in London after an
absence of four years, at the Hippo-

STOLL CONTRADICTS RUMOR.

"OH, MOLLY," A SUCCESS.

The Stoll offices, London, cabled
this week denying that George Abel

(Special Cable to Variety.)

would be taken into the booking department of the London Theatres of
Varieties
Co.
(Gibbons
Circuit)
through Oswald Stoll's influence.
Variety printed a cable two weeks
ago which rumored Abel in negotiations with the London Theatres Co..

Molly," an operetta, at the
Pavilion, brings Marjorie Maxwell into prominence again, with a notable

London, Sept.

HIT.

(Special Cable to Variety.)

4.

"Oh.

success.

drome Monday.
Following the lion show and openthe second half of the program
(a poor spot for a "dark" act), she
was a decided hit.
ing

UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE.

BEAUTIFUL FREAK.

(Special Cable to Variety.)

(Special Cable to Varietv.)

ceeded Walter Gibbons as head of the

rd Sept. 1 with an unsatisfactory per-

London. Sept. 4.
Krunhildc a bwutiful giantess singer and pianist, at the Coliseum, is an

circuit.

formance.

attractive

to act

the

as

fir>t

aid

to

Berlin. Sept.

Charles Gulliver,

new booking head who

lately suc-

4.

The Deutsche Schauspielhaus open-

freak.

VARIETY
DEBERYL AGOUST

EliOPEMENT.

-

WILLIAM MORRIS PLACING
FEATURE ACTS IN PROCTOR'S
Some

Deal of Significance Supposed to Have Happened
Between the Two Managers. Ke Hermann Opening
at the Fifth Avenue Sept. 23. A Defensive
Alliance Against the Field

The United Booking
annoyed early

Simone De

Beryl,

week

to learn this

what there might be behind the placing of Annette Kellermann by' William

Morris as the feature

Avenue

Fifth

tor's

week

of Sept. 23.

nor F.

ris

F.

theatre

Procthe

for

Neither Mr. Mor-

Proctor,

F.

F.

at

Jr.,

would say

anything other than the booking was
entered.

It

first

became known Mon-

day when the photos of Miss Kellermann were hung in the Fifth Avenue
lobby.

Variety in its issue of June 28, last,
reported some "deal" between William
Morris and the Proctor Circuit was
imminent upon Morris' return from
Europe.
The story was based upon
rumors at that time of the stragetic
in bookings the Keith Cirhad placed itself in in New York
through the purchase of the Percy G.
Williams theatres.
That gave Keith
seven "big time" Metropolitan vaude-

position
cuit

against the lone Proc-

ville theatres as

tor "big timer."
It is not improbable that there will
be divulged in time facts sufficient to
confirm Variety's intimation of over

two months ago, although it is claimed by all the important persons on the
Proctor staff that any stories to the
Proctor will .break away
from the United Booking Offices are
groundless.
Proctor is the vice-president of the U. B. O., and this interest,
it
is
said, together with his agreements with the agency, would prevent
any such step. However the Broadway regulars believe a Proctor-Morris
defensive alliance against the field has
been formed.
Vaudeville people know, however,

Mr.

effect

that the Kellermann booking must
have been made direct between Morris and Proctor.
Had it been entered
through the usual channels of the
United, it would have "leaked." It is
also pretty well understood that the
U. B. O. officials might have attempted to block any business dealings Morris and Proctor contemplated.
While speculation may be indulged
in to any extent, and doubtlessly will
be, over the apparent connection in
some way of Morris with Proctor, the
facts, whatever they are, sceni to be

Avenue, also any other feature attractions for vaudeville Mr. Morris has.
When the booking of Miss Keller-

man for the Fifth Avenue became
known the Keith people switched Odiroute around, bringing her from
the Bronx to the Union Square for the
Sept. 23 week.
Another angle to the Proctor position in the U. B. O. came up this week
in a story that the United Booking
Offices would possibly be dissol ed,
accomplishing .a double object thereby.
The dissolution of the corpora-

va's

tion,

officers believe,

its

might relieve

the U. B. O. of the prospective entanglements the "split commission"
may cause it, if the officials are to run
their booking business without lawsuits attending,

and

it

will also

remove

the
Proctor interest in the profit
earned by the U. B. O. through com-

missions.

By

forming

another
corporation
(upon the U. B. O. surrendering its
agency license) the present leaders in
the United think they could then book
"net" (contract for acts less the commission, such as a $500 turn being engaged for $475), and under a new corporate title declare Mr. Proctor out.
Since the purchase of the Williams
houses the Keith people are of the
opinion the Keith Circuit is contributing a far greater share of the United's
earnings than Proctor does. The lat-

was given

ter

when

office

booking
agency of

a share in the

leaving

the

William Morris some years ago.
It is said the United is contemplating a plan something akin to what
trades
have.
Through
present bosses of the United
would appoi; : agents who now do
business through their offices as manthe

building

that, the

agers, and secure their "split," probably retaining the Vaudeville Collection Agency as an adjunct to collect.

by the

week.

Illinois courts last

Mr.

Curtis has been given the custody of
their daughter.

The decree

carries no

alimony stipulation.

kept closely guarded.
will appear at the Fifth
"Undine." the act she playthe. Winter Garden.
The turn

ed at

employs
first

thirty people.

time

the

diver

It

will

be the

appeared in
the head of a

has

Broadway vaudeville at
production.
She is closing a run
at the London
Palace, appearing at
that

after

hall

Oxford.
Following

having opened

at

the*

IS

HACK.

The resignation of Frank Jones as
one of the routers in the United Hooking Offices, has been withdrawn.
Mr. Jones has returned to the
agency, taking charge of the books for

Winter Garden

the

at

of 1830."

The

of sixteen

weeks

act

American

in

appearing

tour

at

the

Fifth

laid

out for

at

Keith's,

it

$400

at

Philadel-

responsible.

Leo Maase, head of the Marinelli
Agency here, when questioned, said
had not received any notification

he
to

from the booking

this effect

and

office

didn't think he would.

He

protested Marinelli could not be

responsible for the love affair of the
members in acts he booked.

The Providence papers gave
bit of publicity to

quite a

the elopement.

ED REYNARD REMARRIES.
Before starting west about a month

ago for the fulfillment of this season's
vaudeville engagements, Ed. F. Reynard,

the

ventriloquist,

remarried

Bianca Froelich.

A divorce was granted the couple
about a year ago. They had not since
seen each other until both arrived in
New York

in

when

June,

the

mis-

understanding that had arisen between
them was explained away.
Mr. and Mrs. Reynard spent most of
the summer at Southold, L. I. Mr.
Reynard left for the west without
making formal announcement of the
ceremony.

IN

VAUDEVILLE AT

60.

Chicago, Sept.

4.

Annie Inman, sixty-nine years of
age, has gone on the vaudeville stage
with a sketch called "Gannet Farm."
She opened at the Virginia, on the
West Side, and was later booked at
the National, Detroit, where she gained
a good deal of attention.
She has
been a pensioner on the Actors' Fund
in Chicago for some time.
Once a
member of the McVicker stock company in Chicago, Miss Inman later
played engagements with Modjeska
and numerous other big stars.

ACT SPLITS QUICK.
The Tempest and Sunshine
nership

did

even

not

last

until

part-

the

engagement the act
was billed to play at the Union Square
this week.
The separation happened
opening of

SOUNDS GOOD OVER HERE.
and

McKenna

have

visit

many Ameri-

in

all

the

in

were chosen by

Some

will

appear

"American revue" the

Hippo-

will produce in December. The
booking man stated he had picked up
ideas while in New York, and the
December production at the Hippodrome will have several of them em-

drome

bodied

in

it.

( )ctober
Hippodrome
the
present an operette for the first
time on any stage.
It has been written by K ah man and Hurgon, the authors of Vienna, where they have successfully turned out musical pieces.
A. Chariot, of the Alhambra, London, leaves tomorrow on the Olympic.
The Alhambra will also present a revue
during October.
While in New York
Messrs. Chariot and De Courville visIt will be inited the same theatres.
teresting
to
note the selections of
American acts and players by each for
Neither
their respective productions.
cared to give out who had been engaged by them.
Before leaving Tuesday de Courville
arranged to play a big rathskeller act
London, opening
at the Hippodrome,
Pete Bernard, who has been
Sept. 23.
one of the big hits at Kelly's, Coney
island, this summer, will head, the
troupe, to be made up of seven entertainers picked by de Courville while
doing the Carbaret at the Island.

During

will

GARDEN'S SUNDAYS ON.
will

start

its

Sunday vaudeville concerts Sept. 8,
with most of the bill supplied by the
people of "The Passing Show ol
1912."

NO INTERMISSIONS NOW.
The B. F. Keith theatres opening
Monday (Alhambra, Bronx, Orpheum
Bushwick) gave their vaudevilU
shows without an intermission. This
practice will be carried into the Co-

and

when

lonial,

house

that

starts

the

next Monday.
The Union
Square has been running during the
summer giving the entire show without a break.
On the title page of the former Williams theatres programs now appears

season

a picture of H. F. Keith.

the

last

Friday,

was

called

when
off,

the Square contract

and

Lucy Daly sub-

Sunshine accepted an offer Monday
become a member of the Gertrude
Hoffman Revue. Max Hart acted as

KELLY-KENT DIVORCE.
Spokane, Sept. 4.
Annie Kent, at the Orpheum last
week, was granted a divorce from
James Kelly by Judge William A.
Superior Couit.

Iliineke, of the

been

solid for three years in F.urope.

MANAGERS CHANGED.
New Haven, Sept. 4.
is
now managed by
Kdwards. who came here from

agent.

Tempest and Ten will be the billing
for the former Tempest and Sunshine
act

NEW THREE
Dingle

who were

Ollie

and

ACT.

The

Ksmeralda

latter

charge of

in

house

W.

D.

Ascough.
and

L.

together in the Rathskeller turn put on early in the spring
by Mabel
lite, have formed a three-

a

act.

l

I

theatre

Poli's

Poli's
Hartford.
has been placed

hereafter.

Viola,

Ellis

About twenty

Mr. de Courville.

The Winter Garden

and Indianapolis.

booked

Tuesday, alter a

can turns for a London appearance.

the "Ballet

which had a route

next week, or the United, from
report, will hold the Marinelli Agency

Tom
the

is

phia,

the Keith theatres in Cincinnati, Louisville

New York

left

booking

the

union Hippodrome,

•

to

Kellermann

engagement it is likely the Proctor-Morris
deal includes the opening of the Harry

Lauder

FRANK JONES

in

I.

looked over and selected

who

with Fmile Agoust,

stituted.

Kellermann

Avenue

'"iirville,

<

tiu

played one day and then disappeared

a

divorce from her husband, Jack Curtis,

at

hi

r

here ol a lew week-, (luring which he

ANNA CHANDLER DIVORCED.
Anna Chandler-Curtis was granted

play

to

mauagi

AMERICAN REVUE.

.le

Keith's Providence, for the week, only

per must appear

was impossible

It

billed

HIP'S
Allien

bit

week because

the

in

was a

Office

I),

the

of

and

is

(iarvey,
local

nii(d

in

former manager
tin aire,

resigned,

been offered
the headquarters of the

reported

position
:

lie

t

Poli

JJookin;.

t«

'

h;»\e

'liicos,

New

York.

„
'

VARIETY
Reports of an impending "split" of

COMME NCED BY JACK LEVY

commissions

in

ment

United

of

the

Booking Agency Has Unlawfully Withheld
Commissions. 50 Per Cent. Fee For Collections Not Equitable Charge

Alleges

the United Booking Offices, j.t ng in collusion with the Vaulic-vxll*Collection Agency, can legally

wulih

one-half the earnings of the

Id

booking through its
r>:i,cr -a ill be determined by the action
iha?
to be brought by Jack Levy
;i:r-.i:nrt the agency, its officers and the
<>l ciiin agency branch.
I.iw bays the United Booking Offi"gaily withheld from him over
ces
? 15,000 before he was informed he
The
•o'.ld r.o longer book through it.
story o{ how the United Booking Office? had selected a cripple (Levy) to
wreak its vengeance and to place before other agents a horrible example
of what might happen to them was
pubiisl.cd in last week's Variety.
August Dreyer has been retained to
start the suit against the U. B. O. Mr*
Dreyer states it will be charged }t is
unconscionable and unilateral that an
adjunct of the United Booking Offices
iu<j<

.Me agents

»

i«i

can charge a fee of
of

fifty

per cent, for

moneys over which

the

rullection

the

porson authorizing the collection

obtained

agreements
through an
-

officer of the

ing Otlices

upon the threat that if the agent did
bh:n the agreement submitted to
>t
him, he would not be permitted to
book ihrough the U. B. O.
Evidence will also be brought out
n

siiow

to

done

the

by

Agemv

exact amount of work
Vaudeville Collection
the collection of these

the
in

moneys.
Mr. Dreyer
l>"»st' r ion

of

is

reported

to

be

in

several matters in con-

with the United Booking Offices >plit-commisison graft" that will
pla> .\u important part in the legal
nect

in

if
'

order was to go into effect about this
time, according to the reports.

Sometime ago the same rumor appeared. It was then denied by D. F.
Hennessy, manager of the U. B. O's
Family Department.
Mr. Hennessy
said he would not permit a "split"
while he was in command of the
United's smaller agency.
It is

understood that two weeks ago

SHORT OF PRESS MATTER.

SELLING SHUBERT, UT1GA.

him.

short of material to properly send out
its press sheets for the acts booked

through the United Booking Offices
towns outside New York City.
The press work for these houses has
been joined with that attended to by
Mr. Pollock for the Orpheum Circuit.
in

sent out

many

letters to acts that

bookings, receiving but five answers.
Until the acts comply with the request to furnish data for the press
sheet, Mr. Pollock says he will experience much difficulty.

alleged

new

The

The Orpheum Press Department under the direction of John Pollock is

appear for him, with H. & J. Goldsmith in a damage suit for $100,000
Mr. Sullivan expects to bring against
Sullivan alleges he has
the U. B. O.
been put at great loss and inconvenience through the United Offices not
having fulfilled agreements made with

agents
from
United Bookwere obtained under duress,

be

time"

"small

week.

or so Mr. Hennessy, J. J. Murdock and
E. F. Albee reached an understanding
over the direction of the Family Department.
HenIt was agreed Mr.
nessy should have complete control of
the agency branch, with no interference from "upstairs."
Under this condition in the Fata.
Dep't, it is unlikely there will be any
"split" of the very small commission
the agents receive, while Hennessy retains sole charge.

were recently given him among United

likely

Depart-

Booking Offices

the

centres during the

who formerly booked through

the United Offices, had retained William Ellison, Corporation Counsel, to

the

also

will

Sullivan,

He

has no control.
It

stand the light of a judicial investigation, since it went before the court
which ruled on the papers and testimony submitted.
It was reported Tuesday that Joe

Family

the

around

circulated

\>i''-4er

FREE FIELD FOR AGENTS.

"SPLIT" IN FAM. DBP*T.

SUIT TO RECOVER "SPLIT"

Utica, N. Y., Sept.

are about to sell their
one-half interest in the Shubert theatre
here to Wilmer & Vincent, according
to report.

"The Diamond Necklace," by FredArnold Kummer, the second of
Frohman's vaudeville productions, will have its premiere at the
Union Square Sept. 16.
Helen Langford, formerly with Mar-

eric

Daniel

Anglin,
feminine role.

garet

will

play

the

central

The

The

sale

is

will

the other half

been

have

to

said

brought about through the dissatisfaction expressed by the Shuberts over
vaudeville

the

furnished

bills

Booking

theatre by the United

the

Offices.

NO INTERSTATE PICTURES.
Portland, Ore., Sept. 4.
brought the JohnsonFlynn fight pictures from Washington
to Oregon and the Federal authorities
got after him for an alleged violation
of the Interstate Commerce law.

Woody

Woody was fined $100 when arraigned for showing the pictures in pne
state when they were staged in another.

Congress passed

Frohman's third and last playlet
be produced during the holidays.

owns

firm

interest.

F.

FROHMAN'S SECOND PLAYLET.

4.

The Shuberts

this

law

last July. It

time a decision has been
reached pertaining to its edict.

is

the

first

Agency and

COOLEY RUNNING MANHATTAN.
going away from the
bright lights of Broadway.
He will
hie himself to Salem, Mass., as the
main stem at the opening of Gane's
Witch theatre, Sept. 7. Four acts and
pictures will be played in the Salem
house, booked in by Lester Mayne of
the Family Department, U. B. O. The
Witch seats 1,100.
Gane has severed all connections
with the Manhattan, 32d street and
Broadway. The house is now looked
after by Hollis E. Cooley.

Hestdes the

Collection

Proctor, K. F. Albee and J. J. burdock are to be named as defendants.
Percy G. Williams, it is said, will be
Mr.
called as a
material witness.
Williams was an officer of the booking
agency until recently.
In a statement made this week, Mr.

LeVy

published in
Vatui: v regarding his expulsion from
R. O. booking floor was corth. V
rect
although he mentioned while
V u'
stated the United complained
nj'
him receiving $75 from an act,
milling was said to him regarding the
P'-cnliar
transaction
that
occurred
win
\ aleska
Suratt broke her conv. ith
tract
William Morris, to play
what was then alleged to be a prior
contract with William Hammerstein.
-,iid

the

slory

as

i

,

t

.

Billy

I<

co

1

;
1

United officers, added Mr.
any details of how this
ration which resulted in Miss
appearing for Hammerstein be-

did the
fcjve

,

•

j

i

Sur.iii

came

possible, or

how

the United

offi-

cer* were concerned in this question-

able

transaction,

which

could

easily

is

The Manhattan is now offering
straight picture policy at 10-15.

a

Adele Ritchie was snapped up by the
United Booking Offices this week and
a route of twelve weeks laid out for
her.
She will open for Wilmer & Vincent Sept. 30, and then Hammcrstein's,
with a trip over the Williams houses

summer, has

down and assumed
tion with very few

finally

its

simmered

normal condi-

changes from that

of last year.

The

persistent

rumor

that Charles E.

Bray would eventually open luxuriously
furnished offices in Chicago and estabanother big independent

lish

agency

has gradually backed down to a mere
For a long while after his
ambition.
resignation as executive head of the
"Association" it was said Mr. Bray anticipated going into the booking busiAt different times
ness for himself.
he was reported connected with every

independent office in town and some
claimed that twenty-five or thirty "Association" theatres were ready to move
with him.
Every effort was made to keep his
plans secret, but it became known this
week that shortly before his departure
east, Mr. Bray held a long consultation with J. C. Matthews with a view
to joining with the Pantages Circuit,

opening an office in Chicago and making an attempt to cut into the Sullivan-Considine and "Association" busiIt is understood the proposiness.
tion advanced so far that a complete
floor in the First National

Bank

Build-

ing was considered for an flffice. Alex
Pantages is said to have looked favorably upon the proposition, but inasmuch as his acquaintance with the

middle-western situation is limited, he
turned the responsibility of the final
decision over to Matthews.
Matthews declined to talk about the
matter to a Variety representative,
but admitted that such a move had
been contemplated, adding that it was
definitely declared off.

There are still a number who
that Bray will become active

sist

in-

in

occurred.

actor.

Orleans, Sept.

4.

prize-fight films.

The law
prize-fight

virtually puts an
film

for

all

end to the

time,

as

its

HORLITZELLE-WELLS AGREED.

of

the

Chicago, Sept. 4.
Hoblitzelle, general manager
Interstate Circuit, arrived in

Chicago this morning, after a stay of
about ten days in New York. While
there Mr. Hoblitzelle and Jake Wells
are said to have agreed upon their dis-

Last season the United put the ban
on Miss Ritchie, but that was last

puted possession with
southern territory.
The terms have been
it is said, with nothing
the papers necessary for

season.

to sign.

following.

shapes of a paralyzed pretzel during
the past

provision makes it possible to cxhimt
a film only in the state where the fight

New

United
District
Attorney
States
Charlton R. Bcattie asserts that he will
prosecute every motion picture man in
the southern district who violates the
new law with reference to the importation from one state to another of

Karl

GLAD TO FORGET.

i

Nor

Gane

4.

but it is hardly
likely he will begin operations before
next season, if at all.
The agency question has been definitely settled insofar as the "Association" is concerned, the ten percenters
having been notified that they can sell
their attractions on "the floor" without dividing their earnings with the
Incidentally, word has been
agency.
passed that they need not confine their
attentions to the "Association." This
gives the agents a free field to work
and makes things look brighter for the

pro< eedings.

Unite'l corporation, B. F. Keith, F. F.

Chicago, Sept.

With the new season officially
opened through the arrival and passing of Labor Day, the middle-western
vaudeville situation, which has been
twisted and re-twisted into the various

vaudeville

of

settled upon,
remaining but
each manager

vicinity

this

again,

BRAY'S FUTURE FIXED.
Charles E. Bray left New York late
last week for Chicago, and it is said
he will continue onto the Coast. Mr.
Bray is reported to have met DeWitt
Young, owner of the San Francisco
Chronicle and president of the PanaExposition,
ma-Pacific
when Mr.
Young arrived in New York for the
other side about two weeks ago.
If Mr. Bray does not make a suitable connection upon the Coast, he
will return to the Orpheum offices in
New York.

VARIETY

PHILADELPHIA FRANCHISES
FROM SULLIVAN-CONSIDINE
Western Circuit Agrees to Supply NIxon-Nlrdlinger
Vaudeville Houses in Philadelphia With Its Road
Shows. Exclusive Booking Agreement Made.
S-C Flying Independent Flag
While John W. Considine and Fred
T. Lincoln, general manager of the
were in
Circuit,
Sullivan-Considine
New York Tuesday, it was well reported that during the day, the heads of the
Circuit (including Chris O. Brown,
general
passed over

the

booking

had

manager)

Sullivan-Considine

fran-

chises for vaudeville bookings to Fred
Nixon-Nirdlinger of Philadelphia.
The franchises cover the People's

and Nixon theatres in Quakertown,
and give the exclusive booking privilege for those houses to the S-C New
York office, of which Mr. Brown is in
charge.

The passing of the franchises which
brings the Sullivan-Considine Circuit
into the east, for the first time since
operated the Family theatre on
it
125th street, New York, some years
ago, was accepted as an indication of
the stand the S-C people have taken
upon their relations to the vaudeville
world, and the United Booking Offices

for the west

week, Mr. Lincoln
going as far as Chicago. No business
is said to have brought Mr. Considine
east excepting to keep Senator Timothy D. Sullivan, his partner, company.
The Philadelphia transaction
just happened to mature while Mr.
Considine was in town.

The Loew Circuit programs are being closely looked over, in view of the
rumor Loew will increase the cost of
his shows upon the B. F. Keith houses
attempting to compete with the "small
timers" through reducing prices.
A
reduction occurred this week at the
Bushwick, Brooklyn, the "big time"
vaudeville theatre of that section, and
one of the Percy Williams group

Keith purchased.
Admissions to the
upper portions of the Bushwick were
brought down to ten and fifteen cents
last

understanding that

must exist ^between Sullivan-Considine
and the Loew Circuit.^ They will
shortly book from one office in the
quarters in the Heidelberg buildUnder the territorial agreement
between S-C and Loew, the former
had to obtain the consent of the latter
to book in the east, before issuing the

new
ing.

Nirdlinger permits.
The Philadelphia franchises become
All
operative in aJ)out three weeks.

Sullivan-Considine

the

will play the Nirdlinger

Road

Shows

houses before

last

New York

OFFICES IN THE PAIiACE.
The United Booking office expects
move its entire office staff into the
new Palace theatre building, now
to

building,

between
46th
and 47th
on Broadway, early in the

spring.

The

building
ing completion.

is

will all be

rapidly

near-

:

bring about an adjustment before trial
One of the defenses may
is reached.
be that Miss Coverdale was a minor
at the time of signing the Lasky agree-

ment

LBASBS RICHMAN SKETCH.
Charles Deland has leased from
Charles Richman the sketch "The
Fire Escape," formerly used by Richman in vaudeville, and will have the
same supporting company employed
by its previous star.

SPOKANE AMERICA/* DARK.
Spokane, Sept. 4.
American, the
newest and best looking house here,
The house has met with
is unsettled.
only indifferent success since opening

The

future

December,

of

the

Different

1910.

stock

company or two, sandwiched in have been
tried.
The house may remain dark all
with

a

musical

upon

its

GIRLS'

"Court by Girls"
vaudeville

Thos.

comedy

is

the

title

of

a

by
be produced by

skit

written

It will
J. Gray.
Witt. Twelve, people will be in
the act. The setting will be a court
room, with nearly all females as at-

Max

tendants, jury, counsel and judge.

Since Clay Lambert severed his connections with the Leffler-Bratton Co.,
George Goett's name has gone up on
the office doors as manager of the

Goett has been personally managing
the tour of "The Merry Go Rounders

»»

mortgage upon

all

of

the

properties

he transferred to Keith. The mortgage
is
for $3,750,000, with yearly Install-

ments of

on
was paid Mr.

$350,000, besides interest

bonds.

the

$1,250,000

Williams when the properties passed.

The managers who profess to know
claim Mr. Williams tied up all of his
houses as far as possible, to prevent
depreciation in value by the Keith
management. No house booked by the
United Booking Offices (Keith) can
play a "small time" bill ove .-> ^c-rtain
limit in the same territory a\> a "Williams theatre," nor can the Keith people change the policy of a "Williams
house" without the consent of "P.G."
The mortgage bonds bear five per
cent, interest, making a total yearly
payment of interest of about $175,000.
Xhis with the $350,000 worth of bonds
that must be taken up returns to Williams each year around the amount of
income the Williams Circuit gave him
when on its highest era of prosperity.
All of the vaudeville people seem to
think Mr. Williams made an excellent
bargain in every way, for himself.

vaudeville

in

the

variety

old

days,

was found dead Sunday in his humble
room in a cheap lodging house.
He made a fortune in "The Fountain," a famous resort of thirty-five
years ago, and many prominent stars
of the stage worked for him in the vaIn the excitement of the Comstock
days he gambled in stocks and lost
his fortune.
He was never able to
recoup his losses, and spent the last

years of his

ODETTE TYLER DEBUTTING.

BE88IE BROWNING.
Browning has been in the past
with
connected
several
well-known
musical comedies, her last appearance
being with "The Land of Nod." in
which she played The Chorus Girl,
the part originally taken by Carrie DeMar.
More recently she has l»een doing a
"single act" of exclusive songs and
imitations
over the Orphetnn and

Talbot and Mark L. Stone,

Western vaudeville

of

circuits.

All

her

songs are her own property, having
been written by herself, for restricted

of Talbot's

distance

janitor.

Bessie

TALBOT'S CHICAGO HIP.

a

working as a

Odette Tyler will make her New
York debut in a new sketch at the
Fifth Avenue Sept. 23.
She will have
Billy Williams and Gideon Dame in

completion, there

Lake,

life

her support.

duly taken care of. it is said.
The Palace will not be in running
order before Nov. 15. if by that time.

168 feet.

Times

L.-B. firm.

remains a well grounded belief
that B. F. Keith intends to play vaudeville under his own name in Times
Square.
Such obstacles as may be in
the way of Keith doing that will be

L.

the

San Francisco, Sept. 4.
Fred Bormann, pioneer manager of

COURT OF JUSTICE.

still

Frank

in

FRED BORMANN DEAD.

Notwithstanding the many reports
and rumors over the disposition of
the Palace,

managers

Square district say the report of B.
F. Keith being willing to lease the
former Percy G. Williams Colonial
theatre did not sound good to them.
That house, or any other of the
"Williams houses" cannot be disposed
of, it is said, without the consent of
Mr. Williams, who holds a bonded

winter.

on the Broad-

running back to
left

August Dreyer appears for, the act.
some elements n
connection with the suit which may
It is said there are

COLONIAL TIED UP.
Vaudeville

riety turns.

ence.

Considine and Lincoln

violation

GOETT, L-B'S MANAGER.

Philadelphia theatres a part of the
Sullivan-Considine Circuit, as far as
'he bookings are concerned, and means
flying,
are
Sullivan-Considine
tl -\t
even flaunting, the flag of independ-

Mt'srs.

in

also had orchestras.

Hippodrome, St. Louis, are
in town making arrangements for the
new hippodrome to be erected in Chicago, the property for whicih was purchased by the Marchall Field estate
for $1,700,000 and leased to the St.
Louis managers for 198 years.
The new site is located on State
street, with a frontage of 180 feet, and

'

This was

Monday

The offices
way side.

manner.
A report has been around that some
of the managers in the United Booking Offices who have but a single theatre to look after have stated that
should the S-C-Locw booking office
develop as seems likely, they may
from the
change their allegiance
United to the combined agency.
Reports have been about for two or
three weeks past that the SullivanConsidine New York office would furNixon-Nirdlinger theatres
the
nish
with acts, but it had not been definitely
decided upon, according to the rumors, that S-C would grant franchises, a proceeding that makes the

Ham-

next George May
will¥ again
conduct
his
musicians,
who will be
one
their
minus
former membership, the second violin
having been dropped out.
The Fifth Avenue installed musicians Monday of this week, with
Warde Johnston again in the lead. The
B. F. Keith theatres opening Monday

merstein's.

greatly troubled over the
S-C-Loew connection. It is even said
to be worrying the United's heads in
light

vaudeville house

to replace the orchestra will be

streets

no

Red Widow."

of the contract held between the couple
and himself, alleges Lasky.

in

ORCHESTRA GOING BACK.

jumping to Cincinnati to make the remainder of the S-C chain from there.
The United Booking Offices is reported as

against Minerva Coverdale and George
White, to recover $1,500 for an alleged breach of contract.
The act known as Coverdale and
White entered into an agreement with
Cohan & Harris tq appear in "The

organizations,

The

Philadelphia transaction was also looked upon by the variety students
around 42d street as equally indicative of the strong

Monday, upon the opening of the

house for the season.

in particular.

The

this

IiASKY AFTER DAMAGES.
Through his attorney, Leon Laski,
Jesse L. La sky has started an action

use.

Miss Browning is about t.. make her
appearance in the east shortly with a
brand new act. in whuli ability and
costuming will both ! ay prominent
;

higgest time.
known as "The
Miss I'rowninu
Vivacity Girl." is pictured on Variktt's

parts

ETHEL WHITESIDE.
IN VAUDEVILLE.

in

a

front page.

bid for th<

VARIETY

8

VAUDEVILLE IS VAUDEVILLE
WITHOUT ANY DISTINCTION

"GUYS."

VAUDEVILLE EPILAUGHS
By

(Acknowledgment to Goldberg.)
Joe Howard The guy that put the
"Cop" in copyright.
Eddie Feiner The guy that put the

WILLIAM JEROME.

stopped to light a cheap cigar,
That's how I lost my motor car.
I

—
—
"stall"
installments.
Joe Schenck — The guy
in

Rock and Maude Fulton.
Open To
Highest Bidder For This Season. Will Play Any
Circuit Paying Their Salary, Whether
Two or More Shows Daily

Say William

There

no distinction nowadays

is

>'n

vaudeville, according to the statement

William Rock, of Will-

accredited to

Whether
iam Rock and Maude
a house plays two or three shows
Fulton.

dailv iii'*an no loss in caste to the a:t
appearing for any manager or circuit
paying the salary asked, is the principle upon which Mr. Rock is prcpari*% la
'd the season in the variety
.

field.

Rock and Fulton play in New York
Avenue theatre commencing Sept. 16. While there Mr. Rock
at the Fifth

quoted as saying, they will place a
upon their act for the remainder
of the season, without any restrictions.

is

price

manager to meet that price
(or another if mutually agreed upon)

The

first

will

secure

services.

their

Once

a

manager pays what is asked, according to Rock, the manager is the sole
arbiter of how many shows daily the
The Rock theory is
act shrill play.
the act sells

services at a stipulated

its

up to the management
paying the money to say how the services shall best be utilized.
Rock and Fulton are in the "head.
fin e da*-."
They probably ask around
figure,

and

is

it

61,000 weekly.

publicly

to

It is the first big turn

state

they will play

whomsoever may meet

their

for

demands,

although, other "headline" acts in the
past (receiving as much as $1,000) have
appeared in theatres where three shows

DeVeaux

Mr.

of

the

that

the

de-

Executive

peal.

The

friction in the actors' union
back to the expulsion of Mr.
DeVeaux and other members, which
matters have been taken up by several
locals,
with
recommendations
following that the charter of the Rats
union be revoked.
At the weekly meeting of the Central Federated Union in New York
last Friday night, a resolution was introduced calling upon the State Federation to unseat any delegate of the
White Rats Actors' Union who may
be present at the annual convention,
to be held at Poughkeepsie Sept. 17.
This proceeding is not connected
with the former hearing before the C.
F. U. which decided to recommend
the National Convention of the American Federation of La'bor at Rochester
in November, to withdraw the Rats

dates

charter.
It

claimed the White Rats vio-

is

by refusautonomy.
If

late the unions' constitution

ing to recognize local
the resolution to unseat

is

carried at

Poughkeepsie, this will practically shut
the Rats out from all A. F. of L. labor
affiliation

in

New York

the "small time" vaudeville
(as uip. "three-daily" houses are called) rapidly advancing in quality and
rlass r.t* bills, the vaudeville contingent
which has heard about the Rock and
Fultr.n stand believe their attitude

may

be the start of a general reversal of
among artists over the "threea-dny" tl eatres.
feeling

San Francisco, Sept. 2.
The local office of the White Rats
Actors' Union has been closed.
It 's
said to be along the lines of a

APPEALING TO CONVENTION.
The

the
of
Council
Executive
American Federation of Labor decided A gust 30 on the complaint and
v.

iled

by Harry DeVeaux and

White Rats Actors'
Union ('an affiliated body of the A. F.
m !_..' that "The White Rats Actors'
Vpion has absolute autonomy to conothers rcrainst the

da

t

the

affairs

of

their

union,

and

ttfoie the protests canno* be con-

?1

sul/red by the Executive Council, and
f

*t..:i»<s,

<

k

Oie further information of the pro-

>

t

f

ciety's

resources.

h<-

White T\ats
>rs'
Union

amalgamation between
Actors' Union and the

A
can
Executive
the
Council take cognizance of a dissension in the ranks of the White Rats
Actors' Union."
Upon the decision being handed
down, Mr. DeVeaux served notice
upon President Samuel Gompers that
he will appeal to the convention of the
\. F. of L., to be held at Rochester.
.

V.,

in

practiced by the
White Rats has reduced the staff of
its official organ to four people, which
includes
vertising

one

stenographer,

solicitors

and

one

two

ad-

writer.

The

policy of the paper, since the retirement of Walter K. Hill Aug. 31
(upon the expiration of his contract
for one year) will be directed by the
Publishing Committee, acting in conjunction with the Board of Directors.
The Publishing Committee is com-

posed of William J. Cooke and W.
Waters, both officials of the Rats.

W.

November.

"DRAKE," GREAT SPECTACULAR.
("Special

Louis
"Drake."

in

—

"verse" in Versatile.
Doc Steiner The guy that put the
"rye" in Rialto.
Chris Brown The guy that put the
sack in Sacramento.

—

Britt.

—

more then Seymour Brown.

O'Connor

Johnnie

put the barn

how

Oh,

I'd like to rest

my

back

Los Angeles, Sept. 4.
amusement zone at
Ocean Park was swept by fire last
night and all the places completely deentire

Million
Frazer's
including
Starland theatre, LaPetite picture theatre, Shell's picture
theatre, Brooks' picture theatre, the

"Guy" in Rawson.
Leo Edwards The guy
"Symp" in Symphony.
the

—

Dollar

Thompson's "Dragon
Gorge" scenic railway and practically
all the concessions on the ocean front
skating

The

FUNNY GINK, THAT PATSY.

Pier,

rink,

total

loss

is

a million dollars, partially insured.
There will be a joint meeting to-

night of the Ocean Park ChamVr ui
Commerce, the concessionaires and a 1 !
others affected financially by the conflagration, to discuss

ways and means

for a general rehabilitation.
Frazer declares it as his intention to

the

work

of

expected to become
general, with a bigger and better resort than ever next season.
S-C'S

is

NORTH SIDE EMPRESS.

Chicago, Sept. 4.
North Side Empress theatre for the Sullivan-Considine Circuit. It is said Fred T. Lincoln, general manager of the chain,
selected the site before leaving here

There

will

be

Bert Green and Fatsy Morrison arc
at

a

for the east.
The house will seat 1,800 and open before this season ends.
No information as to exact location
will be given out until all the details
are taken care of.
This will give the S-C people three
Empress theatres in Chicago. The
second one, at Halstead and 63d
streets, is expected to be finished by
New Year's. There is an Empress
now playing the S-C road shows.
The three houses will be known as

Halsted Empress, Cottage Grove
Empress, and probably the North Side
Empress.

Once every season Bert
to the mat over some

again.

it

and Patsy go

thing or other.

little

considerably ove*

BRINGING OVER

at

night,

is

a great spectacular play, ro-

mantic and human.
Its mounting is
magnificent
Lyn Harding, Phyllis Neilson, Terry
and Basset Roc took the honors.

that put the

stroyed,

NEW

PLAYS.

Last

season

after

Cosmo
Oceanic

Hamilton
this

week

for

rooms

dressing

House.

of

there

away

Patsy

theatre.

This time, however, it isn't dressing
rooms, but $100. Patsy may not deem
this as humorous.
Miss Franklin was forced to postpone her original date at Morrison's
this season through illness, and the
engagement was moved back one week.
Miss
Franklin^
billed
Patsy
had
heavily

the

for

nothing about

came

first

that.

a

sanitarium until

recovered.

said

pay night
$100,

up to extra billings.
And now Gus Drcycr is going to try
to collect that $100 from Patsy.
it

SEASIDE HOUSE, MILLER'S.
Atlantic City,

W.

William
will

manage

to be built

for

tracts

Miller, of

the

is

new

Sept.

the

will

4.

Philadelphia,

vaudeville house

on Atlantic avenue.

be
couple of weeks.
theatre

construction

Conthe

of

during the next
The estimated cost

let

$150,000.

Miller's policy here will be the

Penn

which

same

theatre, Phil-

he controls, besides
other houses there.

in

ITALIAN OPERA CO. AT COL.
(Special Cable to Variety.)

of

London, Sept. 4
Opera Company oper ,t
"Pagliacci" at the Coliseum Mot

The

in

but

date,

When

week Patsy held out

last

charging

being interested

William P. Hadden, manager of the
Colonial Septet, is ill and will remain

Rockaway

the

found the complaint
quite interesting and amusing.
Patsy finds most things amusing. He
can even see something funny in the
prices for the food his brother serves
at the restaurant annexed to the Rock-

sails
on
the
America to su-

the
production
perintend
"The Blindness of Virtue."

Franklin

Irene

had played the house for a week, Bert
laid a well founded kick against the

adelphia,

(Special Cable to Variety.)

4.

Tree

that

—The guy that put the shut
Pat Casey — The guy that put the
Mart-in Beck.
Guy Rawson — The "guy" that's got

as at the William

N.
Parker's
melodrama.
produced by Sir Herbert
His Majesty's theatre last

guy

shutters.

in

OCEAN PARK WIPED OUT.
The

— The

Barnebee.

in

Sittner

Inside a 40 Cadillac!

Cable to Variety.)

London, Sept.

"The Winsome Widow."
Fred Stone The guy that put the

H. Remick comes to town

J.

You'll see

the-

Houdini The guy that put the
"hand" in handcuffs.
B. F. Keith— The guy that put the*
"purse" in Percy Williams.
Frank Tinney The guy that put the

"Win"

the

that only in case of violation

th? terms of

When

new

economic policy going into effect in
various affairs of the Rats which have
proven a heavy drain upon the so-

The economy being

protest

Jack Gleason said I'd be a hit,
Of course you will, said Jimmy

guys that put

—

sang a song in tights
had the agents dead to rights.
I

rebuilding. This

it

r

I

that put the

Palisades.

in

—

used to be with Ward and Vokes,
Perhaps you know me, Harold Stokes.
Until

"Pal"

U. B. O.— The
"leave" in Levy.

laughed so much at Harry Fox
The usher made me leave the box.
I

commence immediately

State.

daily were given.

Wit

had a company of thirteen,

I

states

Council wis
anticipated and a ruling had been asked for merely to enable the complainants to officially bring the matter of
the protests against the White Rats
before the national convention, on apcision

1

Hut twelve were painted on the scene.

in

day,

Italian

revealing a

fine

organization

singers, with a special setting

i

f
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The Hudson, Union
vaudeville policy

Hill,

resumed

Labor day.

West

has been granted a
vorce from Charles Gill.
Lillian

Ham-

mersteins.

Jack Welch attending "The Polish
Wedding."
Louis Mann speaking well of his
managers.
Jane Cowl getting a good notice in
the Times.
Fred Moore becoming Mayor of

1

Morrison's Rockaway, will close for
the season Sept.

its

some one

di-

Orpheum,

in the

Seattle.

Elizabeth Brice buying the first page
the Findlay, Ohio, newspaper.

An

actor admitting the author had

something to do with

Norman
ination for

cancel

Hart

Sept.

will

in

"Moon-

New

York,

16.

.

last

with

"The Gay

Traney arrived from Europe
Tuesdays for a tour of the United
houses, booked by Paul Durand.

S.

Kitty

Edward

Pierce and Marie Roslyn
not be in. burlesque this season,
playing vaudeville instead.
will

Amsterdam,
"Direct from the Globe, Lon-

H. M. Addison is ahead of K. J. CarDays"
company.
"School
Clay Vance is the manager.
Mrs. Ben Deeley, reported
the

ill

in

St.

Klizahcth Deeley, ex-wife of
Mr. Deeley's wife is

comedian.

traveling with him.

Ben

Nathan

snail

giving

birth

to

a

Walter

ham

Kelly

playing

at

politely declining to

Archie Parnell smiling at someone
scratching

another

fel-

low's back.

Llewellyn Johns providing "family"
vaudeville.

Leon Zeitlin taking control of the
Syndicate Halls.
Richard Warner dilating upon the
"tights"

ing into partnership.
B. Sherck treating A. BrafT to dinner at the Carlton.
A. D. Davis raising the salaries of all
acts on the Stoll tour.
Albert Bulmer going to the rescue
of the Wciland Agency.
C. B. Cochran buying the Houses of

Parliament for a circus.

Walter Bentley booking refined acts

own

G- B.

producer

how

to run his

L.

Knight.

"temperature."

MacLachlan refusing the man-

agement

of the Coliseum.

Karl Hooper admitting he
much money for his clients.

gets too

Charley Reed singing Flora
mer's songs to his "friends."

Cro-

Wylic mentioning "Detective
Keen" to a booking manager.

Pawtucket.

George Foster being presented with
a prize lemon by American artists.

Music publishers

more out

ever sang

of

telling actors

it

than any one

"You

Ernest Edclsten writing a book on
to be Happy Though Worried."

"How

Will

LONDON.)

Jack Davis' high hat.
going on tour.
Claude Marncr minus "side."
Charles Gulliver booking acts.
Willie Passpart locating in Berlin.
Joe Davis offering five pounds more.
Bertie Sheldon paying for hire of

Tommy Dawc

Ha Grannon last season featured
with Lasky's production "Phinophiend
Minstrels" will take to her single specialty again this season.
Joe Macey, formerly of the T^.d
Snyder company, is now connected
with the Jerome & Schwartz Publishing Co.

Cartmell and Harris will return to
country Oct. 21, to pl«y eight
weeks under the direction of Morris
this

Feil.

Loraine Lester, formerly of "A Winning Miss" company, will appear with
Billy Goodall
(formerly of Goodall
and Craig) in vaudeville.

John J. Kennedy, who formerly
headed Kennedy's Players, has assumed
the management of the Central theatre,
playing "pop" vaudeville, at West Hoboken, N. J. The house reopened

Labor Day.

Frank Burton, who has been playing
Cap Williams in "Paid in
Frank Sheridan originated

the role of
Full," since

it four years ago, has refused to take
the part again this season.

Elida Morris has had her foreign
time moved forward.
She will open
her eight weeks' engagement on the
other side Dec. 30 at the Victoria
Palace, London.
Jos. K. Emmett and Co. started Monday to play southern engagements for
the United Booking Offices, with the

Sullivan-Considine Circuit booked to
follow, giving Mr. Emmett a solid
season.
Trixie Friganza, now at the Winter
Garden, has been offered an engage-

ment

at the

London Hippodrome

glass

presenting a stained
of St. Paul to Randvoll

recovering.

Collins

window

House.
racing

—

the

to

Moffat Tartan.
Ernest

Frances Brook, formerly in support
is planning a dip
in
vaudeville with a sketch,
"His
Wife Came Back," which opens at
Newport, Sept. 9. Viola (/rant is in
of Mildred Holland,

Walter Hast changing his
from green and gold

colors

Sabel Johnson fell downstairs at
1837
her home,
East
15th
street,
Brooklyn, the other day, and was seriously injured, sustaining a broken
ankle and a dislocation.
She is now

Wighton booking American

her support.

turns for Glasgow, Liverpool, Sheffield

Fred
Karno's
English
company
(managed by Alf. Reeves) with Chas.

piano.

and Birmingham.

Abbott and Elmore White have
dissolved
Abbott
stage
partnership.

"Trapped," a one ,ni play by Fredrir Arnold Kummer. lias been sold by
r
Sanger & Jordan In Daniel

.

Chaplin

Marty
baby

Ward

(girl)

Sept.

and
2.

wife

received

a

The mother was

formerly Georgia Lansem of the Eight
Cyclone Dancers.
J. Mulish

Billy

will

appear

Topham.

jn

a

new

act

will)

Florence

fol-

lowing her stay at the Garden.
Miss
Friganza has a twenty-five weeks' con-

Julian

who

it."

Go

tract with the Shuberts.

George M. Cohan giving the first
performance of "Broadway Jones" in

get

placed Logansport
joining the "MerRounders" on the Eastern bur-

question.

Harry Burns and Willy Adacker go-

at the

Erlanger talking about the
days when he was ahead of George
A.

Bliss

has

map by

Bucking-

Palace.

Harry Masters

Dave

ry

&

vey's act.

of his

(IN
penter's

and

scheme.
Chris Marner doing a Count D'Orsay act.
Jack Goodson taking tea at Mrs.
Game's.
Barney Myers bringing more acts to
England.
Walter Gibbons returning to management.
Jimmy Tate applauding Zona Ve-

The Boston Managers' Association

show.

is

—"We'll

they don't change our spot."

if

telling a big

Musician Co.," is very ill at the Providence Hospital, Washington, D. C.

Louis,

speaking of the
"My Theatres."

"The Pink Lady"
billed as

nom-

of Bristol, N. H.

don."

Harry Eanett,

J.

success.

The Monday morning speech

appear
shine" at the Alhambra,
S.

mayor

his

rejecting the

Jeffries

Arthur Blondell
houses he books as

"The Rose Maid."

W.

farming

Arthur Aldin forgetting he manages
the Empire.
Harry Vernon booking a sketch with
Moss-Empires.
Perry (Vardon, Perry & Wilbur),
wearing a beard.

Tommy Shea beginning his 99th
season as manager of the Empire.

of

Murray

Paul

Marie Ray
(Tnd.) on the

in the

Chris Brown having cigars named
after him, by the thousand.
Sandy Dingwall smiling at McVicker's box office statements.
Carl Ritter's talk on each piece of

a

Moore has signed with Werba
& Lucscher for the southern company

Jack Somers parting his hair
middle.

else's jokes.

in

Snitz

lesque Wheel.

Murdock.
Carl Lothrop weighing as much as
Arthur Dunn.
Billy
Jerome writing hits with
Harry Von Tilzer.

J. J.

Long Branch

Fred and Adele Astaire have been
booked for the Orpheum circuit, opening Sept. 27 at Winnipeg.

Cross.

Jack Levy making a living without

marble

Walter Rosenberg was "pinched" in
last Sunday for giving
performance on the Sabbath.

ter's circuit.

take wine.

Atlantic City.

XXVIH.

Vol.

hearing

Mitchell

knocking.
Lieutenant Becker playing at

Advertising copy for current Ibbuo must
reach New York office by 6 p. m. Wednesday.
Advertisements by mall should be accompanied by remittance.
^^^—

—j—

Rca Boazman

Brennan and

F.

Julian

ADVERTISEMENTS.

W. H. Clemart declining a knighthood.
Martin Samptcr showing his check
book.
Jack Hayman accepting the Victoria

Bcmick's

singing

together.

BERLIN
16 Karl St.
E. A. LEVY

Single copies,

Cohen

songs.

Rue Saint Dldler

Herman Lieb signed a ten weeks'
contract with Marcus Loew this week
to play his act, "Dope," over the lat-

training.

Meyer

PARIS

EDWARD

again.

Josephine Sabel singing at Martin's.
Phil Nash applauding his daughters.
Marcus Loew buying furs for Joe

O'CONNOB

LONDON
6

back.

Cahn getting on earth

Julius

Majestic Theatre Bldff.
J.

coming

Abel and Irwin teaming again.
Louis Cohen selling meal tickets.
Al Aarons writing another opera.

Cttj

CHICAGO

JOHN

Sisters

9
3

»

I

lor

vaudeville

prodm

tion.

•'

<

•

1 i 1

1

1

;

t

playing his original role of
Archibald, will open )rt 20 at Cincinnati, for a whirl over the S.-C. circuit
in "Wow
\Vow-. >>r a Night in ;m
'

English Secret

:

,

i<ty."
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CHICAGO SEASON'S OPENING
FINDS E MPTY SE ATS GALORE
Away From Theatres.
Up
Monday
Picks
Night. Some New
Business
and Some Old Shows on View

Hot Weather Keeps

People

Chicago, Sept. 4.
next to the hottest
day of the season in Chicago, witnessed four openings in the "Loop"
Not one had a full house.
district.

Sunday, Sept.

1,

At the La Salle Opera House "The
had its premiere and

Girl at the Gate"

for the
theatre

time in the history of the
was not sold out on the

first
it

opening night.
"Oliver Twist" at the

Illinois,

with

the "publicity the fight over Wilton
Lackaye, had a small audience; "The
all

Bir

I

of Paradise" at the Garrick and
at the Lyric

-The Whirl of Society"

was Frazee that he would win

Tommy"

at the

Chicago
premiere

Opera House, which had its
Friday night, opened to big business,
but there is no telling just how much
"paper" was used. It was still hot on
Monday, and the Labor Day matinees

•The Littlest Rebel" at McVicker's,
where the top price is $1, was the only
one to sell out. Others had small and
audiences.
but two of the openings were

1'«iless

All

shows that had been seen in New
York.
The two originals were "The
Girl at the Gate," at the La Salle, and
"Tantalizing

Tommy,"

at the Chicago.

"The Garden of Allah" went
matter of course.

some

big, as

a

Lyric to an invited audience,
which received it with the usual cold,
clammy approval of such a gathering.
It went better when it reached the
the

at

Monday

good
rain, business went up with a pop all
over town, and the season seemed
Garrick.

fai;iy

on

its

night, after a

way.

Chicago, Sept. 4.
Tt happened, as stated In Variety
Wilton Lackaye played
last week.
Fatjin in "Oliver Twist" at the Illinois

Manager Oliver Mo-

raled recently by

He

rosco.

will begin a starring season

the Belasco Sept.

at

16.

The Nat Goodwin engagement
Ocean Park comedian decides

trayal of "Oliver Twist,"

of

road until about Dec.

when

1,

Pride"

let's

by

one of the Shubert

at

New York

theatres in

present

to

City in January.

seen before the camera and under con-

new

Werba

managers,

her

decided

Hartley Manners' "Gaunt-

STARS FOR PICTURES.

production will be prepared for Alice

Lloyd

about

in

&l

of the

tract to his

K

&

Each

Henry

Allen,

Viola

Fields,

Weber

Hackett,

appear

Dixey.

company playing "Little Miss
Fix-It" is Grace Hyams, a .sister of
Miss Lloyd. They both arrivied in
New York last Saturday on the Cedric.
Alice McNaughton, also with the show,

plays they have been identified with.

STAIR

A HAVLIN

STAR.
having a new

Stair & Havlin are
written for Beulah Poynter.

play

It will get

in

is

ex-

pected to be given an out of town
premiere by Cohan & Harris around
Sept. 20.

As far as known now the piece is expected to be brought into New York
after a road seasoning, and displayed
Amsterdam.
With George Nash,

at the

who

be
Hunter,

will

be Harrison
Charles Stevenson, Clifford Bruce and
Thais MaGrane. The play is said to
deal with the soul thing.
featured,

will

"The

Follies,"

now

Los

in

PAVLOWA NEXT YEAR.
Russia, will shortly fill a brief season
in Berlin which will be followed by a
short tour of the Continent and then a
long season in the British provinces.
Pavlowa comes to America in the fall
of next year for a dancing season, lasting from October until April, sur-

rounded by a 'big company and will appear in a new form of terpsichorean entertainment. She will be under the direction of

Max

Rabinoff.

ANDREW MACK'S

SPECIAL.

San Francisco, Sept.

Andrew Mack

4.

day.

ers Stevens for a starring season.

Lackaye wanted to play the role,
and it was pretty well understood, ex-

deville

cepting among the press agents fighting for publicity, that he would leave
"Fin-; Feathers" at the Cort and play
the part he wanted.

son's,

The courts decided

that

Liebler

He

had the best right to Lackaye's
services. It appears H. H. Frazee had
only a verbal contract with Lackaye,
wb'lc Liebler* is ?a'u\ ;o have had a
written cont-.c'..
S> ii.re, however,
Co.

Island.

Atlantic City, Sept.
Ziegfeld's "Follies" has
to

open

at the

been

Apollo Sept.

16.

4.

dated

5.

Anna Pavlowa, whose dancing captivated London and is now dancing in

theatre Sunday night, at the opening
of that piece.
It was known all along

Coney

the

He

is

Ye

to

play a special

Liberty,

Oakland.

will in turn be followed

by Land-

at

KLEIN MOVES OFFICE.

has

building.

Lee Kugel, who

is finishing out his
press representative for
the Henry B. Harris estate, is handling the publicity for the Authors' Pro-

contract

as

ducing Company's new show
Ne'er Po Well," at the Lyric,

to

set

be

presented

during

Although the English probeen imported for the

run, the cost of staging the

piece will be at least $50,000, inclusive

of

heavy transportation

the

charges

for the scenery.

"The Whip" is to be circuscd. Paper for a radius of between 500 and
1,000 miles from New York City will
be put up.
The "'Op O' My Thumb" pantomime, also an English production, will
likely be delayed for a New York
showing until Christmas time, 1913.

STEERING ENGLISH TROUPE.
"A Scrape O' Th'
landed

Pen" company
Canada yesterday, reaching

in

there from England.
representing Joseph

William R. Sill,
Weber, was on

to

greet the troupe.
Mr. Sill
the foreigners to Sherbrook,
where they open Sept. 16, then play a
few Canadian one-nighters and reach

Weber's
Mr.

"The

Music

New

Hall,

York,

certain whether he will
route with the bunch or

Sill isn't

full

"COVERED UP" PAPER.
Sunday morning there was revealed
on the boards at the corner of Broadway and 42d street, six 3-sheets advertising "Ready Money," covering
some
of

the

Shubert

Nobody

spot.

paper adjoining the

knows

how it happened, the billposting people claiming
the paper must have been stolen from
their establishment.

The

locations belong to the Shubert
There is no clue to the
identity of the culprits.

attractions.

"Ready Money"

is

playing at a Shu-

bert theatre, the Elliott.

^

TOAZEE NOT BACKING

IT.

Chicago, Sept. 4.
The report that H. H. Frazee will
produce the musical piece written by
Jos. Howard and to be called
"Frivolous (Jenildine" is denied by
Mr
Frazee.

Since Howard found Frazee
would
not finance the piece, it is said
Howard is trying to arrange to become

own

Charles Klein, of the Authors' Producing Co., has moved his office paraphernalia from the Commercial Trust
building and is now domiciled in the

Hudson Theatre

Comstock

heavy play, to

eral director.

engagement

reason is assigned for the departure from "The Follies," although
it is said the barrenness of the manuscript submitted to Mr. Clark, as his
"part," had something to do with it.

will

work upon

immediately

not.

••FOLLIES.*'

No

He

Opera Co. to lend his personal assistance and advice to Henry Russell, gen-

in rehearsal, will

Clark will reopen Monday in vauwith his partner, Miss Hamilton (Clark and Hamilton) at Hender-

offi-

ces in the Shubert Building.

go the

was

head-

his

Gest

West, has been engaged by ihe Boston

who

located

&

Sept. 26.

Hubbard

has

steered

OO. v S AID.

Angeles, will report in Boston Sept.

in rehearsal,

Atwell

Boston, Sept. 4.
William Hubbard, for many years a
prominent musical critic in the Middle

SOUIi-THINO FLAY.
Eugene Presbery's new play, "The
Other Man," now

Mr.

hand

BOSTON OPERA

Mr.

a late start over their circuit.

will

need another comedian to fill in the
place made vacant by Bert Clark, the
Englishman, "walking out" last Fri-

that

E.

scenes of

Luescher.

accompanied them.

Messrs.

quarters in the

company, are Sothern and

Marlowe, James

Mr.

Manhattan Opera House, New
Shubert, William A.
Brady and Comstock & Gest.
York,

American

has

effect

between

for the

It is announced from the MoroscoBlackwood offices that Manager Mo-

Goodwin

Tuesday

Atwell and the producers of the piece

duction

the

a

arrangement to that

reached

November.

on the

for

will continue

An

well.

was

bank.

rosco

••THE WHIP."

The Drury Lane melodrama, "The
Whip," will be staged by Ben H. At-

ably be a few weeks hence at the Bur-

Daniel

4.

Fix-It"

city

this

in

The show

week.

Miss

"Little

prob-

will

it

to

por-

his

at

if

Frohman, general manager
Famous Players Film Co., announces that among the stars to be

Providence, Sept.
tour

a peek

give Angelenos

ALICB LLOYD AND SISTER.
The

is

ATWELL STAGING

at

reported to be off and

the

BERT CLARK LEAVES

LACKAYE PLAYS FAGIN.

Broadway, where he was cor-

far off

aye leaving, he had provided no one
to take his place, and James Kearney,
the stage manager, had to step in and
read the lines Sunday, Monday and
Tuesday.
Arthur Byron, a sterling player, is
now getting up in the lines, and will
In the
take the role of John Brand.
meantime the papers have been full
of press matter about the case. Lackaye has been billed with both shows,
not only in the newspaper advertisements, but on the billboards as well.

attention,

the local theatrical sea.
'The Bird of Paradise," another
last-season show from New York, was
presented first at a full-dress rehearsal

The identity of the new Belasco leadman has been revealed. Orrirr
Johnson is his name and he hails from

house

"Oliver Twist" re-

and "The Whirl
of Society," the cooked-over Winter
Garden revue, created a mild ripple on

ceived

4.

ing

in the

In the

suffered.

all

Sept.

this

opened Monday

for months.

"Tantalizing

Los Angeles,

injunction he started to prevent Lack-

played to half houses.
"The Garden of Allah," opening Saturday night at the Auditorium, had a
full house that evening, but the prices
are popular and the piece has been

boomed

GOODWIN BACK ON BROADWAY.

it

his

producer,

on the show

not
until

expecting to put
about Dec. 1.

WARD AND VOKES MAY GO
From

the

way

OUT.

the

atmosphere is
clearing now it looks as though
Ward
and Vokes will start out on a
tour
sometime in October in a revival of
"A
Run on the Bank."
Last

season

the comedians
played
Havlin time in "The
Troublemakers'."
the

Stair

&
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GERMAN "FRANKFORTER8"

SINGER'S PRINCESS, BRADY'S,

While

FOR PRODUCTION THEATRE
Possession Turned Over to New York Manager by
Mort H. Singer. Will Probably Open With His
Own Show " Bought and Paid For " Sept. 23.

"A Modern Eve" Now
Chicago, Sept. 4.
The Princess theatre has been turned over to William A. Brady, who will
probably take full possession Sept. 23,

opening his regime as director of his
own theatre in Chicago with "Bought
and Paid For," the big New York success of the past season, where it opened (and still remain's) at Brady's Playhouse.

Mort

Singer relinquished his
control of the Princess in favor of Mr.
Brady, who wanted an opening as producer here. The theatre was booked
by the Shuberts for the past couple of
seasons. At present "A Modern Eve"
has the stage, that show having been
shunted into the Princess from the
Garrick, where it ran through the

H.

summer.

"PARADISE"

SHOW

IN

Chicago,

CHICAGO.
Sept.

4.

"The Bird of Paradise," the Hawaiian play by Richard Walton Tully, was
shown for the first time in Chicago
last week at a special invitation dress
rehearsal given at the Lyric Theatre.
week the piece moves over
to the Garrick, replacing Mort Singer's
"A Modern Eve," now housed at the

This

There

weepy wife neglected by her husband,
and who turns to "the English gentleman" for sympathy. She gets more
than that and is just saved at the edge
of the precipice by a rough but faithful friend.

Olive Cooper stood out very prominently in the mediocre cast.
Miss
Cooper handled a very difficult role in
an intelligent manner and saved the
situation on several occasions. Emory
Blunkall was the best of the men, which
is not saying a great deal.
Others are
Alfred Britton, James Boyne, Theodore

Gamble,

Harry

Harper,
Hayes.

Maud

Hughes,
Grafton

While the play
in

many

ways,

W.

Chas.

Ruth

and

crudely constructed
the staging is quite

is

good. The first act has no direct bearing on the remainder of the piece. The
play doesn't really start until the sec-

reputation of the story will do something for it. As a play it will draw

nothing on

own.

its

Chicago, Sept.

4.

At the dress rehearsal Joseph Burton, who handles the part of the
missionary was absent owing to sud-

"To Whom Does Helen Belong?"
management Comstock & Gest, at

Robert Harrison "doubling"
in that and the role of Hoheno, the
Considering the circumfisherman.
stances, Mr. Harrison gave a very
creditable performance.
"The Bird of Paradise" comes to
Chicago after a season's run in the
east.
This fact will have weight with
the expected business and following in

Philadelphia

illness,

success at the Garrick, it
should enjoy a fairly profitable run.
Tn the Chicago company, headed by
Bessie Barriscale, the best work is
done by Lewis Stone, Frank Sheridan
and Guy Bates Post. Post was at his
best in the first act as a dissipated
Both Sheridan and
beach comber.
Stone shared the honors with Miss
Barriscale throughout the performance.

Singer's

"Life's

SHOP WINDOW" MILD.
Shop

sented,

As Cliff Gordon preAaron Hoffman was suspect-

first

Metropolitan

in

German at
company
Dr. M. Baum-

be given in

feld.

remained

Mein Theatrical Host Baumfeld will
start the new German show season at

curtain and»the

along

playhouse Sept. 26
with a full production of "The FrankThe piece will hold for a
forters."
week, perhaps longer if the occasion
demands.
Last season the Irving Place was
conducted by Gustav Amberg, who
will not be connected with the house
15th

the

street

The show itself was probably a big
Most of those present expected to see a musical comedy with
the usual chorus. All that was forthcoming was a farce with music here
surprise.

and there.

The farce quickly develops with
only three musical numbers in the first
act.
Two of these Winona Winter,
sings, the second with Sydney Bracey.
Both are very pretty and catchy. The
big comedy scene of this period arises
from a man behind a screen who un-

The Shuberts

are planning to bring
company now playing "The Five Frankforters" at the
Lyric, London, to New York. Whether
the entire English

the successful English run will be interrupted to give New York the original company is something to be set\

IN PHILLY.
4.

regular season began this week
with the opening of the Br^ad and
Adelphi, the first of the legitimate
houses of this city to start.
Marion Fairfax's play "The Talker"

The

conditions.
It is

to get

being constantly worked upon
into condition

where

it

for

New

will in all likelihood

York,

be seen

at the Globe, Sept. 23.

The successor to Ralph Herz in
"The Charity Girl" will be Claude Gillingwater.

show

He

has been playing

in the

since its opening here.

WEBER'S START, 82 HOUSES.
ative

L.

lone in the principal roles, at the
Broad, was well received. The house
was about two-thirds full. It is not a
play that will make a very lasting impression.
The dialog is bright and
well constructed.
The company is
capable and gave excellent treatment

Lawrence Weber Co-Oper-

Circuit

claimed to have started

The Shuberts presented "To Whom
Does Helen Belong?" a farce adapted
Ferdinand
from the German by
Gottschalk,

house was almost filled Monday night.
piece was given a good start The
farce ran for a long time in Berlin.
This is its first metropolitan presentation in America.
The story is based on the complicated situations developed from the
dilemma of a woman who is married
to two men and her efforts to hoodwink both until the denouement
comes. The story is frail, the dialog
not bright and the action somewhat
draggy until the third act, when it
gathers speed and finishes in lively

The

the

fashion.

with

Kershaw,

was stated Edna May Spooner
had played to $1,100 on the day.
The Gayety, Hoboken, on the same
Circuit, started off with "A Bunch of
Keys." At Jacobs', Newark, "Mother"
was given. The next nearest theatre
to New York is at Philadelphia.
lyn,

it

The

Adelphi.

the

at

It

Kohlmar are the

Webb

San Francisco, Sept. 4.
Kolb and Dill opened to big business in "A Peck of Pickles." The piece
looks like a big hit, and is due for a

mously

at

the

play seen

"Pomander
business at
ful

play,

is

drawing

Critics

some declaring

praise,

strongest

Cort.

Walk"

the

here
is

Columbia.

and well acted.

the girl must go the full glory.
Cohan & Harris have given the "Polish
Wedding" an excellent cast. Valli Valli

to

has the lead but is rather outshone by
the very clever work of Miss Winter
who is easily at her best in this piece.
Mathilde Cottrelly is excellent. William Burress, Armand Kalisch, Lincoln Plumer, John Reinhard, Frank

Andress and Mr. Bracey do very well.
The piece is mildly amusing. Its
chance for a life seem to be bound up
in its cast— if they can't put it over,
it's impossible.
George V. Hobart had
written several brilliantly witty lines.
The production amounts to nothing.
The one chance the management had
in the way of a flash, the wedding
scene, in the second act, they passed
over with scant attention.
Cohan &
Harris do not stand to loses much on
"The Polish Wedding."
From here the company left for Detroit,

bound

for

the

Grand

Opera

House, Chicago, next week, for a run.
Detroit, Sept.

4.

"The

FRISCO SHOWS.

capacity

time is amusing.
There are several
musical numbers in the act, including
the hit of the evening in which Miss
Winter again shines. It is "The Village Band."
Mr. Bracey also works
with Miss Winter in this number but

Leo

and

principals.

long run at the Savoy.
"Bought and Paid For"

dresses and throws his apparel, piece
by piece, over the top. This bit is no
funnier than the many others.
The
second act has a good comedy idea.
A collection of poor relations are to
share the estate of a ^oung couple, if
they do not live happily together. The
relations rooting for a quarrel all the

Willette

well played.

is

Teddy

in their

final

company helped them
desire to make it a real

party.

list.

Philadelphia, Sept.

in their seats after the

hit, pulling George V. Hobart,
Jerome D. Kern and Sam Harris on
the stage.
Hobart responded for the

Dr. Baumfeld has engaged a new
company for the new season and some
notable German players appear on his

SHOWS

Saturday,,

opening

this season.

tled later.

night

first

Cohan & Harris' imported
"Polish Wedding" had its initial appearance.
The New York delegation
was strong in applause. The locals

the Irving Place theatre by a

under the direction of

4.

the appearance of a

when

name, the

to the various roles.

"The Charity Girl," which opened to
a $12,000 week and went as high as
$13,500, is now suffering from weather

name

did not give the

but after witnessing the performMr. Hoffman is not guilty.
Victoria's novel was supposed to
contain some little spice.
Whatever
snap was embodied in the book has
been omitted from the piece. It is just
an ordinary little melodrama of the
usual Stair & Havlin type, about a
ance,

Girl" at the Studebaker

Sept. 16.

At the Weber office it was said
business had been unexpectedly big
Labor Day in the east, although the
warm weather all over the middle west
prevented that end from making an
equal showing.
At the Grand Opera House, Brook-

of the adapter.

ed,

follow

will

season last Sunday and Monday
thirty-two theatres and a like
number of shows.

Circuit.

The program

week,

Sycacuse, Sept. 4.
(Victoria
its
dramatized), had

Window"

novel
premiere at the Bastable, Aug. 29. It is
due for a trip over the Stair & Havlin

Cross'

this

"The Charity

The
"LIFE'S

piece will

different

with Tully Marshall and Florence Ma-

"CHARITY GIRL" COMING EAST.

Princess.

den

October under a

Syracuse, Sept.

The Empire had

Frank-

Five

English here sometime

forters" in

"WEDDING" ON REVIEW.

thinking

are.

"The

producing

about

ond act

The name should draw some business. "Life's Shop Window" is rather
well known as a book and the spicy

Shuberts

the

in

unaniit
the

years.

doing

A

fair

beauti-

Polish Wedding" opened at
the Detroit Opera House Labor Day.
It
has charm, interest, refinement,
good melodies, pretty dances and a
real plot, in which it rises above the
average musical show, and is original.
It combines humor with pathos, pives
a dialog which is very interesting, and
action, that
is
sometimes dramatic
There is no chorus. In one scene, the
wedding, a large group is brought on

peasantry,

giving
scheme, although
they neither sing nor frolic after the
usual manner.
to

represent

Polish

brilliant color to the

.
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UP BY THE
CONSOLI DATED FOR STARTER

BIO ACT SIGNED

Van Winkle" at $750 Weekly

Thes. Jefferson in "Rip

Office

Virginia,

West

Alabama,

Georgia

agency had issued a "blanket" contract

missed.

Thomas

Jefferson for $750 weekly.
Jefferson will play "Rip Van

to

Mr.
Winkle."

York

His

first

appearance

New

&

Moss

be next week at

will

in

a "small
time" vaudeville house playing a "split
week.'
Jefferson will be held there
for a full week, however, as the feaSept. 23 at the Cunningham &
ture.
Brill'*

street

ft'itfi

theatre,

Fluegelman's DeKalb theatre, Brooklyn, Mr. Jefferson will also play a full
week. Both houses are a part of the
Consolidated circuits.
The engagement of Mr. Jefferson is
an important one for the "small time"
in New York, both at the amount he is
receiving and his name. After playing
the eastern time of the Consolidated,
which embraces other New York

claimed that during the Kinemacolor engagement Alf, who has been
the regular electrician of the house,
was pressed into service.
Afterward
Alf continued to help the moving picture people, who had rented the Walnut for several weeks, but when a nonunion orchestra was put in Alf called
out his men, this being done at the
It

is

instance of the union.

The union claims Mr.
was not acting

arm

H. Miles

C.

Circuit,

Ziegler

be-

the house, and ordered
the regular season opened

when

he be not employed.
Alf is secretary of the stage hands'

William Elliott, electrician for
the Shuberts, is temporarily in charge
at the Walnut.
union.

Washington, D. C, Sept.

4.

of the agency.

Gene Stratton-Porter's
first

attractions.

Music here

performance

at

novel,

the

this season.
20,

1909,

"Confession"

"White Squaw"
Rebel"
'

Me"
"Miss Nobody From
"Introduce
Starland'

"The Heartbreakers"
Aborns' "Bohemian

"Goose Girl"
Msddock-Field Players

Biblical

had

its

Academy

of

from a

of applicants,

list

and

is

said

to have been "loaned" by the Shuberts,

whom

Mr. Delmar is under contract for a term of years.

with

AFRAID OP "THE TYPHOON."
Another company of "The Typhoon" expects to open a road season

The men behind

Sept. 14.

are

now

the project

infringement

of

his

version

is

at-

tempted by the other company.
Ferika Boros, the Hungarian playwright, who gave "The Seven Sisters"
to the American stage and which has
been made into a musical play for
Jos. M. Gaites and recaptioned "The
Love Wager," h?s turned down an
offer to make a dramatic version of
"The Typhoon." She does not care
t««
be drawn into any legal controversy which might arise when the
dramatization is done.
Miss Boros, who played an important role in "The Wife Decides," which
fell by the wayside on its Broadway
liMwing,
salary

is

pushing a suit for back

from Edward McKean, Philadel-

who

financed the show.

DISMISSAL EXCITES UNION.
Cincinnati,

The

Sept.

4.

stage hands' union seems
arms concerning the disof Jack Alf at the Walnut the-

local

to be up in

missal

commented

press

"Prince of Pllsen"

praising

Perry

Golden

(Freckles),

Ruth Gray, Robert Brook, Delancey
Barclay, Helen G. Judson, Bernard
S.

Kitts.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 4.
reported Werba & Luescher's
"Rose Maid/' direct from the Globe
theatre, New York/ will open its road
is

mater

is

the piece A. G. Dela-

will send out four

companies of

to his home for a fortnight
with an attack of gout in his left foot.

LONG STAGE HANDS CONTRACT.
St Paul, Sept. 4.
stage hands' union of this city
and Minneapolis has signed an agreement with local managers that settles
the terms of labor employed for the

next four years.

TWO NEW MANAGERS.
M. Cooley has been appointed
manager of the Toodles theatre, St.
Joe, and Chas. Houssman has the same
post at the Auditorium, Toledo. Both

ADVERTISING ALL SHOWS.
The Censoring

Omaha, Sept.
Committee of

4.

the

Eastern Burlesque Wheel shows, did
an odd advertising turn in the Sunday edition of the Omaha Bee.
All the shows that are to play the
Gayety during the season were advertised in a special section of the paper
devoted to it. A reading notice was
printed for each attraction given, with
its date of appearance.

owing

to

the Winter

at
if

the

accoums

maker for the Garden's productions.
He composed "Gaby Glide," "My
Sumurun Girl" and other Winter Garden musical

hits.

The

running start

when

season

theatrical
in

the east

all

of the

day.

Nearly every theatre in New York,
with an exception of two on Broadway (legitimate shows) held capacity
the two or more performances
at
given.

Some

of the houses broke rec-

ords.

Toward

west

the

a

hot

wave

Chicago, Sept. 4.
This week with the reopening of the
Palace as a vaudeville house- the Macarried a block of the Palace
tickets.
Labor Day, after the Majestic
had sold out, it succeeded in selling
all the Palace tickets on hand.
Those who asked for Majestic tickIn
ets were referred to the Palace.
the majority of cases the Majestic
treasurer succeeded in making a seat

jestic

NEW

IRISH SHOWS.
Kansas

City, Sept.

opened

Daly

Bernard

his

4.

season

here in "Dion O'Dare" Sunday evening

to

a

audience at the

large

new

Auditorium.
4.

Shannon," a new Irish
play, had its premiere here last week.
The piece was favorably reviewed by
"Rollicking

the local critics.

ill

John

health.

Pentz, who owned, built and managed the York Opera House, playing
legitimate
combinations,
and
the

principal

O'Donnell

is

feminine role

featured.
is

The

handled by

Fanny Simpson.

KLAW'S SON IMPERSONATOR.

Auditorium, a "pop" vaudeville house,
has leased both theatres to Nathan Appell and Wilmer & Vincent for a term

The houses will continue their former policy under the new direction.

af-

fected business.

Indianapolis, Sept.

of years.

a

Labor Day

rained or drizzled

it

RIG.

received

sale.

York, Pa., Sept. 4.
B. C. Pentz, who has been building
and managing theatres for thirty years,
his retirement

three

scenes entitled "King Saul."
Mr. Scovell anounces that he will
wear no "make up," but that otherwise
his delineations will bear all the earmarks of stage acting.

SELLS OUT AND RETIRES.

announces

and a

in

LABOR DAY BUSINESS

BILL COUNIHAN ABOUT.

are Shubert theatres.

this season.

scenes,

own

ljere Sept. 30.

P.

"Freckles"

five

his

tween J. J. Shubert and Lou Hirsch
having been finally settled by Mr.
Hirsch leaving the berth of music

"ROSE MAID*' LEAVING.

Johnson, Josephine Roberts and James

in

of

piece

are correct of a strenuous point be-

The

favorably,

Cross/'

OPENING FOR COMPOSER.

recruiting the troupe.

Walter Floyd, who manages the
Walker Whiteside "Typhoon" company, will take special pains that no

phia,

The

William Horace

There is an opening
Garden for a composer,

-

Monday morning last Jules Delmar
assumed the management of the ConHe was selected
solidated Offices.

week.

last

the

Fields' Minstrels

"Rose Maid"
"Yankee Girl"
"Servant In House"
Al. H. Wilson

"Common Law"

season

the ab-

in

son Barrett's religious play, "The Sign

"Traveling Salesman"

It

pro-

entertainer,

"Alma"

Coburn's Minstrels

"The Rosary"

of

"46 Minutes From
Broadway"
"Balkan Princess"

"Madame Sherry"
•Littlest

"Polly Of The Cirrus"
"The Pink Mask"
"Monte Crist o"
"The Havoc

"Over Night"
"Bought And Paid For"
"Bunty"
"Mutt and Jeff"

Pine"

"Old Homestead"

and

actor

Day, and undertake to portray Wil-

"Naughty Marietta"
"Baby Mine"

Votel's Minstrels

English

poses to occupy the pulpit
sence of the pastor,

to season.

'

"Trail Lonesome

the

Congre-

affairs of the First

ning an unusual and unique method of
sermonizing next Sunday and also for
Sept. 22, when Benjamin Scovell, an

confined*

"Freckles," a stage dramatization of

Other "lilanket" contracts have been
issued by the Consolidated for feature

Black Patti Co
Rvans' Mlnstreta
"Smart Set"
"Officer 686"
"Spring Maid"

4.

of

gational church of this city are plan-

William J. ("Bill") Counihan is
about once more, after having been

"PREGKLES" liked.

another

"Girl In Taxi"

Sept.

charge

has

comprises.

"Yankee Prlno*"

in the best

of

interests

that

from season

list

managerial

have

Tennessee,
Florida,

March

Circuit started

who

Those

in

of attractions which

list

Girl"

lieved Alf

houses, also the Sheedy Circuit in New
England, Mr. Jefferson will probably
travel west to appear in the theatres

on the

Ziegler returns the
says it will call upon Mr.
to explain why Alf was dis-

Ziegler

and

CHURCH.

IN

Los Angeles,

Southern

with sixty theatres but has increased

When Henry

atre.

the

Virginia,

go over that time

The

The
local union

PLAY

CIRCUIT.

Kentucky, North and South

Carolina,

steadily

The Consolidated Booking Offices
settled more firmly into place
this week when it became known the

of

Burt,

Theatre Circuit, embracing theatres

will

Manager

stock

A.

compiled the

Qiven a "Blanket" Contract.
Will Play Pull
Weeks in the New York Houses Booked by
Jules Del mar Appointed
Agency.
'

SHOWS ON BURT
Charles

MAYBELLE

FISHER.

who has created
furore on the Pantages Circuit.
Direction FRED ZOBEDIE.

The American soprano

Some young man is going the rounds
palming himself off as Maurice Klaw,
The wily chap
son of Marc Klaw.
a

has eluded

all

attempts

the past three years.

at

capture for
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Botana

REAL MEAN OF FREDDIE.

MANY "SMALL TIME" HOUSES
NEARLY READY FOR OPENING
New York Have Number"Small Time" Vaudeville Theatres With The
Cheaper Prices of Admission. Upper New
York Heavily Dotted

Different Sections of Qreater
less

With the opening of the season a
swarm of "small time" vaudeville theatres building in Greater New York are
The Harlem an>l
preparing to start.
Bronx sections have been heavily dotted with this class of house.
The 116th Street theatre, near Seventh avenue and 116th street, com-

menced business Labor Day, with
shows booked by the Family Department of the United Booking Offices.
But a few weeks ago the Albert E.

Lowe "pep" house

at Fifth

avenue and

110th street opened. The Lowe theatre
the Prudential agency.
is booked by
Oct. 1 the Mt. Morris, at 116th street

and Fifth avenue, and the Lenox, at
Lenox avenue and 111th street, both
booked through the Consolidated Offices, -will get under way. At the southwest corner of Seventh avenue and
116th street a new house being erected
by the son of H. N. Marvin will shortThe Marvin theatre
ly* be completed.

neighborhood. It will seat about 1,200
and is located around the upper Broadof Brooklyn.
A theatre
Myrtle, seating 600, is at
and Myrtle avenue, while

way portion
the

called

Broadway

Saks & Co., who also have the 5th
Avenue, Broklyn, and the 116th Street,
New York, are putting up a house seating 2,600 at Halsey street and Saratoga
avenue.
Besides these are the De
Kalb, Shubert, Folly and Royal, with
the Broadway playing "pop" vaudeville
Sunday, as will the Empire (burlesque)

same

in the

The

vicinity.

Keith "big time" house,
Bushwick, has cut its prices to give admission into the gallery at ten and fifteen cents. This is now looked upon
as "opposition" by the several "small
time" managers who operate "pop"
theatres in Williamsburgh.
B.

F.

EPIDEMIC BAN LIFTED.
Los Angeles,

Sept.

4.

play moving pictures only.
Besides these in Harlem are the
Loew's Seventh Avenue and Proctor's

Once more the children of Los Angeles are permitted to troop back to
the amusement places.
The infantile

the Gotham and
Street, with
Family, the two William Fox "pop"
houses. The B. F. Keith Harlem Opera
House opened with stock this week.
On the upper West Side there arc
the Fox's Riverside and Fox's Nemo,

paralysis epidemic resulted in children

may

125th

while

.Moss

146th

at

&

Brill

street

and

Broadway

are building the Lafay-

opening about Thanksgiving. At
Broadway and 165th street Mr. Fox is
finishing his large Hippodrome, starting about the same time. The Wadsworth is at Wadsworth avenue and
ette,

181st street, in the

same

section.

being excluded from the theatres and
picture houses but the ban was lifted

by the local health board Sept. 2.
Theatre managers are warned

to

use every precaution to prevent a further outbreak and must submit to another quarantine La event the number
of cases increases.

BONVILLE'S ROUGH VOYAGE.
Norworth arrived in New
York from Europe Sunday. He spent
Jack

a couple of

weeks

in

Baden Baden

for

erecting a "pop" house on Westchester avenue, the McKinley Square an«l
National are regular "pop" theatres,
while Miner's and the Metropolis hold
Sunday shows. The Bronx is the big

saw Fred Emney, an English comedian

Marcus Loew theatre at 5th street and
Avenue B, the 2d Avenue theatre Ht
Houston street, and the Jefferson, on

his

who

has

come

to the front with rapid

and entered into an
arrangement to bring the performer
to America for vaudeville.
On the same steamer was Nace Bonville, who went abroad to stage "The
Pink Lady" for Klaw & Erlanger...
During a severe storm at sea Bonville
was buffeted about by a large wave
and arrived in a very much battered
strides

recently,

He

condition.

for several seasons,

is

Shields benefit

Grand Opera House last spring.
Emma Carus was on the program and
scored a big hit with a new song. Miss
Ring heard it and upbraided her husband-manager for not providing her
equally
with
good song material.
Freddie is a "wise geek" and a good

at the

He merely smiled, patted
husband.
Blanche affectionately and said nothing.
Every now and then Blanche revived the subject, always with the*
same reception on

the part of the dot-

One day

ing for one season at

Williamsburgh (Brooklyn)
territory, the "pop" field is as liberally
The new Halsey over there
invaded.
now building can find no booking agent
complications
of
the
the
through
"small time" field in the surrounding

a

week

single

with

Max

There

is

what he got

became unbearable even for Freddie. With the same
he\
imperturability
amiability
and
turned and said: "That song you refer
to is the one L had played for you
it

finally

times in Montreal. You may recall that I brought the composer all
the way from New York and kept him
there nearly a week at my expense
while he played his composition over
and over again for you, changing the
tempo and making all sorts of alterations in an endeavor to suit you. But
yon wouldn't have it."
That's what caused the little tiff.
It was mean of Freddie, wasn't it?

many

B.

Mantell

last

Monday

at

the summer home of William A.
Brady, in Asbury Park. The Mantel's
were Brady's gue«ts at the time of the

the

public,"

William

said

Brady the other day,

production of mine on any stage for
more than a fortnight you can feel
reasonably certain it is a genuine success.
Should it not show signs >f
animation in that time it will cease to
be under my direction.
"Conditions have changed.
A few
years ago it frequently took the public
several weeks to decide whether it
wanted a play or not. Nowadays the
manager who cannot tell inside three
or four days is not a particularly observant individual."

MeHUGH'S NEXT PIECE.

& Harris Wednesday signed
contract with Augustin wlacH'uph,
author of "Officer 666," to produce this
season an elaborated version of the
author's former vaudeville sketch, entitled "Strictly Business."
H. H. Frazee held an option on the piece but
relinquished it

a

Walter J. Plimmer has handed in
two weeks' notice to the Prudential
Booking Agency. He will retire Sept.
Plimmer was engaged by the Pru14.

his

dential people at the time that the pre-

sent owners took over the agency,
about two years ago. With Carl Anderson he had had entire charge of
the booking end. Plimmer will take
about twenty houses with him, which
he handled individually. Plimmer says
that for the present he is unsettled,
but in the course of the next ten days
will make some connection.
Besides
a salary Plimmer had ten per cent, inin

the profits

of

the

booking

office.

.

Another of MacHugh's farces, "The
Piker," will be produced in the early
fall, with the author going in for a
half interest in the business end of the
venture.

MUSICAL SHOW IN REHEARSAL.

A
to be

new musical comedy production
made by the Shuberts, went into
Tuesday

the

at

Lyric the-

atre.

The book is by Rida Johnson
Young, with music by Jerome Kern.

Sam Mann

be

will

featured

in

the

show.

BOX OFFICE

SHIFTS.

Chicago, Sept.

terest

A.

discussing his

in

recent withdrawal of "Just Like John."
In future I shall go with the public
and not against it. When you see a

event.

4.

Several changes in Chicago box offices are imminent.
Bert Perry, who has been at the Illinoise for the past five years will learn
there and be succeeded by Rollo Timponi, who has been assistant for some
time. Timponi has not named his assistant.
Mr. Perry gives failing health
as his reason for resigning.
Will J.
Davis, Jr., has been relieving Perry
during a sick spell.

Roy Bell will leave the Cort some
time in October to take the chief box
new Longacre

office place in the

tre

in

New York

for

thea-

H. H. Frazee.

Lawrence Garver, now

assistant,

will

move up

a notch and be the head of
the ticket selling force at the Cort.

"ELIJAH** SINGERS.

As

chronicled in last week's Varibtt
America is to see Mendelssohn's
"Elijah" in English, the oration to be
given a full musical and dramatic pre-

The Majestic Grand Opera Company
(Inc.)

putting out the piece which is
routed
through the Shubert
houses. The transcontinental tour will
be directed by S. Kronberg.

The

for

no telling when Mordkin
America, as the Russian

will return to

awful

is

being

at

contract

an

with

rehearsal

SLIPPED IN EXTRA GUEST.
"A son was born" to Mr. and M*s.

artists

engaged

arc

Gwilym

Miles, Bernard

Rabinoff.

dancing craze has taken
slump since last year.

have learned better than to argue

sentation.

now playing

when under

"I

Cohan

ing Freddie.

Moscow Opera House (Russia) as
He is now work-

East Side "pop" trade.
the

Ren

Ring's

MORDKIN SUBSTITUTING.

a substitute artist.

In

at the

Miss

Mordkin, the Russian dancer, who
appeared in New York at big money
the

also caters to the

appearance

over

barely escaped a frac-

Grand Street theatre

all

happy ever after."
It all happened

tured skull.

nearing completion.
The Delancey street house of Loew's
opened during the summer, and the
East 14th street,

peramental" tiff ,which has since been
patched up and they are now "living

PLIMMER QUITTING PRUDENTIAL.

health and returned much improved.
While in Paris Norworth
drove to the American Expresss Company's offices three times a day to get
a drink of ice water.
In London he

time vaudeville house. Frank Gersteu
is building around the corner from the
National, and Charles E. Blaney is putting up a stock house on*the Southern
The Prospect is playing
Boulevard.
stock at present.
On the lower East Side, with its many
"pop" houses now open, are the new

HICADYS PHILOSOPHY.

During the absence of Frederick Edward McKay in Europe this sjjmmer
there were rumors of a serious rupture
between he and his wife, Blanche Ring,
but there was merely a slight "tem-

Robert

the East Side, or Bronx, In
addition to the new legit theatres going up for Cohan & Harris and John
Cort, Fox is building the Tremont, on
Tremont avenue; L. & I. Pincus arc

Over on

\S

BILLY HART.
The

well-known and popular comedian,
"There are two ildea to every Htory.
I'm keeping mine on the Inside.
I'm per-

says:

fectly

contented."

Fcrgo«, Ksfcr Adaberto (Metropolitan Open Co.), Hortcnse
D'Arblay, Pilade Sinatra, Sebastian
Burnctti,

F.va

Rogers (Boston
Bovi, conductor.

Ver;«.
<

)pera

Marie
Co.),

Louise
Artur
>
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WITH THE ROAD AGENTS
Charles Lawrence is managing the
Van while George Hopper is doing the advance work.
tour of Billy

William Woolford has gone ahead
of the "Madame X" company in which
Eugenia Blair is featured. Carl Zollner is manager.

Mortimer Lasar has signed to manage the tour of Mischa El man, violinist, under the direction of the Quinlan
Agency.

next week: National*, "The Girl in the
Taxi";
Imperial,
"Rollicking Shannon"; Alhambra, "The City"; Mabel,
"At Piney Ridge"; Crown, "Casey
Jones."

MINSTRELS GETTING MONEY.
Some

"The
Model" on the Weber "pop"
John A. Mack will manage the

Ben

Fitchett will be ahead of

time.

O'Brien

O'Brien's

minstrel troupes

Minstrels

(playing

very encouragingly.
A. W. Herman is managing the road
tour of George Sydney's "Busy Izzy"

An

Dan W. Mack

will be with the ex-

ecutive forces of the Eleanor Montell
show when it takes to the road in

October.
P. S. Mattox is the general agent of
the Neil O'Brien minstrel show.

The Aborna are getting ready for the forthcoming production of "The Chimes of Normandy" (revival), and have already engaged

commenced

Vinie Daly, William Wolff, Carries. Major, Carl
Haydn, William H. White, Johnstone Flynn.

indication of

it is in the showing made by "McFadden's Flats" at Savannah. Though the

is familiar and to have fallen
below last season's mark in the same
city would not have discredited the
company, "McFadden's Flats" played

$112 more on this season's visit
than it did a year ago. Last fall the
show got $408 at Savannah; this season $520 was taken.
to

Cambria, Pa.,
Earl D. Sipe
the road tour

is

personally managing

of

the

Winifred

St.

company.

Colonel Braden has been commissioned to manage the new production
for Fritzi Scheff.

Sefc>t.

Boyd Nolan has been assigned the
advance duties for the new Jos. M.
Gaites' show, "The Man Higher Up."

The Atoms' road staffs are as follows: English Grand Opera Co. (Atlantic) R. H. Symonds, manager; R.
H. Dewey, William Hexter, agents;
English Opera (Pacific), Roland G.
Pray,
manager;
Richards,
Richard
Robert Soul, agents; "Bohemian Girl"
Samuel Cunningham, manager; John E. Coutts, Dave Solomon,
agents; "Bohemian Girl" (Pacific), H.
B. Emery, manager; William Love,
(Atlantic),

agents.

ceipts totaled $2,200.

BUFFO'S FIRST APPEARANCE.

Chicago, Sept. 4.
outlying theatres have
been doing rattling business this season.
The string of plays that are offered at popular prices are reaping
good rewards.
Chicago's

The Marlowe now houses the Marlowe Players in stock, and "Mary
Jane's Pa," the Henry E. Dixey success, was offered this week to good

Lackaye, who goes to the Lieblers' "Oliver
Arnold Daly will be seen In New
Twist."
York some time this month In a new piece,
"The Wedding Journey," by John T. Mclntyre.
In his support will be Josephine Victor, Alphonz Bthier, Julia Walcott, Edward Mcwade, Arthur White. Daly will also be given
other new plays, namely, "The Deluge," Herman Berger's new drama; "Lorenzo, the Magnificent, " a spectacular play by 9em Benelil
and "Sweet Will Shakespeare." He will also
likely play "Fancy Free," a one-act piece now
Another new Frazee proscoring in London.
duction will be "Bachelors and Benedicts," by
Jackson B. Haag. "An Enemy to Society," a
meller, will be brought out later, and a new
play by Edwin Milton Royle Is also promised.

Margaret Anglln will make her debut in
"Egypt." by Edward Sheldon, at Albany late
After a week In Pittsburgh.
in September.
Mies Anglln opens at the Garrick, Chicago,
Her company Includes
Sept 30, for a run.
Myra Brooks, Maude Durmnd, Sally Williams.
Wilfred
Fremont. Carolyn Darling,
Juliet
North, Stanley Dark, Henry Vaugnan, Elliott
Dexter, Frank Currier, George Foster Piatt,
Dorothy Glider, daughter of
stage director.
the late Richard Watson Gilder, and Margery
Card, daughter of Prof. R. H. Card, of the
University of California faculty,
with Miss Anglln.

annually appeared

for

the past

years, he received $3,000 a night.

O,
Cliff

Ruffo

four
It is

here.

appear in the United
States in this city during November in
the title role of Ambroise Thomas'

it

is

likely that

Mary Gar-

den will be the Ophelia.
During the past season Ruffo has
been singing at the Paris Grand Opera
House. He is not yet 30 years old.

Parker is doing the press work for
Gordon's show, "Life's Shop Window."

George M. Cohan will open his own Broadway house Sept. 28 with the New York premiere of his new show. "Broadway Jones."
Cohan will first appear In the piece at Hart-

will, first

"Hamlet," a part considered his masterpiece.
Although it is not officially

ford,

Conn., Sept.

16.

Eveleen Dunsmore, who will appear In "The
Rose of Panama" until January 1, will return
to New York to assume ths leading role in
John Cort's production of John Philip Sousa's
"The Glass- Blowers."

Arnold Daly In "The Wedding Journey,"
under Harry Frazee' s management, will open
his American season at the Shubert, Boston,
next Monday. During the Hub engagement he
will also producs Oscar Wilde's "The Ballad
of Reading Gaol."
The new El tinge Theatre Is announced to
positively open Sept. 11 with the first New
York showing of "Within the Law."

"SINCE WILLIE WENT AWAY"
By Thomas
Sam Kenny

At the Imperial "Alias Jimmy Valmet with a warm welcome, and
The Sweetest Girl in Dixie" held the
boards at the Alhambra. The National
entertained
Murray and Mack in
"Casey Jones," and "The Call of the
Heart" was the bill at the Crown. The
College began its season in stock wi h
"Graustark"; The Mabel offered "Molly

Bawn."
bills will

be presented

also be

Charles W. Collins, at one time dramatic
editor of the Chicago Inter-Ocean, is now
aUied with the Shuhorts. Collins will likely
be appointed a house manager In Chicago.

believed he will receive $2,000 a per-

formance

will

D.

Gray.
Ward is getting

J.

stopped his Joking, Fred

Poor Lonely Haskell's crying; Doc Stelner's

lost

nitely

settled

music

hall aggregation,

will

new

Fields

he has not yet

season. The choice lies between two,
one having a good book and undesirable music and the other with exactly

the reverse verdict on the part of the

An attempt was made to
amalgamate the book of one with the
music of the other, but this has met
comedian.

with untold

difficulties.

Bernard says

getting along in

is

it

the season for the know-what-you-are-

going-to-do crowd, and

make up
Shubert

he wants to
Meanwhile the

mind.

his

department

press

word

triously sending out

"Sam Bernard show."

hearsal of the

Weber &

indus-

is

of the re-

Fields have not signed up

any other people, but negotiations are
pending with a great

There

people.

is

many

important

some big

deal on, in

connection with the Music Hall that

may

shortly see the light

NEW

OO.'S

NEW

PLAYS.

The Jackson Theatrical
George

with

Inc.,

Harry Koster as
ters

the

new

its

Association,

W. Jackson and
guiding

theatrical

spirits, en-

season

with

four enterprises.

Two

of

their

shows,

"A

Parisian

Model" and "My Wife's Family,"

will

be sent over the Weber "pop" circuit.
The report that the former would play
a season of one nighters is erroneous.
"A Parisian Model," with Marie
Beaugarde playing Anna Held's former role, gets a preliminary start at
Allentown, Sept. 12, but its regular
season opens at the Arch Street, Phil-

Sep t. 16.
Grace Burke and James Gaylor

adelphia,

N

be

among

will

the other principals' with the

"Model" show.

Bert Angeles

is

stag-

ing the production.
"My Wife's Family,"

with Arthur
Clamate,
Marie LaBooth and Joe
Ward, has its premiere Sept. 6 at Altoona, with the regular Weber time

opening at Columbus, Sept. 9.
"Sinful Love," a new comedy drama,
is the third of the Jackson
Co.'s ventures.
It will be produced the last
week in September.
Meineidbauer,"
a
German
produced for three months at the

Irving Place theatre last season, will be
sent out by Jackson & Koster the first

week

in October.
The company will
present the piece in German on week

stands.

kid;

COHOES HAS OPENING.

Girls" feel so sad they cannot get a week;
agents say that there's no use in digging up a freak.

Cambria,

The new Majestic

Chorus.

For things are not the same at all since Willie went sway;
When winter comes the "Lobby Guys" will have no place
Joe Plncus, Klein and Morris Gest
Must find some other place to rest;
The Lobby's not the same at all sines Willie went sway.

&

Weber

defi

decided upon a vehicle for the coming

The "Shooting Show

Now

DECIDING.

seems now to be
that Sam Bernard

it

not join_ the

piece,

For things are not tbe same at all since Willie went away;
Bright lights no more are shining on THE CORNER of Broadway;
There's none to pass out good free smokes,
And there's no fsll guy for the Jokes;
The Lobby's not the same at all since Willie went away.
Aaron Kessler has stopped talking 'bout the "cutest ever"
Answering people's questions has him nearly off his lid;

HARD DORK
Although

"Der

thin,
his grin.

The old Lobby looks deserted, there's care on every face;
They 'know Oscar's hat and cane cannot take Willie's place.
Chorus.

entine"

following

Frazee baa announced bis plans for
the season.
Frazee says he has $5,000 from a
London play broker for the producing rights of
"Ready Money" In Germany. France, Scan"Fine
dinavia, Hungary, Bohemia and Italy.
Feathers" will continue for the present In
Arthur Byron succeeding Wilton
Chicago,
H. H.

Andreas Dippel for the coming season
of the
Philadelphia-Chicago Grand
Opera Company.
At Buenos Ayres, where Ruffo has

business.

The

4.

Titta Ruffo, recognized as the most
famous baritone on the modern
operatic stage, has been engaged by

announced

SUBURBS DOING WELL.

4.

"The Spring Maid" hit town Aug.
29 and carried away a nice bag of
money. The show played two performances at the Cambria and the re-

Philadelphia, Sept.

Lew Owen,

Hal bach.

show

company.

Claire stock

Webb, Joseph Nkhol, Ralph Nicholls, Walter

in

in $2,100.

In the south the season

Milton and Sargent Aborn, through their
press department, have counted up the leads
their various operatic enterprises, aa follows:
English Grand Opera Co. (Atlantic),
Jane Abercromble, Ivy Scott, Leonid Samoloff,
Arthur Green, Eugene Battaln, Jane Herbert,
Zoe Pulton, Morton Adkins, Louis Kreldler,
George Shields, William Schuster. Philip Fein,
Anna Hull, Carlo Nicosia, Emanuel Camoln,
Karl Schroeder, Edward M. Slmmonds; Opera
Co. (Pacific), Alda Hemml, Dianetta Alvlna,
Blaine De Sellem, Marie Louise Blggers, Henri
Barron, Wallace Pyke, Louis D'Angelo, Arthur
Deane, Francis J. Tyler, Bernard Cantor,
Helen Campbell, Arturo Papalardo, Charles H.
Jones, stage director; "Bohemian Girl" (Atlantic), Helena Morrill, Henry Taylor, Wilmot
C. Goodwin, Nella Brown, Detmar H. Poppen.
Stephen Stotts, George Lyding, Jas. J. Donnelly, C. W. Phillips; "Bohemian Girl" (Pacific),
Blanche Morrison, Roy Pilcber. James Stevens,
Albright,
Clifton
Claudia
Joseph Florian,
In

in

home town, Binghamton)

two performances drew

'

•iow.

many

of the

on the road have started the season
very well.
The Primrose & Dockstader troupe got $1,900 at Wilmington, Del., in two shows, while the
Neil

Parisian

WITH THE PRESS AGENTS

first
to

utay;

will

Pa., Sept.

4.

open for the

time Sept. 13 with "The Bohemian

Girl."

The Eastern Managers* Association
will

send

in

the shows.
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STOCK
COMEDY DRAMAS AND

BROOKLYN GONE DAFT.

ACTS.

Walter Hill has organized the Hill
Komedy Ko., which opened at Sag
Harbor, L.

Monday, the troupe

I.,

BERLIN

to

Long Island all winter.
The Hill-Donaldson stock

play

company closed its seventh season and
fourth solid year on the Island last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hill will travel with
the Komedy Ko., but not playing with

Berlin,

Brooklyn seems to have gone daft

The

over stock.

Gotham

and

Greenpoint, Crescent
formerly con-

theatres,

by Percy G. Williams (the
Greenpoint heretofore playing vaudeville), opened Labor Day with stock.
People were turned away from each
house at each performance.
trolled

Lyceum

Phillips'

also

got

the

in

running Monday and tremendous business was registered.

it.

new

The

by
headed
Clair Evans and

company,

Goldie Cleveland,
Babette, will play

town

comedy

offering

specialities

between

OPENED

nights

three

a
with

in

dramas

acts.

Providence, Sept.

4.

Nathanson reopened the
stock season at the Empire Monday
with Alice Lovell-Taylor and Homer

The

Barton again essaying the leads.
opening bill is "The Gamblers."

SEASON AT

BIT.

VERNON.

Mt. Vernon, N. Y., Sept. 4.
will inaugurate a stock
season here Sept. 16, the opening bill
being "Nobody's Widow."
Averill Harris and Isabelle MacGregor will play leads.

Hards

Ira

BIO DBS MOINES CO.
The Princess

&

bert
the.

Des Moines, Sept. 4.
stock, managed by El-

Getchell,

is

The company
Robert
leads;

lor;

Jessie

Cleveland, Sept. 4.
stock com-

Holden-Edwards

pany, with Emma Lowry and Harold
Mitchel, leads, opened a new season
at the Cleveland theatre, Sept. 2.

is

Rebecca Ridgley, with the Ralph
Kellard Stock Co., at Syracuse for the
past six months, will join the new
Vaughan Glaser Co., opening at Cleveland.

TREMONT SEASON OPENS.
The new stock season at the Tremont theatre (Bronx) under the diEmma

rection of Jake Wells with little
Bunting and her players as a perma-

nent attraction opened Saturday night.
A big house greeted the New York
premiere of "Tess of the Storm Country," which is on for this week.
For the present Charles W. Rex will
look after the management of the

a big one and com-

Hyman

Priestly

Mueller,

and Blanche
Morrison, dircc-

Mary

Home,

Harry Hayden, Frank Sylvester, W.
W. Woods, Dorothy Schlesinger,
James Donlan, Brenda Fowler, Esther
Andrews, Gc;> r ge Barbier, Julian Noa.
Jack Barnes, Oane Hamilton.
Blanche Moulton will join the company Sept. 16.

LEADING AT ALCAZAR.

ANOTHER GUN

Schenectady, N. Y., Sept. 4.
in the local stock war
will be fired Sept. 23 when a Mr. Connelly installs a winter company at the

Mohawk

theatre.

TWO

WEEKLY ROTATION

CIRCUIT.

Irene

Mitchell Harris has been signed to play
leads with the Euclid Oarden stock company.
Cleveland. Harris was formerly In support of

Duetin and

William Parnum.

Edward Gerale. formerly in Wra. Lytell's
vaudeville act. has been engaged for juvenile
roles with the Elltlch

IN CHICAGO.

The Warrington,
started

its

a suburban theatre,

annual

stock period

ward's husband,

W.

HIGH PRICE

Garden stock, Denver.

B. Gatts.

CO. OPENS.

Jersey City, Sept. 4.
Packed houses greeted the new high
price Orpheum stock company Monday afternoon and night, the opening bill, "The Liars," making an impression.

A

big sale for the week was recorded
as a result of the opening business.
in

Next week "When Knighthood
Flower" will be produced.

play as a co-operative company and
are looking for a
suitable
house.

Amongst

the theatres offered to
the Apollo is mentioned.

lin's latest

innovation, will close Sept.

never to open again as a theatre.
This was to be forseen, however, and
I refer to my cable about the opening.
The situation of the house and the
house itself made success an impossi15,

bility.

them

"STARS" ORDERED FIXED.
There

said to be quite a

is

change

Sim Williams

show, "The Rosebuds" has undergone

The men behind

alterations.

claim that $2,800 had been

the

since

opening

in

the

show

expended

reburnishing

it

met the approval of the censoring

to

men.
>*

The next show

to be fixed up is that
Dunn's "Stars of Stageland,"
showing at Miner's Eighth Avenue*
this
week.
The governing board!
opined the show was not up to full re-

of Will

J.

quirement.

In the legitimate fields also things
are not so well as they might be. The
failure of Director Halm of the Neue
this
again.
proves
Schauspielhaus
Halm is a man with high artistic qualities.

called
spiele

Only this summer he was
upon to be manager of the FestKunstlertheater.
Munchen

There he staged Caldron's Circe with
undisputed success. Now he is in bankruptcy. Friends will try to get him out

him again

STOCK BURLESQUE GETS OVER.
New Orleans, Sept. 4.
The Dinkins & Stair Burlesque
Stock Co. went over in good shape at
the Greenwall Saturday evening. The
company is quite pretentious, numerically, boasting twenty choristers.
The attendance Saturday and Sunday was very large.
This week's show is reviewed under
New Orleans in the correspondence of
this issue.

SETTLING IN OLD HOME.
Charlotte Liscord, formerly a member of Billie W. Watson's burlesque
company, has deserted the Wheel
ranks to marry William Sumner, and
settle down at her old home in Keenc,
N. H.

ROBINSON SHOW PLAYING.

this

Though he tried his best
and produced some plays which under
more favorable circumstances would
have made money, the real successful
pieces were missing.
talking about.

Charlottenburg (the Brooklyn of BerTheatre Gross, though perhaps
lin).
lying on ground which still belongs to
Berlin, must be counted as also in
Charlottenburg.

Chicago,

Sept.

4.

The Charles Robinson Eastern Burlesque Wheel show, burned out at the
Empire, Cleveland, % a couple of weeks
ago, reopened Sunday at the Columbia, this city.

No great damage beyond the loss of
two weeks was suffered by Mr. Robinson, who was fully insured.
Some
costumes and scenery had to be newly
Besides losing the remainder
of the Cleveland week, the Robinson
"Crusoe Girls" had to skip the Toledo

flMe.

date.

The Empire at Cleveland
open next Monday.

will

re-

with

Hayward company in reperMiss Hayward and Albert Mor-

rison are the leading players.

Shaw's Players have inaugu-

and Napa, touring the Circuit with a
new play each week.

boosting is needless
All the new ventures of the
to say.
few years have ignominiously
last
come to an end. The Icepalast, Berlittle

The coming season will bring Berlin
two new houses; Theatre Gross, Berlin, and the Municipal Opera House,

4.

rated a rotation stock circuit, including Vallejo, Santa Rosa, Petalurrft

That the variety houses over here
can stand a

in

Both the College and Warrington
companies are operated by Miss Hay-

fire.

San Francisco, Sept.

now being formed

Chicago, Sept. 4.
The College opened a stock season
Labor Day with Victor Brown and
Edna May Jackson playing the leads.

toire.

was the Alcazar's leading

is

York.

ple for the Alcazar stock.

for a time before the

IN BATTLE.

E. A. LEVY
Earl Street

for the better since the

would have mattered little,
however, if he had brought some real
hits, something everybody would be

Another gun

the Grace

Durkin

THE MONEY.

M

day only.

All

San Francisco, Sept. 4.
James Durkin and Maude Fealy
have been engaged as the leading peo-

man

began. It did not do so with a rush.
The only matter worth while writing
of is the new and splendid program of
the Wintergarten. This house played
through all summer, closing for one

$2,386.

STILL GETTING

New

Hartford, Sept. 4.
Tt is reported on good authority that
Poli's stock here will close Oct. 1, and
not in December as originally planned.

26.

Dover, N. J., Sept. 4.
The Kirk Brown stock company continues to get the money. At its stand
at the Baker last week, the gross was

house.

A company

MAY STOP EARLIER.

Aug.

theatrical season 1912-13

of his financial trouble and re-establish
as director of the Neue
The cause of his
Schauspielhaus.
failure there can be ascribed to several
reasons, but the main one seems to be
that the Neue Schauspielhaus is not
It is situated in what
well located.
you might call the West End and although enough cafes and nightbars are
in the neighborhood and seem to prosper, the theatre crowds don't go there.

highly

is

satisfactory.

Hall,

The

at the Princess for

second week and business

prises

IN CLEVELAND.

IN PROVIDENCE.

&

Spitz

NEW START

Aug. 17 the

By

Was

The next week will bring ^io
important openings, but from Aug. 31
the season promises to be lively.

EASTERN CENSORS LEAVING.
The Consoring Committee of the
Eastern Burlesque Wheel will start
on

Some changes have

taken place at
the former Komische Oper, where
Sept. 1 the Deutsche Schauspielhaus
opens, at the Neue Operettentheater,
where also drama is going to be presented and at one theatre, not known
yet. It seems strange that some changes
are counted upon in a house, which
has to be found out. The simple solution of the riddle is that for some
time this or next season, the company
of actors and actresses of the Lcssing Theatre, who after the coming retirement of Dr. Brahm, propose to

their official tour sometime next
week.
Herbert Mack, Sam A.
J.
Scribner and Charles H.
Waldron
compose the committee.
The three men will make Detroit

Sept.

15,

when

new Gayety

the

there

completion of the house
having been delayed three weeks be-

opens,

the

yond the

start of the season.

The Pierea
composed

Sextet, a strong orchestra

of

brought cast
Hayes, who

has been
Coast by Max
place the number on

will

the vaudeville

males,

all

frr.'i

:

in:

stages hereabouts.
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POP POY AND HIS FOYLLTS.
The Gerry Society "got" Eddie Foy
Monday on the ground he had violated
the permit granted him by the Mayor

THE WAIL OF THE HICK
BY JOHN

J.

O'CONNOR.

(Wynn.)
"Well, Cull, I've finally got a good
to hand you, and, believe me,
I ain't slippin' you any o' the uncanned
hull when I tell you that we simply
report

Michigan City. Why,
boy, after they heard we was in town
we had 'em doin' Texas .Tommy giggles when they was passin' over the
cold hard dough for the seat privilege. We had a little trouble o' course,
but.that was with the phony skirt guy
what opened the show, but after Cribbage had creased his pan with a bunch
o' fives he paddled right through his

mopped up

petticoat

at

routine

a

like

regular

"You understan', wc blow into this
ramp like a carload o' Swift and Armthoroughbreds and right

we make for the joy factory 'cause
was one o' the clauses in the contract that we had to flop at the guy's
We get
hotel what owned the slab.
'.*

a flash at his joint and then hike up
the alley to the employee's entrance.

There's our friend, the female impersonator guy layin' out his junk ,in the
We took another
star dressin' room.
squint around the hay mow, and, no*
the other manger, we comes back
and advises ,our friend to get hep to
himself and go out and dress in the
lot.
He gave us an argument, but the
kid backed him up in the corner and
likin'

"We

it.

chamber and the
other poor lob has to open the show.
Well, after the manager closed up his
grocery shop he comes around and has
nail the

star

hum

over our music for his wife
who played the organ when she wasn't
teachin' school, and bein' she didn't
kill any mor^ than eight or nine bars,
we let it pass and told her she was a
us

bearcat on the harmony thing. That pleased his nobs
and we're in solid for the rest o' the
week.
"Anyhow, the big row comes off
about Tuesday. The kid is there with
his bamboo and he's takin', a mild sniff
between the ninth* and tenth show
when this squaw bloke comes off and
makes a nasty crack about the ill smelling stage.
Cribbage grabs him right
between the skirt shield and bustle and
sits him on his ear with a half-Nelson
and then he makes that guy get away
with three full-size pills.
Mak.s him
play the Star Spangled Banner on the
yen hok until he's loaded up to t e
fourteen

Hickey't Cafe, Brooklyn, will open
Cabaret Sept. 10 under the direction

of

Sigmund Werner, who managed the

Cabaret there last season.

karat

The

entertainers at the Bedford Inn,

Eastern Parkway, are Ruth Rogers,
Zera Sydell, Joe Allen, John Prince
and an orchestra of six.

Jack Zipp, Jack Richmond and Jack
Moran, the "Three Jacks" will close
their engagement at the Rye Beach
Inn to open on the Orpheum time.

The Buena

Vista, Clason's Point,
another
big
night
Tuesday.
Present to entertain were May Ward,
Jim Burke, Billy Raymond, Babe
Smith, Anna Tunney, Howard, James
and O'Neil, Eug. Reichgott, Heins
Brothers and Macklyn Hall, Babe
Eleanor, Moe Kleeman, Tom Breen
and Bob Redgate, Estelle Smith, Bob

held

to

knock him

quiet

ci<-wn

we

and

finally

had

on

his

sit

chest.

.

|

"Outside o' that it was an orful swell
two-day engagement. The flop the guy
handed us wasn't anything to brag
about, but you got to stand them

when you're playin' the dumps.
Bern's we was the headliner, they was
some satisfaction in that. And I know
we got a swell report 'cause I wrote
it ineself.
You sec, the grocery bloke
things

couldn't write, and bein's he wanted to
fourflush for the real thing he gets me
to

sling

sage.

the ink for his weekly mes-

What

I

said about our act

was

somethin* terrible.

"Wc

lay off this

a flyer back

towards the

east.

take

Goin'

The

an

illness

of

died Sept.

52,

several

years.

funeral will be held at the

home

of the deceased's family at 4619 Park

avenue (near 186th

street,

Friday

"Pete"

had

morning.

been

an

Bronx)

orchestra

this

Berlinghoff
leader

for

Henry and Louis Berlinghoff are his brothers.
Louis was
orchestral conductor at the American
while the house was under the management of William Morris. "Pete"
twenty years.

conducted the orchestra upon the several tours made over here by Harry

The Coliseum,
at

110th

&

a

new

street

Parkway about

Sept.

roof garden

rant,

New Rochelle
New York

to swear at

m. to make

at 5.30 a.

the

court in time.

The Gerry action was stalled long*
enough to allow the Foy children to
appear at the Alhambra, where the act
playing this week, before Pop Foy

is

opens with "Over the River"
ark

Monday, again

next

closed

K. Bimberg will

Cabaret, will

15

with restau-

and ballroom.

manage

J.

it.

New-

himself

On top
Man Foy

of

all

his other troubles

had his back

start

Old

skyward

Sunday night at the Union Square,
when he found the management had
held out $100 on him just because the
kids didn't appear Sunday. The Square
played

two capacity houses Sun-

to

Eddie

day.

thought

said

is

have

to

slowly

over, then refused to accept

it

than

less

the

$1,200

full

which he agreed to take for the Square
engagement. His regular vaudeville
salary

He

$1,500 for this act.

is

lecting that

amount

is

col-

at

the

will

go

week

this

Alhambra.

The Foy Family,

juniors,

back to school next week and probably remain in the background until

its

and Cathedral

in

by

as a star in the legit.

anything

Lauder.

C. S. Corse,

open

He commenced

Monday.

vaudeville while rolling out of bed in

Billy

Arverne, Long Island,
Cabaret season Sept. 2.

aged 58 years, father of
Evelyn Russell, wife of E. C. Fowler,
of the Betts & Fowler agency, died
Aug. 29 at Chicago, of typhoid fever.
Mrs. Fowler went to Chicago immediately upon hearing of his demise.

when

the

fall,

fall

upon

all

the

vaudeville.

Foys will again
Pop Foy figures

each kid

is good for a year, until he
seventeen, in the twice daily, and
as he has seven, with the youngest
but three years, it looks as though the
old man will manage to keep busy for
is

several seasons to come.

Henri Tuaaenbroke,

pianist,

has re-

turned to Raub's, Brooklyn.
Smith, Bole and Billy White are at
the Bridgewater Inn, Long Branch.

James Mullen, husband of Miss May

(May and Addis), suffered intense pain
with an ulcerated tooth and went to
the Bellevue Hospital Aug. 31 to obtain

immediate

An

relief.

operation

was performed which resulted
William Dick, a guitarist and singer,
was to have opened in the Cabaret
show at the Cadillac Hotel last Monday, but failed to put in an appearance.
Dick left Thursday of last week for
New England, to receive $2,000 due
him from his mother's estate, and has
not been heard from since.

len's

death

Saturday

night.

MulMullen

in

was well known among the professionals and was at one time a performer himself.

Terre Haute, Sept. 2.
G. A. ("Buster") Conzman, a wellknown property man, died here Aug.
29.

Los Angeles,

Sept.

4.

As a direct result of a denunciation
of ragtime by the representatives of
all the Women's Clubs of Southern
California in session a couple of weeks
ago at Santa Monica and their announced determination to put a stop
to

the

tunes in this section of the
country, the managers of the Alexandria, Angelus, Van Nuys and Lanker-

shim Hotels

in

this

city

have placed

to get some swell summer rags now
that their cheap and dash into Harlem
like

a

press.

and
they

week and then

after

3,

Tracy and the Criterion
Quartet, Jesse Willard, Hal Clarendon,
Tenney, Moss, Dellon and Lou Delmally and Eddie Abies.
Willis,

the Chinee poppy and then
you'd think they was a massacre goin'

To keep him

OBITUARY
Peter Berlinghoff, age

car with
on.

the ban on all syncopated melodies,
both vocal and instrumental. As yet
the movement to abolish the brokentime rhythm has not effected the other
hotels, cafes and dance halls, and
t
still holds sway among the
Cabaret
entertainers about town.
;

Cafe Raub, Brooklyn, the only Cabaret of its kind in the borough, has enlarged its stage.
For the opening
week twelve acts have been engaged,
besides an orchestra of ten pieces.

off the

rt'cl

that settled

its

,littlc

lady.

our's

through allowing his Foylets to sing

and dance upon the stage.
Father Foy did some tall hustling

I'll

magazine right off the
Take a little hike up the street
introduce you to a joint where
clean

nine million cubic inches of
g«n»d brew for a gitney a smash. Come
on.

Harry

Rodger*, actor and coster
died Aug. 28 at Norwalk, O.,
from a general breakdown. A widow

singer,

survives.

Oakland, Cal., Sept. 3.
Adele Buck, a dramatic woman who
has been doing picture work and who
died here last week from the effects of
an operation for appendicitis, has been
identified as the daughter of Jerome
Buck, a Brooklyn newspaper editor.

W. E

WHITTLE.

MANAGERS drop in and see WonderWHITTLES new stunt with th«>
CORNET and the DUMMY at the
AMERICAN THEATRE NEXT WEEK
ful

LA DUSK RETURNS TO STAGE.
Daisy Palmer, who

"The Queen

of

Paris,"

home. Walhalla. N.

Y.,

died

Aug.

at

her

Van

Studdiford

vaudeville at Chicago Sept.

(1

cided

to

living at Venice, has
to the stage, and

return

11.

will shortly begin a tour

opens

man
Max

sell

Grace

La Dusc, now

was with

last

lo.

in

actor.

Moissi.

Reinhardt's

at the Paris

with the Ger-

The
cast

Vaudeville

in

was in
"Sumurun"

latter

of

June

last.
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LONDON

PARIS

VARIETY'S LONDON OFFICE
a gi

<oabu "jimbvoi,

uacmarrwm §qvamm*

it.,

W. BUCHANAN TAYLOR.
Mall for Anurlcui and Europeans In
ba promptly forwarded.

London, August
Antonio
Greek,"

"The

Pierri,

who was

Swop*

28,

some

of the greatest wrestling booms ever
known in England, is dead. He was

man who brought Madrali from
Turkey to meet Hackenschmidt. He
was a force in the wrestling game for

VARIETY,

m

The Coliseum

abort*

opening Sept. 21 in his own way. There
will be no footlights, the orchestra
will be out of sight, and he will employ Morris Dancers, and a pipe player
in all the country scenes.

over twenty years and was
a great

in addition,

showman.

has
appearance
She
at the Manchester Hippodrome.
had considerable success.
first

violinist,

vaudeville

play

The Weiland Agency having
now taken for
Bulmer,

cently

being that he shall not

being

with

Lucien Klopp as manager, and

they

expect

necessary

and

John

Charles

introduced into the Earl's Court Circus, and also Baronesss von Tatzel,
said to be a German aristocrat, who
does high-school riding and dog train-

manager

ing.

of the V. B. O., Ltd.

The Palladium people
get very near the limit in
tion

of

thrillers.

going to
their produc-

are

The adaptation

of

"Seven Blind Men," which will beS
done there on Sept. 2 tells the story
of seven blind basket makers who be-

come maniacs.
Willie Zimmerman has in preparation a big act in which he will employ
.close upon forty people.

O. B. MacLachlan has attached himtemporarily to the Foster office.

Park,
the

Joe Blvin is to put on a new spectacproduction at the Palladium in
September, called "The Sunny Sea-

ular

coming

every seat in the house numbered and
bookable from twelve cents up. She
also insists that whoever puts the

money

in

the concern shall in no

interfere with the

management.

way
Miss

a strong woman, knows
about, and has thus far
won all along a line against big odds.
The Manchester Players are now at
the Playhouse, London, in the big suc-

Horniman
what she

cess,

is

"The

Girl

with the Golden

Hair"

was put
on at the Brighton Hippodrome this
week and proved to be a thoroughly
The lighting effects
approved act.
and the general staging of the act
were admirably carried out and the
singing of Margaret Dempsey was sufbeen

has

ficiently

revived

high

here.

It

class to retain the relig-

ious solemnity of the idea.

The Four Boitet

Robert Loraine sails for New York
accompanied by Mary Blaney,
Ethel Maryat, Marguerite Unett, Amy
Coleman, Sidney Valentine. J. A. Shannon, A. P. Kayne and G. W. Anson.
Gustave Kerker

is

at the

London Hip-

podrome are some remarkable aerial
They had a better spot
acrobatics.
and a greater success than at the Alhambra.
G. P. Huntley has been re-engaged
by George Edwardes to appear in the

musical play which is to follow "Gypsy
Love" at Daly's. Since his appearance
at

the

London Hippodrome

and the
nothing.

Girl,"

in

"Arms

Huntley has been doing
^

The players in "The Voysey Inheritance" (Kingsway) and "Everywoman"

Sept. 12

here conducting

the rehearsals of "The Grass Widows"
The music is admitted
at the Apollo.

(Drury Lane) Sept.

Charles Fulton, Janet
Eric Wontner, HarGrace Lane, Barbara
Maunsell, Jean MacKinlay, William Farren, Charles Daly,
Moffat Johnston, (iwynneth Galton,

Geraldine Oliffe,
Hope, Eric Rae,
court Williams,
Everset, Charles

McLeod.
"Everywoman": H.

"The Turning Point" is the name decided upon by Sir George Alexander
for his English version of "La Flam-

Lewis, \V. H. Denny. Harry Wcnman.
Wilfred Douthitt. John Tresahar. Ion
Swinley. Austin Melford. Bertie White,

bee," to be produced at the St. James's

E.

Granville Barker

W. Royce, Howard

B.

is

going to conduct

Irving,

Fred

Russell, Alexan-

dra

a Shakespearean season at the Savoy,

&

hall in

The house

will

L'Empire, and should open

The

be

in

called

October.

large concert hall on the Boule-

Rorke.
Gladys
Carlisle.
Kate
Cooper. Mary Brougli. \ era Beringcr,
lara Beck. Wilda Bennett. Patricia
(

Collingc, Jessie

(beyond the manner In
which the music was rendered) being
the sketch "American Hair Dresser,"
which did not come up to expectations.
It had an air of being underrehearsed, and failed to elicit much
laughter. Rip and Bousquet, the revue
writers, were to have signed this version of the barber shop scene from

"The Hen Pecks," but for reasons unexplained the program stated the authors as Hip and Hurrah, which is perhaps the funniest part of the production.
Vernon Castle had been specially engaged for the role of Doodle, but disappeared a few days before the opening.
Paul Letombe, as conductor,
lacks all conception of vaudeville. Few,
if
any, acts were satisfied and there
was some grumbling on the Olympia
stage on this account.
Bird Milman
took the hearts of many, the wire act

being a revelation here.
Ferry also
scored as a big feature.
The two

vard Rochechouart, now building, will
be named the Palace Rochechouart.
Although pictures will be the main attraction, some vaudeville acts will be
presented, and tnis establishment will
probably prove a big competitor to the

ward's Seals went well, but considered
much too long. The Four Ritchies
put the house in laughter as eccentric

Gaite Rochechouart opposite.

cyclists,

Hopkins

Winter

were

Sisters

charming;

number

of

pronounced

now have

they

their

the

best

Wood-

creations.

new business being apFacorys, three trapesists,
made fairly good. Harry De Coe's
equilibrium again earned admiration,
while Lane andjO'Donell caused great
their

preciated.

Oran, AlBoulevard du
Lycee, will open Oct. 1, under the direction of Portal Thomieres.
hall

at

The Theatre Sarah Bernhardt will
reopen Sept. 22 with a revival of "Napoleon," to be followed by a French
version of Conan Doyle's "Temperley
House," after which Guitry pere will
appear here in "Kismet." During this
period Sarah will play two months in
and

five

months

in

the

Jackson has a trqupe of sixteen
pretty girls, in an artistic act.
Eight
dance before a mirror, the remainder
portraying the reflection admirably.
The idea is, of course, not new. Jacfun.

ques Charles has an excellent program,
which
is
attracting
large
crowds. It is certainly the best show

town at present, and a huge
American acts predominate.

in

suc-

cess.

United States.

The
A. Franck will commence his new
season at the Gymnase with a revival of A. Bisson's "Chateau Historique" (given at the Odeon twelve
years ago), after which he will again
give

H.

Bernstein's

"Detour,"

form-

Gymnase. Franck
will remount P. Gavault and R. Charvay's "Enfant du Miracle" at the
This comedy was
Bouffes Parisiens.
presented at the Athenee in 1903. Oct.
1 he will renew the run of the "Count
of Luxembourg" at the Apollo, and
from Sept. 7 a series of "The Merry
erly played at the

at

Belleville.

Theatre "National" dc
Franck is not taking risks

run

its

has

vaudeville, for which Pasquier remains

Maurice Rhcyal, former secretary of
French society, U. S. A. L., is
lying seriously ill. having had another
the

— the

third

— of

apolexy.

To

cup with bitterness his father
died this week.
his

The reopening of the Olympia Aug.
10 was a success for all, the only dis

Little

like

the

continuing

Cafe" whicty

330th

its

same date "Le train de
amusing farce, and also
two-act drama "Au Telephone."

revives

the

heures 47,"
the

its

The Athenee
this

Henry

"L'Enchantement."

Odeon

in

the

Hading,

Jane

probably

will

coming season

created

exposition

Marthe
will

be

Hermant's "La

revive

Bataille's

the

at

year

1900.

Regnier

and

for

this.

listed

Semaine

Eolle"

(being carnival week at Venice)
to

have seen the

but will

now

when

rigny,

the exclusive agent.

31,

performance.
Likewise the Ambigu, newly painted,

Abe!
Efforts are being made to have the
Alhambra ready for opening Aug. 31.
The Etoile Palace opens Aug. 30, with

stroke

"The

of

reached

Abel Tarride

on new productions.

fill

Royal reopens,

Palais

vaudevile theatres, Aug.

it

light at the

was

Athenee,

be mounted at the Maplays

comedy

Both these theatres
under the same direction,

ter.

Irene

1.

Pasquier

G.

new concert

similar to the Petit Casino will

Widow"

12 are:

"Voysey Inheritance": Edmund Maurice, Florence Haydon. E. F. Meyeur,

to be specially good.

Oct.

this establishment

geria, to be the Casino,

is

"Hindle Wakes."

bein.s

from Luna

Faubourg Montmartre, where pro-

England
Mist Horniman, who runs the Man-

Some

gallery,

that

Co. have taken the
the

are

winter.

reported

is

It

1.

now

open Oct.

The new music

side."

self

chester Players, wants a capitalist to
come along to finance a repertory
theatre in London. Her plan is to have

to

alterations

The Barnum
may show at

made.

be given.

Brothers

in

which had such a disastrous

grams

A

Irish Players.

its

ex-district

is

in Dublin or London,
two strongholds of the

Clark, the hurricane jockeys, have been

for

Cross Empire. Jack Davies

a

lost

Moss Empires, and rehouse manager of the New

manager

for

either

it

these

The
Jack Davies has
manager, Alfred

secured

series of performances J. M. Synge's
"The Playboy of the Western World,"

the provision

Liebmann, the

Alice

made her

has

new house

(the

cordant note

27.

opening a few weeks ago, closing after
ten days, has been taken by a group

the

Martin Harvey

Dldlcr

St.

X
Aug.

Paris,

Paris),

Terrible

responsible for

adrli— ml can

If

KENDREW

O.

E»

ixunnnr.")

R**-*t*tim

(BAYAED)
will

By

63 Bis la*

this win-

will then be

for a time at

least.

The

concert artists in
Paris
annual sports at the Veledrome Buffalo August 26, which met
spite
with
success in
of the dull
^.ih
weather.
Tlirmoney reached
held

cafe

their

$2,000.
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NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Presentation, First Appearance
or Reappearance In or Aronnd

Initial

Emma

New York

one

Edna, Hammerstein's.
Garson and Geo. Buoguer,

Mysterious

Hammerstein's.
Zetland Hunt, Hammerstein's.
Blanche Walsh and Co. (New Act),
Fifth Avenue.

Wm.

B. Patton and Co., Fifth Avenue.
Theo. Bamberg, Fifth Avenue.
Sallie Stembler, Union Square.
Williams, Thompson and Copeland,
Union Square.
Nina Morris and Co. (New Act),
Union Square.
Del Franco's Circus, Union Square.

Edna Goodrich and Co., Colonial.
Eva Davenport, Bushwick.
Mark Mersey and Co., Bushwick.
Chung Hwa (Chinese Quartet), Hen*
Coney Island.
Eddie Ford and Co., Henderson's
Coney Island.
Maye and Addis, Henderson's, Coney
Person's,

Island.

Virginia Harned and Co. (3).
Call of Paris" (Dramatic).
25 Mins.; Three (Interior).

"The

Orpheum.
In a playlet that bristles with talk
start to finish and gives the playno chance to score from any angle,

from
ers

Virginia
ville

The
.to

Harned returned

sketch

and'
to

Orpheum

entitled

is

Paris"

credited

the

Miss

audience

Monday

disappointed

was

Orpheum

the

at

to

vaude-

this

week.

"The

Call

authorship

It

a holiday

show

of

herself.

Sally,

his

new

repertoire,

"Be

Sure

a

and was a big

hit.

It's

For the

vaudeville she now uses
The first song is probably
entitled "You Can't Judge a Woman
by Her Clothes." It is a "neat" numfirst

time

in

a pianist.

ber of the English type of song and
is

interrupted by a monolog, unques-

tionably of American origin, most of
it excellent, with one or two "old boy"
wheezes. Second number, "Good-Bye,
Italy," an Italian dialect ballad carrying through it the melody of 'GoodBye Forever." This gives Miss Carus
an unusual opportunity to show off
her voice at its best, and she takes adAfter "Be Sure He's
vantage of it.
Irish" she did "Ragtime Eyes," a raggy
number with a little dance, in which
she displayed one black and one white

stocking.

In this

number Miss Carus

sister

(Jane Gordon), helps to straighten
things out. It seems Laura had worn
a mask with her outfit and had only
made fun at the expense of the night
Miss
clerk (A. Carpe) in the hotel.
Harned dots not rise to any great
heights, although for one moment she
Kive* a flash of her legitimate form.
It's all dialog, with a point strained
toward the end for comedy.
Charles
White was too stagey as the husband,
while Jane Gordon tried to get someIt is
thing out of a thankless role.
doubtful, though, even if Miss Harned's
prestige will save the act from falling
Mark.
into the discard.

Digby Bell

is the Majestic's headComing from the
week.
legitimate ranks with an established
reputation, very few expected him
to deliver the goods, since it has become an established fact that the
average legitimate importation brings
nothing to vaudeville but his rep. But
Digby did deliver the goods, thanks
"It Happened
to George V. Hobart.
In Topeka" is one of the best comedies
that has ever rolled into the Majestic.
The theme is original and Hobart has
taken advantage of every angle of
his inspiration.
The scene shows a
sample room in a Topeka hotel. The
house stenographer, a young woman

liner

who

this

specializes

slang,

in

is

on hand

to attend to typewriting for the sales-

man. An Italian enters, excitedly announcing his intention of killing the
salesman because he had been tampering with his wife's affections. Then

comes the salesman, explaining that

exposing the "manufactured" article.
The audience seemed to feel it, for
she was given a rousing recall, after
her accompanist had retired, and she
had ample justification for another
song, which was almost as good, called
when "Mother Played a Rag Upon the
Jolo.
Sewing Machine."

who was suddenly taken

Rehlander's Pigs (7).
Trained Animal Act.

Man

in

white butcher's (or baker's)

cap and apron enters on roller skates,

drawn by one of the swine. Then is
shown a number of animal tricks made
known by canines, which include the
drawing of a wheelbarrow, walking on
hind legs, the man tossing clown hats
which are caught on the snout by one
of the porkers, bowling, and so on. Performed by dogs the tricks would be
very mediocre, but with pigs it has
some claim to distinction as a novelty.
The man has one very funny comedy
bit of business.
Whenever a pig exhibits a spirit of reluctance to go on
with the act he seizes a huge carving
knife and steel sharpener and proceeds
to put an edge on the blade. Immediately the hog "gets busy."
Just another of the Hammerstein freak acts.

he

The

Six Brachs are whisked onto
the stage in an open barouche and
work in natty full tight-fitting while
outfits trimmed with black.
They are
a clean, young looking troupe that
make their personality become part of
the act.
The boys work with clocklike precision and display showmanship that should make them big favorites during the Hip engagement.
A
of

new

tricks will

a substitute for the real fellow

the Italian's wife,

Next

ill.

closely

f«d

lowed by her better, but more excited,
half.
She hides in the sample trunk.
The husband carelessly exhibiting a
revolver, fires a bullet through the
trunk, barely missing the woman wi.'iin.
After he leaves, the salesman
frames up a scheme to teach him a
badly needed lesson.
After coa:nin^r
the stenographer how to act delirious
he plants the wife in an adjoining
room and sends for the excited Italian.
Upon his arrival he explains that the
bullet had passed through the trunk
into
next room, striking the
the
stenographer between the shoulder
blade and the roll top desk. The girl
feigns delirium.
While the Italian is
trying to quiet her, the wife returns

denounce him as a trifler. He finally
promises to behave himself and forget
his unwarranted jealousy in time for a
twenty-seven minute curtain. This is
one of the two faults with the sketch.
It should undergo an immediate operation and have about seven minutes
extracted.
This could easily be done
by eliminating some of the earlier dialog and speeding up the center of the
piece.
And when the gun goes off,
which is quite a surprise, Bell could
to

consistently

become

He

doesn't

matic.
quite

seriously

a

trifle

take

enough.

more

dra-

matter

the

This

is

a

strong point and is the pivot of the
story. From then on the action should
quicken, for the succeeding material
is almost a continuous laugh.
The
grand finale might be strengthened by
arriving immediately after the com-

Hippodrome.

number

is

enters

Jolo.

Six Brachs.
"Risley" Acrobats.
5 Mins.; Full Stage.

catch any

crowd.
This "Risley act" stacks up
with the best, and on looks and style
of performance is worthy of a spot on
any bill.
Mark.

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEH

Sketch).
27 Mins.; Full Stage (Interior).
Majestic, Chicago.

exhibited the only touch of spontaneity as against all other rhapsodizing

Hammerstein's.

crowd, too, but it maniThe
fested little approval of the act.
only thing that can keep the sketch on
parade is Miss Harned's prestige. Miss
Harned plays the role of Laura Wells,
the wife of Anthony Wells (Charles
White). To cure his mild infatuation
for other women, curb his inclination
to stay out late and neglect his wife
and to demonstrate that she had power
to attract other men, Laura puts up a
job on hubby. She dresses fit to kill,
with the gown showing her neck and
shoulders and giving a peep at her
pedal extremities, and informs Tony
that »iie has been to the Opera Ball.
Tony has been out all night himself,
but that doesn't prevent him from raising one long howl.
Laura, in slang
parlance, "bawls him out" good and
proper
Tony admits being negligent,
hut any slight indiscretion on his part
do en not excuse his wife from making
a

has

exception,

is

genuinely

afternoon.

Irish,"

"It

10 Mins.; Full Stage.

The

Harned.

was

Cams

Miss
with

Marion

Digby Bell and Co. (4).
Happened In Topeka" (Comedy

Cams.

Songs.
24 Mins.; One,
Hammerstein's.

plication

is

adjusted.

Bell's tag speed,

as now presented introduces an unnecessary lag. Nellie Roland and Eugene

««i

'Discovering America" (Lewis WalDaly's (Sept. 7).
"Mind the Paint Girl" (Billie Burke),

ler),

Lyceum

(Sept. 9).

"The

Governor's

Lady,"

Republic

(Sept. 10).

"My

Best Girl," Park (Sept.

12).

Marvine.
Double Voice Pianologist
11 Mins.; One.
Fifth Avenue.
The Fifth Avenue has a red plush
curtain for acts which may appear in
"one" and ask for it.
Maybe the
house wishes it on some acts. Anyway the curtain is a "hoodoo." No

—

one remembers anybody yet making
in front of it.
Marvine tried it
Monday afternoon.
Marvine is a
young man who wears full evening

good

with

dress,

bow

black

a

stuff

runs

did that

Paris about three years ago,
Yorkers have worn the black

in

New

but

that

They

around the neck twice.

bows with Tuxedos

since.

But Mar-

vine has a freak voice. So many men
with freak voices could have been fe-

male impersonators
chosen,

that

nowadays

is

if

double

a

no

they had so
voiced singer

Marvine

novelty.

gave

an imitation of Melba, sang
"When You're Away" and told the audience he would enlighten them about
a French

soubret.

He

did that, too.

That's about all of Marvine's act, excepting he was singing off stage
while the red plush curtain patiently
waited for him. Marvine might hang
around the small time until he has z.
regular act framed up for the bigger
houses.
He got on Broadway pretty
Sime.

early.

Patrick and Francesco.
Trampoline.
6 Mins.; Full Stage.

Hippodrome.
Dressed as haymakers and working
on a trampoline set on a high wagon
bed and drawn by two horses, Patrick
and Francesco are the first of the special
acts to appear in the new Hip
show. The bounding net boys appear
as Rubes, one in female attire. They
go through a pleasing routine, with

"woman" doing

the

a

number

of for-

ward and back double turns. For the
Hip show the men work fast and make
their act as engaging as possible under
the time limit.
Mark.

Dippy

Diers.

Table Act.
6 Mins.; Full Stage.

Hippodrome.
Dippy Diers, after some knockabout
ground acrobatics, does a "break neck
table"

Redding as the husband and wife gav^
a splendid performance, barring a no-

trick, featured in the German
scene with the acrobatic act of the Six
Brachs.
Diers fools around with a

ticeable nervousness

chair after the

which also bothered the star. Eileene Douglas as the
stenog could tone down a bit in delivery, but, considering
the circumstances, was excellent in the character.
Hobart has provided Digby Bell with
a

good sketch, and

in

these days origi-

nal sketches are a rarity.

a laughing hit at the
nee.

It

finished

Labor Day matiWynn.

manner

of Bert Melaside and standing
straight up, starts to sway back and
forth on the top of a four table high
rose,

stand,

usual
thrill,

then casts

it

also like Melrose.
After the
zigzagging, always good for a
Diers goes over with the tables.
for New York, but it helps
out the variety end of the Hip

Not new
to

fill

show.

Mark.

VARIETY
Carrie

De Mar.

Songs.
23 Mint.; Pull Stage.
Bronx.
Carrie De Mar, with everything new,
is headlining the opening show at the
Bronx under the B. F. Keith management.
A pretty idea for introducing
her numbers has been devised which
lends a charm and a background for
the singer's very beautiful wardrobe.
A huge album which appears to be suspended in the purple velvet in which
the stage is hung is opened by two
boys in uniform. Inside there is a perfect little stage set, from which Miss
De Mar makes her entrance for each
song. At the side on a sheet the title
of each number is flashed and at the
finish the choruses of the songs.
At
the Monday matinee five songs were
sung. "Anything That's Good Enough
for

You

Is

Good Enough

for

Me" was

not a particularly
good number, although if two verses
only were used it would do as a starter.
The gown and hat worn are easily
strong enough to carry any song
through to success.
It would take a
Melville Ellis to properly describe this
gown, or, in fact, any of Miss De Mar's
several elaborate ones.
"Man, Man,
Man" was the second number, the set
in the album being in a Broadway car.
the opener.

"The

'

It

Matinee

is

Girl"

(last

season's

song) was the third number, and
"Across Broadway," a sort of descriptive ballad (a departure for Carrie Dc
Mar), the fourth.
The dressing was
also out of the ordinary for the singer.
She appeared in light blue silk knickers, and a pretty "Boy-Blue" boy she
made indeed. "Two Sides to a Story"
(a real Carrie De Mar song) closed and
gave her in opportunity for the comedy which she can handle so well.
While the idea and dressing arc bully,
classy in every detail, two of the songs
only,
however, are strong enough.
"Two Sides to a Story" and "The Matinee Girl" and probably for light and
shade "Across Broadway," but the latter is a song that will be liked better
in England than in America.
The al-

bum

and the little settings are
Miss De Mar makes her changes
in excellent time and should hold the
picture inside the frame a bit longer
in each instance.
She might even try
singing one song from the frame. The
two boys used to pull up the curtains
should be replaced by two girls in
effect

great.

some fantastical stage
The boys are not classy
the surroundings.
The
could be done away with

either livery or

page

attire.

enough for
chorus sheet

and the names of the songs
flashed from within the album in some
At the first show Monday the
way.
little things did not run as smoothly
as they, will later and this rather kept
the singer on edge, but for a first
showing it was more than creditable.
Carrie De Mar's new "Album act" will
be the best that the comedienne has

entirely

offered vaudeville.

IDflt*.

Alva McGill.
Songs.
7 Mine.; One.
American Roof.

Alva

McGill

cabaret singer.

need an

act.

Robert Ainsley.

Felix

Songs.
15 Mint,; One.

Songs.
13 Mins.; One.
American.
Robert Ainsley is very foolishly
spoiling his chances as a big time single
by following too closely, in manner
and material, the further advanced
boys. Al Jolson is taken as the model
and Ainsley really does Jolson's stuff
very well but it will never advance his

Singing and Dancing.
25 Mine.; Open and Close

Fifth Avenue.
It is quite

played

a while since Mabel Perra

New York

Th>;

vaudeville.

program mentions something a'xut a
"Continental

Triumph."

Berra's facial

make

From Miss

must have ocHer final costume

up,

it

curred in France.
suggested the Continent also, perhaps
Hamburg, for in Berlin they would
have insisted upon all tights, instead ol
only a suggestion. Hamburg doesn't get
much and has been taught to be satis-

So like Hamburg, the Fifth Avehad to trail along with Miss
Berra, her high notes and her changes
of costumes until at the third number,
she gave a free exhibition of her right
fied.

nue

The audience was left to surmise that Miss Berra's nether limbs
were perfect duplicates. Miss Berra's
tights had no excuse for the number
they were, worn in, nor did her high
She just put
notes, up to that time.
both in to make it harder, probably,
fell
knowing vaudeville. The hout
for the Woolworth Building singing,
and probably appreciated the Hamburg flash, but Mabel monkeyed with
her applause and nearly lost an encore.
She grabbed it off, however, to
imitate Trentini and this gave her
some real applause, for Miss Berra
can make them believe it over here,
even without tights. Her third number employed a couple of "plants,"
Miss Berra singing to them (or maybe
there was but one). The second song
leg.

:

was a "kid"

verse, illy fitting the

young

woman in every way, for she didn't
costume the number. It seems Miss
clothes,
changing
Berra
is
just
with no special object excepting to
show her wardrobe and legs. The
program mentioned all of Miss Berra's songs were her own and original.
She started in to clinch this statement
by taking another fall out of "The
Mocking Bird." The old bird has had
everything in the world done to it,
but ragging, and now Berra has done
that.
Her song is called "That LovShe working Mocking Bird Trill."
both ends, also the
isn't
bad though, and
It
neither is Mabel Berra, but she could
stand a couple of new numbers to replace the second and third, and might
sing a song of her own without relying upon Trentini's.
But Mabel had
better hang onto her right leg for
If
necessary let
public inspection.
her show New York both the right and
left.
Why should Berlin have anything
Sitne.
on us?
ed in the
middle.

trill

at

Hunting and Francis.
Songs and Talk.
14 Mins.; One.
Murray Hill (Sept. 1).
Hunting and Francis appeared on a
bill well supplied with singing and talking, but they were a big hit notwithstanding at the Murray Hill last Sunday. The female half of the duo makes
from the start.
a good impression
She's nice-looking, has a pleasant manner, and not only sings well but has a
good speaking voice.
She makes a
works

probably

a

good

For vaudeville she

will

Dash.

and

Mabel Berra.

who
The man

capital "straight" for her partner,

is

19

in

eccentric makeup.

does a dance with an acrobatic finish
which helps considerably. A good act
Mark.
for the big small time.

own

There
and there

cause.

line here

is

Harry Fox
and

a

in the routine

Bronx.
Felix and Caire since their debut in
vaudeville as children have at different
times announced a new act. Each time
it was merely the shifting of a song or
an imitation, while the foundation remained the same. This trip, however,
there can be no mistake. Ad. Newberger has arranged something entirely

new

pleasing personality and had no difficulty in getting his material over. He
delivers most of his opening song from
the top of the piano in the orchestra.
The second he sings with his feet
dangling in the orchestra pit, the third
from the top of a step ladder, from
which he gets plenty of good comedy
and the closing number is the "Rum
Turn Tiddle," done in the audience.
Ainsley was a big hit on the Roof and
he will be anywhere, big or small time,
but he must chuck the Al Jolson and

idea

Fox

action

featured.

Harry Fox material. Big time audiences would brand him with it.
He
has good "nut ideas" of his own.
Dath.
Hershfield.

Cartoonist.
12 Mins.; Two.

Hammerstein's.
Mr. Hershfield is best known as the
creator of the "Desperate Desmond"
cartoons, and his work, for that reason, commands more than ordinary attention.
He could, however, appear
entirely on his merits without his reputation and "make good."
He works
rapidly and creates a lot of comedy
with his pictures. Of course he has a
"Desperate Desmond" series, and for
fear the audience was not familiar with
them he first drew the pictures of the
three principals of his series and labeled them.
This was unnecessary.
For a finish he takes a small hand mirror, stands with his back to the house
and by peering into the glass cartoons
persons seated in the auditorium.
Hershfield ranks with the best of the
famous newspaper cartoonists who
Jolo.
have been seen in vaudeville.

Mazetti Troupe.
Acrobats.
5 Mins.; Full Stage.

Hippodrome.

The Mazetti troupe comprise seven
men and one woman. They work
from a sleigh drawn around the stage
by three white horses. The men wear
long black beards to make 'em look
like regular Moscowitcs.
They appear
in the Russia scene of the new show
but they were off color or off country
on their first performance. The principal work is to turn back somersets
from the sleigh. In trying the back
turn to the shoulders of an underslandcr three or four misses were
made.
The Mazettis hardly worked
five
minutes, but during that time
showed no class. The act fills in and
that's all.
It may be their time is too
short

to

show

the

full

had nothing worth while
Hip stage.

stay on the

they
during the
Mark.

act,

but

One.

in

(Special Set)

or two, but Jolson is
Aside from this Ainsley is
all right.
He has a couple of corking
ideas of his own, a good singing voice,

a

Caire.

youthful prodigies, who
will have to be treated
ups.
The effort is to be

for

his

from now on
as

grown
commended.

highly

It carries a good
and sends the couple over a varied routine of song and dance work
in a novel and interesting manner. En-

tering in "one," Felix is pleading for
the hand of Miss Caire.
The girl insists he it too wishy-washy, she could
never love a man who hadn't a past.
To Felix a past looks easy and he
starts out to get one.
Miss Caire,
thinking the search might carry him
so far he never will come back, follows.
She is his barmaid in England, in Paris

his chanteuse,

Germany

in

flower

his

and in Russia his madly whirly
dancing girl. In each of the countries
Felix also appears as a native. A song
and dance go with each change. Young
Felix is doing some very good dancing
of the eccentric order, working harder
than ever before, and that is probably
the one fault to be found with him.
He seems to push it too hard. Amelia
Caire, prettier and just a wee bit more
plump, looks very fetching in the difgirl

costumes,

being especially atthe Russian outfit.
The
newness of the offering seemed to be
ferent

tractive

in

worrying Miss Caire, who

is forced to
times to get her changes
through on scheduled time. After the
couple have finished their seance with
the foreign characters they get back

the limit at

all

aboard ship, where there is some comedy talk, with seasickness as the keynote.
Seasick comedy is not always
in the best of taste.
It is better for
Felix and Caire to leave that to others.

The Yankee song and dance done on
deck by Felix is very good. A silhouette dance is rather novel.
It is interesting and in keeping with the rest of
the act. The finish is good, although,
like -that which Bert Fitzgibbons
is
using right after them this week at the
Bronx. The pair come down a gangway from the drop in "one" right over
the footlights and go up the aisle shaking hands with the audience as though
they were down to welcome them in.
It

gives them a

good

Felix

send-off.

and Caire are on the proper track with
the new offering.
A little working
around will make it a capital entertainment. It is fast, full of life and interesting and novel.
It is a pretentious

An

act.

orchestra leader

is

carried.

Da$h.

DeBoe and Co.

(2).

Dramatic Sketch (Comedy).
18 Mins.; Three (Interior).

Murray Hill (Sept. 1).
Three people play Hebrew roles in
a little comedy wherein a married couare the central

ple
is

fixed

to prove

figures.

that

A

"job"

things are nut

what they seem, much to the discomfiture of the married man. A "pop"

just

house

act.

(Continued on pa^e

Mark.
25.)
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THE PERPLEXED HUSBAND

THE MODEL.
\iiLuiMus

Thomas, erstwhile

wnu. now disseminator

piay-

of philosophy,

must be
an independently wealthy man. "DispswImloKy. sophistry,

et al. f

Mininators" are usually found in but
two walks of life among those who
are so rich they can afford to be, and
Sacthose so poor it doesn't matter.
rificing his former pinnacle as America's foremost playwright for that of
a "disseminator" is either a step forward or backward, to be decided purely from one's personal viewpoint.
One thing, however, must be conceded in favor of the playwrighting repute of Mr. Thomas, i. e., without it

—

he could never hope to have his theories expounded through the medium of
the theatre. Unless backed by his record of "past performances," it is extremely unlikely any manager could
have been persuaded to produce so
trivial and transparent a plot as the

groundwork

r.isic""

M.del" (playing

which

on

"The

at Harris' theatre) is

built.

An ar{ist has a model who is living
with her foster parents. A Frenchman
Years
arrives from Paris to see him.
ago the Frenchman had married an
opera singer, who came to America

young daughter. The
mother had died and the child was
The Frenchman is seeking his
lost.
with

their

long-lost

This

chee-ild.

developed

is

minutes after the rise of the curtain on the first act.
It takes until the very finish of the
fourth act before the audience is offifive

cially

model

is

The remainder

of

notified that aforesaid

Frenchy's daughter.

given over to Mr.
Thomas' brilliant lines and admirable
the performance

technical

is

construction,

on

which

is

regard to the
'»• of morals existing in France and
This "code" is discoursed
America.
upon throughout the meagre plot to an
interminable degree, ingeniously surrounded by elemental dramatic situa-

ung

his theories with

and comedy interspersions. One
cannot help but admire the undoubted
tions

genius that can string out so thin a
story in a full evening's "show," at the
same time regretting that such excellent technique should be wasted on so
old a story.

One man in the audience Monday
night claimed the story, and even some
of

"The Model's"

situations,

were used

a novel called "The Common Law."
Certainly no modern author has the
temerity to lay claim to the origination of the plot. The progression, and
cumulation if not culmination of the
in

—

—

worthy of Mr.
are
entertainment
Thomas, but not the story itself.
Tin.- cast was
as is always the case

—

with a Charles Frohman presentment
—excellent throughout. The best part
is that of the French father, magnifi-

played by William Courtleigh,
tendency to stray occasionally

Charles Frohman again showed hit
managerial sagacity when he ordered
John Drew's name out in the lights
alone.
For after one sees "The Perplexed Husband," Drew's newest starring vehicle, he will readily admit John

Drew

John Drew and that he towers
and shoulders above the play.
As one of the talkiest pieces ever
wished on Broadway, "The Perplexed
is

head

Husband"

Alfred Sutro, who
also handed the stage "The Walls A
Jericho," has always shown a penchant for writing pretty speeches
speeches that sizzle with superlatives
and phrases and expose Sutro's fondness for grinding out something of a
is

players,

lasting about

the

yet

there

them or the

is

nothing

piece.

men and women do nothing

architecture.

Margaret Watson and Alice John
gave Mr. Drew excellent support,
while Herbert Druce as the preachy,
talkative old fogey who spellbinded
Mrs. Pelling and Dulcie Elstead (Miss
Watson) and later fell under the spell
of Kalleia (Miss Boland) got all there

was out of it.
John Drew, an Empire fixture, is
bound to draw despite any and all
shortcomings "The Perplexed Husband" may have. It took a long time
build up "John Drew"— no Sutro
can shut off the incandescents at one
to

try.

Mark.

who was

competent.

It is

of

flesh

the true feminine touch of commonsense womanhood, admitting to herself without cavil her love for the man

A

How

29.

long she will

farce pure

and simple, the piece

more simple than anything

comedy

in a

two

piece

else.

out

down

smolders

a

like

house

but

acts,

although blazing forth intermit-

the

in

last

tently with laughing results.
in the show sliptwo or had momentary

Nearly everybody

A New

York

may

night

first

memory

but

it

ed up the action considerably.

It's

The names of Augustus Thomas as
author and Charles Frohman as producer may carry "The Model" along
for a brief period in New York, but it
is
extremely unlikely the piece will
enjoy any extended local prosperity.
Jolo.

There
the

quite a talky play with the

snappiest dialog in the

Some

ex-

slow-

are a thousand and one lines in
piece.

round.

first

say that "Over Night" was a

who have

forced hit but those

in

seen both

show

proclaiming the former

the better of the two.

Some
tle

old farcical ideas are in "Lit-

Miss Brown."

There

is

one scene,

however, that made quite a diversion.

was an exterior view of a hotel with
Dennison (.William Morris)
striving to drop Miss Brown (Madge

It

Richard

Kennedy) out

of the

fifth,

floor so she

can evade the house detective and day-

(Ned A. Sparks) who had brand-

clerk

ed her a jewel thief. The sleuth halts
them in the height of a funny scene.
The play deals with a pretty, young,
unsophisticated girl who is robbed and
is forced
to seek shelter in a hotel
through strategic maneuvers, the strategy being prompted by a slangy tele-

phone

girl

(Rae Bowden).

Some

of

good for laughs, but the
stands at present isn't there.
Mr. Sparks was sing-songy in the
first act but toned down with credit
the lines .are

show

as

it

Miss Bowden made the best of
hello girl.
Richard
Taber was a nice appearing Philip
Dennison while William Morris accomplished all he could as Richard
Dennison. The role does not give him
later.

the

loquacious

playing scope.
Madge Kennedy
scored an instantaneous hit as the ingenue lead.
She's pretty, unaffected
and plays her part in an impressive,
modest way. Ellen Mortimer was an
full

attractive

Miss Wendel, but had noth-

ing to do.
Mattie Ferguson

as the talkative,
jewel-loving and imbibing Irish maid
acquitted herself well, though the part
taxes the patience at times.
"Little

any box

may

Miss Brown"
office

afford

Klein."

'The

di-

Official

are, as a rule, authoritative.

stance, however,

they

In this

in-

not "the truth,

is

it

this an-

belief

the Whole truth and nothing but the
truth."

In any event the performance being

acts.

cuse this lapse of

programs

Charles

were not misrepresenting.

afire

halt.

of

It

swift-moving channel

starts

line or

rection

novel,

Beach's

nouncement were of the

and particularly enhancing the value

The

Rex

presents

Producing

is

needs a thorough overhauling to keep
the

Authors'

Perhaps those responsible for

uncertain.

is

no hesitancy

To his credit be it
and blood
.said that he did not deem it necessary
to wear a flowing necktie or long hair
Gail
as a badge of his profession.
Kane was the long-lost daughter, with

dialect.
full

remain

son of Nina Sevening

careful and painstaking interpretation
of a rich old American business man.
The others of the cast were uniformly

role

town Aug.

to

Street

Brown" came

Miss

of Philip Bartholmae's products

a "fat" charac-

from the
ter

"Little

a stage character who has nothing else
to do but talk.
The play brings forth a new actress
to the Broadway limelight in the per-

comedy and pathos.
Frederick Perry was the artist hero,
who tfave to his part a lot of genuine

albeit a

and produced under the personal

Forty-eighth

the

theatre.

forgetfulness that caused a lamentable

pire stage.
Mary Boland, who has
been with Drew for some time, was
casted for a new character. She met
every situation with credit. Miss Boland enacted the role of a pretty young
woman whose whole being was wrapped up in Grecian gods, poetry and

Company

playhouse,

John Drew, sauve, polite, sympathetically humane and loving as the husband and father, stalks through the
dialog lesiurely and self-composed, always John Drew. As John Drew the
audience sits and watches him with
the knowing satisfaction that it realizes fully that it is John Drew and not

by two people who dwell within the
Thomas Pelting (Mr. Drew) home.
Miss Sevening is of pleasing appearance and seemed at home on the Em-

that

statement

the

Ne'er-Do-Well/ prepared for the stage

ped a

who admirably

Lyric theatre

of the

for

the second new show in two weeks to
open at William A. Brady's newest

talk.

takes the role of the wife. She would
leave her husband, children and happy
home to live up to some ideals pertaining to woman's rights propounded

authority

is

"The

All
but

equally in love with her.
Reginald Mason was a good modern
"heavy" and John Findlay disclosed a

cently

comes an-

to the stage

other production, "Little Miss Brown,''

of the last

In "The Perplexed Husband" Sutro
has written clever lines and Frohman
has seen that they are spoken by

THE NE'ER-DO-WELL.
The program

the brain factory which gave

"Over Night"

it.

literary construction.

clever

LITTLE HISS BROWN.
From

will

never break

records but, doctored, it
mild entertainment for

those whose tastes crave ye everlasting farce.
Mark.

offered at the Lyric

And

play.

right

is

here

not exactly a
is

where the

management has "got it" on the audience for, don't you see, they do not
announce

it

as such.

ing spectators might
of their

money on

If

they did pay-

demand

a return

the ground of false

representation.

Mr. Beach's novel, as shown on the
is in four acts, the first of which
Scene
divided into three scenes.
is
one is farce, closing with a dash of
Scene two
old-fashioned melodrama.
is comedy, and the third is impossible
stage,

of classification.

Act two is out and out farce, the
one succeeding it is dress suit melodrama and the final act comic opera.
But what a corking plot for a comic
opera it would all make. What fine
atmosphere "The Austrian Village" in
the heart of the Tenderloin would give
for the opening scene, and Panama,
with its costuming and coloring, for
the remainder of the play. Think of the
"Texas Tommy" and "Turkey Trot"
dances that might be interpolated in
the riotous Tenderloin scene with the
college boys celebrating a football
victory, to be succeeded by the native
South American dances we read about

and really believe are being performed
on the streets by the inhabitants.

The

stage presentment at the Lyric

requires thirty-seven people in its cast.
Of these scarcely half a dozen are
worthy of individual mention. Hale

Hamilton and Katherine Kaelraed
have the leading roles and acnuit themHamilton is very
selves creditably.
manly, though, not sufficiently youthHis
ful in appearance for his part.
overweening tendency to flippancy at
times bubbles over even his serious
Miss Kaelraed gives a
moments.
thoughtfuly conceived and carefully
executed interpretation, subduing all
inclination to ranting and bombast.
Orlando Daly gave an excellent imitation of Richard Mansfield, strongly
suggesting the late actor's Baron
Chevrial minus the roue make-up.
Macey Harlan with stilted dialect and
bad acting played a South American
"juvenile heavy," while Robert Fischer, in appearance and voice, was a replica of George Fawcett, which may
be accepted as enconium. A fine bit
was contributed by Carmen DeGonzales as a native fruit vendor.

"The Ne'er-Do-Well"

is
not long
Neither Rex Beach,
novelist, nor Charles Klein, dramatist,
will reap any harvest in royalties from
Jolo.
its theatrical transmutation.

for

the

stage.

VARIETY
GIRL

FROM BRIGHTON.

GIRL AT THE GATE
Chicago, Sept.

The Academy of Music is giving a
big show for the prices, thirty-five to
cents

seventy-five

(at

night).

There

are nearly sixty chorus girls in the
Girl
From
('The
musical
piece
William Fox inaugurated
Brighton")
the stock season at the Academy with
last Saturday night.
They have been supplied with some
lively movements by Jack Mason, who
put on the show, from the book by
Jean Havez and the music by William
Becker.
The book was touched up
by Aaron Hoffman in spots before
the first performance.
Either the authors or the producer

have to get after the book and
The sags in the performance are when the principals occupy
The
the stage alone with dialog.
greatest drag the opening night were
the stretches of time consumed by
Raymond and Caverly and Harry
First, the first two as Germans and
will

principals.

the

latter

as

a

Raymond
parts. They

Hebrew.

and Caverly were playing
were about to purchase a hotel for
$7,000 from Mr. First as the Hebrew.
This came under the heading of
Raymond and
"money changing."
act
Caverly threw a conversational
on top of it, with a lot of noise about

some real estate
talk that dates back to Kolb & Dill's
"Lonesome Town" show.
Big cuts will have to be made to
draw the piece together, so that the

"Watt

Street,"

also

songs and action may be rapid, without tiresome waits. The 14th Streeters though laughed heartily at everything.
It was a very friendly first
night house.

Robert Dailey was the light comewith 'a flip manner that stood
him well in stead. He was concerned
in a "lawyer bit" that could have been

dian,

more briskly. Something simiNed Norlar is known in burlesque.
Clay
ton was also a straight man.

.played

Smith also played

straight.

He had

the musical hit in "The Melody Man."
This was staged very well, as was the
of the evening. The fast
the
with
contrasted
sharply
Another of
slowness that followed.
Smith's numbers was "Keep Away
first

number

start

the Fellow Who Owns an Automobile."
All of the music may not
have been written by Mr. Becker.
The finales of the two acts were
lively arranged singing ones, with all
the girls and boys stepping to "rag"
tunes. In the second finale the people

From

on the stage form the letters F-O-X.
In the second act, a comedy fishing
scene did something, but is likewise

worked slowly.
Mark Hart did good work as an
Irishman, and Harry Lander was a
passable blackface funny man in the
In the second he had a song
first act.
with Kitty Flynn, also in blackface*,
for it. Miss Flynn was the soubret. SoMaude
phia Petrayer looked well.
Rockwell was the prima donna. Nearly
all the women principals were comparatively unknown. The bright light
among them was a little girl named
Anna Orr, a sort of soubret also. Miss
Orr ha* not a very strong voice, but
she owns a pleasing personality and
looks pretty, which helped her get

numbers over.
Burns and Fulton
fast

did a conventional
dancing act during the action. A

With

a

first-class

cast

4.

princi-

of

a second class chorus and production,
and a third class book

pals,

written by Messrs. Hough, Donaghey,
and Jerome, Harry Askin has simply
succeeded in turning out a meidiocre
musical comedy that just barely escapes the ordinary burlesque class.
At the premier performance Sunday
evening the authors showed occasional
flashes of class and originality, but it
was only occasionally, and very brief
at that.

The majority
around

of

the

comedy

lines,

an

ordinary burly-que
theme, looked feeble with age. To top
off the antique collection, one of the
comics jumped into a scene with a
stout stuffed club and gave an exhibition of high and lofty skull work. Not
to be out-aged by the authors, Ben
Jerome popped into the limelight with

built

few numbers that sounded suspiciously like the songs that mother used

a

In

to sing.

"The World's

All

Wrong

Again," the vocal hit of the evening,
Jerome has a few bars that bear a
strong resemblance to "The Light of
the Silvery Moon," a ballad that has
outlived its usefulness. And then a little later one of
the principal Introduced a number called "In Panama"
that sounded more like a parody on
"Tammany" than an original melody.
The story of "The Girl at the Gate"
runs through the two acts and has to
do with a stolen set of plans showing

the fortifications of the Panama Canal.
In the first act they are lifted and in
the last they are returned.
Complications and a thread of romanace here

and

complete

there

the

author's

ef-

forts.

The
home

first scene is thrown outside the
ef the Canal Commissioner at
Taboga Island on Panama Bay.
A

panoramic back drop looks nice with
the lights down, but assumes a coarse
and unfinished appearance once the in-

The secPanama PaSan Francisco. The

candescents begin to glow.

ond shows a booth
idea

off

with the singing
World's All

"The
Near

Among

the principals, which include

Lucy Weston, Olive Wyndham, Cathryn Rowe Palmer, Angelina Novasio.
Herbert Cothrell, Will Phillips and
Billy Gaston, the honors rightly fall
to Miss Weston and Mr. Phillips. Phillips had the better portion of the comedy lines and through hard work man-

among

"Texas
Lewis,
singing

was a couple
turned off a neat

the specialists

who

of roller skaters

Tommy"
in

act,

the

on

Henry

skates.

second

was the big

act,

with

his

noise.

Mr. Fox has given his show a

suffi-

Even with its drawwhen considering prices and lo"The Girl from Brighton" may

cient production.

backs,
cation,

be accepted as a big bargain for the

money. It draws from a neighborhood
accustomed to burlesque shows (Olympic is next door). The Academy's patrons will naturally compare this with
what they have seen in burlesque for
the same prices. If looked at from that
viewpoint instead of with a Broadway

Academy's stock company
should run on for a long time in the
Sime..
big house on 14th street.
glance, the

Wrong

Again."

Palmer ragged through a syncopated
"My Raggety Doll" that
sounded more like a Jerome number.
Miss Weston led the female contingent
Miss Wyndham
in billing and work.
looked nice, and Miss Palmer in her
customary rough comedy role managed to squeeze out a giggle here and
there, but it was awful tough going

strain called

with her time-worn material.
Arthur Bell, as the engineer commander, played rather stiftly throughout the evening, while Franklin Bendtsen, as a Jap, succeeded in passing the
danger mark. Charles Huntington and
John Wheeler had two unimportant
parts and played them as though they
fully realized the unimportance of the
work.
The chorus can sing, but are away
off otherwise.

Remembering "Louisi-

ana Lou" and its perfect squad of
chorus ladies, this troupe doesn't take
well. And Mr. Askin doesn't show any
signs of speed in the production deeither. Of the dozen or more
changes, none can claim entrance to

partment

the "classy" division.

From
"The

the

dollar-fifty

standpoint,

about sevenIt cannot be classity-five cents shy.
fied as better than a good all around
burlesque production, but at that it's
safe to predict that it will remain at
the La Salle for the remainder of the
season.
Strange as it may seem, the
Chicago theatregoers will persist in
Girl at the Gate,"

is

for those Chicago-made productions at the top price at the La

falling

Salle.

As
"The

a successor to "Louisiana
Girl at the Gate"

is

Lou"

a disappoint-

Wvnn.

ment.

as impressive and picturesque as possible.

The start is made from the lawn of
White House with the show gain-

the

ing greater momentum with a change
to the parade grounds of the Annapolis naval academy.
Here an airship

whizzes away with some of the prinand in quick succession follows
scenes in Brittany (a fishing village),
a flight in the clouds o'er a lighted

cipals

a Berlin summer garden, a canal
in Holland, a public square in
Moscow, a pretty highland glen in
Scotland, a street in Pekin, a street in
Arizona and closing the country panorama with a plaza scene in Teheran.

city,

view

Persia.

During the showing of these various
a few vaudeville and circus
acts are shown. Of these Patrick and
Francesco, 6 Brachs Mazetti Troupe
and Dippy Diers are New Acts. Others
were R. C. Carlisle's Wild West Riders, Florenz Troupe of Acrobats, Harry
La Pearl, eccentric dancing, and Clivette (magic). Some of the Hip clowns
were Steve Miaco, La Pearl and Stanscenes

Ferguson.
Scene 12 is styled the Flowers of the
Nations in which Austria, Spain, Russia, Germany, Italy, France, England
and America are lined up with the
chorus girls doing a ballet dance illustrative of the flowers and their countries, the scene being laid in a peach
orchard in Devonshire, England. The
orchestra mingles strains of "Dixie,"
"America" and other patriotic airs.
ley

After

magic

a

short

city of

scene showing the
golden palms, comes the

finale with a glittering tableau ar-»
ranged back of the Hip's water tank
which becomes filled with divers,
water founts and sprays. It made a
very pretty and pleasing stage picture.

There is a new tenor and a new baritone at the Hip.
Leonard Kirtly
handled the high notes in good voice
and does his best work in "Home Is
Where the Heart Is" with male chorus.
Percy Parsons is the baritone and
was heard in every nook and
cranny of the big house.
Albert
Froome and Albert Bellaton did bully
E.

his voice

HIPPODROME.
Judging from the way the new
show, "Under Many Flags," went
over with a bang Saturday night, it
looks like a big winter at the Hippodrome.
This year's Hip show goes
last year's one better.
In surpassing
last
season's brilliant entertainment
"Under Many Flags" is doing something.

One
staging

hit

hit of the piece in

the final curtain Gaston and Miss

is

the rear.

in

aged to place the balance of the male
contingent back near the rear wall.
Cothrell teamed with Phillips. While
it was Cothrell who monopolized the
program space, it was Phillips who
Billy Gaston walked
took the prize.

at the

Exposition in
about three years ahead of time,
but the material is about thirty years

cific

21

thing that stands out is the
of the production itself, its

complete scenic investiture, chorus
grouping and the rapidity with which
each heavy scene is changed in darkness.

"Under Many
speaking,

takes

Flags," panoramically
the
Hip ^udiencc

from one country
scene

is

to another and each
adequately staged and made

the

women, Edith

Single-

were prominent, while SaDorsell and Mildred Flora ac-

ton's solos

bery

quitted themselves creditably.
Several things leave a lasting impression. First of all is the cadet gun
drill in the second scene, and thej

chorus grouping and rendition of the
flower number in the Holland scene,
closing the first round of the show.
Some three or four hundred choristers work in this number which is
wonderfully staged.

The
sees

The two men who have smeared
themselves with credit are Arthur
Voegtlin and William J. Wilson. The
former did the stage spectacles and
worked out the scenic effects while
Wilson whipped the chorus into line.
Carroll Fleming wrote and staged
the drama while Manuel Klein turned
out the music and lyrics.
Both have
worked hard with Klein doing himself
justice on several numbers, excellently
rendered by the principals.

Of

work.

Scottish scene

is

a beauty.

One

Highlanders in full regalia.
Wild deer stalk across the stage followed by hunters, etc. The glen perspective is immense.
Following the
wild west part a tornado is followed
by a prairie fire capitally worked up.
the

It's a big long show, full of novel
surprises and free for the most part
of circusy tinsel and spangles and a

lot of tiresome

ballet pirouetting

and

whirling.

What

lacking in comedy is made
way of scenic impressiveness.
It's panorama brought down to a tine
point. The men behind the show have

up

is

in the

gotten as close to nature as possible.
Mark.
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TANTALIZING TOMMY.
Chicago, Sept.

4.

denize Marion must have held an

Mugcd

"Tantalizing

opening

the

performance

Opera

Chicago

Tommy,"

for

it

minutes beyond midnight

several

ran
at

when he

clock in his hand

cinlii-tlay

House

the

at

Friday

last

evening.

This behooves one to suggest that

Marion

Mr.

with

piece

immediately

the

attack

carving knife,

large

a

or

perhaps a sharp buzz saw would be

The

more appropriatte.
length of the

the

first

fault

act,

lies

in

requiring

hour and three-quarters to prop-

an

While

unfold.

erly

it

may seem

in-

the one and only song that
really earned an encore in the entire
credible,

period was "You Don't Know," sung
by John Park, a nifty looking chap
with a splendid voice.
"Tantalizing Tommy" was at one
time exploited under the title of "The
Richest Girl in the World" when
Marie Ooro portrayed the role of the
tom-boy girl now acted by Elizabeth
Brice.
The theme, which is quite as
untitle as it is complete, tells of a
girl, the daughter of a millionaire caramel manufacturer, who, through an accident which befell her motor, found
herself forced to remain at the home
of Paul Normand, a clerk in the Min-'

r

Through this and
istry of Fine Arts.
the succeeding two acts follow complications wherein the girl tries desperately to force Normand to admit
his love for her, the final adjustment
arriving at the finale when Normand
rescues the girl from a convent life.
in the role of Gaston Bea friend of Normand's, helped
the situations interesting through

Perhaps the brightest section of the
entertainment came near the opening
of Act Two. Here Madeline Harrison
jigged her way through the singing
and dancing hit of the evening, "Zizi"
by name. The staging of the number
together with Miss Harrison's dancing
cornered several encores.
Harry Clark and Dorothy Webb had
charge of two important parts, handling both to satisfaction. Donald Hall,
supposed to be an aristocratic Englishman, gave a rather mild performance. Broadened a trifle, the bit could
be developed nicely.
Aside from "You Don't Know" the
only other number that comes in for
praise
was "Irish Stew," a duet
handled by Miss Brice and Mr. Anderson. This happened in the second secThe scenic department has been
tion.
well supervised, the first and third
acts showing exterior views, while the
second called for an inside setting.
The costuming is well up to the twodollar-show standard, being exceptionally neat and dressy without entering
the freak class at any stage.
"Tantalizing Tommy" should develop into a big attraction. With the
will
the
action
cutting,
necessary
speed up and this in itself should
serve to bring the piece among the

topnotchers of musical comedy. A. H.
Woods could consistently add someone to the cast who could introduce
real singing, for aside from the lack of
catchy melodies the most noticeable
fault is the absence of a good voice.
However, such a pretentious proTommy"
"Tantalizing
as
duction

make

the manipulation of

Th»i
ular

some comedy.

book doesn't carry any

comedy

strength, but

is

partic-

told in a

nice way. It runs consistently through
from beginning to end and manages to

evolve

into

a

number

of

interesting

and funny situations.
For this, the
producer can thank George Anderson
in a large way, for it was Anderson's
excellent acting that helped keep the
audience in a patient mood through
the long period. It is to be regretted
that so few good songs are contained
in

the entire piece, but for those

like the refined

who

brand of amusement as

being dished out in "Tantalizing
the absence of catchy numI»cr5 is hardly noticeable.
At the top of the cast is Elizabeth
Brice, breezy, good to look at and a
tireless
worker.
Her "Fairy Bells"
numlicr, the only one she handled
without the aid of the chorus, did exceptionally well, but the audience did
not fall for the song.
It was Miss
Iiriec's delivery and petite manner that
charmed.
Her work throughout was
euTiimendable and the ultimate success of the piece will be largely the
it

is

Tommy"

•

result of her efforts.

Robert Pitkin and Dallas Welford
handled the broad comedy, the former
as the father of "Tantalizing

and the

latter the

Tommy"

dad of Anderson's

sweetheart.
Welford commanded attention at every entrance and Pitkin,
with a mild "slide," cornered sufficient

laughs to bring him into the

umn.

hit

col-

in

Wynn-

PAGE MAKERS.

Mr. Park,
rulle,

money

should manage to get the
Chicago.

The review
Makers"

of

The

season's show.
is

girls

I.

this

H. Herk or-

giving the same perform-

two changes

ance, with one or

There

cast.

"Pace

do quite as well for

will

ganization

season's

last

are.

in

carried,

in the

a few more chorus

with

keeping

Pace Makers" can easily go
over the circuit for a second season
without meeting with a complaint.
was a good show last season and

rank

well

up

on

the

ing of Charles

ton, in the feature

It

the replac-

role.

The num-

Hil-

Hil-

other notable change
was the placing of Margie Catlin alongside of May Yuir in the leading female
Who Margie replaces cannot be
roles.
recalled, but it is almost certain she

The only

although the
numbers manage rather well through
people to lead them.
Miss Yuir is
capable of putting over different styles
of numbers and she manages extremely well even with the chorus only walking behind her/ Miss Catlin also does
well, and Hilton probably gets more
out of a number than his predecessor
did,
although lacking the voice of
Burkhardt.
Several
new costumes show up

amongst the last season's equipment
which was very good and still looks
well. Amongst the prettiest were those
worn in the "Minstrel Band" number
and the general effect in the "String a
Ring of Roses." The lighting effects
as is often the case are overworked a
bit.
A little of that spot and colored
light thing goes a great way.
The
Misses Yuir and Catlin help the dressing end of the show.
The Four Dancing Harmonists who
fill
out the singing end during the
pieces, get in a specialty that does not
bring them much. It might better be
embodied in the show in the form of
a couple of numbers. At the same time
the specialty of Hilton and Lewis
might be cut in half with good effect.
Even though they do well they retard
the general speed of the performance.

Amongst the other principals who
go to make up a very good cast and
give

an

around

old

show

lively

are

good laughing,

Leslie

Hunter,

Bert

Lewis, Billy Mossey, Harry P. Kelly,
Jos. Feeney, Jas. Reilly,

Jack Flanagan

and Gus Knoll.

Dash.

HIGH LIFE
The new show

BURLFS0LE

IN

of Charles Falke's

is

a regular burlesque show, and through

becomes what

is

laughing performance.

aimed

who

sults in the

through

It

for,

a

every

isn't

could obtain the same re-

same way.

Mr. Falke does

having Pat White and Carl

In the burlesque the "bladder"

is

in-

discriminately employed by these two

They work up

comedians.
use them

to

comes funny.

to

it,

good effect it beThe same might be said

such

her with

day night that has been heard in any
burlesque house so far this season. Mr.
Henry has fitted the turn to please him-

closing.

main

in

"Cleopatra" down near the
The number if it must rethe show should be put on
not strong enough for the

of

the

burlesque)

the biggest hit at the

self,

knowing

that

Bowery

last Fri-

would please the

audience.

late position.

As the shows start to move by, one
by one, the fact becomes more evident

proper length, this section would gain
the required speed and play much bet-

It is

especially

that,

the quartet of the

in

first part.

The

principal

women

and Nellie Francis.

Somewhat

ginger.

May

are

Miss Bell

Bell

is full

of

stouter than of yore,

she leads numbers with much vim and
gets all over the stage. Miss Francis
shines more as a number leader. Both
women look and dress very well.
Leathe Keeney is the prima donna, but
Leathe seems new.
not so much so.
Until she grows accustomed to the
comedians and is able to look at them
without laughing, Leathe won't give a
true line on what she can do. Just now
the best thing she does is to wear
dresses.

The chorus of twenty girls is good
looking on the average and dandy
workers.
Two of the black haired
choristers, each with a kick, should be
placed with the leaders for a couple of
numbers. They are too fast for the
rest of the girls.
In the line are but
.

three

blondes.

One

of

these,

Hughes, looked very nice

AJlie

a pretty
dress, as she assisted Charles Falke in
a number in the burlesque. Falke sings
two there, ending with "Robert E.
Lee." This should have the girls doing
a "Trot" instead of straight work.
Closing the olio Mr. Falke did big with
in

two

songs, illustrated.
They were
"Good Bye, Rose" and "Take Me in
Your Arms Again." Mr. Falke, not-

withstanding the cares of managership,
still

retains his voice

and gets

his

num-

bers far over.

The straight man is Tom Barrett
(Barrett and Bell).
Mr. Barrett isn't
so strong in the pieces this season, but
comes to the front in the team's act
(opening the olio).
During it he
changes to blackface while on the
stage. This turn and Henry and Francis, with the kidding both indulge in,
makes the "High Life" vaudeville division very enjoyable.
The fourth (and remaining act) is the
Whirling Erfords, in a Curzon Sisters
number.

The man and woman dress it
show to advantage
Bowery stage. The smallness
stage also deprived the show

nicely, but couldn't

on the
of that

The other

Tommy

principal

O'Neill,

in
in

appearance.
the

who does

show

is

a "souse"

quite well.
In the

first

part there are

two

table

each of which Mr. White
takes part.
Also a burlesque boxing
match. In one of the numbers a surf
effect is used, with Miss Francis in a
bathing suit. The men might drop all
the "bladder" work with the women.
It's not right.
Mr. Falke should rehearse the chorus
scenes,

in

in ensemble singing.
They are
doing so well it seems as though the
show could become noted for its singing.
The "Great to Be in Love" num-

girls

ber was excellently done.

The first part runs
utes, much too long.

early.

"Dutchman," where

almost takes it away from
White. In the closing piece, Henry is
an Irishman also, often speaking with
a Dutch accent however. In between
Henry is a "cissy," doing well with

Henry

and

The

at least equal her predecessor.
trouble with Miss Catlin is that
there is not enough of her, and she is
not singing numbers she can handle
It was too bad to saddle
the best.

closely, firstly as a

proper of considerable

Henry as principal comedians.

"soda water" bit (also in the
and other things in the
show, which have been built for laughter only.
This includes the olio act of
Henry and Francis as well
It ,made

will

ter.
Pat White in an Irish character
throughout gets plenty of fun in a quiet
way (excepting the "Bladder" and
"Soda Water"). Mr. Henry pushes him

"The Pace Makers" follow the gen-

producer

comedy

all.

eral trend in this respect,

this,

ton does very well in the Hebrew part,
although he follows Burkhardt rather
closely, using his slide freely to get
laughs.

do any dancing at

to

bers are simply a repetition of march
formations. This can only be blamed
to the girls' lack of ability, for any
producer would have an idea or two
away from the march thing.

it

Western

Burkhardt by Lew

radically

is

the burlesque chorus girls

this season. There doesn't seem to be
a show about that a producer has had
the nerve to get out and try to put
over a number in which the girls have

'The

Wheel this year.
The biggest change was

something

wrong with

the

present leaning towards girly shows.

will

a

week

each

seventy-five minIf cut down to

"High
to
it's

Life in Burlesque" is not going
win any medals for originality, but
going to please everywhere it

plays.

Sime.
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CRACKER JACKS.

FIFTI AVENUE.

BRONX.

ALHAMERA.

"The Cracker Jacks" show needs
more comedy in both parts, and a soubret.
The only fun making is taken
care of by John W. Jess.
The main
comedy scene is in the burlesque. Other

(Estimated Coat of Show, $8,1125.)
A line stood in the rain Labor Day
matinee outside the Fifth Avenue. It
was a certainty twenty minutes before
the curtain arose the house would be

than that, there is little to laugh at in
the performance. During the first part
Barney First as a Hebrew is in the
ovei
action, but besides falling all
the stage often, Mr. First does very
little in the comedy line.
Ruby Leoni and Beatrice Harlowe
are the principal women. As both are
really principal boys, the show is short
of leading females. Miss Leoni dresses
gorgeously, including her black rhine-

packed.

(Estimated Coat of Show, $3,000.)
The Bronx under the new management, with the picture of B. F. Keith
on the front page of the program, got
away to an excellent start, favored by
a damp, cold, rainy Labor Day that
must have packed every theatre in New
York City at both performances. The
new bookers sent up material enough
and of a sort to make up a good show,

(Estimated Coat of Show, $3,925.)
If Doc Breed could have wished anything on himself Monday night it
would have been for a double seating
capacity. A million and one persons, it
seemed, were unable to gain admission
to the Alhambra on the opening night
of the new season under the new management.
The holiday, the rain and the reopening of the house were enough to make
even the S. R. O. sign long for space in
which to rest. It was a big night for
the new house manager, and as the
show gave immense satisfaction, everybody went home to tell the next-door
neighbor not to miss this week's Al-

stone gown, and Miss Harlowe, who is
a tall women, also wears "clothes,"
coming to the front in the last half
with a black union suit at the same
time Miss Leoni is resplendant upon
the stage in tights.
The wardrobe of the choristers could
be easily improved upon. There are not
many numbers during the evening, nor
are the sixteen chorus girls given
nearly enough to attend to.
Alice Niblo is a principal in the burlesque.
She might be supplied with a
better looking costume. At the finish
of the first part, Niblo and Riley cleaned
up the hit of the evening, with a singing and jiancing act. Niblo is a loose
dancer and his work at it caught the
house. Just previously there had been
Though
a travesty on "The Thief."
pretty ancient for nowadays, Miss Harlowe got some applause in it. For the
finale, a scene of the past, present and

women's

topped off
with a suffragette speech, got a couple
future

of

in

The

curtains.

written,

is

dress,

speech,

while well

too long.

The only

'novelty (for burlesque) at-

numbers was "Her Eyes,"
the chorus girls hung over the
lighted foots, with the stage darkened.
tempted

in

when

The program was

well received by
more
holiday crowd, somewhat
enthusia tically than several numbers
the

were

legitimately

Maud

entitled

Hall

to.

The

Macy and

Co. in
"In the Gray of the Dawn," placed far
down on the bill, was one of the big
hits, even with a connection with one
of its chief characters appearing previously in the show. This connection
came through a blonde denizen of the
feature,

in
underworld
"The Little
also
Mother" (New Acts). Neither of the
young women essaying the role gave
a good performance. Miss Macy has

a strong sketch of the underworld,
but it is of the underworld and tells
too much for vaudeville. All of the
principals
with the exception are
capable and well support the star.
The moving pictures only of Winsor
McCay's sketches were shown, Mr.
McCay's baggage having been delayed. If he doesn't find it all week, there

won't be any harm done, for Mr. McCay doesn't need any more in his act
with the pictures than the pictures
offer.
They are an act £>y themselves.
Mr. McCay came on "No. 2"
(through the delay). Montamba and
Wells in grotesque comedy acrobatics
opened the performance. They went
through a good routine, closing with
a variation of the Melrose topplingchair trick,
considerably differently
worked, however. It brought them a
lot of applause for an opening turn.
Some of the stalling, though used for
comedy effects, might be taken out,
to

work up

to the finish

more

quickly.

and the Girl" is the usual skit employed
to exploit Miss Lconi's figure. She fits

"No. 5," the Five Mowatts, did fast
club juggling. It is a long while since
the Mowatts played around. They are
as dexterous in the handling and passing of the clubs as ever. The act seems
to have about the same personnel as

very well. Not a lightweight,
Miss Leoni does look real good in her

routine

This has become quite common among
the Shuberts musical productions.

The

burlesque,

called

"The Model

this role

clothes and tights.

The

weak. It would have been
better to place Niblo and Riley in it, if
a substitute for their time in the first
part can be found.
Miss Harlowe
opened the vaudeville part with offcolor songs and got away through this.
Coglan and Mack followed with a miliolio

is

recommended by its
Harrison Mack and James
much better work in the

tary travesty, best
briefness.

Coglan did

pieces than they did in the act. Mack
played straight for Jess in the only
real comedy scene of the show.
William Sisto has a "Cliff Gordon
act" as an Italian, using a special drop,
with a young woman for assistant. He
follow this up with trick playing
with
finishing
o n mouth organs,
the girl playing two mouth organs on
a sort of megaphone attachment, simultaneously.
If Sisto must indulge in
this "small time" bit of music, he had
better open the turn with it.
Last
week at the Columbia an extra attraction was used to close the olio.
"The Cracker Jacks" should be
strengthened up in almost every department.
A burlesque producer if
called in could do the most for the
Sitae.
show.
,

Nothing particularly new in
was shown, but these boys get
away big by their showmanship as
before.

much

as by the actual club work.
After the Maud Hall Macy sketch
were Hoey and Lee, with some new
jokes, old jokes and raw parodies.
riot of applause may
be ascribed wholly to the parodies
employed.
"Everybody's Doing It"
and "Mr. Brown" were the worst samples.
Vaudeville doesn't require parodies like these, although if Hoey and
Lee had had a thousand of them the
audience would have listened to them
all.
The entire bill carried too much

That they were a

off-color matter,

and there were aiso

too many operatic imitations in it.
Halliday and Carlin playing the
Gallager
ship
former
and
Shean
scene travesty, closed the show, a bad
Halliday is doing
position for it.
nicely

as

the

and Carlin
the Al Shean role. Mr.
"straight"

gets laughs in
Carlin should be left alone to give his
own conception of the "Dutch" part.
An orchestra with Warde Johnston
again leading was in the pit.
This
made a regular show, and brought out
the difference from those days when
the piano did sole .musical service.
Mabel Berra and Marvine, New Acts.
Bime.

but the placing together of the bill at
the Monday matinee was anything but
satisfactory.

The first five acts had everything
own way. Then the audience be-

their

gan to fidget a bit and toward the end
became quite restless. Of the first five,
four were big comedy numbers and
Felix and Caire a pretentious song and
dance production (New Acts), with
followed

changes,

rapid

the

rapid

rough-house of The Hanlons.

There was too much comedy in the
which left the end of the bill

first half,

much

too quiet.

Agnes Scott and Henry Keane should
three or four and
either Hanlon Brothers or McDevitt,
Kelly and Lucy placed down toward
the finish.
Four Solis Brothers, "No.
7," have no right to that position on any

have been sent

in

and left a kink in the program
They
just where it needed a boost.
were billed "No. 3" originally. Either
"1" or "2" would fit them much better.
Marcus and Gartelle opened and set
the holiday crowd laughing with their
The dancing
antics on roller skates.
big

bill

at the finish

won them

a couple of re-

turns.

McDevitt, Kelly and Lucy scored a
regular hit. The eccentric dancing of
the two men and the comedy of the
tall, skinny boy tickled them to pieces

The trio have some
They will do
funny material.
better than "No. 2" on most of the
programs about.
The Four Hanlon Brothers were
moved from "6" to "3," which seemed
in

Bronxville.

really

It
a mistake as things worked out.
created such a fuss in the first half that
everything became quiet after the next
two numbers. The Hanlons are doing

some very good work. The mirror

bit

exceptionally well done.
Bert Fitzgibbons will have to be
careful. He was a big hit at the Bronx
unquestionably, but he is allowing it to
is

run away with him.

him

to refer to

God

It

won't do for

as "that guy up

who is from Missouri and must
There are several other
be shown."
He
missteps Fitzgibbons is making.
should pull himself up sharply. Small
time managers are more particular
nowadays, it seems, than many of the
Fitzgibbons'
time
managers.
big

there

"When

I Get You Alone Tonight" parody and a seasick parody should both
be tabooed. Scott and Keane followed
Fitzgibbons, and it was rushing from
A pretty
cold water into hot water.

little

create

playlet

much

prettily

played,

it

didn't

noise, but the impression

was probably more

lasting.

Carrie De Mar (New Acts) followed
the Solis Brothers. Miss De Mar had
She
a tough spot for her new turn.

managed

to

their

acrobatic

that hasn't been seen
for

some

bill.

should be a great money week, as
there are some "names" on the program.
With such a combination as
Eddie Foy and Seven Foylets, Stella
Mayhew and Billie Taylor and Valerie
Bergere, it goes without saying that
something is bound to break loose/
It

Lynch and Zeller opened hostilities.
These boys put lots of ginger into
their club juggling, and with their
talking, yelling at each other and exchange of clubs gave the show a speedy
start.

The
Gordon
Highlanders,
with
everything bordering on the Scotch,
offered their musical turn. One of the
men should take more pains with his
makeup. By cutting out theri* Scottish
dancing at the close and using. a "rag"
medley on the brasses the act would
bring bigger results.
Nevins and Gordon did nicely with
talk and songs, but became bigger favorites when they pulled the scareRube Dickinson was a
crow finish.
hit and the audience was on edge for
Miss Bergere
his style of drollery.
held rapt attention in the Japanesy
playlet. She had a finished makeup as
the Oriental belle whom the Washington Senator and sister reformed into
American ways.
.

Miss Mayhew and Mr. Taylor made
themselves at home and Miss Mayhew
kidded as of yore. Her opening song,
"The Way to Break Into Vaudeville,"
showing how baseball and cartoon
work can turn the trick, was received
The audience capitulated
with favor.
when she hit her "rag" routine.
Bert Melrose had the house screaming with laughter and his table rocking put it in an uproar. He worked the
closing trick up to the pitch for which
Melrose has become popular.
After the Foys had kicked the audience over and the applause would not
die until Eddie had dragged Mrs. Foy
out for a bow, the Richardini Troupe
(New Acts) closed one of the best
shows Harlem will see in moons.
Mark.

TWO MORE SMALL

time.

around

specialty,

New York
D<mh.

TIMERS.

•

already
has
Hergenhan
broken ground for a new variety house,

Owner

and
street
50th
at
seating 2,000,
Fourth avenue, Bayside, Brooklyn. It
open some time in February,
will
playing seven acts from Sam Meyers'
agency.

come through, however,

and pulled out safely.
The Three Yoscarys closed the pro

gram with

hambra

Victor Moore and

Kmma

Littlefield,

"Change Your Art," opened at the
Hippodrome, Cleveland, this week for

in

a tour of vaudeville directed by

Hart.

Max
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UNION SQUARE.

HAMMERSTEIN'S.

AMERICAN ROOF.

(Estimated Cost of Show, $2,800.)

(Estimated Coat of Show, $4,050.)

Sarah Bernhardt headlines for Marcus Loew atop the American theatre
this
week.
It's
in
the picture of
"Queen Elizabeth" the Divine appears, but she is none the less the
headliner and the multitudes that have
heard only of Bernhardt's wonderful
histrionic ability for the past decade
should flock to the American where

(

Uncert grand pianos are frequent

the Union Square

Two

week.

rent

program

follow one another

The young

the early part.

in

the

C.

(New

girl

grand as the curtain rises, the same
drop having just gone down on Edward Barnes (Barnes and Robinson;
The Bendix Enat another in "one."
semble Players (New Acts) later on
use the big piano also, Mr. Bendix
it.

For a holiday audience the Square
had a pleasing program, but it doesn't

mean much otherwise as a New York
big time bill. The average of lightness
spread over the program brings no act
Bixley and Lerner
out prominently.
made the hit of the show. Marshall

Montgomery and Rooney

and

Bent

took the other awards, the latter couple

appeariw

NfA

"\t the

to closing in their

-T?xt
*>

a;u"

k*-tch.

\. ss
Bent were
Mr. Ro'-t.e\' j '<
obliged to ioi.-.w <*ii of the show and
immediately ta£ after the Bendix Players, a classical number the audience
demonstrated was liked, although the
no
with
musical
matter
straight
comedy si. late in th e evening
;

made

the

hard.

Mr.

opening
Rodney-Bent
Rooney is now doing a

not seen in some time;
sand dano
also a Yiddish Turkey Trot" that is
new, besides having new material in
the lonn of jokes. The dancing, with
added encore "business," pulled the
turn out as one of the big three.
,

The
.

is Lucy Daly, who subTempest and Sunshine.

topliner

stituted

for

Miss Daly has entered vaudeville with
production number, in which little
dancing is indulged in. There are six
chorus girls.
No act on the big time
-'..-ul'l have less than eight.
Six fail
to make a stage picture worth while.
f>nc number sung by Miss Daly is
"Different Phases of Life," including
living characters from the miser with
coin to a couple of old vets who looked
like Brooklyn firemen.
Miss Daly has
an "audience song" and a "Parasol"
number to open with. In this the people in front may throw balls at the
girls behind the parasols.
The closing number, with dancing and the
choristers costumed as "show girls,"
was the best because it was the live-

a

Monday afternoon Francesco Creatore
and his band were third on the pro-

gram and, owing

indicated martyrdom, said:

being a direct bid for sympathetic approval, and if such was the intent, it
most certainly served its purpose.
There ensued handclapping, stamping
of feet and whistling galore, and when
the succeeding act was sent out the din
was increased twofold. This continued
for full three minutes before it was
quelled.
Arthur Hammerstein rushed
hack stage and "called" the Signor.
It looked as if there would be an immediate rupture between the conduc-

and "the management."
It was
adjusted and has not probably

tor

finally

been forgotten.
Jack and Foris, acrobats, and Rehlander's Pigs were the opening turns.
They are under New Acts. The Novelty Dancing Four had their opening
ruined by the Creatore din, but finished
strongly. White and Perry were a hit
throughout.
Hershfield (New Acts)
gave one a smattering of his wellknown "Desperate Desmond" cartoons.
Edwards, Ryan and Tierney
went well with their rathskeller turn.
The laughing hit of the show was
Charles
Ahearn's
comedy cyclists.
This act appears to have something
new every time it is seen. The latest
is the "Hot Dog Express," a comedy
balloon affair made up in the shape

depends

Paintings"

"smooth

somewhat astonishing. Bixley formerly appeared with Henry Fink.
With

Kabaret" and

well assisted throughout by Lerner,

who

is

prone to laugh too much, with-

The ventriloquial work and fun
"Mr. Montgomery made him score,

of
al-

though he was in popular favor, as
shown by the applause greeting his
name
Barnes and Robinson have
^•"K!), comedy and piano playing, Mr.
Barnes trying the trick of singing off•uy in discordant tones at first, to
bring out his healthy voice to better
advantage afterwards. It worked very
well.

The couple sang "Not Tonight,

Josephine,"

interspersing

it

strain of "Alexander's Band,"

with

a

which

is

if only a strain.
They did
nicely before the holiday bunch which

pretty late

mystery

that

go

was a good

it

at that.

Gus Edwards' "Kid
Delmar and Delmar,

Captain

Kleinschmidt's
Siberia had a
owing to the lateness

pictures of Alaska and

hard time of it
of their showing.

There
on

out good cause.

it

Carus,

Acts.

on the

The audience accepted

protest

Emma
New

than

talk"

the trick.

of

trick, letting

ly,

Henry Clive's "Spirit
more on his

of a frankfurter.

The ease with which Bixley and Lerner cleaned up the hit of the show was

at the finale, Bixley did the trick, fair-

"The man-

agement doesn't want me to play any
more numbers. I thank you." There
was every appearance of the speech

without

and the grotesque female garb

to the length of the

show, the bandmaster was instructed
to keep within a limited number of
After one heavy overture
minutes.
Creatore offered his "Visions of Great
Masters," which consists of illuminated
pictures of several famous composers,
while the Italian musician and his
band played selections of their bestknown operas. The curtain descended
after three or four pictures were shown
and there was a most insistent demand
Creatore stepped to the
for more.
footlights and, with an emphasis that

liest.

his voice

At "the corner"

of curious "critters."

in

H. O'Donnell and Co. sketch
Acts) is playing at a concert

seated at

Holiday audiences are often made up

in

of the cur-

is

a signal absence of

comedy

undoubtedly due to the
the thirty-seven minute
"Kid Kabaret" turn.
Jolo.
the

lack

of

bill,
it

in

ORPHEUM

they will be amply repaid.
The film, which runs an hour, is perfection in almost every detail.
The
acting of Mme. Bernhardt is not the
only feature. Each part in the film is
the hands of an artist and the; performance is finished to the slightest
detail.
The photography is also of
in

the highest order.
merits would be a

With

picture house.

attached,

The

on

its

a straight
Bernhardt's name
in

draw

should

it

picture

draw

into

any

house.

The attendance was not

as big Tuesnight as might have been expected, although it was good. Following a holiday, business usually falls off,
but the picture should draw people to

day

the roof and a high class

Surrounding

management

feature

too.

film,

the

laid out a fairly interest-

program,

ing

the

lot,

much

film than before

it.

better

The

after

the

picture closes

Following the interand Dunn gave the
lift upwards that kept it floating for the rest of the evening. These
boys put over a very entertaining
the

half.

first

mission
show a

Spiegel

black face specialty.

They

are just a

shy on some good comedy talk.
The comedian has a funny manner,
can handle material and sings and
dances particularly well. The straight
end who finishes as the wench fits
right alongside the comedian. He does
a very good wench without making it
too much a female impersonation. A
good singing voice also keeps up the
average. The pair are easily big time
trifle

material.

a

Gertrude Dean Forbes and Co., with
new man did rather well following

the

blackface

boys.

"Just

Bobby"

caught a well satisfied audience and
they wouldn't be put out by even the
inconsistencies

the

piece.

time sketch,

and short comings of

"Just Bobby" is a small
it pleases and will remain

there.

(New Acts) put a
before closing.
A little
more big time timber is Robert, if he
will let Al Jolson and Harry Fox make
a living with their own material.
Robert Ainsley

hit

in

just

The Four McNallys, an

part of the boys will be strong enough
to close any big bill in New York City.

Three boys and a

girl, the quartet,
a pace for ten minutes that will be

hard to beat.
completely packed the theatre on the

Monday evening.
Bob and Top Tip Co.

rainy

with a couple

dogs and a good finish opened the
show.
The La Toy Brothers closed
it.
Whatever was missing in the performance the six musicians that are
called an orchestra supplied. If a regular orchestra cannot be secured it
might be as well for the Union Square
to engage a first-class piano player
once more.
Sitae.
of

The

first

half of the

show uncovered

Will Lacey doing his dancing on the
single wheel.
Trick bicycle riding is
almost through. If there is no comedy with it, there is little use. Alva

McGill

headlined,

(New

Acts).
Victorine and Zolar do a nice act
for the time. The girls could probably
improve the specialty by a little re-

arrangement. The finish is too abrupt.
Barnes and Barron finished off the
first half before the picture and got

but

the

offering

failed

go over for the desired results. The
bill is one that will not break any
box office records, and this takes in all

to

allowances for Miss Harned's prestige
as a legitimate star.
No one went into ecstacies over the
first half, although
Rice and Cohen
took about all the applause in sight.
They presented "The Path of the Primroses."
The act provided many good

The

laughs.

sketch was on just before

intermission.

The Olympic Trio opened with their
routine of parallel bars.
A clean act.
nothing
-with
sensational
featured.

Mayme Remington and picks were
second.
The audience enjoyed the
hoy's work on the one-stringe4 instrument the best. Some new outfits are
being worn and the dressing helps
The "picks" worked hard to please.
Burns and Fulton burned up the
stage with their fast terpsichorean of
fering, while Jack Hazard found the
audience ripe for his numerous stories.
Hazard has some that date far back
and a few that don't. As he apologizes at the opening for having compiled a few of the old boys, the audience forgave him and then laughed at
each one he told. Hazard offers nothing but the stories.
After Hazard.
Rice and Cohen showed.
The Big City Four opened the second part and scored one of the biggest hits of the afternoon.
singing had preceded them,

men had

As

little

the

four

everything with them.

After Miss Harned, Bessie Wynn
put the show into stride again with her
songs.
She appeared to be in fine
voice and each number was well received. Her "Ghost of the Violin" was
a

new one

for

Orpheumites and

it

went

over nicely. The audience enjoyed her
"You're My Baby" number the best.
Mme. Alaska Techow and her cats
Mark.
closed the show.

acrobatic,

wire walking, singing and dancing act,
closed the show and turned out a number that with a little dressing on the

hit

(Estimated Cost of Show, $3,525.)
When the former prize vaudeville
theatre of Percy G. Williams, the Orpheum, swung open its doors for the
resumption of big time vaudeville Monday afternoon it seemed as if all of
Brooklyn was trying to get in.
While a holiday crowd, and one that
should have been expected to take
extra pains in applauding and enjoying
everything that came its way, it was
just the reverse.
There were no
"knockouts" or "riots" on the opening
under the B. F. Keith management.
Virginia Harned and Co. (New Acts)

NEW

PITTSFIELD HOUSE.
Pittsfield, Mass., Sept. 4.

The new Court Square

theatre, seat-

ing over 1,000, making the third Pittsfield modern house, will open with
vaudeville Monday.

Cooney, formerly manager of

Mr.

the Academy of Music, which burned
to the ground, has taken over the lease
of the new house.
Severin Dedyne closed his summer
stock company here last Saturday
night.
all

was

there

The house
pearance

in

liked

alone,

the opening portion.
the pair and on ap-

they

got

laughs.

The boys need

routine

of

etc.,

talk

through.

talk.

for

a

Wedding,

plenty

of

connected
banquet,

Hebrew comedians
Da$h.

is

VARIETY
H. O'Donnell and Co. (2).
the North" (Dramatic).
19 Mine.; Four (Parlor).
Union Square.
With the steady flow of dramatic

C.

Gut Edwards' "Kid Kabaret"

"A Man from

Musical Skit.
37 Mint.; Full Stage.
Hammerstein's.

sketches into vaudeville,

it

become

will

"cunning"

the

in

to

have

lost

presentment of

necessary to have the audience attuned

"kid" acts.

for them,

designated as a "hit" for the reason

if

all

are to be accepted se-

Bernard Coughlin

riously.

writing

in

Man from

"The

the North" simply
gave a new locale to a story often told
on the stage and between the covers
of books.
A French Canadian living
with his pretty native wife some eighteen years before gave succor to a city
chap, and the boy from New York
copped the family, excepting the husband.
The runaways settled in New
York, the wife dying two years after
arriving there.
Some sixteen years
following that, when the daughter, now

grown

to

young womanhood, and who

believed the city chap her regular father, left the front door ajar one eventhe Canuck slipped through the
opening. He had been waiting eighteen
years for the man who put his household in the split column. The Canuck
had bad thoughts about the man. He
was going to kill him immediately,
after making him listen to the lingo
used in the Saskatchewan country. The
city chap, now an elderly man and
ing,

who came

gray, told the Canuck,

he
daughter.
He gave the man from the
north five minutes to talk to the girl.
She was a sweet-looking young woman
and played well the role, which in its
way is not unlike the part Ruth Chatshave,

<>r

that

assumed in "The Rainbow." So.
Maragaret Field as the daughter

terton
too,

need not be/ so very much in awe of
Miss Chatterton, who at best has the
most magnetism in her voice.
Miss
Field might remember this and place
her vocal chords in training. But that
is

a

slight

Canuck saw

digression,
his

girl,

for

after

the

spoke with her

and got an idea she was too far away
from his zero realm, he wilted, agreeing to return home with the secret he
had been a father kept inviolate, but
he informed the city chap that if he
ever appeared over the ridge of an iceberg in summer he had better bring
his tombstone with him.
Before leaving the real father asked the daughter
if
he couldn't take a photo of her
along.
It was such a simple request
the girl said yes. No one knows what
the answer would have been if the
Canuck had asked for the concert
grand piano in the pretty parlor set.
Mr. O'Donnell plays the French Canadian. He made it a companion bit to
a
halfbreed
any Latin clime.
of
Frederic
nal

Montague

villian,

through

who

was

the

saved
brought

having
own. "The

child as his

North" doesn't hold.

Man

There

origi-

himself
the
up
from the
is

latest

no

trill

or thrill to it, either in the writing or
the playing.
And through this it
doesn't become weighty enough for a
big time number, although before a
small time vaudeville audience it can
sweep along.
Mr. O'Donnell is not
very convincing, whether fiendishly revengeful or in repose.
Mr. Montague
lends no assistance of moment either.
What there is to the piece Miss Field
makes, in atmosphere, picture and
Stone.
playing.

can scarcely be

he hasn't a single performer in
who may be signally men-

that

the

cast

tioned for individual honors, unless it
he Eddie Cantor, as a blackface butler.

A young man —a

very young

man

gives a supper in the absence of his
parents.
None eats anything, but

everybody does some sort of a specialty, interspersed with a few lines
which are much better than those delivering them.

All the specialties are

They

songs.

made "production"

are

numbers with the assistance of the entire cast.
For a finale there is a song
labeled "Favors," so that the cast can

run up and down the aisles distributing
Jolo.
paper "favors."
Richardini Troupe (4).
Roman Ringt.
12 Mint.; Four (Interior).

Alhambra.

The work

woman

of the

er in this act

understand-

She

a feature.

is

and

three men, of foreign appearance, com-

into

witKout a haircut
couldn't have his

big metropolis

the

His

prise the
of the

The woman and one

turn.

men do

all

the under-work and

make some good hand-to-hand lifts.
In addition to the work on the rings, a
number of balancing poses are made
on a wooden support resting on the
woman's knees and chest. The woman
holds the three men in some triple
formations.
The Richardini Troupe
works slowly, which has a tendency

to

The woman has

a powerful pair of arms and she carries the
three men around on her arms at will.
The work of the woman will keep the
Closing a long
act on the big bills.
singing and laughing show at the Alhambra, the troupe held most of the

drag the

act.

Labor Day crowd

in for

the last trick.

Mark.

Delmar and Delmar.
Acrobats.
6 Mint.; Full Stage.
Hammerttein't.
It seems hardly

work
on

of these

fair

to

judge the

two men, as they went

Monday

afternoon, closing
In six minutes, however,
they showed a series of fairly good
tricks on a couple of horizontal bars
placed close together, finishing with
two teeth-holding balances that elicited
applause from the handful of people
at

the

5.55

show.

Jolo.

left.

Jack and Forii.
Acrobats.
7 Mins.;

Galloway,

Louise

(15).

Kaufman

Joseph

and Co. (3).
"Little Mother" (Dramatic).
24 Mint.; Four (Parlor).

Gus Edwards appears
his

25

Two.

Hammerstein's.
Two men, one in a Tuxedo, the other
with a cutaway, with three pearl buttons on each side of the trousers. Evidently foreigners by the comedy essayed, and which failed of its intention.
Usual routine of tumbling, hand-tohand and head-to-head stunts.
Finishing trick a good one, but not new.
Opening the show, they fared well
with a holiday audience
noon.

Monday

afterJolo.

Fifth Avenue.
When the son

Bendix Ensemble Players

The
in

"Little

Mother"

found his mother had gotten onto his
nasty habits, he wanted to shoot himself.
The sketch had run quite a while
by that time. He probably wanted to
shoot himself because his mother had
But his mother
found him out.
So the sketch ran
wouldn't let him.
itself through. While the son was cutting some ice around the 60' s in New
York with the proceeds of the stuff
he had hooked from his mamma and
pawned, his little mother was saving
real money at home.
The kid was a
wine buyer according to the evidence,
but even at that, the mother beat him
out, for she saved $3,000 to buy a
home in the country perhaps in New
One of the girls the son had
Jersey.
made love to called on the mother to

—

she was a perfect lady.
A
friend had suggested she sue the son
for $10,000 for breach of promise, but
she would settle with mother for $2,500.
Mother settled, in the press of
the situation giving the perfect lady
the whole $3,000, which left the house
bankrupt, but by that time the son
had gotten over his souse, a respectable young girl has regained her composure, and there being nothing left
to do, the mother wouldn't let the son
shoot himself.
It's sad, this mother
stuff, and it plays on the heart strings,
if
you have ever deceived your
mother. Edgar Allan Woolf wrote the
playlet.
A line or two recalls the play
of "Mother" which Emma Dunn appeared in.
Maybe for all knowledge
to the contrary, it is a condensation of
that legitimate piece.
Louise Galloway was the little mother, and Joseph
Kaufman the bad boy. An Irish servant was fairly well done, with a few
laughs. The "fat" part, a type of girl
from the 60's, blonde hair, blase manner and all that goes with it gave a
rather poor interpretation.
The girl
looked the role but ended with that.
Miss Galloway made a sweet looking
mamma but just missed the real note
of the character.
In this very big
fault she was joined by Mr. Kaufman
as the son.
And on top of these defects some of the situations were made
too stagey. Still, the holiday matinee
audience at the Fifth Avenue liked
the playlet apparently, for they apMr.
plauded
vigorously
following
Kaufman's declamation of his new life
vision.
But the sketch is without the
tear it was written for. Without that,
it is hardly likely the act can command
the figure for the big time that may be
asked by the present company.
In
writing for vaudeville it is all very well
to fool mother, but after that you must
fool the audience, and the latter is not
so easy with dramatic sketches.

opening

Square

Proctor, Sr., will occupy the
new suite in the Putnam Building. The
office further down the hall of the
third floor will be retained, and also
the sixth floor room, where F. F. Proc

makes

headquarters.
Vic
Blauvelt, at present with Edw. S. Kel-

tor,

Jr.,

ler,

will

the

his

become

private

secretary

t«>

younger Proctor commencing mxt

week.

Union

the

is

son, a "piano act," with music, singing

and comedy.
sketch, the

comedy.
and his

The

third

is

a dramatic

fourth Bixley and Lerner,

operatic

in

and

travesties

The fifth
company of

is

grotesque

Theo.

Bendix

real musicians, in-

cluding a baritone singer,

appears

who

twice

costume amidst a woodland

in

scene that has a concert grand piano

among

located

a

number of cane-seated

Bixley and Lerner scored the

chairs.

big hit of the

Union Square show Mon-

day evening.

Mr. Bixley did as much

for

it

as anything else through play-

ing several instruments
the

musicians

handed him by

the orchestra.

in

But

the house thought a great deal of Mr.

comedy when dressed

Bixley's

woman

for

the

as

a

Mr. Lerner
at the same time also being in comedy
costume. So of what avail is the classy
and classical turn of Mr. Bendix, the
prolog from "Pagliacci" by Siegfreid
Philippe

final

a strong

in

bit,

baritone,

or his

"Toreador" number, or the solos of
Michel and Arthur Bernstein, or the
excellent symphony playing on the
strings? Were the vaudeville managers
to force acts of this nature upon their
audiences, the tendency to vaudeville
advancement might become more than
a press agent's story.
Mr. Bendix is
taking chances on future time in vaudeville.
They will tell him he has a lyceum number and things like that, but
Mr. Bendix has a vaudeville act, only
vaudeville with its badness and its rawness and its variety of much that is
not variety has been denuded of those
things which might make for a better

And

vaudeville.

be

in

these things

may

Bendix Ensemble
Players, who would most certainly apincluded

the

peal to a certain element,

if

that cer-

element had been catered to and
captured as a steady vaudeville clientele.
The vaudeville managers could
well
afford
to
send Mr.
Bendix
over
the
circuits
as
an illustration
of
what vaudeville can give
in music if the price is paid.
But in
programing Mr. Bendix and his gentlemanly appearing associates, the booking men might as well refrain from
placing on the same program any
"cooch" dancers or smutty joke or
parody slingers, for the combination
Mime.
won't jibe.
tain

VERDICT IN

Brown

TWO

MINUTES.

Atlantic City, Sept. 4.
suit of Comstock & Gest

fifth

against
F.

this

bill

The

Sime.

on

act

week

Bob and Tip
Co.— a man, boy and two dogs. The
second number is Barnes and Robin-

explain

F.

(5).

Musical.
18 Mins.; Full Stage (Exterior).
Union Square.

Louis
Wesley and
recover possession

to

Harry
of

the

Savoy theatre was tried last Thursday
before Judge Smathers in the District
Court. The jury was out two minutes,
returning

a

verdict

for

the

defend-

ants.

Comstock & Gest say
will find

try again.

that they yet
another cause of action, and

The Wesley & Brown

has two years more to run.

lease

VARIETY
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•

(September 9)

la Vaodevllle Thaatraa, PlaylaJ Thraa or Laaa Shows Dally
(All houses open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise Indicated.)
Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on

orpheum

name

with "S-C" following

circuit.
Theatres
SuMlvan-Consldine Circuit.)
lie

i

Kennedy * Berlin

WEEK

BILLS NEXT

(usually "Empress")

are on the

Agencies booking the houses are denoted by single name or Initials, such as "Orph."
urpht'um Circuit- -"U. B. O.," United Booking Offices "W. V. A." Western Vaudeville Man(Chicago)
•.S-C,"
Hullivan-Consldlne
jigtTB*
ABBoi'lutlon
Circuit
"P" Pantages Circuit
•l.oew." Marcus Loi-w Circuit- •Inter," Interstate Circuit (booking through W. V. A.)
"Clan," James Clancy (New York)
Item, " Freeman Bernstein (New York)
"M." James
c. Matthews (Chicago)- "Hod," Chas. E. Hodklns (Chicago)
"Tay." M. W. Taylor (Philadelphia)— •Fox," Ed. F. Kealey (William Fox Circuit) (New York) "Craw." O. T. Crawford
(St. Louis) --"Doy." Frank Q. Doyle (Chicago).

—

—

—

—

•

New York

Kcatons
Chas Olcott
Chas ft Fanny Van
Theo Bamberg
W II Paltou Co
Chas Webber

I*.

BRONX

wo to 1111)
7 Til

(ubo)

Blanche Walsh Co
Simon Usterinuu Co
Alex aud Scott

11 or

(Ubo)

mine Shone Co

Martin Howard
Hilda Glyder
ft Driver
Fun in Cabaret"

Cauifleld

Spiegel

Dunne

ft

Trio
2d halt

ha

McMahon, Diamond &

Mlie Vanity

(One

ft

(Two

fill)

to

Wilson

ALHAMBRA (ubo)
Virginia Harned Co
Willa Holt Wakefield
Rice ft Cohen
Donovan

McDonald

ft

Arthur Deagon
Techow's Cats
Darrell

Conway

ft

Robbie Gordone
Ben Beyer ft Bro
UNION SQ (ubo)
Franklin ft Green
Trovato
Nina Morris ft Co
Saliie Stembler
H T McConnell Co
White ft Perry
Williams. Thompson
ft Copeland
Del Francos Circus

Marcus

Oartelle

ft

HAMMERSTEINS
(ubo)
(Suffrage Week)
Lectures by members
of women's clubs at

each

performance,

feature

of

the

pro-

gram.
Belle Baker
Wilfred Clarke Co

Tannen

Julius

Spellmyer

Mlddleton

Co

Mysterious Edna
Van ft Schenck
Marlon Oarson ft Geo
Boguer

The Rials
Zetland Hunt
The Salavaggls
Romalo ft Delano

COLONIAL

(ubo)

Edna Goodrich Co

Bessie Wynn
Elinore ft Williams

Nina Payne Co
Jack Hazzard
Big City 4
Burns ft Fulton
Max's Circus
Juggling Dellsle

AMERICAN

(loew)

* Bannon

ft

2d half

Golden

Dow

Meade

ft

Dow

ft

(loew)

to fill)

GREELEY (loew)
Goluen ft Meade
Shepperly Sisters
Mr & Mrs Thomas
American Trio

DeMont

ft

wrenco & Edward*
"Mayor & Manicure"

Bert ft Lottie Walton
Murray Bennett
Oourmley ft Cafferty
(Two to fill)
(loew)

Geo Leonard & Co

Lew

Brlce
"(lent with Jimmy"
LaMaize Blalze Co
fill)

Howard

Dancing Kennedys
Bernhardt'* Picture
Mattle Keane Co
Fred ft Bess Lucler
Les Jeunetts
NATIONAL (loew)

Young

Betilna Bruce Co
Bess Lucler
ft

Fred

Mme Herman
(Two

to

fill)

2d half
Alva McQlll

Vlctorlne

Mme Herman

The Menards
(One to All)

American Trio
Maurice Samuels Co
Bros

Relff

Ed

Zoeller Trio

(One to

nil)

LINCOLN

(loew)

Gene Hodgklns
Healy Sisters
Anderson ft Golnes
"Night in Park"
Scott
Gourmley ft Cafferty
2d half
Joble Flynn
Blssett

ft

Amelia Summervllle
Co
Mareena ft Woods
Cadleux
(One to fill)

YORKV1LLE
Vlctorlne

(loew)
Zolar

ft

Leo Beers
Bernhard's Picture
McCree's Players
Lawrence ft Edwards
Les Jeunetts

Futurity

loew)

Walton

to

Diamond

fill)

Si-t'-rs

Mis ThomaH

ft

Brennan

Ergottl's Llllputlnns
S Dickinson
Relnch's Horses

W

(Two

_M half
H«'aly

McKlnley

Wood Bros

to

fill)

RUSH WICK

Winner"

Flynn

l>awton

(One

Nell

ORPHEUM (ubo)
Valerie Bergere Co
Wllla Holt Wakefield

Aurlema
.losie

Hamilton

Percy Warram Co
Carson ft Wlllard

Broohlya

Alva McQlll
Lottie

ft

Chung Hwa

Marr & Evans

The Baldwins
Bert &

Clark

(ubo)

(ubo)

Eva Davenport
Master Gebrlel Co
ARiiew Scott Co
Gordon Hlghlnnders
Mark Mercy Co

Zolar

ft

(loew)

to

JONES

(loew)

6AV0Y

(ubo)

Henry

E.

Dlxey

Crtssy

ft

Dayne

Raymond

Selblnl

ft

Grovlni

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Ford ft Hyde
El Cleve
Great Tallman

Belle Storey

Musical Cuttys

ft

Lockhardt

ft

Leddy

Clifton

ft

Frlscary

Edna Raymond
Keene
ft

Schulte

2d half

Seven Bel fords
Mons Herbert
Gardner ft Hawlelgh
Mabel Elaine

Brown ft Foster
Cincinnati

KEITH'S

ft

Von Kauf-

Three Hassans
Three Schmettans
Chas B Lawler ft
Daughters
Sun.

(sc)

Mat.)

ft

Davenport,

"Love Specialist"
Mort Fox
LeRoy, Wilson ft

Tom

(Two to fill)
Brocktoa. Mass.
CITY (loew)
The Stantons
Frledland ft Clark
Old Soldier Fiddler
2d half
Cotter & Boulden

Mahoney

Soldier

Fiddler

Buffalo

Kelt & DeMont

Zanettos

Pauline Corbett

FAMILY

(loew)

la.

AMERICAN (m)
Van's

Maids

Minstrel

Four Burns Sisters
Hayes ft Wynn
Edith Livingstone
Jupiter Bros

Denver

ORPHEUM
"Drums Oude"
Empire Comedy

(loew)

ft

Glad-

ding

(sc)

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Bert Cutler
Princeton ft Yalo

UNIQUE

K

Hyde

Milton

ft

Barry

ft

Wolford

Swor

Mack

ft

Ethel McDonough
Schaller ft Jordan

Hoheken, N. J.
LYRIC (loew)
Menards
Anna Bernard

Dow

Dow

ft

Stirling

ft

Chapman

Telephone Girls
2d half
Field Bros

to

fill)

ORPHEUM

(Open

"Mme

Sun.

Mat.)

Butterfly"

"Concealed Bed"
Watson's Farmyard
Kaufman Bros
Delmore ft Light

Kaufman

Sisters
(sc)

EMPRESS
Krags Trio
I
ft B Smith

John T Murray
Harry Haywood Co
Lincoln, Neb.

ORPHEUM

"Dlnkspls'

McKay

ft

Xmas"

Cantwell

Edna Luby
Weston ft Bentley

Kremka Bros

Challoner Co

Beaux A Belles
3 Spa Bros
Montreal, Caa
FRANC AI8 (loew)
John ZImmer
Karlton ft KUfford
Gladys Wilson
Williams ft Robert
John F Clark
Riva Larsen Troupe

Newark

PROCTOR'S

ft

(ubo)

Aroo Bros
Grace Wilson
"The Clown"

Balaban
Dolan Lenhar

ORPHEUM

(orph)
(Sept. 11-15)

"Antique Girl"

Maude

Odell

Ashley

ft

Grover ft Richards
Williams ft Warner

The Rexos

CLUNIE

(Open

(bc)

Sun.

Mat.)

Lowe A Edwards
Joe Cook
"Leap Year Girls"
Jack Allman
"Petite Gosse"

PANTAGES
Sisters

Salens, Maaa.
(loew)

SALEM

A Boulden
Brady A Mahoney
Theo A Dandles
2d half

Cotter

The Stantons
Demarest
Frledland A Clark
Brown ft Grant
Theo A Her Dandles
Edwin George
Salt Lake
Lavlne-Clmaron 3
ORPHEUM
New Heeaelle. N. Y. (Open
Sun. Mat.)
LOEW (loew)
"Leading Lady"
Relff Bros
Lew Sully
Mabel Florence Co
Florlmonds
Lantry Bros
Wm Raynore Co
2d half
Slmondet
Geo Hall
A Henderson
Godfrey
Blgelow, Campbell ft
Flying Weavers
Raydn
COMPRESS (sc)
McCree Players
(Open Sun. Mat.)

Oaklaad. CaL

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun. Mat)
Elsie Ruegger Co
"Visions D'Art"
Milton ft De Longs
Caesar Nesl

Mat)

Sun.

Summertime Girls
Henry Hardgrave Co
ft

Ofcden

Bertha

11-14)

Co

Kallsch

Neilsen's Boys
High Life Trio
Carl McCullough

The Kemps
(Two to fill)

(Open

Sun.

Saa Fraaelaeo

ORPHEUM

Wm
Mat.)

Sun.

Mat.)

Opera Co
Four Bard Bros
Great Eldon Co
Imperial Dancing
Four
Billy Broad

(Open

Omaha
ORPHEUM
Elliott

PANTAGES

(Open
Morettl

ORPHEUM
(Sept.

(sc)

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Verona Verdi Co
DeLyle ft Vernon
Constance Wlndom Co
Hugo Lutgens
Whites Circus

Ellis

A Hcrzog

Irwin

Saa Dfesro

EMPRESS

PANTAGES
Rose

Les Leonardls
Frankle Drew
Jack Gardner Co
Valentine Vox
D'Arcy ft Williams
"Models Paris"

T

Sydney Ayres Co
"Squaring Accounts"

(Open

Savonas

Sun.

W

Thompson Co

Howard's Ponies
Minnie Allen
Gould ft Ashlyn

Ed Hayes Co
Grace Cameron
Bounding Pattersons
The Tanklnes

W

EMPRESS

(sc)

(Open Sun. Mat.)
The Sombreros
Curry ft Riley
Sullivan

ft

Bartling

Leona Guerney
Will Rogers
Travllla Bros

PANTAGES
(Open

Sun.

Mat.)

Cantor's Merry Kids
Four Casters
Matthews ft Duffy

Zenlta

Bfesnphla

ORPHEUM
Lola
Colonial Septet
Will Dillon

Thurher ft Madison
Sydney Shields Co
Al Carleton
Clara Ballerina

Great Llbbey

Philadelphia

KEITH'S (ubo)
Zelda

Co

Sears

Helen PrlmroBc
Onalp
Tung Foo
"Houseboat Party"

.Lee

PANTAGES

Olive Briscoe

Family
Slmone DeBeryl
Casting Dunbars
Blxtey ft Lerner
Phlna ft "Picks"
Bell

(ubo)

Mr ft Mrs Thome
Teddy Osborne's Pels
Gardner ft Stone
Miller ft Tempest
(Two to fill)
Portland.

Ore.

ORPHEUM

Nat Wills

E F Hawley Co
"Wonder Kettle"
Annie Kent
Konerz Bros

(Opens Mon. Mat.)
Lion's Bride
Fisher Co
Stevens
Fred Zobedlc

Carter's

Mabelle

Cook

ft

Carter's

Andrew Kelly
Adair ft Dahn

BIJOU

Darrow

ft

CHEROKEE (craw)
SHENANDOAH

Two Johns

(craw)

Richmond Trio
Bodle

Dunnlugs
Splro Ross
Kedoss Bros

PRINCESS

(craw)

Wards

Princess

Around the Town
Maner ft Wright
Knickerbocker Four

AROO

(craw)

Werner ft Franks
La Vine A La Vine

Magic

St.

Loala

COLUMBIA

(orph)

Adrlenne Augarde Co
Vera Mlchelena
Florentine Singers
Jones ft Deeley
Caselll's

BRENNAN

(craw)

Lew Woods
Graeme A .Wilcot
Arine A Saxon
St. Paal
(Open Sun. Mat.)
McC/ranell A Simpson
Lester
Nonette

H

Geo

Watt

Whitman 3

Aitkin

Tyson A Brown

A

Meredith

Snoozer

EMPRESS

(sc)

(Open Sun.

Mat.)

Marseilles

Fred Morton
"Fun Barber Shop"
McOlnnls Bros
Prince Floro

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Owen McGlveney

Howard A McCane
Dlero

C A F Usher
La Maze 3
Lowe ft Deverne
Gordon Bros

EMPRESS

McRae

Dogs

(sc)

Levering

ft

Hylands ft Farmer
John Delmore Co
Chas Wlldisch Co
Scott ft Wilson

Hugh Uoyd

PANTAGES

Eugene Troupe

Lowell ft Esther Drew
Copeland ft Payton
Flo ft oille Walters
Great Harrah Co

Sloan Ctty

ORPHEUM

(Open

Sun. Mat.)
Bert Leslie Co
Stine Hume ft t
Bert Terrell
Stewart Sis ft Escts
Omrus Trio
Fred Hammlll Co.

Dare Bros

Spokane

ORPHEUM
(Open

Sun.

Mat.)

Mayon Opera Co

Dorothy Dalton Co
Owen Clark
Gray ft Graham
Dixon ft Fields
Bottomly Troupe
Mintz A Wuertz

EMPRESS

(po)

Nuess A Eldrld
Bohemian 4
Robt Hlldreth Co
Klass A

Bernle

Verona Troupe

PANTAGES

Mat.)

Mrs Gene Hughes Co Semus McManus Players
C Fields
Wynn A Russon
Chas Case
EMPRESS (sc)
Wilson Bros
Bradsnaw Bros
(Open Sun. Mat.)
Ferguson ft Northlane Gran to ft Maud
II St James Co
Eugene 3
Burr ft Hope
Manley ft Walsh

Johnson's Travelog
Katie Gultlnl

Zeb

ORPHEUM

Carl

ft

KINO'S (craw)
Claude Rauf
Eva Thatcher
Sidney Shepard Co
Prince ft Deane

Seattle

Provol
Apollo Trio

Co

DeWItt Burns
La Vier

(craw)
Thrillers

Harry Mayer

ORPHEUM

Lee

Bertlsch

Lillian

Grade Emmett Co

Elvira

Lan Anarelea

Saeraaseato

DIBPENRBOCK

"Star Bout"
Lorraine Dudley Co

Merrill ft Otto
"Spirit Paintings"
Lynch ft Zeller
Henry Cllve

Harry Atkinson
Matilda

Ron tow
Nowlln Troupe
"Slums of Paris"
Browning ft Lewis
Rappo Sisters
De Faye Sisters
Walker ft West
Ellis

JUNIATA
The

Jess Bellgard

Calts Bros

Dlnehart ft Heritage
Herbert Brooks

Rochester N. Y.
COOK O H (m)

(sc)

"Every wife"

(orph)
Dolly Nobles

(Opens Mon. Mat.)
Child's Hawallans
Five Juggling Jewells
Ned Burton Co
Black Bros
Orpheus Comedy 4

Sidney Irving

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Geo Gardner
Van ft C Avery

2d half
ft

Sisters

Ward Bros
Muriel ft Francis
Les Marco Belli

New Orleaaa
ORPHEUM

Nadje
4

Venlta Gould
Sealby ft Duclos
Belmont ft Harl
Robt Demont Trio
The Stanleys

EMPRESS

fill)

Kashlma
Cummlngs

man

Wesuls
Lottie Williams Co
Will Oakland
Geo B Reno Co
(One to fill)

Kashlma

ft

Rawls

(Open

Great Tallman
ft Gladding

Brady

Co

Staats

Phil

Mab

Cummlngs

Old

(ubo)

Moore

Tom

Kansas Cltx

(Opens Mon.)
Seven Bel fords

Carmen

to

ft

2d half

Brown
ft

(loew)

Danny Simmons
Quaker Girls
Mllda ft Don
(One to fill)

Hursley Troupe

3 Gerts

2d half

(Two

(One

Lou Anger

EMPRESS

Quaker Girls
"Love Specialist"
Danny Simmons
Mllda ft Don
(One to fill)

ACADEMY

E Whittle
Joe Demlng Co
Orvllle A Frank

Victor

ft

Fail Hirer, Man*.

W

Gertrude Vanderbllt
Vassar Girls

Geo Clay

.',

(orph)

Old Soldier Fiddlers
Paul Morton ft Glass

Yoscarryrt
Conlln. Steele ft Cair
Bert Fltzglbbou

tk

Bremens

"Night Turkish Bath
Edwlna Barry Co

Richardson's Dogs
Standlsh Sisters

Issue.

Salerno

Ray L Royce
Sager Midgeley Co
Katherlne Torey
Bryan Lee ft Mary
Cranston
Sully ft Hussey

LINDEN (m)

Blanche Huntington
Maurice Samuels Co
(One to All)
2d half
Eddie Starr
Wllklns ft Wilklns
Daniel Ryan Co
Atlaatlc City

•Futurity Winner"
Al Herman

Mr

(orph)

Barrymore Co
Jack Gardner
Ethel

Haydn

Walter Daniels Co
Will Lacey
(One to fill)

this

Grand Raplan

Chicago

Under

ft

man

El Cleve

Millard Bros

PALACE

ltt-18)

as at SherGrand, Calgary,

bill

RAONA PARK

Haydn, Borden

Blanche Huntington

Leltzel

ORPHEUM

Ford

Orma

ft

Kalmer

fill)

2d half
Mile Vanity

Howard

DeLea

3

"Harry Bachelor
Wilklns ft Wllklns
Daniel Ryan Co
Kelly ft Mack

(Two

(p)

Minstrel

MAJESTIC

COLUMBIA

Heath

Maye

Moore & Young
|jeo Beers
Telephone Girls
Gladys Vance
Ijantry Bros
(One to flin
(

HENDERSONS

EMPIRE

(Opens Thurs. Mat)

Roy

ft

LIBERTY (loew)
Field Bros
Walter Daniels Co
Joe Doming ft Co
Orvllle ft Frank

James J Morton

Aerial Sherwoods
tfidsnonton, Caa.

Mort Fox
LeRoy, Wilson

Mat.)

Sun.

Farnum Co
Nat Nazarro Co

Mignon

(Sept.

(sc)

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun. Mat.)
"Mine Leibschen"
Great Howard

"Kid Hamlet"
James Reynolds
Lade 11a Comlques

PANTAGES

EMPRESS

Louise

ORPHEUM

(sc)

Mayo

ft

Reed Bros

(Open

Hlckey's Circus
Four Rlanos
Bellboy Trio
Juggling Burkes

Petite

Sis

ft

Lillian Ashley

Ed Morton

PREMIER

Esmerelda

(One to fill)
2d half
3ene Hodgklns
"Gent with Jimmy"

Cadleux

Asahl Troupe
Bowman Bros
3 Collegians
Berg Bros

Misses
Eleanor Otis Co

Melodious Monarch 4
Cauifleld & Driver
Schrodes ft Chappelle

Major

ltftrtT

Way burn's

to fill)

El Ray Sisters
Spiegel ft Dunne

Lew Brlce

ft

Under

2d halt

Martin Howard
Love ft Haight

12-14)

(Sept.

C Nugent Co
DeWItt Young

MlaacapaBa

Same

Melodious Monarch 4

(One

2d half

Eddie Ford Co
ft Addis

half

DELANCEY

Gladys Vance
Geo Hall
Alblnl

fill)

(loew)

TEMPLE

JL'MPRESS (sc)
Ung ft Long
Weston ft Leon
Walter Brown Co
Barney Gilmore
"Waltz Dream"
Calgary, Cam.
(orph)

Belle

(Open Sun. Mat)
Martlneau ft Doll
Dale ft Boyle
Hyman Adler Co
Grace Leonard
Spadonl

Sydney Drew Co
Lambert ft Ball
Ed F Reynard

BMPRESS
Kretore
Helm Children

Wlnslow ft Stryker
Reded ft Currier
Jedd ft Ethel Dooley
Detroit

Mclntyre A Harty
John Higglns

Chris Richards
J

Claudius ft Scarlet
Two Alfreds
Ronalr ft Ward

SHERMAN GRAND

(orph)

Thos Wise Co
Klrksmlth Sisters
Connolly ft Wenrlch

(Open Bun. Mat)
Blondell Co
David Kldd
Flying Martins
Bogert ft Nelson

Ed

Williams Bros
Vedder Morgan Co
Blanche Gordon
Hall ft Clark
Batte. stent.

Ballet Classlque
Melville ft Higglns

fill)

ft

Vivian

Co

Circus

to

FULTON

ORPHEUM

Dnlnth

Co
Brown ft Lawson
Jules Levy Family
Thomas Sldello Co
Robert

"In

Alblnt
Blake's

(Two

ft

(loew)

Llndon Sisters
Clarence Wilbur Co

ttarah Meyers

Chapman

ft

(One

Moore

Co

SHU BERT (loew)
Valentine's Dogs
Farley ft Butler
Three Lorettas

Schroue ft Chappelle
Blake's Circus
to

ft

to fill)

Stirling

Ford ft Maxwell
Anderson ft Golnes
"Night In Park"
LaMont ft Maley
•Sully ft Larsen
Coaey Ialaad

L

2.1

Blssett ft Scott
Fun at Surf"

BetUna Bruce

Aurlema

to

Hilda Glyder
Mabel Florence Co

La Maze, Blase

Zlto

ft

ACADEMY

Anna Bernard

Harry Bachelor
(Two to fill)

Kelt

Smith

Bernhardt'* Pictures
Alius Bros
2d half

2d half
Valentine's Dogs

(Two

McKara

Lawrence ft Edwards
Mattle Keene ft Co

Maxwell
Wiil Lacey
(One to fill)
Ford

2d half
Shcpperly Sisters

GRAND

"Fun at the Surf"
LaMont ft Maley
Major ft Roy

ft

2d half

fill)

Bros
Pearson Co
ft Douglas

Walter

Sampson

Frankfords

Holmes ft Rellly
Dancing Kennedys
W E Whittle
"Mayor ft Manicure''
Mareena & Woods
Sully & Larscn
(Three

to

Ahem

Haight
Two Frankfords
Murray Bennett

(Two

PLAZA
llilion

Ballet

Love

Zioeller

The Baldwins
Wtslyn Trio
"Fun iu Cabaret"
Holmes ft Rellly

Law ton

demons

(loew)

—

BIJOU (loew)
Ray Sisters

E'l

AVE

Cross Josephine
Felix Adler
Caeser Rlvoll
Pouchot's
Hastings

—

Alius Bros
(I

AVE

iiTli

—

MAJESTIC

Nlblos Birds

(Open
Schepp's

Sun. Mat.)
Circus

American Beauties
Mabel Johnston

Syracnae

GRAND

(ubo)

Gus Edwards Co
A Whltehouse
Johnny Johnson
The De Voles
Lloyd

(Three to

All)

Taeaaaa

EMPRESS

(sc)

Wallace Birds
Arlon Quartet
Berry ft Berry
Dena Cooper Co
Wayne's Girls
Joe McGee

PANTAGES
Woolfolk's Chiclets
Keene Trio
Tom Kelley
Paul Gordon ft Rica
Roller Skating Bear
Alice

Teddy

Terre Haute, lad.

VARIETIES

The Saytons

Joseph

Rlmlna Oardlnler
Nip ft Tuck
ORAVOIS (craw)

Tom

Barnard

Co

Glllen

Roach ft McCurdy
Chas Loder Co
Wayne Musical Show Thos Q Seabrooke
Grey ft Peters
UNION (craw)
Musical

Minstrels

(Four

to

All)

4
f

Stewart
Espe A Roth

Cal

VARIETY
i
ORPHBUM
BUSSS'S DOfS

Vaunel
Heeley ft Meeley
Chlng Ling Boo

MusMtte

Violet

(sc)

King
O'Rourke ft O'Rourke Carbrey Boys
Harry Brooks Go
Green ft Wood
Thos Petter Dunn
Shell Brothers
"Night Roof Garden" Londe ft Tilly
The Pertol
PANTAQE8
Loyals
Monkey Hippodrome
Pictures
Dewey ft Dancing

ALIIAMBRA

Dolls

Davis

Scott
Pierce
Bldridge ft Barlowe
Victoria, H. O.

Van

(Sept 16-30)

ft

ft

EMPRESS

Chapman

(sc)

Berube
Reed ft St John
Russell ft Church
Green McHenry ft
ft

Pictures,

Dean

WIBBIPCS

ORPHEUM

Co

Silvers

Frank Morrell
ft Dodv

Lewis

Flying Russels
Azard Bros

EMPRESS

Glen Ellison
Leonard ft Whitney
Howell ft Scott

"Dance Violins"
Parla

K as rack

Russell Girls
Angelo's Troupe
"Eternal Walts"

Jane Marnac
P Ardot

OLYMPIA
(September)
Lee Zeds
Hopkins Sisters
Ferry
3 Facorys
Rltchles

Woodward's Seals
Harry de Coe
Lane ft O'Donnel
Hair
"American
Dresser" with Moricey,

AMBASSADEURS

Belleclalr

Newhouse ft Ward
Pan tier
Scamp ft Scamp

Bird Milman Co
Jackson's Girls

(sc)

Falls

ft

Bros

Preflls

Mauville
Mile Davrlgny

Leolln

(September)

Mattls Bever

Tma

Marguerite Oilier
Dearly Nett
Blanche Nalton
Revue with Merlndof
Dorvllle

Kosny-Derys
Bach

Sisters

Ixrs

Harker

Letter

ft

Prin temps,

ALHAMBRA

etc.

1-15)

(George

Arliss)— Wallack's

(lid

W£6bT )

"HANKY PANKY"— Broadway (Oth week).
"LITTLE MISS BROWN"— 48th Street (.Id
week)
"MIND THE PAINT .GIRL" (Blllle Burke)Lyceum

(1st

week).

"READY MONEY"— Elliott

(+th week).

RAINEY PICTURES— Weber's (4th week).
"ROBIN HOOD"— New Amsterdam (5th week).

SPOONER STOCK— Metropolis (55th week).
STOCK— Manhattan (6th week).
STOCK— West End (18th week).
"THE GIRL FROM BRIGHTON"— Academy
(2d week).
"THE GIRL FROM MONTMARTE"—Criterion
(6th week).
"THE GOVERNOR'S LADY"— Republic (1st
week).
"THE MASTER OF THE HOUSE"— 39th
Street (4th week).
"THE MERRY COUNTESS"—Casino (4th

CklcaKO.

"A MODERN EVE"— Garrlck (21st week).
•THE POLISH WEDDING"— G. O. H.

Norman Tcima
Tortola Valencia
General Lavlne

Maurice Chevalier
Leonette Roberty

(l<t

Ovaro-Smote
Nine PI neon
Suzanne Ellen
Thales ft Troupe
Suzanne Ellen
Etoced's Dogs

"WHIRL OF SOCIETY"— Lyric (2d week).
•THE WINSOME WIDOW"— Colonial (1st
week).
"PUTTiNG IT OVER"—Olympic (Oth week).
"THE CHARITY GIRL" (Ralph Herz)-Studebaker (Oth week).
THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINK"
(Charlotte Walker)— McVlekers (1st week).
"THE GARDEN OF ALLAH' —Auditorium (2d
week).
(5th

week).

"THE BIRD OF PARADISE
week).
•THE GIRL AT THE GATE

-Oarrick

La

Salic

(2nd

"OLIVER TWIST"— Illinois
'FINE

FEATHERS"— Cort

(1st

week).

(2d week).

CORRESPONDENCE
Mm
dfaraiwwH. *»

JfM J. I'MMN
(WTWD

MAJESTIC (Lyman

B. Glover,

mgr.; agent.

good, the Majestic is housing one of the beot
vaudeville shows Chicago has had all season.
Bert Wheeler and Co., in a pantomimic affair
called "Fun on the Boulevarde," held the
opening spot. Wheeler introduces a consider•able quantity of time-worn comedy, but mi
eeeds in bringing out the desired laughs. With
original pantomimic bits this might de-

Fields and
velop Into something worth while.
Carroll and their rathskellar specialty went
aa big as anything of ite kind that ever stepped
Speed is their strong
on the Majestic stage.
point and they have used good Judgment iu
A "Yiddish" lyric
the selection of numbers.
used near the close sufficed to settle all doubt a
as to ihelr standing and they walked off a big
with a reSisters
The Six Klrksmith
hit.
pertoire entirely classical pleased the lower
Something lively could be added to the
floor.
routine to advantage, especially in these days
The Three Leightous were a
of rag time.
The comedian's footwork
laugh throughout.
put the finishing touches on the specialty and
Ida
kept the trio in the class A division.
Brooks Hunt and Cheridah Simpson occupied
the full stage to introduce some operatic selections, the best being "My Hero." by Miss
This completed an otherwise weak
Hunt.
Miss Hunt wore the costume of the
score.
part she created in "The Chocolate Soldier"
for the "Hero" number which suggests tint
Miss Simpson might duplicate the idea by introducing something from "The Red Feather."
Chris. Richards worked his way to a huge hit
with contortion, dancing and hat handling.
Next to closing Stuart Barnes manipulated his
way through to the hit of the bill, and Kcno
Walsh and Melrose closed to a seated house
PALACE (Mort Singer. mgr agent. Orpheum Circuit).—The grand reopening of ihe
Martin Beck Palace theatre as a vaudeville establishment, while not quite as pretentious,
was fnr more successful commercially and artistically than the grand opening, some fewweeks back. The current bill headed by Princess Rajah and seconded by Vera Mlchelena is
one of the best the new house has ever held.
The customary floral offerings wort there
aplenty and the Labor Day show car-led a
;

MAJESTIC THEATRE BUTLDINO

near-capacity audience and one that seemed to
enjoy the performance from beginning to end.
The Reed Brothers were selected to open the
show.
The comedian, who Is In a class by
himself as a talker, something unusual among
acrobats, pulled a laugh at every attempt.
Their ability and material combined to bring
In second spot tht
them the early honors.
Cabaret Trio with the stereotyped piano and
Hinging act did quite as well as expected. The
routine is well laid out and doesn't contain
They
any superfluous or tiresome numbers.
went big. Lasky's "California" was delegated
This condensed operetta
to fill third position.
Majestic
since
at
the
has improved wonderfully
The gaps have been elimseveral weeks ago.
inated and Austen Stuart handles the omedy
*iportrolo now as though k**' realized Its
Stuart managed to uncork a laugh at
ance.
"California" can claim
every opportunity.
Reentry Into the headline division now.
membering it from the other house, it was a
Jarrow and his
pleasant surprise this week.
familiar routine made the usual Impression.
Adrlenne Augarde and Victor Hum ley In a
comedy duologue tilled "Dick's Sister" found
Miss
rather difficult to draw the laughs.
It
Augarde Is really deserving of a better vehicle.
"Dick's Sister" contains a splendid theme, but
Considering the cirlacks laughing material.
cumstances Miss Augarde did wonderfully
Work and Play labored through a short
well.
session in "one." offering some corking good
acrobatic feats, but. getting away unappreAnd right here it might he appropriate
ciated.
«

l

to

state that acts In

"one"

will

find

the Pal-

The immenne
work.
A talking
Is a handicap.
act in "one" that makes good here will qualify
Princess Rajah and
for the honor brigade.
her pair of difficult dances rang the bell with
The Princees found an
a resounding whack.
She w»
enthusiastic audience awaiting her.
Vera Miehclena ofeasily the evening's hit.
fered four numbers for her vaudeville specnumber
In
finishing with an oriental
ialty,
tights.
Miss Mlchelena exhibited three different costumes, which with her songs and delivery combined to send her awnv a safe hit.
Closing the bill the management had Sclehtl's
Manniklns. one of the best acts of Its kind
It kept the entire house
ever presented here.
a tough house
proscenium opening
ace

to

•

seated

to

the

finish.

the

of

in

the first
the gates

purposes
will sup-

Sweetest Girl In Dixie"

is the attraction.
(Geo. Kingsbury,
K. ft B.).— "Tantalising Tommy" arrived here this week to commence a long run.
At the opening performance (reviewed In another column) the operetta ran exceptionally
long, but Is undergoing the pruning process
and should tone down to a first-clays affair
before the week end.
While there are no
startling song hits in the book, the music Is
conceded sufficiently Btrong to guarantee the
expected run.
A good cast, well equipped
should carry the A. H. Woods' production

CHICAGO OPERA HOUSE

mgr.;

through

a

to

engagement.

profitable

COHAN'S GRAND OPERA HOUSE (Geo.
mgr.; K. A E.)— "Officer «WU" Is

Cohan,

its last. Inasmuch as Chicago is conThe piece will shortly be followed bv
Polish Wedding" The McHugh play
has had a wonderful run here, considering the
weather and other things.
CORT (U. II. Hcrrman, mgr.; Ind.).— "Fine
Feathers" will remain here several week*
longer before Jumping to New York for a run
there.
Both the house and the play have been
given considerable publicity through the tangled contracts that carry the signature of

breathing
cerned.

"Tho

Wilton Lackaye.
Business has been good
around the house all summer, principally be
cause Manager Herrman has picked a suc-

In the burlesque she depicted
character without dragging it to any
Miss Bernhardt could be
Improper length.
given more to do.
With her small bits she
scored an emphatic hit, and, better still, left
a
pleasant and lasting impression.
In the
first part the singing hit was handled by Robinson and Miss Blondell. called "When I Get
You Alone Tonight." This in a corking good
duct when properly handled and called for
A little later four of the
several encores.
male principals introduced a comedy bit ir
"one" to allow for a change of setting.
A
quartet dealing mostly in the lower brand of
comedy with plenty of ad-llbblng landed sufficient laughs to show what real possibilities
The banjo
really existed If properly worked.
business fell short through the poor work of
James Falco who essayed the role of an ecFalco had an opportunity
centric director.
to corral the comedy hit of the show in his
burlesque, but failed to take advantage.
The
finish introduced a floating ship, well staged
and pretentious enough to bring several curtains.
The olio contained four acts, closing
with Charles Robinson and his Reno monolog
Rose
Needless to say Robinson cleaned up.
and Martin have a character specialty in
"one." the singing and dancing, particularly
The material
the dancing, scoring a mild hit.
This suggests that
fell through bad handling.
Sullivan.
It
might be entirely eliminated.
Blondell and a chorus of Ave girls worked a
comedy sketch through to a hit, Sullivan's eccentric work cornering a number of good
Manny and Falco followed
legitimate laughs.
with a musical affair that contains some of
This team
the oldest material In existence.
might better stick to Instrumental work and
allow the comedy to some one with a sense of
Their work on the horns wuh esorigination.
pecially good, but when a musical act Introduces the g:«g of "Strike Do. Strike Rtiy.
Strike Me" It'; about time to declare an InRobinson and his talk on Reno
termission.
The burlesque,
proved the olio's salvation.
called "Cnhen and the Cay Widow." Is merc'v
a succession of small comedy h ts and numbers.
The chorus equal the h'-st jind hesuh
Robin on, who h <
looking well, sing well.
established a reputation for good shoivs. us
well as a following, cannot consistently continue with bis present book and rank with
He should improve h's ol'o
the top notchcrs.
With his present cast Robinson should
also.
find it quite easy to build up n first class en
tertainment, and probably will, for beside
being an experienced showman, he Is a iroo
WYNN.
husine-s mm.
.*

1

cession of "live ones."
OARRICK (Sam Gcrsten, mgr.; Hhuberts). "The Bird of Paradise" moved Into the Garrlck
this week, nosing out Mort Singer's "A Mod-

ern Eve," which has been playing to good
business since Its opening.
The "Eve" show
travels over to the Princess.
The Morosco
play showed up well at the dress rehearsal
given for the benefit of the local scribes, but
the nature of the piece is liable to bold down
please the people If they
business.
It will
come, but it doesn't look like the kind of a

show to draw them in.
ILLINOIS (Will J. Davis, mgr.; K. A E).
"Oliver Twist" starts the season going at the
Illinois this week, with Wilton Lackaye scheduled to play the principal role Instead of Nat
Goodwin who was originally picked for the
Injunction proceedings now pending are
part.
liable to affect the business, provided the management of "Fine Feathers" succeed In keeping Lackaye out.
LA 8ALLK (Harry Askin. mgr.; Ind.).
"The Girl at the Gate," a new musical comedy
by Messrs. Hough. Doneghey and Jerome, will
The piece Is
reopen the La Salle this week.
R. H.
booked to run through to February.
Burnslde Is given oredlt for the staging.
Among the cast are Lucy Weston. Herbert
Cothrell. Olive Wyndham, Cathvryn Palmer.
Billy Gaston. Will Phillips. Arthur Bell, An
Th
gellne Nevaslo nnd Franklin Bendtsen.
Askln forces look forward to the new piece to
equal the record made last season at the house

by "Louisiana Lou."

LYRIC iShuberts).- 'The Whirl of Society"
cornea to the Lyric very strongly press age n te<1
AI
by Nellie Revell and Will R*»ed Dunroy.
.lolson Is getting the bulk of Ihe printer's Ink.
house waa a decided bloomer Inst sen
son and the Shuberts show good Judgment In
It w;is
sending in *heir strongest attraction.

This

or-glnally
Hall.

billed

to

open

M'-Vlf'KKR'S <K &

the

American Mush-

"The

B.).

Littlest

Charles Hodkins his flnallv completed pirns
for bis road shows to lour the Hodkin- South
ern t'me, the first one opening at the RovjiI
Hndki'f. wilt
Theatre. S;t n Antonio. Scot 1."
make a specialty of booking allows iut k ov<
This icheine w.i.» .-.up
his time this season.
l>osed to materialize last sea-son, but tip con•

Reb-

el" Is do'ng fair, nothing more. The piece had
a long run at th** Chicago Opera House some
tin"- .igo and this helps draw at Ihe Madison
Next wick "The Trull of the
s'reet houee
l.o-ieson'e Pine." which
Ihe self same Chicago
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(Mort
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over h'""e fn»m the (\:\rIi
go d summer run.
;-t
<\\\n house.
K> Cen-ge Led. rer's
STUF'EBAKER'
"The Clnri'v (' rl" dee n't eem to improve
Ralph Her/, will
roll
b'
.Miv as the ('av
Mi' -lle'-eS
Week Or l!''\'
I'.IVe the CIaI !hi
who ban hi en
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will
how
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Nor-

ALHAMBRA—The Alhambra, which during
the past two seasons aas run the entire gamut
from Eastern Wheel burlesque to cheap vaudeville,
charging a thin dime for admission,
is trying out the possibilities of good shows
that have seen better days.
This week "The

appircnt. ease.

w—L

attache

season at that stand.
This will be
time in the history of the park that
have been kept open for amusement
through the cold months. E. J. Cox
ply the attraction.

a slangy

ABORT'S CHICAGO OFFICBt

CHICAGO

Orpheum Circuit).— With Dlgby Bell ft Co.
(New Acts) headlining in a new comedy sketch
by George Hobart. and Incidentally making

tome

are for the curtat

fclwriM

an

The White City Cabaret Show at White City
Park will continue right tnrough the winter

and dancing her way through to a volume oi'
applause.
May Bernhardt in a male Impersonation was a pleasant surprise.
This
young woman carries unlimited possibilities
that require but little development to bring
her Into the first rank in this particular line.
She has a good idea of all the detailed characteristics of a man and wears trousers with

(2d

week).

Greenwall,

O'Neill and Wamsley, formerly two of the
Garden City Trio, have arranged to do a double
act In the vaudeville houses and have succeeded in booking up the season, opening on the
Pantages Circuit Sept. 10 at Calgary.

r.

"THE MILITARY GIRL" (Lean & Holbrook)

—Zlegfleld'e

Morris

for any publicity, sent out announcements to
the papers a few weeks ago that he had married a non- professional girl while vacationing
at Benton Harbor.
This week Morris I* busy
denying the report, which somehow or other
managed to date the ceremony at Atlantic city
Instead of Benton Harbor.

that nas happened this way In a
decade.
It's too bad the flames didn't pats
up the wardrobe and gobble up the book. The
first part, written by Matt Food ward and Robinson himself, labelled "In His Son's Place"
and tells of a German Just married. It contains some complications, but few possibilities.
The principals, all well selected, did their very
best with the material at hand, but were
hopelessly handicapped.
Robinson and James
Francis Sullivan top the male section of the
cast and shared the work.
Sullivan, a capable
burlesque comedian, drew an occasional laugh
with his eccentricity but beyond this floundered.
The surprise of the evening was Dave
Rose, usually a Dago comedian, doing Irish.
Rose Is much better In the Gaelic character
than the majority of those who make it a
specialty.
Later on he doubled into the Italian
character, but after a close look at both efforts it must be conceded that his Irishman
is a trifle ahead of his Italian.
He does au
Irishman that looks and talks natural without any attempt at buffoonery.
Rose should
continue and iu time could undoubtedly perfect a characterization that would bring him
better result
than his customary study.
Ed
Manny made a capital wizard of the oriental
type, tall and fetching and with a splendid
pronunciation.
In the female contingent there
were three who scored heavily and repeatedly.
Llbby Blondell topped the list and carried tne
greater burden of the show.
Miss Blondeil's
appearance Is a valuable burlesque asset in
itself and contributed much to ward off Ihe
tiresomeness
of
an
uninteresting
story.
Frankie Martin labored hard throughout with
expected results, handling several vocal hit-

week).

impos-

man Frledonwald Agency who seldom comes

anything

"THE MODEL"— Harris (2d week).
"THE NE'ER DO WELL"— Lyric (2d week).
"THE PASSING PARADE"— Winter Garden
(8th week).
"THE PERPLEXD HUSBAND" (John Drew)
—Empire (2d week).
"THE PINK LADY"— New Amsterdam (2d
week).
"THE ROSE MAID"—Globe (20th week).
"UNDER MANY FLAGS"— Hippodrome (Jd

it

Gardner were heavily billed to
appear at the Linden theatre this week, but
left for New York without fulfilling the engagement.
This is one of several headline™
who have been engaged at the outlying vaudeville houses this season and after being billed
failed to appear.
Last week Little Hip was
due at the Wilson Avenue, but turned up at
the Lincoln, an opposition stand, and played
the engagement there instead.

but t'nee it Is concluded that the
book escaped the Cleveland flames, Charlie
must stand for a little censuring, for his material is decidedly weak.
It is another case
of one of those left-handed books that contain neither theme nor comedy and would
hardly escape criticism in the bands of a
Turkey outfit.
It doesn't
belong in Robinson's class and the sooner Robinson realises it
the quicker his bank account will grow.
Considering that an accident befell the aggregation,
Robinson acquitted himself admirably
in the costuming end, for his equipment equals

"MY BEST GIRL"— Park (1st week).
"OFFICER 606"— Gaiety (5th week).

new houses made

Qlrard and

accident,

week).

Totos

KTOILE PALACE

ALCAZAR

Whllby Co
Wright
Caudleux
Revue with May Blossom,
FaDranera.
Sept.

Roland

loleen

Fred St Onge Co
Sachi Gultry & Mile
C Lyses

Saldreau

Pougraud

vey,

'treat

Grand Opera House.

"DISRAELI"

tinual addition of
sible at that time.

He might have added that all bad things
happen along in the same groups and then one
might imagine that he had reference to the
burly-ques that have been meandering this
way via the Columbia route since the opening
of the season.
The Roble show started things
going, closely followed by Sam Howe and his
fuseless live wire aggregation, and then to
round off the proceedings, comes Charlie Robinson and his "Crusoe Girls."
If the defects
in Robluhon's production were to be found In
his equipment, one might remember his recent

Yark.

week).

MARION Y

Chambard
Yvonne

etc.

Willy

4

Haw

"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR"— Playhouse (Slat
week).
"BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS"— Comedy
(4tHh week).
"DISCOVERING AMERICA" (Lewis Waller) Daly's (1st week).
"ELEVATING A HUSBAND" (Louis Mann)—

(September)
Anna Doherty

Genaro ft Bailey
Walter S Dickenson
Appolo Trio
Winsor McCay
Una Clayton Co
Clemenso Bros
Amelia Bingham
NelMe Nichols

SHOWS NEXT WEEK.

FOL1ES BERGERE

Ward Klare Co
WaaklastOB
CHASB'S (ubo)
Stella Mayhew

Falls

Dunedin Troupe
Donegan Sisters
Heeley ft Meeley
Violet King
Carbrey Boys
Chlng Ling Soo
Green ft Wood
Mackwell Quator

Yselle

27

COLUMBIA (E. H. Wood, mgr.).— Some time
back In the pre-hlstorlc period when theatrical
papers were printed on a block of granite, some
high-browed
dispenser
of
philosophy
announced that "all good things come in threes."

Gragena
The Ewallows
Hnrry Daley

Smyrnla & Le
Rhodax

-

Hank Sponge's Orkestry
DIRECTION

Mil AIMIH.

.

V\RIET Y

28

VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS!

D Vou
£
Want

HEADLINER OF HEADLINERS ?
THEN BOOK

RNHARDT

PLAYING

TO
CAPACITY

ON THE
LOEW

In

Famous

Licensed by the Motion Picture Patent Co.

ZUKOR,

ZIEGFELD

Edward

(Jnd.).— "The Military Girl" with

Lean and Holbrook. Is playing to good busiBoth principals are local favorite*, which
accounts In a large way for the present
ness.

patronage.

Rrnle Young, former treasurer of the American Music Hall and more recently the professional manager of a local feather Arm, Is
back In Chicago and comfortably established
In the ticket brokerage business.

J.
It

"Putting

The piece
town, O.,

Dolan has been engaged to pilot
Over" around over the country.
open Its road tour at Middle-

will
Sept.

operations.

Joe Tinker, the shortstop of the Cubs, is already looking forward to the soft dough that
Tinker
comes to versatile base-ball players.
has delegated Lee Kraus to look after his
bookings and that agent announces Shortstop
Joe will open at the Plasa Nov. 4. This will
bo followed by a route over the "Association"
Last season Tinker worked over the
time.
C.

circuit.

Emery

Edwin

F.

Lang

is

advance
the past season, has
and is now ahead of

the

has been

in

play the coast rime.

new manager

of

the

Harry Mannaers. formerly stage manager

at

the College theatre, has gone to the Warrington, in Oak Park, in the same capacity.

Eddie Sargent and Monte Snell are selling
tickets at the Chicago Opera House where
"Tantalizing Tommy" Is the menu.

charge of
the box office at the La Salle Opera House.
His assistant is Frank Kane, formerly treasMich.
Saginaw.
urer of the Academy,

Harry

Leon

Benson has been put

Freidman

Is

in

town

Winsome Widow" underlined

in

touting "The
the Colonial

for

next week.

Herman Weber, brother of Harry Weber,
has opened office* in the Oneonta Building
Randolph and Clark streets and will conduct an agency. Incidentally being the Chicago
branch of the Albeo, Weber * Brans New
at

York

office.

A letter from Manager Meyers of the Meyers'
Opera House at Francesvllle, Ind., and addressed to Walter Keefe. asks that agent to
•and him a couple of good "singles" (pre-

ferably ladles) for high-class vaudeville at the
The letter states that
Meyers' Opera House.
the vaudeville will be conducted continuously
from noon to midnight. This Is the first Intimation ever made public that Francesvllle was

Stanley Sharpe is back with J/The Whirl of
Society" at the Lyric.

Lou Housman

doing the pen-pushing for
"Tantalising Tommy" at the Chicago, and he
has also had a finger in the work for "The
Littlest Rebel" at McVicker's.
Alex.

Yokel,

Hearst papers

is

formerly connected with the
Chicago, Is in advance of
for Cohan's

In

"The Polish Wedding," hooked
Grand.

A polios officer has been stationed outside
the Saratoga Hotel with orders to keep the
bora moving. This Is the result of a free-forall fight that took place In the hotel lobby last
week when both the hotel manager (not Roy
Sebree) and one of the clerks were arrested
and confined In a police cell until rescued by
The local dallies gave the affair
bondsmen.

Charles W. Collins and Louie MacLoon
Bived the way for the opening of the Palace
uslc Hall on its re-entry Into the vaude-

front page space.
is

announced as one

of the early attraction* to arrive at the Lyric
The
theatre, due here some time In October.
niece Is now being rehearsed in New York.
Phoebe Crosby has been engaged for the role
of

prima donna.

Oscar Delts, for twelve years with the Lyman Twins, is now piloting Merl Norton's "The
Servant In the House," while Harry Lee Mack
has been engaed to go ahead of "The Rosary,'
now In Kentucky. Tom Roe, another agent.
has been delegated to look after "Uncle Josh
InPerkins" around the Wisconsin circuits.
cidentally this is the show that started Harry
Frazee on hie successful career.

Rodney Ranous and Marie Nelson, two

Ned Holmes, In advance of the Ralney African Hunt pictures, was In town this week.

The following 1s a list of the box office men
of the Shubert theatres in Chicago: Dan Cotter and Herman Fuchs, Garrick; Milton Kunel
and Harry Lelshear. Princess, and Al Shutz
and Charles McPeek, Lyric.

the

Bernhardt

doing the press work for
pictures at Powers' theatre.
Is

Nellie Revell, formerly general press representative for the Percy O. Williams houses
In New York, Is in the city doing the press
work for "The Whirl of Society." She baa
been putting over some ripping work and she
has had the town all agog ever since she
breezed in.

Merle E. Smith, formerly at the Bush TemIs managing the Pacific coast "Rosary"
Adobe
company for Rjowland ft Clifford.
Dougherty, who in real life Is Mrs. Smith, has
one of the leading roles.

Leland and

Church,

groom
worked

4s

Aehland avenuee.
The
In Chicago and has
Important box offices in the

known

well

in several

to

the sudden illness of

Bob Harri-

Richard Walton Tully was compelled to
play the role of one of the natives in "The
Bird of Paradise-' at the drees rehearsal given
at the Lyric Thursday night, Aug. 20.
son,

author of "The Whirl of
Society," is In town watching his show at the
Lyric. Attrldge wrote the book for "The Passing Show," which is now on view at the New
York Winter Garden, and has tinkered with
the books of several other big productions. He
Is a Chicago boy, who first came Into notice

Harold

Attrldge,

limericks, dances well; Lowe ft Edwards, conventional musical turn, passes; Von Hampton
ft JoBaelyn, fair; Collier ft De Waldo,
good;
Marta Golden, goes well.
HANTAGES (Alex. Pantages. gen. mgr.;
agent, direct).— Four Casters, fair; Lew Cantor ft "Merry Kids." pleasing but along the
usual schoolroom acts; Zenita, much applauseMatthews ft Duffy, entertaining, well received;
Mile. Nadje, likeable sight act; Leon
Morris
A Ponies, gets quatity of good comedy
overGipsy Wilson, fair.
CORT. -"Bought and Pair For." with Julia

COLUMBIA.— "Pomander Walk."
SAVOY.-Kolb

and

Dill

In

Pickles."

"A

Peck

States has added the Barton
at Fresno to its circuit ads. splitting the week
l tb
ker leld and «oln * to Visalla for
i?J?I?- night
» . ».?*
L
single
stands when
the combinations are

w

V

the house.

in

Edward Blackburn became the father of a
nine-pound baby girl Labor Day.

The opening of school is held accountable for
a marked falling off of business in all the
suburban theatres.
It Is expected that the
shrinkage In attendance will last for perhaps
a couple of weeks, until the school children
get properly settled into their fall term work.

Martha Russell left here Tuesday for New
York to commence suit against the Sellg
Polyscope Co. for damages, claiming that her
vaudeville act. "The First Law of Nature,"
was used In one of the Sellg films.
In

8. Butterfleld has returned to his offices
the Majestic building after a lengthy trip

through the east

W. T. Gents, who has done a great deal of
press agentlng, has been appointed dramatic
editor of the Dally World, the union paper of
Chicago.
Ednld May Jackson

the leading woman at
the College theatre and Victor Brown the
leading man. He will be succeeded shortly by
Edward Haas. Louise Randolph and Ian MacLaren are the leading people at the Marlowe
and Grace Hayward and Albert Morrison play
the leading roles at the Warrington In Oak
Park.
Is

Hertzman la doing the publicity
for "Fine Feathers" at the Cort.

There are but two Important openings in
Chicago the coming week. "The Polish Wedding" will be revealed at Cohan's Grand Opera
House. Sunday night
At the Colonial Monday night Flo Zlegfeld will offer "The Winsome Widow," which hae had a run at the
Moulin Rouge in New York.
Frank Tlnney
will be the special card.
"The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine" will come to McVicker's with
Charlottd Walker as the star. The piece war

produced here last season.

SAN FRANCISCO
By AL. C. JOY.
(Martin Beck, gen. mgr. agent,
direct).— Edmund Hayes ft Co. In "The Piano
Mover." big hit Splendidly done. Irresistibly
funny.
Grace Cameron, local favorite, did
very well; Neemlth ft Sheridan play a weak
and maudlin sketch rather well; Bounding Pattersons, good; The Kemps, good, comedy got
over very well. Cesare Nesl, De Witt, Burns
Torrence, Blsa Ruegger, holdovers.
ft
EMPRESS (Sulllvan-Consldine, nigra. agent,
direct).— "La Petite Goss." feature, went very
big.
"The Leap Year Girls." pleasing musical comedy arrangement with comedy a bit
shy.
Jack Allman, good; Joe Cook, funnv

ORPHEUM

;

;

Ten Minutes In

Stage.

Six

In the downtown houses business has been
good, especially In the vaudeville theatres.

James K. Hackett's closing week showed good
returns at the Columbia, while "Baby Mine"
prospered from the beginning at the Cort.
Lauretta Taylor is in her closing week at the
*Ppe*rlng in the role of Micl in her
»

A 5Mar
1

.

Broadway success, "Seven Sisters." The
engagement has been on the whole a successold

ful one, Including three premieres of plays by
Hartley Manners and the presentation of two
successes in which Miss Taylor hae appeared
elsewhere.
Miss Taylor will proceed at once
to New York to prepare for her starring season

in

"Peg

o'

My Heart"

Kolb and Dill are with ue once again. They
opened at the Savoy Sunday night for an indefinite run in a new musical comedy by Frank
J. Stammers, who for several years has been
their musical director and who wrote this
piece especially for their use.
It Is called
"A Peck ©' Pickles," and Is as German as it
sounds. The German comedians are now under
the management of Oliver Morocco, and a long
tour has been planned for them at the conclusion of their engagement here.
Maud Lillian Berrl Is their prima donna, having succeeded Florence Gear. Miss Berrl has always
been as much of a favorite here as the comedians themselves.

Ada Dwyer, who was at the Alcazar a few
weeks ago during the Richard Bennett engagement, playing Kate Fallon in "The Deep
Purple," returns next week for a apecial engagement in "Mrs. Wlgge of the Cabbage
Patch."
The Alcasar management baa ransacked the city's supply of players for suitable types, and announces a production that la
expected to be a scream throughout.
Olive

Oliver

stepped

Into

the

cast

of

Miss Oliver will be
forced to leave the cast.
Mr. Hackett's leading woman during the tour
of the play, which Is to start east from here
at once. The Hackett company is this week in
Oakland at the Macdonough.

Minutes In "One"

Big Laughing and Applauding Hit I

August 10, Shea's, Buffalo. August 26, Shea's Toronto. Hirprfinn TIlAtt^ASZ
Opened their season August 12, at Temple, Detroit.
A^irCCllUIl, I HUIJdS
Orpheum Circuit to Follow.
Tremendous Success This Week, (Sept. 2), Majestic, Chicago.

When anawerinu

odvertiacments kindly mention

VARIETY.

"A

Man on Horseback" at the Columbia last week,
and gave an excellent portrayal of the leading
role, which had until that time been played by
Miss Vera McCord. who was taken ill and

WALSH and MELROSE

COMEDY ACROBATS

of

The Western

city.

ple.

Owing

Director

Dean.
Invitations have been Issued for the marriage of Charles J. Thanhausen, ticket seller
in the box office of the Colonial, to Frances
Josephine Baits of Chicago. The wedding will
take place Sept. 26 at Our Lady of Lourde'e

work

Bert Gltckauf

The Big Act

KENO,

end Milton Green, who com-

prise the box office force of the Palace Music
Hall,
have returned from a boat trip to
Buffalo.

Charles

ville field.

local

favorite stock players, will be seen in a new
vaudeville act In two weeks at the Julian theatre, booked by J. C. Matthews.

Illffe

Winning Miss." which
up to its name.

W.
Eddie Pidgeon has been doing some presn
"The Bird of Paradise" at the

work for
Oar rick.

on the map.

"The Dove of Peace"

DANIEL FROHMAN, Man.

with the book of "A
did anything but live

16.

William Reiner, who
Bulger for
of Harry
dosed with that show
"The Rosary" that will
Empress.

Harry Bryant, last season's publicity promoter at Forest Park, baa been appointed manager of the Fuller Opera House at Madison,
Wis., for the Hyman-Kahl-Allerdt combinaBryant will shortly move himself and
tion.
family to the Wisconsin town to commence

S.

Players Film Co.

Times Building, New York City

President

S. R. 0.
ATTRACTION

"QUEEN ELIZABETH"

the Spectacular Photo-Play
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AT KEITH'S UNION SQUARE THIS WEEK

(Sept. 2)

A REAL ACT

A REAL

AND HER COMPANY OF
In a Miniature Musical

Comedy

with special scenery and

ALBEE,

Direction,
Grace Carlyle has succeeded Viola Leach as
second woman at the Alcazar.
Mies Carlyle
was last here In support of Henrietta Crossman Id "Anti-Matrimony," about two years
ago.

The Barnum and Bailey Circus
four days here beginning Sept. 6.

is

billed for

Adele Buck, one of the leading actresses for
be Bsaanay Film Co., and known by the stage
ame of Vedah Bertram, died In an Oakland
capital last week following an operation for
opondicitrs.
She had been ill for several
eeks. With her was her nance, L. H. Merrill,
•.

former

New York newspaperman, now

of

The remains were taken east by
^rrlll.
Miss Buck is the daughter of Jerome
ck, a New York newspaperman of promllce.
Her desire to go 00 the stage en-

os Angeles.

ntered vigorous parental opposition, and
her home to live for a time with the
teft
Ills,
Mr*. Merrill being known profec"Polly Chase, the Mnk Pajama
lly as
She was introduced to O. M. Anderson
>ie Essanay Film Co., who saw in her great
bility as a motion picture actress and iraately engaged her
for bis firm.
She
first employed in the neighborhood of Lo*
les, but more recently has been with the
icing camp at Nlles Canyon, near this
She was shortly to have been married

ung

Merrill.

Hackett i» considering the proof a play written by Franklin B.
x
and Peter B. Kyne. prominent memKyne
the San Francisco Press Club.

D'Arcy

dellgb'.ed;

Jr.,

encored;

'A

and pleasing.

ft

pretentious

Big business.

MAJF-STIC (Oliver Morasco, mgr.; ShuberU.)
—Current: Marguerite Clark and Ernest Qlendlnning In "Baby Mine."
BURBANK (Oliver Morosco, mgr.).— Stock:
Richard Bennett -in "The Deep Purple."
BBLA8CO (Oliver Morosco, mgr.).— Stock:
Current, "The Great John Canton."
LYCEUM (E. C. Fischer, mgr.).— Stock: Current, Bud Duncan in "Peck's Bad Boy."
ADOLPHUS (Workman ft Sturm, mgrs.).—
Stock burlesque.

PRINCESS

(Geo.

B.

Ryan,

mgr).—Stock

Arthur Don and Harry O'Neal hit town la-it
week and were immediately selected by Bert
Levey to strengthen the opening week's bill
at the rejuvenated Olympic, now labelled the
Century. At the conclusion of this engagement,
Don quits the stage and will devote bis time
and efforts toward building up a circuit of
small time theatres In and around Los Angeles.
He has engaged Bob Hazel of 8an Francisco to
do "field" duty, and already they have grabbed
off the Metropolitan, Plaza. North Broadway,
Casino and Boyle Heights, all combination
vaudeville and picture houses that are located
While there will be
within the city limits.
a dissolution of partnership in an active way
between Don and O'Neal, they are planning
for the latter to continue playing the aot with
a new partner, who has not yet been selected.

known

for his stories in

leading east-

and the piny is a dramatisation
them.
Morse Is on the i»taff of
Francisco Call, but only a few years
a famous foot bull player at Princeton.
local writer who may shortly blossom
Iramatlst Is Edward H. Hurlbut, who
a series of short stories running in
He has been asked to come east and
their dramatization.

Eddie Boland. former treasurer at the rejuvenated Olympic, now the Century, ie filling
an engagement with the Universal Film Co.
as a "movie" actor.

"

rier Walk" Is the current attraction
San Francisco has waited
olumbla.
1
a year to see the Louis N. Parker
The
ind Is turning out splendidly.

ale

is

Paid For.'" George Broad The adjina. is on at the Cort.
le Is big and promises are for ban•uslnehs during its two weeks' Htay.

and

LOS ANGELES
By H.

BONNKX.

B.
(Martin Beck. gen. mgr.; agent,
26, Lydia Nelson ft Co.. fair;
Moran, cleaned up; Madame Bertha
y
ch ft Co.. clever acting, but weak sketch;
k Sale, big hit. Holdovers: Four Florlm, Mrs. Louis Jamea ft Co., Lew Sully,
W Leading Lady." Business satisfactory.
MPRESS (Dean B. Worley, mgr.; agent, 9.
C ).— Week 26, Les Leonardis, satisfactory
nor; Frankle Drew, pleased: Happy Jack
dner ft Co., went over big; Valentine Vox,

IPHEUM

<jt'».—

Week

UUue, Rose and Raymond accepted a Cabaret engagement at Jahnke's Cafe in South
Spring street after closing here recently on
the Pantages Circuit.

George B. Ryan, the one-half or the impreteam of Woods and Ryan, Is going It alone

sari

management

of the Princess
the Gilbert
and Armstrong Musical Comedy Co. continues
to be the attraction.

these day 8 In the
theatre in First

Thoroughly

and

street,

where

completely

overhauled

and

Grand in South Main
31 under the Clune
street reopened Aug.
Amusement Co. management. Specialties and
"first run" pictures are the attraction.
redecorated,

big.

of the real novelties of the season

the Virginia Hotel with a luncheon which was
ordered spread by the elongated comedian.

Dave Morris, until recently eccentric character comedian at the Olympic, has been doing
similar service at the Lyceum for the last
fortnight.

Manager Will C. Wyatt of the Mason Opera
House has returned from a week's vacation at
Catallna Island.
The Mason will house the
Alaskan-Siberia motion pictures for this and
another week, after whlcn the regular season
is
to open with "Pomander Walk" as the
attraction.

Initial

Another Morosco- Blackwood announcement is
Is really going to appear
here In Manners' new play, "Barbarasa," after
all, and that the premiere Is to be given Sept.
22 at the Burbank, directly following the close
of Richard Bennett's very successful engagement.
Mies Taylor, who Just now Is delighting the patrons of the Alcazar in San Francisco, will be accompanied back here by her
leading man, Forrest Stanley, whose success
In the Bay City seems to have been a close
that Laurette Taylor

second to the star.
Before Miss Taylor's departure for the east she will most likely show
Burbank patrons how cleverly she can play
another of her new vehicles, "The Wooing of
Eve."
In the production of another of Hartley
plays,
at the

ners'

week

"The Great John Ganton."

Manthis

Belasco,

the title role originally
George Fawcett, Is being capably

created by
interpreted by one

Thomas McLarnle.

David Hartford was' succeeded on rbort
In the part of Laylock in '.'The Uu ;»
Purple" at the Burbank last week by Harry
Mestayer, owing to an injury to one of the
legs of the former actor which uecorfdit.ited an
The change 1-t
operation at a local hospital.
expected to be of short duration as the operation Is considered inconsequential by the hosnotice

rlodicals,
:erles of

One

effects.

burlesque.

K.

ps

20 (Mostly Girls)

WEBER & EVANS

Williams, deservedly

Wyoming Romance,"

the

old

Musical Comedy Company, which
contributed materially to the recent "frost''
of the Louis B. Jacobs Amusement Co. at the
Olympic, commenced an engagement Sept. 1
In the cast line
at the Lyceum. Baker afield.
up are Herb Bell and Billy Onslow, principal
comedians; Dee Loretta. prima donna; J. Roy
Clair, Juvenile and character man; and the
A majority of the old
Rellmont Sisters.
cohrlsters that were at the Olympic are said
to have declined to take a chance on a trooping expedition and several of tnem have Joined
the Fischer chorus at the Lyceum.

The

Elite

De Wolf Hopper and

his

co-players In

at

the

Opera Co. enjoyed an outing
Long Beach Aug 23 and were entertained at

Ollbert-Sulllvan

1

physicians.

pital

Oscar

B.

Selling,

well

known

here

as

a

of note, has returned from Europe,
where he spent the major portion of the sumviolinist

mer.

The management of the Auditorium announces six musical attractions that are to
be seen there during the month of October.
The season Is to open there Oct. 18 with Mme.
Johanna Gadskl, the Wagnerian singer; with
Edwin Schneider as accompanist. A little later
will
come Rlccardo Martin, the American
tenor, who Is to be accompanied by Rudolf
Ganz. Next In order will be heard Anna Miller
Wood, mezao-contralto of Boston, Beatrice
Fine, soprano of Chicago, and Clarence D.
Eddy organist. The big noise is due to arrive Oct. 28 In the shape of the Lambardi
Grand Opera Company.
Mina
turned
after

Stralee, prima donna soprano, has reto the Cabaret show at Brink's cafe,
of a week caused by Illness.

an absence

John McGroarty has effected a reorganization of the Mission Play Association and Is
busily engaged with plans for a resumption of

the play next season at 8an Qj_
ing some time In January most
new organisation is to assume
ness of the oM eompany and start
with a clean slate. Several Improri
contemplated, lncludh% a Spanish \
the installing of a heating plant toj
sion theatre and developing a park sp
Ids of the playhouse.

Rice and Cady concluded their sai
engagement at the Lyceum Aug. 81
attraction there this week Is a w
"Peck's Bad Boy" with a chorus. In w
Bud Duncan, a diminutive comedian
the titular role of Henry Peck, the fr
and also troublesome youth. Unless
Fischer Is able to secure some suitable
tion with box office drawing strong
house Is very likely to be dark for
weeks. This decision was l oa flEet rett
a conference between the Spring sfrt
presarlo and W. Austin Goodman .0.
cinnatl, who Is a partner In the Lycsi.
Donation along with a Mr. Gruber, alst
eastern city.
The situation at the Lycm
.

,

long

since resolved Itself Into a maaft
enigma that "Pop" Fischer, seasoned ai
perlenced as he Is, admits he cannot
High class musical shows failed to a
during the summer In a way comment
with the expense of the productions ant
change of policy to the "pop" price two-ashows proved to be very much like Jun
out of the proverbial "frying pan" lots,
Are.
Rice end Cady's opening week bus
was encouraging enough, bnt after that ti
started to slump and during the last t
weeks of their original eight weeks' eng

ment, the attendsnee has been nothing but
couraging.
Dollar road shows were consld)
and the management was In oommunlcs
with John Cort in the east with a view of pb>
ing traveling combinations of that class, b'.
there was found to be such a dearth of aval
ublo attractions that the plan had to I
abandoned. Vaudeville Is an Impossibility a
account of a conflict Ion with the Orphew
management, which has a big say as to wbf
shall and shall not constitute the Lyceum toi$\
*
of entertainment, and consequently that avei
Is closed,
even were "Pop" Fischer and."ft
business associates Inclined to take a whirl'
variety.
Feature moving picture films are :
uncertain proposition for an entire evening
amusement and about the only untried quan»
tlty left that Is worth consideration Is me)ot>
drama, which might go over, provided It wu.>
of the better sort and not the cheap "blood anrt
thunder" stuff of olher and post decades. Dick
Ferris has been In consultation with Manager
Fischer on the melodrama proposition very recently and Is understood to have made over-,
lures for a production of a baseball play by
Sedley Brown during the Interim that the Lycoum Is dark In event that the management
concludes to "douse the glims." This house Is
in quite too excellent a location
to remain
closed for a very long period and the probabilities are that another season of high class
musical shows will be Inaugurated a few
weeks later If the sorvlces of a couple of real
stars can be secured for the leading roles.
t

1

Among

other policies announced for the
theatre that Is progressing to-

new Morosco

MAY

CHARLEY

BROWN - NEWMAN
fit

Bunch of

Nifty

Nonsense"

Gowns worn by Miss Newman made by
This Week,

(Sept. 2,)

Direction,

When answering

advertisements kindly mention
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REMICK,
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President

F.

E.
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Secretary

& COS

[ROME

H. REMICK
LATEST SUCCESSES

*

You're My Baby"

iOONLIGHT BAY
4

A

the coming sensational sons of the country.

swinging

beautiful melody

A

and a

cc

THE GUY"

i

With plenty of extra

OUR

When

By BRYAN and

aad

You Wouldn't Know S Place Now
By WILLIAMS and VAN ALSTYNB

This Is the greatest comic song In years. Everybody Is talking shout It, aad wa
have It ready professionally. Send for It now, you won't make any mistake putting
It In your act or show.

verses.

SO

T\A/0 IME\A/

"EVERYBODY" TWO-STEP"

Waltz With You"

I

BROWN

THE COMIC SONG WITH PLENTY OF EXTRA VERSES

lyric.

RUBE GOLDBERG'S COMIC SONG

-ir

eons on the stylo of "Oh, You Beautiful Doll." by the Mine writers,
AYKR, sad that speaks for itself.

By JONBS and HEBZER

RUMBLE
The Western rag time

"catchiest" waits song on the market to-day. Get It while It's new, fresh from
the pens of the two best waits song writers In the country*

Suitable for

song.

A

grea ttwo-step, a splendid rag, a great set of words.

any single or double

act.

It's

NEW

and

It's

ORIGINAL.

II

1

tefc" On a Beautiful Night
*re Is

? Beautiful Girt

Words by WILL D. COBB
enly one Gus Edwards, the peer of all melody writers, and Will D. Cobb has turned out one of the greatest songs wo have ever published. It's another "By the Lhrht of
the Silvery Moon" aad everybody whistled and played that song. That's wh»t everybody will do with "On a Beautiful Night With a Beautiful Girl."

u
Another "Llndy Lou," or "Lady Love," or "Sugar Moon," by

and

HENRY MARSHALL.

MARIE CAHILL'S

STANLEY MUBPHY

Latest Song Hit

II

"My
i
1

Little Lovin'

af

This

Is It.

A

I

Babe"
Sugar
W

serenade song, a great double version, a song and donee
number. IT'S FRESH, IT'S NEW, It's READY NOW.

A
to as
of a

o typical stage

Want a

Little Lovin' Sometimes'

coon song with a wonderfully comic

and we can

safely predict this

number

lyric.

Miss Cahlll has released *»«« so
any act using *hi+ kf

to be the hit of

I

GRANT AND YOUNG'S FAMOUS BALLAD

sc

At the Gate

,!',

the

"When

Palace of Dreams"

By DEMPSEY * SCHMID
Another "Garden of Roses" by the same writers.

One

of the most beautiful ballads

ever written.

In Preparation
A new

comic coon song.

This

Is

n peach.

Is

—

MY MAN
Everybody will want to sing

It;

they cant h elp

It.

It's

the

Away"

You're

the song nil New York Is talking about.
Broadway the Zlegfeld show and Weber * Field*.'
and we want YOU to sing It.
This

first real

»

.A hit In two productions on
It's

released professionally

By YOUNG,

CONRAD and
WHIDDEN

coon song since "Cousin of Mine."

JEROME H. REMICK & CO
>

68

Library Avenue

131 West 41st

Street,

New York

Detroit

MOSE GUMBLE,

We

will

City

Majestic Thea
Chicai

Mgr. Professional Department

remove to our new building, 219-221 West 46th Street (next to Globe Theatre) about S
When answering

advertisements kindly mention

VARIETY

now

VARIETY
PHIL

FAIRMAN

FURMAN

AND

"THAT'S ALL"

In a potpourri of musical nonsense.
on South Broadway, Is an orbestralees playhouse.
Already protests are
eing prepared by a number of local musicians
T vigorous registration with Manager Mosco when he shall have returned here from
rard completion

east,

10

and no doubt he

entifully

to

will

be importuned

Muriel

Starr,

woman at
New York.

the

for several
weeks
Belasco, leaves Sept.

For the first time since the Adolphus theatre
ent over to burlesque, Bert Levey vaudeville
as seen here Sept 1 at the Century In South
lain street, which house was known recently
Thoroughly renovated, altered
• the Olympic.
nd remodeled considerable, and artistically
ttired In a new dress of paint and Interior
Bcoration, the rejuvenated playhouse presents
n appearance that Is decidedly attractive,
be opening week's bill consists of soven acts,
expected to be continued
policy
is
"ills
Three-a-day is
aroughout the entire season.

leading
22 for

through with good results. MLss Sayles shows
wears some
little evidence of her accident,
pretty clothes and the turn was well liked.

After

an absence of several

weeks,

Gavin

his duties as stage

"Pop" Fischer has declared himself regarding the future policy of the Lyceum and declares that the rumors and reports circulated
concerning the management's intention to close
down early in September for a few weeks are
erroneous.
The failure of the Rice and Cady
engagement has been admitted, but Manager
Fischer asserts that the present policy of
"pop" musical comedy Is to be continued, and
In support of this contention announces that
his company is rehearsing a patriotic musical

of

their material

houses

and

offerings.
"girl act"

was liberally rewarded for his
Palmer Hlnes at the head of a
composed of six nimble steppers

not get going
ishes

in

for

Linden Beckwith sang herself into warm

The "Goblin

Co., Bert Wiggins,

Bert
Princess Wan-a-tea.
was down from San Francisco for the
penlng and saw his aota piay to capacity audlAlbert
are
nces.
The Century proprietors

WATCH THEM

piece, entitled "Miss Liberty of U. S. A.,"
Producer
which will be presented Sept. 0.
Charles Alphln will continue to put on the
shows.

loewen, lately from Enid, Oklahoma, and Milon Loewen, a successful business man of
city.

The Clune Amusement

Co. Is defending a suit

week in the 8ua stock
rescinding of a conthe general manager
ract
declares
plaintiff
if
the concern In which the
vas engaged to sell 200,000 shares of stock
ie
Through
a Clune enterprises at $1 per share.
Lis attorney, Clune denies that there has been
or $220,000
terior
iroker,

instituted

last

Court here by R. N. Owens,

who alleges the
made with him by

Man"

Is

a

bit

worn

NEXT WEEK

PHILADELPHIA

By «KORGB

M.

YOUNG.

Jordan, mgr.; agent, U
B. O.).—There was plenty of good comedy,
plenty of laughs and lots of snap to the bill,
and early in the week It looked as if the bor
office was going to hang up quite a record.
Tuesday night the house was crowded and the
show went through with a rush, holding up to
the finish. The travesty sketch "More Sinned
Against than Usual" proved the biggest laughing hit that has been offered here in a long
time. It took some time for all those In front

KEITH'S

(H.

T.

so
obtain.

Minstrels scored a nice, big hit early in the
Local sympathy might be considered to
play some part In this, but the applause for
the musical numbers and the laughs for the
well-worked-up finish was general. Miss Dooley deserves a lot of credit for what the act
wins on appearance alone.
She Is a dandy
little worker and her "minstrels" help build
up a very pleasing turn.
Boyle and Brazil
made good use of their dancing to make them
a well-liked act In a spot that was too early
to give them their best showing.
The cleancut dressing takes the act out of the ordinary
Belle Hathaway's monkeys
danoing class.
furnished a fine act for an opener, holding
plenty of attention and getting a big hand
for the whirling finish.

DAWSON

breach of contract on his part and that
)wene, on the other hand, xb the one who has
ailed to carry out his end of the agreement.
I stubbornly contested court litigation Is lnininent.

The Barnum and Bailey show is
three days, commencing Sept.

billed here
16.

Sept. 7 will Bee the last of "The Deep
Purple" at the Burbank. and on the following
lay Richard Bennett will open In his former
luocess, "Pierre of the Plains."

"John Canton" at the Belasco is to be
owed by George Ade's play "Just Out of

fol-

Colege," according to the present arrangements
>f the Morosco-Blackwood company.

grasp the Idea properly, but the entrance
the villain and his violinist started the
laughs right and there was hardly a let-up.
Dick Lynch and his song sheet was no small
feature of the skit and at the finish, when the
company walked across the stage, the audience
hissed the villain Just like they used to do at
"More Sinned Against Than
the National.
Usual" is a capital sketch and a new idea
for a laughing skit that should meet with sucThe skillful handling of
cess on any bill.
J.
the principal roles Is a considerable help.
Francis Dooley and Corrlne Sayles used the
miniature stage setting of the sketch for their
entrance and It started them off in good
Dooley did not dwell too long on the
shape.
sketch, getting some good laughs on It and
then shifted into his old act which he worked
to
of

same amount

—Melodramatic

of money might have hired some
the trio that they are losing time

tell

with this

act.

VICTORIA (Jay Mastbaum, mgr.; agent,
Jules E. Aronson).—The bill this week was so
badly in need of some snappy stuff that the
McCarvers, the first sot to show liny lifs, Just
ran away with the big honors. The McCarvers
are a colored team who waste no time trying
to be funny through talking, but get down to
the kind of stuff tbsy can handle. The woman
makes a nice appearance, until she dons the
orange and spangles, but her ability to put a
song over helps and the fellow is a good
dancer, a hard worker and got his reward.
Madle Is the featured act and it makes a nice

his eastern success in the westat Cincinnati, Sept. I, on the

EXT WEEK

(September 8),

EMPRESS, Chicago
agent,

U.

are always
and "The Operfeature numbers
on this week's bill, ought to have cleaned
up over everything. That it fell far short of
hitting this mark was due solely to the fact
The act was played
that it is badly played.
on the big time, but Is of small time calibre.
The fellow who plays the operator kept the
Eighth Street theatre-goers, who have been
used to two or three murders In their melo-

on Eighth
ator," which Is one

one to

SULLIVAN & CONSIDINE CIRCUIT

BIJOU (Joseph Dougherty, mgr.;
B.
O.).
sure-fire

(Sept. 9)

Repeated

Opened

THE JOYFUL COMEDIAN AND SONG WRITER
my

fin-

more

tries to be a comedian.
The girl wears a
pretty dress, but they don't know a great deal
about dressing in the Bijou section so the expense of dressing her up was wasted.
The

for her to sing, especially

many others more suitable easy to
Ray Dooley and her Metropolitan

with

bill.

isvey

but

little

Cranston

«*

The

Angus 6

minutes,

half of It, could he whipped
into a pleasing turn for the big small time circuits.
Ruth Beimar, a contortionist, had a
nice little act for the opening position. Humphreys with his imitations of musical instruments was well liked until he started to sing
a "kid" song.
The act of Fyne, Qoe and
Richardson Is Just about as poor as the name.
It sounded like a rathskeller act, but Isn't.
There are two fellows and a girl. One fellow
first

Dainty Doll Comedienne

I'Neal, Catherine
"he Keenes, and

several

good shape and with a

work on the

The

he policy.
The Initial week entertainers are
'hree Stuarts, Three Musical Millers, Don and

played well.
Alf
very nicely with
pretty far in adin the small time

who have been well drilled, especially for the
Irish number, won warm favor.
The act does

Chauncey Olcott of Vaudeville
MAJESTIC, CHICAGO

!or

there,

Rlpon,

is

favor with a variety of songs.

Chicago.

his

unfortunate that the Apollo Trio with their
posing in bronze and their hand-balancing and
strength feats were forced to close the show
in addition to having to follow the Josetty
The
Brothers, who were In fourth position.
Josettys are a trio of pretty nifty acrobats and
hand-balancers themselves and many of their
tricks are so close to those used in the Apollo
as to warrant the idea many in front held
that both acts were done by the same athletes.
At any rate the Josettys act took a lot of the
edge off the Apollo act. Had it not been for
the presence of both on one bill the Apollo
act would have scored harder, for it deserved
it.

St.,

but it needs to be
a ventriloquist, did
single dummy.
He is
vance of those usually seen

Is

showing signs of
use and can stand freshening up. It was a bit

an Lee

his

BEEHLER BROS., 105 W. Monroe

Much

Young has again resumed
manager of the Burbank.

reverse his decision.

Direction,

sketches

Street,
of the

dramas, waiting so long to hear a pistol shot
that when he appeared alive Instead of with
a bullet hole In his head, there seemed to be
a lot of disappointment. This could be easily
fixed and no one would care after seeing the
fellow act. As a real "heroic" "The Operator"

showy number. The woman poses In some plcturesquo gowns wflth accompanying music
and does some dsnclng. The act fitted in all
right and received warm recognition.
It will
do nicely In any of the small time houses
where they like this sort of acts. The Mallns
Just missed putting over a pretty fair little
act because of the time lost In trying to Inject comedy.
The girl appears able to do
better work than she Is doing and the fellow
Is too good a musician to fool away his time
trying to be funny
They should be able to
build up a pleasing turn.
Blair and Crystal
never got started, their draggy opening with
too much talk killing their chances.
Ths
picture house patrons will not listen to talk,
especially when It Is not funny.
Francis and
De Mar did fairly well with their piano act.

VERY LATEST VOLUNTE ERS TO JOIN THE WILL ROSSITER FAMILY OF "GOOD LUCK" SONGS

LEEWHITE-GE0.PERRY
"SMILING SINGERS OF SMILING SONGS" "GOOD LUCK" SONGS. THAT'S THE IDEA!
The Question is How Does He Do It? Who? Will Rossiter! Good Material THEN ADVERTISE!!!
When anncering

adverti&ementa kindly mention

VARIETY.

VARIETY
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NOTICE
THE ACT

formerly

known

as

SCHENCK

and

VAN

will

be known hereafter as

Gus Van Joe Schenck
At

HAMMERSTEIN'S, NEXT WEEK

(Sept.

BOOKED SOLID

hill.

CASINO (Rllae ft Koenig, mgrs.).— Mollis
is after honors as a real star this
Reason at the head of "Her Own" Company,
under the management of Max Spiegel.
A
snappy, musical show has been built up to support Miss Williams and when in perfect running order ought to be found ranking right
up among the leaders on the Eastern Wheel.
Nothing heavy has been attempted. It is not
as eloae to the musical oemedy order as some
others, but the effort to keep ahead of the old
style and away from the well worn path has
Williams

successful.

There

an

isn't

EDW.

Direction,

Both appeared to tx* suffering from hoarseness,
which whs a handicap. The Ardell Duo Is a
"sisii'i- act." of the "other days" type, offering a straight singing turn, which is one of
the hardest for a "girl" team to attempt and
of course the act falle short of being there.
Peak's 'Punch and Judy" act filled out the

been

<>)

Irish

S.

KELLER

gowns and she wears them

Bert Baker
"THE TYPICAL TAD"
Next Week

(Sept

Star, Brooklyn

9)

com-

to

a single one

Is

also

quite

all

here,

holding

in the second act, and this one
Following her numeffective.

ber, Miss Williams makes "I Want Something New to Play With" a big hit. with the
assistance of Clem Bevins, during which time
there is some kieslng done that brings the
"Aha and Ohs." To Clem Bevins belongs the
Bevins is the
chief honors for the comedy.
same "Town Constable" that he was In "The
Big Review," never getting away from the
character and making the best of every bit of
opportunity offered for getting laughs along
Considering the material at
legitimate lines.
hand, Bevins is a great big help to this show.
Harry Sheppell is not so fortunately cast As
a "rube" Dutchman his opportunities are limited, his specialty in the second act giving him
Then he
his first good chance to stand out.
scored solidly with his character songs, but his
"soldier" recitation should be tabooed at once.
As far as tho comedy goes in the show, Bevins

VAUDEVILLE'S ENCHANTRESS
Singing the waltz song hit of the year

GRANT

VIRGINIA

'THERE

NO LITTLE GIRL LIKE YOU

IS

Published by

BETTS & BINNER,

which

acts,

Is

Ls pretty good to start with.
of the quiet kind, too quiet to

The
make
More comedy of

thin a big laughing show.
the hurrah kind might be inserted for there are
several stages of the piece when the action
drags badly.
This is most noticeable after
Mtee Williams has finished her big number
and it is at this stage that the principals
Indulge in some business for comedy that gives
the show its one black mark.
There is too
great an effort made to Inject comedy through
the introduction of suggestive business to permit of the show being classed as clean.
The
"bell ringing" bit was considered a laugh getter when everything was allowed to go in
burlesque and the suKgestiveness of the "barn"
bit is drawn pretty fine.
There la no need to
delve into this sort of business for comedy
purposes. If big laughs are needed they should
bo gotten through legitimate means.
Happily
there Is not much of this material, it is pretty
well bunched in the first act and can be very
easily toned down without interfering with the
piece.
Richard iioodall furnished the book
for the "Qu»en of Bohemia."
The program
gives It no name, but calls it a "Merry Whiff
of Lingerie, Laughter and Girls."
The plot
Is based on the visit of a theatrical company to
a country town which stirs things up and end*
in a free-for-all elopement which brings everybody back to the Gay White Way, where the

climax Is reached in a Cabaret scene in one
of Broadway's "Lobster Palaces."
The arrival of the theatrical company brings Miss
Williams on the scene.
To Mollie's credit it
must be said that at no time does she attempt
The piece is running
to dominate the stage.
probably flf'een minutes before Miss Williams
trips into view in front of twenty-four girls,
a good looking, sprightly bunch of girls, well
dressed, well drilled, and forming a capital
background for the leader.
Prom this time
Mollie

Is

pretty

much

In

evidence, first sing-

BILLY

St.,

Chicago

and Sheppell do well and should be given

edian with green whiskers or a Jew comedian
with a crepe beard to be seen through the two

comedy

145 Clark

?f

MABEL BERRA
PRIMA DONNA COMEDIENNE

THIS

WEEK
Direction

(SEPT.

FIFTH AVENUE THEATRE

2),

WILLIAM

L.

LYKENS.

(Casey Agency)

RETURNING NEXT MAY FOR THIRD EUROPEAN TOUR

THE STEINER
" COM DE Y
KPT

I.

PUIS, HEW IsfEN.

tIPT. 10, KIITN'S

ftUUMUa,

lng "Look Out for the Fellow That Owns an
Auto."
A number which follows this gives
Miss Williams a chance to introduce a costume
change number on the same order as used in
the "Behman Show," including the "Anna
Held" imitation. The first three changes are
pretty gowns but when Mollie pulls the "Held"
number she is there for the big noise. When

a HANKY

TRIO

NOVELTY BAR GYMNASTS "
N Y CITY.

Direction,

FRANK BOHM

Mollie was helping others to star, she wss
content with giving a display of her legs. Now
she allows Madge Darrell to run away with
the leg display honors, while she strips back
It will be interesting to note
and shoulders.
the effect if Mollie ever decides to play both
ends against the field. The number gives Miss
Williams opportunity to show some handsome

PANKY" BROADWAY THEATRE "SONG RIOT

»•

E. A.
wider scope, especially the latter.
Is a satisfactory "straight" with a clear
speaking voice, pleasing appearance and abilAs a
ity to do his part in the numbers.
"rube" Cliff Worman does little of merit, showing to best advantage In the second act and
leading a big number between the two acts.
Aside from Miss Williams the principal women
Madge Darrell does
roles are small parts.
Madge Is
very nicely as the tanner's wife.
built for comfort but shows a lot of speed, too,
and her display of pink hosiery can rival anything that Billy Watson ever had in his
Miss Darrell Is also prominent In
"Trust."
the second act, though all she does Is to walk
on the stage when everything else shrinks in
Madge is some woman. Helen
comparison.
Hardick and Mae Meek have small parts. Both
are shy on voice and the numbers entrusted
to them do not get over as they should. There
are plenty of numbers through the show so
that with the exception of about fifteen or
twenty minutes in the first act, the action Is at
The second act is nothing more
good speed.
than a cafe cabaret where specialties are introduced and Marie Russell, Mae Reals and
Ruth Maitland give this section a great big
Bach sang a number which won more
start
than one encore and Miss Maitland put over
one of the real big hits of the show, taking \
half doxen encores with "When I Get You
Alone." This girl sings and puts her number over so well that she might be given more
chance, for the show is none too well supplied
with female voices. Until they appeared singly
it was not noticeable that three such voices

Turner

were concealed among the chorus. In the second act Mollie Williams, Clem Bevins and

Hank Sponge's Orkestry
DIRECTION ART ADAIR.
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handle a

ST.

full line of theatrical

from 85

wigs In

Harry Sheppell do a travesty on "The Dance
El Enticement" which Miss Williams used
season as a dramatic skit.
From the ap-

M.

SI

BOSTON

plause at the finish it is supposed that mauy
In front recognized what they were doing.
The
will probably result wherever It is recognized, but on Its own merit as an Interpolated number, the time might be given over to
better use.
On looks tiie xnow will stand
comparison with the best.
Both settings used
are correct in detail and color and well
painted.
The costuming Is rich looking and
modern In style. Several pretty effects have
been secured and the chorus at all times looks
well dressed.
The tinsel gowns are the only
opes that are remindful of olden days, but
they make a great show and with the strings
of tinsel used for the finale form a picture
that brought a round of applause.
The numbers were staged by Thomas Grady and he has
done Borne fine work. The "Tennessee Moon"
number is the prettiest and deserved the warm
recognition shown, while two or three numbers in the second act stood out for special
mention for the dressing and the manner In
which they were handled. The "Straw Stack"

Dancing Acta
created and ataged
Normal School of Dancing

Puplla:

Dasle, Hoffman, Froellch,

Mile.

low and other prominent

Mar-

stars.

Send for Booklet

number and "Songs

the

Park

for

four

6j4 Eighth Avt

warm welcome.

THEATRICAL STAGE

No doubt of its success.
(John B. Schoffleld, mgr.; K. A
E). "The Count of Luxembourg" In second
week.
Business good.
CASTLE SQUARE (John Craig, mgr.).—
Stock: "The Fortune Hunter."
ST. JAMES (M. H. Guleslan, mgr.).— Stock.
Opened last Friday.
Business big.
Being
boosted a s a second Boston Museum.
GAIETY (G. T. Batchellor, mgr.).— Burlesque:
"The Gay Masqueraders."
CA9INO (Charles Waldron, mgr.).— Bur-
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OOOLTZ.
80 Summer
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KEITH'S (Harry

SMITH
imukmoI
New
York.
Phone 2900 Bryant.

O.).— Great holiday

bill

this

Louis
Co., very

week.

Simon and Katbryn Osterman
Mme. Olga Petrova, well liked; -Lainwent big; Frank Sheridan's Players,
Newbold A Cribben, pleased; Corrlll
& Gillette, went well; Marie A Billy Hart,

good;

ehlffooler.

scored; Reld Sisters, good. Pictures.
COLONIAL (Thomas Lothian, mgr.; K. A E.)
"The Quaker Girl" opened the season Monday night. I^nbor Day matinee was passed up.
Business will be big to judge from the advmit © Siilc
1

SHUBERT

»K.

MAJESTIC
ready

MOLLIS
"A Night

1).

still

Smith, mgr.; Shubert).—
playing to good business.

last.

iE.

"The Million"
like

is

I).

in

Smith, mgr.;

Shubert).—
the third week and going

moncv.

Rich, mgr.; K. A E.).—
Out." with May Robson, is doing
Business so pleading to management
shew carried over from the Park theatre,
where she opened two weeks ago.
Had to
(Charlt-* B.

well.

make room

Rose Stahl.
PLYMOUTH (Fr.'d Wright, mgr.; Llebler).
"The Man from Home," with William Hodg*
Opened Saturday night.
here for four weeks.
for

.

Individual Orders Filled.
fit out Theatrical Companies

wartli, with
ant, dignified
In

the pic-

last

when combinations ceased

fall

L.

Cammeyer
Stamped

Jeanette, the manager, arranged
acts and pictures and It was a go
from the start.
Instead of opening the season this year with the combinations as before
he started again with pictures and twelve
Prices are low and business good.
acts.
to put

In

booster

Di
for

Pisa Is once
the Plymouth

more the
theatre

publicity
(Lieblers).

He
a former local newspaper man.
gets dramatic editors interested In his baoy
talk and then puts over a good story.

He was

By L

SAVOY

B.

rULAERX

(Harry Brown, mgr.; agent. U. B.
Goodrich with a company of four
gave her ample opportunity to
and graceful lines. The supvery good and the story well told.
Miss Goodrich's introduction to vaudeJudging from the reception accorded

().).— Edna

in a playlet that
.•diow her beauty
l>ort

This
ville.

Is
is

her on the initial performance, she should beBert Levy did very well;
come a favorite.
Morris & Allen, greatly liked; Six American
Dancers, fine; (Mara Ingo, dandy finish brought
her over a wlnmr; Bernner A Rat lift, well
liked; Swain Ossman Trio, very clever; Gene
Muller Trio. fast.

MILLION I>OLU\R PIER (J L. Young,
Wister (irookett. bus. mgr.; agent, Jos.
Dawson, direct).- -Adgle A Lions; Flying La
Villes, Hall Bros.. Renzetta A LaDue, Spraguc

mgr

A MeNa.-e;

YOUNG

S

M.

P.

PIKK.--M.

P.
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Address Corporation, Box 50,
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York.
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M. P.
STEEL PIER (J. Both well, mgr.).— Mur-

mgri. >.— Pavilion of Fun;

M P.
BIJOU DREAM (Harry Brown, Jr., mgr.).-M P
CRITERION (I. Notes, mgr.) -M. P.
COMET (Open Air)— M. P.
TANAGRA (Will F. NefT, mgr.).— Vaudeville

phy's Mlaatrela;

miniature (Illusion).

in

CREATION (Busch, mgr.).— Dante's Inferno
ATLANTIC GARDEN (L Newbaker, mgr.;
agent, Wm. Lang, direct).— Vaudeville.
CITY SQUARE (Edw. O'Keefe, mgr.).-M. P.

ATLANTIC CITY

STREET-THEATRICAL FOOTWEAR
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The Shubert* are making money
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ACTRESS WHO MAS LARGE ACQUAINTANCE

ture business In Boston, with the Globe theaPictures were
tre,
which is their property.

bertl,

"Over Nigh "
Next week the
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Avenue, near 4 2d Street. New York
One hat or an entire production.
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Street.
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E.
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Costumors, Hair Stores and
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hat manufacturer
ft*

for the stage.

and quality to the entertainment.
Tho show has an expensive look
and the season will test Mollie Williams'
strength as a drawing card.
It's a strong
combination, a good show, and should be a
winner.
Monday the Casino held a capacity
audience and the show wss warmly received.

MAKE-UP
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but How Good"

ROLAND WEST.
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SHORT VAMP SHOES

wfcth

Leslie Palmer,
formerly with Sir Henry
Irving, will return to the Castle Square Stock
next week, after an absence of several months.

|

,

In

the Press Club Tuesday.

SSJt

Phila

Aijrrrtrs branchru in any

desired quantity to a bunch.

(Lothrop, mgr.).—

"The Million," now playing at the Majestic,
was the guest of honor at a luncheon given at
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Mint Arcade.

Boston, wKh the exception
of the Colonial, held a holiday matinee. Business big.

Taylor
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Herzberg's

Burlesque: "Burlesque Girls."

Every house

THE LAN

AND TOOLS

"Winning Widows."

lesque:
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Wt HAVE

Our Childhood Days"

of

Ml

PARK (W. D. Andreas, mgr.: K. A E.).—
"Maggie Pepper," with Rose StahJ, received

Hill.

St.

Ha

at

Loverlug, mgr.; K. * E.).~
Greyhound" looks good and is making

"The

not go as they should, the latter because
The "ParIt was the poorest handled of all.
isian" and "Good Fellow" numbers also won
favor, the latter being worked up by the
aisle.
walking
down
"Johnnies"
the
Malcolm Williams furnished Miss Williams' speThe incidental music by Paul
cial numbers.
Rubens and the dances by Julian Alfred ail

Bnrleaqne and Vaudeville Costumes

CHASe
American

was

It

(Al.

money.

did

THEATRICAL
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and

to 8100 each.

TeL 8588 Murray
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Last season
months.

same

J. NEGRESCOU,
EAST MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.

We
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Ballet.

of Dancing and Pantomime,
and Sth Ave.

22 Eaat 16th Street, bet. B'way
Claaaic Ballet and All Stylea of

«M^» ta^pff fc«o»

CO.,

last

COSTUMER

Care
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made

get suggestions from 15,000 plates.
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Period, Abso-
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lutely correct.
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to

We
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Get my NEW Catalog of original stylos.
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Telephone S695 Bryant.
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A

ROYAL (W. R. Brown, mgr.).— M. P.
CENTRAL (Karrer A Short, mgrs.).— M.
APOLLO (Fred B. Moore, mgr.; agent.

E.)
Girl,"

— Blllle
first

The encampment

of

the

Spanish

War

vet-

erans will be held here from Sept. 7 to 1'J.
There will he a big parade afternoon Sept. 10.
General Nelson A. Miles, commanding genof the United States forces during the
Spanish-American War, will be in the reviewing stand
There will be from 10,000 to
2."»,00O men In line.
Be* Idea the vets (here will
be four companies of the regular army and
moHt of the state mllltla In line.

eral

Next wri'k at the Apollo Raymond Hitchwill appear in "The Red Widow," the

cock

half.
"The tiuiker Girl'' plays the la*t
half.
The week of Sept
was allotted to
"The Enchantress," but. thin was cancelled to
make way for "Tho i\il!:cs." Whether thlh
show will be ready :il Hint time Is not cerflr«t

)<">

tain, but the date will
definitely settled.

hi*

kept open

until

SIXTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

Between 24th and 25th Street*

The niUKK.v we.nlier over Labor Day did not
vtop a Mk crowd Irom romitix to the shore.
But tho sunless skies made a (Tandy imuo fur
the get-a-way during tli»« eirly d:tys of the
Caban-tH were as a rule cut down, alweek.
though many of the entertainers were off to
bookings.
After tho middle of the month
fill
big <TowdB will not be in evidence except at
conventions and holidays.

Hank Sponge's Orkestry
DlltK(

When

antxeering advertisement* kindly menfton

VARIETY.

.t

Is

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
404-406

P.

K.

Burke In "The 'Mind the Paint
American showing.

TIO>

ART AIMIH.
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VARIETY

:=

Joe Mitchell, bis pal, Harry Rosenthal, and
friend, link Ruasell, have been here for
pitst week or two.
Joe and his partner
(Paul Qulnn) are going with a comic opera
troupe, known as "Happy Hooligan" or something like that.

ST.

his

tht*

NEW OBLMANS
Br o. M.
Holland, mgr.).— Not(J. J.
withstanding two local political factious were
holding ihelr final rallies, which attracted
somo 30,000 persons, the Dlnkins & Stair
Uurlesquers opened to a good-sized crowd at
the Oreenwall Saturday evening.
The company contains twenty choristers and nine
principals.
The chief comedy roles In the first
"The Island of Promise," were held by
Eddie Flavelle and Ted Evans.
Evans was
an Irishman; Flavelle a tramp, minus the
whiskers.
Both extracted considerable laughter, doing especially well in a settee "bit," accompanied by Dale Wilson and Estelle Maxwell.
Miss Wilson is the piinolpal woman.
she's buxom, possessed of magnetism, and
has a personality that is going to be a factor
in the Dlnkins ft Stair stock company.
Miss
Wilson waa easily the favorite among the
feminine contingent.
Her numbers, "Ragtime Ooblin Man," "When I Get Ton Alone
To-Night" and "Sands of the Desert," brought
forth liberal applause, although the real song
hit was "Mellow Melody," sung in the burlesque by Barry Milton.
Miss Milton is a
clever girl, and looks as if she stepped out of
some two-dollar production.
Histrionically

OKRBNWALL

she's the classiest gal In the outfit.
Estelle
la
entrusted with the rendition of

Maxwell
numbers

In both pieces.
She has a fairly good
Probably the most faithful characterithe Sultan of Tony Kennedy, In the
first part.
LeRoy Berry was the "straight"
of both pieces.
He looked handsome, and
proved a capable foil for the comedians, be-

voice.

zation

was

sides displaying a baritone voice of much
better quality than one usually hears in burlesque.
boxing bout tn "The Flying Man

A

from Mexico," the

urlesque's title, evoked uproarloua laughter.
A travestied trapeze apeclalty also found hearty favor.
In the olio
Edith May, a tiny girl with a tiny voice, registered a pronounced
hit.
roller skates tends to slow

The

on

dance

up her

act;

is

it

not needed and could be dropped.
The Rose
Bonheur Company are a couple of rag pickwho average well up among the others In
particular line of endeavor.
Barry Milton'a vaudeville interlude was not required as
the show was plenty long without It.
Having
a principal In a burlesque show contribute an
era,
this

LOUIS

jomn

t. ikNuiT.
(H. D. Buckley, mgr.).—Thomas

y

COLUMBIA

Wise ft Co., very big; Jack Gardner, second
honors; Ethel McDonough, tremendous; Rolfe's
Colonial Septette, excellent; Connolly ft Wenrich, entertaining; Frey Twins, fine; Fay, Two
Ooleys ft Fay, good; Kremke Bros., nice.
HIPPODROME (Frank Talbot, mgr.).— Albers
Bears, headlined; Bella Belmont, scored; Gennaro's Band, strong; Van's Minstrel Maids, excellent; Four Martin Girls, good; Holloways.
daring; Chief Cow-Tail, applause; Less Ik ft
Anita, clever. Three Saxons, entertaining; Popular Four, scored.
PRINCESS (Dan Flshell, mgr ).— Princess
Maids, headlined; Knickerbocker Four, scored;
Daisy Dale ft Co., nicely; Freddie Clark
O'Brien, applause.

IN

FOREST PARK HIGHLANDS (D. E. Rusmgr.).— De Witt Young ft Sister, featured;
Milton ft Dolly Nobles, laughter; Scholler ft
Jordan, clever; Swor ft Mach, applause; Milt

sell,

Amsman,

THE

good.

KING'S F C. Meinhardt, mgr.).— Sidney
Shepard ft Co., first honors; Eva Thatcher ft
Claude Rauf, second place; Prince ft Deane,
good; Zeb ft Darrow, applause.
SHENANDOAH (W J. Flynn, mgr.).— Rich-

GLOAMING

mond

Trio, clever; Bodie, hit; Spiro Ross, entertaining; Dunnings ft Kidoss Bros., close.

OLYMPIC
Morwood

MARCH SONG

BALLAD HIT

HIT|

AU REVOIR
SWEET
MARIE

1

(Walter Sanford, mgr.).— Adelaide

"The Merry Widow Remarried."

in

SHUBERT (Melville Stolz, mgr.).— "Romance
of the Underworld."
AMERICAN (D. E. Russell, mgr.).— "The
Common Law."
LA SALLE (Oppenhelmer Bros., mgrs.).—
"Baby Doll."
STANDARD (Leo Relchenbach, mgr.).—
Jardln de Paris."
GAYETY (Chas. L. Walters, mgr.).— "Trocaderos."

NOVELTY HIT

RAG HIT

Mello-Cello

SUBWAY

Melody

GLIDE

CINCINNATI
By HARRY HB8S.

GRAND

(John H. Havlin, mgr.

E.).— Thomas

KEITH'S
U.

O.

B.

W. Rosa

in

agent, K.

ft

"The Only Son"

(J. J. Murdock, gen. mgr.; agent,
rehearsal Sun. 9).— Hursley Troupe,

opened; Art Bowen, hit; Chad wick Trio, fine;
The Langdons, good, Lyons ft Yosco, hit;
Mason, Keeler ft Co., hit; Bison City Four,
scream; "Dream Dance," featured.
EMPRESS (George F Fish, mgr.; agent,
S-C; rehearsal Sun. 9).—Carlys Canine Won-

Dawson,

Eli

excellent;

ders,

Paddock

hit;

&

Paddock, good; "Number 44," John Harrington, M. F. Ryan, Gertrude Maglll and Fred
Woodruff, hit; Whirls Four Harmonists, hit;
Three Stanleys, big.

AKE-UP
DRAMATIC HIT

NEVER GETS HARD
might be relegated to the limbo
forgotten things, anyway.
Stevens and

olio specialty

of

Bacon, In an ultra-conventional dancing number, did very little.
It's a wee "small time"
act for the wee small towns.
With the necessary pruning the Dlnkins and Stair company
is going to take rank aa a thoroughly competent stock organisation.
CRESCENT (T. C. Campbell, mgr.; K. ft E.)
"McFadden's Plata."
Speck Brothers are
the "yellow kids" of this year's production.
LYRIC (C. D. Peruchi, mgr.).— PeruchlGypcene Stock Co. in "Billy."
MAJESTIC (L. B. Sawyer, mgr.).—Tyson

—

Extravaganza Co.

WINTER GARDEN (E. M. Snyder, mgr.).—
Pictures.
LAFAYETTE (Abe Sellgman, mgr.).—Entertainers.
ALAMO (Wm. Guerlnger, mgr.).— Pictures

and entertainers.

STANDARD

The Dauphlne opens
title

Circus."

Elsie

Sept. 28 with "Polly of
St.

Leon interprets the

role.

house

mgr.;

PEOPLE'S

Girls."

EALTIMORE
L. BOBB.
(Chas. E. Ford, mgr.; K. ft E.).—
Al. H. Wilson ft Co. in "It Happened in Pots-

MARYLAND

agent,

U.

(F.
C.
Schanberger,
mgr.;
O.; rehearsal Mon. 10).— Bell

B.

Family, honors; Klutlng's Animals, great;
Zelda Sears ft Co., fair Impression; Rhoda ft
Lester, pleased; Brown ft Stamm, fair; Gordon ft Marx, funny; Schooler ft Dlckerson,
liked; Eddie Ross, amused.
(George Schneider, mgr.; direct; rehearsal Mon. 10).—Charles Gill ft Co., appre-

NEW

ham,
Bell,

Sweet Sixteen
fair;

Maude

Girls, dainty;

Polly,

clever;

Harry PelWhltely

Lewis, mgr.; agent, Nlxon-NirdMnger).— Richie
McAllister
ft
Co.,
honors Elsie Gilbert ft Co., neat; Fltxgerald
ft
Odell, laughs; Jack, ft Elsie Davis, fair;
;

this season.

laughs;

Makerenka Duo, applause.
mgr.).— "The

exhibits here Oct.

5-fl.

Charging that Edward Jodan, conductor on
a West End train, assaulted him with a knife
bar, Herbert Carter, tenor of the
Spanish Fort Opera Company, has filed an
affidavit against that personage in the Second
City Criminal Court.

and switch

Virginia Tyson has returned from a

visit

to

relatives near Camden, N. J.
She announces
the Tyson Sisters will be an act next spring.
C.

W. Thompton,

of Jersey

chased the Alcazar, and
picture emporium.

will

City,

It

Local papers printed a
Hainmersteln would build
Oscar
house In this city.
estate man and he told the
tion about Oscar being the

a

that

$7.">0.<M>0

told a
papers.

local

No

Os«ar
opera
real

ques-

successor to P. T.

Trio, daring.

Girls

mgr.).— "The

Rife,

Cherry Blossoms."

AUDITORIUM (Jas. MacBride. mgr.; ShuJ. Ralney's Hunting Pictures.
HOLLIDAY ST. (Wm. Rife, mgr.; S. ft H.)

•SILVER

GWYNN OAK PARK
ft

Kramer.

(James S. Pratt, mgr).
Woppman, Ena May, Spellman ft

HOLLYWOOD PARK
— Musical stock.

ORPHEUM
O.

vi»ry
yi»ry

;

(Jos.

Coeller,

?

(Wilmer ft Vincent, mgrs.; U.
Mon. 10).— Alvlno ft Sister,

rehearsal

good; CJraham ft Randall, good;
good; Thick ft Chlcklets, hit.

STAR
In

TECK

BUFFALO.
(P.

—

a.

Dollo,
b.

C. Cornell, mgr.)
Clifton CrawBest Girl."
(John R. O'Shel, mgr.).— "Within

"My

fr

BEAUTIFUL ISLE OF LOVE
I SMILE AT YOU
•HARBOR LIGHTS ARE BURNING
•COME WHERE LILIES BLOOM
• BELL IN THE LIGHTHOUSE
•WHEN FELLOW IS LONESOME
GLOW-WORM SONG
• EPIDEMIC RAG
•CURLY LOCKS
MY GAL SAL
•EV'RY TIME

ORCHESTRATIONS IO* EACH

NUMBERS MARKED#ARE ILLUSTRATED*450 PER SET

W. STERN & CO.
JOS. WEST
3S™ST.,N.Y. CITY

102-10 4.

CHICAGO OFFICE 145 N.CLARK ST. NAT D.MANN mgr.

the Law."

When answering

HITS

•AMINA SONG

PROF.COPIES FREE TO RECOGNIZED ACTS

mgr.).

ALTOONA, PA.

k.

ford

WATER

SUMMERTIME

—Stock.

—Oolllne

THE SHADOWS

•HEAR THOSE CHIMES
•HARVEST DAYS ARE COMING
•LIKE THE HAT AND DRESS
HUSH! HERE COMES DREAM MAN
VALSE SEPTEMBRE SONG
DRUID'S PRAYER SONG
•CRAZY FOR LOVE
CHICKEN GLIDE.

bert).—Paul

D.

story

La Wana

GAYETY (Wm. Ballauf,
EMPIRE (George W.

as a

B. F. Brennan Is booking acts Into San Jose.
Costa Rlca and Belize, British Honduras.

liked;

from Happy land."

has pur-

operate

IN

E.

(C.

MISCELLANEOUS

HITS

Trio, ordinary.

ACADEMY (Harry Henkle, mgr.; agent.
Nixon -Nird linger;
rehearsal
Mon.
10).—
"Macey's Models"; Ray, Vincent ft Co., big
hit;
That Kid, excellent;
Ragtime Trio,

Show

MISCELLANEOUS

ft

amused; Gay Hussars, weak; Horseshoe

Warren Edmund Lyle will be with the Robert Sherman Stock Company at Terre Haute
Bills

RAGGEDY

dam."

Sisters,

The Two

*

RAG

By AJBTHITB

Church

wall.

SHAKESPEARIAN

FORD'S

VICTORIA

T. W. Dlnkins came from New YorL to superintend the opening performances of the
Dlnkins and Stair Burlesquers at the Green-

Hynicka,

K.

George Toby).— "Howe's Lovemakers."
(James E. Fennessy, mgr.).—

agent,

"The Dandy

ciated;

the

(R.

TURKEY TROT HIT

advertisement* kindly mention

VARIETY.

V \RIETY

35

BEST PLACE8 TO STOP AT
Phone 7161 Bryant.
Acknowledged as the be-st
place to atop at In

New York

^

^p»

THE ST. HILDA

^^
^P ^^
^P

City.

One block from the Book*
In* Office*. VARIETY and
the Pat Caecy Agency.

Now

SHEA'S (Henry J. Carr, mgr.; U. B. O.;
rehearsal Mon. 10). Six Steppers A Ray Cox.
honors; Edgar Berger, applause; Marie
Fenton. favor; Sager Mldgley A Co.. amused;
Hal Stevens, unusual; Joe Welch, fine; Don
Fulano, nicely.
LAFAYETTE (C. M. Bagg, mgr.). 'Darlings of Paris."
GARDEN (M. T. Mlddleton. mgr.). Rose

—

first

—
—

Sydell's

"London

hearsal

Mon.

FAMILY

Loew;

mgr.;

Sherry,

re-

LEONARD HICKS
PS=HKB«S HOTEL GRANT
Real Place to Live

A

SUITES
Completely furnished, including dishes
and linen, two and
three large rooms,

THAYER.

CAMDEN,

N. J.

heat,
vice.

week

Dancers; Noisy Bill Trio, liked; Gaites ft
Blake, good; W. H. Newmeyer Co., fair;
Fredrick ft Beck, good.
TEMPLE (Fred W. Falkner, mgr.). Stock.

"A

LYNN, MASS.

ST..

RATES,

WALTER

Boudlnl Bros.;
Kindt). — "Grau-

BURTI8 (Cort. 8hubert A
fair; 2, Monte Carlo Girls; 8, "The
Rosary"; 9. Sarah Padden. in "Kindling."
Big Jim Show Katzenjammer Show—opens
SHARON.
2d, all week.

SO

Street

Y.

Phone Seneca 2844

W

COLUMBUS. OHIO

$1.00 up; with bath, $1.50

up

DE8 MOINES.
A Getchell,

PRINCESS
Stock.

(H. B. Burton, mgr.).
pleased; Wynn A

Russon,

Simpson,

Watson Barnyard, good; Fred HamA Co., scored; Thomas- Mario- Aldo Trio,
Benson

liked;

BERCHEL

A

Belle,

(Elbert

A

good.
Getchell,

McVEITY, Manager

.

my's

good;

very

Pets,

hit;

Graters,

Linton

A

Em-

excellent;

Laurence,

BUT

Br y .m

2702 Greeley

THE NEW

—

—

FLORENZ HOUSE
W.

SI

NATIONAL
Jessie

A

(C. R. Hagedom, mgr.; Doyle).
Carlos, good; Minor A Vincent,

A

Bell, good; Hamilton
Elliot,
Hltt, pleased; Pete, Mack
Co..

Hltt A
A
very good; Eddy A Tallman, good; Yale Comedy Trio, very good.
fair;

CADILLAC

Bartlett

Welch A
vis;

(Sam

Marks,

mgr;

Ind.).

A Bartlett; Emily Fisher; James
Co.; The Meyers Quartet; Edna Da-

photoplays.

Caters to the Theatrical Profession. Special
Kate. Centrally located in the heart of the
Private Baths. Cafe a la Carte. Free
city.
'bus meets all trains.

MRS. LUCK WILSON,

Prop.

—

R.

W. OLMSTED.

HAVERHILL, MASS.

COLONIAL (L. B. Thayer, mgr.; U. B. O.;
rehearsal Mon. A Thurs. 10.80). Anton Zlnka
A Dogs, clever; Ryan A Nelson, fair; Leightner & Jordan, pleased; Mabel Morgan * Co.,
Colonial
good;
Players,
weak;
Nellie
B.
Chandler Orchestra, excellent.
"CHIME."

—

MACON, GA.

PALACE

B. Melton, mgr.).

(J.

Holt

MAJESTIC

B. Melton,

(J.

Girl Raffles."
(N.
and pictures.

ALAMO

L.

now read? for occupancy after being renovated throughout.
Booms from 98 to •». With hoard, 98, 98
and 910 per person.
Good

OWN

and

rooms

good

location,

FLOBBNZ'S

MME.

W. 42D

221

Well furnished alaarle and double
rooma, private bat as | clean, quiet aouaei
French cooking t reaaonahle rate*.

sjood

Manhattan Opera

LYCEUM

DETROIT (Harry Parent, mgr.; K. & E).
—•'A Polish Wedding."
LYCEUM (A. B. Warner, mgr; S. & H.).—
"Where the Trail Divides."
AVENUE (Frank Drew. mgr). "Monte

HIPPODROME

— Animals,

Wayne

(Harry

Williamson,

mgr.;

vaudeville.

curios,

open as a fivewill
late In September, after poldance halls In other cities.

Sam Marks

of

the

Cadillac

theatre,

formerly booked through J. C. Matthews,
book independently hereafter.

who
will

JACOB SMITH.

(I

Royster, mgr.).—Vaudeville

ANDREW

COLONIAL

(A.

A Rome.

MILFORD, MASS.

LAKE NIPMUC PARK
Fred

well received.

MAJESTIC
—2-4,

(M. D. Gibson, mgr.; U. B. O.).
pleasing;
McAnimals,

Woodford's

Lydlng.

When anewerina

mgr.).— 2-7.

B.

IT.

O A

sals Mon. 10).- -Wartenberg Bros.; Armstrong
* Ford, clever; Mlddleton. Spellmeyer A Co.,
excellent; El Cota. ebwr; niocksom A MurriH.
good; Lloyd & Whlt< house, hit.

WALDAMEER

-LoG range *
clever,

—

The
Anna Madlgan

Co., excellent; Sadie
E. LACKEY.

MONTREAL.

McBrlen, mgr.; Co-operative).
"In Africa."
NATTONSCOPE (Jules Daoust, mgr.).—
Stock.
NATIONAL (Geo. Gauvreau, mgr.). Stock.
HIS MAJESTY'S (H. Q. Brookes; K. A B.).
—"Red Rose."
PRINCESS (H. C. Judge, mgr.; Shubcrts).
(O.

SO,

—

—"The New Barmuld."

ORPHEUM

— Hugh

(G. F. Drlscoll, mgr.; U. B. O.).
Herbert; Trovato; Lolan A Lenharr;
Goldle; Connelly A Webb; Jss. F.

A

Rice. Sully

A

GAYETY (H. Arnold,
of Pleasure."
SOHMER PARK <D.

—"World
O.)

Scott;

The

Rials.

mgr.; Eastern Wheel)

Laroe*. mgr.; U. B.
Manikins; Odlva A Co.; Adonis
King; Hugel A Taylor;

— Jewell's

A His Dog;

Virginia

SHANNON.

Pepplne.

MUNCIE, IND.

STAR iHiiv Andrews, mgr.; Sun; rehearMon. I0.3IM. A. L. Caldery. plonsed; Gordon A Elgin, hlg; Billy Burns, went well;
Menlo Moore's Lads A Lassies, hit.

(

E.

H. Suerken.

Cordon.

A

Rurnetto

Lee,

big

GEO. FIFER.

mgr;

Mae

.

kimuI

Ind.)

M'fb.wan.

Kb Mm A Coco.

;

(Geo. Hickman, mgr.; U. B. o.
rehearsal Mon. 10).- Week Aug. 2«. Spencer
Williams, hit; Three Lyres, excellent, scored
heavily; Heidelberg Four, splendid; Four Masons, laughter; Kennedy A Mack, funny.

*

M.

PRINCESS (Harry Sudekum. mgr.; W.
A.; rehearsal Mon
l<>).
Week Aug.

•rackerjack
bit;

Quartet,

Rambler

Girls,

A

received; Elliot

Ni

clever.

FOUR MILK CREEK

Harry

Hawn).

•

•

Roy

H.
D<>ve.

T.

•

'lark,

good;

I.)e

MAJESTIC

SAVOY

(.1.

I,.

OMsoii.

M.

Coster,

good;

Kaye Sisters.
clever; The Peers, good

•

N. Y.

2-7.
MOZART (Pelber A Shea, mgrs.).—hit;
Stacia Moore, excellent; Fosettl.
Alexis * Schall, good; Johnny Russell & Co..

Tom A

Cowan A Cale, good.
RORICK'B (George

(Dan J. Sprague,
Mardo). Horst & Horst, excelChamberlins, clever; Nellie Burt.

ORPHEUM

mgr.: A. V.
Sun; rehear-

Wcschlcr.

1*.

mgr.;

n'Rrlen, aunt,

Tom's Cabin."

ELMTRA,

ORR.

NASHVILLE. TENN.

ERIE, PA.

'

Gardens

cent dance hall
icy of municipal

Co., capacity.

Norton, mgr.; Rels circuit).
—2, "Mutt * Jeff; f». "School nays"
J. M. BEERS

—

Sun).

A

sal

COOKING.

Carlo Girls."

ST.,

—Duncan

mgr.).— "Original

MERIDEN, CONN.
POLI'B (R. B. Royce. mgr.; Church). — 2-4,
Tlnkham Duo, fine; May MacDonald, very
good; Jack Simmons, great; Latell A Volkes.
hit; 6-7, Stone; Mullane A Montgomery; Van

Pcalson

THE CENTRAL
NEW YORK.

36th Street

entertaining.

Fielding
—
hit;

WAVERLY HOTEL
JACKSONVILLE. FLA.

hit.

MILES (C. W. Porter, mgr.; T. B. C; rehearsal Mon. 10). Five Greens, hit; Morris
Golden, hit: Weston A Raymond Co., good;
Grace de Winters, good; Todd Wards, pleased;
Harry Von Fossen, pleased.
FAMILY (C. H. Preston, mgr.; U. B. O.)
Corlnne, feature; Grey A Peters, very good;
Rutledge A Pickering, funny; Lucille Savoy,
pleasing; Hart Children, clever; Great Monahan, clever; Perry A Ellott, good; Hanley A
Murray, good; Beverleys, very good; Paul
Earl, pleased; Ted A Cora Breton, good; Herbert A Lawrence, pleased.
COLUMBIA (M. W. Schoenherr, mgr.; Sun).
Francis Bryant A Co., laughs; Ivy A Ivy,
very good; Dode Hallsman A Webber Sisters,
excellent; Joe Remington A Co., pleased; Fillman Bros., good; Three Pauleys, good; Foster A Dunbar, good; Mile. DeFallier's Circus,

—

Freeman A King; Two Hedders.
POLI'B (W. D. Ascough. mgr.). Stock.

ROTAL

Is

Richard Wally, excellent; Karl

Dean, mgr.; James

(Fred P.

dress;

McDonald;

DETROIT.

Coombs A Aldwell,

HARTFORD, CONN.

—Aug.

3sn

hit;
J.

rehearsals Mon. A Thurs. 11). 1-4,
Sampson A Douglass, tremendous; Maximus,
big; Aubrey A Flower, good; Farber A Devoe, entertaining; Blllee Claire, pleased; 6-7,
Dorothy Rogers A Co.; Robert Jewett; Con-

CHA8.

NOT

P.

J.

A

JOE.

TEMPLE (C. G. Williams, mgr.; U. B. O.;
rehearsal Mon. 10). — Rock A Fulton, great;
Staley A Birbeck, Interesting; Lou Anger,

Diamond A Brennan,

Co., fairly;

Rogers, good.

mgrs.).

"Miss Nobody from Starland.

laughs;

A

Three Alexes, very good.

lent;

Madison, Wis.

— McCon-

ORPHEUM

clever;

—

;

elever;

mgrs.).

(Elbert

(Wllmer A Vincent, mgrs.; U.
rehearsal Mon. 10). Ktpp A Kippy,
Miners' Quartet, entertained; Howard
Bros., fairly; Belle Baker, clever; Lillian MorO.

Lear

stark,"

—

HARRISBURG, PA.

ORPHEUM

B.

NEW PARK

F. R.

re-

—

2-4, Filch Cooper, big; Luhearsal
cas A Jennings, pleased; 6-8, June Roberts A
Co.; Mae Mulligan; business good.
QUAD.

mgr.;

HOTEL,

mgr.)— "Busy

Smith,

A.

McCarthy, mgr.; Sun;

(J. E.
Mon. 10).

Special Rates and attention to professional people. Our restaurants are
also operate
high grade at medium price. Club breakfasts, etc.

We

DAVENPORT, LA.
AMERICAN (C. E. Berkell, mgr.; Pantages;
rehearsal Mon. 1). — Wm. S. Gill A Co., feaGirls;

WALKERWestHOUSE
Eagle

THIRD and GAY STREETS

;

Majestic Manikins.

__^
TBffiK"

EUROPEAN

—

Four Harmonla

above Eighth. Philadelphia,
opposite Casino Theatre.
Cabaret every night.

HOTEL VIRGINIA

—

GRAND

Street,

Nr. all theatres. Bell

the city savins rsssss with srivatt bats

is

C afe

O.

good houses.

Izzy,"

HARTFORD

Theatrical Hotel of the Better Class"

BUFFALO, N

EUROPEAN FLAN
•sly bstel

—

—
—

(Tom

RAFFERTY.

F.

Clancy;

COOKE'S HOTEL

KIRTLAND HOUSE
62 SUMMER

14th
N. 14th

CAMPBELL, Prop, and Mgr.,
White Bats' Headquarters
Ten minu tes' walk to all theatres

Walnut

—

Ill

EDW.

E. E.

In the centre of the theatrical district

—

A

—

timer

REGENT HOTEL. 100 N.
NEW REGENT HOTEL, 101

accommo-

O.

—

LOUIS

ST.

elevator ser-

9 10-91 8 per
;

S13 HUNTINGTON AVE.

—
McCONNELL.

(H. A. Daniels, mgr.; U. B.
rehearsal Mon. 10). Victor Moore A Co.,
O.
feature; Roehm's Athletic Girls; Lambert A
Ball, hit; Arthur Deagon, good; Merlin, entertalning; Lida McMillan A Co., fair; Polnovelty; Charles B. Lawlor A
Bros.,
sin
Daughters, good.
PRISCILLA (Proctor E. Seas, mgr.; Bun;
"Girl from Shanley's";
rehearsal Mon. 10).
Mitchell Trio; Thompson A Carter; Josephine
Clairmont; Veronica A Hurlfalls; La Noles;
Elsie Garnella A Co.
OPERA HOUSE (Geo. Gardner, mgr.; K.
A E.; rehearsal Mon. 10). Evans* "Honey
Boy Minstrels."
COLONIAL (R. H. McLaughlin, mgr.; ShnColonial Stock Co.
bert; rehearsal Mon. 10).
PROSPECT (Geo. Todd, mgr.; Stair; rehearsal Mon. 10) Vaughan Glaser Co.
GRAND (J. H. Michels. mgr.; rehearsal
Mon. 10). ''Alma, Where Do You Live?"
CLEVELAND.—Stock.
EMPIRE (E. A. McArdel. mgr.; rehearsal
Mon. 10). American Beauties.
STAR (Drew A Campbell, mgrs. rehearsal
Mon. 10). "The Girls from Missouri."
D. HOLCOMB.

nell

burg.
PREMIER (L. M. Boas, mgr.; Loew; reDudee A Watson, good;
hearsal Mon. 10).
Operatic Trio, good; 6-7. Vandikes.

Coal

Philadelphia,

dating four persons.

my

ture;

Walnut and Casino Theatres.

Opposite the

bath and kitchenphone, steam

(W. B. McCallum, mgr.).
Mother Goose, headllner; Adams Bros.,
good;
Two
Joseph Conoyers Co.,
clever;
Greys, liked; Miner's Quartet; 2 -4. Texas Tom-

HIPPODROME

ZEISSE'S HOTEL

ette,

29-1,

DANIEL P.
CLEVELAND,

PHILADELPHIA.

FURNISHED

derful; Mil mar ft Morris, passed; Raymond,
surprise; Martini ft Maximilian, scream; Florence Bowes, pleasing; Carlton ft Clifton, nov-

BROADWAY

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

WHEN PLAYING BOSTON

—

elty.

Proprietors

—

SMITH'S

William, scored; Gri-

fine;

Frlscary;

convenience.

HAMILTON,

Three Gerte, popular.
ACADEMY (Henry M. Marcus, mgr.; Loew;
Interesting;
Herera,
10).
Mon.
rehearsal
Claus A Hoffman, funny; Kuma Family,
great; LeRoy A Drake, fair; Thermos, won-

«

Baths and every

BIJOU (H. M. Goodhue, mgr. rehearsal
Mon. 10). 2-4. Bottln A Tillsen. excellent;
Matty Lockard. good; Novelty Trio, good;
Lash A Clcel Co., good; 6-7. Three Donals;
Dan Harrington; Eckle A Duprce; Nan Fln-

—Silent Mori, entertaining;
creditable; Lalor A Mack,

laughs; Robert
Trio,

sonl

Real Proprietor of a

Furnished

Steam Heated Rooma,

10).

Crowe,

Clayton

many

Belles."

R.

(A.

;

.

A

for

Professionals.

Handsomely

PAULINE COOKE and JENIE JACOBS,

67 W. 44th Street

at

The Refined Home

*J

big;

mgr..

Jan Is K
Wood.

Milt

mgr.). -2. "Unci-H. MIZENER

FALL RIVER, MASS.

M. Hoas. mgr.).— "Alma."
M Boas, mgr.; rehearsal
(L
Loew).- 2-4. Lantry Bros., good;
Cotter * Boulden. good; Dixon & Burton, exKrazy Kids, very good; 6-7, Rancellent;
dalls; Stanton*; Three Lorettas; Krazy Kids;
Art Spauldlng.
(L.

ACADEMY

Mon.

I'ROCTOR'S
rehearsal

big;
hit.
ft*,

V.
2*».

Monkeys:
Penml. well

Rnffln's

Marie

nicely; fine loudness.
W. R. ARNOLD.

NKWARK,
«.R.

Mon.

c.

N. J.
Stewart, mil

C

M.

O

10;

advertisements kindly mention

VARIETY.

;

Lillian
Shaw.
cleverTheodore Bamberg, entertaining. Caber Girls,
tine; John T. Doyle A Co., good; Three Keatons. funny; Sherman. Van K Flyman, good;
chns. A Fannie Van. funny; Georgolas Bros.',
good; Four I^ondons, expert
9».

Hank Sponge's Orkestry
DIRECTION ART ADAIR.

VARIETY

36

Dama Sykes

Billy Halligan
FRESHMAN YEAR

at

UNIVERSITY BRILLIANT OPPORTUNITIES

KEITH SCHOLARSHIP Won

ON SIXTH— HIT OF SHOW

at Boston, July 29

TUTOR,

WM.
OAYETY

HENNESSY

S.

— "Golden
— "Tiger
mgr.). — Louis

Evans,

(Leon

(Frank

LllllfB."

NEWARK

Mann

In

(Frank Robbing,
"Elevating a Husband."

JACOBS

—

mgr.).

Abbott,

(G. Jacobs, mgr.).

— "The

OHPHEUM (M. S. Schlesinger,
Stock.
ODEON (Chas. Burtls, mgr.; U.

Boss."
mgr.).

Willa Holt Wakefield

B.

IN

O.).
Collins;

"The Night Court"; Revolving
Walter Bruce; Maye A Addis; Belfords; Ed.
2-4,

& Jack Smith; 6-7. Cook ft Oakes; Turnsr ft
Cracc; Dave Klmblor; Adeline De Nette Trio;

&

Kelly

Alvln:

WASHINGTON

Walter Bruce.

CrHco Hampton

Ma tile
hirt

ft

Phillips

(O. R. Neu, mgr.; Fox).
Co.; Klmberly ft Morn;
Girls; Vlssocl Bros.; Urn-

ft
ft

JOE O'BRTAN.

Van; Joe Burns.

PLAZA

VAUDEVILLE

Special Representative:
J EN IK JACOBS.

ft

Ormns

(E.

—

L.

SCENIC

(Chas. Allen, mgr.; Qulgley).--U.
Boys, excellent; Dravo A Goodwin,
Malcolm, pleased; Meredith A O'Nell.
Countess De Lafayette, good; Fred
Stamford, encores.
KEITH'S (C. Lovcnberg. mgr.). Melsterslngers. fine; Slmone De Beryl, honors; Del
Franco Baboons, pleased; Crclghton Bros., entertain; Three Emerson*, great; Darreil A
A.

—

—

Johnson,

mgr.;

T.

Conway, em-ores; Ward & Cullen.
Linn, comic; Lew Hoffman, good.

Hills.'

Stock.

»

SCENIC

N. J.
MAJESTIC (W. H. Walsh, mgr.; U. B. O.
rehearsal Mon. ft Thurs. 11). 2-4, Flying
LaMarbs, good; Brown ft Barrows, good;
Madeline Sacks, good; Lewis ft Chapln, fun-

—

Seven

George;

OPERA HOUSE
—Stock.
KM PI RE (Floyd

(Zabrlskle

Castelluccls;

Lauman. mgr.).— 2-4. Ben

Welch

Burlesquer*. good; D-7. Dave Marlon
Hurlesquers; big business.
ORPHEUM (Chas. F. Edwards, mgr.).— 2-4,
Big Review, good; 5-7, "The Lady Buccanneers." capacity houses.
LYCEUM (Chas. F. Wilbur, mjcr.).— 2-7.
Billy

Van

ft

Beaumont

Hoodoo."

"A Lucky
DAVID W. LEWIS.
Sisters.

In

PITTSBURGH, PA.
('.HAND (Harry Davis. mirr. U. B. O.).—
"Apples of Paris." artistic; Leonard & Rusapplause: Edith Helena, favorable; Callulrin ft St. George, good; Plrcihlanls, pleasing; Earl & Curtis, neat; Phil Staats. good;
;

sell,

Maxlnl

Bobby,
(John

ft

HARRIS

lightful; Jones
clever; Julleta,

Doll.

ft

good;

(John

Co., en-

Mechan-

Harris, mgr.; U. B. O.).
-Mayne Keurns & Co., clever; Great Celestes, thrilling; McCain' & Vogel, good; Rhodes
& HardcHstie. good; Mr. & Mrs. Snow, pleasing; Clyde Shaffer; Wests. Fred Martini, well
n celved.
(Titus Keiiyon. mirr.: Pollock).—
ItmirJiioffs. I>Ik: Nat [ternhardt. hit; Sterling
ft

'Mark Sisters. K"

vor:

(Sonlon

''

:

chess

ft

(Harry

RICHMOND, VA.

COLONIAL

—

(E. P. Lyons, mgr.; U. B. O )
Co.; Golden A Hughes; Adair A
Daan; Oriole Trio; Musical Fredericks
(Louis Myers, mgr.: U. B. O )
T
K. Emmett A Co.: Barley's Dogs; Luken A

—

EMPIRE

Loretta; Lewis

A Howard:

Goodrich,

Hill.

Van A

LUBIN (Leo Wise, mgr.; Norman Jofferles)
—2-4. The Four Howards; Dllkes A Wade
Hazel Fearn: James E. Rowe; 6-7. Ruth
Curtis;
Hamilton A Massey; La ^erjrere.
Berirere
Sheridan A 81oane.

A

(Chas.
Brlggs.
mgr)— 2-4
Sherry"; 6, "The Confession"- 6-7'

Jeff."

'

(Harry

McNlven,

''

mgr.).— "Seven
O.

W. HELD.

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKLAND

Thought It Was What I Thought
"Keep It Up" are restricted numbers.

"I

using same will be subject to the

It"

and

Anyone

new copyright

law.

(Al.
V.
Rosenberg.
m*r
U. B. O.: rehearsal Mon. A Thurs. in.— »a-xi'
Cole & Coleman, excellent; Lawrence A Daly
Bros., fine; 2-4. Schillings, fine; Three Dixon
Sisters, excellent; 6-7, Moore A Elliott:
8hadv

*

•

Shady.

A c j
.

ST.

JOHN,

N. B.

OPERA HOUSE (D. H. McDonald, mirr —
"Over Night."
NICKEL (W. H. Goldlng. mgr.).—Gertrude
)
'"

2-7.

Friends please notify me.

:

:

r h

Dan Mason A

BIJOU

Checkers, fa-

Ar

Mollis, well.
Davis.
niRr.
Shubert).-N.-ll O'Brien's Minstrels.
NIXON (Thos. Kirk. Jr.. mir? K. ft E.).-.1 ill Inn
Kltlngr, "Fascina tiriK Widow."
LYCEUM (C. R. Wilson. niRr. S. ft H.).

ALVIN

q.

Days."

P.

KENYON

:

ers, fairly.

"Mutt

WARNING

;

Lewis,

mgr.).— Musical

(C. G. Keeney. mgr.; Prudential; rehearsal Mon. & Thurs. 10 30)
Elsie Stlrk A Co., liked; Fordan A O'Day
good: Margaret Ralls, good: Galgene. Il'ted
Clayton A Lenny, nicely; Texas Tommy Danc-

"Madame

ft

John A. West

Homan.

ACADEMY

clever.
P.

&

W.

HIPPODROME

A week in the woods, then NEW YORK

fair.

FAMILY

Kaufman

The "Real" Hit at Atlantic CityAsk Anybody
Plunging into Vaudeville Next Week

— Lottie

luseo & Levlna. hit:
tertaining; Jerome
ical

O'Donnell

Harris ft Harry Davis.
Williams ft Co.. deWalton, hit; Amy Francis,
K°°d Kelley-Latell. well; Ne-

mars.; U. B. O.).

(F.

:

McNaugh-

Reld, mgrs.).

ft

11

C. E. HALE.
READING. PA.
ORPHEUM (Wllmer A Vincent, mgrs.; IT
B. O. rehearsal Mon. A Thurs. 10.80). —Johnson, Howard A Llzctte, very good; Al. H
Wild, fair; Henry Horton A Co., liked; Bronte
A Scannell. pleased: Francis Yates, fairly

PATKRSON,

ft

11.

"Little Miss Flx-ll" with Alice Lloyd.

KOPALD.

Sherman

nifty;

EMPIRE (Sol. Hraniilg. mgr.).- "The GamWESTMINSTER (Geo. Collier, mgr.; Eastern Wheel).— "Gaiety Girls."
COLONIAL (G. Burge. mgr.; K. A E.).—

CAYETY (E. L. Johnson, mgr.). — Al
ves* Show.
KRUG (Chas. Franke, mgr.). — "Queens Folles Bergere."
URANDEI8 (Agt. Ind.).— 6-7. "Shepherd of

ton: Marlon ft
t-apaclty houses.

A

Stayman

UNION

blers."

ny: 5-7, George Moore;

(Wcstbrook).— 2-4,
June Wells.

hit; 5-7,

fair;

C. ).
It.
The Hirschorna. leawd; Herbert ft
Pa vis. good; Wanxer ft Palmer, good; Adele
McNeil, hit; Cowboy Minstrels, big.

R*

—

Pine."

Haydn,

8.

Trio.

HIPPODROME

•

Greeley, mgr.; Sheedy;

Smith, clever.

(Wm. P. Byrne, mgr.). Lockhurt & Leddy; Ruba ft Inez Kaufman; Watson h Farmyard; Robert A Lawrence Ward;
"IMnkelsplel's Xmns"; Stein. Hume ft Thora»••:

W.

good;

OMAHA.

OHPHEUM

(J.

A Thurs. 10.80). 2-4, Those
Harry Victor; Aldrea Sisters.
JEFFERSON (Julius Cahn, mgr.).— 2-4.
"Officer 666"; 6-7, "Trail of the Lonesome
Mon.

Girls;'

Herbert

STONE.

Co.

—

Kimball A
Comedians, good.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
BULLOCK'S (R. Burke, mgr.; TJ. B. O.).
A Langwood Sisters, very good
James A Francis, good: Clotilda & Montrose,
goodffl
Leonard A Fallon, pleased; Bal»c

New York

Address Lambs Club,

Blanshan, mgr.; U. B. O.).—
Bergere Trio; Col. Sam Holdsworth; "Fixing the Furnace"; Columbia Bros.;
r>-7.
Marshall A Trlbhlc; Lucille May; Donsmore ft Cantor; Capt. George Auger ft Co.;

P. Mosher, mgr.; U. B. O.
10.S0).
Plquo, clever; Lloyd

(I.

GREELEY'S

WILFRED CLARKE

(F. E.

PORTLAND, ME.

Frank Maltese A Co., pleased;
Donovan, hit; Brown's Animal

rehearsal

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Kdnt-y Bros,

PORTLAND

rehearsal Mon.
A Zarlna, line;

Burns

Folles

2-1.

Sept. 16

DUQUESNE (Harry Davis, mgr.).— Stock. ,
GAYETY (Henry Kurtzman, mgr.). "Great
White Way."
SINCLAIR.

mgr.).

crooks."

MINER'S

KEITH'S BUSH WICK,

Booked Solid United Time

Tom Waterall: pictures.
LYRIC (Steve Hurley, mgr.).— 26-28

LeRoy,

WILL DILLON,

care

VARIETY, New York

Grand A MacLellan;

29-31,

tures.

;

De-

The Barlows- na'

*

EXHIBITION GROUNDS— 31-7 Greats

The Country Boy."

John Exhibition.

DATE BOOK

L.

H.

CORTRIcjht

MENTION THIS PAPER

THE M. STEIN COSMETIC

CO.

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED

NEW YORK
When anieering advertiiemmts

kindly mention

VARIETY

St

,

VARIETY

WANTED

37

FEATURE ACTS OPENING IN SAN FRANCISCO, 8 OR MORE CONSECUTIVE WEEKS.

Railroad jumps not over $2.50 per capita. All Splits paid, three shows daily, except
.Sunday. Portola three and four shows daily. Write or wire. Fares advanced
to recognized acts. Play or pay contracts.

h

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG.

— Mile.

ST. PAUL, BONN.
(Martin Beck. fen. mgr.; agent,

OHI'HKUM

—

—

goo,d.

MAJESTIC—Carl

brc, fair; O'Nell
Co.. very fine.

fine;

THE

BENHAM.

ORIGINAL

AUSTRALIA
AFRICA

Sept. 9 and 16
(owner,) 1786 Broadway, or
SPIELMAN, Putnam Building. New York

Open time

of Oude," great;

MARTIN BEICKERT.

Offers to

Kealhy * Durlos. hit; Belmont A Hart, clever;
Venlta Gould, liked; Empire Comedy Four,
good; Robert Dumont Trio, liked.
EMPRESS. Clarence Wilbur A Co.. riot;
Sinters Llndon. liked; Cuckoo A Laura, hit;
Elizabeth Kennedy A Co., passed; Princeton
A Yale, fair; Bert Cutler, passed; Immense

STAR (Dan
STATE

manager. LOUIS

dential;

my

BROAD

•

CONROY LE M AIRE
"The New Physician"

SPOKANE.

popular; business good.
EMPRESS (Sulllvan-Consldlne, mgrs.: agt.
direct).— Week 25. "A Night on a Roof Garden." big; "The Old Minstrel Man." well reThomas Potter
pleased:
Musette,
ceived;
Dunn, funny: Madame Busse's Dogs. fair.
PANTAGES (Alex. Pantages. gen. mgr.;
direct).— "Alice Teddy." big; Boyle
agent,
Woolfolk. fair; Keene Trio, fair; Tom Kelly,

H,

CASINO

COSMOS

(A. J. Brylawskl, mgr.; JenVrles:
10).
Four Banta Bros.; OUA Brlgham; Morgan Bros.; Spencer
Williams; Harold McAullfTe.
POLI'S (J. Thatcher, mgr.). Poll Player*

more

Shea, mgr.).— 2-4.

C.lrls."

POLI'S
Widow."

(S.

J.

Breen.

"Taxi

—

mgr). "Nobody's
GEO. PRE8SL.

SYRACUSE.

GRAND

(Charles Plummer. Chas. O. Anderson, mgrs.; U. B. O.). Bell A Caron. good
Barto A Clark, laughs; "Visions
opener:
D'Art." artistic; Gordon Eldrld A Co., big
laugh; Ethel Green, excellent; Henry E. Dlx-

—

LILLIAN

Sisters

A
COLUMBIA

—

mgr.).- Columhiu

Borger,

(F.

Players.

ACADEMY

(J.

—Lyons,
"The

hearsal Mon. 10).
GAYETY (Geo.

mgr.; B. A H.
Common Law."

Peck,

re-

;

mgr.).- -"Hastings'

Show."

LYCEUM

(A.

MAX HART

mgr.).— "Ron.

Mayer.

C.

ERNIE.

.

GRAND

WEST CHESTER,

PA.

mgr.)
"Unfit
4,
"Cowboy Preacher."
(W. A. Landon, mgr.).— Pictures.

(J.

F.

Small,

-2.

Tom's Cahln";

PALACE

»y.

F.

—

rehearsal Mon.

—

SQ. (D. O. Ollmore, mgr.: Ind.) 9In "Honest Jim Blunt": 12Fisher In "The Woman Haters'
(P.

Dogs,

corea

Tim Murphy.

GILMORE

Posing

—

Buds."

Direction.

Club."

Richardson's

(M. Knight, mgr.; Galaskl; rehearsal Mon. 10).
Eva Ray, headliner; Jack Lewis, applause; Knox A Alvln, scored; Madeialn
Marshall A Co., hit; The Smllette Sisters, en-

DASH OF VARIETY

says so, except

fair.

D. O.

—

encorea;

den,

EVERYBODY

Have the best act they ever had.

(H.

amused.

IN

(Martin Beck. gen. mgr.; agent,
direct).—Week 26, Nat Wills, hit; E. Frederick Hawley A Co.. liked; Mclntyre A Harty,
favorites: Annie Kent, good; Wonder Kettle,
mild: John Hlgglns, good; Four Konerz Bros..

«a«iilA

—

"RANGE."

—
—

COURT

—

W. DeWltt. mgr.; U. B. O.
rehearsal Mon. 10). Edward Abeles A «'o.
headliner; Master Gabriel and WUla Holt
Wakefield, hits; Kalmar A Brown, scored:
Jamea H. Cullen. applause; Conrad A Whld-

—

11,

mgr.).
A. C. W.

WASHINGTON,

Stella Morrlssey A Boys,
"Savo." fine; Prosit Duo, Immense;
Hal Auntln A Taps, fine.
ARCADIA (Jake Schrameck, mgr.). Marimba Mexlman Musicians, big.
LIBERTY (Bandy Bros., mgrs.). Tedd
"REX."
Rrackett Stock Co.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

Brown,

E.

A Benny, hit; Petite Family,
28-10, The Tolls, novelty; Cornell #
Stanford, fair; S American Gypsies, hit; 31.
"The Prince of Tonight." good bulsness.
ROYAL (R. A. McLean, mgr.; Webster:
rehearsal Mon. * Thurs. S.tO). 26-28, Thr»Stratton Bros., good; The Kldders, good; Da<l
Losler, entertaining; 29-1, Brown A Robinson;
Marshall A Moore; Madelalde Carhonette.
CHASE'S

tremendous:

Rlcca.

(George.

good;

VAUDEVILLE

IN

clever;

A

ST.

rehearsal Sun. A
clever; Salisbury

tendance; 7. "The Old Homestead," 14, "Balkan Princess."
BIJOU (Harry Bernstein, mgr.: U. B. O.;
rehearsal Mon. 11). Roberts-Hayes A Rob-

Gordon

N. J.

Wahn, mgr.; PruA Wed. 11).— 2-4.

Manhattan Players.

BESSIE WYNN

SAVANNAH. GA.
SAVANNAH (William B. Seesklnd, mgr.
K. A E.) — 2. "The Common Law." good at-

liked:

TRENTON,

—

ST.
Herman
rehearsal Mon.

VIRGINIA, MINN.
Blgel. mgr.; W. V. M. A..
Wed. 12). 25-27, Al Lanhart

—

ORPHEUM

mgr.).— "Girls From

LYRIC (Henry

COLONIAL Mack Rambeau Stock Co., In
OWEN.
"What Happened to Jones."

erta,

Pierce,

F.

Lew Welch A Co., good; Tony Genaro. hit;
Barrows A Barrows, applause; Two Luclfers.
good; W. L. Ferris A Co.; delighted; 6-7. Arnold A Reynolds; Cleary A Tracy; Seymour A
Dupree; Daly Bros.

—

business.

— "Girl

Show.

DOLLAR TROUPE

SALT LAKE.
(By Wire.)
— "The
Drums

of Mts-

Joyland."

METROPOLITAN. — Chauncey Olcott.
GRAND. — "Yankee Doodle Girls."

ORl'HEUM.

Sheppard, mgr.).

B.

ROYAL ALEXANDRA (L. Solman, mgr).
—"The Kiss Waltz "
GRAND (A. J. Small, mgr.).— "Divorce
Question."
GAYETY (T. R. Henry, mgr.).— Bchman

good; We ChoZera Carman A

Herbert,

Trio,

Band

Alsace Bros.;

PRINCESS (O.
of My Dreams."

ENGLAND

FISHING ^MOTORING

;

A

Emerle

slssanya Horse.

NEW YORK

HARRY TATE S &

rewell
Llebchen,"
"Metn
ceived; Howard, good; Lletzel Sisters, very
Petite Mlgnon, good; Claudius A
I*a
fine;
Scarlet, fine; Ronalr A Ward, pleasing; Lea
Marco Belli, very good.
EMPRESS. "La Dance Au Violins," pleases Howell A Scott, please; Leonard A Whitney, good; Glen Ellison, good; Falls A Falls,

direct).

pl»***d:

Matthews

Three Parrell

Sisters,

&

Alshayne,

WEITING (Francis Martin, mgr.). — Week
"Blue Bird."
CRESCENT (John B. Breslin. mgr.). — Geo.

10,

Clay; Chas. Irwin; Karl Hewitt
Llnder; Three Franks.

&

< 'o.

;

GRAND

TERRB HAUTE,
(T.

W.

IND.

Barhydt.

Jr.,

"The Penalty"; 5-6. "Round Up";
Money"; 8, "Louisiana Lou."

Cook Slock

PARK

S.

Zallsh's

Co.,

(Joe

good business.
Barnes.

Own

Lock

&

To.

in«r. ).--!.

GRAND

FOREMAN.

(D.

M.

Cauffmnii.

mgr.).-

"Madame Sherry"; 4, "The Price"; 5.
Typhoon"; 11, "Rose Maid."
POLI'S (M. Saunders, mgr.). Stock.

TORONTO. ONT.
SHKA'S (J. Shea. mgr. V Will <>;iklund.
Meal: Hal I)av|« & 'o. Sam!. AlU-n; Merrill
& Otto; Asaki; Kd Morton; Hlckoy's Circus;

—

2-3.

Tip-

;

2.

"Ready

Welsh. Mealy

& Mnntroac

Sf'AItHOHO BKAf'H

and

advertisement^ kindly nnntiun

(

F.

I,

Hubbard, mgr.)

Hank Sponge's Orkestry
DIRECTION ART ADAIR.

LEW CLAYTON
Stunning Frocks

Classy Dances
When answering

Orientals;

WILL CHRISTMAN.

E.

WIIJCKft-nARRK, PA.

«

mgr.).
7,

WRIGHT

Smart Songs

J.

YOUNG'S AIRDOME (Sam Young, mgr.).—

great;

clover.

VARWTY

VARIET

38

Coden A Clifford 21 Adams Roxbury Mass
Ooljtns Will E Girls from Happyland B R
Comets Musical Carlton Terrace Garden
Compton A Plumb 2220 Emerson av Minneap
Comrades Four 824 Trinity av N Y C

NYC

VARIETY ARTISTS' ROUTES
FOR WEEK SEPTEMBER 9
WHEN NOT OTHERWISE

Connolly Bros 1906 N 24 Philadelphia
Cook Geraldine 675 Jackson av N Y C
Corbett A Forrester 71 Emmet Newark N J
Corel 11 A Gillette Keiths Providence
Costello A La Croix 813 Eweing Kansas City
Va
Cota El 905 Main Wheeling
Coyle A Murrell 3327 Vernon av Chicago

W

INDICATED

route* given from 8EPT. 8 to SEP T. 16. Inclusive, dependent upon the opening
All addreaaea ara
and closing days of engagement In different parta of the country
Addreaaea care newspapers, managera, or aganta will
furnished VARIETY by artlsta.

WILUAMS

CRAIG and

Tin-

"The Boys who Talk"
BKEHLKR BROS.

Direction.

not be printed.

ROUTES FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK MUST REACH THIS OFFICE NO
LATER THAN WEDNESDAY MORNING TO IN8URE PUBLICATION.
TEMPORARY ADDRESSES WILL BE CARRIED WHEN ACT 18 "LAYING OFF."

Adair A Dahn Keiths Philadelphia
Adams, Samuel J Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Adonis Shea's Buffalo
Alburtus & Millar Hippodrome Boscombe Eng
Ahearn Agnes A Co Fair Syracuse

ALL ABBOTT
The Prince
IHreotlon.

Blake ft Amber Bijou Savannah
Bowers, Walters A Crooker Winter

Garden

Berlin Ger lndef

JAY

BOGERT

GEORGIA

and

Next Week

MEYERS.

E.

Bowman Fred

Casino 9 A F sts Wash D C
Boyd A Allen 2706 Howard Kansas City
Bradleys The 1314 Brush Birmingham
Brennan George Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Breton Ted A Corinne 114
44 N Y C
Bridges June 220
39 N Y C
Brinkleys The 424
39 N Y C
Brit ton Nellie 140 Morris Philadelphia

of Song.

BEEHLER BROS.

Allen Luno Bertie 118 Central Oshkosh
Alpine Troupe Rlngllng Bros C R
Alvln Peter H Dresden Ohio
Andrews Abbott A Co 3962 Morgan St Louis
Archer Low Pantages St Joseph
Ardelle A Leslie 19 Broezel Rochester
Armanis 5 Majestic Cedar Rapids
Arizona Trio Willard Chicago
58 N Y
At wood Vera 17
Austin A Smith San Francisco
Ayres Howard 1709 N 31 Philadelphia

W

W
W

BRINDAMOUR

W

Original Jail Breaker.
Direction BEEHLKR MHOS.

B.

Baader A La Velle Spring Grove Springfield
Bacon Doc HI Henrys Minstrels
Bailey A Edwards 81 E Fair Atlanta
Baldwin A Shea 847 Barry av Chicago
Ball Jack Opera House Alexandria

6

NYC

Ball A Marshall 1553 Broadway
Girls From Happyland B R
Banan Alfred
Baraban Troupe 1304 Fifth av N Y C

W

Hill S
Barbee,
Strenoona
Daisy."

BKEIILEK BROS.
A Palmer 617 W 22d st S Omaha
Direction

Barber
Barnes A West Johannesburg S Africa
Barnold Chas Davor Dorf Switzerland
Barron Geo 2002 Fifth av N Y C
Barry A Black 1523 Fairmount av Phila
Bartell

Barto

A

A

Foremost

Direction,

Bartos

oily

Athletes.

BEE HLER BROS.

Oklahoma City

Behren Musical 52 Springfield av Newark

N

J

TRIO
BELL CANTO
W.
Booked

V. M. A.

Solid,

Direction,

BEBHLEB BROS.

A Bell 37 John Bloom field N J
Boy Trio Ramona Pk Grand Rapids
Bella Italia Troupe Box 795 B'kfteld 111 lndef
Belmont Joe 70 Brook London
12 N Y C
Belzac Irving 259
Benn A Leon Colonial Nashua N II
Bennett Klute A King Jahukes Oafe Los Ang

Bell
Bell

W

Bentleys Musical 121 Clipper 8an Franelnco

Benway A Dayton, Star

W

Warren.

Berg Bros Orpheum, Winnipeg
Berliner Vera 5724 Ridge Chicago
Beverly Sisters 5722 Springfield av Phila
Billy A Burns 859 Home Bronx
Bimbos 872 Lawe Appleton Wis
37 N Y C
Blsaett A Shady 248
Blssett A Weston 5 Green st London Eng
Black A Leslie 3722 Eberly av Chicago

NYC

W

N Y C

Calder Chas Lee 3812 Lancaster av Phila
Campbell Al 2731 Bway
Canfleld A Carleton 2218 80 Bensonhurst L I
Cantway Fred R 6425 Woodlawn av Chicago
Capital City Four 29 Welcome New Bedford
Carmen Frank 465
163
Carmen Sisters 2183 Washington av N Y C
Carlisle, Bertha Normandie Hotel N Y
Carroll Chas 429 E 'Kentucky Louisville
Carroll Nettle Princess Wichita
Carrollton Mrs C G 1311 S Flower Los Angeles
Casad A De Verne Cooks Park Evansvllle
Case Paul 31 S Clark Chicago
Chadwick Trio Cleveland
Chameroys 1449 41 Brooklyn
Chandler Claude 219
68 N Y C
Chantrell A Schuyler 219 Prospect av Bklyn
Chapman Sisters 1629 Milburn Indianapolis
Chase Dave 90 Birch Lynn Mass
Chatham Sisters 303 Grant Pittsburgh
Cheers A Jones 318
59 N Y C
Chris A Harry Bijou Battle Creek
Chubb Ray 107 Spruce Scran ton Pa

NYC

W

W

Chunns Four 19 Loughborough Rd London
Church City Four 307
46 N Y C
Clairmont Josephine A Co 246 W 128 N Y
Clark A Deveraux Harney Mobile
(Mark Floretta 167 Roxbury Roxbury Mass
Clark A Ferguson 121 Phelps Englewood
Clayton Carl A Emily 48 Melville Toronto
Clayton Drew Players Buckeye Lake Ohio
Clayton Zella Monte Carlo Girls B R
Clifford Dave B 173 E 10."{
Close Bros 41 Howard Boston

W

NYC

When dnswering

EDNA

ADELE

FERGUSON and NORTHLANE
Next week
DlrtMllon,

(Sept. 8),

AIMKK,

W

Orpheum, Omaha

WEBER &

KVANH.

Ferguson Dick 68
Bayonne N J
Ferguson Frank 704
180 N Y C
Fernandez Duo 1284 Lake Muskegan
Field Bros 62
115 N Y C
Fields

A

W
Hanson

W

Proctor's 58th

NYC

Fields Nettie 6302 S Halsted Chicago
Finney Frank Trocadero Burlesquers B

R

CROUCH « WELCH

Fisher Roy J
Fletcher Ted 470 Warren Brooklyn
Flynn Frank D 65
123 N Y C
Follette A Wicks 1824 Gates av Bklyn
Forbes A Gowman 201
112 N Y C
Force Johnny 840 Edmondson Baltimore
Ford Corinne Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Fords Four 1949 84 st Bensonhurst
Ford A Hyde Camp Rest Clifton Me

M.

Direction.

BENTHAM.

S.

Crouch A Schnell Royal Court Cleveland lndf
108 N Y
Cunningham A Marlon 70
51 N Y C
Curson Sisters 235

W

W

Dakotas Two 5119 Irving Philadelphia
Dale Josh 144
141 N Y C
35 N Y C
Dale A Clark 310
Dal ton Harry Fen 1870 Cornelia Bklyn
48 N Y C
Daly A O'Brien 325
Dare A Martin 4801 Calumet Chicago
Darrell ft Conway Empire Pittsfleld Mass

W

W

W

D'Arville Jeannette Philadelphia
Day Billy Box 2 Bala Pa
Davis ft Cooper 1920 Dayton Chicago
De Costa Duo 982 N 2d Philadelphia
De (Irace A Gordon 922 Liberty Bklyn
De Haven ft Whitney care Hall's Players
Mansfield lndef
la Genesto Alma Mich
Leo John B 718 Jackson Milwaukee
Milt Gertrude 813 Sterling pi Bklyn
Stefano Bros 1266 Maxwell av Detroit
Vere ft Roth 549 Belden av Chicago
DeWitt-Burns ft Torrance Orpheum Oakland
De Witt Young A Sisters Majestic Milwaukee
Dean A Sibley 465 Columbus av Boston
Deery Frank 204 West End av N Y C
Delaney Eddie Bijou Greenbay
38 N Y C
Delmar A Delmar 229
Delmore A Oneida Temple Rochester
38 N Y C
Del ton Bros 261
Demonto A Belle Englewood N J
Devau Hubert 384 Prospect pi Bklyn

De
De
De
De
De

W

W

ji»

Diamond

Next Week

(Sept.
Direction,

NYC

W

R

FISHERandGREEN

W

C.

THREE BARTOS
America's

W

Wm

Garfield 2699 E 53 Cleveland
Clark 2221 Cumberland av Phila

BROS.

Brooks A Carlisle 38 Glenwood av Buffalo
Brooks Thos A Girls from Happyland B R
Brown A Barrows 146
36 N Y C
Brown A Brown 69
115 N Y C
Brown A Wilmot 71 Glen Maiden Mass
Brydon A Hanlon 26 Cottage Newark
Buch Bros 13 Edison Ridgefleld Pk N J
Burbank A Danforth Berlin N Y
Burdett Johnson Burdett 881 Main Pawtucket
Burgess Harvey J 627 Trenton av Pittsburg
Burke Minnie Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Burt
P A Daughter 133
14 N Y C
Busse (Mme) Dogs Empress Seattle
Byron Gleta 170 Blue Hill av Roxbury Mass

W

and

"A

BROWN

Featured this Season with the Primrose
aid Dockatader Mlsmt rcla.

36

B R

Crawford A Delancey 110 Ludlow Belief ontalne
Cree Jessica 77 Josephine av Detroit
Cromwells 6 Dancroft Gardens London
Cross A Crown 1119 Nevada Toledo
Cross A Josephjn e Bronx N Y

NELSON

Orpheum, Dea Moines.

(Sept. 8),
Direction A.

W

Craig Marietta 146

Falardaux Camilla Trocadero Burlesquers
Fantas Two Tho 2925 Harvard Chicago
Feman Arthur S Girls from Happyland B
Fenner A Fox 413 Van Hook Camden N J

Brennan

and
9),

M.

Orpheum, Brooklyn.
Bentham.

8.

Diamond Four 2557 Station Chicago
A Libby 1269 Rogers av Bklyn
Dlxon-Bowers A Dixon 5626 Carpenter Chicago
Dodd Emily A Jessie 201 Division av Bklyn
Doherty A Harlowe 428 Union Bklyn
Donner A Doris 343 Lincoln Johnstown Pa
Doss Billy 102 High Columbus Tenn
Downey Leslie 2712 Michigan Chicago
Taylor Chicago
Doyle A Fields 2348

Dlckerson

W

Drew Lowell B Stratford N J
Du Barry A Leigh 3511 Beach av Chicago

H 1718 N Taylor av St Louis
Dugan Harry F 3491 Weikel Philadelphia
Dulizell Paul Tremont Boston
Duffy Thos

E.

Earl Harry 2337 2d av N Y C
Vardel Lumberg Utlca
Earl Robert
Eokert A Berg Hotel St Margaret
Eckhoff A Gordon East Haddam Conn
Edmand A Gaylor Box 39 Richmond Ind
Edwards Jess 12 Edison Ridgefleld N J
Edwards Shorty Sun Springfield O.
Elson A Arthur 456 E 149 N Y C
Emelle Troupe 604 E Taylor Bloomlngton 111
Emerald A Dupre National Sydney Australia
Emmett Oracle Orpheum New Orleans
2313 Highland av Cincinnati
Engelbroth G
Esman H T 1234 Putnam av Bklyn
Espe A Roth Pantages Spokane
3701
Cottage Grove av Chicago
Evans Bessie
Evelyn Sisters 260 St James pi Bklyn
"Everhart" Circus Busch Vienna

AFC

advertisement* kindly mention

W

VARIETY.

NYC

"On Account

of the

Subway"

BEEHLER BROS.
Cook's O H Rochester lndef

Direction.

W

—

W

Formby Geo Walthew House Wigan Bng
Fox Florence 172 FUmore Rochester
Fox A Summers 517 10 Saginaw Mich
Foyer Eddie 9920 Pierpont Cleveland

W

Francis Willard 67
128 N Y C
Franclscos 343 N Clark Chicago
Freeman Bros 35 Anderson Boston
Frey Twins 776 8th av N Y C
Fri3co Trio care Sam Measell 618 An s tell Bldg
Atlanta
Frish. Garard A Toolln 1709 Frisk Chicago
Furman Radio 829 Beck

NYC

G.

Gaffney Sisters 1407 Madison Chicago
Gaffney Al 393 Vernon Brooklyn N Y
Gardner Georgl 4646 Kenmore av Chicago
Gates Earl Monte Carlo Girls B R
Gaylor Chas 768 17 Detroit
Gaylor A Graff 383 Van Buren Brooklyn
Gaylor A Wally 1321 Halsey Brooklyn

CHARLES GIBBS
"The Human Phonograph."

BOOKED SOLID
BREHLKR BROS.

Direction.

Glrard Marie 41 Howard Boston
Gladstone A Ta Image 145
45 N Y C
Gleeson's A Houlihan 8 New Coventry London Eng
Godfrey A Henderson Orpheum Salt Lake
Golden Max 5 Alden Boston
Golden Morris 104 Syndicate Bldg Pittsburgh
Goldman Sam 401 Benson Reading O
Goodman Joe 2038 N 3 Philadelphia
Gordon Ed M 6116 Drexel av Chicago
Gordon Dan 1777 Atlantic av Bklyn
Gordon A Barber 26 S Locust Hagerstown Md
Gomans Bobby 400 So 6 Columbus O
Gottlob Amy 671 Lenox av N Y C
Granat Louis M 783 Prospect av N Y C
Gray A Graham Vaudeville Club London
Gray A Gray 1922 Birch Joplln Mo
Griffith Fred M Academy Chicago
Griffith John P Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Grimm A Elliott Majestic Peoria
Guilfoyle A Charlton 206 Harrison Detroit

W

H.
Halllgan A Sykes Colonial Erie
Halklngs The Calvert Hotel
Halls Dogs 111 Walnut Revere Mass
Halson Boys 21 E 98 N Y C
Halton Powell Co Colonial Indianapolis lndef
Hamilton Harry 257 Jelllff av Newark
Hammond A Forrester Box 83 Scarsdale N Y
Hampton A Bassett Crystal Braddock Pa
Hanlon Bros A Co Empire Pittsfleld Mass
Harcourt Frank Girls from Happyland B R
Harris Maude Girls from Happyland B R
Harrlty Johnnie 708 Harrison av Scranton
Hart Bros Bamum A Bailey C R
Hart Maurice 156 Lenox av N Y C
Hart Stanley Warde Hyman Los Angeles lndf
Harvey A Irving 1553 Broadway
Haydn Dunbar A Haydn, Palace Chicago
Hays Ed C Vogels Minstrels
Hazzard Lynne A Bonnie Escanaba
Held A La Rue 1328 Vine Philadelphia

NYC

NYC

VARIETY
ft Howard 646 N Clark Chicago
Henry Frank J Girls from Happyland B
Henry (J Iris 2326 So 71 Philadelphia

NYC

R

Henshaw Edward 65
107th
Herberts The 47 Washington Lynn

Heuman

Trio Ronacher's Vienna
Hlllman ft Roberts 516 E 11 Saginaw Mich
Hines & Kenton 532
163 N Y C

W

Arthur
La Vine
The FlylnK Orrsdnought.

Hines ft Remington Harrison N Y
Hoffman Dave 2241 E Clearfield Phlla
Hoffman ft O'Connell, Majestic Shreveport
Holman Harry ft Co Bijou Atlanta
Holmes Norine Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Holt Alf 755 Fifth Milwaukee
B 564 Onset Mass
Honan ft Hein P
Hood Sam 721 Florence Mobile Ala
Hoover Lillian 432
34 N Y C
Hopp Fred 326 Littleton av Newark N J
Hotallng Edw 557 S Division Grand Rapids
Howard Comedy Four 983 3 av Bklyn
Howard Harry ft Mae 222 8 Peoria Chicago
Howard Jack Girls from Happyland B R

On

Interstate Circuit Sept. t
Direction,
BROS.

W

Starks 15 Bancroft pi Bklyn
De Long 4416 Madison Chicago

ft

Hulbert

ft

Ross

ft

New Amsterdam

In man Billy

Monte

O

I.

W Tootl. Nevada
Carlo Girls B R

M

Ingrams Two care

Springfield

Iowa

loleen Sisters
September. FoUcs Marlgny, Parts.

W

Irwin Flo 221

45

N Y C
J.

W
W

46 N Y G
Jackson Frank C 326
Jerge ft Hamilton Orpheum Birmingham
Madison Chicago
Jarrell Company 3044
Jeffreis Tom 389 Bridge Bklyn
Jennings Jewell 6 Barlow 3362 Arl'gt'ii St L
Jewell Mildred 5 Alden Boston
37 N Y C
Johnson Great 257
Johnson Henry 60 Tremont Cambridge
Johnson ft Johnson 108 Knight av Collingsw'd
Johnstons Musical Tower Circus Blackpool
Jordons Juggling 4736 Ashland Chicago
Juno ft Wells 511 E 78 N Y C

W

K.

Kane James E 1732 So 8th Philadelphia
Kaufman Rawls ft Von Keiths Cincinnati
Kaufman Reba ft Inez Orpheum Kansas City
Kaufmanns The Hess Lake Newaygo Mich
Keeley Bros 5 Haymarket Sq London
Keenan ft Beverly 574 11 st Brooklyn
Kelsey Sisters 4832 Christiana av Chicago
Kenna Chas Majestic Houston
'Kennedy Joe 1131 N 3 Knoxvllle Tenn
Kenney ft Hollis Merrimack Lowell
Kenton Dorothy Felix-Portland Hotel
164 N Y C
Kesner Rose 438
Kidder Bert ft Dor'y 336 Santa Clara Alameda
King Bros 211 4 av Schenectady
av Atlantic City
Kentucky
205
N
King Four
King Violet Winter Garden Blackpool Eng
'Knight Bros ft Sawtelle 4450 Sheridan rd Chic
Kolb ft La Neva Majestic Mitchell 8 D
Konerz Bros Orpheum Portland
Krona Arthur ft Bessie 200 N 54 Philadelphia

NYC

W

LA MAZE TRIO
(S

Next Week

FmIs and •
(Sept. 9),

Tabtos)

Orpheum,

Seattle.

Lee Joe Kinsley Kan
Lee Rose 1040 Broadway Bklyn
Lenzs 1014 Newport av Chicago
Leonard Gus 280 Manhattan av N Y C
Leslie Elsie Trocadero Burlesquers B

W
W 129

Leslie Frank 114
130 N
Leslie Regina Clason Point

Lane ft Ardell 169 Alexander Rochester
Lane Eddie 305 E 73 N Y C
Langdons The Keiths Indianapolis
Lanlng Arthur Monte Carlo Girls B R
Lansear Ward E 232 Schaefer Bklyn

La Rue

2461 2 av
La Centra ft
La Fleur Joe Rlngllng Bros C

W

W
W

Direction

Holmes 21 LUlle Newark

PHIL LA TOSKA
"The Talkative Juggler"
Direction BREIILKR BROS.

J.

2),

Nichols-Nelson Troupe Miles Minneapolis
Nonette 617 Flatbush av Bklyn
Norton C Porter 6342 Kimbark av Chicago
Nosses Musical New Brighton Pa
Nowak Casper 1307 N Hutchinson Phlla

O'Connor Trio 706
O'Dell

ft

Omar

262

W

Allegheny av Phlla

W

O'Neil Dennis 201 E Marshall Richmond
O'Neill ft Regenery 592 Warren Bridgeport
O'Neil Trio Miles Minneapolis
Orloff Troupe 208 E 57 N Y C
Orr Charles F 131
41 N Y C

W

Mardo ft Hunter Majestic Port Huron
Marine Comedy Trio 137 Hopkins Bklyn
Marshall ft Klnner Plankinton House Milw'ke
Martin Dave ft Percie R R No 2 Derby la
Maritana Miss 2815 Boulevard Jersey City Hg
Martine Fred 457
57th
Masin ft Pearse Van Cortlandt Hotel
Matthews Mabel 2931 Burling Chicago
Mayer Arthur Monte Carlo Girls B R
Mayne Elisabeth 1333 S Wilton Philadelphia
Mayson Frank 308 Madison Minn
McCann Geraldine ft Co 706 Park Johnstown
McCarthy ft Barth 2901 Missouri av St Louis
McConnell Sisters 1247 Madison Chicago
McCormick ft Irving 312 Av O Bklyn
McCracken Tom 6151 Chestnut Philadelphia
McCune ft Grant 636 Benton Pittsburgh
McDermott A Walker 5625 Havoforn Phlla
McDuff James Empress San Diego
McGarry ft Harris 521 Palmer Toledo
34 N Y C
McKle Corkey 251

NYC

JOCK McKAY
SCOTCH COMEDIAN,

asks for applause and gets
over In Scotland. Com.. Pat Casey.
it

without

asking,

Sisters 38 Miller av Providence

McHAHON
Direction,

N

W

W

Stanley Stan 905 Bates Indianapolis
Stanwood Davis 864 Bremen E Boston
Stearns Pearl ft Co Bijou Flint
Stein-Hume-Thomas Orpheum Sioux Olty
Steppe A H 33 Barclay Newark
Stepping Trio 8908 N 5 Phila
Sterk Great 84 Watson Paterson N J
Stevens B J 498 Marion Bklyn
Stevens Paul 323
28 N Y C
St Claire Annie Central Atlanta Indef

W

W

Sutcllffe Trio

288 Laurel av Arlington
Swisher Calvin 708 Harrison av Scranton

Symonds

WOODWARD,

C. A.

1st V. Pres.
Sandusky, Ohio.

Alfaretta 140 8 11 Phlla
Syts 140 Morris Phila

ft

T.

Artistic

Thermos Orpheum Wheeling
Thomas ft Wright 215 Bathurst Toronto
Thornes Juggling 58 Rose Buffalo

and

Juggler.

Direction.

BBBHLBR

BROS.

Rawls ft Von Kaufman Mush Room Muskegon
Ray Harry Hotel Clinton Pittsburgh

Raymond Great Bombay India indef
Redmond Trio 251 Halsey Bklyn
Redner Thomas ft Co 972 Hudson av Detroit
Redway Juggling 141 Inspector Montreal
Reese Bros Lockport N Y
Remington Mayme Gerard Htl N Y
Renalles The 2064 Sutter San Francisco
Rio Al C 209 Audubon av N Y C
Hitters The Virginia Chicago

Original

Comedy

Scenic Novelty.
Representative.

JO PAIGE SMITH,

•^H'aV^^BnniBnBHa^^HaVMMa^HanVHaHaVMlBa^HBnVHaVal^^a^aH^^aW

W

Thurston Leslie 815
46 N Y C
Tops Topsy ft Tops 8422
School Chicago
Travers Bell 207
38 N Y C
Travers Billy Monte Carlo Girls B R
Travers Roland 221
42 N Y C
Trlmborn H ft K 29 Millers Lane Ft Thos Ky
Troubadours Three 136
55 N Y C
Ty-Bell Sisters Rlngllng Bros C R

W

W

W

W

CLYDE RINALDO
presents

LA GRACIOSA
BKKHI.KK

U.

Unique Comedy Trio 1927 Nicholas Phlla
Universal Four 1760 Greene av Bklyn

BROS.

Roberts C E 1851 Sherman av Denver
Roberts ft Co Hippodrome Lexington Ky
Roberts 6 Downey 36 Lafayette Detroit
Robinson
C 3 Granville London
Roeder ft Lester 314 Broadway Buffalo
Rogers Ed Girls from Happyland B R
Rogers ft Mcintosh Empress San Francisco
Roller Henry 91 Trenton East Boston
Ro Nero 412 S George Rome N Y
Rose Ullne ft Raymond 19 Ditman Los Angl's
Rosenthal Don 6 Bro 151 Champlain Rochstr
Ross Sisters 65 Cumberford Providence
Rossis Musical Novelty 218
48 N Y C

Wm

V.

Vagges The Grand Circuit South Africa
Valdare Troupe Cyclists Folly Oklahoma City
Valentine ft Bell 1451
Van ft Bates 5
104
Van Dalle Sisters 514

W

W 103 Chicago
N Y C
W 135 N Y C

CHAS. and FANNIE VAN
United

W

GUS. BARTRAM, 2nd V. Pres.
Charleston, W. Va.

President
Clarksburg, W. Va.

H

St James
ft Co Oakland
Stubblefleld Trio 5808 Maple av St Louis
Sullivan James F 359 Court Brooklyn
Sully ft Phalps 2423 Jefferson Phlla
Summers Allen 1956
Division Chicago

Talbuts-Twlrllng 296 Box av Buffalo
Tain bo ft Tambo Casino Buenos Aires 8 A
Taylor ft Tenny 2840 Ridge av Phlla
Teese Charles J 1885 N 12 Phlla
Temple Luella Girls from Happyland B R

RAPOLI

JENIE JACOBS.

W

Singer ft Slager 516 Birch av Indianapolis
Smith ft Adams 1145
Madison Chicago
Smith Allen 1243 Jefferson av Bklyn
Smith Lee 23 Vienna Newark N J
Smith Lou 124 Franklin Allston Mass
Smith ft Champion 1747 E 48 Bklyn
Smith ft Larson 140
49 N Y C
Somers ft Storke Kattsklll Bay Lake George
Soper ft Lane 1232 N Alden West Phlla
Spears The 67 Clinton Everett Mass
Sprague ft Dixon Odeon Clarkesburg
Va
Springer ft Church 8 Esther Terrace Pittsfld
Stanley Harry Grant Hotel Chicago

Clark Chicago

Greatest

J.

Gaiety So Chicago
McNutts Nutty 270
39 N ^ C
McWaters ft Tyson 471 60 Bklyn
Meredith Sisters 11 Eppirt E Orange
Meredith ft Snoozer St Paul
Methen Sisters 12 Culton Springfield Mass
Meuther ft Davis 342 E 86 N Y C
Meyer David 1534 Central av Cincinnati
Michael ft Fitzgerald Aquarium Moscow Rus'a
Miglino Bros 1660 Bushwick av Bklyn
Miller Edgar M 255 E Front Bellevue
Miller ft Princeton 88 Olney Providence
Minstrel 4 Majestic Elmlra
Mlnty ft Palmer 3312 N Park Phlla

NYC

Q.

Raimond Jim 818 Dakln Chicago

World's

J

135 N Y C
Sherman Krans A Hyman Maurice Bths Hot Sp
Shermans Two 252 St Emanuel Mobile
Shields Sydney ft Co Orpheum Memphis
Shubert Musical Four Hippodrome Cleveland
Slmui Sheldon P
B 559
Simons Murray J Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Skeley Johnson ft De Ferris Empire Pittsburgh

Syts

Qulnlan Josie 644

I.

W

Phillips Sisters Revue Paris
Potter ft Harris 6330 Wayne av Chicago
Powell Halton Co Colonial Indianapolis lndef
Powers Bros Maple Beach Pk Albany N Y
Powers Elephants 745 Forest av N Y C
Proctor Ada 1112 Halsey Bklyn

and CHAPPELLE

Monmouth, N.

Port

W

Winchester 1502 Belknays Superior
Phillips Samuel 310 Classon av Bklyn
ft

NYC

W

McLain

P.

Phelan

W

Solid.

BE Ell KK BROS.

W

0.

GUmore 1145 Monroe Chicago
36 N Y C

Pape Herman O Morrison Htl Chicago
Parker 6 Morrell 187 Hopkins Bklyn
Parvls Geo
2534 N Franklin Phlla
Pederson Bros 635 Greenbush Milwaukee
"Penrose" 2108 Fulton Brooklyn

Malloy Dannie 11 Glen Morris Toronto
Manning Frank 922 Sixth av N Y C
Manning Trio 154 N Wanamaker Phlla
Mantell Harry Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Mantells Marionettes Garden Kansas City
28 N Y C
Marathon Comedy Four 309

N

Shermans Dogs Dumont
Sherlock Frank 514

Romona Park,

Mack Floyd 5934 Ohio Chicago
Malone Grace 183 Normal Buffalo

W

Booked

Kapld». Mloh.

Owens Dorothy Mae 8047 90 Chicago

W. DUFFY,

V. O.

(Sept.

Burt Shepherd
"The Whip King"—
Direction

NEVINS
and ERWOOD
ORPHEUM PARKS
Week

Maryland Ualtinn.ro

U.iiiy

W

r
Seanlon
J l. >01 Vlnewood Detroit
Schroder Carol Girls from Happyland B R
Schulte Geo 1014 Sedgwick Chicago
Scully Will P 8 Webster pi Bklyn
Sells Billy ft Betty Broadway Columbus O
Selton Larry Syndons Omaha
Sexton Chas B Jefferson Birmingham Ind
Shaw Edith Trocadero Burlesquers B R

1

RUBY

PAUL

Direction,

PAT CAST.

Y C

W

M.

Bx Canton
ft Weis Hillside
MacDonald Dr Howard Boston

N Y C
R

LA PETITE
ft

W

N.
Neary Bliss ft Ross 459 E Main Bridgeport
Nevins ft Erwood 249 17 av Paterson indef

"Mab Queen"

McNamee

La Rue

Moztras The 62 Morse Newton
Musketeers Three 240
39 N

'thii.I

Portland
Linden ft Buckley 70
95 N Y C
Lingermans 705 N 5 Phlla
Linton ft Jungle Girls 1985 So Penn Denver
Lockwoods Musical 132 Cannon Poughkeepsle
London ft Riker 32
98 N Y C
Lorch Family Circus Schuman Berlin Ger
Loraine Olga 4116
End Chicago
Luce 6 Luce 3525 Krather Rd Cleveland
Sutgen Hugo Empress San Diego
Lynch Hazel 355 Norwood av Grand Rapids
Lillian Sisters

S.

&

Saiupsul

LILLIAN MORTIMER

This

R

N Y

Levy Family 47
N Y C
Lewis Dave American St Louis

Who
Lake Jas J Girls from Happyland B R
Lamont Harry 20 Clinton Johnstown N Y
Lane Chris 4357 Kenmore av Chicago

Y C

ill

Mooree Mite Bowdoin Sq Boston
Morette Sisters Bijou Quincy 111
Moricey Victor 2311 M St Richmond Va
Morris A Kramer 1306 St John pi Bklyn
Morrison Patsy Lynbrook L I

Vaudeville— United time
Al-BKK, WEBER * KVANH

W

Howard Joe B 1018
65 Chicago
Howard ft White 3017 Grand Blvd Chicago
Hunter

BBTOLKB

Lawrence ft Edwards 624 Elm Reading
Lawrence ft Wright 56 Copeland Roxbury Mas
Laypo ft Benjamin Mobile
Layton Marie 252 E Indiana St Charles 111
Le Page 236 8 Milwaukee
Le Roy Geo 36
115 N Y C
Le Roy Vic 332 Everett Kansas City
Leahy Bros 259 East av Pawtucket R I
Leberg Phil A Co 224 Tremont Boston

W

Hoyt

NYC

ft Lee 32 Shuter Montreal
Lashe Great 1611 Kater Phlla
Laurenze Bert 106 S 4 Reading
La Verne ft La Verne 525 E 11 Erie

l^arrivee

NYC

W

Moller Harry 34 Blymer Delaware O
Montambo A Wells White Rats
Moore Jack O 1426 Holmes av Springfield

La Toy Bros Union Square
La Tour Irene 24 Atlantic Newark

Henella

39
Rother & Anthony 8 Patterson Providence
Royal Italian Four 654 Reese Chicago

FRANTZ,

3rd V. Pres.
Marietta, Ohio.

Time.

T.

THOMAS KENYON,

J.

FENIMORE

Secretary
Pittsburgh, Pa.

LEE, Treasurer
W. Va.

Wheeling,

Tri-State Vaudeville Managers' Association
Representing Family Theatres

Now

in

Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia and Maryland

Can

Routing for Season 1912-13.

NO ACT TOO BIG
CLEVELAND OFFICE OPENS OCTOBER
Mr. V. O. WOODWARD in charge

1,

1012

Present Address, Opera House, Sandusky, Ohio.

,

Twenty Weeks.
Small Jumps.
FOR THIS CIRCUIT
WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE
WE CAN BREAK VOIR JUMP GOING
EAST OR WEST

Offer Recognized Acts

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

\\ m

R POLACKa
B

Suite

518-19-20,

When answering

Lyceum Theatre

Bldg.,

advertisements kindly mention

Pittsburgh,

VARIETY.

Phone, Grant

Pa.

«

1

*

3000

VARIETY

40

HENRY LEWIS
"THE GIRL FROM BRIGHTON"

In

Van Charles a Fannie Fifth ave N Y C
Van Horn Bobby 139 West Dayton
Variety Comedy Trio 1515 Earth Indianapolis
Vass Victor V 85 Bishop Providence
Venetian Serenaders 07o Blackbawk Chicago
Vernon a Parker 187 Hopkins Bklyn
Village Comedy Four 1912 Ringgold Phlla
Vincent ft Slager 820 Olive Indianapolis
Vino Val Hlngling Bros C R
Violetta Jolly 41 Lelpslger Berlin Oer
Violinist Dancing Maryland Baltimore

W.

Walker Musical Ringling Bros C R
Walker a 111 202 Warren B Providence
Walker ft Sturn 55 Rallw'y av Melbourne Aus
ft Van 679 E 24 Paterson
Ward ft Bohlman Taxi Olrls B R
Warde Mack 300 W 70 N Y C
Washer Bros Oakland Ky
Washburn Dot 1930 Mohawk Chicago

Wallace

W

Olrls from Happyland B R
Watson Billy
Watson Nellie Olrls from Happyland B R
Watson Sammy 333 St Pauls av Jersey City
Weber Chas D 826 Tasker Phlla
Well John 5 Krusstadt Rotterdam
Wels Cosper H Brills Hotel S 10 Phlla
Welsh Harry Mono Carlo Olrls B R
Welch Jaa A 211 E 14 N Y C
Wells Lew 213 Shawmut av Orand Rapids
Wenrlck ft Waldron 542 Lehigh Allentown
Went worth Vesta ft Teddy Keiths Portland Me
Western Union Trio 2241 E Clearfield Phlla
44 N Y C
Weston Edgar 246
116 N Y C
Weston Dan E 141
Wheelers The 140 Montague Bklyn
White
393 Vermont Bklyn
White Kane ft
Whitehead Joe Freeport N Y

W
W

Whitfield and Ireland
"The Belle

off

BtngrlUe,"

Direction.

BEKHXEB BROS.

Follies

W

Wood
Work

ft

W

152 N Y C
Play Majestic Johnstown

Ollle 524

Day Gayety Minneapolis 16 Oayety

St Paul

Gay

Masqueradere
Brooklyn
Gay White Way L

Widows

Gay

Columbia

N Y

16

Star

O

16 Oayety Toledo
Empire Baltimore 16 Lyceum

Washington.
Ginger Girls Westminster Providence 16 Qayety Boston
Girls Happyland Oayety Washington 16 Oayety Pittsburgh
Girls Joyland Lafayette Buffalo 16-18 Columbia Scranton 19-21 Orpheum Paterson
Girls Missouri Peoples Cincinnati 16 Empire
Chicago
Girls Reno Avenue Detroit 16 Star Toronto
Golden Crook Gayety Philadelphia 16 Music
Hall N Y
Hastings Show Gayety Pittsburgh 16 L O 23
Gayety Toledo
High Life in Burlesque Casino Brooklyn 16
Eighth Ave N Y
High School Girls Empire Chicago 16 Grand

Milwaukee

Howes Lovemakera Gayety

Louisville 16 Gayety St Louis
Jar din de Paris Buckingham Louisville 16
Empire Indianapolis
Jolly Follies 9-11 L O 12-14 Bridgeport 16

Westminster Providence
Knickerbockers Oayety St

Louis

16

Gayety

Kansas City
Lady Buccaneers Bowery N Y 16 Empire Philadelphia.

Marions Dreamlands Gayety Newark 16 Gayety Philadelphia

Merry Oo Rounder's Gayety Detroit 16
Toronto
Merry Maidens Empire Philadelphia 16
Brooklyn
Merry Whirl Gayety Baltimore 16
Washington
Midnight Maids Gayety Toronto 16

Gayety
Casino

Gayety

W

Xavlers Four 2144

Jr Empire Newark 16-18 Orpheum Paterson 19-21 Columbia Scranton
Mollle Williams Music Hall N Y 16 Murray Hill N Y
Moulin Rouge Bronx N Y 16 Empire Brooklyn
New Century Olrls Grand Milwaukee 16 Gayety Minneapolis
Orientals Folly Chicago 16 Avenue Detroit
Pacemakers Howard Boston 16 Orand Boston
Queens Folles Bergere Century Kansas City
16 Standard St Louis
Queens Paris 9-11 Empire Paterson 12-14 Empire Hoboken 16 Casino Philadelphia
Reeves Beauty Show L O 16 Star ft Garter
Chicago
Robinsons Crusoe Olrls Standard Cincinnati 16

Oayety Louisville
Rosebuds Penn Circuit 16 Star Cleveland
Rose Sydells Corinthian Rochester 16-18 Bastable Syracuse 19-21 L O 23 Oayety Montreal
Runaway Olrls Star ft Garter Chicago 16 Gayety Detroit

Maids Olympic N Y 16-18 Empire Paterson 19-21 Empire Hoboken
Star ft Garter Columbia Chicago 16 Standard
Cincinnati
Stars of Stageland

W

Yeomans Geo 150
36 N Y C
Young Ollie ft April Keiths Boston
Young A Young 215
111 N Y C

Taxi Oirls Gayety Brooklyn 16 Olympic N Y
Tiger Lilies 9-11 Orpheum Paterson 12-14 Columbia Scranton 16 Trocadero Philadelphia
Trooaderos Oayety Kansas City 16 Gayety

Z.

Zanfrellas 131 Brixton London
Zlg Zag Trio 309
43 N Y C
Zolas 234
48 N Y C

W

Orand Boston 16 Bronx New

York

W

Omaha

W

Watsons Beef Trust Krug Omaha 16 Century
f€ on on a

Whirl of Mirth

Empire Brooklyn 16 Empire

Newark
Winning Widows 0-11 Ollmore Springfield 12-14
Empire Albany 16 Gayety Brooklyn
World of Pleasure 9-11 Empire Albany 12-14
Franklin Sq Worcester 16 Casino Boston

WEEKS

SEPT.

9

and

Chicago

American Beauties Gayety Toledo 16 Columbia Chicago
Auto Girls Eighth Ave N Y 16 Howard Boston
Beauty Youth ft Folly Gayety Omaha 16 L O
8tar

ft

Where C

16 Corinthian

follows name, letter

Baltimore.
St

Louis 16 Buckingham

Louisville.

Bon Tons Star Brooklyn 10-18 Kmpire Hoboken
10-21 Emplro Paterson.
Bowery Burlesquers Casino Boston 16 Columbia New York
Cherry Blossoms Lyceum Washington 16 Penn

Adeline
Alberts

Girls

0-11

Bastable

Omaha
Dantes Daughters 0-1 Columbia Scranton 12-14
Orpheum Paterson 16 Bowery New York
1

16-18

L O

Lafayette

Wm

H

Dyer Herbert (C)

ft

M

Erb Eddie
Ernest Fred (P)
Espey Miss N
Evans Pearl (C)
Evens Ernest

Swanson Miss Ruth

Fagon Barney
Fanton David

Tojetti Miss Alice

Wm

Thomas Hilda
Torlejs The

*• V
Valeno Sisters (C)
Valentine ft Bell (C)

Van Chas A

Vlckery

Onrl

Archie

Orvllle

(C)

Waldo Orace

Walman Harry

(P)

Victoria

Overlng

Wallace K Mrs (C)
Webster H J
West Chas J
Weston Mrs A
Weston (C)
Weston 3 Sisters

(C)

M

Raymond

La Barbe Jules (C)

La Tell Wm
Landy Mrs Lau

Brec Miss Frankle
Lacey Eric M (P)
La Salle Trio (C)

Wm

Wm H

Langford

Oallgher Ed

Woods Harry
Zlmmer

Wm

av

COLLYER

Canadian
of

GOMES VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE

tea-cent andeTllle. .Bead
particulars aad your lowest salary.
playlaa;

fall

Mgr.

Cadillac Theatre, Detroit, Mich.

ACTS WANTED

Vaudeville acts laying off In New York can
secure Immediate time by calling on me. No
act too large to handle.

D.

(C)

GOOD ACTS
WANTED—
wire
Write
C. R.

FINESTTHEATREinDETROIT

SAM

Amy

(C)

Ritchie Billle

(C)

Going East aad West,
to Break Yosr Jaaaa.

CINCINNATI.

B. J. GOMES, Proprietor aad Manager.
Suite lit. Odd Fellows' Temple, 7th and Elm.
(7th Ave. or Baa St . entrance.)

WANTKD.

New

acts,

new

facte, recognised feature acts,

good comedy acts, musical aad novelty acts,
for Immediate aad future time. We are now
la our new and larger offices, aad are booking
40 houses In Ohio, Ind. aad Ky. NOTICE TO
PERFORMERS—If you have two or more
weeks open or want to break a jump, write.

DISSATISFIED MANAGERS
wire, or phone.
give us a trial, and he CONVINCED that w»
have the class of acts you need.

—Vaudeville

Wanted

HYAMS

Phone 3866 Bryant
Colombia Theatre Building,

M

Rochester Nina (C)
Rose K
Rudolphy ft Lena (C)

WANTED ACTS

SAM MARKS,

Stanford

ft

Reed Hans

Fuller

Wilson Jessie
Winchester M (C)
Whitney Fred
Whiteside Pearl
Woodford Chas ft

(C)

Rice Frank

La

Westcott Miss E
Weston O O (C)
Whittle Mr (C)
Wllken Will L

Pierce ft Dunham
Potts Ernie ft Mildred
(C)

W

Flenner Edith
Ford Vivian

(C)

W
Oelschlagel Chris
Olsson Doris

Keltons Musical
Kelfe Zena
King H
(C)

(C)

W

A

Vlolinlsky (C)

Payton Charles
Peweet Mrs A

Farrell Harry (C)
Feilds Evelyn (C)
Ferris Ethel (C)

Address,

Taylor Miss Josle

Meyer Herman
Meehan
(C)
Meeker Matt (C)

N

Kelmer Edith
Kelly Hal (C)
Keegan Ous

Fair Pearle

Wm

Stone Miss Pauline

Mason Miss P
Maxwell ft Co

Naden ueu (C>
Nelson Arthur (C)

Jarrott Jack
Jeavous Hugh
Jones Poss
Jordon Jack
Jordon Leslie (C)
Julian Harry (C)

(C)

Billy
Billy

Stoermer

Majestic Trio

Monast Frances

(C)

M

Stanley Norman
Steiger Bessie

Rice

James C

W

ft Flat
Shirley Miss

M

Mills Lillian

Llsel

ft

Herman

(C)

Sharp

Smith Mrs F K
Smith Miss Myrtle
Spielmann Louis

Hendricks Miss

Henry

Seamon Nina

Lewis Miss Ray
Lewis Jack
Loury Ed
Lloyd Eddie (C)
Loveland Carl H

McCaffery Hugh (C)
McMillan Miss L

B

Eldrige R
Ellsworth Harry
Ellsworth Miss O
Ellsworth John

8
Sargent Miss Eva

Hamylton ft Dene (P)
Han Ion Frank
Hart Edw O
Hatch Warren
Hedder Jack

Hines Miss J
Hlnsley Harry
Hubrey Stan
Hymer John B

Dunn Thomsa C

Elliott
Elliott

Benjamin

ft

Hewlne Miss Nan

Dobbs ft Borel
Dubson Chas

Boom 804
New York

acts.

If

you

change

Salary must
twice, can keep you full week.
No Sunday. .91.78 from Chicago.
be low.
LAMONT, Orpheum, Belott, Wis.

HABBY

10-21

Buffalo

Is

In Chi-

All

Harry

Ayer Miss Grace

Bortollne Joe
Boyle Pat

B

Boynton Edith

Harvey
Barry Edward
Barry Bobby (P)
Barry Marlon
Bauwens Paul (C)
Beatz William
Beaumont Count (C)

Burger Nullle

Brlggs
Ballo

Behee Earl (C)
Be Gar Beatrice
Bennett Albert
Bernle Miss Lewis

(C)

(C)

Weber's, Campus, Union,
Franklin, Congress Cafe.
Others to follow.

BOOKING ASSOCIATION

Write— Wire— Call

Watch Us Grow

ALFRED HAMBURGER Pn»riet.r
Director BukiajDcpt.

a^^^
Chicago,

IM|
ill.

.

ACTS WANTING EASTERN BOOKINGS
WIRE
WRITE

CALL

PHONE

-

KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE BUILHM.

1412

MBafWtf. SEW YORK.

SUITE 828 630

5217-8 BIEELEY

(C)

A M

(C)

FRED

Anna
Cameron Arthur
Cameron Grace

Caldwell

Campbell Miss Zenia
Charlan Walter (C)
Chase Billy
Christopher

Joe

Claire Jack

C

When answering

New Drexel,
New Langley,
New Panorama,

at all times Big
feature acts and novelties.
Nothing too big if you have
the goods.

ARTHUR J..H0RWITZ

Bonomar Simon
Boorum ft Co

(C)

—

Wanted

NEW YORK .M WESTERN

Ellis,

Monroe,

Ames Charley
Astor Ouy Mrs (C)

12-14

Syracuse

L O 10 Gayety Montreal
Columbia Girls Gayety Montreal 16-18 Emplro
Albany 10-L'l Franklin Sq Worcester
Cracker Jacks !>-ll Empire Hoboken 12-14 Em16 Gayety Newark
pire Paterson
Daffy Dills Gayety St Paul 16 L O 23 Krug

Dazzlers Murray Hill N Y
Bridgeport
Ducklings Star Toronto 16

W

Dillon

Mack

ft

Gornley ft Cafnery
Gould Rita
Grimm Harry (C)

Dale Jessie (C)
Daughertys, Mr ft
Mrs (C)
Darnley Grace (C)
Davis Hal
(P)
Deusslng
Devine Harry Mrs
De Fee Richard
De Lalre Harry (P)
De Long Miss B
Diane Dainty

Palace,

Bernle Ben
Bird Miss M
Bishop Miss M
Boley May

Australian

Circuit.

College

Granville

Wm

Apollo,

cago.
Advertising or circular letters of any
description will not be listed when known.
P following name indicates postal, advertised once only.

Rochester.

Ben Welehs Burlesquers Casino Philadelphia 16
Qayety Baltimore.
Gayeiy Boston 16-18 Cillraore
Big Gaiety
Springfield I'.t-iM Kmpire Albany.
BiK Review Trocailero Philadelphia 16 Empire
Bohemians Standard

Gordon Miss C

Cressy
(C)
Curtis Carle (C)

NOW BOOKING

LETTERS

Garter Chicago.
Buffalo

Gilbert Albertlna

Cosham Miss Mandie

Louise Amusement Co.
Chain, including President,

nati

23

Courtney Cyril

Laypo

Lawley ft Putalre (P)
iLemmer Done Co

Yankee Doodle Olrls L O 16 Krug Omaha
Zallahs Own Empire Indianapolis 16 Folly

16.

Americans Star Cleveland 16 People's Cincin-

Behmans Show Garden

J

MORRIS & FEIL

(C)

Gardner ft Hawleigh
George Alvin D
Oibney Chas

Garden

New York

Social

X.
20 Chicago

Wm

Coleman

Hawleigh

ft

(C)

POSITIVE

SENSATION

Direction,

Gardner

Clark Evelyn (C)
Clark Miss Flossie
Cole Fred
Cole Nate H (C)

Buffalo

Mies

Whitney TUlie 36 Kane Buffalo
Whittle
E Whittle Farm Caldwell N J
Williams Clara 3450 Tremont Cleveland
Williams Chas 2625 Rutgers St Louis
Williams A Gilbert 1010 Marafleld av Chic
William ft Sterling Majestic Ft Worth
Williams ft Steven* 3516 Calumet Chicago
Wilson ft Aubrey 489 So 12 Newark
Wilson Frank Hippodrome London Eng
Wilson Jack E 5430 Loom Is Chicago
Wilson Lottie 2208 Clifton av Chicago
Wilson Raleigh 210 N 22 Lincoln
Wilson Tom ft Co Bijou Atlanta
Wilson ft Ward 2744 Grays Ferry av Phlla
Wilson ft Washington O O H Pontlac Mich
Winkler Kress Trio Med ford Boulevard Medfd
Wise ft Milton Brennan Circuit New Zealand
Wlxon A Conley 30 Tecumseh Providence
Wood Bros Hendersons Coney Island N Y

of

Engaged Indefinitely

A

(C)

162

TREMONT

advertisements kindly mention

M ARDO

It

NOW WITH

The United Biokiog Offices

Boston Branch

BIJOU ARCADE BUILDING
ST.

VARIETY.

BOSTON, MASS.

VARIETY

41

THE FOX AGENCY
212

KDWARD P. KEALEY, Manager
WEST 42nd ST., NKW YORK Phone,

Green

17

LONDON,

Leicester Square,
Sole Representative.

St.,

Companies
Walter C. Kelly
Little Tlch. Two Bobs. Wee Oeorgle Wood.
ALWAYS VACANCIES FOR GOOD ACTS.
Tiller's

HAVE COME BACK

I

il.—

T

;

Am Just

OPEN

YEAR ROUND.

T1TR

to handle.

ar.?

the tame

Suit* It* Columbia Theatre Building.

7557 IrvMN.

Isftrtasts

:

Any Act

(M) FIRST
Waits Rat Contracts

CLAM

|

A

PAUL TAU8IO,
German Savings Bank

14th

St.,

in

40C

Advance

Cohan Theatre
Y.

(Fltsgerald)

Program.

GEORGE SCHNEIDER.

Manager.

Office:—S07 Gaiety Theatre Bldg.

JOHN QUIGLEY
New England Vaudeville Circuit,
American representative for W. SCOTT
AD ACKER, of London and the
England Vaudeville Circuit

New

York.
Boaton,

Mnln

Maas.t

New York

8^8 BoylaGaiety Theatre

officee

FULLER

NKW ZEALAND)

VAUDEVILLE ACTS WRITE

Managing

Director, Sydney, N. S.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Preeident and Manager

FREEMAN BERNSTEIN
Producer af Vaudeville Acts.

NEW

FITZGERALD BLDG..

YORK.
New

Cable "Free b orn.

York.'

DOUTRICK'S
laflMS.

fl«

bHIUIWwNi •••p.

MBJSJ

I

111 awtTH LA SALLE ST

RMefBefJ'CI

,

CMCAM

Recognised Big Feature Acta, Good Comedy Sketches. Novelty
Nsw Aets, New
Musioal Acta eta., for Immediate and future time.
BOOKING First Claaa Vaudeville Houaes In Chicago, and II Houses In 111. Jumps froi
Alee Nsw Houses In Ind., Iowa, Wis.
eta. to $4.
-If yen have one or mere weeks open, write, wire or phone.
Faces.

PLAYING THE

41

IN VAUDEVILLE.

W.

SULLIVAN and CONSIDINE CIRCUIT

SYDNEY. Amphitheatre.
SYDNRY, Ralmala.

MELBOURNE,
MELBOURNE,

BRANCH"OFFICE!
SEATTLE. WASH

Inc.

ALEXANDER PANTAGES

RepreGayaty

sentative.

OPEN NIGHT AND DAY.

REFINEMKNT ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL
COARSE OR SLOVENLY ACTS
AVE POSTAGE
AN Communl cn tleus to BEN. J. FULLER,

GENERAL

National

ADELAIDE.
BKIHBANE, Theatre

GENERAL BOOKING OFFICE:

OFFICE:

and

Snlllvaa

Gaiety.
King's.

Bldg.,

Third and

144S Broadway, Cor. 40th

Madl

Royal.
(N. Z.). Opera

AUCKLAND

hooking; the beat net nt nil times In the
beat theatre* of New England. Canada
St.,

New York

RICHARD
DPITRIOT
tatlve.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES,

LOUIS PINCUS,

4th Fleer,

VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

MD.

desiring to BREAK THEIR JUMPS
COMING BAST OR GOING WEST
NO SUNDAY
Ssnd In your Open Time.
SHOW. Mention Lowest Salary. Include

Hull ding.

St..

2099.

AGENCY

(AUSTRALIA AND

Acta

and

tS So. Dearborn

BUBO]PBAN OFFICE
Berlin,
lln,-<l
Germany

OF

SEATTLE

R. J. MORRIS AGENCY
Columbia Building, Cleveland, Ohio

-

VAUDIVILLf

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

City.

BRENNAN

U

R

Calif.

General Boohing

Bldg.

REPRESENTATIVE

Opera Hoaoe.

Acts That Respect Contracts. Acts desiring Usae com muni
OFFICES: A leas a r Theatre Bldg., O'Ferrell St., near Powell,

and

THEATRE
NEW
BALTIMORE,

ton

I

C.

J.

ARTISTS' NOTICE

Boston
Howard Athenaeum
Boston
Grand Opera House
Boston
Bowdotn Square Theatre
And circuit Of 41 Eastern Vaudeville Theatres

New

INDI

Plenty af Time for
cate Direct to EXEC

VCANTEJJ.

HUNT

PHIL

New York

No Black

THE

ALWAYS
N.

York.

Telephone Stuyvesant

OHIO'S LEGITIMATE VAUDEVILLE

HAVEN:—Grand

Taeatr*
Theat

BERTC CLEVEY
Representative,

New York

Bldg*.

Acts Jumping East or West

Write

Managed

Lacey.
B.

Folly

The Hid* away big time circuit. Na acts too big. Exclusive agents. Write or wire PETKB
F. GRIFFIN. Booking Agent. Griffin Vaudeville Circuit, Variety Bldg., Toronto, Caa.
Can open acta at Toronto, Sarala, Ottawa, Sao it Ste. Marie or Niagara Falls.

way»

Europe make their steamship arrangements through
Th<- following have: Lilly Lena, I.* Belle Tltcomhe, Great Lester, George
me.
Lashwood, Jack Lorlmer, Lorch Family, Frank Le Dent, Lamberty, Paul La
Croix, Gen. Ed. Lavine, Aerial La Ports, John Lawson A Co., Lloyd Bros., Lyons
104

^Nrao

GRIFFIN CIRCUIT

of all performers going to

Will

Cullora,

Comedy Theatre—-Grand Opera Houee.
NKWARK:— Washington Theatre— NEW

I.

Now England aad New

In

BOOKING

Inc.

TKEMONT STREET, BOSTON.

4S

/XV
Vy^
wwxyfj

Ever

I

CHURCH'S BOOKING OFFICE,
If*

I al

Wachter

Sig
a% BW

—

OITV

Acta.

Theatre— Washington Theat
— Rlveralde
—Gotham Theatre—
Star Thea re Dewey Theatre-

1247 Bryant

FAMOUS VARIETY

Victoria

Vaudeville's

t

MOST

AMERICA'S

NKW YORK

IN

City Theatre

EINEST
EDELSTEN Hammerstein's
VARIETY AND DRAMATIC AGENT,
John

WKIK*

IO

SEATTLE, WASB.
LINCOLN.

Bene*

WELLIN GTON Theatre Royal
CHTRUTCMURCB, Opera Booae.
DUNEDIN, King's Theatre.
SILENCE A POLITE NEGATIVE
,

NEW YORK
CHRIS

O.

St.,

CITY.

BROWN..

Mgr.

BBANCH BOOKING OFFICES: PAUL OOUDRON. I North Clark St. cor. Madison. Chicago. 111.; MAURICE J. BURNS, Id and Madison St*. Seattle. Wash.; W. P. REESB, Ml
Market St. San Francisco. Cal. B OBBRMAYER. II Greene St.. London. Eng.
:

City.

FRANK

Q.

DOYLE, Vaudeville Agent

BOOKING BIG ACTS IN BIG HOUSES. BOOKING SMALL ACTS IN ALL HOUSES. SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR SPOT LIGHT SINGERS
T ...ph.n..

Address

JMKk'HS ms

FOURTH FLOOR, CHICAGO OPERA HOUSE BLOCK, CHICAGO,

ALOZ

WANTED ANIMAL ACTS— NOVELTIES ACROBATIC FEATURES—SINGLES TEAMS

—

N. B. Can Use Good Acrobatic and Novelty Acts
Every Sunday. If in this Vicinity Wire.
C. H.

MILES, President

—

I.

FLUEGELMAN,

Orpheum Theatre
BENJ.

CONSOLIDATED BOOKING OFFICES,
Fitzgerald Building,

BROADWAY AT

CHICACOIOFFICES:; 122.N.1CLARK ST.

43rd

STREET,

NEW YORK CITY

Phone. 1631 Randolph

When answering

Wr,,

r

'foo' S.c

ir^ff"*

CANADIAN THEATRES BOOKING AGENCY

M. R. SHEEDY, Secretary

Vice-President

ILL.

BOSTON OFFICESi

BOOKING

VARIETY.

§452 5453 -3213 Bryan
ST.

SMEKDY CIRCUIT

CUNNINGHAM FLUEGELMAN CIRCUIT
MOSS aV RRILL CIRCUIT
THEATRE BOOKING CORPORATION

St.,

TREMONT

advertisement* kindly mention

MOSS, Treasurer

MILKS CIRCUIT

Tttessssti. 5451

21*

t.

Bldgs., Montreal, P. Q,

'Phone, 2970 Oxford

ARTISTS-SEND IN OPEN TIME
4* CONSECUTIVE WEEKS

42

VARIETY

=
WRI
D.

A

F,

Marcus

HiM'ttfet
that aaltt tbt

REYNARD
FARM

CHARLES AHEARN

Adidnss\_B3ng_Ev_<L__

B-A-H-J-O-P-H-IM-D-S

PLUNKBTT,

This

WM MAMaUDtfTt

B.

tbt taut.

Dlrootor pad

BARNES
STUART
JAMES
HOMER

W»k

(Sept 2), Medford, Bird

Maas

MUSKETEERS 3

3

ASONg Heeler
Dtreetloa

Max

Bait. Pal

I.

PAT DARKY

ISDN
(Edwards)

(Dunham)

Raining
London, Conn. Four A. M.
Hotels all filled. Anally we locate one
bed with a room around It. Edwards In vetthe
ting; up Stepped on Dunham's stomach;
bed broke. Farrell fell over a chair. Much
uproar. Curtain!
hard.

1b three seenes

its..

SBPT.

Booked

BERT MELROSE

—

—

Featuring the

Direction,

GBAOB

JOHN

Rube Dickinson

"MaLftOM FALL"

MURRAY

T.

Ritter-Foster
TRIO
Direction,

BAMUBL

New

Yet*.

MYRTLE

ZOLAR
VICTORINE and
Time.
Direction.

JENIK JACOBS.

THBEE CHEERS FOB

would

JOHNNIE REILLY
CHAMPION COMEDY BALL JUGGLER
THIS

(SEPT.

2).

BUBJANPTON1_VT

Lila Merrill

md

been

broke.

Zanzibar

looks like
1912 B. C. instead of
Every nationA. D.
ality of the Eastern

OP THE WOBLD.

WEEK

have

STRONG,
world

i

are

congregated

In

this

Frank Otto

A WILBER

RNO

JUOGLBB
BOOKED SOLID
United

I

WISH TO THANK

THOSE THAT HAVE OFFERED ME ADDITIONAL TIME THROUGH MY AGENT,

Late Star

GENE HUGHES

BUT
It's

a secret Just now, but

know

and

I'M HEADED FOR BROAD—WAY
AND — WELL —
I'll

let

you

all

of

THE DRUNK)
"AROUND THE CLOCK"

"VANITY PAIR," Will Produce Shortly
a New Comedy Protean Absurdity,

"A Dream of Dickens"
MANAGERS

soon.

Frederick

and

Clare

"SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE"

"HIT" ACTS on the ORPHEUM TIME

THE GREAT AND ONLY"

When

A $2100 PRODUCTION

IT'S

Funny

Clean

TUB ELECTRIC WIZARD

DR. CARL

Dsinty

CIRCUIT

HERMAN
^w» V. ¥H

Agent,

featuring Will Rosslter's

VARIETY.

.

A*

PAT CASEY

"Good Luck" Songs

MARY
ELIZABETH

CLAXTON
ansvyering advertisements kindly mention

N*w York

.

JOHN STOKES
NOW PLAYING S-C

A REAL HEADLINER

Car* VARIETY,

BY

PAULMcCARTY

and

IT'S

"Leap Year

NONCTEISEU"!!
TANEAN

Wallace

AND NIS

Girls"

PRESENT

RR

RITCHIE

Zanz'barly Yours,

VARDON, PERRY

Rawson
3

WISH TO THANK

raised on this island.

World Famous Cyclist

as their

I

BOTH THE PUBLIC AND PRESS FOR
THEIR EARNEST APPRECIATION OF
MY EFFORTS.

this place.
90 per cent, of the cloves of the world are

31) W. 4tth St.. Now York

o.

BILLIE

WISH TO THANK

THEIR VARIOUS MANAGERS FOR THB
MANY LITTLE COURTESIES EXTENDED TO ME.

from

GEORGE
HARADA

CHRIS

I

Alhamhra. N. Y.

WISH TO THANK

THE SULLIVAN AND CON8IDINE CIRCUIT FOB A VERY PLEASANT AND
PROFITABLE TOUR IT IS INDEED A
PLEASURE TO HAVE PLAYED THIS

town.

Maybe they cussed us and maybe they
but sometimes It sounded like they
we let them have a few new ones
from the States. The Solid Ivory Club
could overload its books with members

didn't,
did, so

Next Week (Sept. •), Proctor's, Newark.
Dtreetloa MAX HART.

OF THANKS"

TIME.

Just left His Knobs
Tes, he's
at Zanzibar.
got a harem.
This is the place to
buy curios that one
anywhere
get
can't
else in the world. Another six hours and we

IRENE

Playing United

W

idows."
with "The Gay
Address care VARIETY, New York.

B

40t Time* Bvildln*,

I

2),

A REAL NOVELTY

SAYS:

"I'M FULL

Slmms
Solid

LOUIS WESLEY

This week (Sept.

MAX

ERIE, PA.

16,

Willlard

.1. J.

(Fnrrell)

—

New

Passat

At

ALFREI HI

PEACHES
AT HO

T. O.

GOBGBOUS,

DAINTY,

his

ittag

SPECTACULAR FANTASY

GAVIN ^D PLATT
th.

BEAUMONT

The GREAT COUNT

Park, Grand

Rapids.

QUBBN OF YAUDBYTLLB.
DOING WBLL, THANK YOU.

APFLT TO THB CHAPWIOK TBIO.

B.

Bamona

(Sept. 9),

JAMES B.AMDDONOVAN
RENA ARNOLD

TO]

FOB SALB

WIGGINGS

L

Next Week

BJN« OF DXBLAND,

PUTNAM BUILDING, 14M BBOADWAY,

NSW

L.

tto ttt thtt

tktt

Gene Hughes

"AT THE SONG BOOTH."

Solid on Orpheom and United Circuits
JA8. E. PLUNKBTT, Smart Mgr.
Permanent Address, Casino Ave., Freeport,

"Skmtorial Rollerism"
JAMBS PLUNKBTT. Ms*.

Mil Doa b-jj aad
A MOBNTNO Df B<

to

BARRY™W0LF0RD
Booked

la thaw

act—
It's

>« Gartelle

Booked Solid on
Direction,

W.

NORMAN

V. M. A,
JEFFERIES

V\RIET Y

•
•

The
Advertising
is

7th

Anniversary

Number
\

the

St

Thing

»

WILL BE PUBLISHED
IN DECEMBER
may be- secured for
advertisements by ordering now

Preferred position

USE

THE MEDIUM
It

takes your

announcement

all

over the world, to

all

branches of the theatrical

profession.

THE ONLY PAPER THAT CAN GUARANTEE A COMPLETE CIRCULATION.

The

big benefit to an advertiser in VARIETY is that his advertisement reaches the
it to reach, whether they be players, managers or agents.

people he wants

AN

ADVERTISEMENT

COVERS THE FIELD

WHEN

PfiRim

("ALL

THE NEWS ALL THE
When

(in.stccrlV'j

"(Jcn'tis^mctit* kindly mention

VARIETY.

TIME")

.

IN

VARIETY

(INC.)

YORK

AFFILIATED WITH THE

PARIS

ALWAYS LEADING— TOUJOURS DU NOUVEAU—

Ltd.
ALWAYS CREATING—TOUJOURS DU NOUVEAU— NEVER IMITATING

MANCHESTER

ARTISTS
Authors, Inventors, Engineers

ANYBODY
who
NOVEL OR SENSATIONAL
has anything

BIG,
either

suitable for Productions or Acts
Every assistance

will

is

requested to

call.

be given to

REAL PEOPLE
If

you want

to

be properly managed

THROUGHOUT the entire WORLD
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE
Putnam

NEW YORK

Building

CABLE: HELFERSICH,

i

anncering

NEW YORK

61S2 Bryant

OSS Bryant

TEN CENTS

V

***£

!

I

i

1

VOL. XXVIII. No.

2.

NEW YORK,

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

13, 1912,

s
PRICE TEN CENTS.

!

VARIETY

THE DAY OF OPPORTUNITY IS HERE
MR. VAUDEVILLE PERFORMER
ARE
YOU
**w
*^»»^
MR PRODUCER
MISS VAUDEVILLE PERFORMER GRASPING IT?
)

I

The demand

is

world wide for new and up-to-date material for Vaudeville, it
Manager that he have it. He is glad to get

absolutely essential to a Vaudeville

DO YOU
DO YOU

is
it.

hope soon to be playing

in the feature class?
the time when you should hit the nail square on the head?
Are you satisfied with your present condition ? Now is the time for the act with the PUNCH. Are
you still listening to the Bull? Are you sitting home or in a hotel, waiting for an agent with a thoucall you up? If you owned a Grist Mill or a Hardware Store, would
sand acts to
another man to run unless you knew the man? You positively would
you give it to
Then
not.
»J why do it with your brains? Are you well represented? If not,
why not? Do SS v^Sj) vou realize that the Successful Vaudeville Manager to-day is progressive
wants good acts for his patrons? Don't SIT
blaming the
and that he
fy' 3>l
the Bi S Time, the Middle Time or the Small Time. IF
FIND
Managers of
realize that the present

is
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To Vaudeville
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AROUND

;

THAT

IT IS

lb

YOU
WITH THE TRUST.

A TRUST, TRY AND GET IN
A Manager is a manager because he seizes
his

opportunity and does things.

He

LapUxUU

is

ichens

progressive. Are you ? If you are listening
to the time worn Agent or Manager who
is only living on your Brains, and your stock
in trade as his capital, wake up and get a Live
Wire. If you have the act, get a man with the
Punch behind same. Are you using the gifts that God gave you to advantage? Thousands of Vaudeville Theatre Managers want your stuff providing you can put it over
successfully.
Do you lack The Business Management Of Same, or do you need Capital?
I will put my own money behind Your Production If It looks good to me, and I
will take my chances on the Managers and Booking Agents knowing a good thing.
I personally Managed and put over $160,000 worth of Airship contracts for Mr. Roy
Knabenshue, who was the first successful Aerial Flyer in the known world. At that time
wise heads said, we were dreamers, and were crazy. To-day Airships are flying all
over the world and are adopted by all Governments. We charged Five Thousand
Dollars a week and got It. I had faith In Business Men knowing a good thing.

Only.

Thai

WiK
Would
ii ...

THE PROSPERITY OF YOUR THEATRE DEPENDS UPON GOOD ACTS
AND ATTRACTIONS. I maintain that all Vaudeville Managers want good acts

The

attractions.
Good acts mean good shows. I don't care who Is your Booking
Agent or what the circuit Is. I don't book Theatres and don 't want to. I am
not an agent and don't want to be. But I am going to send out for Vaudeville Just as sure as you were born, some sure fire acts that will be a feature
on your programmes. MY CARDS ARE ON THE TABLE FACE UP, and I am
going to give you a run for your money on any act that bears my name, and unless
the act is a good one my name will not be connected with it. I realize that you are one
of the Main Pillars that support Vaudeville, and I am not going to try to trim
the Pillar. I have worked side by side with President Taft and twenty of the

and

Mgr

Who
Hashis

Hand
on the
Publics
Pulse.

Leading Governors of the United States, and Governors of Foreign ports. I
have furnished amusement attractions for the world's best and brainiest people,
United States Senators, State Senators, Congressmen, National and State Officials,
because I have always done business on the level and I know a good act when I see
one, and I know a bad one also. I don't kid myself. TO THE VAUDEVILLE

:

'•

Ni

Perfoi

PROFESSION, TO THE PUBLIC AND WHOEVER HAS GOOD. CLEAN,
CLEVER ideas, that will amuse the Vaudeville audiences of the present day, if you
lack the punch that is needed, show me the act, and if the act is there, I WILL
PUT THE PUNCH BEHIND IT. If you have an act that has played all the

te

Hie
Theatre
That

\z\

Tcllslhe

*P*7

Story-

W

small time, and been handled by all the Small Agents, I DON'T WANT IT,
as you will only waste your time and mine as well, but if you have a good
act and one that has been badly handled, get in touch with me. DO IT NOW. If
you are on the road, slip me a letter and if I am interested, I will see the act any place this side of San FranIf you want your act handled on honest lines and Business principles, and backed by ability, and one of the
cisco and do It personally.
handsomest Theatrical Offices in New York City, this is your opportunity. GRASP IT. I make no pretense of reforming anything. I am not in
the reform business. There are hundreds of good honest Agents in the United States, some of whom have gained an international reputation for
their ability and honesty. Their fame is world wide, and there are a few who have gained an international reputation for trimming everybody,
performer, manager, and everyone else. If you have a good act or an attraction, present it on the level and you are bound to win in the long run.
To-day is the day of Progress. Get in the movement. Do It now.

FRANK

P.

SPELLMAN,
Whm

HEIDELBERG BLDG., 42nd
and Broadway,
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BELASCO ACQUIRES STOCK
IN KINE MACOLO R PICTURES

DOCKSTADER SUED BY RUBE.

most Legitimate Producer." Belasco Said
to Have Put in $750,000
If there exists in the mind of anybody doubt of the almost universally
conceded fact that motion pictures will

Times Building, the house is now referred to on the board of "F. F. Proctor's Fifth Avenue Palace of Varie-

play an important part in the futurej
of theatrical entertainment, it should be
dispelled with the announcement that
its lates$ convert is no less a person-

ties."

age than David Belasco.

will

producer that
he has secured an important working

So

enthusiastic

interest in the

is this

Kinemacolor company,

a sum said to be in the
neighborhood of $750,000.
It is the intention of Belasco in future to devote a goodly portion of his
personal attention to the production
of
stupendous picture production,
which are to be extensively advertised
investing in

the

as

it

creations

of

"America's fore-

most legitimate producer."
The personnel of the working staff
is being reorganized and an official announcement of its future, policies will
shortly be made known.
At present the Kinemacolor conpany is in active negotiation with the
management of a large circuit of
vaudeville houses for the allotment of
important territorial rights to the com-

pany's output, other than its larger
productions requiring a series of ree ! s
for their presentment.

ASHTON STEVENS CRITICALLY ILL
Chicago, Sept.

11.

Ashton Stevens, the dramatic editor
of the. Chicago Examiner, is critically
ill.

Stevens has been in bed for the past
two weeks. He has been ailing for the
past year.

PROCTOR'S "PALACE."
The name
Fifth

of

the

F.

F.

Proctor's

Avenue theatre has received an
At the ticket office in the

appendage.

An

attraction

shortly,

it

is

at

the

said, will

Fifth

Avenue

be a month of

Dickens, played by Tom Terris, who
make a weekly change of program.
Mr. Terris has been placed for the engagement by William Morris. Abroad
for some weeks, Terris is coming back

Daniels.

Dockstader, the minstrel man,

Thursday night.
Napoleon Diehard was the object of
the ridicule, and Nap told his lawyer
to sue the play actor for $5,000 damThis the attorney did, and Mr.
ages.
Dockstader was taken into charge just
before the Monday night performance
here on a warrant charging slander
and ridicule.
Dockstader was released in $500 bail,
which was reduced from $5,000, the
tried

sum

set

arrest

Nashua

at

it

last

on the slander charge.

of Dockstader's comarrested falsely on the
charge of picking pockets. When they
were arraigned in the Nashua court

were

The

the charge

They included

and kept the audience

Several

nearly everything that
could possibly occur between the two

men.

two women.

The berth of general stage manager
for Werba & Luescher will be vacant
in a week or so, when Clyde McKingoes over to the Charles B. Dillingham staff.
Mr. McKinley has been general stage
manager for Werba & Luescher almost
since the firm started its producing

flat.

That

BIO ACTS OPEN AT COLONIAL.
All the big new acts for the Percy
Williams theatres will open at the Colonial, according to the present mind
of the Putnam Building moguls.
At present there are scheduled for
early appearances Ada Reeves, Oct 7;
Cecefia Loftus, Oct. 21; Wilkto Bard.
Dec. 23, while during this month Lulu
Glaser, with Tom Richards in a musical sketch, will appear there for the
week of Sept. 23, and Lily Langtry,
Sept 30.

name

of the officer as a butt for his jokes
in

a continual

some money out .of
this he is going to give Nashua the
gosh dangest time it ever had, for Nap
roar.

a

If

Nap

sport in

same kind

the

gets

this

section

of shoes as a

the person of Frank
is writing

in

Edgar Smith, who

the

book

sic

Hall, believes Mr. Daniels just

of the production for the

one of the

fits

roles.

No composer
ular

Mu-

institution

is

announced as a reg-

for

the

piece.

The

songs may be selected as submitted.
Besides the manager-comedians and
Mr Daniels, the Music Hall cast to
date is composed of Marie Dressier,
Nora Bayes and Jack Norworth.

MARIE LLOYD

IN

GARDEN.

a story about that the Shuberts are angling for Marie Lloyd, the
English music hatl singer, to appear
is

Winter Garden, New York.
negotiations are proceeding so
favorably, according to the story, Miss
Lloyd may become a New York at-

at their

The

traction

Since

among

around

New

Year's.

her name was not included
those called to appear in the

Command

performance at the
London, Miss Lloyd has become more popular than ever on the
London music hall stage.
Royal

Palace,

and wears

New York

CHBRIDAH SIMPSON LOSES.

City constable.
Seattle, Sept. 11.

KTMKL IIAHKYMORE WINS.
Chicago, Sept.

ley

career.

arrests were

the complaint of
night at the per-

formance, Dockstader used the

is

M'KINLKY SHIFTS POSITION.

fell

made by Diehard on

third

There

Two members

pany

Fields

the time of Dockstader's

at

CENTS

comedian for the Weber &
new Music Hall has been found

and engaged,

on the Adriatic.
rumors have been floating
about during the week stating the relations of F. F. Proctor and William
Morris. The reports had a wide range.

New York

to

The

Hamp-shire and get away

clean.

10

DANIELS IN MUSIC HALL CAST.

Manchester, N. H., Sept. 11.
No one gosh derned play actor can
kid a con-sta-bule in this here New

Lew

Will Qive Personal Attention to Stupendous Film Productions, Billed as the Creations of "America's Fore-

PRICE

1912

13,

A

11.

big winner for vaudeville proved

Kthel Barrymorc

when opening

Majestic Monday,

in J.

at

the

M. Barric's curtain raiser. "The Ten-Pound Look."
The hottest day of the summer, Miss
Barrymorc drew a capacity house,

Cheridah Simpson, who brought a
breach of promise suit against Frank
M. Stetson, a rich lumberman of this
city for $35,000, failed to answer certain questions in court and the case

was dismissed last Saturday.
Miss Simpson claimed Stetson hid
proposed marriage and then turned
around and married another woman.

which remained intact until after her
sketch, when about 500 people left the

"BIG TIM" RESTING.

theatre.

GARDEN AND CA\ ALIERI.
Paris, Sept.

5.

that
Massenet's
reported
"Cherubim." created at Monte Carlo,
will be played at the Opera Comique.
season with Marguerite
Paris,
this
Carre (wife of the manager). Mary
Garden and Lina Cavalieri in the cast
The operetta is taken from a farce by
It

F.

is

de Croisset.

"Big Tim" Sullivan is resting out in
But two men
the country somewhere.
are said to know his present whereabouts.
will remain away
two or three months, taking a

Senator Sullivan
for

complete vacation, without being bothered by politics, show business or the
thousand and one other things that
are continually being brought to his
attention when in New York.

VARIITY

ENGLAND'S GREAT COMEDIAN,
WILKIE BARD, COMING OVER
Signs Contracts to Play Here for Several Weeks, Opening
December 23 at the Colonial, New York.
Receiving $2,500 Weekly

GABY, THE BIG DRAW.
(Special

BERLIN OPERA SCORES.

Cable to Variety.)

(Special Cable to

London, Sept

11.

The engagement

of Gaby Deslys at
Palace has been prolonged, perhaps until the end of October.
At the present time she is drawing
even larger houses than during the engagement of Sir Herbert Tree at the

the

same

hall.

The

(Special

not known which, Williams will appear in, is being kept quiet.

Cable to Variety.)

is

London, Sept.
Wilkie Bard has

finally

11.

signed the

contract for his American debut, which

has been hanging

He opens at the
Dec 23, for two

for

Colonial,

some

time.

New

York,

PREPARING THREE REVUES.

for

two weeks each, to be followed by a
week each in the Keith vaudeville theatres in Boston and Philadelphia.

The

Bert Williams is with Ziegfeld's "Folunder a long term contract to
F. Ziegfeld and Klaw & Erlanger.

(Special

Cable to Variety.)

London, Sept.

London, Sept. 11.
Quigley Bros, opened at Liverpool
and went big.
The Irish comedians are a novelty

PARRY ENGAGED FOR RUN.

the one hand and Ernest Edelsten and
Max Hart on the other.

SKETCH BADLY
(Special

DONfl.

ber.

Paris, Sept. 11.

The

Cigale, reopened last night with
a revue (as usual), entitled "Midi a

quatorze heures" by A. Barde and M.

who were

responsible for the

production at the Marigny this past

badly carried out in

every way.

weeks.

#

The

London, Sept. 11.
George Edwardes' next production at
the Adelphi will be an English musical
comedy, 'The Dancing Mistress."
Edwardes rails against the growing
tendency to produce unpleasant play*
and music hall sketches.

lacks wit.
The danseuse, Regina Badet,

It

WALLER BUYS

MUSICAL ANATOL STORIES.
(Special Cable to Variety).

the

is

London, Sept.

(Special Cable to Variety).

The

London, Sept. 11.
Lechmere Worrall and Atte Hall
have sold the American rights of "Her
Side of the House" to Lewis Waller.
said

to

$4,500

The

Co. takes possession of the Plymouth
Palace, Sept. 30, on a twenty-one years'
lease.

LONG ROUTES ABROAD.
(Special

The Two
this side

Cable

to

Variety.)

tracts
late as

WM.

B.

Irene Dillon, an American girl, has
been re-engaged for three return trips
over the Moss Circuit. She will also
appear in Xntes pantomime at Bir-

mingham.

Dundas

London, Sept.
Kingston's

the

at

11.

regarded as too much.
Dorothy Mints, Constance Drever,
Alfred Lester, Bart Coote and Walter

Dowling were the most successful of
the cast in the order named. Lester's
part is altogether too big.

MOFFAT'S "PEN" PLAY SEEN.
(Special

Berlin, Sept. 11.

Carl Juppa has renewed his lease of
the Apollo for six years more.

London, Sept. 11.
Moffat's new play, "The
Scrape of a Pen," is a comedy, but not
another "Bunty." It is less comic and
less dramatic, with a fine picture of
highland life, possessed of some merit
but not enough.
It will, however, interest AmericaMr. and Mrs. Moffat are great in it
Jean Aylwin is excellent.

D'ARMOND-CARTER
(Special

PENLEY DYING.

^N

hit,

W.

S. Penley is
Leonards' Hospital.
He is believed to have parted with the fortune
he made out of "Charley's Aunt" and
also the vast sums accruing to him
St.

from "The Private Secretary."
At one time Penley was over
000 ahead on "Charley's Aunt."

Kitty Glaser and Lester and Shee-

Toye

is

IN LONDON.
(Special Cable to Variety )
London, Sept. 11.

temporarily absent on ac-

illness.

MARINELLI, EXCLUSIVE AGENT.
(Special Cable to Varibtt).
Paris, Sept. 11.

$750,-

MU8ICIAL ACT DRAWING.

sum of $1,750 weekly.
The name of the theatre or

the

hall,

it

Willy

WANT MAUD ALLAN

cutting

FINE PARIS WEATHER.
(Special Cable to Variety).
Paris, Sept. 11.
is

and trade splendid.
for

show business

11.

BACK.

London, Sept.

bright

and

chilly

Ideal conditions

11.

Negotiations are pending here for
the bringing to America of Maud Allan for a tour of the Keith houses,
opening in New York about Nov. 4.
The deal is likely to go through.

EMPIRE'S XMAS PANTO.
(Special Cable to Variety.)

London, Sept. 11.
produce an English
pantomime for the Christmas holidays, with Pelissier and his London
Follies company.
This is a radical departure from the
regular policy of the Empire, which

The Empire

will

has heretofore confined

its

productions

to ballets.

BOGANNYS COMING OVER.
known comedy
The Bogannys, with the orig-

internationally

acrobats,

Weather here

.

vaudeville engagements.

The

gere.

London, Sept. 11.
Zimmerman's
"Musicians'

Paradise," at the New Cross Empire,
a big draw. It played one hour at
the opening performance, and needs
is

revue.

London, Sept.

H. B. Marinelli has been appointed
agent for the Folies Ber-

(Special Cable to Variety).

Bert Williams, the colored comedian,
has been placed by Klaw & Erlanger
to appear in London next summer, for

Palace, are a decided
offer for the Al-

and have had an

»arikti).

han, the latter a dancing duo, opened
at the Folies Bergere Sept. 3.

count of

11.

Carter,

(Special Cable to Varibtt)

exclusive

BERT WILLIAMS

D'Armond and Frank

ROSE PITNOFF WON'T APPEAR.

Paris, Sept. 11.

London, Sept. 11.
dying of cancer in

HIT.

Cable to Variety.)

London, Sept.
Isabelle

OPENED AT FOLIES BERGERE.
(Special Cable to

8.

Cable to Variety.)

Graham

Coliseum

(Special Cable to Varibtt).

11.

11.

"The Grass Widows," at the Apollo,
met with a mixed reception. The music is considered fine and the majority
of numbers good, but three acts are

(Special Cable to Variety.)

new

leading
man at the Little Theatre for "Captain
Brassbound's
Conversion."
which
opens in October, is William B.
Davies, late of "The Fortune Hunters."

W.

Cable to Variety.)
London, Sept.

Slater

APOLLO LEASE RENEWED.

(Special Cable to Variety).

1918.

(Special

DAVIES, LEADING MAN.

Gertrude

unul 1920.

calling for their appearance as

matinee

benefit

(Special Cable to Variety).

London, Sept. 11.
Bobs have been booked on

Another American turn, Hedges
Bros, and Jacobson, have English con-

"GRASS WIDOWS" DOUBTFUL.

Rose Pitnoff swam sixteen miles in
the Thames, abandoning her original
plan of crossing the channel and her

AT BENEFIT.

receipts of the

espe-

is

songs are greatly

and the book good.

liked

totalled $4,500.

(Special

The

the

tuneful,

30.

London, Sept.

be

financially interested in the transaction.

be shown Sept.

first will

The music

cored strongly.

hambra

(Special Cable to Variety).

(

Cable to Variety.)
London, Sept. 11.
Variety Theatres Controlling

£

cially

11.

Four Anatol stories, set to music
by Adrian Ross, are to be produced at
the Tivoli by Ben Nathan.

RIGHTS.

is

Wilhelm Kienzl's opera "Kuhriegen"
the
Kurfuersten Opera House,
,

at

at the Victoria

piece went only fairly well.

Madge Titheradge

HAS PLYMOUTH PALACE.

Cable to Variety.)

summer.

Cable to Variety.)

is

drome, goes later to the Palladium f:>r
a run, playing "Into the Light" and
"The Comstock Mystery" on alternate

(Special

(Special Cable to Variety).

Carre,

London, Sept. 11.
now at the Hippo-

EDWARDES* MUSICAL COMEDY.

CIGALE REVUE FAIR.

principal.

London, Sept 11.
Jordan and Harvey produced "Shylock Hyams" at Hammersmith, in
which they impersonate a pair of Hebrew detectives.

The sketch

Charlotte' Parry,

11.

The appearance of Bordoni for the
Shuberts in America has again been
postponed, this time until in Novem-

within the pas' five years that

Cable to Variety.)

Cable to Variety.)
Paris, Sept.

There have been a hundred reports
or more
Wilkie Bard would appear over here,
either in vaudeville or a production.
Several managers have claimed they
had secured an option for his American
appearance.
Much of Bard's material has been
used in America by both English and
American comedians, without the creator ever having been publicly credited.

(Special

BORDONI POSTPONED.
(Special

Hebrew couples im-

ported from America.

salary Bard

is to receive is $2,held out for some time for
$2,600. as he desired the additional $100
weekly to help toward paying commissions, which will be split evenly between the United Booking Offices on

Cable to Variety.)

after the glut of
11.

Revues are now in preparation at the
Alhambra, Hippodrome and Empire.

He

500.

JUST FOR A CHANGE.
(Special

lies,"

weeks, going thence

Orpheum and Alhambra

the

to

fire

date for the American reopening
of the "Vera Violetta" tour with Gaby
Deslys is Oct. 21.

VarietO.

Berlin, Sept. 11.

inal Joe at their head (the place
occupied while scoring the big hit
the Morris Circuit) are returning
New York, about Oct. 28, to open

the

Colonial,

Morris

&

he
on
to
at

under the direction of

FeiJ.

VARIETY

PITTSBURGH'S "BIG HOUSE"
CUTS PRICES AND SHOW'S COST
9

Harry Davis Grand Opera House Selling Best Orchestra
Seats at 50 cents. Limit of Weekly Program Made
$2,500. United Booking Offices 9 Managers Reported Much Worried at Season's Prospects.

AGOUST DENIES MARRIAGE.

FREAK FISH EATER.
Berlin, Sept. 2.

At ' the Circus Busch, Hamburg,
there is appearing Mac Norton, a
"freak" who eats frogs, gold fish and
water snakes. Norton claims he can
also place inside of himself 100 glasses
of beer in 10 minutes,, and eat 52 loaves
of dry bread in 48 hours.
His stage exhibition consists of
drinking 10 big goblets of water, after

which he swallows 15 frogs and 10
gold fish from two bowls placed on a
Upon anyone in
table beside him.
t

Afraid of the U. B. O.
Pittsburgh, Sept.

11.

The admission at the Grand Opera
House has been reduced to fifty cents
the

in

orchestra.

It

understood

is

Harry Davis has orlered

that

no "hie

time" show this season shall cost the

Grand over

$2,500.

Previously the orchestra seats were

up to seventy-five cents and one
with

shows

costing

present "big time" managers
be found with one of the large
"small time" combinations.
the

of

will

$4,500

Lillian Mortimer, who played several
weeks of stock this summer, will resume her vaudeville tour with William

Belford,

Louis

Bresen,

While

his act

not particularly enthused over by
gentle women, it has created much talk
on the Continent.
is

BEGINNING
NEXT WEEK

Mr. Davis will continue to secure his
programs from the U. B.
O. He is tied up with the New York
agency in so many ways it would be
difficult for him to break the connection did he desire to do so.
The Grand Opera House has been
Harry Davis' meal ticket. It has made
as high as $200,000 yearly, and probably never dropped much below $150,000 up to a season or so ago. The
profits of the Grand, however, were
often eaten into by Davis being obliged
to "protect" his Grand in Pittsburgh
from "opposition." This he did by
holding expensive leases on theatres or
carrying options on building sites. B.
F. Keith is said to have secured a big
slice of Davis' earnings through the
deal by which Keith loaded the Alvin
theatre upon Davis.
The Alvin lease
has a long unexpired term, with Davis
paying Keith a big annual bonus for
the theatre, which Keith secured from

LEANDER
RICHARDSON
THE FOREMOST WRITER

Chicago reputation.
Other "big time" managers are expected to follow the Davis lead by
reducing prices or cost of shows. It
is
often said along Broadway nowadays that before February 1 several

The Simone de Beryl

turn will play

Grand Opera House, Pittsburgh,
next week, with an artist's model from
New York named Frances Green, posing. It now develops that "Simone de
Beryl" is the name of the act and not
the young woman who has appeared in
that turn.

Her cognomen

is

Mile.

AlLc

incensed over the action of Mile. Porrier. Mr. Marie claims the blame lies
with Agoust, who induced the girl to
leave, although she is under contract
to him until October, 1914.
Marie says he has brought a damage
action against Mile. Porrier for $10,000,
and instructed his attorneys in France
to issue attachments against her property in that country.

ETHEL LEVEY NEXT SPRING.
A booking for Ethel Levey, commencing next March, has been made
by M. S. Bentham. Miss Levey will

Booking

United

in

Otnce

houses.

ON THEATRICALS

ALEX CARR

IN "TOBL1TSKY."
Chicago, Sept.

2.

Sept. ,30 Alexander Carr will return
to vaudeville, playing the "Toblitsky,"

WILL CONTRIBUTE

"End

or

which he

the

of

World"

sketch,

in

appeared some seasons

first

ago.

theatres in
together with the brand
of show supplied the Grand Opera
House by the U. B. O. practically
forced Davis to the reduction in admission and salary limit.

his

elopcti.eut

the

weeks

The many "small time"

New York

the

in

cross the water for the return vaudeengagement, playing about hi teen

Pittsburgh,

in

mentioned

story.

ville

Gulick.

"big time" vaudeville managers
are displaying a panicky touch in the
present
vaudeville
situation.
Very
few can be found who are not afraid
of the United Booking Offices and
their booking connection with it.
The managers who will admit anything say that the "split commission
graft" has been costing and is costing them thousands of dollars.
Another bugaboo with all vaudeville
managers, big and small, is John ).
Murdock.
They are afraid of him.
Murdock has frightened vaudeville
theatre managers.
It is due to him,
according to the stories around, that
the "small time" is gathering in strong
combinations. Murdock is duplicating

parties

G. Marie, manager and owner of the
"Simone de Beryl" act is very much

weekly.

The

Providence last week, while Mile. De
Beryl was playing an engagement at
Keith's
denied by M.
theatre,
is
Agoust, who hat been at ths. Winter
Garden continuously since the present
show there opened, without missing a
performance,
Mile. De Beryl, however, did leave
Providence for New York. It is s«ud
a wedding will shortly foi'ow the marriage engagement existing bctv cen 'ho

Porrier.

vaudeville

M.

f

stomach for two hours.

dollar,

These shows were furnished by the
United Booking Offices of New York.

R.

Rosalie De
in support.

Veaux and Jack Sommers,

the audience asking for either a frog
or fish, Norton "recalls" from his
stomach, finally emitting all the water
he has drunk.
The freak claims he can hold anything of the uncanny variety in his

The reported elopement of Emile
Agoust and Simone De Beryl, from

niETY

Exclusively to

ANGLING FOR

G. P.

Negotiations are on for the bringing
America for vaudeville of the wellknown English musical comedy comedian, G. P. Huntley.
Huntley has been seen here in musical comedy, his first appearance having been with one of George Edwardes' companies.
His salary for
vaudeville will probably be a large one.
to

DEMANDS HER MONEY BACK.
Cincinnati, Sept. 11.

Robert Brown, actor-driver, was arrested just before starting his act at

Park Saturday afternoon on
word from Atlanta, charging him with
getting $500 from a woman at that
place on the assurance that it would be
invested in the show business.
The woman became dissatisfied with
the venture and demanded her money
Chester

back.

Brown

FRED WATSON'S CLASS

HUNTLEY.

avers he will

settle.

FLA VIA ARCARO'S ACT GONE.
As Flavia Arcaro was rehearsing the
act she intended presenting at Dockstader's vaudeville theatre at WilmingACT.

The next time Fred Watson appears
around

New

York, which will be
Sept. 23 at the Bronx, Mr. Watson is
going in for an all-pure class act."
Rena Santos will compose the other
half of the "two-act."

Frank Norcross, a former actor, but
has been managing road shows

who

stage via vaudeville.
a

comedy

act,

returning to the
He is rehearsing

himself.
assist

Norcross.

PICTURES ONLY AT SCHUYLER.
The

Schuyler, 82d street and Broadlast Saturday night with
a straight picture show.
Bernard Bim-

way, reopened

berg and

Max

the act

the

Fields

is

in cold storage,

and

probably appear in
production of "The Sun
will

Dodgers."

The battery breezes are wafting up
Broadway a tale that Fred Ward and
Belle Storey will shortly become man
and

wife.

vaudeville

Miss Storey is playing in
under the
direction
of

Ward.

"Polly Wobbles," writ-

and staged by
Four people will

ten

is

Now

Miss Arcaro

WARD-STOREY ENGAGEMENT.

FRANK XORCROSS COMING BACK.

for several seasons,

ton next week, Lew Fields sent word
he wanted the comedienne for one of
his shows.

Plohn run the house.

RITCHIE SPURNS CONTRACTS.
The contracts offered Adele Ritchie
by the United Booking Offices were
returned by the prima donna Monday,
as unsatisfactory.
Miss Kitchie set
her vaudeville salary

The

a;

V50

weekly.

agreements for thirteen weeks
or more of "United time" :«-*a for $600

a week.

VARIETY

SEVERAL EASTERN SULLIVANCONSIDINE FRANCHISES OUT
Besides Philadelphia, Western Circuit Will Operate in
Detroit, Pittsburgh, Washington, Baltimore, St.
Louis and Other Cities, Including Southern
Points. Working in Union With Loew Circuit. S-C Acts Open and Close in Bast

M'lNTYRE
An offer to

play
fined

its

in

franchises to

road shows will not be conthe

exclusively

east

two Nixon-Nirdlinger houses

the

to

in Phila-

delphia.

Another franchise was issued this
in Detroit, where the S-C shows

week

will appear in a new theatre having a
seating capacity of 2,500.
Fred T. Lincoln, general manager

of the Circuit, will select one of

two

houses offered to him in Pittsburgh,
and the Nixon-Nirdlinger Academy jf
Music, Baltimore, also the Imperial or
Academy, Washington, will play the

S-C attractions.
There may shortly be made a stop
between Pittsburgh and Detroit for the
S-C bookings, in a city now holding a
"big time" theatre booked by the
United Booking Offices. All the cities
supplied
mentioned
have
houses
through the U. B. O., and which are

known as the "big time."
The new S-C route, in working

conbe from
Philadelphia to Pittsburgh to Detroit
(if
no stop off en route is secured), and thence on the regular circuit, going from Kansas City, the present closing point, to St. Louis (where
a house will be obtained by S-C) and
then either into southern territory, or
back to Washington and Baltimore
dition

about

where the act

An

Nov.

15,

will

will close its

S-C

tour.

open and close the S-C
trip in the east.
Heretofore S-C acts
on the main line have closed at Kansas
act will

City, giving the western vaudeville
agencies a chance to secure them.
In Washington Nixon-Nirdlinger will
either have the Imperial or Academy
of Music.
Both are being considered
by the Philadelphia manager. In the
south Sullivan-Considine expect two
or more cities and will have New Orleans, if any southern towns are taken.
The St. Louis house for the S-C shows
is being held a secret.
All territory east of Chicago has been
released by the Loew Circuit to S-C
for their road shows. A marginal territorial line was drawn through Chicago for the two circuits, each restricting itself to either the east or west.
The eastern bookings by S-C will be
a joint account in the new Loew-Sullivan-Considine booking agency.
All

theatres in the east not requesting the
Sullivan-Considine Road Shows will be

given bookings from the
the booking agency.

Loew end

of

they were held in arrest for several
hours until a settlement was made.
The act was playing the Orpheum.
Quigley entered a claim for $450 aj
agent under contracts entered into in
October, 1911, and not played. Ernest
Stanton was taken into custody as he
was entering the theatre in the early
evening.
Under an arrangement be-

tween Uuigley and the sheriff's oft ce
he was permitted to return to the theatre and go through the evening performance. After the performance Val
Stanton was also arrested.

Lawyer Brackett, local representaWhite Rats, was out of the

HEATH'S OFFER.

successful across the water, the
hall agrees to

CONSOLIDATED AFTER PANTAGES

same

pay $2,000 a week for

any prolongation of the contract.
John R. Rogers, who is handling the
realty possessions of the partners, has

been

communication for the Eng-

in

The

dates.

lish

Mclntyre

The Sullivan-Considinc

*%

appear in a London Music hall is said to be awaiting the apThe
proval of Mclntyre and Heath.
Londoners have offered the team $600
weekly for four weeks, to "show." If

minstrel organization

&

Heath thought of heading
this season will not go out.
The famous blackface comedians are
at the Orpheum, Brooklyn, this week.
They have been routed for the full
season by the United Booking Offices.

MINIATURE MUSICAL COMEDY
"The Toast of the Town," a new
miniature musical comedy, book and
lyrics by Francis DeWitt, and music
by D.

Don Matthews,

people,

is

with eighteen
expected to be produced unWill J. Block's direction about

der

Sept. 30.

tive of the
city,

and

in the

absence of counsel to
artists remained m

960,000

them the

advise

custody in the sheriff's office until after
midnight, before a compromise was
arrived at. At length the artists agreed

payment

to the

of $133 in settlement.

Grand Amusement

Co.,

Fresno, an-

nounces a new theatre to cost $60,000
for vaudeville.
It will be ready by
the

Quigley is said to have declared he
proposes to deal in the same way with
all other acts against whom he has a
similar claim.

HOUSE IN FRESNO.
San Francisco, Sept. 11.

fall

of 1913.

FOR KELLEHMANN TOUR.
Molasso is framing up a company of twenty-four for a tour of
South America next spring, leaving
New York May 26 and returning in
G.

TABLOIDS GOING OUT.
Chicago, Sept. 11.
the openings scheduled for
the near or immediate future are K*lroy & Britton'a The Candy Kid,''

Among

which starts a tour at Ottawa, III.,
Sept. 23.
Dick Gardner's Co., presenting "Johnnie On the Spot" started
a tour of the northwest this week and
the Marks Brothers Co. in "Mr. Green's
Reception," will open in Ottawa this
week sometime. Oct. 1 Johnnie and
Ella Galvin will also start out.
All the latter attractions are booked
for thirty-hve weeks by Ned Alvord,

October.

He

will present all his

pan-

tomime acts and also take with him a
few American singing and dancing
is

also in negotiation with Will-

iam Morris for the production of a
new pantomime for Annette Keller
mann, to be used by the diver in a
big road show which Morris will send
on tour. Molasso will personally appear in the pantomime with Miss Kel-

lermann.

The Pantages houses could
from the Miles

bills

it is

said.

take their

Ut-

Circuit, the

booking through the Consolidated.

ter

Nothing had developed up to the middle of this week.

C.

H. Miles

the west last Saturday.
in

left for

Some changes

connection with his circuit might

possibly follow the trip,

A

direct Postal

placed

'in

the

was

it

said.

Telegraph wire was
Consolidated offices

Tuesday.
This week John and May Burke, a
standard comedy act, were signed last
Friday by the Consolidated for twenty
weeks. It is said the United Booking
Offices attempted to "cut" the salary
of the .Burkes, who thereupon engaged
with the Consolidated at the price
asked.

The Solis Brothers, an act the
United had tried to keep away from the
"opposition," also signed for twenty
weeks through Freemn ttetn&tein with
the Consolidated. Mr. Bernstein placed
with the same agency Ce'Dora in "The
Globe of Death" and Creatore's Baud.
It was Bernstein likewise who g
the Consolidated Thorras Jeffci^ct. in
"Rip Van Winkle" at $750 weekly.
EdouuJ j. &e, May Ward and se.cal
other well-known turns have ooe i
sign, d fcr long periods with the Consolidated by the Bernstein agency.
The Sheedy Circuit, booking through
the Consolidated, has Barney Fagan
and Henrietta Bryon, "The City of
Yesterday," and Howard Truesdell an 1
Co. on its time just now
There may be a dispute t over the en.«

gagement of the Four Solis Brothers.
act was originally placed with the
United through Gene Hughes for
twenty-two weeks.
(

Somc

of the early

was scattered with a certain
amount of open weeks intervening.
Bernstein booked the act for the De
time

Brooklyn, this week, and dethey opened there Monday.
Hughes protested against the playing

Kalb,

clares

oi the

engagement and

notified the act

he would not accept their cancellation.
Mr. Hughes said this week that he did
not know that the act was actually
playing the Brooklyn date and until he
had satisfied himself on that point,
could not comment upon his probable

who

has offices in the "Association"
headquarters.
Mr. Alvord claims that the success
of tabloid musical comedy for the coming season is practically assured, particularly in the smaller towns, and adds
that hereafter he is going to pay some
attention to the production of tabloid
dramatic attraction.
Gus Forbes, who earned a favorable
reputation on Alvord's circuit with musical shows, has been delegated to get
busy on the dramatic versions.

$5,000

as a western link to its chain,

The

turns.

He

The Pantages Circuit is being sought
by the Consolidated Booking Offices,

(

course.

The Consolidated will enter upon
week at 1482 Broadway.

legal life next

That concern has been doing business
under the Employment Agency license
of the Affiliated Vaudeville Circuit. An
application for a new license has been
<

pending before the Commissioner.
Rumors have been current that Jules
Delmar, office manager of the Consol-

SONG IN SYRACUSE.

Syracuse, Sept. 11.
Eccles Music Publishing Co.
asserts it paid $5,000 for a new song,
"Honest and Truly," by J. Jacobs and

idated,

The

was not

ties in interest.

at peace with all par-

At the agency

it

was

denied that any difficulty existed between Mr. Delmar and the officers.

William McCarthy.

ACT ARRESTED

IN BOSTON.

Boston, Sept.

At the instance

of

J. J.

in

The Eccles people
ready to pay another
another song like it.

say
five

HKLD FOR GRAND JURY.

they stand
thousand for

Long Branch,

Quigley body

warrants were served upon
Ernie Stanton

11.

Val and

Boston- a few days

ago, and under an old contract claim

Sam
deville

Kahl, the middle western vaumanager, came to New York

Wednesday.

VAN HOVEN,
"THE DIPPT MAD MAGICIAN."
Sometimes they laugh and sometimes they
don't.
What's the difference; the authorities

have never been In when they

didn't.

Sept.

11.

At the examination of Walter Rosenberg for exhibiting moving pictures
Sept. 1 (Sunday) in this city, Mr. Rosenberg was held for the action of the
Grand Jury.

VARIETY
JOUR'S DANOTROU8 PRANK.

WHITE RATS TAKE ACTION

What was

at first thought to be a
press yarn from the fertile brain of

AGAINST STRIKE DISSENTERS

Harry

Reichenback, publicity

sentative

at

the

Academy

of

repre-

Music

i

turned out to be a very serious
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mason, with Clay
Smith and Josie Flynn, principals in
the Academy show, were returning
from the Mardi Gras at Coney Island
in a taxi Monday night.
Coming into 14th street and Broadway, a practical joker hurled a bunch
of vegetables through the, window of

VAUDEVILLE EPILAUGHS.
By

WILLIAM JEROME.

sooner play eight times a day,
loaf on the Great White Way.

I'd

Than

affair.

Performers With the Sells-Floto Circus, Who Refused to
"Strike" Suspended fund Charges Preferred Against
Them. Stormy Meeting This Week
mm
night meeting of the
White Rats Actors' Union was rather
The regular
stormy, from reports.

The Tuesday

routine of the proceedings, which have
been quietly gone through with of late
at the weekly gatherings, was led

away from tht usual course through a
motion made and approved that the
members of the Rats with the SellsFloto Circus who refused to go out
on strike when ordered by the Rats*
Chicago representative, be suspended
Charges have been
for thirty days.
preferred against the rebellious Rats
for neglecting to obey orders and they
will be tried meanwhile.
Charges were also preferred Tues-

could not take cognizance of action
against the White Rats Actor's Union
unless a violation of the articles of
amalgamation between the White Rats

and

November.
made by Robert^Nome to Mr. Gompers, the following reply has been received:
Washington, D. C, Sept. 5th, '12.
Mr. Robert Nome,
In re White Rats Actor's Union
tion at Rochester in

In reply to a protest

of America.

3706 Lake Ave., Chicago, 111.
Dear Sir .and Bro.: Your favor
of Sept. 3 came duly to hand and
contents noted.
Note has also
been made of your statement and
the subject matter of our correspondence and the decision of the
Executive Council of the American Federation of Labor will be
brought to the attention of the
Rochester Convention of the A. F.
of L.
In that event, all papers
and correspondence in the case
will be at the disposal of the con-

—

:

too friendly with expelled
This probably referred to Harry
De Veaux, lately expelled from the
order, and who has been a thorn in the

become
Rats.

side of the present executives since.

The action against Trainor Is reported to have been the cause of some
excitement in the lodge room. Trainor
is said to have made a speech which
confined several statements concerning |he operations of the government
These are reported to
of the Rats.
have been repudiated by the officers
pruwnt, some of the members navinj
demanded that Trainor be permit J

vention.

Trainor

is also said to

be established, so that the interof the actors of America may
be protected.
Fraternally yours,
(Signed) Samuel Gompers,
ests,

have

on the lodge room
floor, instead of before the Board of
It
Directors.
This was denied him.
is

not

President,

trial

known when

American Federation

The trouble with the Sells-Floto Cir r
cus .culminated in Omaha some days
agar.
The Rats, believing they had a
grievance against the circus people,
delegated the Chicago representative
He
to go to Omaha and adjust it.
saw the general manager of the show.
The latter was repotted to have bee 1
quite tart in his replies to the Chicago
man, who thereupon issued a strike
call.
Of the twenty-five Rats with the
circus, it is said only fourteen obeyed
the summons to walk out. These were
immediately dismissed, according tj
the story, by the circus management
for breach of contract. Those remain
ing were the Rats to have charges preferred against them this week.
The White Rats has always been
presumed to have its greatest strength
with the circuses.
The action of the
members with the Sells-Floto Circus
refusing to strike rather surprised the
membership of the order, according to
stories about.

Chicago, 5ept. 11.
The "insurgent" White Rats are
making the claim that Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation of Labor, in deciding the Ex-

Committee of the A.

F. of L.

of Labor.

was down,

scattering

about the occupants.
Mr. Smith and Mr. Mason
jumped out and caught the joker, they
returned to find that Mrs. Mason was
pieces

picture:

quite
seriously injured, partitifesT of
thglass having gone through her

"•

ing and lodged in her body.
Wednesday physicians were called
in and it was thought the particles ri
glass might have gotten dangerously
near Mrs. Mason's heart. She was the
only one of the party injured. The
culprit was dragged to court tht next

Paris, Sept.

A young

man, aged

19,

3.

ing a comic scene for a moving picture
film
was accidentaly drowned this
week.
He had to portray a ga5tnan
cleaning a lamp, who falls into the
water, ladder and all.
He duly tumbled into the River
Seine, according to instructions, but
did not reappear, and his body has not
yet been found.
By a coincidence an
almost identical accident occurred in
Germany the previous day, also to the
account of a cinematograph company.

Chicago, S<pt 11.
in the haatftiner
"More
for the Palace this Week.
Sinned Against Than Usual" waa -given the top line late last week. Henry
E. Dixey, originally billed for that
position, exchanged places with the
travesty, Dixey going to Baltimore.
Creasy and Dayne, also one of the
feature turns at the Palace, were sent
to the Columbia, St. Louis.
Vera Michaelena, due to go to St.
Louis, was obliged to cancel for the

A

change was made

engagement,

owing

to

the

sudden

death of her mother.

RICH WIDOW'S VENTURIS.
Wood Dean, a rich Chicago

Ella

is in

New York

planning a vaude-

Miss Dean has engaged several grand
opera singers and has rehearsed a tabloid version of

"Carmen."

some of his attention
vaudeville acts, in addition to his
other work in the show field.
will herafter give

to

PIONEER MINSTREL NEAR END.

Walton

Place.

all day long I walk,
hear the actors talk.)

tried to do an act in one,
But had to take it on the run.

I

The week
I

My

I

my

wore

played the Union Square
union underwear.

was not what I supposed;
opened I was closed.

act

Before

I

If I could only grab a squab,
Flo Ziegfeld might give me a job.

Newark, Sept.
Proctor's

New

York, some weeks ago, when no

was there. The Newark
engagement was given her as another
orchestra

chance to make good.

Monday morning

at the Colonial
Elintre and
Sam Williams
looked at the electric signs outside the
theatre.
Than they telephoned their
agent to tell Mr. Keith he iWsdN another act for this week, as Elinore and
Williams weren't going to play.
It seems the sign* cfctside the Co-

Kate

were

filled withtthe names of
Goodrich and Bessie Wynn.
Miss Williams thought too much tltcf
tricity was being used on the sam/
people, while she was in the program.
The affair was settled by the matinee,
when Miss Elinore and Mr. Williams

lonial

Several

new

fetching costumes fur-

ther emphasize the personal charm and
beauty of the singer, whose popularity

He

never be able to appear again.
Nearly seventy and his mind almost

several

seasons in vaudeville

will

after

a blank, physicians say

always moving upwards.
Pictures of Miss Wynn

vive

much

longer.

Lang

can't sur-

11.

Monday

nearly lost an
act.
Grace Wilson, appearing for the
first time here, objected to appearing
"No. 2" on the program. Later the
trouble was adjusted, and Miss Wilson
stepped into the position assigned her.
She played Proctor's Fifth Avenue^
bill

numbers.

Chicago, Sept. 11.
Joseph Lang, a pioneer minstrel man,
at 5

(I love to

BB8SIB WYNN.

department has been installed
Frank Spellman in the
Heidelberg Building.
Mr. Spellman

ill

Long Acre

Bessie Wynn is now playing a
twelve weeks' engagement in New
York City for the United Booking
Offices as a feature attraction in all of
its local houses.
This week the dainty singer is appearing on the opening bill of B. F.
Keith's Colonial, where she was moved
to the next to closing position afte
the first performance Monday, follow
ing a big ten-act program and coming
away with honors.
Miss Wynn has hit upon a novel
idea in her present turn. She mingles
some of her old musical comedy successes with the present day popular

the office of

critically

At Henderson's, at Coney Isle,
They wouldn't laugh or even smile.

appeared.

NPBLLMAN HANDLING ACTS.

is

with Marcus Loew.

Edna

A new

in

flirt

MONDAY'S KICKS.
RILLS CHANGED ABOOTD.

ville debut.

while enact-

can't land the U. B. O.
start to

morning and

stage,

actor drowned.

I

I'll

of glass

After

widow, who has never appeared on the

his trial will take

place.

ecutive

sincerely hope that unity will

I

•

aslcWrbr a

is

to

bring the matters now before several
central bodies to the national conven-

day evening, it is understood, against
Val Trainor, a White Rat residing n
New York. The complaint against
Trainor, it is said, was that he had

rV\fclk.

Union was alleged,
showing the way

Actor's

really a decision

the taxi, which

If

LILLIAN MORTIMER,
on her sailboat

"CHIACOA."

VARirrVi front

cover.

are

is

on

VARIETY

8

HOWARD-McCANE

"WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE WEEK"
FL1VS ATHAMMERSTEIN'S
Little

Women

The

Monday

Suffragettes

at

After their exhibition and speech-making at the night
show, a couple of the skirted spell
binders got to work on the Broadway
and 42d street sides of the house.

tl: -

theatre.

the

side

Large crowds

Had

collected.

half of

those who listened to the speeches in
the open air stopped at the box office
earlier in the evening Hammerstein's
would have made a much better show-

complainant's

right

said

"

the

name

of

"Rollo"

and

produced

Testimony

will

be taken

month or

in the

con

so.

with

peted
cured

upon
great drawing attraction, and
several New York theatres comfor before Hammerstein's seit, seemed likely to become a big

fizzle

after

a

as

which

The

Monday night show.
had not commenced to

the

performance Monday.
in the proceeding
than the funny sights) was Geo.
at either

The only humor
v'other

May's orchestra playing "The Battle
Cry of Freedom" for the entrance muthe Sufferers.

sic of

FILM SMUGGLING CHARGED.
Secret Service
operatives believe that they have unearthed a big deal in the smuggling of
picture films into this country.
Tuesday, at the instance of the Custom House officials, four sailors on the

The United

New York were arNew York by the United

American
rested

States

liner

in

as

members

RUBBERING STARTED ROW.

Suffragette thing, looked

theatre

up

fill

him,

booking

ing.

The

When a local salesman upbraided a
night clerk here for listening to a conversation between the former nnd Daisy
Marschand, of the Sam Howe burlesque
show, a free-for-all fight started in the
Elmer Hotel lobby.
Manager Ira Miller and several
salesmen got in the mix-up with the
Rooney Sisters, also with the Howe
show, and Miss Marschand doiu^ a
ballyhoo that resulted in the police taking a hand.
Someone laid Patrolman Wright low.
Incidentally three of the drummers
took the count. When the smoke had
cleared four men were arrested on a
charge of disorderly conduct.

Md

of

well

as

other
Prudential

in

smuggling

in

two

acts without pictures for the Coliseum,
J.

Paris,

One

Sept.

3.

of the large Parisian dailies, as

a further

means

of increasing

its

cir-

has a moving picture apparatus touring the seaside resorts.
culation,

By means
material

is

of

a

motor wagon the

carted from place to place,

the screen and lantern being set up in
the streets, or on the seashore, with-

out seats or barrier. The people stand
round and witness the moving pictures, mostly events of the day, described in the journals.
No charge is
made, the whole scheme being an ad-

C»tre

have a delightful new aketeh entitled "In
Beareh of • Paat." I wonld call It a miniature Hippodrome prodactloa.—"Zlt."

vertising

South Bend, Sept.

An agreement

having been signed by Harry Sommert
with the United Booking offices to

drawn
been

and the theatre would have

built but for the financial panic.

the
all

acts

daily.

New

answer

in

fur.gement on the

Hampton

act

It

c

Hampton

playlet.

"The

He

the

in-

the

of

said

dramatic

the

that

Sullivan-Considine
shortly.

are holding daily receptions

Jerome H. Remick appears on
scene next week.

warming

that

headquarters

To-

composi-

staff,

until

will
will

After a house
go some, the new
take up the daily

grind.

nu rrow" was original with Miss Hamptt u and alleges Miss Hampton secured
a basis for her sketch by appropriating
it from "Numerous writings and compositions all embracing said idea and
substance

play-

REMICK'S MOVING.

known

of

now

The music publishing house of Remick moved this week.
The new establishment is at 219 West 46th street,
where Frank E. Belcher and Mose
Gumble, with the many members of

further de-

Woman

said

is

book Cook's, Rochester,

will

"The Woman of Tomorrow," or that
he ever took the idea of "1999" from
nies the idea of

is

with two shows

Jef-

as

x)

bill

a day.

York, of the

Jnited States District Court.
Lasky denies that "1999" is any

The house

ing an eight act

the five defendants jointly.
week Lasky, through his attorLaski, filed an

The management notiMatthews office to canbooked for Rochester for

C.

J.

ferson, Florence Nash and Minnetta
Her bill was
Barrett as performers.

District,

him during the season of

for

1907-08

o

/Uthern

the

.

This is not a new idea of Sommers',
as plans for a vaudeville house were

shows

Barnes, known professionally as Iza Hampton, recently
fled a bill of equity for an injunction
restrain all productions of "In 1999,"
naming William C. DcMille as author,

.

at

apolis, Cincinnati, etc.

cel

Hampton

Leon

vaudeville

next week and thereafter.
It is expected to, reopen early in October and
will then play five acts, giving three

LASKY'S DEFENSE.

^

class

first

beginning about Oct. 1.
The deal would be put into effect immediately only that some legitimatebookings conflict.
According to the report, South Bend
will receive the same class of bookings
as are being supplied to the big two-aday houses, in the middle west such as
Toledo, Dayton, Columbus, Indian-

fied

Bail
sioner in the Federal Building.
at $250 each for the sailors.

'-*

11.

reported here as

is

to .reorganize.

was placed

V

AT SOUTH BEND.

Chicago, Sept. 11.
Cook's Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.,
will go dark .again at he close of this
week in order to give the Aster Amusement Co., which has been conducting
the house since its reopening, a chance

Graff

Thomas

is

COOK'S ROCHESTER SHEET.

was held in $1,500 bail after arraignment before a United States commis-

Jesse L. Lasky, producer;

dollar admission

t

medium.

George B. Graff, a moving picture
man, was also arrested, accused of be-

Iza

One

Alex Pantages also bodies his road
shows for this point. Prom here the
Orpheum bills go to Edmonton for
the first three days of the week. Edmonton and Calgary are about in the
same classs.

furnish

films valueti

involved in the conspiracy.

seating 1,500.
charged.

Auditorium,

PICTURE ADVERTISING.

at $1,000.

ing

a good town for the Orpheum
which has leased the theatre,

It's

Circuit,

U. B. O.

States Marshal, charged with conspir-

acy

heard.

staff.

Newark, N.

to

(

several

present

the

three

startler

Plimmer this week closed an arrangement to furnish a Sunday bill of eight

Cincinnati, Sept. 11

"EVENING JOURNAL"—Felix

with their

Walter Plimmer will open offices of
his own Monday.
L. R. Jones, now of
the Prudential Agency, will move over

while DeMille was at college.

troversy within a

dissatisfied

WALTER PUMMER ALONE.

the year 1899 under

in

the company coming in
here from Winnipeg.
This is a cold and almost wild town.
The artists on the program were unprepared for the weather. They enjoyed their stay, although made nervous at times by the funny sounds they

They were

$750 weekly.

Lasky's answer further sets up that
'1999" was written and composed by

DeMille early

last

finding an English act (Owen
McGiveney) headlined over them.
Howard once more takes out "The
Goddess of Liberty," opening in Oregon Sept. 25. The company is being
recruited here and will be tent to
Portland next week for rehearsals.
The Howard and McCane "act was
booked over the Orpheum Circuit at

copy-

alleged

days of the week was a

Portland engagement next week, hav-

billing,

and all of which were published
a time prior to 1910 and prior to

ar

The opening
with Orpheum

ing given two weeks' notice in Portland.

tion

Hammerstein's proved a big draw out-

Howard and Mabel McCane quit
Orpheum Circuit's tour after their

the

Calgary, Can., Sept. 11.
of the Sherman Grand
Circuit shows for the

11.

Joe

Box Office Drawing Power at Commencement of Engagement. Crowds Collect Outside
Theatre to Hear Female Spellbinders, But
Won't Buy Tickets of Admission

Shows

OPENING AT CALGARY.

QUIT.

Chicago, Sept.

As

a special feature for the first

days, the

WELLINGTON CROSS
Lit*-

features

Blanche Rings "Wall

St.

niri

'

and LOIS JOSEPHINE.
Now plnvlng K*-lth vnudevliw

few

Remick boys have engaged

the orchestra from the Hotel Knickerbocker to play their most popular
numbers, some eight thousand and nine
in

N-w York

in

all.
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reported in Paris.

union orchestra has been reinAmerican, New York.

stalled in the

Joseph Brooks and the two "Milestones" companies are due to land today on the Adriatic.

Edgar Selden is writing a comedy
drama that will be produced next
month by Harris & Selden.
Radie Furman
operation
last

for

is

recovering from an

appendicitis

Jake Wells playing base ball.
Joe Meyer renting a new office.
Pat Casey riding a motorcycle.
Clay Lambert taking a vacation. *
Inspector Hayes becoming an actor.
Joe Wood taking his cane to lunch.
Charles Shay talking union business.
Lem B. Parker writing another play.
William Counihan having the gout.
Walter Russell's wife leaving town.
Blanche Walsh asking $2,000 a week.
Jake Rosenthal running the Eltinge
elevator.

BJBNDBBW

O.

THE LAW

Ethel Barrymore speaking to Walter
Rosenberg.
Van Hoven getting married Christmas week.
Madison Corey trading his machine
for a plough.

Charles Burt and Abe Thalheimer
trading attractions.
Fritzi Scheff carrying her own the-

on the road.
Bert Whitney making a week staid

atres

out of Ann Arbor.
O. E. Wee going back on his home
town, Zanesville, O.
George Broadhurst springing an-

at

American appearance.
Joe Rhinock becoming the treasurer
of "The Woman Hater's Club."
first

Waldo collaborating
Rhinelander
with Mark Twain on a farce comedy.
Frank Moulan having all the funny
"The Count of Luxembourg."

lines in

performed

Thursday.

and Mrs. Fred T. Humes
(Humes and Lewis) received a tenpound girl Aug. 28.
Mr.

(IN CHICAGO.)
Gersen perfectly satisfied.
James Jay Brady carrying a grouch.
Sophio Bloom "scoffing" at Rector's.
Paul Goudron wrestling with hay fe-

Sam

P.

ver.

Carrie Reynolds,

who sang

the principal role in 'The Kiss Waltz," debuts
at the Fifth Avenue in a new singing

theatre.

and

orbitant salaries.

dancing act Sept. 23.

U.

Herrman

G.

.

ing for some squibs in the papers.
Merry
Colonial trying to get
Widow Remarried" for a return date.
Manager Gilmore attending his own
door at the Court Square, Springfield,

papering) the

Cort

Hamberger paytog

Alfred

acta

ex-

Steele smiling like one

Mass.

O'Donnell Bennett writing
glowing critiques on musical come-

James

Amy

Leslie

making the rounds

of

Harold Crane, an English baritone,
has just returned from a vacation

abroad,
Fields'

has

been

signed

for

Lew

"The Sun Dodgers."

H.
Edgar
and
Boynton
Jane
Thomas, dramatic critic of the Seattle
Times, were married at Everett, Wash.,
Sept.

8.

Diamond and Nelson were out of
the Brooklyn Orpheum
of
bill

and were replaced
Fred Watson and Rena Santos.

by

"The Quick Lunch Cabaret Girls" is
the title of a new act Harry Ladell
Irvin Cooper
will head in vaudeville.
is

Moore has

'been engaged for
"Rose'Maid" company,
playing the role taken when the show
opened in Portland, Me., by Willard.
of Willard and Bond.
Snitz

the

"No.

3"

Tommy Lothian lauding 'The Quaker Girl."
Charley Roch posing as the Frohman
of Boston.
Eddie Smith retaining his Boston
popularity.

Fred Wright sleeping in the Plymouth theatre.
Nick Young getting a two-page ad
from Al Levering.
Frank Bruners landing a page in a
Shubert program.
Al Theau overlooking a day without talking to John Schoeppel.
Charley Marks billing "The Pink

New

Lady** in

Margo

Duffet,

of

the

Bruce-Duffet

company, has been called to Los Angeles by the serious illness of her

dors), were married Sept. 4 at Kansas

mother. Her place is being temporarily
filled by Doris Hardy.

City.

48th Street theatre Sunday
Admittance was by invitations.
The house seats about 1,000. Over
3,000 applications from professional
folk in New York were received.
the

night.

Smythe and Hartman have canceled
weeks, owing to an operation
which will be performed on Marie
Hartman in New York next week. The
team has been booked by William
Morris for

Moss'

England and sleeping

When
buque,

season.

month

Lothrop celebrating

his

third

man by going

a married
at midnight.
as

Joseph Hart

Weld

has

engaged

Arthur

as musical director for his forth-

coming American presentation of "The
Eternal Waltz" and Cyril Chadwick
for the principal comedy role.

Monday Jim Sheedy and Ben
mont were wearing silk shirts.
day

opening

new

the Majestic reopens at DuSept. 16, it will be under a

"split

week" arrangement by Man-

ager Jake Rosenthal. There will be six
acts as heretofore with some splitting
with Cedar Rapids and others with
Waterloo.

Corinne

Snell,

fined to the

PierFri-

they

Each is
of good

purchased an automobile.
a young man, unmarried and

habits, so they say.

Clark and Hamilton are to open on
Orpheum Circuit, playing in vaudeville until March, when they are slated
to appear in the Klaw & Erlanger prothe

duction of

vaudevillian,

is

con-

LaFayette Hospital, Buf-

as the result of severe injuries received in a railway wreck on the OnMiss Snell
tario and Western R. R.
has not been pronounced out of dan-

falo,

ger.

*~~~

Manager Wood bragging about the
shows that have been at the Columbia
this

Empires,

la.,

Boston.

the producer.

Elsie Clare (Moffett and Clare Trio)
and Ray H. Butin (Olivatti Trouba-

panies of "Ready Money."

Jan. 6, 1913.

the"

Wednesday,

show.
Isabelle
Winloche, another
Carle show trouper, has been engaged
for one of H. H. Frazee's road com-

six

(IN BOSTON.)
Frank Ferguson cursing the heat.
John Luce watching the other agents.
D«*/e Fenistone making Arnold Daly

The Pat Casey Agency's production
department, under the direction of E.
K. Nadel, has established a service
for supplying vaudeville stock companies with successful playlets.

Dingle and the Esmeralda
Sisters were booked by the Marinelli
office this week for the United time.
The act opens Monday at Dockstader's, Wilmington.

Ines Bauer, formerly of "Jumping
Jupiter" (Richard Carle), has been engaged for the new Clifton Crawford

at

Saratoga Hotel management giving
a banquet to employes of the Chicago
"Tribune."
Mich Licalzi and Jack Burch yelling
about the losses of the Williard and
Wilson during the past season.

"The Star Necklace," an act with
and "The Lolypop
people
Girls," a Gus Sohlke number of nine
people, are "breaking in" this week on

Tom

Miles has leased to William
western rights to his
sketch "On a Side Street" and will
send out an eastern company himself.
Early in January Miles will personally appear in a new act, written by
himself, which has not yet been named.
the

Society."

home

the Proctor small time.

Homer

Trainor

Wiliam A. Brady' gave a professional
performance of "Little Miss Brown"

the Shubert theatres.

twelve

is known to be coming by easy
stages overland from Chicago.

Eric Delemater trying to find some
glowing adjectives for "The Whirl of

Stamford, Conn.

who

it

dies.

Billy

of Raphael's cherubs*-^

known,

as he

The

In

Edward W.
Alice Jordan, sister of Dolly Jordan,
is recuperating from a severe illness
Stamford Hall sanitarium,
the
at

Walter Keete fceefefag acts through
Adolph Meyers office.
Lou Houseman clamoring for entrance to the automobile races.
Harry A skin jubilant over the success of "The Girl at the Gate."
Percy Hammond turning down one
of Fred Donaghey's press yarns.
Nellie Revell with a microscope look-

laugh.

Dolly Castles getting stage fright
her

definite is

believed that Oliver Morosco will
breeze into town next week in an auto,
is

the

other "Just Like John."
James Shesggeen, leaving his rheumatism in Mt. Clemens.
Olga Petrova trying to outshine

Kathryn Osterman's gowns.

Though nothing

9»

"The

Little

Cafe."

*

Carl 8tatzer and Co. will play vaudeville in "Dick's Kids."
It is the former
Dorothy Rogers, called
piece
of
"Babies a la Carte" and in which Mr.
Statzer played the blackface part. The
act will be booked by Jack Flynn, who
has also brought on from the West
Jack Russell, a single. Sam J. Kenny
is assistant to Mr. Flynn in the latter's
new booking agency.
Yesterday,
holidays,

the

Billie

first

Burke

the Jewish
had a sign
door reading,

of

pinned on his office
"Closed on account of New Year's."
Sam Kenny and Tommy Gray did it.
Last week Mr. Gray called up Mr.
Burke, saying his name was Lichtenstein, he asked if Billie wouldn't kindly
step across the hall and call Jules
Ruby to the phone.
Dr. M. Keschner, physician to the
City Prison of Brooklyn, has completed
a vaudeville act which the doctor expects will shortly be presented in public.
Dr. Keschner is the author of a

newspaper and magazine aron "Alcohol and Its Relation to
Legal Medicine," which have recently
received a considerable amount of pubseries of

ticles

licity.
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Chicago, Sept.

FOR DALY AND HARRIS SHOWS
9
"Notice" Posted for "Discovering America* at Daly's.
to Replace It. "The WedNew Piece in Rehearsal
9
ding Journey* With Arnold Daly, at the Shu bert
99
Boston, Plops. "The Model at the Harris

Also

Coming
been

Notices were said to have
posted on the call boards of Daly's
and the Harris theatres Monday night
announcing the closing of the season

"Discovering America" and "The
These, with
Model," respectively.
"Just Like John," promptly shelved by
William A. Brady after a brief stay
of

the 48th street theatre, make the
three failures of the current
first

at

season.
As quickly as rehearsals for "Henry,
the Fifth" can be gotten through with
by the present company at Daly's, Mr.

Waller will substitute that piece for
"Discovering America."

Off

Frazee.
Klein hat one or two tide
legitimate 14ms and may blossom forth
soon as a legitimate producer.

HARRY WILLIAMS

11.

John T. Mclntyre, a Philadelphia
newspaper man, wrote a three-act piece
for Arnold Daly, entitled "The WedIt was produced for
ding Journey."
the

time

first

—according

gram and announcements

to the propress

in the

—at

the Shubert.
is doubtful if Mr. Daly read the
manuscript before, if he calls it a com-

*

E. IN

ABERDEEN.

Aberdeen,

S. D.,

Sept

11.

The Grand theatre has been leased
&y Klaw & Erlanger for the next ten
years.

^"VIRTUE" PLAYERS.
William Morris' English players in
Cosmo Hamilton's new play, "The

audi-

Blindness of Virtue," are A. HolmesGore, Lena Halliday, Doris Lytton,
Pollie
Emery, A. Hamilton-Gibbs,

ence had cause to believe that they
were to witness a comedy filled with
laughs. During the action of the play
they did not know what to do, so they

Louie Emery, Madge Murray, Basil
Hallam.
The show opens for the first time on
this side at Quebec, Sept. 27.

It

\

RESIGNS.

After scoring' in the first speaking
part attempted by him upon the stage,
signed from the Henry B. Harris Estate's new show, "My Best Girl," due at
the Park, New York, last night, after a
couple of weeks on the road.
The
prospect of facing his many friends on
Broadway from behind the "floats"
shook Mr. Williams' nerve.
Harry Davenport now appears in Mr.
Williams' role.

K.
Boston, Sept.

edy.

It it ripe

laughed

in the

melodrama.

wrong

The

with selfish
Mclntyre's
playwright, and as

portray a character

As

motives.

this

filled

is

Mr.

effort as a
Mr. Daly announces in the program
that the production was made just as
the play was written, it is. hard to fix
But Arnold Daly should
the blame.
have known better.
For scenic effects, a living room in a
New York apartment of the cheaper
sort, is used for all three acts.
The principal characters out of the
A
five in the cast are four in number.
widow, two sons and an adopted
daughter. The elder of the sons is a
good boy. The younger brother is
selfish, carefree, refuses to work and
asks that he be supported and clothed
by the elder.
The adopted daughter has grown to
womanhood under the fostering care
Both of the boys love
of the widow.
her, but she loves the younger brother,
first

who

boasts instead of labors. So the
older, good brother is content to make
the sacrifice.

"The Wedding Journey"
a week.

It it

now

is

here for

reported the piece

Saturday night, storehouseward bound*
will close

Aftyfeflf

terest to

Daly

is

—

places.

There are but five characters in the
The
play and their work is simple.
book is likewise. The main idea is to

Kl* m na8 purchased an intk$ pew piece in which Arnold
being starred in by H. H.

Chicago, Sept.
theatre, for

11.

many

years devoted to stock, and later to
vaudeville, will be the home of Ger-

man productions this season.
Max Hanisch and Carl von Wegern,
who had the Criterion last season, will
be in charge. A stock company which
will contain some of the best known
German players in the west will be
gathered.

They

on "The Polish Wedding" in the original German and
"Modest Suzanne," and will produce

some

will put

of their

own

plays with mutic.
are the authors of 'The
Remarried," now tour-

These two men
Merry Widow
ing the Middle West.

diately.

Pressure was brought to bear and
Miss Dale decided to remain with the
company until the end of the week.
There are various rumors concerning the piece. It is reported from one
quarter it will close in La Crosse, Wis.
Harry A. Smith, in advance of the attraction who was in Chicago the latter
part of the week, says, however, that
the show will play out its allotted time
and perhaps more.
It is also reported that Mme. Norwood, who is said to have considerable
money, will risk' some -of it to keep
the, attraction on the road.

Chicago, Sept. 11.
Before leaving here J. J. Shubert announced the changes in the Chicago
field.
He appointed Asher Levy
business manager of the Garrick and
J. A. Reed manager of the Lyric.

Sam Gersen

pWe

The

will

manage

the Music

got good notices in

Louis, ana business

was

St.

record-breaking box-office returns.

TWO PROMINENT

Henry Meltzer, will
to-morrow night
with Tim Murphy at the Hudson
"
theatre in "Honest Jim Blunt
Charles

his stage debut

Another offspring of a famous
John Heme, son of the late
James A. Heme, opened in Boston
Monday night as a member of, "The
Man from Home" company.
father,

"WELL! WELL 1^ PEOPLE.
When "Well! Well!", thmjiew Rupert
Hughes comedy which may. be renamed before having its premiere, is
to be presented in December.
James
Lackaye

will have a principal role.
Odcll and Robert Dempster,
with "Little Boy Blue," will be transferred to the new show, as also will be
Tom Walsh, who goes out with the

Maud

of "Excuse Me."
in the

Kendall will also be
show.

Harry

Hughes

BILLING "WOMEN" AHEAD.
The next
will

attraction at the Playhouse

be the

dramatization of

M. Alcott's "Little Women."
Although no date has been

Lonfsa

definitely

New York

sistant to

bert, St. Louis.

woadreaeljr attract!™ Set off aaaaaal
_
tade eren for raadevllle of to-day, Is offered
by Seymou r Felix and AmeUa Cairo.—"BAM

Al Shutz has been engaged as asAsher Levy. His place in
the Lyric box office has been taken
by Con Hecker, formerly of the Shu-

opening Sept 23, at AlMeanwhile 'The Climax" at the
Grand Opera House, Brooklyn, this

will put on,

bany.

week, will

fill

in

the

Weber

Circuit

gap.

One

or two other shows reported as

and about to close, will remain on the Circuit, said L. Lawrence
Weber Monday, at least until the Censor Committee passes upon them. That
committee starts pn, its travels next
Monday. Several of the shows en ^e
deficient

Weber

time in the vicinity

of

New

York have been looked over.
The first show mentioned was Lambert & Reno's "A Bunch of Keys."
While it was admitted the show did a
good business on its opening stand, an
arrangement was made for the show to
withdraw and go on an independent
one night stand tour. The show laid
off this week in order to strengthen
for

its

new

route.

Joseph Byron Totten's show, "Red
Head," was reported as having tough
sailing and that lack of patronage was
almost pushing the show off the wheel.
The Weber office, New York, informed
VARiFrrr that everything had been
straightened out financially and the
company was still playing dates on the

May Yohe, reinforced by seven
other acts, played a week of one night
stands on Long Island last week and
she cleared $173.
Miss Yohe is now
negotiating with Lawrence Weber to
head a company to be sent over the
newly launched 10-20-30 circuit.

"How

is it

you're not a suffragette?"

asked a friend of Miss Yohe.
"Well, I've been everything
she answered.

else,"

HOLIDAY "PROFESSIONAL" MAT.

A

*

"professional matinee" was given
the Broadway theatre yesterday,

where "Hanky Panky"

is showing.
J&£ a peculiar coincident, the same
day was the first of the Jewish hol-

idays.

A

great

do nothing
the

bat,

festivities.

number

of

Hebrews

enjoy themselves over
As "a few tickets

be sold to the public" according
to
the
announcement,
it
wasn't a bad little idea to provide
an extra show for the happy rewill

The

ligionists.

tion

of the

"professional"

por-

announcement was made

good, even

if only a couple of profeshad balcony seats.
Marcus Loew and Ed Bloom are
said to have framed this. To hold it
on Thursday they may have called it
a "professional matinee" to avoid a
conflict with the regular Thursday matinee at the Winter Garden.

sionals

premiere, and
there is small likelihood of the event
within six or seven weeks, the town
will be immediately 1 illed just as if
the play were to be seen here next
week.

Hall an<t in addition will be the personal representative of the Messrs.
Shubert.
He will have full charge of
the publicity for Chicago and the west.

The vacancy on the ten-twent-thirt
will be filled by "The Man of Honor,"
which Bobby Harris and W. R. Sill

at

company

Saturday.

last

after paying all salaries, printing, etc

SONS.

Harold Meltzer, son of the musical

make

Bunch of Keys," a Weber Circuit attraction played one week on the "pop"
time, closing at the Gayety, Hoboken,

circuit.

fair there, al-

though the heat put a kibosh on any

first

SHUBERT CHICAGO STAFF.

11.

Exciting stories emanate from St.
Louis regarding "The Merry Widow
Remarried" which played a week at the
Reports are to the effect
Olympic.
that Mme. Adelaide Norwood and Reba
Dale have been at swords' points ever
since the show opened, through Miss
Dale obtaining the bigger share of publicity.
St. Louis is Miss Dale's home
town.
Mme. Norwood, on the stage one
night, told Miss Dale a few things.
Miss Dale retorted. Max Faetkenhauer,
the manager, was sent for, and Mme.
Norwood delivered her ultimatum.
Miss Dale was to leave the company
Miss Dale
in St. Louis or she would.
said she would leave with the usual
two weeks' notice. Mme. Norwood replied that she would gladly pay Miss
Dale's salary if she would leave imme-

critic,

GERMAN PLAYS AT BUSH TKMPLK.
The Bush Temple

"BUNCH OF KEYS" TAKEN OW.
The Reno & Lambert show, "The

PRIMA DONNAS WARRING.

CLOSING COMES QUICKLY

settled for the

"MOBNING TBLBGBAPH"—

•ad

_

S. A.

While

in

SCHLOSS QUITE ILL.
New York on business

pertaining to his circuit of one-nighters in
North and South Carolina, S. A.

Schloss was taken ill, and has siru i
been confined in a sanitarium uptown.
The manager's home town is at Wil-

m

VARIBTY

SHUBERT STUDEBAKER BOOKING
REVIVES DILLINGHAM STORIES
•

Chicago,

Chicago

is

undergoing a

Into the "Syndicate"

Connection Traced
production of
"Whose Helen Are You?" will follow
"The Charity Girl" into the Studebaker theatre, Chicago, one of whose
lessees is Charles B. Dillingham, a
"syndicate" ally.
As Comstock & Gest are Shubert
producers and partners, such an event
Was, to say the leas^ unusual, faorris
Gest says It is simply a case of t6o
many Shubert successes with no ShuHe adds that
bert house available.
Gertrude Hoffman will be ^compelled
to remain out of New York five weeks
longer than contemplated, for the
Gest's

highbrow plans are

of

same reason.
"I lee that

you have a Shubert show

going into the Studebaker/J said a
Vajubtt representative Tuesday to
Mr. billingham, to which he responded:
"Oh, no; Comstock

&

&

Gest really
in-

terrogator.
"I

ham

don't

Dilling-

replied

smilingly.

It is said, however, that, the relations
between Lee Shubert an<f Mr. Dillingham are most friendly jnat now. Also
that the fprmer chilliness eating between W. F. O'Connor and the Shuberts has been wanned up of late.
Going further inward ft the story that
Frank Gould, who hal some money in
Dillingham New York house
the

(Globe) is also kindly disposed in favor
of the Shubert boys.
These tMnga, Srjtfa the booking of
the "Helen" rfwejato the Studebaker,
have revives the former reports of
"something tfotng between the Shuberts
and DillHlsjnam," although just what it
may be sto one seems to know, since
it is pf#tty well reported that Dillingham h "hooked up" strongly with
Klaw* ft Erlanger in more ways than
.

#

(

on*
Itill it would not surprise the legit
people along the Alley if at no far
Shubert attraction
date
distant
a
should be sent into the Globe.
f

Chicago, Sept. 11.
Shuberts will book the Stude-

remainder of
Edward Sullivan remains

baker

the

for

in

season.

charge of

George Ade Davis, a
management.
nephew of George Ade's, who has been
with the Studebaker executive force» and has done the press rork
identified

for five years, will resign.

vote his time to the press
Chicago Musical College
musical interests.

He

21.

said to be the date

is

will de-

work

of th*

and

other

Lew

i

new; show, "the June Brides"
open at New Haven.

The heat
members of

the Winter Garden

pany at the Lyric.
Al Jolson dallied with an

Com-

lat-

theatre

Fine Arts

its

Music Hall

Hammond

costumes, music, etc., but stating that
"it was a pleasant event for everyone
who liked music and dancing and the
things that go with them."
The Pole sharply "panned" everything he witnessed, taking exception
to the introduction of a Polish priest
who, he claimed, "looked more like
a village saloonkeeper than a disciple
of the Lord."
The presence of a Polish count was
considered by Kolanowski to be a raw
piece of theatrical work, impressing
him more as the count butler's than
the count himself. He further asserted
that an utter lack of knowledge of the
conditions in Polish rural districts is
depicted in the new Cohan & Harris
show.
His opinion was that Americans are being misled and misinformed
in the production of "The Polish Wad-

the

in

the

Stude-

These enterprises have the sanction

some of the dramatic editors who are
boosting them.
Little cliques of muinterested

>i

and they say they wil>
elevate the drama in Chicago if it takes

a limb.

"Two

In

which played the
spring, have gone into

Little Brides,"

Casino

last

rehearsal.
at

Powers expects to reopen
Newark Sept. 23.

his season

ELKS NOMINATE LEACH.
Edward

fall.

Chicago, Sept. 11.
Harold Heaton, cartoonist on the
Chicago Inter-Ocean, has completed an
unnamed play for John Thorne. Mr..
Heaton feels that he has hit u^ofl'a
new line of play making. The scenes*
will be laid on the Maine coast.
It
may not be produced until next season.
Mr. Heaton is also the autfoor
of "Lady Jim," produced in New York.

ARTHUR COLLINS STAGING.
The item last week about Ben H.
Atwell should have read that he has
been installed at the head of the Comstock & Gest publicity department.
As to the staging of the big spectacle 'The Whip" at the Manhattan,
Arthur Collins is coming over to personally attend to that.

YANKEE

PRINCE" $6,000 WEEK.

The first week of Tom Lewis in
"The Yankee Prince" brought home
Joe Vion, the show's director, a
record of about $6,000 gross.
At New Brunswick, $780, was taken
in; Waterbury, $1,300; Long Branch,
$1,100, and Asbury Park, $900, with the

to

filling

in

for the dif-

ference.

"JUNE MADNESS" AT FULTON.
Winthrop Ames play, "June
Madness," will show at the Fulton,

The

New York, Sept. 26, instead of at the
39th Street theatre, where "The Master of the House " will be held.
(

Negotiations on for the leasing of
the Fulton did not go through.
It is
said the Henry B. Harris Estate set a
for

the

rental

that

found

no

Samuel H. Wallach will again manage the theatre, with Henry B. Nelmes
retained as treasurer.
i
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Ste-

phen L. Kolanowski to review the new
Grand Opera House attraction, "The
Polish Wedding," running his criticism directly beneath the one of Percy
Hammond, the Tribune staff reviewer.
Kolanowski is the editor of "The Polish Daily News."

Hobart

baker.

admirationists

11.

The Chicago Tribune engaged

another ven-

is

James T. Powers and company,

Desmond Kelly, here for several seasons as leading woman with a local
stock company, has been engaged by
Henry W. Savage to play the leading
role in the new Rupert Hughes' comedy which Savage will produce this

pp

electric fan

The

JIMMY POWERS REOPENING.
IN COMEDY.
Tacoma, Sept. 11.

taker.

Chicago, Sept. 11.
brought sore throats lo

sorts

stuff for the elite.

ture which will have

DESMOND KELLY

price

ACTORS WITH SORB THROATS.

all

these affairs,

Fields*
will

Chicago, Sept.

drama

a ifttlcLjheatre which /Will be
run by Maurice .^Brf>wne, a port and
lover of the drain*.
It will have a
seating capacity of about 200 and will
endeavor to put on the highest of the

tual

"JUNE BRIDES" SEPT.

other two dates

The

to the

CARTOONISTS PLAY IDEA.

Shuberts?" persisted the' inquisitive
it,"

She may have to go

hospital.

Gesf s."

"But aren't Comstock

know

dressing room, and may miss a
show or two before the effects wear
away. Fanny Bric'e has a real case of

Sept. 21

afoot.

POINTS OF VIEW.

11.

is

highbrow

in his

tonsilitis.

lot of

uplifting again this season, and

The Fine Arts

&

Sept.

•

House at Chicago Leads to Rumors., What
Dillingham Knows About It. Close

Comstock

TWO

MUTUAL ADMIRATION HOUSES.

est

"Whose Helen Are You?" Going

41

Leach, six jfeart Grand
Treasurer of the Elks, wis nominated
for Grand Exalted Ruler *y The New
York Elks Sunday night.
The Elks hold the 1913 convention
of the Grand Lodge in Rochester next
July, when Leach's election it expected
to be made unanimous.

piece,

ding."

The contrast in both reviews created
considerable talk about town and added
a few figures to the Monday
circulation of "The Trib."

morning

GETS COVETED INVITATION.

WOULDN'T STAND "EXTRAS."
The successful New York premiere

San Francisco, Sept.

James K. Hackett has been

11.

invited

of David Belasco's production of

"The
Lady" recalls its abrupt
closing at the Broad Street theatre in
Philadelphia last spring, where it was
shown for a preliminary canter.
During its two weeks' stay in the
Quaker City the orchestra was placed
upon the stage at nearly every performance, and it was confidently be-

by Professor Armes, of the University

Governor's

of California, to play "Othello" at the

that it could remain at the
Broad street house for a prolonged
engagement.
Just as arrangements
were about to be closed for an indefinite stay, the house, which is under
the direction
F. Nixon
of Samuel

WALTER ALLEN WANTED.

Greek theatre, playing in which is regarded as a signal honor by actors
everywhere.
Mr. Hackett has consented and will
stage his production during the latter
part of his month.
*

lieved

(with

whom

Belasco

fell

out during

the producer's quarrel with the "Syndicate") charged a bill for "extras" rf

$150 to the attraction.
Belasco was
so incensed at what he deemed an imposition he gave orders to close, and
no amount of persuasion could indue?
him to recede from his position.

TWO OPERAS ON HAND.
Lina Abarbanell will not make her
debut under John Cort's management
in "The Gypsy" by Pixley and Luders.
Cort has planned to have Miss Abarbanell appear in "Miss Princess," a new
operetta with book by Frank Mandel,
lyrics by Will B. Johnstone and music
by Alexander Johnstone. "Miss Princess" goes into rehearsal this month
and is slated for a New York premiere
in October.
Violet Seaton will be given the Abarbanell role in "The Gypsy" to be produced about Oct. 15.
Jack Hazard
and Laurence Wheat will have the principal male roles in the Pixley and Luders' opera.

One Walter

Allen is wanted by Klaw
Erlanger.
A man posing by that
name has been going about ordering
supplies for the theatrical firm.
No one known as Walter Allen is
engaged by K. & £., nor authorized to
represent them.
From a description
this imposter is the same fellow who
did similar tricks about four years ago.

&

"WOMAN HATERS* CLUB"
Springfield,

"The

LATE.

Mass., Sept.

11.

Woman

Haters' Club" will
not be produced here until Friday
night, owing to a delay in rounding the
A. H. Woods piece into shape. The
show starts at the Tremont, Boston,

Monday.

PERCY SARGENT'S NEW PLAY.
San Francisco, Sept, 11.
Percy Sargent, who recently established producing offices in this city, will
send a new play, "A Gentleman of the
City," on tour over the western Cort
time.

The company

includes Bettie Alard,

Kearney, W. H. Conners,
Ethel Vernon, Dorothy Vernon, Raymond Appleby.

Leonard
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ACTORS' FUND DEPENDENTS
STARVI NG, OUT IN CHICAGO
Weekly Allowance of $5 Insufficient for Proper Nourishment. Not Eligible to Actor's Fund Home. Local
Secretary Edward W. Steele Unable to Secure
More Money for Pensioned Players

•'JIM

Chicago,

Sept.

11.

the

Some

list.

consequence

in

them have been of
their time. They shun
of

remains that
most of them are simply starving to
the

but

publicity,

Sept 11.
"Ready
and
"Wallingford"
If
Money" hadn't beaten him to it "Honest Jim Blunt" probably would enjoy
hit health on Broadway for an extended period.

As it is Jim may have to be content
with a stall when he reaches there, as
he does through the play
Without any advance heralding the
Lieblers

particularly sad case

was

that

of Marguerite Sexton, who died recentThe
ly in the Presbyterian Hospital
physician who attended her stated that

she really starved to death. She was
compelled to live on the pittance allowed her by the Fund. She said if
she could have had one warm meal a
day she could have managed to live,
but she had to buy clothing, pay room
rent, car fare and purchase medicine.

Among
known in
who was

the players on the
their day,

a

is

list, well
Catherine Evans,

of "Our American
in the cast the night

member

Cousin" and was
President Lincoln was shot; Karl Gardner, once known from coast to coast as
a singer of ballads, and Charles Moreland, author of "The Little Old Red

Edward W.

Steele, assistant

manager

the acting secretary
Mr. Steele
of the Fund in Chicago.
says he is unable to obtain more money
for the players, and that $5 only is allowed, except where the pensioner is in

of the Colonial,

is

a hospital-

None

of the players

on the Chicago

accepted in the Actors'
Fund Home on Staten Island, as they
are ailing, and such cases are not received there.
Much indignation has been expressed
at conditions in Chicago.
It is th»»
consensus of opinion that something
should be done to relieve the condition
of some of the old people on the penlist

sion

will

Boston, Sept. 11.
orchestra at the Plymouth
(Lieblers) has been discontinued upon
the order of Fred Wright, resident
manager. The move it being watched
by the other local houses.

The

1

"WINSOME WIDOW,** AT COLONIAL
Chicago, Sept.

be

11.

"A. Winsome Widow" coming direct
from New York and following "The
Merry Widow Remarried" opened at
the Colonial Monday night for twelve
Arriving on the hottest day
weeks.
of the .summer, the house was light
considering the customary first night
sale of the Colonial, although the orchestra was well filled, only a few>
rows in the back .remaining unsold.
With a cast of Broadway principals,
there were a number of individual hits
scored, but to Frank Tinney went all
the .honors of the opening.
Tfeney
made his entrance in the second ajet to
a two minute reception and ahmtagh
his duties were limited in this and the
succeeding sessions, .his specialty in-

troduced between the second and last
Otherwise

act "hogged" the honors.

"A Winsome Widow" was
from

pointment

Shawl That Mother Wore."

comedy

slipped
(described

by

"Honest Jim
an extravagant
Boden, a new

in

as

William

author) and put in as star Tim Murphy.
The plot revolves around the grandest little staller who has come down
the line in many a day. The curtain
goes up with him penniless and goes
down with him in the same blissful
condition, yet in between he manages
to pass as a millionaire and philanthro#

fact

death.

One

down the first time it was tried. No
plan the management has is known.
(

grave need that something
should be done for the poor players
dependent on the Actors' Fund in Chicago for support. At the present time
but $5 per week is allowed each one.
Out of this each is supposed to pay
room rent, buy clothing and obtain
food. There are about fifteen people on
is

point.

the

a

comedy

disap-»

stand-

,

The expected

Ziegfeld

chorus was

on hand, the costuming and

set of the

pist,

on

When

credit.

backed to the wall by inves-

who demand their money back
and creditors who demand money he
tors

act

in

"Be

The

At present the show

punch to, land it. It has a weak finish.
Another act could be added, both to
lengthen and strengthen it.
Majftrfiy does well as "Blunt," but
J
for 'irnisnea' work, the honors go to
Frederick Bond, as a dyed-in-the-wool
"con" man, and Louise Closser Hale,
as a stenographer.
The remainder of the company is unusually capable.
The cast is Frank
Losee, Forrest Winant, Henry Duggan, Charles Laite, Charles Dowd,
Fred Mosley, Harold Meltzer, Violet
Heming, Muriel Hope.
,

(

"Honest Jim Blunt" will be shown
Hudson, New York, to-morrow

at the

(Saturday) night.

Isabella Lee has been engaged by
Winthrope Ames for "Anatole," which
will

be

the

season's

first

production

at the Little Theatre.

Ethel Kelley scored individually.

"FOLLIES** BIG HIT

Philadelphia, Sept.

11.

the big

#

sumed

in regular order.

The

piece

s

scheduled to open to-night.
There will be no orchestra at the
Broad (N. & Z.) this season. The
mechanical instrument which was installed is reported to have broken
(

with

MEDLEY.

second week
good business last
(

at the Broad, did

week, considering the extreme heat.
Louis Mann in "Elevating a Husband,"
will follow, Sept. 16.

"The Point of View," a new problem
play by Jules Eckert Goodman, received a very favorable send-off at the
Adelphi. The house was ( almost filled
and the piece, which is a play for
grown-ups, rather than the young
mind (inasmuch as it deals with a
theme pretty close to life) was received with warm enthusiasm.
The
dailies praised it strongly.
The absence of "An Aztec Romance" will keep the Chestnut Street
.

t

Opera House dark

until Sept. 23,

"The

Scheff will play
Wager" for two weeks.
Fritzi

when
Love

Douglas Fairbanks
U.

in

"Hawthorne,

S. A.," is billed

in vaudeville.

"MAN HIGHER

UP**

SHOWN.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 11.
The first performance of "The Man
Higher Up" was given Monday evening at the Nixon. The book's author,

Henry

Russell Miller,

resident of this city.
tized

by Edith

Ellis.

is

It

a prominent

was drama-

The

stage ver-

sion decidedly scored.

The show

leaves here for Chicago.

"TRUXTON KING" IN WEST.
Hugo

B.

Koch has been engaged

for

the leading role in "The City" which
Messrs. Peck, Gatts & Sackett, Chicago, will have out this season. The
three Georges will also be back of

Sarah Padden's tour in "Kindling."
They are planning a road trip for
"Truxton King," which Grace Hayward is dramatizing from George Barr
McCutcheon's novel of that name.

The

P.-G.-S.

firm will also finance

two "Lion and the Mouse" companies
this fall. They operate the College and
Warrington theatre stocks, Chicago,
and control the Grand Opera House,
Rockford, 111.
Road companies of
"Graustark" and "The Third Degree"

be almost wholly devoted to

number

hits

GILMORE TOURS BY AUTO.

of recent years,

"Florodora Sextet" made
most prominent.
"The Follies" is due to open at the
Moulin Rouge, New York, Sept. 23.

Paul Gilmore, who has accepted "The
Havoc," Henry Miller's former star-

the

ring piece, as his vehicle for the new
season, is taking his company of four
players from town to town at present
in his

Atlantic City, Sept. 11.
Ziegfeld's "Follies," to have opened

last three days.

VABXETY—Fells and Calre are on the
proper track with the Dew offering. It la a
capital entertainment. It la faat, fall of life,
and novel.—"DABH."

machine.

By doing

this

Gilmore

beats the railroads out of a few fares
and keeps immediate track of each

at the Apollo Monday, has been postponed until Sept. 16.
John Mason in "The Attack" will
play the Apollo Monday and Tuesday,
with "The Charity Ball" billed for the

lntereetlna

for this week.

in its

are played under their direction.

of the scenes in Ziegfeld's "Fol-

lies" will

Trouble arising over a question between the Nixon & Zimmerman management and the Musicians' Union, following the disturbance in New York,
is the reason why "Oh, Oh, Delphine"
did not open at the Forrest Monday.
Yesterday it was said an agreement
had been reached and rehearsals,
which have been going on under a
handicap since last Friday, were re-

new opening

lacks the final

Dancing by Nana and Alexis and

One

MUSICIANS* TROUBLES.

only one

"The Talker," now

peared

t

list.

MORE

Wednesday

until

night at the Forrest and the 'camcellation of "An Aztec Romance," wnich
was scheduled to open the teason at
the Chestnut Street Opera House left

rang, his bubble bursts.

make.

failed to

The

"Oh, Oh, Delphine"

as the opening attraction at the Garrick, Sept., 16.
Grace Edmund will sing the title
role in "Delphine."
She lately ap-

itself

My Baby Bumble Bee."
skating scene balanced up the
impression that .the two previous acts
called

PHELLY.

IN.

Philadelphia, Sept. 11.
postponement of the opening of

Jim declares all he needs is
a day, to give him a chanec to turn
around. This diminishes to an afternoon, and then when what he has been
banking on, the marriage of his
nephew to Hale, the Wall Street Napoleon's daughter, proves a boomehasn't got,

t

being sufficient reward of the two-dollar entrance fee..
Dorothy Jardon topping the female
contingent was the recipient of the
greater part of applause in the vocal
line and. near the close of the first act
Molly King and Artie Mehlinger
established themselves with a number
final

NEW SHOW

HAPPENS LATK.

Springfield, Matt.,

Blunt"

There

BLUNT*'

member.

The auto thing may not be carried
out when Gilmore takea up his southern tour.

BEAUTIFUL FRANCES GREEN,
who

will appear In the poalng act known aa
next week (Sept. 16)
at the Grand. Plttaburg-h, under the management of M. Q. MARIE.

81MONB DK BERYL

The Meredith

Sisters will play their

metropolitan engagement in four
years at Hammerstein's next week.
first
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MTODLE-WEfiT

OPERATIC IMPRESARIOS

Thomas Ross

BATTLING ON THE COAST

theatre

floor
in

15,

Chicago, Lmmbardi, Jos. Sheehan's, French, Italian and
Atoms' Opera Companies all Headed for the Pacific.
No Lesson in the Savage Experience. Tivoli,
San Francisco, to be Rebuilt by "Doc" Leahy

withstanding Henry W. Savage lost
over $150,000 on "The Girl of the
Golden West" (grand opera) last
season. This season so far the Gilbert
& Sullivan opera company, backed by
the Shuberts and William A. Brady,
has cleaned up a barrel of money along
the Pacific

The Aborns

again invade the
Pacific Coast territory with two organizations, a full season being booked for
their English Grand Opera Co. and
will

space

devoted

usually

publicity

few people.

LOUPOUKOWA ENGAGED.
Another of the noted
Russian
dancers coming over here is Loupoukowa. She will appear with the Mont-

gomery

A

Stone-Elsie Janis-Joe Cawthorne combination, under the management of Charles B. Dillingham,

when that shows opens Sept
Loupoukowa will appear in

30.

a ballet
with music especially written by Vte-

The house
new house will

A

11.

Oct.

Ind.,

The town

Crawfordsville

and

is

Terre

seats about

1,000.

also be opened in

Toledo, la., Sept. 12. Joseph Sheehan
will inaugurate the playhouse with his
opera company in "The Bohemian
GirL"
The Stone City Opera House at Bedford, Ind., has been remodeled and
newly decorated and has been taken
over by the Bedford Entertainment
Co. with W. H. McCormick as manOct. 17 "Busy Izzy" will start
ager.
it

POLE EXPLORER SOUTH.
New Orleans, Sept. 11.
Captain R. Amundsen, who discovered the South Pole, is being booked
The
in the south for a spring tour.
explorer will offer a lecture, supplemented with slides.

LEANDER
RICHARDSON

understood that the Italian com-

go on

tour at the conclusion of its Canadian
engagement, but will play under a different name than the one used in Mon-

ON THEATRICALS

organizing a company of
foreign artists to present grand opera
on the coast and to also tour the
United States. Beheymer has been winning operatic fame at Milan.
On top of the deluge of high-class
singing scheduled for the coast is the
rebuilding of the old Tivoli, San Francisco, for another run of opera.
Doc
Leahy,
Tettrazini's
manager,
who
is

in

the east.

It

is

also said that the

company comes in and takes
money out of the city, just

all

the

like

a

and leaves nothing here.
During the season the regular

tor

Herbert.

agement

of

J.

She is under the manMandelkern, who also

contract
Volinine, the Russian engaged to appear with Genee upon her American
tour this season, under the direction
of R. A. Johnson.

has

under

a

five-year

NO PUBLIC DRINKING CUPS.
Olympia, Wash., Sept.

Paramne paper cups will be
tuted in most of the houses.

using

11.

Public drinking cups in the theatres
of the State of Washington have been
abolished by the State Board of Health
and must be thrown out by the managers before Oct.

it,

may

take a financial inteiest in it.
Bean's production will have the following principals: Robert Warwick,
Minnie Tittell-Bmne, Edwin Arden,
George Probert, R. D. McLean, Chas.
B. Hanford, Clifford Leigh, Louise
Hamilton.
Bean, who hails from the west and
makes playwriting a pastime, was heralded as a very wealthy man willing to

it

own

which he did on
some years ago
was produced with Joseph Haplay,

occasion
star,

under the

of

title

A rumor is current the author is at
present unwilling or unable to carry
the venture through and that Mr.
Brady has become sponsor for the
enterprise.

Philadelphia, Sept.

11.

"An Aztec Romance" which was

an-

season

here

at

all,

Chestnut Street
not be presented*
according to latest anLast week it was an-

at

Opera House

the

will

O. U. Bean endeavored to raise $4,000 here last week, it was said, with
which to move the scenery and costumes of "An Aztec Romance" to the

Chesnut Street theatre.

General Hot Weather has been on

theatres all suffer because it is considered
the thing to go to the opera.
Then
again, it is claimed the newspapers all

and toady to

said

HOT WEATHER DOING THINGS.

circus,

foster the opera,

is

off.

KIETY

Exclusively to

is

Chicago, Sept. 11.
Considerable feeling is expressed
among the managers of the theatres in
Chicago in regard to the Chicago
Grand Opera Co. It is pointed out
the company really uses Chicago as
the dog, and that the real season opens

this understanding was
by Bean and the Shuberts
after William A. Brady had watched
a rehearsal of the show. If the piece
gets over Messrs. Shuberts and Brady
It

nouncement.
nounced that the piece would open

WILL CONTRIBUTE

the old Tivoli, the most famous
opera house in the west at the time
it burned in the 'Frisco earthquake, is
financing the new theatre.

ready Leahy will install
the Tivoli Opera Co., probably opening in March or April.

New York, Sept. 23, for a stay of three
weeks.

Thursday instead of Monday. Saturday all advertising in the dailies was
cancelled and the engagement called

owned

it

phia date was off, and the show would
open at the Manhattan Opera House,

the

THE FOREMOST WRITER

L. £. Beheymer, an international im-

When

night, last.

Friday when the company assembled
at the Pennsylvania depot, no one was
on hand to escort them to Philly. Later they were informed the Philadel-

nounced as the opening attraction of

treal.

presario,

Monday

"Corianton."

prestige

will

mance."
It was originally produced
and announced for the Klaw & Erlanger time to open at the Chestnut
Street
Opera House, Philadelphia,

worth as the

on the coast.
reported the Joseph Sheehan Opera Co. will bid for box office
favor on the Pacific Coast and that the
French Opera Co. (New Orleans) will
include the coast on. its spring travels.
It is

The shift
"An Aztec Ro-

Friday.

last

Shuberts

the

when

is

It is also

pany which plays Montreal

Bean

U.

gives

finance his
a previous

another
expected to combat with the others for

money and

O.

reached

off.

BEGINNING
NEXT WEEK

expense.

O. U. BEAN FLOPS.
sudden flop was accomplished by

ONES.

open the ground

Rockville,

Haute.

&

their western company of. "The Bohemian Girl." The Chicago Opera Co.
is slated to go to the coast in March.
Its trip will involve a lot of heavy

The Lambardi Opera Co.

to

for theatres for this pet project of a

will

in

'The Only Son."

between

An operatic war is to be waged on
the Pacific Coast in the fall and spring.
Various managers have planned to send
singing organizations out there, not-

NEW

Chicago, Sept.

AFTER AN ABDUCTOR.
Montreal, Sept. 11.
warrant was sworn out by John
Lubbock for the arrest of the abductor
(name not given) of the Misses Vivial
and Lily Lawrence, chorus girls.
Chief Detective Carpenter demanded
$250 to cover extradition proceedings,
should any be necessary. Instead the
aid of the United States immigration
authorities was sought should the missing people cross the border. One of
the girls is a minor under special
charge of the management.

A

1.

substi-

Some

have been placed on a self-supporting
basis, ads being carried by department
stores on the sides of the cups.

Articles of incorporation have been
Portland, Me., by the Perown

filed at

Amusement

which

expects to
build picture and vaudeville houses.
Co*,

the warpath for the past ten days, and
doing tall things to the show business.

The heat wave started in the middle
west, spreading over the east and
south.
At some points the weather
(

temperature hit a mark that had not
been touched for thirty or forty years.
Attendance at all theatres has been
at a low mark ebb while the heat continued.
Reports of receipts have
reached as low as $20 for $2 attractions.
It was expected during the week a
great many one-nighters which went
out on a shoe-string would be sent
back by the thermometer.

NEW

YORK "CLIPPER"— Felli and Cairo
have more than a new uet, they have a whole
production, and It kIv**h the two rlever alnjreni
and dancer* plenty of opportnnlty to dleplaj
their talent*.
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WITH THE PRESS AGENTS
Lou

Gilbert

is

doing the advance

Harry Hedges is doing both the advance and managing 'The College
Girls" (Eastern Wheel).

Joseph Robie is acting as both agent
and manager of Robie's "Knicker-

Bradford ahead of

back with the attraction,
traveling in advance, of
Dazzlers" with George Belfrage

"The

it.

"The Whirl

Chicago, Sept.

tion.

the

Fred

111.

Wjrae

is

Grand Opera House

Co.isunce Molineaux attached her signature
a contract this week to play leading feminine roles with the new Wright Huntington
stock, South Bend.
Nethersole has secured the Bngllsh
"The Awakening of Helena Ritchie.
Margaret Anglln, and will create the
role of Helen In London early next month

Olga

from

Franklin Munnell was engaged this week to
succeed Claude Payton as leading man at the

West End

fice

F.
ness

of the firm.

might mention "The Seminary Girls,"
who, after three shows at Michigan
City only managed to count up $15 in
the box office, which suggested the

H. Uvimjprtone is acting as busimanager of the College theatre,

Chicago.
Charles A. Baldwin, treasurer at the Warrington for two seasons, is now at the College box office.

Lee Parvin, who has been in seclusion in Canada the past seven weeks in
advance of "The Red Rose," came in
from Toronto this week to rearrange
some western bookings.

8am Howard will withdraw from the
of Max Spiegl's "Winning
Widow" burlesque show and the work
will be done direct from the New York
advance

office.

is ahead of Baker &
"Graustark" company which
E. C. Andrews is managing.
John
Rankin is in advance of their "Goose
Frank G. Williams is
Girl" company.
the manager.

Harry Poppe

Castle's

Jake Rosenthal, the Dubuque, la.,
theatrical manager, jumps out of his
home town each week with the Cora
Beckwith show in which he is financially interested. George M. Hodge, formerly of the Titanic,

White

City,

the public.
i

Another early closing took place in
Fort Wayne, Ind., when "At Sunrise"

In the road companies of the Shu-,
are the Jimmy Powers' show,
which will have C. G. Bechert as
agent, and L. R. Willard manager.
Three "Butterfly" companies will be
managed by Mr. Entwistle, with Ormsby Court, Rollin Bond and Mae Dowling ahead of the "A," "B" and "C"
companies respectively.
"The Blue

company

road
Wallingford,"

of

Ralph Kettering, known in Chicago as the
'one man press agent trust" through doing
publicity for about a half dozen houses at one
time, is editing the paper which the Warrington fetock theatre (Oak Park, 111.) Issues
each week.
In "Fanny's First Play," to be presented at
the Comedy Monday, will be Tim Ryley, C. H.
Croker-King, Elizabeth Risdon, Walter Kingsford, Maurice Elvey, O. Randell, Lionel Pape,

Sydney Daxton, Arnold Lucy, Gladys Harvey,
Herbert Dansey, Quientin Tod, Phillips Preston.

"The Rose Maid" Is slated to fold Its tents at
the Globe Sept. 21 and depart for a road tour,
making Providence as the first stop out of
Manhattan. Aftsr playing Washington. Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Newark and Buffalo, the
Into Chicago for a run at the

•how puUs
Colonial.

George M. Cohan and company will give the
stage 'Presentation of Cohan's latest
"Broadway Jones" at Parson's the-

first'

comedy,

atre, Hartford, Conn., Sent. 16.
With Geo. M.
will be Jerry J. and Mrs. Helen F. Cohan.

George Parsons, Ada Gllman, M. J. Sullivan,
William Walcott, Russell Pincus, Jack Klendon, Mary Murphy, Myrtle Tannehlll, John
Fenton, Fletcher Harvey. Cohan and "Broadway Jones" are announced to open the Cohan

New

York, Sept. 23.

the envelope also were manifold copies on
other Shubert attractions, with H. whitman
Bennett at the masthead.
led
a
It
to
report Worm had taken up a branoh in the
press department, but Instead, as he Is to
have entire charge of the Wtatkrop Ames
production at the Comedy, his name went on
the preen matter concerning it. »>'

BILLING QUESTION IN CHICAGO.

Wingfield

Central

RBICHENBACH MANAGING.
Harry Reichenbach has been engaged to manage the new uptown
house at 150th street, Bergen and
Westchester avenues, now building
for John Cort.
The house is expected .to be readyby Nov. 15.
Margaret Illington in
"Kindling" will be the opening attraction.

Henry Weig returned
Monday,

after three

to

New York

weeks away.

theatres

eliminated

For the
Hooligan"

are

living

up t) the

Most

altogether.

the

ot

WEEK

STANDS.

time in years "Happy
will be relieved of a trip
over the one-nighters this season. Instead Gus Hill will send his company,
under the management of Clint Wilson, over the Stair & Hajrlin weekfirst

stands, opening Sept. 25.

Twelve principals and eighteen girls
are in the troupe.
v

COMBINATIONS AT

CBWMON.

Chicago, Sept. 11.
The Criterion theatre has adopted a
new policy. Sept. 8, "The City," a
Shubert show which has been playing
the.Alhambra, moved into the Criterion
which will play road shows hereafter.

LEASES CASTLV, BLOOMINGTON.
The

Bloomington, 111., Sept. 11.
Castle theatre has been turned

over by Major Max Goldberg of Joliet,
to Messrs. Gallagher & Lyons, of Litchfield,

The press matter from the Shubort offices
week on "Fanny's First Play" bore the
name of A. Toxen Worm at Its head. Jn

Hills" to $800.

Wingfield, of the
States Circuit.

larger

agreement,

111.

this

publicity man for
Hammersteln'a Tlotorla, Haancneraiein's'i National Opera House, Projected, Arthur Nammersteln, Oscar Hammerstetn and Arthur
Hammersteln'a Trentlnl show. Loney Haskell,
who doped out quite some stuff over the summer for the Victoria Roof, left Monday with
"Don," the talking dog, to keep "Don" good
The
natured while on the Poll Circuit.
"Whst'B-Their-Nstnes" who own "Don" don't
believe yet that Loney Is the act They say if
the managers won't pay them $750 weekly,
they will go back to Europe without Loney

"Miss Nobody From Starland" got
$700, and "The Divorce
Question,"
Sept. 1, got $800, matinee and night.
These houses are booked by James

The pass scandal of window, work
has brought this situation about, according to the theatre managers. The
agreement made some time ago was
to the effect that nothing smaller than
three sheets were to be used, and thai
sniping, also window work, would be

"HOOUIGAN" ON

J8th street

theatre,

ing.

Cohan &.
"Get-Rich-Quick

Eleanor Kenty will create the role of Lady
Lucy in the new Pixley-Ludere opera, "The
Gypsy," which is announced as the John Cort
lay to dedicate the new Cort theatre. West

-

lonial, says he will devote his money
and energy to the newspaper advertis-

will Join

took the dive to oblivion after a brief
trip
through some of the smaller
Michigan towns. Bad business did it.
The show was booked all over the
middle west.
Reports from the surrounding towns
are to the effect that business opened
big, but that the hot weather gave everything a kick. The Kenosha house
opened the next day with the same attraction.
The Remington, the new
house at Kankakee, 111., reopened the
season with "The Shepherd of the

Chi-

cago, is doing double duty as lecturer
and press agent C. H. Jennings is in
advance.

berts'

show be shelved. It was. So was
"The Matinee Girl," "The Bunch of
Keys," and "Painting the Town," three
more troupes which failed to convince

Payton

theatre.

Harris'

in Internation-

Minn. Incidentally the KellySchuster Co., in "Casey The Fiddler,"
managed to bank $756 on Labor Day
at the Fox theatre, Aurora. This, however, was the result of four shows.
Getting down to smaller figures one

'

rights to

al Falls.

Osorge Lgfitt is doing the advance
for the Gordon & North three burlesque shows from the New York of-

class.

to

11.

the business agent
for 'The Giri From Rector's" while
Leo Leavitt is managing the attrac-

Griggs is the advertising
agent of the Warrington theatre stock,

A

Kddle Pldgeon is back ou Broadway after an
extended stay In Chicago.

GOOD AND BAD RECEIPTS.

Walter

Park,

ranks up in the

of

Speaking about early-season receipts
it might be interestm* to some of the
many middle-west producers to know
that a The Prince of Tonight" bigjed
$3,160 in a three-day effort at
Fort
William, Can., and in one day the same
show took in $889 at Virginia, Minn.,
not to mention a $900 opening night at

Qreneker for the Winter Garden Is
over live matter right along that

P.

putting

is

doing the managing.

Osk

C.

&

Morris Cane is ahead of the Ben
Welch burlesque show w .Jake Uberman

Ben Boland

Wall 8treet Olrl."

Society" is looked after by Stanley
Sharpe, with Nellie Revell the press
agent. The Gilbert
Sullivan Opera
Co. is travelling in charge of Fred W.
Zweifel. J. H. Dillon is doing the advance.

bockers."

is

Geraldlne Malone has been engaged for "The

Bird" has Nat Roth in charge, with II.
in advance.
George McLesich is directing "Whose Helen Are
You?" E. L. Perry has "A Man's
World," with J. S. McSween in advance. For "The City," Fred A. Hayward is manager, R. E. Riddick ahead.
"The Red Rose" (Suratt) has W. P.
Cullim, back with the show, and Chas.

MacMahon

work for the Mollie Williams' Eastern Wheel show.

Abe Levy

la

now

official

—

and then the German papers

will

commence

to

IMPORTING CHINESE SUPERS.
When the Lieblers stage their new
Century theatre show, "A Daughter of
Heaven," they expect to have a colony
of pig-tailed actors on the stage, providing present plans do not go awry.

To get the proper Chinese atmosphere the Lieblers will bring several
hundred Chinks to this country for the
new show. In order to import the
Orientals the Lieblers will have to go
to a lot of trouble and stand responsible for the foreigners during their
stay here.

talk again.

Chicago,

Sept.

11.

"The Polish Wedding," opening at
Cohan's Grand Opera House Sunday
night, was billed like a circus throughout Chicago.
Billboards, and even
scows in the lake, were plastered with
paper.

The Grand did not
ment with the

The

sign the agree-

billposters.

got into the billing
with "Oliver Twist." It is reported by
a member of the Billposters' Union
Illinois also

that this house did not live up to the
agreement made some time ago. The
Colonial has refused to do anything
outside of the billing done by the
American Billposting service. Several
of the other local houses are following

Chicago, Sept.

J.

Brady, of the Co-

11.

James Wingfield, who books the censays that the attractions being sent out this season are of a higher
class than that of any season for many
tral west,

years.

"There are very few

if

any cheap

at-

tractions being sent out in our territory," asserts Mr. Wingfield, "and that

means
this

that

we

season.

come

have better business
Producers have finally

will

to their senses in this particular

and they are sending out better

stuff."

RICHARD HYDE TRAVELLING.
In about two weeks Richard Hyde
will leave for California, and probably

keep on travelling until the

home

this rule.

Manager Jay

CENTRAL WEST WELL SUPPLIED.

brings the
Brooklyn.

manager

call

of

back

to
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SAME PIBOB; SAME TOWN.
in the

turned n%xt week in Jersey City.
The. Qrpheum company announces
"Alias Jimmy Valentine" for the full
weelr while the new Amsterdam stock,
Raymond Whittaker's Company, has
the same piece billed for the first half.
As the houses are sixteen blocks
apart with the

Amsterdam

new

.nearer

Hoboken than any other place, the
Lieblers have leased the piece to the
two Jersey City companies.
Incidentally the Whittaker company
will put on "The Two Orphans" the
of the week notwithstanding

latter half

Academy

the

that

packing 'em
this week.

(Jersey City) is
with the same piece

in

PAYTON'S PERMANENT CO.

Newark, Sept. 11.
The stock regime at Electric Park
came to anj end last week with some
of the players shy of salary money.
The company was headed by Margaret Keane and has been here for the
greater part of the summer.

ison Square).

signed a lease
for the Garden and on Oct. 1 will install a permanent stock company there.
Sept. 28 Corse ends his stay at the
West End. Nearly every member of
the company, excepting the leads, Ed:i
Von Luke and Claude Payton, will be
transferred to the Garden.
Minna Phillips will be the Garden's
7,

The

woman.

principal

man

is

yet to be selected.

Payton says that

it is quite possible
land the Montauk, Brooklyn, for a permanent stock engagement.
He <Ws not intend to return to his
old stand over there at the Lee Avenue.

may

ROUTING LYRIC HOODOO.
Camden, N. J., Sept. 11.
The Agnes Cameron stock company
brought its local engagement to a close
last

Saturday night.

South Bend,
Wright Huntington,

OWN

CO.

Ind., Sept. 11.

who

has been

A
a
in

Chicago, Sept.

the

writer, while an amateur, has

budding

pheum, Jersey City, will again head
own company, opening here at the
Auditorium Sept. 23.

"I

am

go-

ing to ask you for a place in your
stock company as a player and I hope
you will give me a chance. I have past
experience as I play leading parts in

dramas^ a^ our church

hall

and

am

I

not afaaiCbf
LSI*) stage fright.
I have blue
eyes and yellow hair and have not seen
as good looking ones as myself.
If
you have a place for a player I wonld
be glad to except as I am not doing
nothing at present. Also, perhaps, I
could help you select some of your
plays you would like to play.
I have
talent and talk in a way to suit any
part I ant given, and if you will excuse
mistakes and writing I will much
obliged, Yours Truly."

STARTED IN SACRAMENTO.
San Francisco, Sept.

The Redmond

11.

Stock, with Paul HarTaylor, leads, opened

vey and Beth
Monday in Sacramento
on the Box."

in

"The Man

JERSEY CITY HOLDING THREE.
Jersey City, Sept. 11.
This place seems to have the stock
Monday a third company,
fever.
headed and managed by Raymond
Whitaker, invaded the local field.
With the Academy of Music and the

Orpheum

New

ROME GETTING STOCK.
Rome, N. Y., Sept. 11.
Stock is coming to town, and while
no positive announcement has been
made as to the opening date the start
will likely be made in two weeks. The
is

IT OFF.

Scranton, Sept.
the

"Awakening

of

Batavia, N. Y., Sept.

The Dellinger Opera House, which
has undergone extensive repairs during the summer, reopens Sept. 12 with
A. G. Delamater's "Freckles." The
theatre has doubled stage space, a new
house front and numerous other additions and decorations which now puts
it

in the

real legit class.

Managers' Association.

OSHKOSH OFF THE MAP.

The house

returns to its former Poli
vandevtUe «polsey Sept. 23.

JAY NOT A JAY.
Jersey City, Sept.

11.

When

Jay Packard took hold of the
Academy of Music the knowing ones
shook their heads and predicted dire
failure.
Since the opening of the stock
season, big business has been chalked
up and Jay is more than grabbing off
the river.

Montague closed with the
Academy company and in her place
Zelia Davenport appeared this week in
.»»
"The !*o bppfcfurs.

Chicago,

Sept.

'

.

+*

The Grand has been one of the show
places of Oshkosh ever since the first
repertoire
company wrestled with

"Romeo and
It

Juliet."

was long managed by "Honest"

John Williams, known to every advance

mas

wtib ever

made Wisconsin.

for

Blanche Bates.

fair

to

judge

newly formed

11.

began a winter's stay

at the

hard-

House when there was a change

Claudius Lucas has ended her
engagement and gone back to Jersey
leads.

shores.

LOCATES AT TAMAQUA.
Tamaqua,

Pa:, Sept.

11

Paul Burns and stock players have
come to town to stay all winter if business warrants.
Burns brings a new company here
from New York.

T4COMA AND SEATTLE.
Seattle* Sept,

U.

the
Princess stock, Tacoma, has organized
another company which will open here
at the Seattle theatre, Sept. 13, expecting to stay all season.
••"

of

the

company because the

strength of the organization, either
numerically or from the standpoint of
acting, was not shown.
"Nobody's
Widow" is a short cast. The management declares that fourteen players are
in the regular company, which will be
of course augmented when occasion requires.

The

policy will be to present high
at prices ranging
from fifteen to fifty cents for matinees
and up to seventy-five cents in the
evenings. This week "The Virginian"

modern plays

class

is

the attraction, to be followed by "A
"Alias Jimmy Valen-

Woman's Way,"

tine,"
"David
Harum," "Wildfire"
"Salomy Jane," "The College Widow."
"The Man of the Hour."
George Soule Spencer is the leading
man, Warda Howard, leading lady and
Walter Horton, stage director. They
were recruited from the late summer
stock at Poli's, New Haven, as was
also William Bonney, who had in the
opening piece a small character bit.

The

piece,

D.

Bailey,

director

of

while not badly played,
When the

was devoid of animation.

asbestos curtain is raised and discloses
the plush curtains open fully a foot,
showing the stage before the regular
curtain is raised; when a cablegram is
delivered and the envelope is open;

when

a

raised

ing

that

it

champagne

an

ice

not

is

champagne

of

bottle

from

—that

The

is

bucket showeven a genuine

bottle

is

carelessness

was supposed
to be the sun parlor of a villa at Palm
Beach, but an ordinary interior was
somewhere.

Oliver*

merits

the

ity to score.

Lawrence, Mass., Sept.

The Malley-Denison Stock Co.

IX

not altogether

It is

of

in the

DIDN'T STAY LONG.

ly

was
"Nobody's
Widow," formerly used as a vehicle

Opera

Sept. 11.

11.

Oshkosh, the pride of Wisconsin and
one of the most "kidded" towns on the
map, is now bereft of legitimate attractions. Its citizens longing for highbrow theatrical provender must run
down to Fond Du Lac, or up to Neecomes about
nah-Menasha.
all
It
through the passing of the Grand into
the hands of Hyman & Butterfield,
who opened the house last week with
high-class vaudeville.

la.,

t

11.

11.

week.

Gladys

backed by Mr. Moss,

Dubuque,

After a season of eighteen weeks,
the James S. Garside stock company
closes at the Airdome next Saturday
night.
The company goes from here
to Paducah, Ky., for a .winter stay. The
Airdome business was the biggest recorded in five years.

IMPROVED RATAVIA HOUSE.

Helena

Ritchie" as the final bill. Poll's stock
closes its summer season here next

carfare across

is

Manager Haitz has booked in a full
line of shows through the Eastern

the house.

SCRANTON CALLS
With

The company

a wealthy businessman of this city.

Whitaker
Amsterdam, will have

go some to get over.

Lyric

Angeles, in the leading roles.

as opposition, the

Co., at the

to

South Bend, Sept. 11.
theatre stock reopened
its
season with Phyllis Carrington,
late of the Robert Hains Co., and Walter McCully, of the Belasco stock, Los

The Indiana

playlets.

show

first

Spencer is a trifle too robust for
comedy. Over six feet tall, he is
a fine opposite for Miss Howard, a
giantess in stature and altogether too
solid an individual for a play so breezy
as "Nobody's Widow." And yet when,
at the close of the second act she was
called upon to work up into a dramatic frenzy and say: "Damn you, I'll
marry you," she appeared to be woeGerald Harcourt is the
fully weak.
juvenile, Ethel Gray the ingenue and
Knott,
*hb had a small
Lydia
"countess" role looks as if she had been
engaged for adventuress parts. These,
with the others cannot be given full
justice in a review of a piece in which
they were given little or no opportun-

OUT OF AIRDOME.

MAN BACKER.

after

light

hoodoo from the house.

BUSINESS

week,

last

full

letter in part reads:

directing the stock plays for the Orhis

stock

and stock

Its

11.

be the succeeding attraction.
This means that the Shuberts are
going to make every effort possible to

lift

ville

letter

The

legitimate

several years of pictures, "pop" vaude-

was received this week by
New York stock manager operating
a Jersey city, which shows that the

"The Blue Bird" of the Shuberts will
follow 'The Whirl of Society" at the
Lyric. Gaby Deslys in "Vera Violetta"
will

HUNTINGTON'S

to

aspirations.

Payton, on Sept.

that he

The Harlem Opera House returned

OBLIGING AMATEUR.

Everyone thought Corse Payton was
joking when he informed Varubtt a
fortnight ago he intended to secure
possession of the Garden theatre (Mad-

leading

SEASON CLOSES SHY.

HARLEM STOCK.

STOCK
m

not often two stock -companies
same town put on the same bill
the same week, yet the trick will be
It is

place

employed, which did not aid materially
in creating the picture.

The personal

attention of the projec-

tors of the enterprise would seem to be
a necessary adjunct for a few weeks, to
dissipate

the

apparent listlessness of

the undertaking.

JUo,\

VICTOR BROWN OUT OF COLLEGE.
Chicago, Sept. 11.
occasioned here by
the announcement that Victor Brown,
the new leading man of the College
theatre stock, will sever his connection
with that house next Saturday night.
Brown came here from the Gotham
stock, Brooklyn.

Much

surprise

is

LIKED MARGARET

PITT.

Herschey, Pa.. Sept. 11.
Margaret Pitt and stock company
left town after a four weeks' engagement.
Miss Pitt came to play two
weeks but the town took such an interest in

the sbowi she oxDeodfid b«r
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WEEK

BILLS NEXT

(September 16)

In Vaudeville Theatres, Flaying* Tkraa or Laas Shows Dally
:All houses open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise Indicated.)
Theatres Mated as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on
Theatres with "S-C" following name (usually "Empress") are on the
the Orpheum Circuit.
v

Circuit.)

Sulllvan-Consldlne

PANTAOES
Fred Griffith
(Opens Friday Mat.)
Seymour A Robinson
Tokio Mlyako Trouoe
2d half
Prank Bush
"Cat and the Fiddle"
Clipper Quartette
Lafayette, lad.
Three Madcaps
(FAMILY <w t a)
Mor- Herculanos Slaters
Mr a Mrs
ris
Emll Hoch Co
Dee Mali
Bert Jordan
ORPHEUM.
Plster A Cuahlng
(Open Sun. Mat
2d half
Serous McManus Play- Fisher A Green

Wm

by single name or Initials, such as "Orph."
V. A." Western Vaudeville ManCircuit "P"
Pantages Circuit
Sulllvan-Consldlne
en
'Loew " Marcus Loew Circuit— •Inter," Interstate Circuit (booking through W. V. A-)— McKay A Cantwell
"Bern " Freeman Bernstein (New York)— "Clan." James Clancy (New York) "M." James Leltzel Slaters
C Matthews (Chicago)— "Hod." Chas. E. Hodklns (Chicago)— "Tay." M. W. Taylor (Phil- Edna Luby
adelphia)— "Fox." Ed. F. Kealey (William Fox Circuit) (New York)— "Craw." O. T. Crawford Weston A Bentley
Bobbe A Dale
^
(St Louis)— "Doy." Frank Q. Doyle (Chicago).

Agencies booking the

Orpheum Circuit— "U.

B.

houses are denoted

O." United Booking Offices— "W.

(Chicago)

Association

agers'

—

— "S-C."

Brockway
C H France Co
Mason A Murray

—

ALHAMBRA

(ubo)
Victor Moore Co
Bessie Wynn

Burns

Fulton

ft

W

S Hart Co
"Strolling Players"
Stelnert Trio
Carl Relnch's Horses

Williams

HAMMERSTEIN'S
(ubo)

Shaw

Rice

Cohen

ft

Cenaro
Arovato

Browning ft Lewie
Ruth Francis ft Co
(Three to

Tighe

Clifford

ft

Julia Oonzalei

Sherman Van

Ollle

Hy-

ft

ft

COLONIAL

(ubo)

(ubo)

Richfield

(loew)

Zolar

ft

2d half
Blanch Gordon
Blgelow, Campbell
to

Necklace

F- Semon
Hawthorne ft Burt

ft

(loew)

Harry Antrim
Cadieux
(Five to

fill)

Chas.

Conlln 8teele

Carr

ft

The Graaers
Cooper

Robinson

ft

GRAND

Rellly
"E'.lla Island"
LeMalze. Blaise

(Two

Cross ft Josephine
4 Londons

ft

to

Co

ft

Mack

Four Ball Players
(Two to fill)

LINCOLN

Belle

(loew)

Mr ft Mrs Thomas
Hong Fong
"Fun In a Cabaret'
The Stantons
Mllda ft Don
(One to fill)
2d half
Walter Daniels

ft

Co

Sadie Jansel
"Fun In a Cabaret
Relff

(One

(loew)

Sadie Jansel

"Fun On The Ocean

Relff Bros

Gourrolcy

(Two

to

*

Cafferty

fill)

2d half
ft Gladding

Cummlngs

Makerenka Duo
"Fun on the Ocean
Spiegel ft Dunne
Mllda ft Don
(One

to

fill)

NATIONAL

(loew)

Camilla Jewell

Oake

Spleeel

ft

ft

Mr & Mrs Thomae
Herman
Bernhardt

Pic-

tures
to

Forrer's

(loew)

Dogs

Hilda Glyder

ft Co
Do Taye Sisters
Ruth Francis ft Co
Anderson ft Golnes

Herman Lieb

ft

Co

Luba

Mlroff

Williams

Williams

ft

(Five to

fill)

Grace DeMar
Sully A Larsen
(Three to fill)
2d half
Freedland A Clark
Leo Beers

"Dance Violins"
Brockton. Mass.

CITY

tures

(One to fill)
Williams A Weston
Ford A Hvde
(One to fill)

Tom

fill)

ft

(loew)
Russell

ft

ft

(loew)

Sisters

Ripley

A Wayne

Monarch 4
Poneo A Leo

NEW ACADEMY

(Three to fill)
2d half

"The Slums of Paris"
Walker A West

The Mnvnnrds
"The Gent with

Toledo
the

Jimmy

Hilton

to

Ray

mond

fill)

FULTON

Kane
A Bnnnon

John F Clark
Frank A Edith

The Stantons
(Two

Leonard

(loew)

Dancing Kennedys
Walter Daniels ft Co
"Futurity Winner"
Cotter ft Boulden

(One to

Mont.

EMPRESS
liosslo's

Collins

)

(so)

Cockatoo*

A Hart

Mich.

Wm

(so)

Ellnore
L»>Roy-Harv«*y

F.

J

Kelly

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Bert Cutler
Princeton A Yale
Kennedy A Berlin
Nlblo's Birds

London

Sisters

Ln CroMe, Win.
(MAJESTIC (w v a)

Co

Rah Boy*"
Mall ft West
Loin Milton Co
Moore's

Wilder

"Wyoming Romance

(sc)

Clarence Wilbur Co

i

Moore
ft

ORPHEUM

EMPRESS

-

'

Jordan

(Onen Sun.
Carly's

(sc)

Mat.)

Dogs

"No 44"
Three Staleys

C Nugent Co

Wilson Bros
Bert Terrill

Florlmonds
Raynore Co
Slmondet
Godfrey ft Henderson
Flying Weavers

EMPRESS

a)

Ed Blondell Co
Galettl's Monkeys
Mlgnoette Kokln

Sully

ft

EMPRESS

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Elliott Slavonas
"Dnkspls Xmas"

Haney

(Open Sun. Ma'
Hanlon ft Hnnlon

Savtons

Mardo A Hunter
Xanana City

Denwer

Lew

Gardner
A Wolford
Rullv A Hussey

SchsMer

Helene Hardy Co

AMERICAN (m)
(Opens Monday mat
Five Musical Nosses
Green ft Parker

Cuttys

Jack

fin)

Tom Mahoney

la.

Co

Bell

Musical

Wilson A Washington
Marie Fltzglbbon
2d half
Four Casads
Jean Weir Co

Mnv

fill)

Vtntte.

J

Fields

Rs rrv

MAJESTIC (w v

"Leading Lady"

Raymond

Harnett

Alblni

A Dlahy

fill)

Knlnnsnaoo,

fill)

Singers

MIHrsakee
MAJBRTTC (orph)

A DeMont

(One

fill)

J.

.

(Three to

ORPHEUM

John Zimmer

If.

A

Carroll

(loew)

Gaylord A Heron
Three Lorettes

to

Memnala

Florentine

Moore A Young

Zeno

Fltzgibbonp

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

2d half)

Arnaman

(One

Lew

Will Lacey
Blgelow, Campbell
to

Haw Orieana
ORPHEUM
Colonial Septet
Will Dillon

Ell

Dawson

Brooklyn Comedy 4
Mtnw#MSM»lta

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Mountain Ash Choir
«5"hlltebtr« Manikins
Wvnn A Russon
John De Lorls

Wlnslow A Strylker
I*ew Cooper

A Ward
UNIQUE (sc)

Ronslr

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Martlnek A Doll
Paul Spadonl
Grneo Leonard
Dale Boyle
Hyman B Adler Co

Meat veal. Can

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

ew

Oaklnnd

fnl.

ORPHEUM

(Open

Sun.

PANTAGES
(Opens- Sun. Mat.)
"Lion's Bride"
A Stevens
Mabel le Fisher Co

Fred Zoned le
Carter's Magic

Osrden

ORPHEUM
10-21)

Co

Travelog

Gultlnl

Gillette

(loew)

PANTAGES

Hawallans

Juggling

Jewells

Orpheus Four
Ned Burton A Co
Black Bros
Saafnnvsv Mleh.
J OFFERS (w v a)
(Sun. Mat Open)
Spellman's Bears

Egamor

Peter Baker
Fielding A Carlos
Salens. Mann.

8ALBM

VIt

(loew)

Williams A Weston
Ford A Hyde

"Visions D'Art"

O moha
ORPHEUM

"The

(Open Sat. Mat.)
Butterfly"

Stewart 81s A Esets
Kaufman Bros

Fred Ham 11 Co
Harrr Atkinson
Flying Martins

Irish Colleens"
2d half

Chan Terrls Co

The

Irish

LeRoy,

Colleens

Wilson

A

Se rf I«eh>

ORPHEUM

wi B

.

GRAND OPERA

HOUSE (w v
Hsraeda Jans
Bell Canto Trio
Martynee
West A Charles

a)

(Open Sun. Mat)
Berha KaJlsch Co

Polly Moran
Carl MoCullough
Neilsen's Boys
High Lief Trio

The Kemp*

BMPRBSS

(sc)

Fevmour A (Robinson
Guerro A Carmen
Tx>la Milton A Co

(Open Sun. Mat)
White's Animals
Verona Verdi A Bro
Constance Wlndom Co
De Lyle A Veron

Jack Taylor
Johnny Small

Travllla Bros

Roy Fulton

A

Sis-

Hugo Lutgens

ters

Paile>*>lnhln

KEITH'S (ubo)
M*vbew A Taylor
"Don"
Scott

A Keane

Rials
Hart's Stenoers
las H Cull en
Five Sullv*
Schreck A Perclval

A Wells
WTLLTAM PENN

Holmes

(ubo)

Barrens.

Orth A Lillian
"Nleht
In
Turkish

BTJOU
R»v Dooley

(ubo)

(Four to All)
Portland. Ore.

ORPHEUM

Owen McGlveney
Howard A McCane
Dlero

C A F Usher

(pc)

Wallace's Birds
Joe McOee
Berry * Berry

Dena Cooper Co
Arlon Quartet

Wayne's

Girls

PANTAOES

(Opens

Bartllng

Leona Ouerney
Ourry A Riley

SAVOY

(n)

(Opens Mon. Mat)

M

Cantor's

Young-

Four Casters
Zenlta
Matthews
Nadje

A Mack

Bertlsch

Monday Mat.)

A

Warner

Gould A Anhlyn
Minnie Allen

Wm

Thompson Co

Howard's Ponies

BMPRBSS

(sc)

Lina Pantaer
Holden A Harron
Rogers A Mackintosh
Daniels A Conrad

La Deodlma
Fujiyama

PANTAGES
(Opens Sun. Mat.)
"Star Bout'
Lorraine Dudley Co
Lillian

Slaters

Provol
Apollo Trio
St.

3

Rr«*

EMPRFAS

A

Sullivan

wnilame

Francis Wood
Pitvahnrsrh. Pa.
GRAND (ubo)
Mabel Taliaferro Co.
Simon* De Bergl
Olive Briscoe
Johnny Johnston

Ma *e

(sc)

(Open Sun. Mat.)
"Antique Clrl"
Ashley A Lee

John Rocker
Van der Roots
Ruth Becker
O'Brien A Lear

T^a

EMPRBSS

(Opens Sun. Mat)
Sombreros
Will Rogers

ORPHEUM

Bath"
Hoev A Lee
Max's Circus
(On* to fill)

Gordon

A

Mat.)

"Broomstick Witches"

W H St James
Johnson's

nankeen-

(sc)

(Opens Mon. Mat.)

Emllle

Burr A Hope
Chick Sales

"Hoe

CLUNIB
(Open 8un.

Manley A Walsh
Helen Primrose
Onalp
Lee Tung Foo
"House Boat Party"
Child's

Cook

(Sept

"Wonder Kettle"

Annie Kent
Konen Bros

Mat.)

Ed Haves Co
Grace Cameron
Bounding Pattersons
Orovers A Richards
The Taknlnes
Milton A De Longs
Svdnev Ayres Co
The Rexos

Wilfred Clnrk A Co
s Enallsh Roses
Doc O'Nell
Al A Fannie Stedman
Hickman Bros Co

FRANCA IS

Dogs

Banjo Phlends
Gertrude l* Folsom Co
Lucky A Yost
Leon Rogee

Raeaelle. W. T. Victor
Ella Fondeller A Bro
LOBW'S
(One to fill)
lent*
Al Herman
DIBPENBROCK
"Night In Park"
(orph)
2d half
(Sept 18-22)
Lunch Carbaret Girls
Lawrence A Edwards Nat Wills
Amelia Summervllle Co E F Hawley Co
If

Lowe A Deverne

Sarah Mevers
Smith A Zlto
Sampson A Douglas

Reehewter, N. Y.
COOK O P (m)
(Opens Monday Mat.)

Lantry Bros

Olea Petrova

Correlli

Diamond

Claude M Roode
Walter Sweatman

Chester's

2d bair

Rolands Bros

6

McMahon,
Clemens

Lola

Zolars

Roxy La Rooca
K>no Welsh A M
Nip A Tuck

Arizona Trio
Paul Kleist Co

ft

Lowell

"Concealed Bed"
Barnes A Crawford

Frozlnl
Zeno, Jordan

Everts

Schmettans
Art Bowen
Three Hassans
McMahon A Chappelle

Press Eldrldge
(Three to fill)

Harry B Lester
La Toy Bros

Shaw

Sumiko

Harrlabarsj

ORPHEUM

(Two

(sc)

man

Frank Mayne Co
Herman Timberg
Borden A Shannon

Raydn

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Lind
Plchlani Troupe

A Von Kauf-

Rawls

(ubo)

MoDonald

Great Tornadoes
Brenner A Ratllffa

A

3 Josetty Bros
Stlth A Oarnler

Otto Broa

ton

Forrer's Dons

Prof

Lenfavllle

Rica

Zelda Seara Co
Mabelle Adams Co

Donovan

Lucy

KEITH'S (orph)
"Dance Dream"
a)

Milwau-

McDerttt. Kelly

Ls

Bros

A

KEITH'S

kee"
Phlna A Picks

Katie

Ellis

ft

Grand Raataa
KEITH'S (ubo)
COLUMBIA (w v a) Potts Bros
Thos A Wise Co
Dave Ferguson
Boudlnl Bros
A moras Sisters
Eldora A Co
Three Musketeers
Sherman A MoNaugh- Marshall ft Trlbble

Maurice Freeman A Co
"Maxim's Models"
De Vine A Williams

to

Rose
Celts

A Anthony
Bush A Peyser

B.

(ubo)

A Herzog

Trwln

lad.

(w v

LYRIC

Claclaaatl

Milt

A

Laurie Ordway
Gordon A Kinley
Sandroa Broa

Jean-

A

(Opens Monday Mat.)
Summertime Girls

a)

Rother

Kelt

EMPRESS

PANTAGES

Mick.

Henry Hardgrave Co

2d half

(loew)

Co

Young

A

fill)

Davenport,

Calbo

Braun
Earle

Bettlnn Bruce

Moore

(loew)

Chas Terrls A Co
LeRoy. Wilson A Tom

FAMILY

Anderson ft Golnes
Sarah Bernhardt's Pic-

Mul-

Jos-

selyn

fill)

Wayne,

Falls Adler
"Olrl
from

Jack Allman
"La Petite Gosse"

I«a Graclosa
Connelly Slaters

Myckoof

KEITH'S

Von Hampton A

Thos Q Seabrook
Chas A Loder Co

Nelson Ranous A Co
Th lessen 's Dogs

Battel*

Sisters

Island"

"Ellis

(p~\

Falls
Ellison

to

TEMPLE

(Opens Monday)
Nelson Ranous A Co
Three Melvlns
Mons Herbert
Ralph Connors
McDonald
A Genereaux

Moat.

*

(One

Ft.

Sol Bern
Larkln A Burns
2d half

Milano

fill)

A Lawson

Tenny

Mat.)

A

Joe Cook
"Leap Year Girls"

Kathleen RoOney
John T Ray Co
Schnee A Fish
Ozavs
2d half
Adame A Guhl Co

ler

(Four

to

Sully

Wsterbury Bros

Bob Albright

Courtneny

Clark

BIJOU (w

(sc)

Lillian

A

(Sun. Mat. Open.)

(Opens Monday)

A
Mahr A

W

EMPRESS (ac)
(Open Sun. Mat.)
Lowe A Edwards

fill)

Flint,

A Weiss
Lottie Williams Co
LINDEN (m)

Carl

to

(loew)

2d half
Grace DeMar
Robert A Robert

Queen Mabs

nette
Sol Berns

Bllllmsra,

(orph)

Sun.

Mnry Keogh
"Mavor A Manicure"

2d half

DeFaye

(loew)

Leonard A Whitney
Howell ft Scott

(loew)

Marshall Montgomery
Swor A Mack

Grace Van Studdlford
Paul Dickey Co
Cottrell Family
Hal Stephens
Jones A Deeley
C B Lawlor A
Daughters
Louise Meyers
Barto A Clark
Herbert Dogs

JULIAN (m)

"Mayor A Manicure"

Glen

(Three to fill)
2d half
Nine Krazy Kids
LeMaise. Blaise ft Co
(Three to fill)

BIJOU

ORPHEUM

>PME

(loew)

(Two

Sisters

Lorraine
A Stevens

(Bept 11-11)

fill)

Leo Beers
Freedland

Kaufman

(One to

Mile Vanity
Robert A Robert

Falls

Alblni

fill)

AMERICAN

(loew)

(Two to fill)
Harry Bachelor
Edgar Allen ft Co

MIllT

Dunne

Al

(Two

JONES

Jos Remlncton

SHUBBRTS

Co

(Three to fill)
2d half
Teddy Osborne's Pets
Cotter ft Boulden

Sarah

Mosher
Gordon ft Marx
Mrs Gardner Crane

(Three to

Sisters

K Emmett

J

Baker

LIBERTY

fill)

YORKVTLLE

Will Setron
(ubo)

Harry Bachelor
Breakaway Barlows

Cornelia

ft

to

Zeller

ACADEMY

Dean

Coogan
Lewis

23-23)
as at Sher-

Swaln-Osterman 3

Fields A LaAdella
Stansfleld
Hall

ft

fill)

Halllgan ft Sykes
Mosher. Hayes ft

(One to

Bros

Knapp

ft

to

"Detective Keen"
Bert Levy
Big City 4
Del Franco's Monks

2d half
Will Lacey
Dancing Kennedys
ft

Lynch
(Two

Co

Vanderbllt A Moore
Iora
Ethel Green

PALACE

ORPHEUM

Mrs Gene Hughes Co
DoWitt Burns A T
Chas Case

Kelly

Gordon

Avon Comedy 4

Leddy

Same bill
C Fields
man Grand Calgary Caesar Nest
Van Broa
this Issue.
Bradshaw Bros
Fall River
"Squaring Accounts"

(orph)

DeAngells

Bell

A

Aaarelew

I,*e

ORPHEUM.

(Sept

A

Benson

Muriel A Frances
Robt DeMont 3

Lockhardt

Watt

Edmonton. Caa.

Mlases

MAJESTIC

Mrs Louis James Co
Empire Comedy 4
Petite Mlgnon

Nazarro Co
Meredith A Snser

Read Freeman Co

J

H

Get
Nat

Bob Albright

Jungman Troupe
Van A Schenck

A

(p)

(Opens Thurs mat.)
Zara Carmen Trio
O'Neal A Walmsley

Geo B Reno Co

Thieves"
Bride"
Robbie Gordone

Mullen

Lester
Nonette

Will Oakland
3 Gerta

"Lion's

Puck

BUSHWICK

fill)

Granville

(ubo)
Co.
Wllla Holt Wakefield

Chip A Marble

(loew)

faille Fields

Holmes

ORPHEUM

Edna Goodrich

(Open Sun. Mat.)
McConnell A Simpson

Flying Ruasells
A sard Bros

(ubo)

Al Carleton
Clara Ballerina

ORPHEUM

Dalata

ORPHEUM

Tom

PROCTOR'S

"Persian Garden"

Thurber A Madison
Sydney Shields Co

Schnee A Fish
Ozavs
Lincoln, Neh.

McDonougn

Merlin

Frank Morrell
Lewis A Dody

EMPRESS

"Whose Little Girlie
Are You"
Boeton
KEITH'S (ubo)
"Honor Among

Primrose Four
Ethel

Nellie Nichols
Slivers

Santuccl
Minstrel

2d half

Waterbury Bros A
Tenny
Kathleen Rooney
John T Ray A Co

(ubo)

Bradford

Luti Bros

(Open

Co

J C Nugent

A

Amelia Bingham Co

Hunter

ft

Wilson A Washington
Arizona Trio
Bay Cltyv Mick.
BIJOU (w v a)
(Sun. Mat. Open)

Russell

ft

Mardo

2d half
Paul Kleist ft Co
Marie Fltsgibbon

fill)

Nine Krazy Kids
Browning ft Lewis
Les Jeunetts
(Four to fill)
2d half
Miller

McWatters ft Tyson
Heronie Shone Co.

Helene Hardy Co

Les Juenets

DELANCEY

(ubo)

Tom Mahoney

Raydn
(Two

Delmar ft Delmar
Moore ft Young
Peter Stlrk
UNION SQ.

Breakaway Barlows

Maynards
(Two to fill)

Eddie Ross
Alma Youlin
Musical Splllers

Odlva
•Diamond

Hong Fong

Vlctorine

Taylor Granville Co
Blxley ft Lerner
ft

Bettlna Bruce Co
Hilda Glyder
"Night in Park"

GRAND

(orph)
(Sept 1D-21)

Homer Llnd

(ubo)

Mclntvre ft Heath
Una Clayton ft Co
Linton ft Lawrence
Robert Fulgora
3 Lyres
Romalo ft Delano
Appolo Trio
Battle Creek, Mich.
BIJOU w v a)
(Sun. Mat. open)
Four Casads
Jean Weir Co

Edgar Allen Co

Lambertl
Rube Dickinson
"Trained Nurses"
Eva Davenport
(Four to All)

HENDERSON'S

Baltimore

MARYLAND

SHERMAN

Chlensjo

Goldsmith ft Hoppe
William Boyd
Archer ft Carr
Del more ft Oneida

Reilly

PLAZA

Vlrglna Harned Co

Ryan

Fisher ft McKlnnon
Ted Osborne's Pets
Gent with Jimmy"

ft

(ubo)

Green

ft

Berlin Madcap
Hilly Hall Co

Vera DeBasslnl

Harry Antrim
Makerenka Duo

Bobby
Young ft April

Maxlne

SAVOY

Franklin

(loew)

TEMPLE
Macart

Kalmar A Brown
Dick. WrIUng Dog

Woolfolk'a Chiclets

Teddy
Keene Trio
Alice

Four Bveretts

Lnnalnn;. Mleh.
a)
BIJOU (w
Adams A Guhl Co

Datrett

Calgary* Cam.

EMPIRE

At la a tie City

fill)

GREELEY

Holmes

Law"

of

Kelt ft DuMont
Vlctorine ft Zolar
(Three to fill)

Bernhardt Pictures
(One to fill)
2d half

•Spirit Paintings"
Julius Tannen
Merrill ft Otto
Pol an ft Lenharr

ft

"Ann

Aurlema

Co

ft

Mack

Granville

Cummlngs ft Gladding
(Two to fill)

•

(ubo)

Rock At Fulton
"The Clown"

man

Aurlema
Amelia Summervllle
Cadieux

(Three to

(loaw)

Blanch Gordon

(loew)

Lantry Bros

Meredith Sisters

John Y Wade Co
Joe Whitehead
Honors ft Leprlnce
Mahoney Bros ft Daisy

5TH AVE

COLUMBIA

fill)

7TH AVE

Luba Mlroff
J K Emmett

Sultan"

•The

Gourmley ft Cafferty
(One to fill)

Co

ft

(Three to fill)
2d half

Bailey

ft

Williams

ft

fill)

2d half
Fisher ft McKennon
Camilla Jewell
"Futurity Winner"

Sisters

Herman Lleb

Joe Welch
Lillian

(One to

2d half)

Weinman 's Dogs
Oake

& Whltehouse

Lloyd

Arthur Whltelaw
Italian Troubadors
"Delicatessen Shop"

Welsman's Dogs

Knapp ft Cornelia
(Two to fill)

Dow A Dow

Phil Latoska

Great Libbey

N>»v Vork

A

Warren

Robert Vivian Co

Loala

COLUMBIA (orph)
Ethel Barrymore
Chris Richards
Langdons
Ray L Royce
Delmore A Light
3 Bremens
Harmanv's Animals

KINO'S (craw)
Carver A Murray
Musical Avolas

VARIETY
McNeil

Adeline

Bckerb

ft

ARCO

Adams

ft

(craw)

Richmond Trio
Helen Boyd
Prawley ft Hunt
Jess Bellgard

Kldoras
Gravols Criterion Co

CHEROKEE

(craw)

Arnle ft Saxon
Monnettle
Qraeme ft Wllnot

JUNIATA

(craw)

Miss KeBsler

BRENNAN

Milton

(craw)

Bode
ft Delmar

Rodgers

SHENANDOAH
(craw)

Adair ft Adair
Flynn ft McLaughlin
Davie ft Payne
Sy Oenks
Dennis Bros

UNION (craw)
Two Johns
HIPPODROME (doylc)
"The

Derelict"

"Christmas Bells"

De Rossi

Due*

Stone ft King
Whitley's Ponies
Hit ft Hit
Great Blrkels
Minor ft Vlnrent

Ferguson

North

ft

lane

Scamp

Russell Girls
Angelo's Troupe

Tortola Valencia
General Lavlne

Grant

ft

I>es

ORPHEUM

MoRae ft Loverlng
Hylands ft Farmer
John Delmore Co
Chas Wlldlsch Co
Scott A Wilson
Hugh Lloyd

EMPRESS

(sr)

(Onen Sun. Mat.)
Spa Bros
flhalloncr
Kn'herlne

Co
Belles

ft

Beaux
Van ft Carrie Avery
Geo E Garden
Seattle

(sc)

ORPHEUM
Dorothy Dnfton Co

(wva)

Teams
Five Armenls
Crala A Williams
Bennett Slaters
Jones A Grant
2d half

Models

A Edwards

Charlotte Ravenscroft

Wls)al**c

ORPHEUM

Beatrice Mlchelena
Claudius A Scarlet
2 Alfreds

PANTAGES

(Opens Monday Mat.)
Sobepp's Circus
6 American Beauties
Cal Stewart
Espe ft Roth
Mabel Johnston

Slow City
ORPHEUM
Tully Co

Farmyard

Watson's

Omoer

Sisters

Boeert ft Nelson
David Kldd
Reded ft Currier

The Stanleys
flpokane

ORPHEUM

Mary Elizabeth
Toyshop
TVn Lewln
Ryan Bros

Ofiutler's

Ling ft
Weston
Walter
Barnev
"Waltz

Long

Sun.

Mat.)

Esmerelda

DeLea A Orma
Bros

Syracune

GRAND

WL

Sisters

(uho)
Ablnardon Co

Don Fulano
Chadwlrk Trio

(3d

Tlln

>

Tort

(3

1

week)

Pittsburg. Sept.

On

Mattls B»»ver

the site of the old

11.

Academy

of

Music the Harry Williams house, which
burned down some months ago, will be
constructed the new Liberty theatre by
Col. Edward Jay Allen.
$150,000 will
be spent on the building and its equipment.

Yma

Marguerite Oilier
Dc«rly Nett
Blanche Nalton
Revu*» with Merlndof
Dorvllle

The policy will be light vaudeville.
The house is expected to be ready
for occupancy Jan. 1 next.
The seat-

Rneny-Derys
Bach

ing capacity will be

CnndlPiix
Revue w'th

(sc)

St

Ward Klare Co

John

som.

Thomas

vey.

May

Dranem.

Gillette

B'os
Fa-

PrlntcmnM.

ALHAMBRA
(Sept 1ft-30)

Dunedln Troupe

et'^

the

in

cus circles, having been the advertising contractor for the Ringling Brothers for several years. He worked with
James Jay Brady, now manager of the
Colonial theatre in Chicago, who pays
a high tribute to his worth as a man
ability.

Chicago, Sept. 11.
Clara Meyers, aged 52 years, twenty
years ago the queen of night life in
"Beauty
Chicago,
and known
as
Carrie," died under the influence of
morphine at the Bridewell, Thursday,
Sept. 6. In the days when "The Black
Crook* had its phenomenal run at the
old Peoples' theatre she was the toast
Her body was identified
of the town.
at the

County Morgue.

Mrs. M. E. Barry, non-professional,
mother of Kathleen Barry, died at her
home, 642 6th street, Detroit, Aug.
24.

Gillette,

(Gillette

1,500.

brother

of

Mane

and Campbell), and

Bessie Gillette, of "McFaddcn's Flats."
died suddenly Aug. 30.
The deceased

one time played vaudeville with his
sister Marie.
A mother and four sh-

at

terg survive.

sister

of

Essie

and Dot St. Clair, died at her home,
Covington, Ky., Aug. 28.
Mrs. R. A. Stokes, aged 83 years,
mother of Sadie Fairchild (Morton and
Fairchild), died Aug. 24, at Oakland,
Cal., from an attack of heart trouble.

Mary Kelly, mother of Hattie L.
Richmond, died Aug. 30, at Charlestown, Mass., from infirmities of old
age.

reopens
be back in

affairs.

The College Inn
way)

will

open

(41st and Broadunder new manage-

ment.

George Smith, formerly at the Hotel
Navarre, Newark, is at the Fort Henry
Hotel, Lake George.
Chris Pender, the English comedian,
formerly at the Poodle Dog (40th

and Broadway)

street

New

for

sailed

Sept.

7

York.

Besides Martin's Cabaret, Leo Edwill handle the shows at Reisenweber's (58th street) and the Cafe
Boulevard. Reiscnweber's opened last
night. Three complete shows arc given
there, one all colored.
Mr. Edwards

wards

may exchange

acts

between the three

Cabarets directed by him.
Bustanoby's, in 39th street, is becoming a draw with the Cabaret followers
who like a little "Trot" mixed in with
the singing. "Trotting" is allowed on
the floor. This seems to be an attraction which will outrival all others, for
a time at least.
Papita Osterman is
the main Cabaret feature at Bustanoby's,

doing her dancing on the floor,
in
and out between the

cavorting
tables.

Andre Chariot of the Alhambra,
London, before sailing last Saturday
for England arranged with several
Cabaret performers for an early appearance in the English hall. In the
new revue which will open about Oct.
15 a Cabaret scene will be incorporated.
Julian Alfred sailed with Mr.
Chariot to put on the Cabaret scene.
Muriel Hudson, a very popular Shanley girl, has been engaged to head it.
She will sail for London this week.

BURLESQUE MEN IN COURT.
Lawyers representing Harry Martell
on one side and Gus Hill on the other
appeared in the United States Circuit
Court for the Southern District of
New York Monday to argue an application by Hill for an order restraining
the further playing by one of Martel's
Western Wheel burlesque shows called

"The Whirl of Mirth."

s

week).

"POP" ON ACADEMY SITE.

Phnmhard

Taeowia

A

(Wilton Lnr-kaye)

"FINE FEATHERS"

Carlton

Rellly

R«»ed

"OLIVER TWIST"

AT,CAZAR

Chapman A Rcrube
Riifscll A Church
Jura.

Salle

week).

(September)

Martell

EMPRESS

(3d

w«»ek).

"D1*» Premiere"
Gllton's Pigeons

Wbllbv Co
Wright

A

GIRT." (Lean & Holbrook)
week).

"THE GIRL AT THE GATE"—La

A LaMar
Antonett A Orock

Yvonne

(flth

"THE BIRD OF PARADISE"-Oarr|rk

PouRraud

K WHIs

Snmsel

— Zlesfeld's

(2d

year.
He was at his office
morning of the day he died.
The deceased was widely known in cirthis

ital

will

the

in Chicago for the same firm.
took charge in the Minnesota cap-

Lucy May Morgan,

Sr»ldreau

Rleon City 4

."»

(21 week).

CHICAGO.
"A MODERN EVE '— Garrlck (22d week).
"THE POLISH WEDDING"—O. O- H. (2d
"WHTRL OF SOCTETY"-Lvrlc (3d week).
"A WINSOME WTDOW-Cnlonlal (2d week)
"THE MAN HIGHER UP"-01ymplc (1st

Leflds

WnrVnhtire nros
TVllv

"WITHIN THE LAW"— Eltlnge

"THE MILITARY

(September)
(running order)
The SUvlos

seasdn managed

*

week )

Teddy
Chinese Troune
"Rrmee et Nolr"
Cronln
Yvette
The Aeros
De Dlo

Tieolln

A Co

GOVERNOR'S

"WHOSE HELEN ARE YOU?" -Studebaker
(1«t week).
"THE TRAIL OF THE T<ONESOMR PINE"—
(Charlotte Walkpr)— McVlcker's (2d week).
"THE GARDEN OF ALLAH"— Auditorium (3d

Flllpno

The Panders
Our Fowler

last

and to his business

we*k).

rmrim

Swam Bay"

Mlllnrd

(Setnember)
(running order)

(Sent ember)
Bclloriare Bros

Dream"

• (Opens

Vteana

RONAPHERS

AMTW<3«AnEURS

Brown

Gllmore

Fleanora Otis

McGlnnls Bros

Rohpldllllo

(sc)

PANTAGES

"Girl

Prince Floro

Tolpen

-

LADY"— Republic (2d
"THE MASTER OF THE HOUSE"—30th Str^t
(5th week).
"THE MERRY COUNTESS"—Casino (5th
week).
"THE MODEL"—Harris (3d week).
"THE NE'ER DO WET A."— Lyric (3d week).
"THE PASSING PARADE"—Winter Garden

4 Readlnes
Ethel T^evey

A Leon
II

Morton

APOLLO

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Jack Wilson Trio
Franklyn Ardell Co
Qulvo A McCarthy

EMPRESS

Mat)

TT*»rmanv Trio

(Onen Sun. Mat.)

Mnv

W

(4th

RAINEY PICTURE8—Weber's (J»th week).
"ROBIN HOOD"— Knickerbocker (ftth week).
SPOONER STOCK—Metropolis (56th week).
STOCK— Manhattan (17th week).
STOCK—West End (10th week).
"THE CONCERT"—Belasco (1st week).
"THE COUNT OF LUXEMBOURG'—New
Amsterdam (1st week).
"THE GIRL FROM BRIGHTON"—Academy—
(3d week).
"THE GIRL FROM MONTM ARTE"—Criterion

week )

(sc)

"Fun Barber Shop"
Fred

Street

"THE PIVK LADY"-Grand Opera House.
(John
"THE PERPLEXED HUSBAND"
Drew)— Empire (3d week).
"THE ROSE MAID"— Glnhe (21*t week).
"UVDER MANY FLAGS"-Htppodrome (3d

Lea Marco Belli
(One to fill)
(Open Sun.
Marseilles

BROWN"—48th

week).

"MILESTONES"— Llbertv (1st week).
"MIND THE PAINT GIRL" (Blllle Burke)

(Oth week).

"Mine Llehschen"

EMPRESS

week).

(7th week).

Great Howard

(sc)

Daly's (2d week).

"DISRAELI" (George Waller)—3d week).
PLAY"— Comedy (1st
"FANNY'S FIRST
*

week).

Gray A Graham,,
Dixon ft Fields
Bottomly Troupe
Mlntz ft Wuertz

EMPRESS

He

•

"LITTLE MISS

and

Empress

York.

"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR"—Playhouse (."KM
week)
•'DISCOVERING AMERICA" (Lewis Waller)

"THE

Owen Clark

Nruss ft Eldred
Link ft Robinson
Dorking
Robert HUdreth Co
Klaus ft Bernle
Bohemian Quartet
Verona Troupe

ew

(21 week).
"OFFICER «W"—Oaletv (6th week).
"READY MONEY"- Elliott (oth week).

Eh rend all Dutton Co

(Open Sun. Mat.)

house,

Lvceum (2d week).

International Polo

Ma yon Opera Co

If

A.

press, St. Paul, the Sullivan-Considine

"MY BEST GIRL"—Park

(ubo)

Granat

Mlllett's

Troupe

"HANKY PANKY"— Broadway (7th week).
"HONEST JIM BLUNT"—Hudson (1st week).

"Kid Kabaret"
Eva Taylor Co
Perrv ft White
Devlin ft Ell wood
Rlchardlnl Troupe
Kate Watson

Flanngan

ft

SHOWS NBXT WEE.

PANTAGES

MAJESTIC

Ttaales

Cabaret

11.

White, aged 35, died
Sept. 4 at St. Paul of tuberculosis.;
The decedent was manager of the EmCharles

Suzanne Ellen
Etoced's Do^s

Jackson's Girls

(Opens Mon. Mat.)
7 "California Popples"
Mercedes
Flo ft OUIe Walters
Copeland ft Payton
Lowell ft Esther Drew
Great Hurrahs Co
Vletarla. ». C.

M

Chicago, Sept.

(September)
Maurice Chevalier
Leonette Roberty
Ovaro-Smote
Nine Plnson

(September)
Zeds

Hopkins Sisters
Ferry
3 Facorys
4 Rltchles
Bird Mllman Co

(sc)

troupe known as Davenport
Rrothers and had been in the circus
business .or thirty-five years, mostly
A
associated with P. T. Barnum.
widow and one son survive.

ETOTLE PALACE

OLYMPIA

Bell

Jones

ft

Waterloo. Iowa

Dare Bros

'

Jane Marnac
P Ardot

charge of

of the acro(

Fred St Onge Co
Sacha Gultry ft Mile
C Lyses

"Eternal Waltz"

Harney

He was

Martin's

Leo Edwards

Sept. 15.

batic

Norman Telma

Kasrack

Vanls
Barbee Hill Co
Grosjean ft Maurer

Louts

Eugene Trio

Harmony

Scamp

La Toska
Models ft Raymond
Dugan ft Mrs Ben

Willie Pantser

years.
t

5 Dancing Poppies

Wanalairtoa

T

ft

several

MARTGNY

(September)

ft

Louis Cohen, professionally known
Lou Davenport, died Sept. 9 at his
home in New York, after an illness of

Mauvllle
Mile Davrlgny

(September)
Great Roland
Les Totos
Harker ft Lester

CHASE'S

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Pert Leslie Co
J J Morton
Eberllng

Hume

Anna Doherty
Newhouse ft Ward

ft O'Rourk
Thos Potter Dunne
Harry Brooks Co

ORPHEUM

Stein

Van ft Pierce
Dewey ft Dolls
Terre Haate
VARIETIES (wva)

Louis

as

Preflls

FOLIES BEROERE

CABARET NOTES

OBITUARY

Dresser" with Morlt »y

wood

ft

Pictures, etc.

ORourke

Barrett
St. Pa-nl

Green

Mack well Quator

Musette

ft

Meeley

Davis ft Scott
Eldrldge ft Barlowe

Busse's Dogs

Swlnehardt

ft

Raston

Woodward's Seals
Harry de Coe
Lane ft O'Donnel
"American Hair

Sisters

ft

King
Carbrey Boys
Chlng Ling Boo
Violet

"Monkey Hippodrome"

EMPRESS

PRINCESS

PrlncP e s Maids
"At Hotel Bus?*"
flrey

PANTAGE8

(Opens Mon. Mat.)

Valentine

St Clair

ft

Donegan
Heeley

Phil

Harry Fl3her Co
Irvln

ft

Dean
"Night on Roof Oarden"

Brannigan ft Rehfleld
Claude Ranf

MIKADO

McHenry

Green,

Francis
(craw)
Hall

17

Boston, Sept. 11.
John J. Bryan, fifty-five years old,
died at his home, on School street,
Newburyport, where foi many years
he was manager of the Hall. He has
been confined" with the ailment that
caused his death since last January.

Los Angeles, Sept. 11.
Charles E. Henderson, well-known
throughout this country as a promoter
things

of

theatrical,

was

buried

in

Rosedale Cemetery Aug. 31, after having been brought from Seattle, where
he died a few days previous from the
effects of an operation performed on
him for appendicitis.
A widowed
mother, living here, survives him.

Hill alleges that certain material in
that production constitutes an infringe-

ment upon
and

his copyrighted play

"Mutt

attorneys were not
prepared to go on with the argument
Monday, and at their request the matter was put over until Sept. 16.
Martell was represented by Stephen
Baldwin, of Brooklyn.
The Western
Wheel manager declares that there is
nothing in "The Whirl of Mirth" that
constitutes

&

Hill's

Jeff."

Jeff."

an infringement of "Mutt
Certain characters exploited

newspaper comics appear in
show, it is admitted,
manager contends that they
introduced in such a way as
stitute an infringement upon

in

lesque

the bur-

but

the

not
to con-

arc
the

Hill

i'u'Pyright.

Wiliam Cutty, father
eal

luttys,

died

Sept.

home. Baltimore, after a
with pleurisy.

of

the

Musi

6 at the Cutty
brief

illness

Marie V. Fitzgerald sailed on the
Carmania a Saturday for London
1

1

for an indeiinite stay.

VARIETY
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NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Initial

Presentation, First Appearan «

or Reappearance In or Around

S.

Hart

Co., Alhanibra.

Henderson's.

and

Tighe

Edith

Clifford,

"The Sultan," Hammerstein's.
HammerHonors and Leprince,

Taylor Granville Co., Henderson's.

Edna Goodrich and Co. (4).
'The Awakening of Minerva" (Comedy).
29 Mins.; Full Stage.
Colonial.

Edna Goodrich could not have found
better vehicle for her variety dip
than "The Awakening of Minerva."
Claude Gillingwater played the piece

a

for

few weeks

a

last

This does not lessen the fact
seems to have been written especially for Miss Goodrich. The
role of Minerva is one that the audiIt
ence would select to see her in.
gives the house an excellent opportunity of studying her physical charms,
of which the daily papers have spoken
The part allows
so often and fully.
Miss Goodrich to appear in the ancient flowing robes of a goddess and in
modern attire. The outfit that Miss
A
Goodrich wears is a revelation.
sight of her in the gown and hat will
season.

that the piece

the

women

can put a hat on.

folks.

The men

she

Girls,

will require

else from Miss Goodrich, aside
from her appearance, either. The role
little

for very
calls
mostly a posing

The sketch

acting.

little

aside from the star

it

is

An

many months' work

He dreams

It

Edna can

affair.

interesting along old lines.

has after
a statue.

comes

is

pose.
fairly
artist

finished

to

life,

frightens his wife and tells his mother-

in-law a few straight ones from the
shoulder. Then it goes back to a re-

and

everything ends hapMortimer plays the
artist splendidly.
Catherine Cherry, as
the heavy-voiced mother-in-law, gets
the real score in a shrewish role which
she plays at just the proper pitch to
bring out the needed comedy.
Clare
Armstrong made a likeable wife.
Arthur Hopkins staged the piece and
probably selected it for his star.
Flowers and applause were freely
given Monday night at the Colonial.

lief

pily.

u

My

finish

Henry

Gal Jess"

(4).

stood on the stage of Hammerstein's

interesting

but rather talky vehicle for the two-athough one that permits her a

opportunity

to

exhibit

her

wonderful personality, and that in itreward for the popular
"The
price of any vaudeville shop.
self is sufficient

is

quite as

Eng-

construction as it is in title. It
deals with British royalty and leaves a
In it
well-defined little moral behind.
Miss Barrymore is a typist, the former
wife of a knighted Britain in whose
Sir Harry
scene is laid.
Sims (Percy Standing) is the knighted
individual, one of that particular kind
whose social and financial ambitions

home

the

He
eclipse everything else in his life.
is vain, boresome and loves the grand
stand play. Fourteen years before the
curtain arose, his first wife had tired
of him and walked away, leaving a
brief explanation that give the impression another man was in the case. The
curtain finds Sir Harry wedded to another, and the father of two children.

His wife, Lady Sims (Suzanne Shelis arrayed in her court garments,
loaded down with gems. The typist arrives and meets her former husband.
Then comes a long drawn out explanadon,

tion of

why

she

left.

Sims enters as the
Lady Sims
leave.

The present Lady
typist is about to

is impressed with
her apparent contentedness and for a
curtain speech inquires of Sir Harry if
typewriting machines are expensive,
thus conveying she would as leave be
a typist as the wife of such a bore.
Throughout Miss Barrymore's charming naturalness is especially conspicuous. In several spots she held up her
support by some muffled prompting,
but being a premier performance this
Barrie has a novel
was excusable.

finish

in

"The Twelve Pound Look"

but he has unfortunately handed the
star
an exceptionally talky affair.
Percy Standing as Lord Harry was entirely acceptable opposite Miss Barrymore, but Miss Sheldon could com-\
fortably throw a little volume behind
her speeches. The other role merely
carrying one or two speeches was
handled by Frank James. Miss Barrymore's presence in any kind of an
offering is a strong asset to a big time
vaudeville bill, but since she has finally
bowed to the dollar mark of variety,
it is to be regretted that Barrie didn't
slip her something with more situations and less dialog than the sixtydollar glance.
At the Monday matinee the Majestic was filled from cel-

As Monday was

the hot-

day of the current summer, Ethel
Barrymore is probably the greatest
drawing card the local house has ever
Wynnheld.
test

20 Mins.; Full Stage. (Special Drop).
Proctor's 125th St.
An epitomized rural comedy drama
of the type much in vogue during the
reign of "Way Down East." The piece
poorly constructed, being full of
is
soliloquies. It is also poorly played by
all
four in the cast, especially the
mother.
Small time is tb* best the

hope

Hammerstein's.

talkers couldn't all get out.

lar to ceiling.

Dramatic Sketch.

offering can

PraaeaUtlon of legitimate
Attractions la New York
Tboatres.

Initial

Twelve Pound Look," an

lish in

Hammerstein's.
"The Diamond Necklace," Union Sq.

fior.

.**>.

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK

17 Mins.; Full Stage.

Twelve Pound Look"

stein's.

Julia Gonzalei,

satisfy

New

Kthel Barrymore, vaudeville's latest
and probably greatest invader from the
legitimate, has finally arrived, bringing with her J. M. Barrie's "The

splendid

Joe Whitehead, Hammerstein's.

vaudeville

Suffrage Party of Greater

York.

Monday was wash-day,
mirers

so

the ad-

Women"

For

"Votes

the

of

About

100

The Eddie Foy show this season will
have only three of the eight .original
Eight Berlin Madcaps.
The eight
separated, three remaining with the
show, three returning to Germany, and
two going their

'Count of

Luxembourg," Amsterdam

(Sept. 16).

Fanny's First Play,"

Comedy

(Sept.

16.

while

theatre

La

Fola

Follette

dis-

days,

Hammerstein's.

in

Women
Political.

Majestic, Chicago.

"The Trained Nurses," Colonial.
Ryan and Richfield Co. (New Act),
Harry

Drama).
24 Mins.; Full Stage.

New York
W.

Ethel Barrymore and Co. (3).
"The Twelve Pound Look." (Comedy

coursed on the political aspect of the

Miss La Follette, besides being
the daughter of a United States Senskirt.

a dramatic woman by training.
She talked for fourteen minutes. The
speaker claimed that inventions have

ator,

is

taken up the home work of the women
of fifty years ago, so now she is in a
position to become a freak act at
about
bawl
Hammerstein's,
and

women's

rights.

La

Miss

Follette

vacuum
cleaner when she mentioned the modhad

probably

in

mind

the

inventions that help the hired
but sad to relate, up to date
(other than the laundry) no inventor
has displaced washing-the-clothes-onVery few of the female
a-Monday.

ern

girls,

fanatics

on

the

power

the

of

skirt

looked as though they owned a husband. Some were gray-haired, others

were young and none was

qualified to

seek admission in a "girl act," on apThere were few blondes
pearance.
among them. Since it is said blondes
possess a small portion of the sense
distributed among their gender, that
was noteworthy. During intermission
the women tried to sell flowers, buttons and books among those in the
Very few fell. Those who
audience.
did were mostly newspaper men. One
young reporter groaned as he gave up
thirty-five cents for a bouquet, say-

ing

it

was

his lunch

money.

An

un-

asked one of the
women if she wouldn't like to go up
Upon
to the bar and have a drink.
receiving a negative reply, he inquired
impressed

fellow

far would the women go on the
equal rights thin^, but the suffragette
dodged the issue. It looked as though
this "freak act" would commence to
draw business by Wednesday. Clubs

how

from all over Greater New York were
represented by women and flags. Their
neighbors will likely want to see how
thev act on the stage. "Suffrage Week"
at Hammerstein's should do very well
for the house, but it will probably put
a dent in the trousers that the women
engacred in it would like to wear. All
the female would-be-voters wore white
dresses, excepting the speakers. None
carried babies. Mrs. James Lees Laidlaw introduced Miss La Follette. The
Hammerstein thing might be called
the
concentration of the feminine
street corner spell-binder.
The mob
on the stage' secured free admittance,
a large oversight on the part of the
management. With those new white
dresses they would have bought tickets
of the speculators rather than to have
been deprived of their chance to stand
up for the cause.

It's

some

stunt, this,

getting nice women who think they
aie brainy because they are nervy, to
exhibit themselves before people

pay

for

the

privilege

of

who

looking

at

"The Suffrage Week" is some
"freak act." without a shadow of a
them.

doubt.

And next Monday

crthw vm*h

tia,v.

will

be an-

An

Aztec Romance," Manhattan Op-

era

House

(Sept. 16).

Milestones," Liberty (Sept. 17).
Honeat Jim Blunt," Hudson, (Sept.
14).

Blanche Walsh and Co. (3).
'The Countess Nadine" (Dramatic).
27 Mine,; Full Stage (Special Set).
Fifth Avenue.
If the late Victorien Sardou is anywhere within hearing of the Fifth

Avenue

week he will
over the translation of his big scene from "La
Tosca." It is being us#i by Blanche
Walsh in a sketch "by" Joseph A.
Golden. The Countess Najesda's husband has been killed. She swears vengeance. Learning that it is a nihilist
who has done the deed, she attaches
herself to the Russian secret police in
order to run down the culprit. Posing
as "Countess Nadine" she wins the
theatre

and

writhe

this

squirm

love of the nihilist and lures him to a
hotel at Kiev so that he may be cap-

Colonel Alieski, nobleman, and
one of the "big guns" of the secret
police, has been sent to aid in the capture.
He calls on the countess, she
tells him her story and he arranges to
tured.

wait in the case with his men until she
sends for him to make the arrest.
Countess soliloquizes, in order to develop the fact that she has fallen in
love with the man she is luring to his
doom. He comes, disguised as a sister
of mercy.
He tells her his life story.

Was

married to a woman whom he
found in the arms of another man.
He fought a duel with his wife's para-

mour and

man

killed

was

him

in fair fight.

countess's

the

That

husband.

Countess realizes that she had lured
an innocent, abused man the one she
loves.
She tells him of it and after
a lot of conventional fol-de-rol, the
nihilist is captured by the colonel and
his men and dragged away to his
doom.
Countess pleads for the release of her lover.
Then, a la "La
Tosca," colonel proposes that she give
herself to him and he will spare the
lover.
She consents, bidding him
write
a release and safe passage
across the border. Had the story gone
through with the "La Tosca" idea and
the countess killed the colonel it would
have made a much strunger sketch.
Instead she drugs the colonel's wine,
takes the "paper" and rushes off leav-

—

ing the military nobleman insensible.

Miss Walsh
and

powerful emotional
unable to find a vehicle, full play or sketch, suitable to
her.
It is one of the heart-breaking
things of the profession.
"Countess
Nadine" does not, ^by a wide margin,
approach the much sought for goal.
The sketch is capably interpreted and
produced with fine attention to detail.
actress,

is

a

is

George W. Howard was the lover,
Theodore Babcock the colonel, and
William M. Travers the courier to the
But Miss Walsh will have
countess.
to toy a^sin-^mooc*« the pity.

Jbto.

VARIETY
Nina Morris and Co. (3).
"The Yellow Peril" (Dramatic).
26 Mint.; Three (Special Setting; Interior).

Union Square.
In vaudeville
matic act

the

of

the

dra-

So few earn the

hard.

is

way

reward of managerial approval that the
successful ones can almost be counted

on one's fingers. Unless the variety
"dope" is all wrong "The Yellow
Peril," by Albert Cowles, played splendidly by Nina Morris and Co., wiU
take
the

place with those

its

money on

now

getting

"The Yel-

the big time.

low Peril," while intensely dramatic*
and inclined toward the meller, has
Vaudeville demands lots of
In the Morris act it is triplebarreled.
Not only is the action racy
but it maintains its speed until the
Furthermore there is one big
end.
holding climax.
Miss Morris plays
Dora Weston of the United States secret service who (at the opening) has
fascinated Jakusha (Mr. Hershberg),
a secret agent of Japan. In Jakusha's
living room in New York (Japanase in
every line) the action takes place. A
curtain at the back has motion pictures
of happenings outside to connect each
link of the playlet.
When the pic-»
tures are not working a set scene of
a Japanese exterior is used. The Jap
is the most sought after man by the
United States agents, as he is the
prime factor in a conspiracy to destroy all the battleships in San Fran-

a punch.
action.

film

and

all

idea

ciated

It

it.

the effort had gone for

"kind

Then they

applause" verse about having
born in this town and the

been

American flag is lowered. The satire
of this was fully appreciated.
It is
followed by some good parodies, a

cisco,

the couple.

kin

unprogramed),

(identity

lusion and
tric chair

working
Jakusha

Deegan is testing an elecwhich the Jap has near his

Dora

discovers that
is just outside the curtains at
the left. She turns on the current and
keeps Bill glued to the chair while she
proceeds with a tirade against Bill and
table,

his co-workers which dupes both Jakusha and Deegan.
The Jap enters
with drawn gun. As he gives vent to
utterances telling all about his proposed destruction of American life
and property, Dora puts the dicto in
shape behind his back.
The rest is
easy.
Dora picks up the Jap's shooting iron and covering the foreign
ers,

releases

The

pictures

upstage show how Jakusha's secretary is
captured in a fight on the streets, Deegan making up as the "seek" and gaining entrance to Jakusha's apartment
Bill.

and how the men work at the other
end of the dictograph.
The idea is
capitally worked up.
Mr. Herschberg
did superb work as the immovable,
stoical Jap, while Mr. Gerald did all
that

was expected as the

man.
dominated

vice

Miss
all

the

Morris'

secret

ser-

work

pre-

way and

she

youth's

It is the

first

met

ap-

/o/o.

Mysterious Edna.

Hammerstein's.
Introduced by a lecturer who often
goes through the motion of washing
his hands, Mysterious Edna, at Hammerstein's,

Monday

a late position.

night,

was given

an illusion, of the
Far up stage, against
black background (with the foots
lighted), the young woman, from
It is

levitation class.

one particular ridge near the front of
the black scene, rises in the air, turns
somersaults when there, swims, doe3
dance steps, and descends as often as
she ascends. The lecturer says it's an
illusion, but informs the audience if
they think there is a wire as the motive power, they are wrong.
He then
carefully gives the young woman a
hoop.
She whirls it over self. The
lecturer was telling the truth when he
said

it

ing

is

was an
too

the act cut

Next

illusion.

important,

down and

though.

to clos-

With

the lecturer not

so free with his $500 offers, the turn

might do, especially on the small big
time.
It's a "mystery act" the public
has grown familiar with,
ing the secret of

it.

if

not know£lme.

Milda and Don.

with
credit.
Well
staged, the act goes over for big re-

Hand

While "The Yellow Peril" may
suggested by "The Typhoon" it shows such stage ingenuity and originality that no one will
take time to make any kind of comMark*
panion.

Milda and Don. a man and woman,
have a hand-to-hand balancing act that
is of the conventional kind, and could
better be utilized to open small time
programs than to close them.
is
It
Sime^
billed as a foreign turn.

each

situation

sults.

have

been

Del Franco's Miniature Circus,
Dogs and Monkeys.
11 Mins,; Three (Special Drop; Interior).

by a number of people who have essayed character changes. Miss Buckley enters from the opposite side and
announces a series of character studies.
Maid appears and assists with the
clothes as the performer makes up.
The first is an old man, feeble and forlorn, with

some

sort of a tale not quite

Second is a red-haired manicure
in a combination of monolog and recitative song "Your Cuticle Reminds Me
of My Second Husband."
Third a
grandmother, with another recitative

clear.

Only a Boy." Fourth, female demonstrator of a new breakfast
food in a department store.
During
the changes Miss Buckley sits close to
the stage box, giving its occupants a
generous view of her person. She
seeks to get some comedy from this
by remarking:
"That's
why they
charge more for box seats." The old
man might be eliminated and a new
characterization
substituted,
which
song, "He's

would help brighten the turn. It conflicts with the grandmother and the
female is the better of the two elderly
The manicure and the demontypes.
strator are broad comedy types, replete
with humor and seemed to please Monday night's audience.
At the finish
Miss Buckley adjourns to the wings
and makes a hasty change to an ankle
taking a bow as "herreturn to the gown in which
she made her entrance might enhance
the effectiveness of the final change.

Union Square.

length

Del Franco act is to be known
hereafter as Del Franco's he should
immediately get rid of the "drop" he
carries as it bears the name of Cap-

self."

Frank Taylor. In fact "Taylor's
United Dog and Monkey Show" ap-

10 Mins,; Full Stage.

fully

probably ever gathered in one theatre,
May Ward is a bigger matinee attraction than Barnum & Bailey's circus.

Laura Buckley.
"Studies from Life" (Protean).
13 Mins.; One.
Fifth Avenue.
A table covered with make-up, wigs,
etc., is placed near the wings at one
side of the stage, similar to that used

dress,

A

Jolo*

tain

Illusion.

a jet

numbers bound to carry her over, she
looks good upon the stage, and judging by the greatest crowd of kids

If the

pearance as a public entertainer.

are

tightening the net. To get Jakusha to
talk is the last word.
As Deegan is
getting a dictograph in working order
Communicating with the room below
where other agents are working in col-

<*

"bum"

leave a

(Bronx) theatre, there were 2,200 in
The house seats 1,800.
Of the big crowd present, all but two
The
hundred or so were children.
management gave May Ward the
They
credit for drawing in the kids.
certainly went wild over her. After the
first number, it was impossible to distinguish the lyrics of the remaining
songs sung by Miss Ward. She didn't
have to sing over a few lines of each.
The children sang and whistled them
for her. They were "I'm the Lonesomest Girl in Town," "When I Get You
Alone To-night," "Mellow Melody"
and "Won't You Waltz With Me?" In
the "Waltz" number (closing the act)
Miss Ward had a "plant" whistle it.
He later waltzed with her upon the
stage. One of the boys from the audience climbed up for a waltz also. For
popularity nothing like the reception
given Miss Ward has ever been witShe has a routine Of popular
nessed.

for the matinee.

is

one

Newport News and Brooklyn at
swoop. Miss Weston and Bill
Deegan( Mr. Gerald) and Tom Ran-

Songs.
25 Mine.; One.
Last Friday at the McKinley Square

probably a brand new
and the audience keenly appre-

naught.

"Rest in Peace" horseshoe is passed
over the footlights and they finish by
being "canned," which they announce
in song occurs every place they play.
The skit, very good at present, is
capable of unlimited development. The
stage carpenter and a messenger boy
bit are capably played by the son of

fell

May Ward.

Charles and Fanny Van and Co. (1).
"From Stage Carpenter to Ackter."
22 Mini.; One.
Fifth Avenue.
The Vans' new vehicle is a sequel to
their former "A Case of Emergency"
and will likely prove a satisfactorysubstitute.
In it they are seen as a
vaudevile team made up of the former
stage carpenter and the woman who
had quarrelled and split with her former husband and partner. After developing this fact, with the aid of a
new stage carpenter they sing a song
asking the audience for laughs, declaring they will thus secure another engagement.
Whenever the audience
responds they take snapshots which
are to be developed and serve as
tangible proof of their ability to
amuse. At its conclusion Charles Van
disgustedly remarks that he had unfortunately taken nine snaps on one

Balancing.

Full Stage.

prominently it o'ershadows
Del Franco's name on the program.
Furthermore the "drop" has seen betDel Franco first puts five
ter days.
monks through their paces, a circus
routine being used, and then for the
pears

so

finish offers

funny-faced

and his

"the monkey funeral." A
money acts as policeman

facial

contortions furnish the

Del Franco follows the funeral with a lew tricks by
The "funeral" should close
his dogs.
Mark.
the turn.

comedy

for the act.

Zetland Hunt.

Deaf Mute.
13

Mins.;

Four

(Exterior).

Hammerstein's.
Zetland Hunt

is

a deaf mute.

The

program

mentions this, and to Mr.
Hunt's misfortune his appearance at
Hammerstein's is due.
He plays a
piano, draws cartoons and follows the

orchestra in a "rag" song.
He also
does glass etching. The program asks
how Mr. Hunt learned to etch and
play on the piano.
It also says that
he is the only deaf mute performerpianist and cartoonist. Mr. Hunt would

sympathy and

on the
him
in his affliction, but he might remove
the "rag" attempt which merely emexcite

"small time."

Many

curiosity

will feel for

phasises his muteness.

Frank Hartley, the

S1me.^

juggler, will re-

turn to New York Nov. 11, under the
direction of Morris & Feil.

Marion Garson and Geo. Bogues.
"The Wager" (Songs).
11 Mins.; One.
Hammerstein's.

Marion

Garson

has appeared in
alone and at the
head of a production.
Her present
partner, Geo. Bogues, is without variety antecedents.
Together the couple make a team, merely that and
nothing more.
They have a "settee
act."
Others have had the same, perhaps the same settee, but the others
have done more. Miss Garson and Mr.
Bogues mostly sing. When they talk,
it springs from a remark made by Mr.
Bogues, while seated upon the settee
with Miss Garson.
He says to her,
"Will you marry me," very abruptly.
Dialog follows this, but with what
close connection to the title of the
act ("The Wager") could not be located. The line, "Will you marry me,"
was a big laugh-getter with Clark
and Bergman, a two-act in vaudeville.
vaudeville

before,

According to the rules, Miss Garson
and Mr. Bogues should have avoided
it.
Miss Garson would look very nice
did she wear a becoming coat or no
coat at all at entering. She sings and
Mr. Bogues sin^s. They are singers,
hut haven't the songs or act to sustain
Hime.
them on the "big time."

Dazie will play the daughter in "The
Master of the House" at the 29th
Street theatre during the matinee Sept.
18.

It

appear

is

a speaking part

that does not

until the final act of the play.
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DISCOVERING AMERICA.
Lewis Waller, under the guidance

Edward Knoblauch,
ing New York trip
sonic respects

is

at

running a seeDaly's that

far

is

in

novel and interesting,

is

hut the intimate appeal in the

duction

»f

new

pro-

under the surface, hid-

den so deeply, indeed, that the auditor

recorded the climax of the third act
(there are four) comes when the boss
of the button plant (Mr. Waller) goes
out to lunch with an Italian princess,
and his partner (Miss Titheradge)
writes a letter refusing to sell the
business to a competitor from Chicago.

The

was

incident

play,

"Arrival

morning papers.

The

American who has become made over
accomplishment and elegance and
then compelled to return to

is

New York

to enter into the struggle for a liveli-

Mr. Knoblauch,

hood, promises much.

who wrote "Discovering America," has
failed

to

realize

this

conception.

hold

together,

the

possibilities

does

not

keep to

most interesting theme, and
quence the interest

is

its

conse-

in

scattered,

dif-

Old Dr. Sam Blytho

fused,

and,

would

say, otherwise dissipated.

as

of

The play does not

In the process of mixing up Roman
princesses, descended from one thousand-year-old-families with traditions
enough to fit out all the universities in
New England, Lords of the Roman
Church, ancient Italian castles with
legends,
and
century
smooth-voiced countesses, not to speak

fourteenth
of all

the

polite

accessories

that

go

with this cast, and then dropping the
auditor from such romantic surroundings into prosaic

New York and

button business, is, to say the
jolt to our finer sensibilities.

the

least, a

apparently in a loft building in
the wholesale suit and cloak district?
office,

And Lewis

Waller, of all persons, to
pick these surroundings!
Mr. Waller
is a finished actor.
He can lean across
that portion of the piano keyboard
just to the southeast of the bass notes
and devour with his eyes the beautiful
heroine with all the grace and convincing ease of a Henry Hutt cover
design; he can carry on a romantic
drawing room conversation with a
creamy smoothness and hypnotic melody to drive the sweet matinee girl into
transports, but he does not fit in when
it comes to the button business, with
a telephone at his elbow and a comedy
office boy cavorting about in the middle distance.
There is no question of
his stage art involved.
He just does
not belong in "Discovering America."
case.

ness,

is

in

little

better

She is also in the button busiand while Mr. Knoblauch would

have us believe that there are

it was
from the
column in the

is

more

default

serious

his failure to state his

theme

clearly

and then devote himself to an

inter-

esting discussion of it.
Certainly the
theme is interesting enough and modern enough to deserve a hearing.

Peter Delaa rich American
who from early manhood has lived in
Europe, until he has lost all his American "rawness" (this is the characterization of an Italian princess with
whom he is in love and whom he
loves). He makes his home in a luxurious villa in the Albanian Hills, near
Rome, living the life of a contented
art trifler and dilettante, supported by
a business in new York left by his
father.
He loves the princess and the
princess loves him, but a worthless
husband is an impediment. Into this
situation projects himself a New York
man of business to tell Peter that he
is ruined and must go back to New
York and go to work. The idea is of
course disgusting to the delicately constituted Peter, but there is no escape.
Peter takes up his home in a cheap
boarding house in New York and becomes acquainted with Ruth Dix
(Madge Titheradge), the daughter of
Briefly the story

field

(Mr. Waller)

is this:
is

She is also much reduced
in
circumstances—down
to
$14.42 or some such absurd sum but
has the marvelous "No-Sew," an invention of her late father's, which
fastens buttons on by a mere turn of

fat

an

I

juicy profits to be gotten out of tha'
line of industry, it offers little opportunity for dramatic fireworks.
Miss
Titheradge looks charming in a business dress of an indescribable gray,
but she gets no opportunity to spread
herself in an acting way. As a sample
uf the speed of the action it should be

—

Of course Peter

the handle.

the invention and fortune

finances

comes

their

way.
process that Peter finds
that the true way to happiness is not
It is in this

in art

dilettantism and

cameo

collect-

being a part of the world's
effort (meaning presumably boosting
the button business).
Incidentally he
falls in love with Ruth Dix, who has
been his partner in the button busiing, but in

ness,

and when the princess's no

ac-

count husband dies off and leaves the
way open for marriage there is a clash.
In the end he marries Ruth.
Mamie Fogarty (Elene Foster) is a
stenographer living in the New York
boarding house. She is a precocious
young person, and talks slang in a
manner to indicate that she had a good
deal of trouble learning it. Miss Foster won a goodly reward of laughs, for
which she worked hard if not subtly.

The

princess (Miriam Clemthat an Italian princess
should be in appearance, and a capital
cloqutionist in addition.
ents)

Italian

was

all

The end of the second act disclosed
the best bit of dramatic trick work in
the performance, a neat bit of slightof-hand
that
served
admirably to
awaken

Chicago, Sept.

Let

interest in the

development of

the love interest.

But the stage story to the contrary,
Lewis Waller is going to have a good
deal of trouble making a success of the
button business at Daly's.
Rush.

be

it

down

set

due respect to

here

ropolitan

premier

at

with

its

Cohan's

all

met-

Grand

Opera House Sunday night, is the mildest, tamest and quietest, as well as the
most pathetic little farce out this way
a long time.

why

Just

it

is

billed as a farce is a

There are but one or two
farcical situations in the two acts.
Four or five others verge on the pathetic.
It is one of those entertainments difficult to classify. Beginning
mystery.

slowly, there is scarcely a ripple of
laughter and no applause until the first
song. The first laugh follows the first
After th~t the thing gets its
song.
pace, but it is a slow pace throughout.

"The Polish Wedding" comes

to us

by way of the German. It is said to
have run for 700 nights in Berlin in
It has a Frenchy
its German form.
plot, which is handled clumsily in a
German manner, and has been adapted
to the American stage by George V.
Hobart, who in this instance, in Americanizing it, has not vulgarized it. Curt
Krantz and George Okonkowski are
the authors, and Jean Gilbert wrote
the music, which has been added to by
Jerome D. Kern. On its native heath
it is called "Die Polnische Wirtschaft.
It assumes to portray certain phases
of Polish life, and presents pictures of
their costumes and customs, but even
at this early date prominent Poles of
Chicago have protested at what they
call the distorted pictures of their na-

tive land.

An
ing.
all

expert cast is seen in the offerIf the piece has any chance at

for

life,

it

lies

in

that

direction.

new to these parts, is by
most conspicuous personage on
Mathilde
Cottrelly,
William

Valli Valli,
far the

view.

Burress,

Winona

Winter,

THE PAINT GIRL."

••MIND
11.

concerned, that "The

all

Polish Wedding," which had

in

a dead inventor.

What Mr. Knoblauch wanted to do,
and the excellence of his object in this
particular cannot be over-emphasized,
was to demonstrate the dignity and
romance of the American spirit of accomplishment in business, but why, why
in the name of upper case Gothic cap,
ART, must our hero be plunged into
the button business, in a two by four

Madge Titheradge

Buyers"

of

Knoblauch's

idea of a prosperous, ease-loving

according to the European model of

to the

but as dramatic material

has to exercise his perceptions to the
it.

enough

as appropriate as an excerpt

utmost to

find

vital

POLISH WEDDING.

Armand

Kalisz and Sidney Bracey are some of
the players who by sheer force of personality break through the banal lines

and thin situations and get over the
footlights.
They sing and dance,
scurry back and forth and in and out,
and galvanize the piece into a semblance of life.
There are four songs in the first act
and six in the second. "The Village

Band," sung by Miss Winter and Mr.
Bracey, in the second act, was the only
one that brought out genuine applause.
It is one of those rollicking songs thai
are just now the vogue, and it is put
over with much spirit and considerable
graceful dancing.
"Let Us Build a
Little Nest" has a tune that will last
long after the farce has gone the way
of all shows.
It is used effectively on
three occasions in the last act, and
adds materially to the interest.
As to the production, it is not out of
the ordinary. The wedding scene has
some smashing costumes, but the
clergy
represented are sadly
burlesqued, and the scene should be thoroughly overhauled.
The audience on the opening night
was a quiet one, not lavish with applause nor laughter.
Sam Harris,
George V. Hobart and Jerome D. Kern
came on for the opening and were
greeted by the regulation first nighters
of Chicago.

Wing

.Pinero may not have
given to us in "The 'Mind the Paint*
Girl" his greatest output as a playwright. It may, indeed, not approach

Arthur

several of his previous classics.

The

#

piece

may even

record

in

failure

a

America. Opinion seems to be about
evenly divided on that point at presBut it may be stated that the
ent.
piece now running at the Lyceum is a
welcome departure from the prevailing comedy and melodramatic medioc#

rity.

The "Paint

most Pinero

Girl," like

as a comedy.
There is a dash of musical comedy,
with the second act designed purely as

plays,

announced

is

a "stunt" of that calibre, a bit of
being interjected in act one and

it

a

superabundance of it bubbling over to
the opening of the third act. The remainder of act three revealed a drat

matic scene that, figuratively, /'swept
its feet," but literally,
stood them up on their feet.

the audience off

Unfortunately for the star her prinmale support so far overshadowed her in this scene that she
got "lost in the shuffle." He delivers
lengthy, powerful but repressed
a
speech, so finely tuned that Tuesday
night last the audience had not recovered their equilibrium in time to applaud before the star took up the
thread and essayed the task of unravcipal

#

t

elment.

who

Frohman,

Charles

"presents"

#

the "Paint Girl" here with Billie Burke
its star, is a "percentage gambler,"
with respect to the authors of large
repute.
He plays them on "form."
Some years ago he set out to secure
"first call" on every play turned out
by the successful authors of the civiEncompassed in this plan
lized world.

as

#

t

was the output of Pinero. Such an
arrangement is not always profitable
t

to the producer, but, as before stated,

part of the C. F. system and bet-

it's

t

on thoroughbred authors is probably as good percentage as one can

ting

in show business.
"The 'Mind the Paint' Girl"

handicap

t

is

still

an uncertain quantity in America. New
Yorkers, may, to a small extent (but
the Remainder of the country probably
won't) grasp the class distinction so
rigidly

drawn

in

England between

aris-

tocracy and those of common birth.
In the writing and staging there is
a too constant focussing toward the
Everything is designed to lead
star.
up to her. When she is not on view
all the talk is of her; when she is on
Every
it is either by her or to her.
time she makes an entrance we hear
the old style "Here she comes," and
whenever she either comes on or goes
off the doors are opened for her, and
similar pieces of "business" so much in
vogue a decade ago. There is not
enough working toward general results.
So that, when the star's chief
male support so thoroughly takes hold,
the excellence of his work is probably
magnified.
Miss Burke has the greatest opportunities of her career in this play, and
takes advantage to the full extent of
her capabilities. Her ingenue work is
as always, more than acceptable and in
the big scenes of the third act she
(

t

#

#

t

#

g

t

(Continued on page 26)
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THE GOVERNOR'S LADY.
After David Belasco had sized up the

show business
he

picked

to his

own

satisfaction,

drama

the

for

hif'n.

Whether Mr. Belasco wanted to dodge
"show girls" whose costumes are
whole productions

themselves,

in

or

"ponies" with no costumes to speak
of,

who

or comedians

brook no

will

interference with any of their points

getting over, or comediennes

been

know

in

the business long

their

business,

is

who have

enough

to

immaterial;

Mr. Belasco fell onto the drama, he
hugged it and he has stuck to it.
After seeing "The Governor's Lady"
the Republic, you will know that
there is some sense to David, his chosen
at

field

and

his

plays.

There must be

One

can not
live altogether on ice cream soda, so
Mr. Belasco steps out with rare roast
beef on the platter and he is the best
little roast beef cooker of them all.
"The Governor's Lady" is a wholesome meal. It tells you a story that
commences with the rise of the curtain, and the tale never flags until the
fourth act. That fourth act is a Child's
restaurant scene, Mr. Belasco must
have inserted to make it harder. Alice
Brady wrote the play (and wished
all credit to be given to Belasco in a
curtain speech). It was all over at the

diversion in theatricals.

—

term, but it didn't
because Mr. Belasco presented
some "types" who were eating and
drinking from the cheap and pure food
factory one very blizzardly evening.
Child's was there, spotless and with
detail perfect, even to the absence of
flies,
though the sweltering capacity
first-night audience in front found it
hard to believe Tuesday evening there
had ever been a winter like the one
leaving its marks on the windows of
finale of the third

stop,

the restaurant.

Into Child's came Mary Slade. She
had divorced her husband, Daniel S.
Slade, two years before.
Slade meantime had become a prominent public
man.
His chauffeur saw the former
wife in the beanery and found out she
had slipped over that evening to hear
her ex-husband deliver a political
speech. The chauffeur gave his word of
honor to Mrs. Slade he wouldn't tell
Daniel, but that chauffeur could no

more

resist the feeling of affection for

poor little wife than the big
audience could help liking her from the
moment she felt lost in the gorgeously
set parlor of the mansion her husband
placed her in, in the first act.
The
auto driver did tell Slade, who came
to the restaurant, took his forlorn little
life partner away, and "The Governor's
Lady" had ended.
Slade wasn't a bad fellow in a rough
way that had been slightly polished
through possessing money made in
mining. Slade had a lot of money. He
found it blazed a clear path for him.
Nothing stood before him but that little woman he had plucked from beside
her mother's washtub when she was
but nineteen to become his wife.
In
those days Slade carried a pick, and
worked hard enough to devour in job
lots the nice Irish stews his wife nude.
At the commencement of the play,
though, a quail diet had taught him
the

other things.

woman

plain

Mrs. Slade looked a pretty
to him, after the ycarsj

She was

that had passed.

plain,

she was also the greatest little plain
the New York stage ever saw.
Mrs. Slade agreed that everything her
husband's money could bring him he
was entitled to, but asked that she be
left to herself and her knitting basket.
The plain little woman stuck to her
word; she left her husband when he
asked her to, she even fell in with his
plan to divorce her until learning he
wanted to marry a younger and prettier woman.
Then she rebelled, and
told the woman he wanted to marryi
(without knowing it was she) what
Slade couldn't give her.
This was the culmination of the story,
in the third act.
Katherine Strick-

—

tion

who was

the girl wanting a posi-

and seeking to

pull her father-senator out of prospective poverty, had
consented to marry Slade after he secured a divorce, saw things differently

when Mrs.

Slade stopped speaking. In
a crying spell that was joined in by
Mrs. Slade and nearly every woman in
the theatre, Miss Strickland decided
her lawyer-lover was the fellow, after
all.
She fell into his arms, and they
passed Daniel Slade, as he was entering the little cottage his wife had secluded herself in.
Slade appreciated the situation, and
ate some Irish stew, but his wife didn't
want him. She could forget everything
excepting he had been about to throw
her over for a twenty-seven year old
girl.
And so Mr. Belasco allowed her
to obtain the divorce between the third
and the fourth acts. For no one can
Miss Bradley ever had a
believe
Child's restaurant in

mind when

turn-

ing out the manuscript of "The Governor's Lady."

Emma Dunn
plain little

was Mrs. Slade, the
woman, who said that did

more married people
there would be fewer

have

children

Miss
Dunn called a vaudeville tour over the
Orpheum Circuit in a playlet to an
abrupt halt, to return to New York
and take part in this piece. It was all
very well for Miss Dunn to return
east, but who ever allowed her to go
west? She gave a truly wonderful performance, one that eclipsed all the
divorces.

others, so far, in fact, that of the four
things in the piece indelibly stamped

on

the mind, the picture of Mrs.
Slade as the living person of the role
she played, stands far out, whether in
the parlor of the mansion, the library
of Senator Strickland (second act) or
her own homely living room.
The other three things are the parlor setting at the opening, with its

marble

pillars

and winding

but

unsympathetic part

it

fitted

is

Corrigan's,

He made it what it
be, a big man of brute

him.

anything in his way.
Gladys Hanson came to the surface
with a bound, as the senator's daughin

her crying scene.

Previously*

Miss Hanson had been chiefly noted
for appearance.

Milton

to do,

and do

it

with

thy might"

all

or some such proverb

— has

probably

ler,

erstwhile journalist, has laid

his

recent

out

His hand "found"

years.

playwrighting, and he has industriously followed

some

for

it

time, passing

through a series of vicissitudes until

now, undaunted,

Young Mr.

finest calibre.

lull-

playwright of the

successful

fledged,

emerges a

he

Veiller has

been passing his manuscripts about
town, occasionally securing for them
inadequate presentments and at times
having his works mutilated by incompetent managements to a degree that
would have effectually deterred a less
indomitable spirit.
His latest effort, "Within the Law,"
which had its metropolitan premiere
at

New

the

Eltinge theatre

Wednes-

day night, was originally presented toward .the close of last season by William A. Brady, with Grace George in
the principal role. The play met with
favor,
but Miss George was wise
enough to realize that the leading role
a radical departure from anything
she had previously essayed was not

—

—

her individual talents.
A
friendly discussion with Brady over the
handling of the piece occurred, resulting in the relinquishing of the production rights to another management.
If Miss George had the good sense
to relinquish so powerful and appealing a part, it is a pity that the new
management had not the foresight to
secure a worthy successor.
To Jane
Cowl,, an actress of no mean talents,
was entrusted the role, but she did not
get out of it one one-hundredth part of
its conception and strength.
In spite
suited

to

of this the piece will likely prove one
of the season's biggest successes.
It

a great big elemental problem play,
put before the public so that it cannot
fail to be understood.
To tell the plot
in detail here would not do it justice.
Twenty speaking parts are utilized
to unfold the tale, most of them adequately interpreted. Probably the biggest hit Wednesday evening was that
recorded by Florence Nash, who was
"in soft" with a comedy
character
is

part— that

of

a

slatternly,

slangy

Others worthy of special
mention are Georgia Lawrence, Orme
Caldara,
Catherine Tower,
Dodson
Mitchell, William B. Mack.

blackmailer.

The new Eltinge
little

playhouse

about

1,100,

theatre

capable

is

a pretty

of

seating
of Egyptian architecture,

with modern embellishments.
Jolo.

Sills present-

ed a clean-cut, likable young lawyer,
and Robert McWade took excellent
care of his rather important role.
There were many others in the long

cast,

niched in, from William
Senator Strickland,

all

Price She Paid," by Er. Lawshe,

New York newspaper man, is the new
vehicle in which Edna May Spooner

a

been the motto by which Bayard Veil-

Km-

was intended to
force who would and could override

ter,

THE PRICE SHE PAID.
"The

whatever thy hand findeth

at

staircase,

the Child's restaurant scene, and
mett Corrigan.

An

WITHIN THE LAW
"Work

but

woman

land,

It

riding over the Weber "pop" circuit.
The men behind the circuit executed
a flank movement by having Miss
Spooner open her season at the Grand
Opera House, Brooklyn. Miss Spooner
is

been

has

tremendously

a

ter

whether she appears

stock

big

No

mat-

in stock,

vau-

favorite over there for years.

deville or legitimate pieces, there is al-

ways a large following

to

greet her.

Miss Spooner did almost capacity business every night last week at the Grand
and the show starts out with a financial huzzah.

"The Price She Paid" has a melodramatic tinge.
It tells the harrowing experiences of a woman who sells
her honor to save her husband's life.
There are more ways than one of
killing a man.
In Miss Spooner's play
the man whose life hangs in the balance, first has consumption and is declining so rapidly that a change of climate is the only thing that will save
him.
Straitened
circumstances prevent. The wife (Miss Spooner), unable
to secure $500, arranges to accept the
attentions of a designing rich man.
While she is meeting him, the husband
receives a letter notifying him that a
rich brother is coming to give him all
the money he wants. The brother is
none other than the man who had
bartered for the woman's honor.
Richard Barton (Earl Talbot) regains his health and the three Bartons
then live in luxury in New Jersey. In
the third act, the strongest of the play,
the artist learns of his wife's action.

He

is

obdurate.

She

is

driven from

home.
In the fourth act Stella Barton
(Miss Spooner) is a sister in the infirmary of Sacred Heart.
Just how
she gets there is not explained. Later
an auto accident occurs. They bring
her husband in on a stretcher. Before
he dies in the operating room, he and
Stella recognize each other and the
latter forgives.

The husband meanwhile had remarried

after casting Stella out

and the

second wife bobs up at the hospital.
She tells how her husband had quarreled with his brother and how his life
had been wrecked by a bad woman
he had married some years ago.
Miss Spooner does superb work as
the
self-sacrificing,
sweet tempered,
sympathetic wife. The part seems to
have been written for her.
Herbert
Ashton made a splendid villain.
He
is there on looks, voice and action and
from the first incurs the hatred of the

H.

gallery gods.

to

You may walk up and down Broadway, watch all the "$2 shows," and
then drop in the Republic, for after,
seeing "The Governor's Lady" you will

Earl Talbot did good work, while
Mrs. Gibbs Spooner earned plaudits by
her excellent work as Mrs. O'Brien.
Minor roles were handled by Edward
Walton, Jack Bennett, Margaret Lytcll,
Elizabeth Whipps and Henry Clark.
A slangy girl of the streets who, by
the way, looked too refreshing and

feel there is a

clean for the part, a colored maid, and

worth

Mrs. flibbs Spooner provided the comedy bits.
For an admi*«i<>n <-f
2<)o0 rcnt«

Tooker
Eloise
streets,

as

Murray, as a girl from the
who begged a cup of coffee on

trust in Child's.

balance due Mr. Belasco
over and above the price of your admission ticket. You pet your money's
in

the

first act;

for all the others

the

management should have

slip

given

it.

a credit
Si we.'

'

"The

Price-

^.<-

Paid"

\<

n

K.
.V'ifk.
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Theo. Bamberg.
Shadowgraphist.
9 Mins.; Pull Stag*
Fifth Avenue.
Mr. Bamberg is announced as a
"European court entertainer" and that
he "has appeared before King Edward

Queen WilhelQueen Emma, Shah of Persia,

10 Mint. Pull Stage.

Placed No.

Kennedy

4,

did a

good

deal

graceful

good

to

to

Thomas
enliven

on the American

They have a

Roof.
free,

—

Gertrude and

the early proceedings

mina,

fast

stepping,

routine

of

smooth and

watch, and, thanks be, does

come under the everlasting classification of "bunny hugging" or "turkey trotting." The couple make up a
good looking pair of youngsters. The
girl is slim, young and active.
She
not

does her appearance an injustice by
wearing a clinging short dress slit up
the side to disclose with the utmost
frankness her discreet bloomers. The
costume suggests too much a gymnasium rig. A clever modiste ought
to be able to suggest some model that

would give a

faint

illusion

of dainty

underdressing, without impeding the
freedom of the dancer's movements.

13 Mins., Full Stage.

The young man make* a neat appearance in correct Tuxedo* Stress.
Thel
Kennedys made a lively early number.
The American audience liked them
immensely. They were formerly the

Hurtig

local

Kimberly and Moore.
Songs and Talk, with Piano.
ft

Seamon's (Sept

Two men

in

8).

dress suits have a bit ot

end

Tommy"

of

a

western

octet.

"Texas
Rush.

a sketch built around a series of songs

mostly of their own creation. Most of
time one plays the piano, even
when singing or talking. Possessed of
unusually pleasing personalities and
taking the trouble to enunciate distinctly, coupled with the knowledge of
the full value of their lyrics, they put
over a singing and piano act of no
mean merit. Act made a big hit and
should duplicate this success on any
the

Jolo.

bill.

New Ads

in

"Pop" Houses

New York

Musical Four.
15 Mins.; Full Stage (Can Close in
One).
The New York Musical Four have
framed an act after the Exposition
Four.
Outside the framing, there is
no resemblance. One of the men attempts to be a German comedian, and
he wears the regulation goatee. That

him

He

the blacksmith in the anvil chorus. All of the
quartet need much training on the
brasses.
Their idea that a "rag" is
lets

out.

also

is

enough, without any particular musical
ability, has been proven erroneous on
the small time.
They hold to the
brasses too long. This hurts them when
playing
the
xylophones.
Several
strip changes of costume are made.
The New York Musical Four have
much work cut for them if they expect
to rank as a real musical act, with or
Bime.
without comedy.

Ward and Smith,
"The Tenor and the Baas."

*»'ano,

reel

off

a

pleasing routine of

popular stuff that will catch applause
at 23d Street or the Bronx or any
house in between. It's just a quartet.

004*4

23d 8t

Owen

Baxter and Co. are playing?
sketch, probably entitled
"Just Like a Man." It is not a new
title nor is the sketch out of the orWhoever wrote
dinary in any way.
it
took many liberties. The writer,
whenever he needed a line, just slipped
The
in "Isn't that just like a man."
sketch is silly in theme. A husband
gives up a business appointment which

comedy

a

profit of $50,000 for him, to

meant a

humor a whim

How-

of his wife's.

ever, the writer fixed the finish so that

the husband could get to the appoint-

Mr. Baxter and his
after all.
female company play the sketch very

ment

so well, indeed, it is a wonder
Dwth.
they are wasting time with it.
well;

Barlow and Weston.
Songs and Piano.
12 Mine.; One.
86th Street.

Barlow and Weston are young people, the

man

doing the bulk of the sing-

by dressing the tenor in Italian street
vendor regalia. Except that this arrangement helps to remove the act
from the atmosphere of the polite concert platform, the characterization adds
little

to the offering, at least in its pres-

ent form. There is a short bit«of talk
by the bass, working straight and

wearing evening clothes, at the opening. It is happily very brief. The pair
should give all their attention to some
plan for introducing the -vocal numbers smoothly.
They need trouble
themselves not at all about the singing.
The minute they began to sing, the
audience was with them unanimously.
The more they sang the better they
were liked and they got away to one of
the

most spontaneous bursts of ap-

plause of the evening.

Rush.

Sully and Larsen.

Comedy

Both women,
ing

in their totally contrast-

ivories.

Only popular numbers

are

the picture.

offered.

The man should pay

girl

presiding

A

in

Jolo.

atten-

OUT OF TOWN

small time

Mark.

Clyde Vaughn and Co.

are excellent.
her "bit," injures

characterizations,

The maid, even

the

14 Mint.; One.

purposes a straight singing act, although there has been a half hearted
attempt to give it a character flavor

audience that what they are about to
witness was taken from actual life. Instead of taking it seriously the audience
titters, thereby killing the intention of
the preliminary announcement. There
is no denying the fact that "The Speed
Girl" presents a socialistic problem
worthy the consideration of all interested in the progress of humanity.
Small time audiences will hail with unstinted acclaim the pregnant arguments so dramatically put forward by
the shop girl who struck a blow for
liberty.
Big time auditors, however,
would likely shift uneasily in their
seats. Had the author taken sides with
either capital or labor he would have
laid himself open to both approval and
condemnation; but he evidently knows
his business for, at the finish, the rich
girl takes the shop girl in her arms
and says: "We'll work it out together."

the

with

act.

American Roof.
Ward and Smith get away satisfactorily with what is to all intents and

17 Mine.; Interior.
Proctor*a 125th St
Before the rise of curtain, a woman
who plays the maid, in poor French
accent, announces in a speech to the

at

ing

tion to his enunciation.

(2).

Comedy

Sketch.
14 Mine.; Three (Interior).

86th Street
It's a comedy caveman affair.
A
young man is daffy about a girl who
dotes on titled foreigners.
The boy

nails an organ grinder on the streets,
brings him and the monk into the
house, puts him in evening clothes and
the jungle pest in the kitchen.
Both
later create consternation.
The man
doing the organ grinder looks and acts
the part.
Sufficient comedy to get
laughs on the small time.
Mark.

Ben Lewin.
Character Impersonations.
20 Mine.; Two.
Orpheum, Minneapolis.
Ben Lewin has come to this country for a tour of the Orpheum Circuit.
He is a character impersonator
of considerable ability and his act met
with a favorable reception here last
week. He gave three impersonations
Albert Chevalier reciting "The Fallen
Star" and the other two of Dickens'
characters, Fagin being the last. The
fault to be found with Lewin is his
lack of variety, the types presented
being very much of the same general

Lewin makes

nature.

his changes beand executes them

fore the audience

The

rapidly.

Hart and Arthur.

act

is

acceptable, of

Dances.
8 Mins.; One.
If Hart and Arthur had a better arrangement of their dancing routine
their act would make more ot an impression than it does.
Both arc excellent dancers and display more grace
than the majority of stepping duos on
the "pop" time. After the couple open,
the man does two solo dances with the
girl showing for the finish.
Mark.

Ombras

Trio.

Horizontal Bare.
9 Min.; Full Stage.

Orpheum, Omaha.
This is something new in a straight
bar act.
The bars are connected in
the shape of a square. The routine is
good and the work is done on the
front as well as the side

bars.

The

have good opening or closing turn.

Acrobats.

Kopald.

11 Mins.; Full Stage.

American Roof.
Without disclosing any ideas

its

sort.

trio

Silver
that

revolutionize their class of specialty, Sully and Larsen work out an

will

Palace Quartet.
Songs.
13 Mins.; One.
23d St.
The Palace Quartet have the appearance of breaking in on the small
h me with the expectation of bigger
fhings to follow.
The four dress in
rvening clothes and with one at the

Rejy Alexander sod Cc* (2),
"The 8peed Oirl" (Dramatic).

(1)

16 Mint.; Poll 8taa>

American Roof.

VII, King Wiliam III,

Crown Prince of Sweden, Sultan of
Turkey, Emperor of Java, President
William H. Taft, etc." If the gentleman received any "important money"
for said appearances, it would be a
kindness to advise him to stick to royalty.
He has no place in big time
vaudeville for the reason that, despite his conceded cleverness as a
shadowgraphist
he
offers
nothing
new, unless it be that he works in
full view of the audience, exposing the
projecting lamp and his finger manipulations.
But this does not alter the
result, which is the same as that attained by numerous others who have
Jolo^
gone before long before.

Owen Botar and Co.
Comedy Sketch*

Dancing
Whirlwind Dancing.

amusing turn of the familiar sort. The
combination is the usual one of knockabout man and straight tumbler. The
straight does a neat layout and for a
finish
a double somersault from a
spring board.
He makes a neat appearance in a street suit of subdued
brown, and it it worth mentioning that
he wears a white shirt that actually
fits him in the sleeves without the aid
of elastic bands.
The turn made a
good closing number on a thoroughly
entertaining bill.
Ruth.

and Duval.

Comedy

Sketch.

Gautier's

13 Min.;

Two

Full Stage; 20 Min.

An

Rube's son

old

married a

(Special Drop; Exterior,)

has

gone and

amusement park where he does some
cutting

up

Orpheum, Minneapolis.

whom

the daddy thinks
is good for nothing.
The residenter
from the verdant atmosphere visits an
girl

with

Annette, a gypsy
queen, who tells him the past, present
and future.
She knows more about
the Rube's life than anybody, as she is
none other than the countryman's
daughter-in-law. She wins him over and
the curtain falls as he ejaculates
"Then kiss your popper." Sketch and
players
for
acceptable
the
"pop"
Mark.
houses.

Animated Toyshop.

This
the

act,

first

The

spect.

appearing in America for
is admirable in every re-

time,

scene, as the title suggests,

No sooner has the curhowever, than toys come to
life.
Four very evenly matched ponies
and three dogs go through an interesting routine with neatness and dispatch.
The tricks, for the most part, have
been seen frequently enough but the
animals go about their work with
-'ioh apparent good will and with so
is

a toyshop.

tain risen,

little

in

hesitation that the turn

the

front

rank of

its

is

class.

placed
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NEW YOIE.

MISS
-

Miis

phrase and

JR.

New

York, Jr.," carries two
featured comedians.
As in all other
instances where comedians are featured
in burlesque sh -ws the comedy is given
all the attention.
In "The Marriage of
Convenience," the two-act piece the
troupe js playing, no fault can be
found wth the comedy. The s^it has
been well written, carrying many
bright new lines which are extremely
funny and there is even a strain of
subtle humor. Whoever wrote it should
be credited.
The scenes are laid in Mexico, always a good background for picturesque, dressing and quaint serenading.
The opening set is rather a good look.

ing exterior.

The burlesque

set is al-

most a bare stage and amounts

to

little

or nothing.
The idea of the story gets a laugh
at the opening.
A wealthy Mexican
heiress can come into her estates only

by marrying an American gentleman.
She loves a Mexican, and the money
also.
She brings with her from New
York two Hebrews who are very sickly
and intends to marry one, get the,
money, and then in a short time be
freed by death.
She brings two in\
case one should die on the way.
This gives the comedians a good
comedy entrance in roller chairs and
the fun keeps going at a good pace.
There are other things to a show
besides the comedy, however. It is in
these that "Miss New York" slips
away.
The numbers are very tame
alongside the fun.
They retard the
progress of the piece materially.
It
isn't the twenty girls who are at fault
either, the 'numbers aren't there, and
even if they were, there is no one to
lead them.
Of the numbers "Billy Billy Bounce"

and "Oh,

You Wonderful Boy"

re-

ceived the most, although neither stood
out with special prominence. The audi-

ence were hungry for girls and music:
that was the real reason for the numbers going over as well as they did.
In
three
different
instances when
chorus girls got out at the head leading, the girl appeared afraid.
Their
voices didn't carry over a few rows
back.

The

dressing of the chorus also held
It is another case
of too much tights. Tbtr£*£e_a. couple
of good looking cost]$ttes tm*> tke production end has not been a big item
with the show. The girls looked their
best in the simple "kid" costumes worn
in the "Billy, Billy Bounce" number.
One or two popular numbers breaking
up a long comedy scene here and there
would help the show immensely.
Joseph K. Watson and Willie Cohan
working as a team are the featured
comedians. The boys are easily holding up the performance with the aid of
the very good material which has been
handed to them. As two Hebrews, one,
the smart fellow (Watson) and the
other a boob (Cohan) they work together as though they had been partners all their lives. Cohan's endeavors
to follow the smart sayings of Watson
are very humorous. It is doubtful if he
has even done better work.
They
have a funny scene in the opener, in
which Watson explains how Cohan
should make love to the lady fair. Watson's explanation drew a round of ap<

back the numbers.

moment.

In the burlesque there were
several laughable scenes and a quantity of good talk.

As a team
than score.

Watson and Cohan more
They work well together,
Watson making a splendid half and
half,
straight and comedy Hebrew,
while Cohan always a minute or two

extremely funny.
Irving Hay works with the two
comedians in one or two of the scenes
and does splendidly. Hay is a good
looking straight, and reads lines capitally.
He goes to make the men end
of the organization stand out head,
shoulders and feet above the woman
contingent.
Tom Burnet plays a
Mexican with little to do but gets a
chance to show a very good singing
voice.
George Rich has a small role
getting to the fore a couple of times,
but never being in a position to attract
behind,

is

attention.

women

In principal

the

figure in but a small

show

way

is

lack-

the real

in

Fay Odell is the leading
She leads one or two numbers,
has a good singing voice and a pleas-

proceedings.
lady.

manner but does nothing

to dis-

She wears one or
two pretty frocks but cannot compare
in wardrobe with the present day burtinguish

herself.

woman

lesque

principal.

Miss Odell

right in the show, but she

not
big enough to hold up the feminine
end with so little support.
Lillian
Houston probably
labeled the soubret of the troupe, but Lillian will perhaps admit she is not a soubret according to the work she is doing. She is
a pretty girl with a personality and at
times shows a dash or two of ginger
that indicated with a little coaching
she might be able to do real soubret
is all

is

duty.

Tacked on to the first part is an
of two turns.
The Mysterious
Valadon who is programed as a
"psychic phenomenon" does Eva Fay's
cabinet work and also the flower trick
of The Jupiter.
He does them quite
well.
Besides this Valadon does an
escape or two and a trunk trick. Valadon is very lucky in having the assistolio

ance of Irving Hay, who acts as announcer for him. Hay is about the best
thing in the announcing line seen for

some

time.

Lillian

Houston sang a

couple of songs and did a little stepping of the conventional sort.
"Miss New York Jr." has enough
laughs to pass the evening away
quickly.
If the numbers can be built
up some it will be a very good show
and if a lively soubret is added to that
it will be a corking show.
As it stands,
it will give satisfaction.
Dash.

BOOKS RIVERS* CONQUEROR.
New Orleans, Sept. 11.
Dinkins & Stair, through their local
manager, John

J.

Joe Mandot, the

Holland, have booked

New

Orleans light-

who defeated Joe
Labor Day at Los Angeles,

weight,

Rivers
for

week's engagement, as an added
traction

to

their

a
at-

stock burlesque or-

ganization at the Greenwall.

Mandot opens Sunday.

He

a good show "The

It is

giving.

this season.

"A

Peculiar

ing $1,000 for the engagement.

receiv-

had

a

two-

its

book

by Bert Baker, the featured
comedian of the troupe. The lyrics and
music are by Arthur Gilespie. Baker
has supplied a more or less amusing
book with a thread to the plot. Although at times the piece is a bit talky
there are some good comedy bits involved that are far away from the
written

usual burlesque business.
The biggest laugh is a tough resort
It is a sort of "Ma
in the opening.
Gosse" set, an idea out of which the
company get a great deal. The lights
could be brightened up a bit here as

as

well

in

several
girls

of

do a

the

numbers.
dancing

little

is saying a great deal for burlesque choruses this season. The numbers get a lively send-off from the

which

opening and good judgment has been
shown in picking popular hits. "Oh,
You Little Bear," led by a chorus girl,
who on appearance alone is good
enough to come under the principal
"Sit Right on the
head, went over.
Moon" was well staged and "I Got the
Finest Man" was a terrific hit, made
In
so by Babe La Tour's leading.
the "Ma Gosse" scene two or three
numbers scored strongly. A "turkey"

by Mickey Feeley and Mabel McCloud
was bully. Miss McCloud led an old
boy ("Ocean Roll"), but made it count,
helped out by the eccentric tumbling
An Apache dance also
of Feeley.
counted here but was not strong
It
enough to follow the Turkey.
should come first. "You're My Baby"

made another excellent number for
Miss La Tour in the second half. "I'd
Like to Marry Them AH" was also well
done. The numbers have been greatly
handicapped by the poor dressing of
the twenty choristers.
The girls are
forced to wear some sort of "tights"
arrangement throughout.
There are
one or two attractive costumes, but
these are forgotten amid the array of
tights. A glance at the little chorister
who led "The Bear" number in a neat
soubret costume should give the producers an idea as to chorus dressing.
The remainder of the production end is
satisfactory. There are two interiors in
the first part that do very nicely and
the depot in the burlesque also looks
like a regular set.
Baker holds the center of the stage
most of the time, although not monopolizing it. He works in a semi-straight
malce-up and manner, getting much of
of his fun from the farcical situations.
This is probably the weakness

comedy. Too much is allowed
to depend upon the situations.
Baker
is
a big, good-natured looking chap
with a likeable personality and has an
easy style of working that getj him
over quickly.
His methods are clean
and legitimate.
Dan Russell, almost
as big as Baker in size, plays opposite
to him all through the show.
The
pair make up a good-looking team and
of the

work very
is

Predicament,"

act piece in five scenes,

also

well together.
Russell is
clean-cut and sure in his style.

for burlesque

comedy

different style of

Bon Tons"

With a few minor defects
straightened out it will be among the
best that the Eastern Wheel will boast

is

The chorus

There are two only and they

ing.

ing

BON TONS.

Cohan patting the explanawas a big comedy

into practice

tion

that should be relished.

Feeley is an important little fellow
the proceedings. Mickey looks like
Harry Houdini. He breaks out once in
a while, too.
Every time he does, it
is worth while.
A good performer besides a corking acrobat, Feeley makes
the "Ma Gosse" scene the hit of the
show, and his presence is felt all
through the action.
He "turkeys" a
bit, sings a bit, acts a bit and acrobats
in

two bits, which
George A. Clark

traveling a

is

trifle.

bad man from
the west without shooting up the place
and makes the character more forceful
is

a

than other "Bad Men" who go raving
about with a gatling gun spitting fire
every minute. George renders first aid
on several occasions and conies through
with credit.
Pete Kelly as a bum gets in his best
work in the "Ma Gosse" scene. Aside
from this, he has little to do. "Babe"
La Tour is the soubret. She has taken
on weight since last seen, but her high
rate of motive power should bring her
around the lightweight limit again after
a few weeks.
Ginger is Babe's middle
name. She gets out in front of several numbers and is always there. Several encores are due to her individual
efforts.
Babe, however, should vary
her work a bit. Too much of the same
sort takes a little from her performance. Edith Graham filled a role without great requirements in good style.

Miss Graham easily led
folks in dress.

As

the

all

a classy, not

women
showy

she will rank with the best.
Marjorie Ray plays opposite Miss
Graham and suffered by comparison, in
both dress and delivery of lines. Miss
McCloud is a principal only in the
"Ma Gosse" scene. She did so well
there that «he should be shoved into
the show proper. There are few burlesque women who have shown onehalf the ability this girl displayed in
her very abort session at the head of
dresser,

Judging from her work
appears to have ability
enough to be a featured soubret with
any burlesque show.
the

action.

there

she

An

olio

of three acts

is

placed to

open the intermission. Russell and Ray
have a conventional singing and talking act that starts it off all right. Dan
Russell is much better in the pieces,

and Marjorie Ray much better in the
act.
As a fifty-fifty arrangement it
should stand.
Feeley and Kelly put over a corking acrobatic specialty.
There is no
ground tumbler about who has anything on Mickey Feeley. He is doing
a couple of twisters that will keep the

boys

busy for some time imitating.
Kelly works with him in black face and
helps to make it an acrobatic act that
could jump right in and close big time
vaudeville bills anywhere.

Bert Baker closes the vaudeville part
with his Tad monolog to very good

Hath

results.

SPIEUKI/H

Max
show
will

Spiegel

over

a

probably

is

NEW

SHOW.

planning to send a

southern
entitle

it

circuit

and

"A Winning

Widow."
While having the same

nartic

Eastern Wheel burlesque show,

Together they hand out a somewhat be a

as hi*
it

will

different kind of an attraction.
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HAMMERSTEIN'S.

UNION SQUARE.

COLONIAL.

(Estimated cost of show, $2,310.)

(Estimated coat of show, 92,875.)

(Estimated Coat o! Show, $3,750.)

(Estimated Coat of 8how, $3,575.)

The Colonial, under the B. F. Keith
name, got away to a very hot opening
Monday night. There was a fair crowd
on the lower floor with just a sprinkling in the first balcony and gallery.

The "initial bow of the nifty couple,"
programming of Bonnie Farley
and Danny Morrison at the Fifth Avenue this week, did not come oft, for

The Hammerstein theatre may have
thought itself getting off very cheaply
this week, with a feature number costing nil.
But from the looks of the
house Monday, matinee and night, the
costless headline will be expensive. At
neither performance did the Suffragettes draw anything approaching capacity.

The Victoria at the opening of the indoor vaudeville season looked neat
and pert with fresh white paint making the
brighter.

emblems

interior of the

A

theatre

much

flood of yellow flags

and

Women"

fur-

of "Votes for

ther added to the decorations.

The show
way, and

some

week is a corker in its
way is hardly better than

this

its

on the
One or two acts

of the late performances

roof this summer.
got over before intermission, although
the first half started off very slowly
and badly. After the "Women's Suffragette Party" (New Acts) had its
inning closing the first half, the second
part of the program, one by one, died.

There was no chance for any act in
The Suffragettes
the second half.
drove away the regulars and those
present were without any vaudeville
instincts.

A little band of music publisher's
piuggers tried to force Belle Baker
along, but it was a hopeless task, even
if Miss Baker did sing several songs.
She had to go with the rest, for no reason excepting there are too many women with too many years behind them
on the program this week. Miss Baker has a couple of new songs, maybe
more. One she sings while kneeling on
a chair, perhaps to make it harder, although Miss Baker kindly brings on
and removes the chair

herself,

may be costing some stage hand
The other number, an Italian
has a line in it saying "What the
It's

which
a tip.
song,
hell.''

carrying the "hell" thing too far

when it becomes a lyric.
Van Hoven opened the second part.
It was a tough place for a talking act,
Not

toward the
finish did Van Hoven, with his running
fire of comments and work with the
such as he

is.

until

two boys, get the house. They hadn't
become seated much before. With the
gabby bunch of Sufferers hanging
around the boxes, no talker at that
time would have had a chance.
"What Will Happen Next?" was
played by Wilfred Clarke and Co., second after intermission. The speed of
the piece told though it is very well
known. In the first part just before the
voting trust, Julius Tannen delivered
a nearly new monolog, finishing it off
with a recitation which proves that Julius can't resist it, either.
The thing
may have been on his mind since giving the imitation of Warfield as the
Music Master. Middleton, Spellmyer
and Co. were liked in "The Texas

Wooing," and the Rials on the

rings,

did quite well.

Van and Schenck, a "two-man-act,"
were new to Hammerstein's. These
boys got over nicely and would havd
gone much bigger had they a couple
more new songs. The only new one
sung was at the finish, for an encore.

The team has a

pianist with a

good

voice and a "rag" singer with the real
dialect.

The

act looks big in its class,

when the bill began to wobble
number of regular acts came out of

Just
a

life buoys at sea and
saved the day. As far as the Union
Square bunch was concerned Monday
night that show-saving crew gave
enough real entertainment to obscure
any shortcomings the bill had at the
Five
start, the middle or the finish.
acts garnered about everything iu
sight, with two in particular carrying

the wings like

away the lion's
Marcus and

share.

Gartelle

pro-

started

ceedings with their skating. The comedy man has discarded the blackface,
but the laughing effects are not as big,
nor does he look as clumsy and awkward as when behind the cork. Mayme
Remington and picks followed with
one of the colored boys hauling down
This boy, both acroall the applause.
batic and musical, keeps the Remington
act within the graces.
Williams, Thompson and Co. caused
considerable laughter with their travesty on a house burglary. All the gun
It
play at the finish is unnecessary.
has enough cartridge explosions to jar
Lee
the foundations of any house.
White and George Perry have a new
They still retain their
set of songs.
former "Lindy" song for the finish.
The talk is also the same.
After Nina Morris and Co. (New
Acts) had given the audience a run

money, Dave Ferguson showed.
Ferguson had to work hard to arouse
He
the audience from its lethargy.
made little headway until the "Nance"
number, then retiring with credit.

for its

Irene Franklin was the big hit of
the night.
Among the new ones,

"Waiting Up For Hubby," and "Broadway Fare Thee Well," were heartily
received. At least a half dozen of the
old songs were also accepted with applause.
Miss Franklin never looked
more attractive. She has reduced considerably and her hair is much lighter
than in days of yore.
She also has
some new frocks. With Bert Green
at the piano, Miss Irene will have no
trouble in keeping the wolf from the
door this season. She worked over a
half hour and then the audience was
loath to let her go.
It

was nearing eleven o'clock when

Trovato flounced in view with his fiddle.
His popular stuff made the best
impression with the Fourteenth Streeters.
They go in pretty strong down
Del
that way for "rag" numbers.
Franco's Circus (New Acts) was rather
for the Fourteenth thoroughfare
Mark.
denizens.

late

The house has undergone

.

New

Acts.

May was back in the pit with
band of musicians. They made the
house sound like a regular vaudeville
Sim*.
theatre once again.
Geo.

his

a

few

changes, principally in the running, although it has been newly carpeted in
The greatest change and
dark red.
one that will probably not last at the
Colonial is the no-intermission. The
Colonial is unlike many other New
York houses and the intermission will

be missed there.
Instead of the cards with the names
of acts, the number system is used as
in

other Keith theatres.

The opening

bill

carries

two women
Edna Good-

as the featured attractions.
headlining, and Bessie Wynn,
rich,
The
taking the bottom of the bill.

after many switches brought
the features together late in the evening,, which was a mistake, as was also

program

the placing of Bert Melrose just ahead
of Elinore and Williams early on the
program. It gave the first half two
big laughing acts K and the later portion

two quiet numbers.

Edna Goodrich and Co. (New Acts)
received a bright reception and there
were evident marks that friends of
Miss Goodrich were in the audience.

Wynn

next to closing easily
rivaled the star for reception, if anything having a little the better of it.
Miss Wynn has hit upon a very good
idea in .the frame-up of her singing
She is really not singing
specialty.
any numbers. She starts and sings a
verse of a song and perhaps a chorus,
and then drifts into another number
the same way, or perhaps only sings a
chorus. In this way Miss Wynn gets a
variety of melodies and is enabled to
show her capabilities to the best ad-

Miss

vantage. Miss Wynn is disporting several pretty new gowns.

Kate Elinore and

Sam

Williams

suf-

fered through following Bert Melrose,

who made

the house scream with his
swinging back and forward on the,
table, but they pulled through nicely,

taking up well at the finish.
Melrose- is stalling just a trifle too
long now, although the table is sure
gets anything like
fire and no one
what he does out of it. There might
be a suspicion of Joe Jackson in the
work Melrose is doing with the hat.

Nina

Payne

in

ILa Somnambule"

The piece is
exceedingly well.
played with fewer people than when
first sent over the circuits but it is
did

working nicely and Miss Payne
although the young men might wear
evening dress at the night show
The Halson Brothers opened the
program. They are two dancing lads,
very much like a team that recently
The
played the house in blackface.
boys need better fitting suits for their
opening. Romalo and Delato closed
the bill. Zelland Hunt ("No. 2"), Marion Carson and Geo. Bogues ("No.
3"), and Mysterious Edna ("No. 12").

FIFTH AVENUE.

is fas-

cinating.
The supporting company is
adequate and the act moves without

a halt.
Darrell

Conway scampered
and
through on their finish. The opening
is slow and there are several bits that
Firstly, Miss Darrell
should be cut.
should drop Jim Morton's style of delivery
and then chuck "I should
worry." (This "I should worry" goes
The couple
for Bert Melrose also).
have found a good number in "Somebody *» Coming to Town."
Jof/.i

E.

Hazzard did nicely

with,

one or two new ones and several good
old V>ys.
Jack had some friends in

the

the reason that the "nifty couple" reSo Theo.
fused to open the show.

Bamberg (New Acts) was shifted
from "No. 2" to that spot and The
Sylphonos, xylophone experts, took up
place

the

the

allotted

originally

shadowgraphist. They were announced
in the lights merely as "X," but the
audience cared not a jot and applauded
their efforts generously.
The Three Keatons, programed for
third position, were switched to close
the show, holding that spot finely even

Walsh and Alexander

Blanche

after

Buster is developing rapand_ Scott.
idly as a legitimate comedian, which
is manifested even in his knockabout
slapstick work.
"A Persian Garden," with Louis
Simon and Kathryn Osterman, having
been relieved of the closing spot, was
given "No. 5." The miniature musical
comedy has been condensed and is
now stripped of all extraneous material.
Besides the stars, Miss May
scored with her singing. Miss Osterman's unique costuming was favorably
commented upon by the feminine contingent.

Laura
fourth

Buckley
position.

preceding

Co.

(New
W. B.

her

Acts)
Patton

quaint

their

in

had
and

comedy, "Apple Blossoms," disclose a

"somewhat ^different" sort of sketch.
The audience was about equally divided between approval and lack of
interest,

but

extreme

the

humidity

may have had something to do with
this condition Monday evening.
Charles and Fanny Van and Blanche
Walsh and Co. (New Acts), with
Alexander and Scott

next to closseated in an
upper box was heard to remark while
the latter couple were on the stage:
"That looks a little like a man, but, oh,
what a beautiful gown! The observant spectator was undoubtedly a person of keen perceptions to have been
able to penetrate so artistic a make-up
even to the extent of a suspicion.
ing position.

in

A woman

JoU).*

MODERN STAGE IRISHMAN.
Chicago, Sept. 11.
stage Irishman is dead, according to Ollie Mack, who says the exaggerated make-up of the wig whiskers

The

is

of the past.

Mack,

in

bearing out his contention,

makeup which he has worn for twenty-one
years and this season in "Casey Jones"
will discard the old conventional

will

appear as his natural

self.

John L. Kearney has been engaged
to support

Mack

in his

new show.

but he got along without their assistance.

De

Lisle opened the proHis new style of dressMax's Ciring is an improvement.
cus closed to a house that remained
seated for the most j>art.
Julius Lenzb<Tg is a^ain in the director's chair at t!-r Colonial and he

Juggling

gram

cleanly.

makes himself

felt.

DotH
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and "mediums." The show girls stroll
along now and then, but will never
start a riot, even in a college town.
John Arthur is programed as hav
ing written the book; Arthur Gillespie

"JOLLY FOLLIES."
plenty of

There is
Censor Committee

The

Follies."

first

work awaiting the

in Al Rich's "Jolly

injunctions will be on

the comedian, after that the "book,"
then the costuming, and finally the
comedy itself. The least of these is the
costuming. Mr. Rich has attempted to

the lyrics,

Mr. Rich has a bad show in the "Jolly
is going to take some work
to whip it into a good one with the
present bunch, though it is a pity that
when a company comes along with

Follies." It

regular women principals, it
should have such a book and collection
B1m*.\
of misfit comedians.

some

are all right;
Phil Ott is the
main comedian. In the second part he
has a "bit" of about forty seconds with
It is funny and the
a glass of wine.

The women proncipals

men

are

all

wrong.

entire

the

only

Max

fun in
Burkhardt,

86TH STREET.

Billy

Begley,
Singer are

with Burkhardt.

The

other

featured

act

of

week

the

is

This is the
same bunch that worked atop Hammerstein's Roof this summer. Creatore

Creatore and his band.

The comedians

and
scene,
things that get nothing.

is

suffering, so they are not complaining.

are hard as nails. They haven't much
There;
to make fun about, anyway.
is a bull fight, boxing match, a "Dutch"

"Panama"

Street

the 86th

.

little

They deserve

has worked up a nice vaudeville act,
opening with classical selections and
winding up with "rags" and topical
song hits. While a trifle long, due to
first part, it's

the attention paid to the
a clean-up when pop stuff

less.

The

act of a

first

"Royal Four Flush"

runs until 9.50, much too long. It is
in three scenes. The second is in "one"
where Mr. Burkhardt, Frank Martin
and Gene Schuler try to do a "threeact," starting from the orchestra and
ending wilh "plants" in a box. Burkhardt hasn't time to remove his make
up. The act hardly fills in. Other parts
of the show are also played in the
audience. During the "Broadway" number, a quartet unnecessarily occupies an
upper box, when Maurice Wood, while

presenting her specialty, grabs a

low

an

off

with her.

aisle seat to

fel-

"Turkey Trot"

'

The Modelsky Troupe do

short
Russian dancing turn, with two of the
four real Russian dancers. The other
two may be, but don't give evidence
of it. Miss Wood sings several songs,

a

with but few impersonations. Her
were secured through a nasty number
called "Tickle My Fancy," and her
realistic impersonation of Eva Tanguay. As she looks much like Tanguay,
hits

this

was

The

easy.

principal

woman is Alice Lazar,
who looks good

a pretty blonde girl,

always, changing her clothes often, and
leading several songs. Other than her
clothes and appearance, Miss Lazar has
a high kick as her best recommendation
just now. She also has some diamonds
which might be placed in a safe deposit
vault over the season. There's no use
showing up the other girls, and as

many diamonds
are

not

as Miss Lazar wears

customary on the burlesque

circuit.

Ware

plays a Spanish girl
well enough; Nettie Nelson is another
good looker, who tries for comedy with
Virginia

and Miss Wood is a
with a questionable accent.
The chance for a "big rag" during
the "Robert E. Lee" number is missed,
the girls not being lively enough in it.
There are eighteen choristers of the
U:
a! kind this season.
None are so
v:.; good looking and some are wearhare-lip

French

ing
m:..!f

talk;

girl

horrible

v

wigs.

No

distinction

is

working between the "ponies"

is

reached.

While Creatore was unable to accomplish much on the Roof it gave him
prestige that will make the band a feature in the "pop" houses.
The bill was lopsided

with songs
and musical numbers and consequently
shy a lot of comedy, but it gave satisfaction.

a trite suggestion it might be well
for the management to pay a little
good
more attention to its pictures.
mixture of pathos and comedy with
one good educational film thrown in

As

A

will

One

any "pop" program.

help

picture showing a drunken brawl in an
Indian camp left a dark br«wn taste.
Barlow and Weston, New Acts,

opened. Clyde Vaughn and Co. (New
Acts) corralled all the comedy honors
Muller and Muller followed
in sight.
and were a solid hit. The 86th Street

crowd

is a most appreciative one.
a hot night it applauded its head

Something

will

happen when

it

On
off.

gets

Melody

After Creatore came
Maid Girls, programmed as the HarSmith Brothers on
monious Girls.
the Roman rings closed the show. In
the 86th Street house their act showed
class

which helped the

bill.

Tuesday night was a warm one for
It is doubtful though if any

theatres.

vaudeville house in

Mark.

AMERICAN ROOF.
In spite of the heat Tuesday night
an audience of better than threequarters witnessed a clean, entertain-

who

cartoonist

interestingly

talks

is

yet to be found.

Holmes and

Reilly,

man and woman,

are a good looking pair. The woman
sings from the stage and the man from

the orchestra leader's chair. The former gains much from her appearance
of mild abandon, but there is a certain flatness of effect in her saunterings from the entrance down centre in

concert singer style.
Mary Keogh did fairly well as a light
number. She opens with "The Goblins '11 Git Yer," a number that has
been done to death in church sociables
and rural amateur entertainments. Her

Charley" was
amusing and one story with a dash
of spice earned first a little gasp of
surprise and then a real laugh.
talk

about

W.

woke 'em
from

"Brother

the ventriloquist,
His offering takes value

Whittle,

E.

up.

climatic arrangement. He has
dozen catchy novelties and a

its

half a

good line of patter. A bit of trick
work with a cornet at the finish was
puzzling for a minute to a large proportion of the house and he made a
getaway, leaving a pleased
capital
audience behind.

Hong Fong,

Chinese comedian and

A

Chinaman who
does "Yiddish" dances and patter is
funny for somewhat the same reason
did

well.

that Keokuk, la., is funny,
casual mention of a fried egg.

or the
Every-

it
without knowing
why. Fong does some capital dancing
and has a speedy routine of clowning.
James F. Fulton, Mattie Choate and
their two young assistants do exceedingly well with "The Mayor and the
Manicure."
Mr. Fulton realizes the

body so accepts

figure of the practical politician to the

show on the American Roof. The
one possible defect in the make-up of
the bill was the absence of a fast
comedy start. The audience on the

and plays with ease and humor.
Miss Choate works capably and makes
almost too attractive a figure in a stunning street frock which represents the

Eighth avenue corner appears to have
a leaning toward broad comedy effects
and a number exhibiting a good per-

very latest murmur in blue. The two
young people carry their secondary
roles
satisfactorily.
The Dancing'

ing

life

centage of robust fun would have done

Kennedys and Sully and Larsen (New

wonders

Acts).

Not
rise

finer

in the early portion.

that the

Ru$h.

Roof crowd does not

the full appreciation of the
points of entertainment.
They

to

demonstrated their liking for good
singing during the session of Ward
and Smith (New Acts), an offering that
made its sole appeal on the strength

new Jerome, built and conby the Bristol Amusement Co.,
at Jerome and Fulfon streets, Brooklyn, seating 1,800, will open in about
six weeks with seven acts.
It will
also be booked by Sam Meyers.
The

trolled

town held any more

people than Proctor's 23d

acrobats closed.
Alfred Jackson, poster cartoonist,
ongs.
opened after the illustrated
His use of several colored draughting,
sheets is a good idea and he does well
to confine himself to big, splashing
sketch effects. But he talks,—and the

dancer,

cool.

the

TWENTY-THIRD STREET.

and Smith toward the close.
It was good judgment that caused
all the turns to hold their running time
down. Most of the numbers got away
The
under the fifteen-minute mark.
result was a rapidly-moving bill with
a swift succession of incidents to keep
interest alive. There was good variety
in the makeup of the show. There was
a well sustained run of smooth quiet
comedy, and Sully and Larsen, conventional but acceptable knockabout

handing out there for a dime. The hot
But
weather this week is hurting.
Moss & Brice are not the only ones

performance*

Ed

some show

It's

menBetts and Johnnie
Added to
tioned among the others.
these is one of the dancers from the
Modelsky Troupe, playing a Hebrew
also,

of its musical excellence. There was
rather a larger proportion of straight
singing than ordinarily goes into the
makeup of a modern program. Holmes
and Reilly, on early, tore off several
of the familiar classics and again Ward

duction.

give the requisite production in dress,
but the clothes designs for the choristers have been poorly chosen, for the
most part. Some of the costumes look
cheap in material and the making.
the

Leon

Erroll staged the pro-

25

St.

The

audi-

ence and the management at the house

seem

be on a very friendly basis.

to

is pleasant about the theatre
and the attaches and the audience en-

Every one

show

joy the

A

together.

change has been made in the
running of the shows, which may have
been a recent departure or which may
date some time back. At any rate the
old plan of running an act and a picture has been done away with. Now a
picture is followed by three acts. This
little

simply means the splitting of the show
in two parts with a film intervening.
With the regular show and a tryout or
two worked in a fairly entertaining pro-

gram

given.

is

Barrett and Payne followed a long
western picture (received with mingled
feelings) and opened the vaudeville
The couple are attempting a
section.
great deal and in consequence every-

thing

suffers.

Opening with a

light

song and dance number rather well
handled the couple go into Some very
old talk. This is followed by more familiar talk by the man, and an imitaIt
tion of Mabel Hite by the woman.
A
is an eccentric and will hardly do.
yodel finish will always get them
something in the pop. houses. Barrett
and Payne should stick to singing aad
dancing.

Owen Baxter and Co., in a comedy
sketch that lacked comedy, were No. 2,
and through the good playing of the
principals managed to get through.
(New

Acts.)

Brady, a George Cohan-Jack
single, was surer of himself
than the audience was. He kidded
along and got something for his efforts, but with George Cohan imitations and recitations he will be playing
pop houses for some little time to come.
Once or twice Basil leaned toward
Basil

Norworth

Frank

Tinney a little and just
straightened up in time to save himself.

The King Musical
man and woman, and

Trio, a straight

a colored comeIn houses where
only a piano is employed musical acts
have very little trouble getting along.
This helped the Kings, for they reverse the general order of things; the
comedy is better than the music. The
comedian is a good blackface man in
dian, did very well.

need

of

material.

He

resorts

to

"damn"
rather
frequently,
which
seemed unnecessary.
They laughed
rather easily at 23d St. and "damn"
isn't necessary.
The trio should do
more with the saxophones.
Palace Quartet
to be trying out.

(New Acts) appeared
One or two of the

were familiar. The- boys did
very well and didn't push their advantage.
Edmund Hayes Players are doing
"The Piano Mover." The mover is
very like Hayes in appearance, and follows his style of work closely. The
woman does not look young enough
for the role, although she plays well.
The piece is long and the rou^h comedy didn't meet with thr approval ex-

faces

pected.

IMuh.

VARIITY
THB "MIND THE PAINT

and an. out of the way theatre. One of the
La Salle Opera House eort of shows without
the down-town location to help out.
ALHAMBRA (Max Weber, mgr.; Ind.).—"The
City." a penny dreadful which got by on account of one big ripping oath, ia now the offering in this house, which is playing road
attractions.
The Shuberts offer the produc-

GIRL."

(Continued from page
than she has
H. E. Herbert
ever climbed before.
was her chief supporting actor. He
goes through two full acts before he is
given his opportunity and then makes
capital of it to a .remarkable degree.
William Raymond has the next important role— that of a juvenile lead
and gives an excellent account of him20.)

rrtea to greater height!

There are about thirty more
self.
speaking parts, nearly all adequately
,

casted.

The

scenic investiture

showed

a careful adherence
•The 'Mind the Paint' Girl" is a
problem, both as a play and as a vento detail.

/o*°.

ture for America.

Paris,

Sept.

The bad weather had much
precipitated

the

with

3.

to

do

reopenings

of

Although
some legitimate houses still remain
closed for a week or so, the programs
not being ready, every music hall in
so

many

theatres Sept.

1.

Paris with the exception of the Eldorado and Cigale is in full swing. The
Alcazar d'Ete closed Aug. 27, somewhat suddenly, due to the disastrous
climate, unpropitious for al fresco en-

The Ambasaa4eura

tertainment.

fol-

lowed.

May

replaced Pretty Myrtill
Gaby
the
in
Deslys roles for the last week of the
revue at the Marigny, which came to
an end Aug. 30. Saturday night was
devoted to a "dress rehearsal" of the
new variety program already an-

Hilda

(German-American)

nounced

in these

columns.

present playing
leading role in "The Eternal Waltz"
at the Folies Bergere, will possiblyS
hold a part in the "Malade Imaginaire"
It
at the classical Odeon this season.
is now the ambition of all cafe concert artists to play Moliere, as an

Jane

Marnac,

at

apotheosis in their career.

Norman French has created a new
act at the Palais d'Ete, Brussels, and
now plays the trombone, as an eccenIt is a good number.
tric.

A great deal of grumbling has been
heard of late on account of the French
passengers crossing the frontier, or entering Paris, with cigars hidden in

customs

officials

fined

fining

One performer

their trunks.

was

heavily

$7

for

not

last

week

declaring

Ralph

J

""jWKP ll " i

20

and he had to pay duty at the
rate of $38 per pound in addition. As
previously explained the French cuscigars,

toms tolerate only 10 cigars for each
male passenger, and all tobacco should
In any event it should
be declared.
not be placed in bags or trunks, but
carried in the pocket to avoid trouble.

At Bour-en-Bresse fair, in France,
week, a company of strolling players had to cease acting, showing signs
They had dined together,
of illness.
last

the evening peformance, on
mushrooms, which were poisonous. In

before

the middle of the piece the effects of
Several sank
the poison took effect.

groaning on the stage. A doctor was
called, and sixteen members of the
company had to keep to their beds for
a few days.

the players are Herbert Delmore.
Carolina Friend and Sara

Belmont,

Enrlght.

CROWN (Arthur Spink, mgr.; Ind.).-"Caaey
Jones," with Murray and Mack as the star en-

VABIBTY'8 CHICAGO OFFICE:

CHICAGO

MAJESTIC THEATRE BUILDING

is offered this week in this pretty
Next week "The
outlying playhouse.
the Taxi."
GLOBE (No mgr.; Ind.).—Darkest one In
town.
It Is isolated and seems to be out of
the running.
IMPERIAL (Joseph Pilgrim, mgr.; Stair 4k
Havlln).—John O'Donnell and his players in
"Rollicking Shannon." Next week, "Don't Lie

tertainers,
little

Girl

MAJESTIC (Lyman B. Glover, mgr.; agent
(New Acta).
U.
B. O.).—Ethel Barry more
the latest legit to enter vaudevll.e, is headlining thla week with J. M. Barries "The
Twelve Pound Look." a piece that served for
a curtain raiser during her local run of "Alice
An idea of Miss BarrySit by the Fire."

more's drawing power may be gleamed by
the anouncement that Immediately after her
final bow Monday afternoon (the hottest we"ve
had) upwards of five hundred auditors took
the short route to the street, leaving Ray
Koyce and Ida Fuller a half house to amuse,
Miss Barrymore
and that well heated up.
drew an audience that probably seldom visit
the Majestic, which crimped to a certain extent everything else on the bill. "The Twelve
Pound Look" served very nicely to Introduce the star to vaudeville. Marguerite Torrey was selected to follow the movies in
spot number one, Introducing a gyratlc affair which she has divided in three sections.
Miss Torrey, graceufl and magnetic, could well
Improve her specialty through the addition

L

PARIS NOTES.

Among

tion.

#

of

some

light effects.

Her opening was

mild,

but she managed to evoke considerable apLee and Cranston
plause near the finish.
who sing loudly and talk much too low, won
Lee specializes in
a hit with some ballads.
Miss Cranston, a stunning
lyrics.
Irish
blonde, did much to perfect appearances for
the duo who scored nicely in the difficult spot.

The Three Bremens, thorough showmen, have
a spectacular and original production to back
up their excellent work on the unsupported
They rapped out a decisive hit,
ladders.
after which Jack Gardner with some new
songs and a dramatic recitation had a difficult

road to travel. Gardner, under ordinary circumstances, should find things easy In this
particular house, but the engagement of Ethel
Barrymore and that overheated audience of
Gardlegits were not ordinary circumstances.
ner's recitation at the close seemed to hit
the spot and earned him a half dozen return
Salerno and hla high class juggling
bows.
found a made-to-order reception at the comHis every trick brought
pletion of his turn.
forth applause the finish settling all doubtsThe difference between Salerno and the one or
two other expert jugglers is that Salerno has
And then
neglected his comedy department.
came the comedy hit of the bill, Sully and
Hussey, in a routine of nonsensical chatter
and several character songs. Since their previous visit to this house Sully and Hussey
show a sensible improvement. The comlque
with his slight accent, good voice and personality held the platform by himself for a
full eight minutes delivering character songs
that In themselves are sufficiently strong to
guarantee the team's success. Following Miss
Royce, a characterlst from
Barrymore, Ray
the Lyceum field, and Ida Fuller and her
spectacular fire dances completed the afternoon's entertainment, but with a moving
audience, It would be unfair to judge their
Since both
efforts under the circumstances.
are standard acts it might be appropriate to
add that they have appeared here before under ordinary conditions and given perfect

L

WYNN.

satisfaction.

PALACE

(Mort H. Singer, mgr. ; agent, Orpheum Circuit).—"More Sinned Against Than
Usual," a broad bit of burlesque on the blood
and thunder "mellerdramer" of other days,
was emphasised in several different ways in
the bill at the Palace Music Hall, Monday
afternoon.

It

was

(Philadelphia,

and

ence

until

waiting
In
and haa many
attention than

in getting in from
the Impatient audi2.45 before the curtain

late

kept

the second place, It is unique
features that will attract more
anything on the bill this week.
Krani and White cleaned up In the bill also.
They do some high and lofty fooling, sing
some good songs and keep every one on the
qui vlve all the time they are on the stage.
Dainty songs, sung with manner and atyle
were offered by Belle Storey, who begins
quietly and sedately, but warms up to her
work and finishes with a pyrotechnlcal display
of voice.
Lou Anger offered his, "The Oerman Soldier," with some new patter, and got away it
(went up.

nicely.
Kalmar and Brown offered their songs
and dances and made a good impression.
Lockhart and Eddy opened the bill with their
"Bump the Bumps" and bumped all over the
stage as usual.
Haydn, Dunbar and Haydn
had "Artistic Oddities," which consisted of
a great deal of concertina playing, some English parodies on reigning ragtime songs and
other bits; The Hursley Troupe of acrobats
fiut the period to the program with a novel

urn.

REED.

AMERICAN MUSIC HALL (Sam. P. Gerson,
mgr.; Shuberts).— Darker then a stack of black
cats,
but undergoing transformation.
Will
open about Oct. f, with Oliver Morocco's California comedians, Kolb and Dill, in "The Politician."

AUDITORIUM (William Gorman, mgr.).-"Ttae Garden of Allsh," a big spectsculsr
Slav made from the book of the same name, by
The book was written In
Lobert Hlchens.
Palermo, 8lclly, and the play had the assist ance of Mary Anderson In Its manufacture.
One of the originals of one of the characters

He is an Italian violinist,
lives in Chicago.
an intimate fr.end of both Hlchens aud Mary
Anderson.
4k

*

Bi^ACivSTO.NE (Augustus Pitou, mgr.; K.
E.).— Will open with ••Milestones," a Klaw
Erlanger production, of which much is ex-

to

CHICAGO OPERA HOUSE (Geo. W. Kingb* Castle, K. ft E.).—' Tan-

bury, mgr.; Koni

Tommy," a big musical production
many notable people in it is the magnet.

talising

GAKRICK
"The

Bird

Winsome widow," a New York

A

(Asher Levy, mgr.: Shuberts).—
of

Paradise,"

a

Hawai.an

play

by Richard Walton Tully, is being ottered by
Oliver Morosco. a Pacific Coast promoter*
who Is trying to break into the east. The
show is pretty. Bessie Barrlscule, Guv Bates
Post and Louis Stone are doing good work.
The fact that the heroine throws herself into
the burning crater of a volcano In the last
act haa not appealed to audiences who were
sweltering in the heat of the past week,
ILLINOIS (Will J. Davis, mgr.; K. 4k E.).—
Lovers of Dickens are having a feast at this
playhouse in "Oliver Twist," with Marie Do.o,
Wilton Lackaye. Edmund Breese, and Constance Collier.
Some of the critics have paid
much attention to the play and when the
weather would permit, a good many peopie
have wended their way to see it.
LA SALLE OPERA HOUSti (Harry Askln.
mgr.; lud.).— "The Girl at the Gate," a new

Donaghey-Hough-Jerome

musical

offering,

is

current attraction.
The piece Is not up
the usual La Salle standard.
Lucy WesThe
ton is one of the featured players.
weather has hit this show along with the rest
and the general report on the street is that
the attraction will not be forced Into a long
run.
LYRIC (J. A. Reed, mgr.; Shuberts).—The
the

to

hoodoo seems to have been lifted from this
house with the inauguration of "The Whirl of
Society," the Winter Garden show which has
caught on, in spite of the heat. Al Jolson is
the riot and he has become the talk of the
town in a few days. The show has had more
publicity than anything here outside of "The

Garden of Allah."

McVICKER'S

(George Warren, mgr.; K. 4k
Trail of the Lonesome Pine" is
Eugene Walter made the play from
of the same name.
Charlotte Wal-

E.).— "The
current.
a novel

who

In private life Is Mrs. Walter, is
The piece stands a good chance to
In this house.
It did not meet with
the approval of the patrons of the Chicago
Opera House last year, but popular prices
prevail at McVicker's.

ker,

the star.

win out

OLYMPIC (Sam Lederer, mgr.; K. 4k E.).—
"Putting It Over," a baseball play, has been
struggling with adverse notices, bad weather
and other circumstances. The play Is noisy,
and full of bluster, but does not seem to got
over.
It will take to the road next week.
Among the players are Helen Holmes, who bad
a try in the disastrous failure, "The Right
Princess," at the Ziegfeld last sea.-on; and
Frederick Burt, a good player, who is out of
his element In this piece.
Up" follows.

"The Man Higher

POWERS' (Harry Chappelle. mgr.; K. 4k E.).
—Pictures for the first time In the history
Even with Sarah
of a notable playhouse.
Bernhardt exploited in "Queen Elizabeth" as
the attraction, the house has been neglected.
Much comment has been made on the fnct
that this dignified theatre ahould be turned
"The New
over to the motion picture field.
Sin" is underlined for this house for next
week.
PRINCESS (Will Singer, mgr.; Shuberts and
Brady).—"A Modern Eve." which had a long
run at the Garrick, is not meeting with enormous

business in

its

new

qusrters.

The

piece

Is,

however. In its twenty-second week, and this
may account for a little falling off In business.
Bertie Beaumont has taken the place
of Adele Rowland, and Frederic Santley is
seen In the role formerly occupied by his
brother, Joseph 8antley.
STUDEBAKER (B. J. Sullivan, mgr.: Ind.).
—"The Charity Girl," a big George W. Lederer
show, Is playing Its last week. The attraction
is big and there are many well-known figures
In it
It has not set the lake on fire.
"Who's
l!e>n Are You?" a farce with music, will
h w next week. The 8huberte are sponsors
r
>

for

this

change

in

production,
bookings.

ZIRGFEM) (W. K.

.

on to the more commendable section of the
performance.
Messrs. Burke and Burke are
programed as the men who made extravaganza
famous.
Through the introduction of two
separate characters s piece, they make a small
bid for versatility, but their Ideas of up-todate burlesque comedy are quite as weak as
tbey are remote.
Of the seven widely scattered laughs corralled by the team at the
Sunday matinee, four were bagged in a short
scene In "one" during the first act, after
one of the Burkes had executed some laborious efforts In the way of rough comedy that
entailed the breakage of one kitchen chair
'Tls true, the Cothrough rough handling.
lumbia didn't require the police to keep the
crowd back Sunday, but there were sufficient Inside to pass Judgment.
"Throughout
the first section one of the Burkes, Charles by
name, made a vain attempt to crepe- hair his
way to success via the Hebrew comedy route,
but after seeing his Irishman In the afterpiece,
it behooves one to suggest that Charles Immediately shelve the Hebraic character.
And
so on through the two hours or more, the plot
was absolutely laughless. But to get back to
the singing department
Clarke has assembled the best rag-time chorus ever heard in
the Columbia.
Following the initial curtain,
the entire company introduced a medley of
ragtime numbers that was easily worth the
admission price alone. Then came a routine
of ballads, coon songs, and popular numbers,
each led by s different principal, that landed
the outfit right up among the topnotchers in
the vocal line.
But after the Sangerfest, the
Burkes took the stage, and from then on the
"Runaway Girls" began to lose wind. The
occasional numbers, interrupting the comedy
bits, msde it worth remaining, but what good

a burly-que without a laugh? The finale of
the first act. thrown on the dock of a steamship line, introduced one of those boat affairs,
but Pete Clarke has outdone his competitors In
the scenic construction of his finish.
It's the
best boat Anion burlesque has seen this season.
Every little detail has been looked after,
but the comedy weakness crimped even this.
The burlesque carries a Mexican scene and
also Introduced some bully good songs, each
excellently staged and delivered still better.
The present book needs doctoring. Conspicuous in the cast were Joe Opp. Margaret Clemmons, Carrie Bastedo, Violet Rio, Tony Cortelll
and Tommy Cullen.
Opp predominated with

is

o

Mexican character.
His dialect In Itself
His carriage, delivery and
were noticeable and deserve a
word of praise. And down near the close of
the show he led the best song of the bunch.
"Cow Boy Joe." Margaret Clemmons with a
his

was convincing.
appearance

splendid voice carried several ballad* Into the
encore column besides otherwise getting In
some good work. Violet Rio shared the honors of the female division with Mies Clemmons while Tony Cortelll through hard and
persistent work was a
for whatever applause

runner-up with Opp

was distributed. Mr.
liberal
In
producing the
thla season, all the costumes, particularly thoee worn in the first
part and through the Italian number led by
Cortelll, running a little better than the average
The show lacks comedy. In thla reClarke

has

been

"Runaway OlrN"

it resembles the three shows that have
preceded It at the bouse.
When that essenIs provided Clarke will have a first class
Until then he is not going to worry
outfit.
the record holders.
WYNN.

spect

tia]

Professional people were invited to a special
The Military Girl" at the Ziegtheatre, Monday afternoon.
Many attended even if the heat was almost unbearable.

matinee of
feld

A hoodoo-llftlng matinee Is scheduled for
Friday, Sept. 18. at the Lyric theatre where
"The Whirl of Society" Is the attraction. The
house has been a lemon for years and la just
now showing signs of becoming a peach,
hence the matinee.

which would indicate a

Ziegfeld. mgr.; Ind.).—
MH.tary Girl," with Cecil Lean and
Florence Hoibrook, struggling with the neat

"The

R. Montague, mgr.; stock).

De Haven.
WHITNEY (Frank O. Peers, mgr.; Ind.).Dobbs' Aluskan motion pictures.
COLUMBIA (E. H. Wood, mgr.).—The aver
age burlesque-goer who planks down his reventy-flve coppers to take a glimpse at Peter
Clarke's 1012 edition of "The Runaway
9.
Girls" is going out and talk about the pretentious opening and finale of the first act,
the splendid singing chorus that Clarke has
rounded up, the good ideas utilised in the
staging of the many numbers, and the excellent work of Joe Opp.
He will also have a
few things to say about the re-unlted Burke
Brothers snd the comedy of the piece, but
Since it must be told,
that's another story.
perbsps k Is better to make it brief and pass

tune loima a sort of motive wnlch Is used
When the lyrics of it
throughout the snow.
are revested, and tney are in praise of "irlbh
Big
Stew." the humor ot it is a sensation.
production and liable to remain some time.
COHAN'S GRAND OPERA HOUSE (Geo. M.
mgr.;
resident
Ridings,
Cohan, owner; Harry
K. 4k E.).— "The Polish Wedding." a European
importation, revieved in another column,
COLONIAL (James Jay Brady, mgr.; K. 4k

B.j.— "The

(L.

created by Carter

One of the featurea is a tantalizing tune that
This
is now being hummed all over Chicago.

review
show. Sponsored by Fio. Ziegfeld.
of this offering will be found on another pagi.
CORT (U. U. Hermann, mgr.; lud.).— "Fine
Arun.que playhouse.
this
Feathers
In
thur Byron'e pictures have been hoisted into
the places formerly occupied by Wilton Lackaye, who has joined "Oliver Twist" at the
«
Illinois.

Your Wife."

MARLOWE

—Louise Randolph and Ian Maclaren are presenting stock version of "The Witching Hour."
NATIONAL (John Barrett, mgr.).— ,; The Girl
Roy
in the Taxi" Is giving good satisfaction.
Sumner is playing; the leading Juvenile role

pected.

with

In

The Marlowe

Players, taking advantage of

all the publicity given "Oliver Twist" at the
Illinois, will play a version of the niece at

the Marlowe within the next fortnight

EMILY
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-=
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DARRELL CONWAY

Are on No. 2

this

follows; Sept. 30

week

Fuller Hellish, who was brought on to be in
readiness to play Fagln in "Oliver Twist" if
the courts decided Wilton Lackaye had to
Ctnain among "Fine Feathers," baa gone back
New York.

Tom Hadison and Jane Ollbert have a new
•letch in rehearsal.
It Is called "His First
Visit" and Is by Charles H. France, author
it "The Boss of the House," which has been
ei big time for the past year or two.

and one of the hits of the bill. Consequently
Bronx, Oct. 14, Orpheum, Oct. 21, Union Sq.

at the Colonial

Alhambra, Oct.

Edwin Holt has stepped out of the cast of
"Putting It Over" and Frank Hatch, coauthor of the baseball play, has stepped in.

7,

Knox Wilson, engaged to play a part in the
road company of "A Modern Eve,
passed it
to accept a vaudeville route.
Wilson was
also on the list for Mort Singer's expected production of "Love in a Limousine," which, by
the way, will have a new title when produced.
Addison Burkhart is rewriting the book.

the agents, some holding the opinion that the
"Association" proper has blanketed more acts
than it can consistently care for. When the
break in the "Association" ranks began to look
inevitable, the agents made an endeavor to
With peace
"blanket" every act available.
restored they realized the contract-covering
process had been overdone and the order efpromulgated
probably
fecting the agents was
with a view of relieving the congestion, alproper a chance to
lowing the "Association
place Home of the blanketed material In preference to that held by the outside agents.

up

When Kolb and Dill reopen the American
Music Hall with the Oliver Morosco production of "The Politicians" the house will have
an entire new balcony which will accommo-

date a larger

number of people and bring them

The

Headphone band, a novelty
Ifc the musical line, will begin on Association
ume in two weeks. The band has been reduced from fifty to twenty members.
Possl's Chicago

111.,

8ept

1.

Oeorge H. Helser, known in the circus world
a number of years, is now the owner and
"The Commercial Traveler,"
ttinager of
Irolch is touring the one night stands.

m
.

7th

F. Fleck, represenfor A. H. Woods and
Rebel," were fined respectively
and $25 for allowing Mary Miles Mlnthe Juvenile actress, to play at McVlcker's
Littlest

Sisters who handed In their
notice the other day to the man"The Whirl of Society" have reand will remain with the attrac-

•The Pawnshop." by William Anthony Mcabout Oct. IS,
be sent on the

raid for the one nlgntarm.

some

to

local

company.

He wan

Milton Frances and Hazel Swanson are rv
hearsing a new act which will be called "Bit*
The act will have a tryoui
next week.

of Vaudeville."

which Incidentally started out for twelve
weeks, but had the engagement extended to
seventeen weeks.
C. E. Bray was Interested
In

It.

W.

C. Blmendorff has gone out In advance of
"Busy Issy." This week the piece plsys a
matinee every day in Indiana towns where
fairs ai-e being held.
Last week the attracat

the

Perk

thestre,

In-

It
Is
not generally known, but Virginia
Brooks, who hss been called "The Joan of
Arc" of West Hammond, III., where she has
been busily engaged In ferreting out gTaft,
and recently acted as a detective In discovering the "death chamber" In Foss' dive in thst
town, is sn actress. She plsyed in stock comfisnles and was a member of the company at
he Bush Temple when Edward Tannhouser
had the house.

WILL BE PUBLISHED
IN DECEMBER

The Courtney

Attire, will be offered la stock
later. If It goes over. wUI

it

tion was offered
dianapolis.

.kansfleld von Kernweln. for a long time in
ial box office at the Oarrick. has taken a
alaltion in the box office at the Zlegfeld.

and

get rid of

stung on the Green bay proposition and wai
compelled to keep it.

ture,

outeklrtlng houses.

It,

character who built theatres in different part*
of the country.
His method was to go to a
town, promote a theatre, build it and then

waa prima donna with ths New Orleans ven-

*

Openings are few for the coming week,
"The Man Higher Up." a play by Edith
Ut.
come to 'the Olympic Sunday
will
At Powers' the regular season will
Int.
1th "The New Sin." a play In which
A company
re Is not a woman character.
ported from England will present It. Oeorge
'Whose Helen Am You."
Her offers it.
lied as a farce with music, will come to tne
There
tudebaker under the Shubert flag.
#111 be the usual checker-board ohanges In the

Ihded

was long managed by one Arthur, an eccentric

Maud Daniel, who inaugurated the General
Publicity Bureau In this city Isat fall and
later took the Spanish Port Opera Co. to New
Orleans, has returned here and will establish herself as a producer.
Miss Daniel's
first attempt will be a girl act
She hss
Vera Staaiey under contract. Miss Stan ey

Number

u Houseman and Fred

sent of

s?hennessy

Leslie M. Hunt, a Chicago player, has Joined
the road company which is offering "Tlllle
Nightmare." The piece will be seen In Chicago within the next two months.

Anniversary

ts and manager

light's

w

time

Edward Abbott, a Chicago writer, has jusi
completed a new routine of material for Stuart
Barnes.
Barnes tried it out at the Majestic.
Chicago, last week, and found It quite worthy.

Davenport Lemont and OeoTgie Beesett who
|fe playing the leads In "The Town Fool,"
Ware married at Taylorvllle,

New York

this

Edna Hlbbard, a Chicago actress, bas Joined
"Officer 066" and wl.l play the engenue role
on the road. The show opened In Colore !o
Springs Monday night.

Henry Meyers baa a tabloid version of "The
•aul Kiss" in rehearsal and It will soon be
ttaklng a tour of Association time.

""" *

CHARLY

Berne and Kremer seps rated as a vaudeteam last week. Berne will do a single

ville

hereafter.

Eugene Walter, author of "Pine Feathers,"
now running at the Cort, was In town lsst

week

may

be secured by ordering

to look over the acting of Arthur Byron,
In ths part of

who succeeded Wilton Lackeys

Preferred position for advertisements

John Brand, and also to superintend the opening of "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine* at
McVlcker's.

now

Olen Burt, for the past few years chief asto Walter Keefe. general manager of
Theatre Booking Corporation, resigned
from that position last week to accept a place
In the Chicago Pantages offices under the
management of J. C. Matthews. Burt will
probably look sfter s small time department,
something which Matthews has wanted to establish for some time past.
His plare in tb<>
Keefe office has not as yet been filled.
sistant

the

Julian and Dyer have separated aa a vaudeteam. Hubert Dyer, the clown, will continue the act with a new straight man, calling the team Dyer and Dyer.

ville

Santley has joined "A Modern
now domiciled at the Princess theatre.
taking the pert thst was formerly played by his brother, Joseph Santley.

Frederick

live,"

Ha

Is

Karl HobllUell, Immediately after hie retarn from New York where be went to adjust
the existing difficulty between his string of
southern houees and those controlled by Jake
Wells, left here for a trip through Texas. Mr.
Heblltsell will remain In the south for about
two weeks.

nearer the stage. This hss been one of the
few fsults with the former Morrie houee.
The Istest official order Issued by C. B. Kohl,
managing director of the "Association," has
to do with the line of ten percenters booking
through the office and advises them to conduct their business with the W. V. M. A. booking men between the hours of 9 A. M. and 12.30
P. M. Monday, Tuesdsy and Thursday of each
week. It also advises them to limit their territory to the tenth floor, leaving the eleventh
and main floor off their calling list The or-

der has caused considerable comment among

The new Victoria on the North Side may
not open until Oct. 1.
Its opening Is billed
over the elevated stations in tbat particular section, with no date given. The delay
is said to be on account of the iron work ou
the stairways.
'The Olrl in the Taxi" was
billed to open the houi<c, but all the early
dates have been cancelled.

The Theatre Booking Corporation took th«

all

Hyman A Butterfleld have taken the Ieune
of the Oreen Day theatre and will Introduce
vaudeville* there, beginning Oct. 1.
The house
is wUely known by the one-night circuits and

GlJlls theatre. Kansas City, from Its books
this week.
The same onVe. however, continues to supply the Garden theatre In K. C.

with

vaudeville

new Churchill

shows.

The Garden

is

the

theatre.

Keane K. Keane, brolh«-r of Doris Kean~.
the actress who has Just returned from I/)n
don. has become an aviator nnd will be bjokc;l
this fall by the Mil s Avl.-itlnn Co.

Manratoua Splnnera and Manipulator!

NEXT WEEK.
Newark. N.

J.,
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continue to appear
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WARNING
Mile.

ALICE

FORMER

formerly appearing in
the

SIMONE
DE BERYL
ACT
Is

under contract to me,

and

I

ment

forbid the engageof her by any the-

atrical person before the
expiration of her contract,

October, 1914.

G.

MARIE

Manager, Simone De Beryl

next week and lasts for a month, Stevens,
with his wife. Georgia Cooper, goes to Ye
Liberty for a six weeks' special starring seaIncidentally. Ye Liberty has been enson.
Joying a great run of prosperity of late. The

The hot weather of the past week has put a
kiboeh on nearly all theatrical business here.
The only attraotlon to draw with any degree
of success was "The Garden of Allah" at the
Auditorium.
Managers hare been complaining all oyer town. The small time vaudeville
shops have particularly suffered.

engagement of Franklyn Underwood and Francis Slosson, who are Just winding up a six
weeks' starring season, proved profitable, and
understood la responsible for Manager
it
Is
Bishop's signing up of other stars for special

White City will close Sept. 22. Sept 16-22
the resort will be given over to a fall carnival which will be In the nature of a Mardi
Ores festival with confetti, clowns and other
features.
Ralph Kettering, who has been
promoting publicity for the park, has resigned and is now devoting himself to his
new press bureau in the City Hall Square
Building.

engagements. Rumor has it.
planning to start other
is

The new organisation of the Orpheum Cirmean much Journeying up and down

the land by Fred Henderson, whose name now
appears upon all billing as Western Manager.
It has long been felt over the Circuit that

the house managers were not in sufficiently
close touch with the main office. Bringing
them Into touch was a task not to be attempted by President Meyerfeld. and yet it could be
done only by a man high in authority. Henderson hae come west particularly to take
He will Journey over
charge of this work.
continuously,
keeping himself
circuit
the
posted intimately on the condition and conduct of every house, aiding local managers in
solving their individual problems, and keeping
a close eye in general on the operation of the

W. D. Russell will manage the Criterion
theatre for Earl Macoy, of the National Printing Co.
Jack Wyatt. who for a number of years
toured vaudeville, is now connected with the
Outcault Advertising Agency.

whole western

visit here of the Barnum
managerial hope expressed
before the four days' visit began was that
the circus would get back at least a portion
of the $30,000 sunk on the occasion of its last
visit.
Two years ago the B. and B. show encountered a Native Sons' celebration which
had for its main event a huge parade. The
parade started passing the circus grounds
about 11 in the morning and it was still passThere was no
ing at 3 in the afternoon.
chance to get the circus started on schedule
time, and when the doors were thrown open
and all the ballyhoo men had been put on the
Job of drumming up business, it was too late
This was
to get any sort of a house at all.
Just to show his good feeling for the
not all.
people of San Francisco, John Ringling, who
was in charge at the time, loaned horses and
harness and chariots and a lot of other things
to members of the Native Sons of the Golden
West to help out their pageant.
Then the
parade marched right by the circus ground*,
the police refused to let anybody go through
the fines, and an afternoon was shot into the
column of lost days.
There was other bad
business, too, and the circus went away
from the city by. the Golden Gate Just 130,000
poorer than when It entered.
It was In San

AL

C. JOY.
ORPHEUM (Martin Beck, gen. mgr. agent,
direct).— William H. Thompson In the sketch,
"An Object Lesson," acts compellingly- Mr.
Thompson, sterling artist that he is, plays
with authority, and although there is lacking
the element of novelty In the vehicle, he
makes it go by his individual effort. Billy
Qould and Belle Ashlyn with their amusing
comedy sketch, have a bright, sprightly offering.
They scored a distinct hit. Howard's
;

Trained Dogs and Ponies were well liked.
Taklnesses,

Italian singers, in a vocal
rangement called "The Angry Tutor,"
The singing of the women
a bit weak.

The
ar-

were
was
most enjoyable, however, and went a long way
toward redeeming the number. Minnie Allen,
singing
comedienne,
dainty
and pleasing.
Among the holdovers were The Bounding Pattersons.
Edmund Hayes in "The Piano
Mover" and Orace Cameron, singing comedienne, all good.

EMPRESS (Sulllvan-Consldine; agent, direct).— "A Houseboat Party," the feature in
which Wilfred Berrlck. Lillian Dean Hart.
Donald Archer and the Shaw Twins are conspicuous, was placed to wind up the show.
The score Is well sung, the comedy amusing,
and altogether the number made a satisfactory final offering.
Onaip, levitation novelty,
returns.
The turn still mystifies. „Lee Tung
Foo, Chinese baritone and Impersonator, was
voted fair. The specialty has no little novelty
and was a first rate applause getter. Manley
'and Walsh, comedians, got their best returns with their parodies and patter and
pleased the Empress patronsHelen Primrose, comedienne, sang pleasingly and earned
substantial applause.
Qranto and Maud, wire
act, did not appear, but McLean and Mack
were added. The latter pair disclosed a fair
musical turn.
PANTAGES (Alexander Pantages, gen. mgr.
agent, direct).— "Summer Time Girls," tabloid
musical comedy, featuring Bobby Harrington
and Mildred Cecil, goes over pretty much the
familiar ground In girl acts.
It measures up
with the majority of its kind. "Chums," the
well known dramatic sketch, was capably
acted.
Irwin and Herxog are minstrel singers
and comedians, working in white face. Solid
applause greeted the efforts of the players.
The dialogue was particularly liked. Alsace
and Lorraine, musical act, good. The Caits
Brothers please with their dancing.
Rupert
Jeffklns,
billed
aa "The Australian Speed
King," was the feature of the bill.
Motion
pictures of the Indianapolis auto meet were
projected on the screen while Jeffklns delivered an Interesting talk.

Francisco again this year on Admission Day,
Sept. 9, when the Native Sons generally celebrate, but this year It did not run Into a
parade.

"A Peck

o' Pickles," In which Kolb and
are appearing at the Savoy, looks good
It Is typically Kolbandilltan.
the author. Frank Stammers, having written
K especially for the two German stars and

Dill

for a long run.

fitted

in

In

town

last

al-

While James Durkln and Maude Fealy have,
according to report, been signed as leading
people of the Alcazar, they will be preceded
into the O'Farrell
street house by Sarah
Truax, who Is going to treat us to a short
season of real hlghbrowlsm.
Her repertoire
will Include "Mrs. Dane's Defense," "Lady
Wlndemere's Fan," "Madame X," "Mother.'
and "Zira."
Thurlow Bergen, an old San
Francisco favorite, comes with her sa leading
man. The Laurette Taylor engagement ended
last Saturday night.

LOS ANGELES
By H.

K. BONIOCLL.
(Martin Beck. gen. mgr.; agent,
2, Kathl Gultinl, dexterous;
James 4k Co., good sketch capably inter-

ORPHEUM

W

direct).—Week

H.

St.

preted; William Burr and Daphne Hope, fair;
Martin Johnson's travelogs. Interesting. Holdovers: Lydia Nelson ft Co., Polly Moran,

Madame Bertha Kallch and Chick

that Institution de-

Good

Sale.

business.

EMPRESS

week from

Ms Sonoma County ranch where be haa

spent
leading the Ideal life of a
country gentleman. He is getting ready, however, for another turn In the theatrical busiFollowing the engagement of Andrew
ness.
Mack at Ye Liberty. Oakland, whioh begins

months

have

performance.

most grave.

Brothers'
Circus
will
hereafter
make its winter headquarters in Bridgeport.
Conn., along with the Barnum and Bailey
show. This is the statement made here by a
man high in authority with the Ringllngs. The
Wisconsin income tax has driven the Ringlings
out of Wisconsin, and report has had it th-u
they would come to California and probably
make their headquarters In or near Los Angeles.
It appears now, however, to be their
intention to concentrate all their Interests in
one big winter camp, and Bridgeport, where
the Barnum and Bailey show has held forth
for many winters, is the point chosen.

Landers Stevens was

Dill

The regular season here Is now under full
swing and looks really promising.
"Bought
and Paid For" is doing big business at the
Cort.
"Pomander Walk," which haa excited
no end of comment because of the beauty
of Its story, le filling the Columbia at every

Ringling

several

Kolb and

favorites here and they are
playing nightly to capacity houses, with no
prospective falling off of business for weeks
to come.

Gould found upon his arrival In Ban
Francisco that his brother Nell Plannery
had been stricken with an affection of the
heart and had been removed to Trinity Hosis

them splendidly.

ways been big

Billy

The physicians

*

•Mrs. Wlggs of the Cabbage Patch" Is the
week's attraction at the Alcaaar, where Kate
Dwyer Is playing the leading role, having
been brought here from Salt Lake especially for
this one week's engagement.
Thin Is also the
final week at the Alcaaar of Forrest Stanley,
who Is to return to Los Angeles as leading
man at the Burbank.

Charles E. Bray Is in San Francisco. He
admits that he is Interested In two big business projects which are pending. It Is altogether possible that Mr. Bray will return to
the services of the Orpheum Circuit. Another
matter that is taking up much of his attention is the possibility that he will be
elected director of concessions and admissions
for the Panama-Pacific exposition.
While Mr.
Bray was in New York recently he was In
conference with M. H. DeYoung, who has
charge of that branch of the exposition and
It was partly due to that conversation that
Mr. Bray decided to pay a visit to the Golden
Gate. The matter will be settled within two
weeks.

clare his condition

circuit.

Apropos of the
and Bailey show,

SAN FRANCISCO

pital.

houses

cuit will

Edna Whistler, one of the singers at the
Cabaret show at White City, Is suffering from
appendicitis.
Her case is not considered serious.
Margie O'Brien, also of the White City
Cabaret, has taken to vaudeville, opening at
the Lincoln last week.

By

that Bishop
on the

too,

Coast

8.

ft

C.

B. Worley. mgr.;
—Week(DeanConstance
Wlndom

went over

S,

satisfactorily;

Verdnl

agent,
ft

Verdi

Co.,

&

Brothers,
pleasing;
"Models of Jardln de
Paris," pretentious headllner, pleased; Hugo
Lutgens, inclined to be tiresome; De Lisle &
Vernon, neat and gingery; John White's Comedy Circus, up to the standard.
Good business.

CENTURY

.

(A. ft M. Loewen, mgrs. ; agent,
Bert Levey).— Week 1, Three Musical Millers,
clever; The Keenes, successful; Princess Wana-tea, artistic; Katherlne Angus ft Co., well
acted sketch; Don St O'Neal, good; Bert WigKins, hit: Three Stuarts, closed strong.
Fine
opening business.
MAJESTIC (Oliver Morosco, mgr.; Shuberts).
Ralney African Hunt Pictures.
(Oliver Morosco
mgr.).— Richard Bennett in stock revive 1 of "Pierre of the
Plains."
BELASCO (Oliver Morosco, mgr.).—Stock:
"Just Out of College,"

—

BURBANK

When mmotring «6v « rtt$«m m U MfMUy mention VARIETY.

MASON O. H. (W. T. Wyatt.
—Alaska-Siberia
Motion Pictures.
Fischer, mgr.).— Stock
LYCEUM (B.
mgr.; K.

B.).

ft

mu-

C.

sical-comedy: "Military Maids."
ADOLPHUS (Workman ft Sturm, mgrs.).—
irtock burlesque: Jules Mendel and Monte Carter In "The Explorers."

PRINCESS

(Geo.

a

Ryan,

mgr.).—Stock

burlesque.

The regular season will be ushered in at the
Mason Opera House Sept. 23 with a week
"Pomander Walk." William Hamilton
of
Cline, former press representative at the Orpheum and publicity man from "Pop" Fischer's Lyceum, has been engaged by Manager
Wyatt for the Mason. With Jay Barnes doing
the press work for the Empress and the three
Morosco houses, this pair practically have a
"corner" on the publicity game in this city.
Otto Peck, stage manager, and Ray Vosburg,
property man, have been retained by the new
managers of the Century, A. and M. Loewen,
and Louis Nova, musical director, under the
former Louie B. Jacobs regime, has returned
there after a short engagement at the LyJohn K. Wilson, who worked as a
ceum.
sort of bookkeeper and auditor under the
Jacobs management, has cast his lot with
the Elite Musical Comedy company and went to
Bakersfleld Aug. 31 with that organization.

Nothing definite Is announced to follow "The
Military Maids" show at the Lyceum, and
it is not Improbable that the Charles Alphin
burlesque organization may be disbanded and
the theatre be devoted indefinitely to the exAnhibition of feature motion picture films.
other persistent but unconfirmed rumor has
it that negotiations have been opened between
Manager Fischer and Ferris Hartman. forner lessee and manager of the old Grand
Opera House, with a view of putting on musical shows.
.

Orrln Johnson, recently engaged by Manager Oliver Morosco for a Joint starring engagement with the English actress, MarKertte Leslie, at the Belasco, has arrived
re and Is preparing for the opening on Sept.
15.

John Harrington, who has been

at

the Or-

pheum

for the past fortnight. In the aupnurt
Utrtha Kallch, is accused of having been the villain here at the Grand with
the Ulrich stock company in the old days of
of

Madame

the "mailers."
r"
at
rue
rb<
at
September 10 was "Duffleld Day"
Burbank, where Harry S. Duffleld, the "Dean
of the Los Angeles stage," was tendered a testimonial benefit performance in celebrations of
The prohis fiftieth anniversary as an actor.
gram was long and contained many features.
There was an exhibition by the drill team of
the local- lodge of Elks, Mr. and Mrs. Retard Bennett in a new one-act play entitled
"La Vispa," by a local author; the Belasco
theatre company in an act from George Ade's
farce, "Just Out of College"; the veteran Duffleld himself In an act from Edwin AdaasV
original version of "Enoch Arden"; a sped
by Walter Goldsmith, formerly of the vat
vllle team of Gilbert and Goldie; Grace
ers and Frank Egan in the latter's sketch.

Jack Dodge, manager of the new Sprockets
theatre In San Diego, was here on Labor
for the purpose of attending the Rive
Mandot argument at Vernon. He is said '1
have made his bets on the wrong man.

Day

A few days ago a prominent local n<
paper printed a display story to the eftsjbt
that the injuries sustained by Nat Goodwin
were much worse than were supposed and ttfet
grave fears were entertained for his ever
peering again. This was contradicted the next
day by a contemporary, in which It was stated
that Goodwin is likely to be seen in a few
weeks at one of the Morosco theatres in the
proponed "Oliver Twist" revival.
Subsequent
interviews with those in a position to know
Goodwin's true condition would seem to indicate that he will not appear.
is a change in the present plan
Morosco-Blackwood company, thisi will
Richard Bennett's farewell week at the
Burbank, Laurette Taylor being scheduled to
succeed him next week In her long-promised
appearance In Hartley Manners' new plajY,
"Barbarasa."

Unless there

of the

be

Oliver Morosco is expected back about Oct 1.
With hla arrival, ahould be forthcoming the
Identity of the players who will open the aejw
Morosco theatre In South Broadway.
>|

That Orrln Johnson, and not Richard Benla to be aeen here in the premiere of

nett,

"The Money Moon," is another Morosco- Blaofcwood announcement, and the Belasco theatw.
too,

of the Burbank,
to be shown.

Instead

where

It

ie

Is

the

plage

Chester Rice is biasing the trail for the
Ralney African Hunt Motion Pictures whJth
are at the Majestic.
f

According to a very recent report whlfch
has reached here from the publicity offices pf
Henry W. Savage, Marjorfe Rambeau, who
played extended engagements here at the Majestic Auditorium and other theatres, la to
conclude a stock engagement in Salt Lake
City some time In October and later appear In

New York
The

in

"Every Woman."

has been advanced
another step by Frank Egan ordering plans
for a playhouse that will be offered for tie
consideration of those Interested In the former proposition. The Egan plans provide for
the theatre to be modeled exactly along the.
lines followed by the designer of the Wlnthrop
Ames Little theatre In New York City, except
that It may be a trifle larger, and It la to occupy the ground floor of a modern office building to he erected on Flgueroa street.
Hollla
Little theatre project
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21 9 W. 46th ST.
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"YOU'RE

MY BABY

ISH:

9f

BY BROWN A AYER

"EVERYBODY TWO-STEP"
BY JONES A

HERZER

WITH A BEAUTIFUL GIRL"
"ON A BEAUTIFUL NIGHT
A
BY COBB

EDWARDS

"WHEN WALTZ WITH YOU"
"WHEN YOU'RE AWAY"
"MY LITTLE LOVING SUGAR BABE"
I

BY GUMBLE A BRYAN

BY BROWN, GRANT A YOUNG

BY MARSHALL A MURPHY

Li

•

II

N LIGHT BAY"
BY

ED.
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THE GREATEST BALLAD HIT
bood

YEARS

IN

For a great many years this house has been identified with the publication of tremendous ballad hits, commencing years back with such songs as "My Old New Hampshire
Home/' "Down Where The Cotton Blossoms Grow," "Where The Sweet Magnolias
Bloom," "A Bird in a Gilded Cage/' "When The Harvest Days Arc Over," "In The
Shade of the Old Apple Tree," and later with such great Ingraham ballads as "Roses
Bring Dreams of You," "You Are The Ideal of My Dreams," "All That I Ask Is Love"
and in placing "Good Bye Rose" before the public we are convinced that we have
succeeded in giving the profession the most beautiful song of its kind that has ever been
placed before the American public and one which we will absolutely guarantee to be a
tremendous hit for any performer who will put this song in their repertoire.

"Good

9N>
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the Lot Angeles street rail0. Balch. W. C. Patterson,
P. Clark and others have
agreed to become stockholders.

Huntington,

E.

way magnate;
Willis

booth,

A.
E.

Clara Howard, a number of the Armstrong
Musical Comedy compauy at the Lyric In
Portland, has given her two weeks' notice and
will shortly join her husband, Jaqk Josephs,
here.

The work of rebuilding the burned

section of

The openIs already in progress.
next season will witness the compleReinforced
tion of a much bigger resort.
concrete is to be used as much as possible
It is estimated that
in the new structures.
the recent Are losses will aggregate close to
X2.00O.O00, with an Insurance of about oneConcessionaires and
quarter the total value.
others who lost their belongings in the blaze
were recipients of a benefit entertainment Sept.
7 In the auditorium at Venice, as well as
shsrlng in the percentage of all the receipts
taken In that evening by all the places of

Ocean Park
ing of

amusement

there.

Ernest Olendlnnlng, co-star In "Baby Mine"

week at the Majestic, received a telegram
Sept. 6, Instructing blm to give up his part
In the Mayo comedy and depart for the east,
whore he is scheduled to create one of the
leading rolee in the New York production of
"The Brute.**
last

Between the proposed productions of "Pierre
of the Plains" next week and Hartley Man-

"Barbarasa" two weeks hence at the
Burbank. Is to be sandwiched "Checkers."
The Morosco-Blackwood publicity bureau appears to be responsible for the report that
Richard Bennett Is to be seen next season in a
ners'

London production

of "Pierre of the Plains."

Harry J. O'Neal, a former member of the
Garden City Trio, and more recently the
"straight" man of the comedy team of Don
and O'Neal, has Just accepted a cabaret engagement of Indefinite length at Jahnke's cafe
in this city, where he Is doing a single singing turn. O'Neal opened there Sept 9.

PHILADELPIA.
By GEORGE N. YOUNG.
KEITHS (H. T. Jordan, mgr.; agent,

U. B.
bill lacked a good, snappy comedy
act until the next to closing number and ran
It gathered plenty of speed
at a slow pace.
with the appearance of the Bell Family, who
proved the hit of the show, and then Blxley
and Lerner put over a big laughing act.
The latter pair were favored by position and
the laughs came very easy for the material
used Is plainly showing wear. There was no
evidence of It from the audience's standpoint,
however. Zelda Sears got about as much applause on her entrance as the act, "The WardThere has
robe Woman." did at Its finish.
been so much of the "behind the scenes" stuff
seen In vaudeville that It will take something
of the class of "The Chorus Lady" to secure
That It was very well rea fresh start.
ceived was more of an Individual hit by Miss
Sears, who really does clever work, and there
are a couple of nicely handled bits between
her and "props." but the remainder calls for
Edgar Allan
a wide stretch of imagination.
Woelf esn fit Miss Sears with better material
Olive Brisooe was
and she ean put It over.
some time getting things started and then
was with "Dnye ef 'dl" that took her off
jt
Mlse TJsNeos wOjkn some atHood shape

O.).—The

I

\>%3.

1

tractive gowns, but if her songs and talk are
"exclusive," as the program reads, she might
get some one to supply her with better material.
The "exclusive" line will not hold
anyway, for "Days of '61" Is Just as big a hit
In the hands of a girl in one of the burlesque houses this week, both using the same
lyrics.
It served Miss Briscoe to good purpose, however, and got her more than anyWith some new stories
thing else she did.
to boost his act up, Andrew F. Kelley could
have scored very nicely. He told one at least
that was new with J. W. "Rolling Mill" Kelly
and one or two that Walter Kelly used here,
and he told them well, but they failed to land
because they were too well known. He twisted

a

well-known

gag

into

a

story for a finish that got

The Musical Berrens won a

"Scotch"

dialect

him a big laugh.
liberal amount of

favor for their classy act, the "surprise" finish
In second pobeing good for a warm hand.
sition "Phina" and Co. Just ambled along
slowly until the colored members of the
"company" pulled some Russian steps that

made everybody

sit

up.

The

girl

In

men's

clothes has a couple of nifty steps which command special attention. The early spot did
not hurt the act and It did a lot to brighten
The Ferret
up the first half of the bill.
Brothers opened the ehow and the Casting
Dunbars held the usual attention with their
showy routine of tricks, the comedian enlivening things up In good style.
LIBERTY (M. W. Taylor, mgr.; agent, Taylor
Agency).—"The Flower of Bagdad," a
pantomime sketch took a lot of the edge off
I

a good show this week. The "Bagdad" sketch
Is a Harem drama, with a fat Sultan, a little
dancing girl who Is kidnapped, two or three
near comedians and a bunch of girls robed
for a "cooch" number, but wi'hout doing the
"cooch."
The only chance this act has of
getting by on even the small time Is for
some one or more of those girls to pull something real.
The rest of It has all been done
by the "turkey" burleequers and seldom
worse than this troupe is doing it. The fat
Sultan could get more laughs than the other
men If be would do a Jimmy Rice down the
long flight of stairs, too, but unless some one
pulls something pretty strong, the "Flower of
Bagdad" Is a pretty bad weed. With or without perm lesion— It Is not known which William Schilling is presenting a sketch taken
from "A Fool There Was," produced and
Schilling and Co.
played by Robert HUllard.
are using the third act. with the dialog and
business, also the theme changed, but always
close enough to be identified with the original.
It makes a strong playlet for "pop" vaudeville and the Liberty patrons overlooked the
poor work of those employed and warmed up

—

It in great shape.
Schilling works up the
brandy drinking and death scene In real
"meller-drammer" style, holding attention by
resson of strong dramatic action, and was he
a better reader of lines he could be credited

to

with giving a clever performance.
The other
two concerned added little, the woman playing the "vampire" falling far short.
The
sketch is called "The Vampire's Fool" and
ought to go where the audience is willing to
forget that It Is taken from a regular piece
tha» was well played.
Two or three "matinee
first
dollies" on the
row helped to make
tsughs for Mumford and Thompson, who
really did better work while they were singIns than talking.
If it had not been for those
girls down front the tslk would have gotten
over verv lightly, but the tinging pleased gen-

The same girls laughed all through H
T. MeOonneU'e act, too. but others laughed
along with them aad the act want ewer fa

erallv.

pnafi shape.

Tfjoia Minis to be a

rw>uis bbrnsteiw

Pfl

now mas

u

Broadway and 39th

'
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The singing
the act since it was last seen.
Caskle
also put a good finish to this number.
and Webster got along nicely with their suffragette sketch, the "pop" audience taking
the
than
when
quicker
to their style of work
same act played downtown. The Monta Trio
gave the bill a nice, big start with their hoopjgjlling.

BIJOU (Joseph Dougherty, mgr.; agent. U.
B. O.).— If there Is any one act standing out
for special mention this week It Is the ring
act of Kelly and Mack which was down In the
closing spot. Tho boys had the big applause
winner Tuesday evening, their clean-cut tricks
and well-handled comedy putting them strongMiller and Tempest also did very
ly In favor.
nicely In the opening spot
The man is a
Gardner and Stone did
clever floor tumbler.
fairly well with their talk and songs without
Ths
stirring up much applause or laughs.

St.

New York
an Idea of using them are heard

in the small

time houses these days, that Libbey and
Trayer must be credited with standing right
out in front. J. Aldrich Libbey seems to have
retained much of the voice that made him
famous when he was popularising "After the
Ball" and "Two Little Girls In Blue," and
The act
Miss Trayer Is a capital support
won plenty of favor. They should be able to
keep steadily employed and something in the
wsy of a classier singing sketch than this one
would help their chances for the better class
Murphan, a xylophone player,
of houses.

was asking a

The man gets a lot of good
scored solidly.
music from the wooden blocks and h's selecBoltions are all popular and well played.
linger and Reynolds pulled down a liberal
share of the favor with their wire act/ Some
The act can hold
clever tricks are shown.
up Its end as s small time feature.
The
Church Sisters. "That Kid," a young fellow
who sings, and the Four Baldwins made up
the remainder of the bill.

were well liked as usual.

lesque" last week.

bouse was rather light Tueeday evening, with
the thermometer Jumping pretty high and It
lot more than those In front were
willing to give so that the show ran along In
a very quiet manner.
Teddy Osborn's pets

There la still too
talk In the act, but the animals all work
well.
There Is also a new red wig In the act.
Eddie Drake talked and sang, getting by
easily.
trio of giggly girls down front Tuesday night sort of broke Eddie up for a few

much

A

minutes, hut he gave them a black look
which made them keep quiet aad then went
along his way.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Thorns
with the old sketch. "An Uptown Flat," got
their share of the laughs distributed during

Anna Grant

lolned

"High

Life

In

Bur-

Joe Mitchell left here last week to start
rehearsals In "Happy Hooligan."
Paul Quln,
Mitchell's partner, will be with the same
show this season.
Practically a brand new show was put on
by tho Ben Welch Burleequers at the Casino
this

the evening.
PALACE (Jay Maetbaum, mgr.; agent, Jules
E.
Aronson) —Bill struck an even balance
and a good average for entertainment Hilda,
a handcuff expert, billed as the "Female

Hyland. Hart and Patterson, the singing
trie at Eddie Cook's cafe, are making a hit
with their Met of popular songs which they
work up In an original way.

Hondinl." wae featured.
Hilda used handcuffs and a straight-Jacket, doing her bent
work with the latter. The woman will have

TROCADERO (Sam. M. Dawson, mgr.).—
For the past two or three seasons "The Big
Review" has stood -oujr ss one of the very
few Western Wheel shows that were classed as

to strike something stronger than she le now
using to make much of an Impression In any
but the real small time houses.
Maud Kras-

with a funny little face,
plenty of snap and ginger In her work and
ability to dance, play instruments and give
an Imitation of a person singing, made a nice
mer.

a

little

girl

by herself. The girl is a dandy
and looks to be able to handle
material than she has, but wbst she
has now she makes good use of.
Msck and
Walters sing, talk and dance.
They don't
do much of the latter, but talk a good bit,
rind some of it could be cut to advantage.
Some new stuff will help most. Neat dressing
Is their best mark of merit now.
Lolande and
Yarrlck Ju«t sneaked through with their "sister act.
They make several costume changes,
but never look the part so that the doffing of
wigs got* them nothing at ths finish.
The
ooenlng costume is the worst, being so old
that the fish-scale stuff Is shedding.
This act,
formerly a pretty fair act of Its kind on the
small time, ts going back.
The Long Green
Trio Is made up of three girls who offer a
plsno and slnslng act with a little stenplng.
It Is a nice little act of light merit.
Marlon
and Flndlav offered a comedy and singing turn
wh'ch would be better If the singing was ths
prlnclnal part.
The comedy needs a lot of
little hit all
little stepper

better

attention.
Graham. Cope
liked for their sin sing.

VICTORIA

Kane were

and

mgr

(Jav Mastbaum.

Aronson V—flood
blah honors nrettv

;

agent. Jules

week,

with the
well distributed among
The Oake Sisters were the
four of the sets.
featured number and pleased nicely with their
street singing turn.
The girls are sorely In
need of fresher sense than they are using, y
Is so seldom that singers with seal vetoes and
E.

bill

this

real

high grade entertslnment. This year the

show can be ranked

well

up among the

lead-

even with the evident Improvement that
has been made In the Empire Circuit attractions under the new order of things.
Henry
Dixon Is offering practtcslly the same
P.
show as last year, changes in numbers, a
shifting of a specialty or two snd a cutting
down of some of the dlslnar. being the most
Imnortsnt.
The piece la "Patsy In Pontics,"
orlsrlnally produced bv BUlv Van.
It proved a
nleaslng entertainment In thi burlesnue hon«e«
last season snd will this, because ft ts a clean,
mueloal show and because Frankle Heath ts
still the principal.
There is no girl in burers,

lesnue lust at present who stands out more
distinctly for praise than Miss Heath
Wie Is
a clever artist, one who ean sing, talk, nlay a
part with Intelllrenee. has good looks, dreewes
equal to the beet and a lot better than most.

eed i|gA|Wavs working hard.

Tf then* Is anvto be s*1d about a levins; woman
with a burlesque ehow. Miss Heath mu«t g|.
ways be riven a lot of consideration. Without her **The Big Pev*ew" might tske a hi*
flon.
Not because there are no other caoaMe
peoole in the comnanv. but because of the
amount of boosting Miss Heath give* the
show from the time she comes on until the

tnlnf^ke

final curtain.
"Patsv In Politic*" f« a talkv
piece for burlesnue.
Tt wae so 1*«t season and.
although the dialer baa proMblv been cut a
little, ft f« too talkv yet.
Th» A?** set *tW
needs a lot of eneed. wh'ch even Miss He*th

and

Harry Levsn do not rive

nnantlrv.
It
of the hook.

is

not rhefr fault.

in
Tt Is

ennVfent
the fanV

Ths second set Is better, nwafeel
numbers and the ptanx» act done hv Mies H*afe
awl Mr. Lewen doing a oansedeseJMe tot to keep
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CO., Everson Building, Syracuse, N.

We have just purchased the ECCLES A JACOBS
New ^js%
^B*^ ^B*** 0*^
m

T,

PrtsHtat

Catalogue of Songs

J C^^J ^"^J

put our
SONG HIT in your ACT or SHOW
We have Just paid
*A
^Ba
for J. Jacobs and Wm. McCarthy's latest
K.
^a«*w
^ssbeE^
^sEERR^
^bseE^
^assER^ mote- for a song that will equal it
SONG HIT and to anyone we will pay
1 ^a«E^
WE HAVE TRIED THIS SONG OCT AND IT HAS CAUSED A COMPLETE RIOT. WE ALSO GO FURTHER TO SAT THAT THIS IS NOT ONLY GOING TO BE THE BIGGEST
HIT OF 191t, BUT THE BIGGEST HIT THAT WAS EVER PUBLISHED.
will

be the

to

first
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WE WANT YOU

ANOTHER OF IVAN

C.

TO KNOW THAT ALL OUR SONGS HAVE BEEN TRIED OUT BB»)RE PlIRCHASIt?!
PINO THE OOUNTIRY. WORDS AND MUSIC BY IVAN
WATKINS' LATEST SENSATIONAL SONGS, WHICH IS SWEEPING
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Successors to

L

To vary the
the action going at ton speed.
draggy action of the first act there are sevwhich has
"Review."
the
and
numbers
eral
been a feature of the Dixon shows for two
or three years. Some advancement has beeen
this

respect,

but

it

is

doubtful

If

Dixon has not overlooked something In keepHiss Heath
ing some of the characters in.
does the scene from the "Girl of the
still
Golden West." This is one mistake. It was
a good number once, but not good enough to
last three years, and it is not so well done
The "Eddie FOy" bit done by Levan
this year.
Miss
be dropped.
is also passe and should
Heath's "In the Days of '61" is a capital
number and ably sung, being one of the best
The Irish number led by
liked of the show.
Florence Brooks is another good one, but not
near enough to be labelled "Maggie Cllne.'
Miss Brooks has a splendid speaking voice
and can sing, which she proves at different
times during the show. The one big new number is "Dance of the Hours," labelled "Gertrude Hoffman." with Claire Devlne as the
Miss Devlne la a nice looking
principal.
blonde girl, with a pleasing voice and carries
In the
herself well throughout the piece.
"Dance of the Hours" she flitted about grace-

making "The

Who

Girl
Lovln' Man Away" a great, big hit.
suits her and she puts it over.
is

Stole

on by Miss Heath and

SHOW MANAGER OB ADVANCE MAN
to carry a specialty for theatres as

Hundreds of theatres use It—easy
Communications confidential. If deto sell.
Side Line, Box 100, VARIETY. Bway A
sired.
side line.

St.,

New York

City.
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If

this

is

true,

it

is

her first attempt.
another mark to her

it

Is

credit even if nothing startling is shown in the
ensembles. The dressing looks well and there
are several changes in both acts.
The numbers will hold up their end if the comedy is
speeded up. A "rag" sextet Is in the second
act, similar to those used In Broadway shows.
The "Lucia Sextet" number being "ragged"
and well sung by Misses Brooks and Devlne
and Levan, Saunders^ Saxon and Lorainne.
Miss Devine and Mr. Saxon also won warm
favor with their duet In tbs first act.
Henry
Dizon can be credited with being well In advance of the majority of managers of Western
Wheel shows in seeing the necessity of giving
the public a better brand of burlesque before
this season opened.
Tge show made a good
impression last YearManager Dixon might
have kept right on advancing by putting out a
new show this year, but "The Big Review" Is
good enough yet to give the others a hard
•
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MILLER,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

DEITER,

Professional

R

— "The

HARRY

896 Madison St.

PLYMOUTH (Fred. Wright, mgr.; Lleblers).— "The Man from Home" with William
Hodge, is doing good business.
Played
twenty-seven weeks at the Park last season.
BOSTON (Al. Loverlng. mgr.; K. A E.).—
"The Greyhound" doing well.
PARK (W. D. Andreas, mgr.; K. A E.).—
"Maggie pepper," with Rose Stahl, doing big
business.
Second week.
...
TREMONT (John
Sohoffleld, mgr.: K. A
this

Our New York Representative

Count of Luxembourg" will close
week and journey to New York. Busi-

Manager

of the "Six American Dancers" at the local
house this week.
His two daughters, Adsls
and Estelle, are members of the troupe.

W. L. Malley, formerly manager for Thomas
Jefferson, and Edward Dennlson, for a number of years the stags manager at the Bowdoln Square theatre, in this city, are managing their own stock company that bears
their name.
They are located at Lawrence.

fair the past week.
CASTLE SQUARE (John Craig, mgr.).—
Stock: "The Fortune Hunter."
Repeated I
this week.
ST.
JAMES (M. H. Guleslan, mgr.).—
dramatic
"Thais" in
form.
Big production
for a stock house.
GAIETY (G. T. Batchellor. mgr.) —Burlesque: "Gaiety Girls Burlesquers."
Waldron,
CJASINO
(Charles
mgr.).— Burlesque: "Bowery Burleenuers."
GRAND OPERA HUOUSE (Dr. Lothrop,
mgr.).— Burlesque: "Stars of Stag eland."

ness

.

run.

AKE-UP

My

roughhouwe or slapstick stuff. Charles Saxon,
George Howard and Harry Lorainne have the
same parts as last year. Francis Brandon and
Evelyn
George Saunders are the new men.
Knowles is the soubret, but is not much in
evidence after the first act, during which she
Miss
does nicely in a couple of numbers.
Knowles lacks life and action in her work.
She should step lively at all time for she is
"bit."
a
Ada Berkley has
not overworked.
There are twenty girls in the chorus, averaging satisfactorily on looks and voice, but

46th

VoP

A JACOBS

SYRACUSE,

the chorus needs to be given seme attention
Manfor the girls are not working together.
ager Dixon states that the numbers were put

The song
As usual
some fetching gowns are worn and Miss Heath
can still hold her place among the leaders for
Harry Levan gets all there is to
dressing.
be had from the comedy handed him, playing
quietly, cleanly, and keeping away from the

wanted

ECCLES

MAIL TO SYRACUSE OFFICE.

fully.
The "Dance" Is out of its sphere in
burlesque to be properly appreciated, but wherever it is, the number and Miss Devlne will
The girls look well
be accepted favorably.
and add to the picture, except that one girl
must have been afraid of getting thorns In
In
her tootsies for she wore heeled slippers.
the piano act, which has been shifted from
the first to the second act, three or four new
Miss
songs are used and each one scored.

Heath

ROSE

wr ITTEN.

rtftEHT

MUST RECEIVE LATE PROGRAM.

EVERSON BUILDING,

SPECIAL NOTICE—ADDRESS

In

b I harr*

ECCLES MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY

IN

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
TRENTON, N. J.
ST. JOHNS, CAN.

made

Jd%iCTt

NA/AIMT AIM IRISH
WE

PROFESSIONAL COPIES AND ORCHESTRATIONS IN ANY KEY, BUT

BRANCHES

JAcoks Have

J.

WATKINS.

IM ES"
W
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nil*

O.

NEVER GETS HARDBOSTON.
BY

KEITH'S (Harry
U. B. O.)

GOOLTE.

J.

—Another

80

Summer

mgr.; agent,
this week. Lucy

Gustln,

E.

good

bill

"The Woman
Hater's
Club"
will
presentated at the Tremont next Monday.
under A. M. Woods' management.

be
It

is

Street.

Daly A Co., with a real act. Six American
Dancers, good; 8. W. La Veen A Co., good;

Goldsmith A Hoppe, scored; Gillette's Dogs and
Monkeys, good; Tom Kyle A Co.. pleased; Eddie Ross, hit; Corin-AUyn A Tyler, pleased;
Julie Gonzales, opened right.
Pictures.

COLONIAL (Thomas Lothian, mgr.; K. A
E.).— "The Quaker Girl," for the second week,
doing fair business.
SHUBBRT (E. D. Smith, mgr.; Shubert)
The Wedding Journey" with Arnold Daly.
First time to an ultra-conservative audience.

—

"The Butterfly on the Wheel" will replace
Arnold Daly at the Shubert Monday.
William Harris was
week.
He saw
"Maggie Pepper"
evening performance
at the Colowlal. and
for New York.
last

of

on the Jump In Boston
a matinee performance
at the Pafk abd an
of "The Quaker Olrl"
then took the midnight

CHRIS RICHARDS
Encash Comedian

Lew DochwbsdOr and George

Primrose, with
their
minstrels,
are playing
one-nlgbtors
throughout New England this week.

OrphMim

Circuit

Oil© WCGsT

MAJESTIC

(E.

"The Million"

Is

D. Smith, mgr.; Shubert).—
In the fourth week.
Doing

well.

HOLLIS (Charles B. Rich, mgr.; K. A E.).—
"A Night Out" with May Robs on, is playing
the second week here.
Had two weeks at the
Park before

that.

When

Lexington Park cl

Revere
season

of

Beach closed
all

Sunday.

the
the

time last

beet

amusement

Sunday.

Charles Lovenberg. Keith's Providence manager, watched with unusual Interest the work
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Gobi. Marinelli Agency
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Th« Oris laal and
Only Machanlcal
Doll Sensation.

Frederic Melville r ? Motogirl ?
Troy and Schenectady, N. Y. Mallev
running the Lawrence Ooera House.

Is

HAMMERSTEIN'S THIS WEEK

(Sept. 9)

—

strike at his hotel, the Georgian In Boston.

GREBNWALL

Shirley has been engaged as s
of the Oastle Square stock company.

Florence

member

Keith's, In Boston, has started
oerts for the season.

interfered

sum and the
Woods

H.

A.

Sunday con-

"Robin Hood"
tre the
cast.

last

Katharine
Burleequers,

of

(J. J. Holland, mgr.).—Heat
attendance at the Greenwall
the Dinkins 6 Stair
the second week of

the Reno" and "The
pieces.
Tony
assume Irish roles In
both, extracting a goodly meed of laughter.
Eddie Flavelle's characterizations were not
particularly impressive, his "Dutch" Imper-

Louis

The

returns are always big.

Edna

follow the production
Hater's Club" with the pro-

a Limousine."

coming to the Boston theathis month with an all-star

Is

Illusion

Perfect

Dale

Wilson evoked applause with "Robert
Lee," an untoward orchestra preventing
going over more strongly.
In the olio,
Collins and La Belle scored decisively with
travesty and eccentric dancing. Material will
place thera above their present sphere.
An
"Apache" number, by the company, did quite
well.
Sutton and Caprice compose the best
"small time" act seen hereabouts In' months.
Their opening number detracts, and should be
dropped at once. The chorus division* of the
Dinkins and Stair show is in sad need of revision.
Several of the more corpulent and not
youthful fail to add lustrs to the ensembles.
MAJESTIC (L. B. Sawyer, mgr.).—Tyson
E.

its

of the Vlolette Mascotte
playing at the Bowdoln Square

Free

theatre, and George Jerome Buhl, orchestra
leader at that house, were married last week
at St. Vincent's Church, by the Rev. James

WOOK OOHS

ERE!

Troy.

Granada and Sedora, tight-wire walkers,
performing at the Revere Beach open sir
mardi-gras carnival last week, fell &5 feet.
Miss Sedora was stunned. Granada was able
to grab the wire and saved himself from the
fall.
His hands were badly cut. About 10,000 people were watching the performance of
the pair when they fell.
The couple were
Impersonating an elephant when the accident

week's

sonation in the opener appealing as ludicrous
only through Its wide divergence from the
mirth-provoking typeBert Weston, a new
member of the company, interpreted a
"Nance" in an acceptable manner. Among
the female division, Barry Milton dominates.
Miss Milton has a good voice and employs It
to advantage.
Her rendition of "You're My
Baby" proved easily the song hit of ths show.

Wesley

will

of "The Woman
duction of "Love In

with

Sunday evening, when
Burlesquers commenced
their stock Feason.
"At
Young Turk" are this
Kennedy end Ted Evans

The third annual competition for the John
Craig prise, open to students of Harvard
Manager
and Radcliffe colleges, Is closed.
Craig of the Castle Square theatre has been
unusually fortunate in these prize competitions.
The first play he selected was the
"End of the Bridge." It made a barrel of
money for him The second one. "The Mill."
was also a good one. He gets them for a
nominal

CAPE TOWN

laughter; Carl Demarest, tumultuous reception,
Seymour Brown, minus his pianist Bert
Grant (who Is HI), did fairly; "Every wife,"
pleased.
CRESCENT (T. C. Campbell, mgr.; K. A E.)
"The Common Law," popular prices production of platitudinous play purely for proletarian patrons, good business.

also

The Palm Oardan at Paragon Park closed 1U
Manager Dodge has had his
season Sunday.
troubles this past week with the waiters'

Tremendous Succaaa
Opening Performance

The Halson Boys

Extravaganza Company.

LYRIC

(C.

D.

Gypzcne 8tock Co.

ORIGINAL DANCING "SKOOL KIDS"

mgr.).—Peruchl"Thelmi T'
E. M. Snyder, mgr.).—

Peruchl.
in

WINTER GARDEN
Pictures.
LAFAYETTE (Abe

(

Seligman,

mgr.)

tertainers.

—En-

occurred.

Barnum-Balley Circus exhibits here Nov.

TANAGRA
ville In

&

By I. B. PULASKI.
(Harry Brown, mgr.; agent, U. B.
Night In a Turkish Bath," capital
headllner,
thoroughly enjoyed; Old Soldier
Fiddlers, certainly one of vaudeville's best
novelty acts; while, always a hit. the fact
that the Spanish War veterans were here this
week made the "froung old boys" the favorites of the bill: Bobby Heath A Ruby Raymond, new hard working pair, very well received; faul Morton A Naoma Glass, fine
looking couple and have routine that should
work out Immense; the fact that there was
very little dancing caused surprise; Marlon A
Jessie Standlah. two neat and clever girls,
well liked; Edwin A. Barry, supported by William Richards A Co.; Richardson's Posing
MILLION DOLLAR PIER

(J.

clever.

L.

Young,

mgr.; Wister Grookett, bus. mgr.; Jos. Dawson, agent, direct).— The Three White Kuhns,
assisted by Jos. Abrams & Oscar Peters; Adgie & Lions; Joe Weston's Troupe; The Carnal-Gillette Troupe; Zarella A Marsh; Hegaelon A Deane; M. P.

YOUN G'S PIER—M. P.
STEEPLECHASE PIER

(Margan A Fennan,
Pavilion of Fun.
STEEL PIER (J. Bothwell, mgr.).— Murphy's
Minstrels; MP.
CRITERION (I. Notes, mgr.).— M. P.
jigrs.).— M. P.

BIJOU

M. P.

DREAM

(Harry Brown,

Jr.,

O'Keefe, mgr.).—M. P.
P.

K.

mgr.).—

.

.

Tuesday the big parade of the Spanish War
Veterans took place. With bands playing and
fifes shrilling, the town took on a military

The parade was made spectacular by
the appearance of many regulars and included
soldiers from coast defence forts, artillery and
seamen.
The day was clear but piping hot.
The marchers kept right on going after the
parade and made a line for the ocean.
aspect.

Hitchcock In "The Red
"The
Morely
in

(9-11);
Victor
(12-14).

Quaker Girl"

SAVOY
O.).—"A

Orovinl,

(E.

E.).— Raymond

Widow"

A

miniature

mgr.).—Vaude-

ROYAL (W. B, Brown. mgr.).—M. P.
CENTRAL (Karrer A Short, nigra.).— M.
APOLLO (Fred. E. Moore, mgr.; agent,

ATLANTIC CITY.

Selblnl

F.

Neff.
(Illusion).

CITY SQUARE

the opposite role In the sketch.

Dogs, enjoyed;

(Will

CREATION (Basch, mgr.).— Dante's Inferno.
ATLANTIC GARDEN (F. Newbaker, mgr.;
agent, Wm. Lang, direct).—Vaudeville.

Richard Lord, clerk of the City Police Court,
has written a sketch In which he will play in
vaudeville.
Katherine Lilly, a graduate of
the New England Conservatory of Music, will
play

Stanley and Swops have split

rutting

Two moving picture concerns, whoss names
have not been disclosed, have offered big bid*
for the rights to produce "movies" in whst
is
now the famed Warren Avenue Baptist
Church. It Is an ideal location, at the corner
of Warren avenue and Clarendon street, within a stone's throw of the National theatre
(Kleth's) on Tremont street.

This Is the final week for shows on the
Million Dollar Pier. The farewell bill
Is
topped by the Three White Kuhns.
With
Oscar Peters, pianist, and Joe. Abrahams,
violinist, the popular trio are booked for the
Majestic Hotel Cafe. Philadelphia.
They are
to appear In that place all winter, the opening being Oct. 1.
The wives of the three
Kuhns, Known In vaudeville as Beaufort,
Bennett A Beaufort, will dodge the stage this
year and will remain In Philly with their hut
Dies.

The artist's picture skstch of the finished
structure of the new pier which Is In course
of erection on the site of Young's Ocean Pier
is a depiction of a veritable fairy land.
The
new pier which la to be known as the Exposition Pier, will, it Is said, be enriched with
buildings which will rival the splendor of
Venetian palaces.
In the front there will bo a
double decked structure.
On the lower floor
there are to be various exposition booths.
Above will be a big music auditorium and a
complete bathing establishment for the numerous medical baths.
Beyond will be a pretentious theatre and an enormous convention
There is to be a special driveway on
Tennessee avenue side of the pier and
motor cars can run under the Walk right out
hall.

Harry Brown, manager of. the Savoy, is
sporting a dandy new stick-pin, a present from
Louis Wesley, his partner.
What the Idea of
the gift was rather indefinite, but It recalled
a little bet made early one morning not so
long ago.
Wesley declared that no one could
walk from the Dunlop Hotel to the Hygeia
Pool In ten minutes and put up regular coin
to back his conviction.
Brown came back
with the statement that it was a "simp" bet
and that he could easily walk ths distance
under the time.
The timekeepers, Jim Kinney, Bill Larkins, and Frank Bowman, got
into rolling chairs with Louis, and Brown,
without even taking his cigar out of his
mouth, started pegging it down the line. He
finished very strong under the wire in eight
minutes and a half
Then Wesley offered to
swim a race with Brown in the pool, but there
was nothing doing.

ONE GREAT BIG SUCCESS I

the

to the theatre.
The pier is to extend oceanward a half mile and near the end there will

Persons can reach the cafe by
be a cafe.
walking or by means of a trolley line which is
to extend the whole length of the pier.
It is
proposed to have the pier finished by next
Spring, and if the present plans are carried
out it will be the most wonderful place of
Its kind in the world.

NEW ORLEANS
By O. M. i AM U BL.
ORPHETUM (Marlon Beck, gen.
Orpheum

Circuit).

mgr.
— Lavlne-Cimaron

opening, found favor;
thoroughly;
Oracle
.

Edin George,

Emmett

••The Most Talked of

Co.,

;

agent,
Trio,

amused
evoked

Woman In

Earl Mott

Is

2-3.

singing at the Lafayette.

Walter S. Baldwin Is dickering for the lease
of the Winter Garden, with a view to bringing his stock company from Dalles to this
city.

The Princess Harmony Trio opened a ten
weeks' engagement at the Alamo Sunday.
Is

William Guerlnger manager of the Alamo.
111 and has gone to Hot Springs for a rest.

Jack Israel will have a circuit of alrdomes
next summer. The 'domes will be widely separated.
Israel is protecting himself against
the weather.

The new typewriter and mimeograph at the
Lyric bear labels reading: "Property of Phil
Rellly." Rellly's flock of trained adjectives
are appearing morning and evening, editors

J.

permitting.

Harold Christy, who is to the looal Rlalto
what "Doc" Stelner Is to Forty-second and
Broadway, has returned from a lengthy tour
of the shooting-galleries and Ink-potsThldden
In humble hamlets.
Asked If he was successChristy replied: "Was I successful?
took so many bows I've the lumbago."
ful,

ST. LOUIS
By JOHN
COLUMBIA

•.

IRNEIT.

(H.

D. Buckley, mgr.).—Cressy
nayne, Adrienne Auguarde, dividing headline honors; Littlefield's Florentine Singers
scored; Jones & Deely, laughter; Nip * Tuck
nice;
Roslna Casselll's Dogs, good; Saytou
Trio, clever; Ellna Gardiner, applause
HIPPODROME (Frank L. Talbot, mgr.)
Wm. Gill A Co. in "Bill Jenks A Co., "headlined; Four L'Aeollans, nlcelv; Jeannotte Adler, hit; Hlckey Bros., clever; Patrick
A Klos
Sisters, good; Jessie Bell, strong; Tannen
A

A

Burlesque"~S«we

MOLLIE WILLIAMS
In a dortfeous production— Supported By Real Comedians— Surrounded
the Handsomest and Best Dressed Chorus In Burlesque

HURTIG AND SEAMON'S HARLEM— Weak

When aimotrint

by

MURRAY

Sept. 9

adverti$ement$ kindly mention

VARIETY

I

HILL- -Week Sept. 16

VARIETY

CHARLES HORWITZ
in

M

L.

s

oe* a

write or 'ilssasui.

Satin Slippers,

CHARLES HOBWITS,
Broadway (Boom

1401

H1IL

Telephone

W.

Cheeked to

Called tor and
and Steamboats.
E. Cor.

8.

4M

Md A Mth

NEW

W. 4SdSt.

MILLER, 15S4 Broadway.
Tel Nat-?

^

Met

all

8th Ave.

8*. and
bet,

Storage— 764 11th Ave.,

I.

St..

YORK.

"fcS*

M a nufactnrer
Theatrloal
of
Boots and

I

Shoos,

CLOG.

i

Ballot
Acrobatic

and
Shoes

a

spe-

cialty. All

work

made

abort

at

notlee.

Write for Catalog-

4>

CROSS

LEST YOU FORGET

WE8AYITYET

Contracts, TlckeU, Envelopes, Free

a

plea.

k of Herald Cats, tie.

16c.

A

Howland

Claxton, applause;
Benders conclude.

Holloway and

agent,

Hall

PRINCESS (Dan

Flschell, mgr.).— Princess
headlined; Knickerpeople),

Mme. MENZELI

CROSS Ml , 8.
rS5a»2LK*»
DEARBORN ST. CHICAGO

Artie

liked; Crelghton Bros.,
Sisters, dainty; Three Jos-

Hall,

Farber

A

Reded

Hilton,

clever.

VICTORIA (C E. Lewis, mgr.; agent, NlxonNirdllnger).— "Erin's Isle," went Wg; Halkings, clever; Sydney A Sydney, neat; Lyric
Quartet, liked; Hyde A WllHams, liked; Savoy A Savoy, amused.

(Walter

Money."

AMERICAN (D. B. Russell, mgr.).— Dave
Lewis In "Don't Lie to Your Wife."
STANDARD (Leo Relchenbach, mgr.).—
"Bohemian Burlesquers."
OAYBTY (Chas. L. Walter*, mgr.).— "Knickerbockers."
LA SALLE (Oppenhelmer Bros., mgra.).—

ACADEMY

(Harry

Henkel,

FORD'S

and

A

(Charles B. Ford, mgr.; K.
Tom Lewis.

"Yankee Prince." with

Small or medium sized, for " kid " act.
Address by mail only for appointment,

i

Tour

Picture

E.).—

on the Band

.,

Cuban hand

a

of

Girls

VARIETY, New

care

LARGI

THEATRICAL STAGE HARDWA
>\ n r>
FOULS n tm

Life

Rita

made

Havana

clear

cigar.

A wonderful

Season's engagement.

CLARE,

V.GER5TM RCo

fxN
WE HAVE THE

Nlxon-

mgr.:

Nirdlinger; rehearsal Hon. 10).— "High
Jail," big bit; May Wsst, excellent;
Marschan, liked; Lavellsa, pleased.
In

Wanted: Chorus
RAWSON

Daste. Hoffman. Froelich. Marlow and other prominent stars.
Send for Rook 1st.
Mile.

NEW

(George
Schneiders
mgr.;
Direct).— Fite Musical Lunds. big hit; Lack,
Fisher A Co., laughs; Orissani Trio, good;
May Clinton A Co., applauded; Sarah Brettone A Co., amused; Dorothy Randolph, liked;

Sanford, mgr.).—Mme.
Bellmont's Co. In "Parsifal."
SHUBBRT (Melville Stolz, mgr.).— "Ready

OLYMPIC

created and staged
Normal School of Dancing
Pupils:

excellent.

settys,

clever.

cis,

of Dancing and Pantomime,
IS East l«th Street, bet. B'way aad sth Ave
Classic Ballet and All Styles of Dancing Aots

;

amused;

Ballet

HIGH SCHOOL

Streets

rehearsal Mon. 10).— Maud
U. B. O.
Macy, honors; Henry E. Dlxey, scored;
Cullen,
hit;
Sager Mldgley A Co.,

laughs;

York.

adver-

handle a fall line of theatrical wigs
qualltloe of from
to S100 each.

M

W

In

THE NEORESCOC.
WIGGERY
J.

First class

EAST MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.

14S W. 45th Street
N. Y. CITY

REM STUDIO

photo reproductions made In 3 days.

Send fforSamples and Price

7x9 DOUBLE WEIGHT PAPER $6.00 PER 100
Sam Howard bell Boy Trio
Brandt Cartoonist
List.

COSTUMIER

Rem

MM

CINCINNATI

HHL

Murray

M. SIMOWITCH

High

GRAND (John H. Havlln, mgr.; K. & E).Oeorge Evans Minstrels.
LYRIC (McMahon * Jackson, mgrs. Ind.).
—Lyman Howe's Pictures.
WALNUT (W. W. Jackson, mgr. S. * H.) —
;

KEITHS

CHARLES AHEARN,
St.,

Murdock, mgr.; agent, U. B.
O.).—Three Schmettans. opened; Phil Staats.
Rawls and Von Kaufman, hit
very good
Chas. B. Lawlor and Daughters, excellent
Vassar Girls, hit; Moore, Llttlefleld a Co.,
featured; Vanderbilt and Moore, hit; Three
Hassans, closed.
EMPRESS (Oeorge F. Fish, mgr. S-C. reopened;
10).— Three
Oerts,
Sun.
hearsal
Juhasi, excelQueen Mab and Weiss, hit
Lottie Williams ft Co., big hit; Will
lent
Oakland, scored, Oeorge B. Reno, scream.
PEOPLES (J. B. Fennessy, mgr.).— "The
Girls from Missouri."
STANDARD (R. K. Hynicka, mgr.; Geo.
Crusoe
agent).— "Robinson's
house
Toby,
;

;

UTQQ
nLuO

HIGH GRADE

MAKE-UP

"Not How Cheap
but

SeM

How Good

••

by Leading Druggists

;

AUDITORIUM
Roth-Rosso Co.,
Fur and Estes.

Gomes).—
Jlmmie Logue, Hartmans, De
R.

(agent,

J.

CO.

C.

Leading House

in

11 Park St., Sydney, Aug. 10.
CRITERION.— "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford"
big success here.
On its opening the comedy went without a hitch. In addition to the
principals, a strong and capable local support went through finely. The papers, without
an exception, gave some of the finest notices

ever seen here.

"Kismet,"

at

Royal,

is

on the

finish.

The play has been well patronized, but
ated no undue appreciation.

cre-

By ARTHUR

MARYLAND

(F.

C.

L.

in

for a good

time.

Florence Young, the musical comedy artist,
was parted from her husband last week. The

ROBB.
mgr.;

8chanberger,

separation came per medium of the divorce
court.
Flo's husband stated that his wife

Commission or salary badepending on the man. Only high-grade
with good record need apply. Answer
giving outline of experience and connections
with three references. Opportunity, Box 170,
sponsible position.

VARIETY, Bway A

Bright, fast, snappy

K

I
.

f*l W\
\J

Plumps are Jast
end « C
oely

hand-

natural

Plume,

like

QC
#»*•
genuine

This is a
guaranteed
tied

Here la the Greatest
Bargala Ever Offered

black

Willow |„_
measures SS 2$ Years

inches long and SS
Inches wlds.
Send us a trial ordsr and
you will be well rewarded.
Send P. O.
Money Order. As we guarantee perfect
satisfaction; if not as represented, we will
cheerfully refund your money.
Reference,
2nd National Bank, Pittsburgh. Write today for our free Illustrated catalogue.

Address

comedy sketch.

45th

St..

New York

City.

CO., Dept. V.

The Wholesale House That Sells at
9S6 Penn Avenue. PITTSBURGH,

Retail.

PA

For man and woman; 3 characters.
Call between 3 and 5 at Elliott, 330

W.

46th

St.,

New

York.

We

are

WANTED—Candy

concessions In combinaand picture theatres In GreatYork and vicinity. Address CANDY

tion vaudeville

er

New

CONCESSION,

care

VARIETY, New

York.

now showing the newest
FALL STYLES

Short

Vamp Shoes
Cuban

A

French Heels

Phone, 4103 Bryant

MFIIimn
fcW tg* t MAN

Individual Orders Filled.
St out Theatrloal Companies

eVIflMIM

•

Can make any hat needed

M

for the stage.

Cammeyer
Stamped

\A/A

on a

Novelties la

mat manufacturer

CR

agg tth Avenue, near 42d Street. New York
One hat or an entire production.

"IF IT'S A NAT,

mailed oa request.

Now

LOV

MAX MICHEL MILLINKBY

FOR SALE.

BROAD-GAUGED BUSINESS MAN OR SOLICITOR* thoroughly and personally acquainted with theatre managers throughout the
Recountry, to sell a well known article.

and Street Shoes

Shoe meant
Standard o/ Merit
6th Ave. 4 20th St.

Avenue

Lenox

Ostrich
Allan Doone, at the Palace, Is still packing
them in. His following is particularly Irish,
and as there is any number of them here,
is

Avenue

NEW YORK CITY

the cat
the

Office

Lenox

sis,

America for Theatrical

Promptly.
Theatrical Folder No.

Uptown

feller,

man

We

CIGAR GO.

HI

BRENNAN.

!>* Scenery.

4

call or write

Factory

AUSTRALIA
By MARTIN

Doone

BALTIMORE

WILLIAMS *

td Are., N^ew York.
gist"
Vaudeville Aete aad Aniline
Productions.

///mm^M^W/////////^m

For information

108

Girls."

Dept.

SCENERY
BL aad
THEATRE,

the quality of the
cigars for the bands.

Widows."

(J. J.

;

City.

El*
sacrifice

Downtown Office
122 West 34th Street

;

New York

not

•The Penalty."

el

Hotel Frederick, 810 Weet 56th

We do

AUDITORIUM (J. MacBrlde. mgr.; ShuRalney, Pictures.
HOLLIDAY ST. (Wm. Rife, mgr.; S. ft H.).
—Stock.
OAYETY (Wm. Ballauf. mgr.).— "Merry
Whirl."
EMPIRE
(Wm.
Rife,
Director).— "Gay

;

AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE

all

cal profession.

be rt).— Paul J.

By HARRY HESS.

Barleee.ee aad VaoderiUe Ceetossee
el West 87th St.
Now York City.

in

branches of the theatri-

HERALD SQUARE

THEATRICAL

Tel.

/>

tising novelty that has
already attracted the

leading players

We

<

Former Premiere Danseuse and Mattresse de

James

Minstrels (20
bocker Four, scored; Guyot Dogs, good; Westhus A Collins, applause.
SHENANDOAH (W. J. Flynn, mgr.).— Adair
A Adair, featured; Flynn A McLaughlin,
scored; Davis A Payoe, did nicely; Sy Jenks,
much applause; Dennis Bros., good.
KINO'S (F. C. Meinhardt, mgr.).— Musical
headlined; Carver A Murray, hit;
Avolos,
Adeline McNeil, entertaining; Eckert A Fran-

Greeley,

lftgl

aad Evening Gowns

NEW YORK

SIXTH AVENUE
Between 34th and 26th

"The White Squaw."

LETTER HEADS
STAGE MONEY,

404-406

BUMPUS

TRANSFER
.

Tel.

$3.00

SaWD FOR CATALOGUE

MM

H.
,

££?»

THEATRICAL COSTUMER
149 W. 36th ST..

Made Ta Order To Match C? CA
>O.DU
Any ghado Gown

New

Sii).

FRANK HAYDEN

Hirsch Sample Shoe Co.
STREET - THEATRICAL FOOTWEAR

hu

Taode vtue.

33

WE CAN MAKE

VENETTE

High Button and
Lace Shoes

IT"

All Sizes

IM

Pair Prices

J. GLASSBERG
58 3d *v.. W. V. ar. 1 Oth St.
2VrflRF^
3 1 Unr,3 22s
W. did St., w. of B'way
f

Chorus Girls, medium ponies,
vaudeville act. Good salary.

York.

C-

about 5 ft. 3 in., for big
Apply at once.

W, BOSTOCK mpT^rsQyA.£ NQ New York
f

Was* answering

advertitement* fetnsHy eientien

VARIETY.

Illmtrsted Catalogue J Free

WANTED.
Olrl to
Girls aad

do Vampire Daaee; Three Ballet
Good Soprano. Address Vassals*.

VARIETY.

Qrogan Trio; Bd Loop; "The Master"; Mr. *
Mrs. Everett Bennett; Chlpola Twine and

Haydn Troupe.

Bear;

OPERA HOUSE

(Geo. Gardner, mgr.; K.

At

E.).— "Madam Sherry."
COLONIAL (R. H. McLaughlin, mgr.; Shubert).—-"The Wolf."

PROSPECT

Todd, mgr.;

(Geo.

*

8.

H.).—

Shop Window."

"Llfe'e

GRAND (J. H. Michel.,
fession.
CLEVELAND.—Stock.

mgr.).— "The Con-

STAR (Drew A Campbell, mgra.). — "AmeriEMPIRE (B. A. MeArdel. mgr.).— "Glrie

cana"

White Way."

of the Groat

WALTER

HOLCOMB.

D.

DBS MOINES.

ORPHEUM

(H. B.
—Wilson
Week

rehear-

mgr.;

Burton,

Salerno, good; NonBros., laughable; Delmore
Light, pleased; Paulhan Team, clever;
Dare Bros., very .good.
PRINCESS (Elbert
Getchell. mgra.).—
"The Dawn of a Tomorrow."
(Elbert
Getchell. mgra, 8.

sal 8un. 10).
ette. eeored;

1.

A

BERCHEL

H. K. A
8 tar land."

A

;

E.)— Week

A
A

1.

"Miss Nobody from

JOE.

DETROIT, MICH.

TEMPLE (V. G. Williams, mgr.; U. B. O.
rehearsal
Mon. 10). Sidney Drew A Co.,
good; Lambert A Ball, hit; Ed. F. Reynard,
good; Ed. Morton, good; Bellboy Trio, good;
Four
Rlanos,
pleased;
Joggling
Burkes,
pleased; Hlckey'e Comedy Circus, good.
MILES (C. W. Porter, mgr.; T. B. C. rehearsal Mon. 10).
U lard, re-engagement;
Scheer A Gould, hit; Charles L. GUI A Co.,
good.
FAMILY (C. H. Preeton. mgr.; U. B. O.).
Wartenburg Bros., very good; Wheeler Comedy Four, scream; Elliot. Belmont A Elliot,
good; Eugene Emmet, fair; Casey A Smith,
good; Howard A Walsh, good; Da via A Bor-

—

—W

;

—

Art

nicely;

ley,

Fisher,

A

Copeland

fair;

Walsh,
preferred
agreed.

the

stage

to

and

him.

'

judge

the

SHEA'S (Henry J. Carr, mgr.; agent. U. B.
O.
Monday rehearsal 10).— "Adonis." ex;

Vedder Morgan A Co., Mature Blanche
Gordon, popular; Hall A Clark, startling.
clever

;

;

THAYER.

cellent opener Poulsen and Goldle, went well
Jessie Busley, headllner ; Clara Inge, fair
Lads O' Melodle, scored John B. Hensbaw
;

Harry Salmou. now over your tide again, wii
also separated from his wife last week.
Fred Niblo was entertained by the Journalists' Association last week. He oreated a
considerable impression with his fluent oratory.

Madam Zomah,

will

telepathy act,

the

for 8outh Africa on completion of her
Subsequently America
Zealand season.
be visited.

sail

New
will

;

and Orace Avery, favorites; Chan. Drew A
Co., amused
The Mowates, thrilling.
LAFAYETTE (C M. Bagg. mgr- .—"Girls
from Joyland."
GARDEN (M. T. Mlddleton. mgr.).^Lew
Kelley and Watson Sisters with The Croat
Bebman Show.
FAMILY (A. R. Sherry, mgr.; agent, Loew
Monday rehearsal 10).— George Clay, entertaining: Abeam Bros., pleased
Walter Pearson A Co., good Pauline Corbett, neat ;• Sampson A Douglas, hit Smith and Zlto, classy.
ACADEMY (Henry M. Marcus, mgr.; agent,
;

)

;

Australian comedy

The Kelso Boys, a clever
Joggling act, leave for tbe States Sept. 28.

;

;

;

Leslie Bates,

who came

to

New

Zealand with

Keirands' Minstrels, quitted the show a few
His contention was that there
weeks ago.
was not enough for him to do, owing to lack of
Bates hit it hard over this side for
support.
the first week, but is now in good hands and
He will probably figure as
getting on nicely
producer with a small-time show beret

an

Morrow,

from

— Mekera, held
applause; Robert
Vivian A Co., creditable
Brown A Law so n
won favor Jules Levey Family, exceptional
Thomas Sldello. artistic; Golden A Mead,
uoew; Monday rehearsal
Sarah

interest;

10)

Meyers,

;

.

;

BROADWAY

CAMDEN.

neat; Cycling Relde, good; Musical
good.
COLUMBIA (M. W. Schoenherr, mgr.; Sun)
Melani Sextet, excellent; Elate Cornelia A

Alvlnoe,

—

A

good; Douglas Waahbnrn
Co., good;
Lemonta, fair; Del Reno, fair; Boyd A) Moran, very good.
(C. R. Hagedorn, mgr.; Doyle)
J. Lee Clare
Co., splendid; Granberry A
Co.,

N. J.

(W. B. MScCallum, mgr.).—

S-T, "Lawn Party," headllner; Jules Heron,
laughs; Llbbey A Tray er, Went well; Martini
Trols, entertaining; Gertrude Everett, fair
8-11, Tendof Arabs, flae; A. 0. Duncan, laurels; Mayfcett Slaters, liked; Williams' Comedians, over; Brltt Wood, funny.

A

DANIEL P. McCONNELl.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
HIPPODROME (H. A. Daniels, mgr.).—
Archie Onrl A Co., novelty; Barto A Clark,

clever; Chadwlok Trio, hit: Jacobs A Slattern; "Maxim's Models"; Four Musical Kings,
Opening Night," headlines
excellent;
"Afi
Stnart Barnss, good; Three Parreli Sisters,
novel.
Seas,
mgr.; Sun).
PRI8CILLA (P.
"Childhood Days," headlines; Clerlse-Keller-

E

—

NATIONAL

A

La Mon, laughs; Deau A Du Mont, pleased;

Groes A Jackson, funny; Great Gedmln, good;
Sidney Dillon A Co., good; Fields A Hamlin,
good; Rlgoletto Four, very good.
DETROIT (Harry Parent, mgr.; K. A B.).
—"Louisiana Lou."
GARRICK (Richard EL Lawrence, mgr.;
Shubert). "A Modern Eve."
LYCEUM (A R." Warner, mgr.; & A H.).—
"A Man's Game.

—

AVENUE

(Frank Drew, mgr.)— "Girls from

Reno."
Globe,
corner Grand River and Trumbull
Bta, opened a few weeks ago,
by
John Ward, formerly manager of the Gayety,
haa closed owing to poor bualneaa.

JACOB SMITH.

Eng-

land, will leave for the Btatee very shortly.

M. T.
LYCBUM (Lee Norton, mgr.; Rele Circuit).
—10. "The Price"; 11-11, Howe's Pictures; 18.

Hanoo, the handcuff expert, who In private
is Samuel Cooke, was married in BrUlast week to one of the Marlowe Bisters, a soubrette act that broke up last month
on account of the marriage of the taller

Fields

Albert

Illusionist

"Hum. Sherry."

.

MOZART (Felber A Shea, mgra).—0-11.
A Lewis, excellent; Dennett Trio, clevA Dunn, good; Al. Derby, good.

life

bane

partner.

Binaldo Is proving a big draw with the
BJckards Touring hunch in New Zealand. Will
H. Fox to also making them elt up and take
notion.

Bud Atkinson, who

left

here a fortnight ago

in order to rope in a Wild West show for this
side, got something in tbe nature of a shock

en route, wben a cable informed him that tbe
Wlrth Bros, will forestall him with Captain

Rose's organization of cowboys and Indians.
Atkinson is a fearless showman, however, and
will spare no expense in bringing something
extra over.

SOULE
MAKE-UP

er; Krlee

(M.
—MAJESTIC
0-11, Minstrel
Kendall,

D. Gibson, mgr.; U. B. O.).
Four, well received; Bare
good.
J. M. BEBRS.

Jr.,

RIB,

COLONIAL
MINI

""Hi
I

PA.

Weechler, mgr.;

P.

Qua Bun A

A. V.
B. O.;

U.

—Dracula,
big;

good; O'Brien
Havel A Co.,
Sumiko, hit; Jacobs A
Bertrand, big; Halllgan A Sykes, good; Wheel-

laugha

era,
r

(A.

O'Brien, aaet. mgr.;
rehearsal Mon. 10).

.MAJESTIC

L.

(J.

HOwe'a

Pictures;
"Froakles."

COLUMBIA

18,

mgr.).—0-7.

Gilaon,

"School

Daya";

(A. P. Weechler. mgr.).

maoolor.

M. H.

14.

—Klne-

MIZENER.

HAMILTON, OHIO.

Carrie Moore, a graduate from the musical
ranks,, is now playing vaudeville oft
the Brennan-Fuller time.

SOULE GREASE PAINT

Tyrrells will leave again for the States
next year.

In White. Black. No. 2 Flesh. No. ft Rose Tint. No. 7
No. 14 Spaniard. No. 19 Oriental, only.
Sticks are 8 lnchee long
diameter.
Smooth, soft and easily applied.
PRODUCT.

The

A

SMITH'S (Tom

Smith, mgr.).—I, Black
10, "Traveling

Petti Co., fair; fair bualneaa.

comedy

Flesh Colors, 10c. Each
Sunburn. No. 11 Ruddy Old Age,

NEW

and

1

Inch in

Salesman."

QUAD.

HARBISBURG, PA.
ORPHEUM (Wllmer A —
Vincent, mgra;

U.

B. O.
rehearsal Mon. 10). "Aerial Browns,"
very good; McMahon, Diamond A C!emence,
went well; Barnes A Robinson, pleased; "In
the Barracks"; Sam J. Harris, laughs; Chick
A Chlokleta, very good.
J. P. J.
;

ATLANTA,

vGA.
FORSYTH (Hugh Cordons, mgr.).—Week
Johnstone;
Chester
hit;
Wilson,
George
J,
Harry Holman A Co.. fine; Clarence Sisters A
Bro.. hit: Carlton A Cay. good.
BIJOU (B. L. De Gelvo, mgr.) Week 1,
Baealarl. great; Rogers A West, good; OretU
Mack, hit; Jed A Ethel Dooley. fine.
LYRIC.—Week I. Vans* Greater Minstrels,

_.._.
—

good buelneee.

ATLANTA

(Homer

mgr.).

George,

—

m
0-7,

JOYCE.

"Balkan Prtncees."

ALTOONA, PA.
(Wllmer A Vloeent, nigra.; U.
rehearsal Mon. 10).—Grenter A La-

SOULE STAGE POWDER
NEW

O.;

good; Billy K. Wells, eeored; Nevlns
BL G. B.
Gordon; Four Lucie ra. sjoed.

rose,

A

.

BLOOMINGTON,

THE CHATTERTON

—MAJESTIC

Cane, Screw Cover

25c.

Screw Cover

50c.

Cans,

each
each

an old standard Cold Cream, made for over a quarter of a century, and needs
no Introduction to the older ones In the profession.

Cornell, mgr.).— Henry Miller

"The Rainbow."
THICK (John R. O'Bhel,
Whiteside in "The Typhoon."

.

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.
mgr.; Gus Sun).
Marie Klnsle A
Co., fine;
clever; Lonnie Follette, satisfactory; Wray A Ray, pleased.
8AMUBLS (C. W. Lawford. mgr.; Rels).—
11, "School Days"; 14. "The Gamblers."
CELORON (James J. Watere, mgr.). Stock.

LYRIC (H. A. Deardourff,
—Joe
Edmonds A
LeBout Trio,
Co.,

hit;

LAWRENCE

The HESS Company
ROCHESTER,
SOLE OWNERS AND

BUFFALO.
(P. C.

1-lb.

art,

OL

(A. Q. Schode, mgr.; Thlelen
Rlef
vaudeville:
tt-80-81.
Circuit).—Aug.
Clayton A Riot hit; Gwynn A Gossette; Al
Laurence, monologlst; The Five Annons; "A
"WAG."
Night In Naples," feature d.

STAR

is

H -lb.

Sold by

all

.

N. Y.

M AN UFACTURERS

Leading. Druggists, Costumers and Hair Dealers through the
United States and Canada, at the above prices.

mgr. ) .—Walter
Mndle; mention

TAMIMTT.

BERLINER.

LINCOLN, NEB.

,

;

;

;

;

UMD LOQUIN.

LOWELL, MASS.

KBITH'B (Wm.

oaYerHMWeMs

—

T.

ORPHBUM (Rehearsal Monday 6).—Week 2.
Great Llbby, scored: Bogert A Nelson, liked;
Stewart Slaters A Bscorte. pleasing: Reldy A
Currier good Blondell A Co., splendid Kaufman Brothers, hit Five Plroscoffls first class.

rehearsal Mon.

antvMring

ILL.

—

V. M.

(C. A. Yakaca, mgT.).

Labor Day, "The Rosary"

in

This

In

In

HOOPE8TON,

McFERREN (Wm. McFerren, mgr.; 8. A
6-7, Earle A Lee, fair; Mabel Harper,
good; "Girls from Rector's."

C).

VIRGINIAN (Max M. Nathan, mgr.)—
A).—5-7, Hobson A Kelley; Harry Stewgood; Katherlne Mercer, pleased; 9-11,
Great Weber; Speddln A Herson.
RIGGS.

SOULE COLD CREAM

ORPHEUM
B.

25c. Each

in tt-lb. Cans, Screw Cover (The Green Can).
No. 1 Light Pink. No. 2 Medium Pink,
No. 8 Brunette, No. 4 Deep Pink. No. 19 Oriental, and White.
The best Low-Priced
PRODUCT.
Stage Powder on the market.

Stevens,

10).

—Texas

mgr.;

u.

Tommy

B.

O

Dancers!

L

VARIETY

is

BEST PLAOfcS TO
7167

Acknowledged ae the best
place to step at Is
If ew York City.
One block from the Book-

ft

VARIETY and
Pat CtMj Agency.

ing Offices,

Now

Dan Mason

hit;

THE ST.

67 W. 44th Street

at

ft Co.,

food.

MERRIMACK

SQ. (Jas. S. Carroll, mgr.
rehearsal Mon. 10).—Old Town Four; Edith
lgfntroes; Loyde & Qlbson; The Bljoures; Fred
Bates; Life Portrayals.
HOUSE (Jules Cahn, prop. * mgr.).
10, Primrose * Dockstader; 11, Alice Lloyd
In "Little Miss Fix-It"; 12. "Officer 000"; li-

—OPERA

"The Pink Lady."

lt.

PLAYHOUSE

GEO. P. ROBBMS. Aaat Manager
.

Ctr. Marfisss tad Ottrbtni Stretts,

OMICACO

(Dan

Mackay, excellent; Carter
clever.

B.

lane rooms,
bath ana kitchenette, phone, •teem

three

MACKEY.

heat,
vice.

—

—

mgr.; ConsoliFive Arcaros;

dated; rehearsal Mon.
Readlck Freeman
Troupe;
Nichols-Nelson
Players; Ed. Gray; Whyte. Pelser 4k Whyte.
GRAND (Judson L. McCllnton, mgr.; W.
V. A.). Temple Trio; Kelley 4k Wentworth;
Ehrndahl. Button A Co.; Sisters Seville.
METROPOLITAN (Root. Scott, mgr.; K. 4k
11).

—

12-14.

week

elevator ser-

LOUIS

ST.

$10-«18 per
accommo-

REGENT HOTEL, 100 N.
NEW REGENT HOTEL, 101

;

dating four parsons.

14th
N. 14th

CAMPBELL,

Prep, and Mgr.,'
White Bate' Heade.aarters
minutes' vssjk to all theatres

M. E.

313 MUITMCTON AVE.

Ton

above Eighth. Philadelphia,
opposite Casino Theatre.
every eight.

Walnut

KIRTLAND HOUSE
62

SUMMER

ST..

LYNN, MASS.

Cafe

Street,

Cabaret

WALKERWestHOUSE
"ggSST
Maple
SS

BUrPALO, N

se_
m *m
um|
nih
a.,

a.

r— aA__

k

i

Nr. all theatre*. Bell

nthi

lasneaasass

op* ctij
tf

Savonas, pleasing;
Trio. good.
(Jack Elliot, mgr.; 8. 6

Whitman

UNIQUE

hearsal Sun.

Fred

— "Fun
11).

In

McGlnnls

Morton;

re-

Y.

Phone Seneea 2S44

W

a Barber Shop";
Marseilles;

Bros.;

MILE8 (Wm.

mgr.; Walter.
Keefe; rehearsal Mom. 11). Tom Lin ton 4k
Jungle Girls; Ed. Ylaton; Helen Plngree 4b
Sisters.
Keldey
Co.; Mitchell. Walla 4k Lewis;
MeCHnton, mgr.; agent.
GRAND (Judson
V. M. A.).—La Feydfcfc; Three American
Gypsies; O'Neill 4k WalmaKy; La Family PeF.

—

U

W

*^
("Buss"
SHUBERT
—

Balnhrid** air.;

"Bunty Pulls the 8trtnga>»*
traction of the regular season.

bert).

First

F.

WAVERLY HOTEL

R.

Theatrical Profeseioa. Bgsstsl
y located la the heart of the
Baths. Cafe a la Carte, Free

trains.
I

LUCK WILSON.

Prop.

NOT »n

BIT

Bc«.i

51

W.
fat*

42D 8T.
Phoao do** Bryant
doable
hstit d alasjle and
private baths t elean. ante* hntmei

good French cooking; reasonable

Lawrence
Chain,

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

HIgler,

of

Theatre. Milwaukee,
ence to the merit
drinking cup service,
been
It has always
me at once 10,000

Manager
says:
of your

Majestic
"In referIndividual

wish to state that
satisfactory.
Send
drinking cups and

oblige,"

You can sell them through our slot
machines and make money, or pass
them In our handsome light trays, holdAppreing 18 cups, and make friends.
ciated either way by the better class of
patrona
Write for Information.
Orders promptly filled.

Indmdvai^rinkito (Op (oavpanx
228 West 19th St.,(New York
•!• Michigan Ave., Chicago

SSS E. BBOAD ST.
American Flan. The refined hoses for
Hosae Cooklag.
prefesstaaala.
Bates SS to S» per week.
MISS O. A. YOUNG, Flap.

DBWBY

(Tom

McCready.

2762 8rttl«y

MONTREAL.
BIS MAJESTY'S
E.).— "The Olrl of

PRINCBSS (H

O.

;

K.

rooms

SB,

SS

and

Folller's

Hufford

scored;

Dogs,

TBNN.

Hickman,

mgr.).

— "Okla-

ORPHEUM

(Oeorge Hickman, mgr.; U. B.
2, Jlmmie Rosea A Co.. very funny; Raypor's Bulldogs,
applause; Dixon A Dixon, scored ;• Doloe Sis;

Dreams."

Judge, mgr.; Shubsrts).—

Eugene Trio, Ldbby

Northlane.

HIPPODROME

(E. L, Johnson,

mgr.

;

agent.

C)—Wood's

Animals, Geo. Crotty, Grey
Walton and Brant, The Reros.
OAYBTY (B. L, Johnson, mgr.).—Beauty,
Youth and Folly. An excellent show.
KRUO (Chas. A. Franks, mgr.).— "Watson's
Best Trust," pleased two large Sunday audiences.

BOYD-—Frank Phslps, mgr. agent, Bhuberts).—8-10. "Within the Law"; 11-14, "Dion
O'Dsre" with Bernard Daly.
BRANDEIS (Agent. Ind.).— "Mary Jane's
KOPALD.
Pa.
;

A

GEO. FIFER.

(George

mgr.).—Week

9, Elliott Savonas, Seuuras llacManus Players, Ed Wynn. 'Wilson Bros., Ferguson and

PATEBSON.

rehearsal Mob. 10).—Wean

N. 9.

MAJESTIC

big.

homa."

A

Q.

T. B.
Sisters,

ters, big.

(H. Q. Brooks, mgr.

My

With beard,

,

Frenoh Maids."

B.

ACADBMY (B. L. Potter, mgr.; Ind.).— 12,
"Bunty Pulle the Strings"; 21. "Bought end
Paid For"; W. Primrose A Dockstader' s MinAborn's Opera Co.; 29, "Officer
strels; t4,
STONE.
tU.'^
OMAHA.
ORPHEUM (Wm. P. Bjrpe,

OOOKINO.

Johnston,

big;

BIJOU
O.

Blanshau, mgr.; U.

E.

(F.

manus."

rehearsal

A

mgr.).— "The

NORTHAMPTON. MASS,

,

36th Street

OWN

IXOBBBS'S

THE DELMAR

excel-

Co..

Densmore A Cantor, very good; 9-11.
Juggler Nelson; Port A DeLacey; Gordon
Plokaas Co.; Sampsei A RelHy; "Gaanda Hu-

occupancy after heiag

from St to S».
Sl« per aeraan,
Qood lecaUoa, good

TfJtaay

mgr.; U. B. O.).—

Mayne

A

1

SSL

wsB,

(C. C. Egan,
hit; Frank

;

FLORENZ HOUSE

fsji

NORFOLK, VA.

Mon. A Thurs. ).— 6-7, Marshall A
Kitty Edwards, good; Cap*
Trtbble. good
Jack Anger A. Co., pleased Edney Bros. A

THE NSW

THE CENTRAL
jmr YORK.
Well

—

JOE O'BRYAN.

York. Jr."

PLAZA

>

of

big audiences.

rehearsal

McVEITY, Manager

JACKSONVILLE, ' FLA.

Theatre To-Day.

(George Robbing, mgr.).— Eddie
"Over the River"; good buslnesa
(M. S. Schleslnger, mgr.).—
Corse Payton Stock Co.
JACOBS (George Jrfeobs. mgr.).— "The
in

ORPHEUM

Ul

at-

(Saxe Via. mgra; We*s* CtrculO.— "The Roaewr^' First attraction aadar

A.

NEWARK

up

BIJOU

Jas.

"Bunty Pulls the Strings/'

Foy

Co., fair;

tdau-

SANITARY

O. Mumford, mgr.; direct).
Sharp A Flat; Reno A West;
Smith; Lilian Sisters; Aleck A Co.
SHUBERT (Lee Ottelengul, mgr,).— 18,

Shannon, .excellent Newklrk
A Evans, fine; Kluting's Animals, great; Linden Beckwlth, excellent; Mori Bros., fine.

Madison, Wis.

i.

CUPS
DRINKING
Every
the Equipment
Are a Part

ARCADE

Sam

COLONIAL

We

NEW PARK HOTEL,

Fox).—

Davenport-Leonard

(L.
Mile.. Valesca;

Throe Lyres,
lent; Board en

Bpecial Rates and attention to professional people. Our restaurants are
also operate
high* grade at medium price. Club breakfasts, etc.

tite.

Neu. mgr.

O.

trwT.i.v.p
HELLER.

$1.00 up; with bath, $1.50

RATES.

(R.

Co., hit;

scored; Roblsch A Childress, pleased;
Stern A Varin, good; Smith A Tyler, laughs;
Leslie Thurston, clever..

New

COLUMBUS, OHIO

THIRD and GAY STREETS

A

Morosco

Co.,

(Leon Evans, mgr.). Dave MarDreamlands.
MINER'S (Frank Abbott, mgr.).— "Miss

EUROPEAN

Gallagher,

«?•

Dolan

Ion's

HOTEL VIRGINIA

Prince Floro.

TODD.
TO

J.

a|«m.~*).2~Arob

charmed:

GAYETY

Lester,

C;

m

N.

Stewart, mgr.; U. B. O.;
Broa; Grace WilA Lenhar, laughable;
mystify;
Paintings,
Spirit
•Marvlne,
well;
Lynch A Zeller. clever; Merrill A Otto,' strong;
"ffenry Cllve, fine; The Clown.
LYRIC (Proctor s).-^-Hoyt-Lesslg A Co.;
'Ted A Clara Steele; Charles Bartholomew;
Adams A Zirons; Eva Renaud Smith A Garner; Lollypop Girls.
ODEON (Charles Burtis. mgr.; U. B. O.).—
Griffin A Lewis, clever; Great Nichols, well
Milton Ironson, nice; Georgia Four, hit; Alias Bros., good; Le Gault A Connery. favorson,

Prosecutor."

—

Elliott

B. J.

NEWARK,

WA8HINGTON

COOKE'S HOTEL

of the theatrical district

In the

;

Altken

;

Leslie

—

liked;

;

:

A

"The Woman."

—

hit;

.

ably.

"A Theatrical Hotel of the Batter Class"

("Buss" Bainbrldge. mgr.; 8hu12-14, "Within the Law."
berts).
BIJOU (Baxe Broa, mgrs. Weber Circuit).
"The Cow and the Moon."
ORPHEUM (G. E. Raymond, mgr.; Orpheuou. iii h isu s rf Saa. 10.20). Week 2. Two Alfrraa good; Lewis -sV- Dody, well received;
McConnell 4b Simpson, soared: Nellie Nichols,

Garvle.

D.

L.

;

,

;

;

Belles."
(Wm. F. Gallagher,

ZEISSEVS HOTEL

Completely furnished, including dishes
and linen, two and

excel-

—

—

prop.

Poll;

Z.

;

rehears*!

SUITES

ORPHEUM (Martin Beck. gen. mgr.; diLee Marco Belli,
rect; rehearsal Sun. 10.10).
very well; Muriel A Frances, hit! George H.
Watt, Interesting; Paul and Marmlon Stone.
well received; Louise Farnum, scored; James
J. Morton, big; Leltsel Sisters, good.
UNIQUE (Jack Elliott, mgr. 8. * C. rehearsal Sun. 11). t Spa Broa; Averys; White
Wallace; Cathryn Cbalnor; "Harmony
Jb

8HUBERT

(8.

;

PROCTOR'*

FURNISHED

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

E.).

NaBW HAWS*. CONN.

mgr. agent, U. B. 0. Monday rehearsal 10.)—
Don, the speaking dog/ the feature-, Worthy
Brenner and RatcTiffel Joseph, "Flower Stand,
decided hit; Ktte Watson (Sis Hopkins),
The
good-; Marshal) .& Tibbie, entertained
Stelner Trio; acrobats,- fine Redford and WlnHugh
chaster, hurlesoue jugglers, very funny
tpany In "Son of Solomon,'
Herbert gad Company
closed an exceptional bill.
BIJOU.—Colonial Trio; Merry Youngsters
Jlnka and Dogi
The Prankfords, good.

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

WHEN PLAYING BOSTON

Sprague.

J.

Bluford,

Jk

CHAS.

MILES

POM'S

;

Mardo).-~Bvelyn Joyee, fine;
Wentworth, excellent; Claude
clever: Parent at King, hit; Waltfos

4k

Proprietors

•

.

Real Proprietor of *
Place to live

& Shapiro lessees).
JOHN J. DAWSON.

LAKE NIPMUC PARK

Beaux

]

— JACOBS,

and

LEONARD HICKS Red
HOTEL GRANT

;

Sadie Rogers,

convenience.

A

Fred
mgr.;
Jfanstone fie
lent;

Furnished

Baths and ©very

COOKE

(Qartland

—Stock.

AjSatln,

Handsomely

for

Steam Heated Roo

mr-t

McCormack *

pleased;

Jennie Edwards, good; Blllle
McDsrmott, very good; Oretchen Spencer,
good; Brown * Small, fair; Four Regals.
good;

Irvine,

Tho Refined Home

Tyrrell,

( W. H. Walsh, mgr.
U. B. O.;
Mob. A. Thurs.. 11).— l-ll, Adams
food; Th/ee O'Neill Sisters, clever;
;

Gibson Crsjg. funny; Matropolltan Trio,
11-14,

Ryan

A

Ball;

Becker; Bice, Blmer

Mprton
A Tom.

fine;

A Adams; Ruth
A Reld. mgrs.).

OPBRA HOUSE (Zabrlakle
LYCEUM (Chas. F. Wilbur,
"Ths Dtvoros OaosUon."
EMPIRE (Floyd. Layman.

—Stock.

mgr.).— 9-14,
.

mgr.).— l-ll.

Queen of Paris"; 12-14. "Crackerjecks"
(Chaa F. Edwards, mgr.).—
l-ll, "Tiger Lilies"; 12-14, "The Darlings, of
.

PRINCESS (Harry 8udekum, mgr.; W. V
rehearsal Mon. 10).— Week 2, "A WinT
M. i
W.

alng Mit

B.

ARNOLD.

ORPHEUM

Paria"

DAVID W. LEWIS.

"Kiss Walta."

ROYAL (O. McBrlen. mgr.; Co-opsrstlve).—
"Man's World."
ORPHEUM (G. F. Drlscoll. mgr.; U. B. O).
—Hoffman; Adler
A Arllne; Melody Maid* and
Man; Mullen A Coogan; W. L. Abingdon ft
Co.; Matthews A Shayne; Kitty Traney; Havlland A Thornton.
NATIOSTOSCOPE

(Jules

Daoust

CHERRTOLA flsttjQJt^XstOe MAKE-UP or Street Use
For LIPS OR CHECKS, a perfect blood color

mgr.).—

THE HESS COMPANY

MUNCIE, IND.

STAR (Ray Andrewa
sal

Mon.

10.20).

— Potts

mgr.;

Sun;

A Temple,

Whew an$werina

Maaofacterers Stage Hebe-Up

rehearpleased:

advertfaement* kingly mention

VARIETY.

SOCHESTEM.

N. Y.

VARIETY

36

FRANCO'S
MONS. DELANIMAL.
Have played two

Consisting of baboons, monkeys

seasons with Ringling Bros. show.
24 weeks Sullivan-Considine time.

and dogs.
This

week (September 9)

Keith's Union Square,

Trainer and Manager Capt.

Next week

York-

FRANK TAYLOR

(September 16) Boshwick,

treat; Foot Loiimonda. hit; Flying Weavera,
good; Forgo Slmodet, plaaaad; Godfrey 4k Henderaon, liked; Ray nor A Keena Co.. paaaed;

U. B. O.).—
;
Ethel Qreen, very

(Harry Davis, mgr.

Homer Lind

Co.. scored

4k

;

good; Primrose Four, hit: Patsy Doyle, good;
Smytihe A Hartman,
Richardlno
fine
Salmo,
Troupe, notable; Joe Jackson, applause.
HARRIS (John P. Harris 4k Harry Davis,
mgrs. U. B. O.).—Gay lord 4k Herron, pleasing;
Three Harmonla Girls, good; Moore 4k Clarke,
clever; Hawley 4k Barry, good; Perry A ElMorse ft Clark, good; Clarice ft
liott, fair;
Clarice, well received; De Campe, applause;
Great Monohan, fair.
FAMILY (John P. Harris, mgr.; U. B. O.).—
LeGrange ft Gordon, Burnett A Lee, Al. H.
West. Harry White, Ring A Williams. Great

Thomas

Juno

;

bualneaa

clever;

Yates,

excellent

Willa Holt Wakefield

;

;

Frederick, Elmore A Bartlett, Two Lakolas.
KENTON (Titus Kenyon, mgr.; Pollock).—
"The Operator," Juniata, VanHoff. George Gregoire. Billy Fullerton A Sisters, Kings.
ALVIN (Harry Davis, mgr.; Shubert).—"A
Butterfly on the Wheel."
LYCEUM (C. R. Wilson, mgr.; 8. A H.).—

IN

J.

phona

JENIE JACOBS.

m

WILFRED CLARKE
Address Lambs Club,

New York

D'Arcy A
Williams,
applauded;
Frank te Drew, paaaed; Lea Leonardea, good.

pleaaed;

PANTAGES (Scott Palmer, mgr.; direct; rehearsal Mon. 10).— Week 1. Frank Bueh. good;
Toklo Mlyako Troupe; thrilled; Clipper Quartet, good; Three Madcap*, went well; Mr. 4b
Mra. William Morris, pleaaed; Elaa Grosser,

SPRECKLES

PORTLAND, MR.

—

son

ft

Thieves"; Bonlta
Jane.

3-RASCALS-3

I.

SCENIC

(F.

Lew Hearn; Raw-

ft

W. Homan,

COLONIAL (C. Burke, mgr.; K. ft B).—
Lonesome Pine."
WESTMINSTER (Geo. Collier, mgr.; Eastern Wheel).— "Olngar, Girls."
UNION (C. Allen, mgr.; Qulgley).—rKenney
BULLOCK'S

,

Have bid

(P. L.

Burke, mgr.; U.

R

Cutting
Bayonne Orange,

O.).

—Gertie Le Clair ft "Picks." fine; BatchsUor
Slaters, encores; Shady ft Shady, good; Hallen
ft Cunningham, pleased; Alex Porter, good.
BMPTRE (Sol. Brannlg. mgr.).— "Paid m
FuiL"

R

ft

(C.

rehearsal

O.

Mon.

Thurs.

ACADEMY.— If,

the Taxi";
Sherry."
In

80,

10.10).—

ROCKLAND.

ROCKLAND

(Al. V.

Bert Baker

MR

—

B

ROCKLAND.— 18,

"Alma";

"Fortune

25.

A.

a

J.

Tom

to

Morris Gray, fair.
(8. w. Picksrfag. mgr.; U.
"Third Degree." goS Sattetta
•'Spring Maid"; 10-11. "Sweatee! Girl in
fsir;

auditorium
O.).—1.

II.

Dixie."

Mots, mgr.).—0-11. "The

w. M. H. STEIN.

'

Wx-It

(P.

P Lr8 M <8, x
.K ^
the

F.

OPERA HOUSE
1-7,

N. B.

(D. H. McDonald, mgr.).—
"Or»r Night"; business good.

NICKEL (W. H. Goldlng, mgr.). — Gertrude
LeRoy; Tom Watarall.
LYRIC (Stove Hurley, mgr.). — 2-4, Wheel
ar * Ooldle, 1-7. Daaly * Edwarda.
EXHIBITION GROUNDS.—-11-7 Greater St.
John Exhibition (H. A. Portar. mgr.).— Free
attractions:
Capt Thoa. B. Baldwin; Prof.

C

Bonnette; Takesawa Troupe; Slg. Gullmette; Three Shorties; Cecelia Santon'a Orchestra.
Amuasment Hall: Three Charlies
P. F. Bouchard; Count La Guata; Mile. Jeanette; Belmarss; Prevett A Merrills
C.

L.

'

mgr.).— "Father and

SYRACUSE.

ORAND (Charles H. Plummer; Chss.
Anderson, mgrs.; U.
O.).—Devole Trio,
very good; Merlin, amusing; Lloyd A Whitehouse, ordinary; Johnny Johnston, Sne; Mma,
Benson's Co.. plesslng; Hawthorne 4k Burt
big laugh; Qua Edwards* Song Revue, genuine

a

B

EMPIRE (Martin L. Wolfe, mgr.; Frederlo
Osge. local mgr.; K. A B.)— 11-14, Robert
Drouet In "The Searchlight
10-11, Henri
eBr *
;

Miller.

"Tht Rainbow."

—^BtatBlJd
JOHN,

Shea, mgr.).— l-ll, "The

Br#ei1

Boys"

success.

Sept. 16-18, Empire, Hoboken, 19-20 Empire, Paterson
ST.

Clarke.

Hunter,**

"THE TYPICAL TAD"

mgr.).— "The

Rosenberg, mgr.; U.

B

OILMORE

R. H.

Mon. ft Thura. 11). 6-7, Shady
ft Shady, good; Moore ft Elliott, good; 9-11.
Jeanette Chllds, fine; Haselton ft West, good:
18-14,
Hammond ft Forrester; RussHl A

Ravenseroft;

buslnaas good.
F. Q. DSylel

JESSEF ¥ ^
els Smith,

Winning Widows"

Co.

O.; rehearsal

Ballerlnl'e Dogt;

L m,tb- W.:
rehearsal Mon. A Thurs.).—f-iL Wilms Fran-

Ml'se

—

(Harry
McNIven,
Traveling Salesman."

Charlotte

Edwards; "From Uncle

—

COLONIAL (E. P. Lyons, mgr.; U. B. O).
Brown ft Stamm. hit; Mualcal Maidens,
good; "The Mixers." featured; Dolly Morrlssey. big; Insa ft Lorella, very good.
EMPIRE (Louis Myers, mgr.; U. B. O.).
Moore ft St. Clair; Tokl Muratl; Louis Bates
ft Co.: Corrlgan ft Vivian; Alf Rlpon.
LUBIN (W. T. Morton, mgr.; Norman Jefferies).—Ruth Wright; Jack Lewis; Moyne
ft

Doll;

4k

4k

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
0»J»ore. mgr.; Ind.— 0^ C £FRT„ 8QPhy.D Ina"Honsst
Jim Blunt"; 11H* Tim Murman
Hater*' c,ub ": 17 -«. "Little

RICHMOND, VA.

BIJOU

Demareet
Flanagan

INDIANA (Thoa

"Bohemian Olrl"; 18. "Girl
"Quaker Girl"; 81, "Mm*.
G.

J.

A

Spenders"

Everybody's welcome to look.

Telegraph Trio, good; Collier Sisters, nicely;
Harry Hoyt, liked; Deyo ft Rehan, good; "A
Night on the Campus," well received. v

Holmes

Philadelphia

M.

fa!r: Msdelyn Shone, fair; BarCo.. hit; Jackson -Leonard
Monthit; "Cabaret Partalenne," fair; 11-14.

A

<

Keeney, mgr.; Pruft

l..
bee-HIU
gomery,

Vaudeville";

fair; Beatrice Turner, pleased
Scarth. good; "Puss In Boots."

HIPPODROME

dential;

At
23- Wm. Penn,

Co.,

ft

Bernard

Sept.

Up

Home Town)
Catch us at the Columbia, Sunday (Sept. 22)

RRADINO. PA.
(Wllmer ft Vlnoent, mgrs.; U.
rehearsal Mon. ft Thura. 10.10).— Felix

Haney

Sept. 16

Grand Farewell

Sept. 30, Bijou Phila. (The Old

ORPHEUM
O.;

Atlantic City a

Flood A Erma, good; Planjd
Throe Donala, good; Roof Oar-

pleased.

"REX."

ORPHEUM
A.; rehearsal
Wa,l K5 aH'

"Trail of the

den Trio,

Bros,).,
mgra).— SO.
Co., indefinite.

Oelger 4k Stebblna are building a house
to be devoted to vaudeville and pictures on
Broughton St. In the heart of the theatrical
diatrlct
House will be In readiness In a

SOUTH BEND, DTD.
(A. J. Allsrdt, mgr.; W. V.
Mon. A Thura 11.10).—t-u,

Kaufman

O'Donnell

Stock.

ft HolUs, hit;
Trio, entertain;

LIBERTY (Bandy
Tedd Brackett Stock.

month.

—Musical

mgr.).

DALET.

B

U. B. O.).
KEITH'S (C. Lovenberg.
Shillings; Newbold ft Oribbln; Dick; Corel le
Gillette; Lambert; Olga Petrova; "Honor

Among

mgr.).—Paul

U

C

R
mgr.;

ft

Dodge,

Pictures.
T.

attendance; pictures; 1-U, Nat
Goodwin In
"Oliver Twist"; 14. "The Contention"; If.
"*£!££. Pr!nce",,,: "• " Pon * °* *• Clrcua"
BIJOU (Harry Bernateln. mgr.; U.
O.;
rehearsal Mon. 11).—Dorothy Dally, auperb;
Warren A Keefe. Immense; Blske A Amber.
hit; Clarence Slaters 4k Bros., scored; Harry
Austin and "Taps." great.

"Pink Lady."

PROVIDENCE,

M.

Hunt

SAVANNAH, GA.
NSW SAVANNAH (William B. Stttkind.
mgr.; K. A E).—7, "Old Homestead." poor

P. Mosher. mgr.; U. B. O.
"Visions D'Art." fine;
10.10).

Cycling Zanoras, clever; Lightner A Jordan,
Carter Taylor ft Co., good; Newport ft Btlrk, laugh.
OREELEY*8 (J. W. Greeley, mgr.; Bheedy;
rehearsal Mon. ft Thura 10.10).— Marie Zelene, clever: May Vincent, fine; Valmore ft
Collins, excellent
JEFFRRBON (Julius Cahn, mgr.).— 12.
Primrose ft Dockstader*s Minstrels; 18-14.
10-11,

Balllen. mgr.; Bart Levey;
Billots; Jack
1,

(J.

Ralney*a African

excellent;

"Alma";

"Officer fit."

rehearsal Mon. It).—Weak
Irwin; Tabor 4k Grata.

BIS CLAIR.

rehearsal Mon.

LAKE—11-14.

COLONIAL—Stock.
SAN DIEGO. CAL.
EMPRESS (Wm Tomkina, mgr.; S-C; rehaaraal Mon.
10).—Week t, Happy Jack
Gardner A Co.. good; Valentine Vox. Jr.,

PRINCESS (Fred

GAYETY (Henry Kurtaman, mgr.; Eastern).— Hasting's Show.
DUQUESNE (Harry Davis, mgr.; Stock).—
"The Notorious Mrs. Bbbamlth.
(I.

Romance." ordinary; RIccl'a Saxagood; Hanlon * Hanlon,
Harvey Co.. nicely; bualneaa big.

Quartet,

plaaaa; Laroy

SALT

VAUDEVILLE

fair.

EMPRESS (8ulllvan-Consldlne. mgr.; direct)
—
Moore, liked; May Ellnore. paaaed; "A
B.
Wyoming

"Fortune Hunter."

PORTLAND

Brooklyn

FRANK BOHM

Direction

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

GRAND

New

H

CORTRIGHT.

FraDCl" Mart,n

'

'

m *r:

"a"

(John B. Brealln. mgr.).—Re
Ray Myers; Jamea Orady A
Co.; Freeman 4k King; Mile. Bmerle.
BA8TABLB (Stephen Beatable, mgr.).— 1214. "Eaet Lynne"; 10-11, "London Bella"
_

TACOMA. WASH.

EMPRESS (Dana Hayes, mgr.; 8-C- reALT LAKE CITY.
hearssl Mon. 1:)—Week 2. Ladelia Comlquea
ORPHEUM (Martin Beck. gen. mgr.; direct) entertaining;
A Nellie Helm, great; Kre—Lew Solly, big; Marguerite Haney A Co .tors, amused; Bud
Belle A Mayo, fair.

DATE BOOK
MENTION THIS PAPER

THE M. STEIN COSMETIC
NEW YORK

When annoerlmg advert tementg

^),

CRESCENT

volvlng Colllna;

CO.
kindly mention

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
VARIETY.

VARIETY

37

MAUDE FULTON

WILLIAM ROCK
-

Announce

the dissolution of their very pleasant business associa-

tion for the past six years in theatricals, after
of

this

the termination

season.
•Id.

Ml

present in

Next Week (September
PANTAOES

;

sal

Bun. 1).—Week

18,

Gilbert

t.

"Raffles"

HARRY TATE'S <9.

Rlely. press man at the Empress, was
severely Injured last Monday when he threw
himself from his motorcycle In an attempt to
He suffered a broken
avoid striking a boy.
collarbone, four fractured ribs, a dislocated
*>

severe concussion of the head.

Miss Agnes Berry joins the Chicago-Philadelphia Grand Opera Co. for the coming sea-

TERRE HAUTE,

CASINO

ENGLAND
AUSTRALIA
AFRICA

FISHING^MOTQRING

W. Barhydt,

Jr.,

mgr.; K.

BESSIE WYNN
IN

Barnes,

mgr.).—8.

s

TRIO

Shea, mgr.; Ray Cox. hit; Joe
Welch, laughing success ; Don Fulano. well
praised; Hal Stevens, good; Biz Steppers,
pleased; Marie Fenton, clever; Edgar Berger,
good.
MAJE8TTC (Peter F. Griffin, mgr.).— Pepper Twins; Geo. Dawn; Barrett A Swinburne;

Mas Nash.

ALEXANDRA

Night'*

PRINCE88

(O.

(L.

Bolman.

OPENING SEPT.
For Time:

ALBEE.

hit; Seven PIchlanis. excellent.
PRINCESS (Ralph Pltser, mgr.).— Nagfys.
good; Shaw 4k La Mar, clever; Franconla Trio,
good; Dasy Glasior, pleasing.
GRAND (John Elliott, mgr.).— IS, "Littlest
Rebel"; 11-14, "Let George Do It"

C. A.

LEEDY.

A REAL NOVELTY

mgr.).— "Over

B. Sheppard. mgr.).— Mme.

in

COOKE
AND

In his

own comedy

playlet with a moral

150
(A. J. Small,

Direction ED. F. KEALEY
Performances in NEW YORK CITY
mgr.).— Flske O'Hara.

GAYETY (T. R. Henry, mgr.).— "Midnight
STAR (Dan P. Pierce, mgr.). — "Monte Car-

Herman Becker

4k

Late Star

and

Co.; Cabaret Girls, pleased;

Sawjrer
encores;

lo Girls.'*

Johnsons, wonders; 12-14, Jerry McAullffe A
Co.; Adams A Garrison; Two Colliers; Marie

Adams;

Amusement

have

taken
Sound, Ont.,
and will rename It Griffin Opera House. It
will book the attractions of the small circuit;
also will present vaudeville and moving picGriffin

Co.

Owen

HARTLEY.

tures.

TRENTON, N. J.
8TATB ST. (Herman Wahn, mgr. Prudential; rehearsal Mon. A Thurs. 11). — 9-11,
;

When answering

Tannen, pleased; Belle Jeannette.
Brooks Bros, laugh; Pour Juggling

4k

big business.
ST. (Geo. E.

BROAD

"Tho Rosary"; big

Brown, mgr.).

business.

W.

New Comedy

IT'S

advcr*i»evient8 kindly mention

—

VARIETY.

Will Produce Shortly

Protean Absurdity,

A 52000 PRODUCTION

WASHINGTON.
CHASE'S (H. W. DeWItt, mgr.; U. B. O.
rehearsal Mon. 10). Stella Mayhew A Blllle
Taylor, headline; Oenaro A Bailey, hit; Walter 8. Dickinson, scored; Apollo Trio, applause; Wlnsor McCay, clever; Uno Clayton

"AROUND THE CLOCK"

"A Dream of Dickens*'
MANAGERS

— 9-14.

A. C.

of

"VANITY PAIR,"
a

Maidens."

over the opera house at

Dresden (return).

RITCHIE
(TNI DRUNK)

GRAND

to SO, Central,

AND

"The Preacher and the Man"

3 Rotherts

Top or bottom of every bill In the past 4
months In England.

BILLIE

the East

IS

THE AMERICAN

1

PA.

—

WEBER & EVANS

1000 Performances

of

Small, mgr.).— "Billy the
the Taxi."
J. B. FOREMAN.

Arrive Campania, Sept. 20

Naslmova.

Sept.

WEST CHESTER,

(J. P.
II. "Girl In

FIFTH AMERICAN TOUR. KEITH CIRCUIT.
30th, BUSHWICK THEATRE, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

(J.

mgr.).— "Pierre

YOUNG8TOWN, O.
PARK (Charles E. Smith, mgr.; Pelber 4k
Shea). Bell 4k Caron, good; Windsor Trio,
pleasing; Martini A Maximilian, funny; Mon v
arch Comedy Pour, good; "Apple of Paris."

Motoring in Mid-Air

"Zallah's

Thatcher,

ACADEMY (John Lyons, mgr.; 8. A H.;
rehearsal Mon. 10).— "The Angelus."
OAYETY (Geo. Peck, mgr.). —"Girls from
Happyland."
LYCEUM (A. C. Mayer, mgr.).— "Cherry
Blossoms."
ERNIE

VAUDCVILLR

TOM DAVIES

!XSs

A

TORONTO.

SHEA'S

(T.

GRAND

WILL CHRI8TMAN.

Own/*

—

Kid";

Stock.

(Joe

—

the Plains."

E.).—•-€. "Round Up"; 7, "Ready Money"; 8.
"Louisiana Lou"; It, "Traveling Salesman";
14. "Black Pattl."
YOUNG'S AIRDOME (Sam Young, mgr.).—

PARK

en-

mgr.; Galaskl; rehearsal Mon. 10). Rose Tiffany A Co., hit;
Lillian Carter,
honors; Hurley 4k Hurley,
clever;
Kershaw A Evans, applause; Rodolpho, encores.
COSMOS (A. J. Brylawskl, mgr.; Jefferles;
rehearsal
Mon. 10). "L'Amour d' Artiste";
Cora Simpson A Co.; Victor; Martini A Trots;
Gil Losee; Mary Rosner.
COLUMBIA (F. Berger, mgr.; Ind.; rehearsal Mon. 10). Al. H. Wilson in "It Hap-

POLI'S

—

(T.

Bros,

Knight,

—

VARIETIES (Jack Hoeffler, mgr. W. V.
M. A.; rehearsal Mon. A Thurs. 10). Arizona
Madelyn Shone,
Trio, good; Smalls, good;
ordinary; Herculanos Sisters, hit; Henley 4k
Co., pleased; Georgia Trio, good; France *
Co., fair; Kent 4k Elbert, pleased; Burt Shepherd A Co., feature; Petching Bros. A Co-

GRAND

Clemenso

received;

(M.

pened in Potsdam."

IND.

fair.

well

Co.,
cores.

NEW YORK

Ind.).— 17-

H. Herald, mgr.;
Sullivan Opera Co..

(C.
4k

New York

Avenue Theatre,
A

Frank

elbow and

16) Fifth

;

exciting; "The Finish"; Lillian Bisters, failed;
Provol. Interesting; Apollo Trio, out of ordinary*
PRINCE88 (C. L. Richards, mgr. rehear-

TACOMA

vaudeville.

(W. J. Timmons, mgr. agent.
Mon. I).—Week 2. "Star Bout."

P.; rehearsal

MM

IT'S

A REAL HEADLINER

Car* VARIETY,

Nw York

VARIETY

38

W

168 N Y C
Carmen Frank 466
Carmen Sisters 2183 Washington av

N Y C

Berths Normandls Hotel N Y
Carroll Chas 429 E Kentucky Louisville

J*™

Carlisle,

VARIETY ARTISTS' ROUTES
FOR WEEK SEPTEMBER 16
WHEN NOT OTHERWISE
The routes given from 8BPT.
and closing d«7t of engagement
furnished VARIETY by artists.

Carroll Nettie American Omaha
Carrollton Mrs CG1311 8 Flower Los

W

dependent upon tha opening
country
All s dd r sssss are
Addreeees ears newspapers, managers, or agents will

II to 8BPT. IS. Inclusive,
In different parte of the

W

58 N Y C
Cheers ft Jones 318
CMrls A Harry Bijou Battle Creek
Chubb Ray 107 Spruce 8c ran ton Pa

not be printed.

Springfield

«RAND **g uel

(

(Sept 16),

NEW

"A

Bosn ia Ins,

NYC

ft Leon 220
88th
Bennett Klute ft King Jahukes Oafs Los Aug
Bentleys Musical 121 Clipper San Francisco
Benway ft Dayton. Star
Warren Indef
Berg Bros Orpheum Spokane
Berliner Vera 5724 Ridge Chicago
Beverly Sisters 5722 Springfield av Phila
Billy A Burns 850 Home Bronx
Bimbos 872 Lawe Appleton Wis
37 N Y C
Bluett ft Shady 248
Bissau A Weston 5 Green st London Eng
Black ft Leslie 8722 Bberly av Chicago
Blake A Amber Empire Richmond
Bowers, Walters A Crooker Winter Garden

Otta

w

IDEA.'

Adonis Shea's Toronto
Alburtus ft Millar Hippodrome Batavla N
Abeam Agnes ft Co Fair Southend Eng

W
W

Bonn

ARLINE

.nd

ft Bell 87 John Bloomfleld N J
Boy Trio Ramona Pk Grand Rapids
Bella Italia Troupe Box 700 B'kfleld 111 Indef
Belmont Joe 70 Brook London
Belsac Irving 250
12 N Y C

Bell
Bell

.

J Trocadero Burlesquers B R
TTTfTS

ADLER
Week

Next

111

Y

NYC

W

The Prince of Song.

Booked 9

Direction,
^.

BEEHLEB BROS.

———

Berlin Ger Indef

Allen Luno Bertie 118 Central Oshkosh
Alpine Troupe Rlngllng Bros C R
Alvlo Peter H Dresden Ohio
Andrews Abbott A Oo 3962 Morgan 8t Louis

Archer

Low Pantages Davenport

Ardelle

ft

N

81 Philadelphia

Edwards 81 B Fair Atlanta

ft

Baldwin ft Shea 847 Barry av Chicago
Ball J»ck Opera House Alexandria

NYC B
NYC
Omaha

Ball ft Marshall 1553 Broadway
Girls From Happyland
Batten Alfred
Barapan Troups 1804 Fifth av

W

W

R

Clark 2221

BARTOS
Sept. IS,

•

Worth aad I ate ret ate.
,

EBBHLER

BROS.

All-

W,

aeaaoa «» the

W

N

nuo
.

A.

J

F.

Fan tea Two The 2925 Harvard Chicago
Fe&ian Arthur 8 Girls from Happyland B
Fenner ft Fox 418 Van Hook Camden N J

*

ADRLE

BROS.
BBaJaXKB
Ti

ft
ft

Crown 1110 Nevada Toledo
Josephine Orpheum Brooklyn

HLKR

M.

8.

W

AI.BKK,

Brooks ft Carlisle 38 Glenwood av Buffalo
Brooks Thos A Girls from Happy land B R
Brown ft Barrows 146
80 N Y
Brown ft Brown 09
115 N Y C
Brown ft WUmot 71 Glen Maiden Mass
Brydon ft Han Ion 26 Cottage Newark
Buch Bros 18 Edison Rldgefleld Pk N J
Burbank ft Danforth Berlin N Y
Burdett Johnson Burdett 881 Main Pawtucket
Burgess Harvey J 627 Trenton av Pittsburg
Burke Minnie Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Burt
14 N Y C
P ft Daughter 133
Busse (Mme) Dogs Empress Seattle
Byron Gieta 170 Blue Hill av Roxbury Mass

W

C.

I

Si. Paul.

EVANS.

WW

R

FISHERandGREEN
Dlreetlea,

of the

Subway"

BEEHLBB BROS.
'

H

Fisher Roy J Cook's O
Rochester indef
Fletcher Ted 470 Wsrren Brooklyn
Flynn Frank D 65
123 N Y C
Follette A Wicks 1824 Ostes av Bklyn
Forbes A Gowman 201
112 N Y C
Force Johnny 840 Edmondson Baltimore
Ford Corlnne Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Fords Four 1040 84 st Bensonhurst
Ford A Hyde Camp Rest Clifton Me

W

W

W

Darrell ft Conway Empire Pittsfleld Mass
D'Arvllle Jeannette Philadelphia
Day Billy Box 2 Bala Pa
Davts ft Cooper 1020 Dayton Chicago
De Costa Duo 982 N 2d Philadelphia
De Grace ft Gordon 922 Liberty Bklyn
De Haven ft Whitney care Hall's Players
Mansfield indef

De la Genesto Alma Mich
Ds Leo John B 718 Jackson Milwaukee
De Milt Gertrude 813 Sterling pi Bklyn
Da 8tefano Bros 1266 Maxwsll av Detroit
De Vere ft Roth 549 Belden av Chicago
DeWltt-Burns ft Torrance Orpheum Los Ang'ls
ft Sibley 465 Columbus av Boston
Deery Frank 204 West End av N Y C
88 N Y C
Delmsr ft Delmar 220
Delmore ft Light Columbia St Louis
Delmore ft Oneida Temple Rochester
Delton Bros 261
38 N Y C
Demonto ft Belle Bnglewood N J

Desn

W

THI

ft

Ferguson Dick 68
Bayonne N J
Ferguson Frank 704
180 N Y C
Fernandez Duo 1284 Lake Muskegan
Field Bros 62
115 N Y C
Fields Nettle 6302 8 Halsted Chicago
Finney Frank Trocadero Burlesquers B

W

NYC

Orpheum,

WEBER

W

Dakotas Two 5119 Irving Philadelphia
141 N Y C
Dale Joah 144
35 N Y C
Dale A Clark 810
Dalton Harry Fen 1870 Cornelia Bklyn
Daly ft O'Brien 825
48 N Y C
Dare ft Martin 4801 Calumet Chicago

W

BROWN BROS

Cantway Fred R 6425 Woodlawn av Chicago
Capital City Four 29 Welcome New Bedford

B.DNA
(Sept. 16),

Direction,

W

BROS.

Calder Chaa Lee 3812 Lancaster av Phlla
Campbell Al 2781 Bway
Can field ft Carleton 2218 80 Benson hurst L

Nexxt

BENTHAM.

Schnsll Royal Court Cleveland indf
108 N Y C
Cunnlagham A Marlon 70
51 N Y C
Curaon Sistsrs 235
ft

R

W

WELCH

»°

B R

FERGUSON and N0RTHLANE

W

86 N Y
Craig Marietta 146
Crawford ft Delsncey 110 Ludlow Bellefontalne
Cree Jessica 77 Josephine av Detroit
Cromwells 6 Dancroft Gardens London

Crouch

V. M. A. Boutr.

Wm

mmmmmm*

Batros 3 Majegtlo Ft Worth
Behren Musical 52 8prlngfleld av Newark

W

"On Account

BRINDAMOUR
6

Phlla

NYC

CRAIG and WILLIAMS

Dlreetlea,

WW

Cumber la ad av

E.

Earl Harry 2387 2d av N Y C
Earl Robert ft F C Vardel Lumherg Utlca
Bckert ft Berg Hotel St Margaret
Eckhoff ft Gordon East Haddam Conn
Edmand ft Gaylor Box 89 Richmond Ind
Edwards Jess 12 Edison Rldgefleld N J
Edwards Shorty Murray Richmond Ind
Elinors ft Williams Orpheum Brooklyn
Elson ft Arthur 456 B 149 N T C
Emsils Troups 604 B Taylor Bloomington 111
Emerald ft Dupre National Sydney Australia
Engelbroth O
2313 Highland av Cincinnati
Esman H T 1234 Putnam av Bklyn
Espe ft Roth Pantages Spokane
Evans Bessls 8701 Cottage Grove av Chicago
Evelyn Sistsrs 260 St James pi Bklyn
"Bverhart" Circus Bosch Vienna

Falardaux Camilla Trocadero Burlesquers

CROUCH

Featured this Season with the Primrose
aad Doekatader Mlaatrels.

Wee-Id's

ft

W
W

tio
Direction

ANITA BARTLIHG
Barto

W

ft

Dunean Charlotte Orpheum Mansfield

ft

Playing;

22d st 8
Harbor ft Palmer 617
Barnes ft West Johannesburg S Africa
Barnold Chas Davor Dorf Swltserland
Barron Geo 2002 Fifth av N Y C
Barry ft Black 1528 Fairmount as Phila
Battel! ft Garfield 2090 B 53 Cleveland

W

W

Cross
Cross

Casino 9 A F sts Wash D C
Allen 2700 Howard Kansas City
Bradleys Ths 1314 Brush Birmingham
Brennan George Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Breton Ted ft Corlnne 114
44 N Y C
Bridges June 280
39 N Y C
Brlnkleys The 424
80 N Y C
Brltton Nellie 140 Morris Philadelphia

Boyd

Bander ft La Velle 8prlng Orore Springfield O
Bacon Doc HI Henrys Minstrels
Bailey

NELSON

W

Leigh 8511 Beach av Chlcsgo
Duffy Thos H 1718 N Taylor av St Louis
Dugan Harry F 8491 Welkel Philadelphia
Dullsell Paul Tremont Beaton

Va
Cota Bl §05 Main Wheeling
Coyle ft Murrell 8827 Vernon av Chicago

i

Bowman Fred

W

Ayres Howard 1700

and

Leslie 2713 Michigan Chicago
Fields 2848
Taylor Chicago
Stratford N J

Du Barry

NYC

ii

BOQERT

ft

Drew Lowell B

Clipper Quartet Sroggs, Bakerfleld Cal
Close Bros 41 Howard Boston
Codsn ft Clifford 21 Adams Roxbury Mass
Collins Will B Girls from Happyland B R
Comets Musical Carlton Terrace Garden
Com P ton ft Plumb 2220 Emerson sv Mlnneap
Comrades Four 824 Trinity sv N Y C
Connolly Bros 1906 N 24 Philadelphia
Cook Geraldlne 670 Jackson av N Y C
Corbett ft Forrester 71 Emmet Newark N J
Corel 11 ft Gillette Orpheum Montreal
Costsllo ft La Croix 813 Bwslng Kansas City

GEORGIA

Next WkjfSes*. lO.Orpheusn, Stowx City

Armalns 5 Orpheum Madison
Arlsona Trio Kalamasoo
58 N Y
Atwood Vera 17
Austin A 8mlth San Frsnclsco

Downey

Talk"
Beys who T

JAY

Leslie 10 Broesel Rochester

Devau Hubert 884 Prospect pi Bklyn
Diamond Four 2567 Station Chicago
Dloksrson ft Llbby 1260 Rogers av Bklyn
Dlxon-Bowers ft Dixon 5626 Csrpenter Chicago
Dodd Emily ft Jessie 201 Division av Bklyn
Doherty ft Harlowe 428 Union Bklyn
Donner ft Doris 848 Lincoln Johnstown Pa
Doss Billy 102 High Columbus Tenn
Doyle

Chuaas Four 19 Loughborough Rd London
46 N Y C
Church City Four 807
128 N Y
OlalnnAnt Jossphlne A Co 246
ClareTi Devereux Majestic Birmingham
Clsra Floretta 167 Roxbury Roxbury Mass
Clark A Ferguson 121 Phslps Bnglewood
Clayton Carl ft Emily 48 Melville Toronto
Clayton Zella Monte Carlo Girls B R
Clifford Davs B 173 B 103 N Y C

W

ROUTES FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK MUS T REACH THIS OFFICE NO
LATER THAN WEDNESDAY HORNING TO INSURE PUBLICATION.
TEMPORARY ADDRESSER WILL BE CARRIED WHEN ACT IS ^iaMTCNa OFF."

Dahn

Direction. M. S. Bent bam.

Angeles

Cased ft De Verne Cooks Park Bvansville
Cass Psul 31 8 Clsrk Ohlcsgo
Chadwlck Trio Syracuse
Chameroys 1449 41 Brooklyn
68 N Y C
Chandler Clauds 219
Chantrell ft Schuyler 219 Prospect av Bklyn
Chapman Sisters 1629 Mllburn Indianapolis
Chase Dave 90 Birch Lynn Mass
Chatham Sisters 808 Grant Pittsburgh

INDICATED

Diamond am Brennan »»'

Formby Geo Wslthew House Wlgan Bng
Fox Florence 172 Fllmore Rochester
Fox A Summers 517 10 Saginaw Mich

Foyer Eddie 9920 Plerpont Cleveland
Francis Wlllard 67
128 N Y C
Franclscos 343 N Clark Chicago
Freeman Bros 35 Anderson Boston
Frey Twins Keith's Grand Indianapolis
Frl3co Trio care Sam Messell 618 Anstell Bldg
Atlanta
Frlsh. Gerard A Toolln 1700 Frisk Chicago
Furman Radio 829 Beck

W

NYC

O.

Gaffney Sisters 1407 Madison Chlcsgo
Gaffney Al 898 Vernon Brooklyn N Y
Gardner Georgl 4646 Kenmore av Chlcsgo
Gates Bsrl Monte Carlo Girls B. R
Gaylor Chas 768 17 Detroit
J *
Gaylor A Graff 888 Van Buren Brooklyn
Gaylor ft Wally 1321 Halsey Brooklyn
Glrard Marie 41 Howard Boston

II

FRANK BYRON
LOUISE LANGDON
AND OO.
....

•

-

.

*

(Including Eight Chorus Girls)

In the Western
Musical Comedy

COYOTTE GUSSIE"
FOR VAUDEVILLE SEE
When answering

advertisements kindly mtntion

VARIETY.

By

and

VARIETY
W

45 N T
A Talmage 140
A Houlihan 8 New Coventry London Bng
Godfrey 4b Henderson Orpheum Denver
Golden Max
Alden Boston
Golden Morris 101 Syndicate Bldg Pittsburgh
Goldman Sam 401 Benson Reading
Goodman Joe 2038 N 8 Philadelphia
Gordon Ed M 0116 Drexel ay Chicago
Gordon Dan 1777 Atlantic ay Bklyn
Gordon A Barber 26 S Locust Hagerstown Ifd
Gomans Bobby 400 So
Columbus O
Gottlob Amy 671 Lenox ay N Y
Granat Louis M 843 B'way Union Hill N J
Gray A Graham Vaudeville Club London
Gray A Gray 1022 Birch Joplln Mo
Green Ethel Majestic Chicago
Griffith Fred M Academy Chicago
Griffith John P Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Grimm A Elliott Majestic Decatur
Gullfoyle A Charlton 206 Harrison Detroit
Gladetons

Gleeeon's

'

Kaufman Rawls A Von Keiths Louisville
Kaufman Reba A Ines Majestic Chicago
Kaufmanns The Heae Lake Newaygo Mtrh
Keeley Bros
Haymarket Sq London
Keenan A Beverly 574 11 st Brooklyn
Kelsey Sleters 4832 Christiana av Chicago
Kenna Chaa Majestic 8an Antonio
Kennedy Joe 1131 N 8 Knozville Tenn
Kenney A Hollls Howard Boston
Kenton Dorothy Felix-Portland Hotel
164 N Y C
Keener Rose 488
Keston Le Roy Pottsvllle Pa
Kidder Bert A Dory 886 Santa Clara Alameda
King Bros 211 4 av Schenectady
King Four 200 N Kentucky av Atlantic City
King Violet Winter Garden Blackpool Bng
Klrsch The Great 823 18th Ave
'Knight Bros A Sawtelle 4450 Sheridan rd Chic

NYC

W

Kolb A La Neva Empress Duluth
Koners Bros Orpheum Sacramento
Krone Arthur A Bessie 200 N 54 Philadelphia
la

Halllgan A Sykes Union Square N T C
Halkings The Calvert Hotel N Y C
Halls Dogs 111 Walnut Revere Mass
Halson Boys 21 E 08 N Y C
Halton Powell Co Colonial Indianapolis lndef
Hamilton Harry 257 Jelllff av Newark
Hammond A Forrester Box 83 Scarsdale N Y
Hampton A Bassett Variety Allegheny Pa
Hanlon Bros A Co Colonial Erie

Harcourt Frank Girls from Happyland
R
Harris Maude Girls from Happyland B R
Harrlty Johnnie 708 Harrison av Scranton
Hart Bros Barnum A Bailey C R
Hart Maurice 156 Lenox av N Y C
Hart Stanley Warde Hyman Los Angeles lndf
Harvey A Irving 1558 Broadway
Haydn Dunbar A Haydn. Palace Chicago
Hays Ed C Vogels Minstrels
Hazzard Lynne-A Bonnie Wausau Wis
Held A La Rue 1328 vine Philadelphia
Henella A Howard 646 N Clark Chicago
Henry Frank J Girls from Happyland B R
Henry Girls 2326 So 71 Philadelphia
107th
Henshaw Edward 65
Herberts The 47 Washington Lynn
Heuman Trio Ronacher's Vienna Austria
Roberts
516
Hillman A
E 11 Saginaw Mich
163 N Y C
Hlnee A Fenton 532
Hlnea A Remington Harrison N Y
Hoffman Dave 2241 E Clearfield Phi la
Hoffman A O'Connell, Majestic Shreveport
I

NYC

NYC

W

W

Holman Harry A Co Empire Montgomery

Holmes Norlne Trocadero Burlesquers B
Holt Alf 755 Fifth Milwaukee
Honan A Hein P
B 564 Onset Mass
Hood Sam 721 Florence Mobile Ala
34 N Y C
Hoover Lillian 482

R

W

LA MAZE TRIO
(• Fools

Next Week

(Sept.

and • Tables)
Orpheum, Portland.

16),

Ore,

Lake Jas J Girls from Happyland B R
Lamont Harry 20 Clinton Johnstown N Y
Lane Chrla 4857 Kenmore av Chicago
Lane A Ardell 160 Alexander Rochester
Lane Eddie 805 E 73 N Y C
Langdons The Keiths Indianapolis
Lanlng Arthur Monte Carlo Girls
R
La n sear Ward B 282 Schaefer Bklyn
La Centra A La Rue 2461 2 av N Y C
La Fleur Joe Ringllng Bros C R
La Rue A Holmee 81 Llllie Newark
i

39

McGarry A Harris 521 Palmer Toledo
84 N Y C
McKle Corkey 251

W

JOCK McKAY
Who

SCOTCH COMEDIAN,

asks for applause and gets It without
over in Scotland. Com., Pat Caaey.

asking,

McLaln

Sisters

88 Miller av Providence

McMAHON

and CHAPPELLE

Pert Monmouth, N. J.

JKNIK JACOBS.

Direction.

W

McNutte Nutty 270
89 N Y C
McWaters A Tyson 471 00 Bklyn

W

NYC

MORTIMER
PHIL LAHante—
TOSKA LILLIANVVKBKB
EVANS
Vaudeville—I nitee time

ALBEE,

A

Mostras The 62 Morse Newton
Musketeers Three 240
39 N

W

La Toska Phil Varieties Terre Haute
La Toy Bros Union Square
La Tour Irene 24 Atlantic Newark
Larrlvee A Lee 82 Shuter Montreal

NYC

Neary Bliss A Ross 459 E Main Bridgeport
Nevlns A Erwood 249 17 av Peterson lndef
Nichols-Nelson Troupe Lincoln Chicago
Nonette 617 Flatbush av Bklyn
Norton C Porter 6342 Kimbark av Chicago
Noesee Musical New Brighton Pa
Nowak Casper 1807 N Hutchinson Phila

W

2 Sisters Hopkins
(Ethel and Emma)
September, Otympln. l'ariw.

Hopp Fred 826
Horton A La

Littleton av

Trlska

Newark

N

Hippodrome

J
Paisley

Howard Jack Girls from Happyland B R
Howard Joe B 1018
65 Chicago
Howard A White 3017 Grand Blvd Chicago

B R

O

I.

Mr. Fred Ireland

Lewis Dave Imperial Chicago
Linden A Buckley 70
05 N Y
Llngermans 705 N 5 Phila
Linton A Jungle Girls 1085 So Penn Denver
Lock woods Musical 132 Cannon Poughkeepsie
London A Riker 32
08 N Y C
Lorch Family Circus Schuman Berlin Oer
Loralne Olga 4116
End Chicago
Luce A Luce 8525 Krather Rd Cleveland
Lutgen Hugo Empress Salt Lake City
Lynch Haael 855 Norwood av Grand Rapids

W
W

AND HIS CASINO GIRLS
Booked
Ingram s

Inman

Solid by

Two

Billy

M

care

Monte

HKKHI.RK BROS.

W

Tootl. Nevada
Carlo Girls B

R

Iowa

loleen Sisters
September. Follee Martgny, Parte,
Irwin Flo 221

W

45

N Y C
J.

W
W

Jackson Frank C 326
46 N Y G
Jerge A Hamilton Lyric Mobile
Jarrell Company 3044
Madison Chicago
Jeffrels Tom 380 Bridge Bklyn
Jennings Jewell A Barlow 3362 Arl'gt'n St L
Jewell Mildred 5 Alden Boston
Johnson Great 257
37 N Y C
Johnson Henry 60 Tremont Cambridge
Johnson A Johnson 108 Knight av Colllngsw'd
Johnstons Musical Empire Sunderland Eng
Jordons Juggling 4736 Ashland Chicago
Juno A Wells 511 B 78 N Y C

W

Kane James E 1732 So 8th Philadelphia

"Mab Queen" A Wels Hillside Bx Canton
MacDonald Dr Howard Boston
Mack Floyd 5034 Ohio Chicago
Malone Grace 183 Normal Buffalo
Malloy Dannie 11 Glen Morris Toronto
Manning Frank 022 Sixth av N Y C
Manning Trio 154 N Wanamaker Phila
Mantell Harry Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Mantells Marionettes American Omaha
28 N Y C
Marathon Comedy Four 300
Mardo A Hunter Bijou Battle Creek

W

Marine Comedy Trio 137 Hopkins Bklyn
Marshall A Klnner Plankinton House Mllw'ke
Martin Dave A Percle R R No 2 Derby la
Maritana Miss 2815 Boulevard Jersey City Hg
57th
Martins Fred 457
Masln A Pearee Van Cortlandt Hotel
Matthews Mabel 2031 Burling Chicago
Mayer Arthur Monte Carlo Girls B R

W

0.

W

O'Connor Trio 708
Allegheny av Phila
A Gllmore 1145 Monroe Chicago

O'Dell

W

36 N Y C
O'Nell Dennis 201 B Marshall Richmond
O'Neill A Regenery 592 Warren Bridgeport
Orloff Troupe 208 E 57 N Y C
Orr Charlee F 181
41 N Y C
Owens Dorothy Mae 8047 90 Chicago

Omar

252

Sampsel A Rellly Maryland Baltimore
Scanlon
J 1591 Vlnewood Detroit
Schroder Carol Girls from Happyland B
Schulte Geo 1014 Sedgwick Chicago
Scully Will P 8 Webster p^Bklyn
Sears Gladys Dantes Daughters B R

W

A Betty Broadway
Selton Larry Syndons Omaha

W

R

Columbus O

Sexton Chaa B Jefferson Birmingham Ind
Shaw Edith Trocadero Burlesquers B R

Burt
Shepherd
"The Whip King"—Booked
Solid.

Direction

BKEHLBB BROS.

Shermans Dogs Dumont N J
Sherlock Frank 614
185 N Y C
Sherman Krans A Hyman Maurlcs Bths Hot 8p
Shsrmans Two 252 St Emanuel Mobile
Shields Sydney A Co Orpheum New Orleans

W

Slmma Sheldon P

B

559

N Y C

Simons Murray J Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Skeley Johnson A De Ferris Emplrs Pittsburgh
81 ** ei 518 Blrcn ay Indianapolis
o"rT A.**Adams
lSmith
1145
Madison Chicago
Smith Allen 1243 Jefferson av Bklyn
Smith Lee 28 Vienna Newark N J
Smith Lou 124 Franklin Allston Mass
Smith A Champion 1747 B 48 Bklyn
Smith A Larson 140
49 N Y C
Somers A Storke Kattsklll Bay Lake George
Soper A Lans 1232 N Alden West Phila
Spears The 67 Clinton Bverett Maes
•Sprague A Dixon Dixie Unlontown Pa
Springer A Church 8 Esther Terrace Pittsfld
Stanley Harry Grant Hotel Chicago
Stauey Sun 905 Bates Indianapolis
9 tan wood Davis 864 Bremen B Boston
Stearns Pearl A Co Bijou Flint
Stein-Hume-Thomas Orpheum St Paul

W

,

W

Steppe A H S3 Barclay Newark
Stepping Trio 8908 N 5 Phila
Sterk Oreat 84 Watson Peterson N J
Stevens B J 498 Marion Bklyn
Stevens Paul 323
28 N Y C
St Claire Annie Central Atlanta lndef
St James
A Co Oakland
Stubblefleld Trio 5808 Maple av St Louis
Sullivan James F 808 Court Brooklyn
Sully A Phalps 2428 Jefferson Phila
Summers Allen 1956
Division Chicago
Sutcliffe Trio 288 Laurel av Arlington
Swisher Calvin 708 Harrison av Scranton
Symonds Alfaretta 140 8 11 Phila
Syts A 8yti 140 Morris Phila

W

WH

W

N

W

W

Hoyt A Starke 15 Bancroft pi Bklyn
Hulbert A De Long 4416 Madison Chicago
Hunter A Ross New Amsterdam Springfield

Leslie Elsie Trocadero Burlesquers
Leslie Frank 114
130 N Y C
Leslie Reglna Claaon Point
Y
Levy Family 47
120 N Y C

W
W

Scotland
Hotallng Edw 057 8 Division Grand Raplda
Howard Comedy Four 083 3 av Bklyn
Howard Harry A Mae 222 S Peoria Chicago

Y C

N.

Laahe Great 1611 Rater Phila
Laurense Bert 106 8 4 Reading
La Verne A La Verne 525 E 11 Erie
Lawrence A Edwards 624 Elm Reading
Lawrence A Wright 56 Copeland Roxbury Mas
Laypo A Benjamin Birmingham
Layton Marie 252 B Indiana St Charles 111
Le Page 236 8 Milwaukee
Le Roy Geo 36
115 N Y C
Le Roy Vie 832 Everett Kansas City
Leahy Bros 250 Bast av Paw tucket R I
Leberg Phil A Co 224 Tremont Boston
Lee Joe Kinsley Kan
Lee Rose 1040 Broadway Bklyn
Lenzs 1814 Newport av Chicago
Leonard Gus 280 Manhattan av N Y C

W

Sells Billy

Meredith Sisters 11 Eppirt B Orange
64th st
Meredith Sisters 10
Methen Slstere 12 Culton Springfield Mass
Meuther A Davis 842 B 86 N Y C
Meyer David 1584 Central av Cincinnati
Michael A Fitzgerald Aquarium Moscow Rus'a
Miglino Bros 1660 Bushwlck av Bklyn
Miller Edgar M 255 B Front Bellevue
Miller A Princeton 88 Olney Providence
Milliard Bros (Bob A Bill) Pantages Calgary
Millinery Salesman Muncle Ind
Minstrel 4 Star Ithaca
Mlnty A Palmer 8812 N Park Phila
Moller Harry 34 Blymer Delaware O
Montambo A Wells White Rats
Moore Jack O 1426 Holmes av Springfield 111
Mooree Mite Bowdoln Sq Boston
Morette Sisters Empire Rock Island 111
Morlcey Victor 2811 M St Richmond Va
Morris A Kramer 1306 St John pi Bklyn
Morrison Patsy Lynbrook L I

Sept. 16, Terra
Lafayette.
IHrrcno» BEBH1.ER HHOH

Roeder A Lester 814 Broadway Buffalo
Rogers Ed Olrls from Happyland B R
Rogers A Mcintosh Empress San Francisco
Roller Henry 91 Trenton Bast Boston
Ro Nero 412 8 George Rome N Y
Roee Uline A Raymond 19 Dltman Los Angl's
Rosenthal Don A Bro 151 Champlaln Rochstr
Ross 8isters 65 Cumberford Providence
Rossis Musical Novelty 218
48 N Y C
Rother A Anthony 8 Patterson Providence
Royal Italian Four 654 Reese Chicago

NYC

NYC

Mayne Elisabeth 1333 S Wilton Philadelphia
Mayeon Frank 308 Madison Minn
McCann Geraldine A Co 706 Park Johnstown
McCarthy A Berth 2001 Missouri av St Louis
McConnell Sisters 1247 Madison Chicago
McCormick A Irving 812 Av O Bklyn
McCrackem Tom 6151 Chestnut Philadelphia
McCune A Grant 636 Benton Pittsburgh
McDermott A Walker 5625 Havoforn Phila
McDuff James Empress Salt Lake

Pape Herman G Morrison Htl Chicago
Parker A Morrell 187 Hopkins Bklyn
Parvis Geo
2584 N Franklin Phila
Pederson Bros 635 Oreenbush Milwaukee
"Penrose" 2106 Fulton Brooklyn
Phelan A Winchester 1502 Belknays Superior
Phillips Samuel 310 Claseon av Bklyn

W

Phillips Slstere

Revue Paris

A Harris 6330 Wayns av Chicago
Powell Halton Co Colonial Indianapolis lndef
Powers Bros Maple Beaeh Pk Albany N Y
Powers Elephants 745 Forest
Proctor Ada 1112 Halsey Bklyn
Potter

itNTC

Talbuts-Twlrllng 208 Box av Buffalo
Tambo A Tambo Caelno Buenos Alree 8 A
Taylor A Tenny 2840 Ridge av Phila
Teeae Charles J 1885 N 12 Phila
Temple Luella Girls from Happyland B B

Thermos Hippodrome Marietta o

Thomas A Wright 215 Bathurst Toronto
T homes Juggling 58 Roee Buffalo

W

Thurston Leslie 816
46 N Y C
Tope Topsy A Tops 8422
School Chicago
Travsrs Bell 207
88 N Y C
Travsrs Billy Monte Carlo Girls 1 R
Trevors Roland 221
42 N Y
Trlmborn H * K 29 Millers Lane Ft Thoe Ky
Troubadours Three 136
56 N Y
Tunia Fay Savoy Fall Rvler Mass.
Ty-Bell Sisters Ringllng Bros C R

W

W

W

W

N

Qulnlan Joels 644

Clark Chicago

U.

Ralmond Jim 818 Dakin Chicago

Unique Comedy Trio 1827 Nicholae Phila
Universal Four 1760 Oreene av Bklyn

RAPOLI
World's

Greatest

Artistic

Y.

and

Juggler.

BBBHLER

Direction

BROS.

Vagges The Grand Circuit South Africa
Valdare Troupe Cyclists Majestic Ft Worth
Valentine A Bell 1451
103 Chicago

W

Rawls A Von Kaufman Mush Room Muskegon
Ray Harry Hotel Clinton Pittsburgh

Raymond Great Bombay India lndef
Redmond Trio 251 Halsey Bklyn
Redner Thomas A Co 972 Hudson av Detroit
Redway Juggling 141 Inspector Montreal
Reese Bros Lockport N Y
Gerard Htl N Y
Renal les The 2064 Sutter San Francisco
Rio Al C 260 Audubon av N Y C
Ritters The Schlndlers Chicago
Roberts C E 1851 Sherman av Denver
Roberts A Co Cozy Newport Ky

Remington

Ma/me

Roberts A
Robinson

Downey 36 Lafayette

Wm

C

Detroit

8 Granville London

answering adverHiementt kindly mention YARTETY.

VALENTINE and BELL
Direction

W

BEEHLEB BROS.
N Y C

Van A Bates 5
104
Van Dalle Sleters 514

W

185

N Y C

CH AS. and FANNIE VAN
United

Tlsse.

VARIETY

ORIGINAL
The Act

Collins

and Hart Stole and a Few Others Try to Imitate

—-Opened the Season

UNITED BOOKING

Direction:

Van Charles A Fannie Sbuberts Utloa
Van Horn Bobby 188 Wast Dayton
Variety Comedy Trio 1615 Earth Indianapolis
Vaas Victor V 85 Bishop Providence
Venetian Serenadera 676 Blackhawk Chicago

Vernon A Parker 187 Hopkins Bklya
Village Comedy Four 1812 Ringgold Phlla
Vincent A Sieger 820 Olive Indianapolis
Vino Val Rlngllng Bros C R
Vloletta Jolly 41 Lelpslger Berlin Oer
Violinist Dancing Keiths Cleveland

Walker Muelcal Rlngllng Bros C R
Walker A 111 202 Warren B Providence
Walker A Sturn 55 Rallw'y av Melbourne Aoo
Wallace A Van 678 B 24 Peterson
Ward A Boh man Taxi Girls B R
1

W

Wards Mack 800
70 N Y
Waaber Bros Oakland Ky
Waabburn Dot 1880 Mohawk Chicago
Girls from Hsppyland B R
Wataon Billy
Watson Nellie Girls from Happylaod B R
Wataon Sammy 838 8t Pauls av Jersey City
Weber Cbas D 826 Taaker Phlla

W

Well John
Kruastadt Rotterdam
Wels Cooper H Brills Hotel S 10 Phlla
Walsh Harry Mono Carlo Girls B R

A 211
14 N Y C
Lew 218 Shawm ut av Grand Rapids
Wearick A Waldron 542 Lehigh Allentowa
Welch Jas
Wells

Wentwortb Vesta A Teddy Keiths Portland Me
Western Union Trio 2241 B Clearfield Phlla
Weston Edgar 246
44 N Y C
Woaton Dan
141
116 N Y O
Wheelers The 140 Montague Bklyn

W
W

THE WHEELERS
BEEHLER

Direction

BROS.

White Kane A White 888 Vermont Bklyn
Whitehead Joe Freeport N Y

Whitfield and Ireland
Sept. IS, Boat St. L*>ala-Evea.vllle.
Direct!—. BKBHIBB BROS.

Whitney

Tlllle

W

86 Kane Buffalo

Whittle
B Whittle Farm Caldwell N J
Wllkerson John N 1720 Baltic av Atlantic City
Williams Clara 8450 Tremoat Cleveland
Williams Chaa 2625 Rutgers St Louie
Williams A Gilbert 1010 Marsflsld ay Chic
Williams A Sterling Majestic Dallas
Williams A Stevens 8516 Calumet Chicago
Wilson A Aubrey 480 So 12 Newark
Wilson Frank Grand Johannesburg So Africa
Wilaon Jack B 5430 Loomla Chicago
Wilson LotUe 2208 Clifton av Chicago
Wilson Raleigh 210 N 22 Lincoln
Wilson Tom A Co Bijou Atlanta
Wilaon A Ward 2744 Grays Ferry av Phlla
Wilson A Washington Bijou Battle Creek
Winkler Kress Trio Medford Boulevard Medfd
Wise A Milton Brennan Circuit New Zealand
Wlxon A Conley 80 Tecumeeh Providence
Wood Bros Hendersons Coney Island N Y

Wood Ollle 524 W 152 N T C
Work A Play 1028 B 28th Brooklyn

Xaviere Four 2144

W

W

Bastable
Montreal

O 18-21 Bridgeport 28 Westminster Providence
Duckllnge 16-18 Columbia Scranton 18-21 Orpheum Peterson 23 Bowery New York
Follies Day L O 23 Krug Omaha
Gay Masqueradere Star Brooklyn 23-25 Empire Hoboken 26-28 Empire Peterson
Gey White Way Gayety Toledo 28 Star A
Garter Chicago
Gey Widowe Penn Circuit 28 Star Cleveland
Ginger Girls Casino Boston 23-25 Gilmore
Springfield 26-28 Empire Albany
Girls Happyland Oeyety Pittsburgh 26 Empire
Cleveland
Girls Joyland Bowery New York 28 Empire
Philadelphia
Girls Missouri Grand Milwaukee 28 Gayety
Minneapolis
Girls Reno Lafayette Buffalo 23-25 Columbia
Scranton 26-28 Orpheum Peterson
Golden Crook Music Hall N Y 88 Murray Hill

N Y

Heatings Big Show Empire Cleveland 28 Oaysty Toledo
High Ufa la Burlesque Howard Boston 28
Grand Boston
High School Olrls Oayety Mlnneepolle 28 Oayety St Paul
Howes Love Makere Oayety St Louie 28 Oayety Kansas City
Jardln da Parte Folly Chicago 18 Avenue Detroit

Jolly Follies Westminster Provideaoe 28 Casino Boston

Knickerbockers Oayety Kansas City 28 Oayety

Omaha
Lady Buccaneers Casino Brooklyn 28 Eighth
Ave N Y
Marions Dreamlands 16 Casino Philadelphia 28
Music Hall N Y
Merry Oo Rounders Oayety Toronto 28 Garden

Pacemakers Bronx N Y 23 Empire Brooklyn
Queens Folies Bergere Buckingham Louisville
23 Empire Indianapolis
Queens Paris Gayety Philadelphia 28 Gayety

WEEKS SEPT. 16 and 23.
Amsrlcans Empire Chicago 23 Grand Milwaukee
American Beauties Star A Garter Chicago 23
Standard Cincinnati
Auto Girls Grand Boston 23 Bronx N Y
Beauty Youth and Folly L O 23 Columbia
Chloago
Corinthian
Syracuse 26-28

sino Brooklyn
Dazzlers 16-18 L

Orientals Star Toronto 23 Lafayette Buffalo

N Y C

BURLESQUE ROUTES

Bebmana Show

Cincinnati
College Olrls Gayety Montreal 23-25 Empire
Albany 26-28 Franklin Sq Worcester
Columbia Girls 16-18 Empire Albany 18-21
Franklin Sq Worcester 23 Gayety Boston
Cracker Jacks Gayety Newark 23 Casino Philadelphia
Daffy Dills Krug Omaha 28 Century Kanaaa
City
Dantee Daughters Empire Philadelphia 28 Ca-

Rochester

L

30

23-25

Oayety

Ben Welch Burleequers Gsyety Baltimore 23
Gayety Washington
Big Gaiety 16-18 Oil more Springfield 10-21 Empire Albany 28 Osyety Brooklyn

Baltimore
Reeves Beauty Show Coluhble Chicago 28 Oayety Detroit

Robinsons Cruseo Olrle Oeyety Louisville 23
Gayety St Louis
Rosebuds Peoples Cincinnati 23 Empire Chicago
Rose Sydells 16-18 Bastable Syracuse 18-21 L O
Gayety Montreal
Runaway Girls Gayety Detrol t 28 Oeyety
Toronto
Social Maide 16-18 Empire Peterson 18-21 Empire Hoboken 28 Oeyety Philadelphia
Star A Garter Standard Cincinnati 23 Oayety
Louisville
Stars of Stagelend Empire Brooklyn 23
pire

Newark

Em-

N Y 23-25 Empire Peterson
26-28 Empire Hoboken
Tiger Llllles Empire Baltimore 23 Lyceum

N

T.

World of Pleasure Oayety Beaton 28 Columbia

N Y
Yankee Doodle GlrU Century Kansas City 28
Standard St Louie
Zalldhs

Own Avenue

Detroit 28 Star Toronto

Where C

follows name, letter

Adele Ernest
Adellno
Air Billy Bon (P)
Allyn Miss Amy
Amee Charley
Anderson Al
Astor Guy Mrs (C)

B
Mr C
Barry Edmond
Bandoll

Erb Eddie
Eephey Nina
Bvana Pearl
Bvere Geo

23

L

Whew oswerla*

30 Columbia

(C)

Ferris Ethel (C)
Fields Evelyn (C)
Fltaetubbe Maud
Florence A Co (C)

Bernie Ben
Berzac Cliff

Furman Radle

Ford Harry (C)
Foster Billy (C)
Foleom Robert

Bonomar Simon (C)
Bordly Chso
Bortollne Joe (C)
Boynton Edith (C)
Brice Charlie
Bruce Betblna (P)

Ryan Caroline

(C)

Le Mar Ada
Leseo Mrs
Levering Wilbur
Lewis Jack

8
Sargent Miss Eva
Scboen Mad

(P)

Linn Ben

Seamon Nina (C)

Livingston Violet (P)
Lloyd Eddis (C)
Lovsland Carl H
Lorraine Harelle
Lorraine Fred

Rearla

Stark Sistere
Stevens Leo
Stone Mies Pauline

W

Stover B
Sully B (C)
Sweet Sixteen

Mack Bessie
Mack Jennie
Mandell Marie
Marion Grace
Marvin Grace

Taylor Mlee Josle
Thorn Frankle
TrevelUon Florence
(0)
Tuxedo Four (P)

Twin City Quartette
(C)

Murphy Jack
Murray Elisabeth

Van Chas

W (C)
W
Wallace K Mre

Vickery

(C)

Whittle Mr (C)
Wllllama Ell
Wilson Sam
Winchester
(C)
Wolgast Fred
Wolgast A Hastings
Wolgast Teddy

M

Plsho Lillian (P)
Pratt Miss M

Woodbury

Burger Nullie (C)

Writs or Wire.

Lew F

MONTREAL,

Earle

C. H.
Oaassfaaa

Owe,

Keane J amee
Keegan Gue
Kelfe Zone
Kelmer Edith
Kelly James (C)

ACTS WANTED

(C)

Kenton Dorothy (P)
King H
(C)
Kirk Ralph (P)

W

May

Vaudeville arte laying off la New Yarn ea
secure Immediate time by gatEgfJ en me. No
too large ta handle.

SAM

Edmonds The
Harry
Emerald Alios

COLL YER

Theatres
of Tees

Kaufman A Sawtelle

Musical

HYAMS

D.

|rhone

Ellsworth

La Bsrbe

Julee (C)

ARTHUR

P. Q.

WANTED—GOOD ACTS

Hugh

Keltona

Dickey Paul

ALOZ

H.

J.

Canadian Theatre* Booking Agency,
Orphetjoe Theatre Bldg.,

Jerrott Jack

Diamond

Zeno A Zoa

(C)

NOVELTY ACTS: 8TNOL

M

Jeavona

M

Rice Frank

M

Z

Rafferty Jlmmle

Wm

Dele Jessie (C)
Daley Dorothy
Dasble Angela
Daughertys, Mr A
Mrs (C)
Dees, Reed A Dees
Delgado Marina (P)

A

Walt Terry
Webster H J
Weston (C)
Wbalte J A
Wheeler Roy Mrs (Cj
Wheeler Earl (C)

L

Plottlo

Halifax Dan (P)
Hamlin Richard
Cameron Arthur
Handy Sadie
Hardcestle Ted (P)
Cameron Grace
Campbell Miee Zelma Harrle William
Caswell A Arnold
Henry A Uzel (C)
Charlan Watler (C)
Hobbs Lucy
Chase Billy
Howard Mallge
Christopher Joe (C)
Howard Chaa
Clark Evelyn (C)
Howe Welter
Claye Richard (C)
Hubrey Stan
Cole Nate H (C)
Hudson H B
Cook Walter
Courtney Mabel
Ingalls Ernest (C)
Cox Vic (P)
Creesy
Isblkawa I (C)
(C)
Curtis Cerle (C)
Cushlng
(C)

A

Vance Billle (C)
Vasa Victor (C)

Nelson Arthur (C)
Nestor Ned
Nlblo A Riley
Nye F (P)

Pauline Merguerite
Pinglee Helen

Buck Gene

V

Valeno 81stere (C)
Valentine A Bell (C)
Valgene Harry

M

Oraham St Case
Green Parle (C)

Quar-

tette

(C)
Oeleoblegel Chris (C)
Orvllle Victoria (C)
Overlag
Owens Flo

Oallgher Ed
Oeorge Alvln D
Gilbert Albertlna
Gordon Miss C
Gould Rita

Alice

Shea Mary
Sherry John
Slmone C M
Snyder A Vaughn
Stanton Walter

Lyons Harry
Lynton Pelhem
Luts C A

O'Connor J

O

May

Rogers Gene
Rudolphy A Lena (C)

Morris Mike
Muller Delia 8

Fagon Barney (C)
Farley John
Farrell Harry (O)
Fay Eva

Billle

Ritchie

Irene

Mitchell Flora

Barry Marion
Bauwene Paul (C)
Beau Wlliam
Beaumont Arnold
Beaumont Count (C)
Behee Earl (O)
Bernie Miss Lewie

Boiey

Lamb

La Salle Trio (C)
Leypo A Benjamin

Maxlmus Max
McDonald Bobby
McMabon Tim
Meehan
Wm (C)

Evereth Gertie
Evens Ernest

Betts Billy

Broadway, N. Y. City

Lowell Mildred

Chi-

cago.
Advertising or circular letters of any
description will not be Hated when known.
P following name Indicates postal, advertised onoe only.
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Sftfte Bryant
Columbia Theatre

Building;.
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Washington
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Few New Tricks

Loury Ed

LETTERS

Taxi Olrls Olympic

Trocaderos Oayety
Chicago

Building,

Watsons Beef Trust Standard St Louie 28
Buckingham Louisville
Whirl of Mirth 16-18 Orpheum Peterson 18-21
Columbia Scranton 23 Trocadero Philadelphia
Winning Widowe Oayety Brooklyn 23 Olympic

Krug Omaha

W

48

Tons 16-18 Empire Hoboken 18-21 Empire Peterson 23 Oayety Newark
Bowery Burleequers Columbia New York 23
Star Brooklyn
Cherry Blossoms Star Cleveland 28 Psoples

Rochester
Miss New York Jr Trocadero Philadelphia 28
Empire Baltimore
Mollle Williams Murray Hill N Y 28-25 L O
26-28 Bridgeport
Moulin Rouge Empire Newark 23-25 Orpheum
Peterson 26-28 Columble Scranton
New Century Oirle Gayety St Paul 23 L O 80

ZanXreUas 181 Brixton London
Zlg Zag Trio 808
43 N Y

ZoJeaSM

cago

Bon

PltUburgh
Midnight Maids Garden Buffalo 28 Corinthian

NYC

W

cuit

N Y 28 Howard
Boston
Merry Whirl Oayety Washington 28 Gayety

Y.

W

Big Review Lyceum Washington 38 Fenu Cir-

Bohemians Empire Indianapolis 28 Folly Chi-

Merry Maidens Eighth Ave

Yeomans Geo 150
86 N Y C
Young Ollle A April Fifth Ave
Young A Young 215
111 N Y

Colonial Theatre, Erie, Pa., with a

ALF WILTON, Putnam

Buffalo

20 Chicago

Week at

Last

NEW

YOIK.

PHONE
SUITE 828 630

8217-1

tatlin
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The United Booking Offices

Boston Branch

BIJOU ARCADE BUILDING
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VARIBTY

BOSTON, MASS.
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THE FOX AGENCY
EDWARD P. KEALEY,
WIST 42nd ST., NEW YORK

WEEK*

IO

Green

St.,

Sole

LONDON,

Leicester Square,
Representative.

I

1

Tiller's

COME

HAVE vVIWIBi DMlsrV
RACK
ilMWBa
everyone a square deal.

70S Columbia Theatre

Building.

CHURCH'S BOOKING
KINC GPFIOE,
OFFICE,
sATB

<••>

S

la

/\V

Sisters.

OHIO'S LEGITIMATE VAUDEVILLE
Writs

in

THE

R. J.

VAUDEVILLE

Aets desiring
Contracts.
Atoaaar Theatre Bldg., O'Farreli St.,

OFFICES:

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
OF

EUROPEAN OFFICE
Berlin, Germany.
RICHARD PITROT
Repreeentatlve.

St.,

LOUIS PINCUS

VMIDCVILLE THEATRES,

BRANCH OFFICES
SEATTLE. WASH.
SAN FRANCISCO,

Inc.

ALEXANDER PANTAGE8

New York

RepreGayety
Thentrs Bldg.

Presldsnt and Managsr

sentative,

DENVER.

SEATTLE

tOtt.

AGENCY

MORRIS AGENCY

OMe

Advance

matthews

g.

SS Be. Dearborn
Chicago.

McLellan

Acts Jumping East or West

for
to EXECUTIVE

boobjno^ffic'es

Y«

A Careen. Wna. Morrow A On.
PAUL TAUSIG, 104 B. 14th St, New York City.
Telephone Stuyresant
German Savings Bank Bldg.

A Do Lang

WrtU or Wife PETEB
ts.
Ne ante tee big. Exclusive
etrealt.
Bldg., Tereate, Can.
Vert
Circuit, Vartety
Ue Clrcalt,
Agent. Grtfta Vaudeville
Ottawa, Sault Ste. Marts or Niagara Falls.
at Toronto,

Rsoalng

Inc.
in

New Balsas and Now

of all performers going- to Europe make their steamship arrangements through
me The following have: George Mosart. Mooney A Holbein, Musical Johnstone,
Mlllmsnn Trio. Mscarte Slaters. Merkel Slaters. Fred A Tom McNaughton. Mason
A Bart. Meredith Sisters, The Mayvllles, Mallla A Bart, Maxinl A Bobby. Milton

>^
UK
eJiJy
' O
ww

GRIFFIN,

«•*• Mreet

j.

aa aw

IEW HAVEN:—Grand Open

Theot

INDEPKNDENT

Any Aot I Evsr Msnsged

7ts7

Theatre

LEVEY
BERTCIRCUIT

CaN or Writs

Wachter

Sig
Suits

F.

To renew my oM edenls' and »g«nt»' aoqu«lntano«
^onottoeemaMerlnrnniehans^-lalwerannwe

Am Just the aame aa ever.

J
— roily

Dewey

GRIFFIN CIRCUIT

Victoria

Walter C. Kelly
Companies
Little Tlch. Two Bobs. Wee Georgie Wood.
ALWAYS VACANCIES FOB, GOOD ACTS.

John

NEWARK- Washington

Phone, 1247 Bryant

EDELSTEN Hammerstein's
ERNEST
VARIETY AND DRAMATIC AOENT,
IT

CITY

•KING
TIM

Manager

212

NEW YORK

IN

FREEMAN BERNSTEIN
of Ti

NUNT

PNIL
Cohan Theatre
N.

Y.

(

Fitagnrald)

REPRESENTATIVE

.Boston
Grand Opera House ..
Boston
Bowdofn Square Theatre
And Circuit Of 4f Eastern Vsudevtlls Theatres

THEATRE
NEW
BALTIMORE.
MD.

desiring

SHOW.

te

Mention

Lowest

Salary.

BRENNAH

-

VAUDEVUE

FULLER
CIRCUIT

AUSTRALIA AMD NEW

BREAK THEIR JUMPS
COMING BAST OR GOING WEST
NO SUNDAY
Send In year Open Time.
Acts

OPEN NIGHT AND DAY.

Bldg.

Howard Athenaeum

)

VAUDEVILLE ACTS WRITE

New

Acts.

lY

YOBAL
Nei

DOUTRICK'S
Nsw

1M

SttTH LA

UUC

Good Comedy

Ante,

IT..

CNICAM

Sketches,

aad future Urns.
aad II Rouses in

Novelty

te

In

LV

Include

NEW

FITZGERALD BLDG..

ARTISTS' NOTICE

Also

14.

1

yea hare eae er

-If

ACTS

Nsw

,

111.

Jumpe
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la lad., Iowa, Wis.
reeks open, write, wire or phone.

Program.

GEORGE SCHNEIDER.

EN VAUDEVILLE

New York

SULLIVAN and CONSIDINE CIRCUIT

JOHN QUIGLEY
Bagrlaad Vuaderllle Otrentt,

Hew

EaflaR. Vavdevifc

Solllvaa

Craft

tJasee la i.__
nhJna the heat aet at all «Ji
heat tneatvee off New BasrUasL Cnaada

aad New York. Mala eaTeen 88 Bnytn.
tna SL, Bnatea, Maae.| Gaiety Theai
Baildlag, New Yark Otty.

FRANK

GENERAL BOOKING OFFICE:

OFFICEi

American reprenentuttvn far W. SCOTT
ADACKER, nf Leaden and the

SILENCE A POLITE NEGATIVE.

Q.

Bids., Third

aad

aad

144S Broa d w ay, Oar. 40tb

St.,

NEW YORK CITY.
CHRIS O. BROWN
Goa. Mar.
FRED LTNOOLN
BRANCH BOOKING OFFICES: PAUL OODDRON, 4 North Clark St., cor. Madison. Chi
cago. in.; MAURICE J. BURNS, Id and Madison Sta. Ssattls. Wash.; W. P. REESE, Ms
Market 8L. Ban Frandeeo. Cal. B OBBRMATBR, 1C Greene St.. London. Bng.
:

DOYLE, Vaudeville Agent

BOOKING BIG ACTS IN BIG HOUSES. BOOKING SMALL ACTS IN ALL HOUSES. SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR SPOT LIGHT SINGERS
MAIN 5190
_
Telephones FRANKLIN
,

Address

.

C. N. MILES, President

ISIS

I.

FLUEGELMAN,

FOURTH FLOOR, CHICAGO OPERA HOUSE BLOCK, CHICAGO,

BEN J.

M. R. SMEEDY,

Vice-President

S.

MOSS, Treasurer

Whm

NEW YORK CITY

snjgnjsrlnn

Tdtwawstt. 5451 1452 5453 3213 in/ast

B0 1 FB44 OFFICE*! 2M TREMONT ST.
qdnsr*|njnnjn4>

fcindly

mention VAMIMTY.

BOOKING
SHEEDY CIRCUIT
MILES CIRCUIT
CUNNINQ44AM-FLUEOELMAN CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT
BRILL
MOBS A

CONSOLIDATED DOOKING OFFICES, feu,
Fitzgerald Building, BROADWAY AT 43rd STREET.
CHICAGO OFFICESt 121 N. CLARK ST. 'Phone, 1SS1 Randolph

ILL.

Phons, 2076 Oxford

THEATRE ROOKING CORPORATION
ARTISTS-SEND IN OPEN TIME
49 CONSECUTIVE WEEKS

VARIETY
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L4MVMT
>uction

Wim

A

REYNARD
la Seth

Dowberry and Jawn Jiwaiot

tlM

MM

m*m

that

- Gartelle BARRY^WOLFORD

Marcus

tha

!

ast-

"AT THE SONG BOOTH."

Orphenm and United Circuits
JAR, K. PLUNKETT, Smart Mgr.
Perm. Add., Casino A%e., Freeport. L. I.
Next Week (Sept. IS), Majestic, MJiwaakao.
Booked

their

"SkatoriAl Rollerism"

to

MORNING IN HICKSYILLR."
GENE HUflHrji

A

It itt't

a

Dlisetssey

lt

s tha aat that

CHARLES AHEARN

ankaatha

Hughes
Gene
mm
nrsAn
broad w at,
building,
NEW YORK.
FOR SALE

FARM
WIGGINS
THE CHADWICK
ATPLY TO

WWM

KINO OP IRELAND.

JAMES B.ANDDONOVAN
RENA ARNOLD
QUEEN OF VAUDEVILLE.
DOING WELL, THANE YOU.
Ad^lur King R

TRIO.

STUART BARNES
JAMES

E.

HOMER

PLCNEETT, Huaftr.

IHr^rtor and

|ll ason g

<

B-A-H-J-O-P-H-I-E-N-D-S
Noxt Week (Dm*.

¥ MARGUERITE 3

R.

!•).

0—k's

O. H., Rochester

MUSKETEERS 3

PAT CASEY.

PLATT
PEACHES

GAVIN

Heeler

th.

ALFREDO

aso

SEPT.

AT HO
Utrerttoa

Mat

Hart.

Pa

Bldg.. N. Y. 0.

We

have stopped at
Delagoa Bay, Inhambane, Beira. MosamPamba Bay,
blque,
Ibo. Zanslbar, Tanga

and

Mombasa,

and

very interesting they
were.
Didn't see as many
••What Whats" In Mozambique as ws expected, but Zanslbar
made up for them.
To win a ItS bet
Perry has let his whiskers crow, and from
"Brush"
the heat the ends have turned red.
Is his future name.
Have transshipped to the German-American
Line, B. 8. "Wlndhuk." and on our way to
Haven't
Five days without a stop.
Aden.
heard a word from the States for three
(letting; anxious.
weeks.
Gettlngveryhotly yours.

VARDON, PERRY

1M1 M rsttsic

(Edwards)

World Fsmous Cyclist

7

I.

A poor actor who is fond of rich livinginformed us that he can never save any
We told him that you can't
money.
smoke pure Havanas on a Bull Durham
salary, and "that's no pipe."

ERIK, PA.

If,

Simms

Williard

J.

Booked Solid

(Farrall)

LOUIS WESLEY

Direction.

BERT MELROSE Rube
Featuring the

"MELROSE FALL"

Next Week

r

Dickinsonjj
It),

(

Colonial,

New

York.

GRACE

MAX

Wallace

Frederick

HERMAN

"Leap Year

Gay Widows."

VARIETY, New

DR. CARL

AND HIS

Ritter-Foster

Wa

Girls"

fork.

V. Bj, Re

FAT CASEY

BY

JOHN STOKES

AND

& WILBER

GEORGE
HARADA
313

Solid on

Funny

NOW PLAYING S-C
A LAUGH A SECOND
MYRTLE

Here

JKNIE JACOBS.

Where

TANEAN
ALWAYS WORKING

MM

SEPT. 15

EMPRESS, MILWAUKEE

and

SHOULD WORRY

HONG FONG

CHAMPION OF THE WORLD.

Character Singer and Dancar

0.

Read What The
Cincinnati Papers Said

has second place and sires a
rattling food line of talk
songs.

Empress Headllners.
The Empire Bill has three
headllners Ell Dawson, blackface comedian; the railroad
playlet. "Number 44," and the

—

Three

Stanleys.

Ell

Dawson

TIMES-STAB
EM Dawson Is a headllner
of

the

first

VABIETY.

BROOKLYN

order,

with

a

bunch of original songs and
of

talk
does the audience good.
rapid-fire

line

CLAXTON

advertiaementa kindly mention

and

ENQUIRER.

IDRESA, 2Stt PACIFIC STREET,

When antwvring

Lola Merrill and Frank Otto.
Next Week (Sept. IS), Fifth Are., New York.
Direction
HART.

yours?

Maple Leaf Theatre, Montreal Week Sept

DAWSON

THE JOYFUL COMEDIAN AND SONG WRITER

Is

Johnnie Reilly

Playing United Time.
Direction,

say adr.

CIRCUIT

I

IRENE

VICTORINE and ZOLAR

W. seth St., New York

Is

BOOKED SOLID

Dainty

Clean

that

VARIETY
i

WHAT CHICAGO

CRITICS THINK OF

WHO

THE FELLOW

PUT THE WHIRL

WHIRL
NOW

PLAYING
LYRIC THEATRE, CHICAGO

IN

SOCIETY

Direction

MESSRS. SHUBERT
"JOURNAL."

"TRIBUNE."
"The Whirl of Society"

AL JOLSON TWIRLS
'WHIRL OF SOCIETY'

one of thoss
••Lefs-go-to-some-show"
things with a
lot of songs and dances In it. some goodlooking girls In short skirts, and Mr. Al
Perhaps Mr. Jolson's name means
Jolson.
nothing to thoss who are addicted to the
comic theatre. An experience of several
years attending musical entertainments
provides no memories, pleasant or otherOne recalls without
wise, of Mr. Jolson.

•

———^—

Colored Butlerjemporarily a

difficulty

Clown, Helps In Every

STAGE BRIDGED TO CROWD

eon.

Not at all necessary that It should be
"The
"The Whirl of Society."
For, from
Whirl" would be sufficient.
curtain to curtain, it rained and thundered and Ughtnlnged and tornsdoed and
hurrlcaned Jape and Jest and musical persiflage and tsrpslchorean fol do rol.
Al Jolson as the oolored butler (with a
temporary lapse Into talcum powder while
he enacts the clown In sing-ins; "My Sucalled

murun

Olrl") Is enabled to percolate Into
The enterevery situation of ths play.
Mrs. Ada Lewis
tainment provided by
Deane begins with the appearance of the
then more
minstrelsy.
And
Perriots In
Joleon and more Jolson. Tet never a flagging note In the Interest of the audience
that welcomed his Jokes and his "ad
The bridge through the audience, a
lib."
conceit borrowed from "Sumurun" for the
song number of that name, offered him
many an opportunity to gallop among his
listeners,

and the

listeners liked

it.

Lew

Dockstadar, and other

eminent burnt cork clowns, but Mr. Jolson
seems to havs no niche In our black face
reminiscences.
Hereafter Mr. Jolson will
be among those remembered.
He Is a
blithe young fellow with an eager method
of comedy, a melodious voice, and a
charmingly Inoffensive Insolence not to be
found elsewhere in foolish exhibitions of
"Ths Whirl of Society" sort. He walks
down the middle aisle of the Lyrto theater, talks Intimately to the occupants of

Situation.

For a roystering person -of- puns let Al
And were It imJolson be commended.
perative that "The Whirl of Society" be
reviewed In two words, let those two
words be that same Al Joleon.
There waa nothing particularly Winter
Oardenlah about the climate of "The
Whlrl'e" flrat nights In Chicago, as witness
Jolson's perspiratory caperings up and
down the bride© of thighs, whereupon also
tripped some two score daintily besllked
ankles to the tune of "My Sumurun Olri."
And yet, though torrid the night and
beaded with honest perspiration the audience and performers soon wore upon a
plane of easy friendship—thanka to Jol-

Mr.

Is

the aisle seats, springs Jokes, new and old,
Is quick, responsive, and magnetic, a
pleasant buffoon. Inspiring laughter without vulgarity, so far as I could see, and
belonging to the "our set" of metropolitan

and

entertainers.
periodical, no
Al Jolson In

As has been said In another
show Is a bad show that has
it.

'

"POST."

A rejuvenator has been placed In the
Lyric theater In a musical diversion which
the Shuberts call "The Whirl of Society"
not that the last season was without Its
social whirl at that playhouse..
The new
piece undoubtedly will attract all the people who did not go to the theater during
the ten long, sad weeks of uplift promulgated by the Drama Players, and In time
a loop crossing policeman may be able to
tell
the poor playgoer where the Lyric
Theater la This will be the case, surely,
unlesa Al Jolaon breaks a leg or spralna a
vocal chord, for he Is so sure-fire an entertainer that he couldn't even be concealed long "back of the yards"
Jolaon la the center and life of the entertainment. He has a positive genius for
running laughter out Into the open, and In
a very frivolous way ia undoubtedly one of
the most effective performers on our stage.
He works all the time. In black face. In
white face. In aong and in dance, and even
Indulged In an Impromptu speech that waa
aa funny aa hia author-made llnea

—

Wksn lowering advenieementa

kindly mention

VABJBTY.

Any show

that haa Al Jolson singing In
and this black-face
It Is a good show,
comedian, whose voice Is trumpet, 'cello
and flute In one, sings often and earnestly
in "The Whirl of Society." a showy and
fleet entertainment that has come out of
Manhattan's Wlntsr Cardan, to open the
season at the Lyric Theater.
On the stage Jolson labors almost constantly with some expert foil. Hs Is tireHe can hold the stage half an hour
less.
at a time and keep his audience happy
every minute. A song sung by Jolson In
the brief travesty of "Sumurun" has honest musical content, and he drains It dry.

"AMERICAN."
There Is a show at the Lyrto which will
go further to put that Jackson boulevard
playhouse "on the map" than did ths successes of Sothern and Marlowe, "Pinafore"
and Harry Lauder of last season. It Is
"The Whirl of Society," the bast example
ever aeen here of the style of entertain-

ment which flourishes at the Winter Garden on Broadway.
Jolaon darts through the entertainment
like a whirling dervish, always in view and
always landing on his feet He held up
the show with his applause frequently.
He cajoled and coddled hie audience; he
talked to it and confided In it; he walked
Into it, up and down ths runway, and
even into the aisles and leaned over Into
the boxes to get every advantage of intimate proximity.
He is funny from his
feet up and he dancea well from hla head
down. Jolson is a show, whether his face
Is corked or whether It is chalked, but as
a black-face minstrel hs Is at his best

"RECORD HERALD.**
The
young

a trim, compact
a breesy sense of blackface oomedy, who easily domlnatea things
from the rise to the fall of the curtain.
He sings ragtime with voice, ahouldera
arms and legs; he dancea with no thought
for the morrow; he tells stories auch as
the one of the man who started to commit suicide by lying on the Erie railroad
tracka and starved to death.
rest Is Al Jolson,

fellow, with

v<"

«*>

*J

'-.
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SPECIALLY ENGAGED

•

BY THE

'*

Consolidated Booking Offices

in

been

After having

"HOW PATSY WENT TO WAR"

ADMITTED THE HIT OF EVERY BILL

the past season, while playing for the United Booking Offices,

they appeared upon in

JOHN

and

New

MAY BURKE

York City during

are flow engaged as a

FEATURE ATTRACTION
For the
i

Moss &

Brill,

Cunningham & Fluegelman, Miles

and Sheedy Circuits
When answering advenieemenU

kindly mention

YABlWTY.^i*
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CENTS

NEW YORK,
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PRICE TEN CENTS.

VARIETY

we open for

MARCUS LOEW

AMERICAN MUSIC HALL, new

at

york, *«k

or .CT

.

>

•

THEN PLAYING A WEEK IN EACH OF THE
LOEW CIRCUIT THEATRES

K

(Sept. 23)

OWEN McGlVENEY

•ay

Protean Success

"BILL SIKES"

DEIRO

mimm

>V

UMMBTMO

1

HEADLINING ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
IffUKKxl

Iwi

m

Business Manager:

WALTER

TW «M

Weber's Theatre,
m*

—» — t'm

HAST,

New York

Address care

VARIETY

»fc

IN

III!

KELLY, DONNELLY and PLANT

FOUR

EST HARMONISTS

Week

Sept. 16,

COLUMBIA THEATRE, New York

Direction,

HURTIG & SEAMON'S, "BOWERY BURLESQUERS,"
Season 1912-13

Wki* ommoring afartiMmmt*
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PROCTOR AND HAMMERSTEIN
MAY JOI N FOR PROTECTION
Vaudeville Managers Reported Chafing Under Booking
Oppression. Rumor Poli Circuit May Yet Become
Part of Sullivan-Considine-Loew Combine. William Morris Obliged to Cancel Kellerman
Engagement at Proctor's Fifth Avenue
"Big time" vaudeville rumors were
on the job this week. They connected F. F. Proctor and Oscar Hammerstein as 'forming their own "Syndicate" within the United Booking Offor mutual protection against
fices
the oppression both managers are feeling in the booking of acts; the rumors
got talking about what would happen
if S. Z. Poli joined* his houses with the
Circuits
Sullivan - Considine - Loew
booking combine, and the cause of it
all was reported to be the cancellation
of Annette Kellermann at the Fifth
Avenue for next week. William Morris, who booked Kellermann for Prochave been
is
said
to
tor's house,
obliged to withdraw her, following an
interview between Mr. Proctor and E.
F. Albee, general manager of the U. B.
O.
right

23 (Monday) at the Lyric,
Kellermann will
Philadelphia, Miss
head a road show tour under the direcIt will play the Shution of Morris.
bert time at a $1.50 and $2 scale.
There is a veil of secrecy thrown
about the cancellation of Kellermann
Sept.

at

the

Fifth

Avenue.

Mr.

Morris

starting out with the diver's traveling

combination is said to bo an indication that whatever" arrangements he
may have arriwra at with Proctor are
now at an, ^nd.
Ojjt^tory Is to the effect Albee reftsf&d perra/ssion for Proctor to play
the act. Why this permission should
have 1>een denied, why it was necessary or possible is difficult for the
vaudeville people to understand. The
usual system employed, however, in
the United Booking Offices is for all
acts booked to have a "slip" filed in
the agency notifying the managers of
it that a booking has been recorded.

No

can issue without this
"goes through." It is said the
Morris - Proctor - Kellermann booking
was made direct, Morris having personally agreed with Proctor upon the
terms of the engagement. The United
contract

"slip"

demands a "slip" of all acts booked as
a protection for the commission the
U. B. O. is entitled to for the turns
played by its managers.
It has happened
in
the past that
Proctor's
bookings
never
came
through on time, through the "slips"
being "lost." This has created much
dissension between the
Keith and
Proctor forces right along. It merely
intensified

the

feeling

existing

since

Proctor brought a successful legal action against Keith to dissolve the
Keith-Proctor corporation.
From the time William Morris
.played "opposition*^© the U. B. O.,
and even before, Albee has borne no
love for him.
The United's general
manager may have vetoed the booking
through Morris being concerned in it.
There is also a chance the Keith faction in the U. B. O., believing Proctor
had secured a drawing card (and would
obtain others in the same way), made
up their minds to thwart the first attempt, following the tactics that are
reported the Keith people are using
to keep feature turns out of Hammerstein's and the Proctor houses
until
after the Keith New York theatres
have played them.
Giving Hammerstein's but the second call on head liners is said to have
aroused Oscar Hammerstein, who is
now in active charge of the Victoria
theatre.
A rumor was about that
through the dissatisfaction Messrs.
Hammerstein and Proctor feel over
(Continued on page 15).

—

NEW CABARET

REVIVAL FOR WARFIELD.
After this season shall have ended
for David Warfield in his "Return of
Peter Grimm" tour the Belasco star
will be next seen in a revival of "The
Auctioneer."
The piece will be rewritten by David
Belasco, who will stage it at the Be-

commencement

theatre for the
of the *13-'14 season.
lasco

ELTINGE, WITHOUT ORCHESTRA.
The Eltinge 42d Street theatre will
be minus an orchestra from Sept. 28
onward.
Notice,, has been given the

musicians their services will not be required after that date.
A. H. Woods, who manages the
theatre concluded "Within the Law"
did not call for music between acts.
Besides, there is a saving of $300,
weekly, spent for the orchestra, which
had its due weight in the matter.

Chicago, Sept.

26.

The Cort theatre, where "Fine
Feathers" is the attraction, has dismissed its orchestra, not using any
music now between acts.

SHERIDAN IN "FINE FEATHERS.'*
Chicago, Sept.

Frank Sheridan, now

in

18.

"The Bird

of Paradise" at the Lyric, leaves

show Saturday

to

ing

will replace

"Oliver Twist."
Mr. Byron is returning to New York
with no engagement announced.

GREEN ROOM CLUB HOUSE.
The Green Room Club members are
agitating the subject of a new clubhouse. A special meeting was held at
the rooms yesterday, in response to
a call sent out by Frank G. Stanley,

Prompter.

TEARING DOWN

SIGNS.

Cincinnati, Sept.

Wrecking crews from
quarters went about the

police

It is

Miss Lehmann

not

is

in

known whether

will continue as a

book-

ing agent or hand the acts under her

management over

to another office.

Several people have spoken to the
U. B. O. officers in the past about cabareting.
It is said last week a young
man who wanted charge of the branch
in the U. B. O. told John J. Murdock
a great deal about the "inside" of cabaret bookings. After listening patiently Mr. Murdock started the department
without the young man.
Murdock is reported to have instructed Miss Lehmann to be careful
she booked no act an agent had a
claim upon.

—

CHARACTER ACTORS SCARCE.
A Broadway dramatic agency sent
out fifteen calls for a character actor
this week.
Of the men notified but
one responded. The others reported
they were rehearsing.
Some said "rehearsing" is the best
thing they have done so far this
season.

DRESSER VICE QLASER.

join "Fine Feath-

He

it.

es-

the United Book-

Helen Lehmann

Offices.

charge of

DEPT.

Cabaret Department was

Monday by

tablished

that

Arthur Byron, who succeeded Wilton
Lackaye upon Lackaye going into
ers" at the Cort.

A new

Tuesday Louise Dresser gave a dress
rehearsal of the new act she has been
preparing for vaudevile. Immediately
afterward, her agent, M. S. Bentham,
placed Miss Dresser to head the Colonial program next week.
Another of
the Bentham stars, Lulu Glaser, billed
to occupy that position, found she
could not open on the date.
Miss
Glaser, with Tom Richards and company, will be in readiness Sept. 30.
It is reported Miss Glaser and Mr.
Richards found it difficult to reach
mutual terms for Mr. Richards' appearance in the Glaser act.
It was not
settled that he would appear until

Tuesday afternoon.
18.

head-

Sept. 30 Miss Glaser will cither headline

at

the Colonial or the Alhambra.
if at the former theatre it will

wrecking
theatrical advertising signs which they
claimed had been erected without the
proper permits from the Building In-

the opening place of Lily Langtry's engagement. "The Jersey Lily" has been

spector.

billed to

city

though

become necessary

open

to

at the

make

a

change

in

Colonial that day.

VARIBTT

CO-OPERATION DIVISION OF
PROFITS BY H W. SAVAQE
.

Following "EverywomanV London Hit, American
ager Declares His Staff Will Participate in
Net Earnings

Man-

BB

FAWCBTTS PERSONAL

18.

at the Drury Lane,
a genuine success, though it cannot
run beyond Christmas because of the

"Everywoman,"

is

pantomime season.
Alexandra Carlisle scored a triumph;
Irving uses a small part well; W. H.
Denny, capital caricature of a living
manager; Vera Beringer, Patricia Collinge and Austin Melford, all excellent.

scored emphatically.
poser's best vein.

London, Sept

18.

George Fawcett has scored an immense personal success in the title
role of 'The Great John Ganton" at
the Aldwych.

The play

is

considered unimportant

The second

Mr. Savage states that he has instituted the co-operative system of sharing profits with his office employes;
that he has secured two as yet un-

lock."

week announced

The

(Special Cable to VARiBTr).

London, Sept.

18.

NEW

the

MONKS, POOR ACT.

(Special Cable to VaribtT).

"Hans"
opened at
is a poor offering.

called

RIG BUSINESS IN ENGLAND.
London, Sept.

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)
Berlin, Sept. 18.

production will shortly be
Saharet, hitherto

known

as a

She has gathered a
dancer only.
troupe and will go in the country to
break in a sketch dealing with the
story of Paris and Helene and the

The

A

sketch factory has been started in
Continetal
small Munich theatre.
variety houses will be supplied by .its
product.
The factory furnishes everything, actors, costumes, scenery and the act
So far around here about the only
kind of a sketch that meets with any
degree of success is a comic one.

WITHDRAWING "AMAZONS."

DID

WELL—AFTER MONDAY.

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

London, Sept 18.
Vilmos Westony, headliner at the
Palladium, went big after Monday,
when he changed his routine.

GOT 'EM ALL

IN.

VARwrr.)
London, Sept.

(Special Cable to

is

18.

The new Empire revue includes Ida
impersonating Gaby Deslys,
Crispi
teaching the ghost Drake the Gaby

"Find the Woman" at the Garrick
nearing its one hundredth perform-

ance.

(Special Cable to Varibtt).

Glide.

Berlin, Sept. 18.

FRED DAY WEDS DORIS OLAPHAM
Variety)
London, Sept. 18.
Fred Day, of Francis, Day & Hunter, music publishers, who was located
in New York when that firm attempted to establish and maintain an American branch a few years ago, has been
(Special Cable to

married to Doris Clapham.

CONSIDERING PROVINCIAL TOUR.
(Special Cable to VARiBTr.)

London, Sept.

18.

At the Deutsches theatre, Sternheim's drama, "Don Juan," is a flat
failure and was ridiculed by the audi-

for England.

Berlin, Sept. 18.

much of a success.
The music and

weak, the
playing passable, and the staging good.
plot

are

Maud

Allan has been offered a tour
of vaudeville and a series of matinees
in the province.
She is considering,
though disinclined, says Alfred Butt.
An offer for American vaudeville is
also reported to have been made Miss

(Special Cable to Varibtt).
Paris, Sept. 18.

American

PLEASING COMEDY.
(Special Cable to

Varied)

London, Sept.

"A

has

postponed

Her
commence

visit.

tour

is

Young Man's

Criterion,

is

Fancy,"

at

18.

the

her

impresario.

OPERETTA UNSUCCESSFUL.
Paris, Sept. 18.

After a short .season as a cafe-concert the Scala Music Hall mounted an
operetta entitled "Si J'etais U Roi"
("If

I

Were

Fkrs
which met

the King") by P. L.

and Eugene Herve, Sept.

17,

with an unsuccessful reception.
Miles. Mfstinguett, Y. Printemps and
the comic Morton, hold the principal
roles.

Printemps, who has hitherto appeared in the Folies Bergere and Alcazar revues, sings nicely, but her
stage

work

requires further training.

"THE GYPSIES," FINE.

(Special Cable to Variety)

(Special Cable to Variety).

London, Sept.
Leoncavallo's

new

tabloid

18.

opera,

"The Gypsies," in two scenes, was produced at the Hippodrome Monday and

London, Sept. 18.
Several
Sunday protest meetings
against the opening of music halls on
the Sabbath are scheduled for next
Sunday.

ILL.

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)
Berlin, Sept. 18.
Following the Scotti-Ives engage-

ment, lately chronicled, Geraldine Farrar is reported under treatment for
stomach trouble at a sanitarium near
Munich.
Scotti

was

first

rumored

to

have

been engaged to Miss Farrar.

Franz Lehar is organizing an orchestra in Vienna for concert work.
From time to time other prominent
composers will conduct

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

London, Sept. 18.
"Doormats" has been fixed for Oct.
3 at Wyndhara's theatre by Gerald

Du

Maurier.

MADO MINTT CALLS

IT OFF.

(Special Cable to Varibtt).
Paris, Sept. 18.

Minty,

one of the
has

the

dancer

hits of Paris this

who was
summer,

her American negotiations, and opens at the Wintergarten,
Berlin, for October.
She received an offer from an
American agent tendering a ten weeks'
cancelled

engagement in New York at $1,000 a
She cabled back it was satisfactory, provided $5,000 was deposited to
week.

guarantee the engagement, and heard
nothing further from the agent.
The Shuberts are still after Mado, it
is understood.

V%

PLAY OF LONG l>fB*JANCE.
(Special Cable to VARisn&rV

London, SeptN^.
Ernest

OPENING IN PARIS.

SUNDAY CLOSING MEETINGS.

GERALDINE FARRAR

Mado

a pleasing comedy.

Allan.

December.

Charles ("Pink") Hayes piloted the
show to the Coast, then through the
northwest and Canada and over the
Northern route into the east.

now

scheduled to
Jan. 27, at the
Palace, Chicago.
C. M. Ercole will accompany her as

*«*

"Goldener Leichtsinn," produced at
the Neues theatre, an operette, music
by Alfredy, book by Kob'inski, is not

last

"DOORMATS** AT WYNDHAM*S.

(Special Cable to Varibtt).

(Special Cable to VARiBTr).

closes

Illington

"Kindling" at Burlington,
will lay claim to being the
first legitimate star to stay out all
summer. Miss Illington has not lost
a performance since leaving New York

Berlin, Sept. 18.

NAPIERKOWSKI NEXT JANUARY.

ence.

OPERETTE WEAK.

Margaret
in

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

London, Sept. 18.
Carroll Johnson, who has been in
town for the past month with his wife,
ostensibly on a sight-seeing expedition,
is endeavoring to organize a minstrel

Napierkowski

GERMAN DRAMA RIDICULED.

When
Sept 28
Vt, she

(Special Cable to Varibtt).

show
18.

and
Mr. Bowes, Miss Illington's husband,
were expected to arrive here this week,
but have been unavoidably detained,
and their trip has been postponed until

LEHAR ORGANIZING ORCHESTRA.

CARROLL JOHNSON'S WISH.

(Special Cable to VARiBTr.)

London, Sept.

trip.

(Tharles Hayes, business agent,

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

18.

PLAY GATHERING AGE.

Golden Apple.

the

the holidays.

a

vaudeville

houses, especially
those in the provinces, have registered
record takings in the last few weeks.
The cool weather is probably responsible in a rfreat degree for this
cry of prosperity.

18.

According to present plans on foot,
"Kindling" will be brought to London
for a run, opening some time next
August.
In all probability Margaret
Illington will be persuaded to make

Berlin, Sept. 18.

28.

London, Sept 18.
and
"Greta,"
monkeys,
the Palladium Monday. It

SAHARET'8 PRODUCTION.

shown by

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

London, Sept. 18.
"The Amazons" revival will be withdrawn from the Duke of York's Sept.

that house Sept. 23.

(Special Cable to VARiBTr).

A new

GERMAN SKETCH FACTORY.

of the Hippodrome
announces a novelty in the shape of an
American ragtime sextet, opening at

"Well!
might be renamed.

Hughes play had been
it

especially fine.

is

AMERICAN RAG SEXTET.

named plays, one by Anna Caldwell
and the other by Rupert Hughes; also
a modern religious drama, "The Dead-

Weill" but that

half

composer himself conducted.

too American.

The management

of "Every woman."

last

the com-

The plot tells of a prince who joins
a tribe of wanderers and becomes the
husband of the chiefs daughter. She
tires of the prince and goes back to a
man of her own race. The prince, incensed, burns the hut where they rest.

The piece was given a big reception.
Henry W. Savage expresses himself
as well pleased with the new version

Varibtt

It is in

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)
London, Sept.

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

and not a new theme, besides being
(Special Cable to Varibtt.)
London, Sept.

"KINDLING" GOING ABROAD.

SUCCESS.

(Special Cable to VARiBTr).
Paris, Sept. 18.

Charles T. Aldrich opens at the Alhambra Oct. 1.
French and Eis, Morris Cronin and
Mallia and Bart open at the Folies
Bergere Oct. 1,

Edelsten's
production
orX
"Signposts," having five phases of the
eternal triangle, was produced at the

Oxford Monday evening.
It shows prehistoric, mediaeval, present and future episodes of man, woman
and the serpent and is exceedingly
clever.
It will work up into a substantial success.

VARIETY

MOST REFINED ACTS"
WANTED FOR BERNHARDT

"FIVE

'

Martin Beck Seeking Company to Surround French Tragedienne on Forthcoming Tour Under His Management. Bernhardt Sailing Nov. 23
Bernhardt will sail for New
23, to appear on this side
under the direction of Martin Beck, as
Sarah

York Nov.

per the original contract entered into
between the parties.
Mr. Beck will place Mme. Bernhardt
at the head of a vaudeville combination,
surrounded by "five of the most refined
"
acts on the vaudeville stage
The "five most refined acts" have not
yet been selected by Mr. Beck, nor does

The
he know which they may be.
manager suggests that all acts believing
they are eligible to become a part of
Bernhardt Road Show under the
requirement should address an application to him.
Bernhardt will first appeaf in the
middle west, said Mr. Beck Wednesday,
and tour the country in fulfillment of
her agreement.
One or more offers have been made
Beck, it has been reported, by other
managers who wanted the Bernhardt
contract, for the purpose of touring her
in the manner Beck now proposes.
the

*

(Special Cable to Vartbtt).

London, Sept. 18.
Mme. Sarah Bernhardt opened at the
Coliseum Monday in a tabloid version
of "Lucrezia Borgia" and met with a
frantic reception by a very "swagger"
audience.

The French

looks younger
than she did ten years ago, and says
that she keeps her youth by eating
shrimps and raw eggs.
artiste

PURE IRISH ACT.
An

all-pure

out by
"Kelly."

Jim

Irish

act

being put

The

Clancy.

Ward and

is

title

is

among

the ten peo-

ple engaged.
Rehearsals have been
going on at the Holy Cross Lyceum.

JEROME AND WILLIAMS, ACTORS.
Jerome and Harry Williams
have formed a new vaudeville partnership and will shortly appear in an
Billy

"Regular Vaudeville."
Bentham will handle the turn.

act described as

M.

S.

INTERMISSION IN KEITH'S.
All the Keith

New York

theatres, excepting the

now have an

vaudeville

Union Square,

intermission dating the

performance, commenced last Monday.
The Keith management thought it
cou!d overthrow. tHe practice of Percy
G. Williams fbr years back of giving
his patrons a rest during the show.
.

AGENTS LUCKY WIND FALL.
Chicago, Sept.

Edwin

leaving

country,

for

Australia

early

next month to secure the inheritance.

CHOOS TAKES ACT OFF.
Boston, Sept.

The Choos Amusement Co.
York withdrew "The Sultan"

New

of

after its

showing at the National last week.
It was a big production, asking $1,250
weekly salary, and had been billed for
Hammerstein's,

New

18.

R. Lang, the local vaudeville

agent until recently one of the Sullivan-Considine staff here, has received
a letter from his attorney, Col. Fred E.
Newell, notifying him that his uncle,
Henry T. Lincoln, of Australia, died
recently, leaving his entire fortune to

Philadelphia,

York, this week.

Annette Kellermann and Her Assoappear at the Lyric
The company
Sept. 23 for the week.
is under the management of William
Morris.
It is understood that from
here the show goes on the week stand
of the Shubert time.
In the Kellermann company are Tom
Terriss and Co. in "Tales from Dickens," "Motoring," "New York Chinatown" (a production number including
among its members G. Molasso and
Harry Mayo) Smith, Volk and Cronin,
Oscar Loraine, Fennell and Tyson,
Barnes and King.
Besides the Kellermann show, Willwill open "The Blindness
of Virtue," an English play, at MonSept. 30.

treal,

BOOKED
ter will

by

booked

7,

London,
William

Palace,

the

at

Morris.

Alleging a breach of contract whereby the "Texas Tommy" dancers were

Deimling

THE PALACE.

IN

D'Armond and Frank Carcommence an engagement of

Isabelle

weeks
opening Oct.

SUING FOR BREACH.

the

AL.

18.

ciate Players will

three

cancelled,

Sept.

iam Morris

18.

Amusement

through its attorney, John C.
which runs the American Music
Hail, Rockaway Beach, is suing William Stoermer, manager of the act, for
$500 damages.
The Music Hall, which is "opposition" to Patsy Morrison's variety hall,
had the dancers booked and played up
when the date was called off. Stoermer is represented by Jacob Weissberger.
The case comes up for trial Sept.
Co.,

Ruff,

KEITH'S "AMATEUR NIGHTS."
Boston, Sept.

theatre (Keith's) has
evening, after the reg-

The National

every Friday
ular performance, what is called a "National Music Hall" which consists of
acts by "ambitious professional performers who desire an opportunity of

having the vaudeville managers from
the United Booking Offices see their
work."
The public is allowed to witness the

18.

RUSS WHYTAL'S FRENCH SKETCH*

DAYTON HOUSE DELAYED.
Dayton, O., Sept.
The new Hurtig & Seamon Colonial
had its opening delayed through being
uncompleted. Programs for a couple
of weeks have been necessarily canThe opening
celed in consequence.
18.

date

is

now

set for Oct. 14.

of the death of S.

W.

F.

Wallace, a circusman, was flashed from
Hot Springs, Arkansas, Sept. 13, it became noised about that B. E. (Uncle
Ben) Wallace was the man who had
died.

VARiBTf,

in

trying

to

confirm

the

from both
Uncle Ben's home in Peru and with
the circus en route that it was not the
millionaire Indiana showman who had
report, received assurances

passed away.
The Wallace who died was of another Wallace family. He succumbed
to an attack of heart trouble.

BUILD ON MUSEUM

SITE.

Boston, Sept. 18.
The Gordon Brothers are reported
to be interested in a new theatre project on the site of the old Austin &
Stone site. Max Schuleman, a Boston
real estate broker, is concerned in the

Simon
promotion of the enterprise.
Rudnick, manager of the Old Square
another of the interested
will have a capacity of"* 1,000 persons and will play\
vaudeville booked through the Consolidated Offices of New York.
theatre,
parties.

is

-The house

Whytal,

various

with

French

entitled "Lui"

time,

big

is

ABIE MATRIMONIALLY MIXED.
Buffalo, Sept. 18.

The matrimonial affairs of Abraham
Hammerstein, known as "Abie" and

—

the son of Oscar, are quite confused.

Abie asked the local courts to annul
his marriage to Miriam Hammerstein,
whom he married Sept. 4, 1911. She
was then Miriam Henriques, and on the
stage, where she is now.
Abie says
he thought he had been divorced from
the first Mrs. Abie, nee Ethel Brittai.i.
He married his first wife Jan. 26, 1906.
The court decided he would have to
find the county where he or his second
wife lived.

SUFFRAGETTE'S SAD END.
"The Suffragette Week" at Hammerstein's, closing Sunday night, came to
a sad ending. Sunday about 400 of the
women's rights cult gathered in the
theatre for exhibition purposes. Most
had brought a little lunch to make it
an all day stay. They were sent up
on the roof to eat the meal.

Though the crowd jammed the stage,
there weren't an over-supply of patron? in the auditorium. The weather
cooled off the latter part of the week,
but business at Hammerstein's did not
improve.
"The Suffragette Week"
go down on the historical tablets
Hammerstein's biggest flivver.

will

as

("Him"). Three

MANAGING CLUNIE.
San Francisco, Sept.

WOMAN A SONG"

ACT.

A condensed version of "Wine,
Woman and Song" is being prepared
two weeks,
if present plans are carried out, on the
Consolidated Booking Offices time.
M. M. Thiese is fixing the offering
Nat Carr will probably have the
up.
featured place on the program. There
will be more than a dozen people in

for vaudeville.

the

It

Thiese

cast.

opens

in

that

says

if

the

he will prepare
several other tabloid verwons of musi-

venture
cal

successful

is

shows

for vaudeville.

NEAR PANIC

IN

MONTREAL.

Montreal, Sept. 18.
One of the Three Alexas. while attempting a hand stand at the Orpheum
Monday afternoon, fell to the stage and
was rendered unconscious throwing the

house

into

out of the

a

semi-panic.

They

are

bill.

At the evening
Petrova fainted.

performance

Olga

IN NEWARK.
Powers show, "Two

POWERS OPENS
The

Jimmy

Little Brides," will

open

at the Shubert,

week. It will
then play one-nighters into Philadelphia, where an engagement will be
started Oct. 7.

Newark, Sept.

23, for a

doubtful.

Jack Boyle, a singer with "The Antique Girl" volunteered to help Ashley,
having learned the songs through several weeks' travel with the act.
They
have filled in by singing parodies;
omitting the dialog.

players will assist Whytal.

"WINE,

BEN WALLACE WITH SHOW.
When news

Russ

legitimate shows, will make his vaudeville debut at Proctor's Fifth Avenue
Sept. 30, in a dramatic sketch from the

LEE STRICKEN.

San Francisco, Sept. 18.
Al. Lee, of Ashley and Lee, at the
Orpheum, was stricken with appendicitis Sunday and hurriedly removed to a
sanitarium, where he was operated
upon that night. His recovery, at this

18.

exhibitions.

Cullen and Billy

McKenna, besides William Powell and
Billy Redfield, are

Lang family. Ed.
Lang being the oldest living heir has
made preparations to depart from this
the eldest son in the

THE KELLERMANN SHOW.

18.

Wenzell, formerly with the
Clunie, Sacramento, is to be the OrA.

S.

pheum's manager there

Henry McRae

will

this season.
return from the

east to handle the house for M. H. Diepenbrock, the owner.

RAINEY PICTURES MOVE.
After several weeks of good business at Weber's, playing to as high as
$2,100 weekly at a dollar, top price,
the Rainey African Hunt Pictures will
move into the Bijou next week, when
"A Scrape of the Pen" goes into
Weber's theatre for a run.

KATE ELINORE WRITING

SONGS.

"Song Writer" is what everyone has
on Kate Elinore now. Miss Elinore
has written the lyrics for three songs.
Her husband, Sam Williams, composed
the music.
The avidity with which the numbers
were grabbed off have decided the couple to adopt song writing as a sort of
side line profession to their regular
sta^e work.
Of the three songs so far finished,
Blanche Ring has taken one, called
"There's a Colleen Way Over in Ireland" to sing in "The Yankee Girl."
The other two arc in the new act of
Louise Dresser's.

VARIETY

STAGE UNIONS ENFORCING
OLD RULING AGAINST ACTS
Requiring That Acts Having One or More Stage Sets
Employ Union Stage Hand. Locals Working With
Alliance

To Make

The enforcement of an old ruling of
the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes of the United
States and Canada whereby vaudeville
acts carrying one set of scenery or
more requiring the services of one or
more men, must employ members of
the

Alliance,

is

causing considerable

complaint among artists.
Already several acts have strenuously objected to paying extra money
to a man just because their act uses a

The unions, affiliated
special setting.
with the Alliance, aie keeping close
tab on the vaudeville acts and are reporting to the main
liance in

New

offices of the Al-

York.

Little attention was paid to the
ing in other days but now a rigid enforcement is being made by the Alliance heads. Each day, managers and
owners of acts are plying the Alliance
rul-

headquarters with questions relative to
the "extra man" ruling.
Union chiefs throughout the country are sending in reports and in sevinstances friction has resulted
eral

when

the acts were notified to employ

union men.
The union wage of the property man
is $35 a week, while the carpenter commands $40. Acts having one set of
scenery or more, in order to live up
to the union ruling, must pay $35 or
$40 each week to the union help they
must employ and this expenditure
which puts a dent in the weekly stipend is what is causing the trouble.
Charles C. Shay, president of the
Alliance, will be a busy man this
season discriminating on the acts that
come under the extra help ruling. In
many cases the local unions will first
be called upon to decide whether the
act in question should employ the
union labor.
Mr. Shay has been absent from New
York this week, attending the State
Labor sessions at
of
Federation
Poughkeepsic. He is expected to re-

Comply

Artists

ple and carrying a special setting, under B. A. Rolfe's direction, has bumped
up against the enforcement of the Alliance ruling three times of late. Unless
some amicable agreement is reached the
act will be forced to cancel its route.
The management claims that the stage
hands threatened to walk out at Memphis unless the Alliance ruling was

LEVY STARTS SUIT.
A summons was served upon

the

Vaudeville Collection Agency Wednesday, in an action brought by Jack Levy
against the concern, to recover the

amount he

alleges has

been

illegally

from him in settlement of
commission accounts through acts
booked with the United Booking Offices.
It is an outcome of Levy's banishment from the U. B. O. and the
withheld

commission."

"split

Phillip

M. Stern, a clerk in the office
Goodman, attorney for the

of Maurice

U. B. O. (and who is also said to be
the president of the Vaudeville Col-

Agency) appears for the defendAugust Dreyer is attorney for

lection
ant.

Mr. Levy.

complied with.

LESLIE AND KINO, "BISTER ACT."

At the Bushwick theatre (Brooklyn)
the Gardner-Crane act was forced to
put on an extra man for its scenic in-

new

stallation.

From Allentown word came

that a

was waited

big act (Imperial Japanese)

upon by union men and told that the
scenery was such that an extra man
was needed.

18.

James McKowan, general representa
tive of the Butterfield Circuit has

re-

signed his point to become a ten per
cent, agent.
Jolly Jones succeeds McKowan as the
Butterfield representative.

$500 PICTURE LICENSE.
Philadelphia,

Sept. 18.
affirmed the

The Supreme Court has
Superior Court decision

in

the Don-

nelly and Collins case, which ruled that

moving picture houses which have
other amusements besides the films
must pay a license of $500 a year, the
same as paid by theatres and opera
houses.

Heretofore

they

have paid

only $30.

and King

is

the

title

of a

placed for 1913 (with some in 1914) are
E. F. Hawley and Co. in "The Bandit," Sam J. Curtis and Co., Ben Hampton and Josselyn, Schrodes and Chappelle, Four Messenger Boys, La Maze
Trio
Wayne's Incubator
(return),
Girls, Sharp and Turek (return), Will
Lacey (return), Maximo, Bertie Fow-

(now

ler

in

England

—for

further en-

gagements), Josephine Davis (now in
England for further engagements),

—

and the Norrins, who were firstsent
over by Mr. Myers. They have conhence
tracts abroad for two years
through him.

"sister" team, shortly to be seen

New York.
Miss Leslie was formerly of Harcourt and Leslie; Miss King appeared
in

as a "single."

U. B. O.

The

fair

FORCED INTO VAUDEVILLE.
Washington, Sept.

The

18.

Poli policy of stdck at Chase's

former theatre will discontinue about
Sept. 30 or Oct.

LOSES FAIRS.

booking business

not had a share of the business this
That branch of the U. B. O.
service faded after the retirement from
the department of Zue McClary.

year.

TALKING PICTURE DEVICE.
The Chrono-Kinetograph is a speaking-moving picture device which the
Cort-Kitsce company is financing. The
inventor is Dr. Isador Kitsee who
brought out the films in his Philadelphia laboratories.
Through a chemical process he was able to procure the
exact spacing.
Kitsee
by clectromLf.r^tic means
claims to have produced ill? present
device which may be applied to any
of the existing types of projecting
chines.

S. Z. Poli will in-

7.

a "pop" brand of variety show
in the theatre.
It is reported P. B. Chase insisted
stock be stopped at his former house
through the belief the business there
was affecting the patronage at his new
"big time" vaudeville theatre.
The new policy at Poli's will be
stall

is practi-

cally over for this season.
It appears
that the United Booking Offices has

NEW REPRESENTATIVE.
Chicago, Sept.

Leslie

B. A. MYERS IS HOME.
After a long visit trip to the other
side, B. A. Myers, the vaudeville man,
reached New York last Friday. While
abroad Mr. Myers was as busy a little
agent as he is on this side.
Among the American acts he has

ma-

three shows daily, booked by James
Clancy, of New York. Mr. Poli has a
lease upon the property until its demolition by the Government is or*
dered.

LEASES CASINO, WASHINGTON.
Washington, Sept.

Xhe

18.

Casino, a "pop" house, has been

leased by Kessnicht & Martin to Bachrach & Brylawski who will play four

shows

daily,

Norman

with acts booked

in

by

Jefferies, Philadelphia.

NIRLO'S

NAME AND PICTURES.

Boston, Sept. 18.
Niblo sailed for
May he leased his Nine
Travel Talks, 1,400 colored slides and
Just before
Australia last

Fred

30.000 feet of picture film
to use his

name

and the right
Atkinson

to Chas. F.

Atkinson has arranged
D. Bradstreet for the talks
and pictures (condensed form) to be
presented as an educational feature in
of

this

turn to-day.
There are several matters relative to
the vaudeville ruling which are awaiting Shay's attention.
It is said some tabloid product ons
have been sent out over the vaudeville

city.

W.

with

the latter's six picture houses in Boston, Providence,

Cambridge, Waltham,
Auditorium, Maiden and
Merrimac
Square, Lowell.
Atkinson will begin his travel talks
at Maiden, Sept. 30.

;

on a close margin of profit
extra expense of a stage hand
might cause them to cancel lime
circuits

The

QIRCUS CLOSINGS.

booked.

The

incorporated in
The
the by-laws of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes cf
ruling which

being extended
The Bar-

num-Bailey outfit renins in the field
V
until Nov. 27.
It will spe#d the last
few weeks of the tour ih^Texas.
Hagenbeck-Wallace closes in M?Vsissippi Oct. 25 and the Ringling showv
winds up in the same state Nov. 15.
Miller Brothers have booked up into
November.

United States and Canada under
process of enforcement among the vauis as follows:
Section 17. Hereafter any traveling
vaudeville act carrying one set of sc.-rery or more, or appliances sufficient to
require the services of one or more
men, must employ members of this Alliance.
That the several districts of
this Alliance work inconjunction to

devillians

M.

P. Nathans,

mington

NELL MORGAN.

attain this end.

COlonial Septet, with seven peo-

is

to the last minutes^his year.

the

The

circus .season

is

Very popular and prominent

in

the

realm of stock

companies engaged

In

the

picture field

(N.

C.)

manager
theatre

of the Wilis

in

New

York representing S. A. Schloss, who
was taken ill recently while in the city.

V\RIETY

TRAINOR, EXPELLED, CHARGES
IRREGULARITIES IN THE ORDER
Threatens to Appeal to Courts lor Reinstatement by
Mandamus Writ in Rats 9 Union, Following Alleged
Arbitrary and Illegal Action off Trial Board

Which Recommended Dismissal. Advises
Members,"Don't Ask Questions"
Following his expulsion from the
White Rats Actors' Union Tuesday
night, Val Trainor has instructed his
attorneys, who have been advising him
in his controversy with the order, Somers & Murray, Knickerbocker Theatre
Building, to start immediately legal proceedings in an effort to force his reinstatement as a member of the organiby writ of peremptory man-

zation

damus.
Trainor himself declined to comment
on the matter, but his counsel made a
statement Wednesday to a Varibtt- representative. Acting under legal advice,
Trainor declined to submit himself to
trial before the board of directors, alleging

among

other things that there

was not a legal quorum present at the
Tuesday morning meeting and that,
further, William J. Cooke was not legally entitled to sit on such a trial
board; that Junie McCree was improperly a member of the board and that
the by-laws of the order were "illegal,
unreasonable and self-contradictory.
Trainor's protests, ten in number,
were brushed aside by the trial board,

demand

for a

the charges

made

his

bill of particulars of
against him was substantially refused, and he abruptly left

the room, after addressing heated and

uncomplimentary remarks to the

direct-

ors present

The

presumed, listened
to the charges presented by Mr. Cooke
in the absence of Mr. Trainor and arrived

directors,

at

it is

a verdict.

At

the

Tuesday

dermine the confidence

Another charge was that he
had divulged the business of the order
to expelled members and others.
Trainor was notified by letter that he
was to appear before the board Tuesday, Sept. 17.
He acknowledged the
receipt of the letter, and in reply reedness.

ceived a letter frpra Secretary Waters,
in which that official declared his conviction that the board would give him
a bill of particulars for which he had
asked.
It was not until Trainor appeared before the board Tuesday morning that
he knew officially he was to be tried.
He then presented the objections.
When the application for a peremptory writ of mandamus to force the reinstatement of the expelled member
comes up for argument Mr. Trainor's
counsel will demand that the stenographic minutes of the meeting following his departure from the board room
be produced. At that time, if the demand be granted, will be learned for the
first time the details of proceedings of
the White Rats Actors' Union board of
directors sitting in executive session.

The trial board was made up of Junie
McCree, George E. Delmore, W. W.
Waters, Joe Birnis, John P. Hill, Joseph Callahan, Edward Clark, Will J.
Cooke, Jules W. Lee and Fred Hy-

was Trainor's parting message

to his fellow artists.

Mr. Trainor was notified last week
at the previous meeting certain
charges had been made against liim.
These were six in number, including the
allegations that he had "circulated malicious and untrue .reports" concerning
the Whit* Rats Realty Co as to the
bonds that concern was floating to finance the building of a new clubhouse
for the organization and as to the methods of the directors (the latter did not
say whether directors of the W. R. A.
U. or White Rats Realty Co.) were employing in marketing these bonds; that
he had advised fellow members of the
W. R. A. U. to cancel their investments
in these bonds; that he had circulated
that

Misleading sfetcmcttl "tendisg to un-

allegation that the election of the

present officers was illegal is based on
the contention that, whereas the bylaws of the White Rats Actors' Union
provides in detail for the appointment
of poll clerks, who shall count the vote
at the annual meeting for the election
of officers, at the last election, when
Will J. Cooke was elected to the $5,000
position of business manager and member of the board of directors, the rules
for procedure were not complied with,
since the poll clerk merely announced
the election of certain officers by name.
In support of the contention that the
by-laws are self-contradictory Sommers
& Murray point out two conflicting provisions.
Section 1, article 4, provides
that in the event of the death or disability of the president the vice-president shall become acting president,
while article 16, section 2, provides that
"All vacancies * * * shall be filled
by the board of directors at a special
meeting called for that purpose." The
conflict between the by-laws and the
corporation law of the State as to what
constitutes a quorum is also quoted in
support of the presumption that the by-

laws have been amended without the
advice of a lawyer.

CIRCUS TITLE

A

MAY CHANGE.

report comes from Boston that

J\ Stone, formerly of Austin &
Stone, is dickering for the purchase

Frank

of the Sig. Sawtelle circus.

It is

un-

derstood the transaction will involve
the property,

good

will

and name of

the circus.

Mr. Stone

is

engaged

in the

mining

business in Boston.

from

a charge

on knowledge and

belief,

thereby

ager.

A number of elaborate acts will be
put out under the name of the Pro*
ducing Co., these superintended by Mr.
Collins, and equipped from the large
resources of Mr. Whitney. Playlets and
operettas, the latter by Lehar and
Strauss, will be produced.
Foreign connections will be established "by the Whitney Co. in the
European

remain at Broadway and 34th street
The vaudeville branch will take
charge, it is understood, of incomplete
acts, or handle anything in the way, Of
a variety attraction Mr. Collins decides
contains merit.
At present Mr.
three companies

is preparing
the legitimate.
"My Little Friend" it the most ambitious of these.
It opens at the Whitney, Detroit, in about a month, and

after a

week

for

at Toronto, will be due

at the Studebaker, Chicago.

"Baron Trenck" is in rehearsal for
the western legit, time, and "The Wild
Goose"

be produced for eastern

will

TWO STOCK

COMPANIES.

Chicago, Sept 18.
T. McCready of St. Paul and Min-

was

in

town

week

this

en-

bills.

Mayo

will

do the soubrets.

A

musical comedy stock that has
been in Fort Dodge, la., all summer
forms the foundation of the company.

HOPKINS SISTERS.
Ethel and Emma Hopkins are the
daughters of the late Colonel John D.
Hopkins, and extremely well known in

membership on

vaudeville.

Waters, recites Trainor's objection,
was not at the time of his election to

They opened

sucessfully

the Olympia, Paris, Aug. 20, in a

at

new

which they will
afterwards tour Europe, probably remaining abroad for the next two years.
These clever young women played
scenic

bona fide actor, earning his livelihood exclusively as such,
and his election was illegal, being in
violation of section 1, article 3, of the
by-laws. The objection sets forth Hylands is now engaged in making a livelihood as a musician, and is only eligible as a non-member of the organizathe directorship a

novelty,

with

Orpheum Circuit.
The sisters have now

the

tion,

and

Whitney

Gus Elmore has been engaged for
German comedy parts and Vivian

ager or agent, while article 3, section 1,
of the by-laws provides that any person engaged inbasmess as manager or
agent, or financially interested with any
person so engaged may not be a member 61 the board, and should he become
so interested during his occupancy of

under article 5, section 2, of the
by-laws, and not entitled to a voice in
the administrative affairs of the order.
The objection to Clark was that, to the

capitals.

Mank

will probably give much
of his attention to the needs of the
Whitney legitimate musical comedy
productions, in the matter of principals and choristers, although the executive offices of Mr. Whitney will

Mr.

the

those same
was alleged,
is manager of

it

best of the defendant'? Knowledge

established headquarters in the
Fitzgerald Building, where under the
name of the Fred C. Whitney Producing Co. Mr. Collins will have charge
of the vaudeville department of the
business; Burton Mank is general manlins,

gaging people for his stock burlesque
which is to play the Star in St. Paul
and the Dewey in Minneapois.
These two houses, formerly in the
Western Wheel will alternately play

the Junie McCree Players, a iheatrical
organization, and thus is acting as man-

office as a director his
the board must cease.

and airy productions in the legitimate.
Mr. Whitney, with John J. Col-

neapolis,

poisoning.

of

trial

Junie McCree,

has lured another inter-

known producer, Fred C.
Whitney, who 'is famed for his light

nationally

"101" ROPER ILL.
Chester Byres, one of the star ropers with "101 Ranch" is seriously ill
in the hospital in Louisville, with blood

sitting in the capacity

of judge at the

charges.

is

WHITNEY IN VAUDEVILLE.
Vaudeville

consumption.

The objection to Cooke was made on
the general principle of law that the

man who makes

night,"

The

lands.

disqualified

had been expelled. He requested the
privilege of addressing a few words to
the assemblage. This was granted.
"Gentlemen, don't ask questions of
the board. If you do you will probably
get the same dose that I have. Good

of

the organization (again a haziness as
which organization), and counseling
fellow members not to pay their indebt-

had made the charges originally,

tired from the room and the issue was
put to vote.
Upon his return to the
lodge Mr. Trainor was notified that he

members

to

night meeting the board submitted its
recommendation that Trainor be expelled. The artist and Mr. Cooke, who
re-

ot

he is a partner in the Junie McCree managerial venture.

belief,

MEREDITH SI8TBRS.
In Hammemtin * this

Appearing

tfaek (Sept.

th* moat prctrntloup. •ujnptuous sad forgeoui rtftw set In vaudeville.
16)

pr*a#n.tbif

a pretty

new

number, which they will bring to
America later, but their engagements
in Germany, Austria and other parts
of Europe will prevent their return for
sonic time to come.
With fine dresses and scenic effects,
coupled with their charming persons,
the
Hopkins Sisters have a most
agreeable and

succcs3f1.1l

act,

VARIETY

DRIVING OOOD ACTS AWAY;
UNITED' S MAIN OCCUPATION
System of Control Employed

Booking Offices

in United

Serving to Deplete Vaudeville of Desirable Turns.
Setting Prices Upon Acts Without Seeing

Conroy and Le Maire and
Frank Stafford and Co.
Sign With Loew.

Them.

That the depletion of the "big time"
in vaudeville still keeps going on

ranks

is supposed to be an "inside trouble/'
not of universal knowledge. A large
number of "good acts" has been sent
into musical comedy this season, mainly through the tactics of the United
Booking Offices. All the managers are
not concerned in the efforts to drive
good acts away. But a couple of the

United officials are active in this.
Neither of the two men who take the
most liberties and chances with acts
own a theatre in New York or any large
One, John J. Murdock, does not
city.
own any theatre, although he may
have a "piece" of ever so many that
he has lately acquired, or did acquire
in the "good old days" (before he left
Chicago). The other United official,
E. F. Albee, has a vaudeville house at
Providence. B. F. Keith gave it to him
some years ago. Since then, no matter
what other managers may have paid
for acts, somehow Keith's, Providence,
always got an inside rate, either
through persuasion or other things

mostly other things.
These two men, however, are doing
their best or worst to tire out the vaudeville act A case in point is that of
an act that could headline at $750
It could answer the same
weekly.
purpose to a vaudeville theatre that a
$1,500 act would.
The Orpheum wanted it. The act
asked $1,000 weekly. Later it agreed
to accept $750, at which figure the

Orpheum

issued

people

contracts.

These contracts were "held up" by
Murdock, who claimed United managers would play the act first in the
east.
$750, said Murdock, was too
much, when the act could be secured

more

cheaply.

An eastern circuit manager booking
through the United then offered the
act $700 a weefc. Although the "United
houses" were starving for feature
turns, Murdock again held up the contracts, saying the price could not be
set without his say so.
The

act stated to a VARiirrr repre-

had received an offer from
the Consolidated Booking Offices of
over $600 a week, and if not accepting
a production would go with the Consentative

it

solidated.

Similar cases have been cited withnumber during the past weeks.
What apparently angers the artists

ing hearsay comment on acts or making guesses at their money worth has
so exasperated several big time num-

which command from $300 to
$500 weekly, that they have taken
"small time" engagements, playing
three shows daily, rather than subbers,

mit, they say, to this sort of dealing.

On top of the many other grievances the vaudeville artists have at
present against the U. B. O., is one
that is concerning them through not
knowing the inside path by which several acts that are admittedly but fair
or even worse (and sometimes rank)
are booked by the U. B. O.
These acts are being accepted by the
U. B. O. while established and standard acts can not secure a hearing.
Often it is reported the salary paid
to some of the questionable turns are
of amounts that create a distinct suspicion, and immediately the booking
connection is sought. The well-known
vaudeville arists are saying that certain people who have charge of big
time bookings are afraid to "do business" with the seasoned performers,
knowing they are conversant with the
usual course, but that they find the
new beginner in vaudeville more amenable and ready to "listen to reason."
The season has opened with a dearth
of vaudeville novelties.

Those who be-

have new material are chary
about producing, owing to the total absence of encouragement on the part of
lieve they

t>.e

United.

Standard acts are complaining about
the difficulty of securing consecutive
time and the few fortunate enough to
secure a route find themselves saddled
with stupendous jumps. Acts are being
continually offered single weeks with
large railway fares.

Tuesday an act was offered Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland and Milwaukee.
The United people professed to
be at a loss to understand why it was
refused.

Wednesday Conroy and Le Maire
entered into a contract to appear on
the Loew Circuit, playing full weeks at

weekly salary. They open at the
American, New York, Oct. 21, aft^r
playing a few middle western w
s
already engaged for.
Conroy and Le Maire have been
buffeted around by the U. B. O. over

$450,

'

now

out

salary, like several other ao*s

mostly

ported in negotiations with the agencies
outside the United Booking Offices.

is

the fact that

Murdock

is dic-

tating and placing prices, without having seen their acts or having any technical or expert idea of their value to

How Murdock
the vaudeville stage.
bases his rating upon acts he has not
seen is probably the biggest puzzle to
artists

The Loew

Tuesday engaged
Frank Stafford and Co. (Stafford and
Stone) for forty consecutive weeks at
$350 weekly.' The act opens on the

Loew

they have ever tried to solve.

The presumption

of

Murdock

in

tak-

re-

to

Circuit

time Oct.

Sam Thall
New York

7.

(not
last

Sam Kahl) came

week from

the west.

PERSONALLY CONDUCTED.
After "copping" the Four Solis
Brothers from the United, Freeman
Bernstein if personally conducting
them abouVthe country in order to
prevent, as he expresses it, "the United pulling them out." The brothers
played three days in the DeKalb,
Brooklyn, last week.
Freeman avers that they received
scores and scores of telegrams from
the United, warning them not to accept the date.
Thursday Bernstein
tucked the act under his managerial
wing and accompanied it for the date
to complete the week. They play this

W. E. D. STOKES BUILDING.
The contract for the erection of the
new theatre at 2631-2635 Broadway,
and 100th streets, by
E. D. Stokes (owner) has been let
to Fleischman Bros/ Co.
The house will be controlled by the
between 99th

W.

Quincey Amusement

J.

T. Har-

and William E. Jacobs,

secretary,

ris,

by

Co., officered

Philip Goldstone, president;
treasurer.

Work

commenced on

be

will

house Oct.
announced.

The

1.

the

policy has not been

been routed for a tour of the time
handled
through
the
Consolidated

Plans have been drawn for a new
two-story brick theatre at jll-13 West
116th street, costing $30,000, to be built
by Louis C. Neubergeft, D. Goldberg

Booking

and Harry Herzog.

week

at the Miles, Detroit.

They have

Office.

The United has not

yet officially cancelled the time contracted with the act
through that establishment.
Gene
Hughes placed the act with the United.
It was booked for twenty-two
weeks. Mr. Hughes has a claim against
the turn.
He will probably start an
action to recover.

Work has been started on a new
brick theatre (150x75 ft) at the northwest corner Bedford avenue and Bergen street, Brooklyn, by the Levy
Brothers, New York.

Mr. Sachs

new

CLOSES CIRCUS OPPOSITION.

A

hot billing campaign

is

Ringling Bros. Circus come together
a dash. The wild west beats the
circus outfit to the town, playing there
Sept. 25, while the Ringlings come in
the following day.
The two outfits
were to have come together also in
Tusla in day and date bookings. The
Ringlings, however, switched dates,
bringing them in a day ahead.
Unless there is a shift in routes due
to the epidemic among horses in Kansas, the Sells-Floto circus and the
Ringling show will have a head-on collision in Wichita, Sept. 21, where the
in

two shows come into £ay and date opposition.

come

are routed to

into several other

arguments later on
through Oklahoma and Texas. The
Tammen-Bonfiels
management,
far
from showing any desire to avoid the
issue is quoted as saying that it willingly takes advantage of an opportunity to arrange "day and date" stands,

not because of ill will, but because
the Denver showmen declare that they
find

it

expend $10,000 on a
on his property on

the west side of Graham avenue, north
of Engert avenue, Brooklyn.

reported

to be on in Muskogee, Okla., where
Miller Bros.' "101 Ranch" and the

The same shows

will

picture house

profitable.

CORT REPORTS DENIED.

New

Rochelle, Sept.

18.

Plans have been made for a new
pxture house to be constructed on
Union avenue, costing $5,000.
Ridgefield Park, N.
C. F.

plans

Sept. 18.

J.,

Thompson, Hackensack, N.

to

build

a

new

J.,

$6,000 picture

house at this place. It will be a twostory brick concern (50x100 feet).

IMPOSTOR MOVING.
Fort Worth, Tex., Sept. 18.
"John Ringling" who was here the
end of August cannot now be located.

A

police are investigating. The impostor left a bad check of $47.40 behind him for a board bill at the West-

The

brook

hotel.

He was

here for several days and is
same fellow who impersonated Mr. Ringling on the Coast.
believed to be the

THREE ON THE OUT

LIST.

the B. F. Keith New York theatres playing big time vaudeville, three
have been placed on the cut-salary list
by the United Booking Offices. The
houses are the Union Square, Bronx

Of

and Bushwick.

A

report from the wesN^Jiat the John
Cort houses, namely the tfaWct Portland; Seattle theatre, Seattle; flfeor-

Grand, Denver; Grand, Salt Lake, and
one other had closed to go into pictures, was branded by Mr. Cort, now in
New York, as untrue.
A Chicago version claimed the management of "A Prince of To-Night"
was advised to cancel its route in the
Cort houses was also denied by Ed.
Giroux, who looks after the Cort bookings.

Jack

Johnson,

emananted from
the fact that the Baker, Portland, and
the former Cort li -use, Salt Lake, wiil
report

stock

likely

this

winter.

theatres mentioi.tvl

The

other

will play traveling
combinations.
The Tabor-GrL.ul had pictures this
summer but is now back to its regular

legitimate season.

Chicago, Sept. 18.
champion heavy*

weight pugilist of the world, was
granted an injunction Tuesday, rcstrainingthe management of the Pekin
theatre frofnextnbiting motion pictures
of the funeral of his wife, Etta Duryea
Johnson which took^place last Saturday.

Judge William E. Dever of the Superior court

The

run

JOHNSON OBJECTS TO PICTURES.

Mrs. Johnson
week.

granted

the

injunction.

committed suicide

last

application,
In
his
Johnson denounced the proposed exhibition, and
said it would give the impression that
he was making money out of the pictures. The Pekin was formerly a negro
theatre and in its prosperous days was
presided over by the late "Bob" Mott.

VARIETY
Keith suggested and ran the details
of the
coup which finally threw

KIETY

New York
SINE SILVERMAN

City

Proprietor

CHICAGO
Majestic Theatre Bids;.

O'CONNOR

J.

LONDON
I Green

St.,

Leicester 8q.

W. BUCHANAN TAYLOR
PARIS
««

bis.

Rue Saint Dldler

EDWARD

G.

Circuit

the

of

into

the

Keith

peo-

Albee ran the deal which gave
Mr.
Keith
Mr.
Williams'
houses.
Keith did something when he got a
hold on the Orpheum Circuit through
an agreement, but what did Albee do
when he planted the Williams' houses
upon Keith? Though to give Albee
due praise, he did not have Mr. Keith
invest any money of his own in the
purchase; that was provided by the
many easily-convinced managers Albee daily does business with.
ple;
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Mr. Albee got what he thought was

ADVERTISEMENTS.

the entire vaudeville business into the

However

Advertising copy for current Issue must
reach New York offlce by « p. m. Wednesday.
Advertisements by mall should be accompanied by remittance.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
$4

Annual

that

may

be,

the

United Booking Offices, his
too big for him. As a mule
was a howling success; as
Bah of vaudeville, he has

moment

job grew
driver, he
the

Pooh

proven a

failure.

I

Foreign
Single copies, 10 cents.

Entered aa second-class matter at

New

York.

With

the

all

power of the biggest

could make this in the form of
an open letter to B. F. Keith, bnt it
What we want
will serve just as well.
to say to Mr. Keith is why doesn't
he come to Times Square more often,
to find out what is being done with

vaudeville circuits behind him, Mr. Albee has not gained one single thing
for the United Booking Offices, the
corporate title of the vaudeville agency
Albee and others hide behind in their
supposed control of the vaudeville situation.
Instead of adding to the
United's list of houses or influence,
the U. B. O. has steadily lost ground.

and to his name?

There
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We

Millions of dollars have been spent
during the past twenty-five years in
and
Keith"
"B.
F.
advertising

Does Mr. Keith know what
they stand for now?

"Keith's."

We

wonder

Mr. Keith has an ink-

if

held among
show people. He probably has not.
or he would have been his own genIf Mr. Keith
eral manager long ago.
has watched the box office reports
from the several Percy G. Williams
theatres in New York City, since the
ling of

how

his

name

is

season opened, he will commence to
understand what his name means to

is
erected against them the
strongest booking combinations there
ever have been in vaudeville fighting
Keith, et al., and these self-same combid
fair
to
grow even
binations
stronger.

The United Booking
Keith

Offices and B.

inseparably linked together.
The things that happen and
profesare
talked
in
about
the
sion Keith is blamed for, as often as the U. B. O. Instead of having lived to the present day, and
watched a great circuit and business
arise from nothing to bear mute witness to a great name, Mr. Keith could
F.

are

he visited New York, just how
"B. F. Keith" stands with all classes

among show
ished

As Hawkshaw remarked, "Now
I have written the letter, who will
it?"
So with B. F. Keith— now

of

who

will

fill

that

them?

For years B. F. Keith would brook
He
no opposition to his vaudeville.
had a general manager, E. F. Albee,

man of bulldog tenacity of purpose,
who went through every obstacle, un-

a

til he could bring to Mr. Keith a clean
sheet of the vaudeville field. This Albee did, or at least received credit
last summer for doirtg, wr.cn he induced the Orphcum Circuit to amalgamate, and bought the Percy G. Williams vaudeville theatres in New York

City.

E. F. Albee never cared particularly
Percy G. Williams. Show people
say Percy Williams was a great showman, but they never spread a report
Martin
like that about E. F. Albee.
for

Beck commenced to talk about buying
Williams, and bringing the Orpheum Circuit into New York. It was
Mr.
Albee's chance, also Keith's.
out

people.

In

extenuation of the overrated ability of Albee though, may be
part

Murdock.
Murdock is a henchman of Keith's by
Albee drew him into
annexation.
Murdock came from
the U. B. Q.
He made himself so popuChicago.
lar put there that, though it is years
s+hce he held sway in the Chicago
booking agency known as the Western
Vaudeville Managers' Association, they
say that Murdock never walks the
his

cited

assistant,

John

J.

streets of Chicago, even unto this day,

without a bodyguard.

against

big

but

business,

should have stood that

These henchmen, Albee and Murwho so plainly trade upon the

There

"Keith's"
in

off,

part.

no excuse for the busiNew York houses

is

ness

name of Keith to make money for
themselves through the United Book-

have done since their opening, excepting that "B. F. Keith" has been builded down instead of up.
Why Keith
has been builded down could also be
understood by Mr. Keith if he came to
New York. To the manager who
claims
to
have fathered "Refined
Vaudeville" and who wouldn't give
Sunday concerts in Boston for a very
long time, some of the acts on some
of the Keith bills will explain all

still presume to deceive
by kidding him. Keith opIf he makes money
erates theatres.
commensurate with the immense in-

ing

Offices,

their chief

vestments his several houses represent,

must come from the theAlbee and Murdock must make
money out of and through the booking
How they make money through
office.
the booking office is probably their
the profits

atres.

own

How

secret.

Keith

the

that.

make money

they

out of the booking office is by salary
received, and the most contemptible
graft that ever carried a great business graveward, the "split-commisThat is the taking of one-half
sion."
the earnings from agents. This "splitcommission" is extortion, and the
agents were forced into it by coercion,
under the pain of losing their business

they did not accede to the demands
of Albee, as made on his behalf at the
time by the attorney for the U. B. O.
if

It is a simple way they have of "kidding" Mr. Keith. The newspapers do
A newspaper story here
it for them.
and there, written or inspired in the

United Booking Offices, tells what Mr.
Keith has done for vaudeville, what
a very big showman he is; how he
and
vaudeville,
into
variety
lifted
made the continuous performance an
abiding place for women and children.

The
is

small-time

more

careful

vaudeville manager
of his shows today

than

Keith.
Mr. Keith's lieutenants
though have placed his houses in the
position where they cannot discriminate.
Mr. Keith's lieutenants have
limited the field of material in vaudeville, until just now the Keith houses

and the United Booking Offices' managers are obliged to engage bad acts
to fill up their shows, knowing they
are bad, but in the emergency being
forced to take almost any and everything that

may

be featured.

The direction under which the United Booking Offices is at present being conducted will destroy big time
vaudeville, and the big time managers
connected with it (excepting those like
Poli, Keith and Proctor who have
made their money).
The business
cannot survive under the conditions.
Is the big time to be supplanted by
the small time? The big time is really now working for the small time.
It made the small time possible in the
first place, and may make the small
time perpetual and its successor in the
if it is not changed.
last place

—

(who has

editor

sold his soul to eat at
the story under

the New
Herald Thinks of B. F. Keith."

the

—

reproduced

Child's)

"What

heading,

York

.

Mr. Keith had better watch his business more closely once again or he
will see that happen.

But it wasn't at all what the New
York Herald thought. The story was
written and turned into the Herald by
a

man holding

contract

a

weeks over the United
problem is very simple.
give

to

circuits.

If

contract
in the

a

for

weeks to get a story

it

is

for

forty

The
necforty

New York

Herald, how very easy it must be to
get stories printed by papers of lesser

ville

ants,

times.

has grown

who

still

Big time vaude-

beyond
dwell

in

his

lieuten-

the

They have been too busy

early
driv-

ing mules to keep up with the procession on the stage. And they have become too closely welded to their
habits to break away. Every day the
name of "B. F. Keith" is getting a slap
somehow, in and out of the show business.

influence.

Nor do we
Mr. Keith will forever be left in
doubt whether any newspaper has voluntarily

Though
reigning

was

a

printed
in

his

a

laudatory

day,

when

tribute.

actively

over his circuit, Mr. Keith
very good showman of his

farseeing and a money-maker.
But he couldn't see far enough to prevent Albee and Murdock getting on
times,

believe that B. F. Keith,

these years, and with all his
money, is knowingly standing for all
that is happening in big time vaudeNor do we believe that B. F.
ville.
Keith wishes to see his name overafter

all

shadowed in his remaining years, by
some unknown of the days when
Keith claims he picked variety out of
the gutter and placed it in the parlor.

the inside of his affairs.

His ideas,
picayune.
principles and charter are no bigger
He ruled the roost in
than himself.
Chicago when the chickens were
young. They had no other place to
In attempting to play the same
go.

Murdock

game

in

is

New York among men who

have been in the show business longer than the western grangers Murdock
once dealt with, he has gone up against
the

the

wrong
"U»

people.

B.

Q."

What was
and

"B.

F.

left

of

Keith"

'

•

Such a story recently appeared in
the New York Herald. It was doubtlessly despatched to Mr. Keith with
heavy lines around it. A week later
a little sheet with a poor misguided

essary

take

he has purchased the Percy G. Williams' theatres,

show

that

fin*

dock,

find, if

the public.

people Murdock has

off.

Keith stands for with
be gleaned, as we have
before mentioned, by Mr. Keith watching the box-office reports of his New
Even with expensive
York houses.

What

B.

the public

F.

may

headliners and "Keith's" in electrics,
also on the newspaper announcements,
the Percy Williams theatres around

York, as at present managed by
The
have done very little.
weather, to be sure, may have been

New

Keith,

Mr. Keith, you had better come to
Either that or call your
York.
bloodhounds off, or at least keep them
For if you don't, in another
in leash.

New

twenty-five years the name of "Keith"
in vaudeville will have passed away or
been forgotten. It's as certain as you
are B. F. Keith, for such methods as
arc being employed under the authority of your name ran never succeed,
nor help "Keith's" f. mdure.
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CHARLES FROHMAN IS 0. K.
EXCEPTINQ ONE OF HIS LEGS
Big Producer Tells Leander Richardson How He Got on
the Hospital List. Frazee Burying His Surplus
Cash. Foreign Actors Without Friends
in Front on First Nights
By

shoulder. There was a just perceptible
hitch to his movement, indicating a
slight stiffness of the right knee, but
otherwise he carried not the faintest
trace of the long and savage illness
of which all of us have been aware.

began three years ago when I
Paris and entertained a party

"It

was

in

You know I
of friends at luncheon.
never was much of a hand at this sort
of thing, but this time I yielded, and
Well, I was attacked
played nost.
with ptomaine poison, and my trouSometimes during their
bles set in.
progress the people close to me were
doubtful of the outcome, but I was not.
The only way to accomplish a thing
is to go at it, and I went at this illness and stuck at it. So here I am,
feeling fine, excepting for my off leg,

—

this is coming around all
It has become a pretty wellleg, in Europe and America, and
say I might get an engagement

and even
right

lnu vn
I aare

over the Keith or Proctor circuit if I were to hurry up before it
got well."
A rather chterful frame of mind, you
will admit, fm a man who has been
through what Mr. Frohman has been
through in the matter of physical torture.
But this is the spirit, beyond a
doubt, that has been the keynote to
remarkable
career the capacity to
his
laugh at trouble and go right on poundtor

it

Wasn't Jim Brady's Liver.
Everybody seems to have taken il
what ailed James B.
Brady, when he went to Johns Hopkins

for granted that

Hospital in Baltimore, was a naturally timid little fawn of a liver that
had been overworked like a truck
horse.
This was not the fact, however. Let Mr. Brady tell it, as he told
it to me the other evening.
"It was my kidneys that rounded on
me," said he. "I had been eating three
or four pounds of candy a day and
drinking no end of soft drinks, for
years, and there was a kick.
When
the doctors got me, down in Baltimore,
they did nothing to me for a couple of
months. Then they did plenty.
I had seven operations, and by 1he
way they used to come in and look at
me I knew I was having a close call.
Doctors don't have to tell you. Their
looks are enough. I lost eighty-seven

As

carries much of the
impetuous style for which this author
But it is not his play. The
is famous.
real writer of The Spy' is Henry Kistering, the son of a librarian in Brussels.

He

is

as yet unknown, but

you

will hear from him.
The production
is slated for November.
" 'Bella Donna' also will be produced
in

November.

great

London

You

are aware of its
are pre-

success.

We

paring for the London production of
three short plays

in

Barrie, Pinero and

the same night by
Shaw, respectively.

The

Barrie and Pinero manuscripts
are in hand, and the Shaw piece is

expected next week. Shaw is always
back to the last minute. The Barrie
is one that you cannot possibly
tell anything about until it is produced

piece
It is

so novel that

would ha<e thought

nobody

else

ever

of applying any
In this
theatre.

part of it to the
respect it is more unconventional than
The Pinero play
'A Slice of Life.'
has a real thrill in it. What the Shaw
contribution is, of course, I cannot even
guess. The three plays will be ac'ed
by three separate companies about
forty persons in all. As soon as the

—

triple bill is launched in
will be duplicated here*

London,

it

the piece.

There had been no changes to speak
of.
The cast was the same. The piece
The only
itself had not been altered.

way

can figure it Out (and very
that is not "it") is that there
a heap of difference between Boston
I

likely
is

and New York.
Not the least odd feature of the
whole business is that this same production, without a star, opened at the
New Amsterdam to $2,550. Can you
beat

it?

Bernard Shaw's New Play.
George Bernard Shaw has finished
another play, which will be produced in
London next spring. This work was
designed by its author especially for
the use of Robert Lorraine, but it will
be held back by that popular actor
until after the conclusion of his

Amer-

ican

makes

it

as great a success as

some

stones" at the New Amsterdam theatre
Tuesday evening, there was at least

one change from our long established
custom, and I arise to thank goodness
for it. The actors and actresses were
entire strangers to New York, and the
audience did not know whom to applaud as the different players came
so nobody "got a re-

upon the scene

—

ception."

This was not entirely true of the
opening night of "Fanny's First Play"
at the Comedy theatre, although the

company

interpreting that piece

also

was made up of foreigners. But in the
latter instance quite a lot of the regular first-nighters had seen the performance at the special Sunday dress rehearsals, and so had become to an extent familiar with the personalities of
the actors or at least sufficiently so
to make the pretense of recognition,
and thus establish themselves as possessing knowledge superior to that of
their neighbors.
In spite of all that has been said
of the hard-faced and hard-to-please
crowd that attends openings in New
York, it must be admitted that this

—

same "death watch" can stand a whole
lot of annoyance without half trying
There surely was never a more irritating custom than the one of applaud-

members of a cast as each
his or her initial entrance in a
play.

ing the

makes

new
The

thing began years ago as a note

welcome

of

to established favorites.

It

has deteriorated to the point where
players totally unknown to Broadway
are hailed with rounds of applause

seeming to the uninitiated to indicate
that the recipients are of some importance. At almost any first night in New
York you will see the occupants of
orchestra and balconies craning their
necks over their programs and trying
to decipher names of people on the
stage who have just been received as
though they were Booths and Barretts

Cushmans and Andersons.
The trick is simple enough when you
know it. The performer who is about
to make a plunge at a New York reception buys up as many seats as
U

or

LEANDER RICHARDSON'S

1

.

DEPARTMENT

Walter's

it

thought it was dead and
Boston, saw the first night at the New
Amsterdam, and sailed up and down
the street next morning raving about

If

told.

If
his version Turning the Corner.'
you were to see this play you would

had been written by Henri

ton a fortnight or so ago, and many
persons who saw it there reported that
it would not do.
Some of the same persons who

come known, but somebody

adays. It is made in reproduction of
variov* animals upon a miniature scale,
and is the cutest little zoo in town.

it

There are some things about the
amusement calling that nobody on
Here is the
earth can account for.
case of "The Count of Luxembourg,'
for instance. It was produced in Bos-

bles similar to mine, so I am building
one for them. Didn't mean it to be-

ing away at results.
I shall have about the usual number of productions this season," said
Mr. Frohman. "I am very much interested in a play which I call The
Spy,' which I purchased last year on
the strength of the scenario. It was
produced last October in Paris at a
theatre of about the size of our own
Grand Opera House, and the management, being quite optimistic, thought
it might run for three months or so.
Sir George Alexander
It is there yet.
has the English rights and will call

Bernstein, for

thing.

Can't Account for It

tour in "Man and Superman."
This tour, as everybody knows, is to
be played under the Liebler management.
When the new Shaw play is ready
for London, Mr. Lorraine will do it
"on his own," as they say over there.

and feel great. While I was
n Johns Hopkins (and, say! that is
the most wonderful place) I found that
there wasn't a hospital in the world
for the exclusive treatment of trou-

Jiounds,

—

imagine

—

laid to rest in

L—ndt Richardson

I called upon Charles Frohman yesterday morning and found him strolling about his greatly expanded and
beautified office in the Empire theatre,
swinging his walking stick over his

put into the Cort theatre, Chicago, and
the Longacre, here, never will get back
into the show business that's a sure

for

and

my
my

all right,

—

stomach nonsense.
If that
lungs and heart hadn't been

someone eLe would have been

telling this story."

Brady has some new jewelry now-

Coming Pine

for Frazee.
These are pleasant and profitable
days for H. H. Frazee, whose "Ready
Money" is doing really big business in

New York

and London, while Eugene

new

"Fine Feathers,"
ought to run in Chicago until Frazec's
Longacre theatre here is ready. "Fine
Feathers" really is not a new play unplay,

til
it
comes to the last act. Up to
that point it was done formerly under
the title, "Homeward Bound," and it

The author wrote it over again
this place outward, and supplied
the missing "punch," so that in its
present shape it sends the audience out
Mr. Frazee
thrilled
and gasping.
thinks his new theatre will be thrown
open in November, but W. A. Brady
bet him a suit of clothes the other
night that it would not.
"If you go to putting on your decorations before the plaster has had
thirty days to dry, they will come off
by the square yard," said Mr. Brady.
"Maybe," rejoined Mr. Frazee, "but
anyway you're on."
A little later, as a matter of curiosity,
I asked what, in round figures, had been
the profits of "Madame Sherry," up to
Mr. Frazee conthe present season.
sidered a moment.
"It
"Just about $600,000," he said.
made $400,000 the first year with its
failed.

from

companies. The same number of
troupes are getting money now. I think
the piece will clean up fully $100,000
What is more, the part of
this year.
my end of the earnings that I have

five

these

purse will stand (sometimes more), and
these he distributes among his personal
friends, who are expected in the natural
order of events to whoop things up
for him at the proper moment.
If
the player happens to be a member of
the Lambs Club, and at all popular
with his companions, it is not necessary for him to buy the seats, for his
fellow clubmen, will attend to that in
the shallow endeavor to convince the
manager that' he has found a real Lamb

personages advances the theory that
with a few weeks of training any girl
of the lower London type can be made
to pass muster in the very best cirA
cles, and nobody will find her out.

Of course, no part of this proceeding
deceives anybody. It becomes merely
a disagreeable incident serving to make
the paying spectators sour toward the

of the other stage writings of this
author have recorded, Lorraine will use
it as the vehicle for a starring tour
in America.
The piece relates the adventures of
four young men who have a discussion
upon Mr. Shaw's pet subject for sar-

casm

bet

—polite

is

society.

registered

One

of

on the outcome of

unique proposition, and the reconstruction-process begins.
How it all turns out it would be
unfair to Mr. Shaw to tell at this early
time, but it is %easy to imagine the
method by which the author will employ the theme to get a lot of fun
for himself out of his hidebound countrymen. At the infliction of^kis particular kind of sting there is nobody in
it with Shaw.

treasure.

whole performance.

this

Some Organizing.
Monday evening between the acts of
"Fanny's First Play," at the Comedy

Will Take

theatre, I was chatting with Adolph
Zukor, president of the moving-picture
concern of which Daniel Frohman is

managing

director.

"This special film scheme is developing into a very large business, with
extensive ramifications," said Mr. Zukor.
"The Sarah Bernhardt 'Queen
Elizabeth' picture we are selling on the
territorial rights principle, but when
we get our machine fully organized
we will go to the public direct. This
will take some time, as there are 21,000
places to be reached and dealt with
It is a big contract, but we think the
results will justify the effort."

More Thanks to the English.
Another thing about these two imported companies that was a welcome
innovation of the current week: When
the house applauded in each instance
at the ends of the acts, and the curtain was raised in accordance with custom, we saw the members of the company standing rigid and erect and looking straight in front of them, instead
of mincing and bowing, first to the
people in front and then to one another, vas is the regulation program
under such .circumstances in America.
The Englifffv^ystem as here exampled
is decidedly better ^han ours, or at least
much more frank. It does not involve
the deception that the accors are tickled
half to death with one another, when
in reality those of them who haven't
had the best of the act just closed hate
all

the rest from the bottoms of their

bitter

hearts.

There are other advantages, but we
need not bother with them at present.
I am not one of those who think we
can learn so very much from the English.

Still,

in

j——

things.

».

New York

There
Quite a Welcome Change.
At the first performance of "Mile-

—

—

Lota of

—some

there, are

New

mora, in

Hits.
are many solid financial hits
York just at the

moment—

fact,

than

I

can remember in

VARIETY
this particular
period. Of the new productions, there
kre "Fanny's First Play," "The Count
of Luxembourg," "Milestones," the big

rectly in keeping with

Hippodrome snow, "The Merry Countess/* "The Mind the Paint Girl," "The
Governor's Lady," "Within the Law,"

e good, strong, wholesome melodrama, peopled with crooks, law officers and innocent victims of circumstances. If there is anything in newspaper publicity, there ought to be a
vogue for a play with the Burns trademark.
Mr. Hilliard and his associates are
entirely optimistic, and probably justly
so.
I hear they have had difficulty in

any previous season at

Miss Brown," "My Best Girl,"
"The Perplexed Husband* and one or
two others that have "got past."
This quite astonishing array of New
York successes seems likely to be supplemented very materially within the
immediate future. It indicates either
that the quality of this year's produc-

The

—

everybody concerned.

Are There Top Many?

We

keep hearing the cry of "too
theatres," in the face of an everincreasing list of profitable productions.
That, of course, is to say, productions
that are profitable when they deserve
But are there too many theprofit.
atres? Don't we lose sight of the fact
that several of the old ones are going
out of commission, such, for instance.
as the Bijou, Wallack's, Daly's, Herald Square, and, before very much
longer, the Broadway, which had become too valuable for theatre pur-

many

poses?

outlying sources of revenue, and the
still further and perhaps more significant point that year by year the great
American metropolis magnetizes vacationists and sightseers and buyers and
shoppers from all over the country, and
even from abroad. If these conditions
did not have something in them of
which we ought not to lose sight in
making our calculation, the hotel business in New York would have gone to
smash long ago, instead of becoming
so vast as to almost stun the beholder.
I very much doubt if we have too
many theatres, or are likely to have too
many in the immediate future. But we
have been giving the public so much
for its money, and so wide a variety of
entertainment, that our stage productions must be better than they formerly
were, or they will fall by the wayside.

Burke

Billie

"The Goods."

is

What do you

think of

little

Billie

Burke coming along to the Lyceum
theatre and breaking the house record
on her opening week in "The Mind the
Paint Girl?"
That is precisely what
has happened, and what is more, without the permission of their royal highnesses, the

New York

critics.

These gentlemen did not like Sir
Arthur Pinero's latest play, and said
so.
They did take to little Miss Burke
personally, and gave her the credit of
being very charming and exceedingly
clever.

But with rare exceptions it is not
the individual at the head of an organization who draws the money, but the
play in which he or she is featured.
Logically, therefore, it is not Miss
Burke alone who is jamming the
Lyceum, but the happy combination of
Miss Burke and the Pinero play, with
its inside view of stage things and its
big and unexpected dramatic Scene.
The receipts of the opening week
were between $12,000 and $13,000.
for the previous week in Atlantic City had been $10,300. Some going, it seems to me.

Those

Bob

Hilliard's

New

Play.

Robert Hilliard's new
posedly is the actual work
of the Burns Detective Agency, assisted by some regular literary guys.
As a matter of fact, Burns furnished
the suggestion and has taken pains to
play supof the head

see that there were no technical slips
on detective methods.
This is quite enough to give him

the right to credit as a co-author, and
the fact that he really gets the center
of the stage is not surprising, but di-

play

itself

is

said

'

'

securing just the right actress for the
exceptionally exacting feminine leading
role, but finally have been successful.

The

direct management of Mr. Milliard's tour will be in the hands of £. D.
Price, as usual, and, also as usual, the
work wilr be done tirelessly, sagaciously and effectively. There are not many
E. D. Prices to be had nowadays.

Johnny Rogers Coming Back.
It looks very much as if John R.
Rogers had turned the fortune card
once again.
Advices from England
the certainty that a play
Ropers' property has made a

establish

which

is

genuine hit in that part of the world,
which, in the natural course of events,
will make it valuable for our own
country.
This piece

two
title,

'

Then, too, we may forget the tremendous growth of New York and its

detective

by those
Crivileged to inside knowledge of it to

"Little

tions is altogether out of the usual run,
or that prosperity really is knocking at
the door possibly both. Anywav, the
theatres are benefiting in a manner as
surprising as it must be gratifying to

the

Burns system.

was produced a week or
Birmingham, under the
"The Boy Scout," with the Amerin

a<*o

ican actress, Marie George, in the
principal part. After the final curtain,
according to the solid column criticism
of the Birmingham Dispatch, there
were many curtain calls and in England these do not happen if the play
has failed to please.
What is still more to the point, this
new attraction was booked that very
night for a solid year in the British
provinces.
The title of the play was
not considered appropriate, and has

—
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Sam Rork Has

Hit

It.

By arrangement

with Messrs. Shubert and William A. Brady "The Balkan Princess" is being presented this
season under the direction of Samuel E.
Rork, and it will require the arising of
singularly adverse circumstances to
prevent the declaration of large dividends.
While the weather still was
smoking hot, Rork took his company
into the south, where it had the opening of a number of theatres, and all
along the line was about the first of
the Dig attractions to put in an appearance.
The audiences have been
exceedingly large, practically without
exception, and the quality of the show
put together by Mr. Rork has come in
for hearty commendation in every in-

Brown."
Rogers draws royalties from the
English performances of "Little Miss
Mischief," and next season will produce
it on his own hook in America.
Chas. H.

Hoyt

Redivivua.
David
seen
have
Belasco's exceedingly stirring and suc-

Persons

cessful

who

new

play,

The Governors

Lady," must have wondered if one }f
the actors in the cast does not cherish
a peculiarly vivid recollection of the
personal appearance and characteristics
ot the late Charles H. Hoyt, one of our
firtt uniformly successful farce writers.

In "The Governor's Lady" there is a
editor, played by Robert
McWade, Jr., and the likeness to Hoyt,
physically, vocally and in manner, is
almost startling to those who recall the
author of "A Texas Steer" and other
pieces written in the satiric vein of that

newspaper

one.

Whether persons who knew Hoyt
would or would not be anxious to see
him back again on earth, a visit to the
Republic theatre at any time this season will at least serve to bring back to
their mental vision a photographical
reproduction of the late author, with
his rasping intonations, abrupt speeches
and pallid personality.
"The Governor's Lady," by the way,
was originally set down for a stay not
extending beyond the holidays at the
Republic. It will be there very much
beyond that limit. Nobody need worry

on

this score.

theatrical

profession, in the
of it, lost a friend

Lambs Club and out

they will not soon forget, or at least
should not. Kilduff, who was a speculator and steel manufacturer, had been
a man of large wealth, and it was generally supposed up to the time of his
untimely demise that he still was a
millionaire.

stance.

The route is to extend to the Pacific
Coast, returning by way of the Canadian Pacific and tapping all the new and
wonderfully rich territory of middle

or with better reason.
His purse always was open, even to
mere acquaintances, and he was as fine,
and gentle, and loveable a man as ever

and Western Canada.
They pay
enormously up there for the attractions
they like, and if you charge them three
dollars a seat they don't whimper.

A

City Show.
"Oh, no," said an abscure actor,
haughtily^ to his friend, "it's not that
kind of a company.
I'm going with
the city show."
"What one is that?"
"The show that plays Michigan City,
Sioux City, Dodge City and all the
rest of them."

It Is

Middle West Won't Do.
Something seems to have happened
to the one-nighters of the middle west.
Not so many years ago these places
wpre good for splendid receipts when
an attraction came along that had enjoyed a long run in Chicago, whether
New York knew anything about it or

not.

came to Broadway. He had dabbled
somewhat in theatricals, as when he
^acked Ed. Rice in "The Girl From
Paris." Kilduff was not an "angel." in
the accepted sense, but just one of the
best fellows ever.

Own Your Own

Pictures.

Just how the latest thing in moving
pictures is likely to affect the picture
industry in general, it is not quite easy
to predict thus early. Some of the big
department stores are advertising a machine by the use of which anybody can
indulge himself and his family and his
friends in moving pictures at home, to
his heart's content and theirs.
The machine costs $18 or $20, and
the reels $2.50 apiece for the originals.
These may be changed as often as required by the payment of what amounts
to a small rental, so that in the long
run this new form of fireside amusement is cheap enough to come within
the limits of an ordinary purse.
The question which naturally arises
is, Why go out in the storm and sleet
to be lostled about in a moving picture theatre, when you can have a
satisfactory substitute in your parlor,
it yourself?

AOBNT BASTIGK MAKRIBg.
New Orleans, Sept 18.

At the present time they

are not

worth paying attention to—whether by
reason of their own lassitude or because they have lost faith in Chicago,
really doesn't matter.

Some

his resources

and run

DEPARTMENT
been changed to "Little Miss MisThe manuscript is by Arthur
Branscombe, and the production is in
the hands of Herbert Sparling, whom a
few of us remember as having been
brought to America by Mr. Rogers for
"The Strange Adventures of Miss

of the

It turned out after he was gone that
were exhausted, and nobody seems able to account for such a
condition of things.
His death by
cancer was a surprise to many of his
friends, and a distressing shock as well,
for none of New York's men about
town ever was more popular than he,

LEANDER RICHARDSON'S
chief."

Jim Kilduff Died Poor.
When James Kilduff died the other
week at Long Beach, many members

H. S. Bastick, of Surrey, Eng., agent
"The Confession," was married in
this city to Ruby Evelyn Glass, whose
of

place of nativity

is

Oakland, Cal.

the managers are fully
awake to this condition, as for iAsence,
Cohan & Harris, who recently jumped
their Chicago "Officer 666" company all
the way to Colorado, instead of stopping to play territory which naturally
would be thought tributary to the big
and bustling city by Lake Michigan.
of

"Ready Money," after a conspicuoussuccessful run of several months"
duration in Chicago, played to something like $2,500 in a week of these
one-nighters on the way to New York.
A manager who has many organizations, has booked several of his at-

ly

tractions through this part of the country,

but will cancel them,

if

he has not

done so already.
In

regular course, these cities
will wake up again after a while, when
the prosperity which is on the upward
move reaches them from the farms and
factories.
They are having a tough
time just now.
the

Mr. Eckel Comes Home.
John Eckel, who is a very considerable part of "the works" in the Philadelphia North American, came home
the other day from Kurope, where he
had spent his vacation. Mr. Eckel, in
his hours of ease, which by no means
come too frequently, goes to England
as often as he can, and spends the bulk
of his time while there in dicing up
Dickens relics and adding them to his
collection.
extensive
valuable
and
There are not great numbers of Dickens enthusiasts in the United States,
but Mr. Eckel is one of them, and
probably the principal one.

W.

B.

PATTON AND

CO.

In

"APPLE

BI.ORflOMS"
A eucceee at the Fifth Avenue Theatre,
York, week, Sept 9.

New
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NEW BOOK FOB *THB

SUCCESSES RUNNING RIOT
"Woman's Haters/' Fritzi Scheff in /•The Love Cure/'
Qeo. M. Cohan in Farce Comedy, Without Music,

"New Sin," and "Delphine" all Hits. Four Successes Produced in New York This Week

in "The Girl
the Gate," at the LaSallc.
It is
learned a new book has been evolved,
and Junie McCree is the author this

at

A new fourth act was added
American presentation. This
has taken away from the effectiveness
of

short while.

operetta produced by Jos. M. Gaites.
"The Love Wager" is the fascinat-

There are no women in the cast. All
the Chicago dailies gave it laudatory

Fritzi Scheff, at Ford's,

ing

Hungarian

comedy "The Seven

songs and music by
W. C. Duncan and Charles J. Hambitzer, with the book by Edith Ellis.
It is a wonderful amplification, full
of color and harmony, of what was already an admirable play, and Fritzi
Sisters"

Scheff

set

is

written.

the

for

it.

in

the

leading

The Klaw
Oh,

"Oh,

The musical numbers,

all

more

or

charming, are so skillfully introduced as to supplement the dialog and
in no wise interfere with the story.
Songs likely to reach wide popularity
are "Dark Eyes," "Four-Leaf Clover"
and "The Love Wager," a dainty waltz
less

number.
Hazel Cox,
Rene Dietrich, Inez Bauer, Harold D.
Forde, Edward Martindel and Horace
includes

Wright in the principal roles. Each
one adds strength to the production.

The

draw.

presentation at Parsons' theatre Monday evening before a packed house.
The piece is a farce comedy and the
audience at the opening manifested its
unqualified approval of the newest
Cohan production. The action is swift
and the lines, always bright and witty,
are entertaining.

In support of Mr. Cohan, who
the title part, are Mrs. Helen F.
Cohan, Jerry J. Cohan, Ada Gilman,
M. J. Sullivan, George Parsons, Wm.
Walcott, Russell Pincus, Jack Klendon, Mary Murphy, Myrtle Tannehill,
John Fenton, Fletcher Harvey.
While many had taken it for granted
there would be a chorus behind Mr.
Cohan, no one was disappointed in the
absence of the girls, boys and music.

plays

"The

Woman

Boston, Sept.
Hater's Club,"

18.

pro-

duced at the Tremont Monday by A.
H. Woods, has scored a decided hit
here.

The

local critics praised

it

high-

ly, and said the piece could remain all
season, instead of the three weeks

booked

for.

A. H. Woods will
send the show to Philadelphia for two
weeks at the Forrest, then take it into
New York, at an unnamed house.
A review of the performance is on
another page of this issue.

From

this point

Chicago, Sept.

"The New
last

night,

is

Sin,"
big,

18.

produced at Power's
and created a pro-

found impression.
of
It is a play

ethics,

poignantly

Forrest,

has proven a big

receipts

ran

up

around

Friday and Saturday nights.

The show

closes here Sept. 28, open-

ing at the Knickerbocker,

New

York,

Sept. 3D.

is

are unanimous in praise of

week, bearing out the earl/ pre-

dictions the Metropolis

would be

ted with hits in the early

and ad-

engagement

date for the hearing was set for
the first Monday in next January. He
paid rather than come back to old New

Hampshire, with a chance of the hearing being put over from time to time.
In "panning" the cop, Dockstader got
more than $500 worth of advertising
for future dates.

Sarah Truax and Thurlow Bergen
opening with the Alcazar stock com-

pany

in

welt

It is

be given next.

Julie

18.

Ring and "The Yankee Girl"

tired of the one-nighters after playing

them across Pennsylvania and Ohio
into this city.

The show has taken up a route on
the Shuberts city time, playing week
stands.

four weeks in stock.

"920,000

STANDS.

Indianapolis, Sept.

a good performance. "Lady
will

WEEK

JULIE BING ON

"Mrs. Dane's Defense," drew

Andrew Mack opened at Ye Liberty,
Oakland, Monday in "Tom Moore," for

glut-

"Fanny's First Play," shown Mon-

The

BEAUTY" DRAWS.

tour of "Over the River" has

BLANET*S LONG SAIL.

paper out that describes Eddie Foy as

Harry Clay

it

apt to prove a
worthy
to that long-lived
Broadway piece. The notices on the
Bernard Shaw piece were extravagant in their praise. The Comedy can
hold about $11,000 weekly. It especially appealed to the Shuberts and Winthrop Ames as the right location
through the size of the theatre, calculated to make the piece stand out
more strongly than it might have done
in a large house.

"The Count

$500.

Boston, Sept. 18.
Lew Dockstader paid $500 to Napoleon Diehard, the rural "cop," who
sued for $5,000 because he claimed to
have been slandered by Dockstader
during a performance in Nashua.
Dockstader was arrested and secured

fall.

day night at the Comedy, where
"Bunty,"
successor

it

vance sale augurs for capacity during
the

DOCKSTADEB PATS

A

week at
The critics

a big hit

Windemere's Fan"

The run of successes in tlu New
York legitimate theatres was kept up

replaced

Hartford, Conn., Sept 18.
George M. Cohan's new show,
"Broadway Jones," was given its first

11,

the Columbia,

production of

Delphine" at the

opening Sept.

this

The company

& E danger

18.

if

bail.
18.

"Officer 666," opening this

Philadelphia, Sept.

$2,200

role.

SHOW&

San Francisco, Sept

to

captivating

FRISCO

mention.

JO,

America"
will
be
withdrawn from the same stage the
Saturday before.

book, not catching the public fancy, was by Frederic Donaghey.
There was a hurry-up call sent out for

Baltimore, Sept. 18.
was given an
ovation at the first rendering of "The
Love Wager," the sparkling new

Wednesday

week of Sept

alteration in Mr. Waller's present

plans occur.
"Discovering

first

some one to do some tinkering. Aaron
Hoffman was approached. He looked
over the show and decided that he
would want $3,000 to put it in shape.
Then Harry Askin impressed Junie
McCree into service.
The new book will be revealed in a

to

Daly's during the

no

time.

The

V.**

The American production of "Henry
V" by Lewit Waller will take place at

18.

Changes are impending

ALL OVER THE COUNTRY

Up

DATS FOB "HBNBY

GIRL."

Chicago, Sept

is

Luxembourg" at the
Amsterdam got away over the same
evening.
New York reversed Boston's opinion of the musical piece. The
reviewers in the New York dailies
marched in a phalanx without a dissenting voice.
The Amsterdam held
the most money Monday evening that
of

has ever walked in there for an openWith sixty-five press seats out,
the gross was over $2,600.
"Honest Jim Blunt," at the Hudson,
received a pleasant reception, the piece
and its star, Tim Murphy, getting
favorable comment.
Tuesday evening "Milestones," from
London, was reproduced with an English company at the Liberty.
The reviews Wednesday morning splashed
over the artistry of the play.
Wednesday night O. U. Bean's "An
ing.

Aztec Romance" was due to open at
the Manhattan Opera House.
Many
rumors have been spreading about the
show and its management since Bean
flopped to the Shuberts from the Klaw
& Erlanger side.
Last night John Mason in "The
Attack" started the season at the Garrick.
The show has been out on the
road for a few weeks. The story, by
Henri Bernstein, is an unusual one.

"The $25,000 Beauty." That was the
amount Werba & Luescher were reported to have paid Charles B. Dilling-

ham and

F. Ziegfeld, Jr., for the show.
Last week at the Newark theatre,
Newark, where the Foy show opened,
it drew $6,800, very big figures for the
Jersey town.

Blaney

has confirmed

the report that he is going to Australia, where he expects to produce quite
a number of his own plays, aa well as
those of his brother, Charles E.
Blaney.

Nov. 19 Blaney and his wife (Kitty
Wolfe) sail from San Francisco. A
year or more

may

be consumed in the

trip.

BOHEMIAN

GIRL'S" $200 START.
Cohoes, N.

$1,500

TO BURLESQUE DIVAS.

Toronto^ Sept. 18.
Lawrence Salmon, manage of the
Arena, will open his new Auditorium
Oct.

7,

ploying

DBOPPED FBOM POP

Y., Sept. 18.

Geo. H. Free, manager of the local
house, got a shock and a poor start
for the season when his theatre opened
Sept. 13 with "The Bohemian Girl,"
drawing in $299 gross.
It is seldom the house fails to hold
less than $600 with any attraction.

with a big music

festival, enr-

the big operatic stars available. Among those already contracted
for are Mme. Gadski, Alice Nielsen,
all

Marc el la Sembrich, Campanari, Olive
Fremstedt and Yvonno deTreville.
Nahan Franko's orchestra will also be
secured.

As a

special feature Marie Dressier
been engaged to inject comedy
into the entertainment by burlesquing
the grand opera prima donnas.
It is
announced Miss Dressier will receive
$1,500 for a single performance.

CIRCUIT.

Reports of extensive alterations in
the lineup of the Weber popular price
circuit appear to have had their foundation in the dropping of the Alhambra, Chicago, from the "pop" route
sheets, according to the statement of
L. Lawrence Weber this week.
Mr. Weber admitted that some of
the houses were doing unsatisfactory
business, and there might be further
eliminations
announced within ten
days or so.
"We are looking about and testing out
the stands on our routes, and if some
of them prove to be unprofitable we
will drop them," said Mr. Weber.

The manager denied

"Red Head"
was the present
intention of the management to close
it.
"A Bunch of Keys,** he said, was
the only show so far withdrawn.
had closed or that

that

it

has

MAUDE LEONE HAS DIVORCE.
Salt Lake, Sept.

18.

BOSTON GETTING

NEW

PLAY.

Boston, Sept

The Edgar Selwyn new

play,

Home

18.

"Com-

ing
to Roost," is billed to open
at the Hollis Street theatre Oct. 14 un-

der the

management

of Harris

&

Sel-

wyn.

Maude Leone, who has been suing
her

husband, Willard Mack, for
was granted the decree.

vorce,

diin

Rehearsals of the piece were started
New York Tuesday of this week.
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TWO OPENINGS THURSDAY.

STRIKE COST PERFORMANCE.

K. & E. PLACING SPECULATING
ON PURELY COMME RCIAL BASIS
Attempting to Regulate Ticket Selling Away From the
Box Office, to Protect Public From Exorbitant Prices.

Chicago, Sept. 18.
'The Big Musical Revue" did not open

Sunday at the Alhambra theatre as
per announcement. It was all because
the stage employes and bill posters
went on strike Saturday night, as the
house was playing a non-union orches-

$2.50 the Limit. Similar to the London "Libraries"
The sale of theatre tickets away from
the box office is receiving the attention
Mr. Klaw has been
of Marc Klaw.

fifty

working on a plan to regulate the sale
of seats for the "Syndicate houses"
since his return from England, a few
weeks ago.
The system regulating the ticket brokers in New York will closely resemble
the "libraries" of London, which prac-

probable that within a week or
so Klaw & Erlanger will issue a formal
announcement regarding the movement.
A report that this would bring McBride's and Tyson's into a combination
is denied. The hotel brokers claim their
status will remain unchanged.
They
now handle tickets from all theatres.
One or two ticket agencies in New
York, placed in stores, the Shuberts are

tically control the seat sale for the

more

SHIRLEY KELLOGG IN LONDON.
a

receive

They

be given out by some one K. & E.
will appoint to supervise the delivery
and sale of tickets from the "Syndicate
houses/' instead of having agencies
and speculators purchasing from each
will

1

box

The booking of Shirley Kellogg for
stay in London has been entered

through William Morris.
Miss Kellogg may appear in one of the revues
over there in the music halls.
She
is due to leave New York next month.
A report during the week was to the
effect Miss Kellogg had or would become the wife of Rube Marquard, the
Giants' pitcher.
She is now at the
Winter Garden, New York, playing a
leading part in "The Passing Show of
191Z-

WHEN

YOU'RE SUCCESSFUL.

Bayard Veiller, author of "Within
Law," has had another play accepted by Selwyn & Co.
The same management has "first
call" on still another piece Veiller is
the

office.

The Shuberts are expected to fall in
with the idea, which is said not to be
aimed at any one, nor to be intended as
an advantage for the Klaw & Erlanger
theatres over the Shubert houses. The
Shuberts have signs in front of their
theatres requesting the public to notify
them if, at any time, any hotel ticket
agency charges over a fifty cent adbox
held up

on

vance

for a first class

$2.50.

said to give recognition to.

public

their usual quantity of tickets.

make

It is

assigned blocks of coupons.
The regulation of the theatre ticket
traffic in New York has become a necessity is the belief of Klaw & Erlanger.
Mr. Klaw is reported as saying the
will

maximum amount

the

house

expensive theatres over there
In New York Tyson's and McBride's
stands will be those wholly recognized
by the K. & £. managers, although it is
said that any other ticket agency furnishing satisfactory proofs of responsibility and which will pledge not to
charge over $2.50 for any ticket will be

must be protected.
Tyson's and McBride's

cents on two-dollar seats, to

prices.

office

tra.

When

it

came time

for the cur-

go up
the show was not to be found.
Stage hands were not in the wings
and David Weber, one of the proprietors, was frantic
A hurry-up call was sent for Joseph F.
tain to

had disappeared.

The motion

picture

operator at the Weber theatre, under
the same management, also went on

and that house was closed.
Matters have been arranged and
peace hovers over the two houses.
This is the first sympathetic strike ordered since the attempt to organize
strike,

Amusement Trades

Council,

some

weeks ago.
"A Royal Reception," a musical show
belonging to Rube Welch, did not play
Sunday at the Alhambra. The orchestra and stage hands walked out
before the Sunday matinee, through
Weber employing non-union labor in
the Columbus.
The matter was adjusted in time for Welch to give a
night show, commencing at 9.30. No
orchestra was on hand.
The house
turned back $290 at the matinee.

Welch is a member of the Board A
Directors of the White Rats' Actors'
Union, affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor.
The musicians union is now fighting
McVicker's, Blackstone, Power's, and
Criterion theatres.

Cecilia Loftus arrived in

Tuesday.
local

when

New York

Miss Loftus may study for

imitations to be shown by her
opening at the Colonial Oct. 7.

HOFFMANN REVUE SEPT. 80.
The opening of the Gertrude Hoffmann revue has been postponed until
Sept. 30, when it will take place at the

it

to the present

show
is

New

their product to

York.

It

expected that this reason, together

with the importance of the Scotch play,
will

induce the critics to give Weber's

if there if no postponement of the other shows.
An engagement made by Charles B.
Dillingham for "The Charity Girl," of

the preference

and

Clark

Hamilton,

not

did

go

Mr. Clark surrendering hit

through,

it.
For the New
York premiere, Ralph Herz will again

part after reading

step into the role he created, but left

during the Chicago run.

ATTRACTIONS EXCHANGING.
An exchange of theatre! will
made by "The

at the Criterion,

Tommy"

talizing

be

from Montmarte"

Girl

New

York, and "Tan-

he Chicago Opera

at

House.

Each attraction will close in its present abode Sept 2a The Richard CarleHattie Williams musical piece will
open

Chicago Sept

in

prevents.

30,

Fritzi Scheff in

nothing

if

"The Love

Wager" has been reported at a likely
candidate at "Tommy's" successor at
the Opera House.
The A. H. Woods 'Tantalizing
Tommy" ahow may take itt start Tuesday evening, Oct

Monday

1,

inttead

of

the

just before.

WILSON-RIOHMAN

GO.
San Francisco, Sept. 18.
Charles Wilson, here with "Bought
and Paid For," announces he Will

summer and
will

company

in

Seattle

that Charles Rich-

be a partner in the venture as

DISCOVERS A TENOR.
Walter Van Brunt, tenor (Van Brunt
and Moore), has been signed by the
Shuberts, through the Max Hart office.
Van Brunt is but twenty years of
age and totally untutored musically. He

They admit

is

not be of

said to possess a voice as fine in

quality as that of Orville Harold.

benefit nor extra profit to them, they

prefer

by Messrs. Weber and Fields,
and when a firm, to first

individually

well at leading man.

excess, the regularly constituted agenwill

'The

scheduled

is

Thursday has always been the day
selected

man

While the theatre management
usually accused of participating in the

new order

"June Mad-

for Saturday evening, Sept. 28.

next

ceived.

cies state this is not so.

Charity Girl" at the Globe

establish a stock

Belasco, Washington.

The

speculators in New York charging as
high as $5 per seat for successes; "$7 a
pair" is often the price asked and re-

that while the

for Sept. 26, also

ness" at Ames' Little theatre.

writing.

public is
in the absence of any
protective measure, through some ticket

is

Weber's "A Scrape of the Pen"

is listed

the musical director of

Winkler, president of the Chicago Federation of Musicians, and Weber signed
a two weeks' agreement, but by that
time it was too late. The patrons who
had been clamoring at the box office

the

Jos.

The

Shuberts will place him in a musical
production soon to go in rehearsal.

haphazard way

of the speculator.

London the "libraries" are a powThey have subscription list* carrynames of people all oyer England.

In
er.

ing

Keith

&

Prouse have

Ac largest

FOR ONE-NIGHTERS.
"The

Call of the Heart"
piece which Leta Vance and

library,

it is not unusual |©r the firm to pur-

will

chase

season.

advance $160,000 worth of tickets for an attraction, say, at the Drury
Lane.
McBride's and Tyson's in New
York are also heavy purchasers. Before
Maude Adams in "What Every Woman
Knows" opened at the Empire McBride's bought $78,000 worth of tickets
in

during the run without having seen the
play.

The London "libraries" charge an advance of twenty-five cents. The advance in New York, when Mr. Klaw's
plan has been set in motion, will be

play

over the

a new
company

is

one-nighters

this

In Miss Vance's support will be John
Ann Hamilton, Virginia

Nicolson,

Hadley, Carolyn Mackey, C. B. Waters,
William J. O'Connell, J. E. Oliver.

UNA CLAYTON AND PLAYERS

IN "A LITTLE CHILD

SHALL

LEAD THEM.Tho above scene shows the climax In the unique com«*dy playlet, "A Little Child Shall
Lead Them," as presented by Una Clayton and Players, who successfully opened the
present Mason at Chase's Theatre, Washington, last week. The act Is meeting with even
greater favor at the Maryland Theatre. Baltimore, this week.
"A Little Child Shall Lead Them," la a pretty story wit lithe comedy and pathos,
properly blended.
Opening quietly, the plot unfolds, Interestingly and terminates In a big
laughing finish. Miss Clayton Is undoubtedly without a competitor In her line of work.
She has written several other well known sketches. Including "His Local Color," "The
Chalk Line," "A Kiss," and "A Corner In Hair.''

PARK SHOW GOING

OUT.

Boston, Sept. 18.
"The Pullman Tourists," a musical
comedy that played during the summer
in New England parks, is being fitted
for a tour of the one-nighters by the

Boylston Dramatic Ass'n.

VARIETY
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Pays $375,000 for Quakertown Location* Announces First
Class House. Nixon's Individual Enterprise. Understood No Legit Theatre Can Be Built for
"Syndicate" Attractions Without Consent
Philadelphia, Sept.

The announcement

18.

of the purchase

and Walfor $375,000 by Samuel F.

of a piece of property at 16th

nut streets

Nixon

erable talk in

real

estate as

well as

stores

on the

The

cover a plot of ground 50x120.
price paid is far in advance of

any

figure for realty in that

ate

vicinity.

The

immediagreement was

signed July 19; $7,500 was paid Sept.
11, when Mr. Nixon's attorney took
title to the property, subject
to a
ground rent, the principal of which is
$150,000, and two mortgages aggregating $145,000, making a total incumbrance of $295,000.
The balance of
$80,000 was paid largely in cash, equities in four West Philadelphia houses
also figuring in the deal.
If the house is to be operated as a
first class theatre it will be interesting
to know what will be the attitude of
"The Syndicate," of which Nixon to
Zimmerman, who control four first
class houses in this city, are a part.

understood no new theatre to
play the Syndicate attractions can be
built or opened here without the consent of "the Syndicate."
Some time
ago it was reported there was to be a
It

is

dissolution

Zimmerman,

the firm of Nixon
but this was denied.

of

&

Nothing officially has been announced since, but theatrical men are
connecting the reports now with the
announcement regarding the building
of a new house by Mr. Nixon. J. Fred

Zimmerman

is in

no way interested

in

of the

German

New York, who will be leading jpan, and Anni Collini-Senden.
New

Orleans, Sept.

The coming season
one at the
according to

brilliant

House,

The apartments and

Feistol,

Stock Co.,

has caused consid-

theatrical circles.

site

John

for the purpose of erecting a

class theatre,

first

singer,

is

18.

going to be a
French Opera
Mobisson, the

new impresario. M. Mobisson states
he has already engaged the following singers: M. Tharau, tenor of the
Gaiete, Paris; M. Puzzani, tenor legere
of the grand opera at Bordeaux; M.
Soria, tenor of the grand opera at
Rouen; Mile. Charpentier, charteuse

member

company at
Opera Comique, Paris. M. Alloo,

a

of

the

the
last

season's director of the orchestra at
the Capital theatre, Toulouse, will oc-

cupy a

like

The

position here.

gram has been made up

pro-

entirely

i

of

operas which havsj not been sung at
French opera house during previous seasons. Among the light operas
be presented are "The Merry
to
Widow," "Comte de Luxembourg"
(first time over here in French) and
the "Reve de Valse."
Among the operas to be rendered
are "Quo Vadis," "L'Amour Zigane,"
"Tales
of
Hoffman," "Lohengrin,"
"Werther" and "Le Jongleur de Notre
Dame," the latter by Massenet, lately
deceased.
the

,i..*

.

(

Grand Forks, N. D., Sept. 18.
Chauncey Olcott came very near not

"The Isle o' Dreams" here Sept. 9.
Four of his stage hands struck in
sympathy with the local union. Ol-

piece of ground purchased by
not large enough for the pur-

is

pose of building a

first

it is

said plans have been

pleted

for

the

securing

of

comother

ground.

CINCINNATI

GERMAN

CO.

Cincinnati, Sept. 18.

The German

theatre

company has

arranged to open its season Oct. 6 at
the Grand Opera House.
Ellinor Navarry, a new soubret will
take the place of Hansi Martini, who
recently married and retired from the

Miss Navarry was secured
from the Royal theatre, Vienna. Hans
Horvath, from the Court theatre, Hanover, is another new member of the
company. Others are Paul Nelva, a
profession.

scheduled

Besides Lew Fields and Joe Weber,
are Marie Dressier, Frank Daniels,
Norah Bayes, Jack Norworth, Bessie
Clayton, Helen Collier Garrick, with
possibly Nathan Franko as musical
conductor. A few minor roles are to

be assigned.

There will be sixty chorus girls.
Rehearsals are called for Sept. 23.
The music hall on West 44th street
is the joint venture of Messrs. Weber,
Fields and Lee Shubert. The roof has
been shaped into a seasonable theatre.
It will seat 1,500.
The "chances are
the partners will decide to give a production in the air next summer. Meantime the roof will be open for inspection by patrons during the winter season.
It is

not exactly

made

plain to date

whether the new theatre will be known
as the Palace Music Hall, the title first
selected for it and announced at the
time, or Weber & Fields' Music Hall.

refused to permit his scenic
equipment to be handled by what he
considered
incompetent
substitutes.
Manager Walker thereupon levied an
attachment for $200 against the scenery, which was held by the sheriff
until the performance was completed.
cott

Chicago, Sept. 18

Owing

weather the season did not really seem to be open unAll the playhouses
til Sunday night.
though except the Blackstone had
to the hot

started.

For the

time this season nearly
every playhouse sold out Sunday. Receipts went up with a bound.
,

first

At the Lyric, where "The Whirl of
Society" is on tap the statement read
At the Garrick, "The Bird of
$1,215.
Paradise" drew a couple of dollars over
$800, and "A Modern Eve" at the Princess had $602.
What is called a sell out in these days
of small balconies and smaller galleries was experienced at the Colonial
where "The Winsome Widow" is the
attraction.

lah" reaped a harvest of $3,300, the high
mark of the engagement. The house
is

playing to a $1.50 scale.

"The New Sin" scheduled

for

Pow-

Monday

night did not show. The
steamship Tunisian did not arrive on
time, so the players, who came from
England, were not able to reach Chicago.
The premier of this much
talked about pfa* was delayed until
ers'

Tuesday

night,

^v^

"Milestones," dated^lsi open the
Blackstone Sept. 23, has oeVa moved

forward a notch and will open Sefrt21
order that it may not conflict wiWl\
Otis Skinner, who will open the Illinois
s
in "Kismet," Monday.

ment issued against him at Grand
Forks Monday, which compelled him
performance there. He announced that he had wired his man-

to give a

ager

in

New York

requesting him to

endeavor to cancel all further bookings on the Walker circuit, which include Winnipeg, Crookston and other

"Bachelors and Benedicts," the new
Jackson D. Haag play to be produced
by H. H. Frazee, will open in Chicago
about Nov. 10, probably at the Cort
theatre. This booking is dependant on
the business of "Fine Feathers" now
playing there.

"FAUST" REVIVAL FOR ROAD.

towns.

Plans are on foot by Edyth Totten
for a road revival of "Faust" in which

Eddie Pidgeon and Oscar Eagle
were observed patrolling Broadway in

she will feature

company Monday

company

recently

Frank MgNunn, who

closed with Miss Totten's
of "A Volunteer Parson."

18.

Remarried"

pieces in Indianbusiness, and
internecine strife among the players is
given as the reason for the disaster.
The piece was put on at the Colonial
apolis

Sept.

to

Bad

11.

Chicago by Max Faetkenheuer,
backed by a company in Cleveland.
The show was panned by every critic
in Chicago on its premier. It remained
in

weeks

four

the

at

to small houses.

when

week,

a

women

playing

Colonial,

Sept. 25

Olympic theatre

the

in

opened

it

at

Louis, for
among the

St.

jealousy

made itself evident.
Reba Dale left the, cast and the
show 'stilted on a short tour. Faetkenheuer was unable to reach his
backers Wednesday, there was no
money in the box-office and it was deprincipals

,

cided to disband. A representative arrived in time to issue I. O. U.'s to

everybody and furnish transportation
for the stage crew to Chicago.
The
principals boarded trains
for
New
York and Chicago. Members of the
chorus and those who filled minor
roles are

in

Fargo, N. D., Sept. 18.
Chauncey Olcott and his company
arrived here Wednesday of last week
very much incensed over an attach-

Chicago, Sept.

Widow

"The Merry
company went

aid

CHICAGO'S BIG SUNDAY.

performance of

class theatre

on, but

&

hall into the electric glare.

Saturday night, "The Garden of Al-

OLOOTT VERY ANGRY.

the purchase of the property at 16th

The

full

new music

and Mile. Yerna. Mile. Yerna
season at the Royal theatre in
Antwerp, while Mile. Charpentier was

and Walnut streets. Both Mr. Nixon
and Mr. Zimmerman are interested
separately in the ownership of vaudeville houses, Mr. Zimmerman building the Liberty and Keystone individually, while Mr. Nixon is interested in
those operated and booked by F. G.

Nixon

cast of leading principals
hat been gathered for the production
Fields
which will push the Weber

last

giving his

Nixon-Nirdlinger, his son.

The

legere,

was

"WIDOW" COMBS TO GRIEF.

MUSIC HALL'S FULL CAST,

SAMUEL F. NIXON PURCHASES
THEATRE SIT E IN PHILLY

still

awaiting

in Indianapolis

from home.

"MOLLY MAKE BELIEVE'* SEPT.

80

of "Molly Make Believe," with Violet Dale, will occur at
Providence, Sept. 30.

The opening

William

He

piece.

Stoermer
the

is

is

behind

the

manager who paid

Nat Goodwin $1,000 weekly for several
weeks to lead the Auditorium stock,
Los Angeles, against the Morosco
company.

The

may

piece

first

show

at Pottgh-

Helen Gillingwater
has been engaged for one of the prinkeepsie, Sept. 28.

cipal roles.

OBLIGATORY PARTNERSHIP.
Sam Bernard

decides to appear in
it may mean the
Shuberts and A. H. Woods will enter
an obligatory partnership.
The Shuberts hold the comedy rights
to the piece; Woods has the musical
rights.
So far there has been no disposition on either side to dispose of
the holdings in the musical comedy.
If

"All for the Ladies"

With Bernard as

the
decide to retain their
ests in the production.
The only obstacle in
partnership becoming

both

star,

may

separate interthe

way

of the

an actuality

is

Mr. Bernard himself, and his indecision over the choice of a piece. Up to
Wednesday the comedian could not
make up his mind what he would appear in this season. He has been in
that state of

mind

for

some

time.

M3WCIRWIN WANTS PLAY.
May

IrWfcl is expected to return to

the stage ere rriBqy

band,
right

moons

Kurt

Eistfetdf,

vehicle.

The

latter

her hus-

if

can

find
is

the

now

in

New York

looking for the rfght piece.
In case he doesn't come to. any satisfactory arrangements with any NeW
York manager he will land some play
and send Miss Irwin out under his

own management.
Marvine,

the

double-voiced

young

man, has been placed through William
Morris to appear in the London Alhambra revue in November.
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BURLESQUE RECIPROCITY
WORKS OUT TO ADVANTAGE
Rochester Shows $1,100 Profits in Excess of Same Period
Last Year* When There Was Competition, Conviction
Cains Qround There Will Be Further Territorial
Concessions Between Wheels
According to early returns the diviwhich went
into effect with the beginning of the
current season has worked out most
In Rochester the total
satisfactorily.

sion of burlesque territory

more than

to date is $1,100

period

responding

The Western Wheel

1911-1912.

of

for a corseason
the

in

under the reciprocity scheme agreed
to leave Rochester out of its itinerary,
giving exclusive rights in that up -state

town to the Columbia Amusement Co.
Empire Circuit shows last season
played Cook's Opera House.
Another portion of territory involved
the "Reciprocity deal" was the elimination of the Bronx from the Columbia route sheets, in exchange for

in

abandonment of the western's project to build in Harlem in such a way
as to enter into competition with Hurtig & Seamon.
Added box office receipts do not repthe

The absence
nearby competition has made it pos-

resent all the extra profit.
of

companies to get past
without expensive "strengthened" and
this economy has helped to show a
for

sible

more

the

from the

attractive balance sheet

manager's standpoint.

No

figures,

were available

this

week

to indicate the course of events in the

other "reciprocity" points which include Minneapolis, Milwaukee and St.
Paul for the East and Montreal and

Rochester for the West. In Montreal,
where a new Gayety (Eastern Wheel)
opened, Aug. 26, business has been tremendously large since.
Burlesque attention centres on these
points and the working out of the
"reciprocity" plan is being watched
with a good deal of interest.
The opinion which found expression
this week, based on the showing in
Montreal and Rochester, was that a

Greenwall, appealed to Mayor Behrfor transportation to New York,
after having been discharged for alleged incompetence by Manager J. J.
Holland.
Mr. Holland stated their contracts
read that they may be dispensed with
upon failure to give satisfaction, and
that Dinkins & Stair are not liable for
fares from here, also that he had excellent grounds for summarily dismissing
them.

man

"MASQUERADERS" CENSORED.
The Eastern Wheel burlesque
sors

who

cena tour of inspection
are due back in the city next
left for

Monday,
Wednesday.

They will make recommendations for improvements during
the tour, but the official actions will
not become effective until they have
submitted to the Board of Directors
their report.

The board

will then no-

the managers of the changes that
must be made in their productions.
An exception to this routine was
made in the case of "The Gay Masqueraders," which played at the Co-

tify

The officials of the
Columbia Amusement Co. decided on

lumbia

last
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JOB ADAMS* BONE

IS

An

PROCTOR AND HAMMBRSTBDf

THERE.

Atlantic City, Sept.

(Continued from page

18.

been made
for the gold mine near East Helena,
Mont, owned by Joe, Isaac and Samuel
Adams, Bob Delaney and Tom Coloffer of $1,000,000 has

loty.

Mr. Delaney, proprietor of the Hotel
here, wired his manager, Frank
Delaney
Bowman, the information.
has been west for a couple of weeks.
He and Mr. Colloty, also a local man,

Adamses, who got hold of the mine

some other way to oust
Proctor (as the principal officers of it
would like to see happen) Proctor will
remain in the agency. He has a twenty per cent interest in the U. B. O., of
which he is vice-president, with a vote
equaling one-third of the stock, it is

some years

said.

Dunlop

invested

the proposition

in

with the

ago.

Adams

with "The Rosebuds"
on the Western Wheel. His brother,
Sam, has been constantly at the mine,
operating it. Joe had a popular cafe
He
in New York some years ago.
sacrificed nearly everything he owned
for his faith in the gold mine, and has
refused from time to time many offers
of additional capital, which carried
with them the condition that control
of the property would have to pass to

Joe

is

the investors.

LIFE** CHANGES.
changes have recently occurred in "High Life in Burlesque"
(Western Wheel). Anna Grant has
been added to the performance. Leathe
Keeney will leave the Charles Falke

"HIGH

Some

Co. to join "The

and

Allie

Girls

From

Hughes has

Missouri"
given in her

"notice" to accept an engagement at
the Academy of Vusic stock company
in

New

York.

week.

the spot that improvements were necessary and ordered them to be made.

The show

is playing
Brooklyn this
week, and new members as principals
are being broken in during the engagement as well as changes made in the

piece.

BURLESQUE MANAGER CRIMPED.
A well-known burlesque manager
and theatre owner, generally reputed
to be worth a couple of hundred thousand dollars, is in financial straits at
present. Only this week he was compelled to let a note of his for a few
hundred dollars go to protest. Outside

OAKLAND'S MUSICAL STOCK.
San Francisco, Sept. 18.
Harry Bernard will install musical
stock in the Columbia, Oakland, commencing Oct. 6, Dillon and King taking a vacation.

3).

booking connection, they may
join hands to play such attractions as
they can secure for each of their "big
time" houses, giving three weeks in all.
Unless the United Booking Offices distheir

speculations

are

responsible

for

solve or find

Several
headline
turns
Hammerhas applied for lately in the
U. B. O. have not been "available" it
is said for the Hammerstein theatre. In
each case, according to the story, Mr.

stein

Hammerstein was informed the act was
then playing the Keith houses.
The
repetition of the same
reply finally
riled Mr. Hammerstein, according to report, and he is at the point of believing it has become necessary for him to
protect himself in bookings.
The present condition in the local
bookings among the big time houses
was predicted early in the summer,
when Keith purchased the Percy G.
Williams

theatres,

and

it

known he intended "going

became

after" Proc-

tor.

A rumor that started no little comment was the one joining S. Z. Poll's
circuit as a future possibility with the

S.-C.-Loew combine.

It

was admitted

the addition of Poli to the big small
timers would make it the strongest
vaudeville combination in the world.

The

story took the trend that

tor

and

Hammerstein

if

became

Procdis-

pleased to the point that they should
leave the U. B. O., with Poli, S.-C. and
Loew for the tail of the kite they
could then head, the new booking
amalgamation would represent a quality and strength of time of greater
weight than the U. B. O. with its big
time houses now holds.

this state of affairs.

Marietta Craig, formerly of Goodhall
Craig, has joined the cast of Ed. F.
Racey's "A Call for Help," playing the
role created by Minnie Dupree.

&

further extension of the exclusive territory plan would be in order, if not
this season, at least by the opening
Of the 1913-14 tour.

HELPING BEN WELCH SHOW.
Philadelphia, Sept.

18.

Rother,
Eva Hastings,
Florence
Marie Lee, Frank Murphy and Leo
Kendall were the new members who
joined the Ben Welch Show here last
week.
An entirely new first part with new
scenery was put on Saturday and reported as a big improvement.

GERARD DOCTORING SHOW.
BOOK NOT JOHN ARTHURS.

Barney Gerard, one of the Western
Wheel's Governing Committee, just
back from a trip over the western end
of the Western Burlesque Wheel, is in
town this week, nursing one of tht
wheel organizations bacl^Jb life by the
gentle process of removing practically
the whole cast of principals and substituting a

new

The

"hook" for Al Rich's "Jolly
which the program said had
been written by John Arthur, was not
that author's output at all. According
to Arthur's contention, he submitted a
manuscript to Rich, who failed to use
it.
but did produce the present book,
Follies/'

submitted to him by Phil Ott, the principal comedian with the company.

list.

Gerard's last "fixing" job was with
the "Orientals."
-the

name

of the

He

declined to give

new

"patient,"

which

"QUEENS"

has been ordered revamped by the censorship committee.

"Queens

BURLESQUE PEOPLE DISMISSED.
Tuesday
Berry,

May

New

Orleans, Sept

Estelle

Maxwell,

Allright.

Lillian

18

Lcroy

Weston

and Beth Lang, members of Dinkins
Stair's stock burlesque

company

at

&

the

NEW

PRINCIPALS.
made

Several changes have been

Above In a good llkene*« of JENNIE COLDORN (MRS. BILLY "HwenV HAI.I-> In their
passenger touring car.
Mr. nn Mm. Hall have been aprndlng their vocation nt their horn**
Some vacation. Thr y open their
Chicago, with their two kiddlra. O'-nrgla and Walter
Hammerstf in>, Sept. 33.
*eaaon Savoy, Atlantic I'Mtv. S*p|.
«
t>

in

J

of Paris," Jacobs

In

&

Jcrmon's
and Roslyn

Pierce
burlesque show.
have left the show.
r.d. Trevour. formerly of the Henry
\V. Savage shows, has been engaged
to do "straight," while Ada Ayres is
the

new

leading

woman

VARIETY
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THB MOHAWK PLAYBRB.

BB

Mohawk

Sept.

23

in

"The Road To

The house has been reYesterday."
decorated during the summer.
The Mohawk stock includes Verginia Milliman, Florence Nelson, Helen

Hope Desmond, Lucy Browning, Edna
William
David, Henry Carleton, Jerome Renner,
Leslie Austin, A. E. Bellows, Grant
Erwin, Hubert Raleigh, Ackerman J.
Gill, manager.
Phillipps,

Grace

Nervulle,

KELLERD RETURNING.
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept.

18.

The Weiting Opera House stock
company for next summer, will again
be Tieaded by Ralph Kellerd, who
scored a sensational success in the
Weiting stock for the season just
ended.

who wrote
Nordstrom,
"Room 44," which received an out-oftown presentation under Cohan &
Harris' direction, but for the time has
been shelved, went to Toledo at a

minute's notice last Saturday to play
a stock engagement, to replace the
leading woman, who is seriously ill
with appendicitis.
Miss Nordstrom will remain with the
Keith stock company until Luella Bender has fully recovered from her ill-

Miss Nordstrom opened hero
"Green Stockings' Monday.

ness.
in

1

Chicago, Sept.
Co.,

"The Musical Maid," given

Max

German,

in

Hanisch, the manager, has en-

Lynchburg, Sept.

18.

After a sixteen weeks' engagement at
the Casino, the Latimore & Leigh Associated Players closed here last week.
Ernest Latimore personally managed
the company.

COLORED TROUBADOURS.
The Arans Associated Agency has
the routing of "Alexander's Rag Time
Troubadours," sixteen in all, including
It is a colored company and
open Sept. 23 at Oyster Bay, L. I.
J. Rothenberg is manager; C. H. Ettenger, business manager.

a band.
will

duction of "The June Brides" will first
be shown to-morrow evening at Albany. The show starts a run at the
Majestic, Boston, Monday.
Belle Blanche has been transferred
from "The Bride" to Fields' "Sun

Dodgers."

CLOSED FOR THE WINTER.
The Auditorium

at Harrisburg, W.
has notified the legit booking
agents it has closed for the winter to

Cleveland,

Sept.

18.

Harris,

Mann,

Bertha

Ida

Glenn and Henry Gesselle as its prinopened this week at the
Duchess theatre.
cipal players,

FOR FOUR WEEKS.

"THAIS"

Boston, Sept.

The new stock company

at the St.

James theatre has met with such
with

18.

suc-

ACTORS MUSICAL COMEDIES.
"Hans and Nix" is the title of a
musical comedy which started rehearsals this week. The show will be produced y Charles Mills and Ben Ber-

who

nard,

edy

will play the leading

com-

Castle Square theatre, will leave soon
to join Forbes Robertson on his com-

ing American tour.

credit.

Business was not good in Bay City.
night when the people attempted
to enter the theatre they found it
locked. It was given out at first that
there had been an accident on the
stage, but later it was ascertained that

One

Campbell had departed.
Bigelow & Green were among the
Chicago agents who were stung. They
contributed about $200 to the

Dubuque, la., Sept.
Cleon Livenguth, a Lafayette,
boy,

18.

Ind.,

musical director of the

Garside
Blanch White,

stock company,
and
leading woman of the same
were married here last week.

troupe,

Two new
on the

HOUSES.

theatres have been placed

theatrical

if

STOPPED "THE
St.

map by

Charles A.

to place the attracthe houses were built.

The

Opera House, seating about
has been built at Nashville, Ga.

This is the first regular theatre there.
It opens around Sept. 16, managed by

M. S. Griffin.
The Amuzo,

seating around 800, is
receiving the finishing touches at Big
It will

30.

J.

have its first
R. Taylor is

FITTING PLAY TO MAY ROBSON.
May Robson may be seen in New
York next spring in a new play. She
will present "A Night Out" for the
greater part of this season.
A new piece by an eastern writer
has been partially accepted by Miss

Robson's management.

YOKE.**

Paul, Sept.

18.

This city was very much wrought
up last week over a "crusade" by the
St. Paul clubwomen directed against

"The Yoke"

the presentation of

at the

Shubert theatre, alleging that it was
an immoral play. The women started
in Tuesday.
Wednesday evening the
management held the audience, which
packed the auditorium, for three-quarters of an hour before it concluded
not to chance a performance, although
the chief of police had seen and passed
the performance.

The

who agreed

Burt,
tions

to be nearer

Albany

New

York.
For some reason or other the show
business at this little playhouse which
was only built a few years ago has not
been on a paying basis. They have tried
out everything there but the big legitimate, and they would probably try
that if the stage could accommodate
it.
The stage is not big enough
for heavy stock production.
When Jake Wells heard the Tremont
was available, he grabbed it and sent
in little Emma Bunting and her stock
players to make the house a go. Little Emma is a favorite down south
but up in the Bronx where there is
some mixed population the southern
prestige doesn't mean anything.
At the start the Bunting management erred in charging prices above
the ten and twenty cent limit
Busi-

ness was good at the start but after
Labor Day slumped, so that a cheaper
admission policy was placed in effect.
Miss Bunting is a pretty young
woman with a wealth of brown hair.
In light roles of the ingenue lead type
she is at home and her girlish ways,
nice costumes and charming personality impress one favorably.
Last week the Bunting players presented "Pretty Miss Nobody," which

nothing more than a done over verof "Caprice."
Miss Bunting is
first seen as the attractive Yosemite
Valley miss who is won over by the
educated Englishman. «Pj
The untutored girl goes abroad and
her old Reuben dad (William Thompson) goes along to see that hubby
does the squar' thing by her. She finds
a long lost
brother,
Herbert Van
Dyke (Louis Dean) at the boat race
on the Thames.
Later her husband
can't stand her wild flower antics and
in a huff they separate.
Gussie Stokes
(Miss Bunting) goes to Paris, where
she becomes the reigning sensation.
Louis Dean, who is the same chap
who was mixed up in the controversy
over "The Little Typhoon," fits in
is

sion

•

TWO SMALL TOWN

800,

affair.

STOCK PEOPLE MARRY.

&

Bernard firm has two
musical shows now on the road, "Hip,
Hip Hooray," now in the west, and
"The Girl from Bohemia," now showing in Pennsylvania. There are twenty
people with each show.
In the "Hip" show are Lynnie Cantor, prima donna; Al. Watson, principal comedian; Mabel Seelig, Neddie
Hall and Renard Sisters. The principals with "Bohemia" are Hal Pine,
Davis,
Jack
Madge Ford, Dollie
Walsh.
The "Hans and Nix" show will open
about Oct. 1 in New Jersey, and play
Mills

management.
Both Nashville and Big Stone Gap
are on trunk railways.

Boston, Sept. 18.
Leslie Palmer, recently engaged for
the John Craig Stock Company at the

to

roles.

The

slated for the

JOINING FORBES ROBERTSON.

alleged

is

Jr.,

its

attractions.

vaudeville policy.

when

Mich.,

City,

have absconded from that town with
$600 due the members of the stock

production of "Thais."
The piece will be played four weeks.
cess

Stone Gap, Va.
show about Sept.

a pop

Bay

Campbell,

P.

.

Va.,

The house may be adopting

d.

agents

gaged two companies for the season,
one to look after the musical wing of ^tfdmpatiy playing the Lyric.
the venture and the other for the musCampbell came to Chicago a few
ical comedies and -operettas.
weeks ago, claiming that he had been
The first dramatic offering will be running stock in Detroit. He displayed
"The Thrall of Gloom" by Leo Tolstoy
a lease* on the Lyric, Bay City, and
Most members of the company were
showed that he had paid the rent foi
brought here from Germany
thirty-two weeks. This was sufficient
for the agents. As Campbell seemed to
STARTING IN CLEVELAND.
have plenty of money, he was allowed

eastern territory.

"JUNE BRIDES** AT ALBANY.
The Lew Fields and Joe Weber pro-

Chicago
stung at

than

f600.

Chicago, Sept. 18.
and actors were

18.

German Theatre Stock
opened the Bush Temple with

1

LATIMORE-LEIGH SEASON OVER.

self a lot of time and trouble by hiring
a guide familiar with the Bronx. The

OWES ACTORS

COMPANIES.

Sept. 14, the

Mitchell

Frances

downtowner wants to find the
Tremont theatre he would save himIf a

Tremont appears

TWO GERMAN

The Duchess stock company, with

FRANCES NORDSTROM LEADING.

TRBMONT STOCK.

STOCK

Schenectady, Scot. 18.
The iMohawk Players will begin a
permanent engagement of stock at the

agitation against the play

begun

by

woman

of the

Mrs.

D.

Hessian,

was

chair-

Committee on Charities
and Correctionsvv^and Mrs. Laura
Gloesser, a memberSof the same committee, who called on Chief of .Police
Catlin and registered a^Vomplaint.
After being ordered out of the chief's
they employed counsel and invoked the aid of the mayor, who fell
in with their plan.
The show opened here Sept. 15, for
four days, missing two performances,
office,

Wednesday,

after

which

it

resumed

its

travels.

nicely in the Bunting

company. George
Whittaker as the husband, looks manly
but didn't have enough to do dramatic-

ally.

The small stage handicapped the
company and entrance and exits were
made through the same wing. It's
some trick to set any scenes.
To
make an impression the players must
do

it

room

mainly by talking.

There's no

for action.

For the Bronx neighborhood, with
with Miss Bunting featured,
and the "piSp*' price card out, the
Bunting company is strong enough to
Mark.
give entertainment.
light plays

DEDICATING THE FINE ARTS.

DAMROSGH, SELF-PRODUCER.

Chicago, Sept. 18.
Andreas Dippel will dedicate the
new Fine Arts Theatre, Sept. 30, with

Walter Damrosch is going to pro^
duce his new opera, "The Dove of
Peace," all by his lonely.
However
he will have the support of the Shuberts in the way of theatres and when

a performance of

Wolf

Ferari's

"The

Secret of Suzanne."
A concert will precede the operetta
which is short. Members of the Chi-

cago Grand Opera
the cast.

The

Company

will be in
playhouse is being
many changes are

little

redecorated and
being made.

he brings the piece into

from
it

its

will in

first
all

showing

New York

Philadelphia
probability be shown at
in

the Broadway, about Nov.

4.

The Damrosch show

will

duced around Oct.

1

in

be

pro-

Philadelphia.
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VARIETY
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WEEK

BILLS NEXT

(September 23)

Ploying- Three or Less Shows Dally
(All house* open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise Indicated.)
(Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on
Theatres with "8-C" following name (usually "Empress") are on the
the Orpheum Circuit.

VaadavllU Thvatraa,

In

Theo Willisch
Rollins A Kllfton
9 Krazy Kids

COLONIAL

Raymond A Hall
Mr 4 Mrs Keane Co

Kate Watson
Chick A Chicklets
Big City 4
Gillette's Animals
(Three to

Sidney A Townley
Tossing Austins

(One

5TH AV

Co-

Reynolds
Avon Comedy 4
Phlna a Picks
"Don Fulano"
Carrie

A

Ed

(ubo)

Maud Hall Macy Co
Keno a Green

Olive Briscoe

Paulhan Team

Swede Hall Co

Nell McKinley
Scott

3 Loretta Twins
Ella Fondeller
ALHAMBRA (ubo)
Edna Goodrich Co
Elinore A Williams
Cross A Josephine
Belle

(Open

to

fill)

J

_

.

(ubo)

UNION SQ

Zeller

fill)

Mr A Mrs Murphy

g Madcaps

Lynch A Zeler
Blxley A Lerner
Mrs Gardner Crane

AMERICAN

(loew)

Togo A Geneveve
Ed A Jack Smith
Teddy Osborne's Pets
Oake Sisters
"High Life in Jail"
Chalk Saunders
Summerville
tAmfllla
Co
Harry Antrim
Tossing Austins
2d half
Loxe A Halfht

(loew)

Lantry Bros
(One to fill)
2d halt
Hall A Clark
Blanch Gordon
Lawrence A Harrlng•

Raymond Leighton A
Morse
Chamberlains
(One to fill)
(loew)

A Clark
Rsymonde

Raymond A Hall

Bernhardt's

Pictures.
DeFaye Sisters

Mr A Mrs Thomas

"A Night In the Park
And«*son A Golnes
Mllda A Don
(One to fill)
(loew)

Halklngs
Chas Irwin
Mr A Mrs Sid Reynolds
Louis Hartman
Carter A Davis
Roland Carter Co
Helen Ward
Mllda A Don

Mellsen's Boys
High Ufa 3

Halllday

Buffalo

(Two

to

Duffy A May
Bobby Stone
Mr A Mrs Dowling
DeLord A Hackett

Stanleys
Muriel A Frances

Co
Base Ball Four
Jack Symonds
Gormley A Geffrey
(One to fill)
Butte. Mont

EMPRESS
A

Falls

Falls

Dance Violins
Calsrary, Can.

SHERMAN GRAND
(Orph Sept 26-28)
Great Howard
Mine Lelbschen"
Beatrice Mlchelena
Claudius A Scarlet
2 Alfreds
Les Marco Belli
fill)

(ubo)

Eva Taylor Co
Connelly A
Bert Terrell
5 Mowatts

Webb

Langdons

fill)

Elinore

Le Roy-Harvey Co
E J Moore

comedy show
Llaeola. Web.

Raynore Co

Omeer

Sisters

Wilson Bros
Ronair A Ward
Flying Weavers
!,«» Aaerelea

McLaughlin A Stuart
Aders
Aurora 3
2d half

2d half
Halklngs
Mr 4 Mrs Reynolds
Walker 4 Clark
Stantons

Healy Sisters

Toomer A Hewlns
Holmes A Wells

A Halllday
Floyd Mack
Williams A Williams
(One

fill)

PLAZA

(loew)
Theo Willisch
Raymond Leighton

A

Morse

A DeMont

to fill)
2d half

Moore A Young

4 Mack

Orsnvllle

EMPIRE

2d half

to

fill)

(Three to

Mul Clark
Dancing Kennedys
"Futurity Winner"
(Two to fill)
2d half
"Futurity Winner"

Harry Antrim
Altus Bros
(Two to fill)
Atlaatlc City

SAVOY
A

fill)

(Ubo)
10

Cover Island.
HENDERSON'S (ubo)

Tempest

"Puss in Boots"

Hawthorne A Burt
Alpha Troupe

Kyle Co
Sully Family
Parker 4 Spencer
Madeline Sax
Calbo
Hr4M»lrlyw
ORPHEUM (ubo)

Nurses"

"Trained

Among

"Honor

Thieves"

Cunningham A Marlon
Donovan 4 McDonald
to

Be««le

(ubo)

Wynn

JONES

(loew)

Blanch Gordon
Walter Pearson A Co
(One to fill)
2d half
Hilda G1yd»r
Flske A MrDonough

A DeMont

COLUMBIA
I^awrenre

&

r'oew)
Harrlng-

ton

Bros

Hayes
Baltimore

MARYLAND

(ubo)

"Kid Kabaret"

A Keane

Scott

White A Perry
Bison City 4
L Fletcher
Halligan A Sykes

4 Chapman

Moat.

nilllasrs).

ACME

(sc)

25-26)

Fred Morton
Prince Floro
McClnnlg Bros
"Barber Shop"

Boatoa

ORPHEUM
Shepperly
Vanity

(loew)

Sis

A Driver
Whittle
"Day Ellis Island"

Caulfleld

W

E

Ward A Smith
Diving Girls
(One to fill)
2d half
Will Lacey
Blanch Huntington
"Day Ellis Island"
Spiegel

W

E

Miller

Flske A McDonouah
Sterling

Otto

Brent

(Sept.
Marseilles

fill)

Mabelle Adams Co
Felix Adler
Newbold A Orlbben
Van A Schenck
4 Rlanos
Ergot tl LUIputlans
Lloyd A Wh Rehouse

Kelt

E'irabeth

Clalrmont

('has

Willis Family

Odlva
(Three

Patrice Co
Sully Family

A Dunne

Whittle

A

Russell

Diving Girls

(One

to

fill)

Ellis
Nowlin Troupe
Browning A Lewis
Gertrude Folsom Co

Sisters

A

Keeaelle.

If.

NEW ROCHELLE
(loew)

Mrs Farnum (local)
Barry A Wolford
Rials
Jere Grady Co
Earl A Curtis

Altkln-Whitman 8
Wlnslow A Stryker
Kdmnntnn. run.
(8ept.

Same

Lucy Daly Co
Nobles
MAD
Jas H Cullen

Pall

(sc)

Dogs

Oakland

Cal.

ORPHEUM

Sisters

Araman
A Heron

Gaylord

Lorettes

(One

to

Ft.

Phlends

Brown A Foster
Dver A Dyer
Edna A A'bert

(Sent.

26-28)
Fields

C

Laurie Ordway
MPlrose Comedy 4
Cedar Ranlds la
MAJESTIC (wva)

Street"

Bob Albrlsrht
Harry Fisher Co
2d half
Greene A Parker

Bob AlbHe-ht

McLauchlin

Hlckev Bros
Donlta Co
(One to fiM)
Claclanall

4

A

Stuart

Aden

(One to AH)
GraaA Raalria

COLUMBIA

(iilr,
,

Co

Gene Green
"Models De

(ubo>

Lux"

Deane

PANTAGES
Monkey Hlnp
Dewey A Dolls

A Barlowe

Eldrldsre

Davis

A

Scott

Van A Pierce
Prewldeace
KEITH'S (ubo)
Nina Payne Co
"The System"
Dingle
Mullen A Coon an
Linden Beckwlth

Tom
T^eo

Carrlllo

Delmar A Delmar

Sisters

A Nelson
Reded A Currier
Matilda A Elvira
Bogert

nem men to
DIPNBCK (orph)

(Orph)

25-20)

(Sept.

Owen MoQtveney
Dlero

C A F Usher
La Maze 8
Lowe A Deverne
Gordon Bros
(One to fill)

CLUN1E

(ec)

(Open Sun Mat)
Lin a Pantzer

Holden A Harron
Rogers A Mackintosh
Daniels A Conrad

"Fujiyama-

PANTAGES

Woolfolk's Chiclets
Keene 3
Tom Kelley
Skating Bear

Gordon A Rica

ann

TMe>sr*

EMPRESS

Hsrned

(sc>

(Open Sun Mat)

International

Jordon A Zeno
Kirk smith Sisters
Huntley Troupe
toejssaala

ORPTWUM
"Dinkl's XmsV<
Caesar Rlvoll
Chris Richards
Cabaret Trio
Mason A Dutier
Schmittans

CHARLOTTE

PARRY

V

in

Mllwaakee

MAJESTIC (orph)
Ethel Barrymore

Brown A Grant
Louise Meyers

^

"Into

The Light"

Kaufman Sisters
Swor A Mack
Ei

Success

Hassans

Tad.

Nadel A Kane
Wll Franklyn Co
Paul A Axella
Rego
Jones A Grant
2d half
Aviator Girl"
Fianlg«n A Edw«rd<
Ravenscroft
Char

JULIAN (m)

Talt.ifrr'

Wayne.

(Open Bun Mat)
A Dayne
Ed Blondell Co
Edna Luby
*<eltie]

Ward-Klare Co

Now
An

Smytho A Hartman

3

Kumas

McConnell Sis
Xylophone Phlends

Mabel

Specialist"
Sisters

TEMPLE (wva)
"Who's LI Girl R U"
Warren A Brockway

Edith Livingstone
Will Dooley
Mlllards
2 half

KEITH'S

2d half
Vanity

fill)

Hard A Ward
Ward A Smith

fill)

Hlckev Bros
Greene A Parker

"Side

Mile
"1>ove

LINDEN (m)

Xylophone

Miller A RusseB
"Mayor A Manicure"
to

"Lion's Bride"
Fisher Co
Cook A Stevens
Fred Zobedie
Carter's Magic

Mab

\Zeno

(loew)

(One

(sc)

Chapman A Berube
A Church

Stlener Trio

Gordon Highlanders

Llda McMillan
Bonlta A Hearn

Huntington

Blanch

(Open Sun Mat)
Ltnd
Plcchllanl Troupe

EMPRE88

Reed A St John
Green McHenry A

Buckley's

KEITH'S (ubo)

KEITH'S (ubo)
Henry E Dlxey

(loew)

WlfHLacey
Spiegel A Dunne

(ACADEMY

Bottomly Troup*
Mints A WuerU
Russell

Virginia

LoaJaTllle

River

PREMIER

Demarest

Milt

Calgary

2d half
Caulfleld A Driver
Shepperlv 8istera

Schaaler A Jordan
Raynor's Terriers

3

80-Oct. 2)
as at Sher-

Issue

this

Savonas

McKay A Cantwell
Chas Drew Co

EMPRESS

bill

man Grand

(orph)

Dorothy Dalton Co

PANTAGES

ORPHEUM

Hermonle's Animals

Carl

A Laferty

Ore,

2d half
Frank Bros
Groh A Brock Co

I

f*Mleeto|a)Ma

Manley A Walsh
Helen Primrose
Onalp
Leo Tung Foo
"Houseboat Party"

Hume

fill)

A Herman
Holmes A Wells

Creesv

(sc)

to

Owen Clark
Gray A Graham
T. Dixcn A Fields

Mrs Gene Hughes Co
Cha« Case
Bradshsw. Bros
"Squaring Accounts"
Grover A Richards
The Rexos

81s

Timbers:

Mayon Opera Co

Moore A Youn*

W

(Open Sun Mat)
Granto A Maud

James J Morton
Schlltchl's Marionettes
A T
Stlne

Kelly

Birbeck

PALACE

EMPRESS

•California"

Little Billy

Elliott

DeWltt Young A

"Dance Dream"
Stuart Barnes

Herman

ORPHEUM

OsrAea

Bros

fill)

Portland.

ORPHEUM

Caesar Nesi
Bounding Pattersons

(Open Sun Mat)

fTaleaa-o
MAJESTIC (orph)
"Mme Butterfly"
Staley

Grant

Dulnth

ORPHEUM

Kauffman
Kelcey

A

Jones

Van

to

Plttsbarsra. Pa.
GRAND (ubo)

"Concealed Bed"
Barnes A Crawford

Provol
Apollo 3

A De Longs

Milton

Rego

(p)

(Two

(Two

Florentine Singers

Lillian

Elsie Ruegger Co
Grace Cameron

Wll Franklyn Co
Paul A Azella

3 Rascals
"Pinafore"
Annie Hart Co

3 Josetty Bros
Kluting's Animals

PANTAGES

Ed Hayes Co

Rice

Chadwlck Trio

Oseaaa

LIBERTY

(Three to

mond

ORPHEUM

Carlln

Demacos

"Slums of Paris"
Richard Hamlin
Braun Sisters
Frank A Edith Ray-

(Open Sun Mat)
"Star Bout"
Lorraine Dudley Co

ORPHEUM

Nadel A Kane

Admond

Mltile

'

4

Hilda Glyder
Buckley's Dogs
Lawrence A Edwards
Mr A Mrs Kan* Co
That Singing 3
Demacos
(One to fill)

Toledo

Tanklnes
Minnie Allen
John HlR-Rins
Koners Bros

Lester

Wo

(loew)

Sun Mat)
Wm Thompson
Co
Could A Ashlyn
"Wonder Kettle"

Wynn A Russon

MAJESTIC (wva)
Aviator Girls
Flanigan A Edwards
Char Ravenscroft

FRANCAIS

(Open

ORPHEUM

la.

A

Rice Sponsler

Sag Midgley Co
Ralph Smalley
Bros

Kelly

cal

Dubuque,

George Dixon

Palsln

New

A Wilder
"Wyoming Romance"

Sam Harris
Charles D Weber
Devlne A Williams
BIJOU (ubo)
"Seminary Girls"
Barry A Mildred

(Two to fill)
A Ball
WILLIAM PENN
Richards A Kyle
(Ubo)
Redford A Winchester
Adonis

Carroll A Fields
Roxy La Rocca
Keno Welch A M
Nrp A Tuck

EMPRESS (sc)
Hanlon A Hanlon

Clara Inge
Pealson A Goldle

Kumas

to

Family
Maxlnl A Bobby

Lambert

New Orleans
ORPHEUM

Connelly Sis
Barbee Hill Co
Bush A Peyser
Chas Gibbs
2d half
Marx Bros Co— Musi-

Mayhew A Taylor

(sc)

Glen Ellison
Leonard A Whitney
Howell A Scott

to

Detroit

TEMPLE

Mlgnon

May

Meat real. Can

ORPHEUM (ubo)
Zelda Seers Co

Allen

Lafayette. lad.
FAMILY (wva)
4 Vanls

Lockhardt A Leddy

R Lesters
May Clinton

Petite

(One

ORPHEUM

(loew)

A

Robt De Mont 8
Stewart Sis A Bets

(Open Sun Mat)
Adrlenne Augarde Co
Gilletti's Monkeys
Migonette Kokln
Harry Atkinson

fill)

ACADEMY

Morris

A Laun

(Linton

Bert Pltaglbbon
Willis

(sc)

(Open Bun Mat)
Spa Bros
Kath Challoner Co
Belles A Beaux
Van A Carrie Avery
Geo E Garden

Dogs

Caselll's

Dee Moines

Walts

Albert

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)
"Everywlfe"

Valentine Vox
D'Arcy A Williams
"Models Paris"

fill)

FAMILY (loew)
Dow A Dow
Corlnne A Co
Irene A Bobby Smith

(One

fill)

Colleens"
to

Browning A Lewis
(Two to fill)
Kansaa City

(sc)

"WHO'S WHO"?

(loew)

Vic Moore Co

Boyd A Nelson
Toomer A Hewlns

Sisters

A

Demacos
(Two to

4 Mack

BUSHWICK

Hall

GREELEY

DeFaye

Tom

Freedland A Clark
Joe Demmlng Co
"Arm of Law"

7THrAVE

ove A Halght
Chas Deland Co

Van Hoven

Healy Sisters

(loew)

I

(Two

Browns
A Bess Lucler
"High Life in Jail"
Miller A Mack
n
Ame Summerville Co.
LaMalse Blaise Co
(Two to fill)

._»

Miller

Velt

•Fred

ton

SHUBERT

Carlln

DELANCEY

(ubo)

"Night Follies Frisco
Winsor McCay
Bert Melrose

(loew)

Anderson A Golnes
Wlllams 4 Williams
(One to fill)
2d half
Chalk Saunders
Gene Arthur
Mus. Fredericks
"Fun on Ocean"
Boyd 4 Nelson
Ed Zoeller Troupe

Roland Carter Co
"The Avenger"
That 81nglng 3
Tallman

Orlea Bros

BRONX

(loew)

2d half

6 American Dancers

Sarah

Raymonde
Lawrence A EdwarJs
"Gent with Jimmy"
Hong Fong
LeRoy Wilson 4 Tom
(One to fill)

FULTON

Hyde 4 Williams
Ford A Hyde
"Fun on Ocean"

Ed A Jack Smith
Oake Sisters

Robbie Gordone

GRAND

(loew)

Grace Dixon

The Browns

3 Yoecarry^
Joe Whitehead
"Courtiers"

(One to

LINCOLN

H

Wild
Togo A Genevieve

Jimmy"
Floyd Mack

Marsh P Wilder
•Night Turk Bath"

Lynch A

A Davis
Herman Lieb Co

Gladys Vance
Gene & Arthur
» Krazy Kids
"Gent with the

A Carr

Hong Fong
I^Roy Wilson A Tom

(One

N. J*
LYRIC (loew)
"Fun in a Cabaret"
Aitus Bros
(Three to fill)
2d half
Cummings A Gladding
Louis Hartman

Polly Moran
Carl McCullough

(Open Sun Mat)
Les Leonardls
Frankie Drew
Jack Gardner Co

fill)

Iloboken,

Denver

Colleens"

"Irish

(Three to

ORPHEUM

"Irish

Dancers"

Chas A Fannie Van

Bertha Kallsch Co

2d half
Wilklns A Wllkins

Law"

(ubo)

3 Lyres

Macey's Models"
Virginia Grant

"Arm

of

fill)

"Tommy

Mat)

Chas Irwin
Gladys Vance
Lantry Bros
Bernhardt Pictures
(One to fill)
BIJOU (loew)
Frank Bros
Musical Fredericks
Sidney A Townley
Herman Lieb Co

Al

Tallman
Mr 4 Mrs Thomas
Groh, Brock Co
LaMalse. Blaise Co
2d half

Sun

EMPRESS

to

ORPHEUM

(ae)

•

(loew)

UNIQUE

Harrinburs;

Kemps

Carter

fill)

YORKVILLE

Conlln Steel
I^ambertl

(Two

to

(One

Eva Wescott Co
Don Carney

Brockton. Mass.

CITY

Kremka Bros
(Two to fill)

Sully A Larsen
Robert A Robert

2d half

(One to fill)
2d half
Alva Bates

Cummings & Gladding

4 Lads O' Melody

Baker
Frey Twins

(One

Browning 4 Lewis
The Chamberlains
(One to fill)

Teddy Osborne's Pets

Herman

Al

Mclntyre A Heath

&

ralf

Grace Dixon
Ford A Hyde
Hyde A Williams
Deland Carr 4 Co

Ellott

HAMMERSTEINS

Bissett

Troupe

Zoeller

2d

Two Belmonts

Billy

fill)

Alva Bates
Rollins A Kllfton Sis
Granville & Mack
Stantons
"The Avenger"
Al H Wild

(ubo)

Theo Roberts Co

Goodwin

to

NATIONAL

fill)

Ryan Richfield
Joe Welch

Sis

Dare Bros
Great Libbey

Musical Hodges
Jean Irwin

Jacob's Dogs

—

New York

Jones A Deeley

Mr A Mrs Robyns

EMPRESS

Sullivan-Considlne Circuit.)
Agencies booking the houses are denoted by single name or initials, suoh as "Orph."
Orpheum Circuit— "U. B. O.." United Booking Offices— "W. V. a.," Western Vaudeville Man(Chicago)— "S-C." Sullivan-Consldlne Circuit "P," Pantages Circuit
Association
agers'
"Loew," Marcus Loew Circuit— "Inter," Interstate Circuit (booking through W. V. A.)
"Bern," Freeman Bernstein (New York)— "Clan," James Clancy (New York)— "M." Jamas
"Hod." Chas. B. Hodklns (Chicago)— "Tay," M. W. Taylor (Phil(Chicago^—
C. Matthews
adelphia)— "Fox." Ed. F. Kealey (William Fox Circuit) (New York)— "Craw." O. T. Crawford
(St. Louis)— "Doy," Frank Q. Doyle (Chicago).

Louise Dresser
"Detective Keen"

Joe Jackson

Eddie Leonard
Matthews A Al Shayne
5 Melody Maids

Cota

(Two

to

Playing

fill)

EMPRESS

(sc)

(Open Sun Mat)
Geo B Reno Co
Will Oakland

in

3 Oerts

Queen Mab A Weiss
Lottie Williams Co

Mlaaea polls

LONDON
at

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)

"Drums Oude"
May Tully Co
Nonette
Belmont A Harl
Edwin George

present
.

*

VARIETY
EMPUESS

Low* 4 Bdwsrds
jpt Cook

'No,

Jossslyn

44"

o oC«t«ys

jack Ailman
-Leap Year Girls"
SAVOY (p)

Ell

Dawson

UKlyu Comedy 4
»caitl«

"Summertime Oirli"
Hen Hardgrave Co

*

(SC)

(Kfwa bun aiai)
s Logs

ORPHEUM

(Open bun Mat)
CaiU Bros
Jacit Wilson 'ino
Hose * E1U»
rranlclyn Ardeu Co
quive aicCariny
Atary Eazaoetn
SALEM (loow)
Hard ft Ward Sisters Oauiler s loysbop
t>en Lewln
WUkins ft Wilklns
Kyan Bros
"Love Specialist"
EMPRESS (sc)
2d half
Ling ft Long
"Major ft the ManiWtMton ft Leon
cure"
Alf Holt
Robert ft Robert
Walter H Brown
Sully ft Larson
barney Ollmore
Walts Dream"
ORPHJDUM
PANT ACES
(Open Bon Mat)
(Open Mon Mat)
Burr ft Hop*
"Girl Swam Frisco
CblcM Sales
Bay"
H St Jamas Co
Eleanor Otis Co
•Visions D'Art"
lrwlu

Hersoic

W

DeLsa

Johnson's Travelogs
Katie OnHinl
La Vtor

Orma

ft

fiamerelda
Millard Bros
aiwuA ill i

BMPBJ688 (sc)
(Open Snn Mat)

BarUlna
Billy Rogers
"PstlW Qosm"

ORPHhTOM

(Open bun
"In 1UU0"

Molntyrs ft Hardy
Ashley ft Loo
"Antique Girl"

Asahl

Troupe
bowman bros

6 Collegians

Bertlsak

berg bros

Warner
BMPBJB88 (so)
(Opan Bnn Mat)
ft

IMPRESS

ft
ft

'ituuoauots
"Delicatessen Shop''
liui.au

Mayo

"Kid Hamlet*'
Jamas Reynolds
Ladella Comlqnee

PANTAOES

(Open Sun Mat)

Readick-Preenman Co
O'Neal ft Walmsley
Howard Langford
Zara Carmen 3

Jewells

Ned Burton Oo
Black Bros

COLUMBIA

GRAND

(orph)

Dlgby Boll Oo

Moor*

ft

Ethel Oi
Sully ft
Marshall

Dlgby Boll Co
VandsrMlt ft Moore

Hussy
Marshall Montgomery
Swain Ostman 8

Plenells
ft

Carman

Biplane
Vestoeno
Roberts

VARIETIES (wva)
Mason A Murphy

PRINCB88 (lnd)
"Princess Maids"

Psrry
Keith

"Contusion"
Grey ft Svrlnehardt
Knickerbocker Four
KINGS (craw)
Belle Halley
Hall ft Hall
Newton ft Hall

ft

T Walker"„

UTICA. N Y

9HUBURT

(UBO)
Hermlne Shone Co
Goldsmith ft Hoppe
Howard & Lawrence
Three Emersons

SHENANDOAH
(craw)

Sampael ft Kellly
Quaker Girls
Ven a est res-

(craw)

ORPHEUM

Adair ft Adair
Milton ft Delmar
Miss Keefe
Davis ft Payne

0RAV018

Neuss

Unk
Kums

'

Thompson

UNIOK

(craw)

Harfy Williams
Bdith Montgomery

BRjntAN

(craw)
sfsyor

Pewl

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Mountain Ash Choir
Wataon's Farmyard
Kaufman Bros
Grade Emmet' Co
VreA Hammil Co
David Kldd
Ombras Trio

(scV

Eldred
Robinson

A

Bernle
Bohemian Quartet

Co

ft

ft

ft

Dorking
Roberjmildreth Co

(craw)

ARCO (craw)
John George
j
Dunnlngs

Wood

Brltt

3 Hlckeys

MIKADO

OLYMPIA

( September)
Les Zeds
Hopkins Sisters
Ferry
8 Facorys
4 Rltchles
Bird Millman Co

loleen Sisters

Teddy
Chinese Troupe
"Rouge et Nolr"
Oronln
Yvette
The Aeros

ft

Verona Troupe

PANTAOES

Scheps/e Circus
€ American Beauties

Mabel Johnston
Cat Stewart
Eape ft Roth
Vletorla. B. C.

EMPRESS

(sc)

McRae

Levering
ft
Hylands ft Farmer
John Delmore Co
Wilson
Scott A
Chas Wlldlsch Co

Wanklngston

CHASE'S (ubo)
"In the BarracksValerie Bsrgere
Belle Storey
Lew Hawkins
Les Oourgtts

"Bunk"

Irving B.
ver, Sept.

of

Preflls

his

MARIGNY

(September)
Great Roland
Les Totos

Fred St Onge Co
Spcha Oultry & Mile
C Lyses

Purls

AMBAS8ADEURS
(September)
Bros

ETOTLE PALACE

Belleclalr

(September)
Maurice Chevalier
Leonette Roberty
Ovaro-Smote
Nine Pinson
Thales A Troupe
Suzanne Ellen
Etoced's Dors

Chambard

Yma

atre

'BROADWAY JONE6" (Geo. M. Cohan)—
Cohan's (1st week).
«-.,,*
" DISCOVERING AMERICA" (Lewis Waller)
"

Arl las)—Wal lack s

woclc)

(4th

(2d week)

"HANKY PANKY"—Broadway («th(2dweek).
week).
"HONEST JIM BLUNT"—Hudson
JUNE MADNESS"— Fulton (l?t week). (3th

BROWN"—48th

Street

VFEflBnEi

"MILESTONES' '—Liberty (2d
"MIND THE PAINT GIRL"

week).
(Bllllo

Asstfterdam (2d week).
IL FROM BRIGHTON'

Burke)—

I

FROM

-Academy

MONTMARTE'-Crlterlon

mk) GOVERNOR'S

LADY' -Republic

(3d

"THB MASTER OF THE H0U8E"-3J)lh
Street (flth week).
"THE MERRY COUNTESS" -Casino (flth
week)

'THE NE'ER DO

WELL"— Lvrle

(4th

week).

"THE PASSING PARADE'-Wlnter Garden
_
(10th week).
"THE PERPLEXED HUSBAND" (John Drew)
—Empire (4th week).
.„,,.. s (1st
1PEN"-Weber
"THE SCRAPE OF A
week)
"THE TALKER"—Grand Opera House. (4th
'UNDER MANY FLAGS"-Hlppodrome
week)
"WITHIN THE LAW"— Bltlnjce (.Id week).
.

.

,_

,

Chicago.

"THE BIRD OF PARADISE' -C.nrrlrk (4th
week)
"THE POLISH WEDDING -G 0. H. (3d
wesk).
"WHTRT, OF 80CTRTY"— Lyrlr (1th week)
"A WINSOME WIDOW"—Colon hi (3d week).
"THE MAN HIGHER UP" -Dry m pic (2d
1

week).

at

Den-

here,

calling

"A

it

Little

Lee's right

Sister

name was

mains were

home

taken

to

B.'s."
St.

His

Ljiiit.

re-

the

of his parents.

TIBBETTS SUICIDES.

Boston, Sept 18.
William Nelson Tibbetts, for many
years connected with stock companies
in

was

various parts of the country,

found dead in the old Hooper mansion in Marblehead, Sept. 12. His death
was the result of suicide. Tibbetts had
An
shot himself through the head.
opium layout was beside the body. He
was known to the theatrical world by
the name of William Stafford and had
played the part of Thorne, in the road
company of "Strongheart." He had
also played in vaudeville. In his room
was found $343 and a note asking that
His
he be buried in Marblehead.
father, Nelson Tibbetts, a well-known
Boston stock broker, committed suicide some twenty years ago after he
had lost $60,000 in a single day in
Tibbetts was divorced
speculation.
He lived the life
twelve years ago.
of a recluse in Marblehead during
every summer, even doing his own
marketing. His brother, Charles Tibbetts, a broker of Williamsport, Pa.,
took charge of the body.

COLLEGE, CHICAGO, CLOSING.
Chicago, Sept.

The College theatre
21.
The house was

Of the surviving family,
a daughter, Lena E. Brown, is a member of the Jere McAuliffe Co.
in four years.

18.

will close Sept.

leased by the
United Play Co. this season. It opened
about a month ago with a stock com-

The management decided to
before the losses assumed big
proportions. Frank Livingston is the

pany.
close

manager.
is owned by St. Vinand was operated on a
basis whereby the profits were to be
divided, after certain expenses were
covered. "Checkers" is the bill for the
It has been suggested that
last week.
the title gave Gatz, Peck & Sackett
the idea it was their move.
There has been some talk of taking

The

theatre

cent's church,

stock
Rockford,

company

the

Mrs. Frank L. Brown, who was the
original Viola Wilson of the Viola Wilson Stock Company, died suddenly of
neuralgia of the heart Sept. 4 at Reading, Pa.
Mrs. Brown had not played

(3d week).

week).
"MY BE8T GIRL"— Park (3d week).
"OFFICER AM"— Gaietv (7th
week).
READY MONEY"— Elliott (6th(6th
week).
RAINETV PICTURES— Weber's
week
"ROBIN HOOD"—Knickerbocker fTth week).
SPOONER STOCK— Metropolis (57th
STOCK- West End (20*b week). Garrlck (2d
"THE ATTACK" (Jnnn Mason)—
week)
"THE CHARiTY GIRL"— Globe (1st week).
(2d week).
"THE C0M4?ERT"— Belaaco
"THE.. COUNT OF LUXEMBOURG'-Ncw

W

Chi-

X.

after a lingering illness

"The Stage and the T.

Ywrk.

•FANNY'S FIRST PLAY"— Comedy

in

Irving Blumenstock. He was a member of the Chicago lodge of Elks. In
the
last
Anniversary
number of
VARiBTr, Lee wrote an article callc 1

"AN AZTEC ROMANCE"— Manhattan (2d
week)
"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR"— Playhouse (Md

—Daly's (3d week).
DISRAELI" (George

Lee ("Togo") died
12,

of the Rich."

SHOWS NEXT WEEK.
New

dead
home.

is

.

Tortola Valencia
General Lavlne

Carlton

his

which Frank Gotch appeared.
He
later wrote the first book of "The Star
and Garter Show" and shortly after
penned a burlesque on "A Little Brother of the Poor" for the Olympic the-

Harker A Lester
Norman Telma

Roboldllllo

made

three years.
Tuberculosis caused
death.
Lee was a well-known
vaudeville writer of Chicago wh^rc h»»
leaves a host of friends.
One of his
early efforts was the vaudeville act in

Dresser" with Moricey
Mauville
Mile Davrlgny

Ethel Levey

Chicago, Sept. 18.
to country wide

known

fame among circus men,

Lane A O'Donnel
"American Hair

APOLLO

Allen,

cago, where he

Jackson's Olrla
Woodward's Seals
Harry de Coe

(September)
(running order)
The SUvlos
Ledds A LaMar
Antonett ft Grock
"Dlo Premiere"
Gllton's Pigeons
4 Raadlngs

Lyceum

Yager Bros

La Vosos
Adams ft Hall
Murphy
Alva York

(St.

Law

Dolllvsr ft_Roiof_

Nellsons

ft

Elliott

"Devil

Sam Hood

Morgan

ft
ft

Bush ft Peyser
Chas Glbbs

eases.

"Eternal Walts"
Jane Marffac
P Ardot

Hermany Trio

"LITTLE MISS

Hamilton Bros

fill)

Criterion

Tern Hnate

La Oraclosa

ft

(Plvo to

ft

father of

16 in

Sept.

Russell Girls
Angelo's Troupe

Flllippo

Drew

Low

Copeland ft Payton
Flo ft Ol WalUrs
Harrahs Oo

Jessie Kallar

Kttaor

"Mercedes"

(doylo)

Weston-Raymond Co

Mm

m
PANTAOES

Bartlatts

HIPPODROME

George

O'Rourke ft O'Rourke
Harry Brooks Co
Thos Potter Dunne
Hugh Lloyd ^

Frank Fogarty died
Brooklyn, aged about 72,
suffering from a complication of dis-

Scamp A Scamp

The Penders
Gu8 Fowler

(ec)

MusoUo

ft

Aerial

EMPRESS

The

Willie Pantxer

Kasrack

September)
(running order)

Wells

etc.

Newhouse A Ward

Marguerite Oilier
Dearly Nett
Blanche Nalton
Revue with Merlndof

ft

wceki

(1st

week).

(September)
Anna Doherty

4 MeNallys
Violet McMillan
Harry Breen

Montambo

(4th

OBITUARY

FOLIES BERGERU

Hans Hauser
Thea Doreo
Ernemann-Kino

Yvonne

(4th

Holbrook)
Sajle

Mrs. Hannah M. French died Sept.
15 at her home, 218 W. 122d street,
New York. She was the mother of
Mrs. Charles £. Evans, Mrs. William
Hoey and Mrs. Kva French Phipps.

King

Pictures,

Wolkowsky Troupe
4 Harveys
Original Heraldos
M J Garcia

Do Dlo

"FINE FBATHERS"-Cort

WM.

week).

(4th week).

"THE MILITARY GIRL" (Lean A
— Zicgfeld's (7th week).
"THE GIRL AT THE GATE"— La
week).
KISMET" (Otis Skinner)— Illinois

Carbrey Boys
Chlng Ling Soo
Green A Wood
Mackwell Quator

CENTRAL
(To Sept. 30)

Mattls Bever

Busso'o Dogs

(ubo)

Salerno
Ethel Orotn
Sully

Violet

Uessens Troupe
Paul Conchas
Cooke A 3 Rotherts

(ubo)
Josslo Busley Co
Lancton^Lucler Co

Harden Dunbar A

Montgomery
Bwalns-Ostman 8
AerUl BartlstU
(One to BID

COLUMBIA

Germany.

Leolln

ft,

VandsrWR

Misses"

"Minstrel

PANTAOBB

(Open Bnn Mat)
Child's Hawatlans
Orpheus 4
Juggling

Hart

ft

Arthur Whltelaw

Helm

Nellie

(sc)

Cockatoos

Besse's
Collins

Krstors
Bells

Man

"ballet Classique"
Melville ft Higgins

B r Hawley Co

Bud

Saldreau
ORPHEUM
McConnell ft Simpson Pougraud
ALCAZAK
Nat Nasarro Co
(September)
Geo H Watt
Whllby Co
Ward Bros
Ferguson ft Northland Wright
Caudieux
Meredith ft Snzer
Revue with May Blos(One to fill)
Dranem, Fasom,
EMPRESS (sc)
vey, Printemps, etc.
Doll
Martlnek ft
ALHAMBRA
Paul Spadonl
(Sept 16-30)
Grace Leonard
Dunedln Troupe
Dale ft Boyle
Donegan Sisters
Hyman Adler Co
Heeley A Meeley

Dresden,

(2Sd

"WHOSE HELEN ARE YOU?" -Studebaker
(2d week).
THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINK McVlcker's (3d week).
"THE GARDEN OF ALLAH"— Audliorlura

Rosny-Derys
bach

wiuulpr*

Vienna

OKPilEOM

(Open Bon Mat)
Nat Wills
Annla _

"A MODERN EVE"— Princess

Dorvllls

to nil)

RONACHER'S

(Open Sun si*U
Mrs Louis james Co
Empire comtuy 4
vau«tia Uou.a
ttlliy Weston
uoooe At Dale
Flying Martins
Stfukauc

A

William*

(Two

ORPHEUM

Sombroros
Curry ft Rllsy
Leona Guemsy
Sullivan

Oepe Muller 8

Csn'y

Von Hampton A

19

to

It is also

111.

the

Grand,

rumored

pic-

tures will be put in the College.

"EASY MONEY** DIFFERENT.
Lem

"Easy Money," a new play by

Parker will shortly be given a
road presentation by the MorrisonBrewster (Inc.). This piece is claimed
to be wholly different from "Ready
B.

Money."
Leigh Morrison claims he accepted

two years ago, the first title
being "The Price of Easy Money."
Monte Brewster produced the play out
west with Morrison booking it. Now
that they have formed a partnership
"Easy
will
jointly
produce
they
Money," sending out two companies
around Oct. 15.
"Easy Money" is a drama. Its owners
say it is no infringement on
"Ready Money" in any way.

the piece

Etta Louise Buckley, mother of
Louise Buckley, the vaudeville actress,
at Detroit from heart
surviving daughters are
Louise and Ernestine.

died

Aug.

trouble.

31

The

Ida M. Jenkina, wife of J. D. Jenkins
(Jenkins and Stockman) died Sept. 2
in the west, after an illness of four

months.

GUM-SHOEING INTO
Paterson, N.

The new Rowland &
ing,

H. Gardner, manager of the Dennison (Tex.) Opera House, died in that
city a few days ago.
J.

its

NEW
J.,

YORK.

Sept.

11.

Clifford offer-

"The Divorce Question," opened
The
invasion last week.

eastern

show made

a

most favorable impres-

sion.

Ethel Feigelson, aged 54 years,
mother of Dave Ferguson, died Sept.
6 at Montreal.

The show plays Jersey
week and may he slipped
York on gum shoes.

City
into

this

New

VARIETY

20

NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Presentation, First Appearance
or Reappearance In or Around

Initial

New York
Lads

Four

Hammer-

Melody,

o'

Jesse L. Leaky Co. (15).
"The Trainel Nurses" (Musical

Com-

edy).
Full Stage (8pecicl Set).
Colonial.

The

"The Trained Nurses," is
If Clark and
Bergman.

act,

Clark 'and

stein's.

Basket

Paulhan

Team, Ham-

Ball

Three

Hammer.

Twins,

Loretta

stein's.

are satisfied to bury their in-

"Goodwin and

Elliott,"

Ave-

Fifth

Two

Belmonts, Fifth Avenue.
"Night Follies of Frisco," Bronx.
"Puss in Boots," Henderson's, Coney
Island.

Parker and Spencer, Henderson's.
Calbo, Henderson's.

W. 8. Hart and Co. (1).
"Moonshine" (Dramatic).
17 Mins.; Four (Interior;
Alhambra.
W.

S.

Hart,

Special).

who has originated divmen on the stage, is

ers types of bad

handing vaudeville a new one in
playlet,
dramatic
Hopkins'
Arthur
"Moonshine." According to the pro-

gram

the

story

is

told

in

moon-

a

cabin in the North Carolina
mountains. Luke Hazy (W. S. Hart),
a typical mountaineer and moonshiner,
who hates revenue officers (particularly one Jim Dunn) captures a revenue chap (Roy Fairchild). As the act
opens Luke brings the officer into his
cabin securely tied. After releasing the
officer, Luke proceeds to tell him that
he's in for a killing. Incidentally Luke
rejoices over the fate in store tor
shiner's

Dunn. The officer is offered moonshine whiskey, handed a cigar and entertained the best Luke knows how.
The officer says he has wanted to die
for the longest time but that the suicide route seems to be closed to him.
He begs Luke to be sure and kill him.
Then Luke has a change of heart. He
finally sends* the officer away.
Hart
did bully work as the mountaineer.
Fairchild, however, slipped a cog, and
confused his lines considerably. The
act is a disappointment.
What little
action blazes up toward the end is dull
and commonplace.
The dialogue is
rather long and drawn out and is far
from entertaining. It lacks the gunpowder.

Mark..

"The Homesteader" (Dramatic).
Mins.;

Full

Stage

(Special

through

himself

a

L.

Jesse

one

the

Monday

audience.

will

else

ranks,

night

the

to

those

in

"The
Trained Nurses" as though Clark and
front were as well pleased with

Bergman were giving

their

own

"two-

As a matter

act"

on the

fact,

Gladys Clark and Henry Berg-

stage.

of

most of their former
and the songs, that
make the latest Lasky vaudeville numWilliam LeBaron wrote the
ber.
foundation for it, which is about a
young man going to a hospital for
It

act.

give

this,

is

treatment, although in perfect health,
because he has fallen in love with a
Mr. Bergman is the young
nurse.
man; Miss Clark the nurse. He starts
off by asking her if she will marry
him, and keeps repeating the request.
She finally consents. Incidentals are
five songs, a setting, ten chorus girls,
a doctor and a head nurse. The numbers written by Leo Edwards and
Blanche Merrill are distinctly good for

this

kind

of

"Humpty

vaudeville.

Dumpty," with the girls
in clown dress made a lively
bit.
"It Can't Be True," sung by Mr.
(led by Miss

permitted the choristers to
parade across the stage, singly, showing the different style of girls Mr.
Clark fancied.
Other than the mere
Clark,

idea of the skit, there
ality

to

is

little

From former

it.

origin-

vaudeville

besides the conversation of the Clark

and Bergman act

song and
and stuttering
number much along the same lines as
that of William Rock and Maude Fulton's, while "The Dancing Wedding"
at the finale was probably suggested
by "The Ragtime Wedding" at the
Winter Garden. Miss Clark as the lisper and Mr. Bergman as the stutterer
do very well with this number; they
do well all through. It is the couple,
their songs and individual work, also
presence,
that
stage
made "The
Trained Nurses" as big a hit as Clark
and Bergman used to be when a "twodance,

also

The

a

their

is

lisping

comicoperetty.
A more lively finish while
the engaged couple are exiting could
be fashioned. Anna Miller is the head
nurse, with little to do excepting
handle a whistling number. She does

act."

finale of the piece is

Harry Dodd

There

is

little

is

the doctor.

chance for comedy

al-

funny enough.

The chorus

City.

are

Five people are concerned in what
works out as an interesting frontlet

become show girls at the finish, all
wearing the same design in dress. Jane
Quirk, a young woman, leads the or-

The

story.

was
title

identity of

disclosed

at

the

none of them
City,

only

the

of the dramatic sketch being pro-

gramed.

The

action

takes place ap-

parently in the Canadian northwest.
story begins in action and runs
an orderly course to a very effective
The sketch is excellently
climax.
acted, and in all respects worthy of
Rush.
a hearing.

The

enters in a rolling chair, before
Atlantic City boardwalk special
drop.
colored boy is the driver or
pusher. Heath appears, and sends the
boy back to the chair garage, after
which he drops cigar ashes upon the

A

book Miss Raymond

is

reading.

Mutual

They then call
recognition- follows.
each other by their real first names,
which is proof sufficient neither is trying to act. After a song, they exit,
when, presto away goes the sketch
structure. After that it is a song and
dance turn. Mr. Heath attends to most
of the singing. He has a pleasant way
of delivering a number, and got over
"Railroad Sam," a lyrical song that
starts well but slows down in the
story; "Oh, You Little Bear" which
he sings nicely, and the couple close
with a "Boogie" number under a green
Miss Raymond a
light that gives
chance she improves upon. In the little
talk employed is a rewritten joke of
James J. Morton's, and on the drop is
a candy advertisement. Miss Raymond
and Mr. Heath make a pleasing
enough couple for the early part of the
bill; they could have held something
better than "2" on the Colonial proSime.
gram this week.

Clark)

lotted him, althou e h his side whiskers

rior).

mond

an

1

that fairly.

Inte-

no

any objection, from the producer

man do

nue.

up

hold

to

Lasky production,
raise

Louise Dresser (New Act), Colonial.
Chick and Chicklets, Colonial.
Theodore Roberts and Co., Fifth
Avenue.
Ryan-Richfield Co. (New Act), Fifth
Avenue.
Carrie Reynolds, Fifth Avenue.
"Don Fulano," Fifth Avenue.

20

Bergman

dividuality

merstein's.

Ruby Raymond and Bobby Heath.
Songs, Talks and Dances.
16 Mins. One (8pecial Drop).
Colonial
A sketch arrangement bring on
Ruby Raymond and Bobby Heath, a
Formnew vaudeville combination.
erly Miss Raymond traveled the circuit with a couple of boys. Miss Ray-

chestra.
pretty.

The

setting

is

plain,

Lewis Hooper staged the

and shares

in the record.

The

girls

but
act,

act re-

many curtains at the Colonial
Monday evening. But Mr. Bergman
and Miss Clark may remember that
when this act is spoken of, it will not
ceived

be "Clark and Bergman"
Trained Nurses."

but "The
Bime.

NEW SHOWS NEXT

jm:

freeentatloB erf Leejttlnmate
Attractions la New York

Initial

Ml
M.
(George
'Broadway
Jones"
Cohan), Cohan's (Sept. 23).
"June Madness," Fulton (Sept. 26).
The Scrape o' a Pen," Weber's

(Sept. 26).

'The

Charity

Girl,"

Globe

(Sept.

28).

"The Flying Dancer."
Singing and Dancing.
Mins.; One (11);
(Special Drops).
86th Street.
14

Barring the
but

fective

Dancer"

which

new,

a novelty.

is

Stage (3)

is

"The
This

very

ef-

Flying

in itself is

recommendation to command

sufficient

But

bookings.

commend
tile

finish,

not

Full

it

A

it.

has a lot more to

squirmy, jerky, vola-

soubret appears and fjjpfa

little

two songs.

The second one

*b$y

is

Personality," which she renders in furious

ways, including her idem ©J a

French soubret, a "coon" singer J|nd
in
"Turkey Trot" fashion.
Pretty

good in
to what
tains

comparison
Special pratfc curseparated, disclosing ft bu-

its

way, but no

follows.

are

drop.
With the aid of
placed on an easel she announces
colic

Ap 9
"¥ftie

Real Milkmaid," performing a *J*0|> Y

pantomimic dance, shabbily and
Off for a moment, the
substituted for one announcing tone

pily clad.
is

Honors and LePrince.
Acrobatics.
9 Mins.; Full Stage.

Hammerstein's.

Honors

and

LePrince

went

up

proposition Monday night. They did not appear until
11.25 following a show which started
But a few were left when
at 8.10.
the boys came on. Considering, they
did very well.
Both wear eccentric
make-up and derive their comedy for
the most part from the acrobatics.
They follow none in style, having a
fast and funny routine strong enough
ordinarily to hold down the closing

against a pretty

stiff

Path.

position.

Stage Milkmaid." She changes to a
musical comedy milkmaid and do#l a
dainty song and dance. This process
is
repeated with the "Real" and
"Stage" football player, appearing in
tights for the latter. Other dual characterizations

similarly

disclosed

lire

Bathing Girl and Dancers. Appropriate drops are used for each. For the
closing number the bouse is darkened
and a bit similar to that first shown
here by Annabelle Whitford as "The
Balloon Girl," is offered.
The Utile
woman works rapidly and with sufficient "fire" to give the appearance of
"temperament," her changes are quickly and neatly -done, and, summed Up,
is
a sensational turn for the big
small time. Properly boomed it could
be advantageously employed on the
big time might even be foisted upon
the smaller two-a-day houses as a
it

Wm.

J.

Kelly's Players (3).

"The Westerner^ (Dramatic).
18 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).
86th Street.

Another of the "wild an<!Nwoolly"
sketches,

the

—

headliner.

/©Jo.

three

characters Itoing
the sheriff, bad man and the girl from
the east. "Black Jim" (the bad man)
turns out to be the brother of the girl
and the sheriff gives him his horse and
bids him "go," for the sister's sake.
After having thus stultified his honor

by not living up to his oath of office,
examines the sheriff's appointment and discovers that his commission had expired by some three hours,
which is the only unconventional
the girl

thing in the sketch. The sheriff looks
as if he might be a brother of Wm.
The
J. Kelly, of stock company fame.
three members of the company are
However, nevertheless
poor actors.
and notwithstanding, the sketch goes
well with a big small time audience.
Jolo.

Julia Qonsalei

Aerial
10 Mine,: Full Stage.
Hammerslein/s.

Gonzate^was billed to open
show but somKtwist brought her

Julia

the

on "No. 2" instead. Julia is young*
with a girlish face and figurVand from
her appearance the tights only would
lead one to think she was a gymnast.
She does a neat routine on the rings,
walking from these head-down to the
trapeze by means of loops suspended
above, and then does the usual on the
Though lacking the finish of the
bar.
other women doing this style of work,
youthful appearance will pass her in
the opening position
circumstances.

under ordinary
Both.

VARIETY
Daniel Frohman't Co. (5).
"The Diamond Necklace" (Dramatic).
20 Mine.; Full Stage (Interior).
Union Square.

Any one who

Full Stage.

reads the popular

knows

that

fic-

there

tion

periodicals

just

now running an immense wave

of

in

interest

detective stories.

is

The

magazine editors recognize and cater
to

it,

and these dealers

whims

the circumstance
of

in the public

are supposed to have a finger

on the pulse of the day's

spring

to

taste.

Under

a manifestation
for

Daniel

another

tabloid

astuteness

business

Frohman

is

it

"The
Diamond Necklace" is the work of
Frederick A. Kummer, and Helen

drama

detective

Langford appears

The

story

is

vaudeville.

in

in the principal role.

exceedingly well told, and

the presentation has all the earmarks
of expert stagecraft.

who engage

in

Those producers

the fostering of dra-

matic sketches in vaudeville could
spend a profitable half-hour in the
study of this presentation. The curtain has not been up thirty seconds
before the audience, by the able handling of two minor characters, has
been placed in the proper atmosphere
This very
of mystery and intrigue.
satisfactory state of mind is produced
by so simple a thing as a short conversation between a maid and a mysterious character who, without saying so directly, manages to convey the
impression that he is a detective. Thus
in practically no time at all interest
and expe tation are aroused, and the
keynote of the sketch is firmly estabFrom that moment on the aclished.
tion weaves intricate patterns of plots
and counter-plots, which sustain interest and conceal the climax most efPerhaps the one fault of the
fectively.

sketch is that it runs a fraction of
time beyond its climax. O. Henry put
the essence of short story writing in
a nutshell when he said "Stop at the
bottom of the page." Sketch writers

(who are after all closely related to
the short story writing brigade) might
Mrs.
dictum with profit.
Chicago lady crook
a
(Miss Langford), plots to steal a valuable necklace. She goes to a jewelry
store, and representing herself as Mrs.
Martin, the wife of an eminent specialthe
mental diseases, orders
ist in
jewels sent home. Then she appears
at the office of the doctor and outlines
the case of her nephew, who has the
curious delusion he has been robbed

adopt the

Livingston,

of a valuable diamond necklace. When
the clerk delivers the necklace, the

doctor

(capitally

done

by

.'Mitchell

him, ana
when he becomes violent holds him
down and removes him from action
with a hypodermic needle. The lady
orook thereupon attempts to make her
gateway, but the police are waiting
for her, and although she makes her
exit with a silvery laugh (which helps
the applause) the audience has the
calm conviction that she is on her way
Getting
to Jefferson Market Court.
an involved detective story over in
twenty minutes is a real feat. Daniel

Lewis)

tries

Frohman has

to

New Ads in "Pop" Houses
Marie Lep and Girls.
18 Mine.; Full Stage, One, and Close

hypnotize'

well accomplished it.
Rush.

The

15).

consists of novelty songs.
It has some originality in this direction
act

but is otherwise ordinary. There are
four girls, good looking enough and
sufficiently active in their dances, but
the singing is not agreeable.
They
strain after volume.
The result is
grating harshness.
A "Sis Hopkins"
number by three of the girls got them
a greater measure of applause than
anything else.
The finale introduces
a trick ship, manufactured out of five

The arrangement

dress-suit cases.

is

a good one, but the trick was sprung
too soon to win the applause it deserved.
If the girls would wait until
just before their final curtain to disclose the device, it would be more effective. The dressing is pretty, but the
costumes need freshening up.
One

wore white shoes that sadly needed a vacuum cleaner and some whitening.
The novelty of the frameup and
girl

the appearance of the girls can probably carry the turn along the small
Rush.
time.

Josephine Rellis.
Songs.
9 Mine.; One.
Lowe's 5th Ave.
A pleasant appearing

tall

and proportionately built, who announces herself as a "character comedienne."
She sings three songs with
a good voice. Two are character numbers, which is the excuse for her billing.
While as good as many others
in her line, Miss Rellis has nothing
novel to offer that entitles her to the
Jolo.
big time.

Stern and Vance.
Songs and Piano.
15 Mine.; Two (Interior).

Washington.
Stern and Vance do not disclose any
exceptional ability in their act which
seems more of a pop house fraoteup
than anything else. The usual ran of
solos and double numbers is offered
with the popular stuff getting the most

The woman has

attention.

the better

voice of the two, but as the man does
double duty through vocalizing and
the piano he may be excused for any

shortcomings.

Sterol

better soags.

^r

and Vance need
Mark.

Keith.

Dancing, Talking.

One.

Man

clad

Sketch.
16 Mine.; Three (Interior).

Murray

as

messenger

hoy

and

Just
using a semi-"Yiddish" dialect.
why the messenger uniform or the
The
dialect, is not easily discernible.
A good small
finish redeems the act.

time turn.

Hill (Sept 15).

team (married) has
reached the non-loving stage through
the woman's fondness for a little
black dog.
It's one continual little
squabble until the husband and wife
are about to quit for good, when a
fire breaks out in the hotel.
After the
excitement subdues, the couple convaudeville

tinue the

and Fredericks.
Songs and Dances.
13 Mine.; One.
Murray Hill (Sept 18).
Ritter and Fredericks work in blackface and feature dancing. It's a good
Ritter

the regulation eccen-

wooden shoe dancing. The complete turn is made up of singing, (lanc-

tric

ing and

talk.

commend

it

for the big time.

If

it

remain in the "pop" houses and
the sponsors can stand the expense of
the nine people, it will need revision.
The act didn't make much of an imis

to

pression Sunday night. The comedy fell
flat and
the various ensemble numbers barely created a ripple. The finish
is weak.
The feature was a dance by a
young man playing the part of an
Englishman.
Six women and threeprincipals are in "The Sightseers."

The

make

girls

The

several changes.

wardrobe was never intended for the
classier houses. One of the male prinhandles
a light comedy role
handicapped with the material
on hand.
Mark.

cipals

but

is

Blanchard's School Boys and Girls (9).
28 Mine.; Full Stage.
Lowe's 5th Ave.

The Blanchard "schoolroom act"
adheres closely to several others that
have come and gone. Four boys seated at desks on one side, an equal

—

number

of

girls

opposite,

teacher at

thing they have the stepping to fall
back on as the singing is off color and
their talk of ancient brand.
The men
worked rather amateurishly at the

table.

Murray

blower are brought into requisition.
Act was a scream and is pretty well
framed for "pop" time. For anything
beyond it is hopeless.
Jolo.

and

Hill

didn't

show

with their stage paces.
business to the ears in

hand
opening song

famili-

The
their

wrong. A reversal
will help. The men may improve with
pop house engagements.
Mark.

The Temple

is all

Girls (4).

are

Boys are the usual

not

ized.

piece.

very

types.

distinctively

Girls
character-

Comedy schoolmaster with chinThe pin on chair and putty

Geo. Smedley.
Instrumentalist
18 Mine.; One (Special Drop).

Singing and Instrumental.

Grand Opera House

13 Mins.; Full Stage.

Cut down to about ten or eleven
minutes, Mr. Smedley's turn would
make a variegated and diverting act
for opening spot on a big small time
bill.
But he attempts too much, con-

Grand Opera House (Sept.
Why doesn't somebody

15).
tell

those

"church social" female quartets that
they have no place in vaudeville? It
would certainly be a kindness because
they haven't a chance.
The Temple
Girls is just another of the quartets
that go through the regulation routine.
The curtain had no sooner risen
than it was a foregone conclusion that
"We Never Miss the Sunshine" would
Jolo.
be rendered as a solo.

Grand Opera House

A

(Sept. 15).

Rustic bench is
shoved in front of olio drop and hardly used enough to make it worth while
going to even that little trouble. Man
and woman open with conversational
recitative duet and a little stepping.
"settee

act."

Girl has a solo;

man

a short

monolog

and "Yiddish" song. Girl changes to
knee length soubret dress. Duet and
crossfire
talk,
neat
dance
finish.

Worthy

of small big time.

(Sept. 15).

tinuing for too lengthy a period each
He uses mandolin, banjo, lute
and "operates" ten-stringed instrueffort.

ments on an upright frame.

Seven diswhich

tinct selections are played, all of

might be cut in half and
the tricks.

still

show

all

Jolo.

MacDowell, Evenson and Co. (1).
Dramatic Sketch.
19 Mins.; Three (8pecial; Interior).
A big strapping sheriff, a cowgirl and
her brother and a cattle thief, whom

Spencer and Williams.
Singing, Dancing, Talk.
13 Mine; One.

Ten Happy

man doing

a picture

the

to

the sheriff

pursuing, furnish the acloves her brother devotedly and the latter thinks enough
of her to purloin old man Jenkins'
cattle and give the money to Sis. The
tion.

is

The woman

sheriff also does some thinking, having
a heart full of love for the girl and
enough sympathy in the end to let the
brother go scot free. There is enough

melodrama

to thrill

any pop audience.
Mark.

Jolo.

Jolo..

McKissick and Shadney.
"Coonology."
11 Mins.; One.
Lowe's 5th Ave.
McKissick and Shadney arc a man
and woman colored team of the usual
kind,

Then

scrapping.

dead baby revives domestic
sentiment and, after agreeing to quit
the stage and go back to their old
southern home, the curtain falls. The
principal comedy is strived for through
the man sending out his only pair of
trousers to be pressed while he wears
a bedspread in the interim. The comedy is bound to gain a good percentage of laughs on the "small time."
Mark.
of

arity

woman,

"The Sightseers" (9).
Musical Comedy.
14 Mins.; Three (Special).
There is bttle in "The Sightseers"

and Zollman.

Miller

Comedy

A

Columbia (Sept

21

Jolo.

Singing and Dancing.
18 Mins.; Full Stage.

Knice and Dunn.
Singing and Whistling.
14 Mins.; One.

Grand Opera House (Sept. 15).
Another colored act of the "planta-

Grand Opera House (Sept. 15).
Start with boy singing and

after
fashioned
the
Dixie Serenaders.
Production numbers, single and double dances and
plenty of singing.
Good for small
time.
No individual talent or dressing.

whistling.

tion"

Folks.

variety,

Jolo.

He

girl

renders a baritone solo
and travesty recitation. Girl puts over
a saxaphone solo at finish, in which
man joins vocally. Finish with operatic duet.
For an encore a rag vocal
Jolo.
duet.
Class as small timers.

VARIETY
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MILESTONES.
The third (and last) act e>f "Milestones" decided a great many in the
audiences Tuesday evening at the LibAt the
erty that the play was there.
conclusion of the second act, an unwhether "Mileprevailed
certainty
for over here,

stones" would do
class of theatre patrons

what

it

and to
would

hold an appeal.

which has enjoyed great
vogue in London, where seats are unobtainable for as long as eight weeks

The

piece,

very English in its playing, though adaptable tj any clime in
the writing. That it was so very English came mainly through the all-Engin

advance,

is

whom smothered
an extent that in
the centre of the theatre but snatches
here and there of the dialog could be
Some might have
caught.
clearly
blamed the acoustics had not L ulit
Farber in the leading male part intermittently during the second act fell
lish

company, most of

their enunciation to

self same style of
Onslow was the greatest
The third act was the apex

the

into

A. G.

delivery.

offender.

what

of

might be termed a protean play. The
years,
time covered had been fifty
from youth to near the grave. It ran
periods of twenty-five years (18601885-1912) with each of the three scenes
played in the same set, a parlor of an
Every quarter of a
English house.
in

century witnessed a change in furniture,
and current styles for draping* and
windows, but an oil painting over the
well
ravages
the
stood
fireplace
enough to be noted as the family heirloom.

A

stage

picture

the

held

house

throughout the third session. Several
generations of the Rhead family gathered to celebrate Sir John Rhead's
golden wedding and became embroiled
in family matters that sharply brought
out contrasts from the earlier days and
the

advancement

pecially (in
ters

1912)

who wish

to

of

the

times,

es-

with young daugh-

marry men of

their

choice.

"Milestones"
erations

and

is

sea

the evolution of gen-

going

ships.

John

Rhead in the first act perceives that
iron will supplant oak in the building
of boats, but twenty-five years later,
after winning a fortune through his
foresight, doesn't like the suggestion
that steel will replace iron in the same

industry.

Through the fifty years to his golden
day, he has grown old with his wife
and

relatives.

There are about the aged

couple the grand-children, including a
granddaughter who defies her family to
prevent a marriage, although twentyyears previously the girl's mother
had sadly acceded to her parents' command she throw over a young engineer
to wed a lord.
five

maiden sister of the old folks, who
in her youth (and while on the stage)
had returned an engagement ring to

In England
anybody to th« piece
perhaps, where t!.ey like ami bead to
custom, and perhaps don't know what
is going on in the best families through
having no Town Topics for ten cents
every week, a play like "Milestones,"
going back to the time when they sailed
the seas

boats,

made

the

wives mind and the children behave,
might strike the Britons as ins.de information. In America, the hard view
will be that it's what going to happen
fifty years from now that interests us
the most.
As a fanciful play, Arnold Bennett
and Edward Knoblauch, who authored
it, may have hit the mark.
Mr. Farber gave quite the best performance. He was an actor at all times
and at all ages. Auriel Lee as Gertrude,

maid

the

and

maiden

aunt,

brought some of the sparce involuntary
applause through her elderly
make up in the final scene. Gladys
Mason, as the girl who had the wrong
husband picked for her, and eventually,
at the age of forty-seven, after the
demise of Lord Monkhurst, once again
fell into the arms of her lover of twentyfive years before
(and in precisely
the same style of falling over), walked
through the performance.
Frederick
Lloyd, the lover, was quite breezy
among the staid English folk in the
second act, when he first appeared.
Twenty-five years added age to his acting as well, which may have been some

A comedy character is
introduced in the person of Nancy
Sibley (Edith Barwell). She had marof the artistry.

ried

Samuel

Sibley, after

Samuel had

gotten his engagement ring back.
It
looked like a spite marriage', for outside of Yorkshire, where Nancy said
she hailed from, about the only other
place one could find a grotesque person like her would be in vaudeville or
burlesque.

Gillian Scaife as

Rose Sib-

ley gave a colorless performance.

Mr.

Onslow had

the burden of the dialog
that called for humor.
It's a pity he
swallowed so much of it.

There were seven characters in the
acts, nine in the second and ten
in the third.
Deaths and births caused
the variations. About four of the playfirst

ers appeared in each act, bringing their
aged looks with them. This was interesting,
but is it questionable if
"Milestones" developed into just the
sort of play New York had looked for.
The show will draw from the high brow
class over here, though for how long is
problematical.
The student of the
drama may revel in it, but the students
are either broke or have the courtesy
of the house. Other theatre goers are
looking for action,
notwithstanding
opinions, critical or personal, "Milestones" is a nice play for nice people.

Sime.

GOOD ENOUGH TO PRODUCE.

A

her fiance, confessed fifty years afterwards she had made an error, that,
could she see her days over again,
would not be repeated.
This stood out as the only moral or
other thing "Milestones" seemed 'o
have of any account: that if a girl has
a chance to get married, she should
grab it. It wasn't bad advice either.
The idea of "Milestones" is odd in
its conception, but there doesn't seem

wooden

in

Chicago, Sept.

18.

"The Right Princess," the Christian
Science play, put on in Denver by
James Durkin with Maude Fealy as
the star, ran for nine days.
It met
with much success in the Denver stock
company.
Mr. Durkin has purchased it from
Clara Louise Burnham, of Chicago, the

He will star Miss Fealy in the
play after New Year's. Marcia Harris
has been engaged for the role of the
spinster.
She played in the stock presentation of the piece.
author.

THE MAN HIGHER

HONEST JIM BLUNT.

UP.

Chicago, Sept 1&
Purely political in reading and conttruction, but woven around a story

bound to interest any audience, "The
Man Higher Up," a dramatization of
the Henry Russell Miller novel, conthat
six-cylinder punch
tains . that
should eventually land

in the class

it

"The Boss" and the

of

several other

successful plays based on the national
game of politics. It took two sessions

of

talky

moment

material to bring the big
view, but when it arcarried all the earmarks of
into

rived it
that indescribabye essential that makes
a play of this kind worth while.

"The Man Higher Up" centers
around Pittsburgh and tells of a political boss who wades through a mire
of graft until he has reached the zenith
of his career, when he finally realizes
between right and
the
difference
wrong and makes a successful endeavor to square himself with his own
conscience.
It's a usual thing to find
a political reformer turing grafter, but
in "The Man Higher Up" the grafter
turns reformer.
After three acts of
double-crossing, bribery and graft, the
man-behind finally comes clean before
the final curtain, after crimping the
predatory interests and copping a
wealthy society bud for himself.
Edward E. Ellis handles the title
role, a nervous bull-dog-jawed individual, whose life's happiness lies in
political power.
Ellis gave a splendid
portrayal.
His chief support, George
Parker, playing the role of a talented
orator with ambitions, but cursed with
the lack of will power and staying
qualities, gave an excellent performance also. Janet Beecher, the woman
in the case, was quite herself at all

Others who came in for prominent bits were Francis Byrne, depict-^
ing the capitalist, Albert Perry, in the
role of Governor, George Wilson as

times.

an

aged
Senator,
and
Eugene
O'Rourke as the typical up-to-date
ward leader. The two latter, especially O'Rourke, handled big parts.
What comedy has been added by Edith
Ellis, who dramatized the novel, is
in the hands of O'Rourke.
Mary Bertrand and Kate Jepson were conspicuous at various times, filling in nicely
and helping round out the general
theme.

"The Man Higher Up" is given in
four acts, none of which exhibits any
gems in the way c&vscenic effects, although the last scene/oacked up by i
panoramic view, entailed scta^ perfect
details for a brief

moment

Thty say everything comes to htm
who waits. Tim Murphy has been
waiting for a good play so long Broadway almost forget him in the theatrical
shuffle. In "Honest Jim Blunt" by Wil-

liam Boden, a newcomer among New
York's playwriting circles, Tim Murphy has the best piece he has ever
had.

For many seasons Mr. Murphy has
been percolating through the wilds
with different shows, but none ever
warranted an extended visit in a New
York theatre. Now he is acting at the

Hudson

in a piece that fits

mannerisms like a glove.
It was like a toss up
Boden's piece to find
Lieblers'

camp but

son, the Lieblers can put

liaress,

and

Henry Marsden (Frank Losee)
nephew, Sidney Thomas

his

(Charles Laite).
Just when things look brightest they
turn to Stygian darkness but still the
king of all the four flushers does not
give up.
Everything comes out all
right but Jim Blunt is ostracised to

South America for life.
Mr. Murphy has excellent support.
Miss Hale comes in for almost as
much recognition as the star part. She
puts it over with bully effect. Frederick Bond makes a capital Henry Harman, another shyster who would sell

Jim

Salt Lake.

Forest

Winant as the "important

Madge

and
excellently acted, which in itself keeps
the tiresome period away. At that, one
might suggest a stronger curtain for
both of the earlier acts. A small climax could be comfortably inserted ;n
both.

Monday

night last, the Olympic carried a houseful of politicians who
caught every angle of the story and

measured

it

for

its

full

value.

To-

some, the theme gets long-distanced at
times, especially to the women-folk, but

on the whole "The Man Higher Up'
has a grip. Right now, when strawvoting is a popular pastime, it should
enjoy a prosperous tun.
Wynn.

Tim Murphy

ing them say things that are genuinely
funny and consistently consistent.
There is a lot of good, whole-souled
humor in "Honest Jim Blunt." It's
clean comedy and bubbles refreshingly.
Jim Blutt (Mr. Murphy) is a combination of day dreamer and night castle
builder who bluffs and stalls everybody
in a way that would make the original
Wallingford sit up and take a tonic.
His business partner deserts him with
a worthless mine, no money and a
His side
horde of angry creditors.
kicks are Miss Jensen (Louise Closser
Hale), his office secretary and official

public

well languaged

way in the
comedy appealed

and "Honest Jim Blunt" on the road
and make money. And one thing is
If Boden's play falls by the
certain.
New York wayside he need not give
up play writing. For he has a keen
sense of humor, knows characters
pretty well and has the knack of mak-

Other
ney Thomas

It is

of a coin for

its

to them and they accepted it without
any delay. In looking around for the
man to play Jim Blunt, the Lieblers
located Tim Murphy.
If the show fails to draw at the Hud-

or
The first two acts are not ovel
strong, although carrying that queer
interest that goes with every story of
life.

its

his droll

office

boy"

salary

($42) never leaves the role.
juvenile parts, Mr. Laite's Sid-

forever

and

after

Violet

his

back

Heming's

ttalc were excellently handled.

Minor

roles were played well by MuHope, Henry Duggan, Frederick
Mosley and Charles Ddwd.

riel

The
vision,

third act is the weakest.

A

re-

with a stronger finale would
But no matter what fate is hi

help it.
store for "Honest Jim Blunt," its comedy is there a mile.
Mark.

Cecil Kern, formerly with the K. &
E. attractions, will go to Berlin next
May where she will play a long engagement at the Cafe Revue. Miss
Kern as a side line has become financially interested in a New York business of imported gowns and robes.

VA84ETY
COUNT OF LUXEMBOURG
Light end graceful

tvery lint of

in

"The Count of Luxembourg"
opened at the New Amsterdam MonThe Franz Lehar score
day night.
alone would carry the production, even
were it not for the entertaining exposition of an interesting little story,
it,

the altogether adorable playing of Ann
Swinburne and the production -itself,

stage mangirls and the other in-

which in every
agement, pretty

detail

of

of the light musical stage,
eye with color and attractive,

cidentals
Alls the

animated pictures.

The

amuses without resort

offering

low comedy.

to

make

to

clines

Indeed, it frankly deany ambitious appeal

provoked to laughter.
act passed without a ripple
There
of audible mirth being heard.
were two incidents contrived to bring
One was the duet,
the ready laugh.
for those easily

The

first

Walton
Miss Cameron

"In Society," involving Fred

and Frances Cameron.

contributed a delightfully quiet -comedy method and a graceful presence,

while Walton made an amusing caricaof the bored society simpleton.
His art of effective pantomime was

ture

employed

this

in

down

of

nonsense to

The number marked

excellent effect.
itself

bit

the best five minutes

as

Frank Moulan and
Gladys Homfrey were concerned in the
last few minutes of the piece in a bit
the

of

evening.

of horseplay that made the audience
laugh, but not entirely in the usual

way when
to,

for

this sort of thing is resorted

there

was something whole-

somely comic in the Situation which
gave rise to the incident.
Clothes fairly run riot in the two
acts.
In the' second Miss Swinburne
wears What is positively the latest
shudder of the French sartorial fitthrowers.
fies

The

creation absolutely de-

description.

It is

constructed along

and appeared to make little efimpress himself upon the course
of events beyond that old eccentricity
of speech which makes him vocalize
at times like your maiden aunt who
lost one of her front teeth biting into
a peach shortcake, and went through
life with a gap in her face because
she was too nervous to see a dentist.
Everybody in the world must have
a maiden aunt like that.
"The Count of Luxembourg" is not
typical
American-made musical
of
fort to

comedy—more's
who have to

the pity for those of
sit through much of
variety.
It is short

us

home-made

the

on so-called comedy such as many of
us have been educated to laugh at and
some of us laugh at naturally, but
where there is an attempt made to
call upon the sense of humor, the

comedy

arises out of pertinent circum-

Many

stances.

esteem the piece
absence of this up-

will

dull because of the

roarious "fun," but fastidious theatreIts book (the
will enjoy it.

goers

by Glen McDonough) is in perfect taste and it will
bear repeating the music is delightful
and then some.
Julian Mitchell, or perhaps it was
Herbert Gresham, who is likewise mentioned on the program as connected
with the staging, handled his forces
admirably. Ravishing showgirls saunter about in just the right places,
garbed in radiant gowns. The proscenium arch from time to time frames
a coterie of the plumpest and most

American

libretto

is

—

—

imaginable.

ponies

active

"tired business

man"

is

in

the

"The Count of Luxembourg,"

effective,

This time, instead of being intense and passionate, it is abandoned and free-hand waltz, so to speak,
not to say acrobatic, for the couple
carry their dancing up and down a
flight of stairs to and from a balit may be mentioned in
a highly satisfactory tenor.
He looks well, sings with pleasurable
melody and looks the part of the young
lover with eminent auccaaa.
The opening was sonwphat slow,

Mr. Moore,

passing,

is

perhaps an excusable circumstance in
a New York theatre where the audience keept drifting in listlessly until
dote upon 9 o'clock. There is an unconscionable quantity of dialog, but
tbiftaik lays substantial foundation for
the

semantic

story

upon

which

the

An occasional laugh
piece li strung.
in this early portion, however, would
Even Mr. Walton,
that he is, was
some time getting on terms of comhave done no harm.

excellent

finale of the first act

was most

although the long-drawn-out
a minor

droning of Fred Bishop,

in

was a false
burne was at her

Miss Swinthis, if one

note.

role,

best in

except the waltz later on.

Twenty-two principals are named, but
no one else stood out sufficiently to
fix themselves in the memory, unless
one has an eye for buxom blendes, in
which case Ida Van Tine and Evelyn
Westbrook make a luting impression.
So close

among

to the final cttrtatn that it
the recollections carried

away fronv-fhe

comes "The
number in which

theatre

Weddpc' March,"

a

weaves a most catchy variation
on the "rag," with which the New
Letter

York stage has been surfeited. It is
not exactly rag, probably the Viennese
would resent the imputation that he
ever wrote anything that could be described as rag, but the resemblance
is there in a faint, haunting way.
Rush.
Evelyn

London

Thaw
last

New York

left

week.

A

final

attempt was made to reach her
vaudeville before she departed.

for

who possesses
in
superlative
degree the knack of being honestly funny
without violating the canons of nice
taste and elegance. We have comedians
who can be elegant and impressive,
whose mock seriousness is funny and
unctuous, and we have comedians
whose crooked legs, twisted eyebrows
or art of manipulating their ears is
popularly esteemed to be excruciating,
whose spirit of laughter is expressed
in terms of "neck-falls" as we say in
the less refined circles of knockabout

comedy. But just at this minute we
do not think of a funmaker whose
methods involve so little of the conventional.
Crawford's funniments are
as void of seeming effort as those of
a rollicking schoolboy. Indeed, one of
his unique charms is the youthfulness
and lightheartedness of his nonsense.

"My

is not as good a vewas "The Quaker Girl." There
are moments when it carries Crawford
close to the line of low comedy and
buffoonery. That he escapee from of-

Best Girl"

hicle as

fending by obvious appeal to the slapbang sense of humor which is present
in so large a proportion in our best $2
audiences, is due entirely to his own
sense of restraint and his appreciation
of what is acceptable to people who are
fastidious without being high brow or

Machine made comedians and
machine made managers

stuffy.

their equally

to the contrary, there are many such
persons in our busy midst and they
not infrequently have $2. If this element in the New York theatre-going
public has not taken Clifton Crawford
for its very own, score a miss for the
present writer.
In especial the second act, in which
Crawford finds himself unwillingly a
private in the United States army,
there was an invitation to crude burlesque. One shudders to think of what
the bow-legged comedian might have

made
funny

of the situation.
Crawford was
in
these unbecoming circum-

was out of his element.
Everybody will remember his scene
in the "The Quaker Girl" in which he

stances, but he

made

stumbling apology to his
missing an engagement.
.That was the acme of Crawfordesque
funmaking. The situation contributed
his

fiancee

own

that

make him

the perfect comedian of his
type and his audiences will match all

his later efforts

by

this one.

The

mili-

tary burlesque in "My Best Girl" is as
unlike and inappropriate as could well

be imagined.
Mr. Crawford has the role of a careless young millionaire given to the
habits in a mild way of a listless
rounder.
In this character he wisely
surrounds himself with all the incidentals of wealth and refinements. It
was an error of judgment to have him
fall in love with a young woman in
a girl of good birth, but re-

duced to poverty of the most sordid

Crawford gets his best effects in
the atmosphere of ultra polite society,
and while the love affair of the present
sort.

story

"human
tawdry

battery of capital "lines" into the book.
if a steady by-play of scintillating wit out of which Crawford gets
the fullest effect.

There

The lyrics are exceedingly well done,
a notable fact in these days of slopp'y
versification for musical comedy. "Love
and the Automobile," at the opening
was a skillful arrangement for a mixed

quartet.

No one really stood out from the
company except Crawford.
Harriet
Burt as Daphne Follette, a chorus girl,
had a splendid opportunity for a comedy hit in the song "I Love My Art,"
but she let it pass. Miss Burt was only
pretty and imposing. Rita Stanwood is
the leading Woman.
She is an exceedingly beautiful brunette and saunters gracefully through a pale blonde
role.

Her one moment of entertaining
was during a dance in the sec-

activity

ond act with Mr. Crawford, incidental
to the number, "Come Take a Dance
with Me."
This scene, by the way, led up to a
climax that was presumed to be dramatic.

Why

musical
cussion

comedy second

a dramatic climax to a
act? The disis fruitless.
Suffice to say that
it made an excuse for the curtain to
fall on what was, after all, a rather effective stage picture.
One detail of the construction of
"My Best Girl" to be commended is
that the last act is very short, per-

haps not more than twenty minutes. It
opens with a whoop and a whirl in a
scene of winter sports, and runs to a

The greater part is
taken up with the number from which
the piece is named, a capital ballad
called "My Best Girl," sung by Mr.
Crawford and Misa Stanwood. It has
a strong sentimental leaning without
being too sloppy.
There is the usual complement of
show girls, and musical comedy paraphernalia of scenery, much emphatic
costuming, with the average display of
The producer has done his
hosiery.
duty. The program informs those who
care to know that the piece was staged
by Sydney Ellison, "stage director
from the Gaiety theatre, London, England." The score is by Clifton CrawRu$h,
ford and Augustus Barratt.
swift conclusion.

for

to all the little arts of his

play

Dorothy Maynard is the new rosemaid in "The Rose Maid" at the Globe.
Her predecessor in the part will travel
with one of the road "Maid" shows.

OIRl.

Salaam to Clifton Crawford, the one
comedian of our merry-merry stage

distress,

for

and vain

comedian

intimacy with his audience.
Mr. Moulan was not the rollicking
funmaker. Fact is, he was not funny

plete

The

is

cony.

the

some, he can at least appreciate this.
Perhaps you have noticed how the t.
b. m. is galvanized by the presence of
It seems
a comely, plump chorister.
She is present
to be a universal trait.

freakishness on the other. Only a w man could tell to which side of the

hypnotism.

If

likely to find

the presence of a romantic story cumbersome and the solo of the tenor bore-

in satisfactory plentitude.

Lest we forget the "The Merry
Widow," Miss Swinburne and George
Leon Moore perform a waltz, to the
accompaniment of more of Lehar's

MY BEST

at all,

the line that divides the bizarre, but
artistic on one side, and the stagey

line it inclines.

21

gives

interest"

some

it
it

is

of

so-called

the

cheap,

sort.

As to the rest, Channing Pollock
and Rennold Wolf have written a fast

NORFOLK STRIKE SETTLED.
Norfolk, Sept.

The

strike of the stage

hands

18.

in the

Norfolk and Portsmouth theatres has
The strikers rebeen declared off.
turned to work Monday, having signed
new agreements with the theatre managers for a term of years.

Harry Beck, of Baltimore, sixth vicepresident of the I. A. T. S. E., met
with representatives of the theatrical
managers. The union men had walked
out demanding a substantial increase
in pay.

At the compromise it was agreed
go back to work immediately
under the old scale and that beginning
that they

1, 1913, an advance of 5 per cent,
The theatres had been
be allowed.
operated with strike-breaking stage
E. L. Koneke attended the
crews.
meeting on behalf of Wilmer & Vincent, who have the Colonial in Norfolk and the Orpheum in Portsmouth,
both of which houses were affected by

Jan.

the walk-out.

VARJITY
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WOMAN

HATER'S CLUB.
Bolton, Sept

18.

Vienna to the bat once more with a
musical comedy.

Woman

This time

Hater's Club."

It

is "The
was pro-

it

duced at the Tremont theatre Monday
night

the

for

first

metropolitan pro-

duction and batted 1000.

The

capacity

night

first

audience

showed approval by repeated demands
This

for encores of all the numbers.

meant a
last

hour for the drop of the

late

The composer and au"The Love Cure" are respon-

curtain.

thors of

sible for this latest of

and

George V. Hobart made the American version. He turned out a lighter
and more entertaining work than is
usual with adaptation of foreign musiThere ia yet plenty of
cal plays.
chance to curtail the dialog in the sec-

ond act
is

It

drags at times, and

much

plot

is

a pretty romance.

Two
whom

of the principal figures around
the story is woven are the major

and

a widow. He is a confirmed woman
hater because the' .widow threw him
Yet his lady
over, as he believed.
has always loved him. He would have
known this if her letter to him had not
It wandered for four
gone astray.
years.

Waiting the answer that cometh not
In revenge she
finally tires the lady.
marries an American millionaire. Then
she becomes a widow, and returns to
her native land to seek out her old
love.

After being "jilted," the major organizes a "Woman Hater's Club."
Every member is strong for the organization. They meet in a castle, onehalf of which is the property of the

The other half is owned by
major.
a woman with a number of daughters.
The feminine portion of the castle
owners hate their male companions
with an undying love before the play
is over.
The house is divided against
itself by a heavy line in the centre of
the room.
A. H. Woods did a

in the

and costuming

three acts.

Leo

on staged the show.
Sallie

about the

just

is

way most

of the audience

feel at least a hundred times during the performance of
"Fanny's First Play" at the Comedy
theatre.
Although the authorship of
the piece is supposed to be shrouded
in mystery, everybody rightly guesses

work

Fisher was suffering with a
good work stood out and

cold, but her

was compelled to acknowledge
more than an even share of encores.
Leslie Kenyon is a real "comedy"
Englishman. His work is a scream at
times. Walter Lawrence was a dandy
major, with many good comedy lines.
she

"Mrs.

"When

I

my

lose

"Bobby and

I

temper

some-

I

are like brother and

Frenchy

sister."

replies:

"forcing the cards" on you
as absoluetly as the professional card
manipulator does to the committee that
walks upon the stage.

Referring to his daughter's incarceration in an English prison, the girl's
father says:
"It turns my blood cold to hear Margaret talk of Holloway, but it goes

ality

he

is

show what an astute
press agent he is, the clever Irishman
Tuesday issued a statement in England
(which was, of course, promptly cabled
then, just to

New York

to

local press)

and published

to the effect that

in

the

if

suf-

fragettes chose to starve in jail they

should be permitted to do so. This
was apropos of nothing but the eve
of the production of his play in America
and served its purpose well.

—

To

attempt to describe the "play"
or to give one the barest
idea of what it is all about, would be
a woeful and futile waste of chirograph ical or writing-machine energy.
Suffice it to say that it provides a glorious evening's diversion.
It should
attract a set of people who wish it
to be understood that they patronize
the "smart" things, both in art and
the pursuit of pleasure. And as a large
percentage of the theatre-going public
secretly
courts
such snobbery,
"Fanny's First Play" will have a great
detail

in

vogue.

"Fanny's First Play" is surrounded
on the north by an "Induction" and
on the south by an "Epilogue." Both

An

English girl has indued
her father to give a private performance of her first play before a quartet of newspaper critics, without revealing* the author.
This is the "induction." The "epilogue" is taken up
by the verdicts rendered by the ernes
This in itself is probably wholly origcurtain.

and unique.
few of the lines of the manuscript,
as nearly correct as they may be from
memory and hasty marginal program
notations in a darkened auditorium,
inal

A

are given herewith.

"Perfect.

start discussing

critics

satirical one.

A

few are:

good for the young to shock
the old and keep them up to date."
"Don't talk French to me. It's not
"It's

that."

play

They

it.

the
say:

"You

After
take it too seriously.
has amusing passages."
"Seems to me most ordinary oldfashioned Ibsenite drivel."
"I have repeatedly proved that Shaw
all it

is

physiologically incapable of passion."

"The characters are distinguishable.
That proves it is not by Shaw."
"You don't expect me to give my
opinion of a play without knowing who
is

the author. Is it serious or spoof?
author knows, let him tell us."
"It's the hackneyed old Shaw touch."

If the

And

throughout

it

all

one

at

feels

regular intervals like remarking, as did
the west side youth last Sunday: "The
little son-of-a-gun!" because the author
Jolo.
at all times has it "on you."

WHOSE HELEN ARE YOU ?
Chicago, Sept.

18.

Fashions in farces change. This season it would appear they are sad. At

any rate "Whose Helen Are You?"
with the emphasis on the "are" is sadder than it it funny. As revealed at
the Studebaker Monday night, it did
not afford more than one or two good
hearty laughs, to an audience that had

assembled to be tickled. It comes by
the way of Germany, where it is said
to have met success. Eberhard Buchner is the author, ami Ferdinand Gottschalk made the American version.
In German, after the continental style,
it may have been naughty, and that
means it may have been funny. Done
over in the Puritanical style for American consumption, it is neither naughty
nor funny.

talents

purpose."
Of the "play within a play," the
author sets you up every few minutes
with a body-blow comedy line or a

noticed

better than her singing."
At the conclusion of the

One

Of another, the girl's father
warned before meeting him: "He
has no sense of humor; if you chaff
him he'll think you insulted him on

I

it."

is

allotted to this pro-

but

"Whenever you have a weakness
and can't control it, make a merit of

the

is

is

religious,

plains:

prised."

duction here. If the reception of Monday night is any criterion, it could turn
T. QooUa.
the weeks into months.

very

A

sharply as the secretary of the club.
Mrs. Stuart Robson, John Donahue and
Alice M. Stewart were good. Joseph
Santley, who not so long ago was one

good in work.
Three weeks

is

to

times use language beneath me."
"Women don't always marry to be
happy. They often do so rather than
become old maids."
"Respectability is pretending."
"Men have to do some awfully mean
things to keep up their respectability."
Frenchman enters an English
home just as the fiance of a young
man is pummelling him. The girl ex-

of the characters in describing
the newspaper reviewers, says:
"One
critic was quite humai..
I was sur-

was pleasing.
numbers and

young lady

quite cheerful."

Dolly Castles had an English lilt to
Snitz
her speech that was taking.
Edwards is a laugh getter in this
His work stood out
production.

of the featured juveniles,
The chorus is large in

Knox

a

for

of Bernard Shaw. The
fact of the matter is that we really ha\ e
no choice. Shaw jollies you into the
belief that you are clever enough to
"read between the lines" when in reis

are played in "one," before a pretty

good job

effects of the
Stein and Carl Lindau wrote the original book. Edward
Eysler wrote the music. George Mari-

scenic

This

An

useless.

The

artist's ability.

it

a good one.

is

it

Viennese operas,

FANNY'S FIRST PIAY.
At the "sacred concert" at the Grand
Opera House, Sunday afternoon, a
youthful "hick" who was unusually entertained by a stunt performed by a
woman, audibly remarked: "The little son-of-a-gunl"
The remark was
involuntary and carried with it nothing but wholesome appreciation of th-4

m

a fit language
hear."

It is

merit.

little

has

enacted by a company of some
Willette

made a name

Kershaw, who

in superficial roles,

doing by far the best work, but her
and wasted.
Lee Kolmar,

known and

liked in Chicago, offers his

goat-bleat of a laugh and
it
is contagious.
Teddy Webb and
Jane Marbury struggle with their lines
and do the best they can with them.
The plot is rather new. Mrs. Smith

funny

little

resides, supposedly, in

husband

is

called

to

as usual, a revolution

New

York. Her
Mexico, where,
is

in progress.

She does not hear from him

in

two

and supposes him dead. Julius
Reith meets her, is sympathetic, and
she marries him. Then, the first husband returns in the Enoch Arden style.
years,

The woman

is

flabbergasted.

She

does not reveal her predicament, and
keeps up two establishments, tne one
with the husband who works days and
the other with the husband who works
,

nights.

There

is

a vast deal of talk

about the situation which leads to
nothing of any consequence.
There
can be no other end to it than to learn
at last that the second marriage, which
was performed in London, is not, for
certain reasons, binding in America.
The first husband is left in possession
of his thoughtless and petulent little
wife.
As the curtain descends, he
bends above her as she lies on a couch
and remarks: "Helen, you have a
helva nerve." So have they all.
Rood.

AUTO

GIILS.

The shows coming into New York
on the Western Wheel so far this season have been pretty good. They had
to be, to stand off "The Auto Girls,"
at Miner's 8th Avenue last week.
It
is a show without a laugh.

& Martell gave the produceverything excepting principals
and comedy. The twenty chorus girls
carried are the best who have passed
in review since the season opened. The
"ponies" are very lively.
In fact, a
blonde "pony" on the end (with a gold
tooth to complete the identification)
Whallen

tion

gave visible signs of knowing more
about how to work on the stage than
any of the female leads. This same
girl, if put at the head of some of the

numbers the principals are now killing,
would probably get them over.

The chorus girls are also outdressing the principals. Hazel Ford, playing a part, wore the same pink dress
throughout the first part.
Just between her shoulders was a pink bow.
It made her look as though she had
dressed to impersonate an angel, or
expected to do a burlesque wire act
and had the bow to cover the catch for
the wire hook.
Bertha Gibson first
appeared in a hybrid costume that
seemed to say she was a soubret trying to look like a horsewoman. Short
skirts, a riding coat and a near-derby
hat.
It was Miss Gibson who spoiled
the best number in the performance,
"Hello, New York Town," through
it.
One number pertained to the book. This was "Wedding Day," and the lyric was well
written.

listlessly leading

The program says Chas. Baker "revised the book," but if failed to mention what book he revised. Jack Kenyon wrote ike lyrics, according to the
same authority, and Hilding Anderson
the music. Mr. Baker did a dance with
Miss Gibson at one point. He's a fair
dancer, but that lets him out entirely,
for he can't play a part, even with the

he makes to impersonate
Geo. M. Cohan, without announcing it.
Miss Gibson is also merely a dancer.
There's a Hebrew comedian called
Lew Fein. He's supposed to be an undertaker, but dressed the character as
a rube, with the crepe hair and a red
nose. That was the only funny thing
about Mr. Fein. Lester Pike got mixed up in the proceedings as a Colonel.

terrific effort

*

N

VARIETY
"The Beautiful Band"

He seemed possessed of some intelligence, and Franke Grace would have
been the "straight" if he could have

company grouped upon

been.

ly

The comedy is so poor that finally
the five men get into a quintet, singing foolish stuff, with slapstick methods. This made some of the people in
front laugh.

would also have been

It

good entertainment for a kindergarten.
The two real principals are Lou L.
Shean and Mildred Stoller. Miss Stoller led one number in a red shawl
dress that was the only real clothes.
Mr. Sloan has a strong voice, and is
rather a pleasing "Dutchman," though
the streaks on his facial make-up made
the only smiles to his part.

was "Amateur Night" at the 8th
The genuine
Avenue last Friday.
It

best

the

furnished

amateurs

portion

of the entire performance.

first

Al-

though programmed as "Mrs. Schultz'
Home/' the players speak about the
bar in the next room, and there is also a restaurant table to be seen. The
lawn effect in the second act is pleasing
to look at. At the opening of it while
"a ballad is being sung, the black wires
holding the "fire-flies" may be plainly
seen against the back drop.
altogether clean, but
it would take more smut than is there
to make laughs.
Whallen & Martell
have been putting out good productions this season. They seem just unfortunate in this company with principals.

isn't

incomprehensible that
anyone could sit out in front and endure the slow manner in which the
principals work, or the
delivery
of
the songs.
Still it is

"The Auto Girls" can't get over as
as at present composed. To say that
some of the principals in it could
make good on the "small time" would
be stretching the truth.
Bime.

GAY MASQUERADERS.
The

misplay

for an

tain

at the

encore.

good "Dutchman" and lively on his
feet, but has no comedy offset in another character, nor is Mr. Hills, always a first grade "straight" man, permitted to help the comedians at any
time. The funny men are always working by themselves, a grievous error
neither the author nor the producer
should have condoned.
Besides Al Klein with comedy, there
is his brother, Harry, who does not
play a part well, and Eddie Nelson in a kind of Patsy Bolivar role
that would mean something if he had
any material. Nelson fits the role and
Charlie
gets all he can from it.
O'Toole is the western gunman. He
needs the revolver.
Ida Emerson leads the women. She
several numbers, and

in

orte of several widows, upon whom
what there is of a story hinges. These
widows when on the stage arc either
kissing one of the "Dutchmen," or sitting upon a bench with them, wasting

is

As

"bits."

abruptly brought forward and

as abruptly terminated, there

is

no

se-

quence to the performance. This kind
of running tends to drag the action.

Two

or

three

principals

replaced

would do a great deal toward making
"The Gay Masqueraders" a regular
show, after the roughness
ent "book" has been

The numbers

in the pres-

smoothed

also

can

Efghteen chorus

out.

stand

revi-

add

little

girls

to the evening, excepting in "clothes,"

and

in

that

someone has cheated on

the underdressing.

poorly

do not work
sessed

of

The

Eight

drilled.

in

less

choristers are

"ponies,"

unison,

animation

the performance than

who

seemed posthroughout

was passed over
by the ten "show girls" in the "Kind
of a Girl" song Harry Hills led.

silly

business.

second among the
As a soubret Miss
Clarke just misses, if that be her aim,
but otherwise fills in acceptably in the
In
slow-going feminine contingent.
the "Girl in Havana" number Miss
Clarke and the Klein Brothers made a
neat trio of it, the dancing of the
brothers showing them up at their best
Mildred Gilmore had a
as a team.
character part, as a deaf "widow," and
gave it individuality through her walk.
There was something new introduced
in her number, "I've Got the Finest
Lillian
Webb was another
Man."
"widow" who sang "Do It Now." At
least it might be presumed that Miss

Miss Clarke

is

principal females.

Webb was

singing, or trying to.

"The Gay Masqueraders" needs a
couple more numbers in the first section

to

speed

piece along,
of

running

things the

Widow"
way
show, among other

this

and a
the

show

"Smith's

less

lacks.

be a

uphold

difficult

the

careless

Bime.

If so,

it

matter for Keith to

prestige

as

Colonial

been

or $4,000 had

$3,750

gained

a vaudeville

Percy G. Williams,

who

for

theatre

the

by

played a no

game.

This current show, for instance, with
a $1,500 headliner that

flops,

and a

$1,000 production that is there for the

sight portion leaves but a margin of
$1,500 for

course

the seven other acts.

one

doesn't

Of

know nowadays,

what Keith may pay for

bits get well

Other funny scenes revolve
too often around a bad man from the
west who has a gun and shoots it as
often as he can. One bit with the gun
though (where Al Klein slaps the
western fellow) is made much of, to
good effect. Some humor is gotten out
of a dispute as to who is entitled to a
silver trophy, and others, if properly
connected, could be made to stand up.
Mr. Klein is of the Klein Brothers,
German comedians. He is rather a

concerned

will

of

over.

each

of

the head

at

comedy

much space with

consists

left

Paris."

in burlesque.

is

in

;to

There isn't a true note struck in the
writing or the playing of "The Call of

der the B. F. Keith regime.

"The Ghost of a Violin," a new number modeled on general lines after
"The Mysterious Rag." It allows of
considerable scope in staging and has
been well put on in this show. The
second act setting is one of the most

that

due

placed on the Colonial programs un-

limit

or three

think after seeing this

at the Colonial that a limit

bill

of about

of

is

Mabel Clarke was

is

week's

The opening

ranged soprano.

Two

One might

full,

drop of the cur-

was last
when some woman stepped forward
from the ensemble to bark something
about the River Shannon in a disar-

or

half

(Estimated Cost of Show, $3,900).

the stage hard-

more slowly made,
week at the Columbia

the second act

is

is

the

well, was little more than
with the upper part of the
house extremely light. Besides which
Monday is "paper night." The Colonial
is charging one dollar far back down-

"dressed"

COLONIAL.

of the

moving, depending upon a Broad-

"The Gay Maswhat there was
of a book (by Frank Kennedy) having been chopped to pieces, until all
first

queraders"

finale

slowly worked,

very

imposing seen

firm gave two good settings. The
act is nicely laid, in a parlor.

The show

is

way maneuver

&

Martell will have to
strengthen the playing portion. The

Whallen

act

first
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his features,

even though the market price does be-

come public
Under the circumstances

it

is

not to

be wondered at that the Colonial
is

weak as a whole, and

very

light.

bill

in spots, very,

In looking over the Wil-

liams books to find what he paid for

stairs.

The emotionalism tried for by
Miss Harned fails to get over, and she
has surrounded herself with a company little better than the piece itself.
Of the four players, including Miss
Harned, the single role to show anything was a minor one, that of the
hotel night clerk, played by A. Karpe
as a Frenchman. He is the only real
thing in the act, which sags up and
down, finally dying out. Fairly well
played, it would do for the "small
time," without calling for the services

of a star.

Mr. Dickinson made a big score. He
has a natural characterization in his
"rube justice."
The little stories he
has woven into a monologue, together
with his laughable delivery, took right
from the beginning. Mr. Dickinson is
a vaudeville fixture. He should compose his act proper of talk only, use
"Irene" with the dance; for an encore,

would not be amiss
to note how the same shows were run,

and eschew the parody altogether. He
is the "Rube" all the way; the stoop
to parody singing spoils the illusion

particularly as the Colonial inserted an

he creates.

acts

and shows,

it

intermission Monday evening (which
is against the Keith custom, according
to a program announcement). Perhaps
other Keith customs will be bumped,
now that Keith is located in a regular
section of a regular city.
The bill had been laid out, with no
intermission given thought. It ran the
way programed, which wasn't the
right way, for a show that needed a
fast second part. The least that could
have been done with Virignia Harned
and Co., in their near-sketch, would
have been to have her close the first

with "The Trained Nurses" (New
Acts) either second after intermishalf,

on this bill, closing the show
would have been its proper position.
"The Nurses," a good lively number
tion, or,

with fifteen people closed the first half
Miss Harned's piece was second after

Laveen and Cross, who
placed real comedy in the
strong act. Leaded the show.
They
might have opened the second part,
instead
of
Rube Dickinson, who
starts his turn with Salkine, although
Laberti, as the starter of the second part would fit.
The first part
though held the sticklers, which disrupted the running, intermission or no.
It may have been the salary limit. For
the Colonial section, it will be better
to average the show than giving all to
the features, and cheating on the
others.
There's a pretty wise crowd
in that neighborhood.
Miss Harned is playing "The Call of
Paris," written by herself.
The act;
first played the Orpheum, Brooklyn.
After the report that must have been
sent in on the piece and company from
there, its appearance at the Colonial
bespeaks a "play or pay" contract for
a few weeks given before the act was
first shown, or else the United Booking offices is terribly short of headliners.
Nothing else could excuse the
Colonial booking.
And Miss Harned
failed to draw Monday evening.
A
good show night, the orchestra though
the interval.

now have

Rooney and Bent are being used
New York to hold up the

around

shows.
This week, next to closing,
they have to carry the splashover
of the Harned flop. But the popularity
of the couple stood them in good stead,

and the entire act was given.

A burlesque horizontal bar bit, with
a wire, drew lots of laughs for the
Laveen and Cross turn, which holds
make ups of the strong men's three or
four assistants. They held the audience
unusually well for a closing number
going on

A

late.

first part was Lamthe musician, who still impersonates and has a "Svengali" scene to
close. Lamberti dies all over the stage
at the finale, while a young woman
standing up stage sings "Sweet Alice."
It is not badly done, and it fools 'em.
After analyzing Lamberti's act that receives much applause, you know Lam-

feature of the

berti,

berti

is

after

all,

slick
a
showman, for
he does it with a few sign

and 'cello.
Lamberti came between Cunningham and Marion ("No. 4") and Ruby
Raymoud and Bobby Heath (New
Acts),
("No. 2"), Ben Beyer and

cards, a piano, violin

Brother, in a comedy cycle turn that
contains some nice straight riding,

opened the bill.
Beyer and Charles
Ahearn have the same trick, that of
riding a single wheel, holding another
ahead, though Beyer carries this further than Ahearn does. The acrobatics

and high kicking by Cunningham and
Marion struck the fancy of the house.
The connections on the program
were Raymond and Heath, of the
same composition as Rooney and Bent,
and a rolling chair used in two acts,
one on the boardwalk at Atlantic City
and another as an invalid's chair.

The Colonial has
"one," and perhaps

a

new drop

in

some new parlor

setting".
Otherwise the house looks
the same, with many of the old staff
the new and the old members looking

as well as could be expected,

tiime.
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HAMMERSTEIN'S.

ALHAMBRA.

FIFTH AVENUE.

(Estimated Cost of Show, $3,500.)
Attendance Monday night was not
up to the usual. A fair-sized crowd
on hand was not inclined to be over-enthusiastic. The bill was made up of acts

(Estimated Coat of Show, $3,075).

(Estimated Coat of Show, $3,400.)
The present show at the Fifth Ave-

with individually enough to secure a

The

restoration of the Intermission

Alhambra was a lifeThe way the male
portion choked up the one exit open
period

saver

at

the

Monday

mad

a

night.

rush

get

out told the

place in the house, but collectively did
not make an interesting or lively
show. Hammerstein's has grown to be

story.

looked upon as a place where some*
thing out of the ordinary may be seen.
When only a show of the regulation
kind is given, it is pronounced comThree sketches did not
mon-place.
help the speed, although all were good

them to it.
Although the second half bolstered
up the bill immensely that audience
did such a quiet getaway that it looked
as though it was ashamed it had spent
the time and money. The show didn't

and passed.
John P. Wade and Co. in "Marse
Shelby's Chicken Dinner" got the

look as nice in the running as
paper.

It was
first sketch position, "No. 4."
early for the place and also early for

experience, others new material, while
one of the big offerings did a nice

the

show

the

have a sketch of this
and amusing, of
southern type and contains
to

It is interesting

type.

old

enough

heart

interest

to

carry

it

through.

John

and Sally Cohen closed

C. Rice

with "The

Primroses,"
catching the best position and putting
the piece over to big returns.
Nina Morris and Co., second before
closing, was the third of the sketches
and scored a real success. In "The
Yellow Peril" Albert Cowles, the
author, has handed Miss Morris a valuable piece of vaudeville property. The
piece runs nineteen minutes and the
audience is held from the opening to
There are one or two places
the finish.
that might be quickened: the talk between Dora and the secert service
man, and the gloating over the fallen
Jap. The story is fully and concisely
told with several tricky twists that
make it almost a breathless session.
the

first

It is well

half

mounted and played.

Harry Tighe and Edith Clifford had
a showing down at the Beach during
the summer months and now get their
They are
first Broadway look-over.
doing about the same as when seen at
the Beach with some of the material
chopped down and worked into better
shape. Aside from "corner popularity"
the couple were a big hit Monday
night and deservedly so. As a vaudepresent frame-up
leaves nothing to be asked for. It is
good, clean, classy entertainment from
beginning to end, an act that could
stand the test of an important position
on the big bills.
ville

specialty

The Meredith

the

went through
their routine of nation numbers to a
goodly amount of appreciation. They
make several very swift changes and
wear a number of good looking costumes, backed up by a set or two worth
while.
One number at the opening
would be sufficient. The girls might
drop "When I Get You Alone ToSisters

Night." The spot-light-on-men-in-theaudience-thing is all over.
Lillian Shaw, second after intermission, was handicapped by a throat affliction.
She should not attempt to
sing with her voice in such a condition.
"I Gotta Da Rock" and the
"Baby" number were very big for her.
Genaro and Bailey opened after intermissnon to their usual reception. Trovato was among the unfortunates,
catching it later than eleven. He did
well in the spot. Mahoney Bros, and
Daisy in the opening position didn't
have a chance.
Julia Gonzalei, Joe

in

to

The men wanted to get a
The first part was enough to

Some

of

drive

did on

need pop house

the acts

it was
show from

In fact

kcrfloppety flop.

little

it

drink.

a bare few that kept the
collapsing entirely.

The Alhambra bunch has been fed
on the Percy Williams brand of vaudeville so long it is looking with suspieyes upon the substitute kind
B. F. Keith is giving, which the bills
and banners claim is just as good.
For the night show and to give the
cious

intermission

was

full

play,

the

program

The Three Emer-

shifted about.

sons opened while the Steinert Trio
(New Acts), listed for the starting
spot, closed.

The Strolling Players, Cirina and
Barbara, minus the piano man, were
second.
The popular airs caught applause.
The act seems to lack the
class and strength necessary to carry
it over for the right results.
Burns and Fulton danced gingerly
and effectively and got away with the
first big applause of the evening. Joe
Welch found the audience ripe for a
laugh and it responded accordingly
when he turned loose his talk. W. S.
Hart (New Acts) and his "Moonshine"
company closed the first part. The
Lloyd and Whitehouse were the

first

show after the audience's breathing spell. The spot was a tough one
and the pair would have been better
off around the opening.
New material
to

Victor Moore and

Emma

Littleficld

"Change Your Act" with a new

property man in their support. This
boy does not get as much out of it as
the red-headed chap who was with

Moore for several seasons. There are
a number of new bits. In her dancing
portion

of

the

skit,

now works along

Miss

Littlefield

travestied lines

and

gainer thereby.
It also jibes
with the other part. While "Change
Your Act" has been seen repeatedly in
the New York houses it still retains its
power to extract laughter.
The real, artistic hit of the evening
went to Bessie Wynn.
She was in
good voice and simply charmed her
audience.
Miss Wynn is as welcome
to vaudeville as an April shower and
on the Alhambra bill was just as reis

the

freshing.

Steinert Trio did unusually well
the closing fpot around eleven
.

o'clock, although the audience must
have been mighty glad when the show
Mark.
was over.

Whitehead, and Honors and LePrince

(New

Acts).

Paih.

made up

highet

known

of well

but minus

calibre,

anything bordering on sensationalism.
The only thing novel on the. bill for

The

Show

$2,350.;

made up purely

of specialty people, with the single exception of
"The Diamond Necklace" (New Acts).
bill is

The Grazers
up for
enough

The man makes

open.

his female impersonation well

the

to. deceive any one, even to
the wisest vaudeville habitue. Grazer
does so well in feminine make-up the
disclosure comes too early.

up the major portion of their "fare-

for

well joint appearance."

Tyson, first in a tight purple gown
and later in one of black silk and finally in black stockings and blouse and
knickerbockers of black net, was rav-

inveterate vaudeville theatre-goers

was

new material used by William
Rock and Maude Fulton which made

They opened

in

"one" as slum kids,

offering a characteristic song and
dance, "Was You ever to the Movies?"
Rock" makes a quick change to his old
"Borneo Man" make-up, giving that

portion of their former turn. This is
followed by Miss Fulton in a song
and talk, "I'm a Suffragette," for which
she is lad in a red bloomer suit. Two
of the best numbers of their old
Good Ship
repertoire follow—"The
Polly Ann" and their black and white
French dance. A corking new "bit"
is then introduced in the shape of a
Cards
travesty on a French drama.
are used to indicate the scenic investiture.
For instance where the "entrance" is made the card reads "Door;"
where the fireplace is supposed to be
a card reading to that effect is placed,
etc.
Both speak travesty French with
This is a
suspiciously good accents.
«

riot

on account of

finish

in

"one"

is

The

novelty.

its

new

a

also

bit

how the "Turkey Trot" is danced in
Their former "Robert
various cities.
Fulton" speech sufficed to quell the indemands

sistent

Ollie

for more.

April made an atnumber with their
boomerangs and soap bub-

Young and

tractive

diabolos,

opening

While the bubbles are being
bles.
projected into the auditorium the musical director raises a small red paraDesigned
sol to protect his clothes.
for a "titter," it serves its purpose.

Van and Hyman, Cabaret

McWatters and Tyson were on
more than twenty minutes. Grace

ishing.

and one

Their burlesque is a bit loud,
is conscious of a strained ef-

fort to pull laughs, but the singing finish earned a whirlwind of applause.

Charles F. Semon was a substantial
laughing number, coming toward the
middle of the evening. He has a new
wheeze or two and a laughable variation on his old nonsense with the

duck
"one"

He worked

call.

this

altogether

Week, the following act

in

call-

ing for the full stage.
As a comedy sketch 'The Little
Goddess" is a sad affair. Its one redeeming grace is Hermine Shone, who
undeniably beautiful and has a
is
singing voice of compelling melody.
Just for that moment, in which she
stepped forward in her flimsy draperies, silhouetted against the light back
stage, which outlined a figure of manifold charms, just for that moment was
the sketch good entertainment. John
Sterling is the comedian. Figuratively
he takes the audience by the throat to.
shake laughs out of it. No English
comedian playing in a "Fun in a Somethingorother" pantomime ever worked
more crudely or devoted himself more
earnestly to knockabout low comedy
sketch is a cumbersome affair.

The

For example, it took more than five
minutes for Sterling to fall asleep and
let

the real sketch begin.

performers, were in second spot. Edgar Allan Woolfs comedy drama of
circus life, "The Clown," has a different "wronged wife" this season, who

Gordon and Marx do an "official"
German dialect conversation turn.
They involve themselves dizzily in a
maze of misunderstandings Dver an

appearance at least, an improveover her predecessor in the

O. U. for money, sing parodies and
use the transference of a pitcher
of beer from one man to the other
during an exchange of typical reparThe audience laughed its heads
tee.

is,

in

part.

Merrill and Otto fared well in their
dainty skit, Frank Otto scoring especially strong with his side remarks.
Henry Clive and his "Spirit Paintings" served to interest and mystify
the audience.
Dolan and Lenharr
were programmed to follow, but
as this would have been two "mystic"
acts in succession, Julius Tannen was
moved up on the bill. Even at that
the two acts may be regarded as a connection and don't belong on the same
bill.

Julius

Tannen

is

billed

as

the

"American Chevalier." To those who
have seen both artists the Tannen
billing is a trifle obscure.

logist is

back to

finish

The mono-

his old style of only

telling part of his jokes.

tion

The
in

bill

acts of the

ment

help.

offered

an exceptionally good all-round

is

vaudeville

Sherman,

act didn't land.

would

nue

UNION SQUARE.
(Estimated Coat o!

The

seems "hickish"

classy a turn.

Besides,

its

recita-

after

delivery

so
is

very much the same key as Tannen employed when he gave an imitation of Warfield in "The Music Masin

I.

finally

off.

Conlin, Steele and Carr are a freshbreezy trio of youngsters.

looking,

The

girl

is

pretty

in

head.

Odiva held the audience

in

at

the

although a garrulous announcer
did his best to drive them out in impatience with his everlasting spellbindThe announcer should remember
ing.
that he does not have to ballyhoo the
He already has his audience.
act.
close,

Cooper and Robinson also appeared.

ter."

Dolan and Lenharr' 8 act amused on
a par with the remainder of the program.
Maxini Brothers and Bobby

an attractive,

youthful way, and the boys clown
The
about the stage energetically.
Union Square audience liked their
bright talk and light-spirited foolishness. Some one should tell the young
man, who "wouldn't have any figure
except for his Adam's apple/' that he
plays the piano much better right side
up than when he is standing on his

Ruth.

were the closing
house seated.

act,

and held the
folo.
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WASHINGTON.
The Jewish holiday last Thursday resulted
Washington theatre (Wash-

in William Fog's

ington Heights) being packed to the doori.
Perhaps the bookers knew what was going
in the way of celebrations, for nearly every
act on the bill had One or more Hebrew
artiste.

Billic

Reeves

open

will

turn at the Fifth Avenue,
Oct. 7.

new

his

in

New

York,

The
and
Segal
and
Williams
Glockers will sail on the Baltic Sept.
26, to open on the other fide.
"The Blonde Typewriters" have
been remade into a small time vaudeville

number.

George S. Trimble, Harry H. Meyer
and J. S. Kinilow, with "Jumping Jupiter," have joined "Over the River."
Barney Myers, abroad since
May, returned last Friday on

will

appear

the

at

the

Colonial Sept. 30, concessions having
been made her in billing.

Smile Agoust and Mile. Porrjer
("Simone de Beryl") were married in

New York

Sept. 11.

Robert Lee Allen and Rosalind Randolph are playing the leads with "The
Traveling Salesman," now in the south.

A new
made up

u

'A town is as good as its best hotel,"
says James Montgomery, author of
"Ready Money," who has just returned
from a brief tour with the western
company playing in his comedy.

8ydney Ayres, leading man for the
Catherine Countiss Co., was granted a
divorce decree from his wife, Cecilia
Frances Ayres (nc. .-professional)
Oregon county, C«sgon.

in

last

Adriatic.

Vera Michelena

Jesse Weil, who is now managing a
road tour of "Seven Days," has procured an option on "Officer 666" for
next year and is planning to take the
show over the Stair & Havlin circuit.

combination for vaudeville is
J. Stine and Helen

of Charles

Gellett Burgess, author of "The Cave
Man," nothing' deterred by the failure
of his first attempt as a theatrical author, has dramatized two of his other
stories.

Sabel Johnson, who recently had the
misfortune to break her leg in two
places,
will
be
confined
to
her
home, 1837 East 15th street, Brooklyn,
for the next four or five months.

John Kline has been engaged to play
the priest, one of the leading roles with
the Rowland & Clifford Co. now playing "The Divorce?" in the East.
He
opens Sept.

23.

Corbin

manager

Shields,

Academy

Joe Welch, Raymond and Caverly
and Claude Roode are going to play
in England next year, having been
placed by Max Hart through Ernest
Edelsten, of I ondon.

Music, Lynchburg, Va.,
until it was destroyed by fire, is now
managing the Victoria, Norfolk.
of

Blanche Walsh has been booked for
a tour of the United houses by Alf.
Wilton, beginning next week at the

Frank Zanora, the comedy

has been granted a divorce from
Pauline Lawrence (Daisy Linden) in
the Brooklyn courts. Zanora and Miss
Linden were married March 4, 1905.

mem-

The second of A. H. Woods' "The
Common Law" companies opens in
Denver Sept. 15. The first started last

Franco Piper, banjoist, will return
to America for p. tour of the United
houses, opening in Montreal Jan. 20.
His tour was arranged by Claude Bos-

week

toek

The American
will

resume

its

Society of Magicians

monthly meetings

October. The society
bership of over 200.
,

now

has a

in

in the south.

Jerry Hart has been engaged for a
blackfaced part in Lew Fields' forthcoming production of "The Sun Dodgers."

Harry H, Zierow, actor-playright, is
walking from Mohawk, New York, to
San Francisco and return. He expects
to complete the trip about July 4,
1913.

"The Angelus," a play

of the "ParPriest" type, headed by Harrington Reynolds, began its first road jourish

neying

last

week

at

Music, Washington.

the

Academy

of

SMmm

86TH STREET.
When a big small time house offers its
pstrons good pictures and five acts, all of
which are hits, and the show, as a whole, is
good enough to play any small big time house,
and four of the five acts have either played—
or are good enough to play—big time houses,
they must of necessity be reckoned with. This
Is especially so when the performance Is given
In a full sized theatre with appointments
not superior, to any of the ?o-called
houses.
the condition as it exists at the
86th street theatre, one of the theatres playing Consolidated Booking Office acts. On the
program the latter half of last week there
was Francesco Creatore and his Band, giving
Identically the same turn he offered for fifteen
weeks on Hammersteln's Roof the past summer. It is a big hit and receives numerous
demands for encores.
For sure-fire comedy there is—or was John
equal,

If

first class

Such

Is

—

May Burke, which is sufficient guarantee
applause and requires no detailed commenting upon.
and

Florence
in

the

the

Fisher,

Hudson

original

now

is

role

playing the
with
Walker

road.

John and Mae Burke played
Street theatre,

Tira

theatre production of

"The Typhoon,"
Florence
Reed
Whiteside on the

New

York, the

the 86th
first

half

of this week,

using the final half to
jump to Detroit, where they open at the
Miles theatre next week.

The

Liberty,

Winston-Salem,

at

N. C, reopens Sept. 23 with

hooked by Norman
phia.

R.

manager.

L.

Jeffries,

Vaughn

is

tifully fortified with film entertainment, was
Belle Meyers., a singing comedienne,
who
dances well, also sings and looks very dainty
In pink silk pajamas, then going it one bet-

ter in

"pantalettes."
Price made

Toledo and

a sensational clos-

ing acrobatic turn.
William J. Kelly's Players in a western sketch called "The Westerner," and "The Flying Dancer" are under
New Acts. The sketch, the poorest offering on
the bill, was well received and "The Flying
Dancer" is a riot, as it deserves to be. It is
almost wholly original In conception and treat-

ment.
There was a slight conflict In the picture
presentments, two "dream" films being shown.
The subjects, however, and the stories, were
entirely different.
Those things will happen.
The audience may not have noticed It.
/©Jo.

LOEWS 5TH AVENUE.
Albert B. Lowe's Fifth Avenue theatre, at
110th street and the avenue which name it
bears, opening late In August, Is a rather pretentious looking edifice for "pop" vaudeville
(Seating about 1,100, it appears to be doing a
most satisfactory business. Thursday night of
last week the place was jammed to the wall*
Six acts and pictures are given, each offering In turn being applauded and appreciated
far beyond its merit.
It Is evidently a brandnew theatre clientele. The attendance looked
and acted like the first generation of American descendants of immigrants, some of them
accompanied by their parents. They appeared
to enjoy "oakum" turns best, singing and
dancing being the best bets.
Cross-fire talk.
unless crude and elemental, seemed utterly
,

lost.

McKlsslek and Shadney, colored team, openby Josephine Rellls, singing come-

ed, followed

dienne, with a reel in between.
Both turns
are under New Acts.
The third vaudeville act, Weston and Keith,
a man doing a Hebrew messenger boy and
the woman a rough soubret with a strong
leaning for "bear" dancing, were the riot of
the show. All the man bad to do was to pull
a few stock "Yiddish" expressions and the
audience would convulse with laughter.
Tony Oenaro. who Is said to be a relative
of David, returned to New York after an absence of a couple of years.
Tony is one of
those "endeavorers."
He precedes each stunt
with
"I will endeavor to give you a correct
imitation," Ac
Fifth and closing turns were Markee and
Martin, in cross-fire conversation, that was not
understood at all. the Scotch dialect of the
comedian being as little appreciated as Greek
might have been, and Blanchard's School Boys
Jolo.
and Girls (New Acts).
:

CORRESPONDENCE
noted. the following report* are for the corrent week.

cyclist,

Six of the Eight Original Madcaps
are now in vaudeville, placed there by
Max Hart. F. Ziegfeld, Jr., used one
of the girls as part of a two-act he has
made up. The original eight were with
the Eddie Foy show last seas#n.

Orpheum, Brooklyn.

Friendly and Jordan (New Acts) opened.
quietly and were followed by
another singing duo. Stern and Vance (New
Acts).
This team did more with its vocal
numbers.
The Three Kids from School were next on
review. Since the act was framed there have
been several changes. There is a new soubret
and she Is a vast improvement over the former
one. The same "wop" boy is there and he Is
This set was
the biggest part of the act.
voted the best thing on the bill.
The McDowell-Evenson Co. in a story of the
plains followed.
The act has been weakened
by a change in the cast. A new player is doIt is proving quite a
ing the "brother."
melodramatic thriller In the "pop" houses.
There are too many "hells" and "damns" in
It
The Falrchilds are not newcomers in vaudeNeither do they deviate from their
ville.
former style of working. They dote on Irish
numbers, and whenever the Sons of Ireland
predominate the Falrchilds are sure to get a
big hand. When they are not around the act
accordingly.
Flying Waldo
(New
suffers
Mark.
Aots) closed.

Unlew otherwbe

the

of

in that respect.

They got along

of

Byron.

George 8. 'Trimble, Harry H. Meyei
and J. S. Kinslow, with "Jumping
Jupiter," .have joined "Over the River."

Looking the bill over from top to bottom it
was very light and surfeited with singing acts.
There was little comedy but several pictures
being genuinely funny helped out the show

Opening the show, or rather beginning the
series of turns, as It can hardly be called
"opening" In a continuous house that is plen-

five acts

Philadel-

owner

and

J.

O'CMMOR

fWYHN)

CHICAGO

MAJB6TIC (Lyman B. Glover, mgr.
Orpheum).—Jefferson De Angells and
headlining this weok in a so-called

agent,
Co. are
nautical
Carrying a sucfare* labelled "All at Sea."
cession of rough comedy bits, partly polished
up by De Angells, who is fit for better things,
Something more
the skit was a scream.
If "All
up-to-date was expected of the star.
at Sea" is a sample of vaudeville progresBlveSome of the wheezes
ness, it's going back.
in the De Angells offering, particularly thoee
which require the accompaniment of an axe
and a seltzer bottle, belong In the ten-a-day
"Hokum" is considered the
picture houses.
De Angells has plenty
last resort for a star.
There were three
of It In "All at Sea."
well defined hits Monday afternoon, Homer
Llnd and his company In "The Opera Singer''
To Ethel
probably cornering the top honors.
Green went the bulk of the applause which
finally resulted in a speech, and Gertrude Vanderbilt and George Moore landed well up with
Mr. Llnd was In good voice
the top-notchers.
and was remembered by those who atteuded
Miss Green, a dehis former engagement.
lightful single by the way, established herself
A medley of old
with her opening number.
time songs for a finale netted her sufficient
applause to bring her clear to the top of the
list
of singles that occasionally visit here
Down near the close Vanderbllt and Moore
danced their way to the hit rack. Miss Vanderbllt teams nicely with Moore, better In
fact than with any one she has brought to
Rcba and Inez Kaufman held the
Chicago.
;

opening position, hard for any act. but doubly
so for one that contains singing. However, the
sisters managed to evoke enough noise to warSwor and Mack followed
rant several bows.
and uncorked some good laughs. Mack does
wonderfully well with the pantomimic pokor
Lora, with
bit made popular by Bert Williams.
her novel mind reading specialty, pulled
The mind reading
through with her finish.
HClenco Is a bit old. but the Introduction of the
monster parrot brings the offering into the
Marshall Montgomery made his
novelty class.
usual Impression, going better if anything
The Swain Ostman Trio closed the bill. Thl.<
turn should have made the big time long ago
PALAOB (Mort H. Singer mgr.: agents. Or-

YAJanCTY'S CHICAGO OFFICBt
MAJESTIC THEATRE BUILDING

pheum).—Thin fare this week. The bill is of
the ordinary type, with but few bright spots.
She
Grace Van Studdlford is the top-liner.
will not set the lake on fire with her songs.
She Is offering light opera selections and some
moderate
new songs with
success. Paul Dickey
and his Co. In "The Come Back," an old
sketch of college life that still goes big, especially with those who have not seen it. but

many have seen It. George W. Jones
and Ben N. Deely are seen in their offering,
"Hotel St. Reckless."
It has a number of

then so

good laughs. One of the bright spots to that
occupied by Charles B. Lawlor and his daugh-

Mabel and Alice. They offer some really
Louise Meyers, a
clever characterizations.
fresh looking little girl, offers more imperHer work is ensonations of nationalities.
gaging.
Hal Stephens presents famous scenes
from famous plays ana wins much applause.
He makes up before the audience and then
steps back Into the characters on a miniature
stage which is fitted with scenery that bring*
Ho offers a charout enthusiastic applause.
acterization of f»hyiock, of Rip Van Winkle.
Pickwick and of Judas Iscarlot. the latter in
an excerpt translated from the Passion Play
of Oberammergau.
He works bard and his act
rather turgid at times.
Is a novelty, albeit,
Barto and Clark have a typical vaudeville act
In "In 65."
A few songs, more dsnees and
plenty of patter, such as it Is. round out the

ters.

Monday afternoon Herbert's dogs were
switched to the end of the bill to replace the
Robert Cottrell Family of equestrians, and the
Three Klderos. a German family of acrobats,
opened the bill.
turn.

COLUMBIA
for a

(E.

H.

few new faces

In

Wood,

mgr.).— Except

the principal division,

an up-to-date 1012 vocal department and the
noticeable touch of progresslveness that prevails throughout the entire production otherwise, the Al Reeves show remains practically
the

same

as last season.

It's

the usual

type

Reeves show with girls predominating exthat Reeves has apparently outdone his
former efforts in rorrall!n«r iienutles, for bit
costumed as
excellently
collection,
present
that Reeves ha*
they are, look to be the b<
"Klving Hl«h" Is ths title
ever assembled
of

cept

f
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MISS MINNIE

PALMER PRESENTS

AND
"MISTER GREEN'S RECEPTION" (19 people)
Week Out, Broke all Records In Hammond and Ottawa,
Direction,
IVI IM IM E F>AI_IVI
In

First

MISS

handed the flrat part, an elaborated version
Andy Lewis' old slang vehicle which
of
It
couldn't be Improved upon for burlesque.
reeks with the double entendre, but Lewis
carefully eliminates all the barm by IntroducThe bulk of this poring early explanations.
Blanche Martin, Zella
tion falls to Lewis,
George Scott and
Lucille Manlon,
Russell,
George Durgln. Mies Manlon labored through
In
last season in the garb of a show girl.
elevating her to a principal position. Reeves
exhibits his usual good Judgment for she fits
Exceptionally pretty and of exlike a glove.
cellent appearance,
straight for the top.

Miss Manlon Is headed
Durgln Is new, replacing

particular part Durgln
Scott has worked Into his
does very nicely.
character and gives a splendid portrayal of a
Billy

Inman.

For

his

brow-beaten husband. His work throughout is
commendable. Blanche Martin seems
to magnify her personality and popularity a*
the seasons roll by. Zella Russell, now spending her second season with Reeves, shows a

especially

improvement too, especially in her
olio turn where she sings to her own piano
accompaniment. Her numbers have been well
selected for burlesque and while the orchestra
seems a handicap to her opening she managed
The four show girls, two
to finish a big hit.
new, carried off Individual honors here and
there with Vera George and Catherine CrawCrawford is featured in
ford landing hardest.
Her wardrobe runs
a small way this season.
neck and neck with the best in the' production and, as one auditor put it, "she is a show
girl with broiler ideas," which elevates her
Vera George, although
to a class by herself.
noticeable

not conspicuous In. the billing, is good to look
upon and makes a good traveling partner for
MUs Crawford. A march in tights led by the
Misses George and Crawford was quite as- good
Here Is the
as anything in the musical end.

material for a great sister act - They are
The other two girls, De Loris
both excellent.
an1 Georgie De Graff filled In to perfect satisfaction.
Somewhere through the action of
the
Dancing Belles Introduced
show
Pour
the
their vaudeville specialty, and Anita, a viollnlste with some little personality, played her
way to a few well earned encores. Catherine
Horter toe danced to some applause while the
stage crew were preparing for a model scene.
In the burlesque, where the Great Al Reeves
Is introduced, the costuming represents a libReeves modest as he is, has
eral expenditure.
carefully planned a Roosevelt reception for his
entrance, coming on to the patriotic strains of
"See, the Con"The Star Spangled Banner.
quering Hero Comes" would be more appropriate.
His work In the burlesque is alone
If Reeves would stranworth the admission.
gle through a chorus of rhetoric he would
make a wonderful straight man, but even as
Lewis Is his usual self
he Is. they like him.
In >oth parts, first as the polished "hick" and
Reeves, Lewis
finally In the Hebrew character.
and Martin, long since an established trio,
are a complete entertainment In themselvee.
The production Is by far the best Chicago has
It
seen In the Columbia so far this season.
shows big, all around improvement over last
season's show, which was In the crack class.

EMPIRE.— "The

Olrto

From

Missouri"

a brisk and bouncing show which came to
the Empire Sunday afternoon and tickled
It Is called a two act musical entertainment and goes under the title
Eva Mull
of "The Littlest Leading Lady."
plays the title role with considerable grace
and "daintiness"— according to her billing.
Totten Smith ie the author of the
Geo.
book.
There Is a thin thread of a plot, but
not enough to puzzle even the most obtuse.
gets Into real burlesque, of
the approved sort In the first act where a
travesty on "The Littlest Rebel" Is given.
Miss Mull Is seen as the "littlest" again,
and she does some good work In thle agreeJust a very little of this sort
able diversion.
The
of stuff Is given, and It is Just enough.
offering

is still

creating a sensation at the

I

was punctuated by a number of good
hearty laughs.
Frank Russell, a sober looking individual, works- earnestly and Industriously as Sol Klink and keeps well within
the Hebrew character all the time.
To him
fell the task of putting over the one or two
rather broad Jokes.
He did it quietly and
with aloe effect.
The show does not offend
Jn this particular, but relies for its laughter
and applause on humor of the legitimate
sort.
The chorus is large, well dressed and
well drilled.
The members are comely from
their necks down and dance and cavort about
In a lively manner.
The opening chorus of
the second act is the "Oh, You Beautiful
Lady" from "The Pink Lady."
It
ie well
put on and goes big.
The entertainment
really entertains.
The following Is the staff
for the show: Lewis Talbot, manager; Harry
Finberg, business manager
Joe Milton, stage
manager; I. Rosenfeld, musical director.
skit

—

—

;

AMERICAN MUSIC HALL (9am

P. OerSbuberte). In process of reconWill open about the middle of
October with Kolb and Dill in "The Politician," a Pacific coast production.
son, mgr.
struction.

—

;

AUDITORIUM

Gorman, mgr.; K.
of Allah" playing to
the biggest business in the biggest house in
town.
High price $1.50.
BLACKSTONE ( Augustus Pitou, mgr. K. ft
E.).
This houso will open Monday night
with "Milestones," the new play by Arnold
Bennett and Edward Knoblauch, under the
direction of JosefXh
Brooke.
An English
company will enact the offering.
ft

(William

E.).— "The Garden

;

—

CHIOAGO a>PERA -HOUSE CGeorge W«
Kingsbury, mgr.; Kohl ft Castle, K. ft E.).—
"Tantalizing
Tommy," now in third week
Business .has been good.
Manager Kingsbury his been getting some prominent men
of the city to give their opinions of the
show

Academy

was

LYRIC

A.
Reed, mgr.; BhubeKs).—
he Whirl of Society" has stirred things up
Jackson Boulevard.
Al Jolson nearly
the whole show and has made one of the biggest hits of his life. James O'Donnell Bennett, of the Record-Herald, gave him half a
column of the highest praise during the

traction bllted as a farce with music.
Valli
Valll is one of the principal figures.
Ha*
stirred the Poles of the city to wrath over
of their coun-

what they term the caricature
try and Its customs.

COLONIAL
E.).— Frank

week.

ing well In "The Winsome Widow."
Show
received some adverse notices which have
helped buslnees.
One critic hinted that the
affair
was naughty.
the audiences.

CORT

Men

predominate

in

G. Herman, mgr.; Ind.).— "Fine
First big success this house has
years.
H. H. Frazee, who
he will keep the attraction
here another month, and perhaps longer.
It is supposed to open his new Longacre theatre in New York.
If business keeps Its
present gait, something else may be used
to dedicate the new house.
(U.

Feathers."

GARRICK

,

Asher Levy, mgr.; Shuberts).—

of Paradise," an exotic play, has
successful.
Bessie Barrlscale,
well known and a favorite of old stock days
The piece gives way
In Chicago, Is popular.
In two weeks to Margaret Anglln in "Egypt."

mildly

ILLINOIS (Will J. Davis, mgr.; K. ft E.)." Oliver Twist" In the last week of a more
Wilton Lackaye,
or less prosperous run.
Edmund Breese. Marie Doro and Constance
Next week
in
the cast.
Collier are still
Otis Skinner in "Kismet."

McVICKDR'S

(George Warren,

Lonesome Pine."

(Harry Askin,
mgr.; Ind.).— "The Girl at the Gate." with
Lucy Weston and a good cast, is dragging

NRY

of Music,

New

York,

Engaged

When

in

"The

mgr.; K.

Lewis draws
book play,

well.

a

(L.

—The Marlowe

R.

Montague,

mgr.;

fol-

Ind).

Players offering "Her HusWife."
Next week "Oliver Twist."
Business has been poor.

bands

NATIONAL

(John

Barrett,

mgr.). -"Life's

Shop Window," the current attraction. Next
"Ten Nights In Barroom" by a road

ft

"The Trail of the
the cooler weather
an appreciable Jump

arrived there has been
In receipts.

OLYMPIC

(San Lederer. mgr.; Kohl ft
Castle, K. ft E.).— "The Man Higher Up"
opened Sept. 15. Reviewed on another page.
"Putting It Over" has gone on the road, beginning a tour at Columbus, Sunday night.

POWERS'

(Harry

old theatre.

PRINCE88 (Will Singer,
"A Modern Eve" appears
the shuffle.

In

mgr.; Shuberts).—
have been lost
not follow the

Sullivan,
mgr.).—
"Whose Helen Are You?" a farce with
musical trimmings, opened under the Shubert regime Monday night.
Notice on au-

ZIBGFELD

(E.

Jv

(W.

K.

Show
wince

has
flrstf

(Frank Livingston, mgr.; Stock).
of stock.
"Checkers" Is the

bill.

CRITERION

Macoy,

mgr.; Ind.).—
The former home of Lincoln J. Garter's
thrllltrs is once more on the map.
It was
Eut there, last Sunday afternoon with "The
Ity," under the Shubert management.
Last
year the house was devoted to German stock
(Earl

productions.

CROWN
Girl

in

The Al Reeves "Big Beauty Show" played
week of one-aight rtande coming Into
of

closing at Moline Saturday night.
the single stands showed a profit.
-tidy sum on the chance.

Reevee losing a

Ew\w Mftr8n : for '«« v «ral years connected
with
the Fred Barnes Agency, will move over
to the Theatre Booking Corporation office this
week,
replacing Glen
Burt,
who Is now
traveling In the Interests of the J. C. Matthews office.
The Sarah Bernhart pictures called "Queen
Elisabeth" seen at Powers' for s long run
have been taken by Alfred Hamherger for
h s Dreiel and President theatres.
These
pictures have not been shown in any of the
houses

In

Chicago.

The Barrett and Walker vaudeville theatres.
Includ ng the Canadian and Michigan "Boos"
and the Bscanabs theatre, have moved over
<o the J. C. Matthews office.
They were
Rlvervlew Exposition closed Sept. 15. after
a precarious season.
The cold summer put a
crimp In business and the legal complications
of the opening days also had their effect.

Frank Sheridan, now a member of the
cast in "A Bird of Paradise," Is spending
his mornings in the work of producing a
number of vaudeville sketches In company
with Oliver Labadie. who Is staging the

Sheridan acts.
The first to be presented will
be "The Beat." a newspaper piece
carrying
a cast of two, both males.
Janet

Louden

is

the

latest

legit

to

enter

vaudeville, coming direct from a season In
stock.
Miss Louden will be seen in a comedy
sketch called "A Fourth Ward Romance."
The act opens next week on "Association"
time.

(Arthur Sprnk.

the Taxi,"

good company,

Jimmy

a

Chicago,

formerly booked by Glen Burt at the T. B. C.

mgr.

Ind.).home grown product
Florence
Holbrook,
Ziegfeld says it will

Ziegfeld,

"The Military Girl," a
with
Cecil Lean and
plodding along slowly.
be kept there for some time.
bfan patched ujp . considerable
put on.
week

R. H. Gray has been In town engaging
people for the Atlas Motion Picture company
*
Louis.

of St.

pmaller

tract Ions there.

STUDEBAKBK

(Frank O. Peers, mgr.; Ind.).-

to

Business did

attraction to Its new quarters.
vFrfcderlo
Santley and Bertls Beaumont are new In the
east.
The house will soon he taken over
by William A. Brady, who will offer his at-

—Last

WHITNEY
Plctures.

None

Powers, mgr.; Harry
J.
Chappelle, bus. mgr.; K. ft E.)— "The New
Sin,
an English novelty, opened Monday
night.
A review Is on another page. Motion pictures were a failure in this famous

this

mgr.; Ind.).— "The
with -Roy Sumner and a
week, nut week "Alias

Valentine."

Good

blhrtness

re-

is

ported.

(Max Haniscb, mgr.; Ind.).->The
Musical Waif," a German importation offered
by a large company.
Musical and dramatic
stock companies will offer a big repertoire
attractions here this season.

of

FINE ARTS THEATRE

(Andreas Dlppel,
venture
will
be
the
opera "The

mgr.;
Ind.).—This
new
launched Sept. 30 with
Secret of Suianne," with members of
Chicago Grand Opera company In the
Theatre for high brows.

GLOBE.— Still
IMPERIAL

John Gilmore has been engaged as advance
for "The Divorce," to open Oct. 20.

man

Harold Bell Wright and Elsberry W. Reyare dramatising the former's Aovel
of Udell's," which will he put
out later in the season by Oaskell ft Mac
nolds

GERMAN

dark.

No

signs

of

the
cast.

life

(Joseph Pilgrim,

for

mgr.; Stair ft
Havlin).— Dave Lewis In "Don't Lie to Your

"That Printer
Vltty.

Pat- Barrett has been engaged to play the
anarchist and the tramp in "Casey Jones"
the vehicle in which Murray and Mack are
being featured this season.

Lake Woods Park at Gary. Ind.. has closed
Bad business, on account of

for the seasonthe cold summer.

The latest news Is that Alexander Carr will
Join the cast of the "No. 1" "Louisiana Lou"
company now touring the far west
La^t
season he was In the original cast during the
La Salle theatre run of the piece and caused

ENTION

NAZI

Girl from Brighton"

indefinitely.

MARLOWE

in

Since

months.

LA SALLE OPERA HOUSE

Window,"

week.

week,

B.).—Charlotte Walker

haft- for several
Is in town, says

"The Bird

Shop

s

next

company.

COLLEGE

(James Jay Brady, mgr.; K. ft
Tinney the magnet and draw-

Life

(J.

J

Chicago show.

a

\\ife,

lows

has been persuaded to remain.

tion,

other page of this issue.

(Asher Levy, mgr.: Shuberts)
resident
.).— "The
mgr.;
K.
ft
mannerly and polite at-

Ridings,

been

Will Phillips, who
at a slow pace.
to leave the cast for some other attrac-

along

—

GARRICK

Is

the full house.

The

I

and

Direction,

is

not connected in any way with any vaudeville team using the same name.

MORRIS & FEIL

answering advertisements kindly mention
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RUNAWAY

RUNAWAY

YEAR
I

YEAR

have been writing songs since 1892 and

Not newspaper

I

can truthfully

*tatf th^t nevei

Every son^ mentioned below

but teal encore gctlrrs.

hits,

~-t

IS

a

o

,,

time hive

hi

Mo

had such

I

ccm

to

h»*«

P

•

hunch

a
•

otl<

F

of

*mc

fhr hits

* n< thl

m vo,,!

A POSITIVE SENSATION

"SOMEBODY ELSE
The

greatest nevelty song in years.

GETTING IT"

IS

Far bath mala and female.

THE GREATEST MARCH BALI AD

IN YF \R

Lets
>

HE MAN

"THE GIRL BEHIND
Better than "I

Want

Gm

a Gitl

On.tr

foi

,11

extra verses.

aff

t«

io

THE FIRST OF THE GHOST SONGS THIS SEASON

MAN

"THE GHOST OF THE GOBLIN
A

great single, a great double

A

and a great ensemble tang.

JIMIVIIE

sure fire hit.

MONACO'S GREAT MOON sONC

MOON
UCH FOR YOU"

RIGHT
A

Prttft than

Beautiful ^not light soni;

'Mi

Di«'--»m

M,»n

'h

I

WILLIAM JEROME AND HARRY VON TILZER'S GREAT NOVELTY SONG

I'D
We

DO AS

have a great dauble version far boy and

DID YOU SING

Den't overlook this tang

girl.

ME"

'PICK ON

WHO PUTS ME IN MY LITTLE BED?
is

Full

even a brttoi kid *one,

A

«>f

NOVFITY COON SONf.

A Hf Al

JUST A LITTLE LOVIN'
This

laughs.

is

h

corking

ni

i

NOVFI TV ^ONC

<

1

THE VILLAIN STILL PURSUED HER

GRFA1

I

will

be at our Chicago

the next four weeks.

office for

HARRY VON TILZER MUSIC PUB.
considerable trouble.
Of late there baa been
a picture of Carr and Bernard Granville haul'The
ing In Askin's office with the caption
Traitors" on it, but It is supposed that Carr's
physog will come down, If he la finally iaducca
Barney Bernard has
to return to the fold.
Lidoffskv
In the
been playing the role of
show since it left Chicago.

A "Made in Chicago" show will be held at
the Coliseum beginning Nov. 2 and laatlng unOnly articles made in Chicago
Nov. 12.
will be displayed and the apace is pretty well
The
taken.
P. B. Spurrier is the manager.
second household show will be held in the
Coliseum Jan. 3.18.
David Convey, whowas
at the head of the first one, held laet season,
til

ta

managing the venture.
Robert Cottrell and the members of

his fam-

ily, with their horses, did not appear at the
Palace Monday afternoon as per schedule. They
ran afoul of the veterinary examiners at Fort
Huron while crossing the Canadian border and
were detained to await the examination made
on the animals by the horse physicians. They
arrived Tuesday and took their place at the

close of the

bill.

Clarke's musical director suddenly
leave the show last week after
the Columbia engagement, land
Manager Wood sent the house leader on to
Detroit to handle the opening.

Peter
decided

S.

to

completing

Jim Harrington has moved from the Remlck
over to the Ted Snyder corner.

offices

Vera Berliner, well known locally, is in
the Michael Reese Hospital undergoing a tuMiss Berliner last appeared
berculosis test.
here some several weeks ago when she workel
wKh Rene Davies on a Majestic bill. While
it has not been definitely settled as to whether
the vlolinlste has contracted tuberculosis, Miss
Berliner Is taking the test to satisfy herself.
J. L. Thompson has been engaged to play
heavy lends with "The Commercial Traveler,"
Richardson-Helser attraction touring on

~h

small

time.

Oeorge Sackett, one of the members of the
United Play Co., Is in advance of their attraction, "Kindling" playing the middle west
with Sarah Padden and Alice Rlngllng featured.

for
senator.

&

Marvin are directing the pubHamilton Lewis, candidate for
They will bill the city and country

Kettering
licity

J.

with Lewis' pink whiskers.

The mechanical staff and members
company that will play "Kismet"

of
at

the
the

beginning Sept. 23. have arrived In
and rehearsals are In progress, under the supervision of Harrison Grey Fiske.
A huge tank Is being installed for the harem
Illinois
the city

scene.

George Mestach, who tumbled

When anewering

Into

T

Clrcero

•

'I

ct

W

did considerable damage! to
Mestach's machine, but he figures on repairing it in time to open at Detroit Tuesday.
collision

John T. Prince, Jr., has been engaged as
the director of the dramatic department of
the University of Nebraska Conservatory of
Muslo in Lincoln, Nsb., and will take charge
at once.
Prince has been conducting a stock
company in Lincoln for the pa>t eleven
weeks.
He will produce two of hla own
plays there during the season and also put
on some of his own sketches.
Nellie Revell has gone to Kanaas City to
pave the way for "The Whirl of Society"
which will open at the Shubert, Sept. 20.
Sept. 18 was an unlucky day for George J.
Smith.
He went to the Olympic, and, representing himself as connected with the Ab-

Manager
soclated Press, asked for passes.
Sam Lederer, who has been In the newspaper business in Chicago for many years,
had his suspicions, and, after calling up over
the telephone, turned Smith over to the
police, who booked him on a disorderly conduct charge.
Oscar

Ragland

has

ti v

it

out

SQUAD BRIGADE

iph«

125 West 43d Street
NEW YORK CITY

CO.

advertisement* kindly mention

H mil

Grand Opera House Building

Field hvet Sunday when his Borel-MfcthLs
monoplane
collided
with
Gill's
Howard
Wright monoplane, resulting in Gill's sudden death, was booked to appear at the
Michigan State Fair in Detroit this week
by Bthel Robinson of the
A.
V. M.

The

'.«•

'

SONr

THF CAPTAIN OF THF CORSET

Al Jolsnn'*- Pu, Hit

SPECIAL NOTICE: Ben Bornstein

T4M4*

•

Joined
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"The

Military

Girl"
fixed

at the Ziegfeld.
The show has been
over and is doing a fair business.

The Dobbs Alaskan

pictures

will

does

at

ths WhRney In two weeks.
Forepaugb circus pictures will be offered there aftsr that.
An attempt Is being made to get "The Military Girl" for a run at thla house.

SAN FEANCISCO

r

AL. O. JOY.
ORPHDU'M (Martin Beck, gen. mgr.; agent,
direct).— "The Antique Olrl." with alxteen people,
featuring Fletcher Norton, Maud Barl
and Doris Wilson, amusing and wsll dons.
Opening a trifle long, but was cut and apssdsd
up.
Frank Milton and Ds Long Slaters, a hit:
gets much laughter and applause. Ashley and
Lee, only part of act staged because of Lee's
Bertisch, conIllness.
Parody singing good.
ventional strong man act, but good. The boldovers all did well and business to big.
DM PRESS (Sulllvan-Consldine; agent, direct)
—"Fujiyama.' Japanese operetta, ten In cast,
featuring Ada Mitchell and John R. Wilson.
fair, no plot, but good singing and dancing.
Mile. La Deodlma. convenand well staged.
Robert Rogers and
tional posing act. plessea.
Louis Mackintosh, playlet. "The Oreen Moune.
fair; Llna Pantzer. wire walker, good: Bert
Daniels and Lest'-r fonrad, musical, Rood, with
Harry Hoiden and
violin playing exceptional
Louise Warren In "The Messenger Boy and
the Lady," lively, goes ".ell. The Snrnh Bern'
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MR. GEOFFREY O'HARA

Good

hat written a good ballad for

Singers,

FORGOTTEN THEM ALL FOR YOU"

"I'VE

This song was especially written to fill the demand for a ballad of
KEY.
that will transpose and be EFFECTIVE IN

SMALL RANGE

HIGH

with optional

or

LOW finish,

ANY

Your attention

is

called once

more to

"AMARELLA"

Arrangements of these songs for duets,
in any key to professional singers.

trios,

high class Spanish Waltz Song by

JESSE WINNE.

male, female and mixed quartettes can be had, and orchestrations furnished

Mr. O'Hara and Mr. Winne are located in the BROADWAY THEATRE BUILDING (Room 1 6), Corner 41st Street and
Broadway, New York City, and will be pleased to have their professional friends call or write.

PHONE

5352

BRYANT

occupies forty-seven min^
drawing tremendous business.
(Alexander Pantages, gen. mgr.
agent, direct).-—Charles J. Carter, magic and

hardt

1441

feature film

utee and

is

PANTAGES

features, good; settings elaborate.
illusions,
Act blngea more on apparatus than sleight of
Maybell Fieher. lyrio soprano, with
hand.
Fred.
Oline Wallis as accompanist, good.

THIS

WEEK

Star Trio, favorites here, are
playing a return data with some new songs.

NEXT WEEK

(Sept. 16)

HAMMERSTEIN'S

NEW YORK
ONE RIOT

Cook
Zobedie. gymnast and equilibrist, fair.
and Stevens, good. Were last aeen here on the
Orpheum bill. They make a feature of the

JOE

Frank Milton is back with his act at the
Orpheum, after being In a Seattle hospital for
nine weeks with typhoid fever.
of the Alcaaar Is back from
spent touring In Southern California, and Is playing this week In the cast of
"Mrs. Dane's Defense" at the Alcasar.

Lou Bennlson
vacation

(Sept. 23)

KEITH'S UNION

SQ.

NEW YORK

Charles B. Bray has gone to Del Monte for
Immethe week, accompanied by Mrs. Bray.
upon hie return here It is expected that
as to
announcement
definite
some
make
will
he
That he ie expected to rehis future course.
turn to the Orpheum offices, possibly with
Martin Beck In New York, has been generally
understood for some time, but Mr. Bray will
not discuss this beyond saying that until the
latter part of September he wilj not know just
There Is. little question,
what he will do.
however, that Mr. Bray will be appointed director of concessions and admissions In connection with the Panama-Pacific exposition. M.
H. De Young, owner of the San Francisco
"Chronicle" and chairman of the committee
in charge of that department of the exposition,
will arrive here in about a week and the closing of negotiations with Bray is being held

Engaged as

SPECIAL FEATURE for balance
"GIRLS FROM RENO" CO.

bas been no announcement as to policy. Were
Orauman out of It, there Is little doubt but
that It would be devoted to "pop" vaudeville.
Orauman' s connection with the Empress make**
the opening of another variety house in which
he Is concerned practically out of the ques-

Several weeas ago rumor had it that
tion.
burlesque would be Installed, but not a word
has been said about that since. In theatrical
circles there seems to be a belief that the
house will start Its existence with a musical
comedy stock. Aside from the very cheap companies In the suburban theatres, this form of
entertainment bas not been offered here for
some time, not. in fact, since the last engagement of Ferris Hartman and his company at the Princess nearly two years ago.
Kolb and Dill have taken spasmodic whirls at
the production of their peculiar line of German comedy, but this has by no means taken
the place of the old time musical comedy
stock such as -onstltuted one of the city's
charms In the Tivoli days. It is the opinion
of many theatrical men that such a policy
for the new Market street theatre would be a
paying one, particularly as Its location is advantageous and that it would have no opposition.

The famous Forest theatre at Carmel-by-the
Sea, where the literati Join with the butcher,
baker and candlestick maker every summer
in the production of plays which are the talk
of the west, now has a rival for al fresco
Valley, one of the
Mill
honors.
theatric
most beautiful of Marin County's colonies, has
Mtablished sn open-air theatre on the wooded
Saturday night.
slopes of Mt. Tamalpals.
Sept. 14, an allegorical play. "The Mortal,"
by McLeod Batten, an artist, was produced
Dane's

Defenee,"

the current

& GORDON

JENNIE COLBORN and CO.
Comedy Protean Oddity Constructed
For Laughing Purposes Only

with
In a

Savoy, Atlantic City, Sept. 16. Hammerstein's, Sept. 23

Direction

weeks.

.

A

wb0

wa*

sssoclated

with

in

the

theatre

Morris Meyerfeld in the days when It
taken over from Oustsv Walter.
The young man has been prominently Identified with theatricals for several years, having
been one of the active stockholders In the
Chutes and being now interested in the Western States Vaudeville Association.

was

first

Edmond Hayes, who
the

as the

superintendent

"The Piano Movers." was s
scream at the Orpheum. ventured
into the public gaze in his stage make-up
away
from the footlights on two occasions last week
and each time came back to the dressing room
to report something worth while.
Hayes met
his old friend. Tim McGrath. seconder
of prize
fighters,
and asked him for a tip on the
Frankie
Burns-One
Round
Hogan
fight
Burns, sure," predicted Tim, and then carefully explained why he thought so.
Hayes fell

BILLY SWEDE" HALL

sketch.

On

the afternoon of the fight he

LOUIS WESLEY

in waiting, and as soon as his
act was finished he Jumped right
Into the
machine and hurried out to the arena
The
grease paint didn't show a great deal,
from a distance Mr. Hayes merely looked and
like
a gigantic "stewbum" who had wandered
into
the place by mistake. To the surprise of
everybody the "bum" raked out a roll that would
wad a twelve-inch gun and began to bet on
Burns
He was late, but he too* all the money
in sighL
Then he sat back and watched the
fight
Burns won by a knock-out in the tenth
H
bac
£ t0 the Orpheum winner
hZ 11,800.
«i 5lf* 85!!
by
That night,
having finished
act
and feeling a bit thirsty, he slipped his
out of
tne side door and into the Orpheum
bar next
door for a glass of beer. The man behind the
counter knew him. and Just as a Joke
as soon as the bedraggled-looking hobo yelled
put In
appearance:
"Beat it. you! We don't want
you around the joint."
Hayes kept up the
Joke and he and the mixologist carried
on a
as to whether or not he
w^f- argument
should
be served a drink.
Nearly everybody
in the bar understood the joke,
but there was
one man who didn't. He listened to the
plead
Ha ^ eB for a & ,ase of Deer to
the
25?
°f
obdurate
refusals and scathing speeches of
the bartender, and finally, sliding up
to Hayes
he remarked:
"Here, fellow, here's a dime!
Get down south of the slot and you can jcet
a
couple of them for that!"
.

.

'

HERBERT

William H. Thompson, stage veteran
who
8
n
a «amst nearly every situation
Hf
J^l anupactor
to which
can be subjected and
never In tre least disturbed, met with who Is
brand
new experience on the second night of abis
gagement at the Orpheum. where he Is enanpearlng in a sketch. "An Object Lesson."
6
W k8 h haa bMn traTellng on For
the
Kii W th i?
I.
H Y^*S * ** and Ponies, and had
5 iU e J a mlld
»»«atlon with one of the Utile
S*2,lan B.
Comill« ,nt0 the theatre each
?/Ll»
gnt Mr -«. 0011* 011 would cry, "Where Is my
i
i..
Ik e
P0n7 got to know hla volc *
JSPLimm
and would ^£
come running to him, whereupon
the actor would produce a lump of sugar.
On
B
f
t0 he, e Tnon»P«oB was a bit
££»
J5mn ? ?rK
*K
;
late getting
to the theatre,
and without stopping to see the pony he hurried right
across
the stage and Into his dressing room.
Some
na f 0U
ater tne curtain went up on
act
L Mr.
A Li
and
Thompson entered and beaan to his
«n«»ir
Suddenly he heard a titter, thin a
snicter
then a mild laugh all over the house!
ThS
wasn't the point for a laugh and Mr.
Thompson was puixled. Then he felt a sniff
at his
hand, turnod his eyes around, and there stood
be8,de h,m
WaUln « '°" ''
SaVXVnlJ.'

»L

LJ

-

l

WILLIN

week's

bill at the Alcazar and which Is the medium
of Introducing Sarah Truax and Thurlow Bergen for their starring engagement, has not
been seen In this city in nine years save at a
This matinee was given two
single matinee.
years ago by Margaret Anglln. who was at the
time preparing her production of "Antigone"
for the Greek theatre at thhe University of

California.

fA t er'..

had a taxlcab

LEWIS

five

Irving Ackerman, lone a stockholder In the
Orpheum, Is now one of Its directors. Ackerman's stock came as an Inheritance from his

for the tip.

Direction,

and was
performance of

decorated,

two-weeks'

XYLOPHONE MARVEL
Late Soloist Kilties Band

and

the Box." which was used as the

"Bought and Paid For" has played to splendid business from the day of Its opening at the
Cort.
This will be Its third week and Its last,
for next week comes the Lam hard I Orand

In

SCOTLAND'S FAVORITE

there.

"Mrs.

to the doors at every

of season with

pending his coming.
theatre in Market street, near
The^Tiew
e^i«
Seventh, in which D. J. Orauman of the Empress Is one of the principal stockholders, is
rapidly nearlng completion, but as yet there

renovated

opener.

Opera Company for about

WHITEHEAD

diately

pletely

crowded

"The Man on

All

singing.

a

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

FUN

IN

BLACKFACE

Solo Direction,

.

The Redmond Stock Company got away to
fine start last week in Sacramento at the
The house had been comGrand theatre.

\A/l

'

IN

LOS ANGELES
iTll BONNSLL.

ORPHEUM

a

direct).-Week
otfvsrtfM

ito

Mtwny

mmHon VARIETY

CMartln Beck, gen. mgr
Mrs. Gene Hughes
9,

asent

ft^o
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acters and heavy

man; Warren Elsworth ami

Steva McClart. comedians, and MarJerle Clark,
soubrette.

The recently reported sale of Luna Park in
W. H. Washington, a negro pro-

this city to
moter, for

a pleasure retort for negroes, U
confirmed by advei tisements offering stock In
the Luna Park Investment Company, of which
Washington is announced as the "general

manager." The company is to be controlled
and managed by colored people.
Extra matinees were given Sept. 9

in all

local theatres in celebration of the day
California was admitted to Statehood.

the
that

According to the time limit stipulation in
the builder's contract, the new Morosco theatre in South Broadway is to be completed and
ready for opening on Dec. 1.

HOP /IBO/WD! WITH THAT FAST COMING FIRM I

MELLOW MELODY

&£S£ TH AT
j

This song staited us on the road to success and
hit for

any

act,

any time, any

is still

A

traveling at express speed.

sure

fire

place.

THAT SYNCOPATED BOOGIE BOO
%J$a?
Appl
)

There is considerable speculation concerning
the future movements of Richard Bennett,
whose stock engagement at the Burbank was
brought to a close Sept. 14. One source of information had him under contract for the season with Oliver Morosco.
Another tells of a
brief engagement In "Deadlock" under the
management of Henry W. Savage, and now
comes another report that Bennett has commissioned one Ruth Comfort Mitchell to write for
him a dramatic sketch for use in vaudeville.
Jane Urban, not long ago soubrette at "Pop"
Fischer's Lyceum, is now playing ingenue
parts at the Liberty theatre, Oakland.
Orrln Johnson will be four more weeks at
the Belasco, after which he Is to go to the
Alcazar In San Francisco for four weeks and
then back to Broadway.

-

Favorable reports

After hearing al the other mysterious numbers send for this one and be convinced.
Being
featured by al the headliners. Great for singles, doubles, trios, quartettes and especially great
for audiences, which*pleases_the*managers.

32* Stop)
Spot light j

ME A

FIND

I

This one started at a 60 mile an hour clip and is going faster every day. The double version
Send for it at once and
it a wonderful flirtation 'number for man and woman.
be'among the firstjto introduce a real hit.
•

%*£?] IU BUILD A WALL ABOUND LOVELAND
beautiful

melody with a beautiful sway wedded

production in

to a beautiful lyric told in a beautiful

way

itself.

AND WE HAVEN'T REACHED THE END OF OUR LINE
Engineer

GEO. W. MEYER
Who engineers the

Who

Conductor

GEO.

etc.,

MELVILLE MORRIS, Who

pilots

them

U).

puts sure

and

the words

ARTHUR LANGE

C0£96R COOSCC

CQ

1367 $wad»>a#(&<>gal BHg,31&St).
very capable; Charley Case, scored In his usual
emphatic way; W. C. Fields, the same big hit;
Brads haw Brothers, an excellent closing act.
Kathl Gultlnl, W. H. St. James
Holdovers:
ft Co., Martin Johnson's Travelogues, William
Burr and Daphne Hope.
EMPRESS (Dean B. Worley, mgr.; agent, 8.
& C.).— Week 9, The Sombreros, fair; Curry ft
scored; Sullivan ft Bartllng, skilfully
sketch, well acted; Leona Ouerney,
entertaining; Billy Rogers, hit;
Traville Brothers, novelty.
CENTURY (A. ft M. Loewen, mgrs. agent.
Bert Levey).—Week 8, Berry ft Nelson, speedy
and agile tumblers; Browning ft Manning,
pleased; Van Camp and Pigs, funny; Anna
Morrell, scored; Al Hallet ft Co., passab'e;
Dolpho, pleasing Instrumentalist; Ralph Ermoy, neat and clever.
MAJESTTC (Oliver Morocco, mgr.; ahuberts).— Ralney Hunt picture.
mgr.).— Dra(Oliver
Morosr.o,
Riley,

written

satisfactorily

The Loewen Bros., with apparently plenty
money behind trem, propose to acquire
three and possibly four more "pop" variety
They
theatres before the end of this season.
of

plot of ground on the
cast side of South Broadway, between Eighth
and Ninth streets, on which they Intend to
erect a modern playhouse. They are also dickering for a theatre site in San Diego with in-

are negotiating for a

tentions to build this Fall and have the same
plans as regards an available piece of real
The Loewens have anestate In Seattle.
nounced that negotiations are under way for
a theatre in 8an Francisco.

Milton Loewen, the Junior member of the
team, is arranging to dispose of his Interests
In another line of business In order to look
after the management of their Los Angeles
theatres, and Albert will then be at liberty to
devote himself to the field work.

BURBANK

Current, "Bobby Burnlt."
BBLA8CO (Oliver Morosco, mgr.).— Dramatic
stock.
Orrin JoLmson and Marguerite Leslie,

matic stock.

"The Gamblers."
ADOLPHUH (Workman

ft

Sturm,

mgrs.).—

Stock burlesque.

PRINOB88

(Geo.

B.

Ryan,

mgr.).— Stock

Gilbert and Keene are the featured comedians at the Princess Instead of Gilbert and

One Robert Fltzsimmons, Jr.. is
Armstrong.
billed as a member of the supporting company.
The added attraction there this week is an
advertised amateur bag punching contest for

The "Vets" Just about owned Los Angeles
last week on the occasion of the National Encampment of the O. A. R.. The veterans and
their families spent most of their time In outside sightseeing, attracting a lot of people

the neighboring cities and town, who
contributed to the Increased attendance at the
playhouses.

from

Arthur Don, local booking agent, framed up
publicity combination recently with Fred
Palmer to handle the press work at the Century theatre.
The "combine" lived Just two
days.
Don has gone back to booking acts
and his partner 1* again confining bis labors
a

exclusively to editing copy.

Bob Hazel

is

out of the Arthur Don booking

agency.
Bennett, Klute and King, cabaret entertainers, are in their fourth month at Jahnke's
cafe In Spring street.

the new Palace theatre In Santa Barbara
It Is a
is credited with having scored.
five-character sketch, employing three peoThe auple, two of whom play double roles.
thor Is negotiating for an opening on Pantages
He also wants to present his new
circuit.

at

and

Australian

Novelty

Company.

With the last performance on Sept. 14 of
"The Military Maids," a musical show concocted especially for the G. A. R. encampment, the Lyceum was closed for a period
of one week, when It Is to reopen with a new
On Sept. 22 will be
sort of entertainment.
presented there "The Home Plata," a baseball

Dick Ferris will be
play by 8edley Brown.
the producer. Ferris was a dramatic producer
Musicalat the Auditorium a few years hack.
comedy and burlesque, of which Los Angeles
has long been a suffering victim, appears to
have reached the end of Its life at the Lyceum,
and with the exit of Producer Charles Alphln
and the advent of his successor, Herr Ferris,
will be Inaugurated a season of dramas and
comedies, of which the Brown composition Is
Ferris and "Pop"
be the Initial offering.
Fischer have reached an agreement whereby
the former Is likely to be the Lyceum producer
to

for

the entire season.

trophies.

burlesque.

Since the cabaret engagement at Jahnke's
cafe there has been a split In Ullne, Rose and

Raymond. Ullne and Rose have been working
as a team until last week when Raymond's
place In the former trio was filled by Harry
O'Neal, a former member of the Garden
J.
City Trio and more recently the team partner of Arthur Don on Pantages* circuit.
G. L. Spaulding, well known about her as
a stock producer and actor, recently organa company which opened Sept. 16 at FibIn addition to Mr. and
er's theatre. Pasadena.

ized

Ed. B. Rice's dramatic playlet, "The Music
Master's Dream," had its try out last week

When annoering advertUemenU

Mrs.

last

have been received durconcerning the condi-

fortnight

Nat Goodwin and the consensus

of

opinion seems to be that his ultimate recovery
Is

likely.

Spaulding,

the acting

company

Helen Carew, leading woman;
kindly mention
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houses and amusement places.

Anita Baldwin Turnbull, claimant

to

of the 130,000,000 estate of the late

a share

"Lucky"

Baldwin, has again managed to squeese Into
the limelight here by accepting a position of
cloak model with a prominent concern on South
Broadway.
This she proposes to work at,
pending the next decision in her suit. Miss
Turnbull was engaged In various calling*,
including cabaret work.
It

has been rumored that the Belasco

Is

In

for a season of darkness or will be converted
into a "pop" vaudeville resort at the conclusion of the Orrln Johnson-Marguerite Leslie
engagement, which is figured will be about
Nov. 1, and until Bert Levey succeeded lu
securing a local outlet for- his acts at the re-

Olympic, now the Century, a few
It
was generally forecasted that
Belasco would shortly be the permanent
home of Levey vaudeville, but the change of
the Century'p policy from burlesque to variety
and with the Levey bookings, has given the
situation an entirely different complexes*
It
appears to have been originally planned ror a
season of Morosco-Oort-Levey vaudeville to
be inaugurated at the Belasco on or about
Oct. 1, but with the latter of this triumvirate
having entered into some sort of a booking
agreement with Manager Loewen of the Century, the variety deal for the Belasco would
seem to be off unless Messrs. Morosco and
Cort should make a booking arrangement with
the Western States Vaudeville Agency in San
Francisco, which appears to be about the only
other source of supply from whence suitable
attractions might be secured out this way. The
latter agency is known to have had a wistful
eye on L03 Angeles.

weeks ago,

fire in

to success

MOE KLEEMAN, RALPH EDWARDS, JACK WELLS

of

juvenated

SAM M. LEWIS

Fireman
music

Guards, Trainmen,

the

Work has begun on the clearing away of the
big fire at Ocean Park.
A proposed esplanade
is
to be formed by the extension of five
streets 280 feet out Into the ocean and the
establishment of a promenade 100 feet wide
and 1,200 feet long on cement piling. In this
way a large area will be formed for business

GIRL

we have makes

A
A

ing
tion

J.

Includes
Daly, char-

the

Playwright Hartley Manners la attending rehearsals of two of his new pieces that are
scheduled for an early stock production here.
The first of these to be Introduced to Lot
Angeles theatregoers Is "Barbaraia," in which
Lauretta Taylor will return to the Burbank
stage on Sept. 23.
The other vehicle la the
widely advertised play, "The Money Moon,"
which Is now reported to be slated for a premiere at the Belasco. following the Indefinite
stock engagement of "The Gamblers."

A recent arrival In this city la Margot Duffet, a former member of the Burbank stock
company, and who has been playing In vaudeville East with Don Bruce In "Through the
Transom."
The Monrovia Opera House
Is

at Monrovia, Cal.,
to be relighted shortly, according to the anplans of W. V. Conklln ft Son of

nounced

Santa, who are making Improvements. Moving
pictures are to be the new varletv of entertainment.

Arthur Don announces bis early retirement
from the booking agency business, setting forth
hie reasons for this sudden move.
He declare*
that If he were able to secure the booking of
every Independent "nop" vaudeville theatre In
the city and suburbs he cannot figure how he
could make on agency commissions more than
$40 a week. "Pop" variety houses hereabouts
can get all the entertainers they need and
more besides at the ridiculously low scale of
from $l.f>0 to $2 a night for single acts, from
$3.50 to $4 a night for doubles, and are paying
from $0 to $7 a night for trios. The most surprising feature of this condition In that among
the applicants for work, rv-tn wearing the
White Rat butter, arc said to bf in the majority.
One manager who controls the Bell
theatre, a small picture house that employs a

VARIETY
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Hebrew comedian without

couple of specialties, is quoted on excellent authority as saying that the number of dally
applications there for work averages twenty
and that he can get all the acta he wants far
The eagerness of performers to
$2 a night.
work for little or next to nothing is practically responsible for the absurdly low wage*.
Some of the local booking agents and managers whose operations contribute to the low
wage scale are the "Q" Amusement Co., Globe

Amusemeui

A

Co.,

Clark

Parke,

Clune Amusement Co., Rigg<*
A Home, and the Allen

Agency.

PHILAJDELPIA.
By

GKORGB

M.

KEITH'S

;

deserved.
The Mayhew-Taylor act U right
up to the minute and away ahead of It, too.
They just eased along slowly until Miss Mayhew went to the "coon" stuff and then she

landed firmly.
There isn't a question about
the act being there, but that bunch Monday
However, they finished
could not be shown.
firmly in favor.
"Don," the talking dog, held
interest and probably when the live audience
got around the German growler was penciled
Loney Haskell wld a lot
In
as a hit.
Loney talked so
to put "Don" over Monday.
much and pulled some gags that had the
house wondering If there really was a dog in
the act, or if it was Just "bull," but the big
Dane—if that la the kind It to—held up his
By
end when it started to spout German.
the time Loney and the dog finished they were
going along like a pretty good act. The early
Schreck
half of the show moved at slow speed.
and Percival got something at the end of their
acrobatic turn with the rocking table trick.
Maye and Addis, a sister act in second position, almost faded away before they pulled
"Mysterious Rag" In grand opera etyle. This
just saved them from doing a complete flop.
The act doesn't shape up as a big time "sister act" at all.
The Five Sullys offered "The
Information Bureau."
It Is along the same
lines aa others they have used, but nothing
they have done since la equal to their suit case
sketch.
They work at top speed and there la
some dancing that pleases. James H. Cullen
sailed through with flying colors all the way.
It didn't
matter whether he sang, told old
gags, pulled James Richmond Glenroy's epitaps or Joe Flynn's want ada. ; everything
Agnes Scott's pretty little
got a big laugh.
playlet, "Drifting," scored solidly on Its merit
as one of vaudeville's real

UNDERWOOD

YOUNG.

(H. T. Jordan, mgr. agent, U. B.
O.).— On'-e started the show hit up a pretty
good pace, but it was very slow getting any
speed.
This was probably due as much to
the freak audience in front as anything else,
outside of Pottstown, Pa., and one of the
jPoll houses, it le doubtful if the Monday afternoon audience in thia house can be equaled
There la no use trying to get a
anywhere.
line on a show by looking at tt Monday afternoon.
For Instance, Jama* H. Cullen was the
He was
first one to get them going at all.
on fourth and when an old song Have "I Was
Near It" goes like a new song nit there is no
That's digging them
telling what will happen.
up pretty deep and it would be a good guess
that Tony Pastor's " 'Bilge a Lady" would
have knocked them in the aisles. What places
the eternal question on the sort of material
one should use is the way they laughed their
heads off at Cullen's old songs and gags and
then made Stella Mayhew and Billee Taylor
work pretty hard to get half of what they

gems

In

Its

class.

The sketch

isn't a minute old before Miss
Scott has her audience won by her sweet simplicity and clever acting and she is ably supported by Henry Keane, who suffered from a
heavy cold. Max Hart's "81x Steppers" danced
themselves into warm favor. The Rials In the
closing position did very nicely with their
capital ring tricks which are away from the
others seen.
BIJOU (Joseph Dougherty, mgr.; agent, U.
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turn.
The act needs shaping up and the boys
ought to gather better instruments.
One of
the three shows promise as an eccentric stepper
and should do mors alone this line.
They
were well liked here and can do better. The
9traub Sisters got by in a qulst way.
They
also need some one to fix up their offering.
It
is too slow now for the small time.
The toe
dancing will get them nothing.
Frank Long
works in blackface and needs s "straight"
man to work with him. Ho tried to break In

the piano player, but a girl who sat in
the front row made the latter forget his
speech.
few rehearsals ought to fix him
if the girl
stays away.
Lone pleased with
his specialty.
Maude Polly, the strong girl,
with the same act and a new pair of tights,
Juggled her tables and the stage bands for
several minutes and drew down liberal reward
in

A

for her efforts.
Ingraham and Lind offered
singing and dancing.
Whatever chance they
had was spoiled by the dressing of the girl.
It la not only all wrong, but poor looking.
EMPIRE (B. J. Bulkley. mgr.).— Drew ft
Campbell have not kept pace with one or two
of the other shows sssa hers this year which
have been credited with making big improvements, hut "The Lady Buccaneers" is a much
better show than it was last season and by the
time it is shaped up to its best advantage it
should go along and meet with approval. Its
best mark of merit aa an Improved show is
that it is clean. Last season the "Buccaneers"
were sailing a pretty rough course over a choppy sea of very low comedy that threatened to
wreck whatever merit It had on the rocks of
public opinion, so that in cleaning up to its
present shape. Commander Harry M. Stroua
must be credited with having done considerable swabbing and the decks are creditably
clean.
Work still remains to be done in speeding up the comedy.
What there is of it is

pretty well split up by

numbers which helps

lot, but the show is In need of comedy that
will get laughs in the right places and hit an

a

even average with the musical numbers. Just
at present the "Lady Buccaneers" ship is
sailing with a misfit crsw due to changes in
the outfit
Marcelalne (Montague, who opened
the season with the "Bon Tons," an Eastern
Wheel show, has replaced Fay Adams, and
George Martin is In place of Nat Becker. The
changes have slowed up the action because the
new members of the company have not worked
Into their duties.
Miss Montague ia s tall,
good looking girl with a voice, but lacks
method and needs a lot of drilling In the art
of stage presence.
She must learn to make
and entrances and to inject some life and
snap into hsr work. When she acquires this.
Miss Montague will probably fill the principal
position very well.
George Martin is s clean
cut young fellow, who can dance and apparently handle a part capably, though he has
ywj little to do in the show. Otherwise the
"Buccaneers" are well supplied with principals.
John O. Hanson is the principal comedian, doing well with a German character
role when he has the chance.
Hanson is
credited with furnishing the book of the piece,
s two act affair called "That Boy Frits/'
It
will not stand up on a very solid foundation
as far as the comedy is concerned. Most of it,
if
not ail, was used last season and the
cleaning up process has taken out a lot of the
comedy. This would not be missed, however,
if Hanson had supplied enough of the cleaner
brand to fill up the gaps. When he does he
will win double honors for he is abls to get
the material over the footlights. Dick Madden
is a "rube" in the first part and a Dutchman
in the second, doing better work as ths latter
because of better opportunities offered. Harry
Steppe plays tho ordinary burlesque type of
exits

B. O.).—Likable bill this week with Ray Dooley'a Metropolitan Minstrels drawing down a

big share of the honors.
The act is working
nice end smooth now. The singing of the girls
and t 'j good comedy finish hit a solid mark of
William Schilling and Co. were in the
fav »r.
right atmosphere for the "Vampire's Pool"
sketch and it proved a big hit, as it will any
where the blood and thunder stuff is liked.
With a little care in handling the principal
woman wbo can read lines intellirole and
gently, Schilling ought to make the sketch
stronglv popular.
Now it is only handicapped
by poor handling.
John Rucker furnished a
good si/ed laughing hit.
This colored fellow

bubbling over with comedy In everything he does and he had things pretty well
In hand here.
Tom O'Brien and Madaline Lear
were liked for their singing sketch. Baro and
Baro offered some singing and talk of light
merit and Francis Wood twirled hoops.
VICTORIA (Jay Mastbaum, mgr.; agent.
is

Jujt

Jules S. Aronson).— It looks as if Conrad and
Graham, the girls who broke Into vaudeville
by barking the shins of a New York hotel
man with a few bullets some time ago, will
have to get out their gatllngs and start something all over again.
The "Shooting Stars"
were featured here this week. Probably they
helped
business some for the house was
crowded Tuesday evening when the girls appeared, but aside from this they didn't start
a thing, not even a ripple.
Maybe It was
better In the afternoon when the bargain
hunters thought they were getting something
extra for their money at cut prices, but the
Victoria's night patrons are getting wise and
it
ikes a pretty good "bunk" act to get by.
The Conrad and Graham act didn't even reach
this class.
The remainder of the bill averaged
up well. Follette and Wicks did very nicely
with their singing and talking turn. The material used Is nicely put over, but the couple
need some fresher songs and talk for the bin
small time houses where the act belongs and
where It can get over on Its merit. The man
and woman both look well and have the
ability to make good with a first-class, up-todate singing and talking act.
The Ragtime
Trio Is just missing a hit with their musical

getting very far with
That he can do better he shows in the
with Martin, the two putting over a well
liked act. W. If. Harris handles the "straight"
Gerrole acceptably all through the piece.
trude Ralston rune Miss Montague a hard race
for first honors among the women.
Miss Ralston has the advantage of being surer in everything she does and also has a pleasing voles
which she knows how to use.
In several
changes of costume. Miss Ralston drew attention for her very nice appearance.
Miss
Montague wore two good looking dresses, her
first end last
Clara Gibson Is ths soubret.
It Is not until the second act that Miss Gibson looks right poor dressing holding her
back before this. Annie Goldle is the othar
principal woman.
What Miss Goldle could do
for this show if given a chance is evident in
the amount of good she gets out of everything
she has now. Hanson could do nothing better
than build up the comedy around himself with
Miss Goldle as chief assistant for she can fill
the bill. In her olio act and in all the numbers she appeared In she stood out for high
honors.
The costuming throughout is good,
special mention going for the six ponies, a sextet of girls who put * big, bright spot in the
show at all times. Some of the numbers have
been put on very well, while others are not
It

olio

Wanted: Chorus
Small or medium sized, for "kid " act.
Address by mail only for appointment,
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ANNOUNCEMENT

WILLIAM ADLER
Theatrical Costumer
Begs to announce that he has dissolved partnership and is no longer connected with
the Orange Manufacturing Company of New York.
He also begs to announce that beginning Saturday, Sept. 20, he will conduct a
theatrical Costuming establishment at 105 Watt 39th Street, New York City.
and trusts that he will enjoy a continuance of patronage of his friends in the
theatrical profession.

Phone. 5120 Bryant
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The "Mellow Melody" number was

so good.

worked into the bit of the show through the
principals singing In the audience and a couple of ponies doing a "sister act" on the
stage, giving one a chance to blush as red as
her wig. This song got at least ten encores
through the handling and the big singing finish.
The dressing for it is also the best of
the lot
The Misses Montague and Ralston
are given plenty of chance to lead numbers,
the men being held down In this respect. The
Larados, a posing act in white, features the
olio and ranks aa the best of its kind that has
been seen In burlesque in a long time, if not
for all time.
The groupings are well set up
and posed, the number Is nicely staged and
W. M. Harris fills in well as announcer.
With a corking good olio that will hold up this
end and the working material at hand, the

"Lady Buccaneers" needs only stronger comto whip it into a first class entertainment.

edy

The Empire held a

scattered few Tuesday afternoon so that there was not much inducement for the company to show Its best The
comedy is the part that needs attention.
WILLIAM PKNN (W. W. Miller, mgr.
agent U. B. O.).—This was ths third Anniversary Wsek here and the management pro-

vided a splendid

bill

with

"A

Night

in

a Turk-

1

ish Bath' as the feature.
The Berrens, Hoey
and Lee, Adeline Francis, "The Graphophone
Girl," Max's International Circus and Orth
and Lillian made up the remainder of the
bill.
The show was warmly received. The
house has been enjoying the same big business since it opened this season as for two
seasons past and has built up a patronage in

West Philadelphia which promises

to last

and

grow.
Jules B, Aronson. the booking agent, will
bis offices from the (Mint Arcade to the
Palace Theatre Building this week.

move

Billy Hanson, formerly at the Bijou, la at
the piano in the Palace now.

Mine Graham, one of the chorus girls with
the Ben Welch show, was painfully burned by
an exploding electric light at the Casino last
Saturday. She was not seriously Injured and
left with ths company.
Prank Orth, recently returned from abroad,
and Keller Mack, his vaudeville partner, visited this city this week and talked real estate.
After failing to buy the School of Pedagogy
and Wanamaker's store, they tried to get an
option on City Hall.
When Bart McHugh
promised to book them in Pottstown for a
whole week, the police turned them loose.
Next week's shows are:
"Elevating a Husband" (Louis Mann)—Broad.
"Oh, Oh, Delphlne"—Forrest
"Hawthorne, U. 8. A." (Douglas Fairbanks)

—Garrlck.

'The Love Wager" (Frltsl Scheff)—Chestnut
Opera House
Annette Kellerman and Co.—Lyric.
Robert Mantell—Adelphl.

St.

"Girl from Tokio"—Arch.
"Montana Limited"—National.
"The Dancing Girl"—Orpheum,

LIBERTY

(M.

W.

Stock.

mgr.; agent,
Taylor
Agency).—Good
blil
average
this
week with "Mother Goose," a singing, dancing and comedy sketch the feature number.
In the closing position the act went over
nicely, mainly through the handling of the
comedy by the two men who have the principal

roles.

Taylor,

Jim Harklns scored
songs and the

with his
coon
played the "Old

Woman

individually
fellow who

in the Shoe" worked
up his rough comedy bit to good effect The
girls add a lot of apeparance to the act,
but the singing and dancing needs some attention.
It is a dandy act for
the better

class of small time houses.
Schrode and
Chappelle offered a talking act which drew
scattered
laughs.
There Is good material
In the act, but it dragged along too slowly
and there is no snap or speed to It to work
up the bit of sentimental business at tho
finish.
There is another eketch on the bill
that must have been booked for the benefit
of the local booking agents.
It la billed aa
Jefferies, Donnelly and Co. and it went over
in great shape, getting laughs steadily and
working up to a big laughing finish. Little
Miss Little was another big winner for apHer songs were nicely rendered and
plause.
a very winning personality helped to place
her in warm favor so that ahe registered a
solid hit.
James Lancaster told some gaga
and sang a couple of parodies which secured good results. The Hedder Duo opened
and was very well received. This act bears
the big time label, but it is not shown to
The woman la working Into the
advantage.
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sot and the thrss should build up an acroAll that
batic turn that should go any place.
needed Is to put the finishing toucbes
Is
which hare been needed for a long time. Tbe
act has been holding to the small time much
longer than it deserves.
agent,
PALACE (Jay Mastbaum, mgr.
Jules E. Aronson).—The bill was all one
sldsd the first half of ths week, the early
portion running away with all the honors.
The second half fell far short of hitting an
even balance.
The Novelty Four failed to
lire up to the position of feature act, the
comedy and singing needing a lot of improvement.
One other act was missing from
Stone and
ths bill after the first show.
Diamond held the stage Just twice as long
as they should have, and for this reason the
act suffered.
The boys are attempting too much
They are using the opening of the first
now.
act they did on the small time, going into
full stage with a "behind the scenes" bit
and ending with the better portion of their
The dressing room
musical act lately used.
bit adds no improvement and the talk should
be cut down at least half. With a new song
for the Italian number and a ballad that
has not suffered as much execution as "Silver
Threads," the act can go along and do as
Mabel Carew is doing a
well as before.
"single" now and getting by with It until

With
her last number, which falls short.
hsr experience, ability to handle a comedy song
and a good finishing number she will do
nicely.
Piottl was liked In a singing turn.
He has a pleasing appearance, a strong voice
and a couple of good songs. One other good
one will make him right. He also needs some
The Musical
new material for his talk.
Macks did very well with their musical act.
The special setting looked like a regular
production, which is something worth noticing at the Liberty, and their music is wsll
The act will do nicely for any
handled.
Floyd and Russell, a colsmall time bill.
ored team, got through on their singing. Tbe
rest needs mending.
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"Not How Cheap
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Summer

Street.

B. Gustln, mgr.; agent,
O.).—Varied bill this week. "Honor
Thieves," good; Mulleh and Coogan.
good
Robbie Oordone, pretty act Jungmann
Troupe, scored; Romany Opera Company, hit
Van and Schenck, scored; Alpha Troupe,
good; Puck and Lewis, pleased Will Setron,
B.

Among

City.

AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
Hotel Frederick, SIS West

GOOLTZ.

KEITH'S (Harry

U.

New Task

St.

J.

80

M. SIMOWITCH
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How Good

Sold by Leading Druggists
Costumers, Hair Stores and

;

;

Pictures.

good.

TRDMONT (John B. Schoffleld, mgr.; K. &
started
Hater's Club"
E.).— "Ths Woman
Reviewed elsewhere.
Business big.
Monday.
SHUBORT (E. D. Smith, mgr. 8hubert).—
"A Butterfly on ths Wheel." Opened well this
week.

COLONIAL (Thomas Lothian, mgr.; K. A
B.).— "The Quaker Girl" for the third week,
doing nicely.
PARK (W. D. Andreas, mgr.; K. ft E.).—
Third
"Maggie Pepper" with Rose Stahl.
Excellent business.
week.
MA.IBSTIO (B. D. Smith, mgr.; Shubert).—
"The Million'* has had flvs weeks of fine
'Closes local engagement Sept. 21.
(Fred. Wright, mgr.; Llebler).

business.

PLYMOUTH

Man from Homo," with
Hodge, closing local stay next wssk.
BOSTON (Al. Lovering. mgr.; K.

—"The
"The

Greyhound"

Business

H. SIVI
CHAS.
American Theatre

Bids.,

ROLAND WEST.

Mme. MENZELI

starting

the

William

HofauKINOS
New York.

Phone, 2900 Bryant.
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T. Batdhellor. mgr.).— Bur(fik
lesqus. "World of Pleasure."
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mgr.).— BurCASINO (Charles Waldron,
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lesque. "The Ginger Girls
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PULASKI.

HIT

SAVOY

(Harry Brown, mgr.; agent, U. B.
O.).
Irene Franklin, with some new songs snd
a fsw old ones called for, drew packed
houses.
Goldsmith A Hoppe. good; William
Boyd, newcomer who works In blackface, fund
of humor, will bear watching; Berlin Madcaps,
danced themselves Into favor; Billy "Swede"
Hall ft Co., very well liked; Delmore A Oneida,
clever; Archer ft Carr, good.
STEEL PIER (J. Bothwell. mgr.).— Muxphy's Minstrels; M. P.
STEEPLECHASE PIER (Fennan A Morgan,
mgrs.).— Pavilion of Fun; M. P.
MILLION DOLLAR PIER (J. L. Young,
mgr.; Wister Grookett, bus. mgr.).—M. P.
YOUNG'S PIER.— M. P.

8TALLMAN

IPttSfl ST.,

CftaRMItO

—
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ACT. Muat

503

be good talker and singer. Good time booked.
Address, Sonera, 244 N. Franklyn St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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MAH FIGHTING A PANTHER

Fifth Av.
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NEW YORK

Phone, Bryant 4774

A man,

wrestling- and fighting
a real living, ferocious paathsr and playing
a sketch with artists and wild animals,
who wUl lavest $1,600.
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Taft is ths "Big" attraction at
Maiden Carnival, opening Sept. 27. It Is
Warren D. Church has the
the week.
booking of the concessions and hs wants to
wager that a million people will spend their
money In that town during the carnival. He
has booked three feature acts and has the

Phone, 4103 Bryant
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h
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Top or bottom of every bill la the past 4
months In England.
Sept. 1 to 80, Central, Dresden (return).

^My.GERSTJVER Co
Ave Nev

the
for

week to view the production of "The
Greyhound" at the Boston theatre. Then he
proceeded to the White Mountains with Porter
Emerson Browne, the playwright, who Is

new play for the firm,
duced late In November.

named

Dasie, Hoffman, Froellch, Marlow and other prominent atara
Mile.

Send for Booklet.

the will of the late Joseph Jefferson, lost s
case In the Supreme Court of Massschusetts,
according to a ruling by the full bench, last
week. In which she was sued for breach of
contract by Charles H. Nesl, a hotsl man.
He recovered $4,110. Neal, who runs s hotsl
at Onset, leased the hotel at West Palm
Beach, Florida, owned by the Jefferson Estate, for a year, at an annual rental of $1,000
with tbe privilege of a renewal for two years
more.
During the first year, the hotel was
sold by the Estate, and the purchaser offered
Nesl a renewal at an Increase on the first
year's price.
This he refused to accept. The
full bench of the Supreme Court ruled that
Neal was entitled to prospective profits from
the hotel business during the renewal period.

last

writing a

3 Rotherts

of ths English Channel.
~"~""

created and staged
Normal School of Dancing
Pupils:

fuller,
ft

OASTLB SQUARE (Joan Craig, mgr.).—
"Ths Third Dsjpree."
Stock.
ST. JAMBS (M. M. Guleslan, mgr.).— Stock

Collin

of Dancing and Pantomime,
SI East 10th Street, bet B'way and tth Ave.
Classic Ballet and All Styles of Dancing Acts

local rival to Ross Pltonof,
go to England nsxt season to attempt

swim

the

Ballet

HIOR SCHOOL

Aisle Aqkroyd,
will

on

Former Premiere Danseuse and Maltresse d«

NEW YORK

Ths plays entered in competition by Harvard and Radcllffe students for ths John
Craig prize of $500 are now being read by the
committee,
consisting
Edward Sheldon,
of
Horace B. Stanton and John Craig. The prise
play will be produced at ths Castle Square
theatre during the winter.

'
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$3.00

CATALOGUE

Bryant.

H.

££**

141 W. 36th ST..

City

A

Frsnoh Heels

Novelties In

CRAVENETTE
High Ration and
Lace Shoes
Fair

All Sizes

F>H< «s

GLASSBERG

31Un£jv3 226 W. did

St.,

w.

of

Illustrated Catalogue J Free

R'wsy
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VARIETY

=
DREAM

BIJOU

(Harry Brown,

Jr.,

8HUBERT (Melville Staltz. mfr.WTus
AMERICAN (D. E>. Russell, mgr).—Shep
Camp In "The Traveling Salesman."
GARRICK — Julie Ring In "The Yankee

mgr.).—

Rose of Panama."

M. P.

CRITERION

TANAGRA
In

(W.

miniature

mfr.).—M. P.
Neff, mgr.).— Vaudeville

Notes,

(I.

H.

(illusion).

CREATION (W. H. BU8CH, mgr.).— M P.
CITY 8QUARE (B. OKeefe, mgr.).-iM. P.
ROYAL (W R. Brown, mgr.).— M. P.
CENTRAL (Karrer ft Short, mgrs.).—M. P.
John Ma3on appeared the

first

two day* at

LONDON

MANNY COHEN

Kelly breesed Into town for a
"rest" before starting out with the

Walter C.
ten days'
'

Orpheum Road Show. One of bis principal occupations was looking for a pinocle game, but
might be mentioned that he had other diWhile he had no claims to being
very English, he did sport a monocle—but it
must be said in Justice to the Judge that he
only

displayed

friends.

for the edification of his
trick monocle, anyhow, with

it

was a

It

LASALLE ( Oppenreimer
"Time's Nightmare."

i

—Thomas E. Shea.
KEITH'S (J. J. Murdock.

OR CALL

—La

NEW YORK CITY

COLUMBIA THEATRE BLDG.
SUITE

Br UARBY HB08.
(John H. Havlin, mgr.; K. ft .)."Louisiana Lou."
LYRIC (Jas. E. Fennessy, mgr.; Schuberte).— Nell O'Brien's Minstrels.
WALNUT (W. W. Jackson, mgr.; 8. ft H.).

I .

WRITE, PHONE

PHONE

402-403

2820

mgr.; U. B.

ft Slattery. hit: De Vine ft Williams,
excellent;
"An' Opening Nlgjbt," featured;
Frosinl, hit; Zeno, Jordan ft Zeno, fine.
(Geo. F. Fish, mgr.; S-C; re-

Jacobs

BRYANT

hearsal Bun. 10).—Seven Plcchianni Troupe,
featured; Gay lord ft Herron, line; Three Lor
Milt Arnsman, good
rettos, very good
Llnd.
hit; Currie ft Earle, good.
AUDITORIUM (Agent, R. J. Gomes).—
Romo Trio, Phillips ft Co., Charles Lewis,

Dancing act in Vauderville

Classiest

;

Saturday and Sunday of this week the town
be given over to the Mystic Shrlners who
are coming ten thousand strong.
will

The Westy Hogan

Fall shoot began Tuesday

This oddlast and continues until Saturday.
ly named organization Is an association of
crack trap shots and many of the marksmen
are identified with ammunition and arms concerns.
There are, however, events for amateurs.
In former years the shooting took
But since that
place on Young's Ocean Pier.
structure has been scratched through the fire
the big event was held In Venice Park, a
Young's Hotel remains the headquarsuburb.
ters for the Westy Hogans.

Monday evening last Mrs. J. L. Young gave
a dinner to the season's basketball champions
in her unique and pretty cottage out on the
The winner was the
Million Dollar Pier.

BISSETT - SCOTT

Dupres

(Hello George)
Hammeretein'e Next Week (Sept.

Some actor swiped
hung on the door of

day morning.

mometer

that

While suffering acute pain, and

the

ther-

his

office.

In order to di-

vert his mind, Blstes thought of a new Joke.
He says the difference between the fellow in
charge of the rear platform of a street car and
a physician who treats tuberculosis is that
one is a conductor while the other is a "con"
doctor.
Dr. Oscar Dowling, chief sanitarian of Louis-

23)

Richards, big
Langdons, good; Ray
Royce, entertaining; Delmore A Light,

Three Bremens,

Lhit;

Hermany's Novelty, ap-

fine;

plause.

(Frank L. Talbot, mgr.).—J.
Clifford Co., featured; Monsieur Valle, second honors; Six Abdullas, clever; Rogers A
Wiley, entertaining; "The Derelict," applause;
King, laughter; Minor A Vincent,
Stone
strong; Whitley's Ponies, great; Bentincks
and Lenze A Bryan, close good bill.

A

AKE-UP

Al
Ballerinl,
appreciation;
direct).—Clara
Carleton, entertained; Sidney Shields, splendidly received; Will Dillon, scored decisively,
song plugging cheapens artistry, also vaudeville;
Lolo, caused amazement; Thurber A
Madison, bit; Colonial Septet, pleased.
CRESCENT (T. C. Campbell, mgr.; K. ft E.)
—"The Old Homestead," adequate presenting

mgr.).—The
(J.
J. Holland,
regularly imported olio Is not in evidence at
the Green wall this week. Instead, Joe Mandot,
the New Orleans lightweight, whose strong
right arm was held up by Referee Eyton at

Los Angelee on Labor Day,
a victory over Joe Rivers,

in signification of
is

proving,

from

the box-office standpoint, a thoroughly acMandot boxes three
substitute.
ceptable
rounds with ons of his sparring partners,
earning uproarious applause from his adIn addition to the
mirers in the audience.
pugilistic menu,
the Dinkins ft Stair BurIesquers are offering two very entertaining burlesques, probably the best shown since their
Bard Sutton has displaced Le
arrival here.
Roy Berry, and, with his vaudeville partner,
Mile. Caprice, adds strength to the company.
Best liked of the numbers used in the first
part, called "Fun in a Cabaret," was "The
Wedding Glide," used so effectively in "The
Passing Show of 1912," at the Winter Garden,
New York. The closing burletta, "Look Out
Below," which is really a hodge-podge of some
of the best "bits" used in musical comedy and
The
burlesque, proved a riot of laughter.

chorus
tion,

still

this

requires the process of eliminadeleterious effect reacting against

patronage.

LYRIC-

Peruchl,

D.

(C.

Gypzene Stock Co.

In

mgr.).—Peruchl

"The World."

mgr.).—Tyson
Extravaganza Co.
LAFAYETTE (Abe Beltgman, mgr.).— Enter-

MAJESTIC

(L.

E.

Sawyer,

lana, will enforce the law as applicable to the
sanitation of theetres.
Every playhouse in this
state,
seating over three hundred persons,
will be compelled to Install a requisite number
of exhaust fans. Critics the country over think

the legislators at Washington
the law a national one.

ST.
COLUMBIA
Barrymore A

g.

previously.

Nina Alclatore, an Orleanlan, has been engaged to sing principal roles with Henry Russell's Boston Opera Company.
Charles Fourton, manager of several local
theatres for several years, will direct the Lyric
theatre at Mobile.
Ballard,

press

representative

of

the

Tulane and Crescent theatres, will be at his
desk shortly. He wrote Manager Tom Campbell that his absence was caused by a desire
Wood Balto vote In the primaries at home.
lard would billot, as It were, or was.
Jules Blstes,

has been

HI,

(Dan

mgr..—Princess

C. Meinhardt, mgr.).— Belle Halfeatured; The Nellsons, strong; Hall A
Hall, well received; Sam Hood, clever; NewHall,
ton A
entertaining.
ley,

Voses,

D. Bucklev, mgr.).— Ethel
Co.,
scored decidedly; Chris

Piskell,

nicely.

(W.

;

honors;

first

Hall, fairly;

Farnum

in

"The

Mack

Frank Orth
NEW YORK CITY

ANNOUNCEMENT:— We beg to announce to our many friends

and followers throughout the

AUSTRALIA

theatrical profession, that our headquarters

THE JOE MORRIS MUSIC CO., and will be glad to have
you all call, wire or write for our latest song hits.
Thanking you for past favors, we are. Sincerely yours,
MACK and ORTH.

Steinberg.

When anewering

advertisement* kindly mention

Frank Sidney and
nice

hit

here

in

Co.,

who

vaudeville,

are

in

making a
probably

will

order to fit In with the Atkinson show.
Sidney Is also negotiating with some reputable Continental acts.
lightweight
Jack
McGowen, ex-champlon
boxer of Australia, died suddenly In Melbourne last week, after an attack of cerebral
hemorrhage, sustained In a bout with one of
Deceased was forty-six years of
his pupils.
age, and had also acquired considerable notoriety on the legitimate stage.

China and Colombo are desirous
Is

4

VARIETY.

Interested

change their aot Into a big open-air offering

woman
Idle

at

acts,

of

but vaudeville here

obtainis

very

present

The Empire

Picture Palace In Oxford street.

Just near the city proper, has been converted
It will rank as small
Into a variety house.
The present program is very good.
time.

Von Arx, the magician, has now Joined
forces with Professor Duncan, the hypnotist.
Is a brother to Nicola, and had
previously worked with Norwood, the hypThe latter broke away,
notist, as partner.
and Is now playing the Brennan time. Hypnotic acts, though they cause muoh amusement, are treated with derision over her*.

Von Arx

manager of the Orpheum, who
had his temperature taken Sun-

largely

active Just now, and hardly an aot of ability

written the following song hits. "I Wonder What the Wild
Waves Are Saying," "Coney Island Glide," "I Feel Like Lovin',"
"Phone Bell Rang," "I'd Rather Be A Minstrel Man," and hundreds
All published by
of others.

n°ew york city

also

ment

ing

We have

,3

O. BBJBltlf AN.

the Williams stock, had the misfortune to
break his arm near the wrist on Friday night.
The accident happened through the apparatus
of his motor car going off at a critical mo-

now with

JOE MORRIS MUSIC CO.

ft

in

JOE MORRIS MUSIC COMPANY
are

8.

11 Park St.. Sydney, July 28.
Bud Atkinson, of the J. D. Williams combine,
leaves to-morrow for America where
he will round-up a wild west show, augmented by three or four strong outdoor atAtkinson was responsible for the
tractions.
scheme which culminated In the Crystal Palace, the greatest show building la Australia.
To further his present proposition, he has
secured a lease of Moore Park, where Doctor
Carver held his show Just twenty- three years
ago, iVJARIBTY'S representative being one
of the staff.

Max

Are now Writing and Publishing with the

SPECIAL

(William Rife, mgr.;

ST.

By MARTIN

More Good News

130 WEST 37th STREET,

HOLLIDAY

H.).— "The Montana Limited."

Murphy, laughter; Alva

Sanford, mgr.).— Dustln
Littlest Rebel.

•

and

Review "

Flynn, mgr.).—La
Three Hlckeys, great;

_______

Keller

ACADEMY (Harry Henkle. mgr.; agent.
Ntzon-Nirdlinger).— Winkler's Military Dancers,
ezcellent; Harry Cutler, very funny; Beltrah
Beltrah, novel; Earl ft Vincent, amused;
ft
Rawson ft Claire, clever; Lew Palmore, liked;
Five Bragdons, laughs.
GAYETY (William Ballauf, mgr.).—Ben
Welch's Burleequers.
EMPIRE (George W. Rife, mgr.).—"Big

J.

York, well received.
OLYMPIC (Walter

Wonders Never Cease

Guerlnger, mgr.).—Entertain-

His manifold dutlos
will run the gamut from cementing the cracks
in prima donnas' dressing rooms to pacifying
Henry Greenwall's pet poodle. Goldman is a
real business man and ought to fit In handsomely at the Dauphlne.

Wood

L. BOBB.
mgr.;
Schanberger,
C.
(F.
rehearsal Mon. 10).—Mclnagent, U. B. O.
tyre ft Heath, great; Una Clayton ft Co., well
Apollo Trio, ipleaeed; Three Lyres,
liked;
clever; Robert Fulgora, appreciated; Linton ft
Laurence, amused; Lizzie Wilson, fair; Romalo
ft Delano, applause.
(George Schneider, mgr.; direct).—
Weston, Bachen ft Co., laughs; Dave Lubln ft
Co., liked; Harry Milton ft Dogs, pleased;
Kathryn Robertson, fair; Errac ft Wagner,
entertaining;
Laurie ft Aleen, appreciated;

pleased.

very amusing; Al Meyers, good; Col-

A Yost,
KINGS (F.

Adams A

IRlfglT.

(H.

George Kottman Is submitting stuff to the
In so doing
editors in behalf of the Orpheum.
he is but repeating his performance of last
season.

theatricals

make

LOUIS

By JOB*

ers.

Walter Goldman has succeeded Walter R.
Brown as business manager of the Dauphlne.
Mr. Goldman has not been connected with

should

PRINCESS
Maids,
lins

SHENANDOAH

tainers.

ALAMO (Wm.

BALTIMORE
By ARTHUB

MARYLAND

Hunter ft Davenport, amused.
VICTORIA (C. E. Lewis, mgr.; agent, NlxonNirdlinger).— "L'Amour de Artist," hit; Great
Monahan, good; Rose ft Michael, funny; Mack
Walters, commendable; Charles Gardner,
ft

NEVER GETS HARD

well.

GREENWALL

icans."

NEW

AM

UMI>.
O. M. •
(Martin Beck, gen. mgr.; agent,

company drawing

De Yay, Esther Home.

HIPPODROME

NEW CHILIANS *
By

ft

;

LYCEUM (Harry Hart, mgr.; agent, GuSun).—Seelda ft Deamond, Ethel McPhee,
Potts ft Temple, Brown ft Brown, Musical
Conservatory. Kern-Fern ft BIglow, Katherine Hawthorne, DeMuthe's Dancers. Gllmore
E.
Allen-Warren Co.
Castle,
ft
STANDARD (R. K. Hynlcka, mgr.).— "Star
and Garter."
PEOPLE'S (J. B. Fenneesy. mgr.).— "Amer-

W.

team that represented the Pier and was captained by Billy Webber.

ORPHEUM

O.).

Troy Brothers, opened; Maurice FreeCo., hit; Harry B. Lester, funny;
ft

man

EMPRESS

try.

first

"Love Makers."

GRAND

a gag on it so that any one could use it.
Louis Wesley appropriated the blooming thing

on the

in

CINCINNATI

Promoter Producers of Vaudeville Acts
artists for the most
CARARPT lltr
nFPT wanted
vADMIIt
PROMINENT PLACES IN THE CITY
I

mgrc.).—

Broe.,

STANDARD (Leo Relchenbach, mgr
"Queens of Folles Bergere."
OAYETY (Chas. L. Walters, mgr.).— Saiul

Theatrical Enterprises

it

versions.

Girl."

Howe

the Apollo In a new show, entitled "The Attack."
The first New York appearance was
this week.
The last half at the

Thursday of

Apollo Is given to "The Charity Girl." a Chicago production which opens In New York,
Sept 20. Blanche Ring appears in "The Wall
Street Girl" all next week.

BERLIN

PARIS

VARIETY
BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

:•

nn

Phone
Bryant.
Acknowledged as the beet

U

place

ft

stop at In

New York City.
One block from the BookIns Offlcee,

VARIETY and

the Pat Casey Ageney.

Now

THE ST. KILDA

Roy Redgrave, an actor of distinction, will
He will play
essay vaudeville next week.
Carrie Moore, an
the Brennan- Fuller time.
Australian comic-opera favorite, la now proving a big draw on the same circuit.
John E. Donellan, of the Williams house,
has added another to his chain, in taking
over the Cryetal Palace picture theatre, one
the finest of

of

A

Car. Madison aai Dearborn

Daredevil KUpatrtek, who is working "The
Shadow of the Cross" at the Palace, la coinHe was
ing money with that attraction.
wired to in order to do his eyollng stunt at
the Brisbane carnival eventuating next month.
"Kil," however, is making too much money

PLAYIN G BOSTON

The Musical Webbs, an English clown
making a big hit They are the first

act.

Completely furnish-

act

ed, including dishes
and linen, two and

kind here in years.

its

Dagmar

ALTOONA, PA.
(Wllmer A Vincent, nigra: TJ.
Harrison West
B. O.; rehearsal, Mon. 10).
Trio, food; Martin A Courtney, ecored; Lewis
A Chafln, ecream; Texas Tommy Dancers,

ORPHBUM

1

—

Apartments

P08T

(E. R. Smith,

and

thur Chatterdon
Valentine."
BIJOU (Will

ragr.).

Co.;

elevMtnr ser-

vice,

gio-e 18 per

wenk

;

Ill

BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

accommo-

In the

of

KIRTLAND HOUSE

BLOOMINGTON.

ILL.
Schode. mgr.).

62

TECK

Safy betel

(John
Mine."

the city

hsvim rsssn

14,

Takaco. mgr.).— IS,
Grauatark."

O'Shel,

mgr.;

Shuberts).—

C. Cornell, mgr.; agent K. A E.)
-Donald Brian In "The Siren."
SHEA'S (Henry/ J. Carr, mgr.; U. B. O.;
Mon. Rehearsal 10.)— Bejl Family, great; Andrew F. Kelley, ecream; Archie Onrl, passed;
Mclntyre A Granger, amused; Rosalind CoghCo., held interest; Williams, Thomplin A
son
Copeland. humorous; Mack A Walker,

A

Woods A Wood

GARDEN (M. T.
night Maidens."
ACADEMY (Henry

Trio,

Mlddleton,

Circuit).— "Monte Carlo Girls."
FAMILY (A, R. Sherry, mgr.; Loew; Mon.
rehearsal 10).—Calbo, startling; Braun Sisters,
Barle
Ripley,
humorous;
A
classy; Tom
Wayne, good; Monarch Four, hit; Pongo A
Leo, excellent.

THAYER.

CAMDEN, N. J.
(W. B. McCallum, mgr.).—
12-14, Graham A Randall, good; Francis A
Violet,
thrills: Franklin A De Mar, liked;
Bill
Davie, laughs: Four Vincents, entertained; 16-18. Clanfontl A Band, headllner;
Goodwin A Elliott, good; Carroll Gillette

RATES.

NEW PARK HOTEL,

Bernard

Vernon,

mystery;

Horner Bennett, scored.

DANIEL P. McCONNELL
CLEVELAND
HIPPODROME.— Henry E. Dlxey, Belle
8tory, Joe Jackson, Haviland A Thornton,
Stlckncy's Circus. Cotter A Boulden, Hursley
Troupe.
PRISCILLA— Daisy Cameron, "The Naked
Truth," Foster A Dunbar. Ivey A Ivey. Will
Moore. George A Gilbert. Three Millers, Harry

$1.00 up; with bath, $1.50

EMPIRE— Heating's Bis; Show.
STAR— "Rose Buds."
OPERA HOpABr-'The Only Son."
GRAND— "vSssfien In the Case."
PROSPECT—"Busy Issy."
OLEVBLAND-- Stock.
WALTER D. HOLCOMB.
DECATUR.

ILL.

BIJOU

(A. Slgfrled. mgr.).— Curtis' Roosplsased; Ooogan A Parks, well received;

Marimba

Band;

Roach

A

McCurdy. good;
Three Leigh tons.

Anita Bartling, excellent;
applause.
EMPRESS (Sullivan A Consldlne).

man

very good; C. Hannon A
McGrath A Yoeman, hit; Calne A

Bros.,

pleased;

Odom,

fair

Musical MacLarens. excellent.
A. C.

DBS MOINES, IOWA.
BBBCHKL (Elbert A Oetchell,
io.it

o

—KroneJames,

•'FhepbeTU

of

HUH";

RACE.

mm).—

11-14,

"Bait

—

agent,

—

HAMILTON,

SMITH'S (Tom

GRAND

up

Reed; lt-21,
Trumble.

221

W. 42D

ST..

Phone 4SM Bryant
furatakea 'stasia aad doable
rooms, private ha that clean, owlet bonne;
*ood Fraaea eeeertasjl reasonable rate*.

Wall

THE DELMAR
COLUMBUS,
SSS B.

Aaerl
praf<

OHIO.

BROAD

ST.

reflned home
Home Cooking;.
la
f8 to 99 per week.
C. A. YOUNG, Prop.

The

for

A. Smith,

mgr.).— 16, Geo.

McCarthy, mgr.; Gus Sun;
10).
16-16, Shorty Edwards,

B.

—

Raymond
Harcke

Edith

U.

man

BUT 2712 tnsJty

THE NEW

A

(Wllmer

W. 36th

SI
aow ready

MAJESTIC (N. C. Myrick, local mgr.; Rels
Circuit).— 12. John Msson In "The Attack;
IS,
Delia Clark In "Introduce Me";
14.
Dorothy Maynard

Street

for occupancy sfter being reao-

vated throughout.

Rooms from 98 to f*.
aad $10 per pereoa.
Oaad location, good

FLOBENZ'S

OWN

With board.

In

"Rose-Maid"; 21 "Quaker

—James

(C.

Grady

H.

A

SS

(Fred P. Dean, mgr.; James
Clancy; rehearsals Mon. and Thurs. 11).
16-18, Five Merry Youngsters, good; Dorothy
Curtis, clever; Rose A Montrose, hit; Jsck
Allen, clever; Leonard A Alvln, enjoyed; IIHelen Loralne, Swan A O'Day, Ethel
21.
Whiteside A Picks. Jume Mills. La Rex A
La Rex.
PARSONS' (H. C. Parsons, mgr.).— George
M. Cohan In "Broadway Jones," well re-

and

POM'S

MMB.

COOKING.
Horton, pleased;

Four

Soils

Bros.,

(W. D. Ascough, mgr.).— Stock.
season ends 28 and vaudeville

stock

Poll

opens

R.

30.

W. OLM8TEAD.

HAVERHILL, MASS.
COLONIAL (L. B. Mayer, mgr.;
B. O.
rehearsal Mon. A Thurs.

Jr.,

Tambo A Tambo,

(Elbert

A

nigra).

Oetchell,

worth,

pleased:

Stock.

ORPHEUM

(H. B. Burton, mgr.).— Week
Ed. Blondell A Co.. scored; David Kldd,
9.
pleased; Flying Martins, good: Wlnslow A
Stryker, clever; Bogart A Nelson, liked; Reldy
A Currier, good; Harrison-Dlggs Trio, enJOE.
cored.

Gilbert,
fair;
Mothc &
Clark,
Fitzlmmons A Cameron, very good;
Harmonica Girls, good.
COLUMBIA( M. W. Schoenhorr, mgr.; Sun).
Mltrhell Trio, hit; Morton & Rog. clever;
Denr.y & I'almor. good
Four Cycling Mc-

—

-

;

TEMPLE

—

agent. U.
(C. G. Williams, mgr.
"Cheyenne
10).
rehesrsal Monday
Days." novelty; Macart A Bradley, Immense;
"Dick," Interesting; Ethel McDonough. clever;
Merlin, good; Kalmar A Brown, good; Primrose Four, hit; Lutx Bros., very good.
MILES (C. W. Portsr, mgr.; T. B. C; rehearsal MOh. 10).—Lillian Mortimer, excel-

B.

O.

For

;

;

FMn

o»ffp*ri*0

"CHIME."
(Max

Nathan,
mgr.;
agents. W. V. M. A.).— 12-14. Austin A Smith,
fine;
Harry Poesch, good: 16-1 H, Mack A
*
Held. Jlminy Dunn.
McFERREN (Win. M. Ferron. mgr.>. 11,

9to**9m*nk

M.

—

(Grease Rouge)

25 cents per

STAGE MAKE-UP or Street

For LIPS

OR

Holds-

IIOOPE8TON. ILL.

VIRGINIAN

CHERRYOLA

DETROIT.

10.20).

Ssm

Colonial

Players, fine; Btayman A Haydn, good, Folios Rrrgere Trio,
excellent: "Officer 6«6." good hou*e; Primrose A Dockstader Minstrels 1H.

Raymond

pleased;

agent. U,

;

Lightning Weston, amused; Col.

Preston, mgr.; U. B. O.)
Co., very good; Ezra Ken-

very good; Hawloy & Ware, good;
novel; Bonner & Bonner,
Flying Jacksons. pleased; Whltely A
Bell, good; Csrl Rlchmon, good; Mr. A Mrs.

dall,

p. j.

j.

HARTFORD, CONN.

HARTFORD

ceived.

rooms

lent; Rathskeller Trio, hit;
Prof. Kent's Seals, good;
hit; Kllllan A Moore, good.

FAMILY

SS,

—

B.

Girl."

FLORENZ HOUSE

mgra;

Vincent,

O.; rehearsal Mon. 10).
HerTlmberg. pleased; Frank Mayns A Co..
wsll received; Borden A Shannon, scored
strongly; S Mori Broa. applauded; Press Eldrldge, encored; Volant, novel hit; Ernest A
Adele Yerxa, flne.

agent.

good;

PRINCESS

Masle

Co..

HABBISBtTBG, PA.

NOT

le

Wm.

Midgets.

A

QUAD.

ORPHEUM

McVEITY, Manager

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

THE CENTRAL
RCW YORK.

(J.

rehearssl Mon.
Star Trio; 17-16,

Madison, Wis.

Caters to the Theatrical Profession. Special
Kate. Centrally located la the heart of the
Private Bathe. Cafe a la Cane. Free
ctty.
'bus meets all trains.
MBS. LUCK WILSON, Prep.

O.

Evans* Minstrels.

We

WAVERLY HOTEL

Beotry.

ters,

COLUMBIA (Frank J. O'Donnell. mgr.;
U. B. O.).
Thomas A. Wise A Co.:
Boudlnl Brothers. Sherman A McNaughton.
Laurie Ordway, Jordan A Klnely, Eldera,
Brothers Sanlos.
ORPHEUM (Edward Veasey. mgr.; Ind.).
Mr. A Mrs. Murray Denver, fair; VanDykes.
fair; Franceous, fair; Hanley A Murray, good.
MAJESTIC (Orin Stair, mgr.; 8. A H.).—
"Rosary."
GARRICK (Daniel Lynch, mgr ).— Stock.

Y.

none Saaeea 2S44 XV

COLUMBUS. OHIO

F. R.

BROADWAY

clever;

MIZENER.

(.HAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Special Rates and attention to professional people. Our restaurants are
high grade at medium price. Club breakfasts, etc.
also operate

mgr.).—"Mid-

M. Marcus, mgr.; agent
Loew; Mon. rerearsal 10).— John Zimmer, exGarhett Raymond, fair; Apaches, sensational;
Walker A West, laughs; Toledo,
above average; Leonard Kaoe, novelty; Edith
Kelmer, pleased; Hilton A Bannon. big; John
Frank A Edith Raymond,
F. Clark, funny;
closed good show.
LAFAYETTE (C. M. Bsgg. mgr.; Empire

M. H.

"One

ANGELL.

THIRD and GAY STREETS

thrilling.

Ash-

clever; Lillian
feature.
Gllson. mgr.).— 10.

Co..

Broa,

L

(J.

EUROPEAN

cellent;

Troupe,

FFALO, N

Nr. all theatres. Ball
-sg«-

;

Day."

"SSSXP*

HOTEL VIRGINIA

WAGNER.

(P.

favorites;

MAJESTIC

Stiaet

III

with private hats

A

David Livingston
ley,
big; Banlon

A.

(C.

R.

is

—

above

Eighth. Philadelphia,
opposite Casino Theatre.
Cabaret every Bight.

tO

M. BEERS.

J.

PA.

COLONIAL (A. P. Wesehler, mgr.; A. V.
O'Brien, east mgr.; Que Sun A U. B. O. rehearsals Mob. is). Leon A Adeline Bleters.
good; Alfredo, hit; Shaw A LeMar, good;

of the Better Class'*

WALKER HOUSE
Weet Eagle

A

Maley

received;

well

(Lee Norton, mgr.; Rets Circuit).

BUB,

hit.

BUFFALO.

8TAR

MASS

ST.. LYNN,
EUROPEAN PLAN

—

1J-14,
MAJESTIC <A. G.
Pollard Listen, new; Cauchman A Stone, hit;
Gordon A Tinker, nicely; Barbs Moore,

"iBaby

SUMMER

Cafe

JACOB SMITH.

buslnesa

COOKE'S HOTEL
Street,

Roche, mgr.).— "Runaway

— lt-II, Stock, pleased.
MAJESTIC (M. D. Gibson, mgr.; U. B O.).
— l«-lt. "Russell's Minstrels,
excellent; large

14th
N. 14th

CAMPBELL, Prop, aad Mgr.,
White Bats' Headquarters
—lan teo* walk to all theatres

the theatrical district

Walnut

HEIMAN.

hit.

CHATTERTON

LYCEUM

E. E.

"A Theatrical Hotel

Nevlna and Erwood. food; "Models DeLuxe,"

"Rose of Panama";

Yammotto Broa,
Woods, good.

REGENT HOTEL. 100 N.
NEW REGENT HOTEL, 101

HUNTINGTON AVE.

S.

N. Y.
MOZART (Felber A Shea, mgrs.).-— 16-18.
Snyder A Buckley, pleased; Jean Ward, good;

LOUIS

ST.

Tea

8,

B.).

ELMIRA,

Pa,

Philadelphia.

(W.

s-irla"

Opposite the Walnut and Oaetaa Theatres.

l-lt,

mgr.).—Week

A

—

GAYETY

II,

Marshall,

'

(Harry Parent, mgr.; K.
Sherry."

(Richard H. Lawrence, mgr.;
Shubert)— "Blue Bird."
LYCEUM (A. R. Warner, mgr.; 8. A H.).—
Vaughan Glaser In "The Grain of Dust."
AVENUE (Frank Drew, mgr.). "Oriental

ZEISSE'S HOTEL

Mile.

Thorpe-Lavelle Troupe,

ing.

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

Ar—"Allan Mr.Jimmy

Carrie, good; Bennett Sisters, hit; Earl
Wilson Trio, fair; Eddie Leslie, good; Flying
fair;
Faynette
great;
Osave,
Valentines,
Monro, fine; Mr. and Mra Allison, ecored;

eaovoaloaee.

DETROIT
—"Madame
GARRICK

phone, steam

heat,

dating four persons.

E. O. B.

big.

tnree large rooms,
bath and kivchen-

lette,

Bathe aad every

Burlesquers."

SUITES

are

Steam Heatoa R<

—

FURNISHED

here.

of

Real Place to Live

=

for

Pref«

Nutts, big; Allan. Callahan A Kline, good;
Sheldon A De Dama, good; Hawaiian Four,
big; Veronica A Hurl-Falls, laughs.
NATIONAL (C. R. Hagedorn. mgr. agent,
Doyle). Alpine Quintette, beautiful; Ethel
Vane, very good; Darvo A Short, clever; National Quartette, hit; Sane A Sans, good;
Musical Ten Eycks, fine; Roland Travers A
Co., splendid; Waverly A Wright, disappoint-

Real Proprietor of a

LEONARD HICKS
HOTEL GRANT
AGO
.

The R eflned Heeae

99

and JENIE JACOBS, Proprietors

GEO. F. ROBERTS. Aaat Manager
OHIO

kind.

its

COOKE

PAULINE

67 W. 44th Street

at

35

<

jar

Use

UltldiS. a perfect blond color

THE HESS COMPANY
Manufacturers Stage Make-Up
M*4I»» mimtton

YABIWTY.

ROCHESTER

N. Y.

VARIETY

of

A.

.

from Rectors"

"Girl

OIL-BER

"Waiting for the Robert E. Lee" "Ragging the Baby to Sleep"
"Take Me To That Swanee Shore is now permanently with
Hitchy Koo"

Author

M

WOLFE

Emma

Princess Elisabeth, clever; Landon ft Mlretta,
applause;
Kip ft Klppy, good; Maxwell,
Parker ft 8haw, harmonious.
FAMILY (John P. Harris, mgr.; U. B. O.).
Nat Barnhart, Chess ft Checkers. Hughes
ft Curtis, Joe Howard, Musical Winters, Jor-

RIG08.

Hill.

JACKOONTIIXm

DUVAL— "The

—

Balkan Prinoaas," Julia

ford and well balanced
Excessive heat
ence.
tendance.

company

Gifto fair audiusual at-

don

Francis. Ola Edeburn. Carraya
(Titus KenyOn, mgr.; Pollock).—
Horn ft Co., Prof. W. N. VanDorn,
Savoy ft Co., Paul Van Dyke, Howard
ft Walsh. Brennan ft Wright.
ALVIN (Harry Davis, mgr.; Shubert).—
"The Typhoon."

prevented

bill

Will

to

,

NIXON (Thomas Kirk.
—'The Red Widow."

LYCEUM (C. R. Wilson, mgr.; 8. ft
Common Law."
GAYETY
(Henry Kurtsman. mgr.;
—

ern).

Hunter"; 11, "Madame
"The Servant In the House."

Fortune

"The

SO.

Sherry";

15,

LAWRENCE

MACAULBVB
ft B.).

MoCanley, mgr.; agents,

(J.

fair business.
—Parsifal,Qarrlty.
mgr.; agents, Shu-

MASONIC

(J. J.

berts).—"Red Head."
WALNUT (Mr. Shaw, mgr.; agents, F. H.
D.).— "Call of the Heart."
OATETT (Mr. Chaa F. Taylor, mgr.).—

B.

Mon.

rehearsal

O.;

Amoros

funny;

10).

—

Marshal

clever;

Sisters,

Church, mgr. ) .—Tinkhan
Radln, Eddie Rowley.

JOHN J. DAW80N.
LTNCHBUBO, VA.

TRENTON
O.

hardt

Bert Baker

(D.

ft

G.

Phills,

mgr.; K.

"Balkan Princess."
B.

(J.

Melton,

mgr.).

Holt

ft

"THE TYPICAL TAD

(J.

Melton,

B.

Sisters.

mgr.).—Howie

ANDREW

ORR.

Douglas. Robert Vivian Co..

NATIONAL (Geo.
NATIONOSCOPE

MILWAUKEE, WIS,

—

Carleys Dogs, good; Ell Dawson, good; "Number 44," very good; Brooklyn Harmony Four,
hit; Three Stanleys, good.
"JIMMIB."

ft

Dow, Four

HIS MAJESTY'S

(H. Q. Brooks, mgr.; K.
A E.).—Naalmora In "Marionettes"; II, Alice
Lloyd In "Little Miss Fix-It"
PRINCESS (H. C. Judge, mgr.; 'Bhubcrts).
—Robert Mantell.
ROYAL (O. McBrien. mgr.; co-operative).
—"Power ehind the Throne."
GAYBTY (H. Arnold. mgr.; Eastern
Wheel).—"College Glrla"
ORPHEUM (G. F. DrlscoU, mgr.; agents.
U. B. O.).
Olga Petrova, Wilfred Clarke ft
Co.. Doc O'Nell. Eight English Rosea Stead-

B

—

mans. Three Hlckmans.
Three Alex.

FRANCAI8
Meyers,

(J.

O.

Correlll

Hooley,

Smith

ft

ft

Sampson

ft

—8took.
mgr.).—

W.

Homan,

mgr.).

—Musical

NASHVILLE. TENN.

direct;
vollo.

well

pleased

Lew

agent

—Week
Nolan,

Tro-

I.

hit;

ft

London,

BIJOU (George Hickman,

ft

received;
Bessie La
Harklns, good; Palace

Wella
B. J.

TODD.

fine;

mgr.).

Fantelle

Week
—Week

9.

16.
'Ten Nights In a Bar-Room";
"White Slave."
PRINCESS (Harry 8udekum. mgr.; agent,
W. V. M. A.; rehearsal Mon. 10).—Week I.

"HAJE8TIC ( W.
;
U. B. O.
rehearsals Mon. ft Than. 11). 10-11, Grace
Turner, fair; Fay ft Miller, fair; May Taylor, good; Bailey. Hall ft Burnett food; 10-

—

Great JohnsonNWolfe Trio, Longworths,
Bootblack Four.
V^
21.

OPERA HOUSE (Zabriakle ft Reld. nigra).
SL
LYCEUM (Chas. F. WllbV. mgr.).— "A
Fool There Waa"
^-^
EMPIRE (Floyd Lauman, mgffW 10-11,

O.).

Bonlta ft Law Hearn,
clever; Richard Wally, well received; Johnny
Johnston,
amusing; Olive Briscoe, good;
Jewell's Manlkena good; 8plssell, Quail ft
Mack, pleased.
HARRIS (John P. Harris ft Harry Davis.
mgra; U. B. O.).—Klllarney Girls 4, vary
good; Tower Brothers ft Darrow, liked; Sylfonos, hit; Booth Trio, satisfied; Will H. Vedder,
Henela Morgan ft Company, plaasad;

NEW HAVEN,

CONN.

—

POLI'S (L. D. Garvle, mgr.; U. B. O.; reMon. 10). "Puss In Boots," splendid;

hearsal,

mgr.; Eastern

Bennett

Bisters, nicely.

HIPPODROME (C. G. Keeney, mgr.; agent.
Prudential; rehearsal, Mon. and Thura, 10.10).
Harry Dare, good; Harry ft Kate Trimborne, liked; Smith ft Frank, good; Lupetl
Perea, nicely; Jerry McAullff ft Co.. pleased;
Rush Ling Toy, well received.
O. R. H.

—

BOCBXAND, MB.

ROCKLAND

(Al.

V.

Rosenberg,

mgr.;

—

U.

B. O.; rehearsal. Mon. ft Thura, 11).
11-14.
Jean Baldwin, good; Hammond ft Forrester,
good; 16-18. Fish ft Tlbbetts, good; Reeves
ft
Werner, excellent; 10-11, Johnny Neff,
Morgan Chester ft Co.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.
EMPRESS (Wm Tomklns. mgr.;

\PANTAGE8 (Scott Pslmer. mgr.; direct;
rehearaal. Mon. 10).—Week 0. Max Witt's
Singing* Glrla applauded; Williams ft Wol-

(Harry Davis, mgr.; U. B.

Taliaferro

DeBeryl.

W. R. ARNOLD.

Collier,

PITT8BUBGH.

GRAND

scored.

for

(G.

agent, 8
rehearaal, Mon., 10).—Week 0. Hugo Lutsens, good; John Whites Circus, laughable;
Constance Wlndom ft Co. pleased; Veronl
VeHII^A Bro.. artistic; De Lisle ft Vernon.

Mabel

man-

TaxL"

"The Social Maids"; 10-11. "Bon Toaa*^
ORPHEUM (Chaa F. Edwards, mgT.).—
10-11, "Miss New York Jr."; lt-ll, "The Girls
from Joy land."
DAVID W. LEWIS.

RoseH's Mlnstrela headline; University Four,

W.
publicity
Edgar
Rule.
man
the Crescent Amusement Company, will
age the Bonlta theatre this season.

—

ft

—Stock.

mgr.;

Beck,

rehearsal Mon. 10).
entertaining; Clinton

;

N. J.
H. Walsh, mgr.

—

(Martin

Watch."
.

Zelda
Brenner ft Rati Iff, Donovan ft McDonald.
Great Tornados. McMahon, Diamond ft CI era
ena Claude M. Roode, Wilbur Sweatman.
OPERA HOUSE (F. Wendetshafer. mgr.;
8hubert).— "Over Night"
COLONIAL (C. Burke, mgr.; K. ft E.).—
"Spring Maid."
EMPIRE (Max Brannlg, mgr.). "Girl In

BEADING, PA.
ORPHEUM (Wilmer ft Vincent, mgra;
agent U. B. O.; rehearsal Mon. and Thura.
10.10).—A. O. Duncan, liked, Stewart ft Finley. pleased; Hayea ft Alpolnt very good; I

PATERSON,

MUNCIB, IND.

ORPHEUM

"The
Count,

Quartet Mantambo

SHANNON.

STAR (Ray Andrewa mgr.; agent, Gus
Mon. 10.10). Anderson ft
Sun; rehearsal
Evans, clever; May Mulligan, pleased; Dow
Bio, pleased; Will J. Ward ft Melody Maids,
GEO. FIFEN.
bit hit

Gillette,

mgr.; Loew).

Zlto,

Daoust

(Jules

Paroffs, results; Louis
ft Vallorle, scored.

Sarah

Dow

Gauvreau, mgr.).

Stock.

MAJESTIC (Martin Beck, gen. mgr.; direct;
rehearsal Mon. 10). Schaller ft Jordan, good;
Sully ft Hussey, entertaining; Barry ft Woolford, funny; Jack Gardner, applause; 8ayton
Trio, clever; 8alerno, great; Dlgby Bell ft
Co.. scream; Six Musical Cuttys, excellent
EMPRESS (8-C; rehearsal Sun. 11).—Theo.

(F.

Wheel).— "Jolly Folllea"

Newark

Sept. 23, Gayety,

Everetta

MAJESTIC

Co, good.

WESTMINSTER

E.).—

—Duncan

ft

(C. Lovenb'erg, mgr.; U. B. O.).—
Sears ft Co., Mabel le Adams ft Co..

th e

»»

MAOON, OA.

PALACE

ft

KEITH'S

;

GRAND

Davis, very good; Landis
classy; Richard Hamlin, fair.

SCENIC

TREVBLTAN

21.

I.

Mary

stock.

(J.
F. Jackson, mgr.; agent
rehearsals, Mon. ft Thura. 10).
The Frederick* clever; Corrlgan ft Vivian,
strong; Klein ft Yoete, hi t; Ted ft Thai
BABBB.
Dooley, scored.

B.

U.

B,

Woodman,

Mon. and
good; 10-11.

Knowles,
UNION (Chaa Allen, mgr.; Qulgley).—
Three Bounders, hit; Old Town Four, very
good; Msjor Doyle, pleased; Goldle Rheln-

ft

(Q.
ft

Sisters,

1).

PROVIDENCE,

—

Duo, Jerome

P.

rehearsal

Than.

great;

Trebble,

—Stock.
ACADAMT

(Guy

mgr.; agent

BULLOCKS (P. L. Burke, mgr.; U. H O.)
—Bean
Bmmmell Trio, excellent; Buntona

agent, U.
Pott's Bros,

good; Rolando Bros., good; Dave
Ferguson, good; Three Musketeers, good; Zola
Sisters, good; Lew Fltsglbbons, fine.
MERRIMACK 8Q. (J as. 8. Carroll, mgr.;
rehearsal Mon. 10). All-Rajer Co., Claire ft
West Ethel Sharrow, Hanley ft Jarvls. "Kusuno."
OPERA HOUSE (Jules Cahn. mgr.).— If -11,
"Fortune Hunter."
HATHA WATS (Garland ft Shapiro. Less.).

WB8TBROOK

U B O.;
—Three
Dixon
Jeanette Chllda

mgr.;

Stevens,

PORTLAND, MB.

B

SCENIC.

"Robinson Crusoe Glrla"
BUCKINGHAM (Whallen. mgr.).—"BoheJ. M. OPPENHBIMER.
mian."

KEITH'S (Wm.

East-

(I.
P. Mosher. mgr.; agent,
O.; rehearsal Mon. 10.10).—John LeClalre, clever; Jean Baldwin, plaaaad; George
Auger ft Co., novelty; Brown ft Small, applause; Norrts Comedy Baboons, good.
GREELEY'S (J. W. Greeley, mgr.; agent
Sheedy; rehearsal Mon.
10.10).—Mile.
La
Palva, excellent; Ernest Lajuenosa, good;
Countess De Lafayette, featured; Clifton ft
Burns, clever.
JEFFERSON (Julius Cahn, mgr.).— 11-14,
"Alma": lt-ll, "Pink Lady."

L.

ing.

K.

H.).—

from Happyland."

PORTLAND

U.

Weed, mgr.; scent. U. B.
KEITH'S
"Dance Dream," vary good; Sumlko.
O.).
good; Three nasnaan,
good; Sohmettana
clever; McMahon ft Chapclla, clever; Bawls
ft Yon Kaufman, pleasad; Art Bowen, pleas-

—

"Girls

BERLINER.

T.

E.)'

SINCLAIR.

LOCISTILL1, KT.
(J.

ft

"The

W. Lawford, mgr.; Rale).—

(C.

mgr.; K.

Jr..

DUQUESNE (Harry Da via mgr.; Stock).—
"When Knighthood Was In Flower."

LTRIG

SAMUELS

J.

Lucille

JAMESTOWN. N. Y.
(H. A. Deardourff, mgr.; Gus Bun).
Melanl Sextette, fine; Bessie Remple * CoWood, satisfactory; Mavollo.
Ollte
good;
pleased; Happy Messenger Boys, went well.

—

ft

KBNYON

ORPHEUH —Diversified
reasonable business.
MONTGOMERY GRAND—Ruth 8herttT A
Haxel Spangler added to program of picJOHN 8. ERNEST.
tures and scored.
vaudeville

New York

St.,

"Fortune Hunter";

17.

;

11-18, "Flying Garbs,

122 West 36th

IX/IIL-L.S,

ft

Co.,

artlstlo;

DAWSON

THE JOYFUL COMEDIAN AND SONG WRITER

•AwllMMM, W«ly m«M9» YAM1WTT.

excellent;

Slmone

C;

fua good; Hathaway ft Mack, good; Franceses Redding ft Co., good; Cunning Hand,

adroit; Jewells

Manlkena

pleased.

PRINCESS (Fred Ball en, mgr.; Bert
Levey; rehearaal, Mon., 10).— .0-11, Three
Musical Millers, novel; Martyne ft Hardy.

8PRECKLB8

(Dodge

ft

—1-10, Marguerite Clark
ing. In "Baby Mine."

Hayward. mgra).
ft

Ernest Glenden-

L

T.

DALEY

Touring the Sullivan &
Consldine Circuit Successfully
September 22
September 29

MINN.

-

-

-

Minneapolis,

-

-

-

St. Paul,»IVIINN.'fJ

VARIETY
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NEW YORK APPEARANCE

FIRST

NEW ACT

A

Mckinley

THAT ODD RAVING SINGING COMEDIAN
NEXT WEEK

(Sept. 23)

HAMMERSTEIN'S

Week

New York
8AVANNAH
A

K.
II,

—
Bankan
E.).

Sept. 30,

FRANK BOHM

Direction:

KEITH'S UNION SQUARE
New York

SAVANNAH, GA.
(William

STAR

Seeskind.

B.

mgr.;

"The Confession." food show;
Princes*"; 17, Florence Webber

It, "Polly of Ctrcue,"
(Corbln Shields, mgr.; agent, U. B.
rehearsal,
Mon. 11). Ernie A .Ernie,
O.
good; Oriole Trio, excellent; Alp. Rlpon,
great; Mollle Luken * Loretta Duo, line;
Harry Austin A Taps, scored.
LIBERTY (Bandy Brothers, owners).

BIJOU

—

;

HARRY TATE'S <°

GAIETY

Pierce,

R. Henry,

(F.

Rounders."

ENGLAND

mgr.— "Girls from

8CARBORO

BEACH

mgr.).— "Band

mgr.).— "Merry Go
(F.

Hubbard,

L.

of the Mlsslssauja Horse."

HARTLEY.

AUSTRALIA

MOTORING

FISH IHb

W.

(F.

Reno."

NEW YORK

14,

"Naughty Marietta";

In

RAVING JUST FOR FUN

AFRICA!

Stock.

TRENTON,

N. J.

STATE ST. (Herman Wahn, mgr.; Prudential; rehearsal, Mon. A Thura, 11).
16-18.
Dorothy Clark, well/ rendered Francis A Palmer, good; Paoll-Cremenesl A Co., pleased;
Walsh A Reddan, good; Sam Curtis
Co..
laugh; 18-81, Wilson, Thurston A Steward,
Four Grovonls,
llano Duo, Oppelt, 8am Curtis A Co.; big businesa
STREET (George B. Brown, mgr.).
16-21, "Deep Purple." good businesa
A. C. W.

—

;

The opening date of the vaudeville boose
now building by Btebblns and Oelger, will be
November 1.
Harry

manager

Bernstein,

the

of

Bljoa

for the past ten week*, has been transferred
to Macon, On., to open the Grand with vaude-

He has been succeeded hero by Mr.
who has had oharge of one

ville.

BESSIE WYNN

Corbln Shields,
of the

Jake Wells houses

in

MOHAWK

FIFTH AMERICAN TOUR. KEITH CIRCUIT.
30th, BUSHWICK THEATRE, BROOKLYN,

OPENING SEPT.
For Time:

ALBEE.

SOUTH BEND. IND.
(A. J. Allardt, mgr.; W. V. M.
Mon. A Thura., 18.86).—16-18.
McNamee, fair; Force A Williams, fair; Bernard A Harrington, good; Fisher A Green,
hit; Pekln Zouaves, fair; If -It, Knma Jape,
Nestor A Darling, 8. Miller Kent A Co., Joehe
(Ed. Smith, mgr.; F. Q. Doyle;

GILMORE

(P.

"Gaiety Girls."

POLI'S

(8.

Gordon

Wrlghter returns as

Poll's

J.

Breen, mgr.).— "Checkers."

A

White, good;

Agnes Lee A Co., good; Virginia Burke, fair;
Johnn y Flak, fair; Dorse y Brothers, good.
OAIBTY. Stadium Trio, Chase A Carnla,
Freed. Massey A Bolton, Russell
A Radcllffe, Ethel Mlgnon.

GRAND

—

METROPOLITAN.—Julian

El tinge

•Fascinating Widow."

E.).—8,

new big-time vaudeWorthlngton

streets,

No

JOHN,

N. B»
OPiRA HOUSE (D. H. McDonald, mgr.).
—16-16, "Bunty Pulls the Strings."
NICKEL (W. H. Goldlng, mgr.).—Gertrude
LsRoy, Tom Waterall.
LYRIC (Steve Hurley, mgr.). 6-11, Mil12-14.

West

A

Simmons.
L. H.

—

CORTRIGHT.

10).

—Harry

In

Jr.,
12.

Lou";
"Black Pattl";
Nights
A Mack.

"Louisiana
14.

16-18,
"Ten
18-81, Murray

O'Donnell;

PARK (Joe
Carlo Glrla"

BENHAM.

SYRACUSE, N.

GRAND

(Chaa

Barnes,

mgr.; K. A
"Traveling
15,

In

mgr.).— 16,

a

John
Bar

"Monte

WILL CHRI8TMAN.

—

A

—

—

Soanes Musical Family.

STRAND (E. WK. Weill,
Blnen, Ernest Ludlow.
ROYAL ALEXANDRA (L.

Five Martels, good.

EMPIRE (Frederic Gage, mgr.).— 16-81.
"Passers By"; 88-26. Eddie Foy In "Over the
River."
WIETING (Francis Martin, mgr.) —28-84.

— Aborn

Southern

Rose."

A Marlowe.
BA8TABLE (Stephen

28-85,

Beatable,

"Behman Show."

»ATE

well

;

PRINCESS
(A.

(O.
J.

B.

Sheppard,

Small,

mgr.).

mgr.). — "Rod

mgr.).— "Bachelor's

(J.

rehearsals,

"Madame X."

mgr.;

Sisters,

Maroa

10).

—Tom

Lewis

—

ERNIE.

GRAND

WEST CHESTER,
(J.

F.

PA.
Small, mgr.).— 18, "Girl of

the Under World."

George Brosius purchased the Palace theatre from the Landon A Flshel Co.
J. E. FOREMAN.
WHEELING, W. VA.

ORPHEUM

(J.
F.
Lee, mgr., Ind.; rerehearsals, Mon. A Thurs., 10).
Colonial Minfeature, clever; Oberlln Musical Girls,
well received; Ravie Troy, big; Clark Sisters
A Sterling, good; Roslarcs, fine.
C. M. H.

—

strels,

PARK

YOUNGSTOWN,

— Specter
Hayden.
Clark,

O.

B. Cool, mgr.; Felber A Shea).
Bros., good; Great Richards, ex-

(I,.

Harry Breen. hit; Vassar Girls, fine;
Dunbar A Hayden, great; Foy A

funny.

GRAND (John Elliott, mgr.; S. A H.).—
16.
"The Penalty": 19. "Deep Purple"; 20,
"Freckles"; 21, "Honey Boy Mlrmtrels."
C.

A.

LEEDY

B.90K1J|#CTE|NS MAKE.[Jp
.

MENTION THIS

THE M. STEIN COSMETIC
NEW YORK

Wh*n mmofrinff

In

Lyons, mgr.; agsnts. S. and
Mon. 10). Eugenie Blair In

Baby."

•

rehearsal,

received;

GAYETY (Geo. Peck, mgr.).— "The Merry
Whirl."
LYCEUM (A. C. Mayer, mgr.).— "Gay
Wldowa"
BELASCO— Paul J. Ralney's pictures.

cellent;

Solmon,

Opera Co.

GRAND

mgr.).

mgr.).— Bessie

Mon.

rehearsal.

"The Yankee Prince."
H.

SHEA'S (J. Shea, mgr.). Jessie Busley,
splendid; Charles Drew A Co., hit; Henshaw
Avery, clever; Paulson A Goldle. pleased;
Lads O'Melodle. good; Nowaks, pleased;
Clara Ince, favorite; Adonis, a success.
MAJESTIC (Pster F. Griffin, mgr.). Chic
Brockway, Copeland A Walsh, Leland A Lee.

V.

Plummer,

mgr; Chas.
Anderson,
mgr.;
Wartenburg
U.
B.
O.).
Bros., good; Sampsel A Rellly, liked; Chadwick Trio, well received; Don Fuiano, Interesting; Billy K. Weils, laughs; W. L. Abingdon A Co., pleased; Bison City Four, hit;
H.

Moore,

Pelham and Petite

Thatcher, mgr.).— "The Thief.
(F. Berger, mgr.; Independent.

(J.

COLUMBIA
agents.;

TORONTO, ONT.

autherltlve announcement oaa as yet be obtained as to the
details.
GEORGE A. PRE 88 1.

ST.

W. Bsrhydt.

(T.

Salesman";

Room";

A

applause.

Llttlefleld,

ACADEMY

A

this season.

S. Z. Poll will build a
ville house on Mala and
opposite the Post Office.

lers;

Belles, fine.

Pulser

mgr.).
Duvall,

agent.
V. M. A.; rehearsal, Mon.
Thura, 16).—
Martin A Fabbrlnl. good; Tom GUlsn. hit;
Bernard A Harrington, pleased; Roach A McCurdy, hit; Ausonla Trio, good; Grey A Peters.
pleased; Plstel A Cushlng, fair; Three Mead
Sisters, ordinary; Thomas Q. Seabrook, feature; Chaa. A. Loder Co., funny.

W.

A

MAJESTIC—White,

A

THBJUB HAUTE, IND.
VARIETIES (Jack Hoeffler. mgr.;

A

very good; Spa Brothers, good; George Garden, very good; Van A Carrie Avery, good;

mgr.).— 16-16.

Shea,

F.

—

first

Sheridan

—

MAJE8TIC (Tom
Mon.

CRESCENT (John B. Breslin,
Dearmo, Martin A Powell, Davitt
Ford A Wesley, Parshieys.

PAUL, MINN.

ORPHEUM

Stein -Hume-Thomas, very good; Ferguson
Northlane, London Tlvoll Girls, good; Eugene
Trio, good; Dare Bros., good.
EMPRESS (S-C.).—Cathryn Chaloner Co.,

Girl."

W.

Request)

POLI'S

Harmony Beaux A

Sisters,

mgr.; agent,
Robt H. Martin
head liner; Rand's Musical Dogs.
Co..
amused; Austell Four, hit; Gertrude Dudley
Co., scored; Al Bartee, well received; Chaa

hits; Lyons Reynolds,
Frltsie, applause.

agent, U.

COURT SQ. (D. O. Ollmore, mgr.; Ind.).
—17-16, Alice Lloyd In "Little Mlas Fix-It";
19, Wm.
Parke Players In "Her Husband's
Wife"; ll, "Common Law"; IS, "Bohemian

—

Ross
scored;

Clair,

applausa

A

(Martin Beck, gen. mgr., direct).
Bert Leslie, pleasing; James J. Morton, well liked; Chevalier De Loris, clever;

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

8T1EET AND EVENING

)

§T.

Three

Club,"

Don St

honors;
Sloan,

SHORT VAJRr SHOES

Mon. A Thura., 18.80).— 16-18, Edna
Mae Houard. hit; Fanberry A Lemon t, fair.

AUDITORIUM (8. W. Pickering, mgr.;
B. O.).—16. "Spring Maid"; 16-18,
"Sweetect Girl In Dixie"; 86. "Modern Ere."
INDIANA (Thos. Moss, mgr. ) .—Stock.
Wit H. STEIN.

(A. J. Bachrach. mgr.; agent, Jefrehearsal,
Mon. 10). Tom Prentiss'

"Bachelor

(A. J. Brylawskl.
Jefferles; rehearsal, Mon. 10).

(New Catalog on

§£ffy

Reed Bros.

MAJESTIC

CASINO
fries;

COSMOS

For ST68E,
Y

—

clever.

N. Y.

Arrive Campania, Sept. 20

rehearsal,

rehearsal,

"RANGE."

;

ANANT.

A.

—

D. C,
CHASE'S (H. W. DeWitt. mgr.; agent, U.
B. O. rehearsal, Mon., 10).
"Kabaret In Kidland." headlines; Eva Taylor A Co., hit;
Perry A White, scored, Delvln A Elwood, encores;
Kate Watson, applause; Louis M.
Granat, well received; Rlchardlnnl Troupe,

WEBER & EVANS

ORPHEUM

Dale,

TRIO

Motoring in Mid-Air

McDonald, mgr.).
—9-11, "In Africa," pleased; 18, "Mutt A
Jeff"; 16-18. "A Man's World"; 20-81. "Bunty
Pulls Strings"; 88-86, "The Power Behind the
Throne"; 86, Southern A Marlowe.

A.;

ROYAL

Campbells, good; Tony Johnson's Dogs, fine;
Geo. 8. Hall, entertaining; 18-16, Hudspethe.
fair;
Zano, pleased; Fannie Edwards Oo.,

WASHINGTON,

G.

HOWARD

LYRIC (Henry Blgel. mgr.; W. V. M. A.;
rehearsal, Mon. A Thura, IS).— 8-11, Ripples,
clever; Paul Case A Co., fair; Roman Bridnlk.
good.; 12-14, "Johnny on the Spot Co," hit.
(R. A. McLean, mgr.; Webster;
rehearsal, Mon A Thura., 8. SO). 8-11. Three
fnlr.

"Just Landed," excellent; Three Follies, big;
Williams A Williams, very good.
(Ackerman J. GUI, mgr.).
18-28, "Road to Yesterday."
ORPHEUM (F./ X. Brcymaler, mgr.; agent.
Joe Wood; rehearsals, Mon. A Thurs., IS).
18-14, Walker A West, entertained; Jimmy
Cowper, good; Store A Store, good; Shaw &
Wilson, hit; 16-18. Betty Martin. Geo. B.
Whitfield Co., Todeska A Todeska, excellent;
La Poleta, fine; Napoll Troubadours, applause.

(Chaa

VIRGINIA. MINN.

TOM DAVIES

SSSS?

—BROAD

VAUMVMLUI

IN

Norfolk.

SCHENECTADY. N. T.
PROCTOR'S (Chas. Goulding, mgr.).— 11-14.
Melville A
Thatcher,
Adele Archer, hit;
laughs; Rober 4k Tunison, big; Walthour A
Princeton Girls, pleased; Dorothy Rogers 4k
Co., very good; pictures, good business; 16-18.
"The Bur's Necklace." Bessie Clifford, great;

VAN CURLER

A

M

advertt$fm*n$$

CO. I

SjtneUjr

_ m. wX$Jy^cSY*+£)

mention VA1

ASJSJOUITILV

GUARANTEED

VARIETY

38

THE BELLMONTES
Dare A Martin 4801 Calumet Chicago
D'Arvllle Jeannette Philadelphia
Davis Mark Majestic Bloomlngton 111
Davis A Cooper 1920 Dayton Chicago
De Grace A Gordon 922 Liberty Bklyn

VARIETY ARTISTS* ROUTES
FOR WEEK SEPTEMBER 23
WHEN NOT OTHERWISE

De Leo John B 718 Jackson Milwaukee
De Milt Gertrude 813 Sterling pi Bklyn
De Vere A Roth 549 Belden av Chicago
Dean A Sibley 465 Columbus av Boston
Deery Frank 204 West End av N Y C
38th
Delmar A Delmar 229
Delton Bros 261 W 88 N Y C
Demonto A

The routes given from SEPT.
and closing days of engagement

VARIETY

furnished
not be printed.

by

artists.

22 to SEPT. 29, Inclusive, ependent upon the opening
different parts of the country.
All addresses are
Addresses care newspapers, managers, or agants will
in

ROUTES FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK MUST REACH THIS OFFICE NO
LATER THAN WEDNESDAY MORNING TO INSURE PUBLICATION.
TEMPORARY ADDRESSES WILL BE CARRIED WHEN ACT IS "LAYING OFF."

Belle Bnalewood

N

J

A.
I

R

auto

irnnrp

ADLER .nd ARLINE

Next Week (Sent. 23), Proctors, Newark.

NEW

"A

IDEA."

Ahearn Agnes A Co Fair Cobleskill

N Y

Brennan George Trocadero Burlesquers B
Breton Ted A Corinne 114
44 N Y C
Orlnkleys The 424
30 N Y C

Solid.

BKF.HI.KK BROS.

Alfredo Orpheum HarrlBburg Pa
Albutus A Millar Palace Grlmsey Eng
Allen Luno Bertie 118 Central Oshkosh
Alpine Troupe Ringllng Bros C R
Dresden Ohio
Alvln Peter
68th
Alwood Vera 17
Andrews Abbott A Co 8982 Morgan 8t Louis
Ardelle a Leslie 10 Broezel Rochester
Armains 5 Wlllard Chicago
58 N Y
Atwood Vera 17
Ayres Howard 1709 N 31 Philadelphia
B.
Baader A La Velle Spring Grove Springfield O
Bacon Doc Hi Henrys Minstrels
RuMwIn * She* 847 Bsrrv sv Chosen

H

NYC

W

W

Ballerini's

Dog

W

Girls

From Happyland B R

BARBEE,HILL- CO.
Sept. tS, Lafayette
Direction,

and Champaign.

BEEHLER BROTHERS.

Baraban Troupe T304 Fifth av N Y C
Barnes A West Johannesburg S Africa
Barnold Chas Dsvor Dorf Switzerland
Barron Geo 2002 Fifth av N Y C
Barry A Black 1523 Falrmount av Phila
Bartell A Garfield 2690 E 53 Cleveland

Direction

Barto

A

Jim

WORLD'S ATHLETES SUPREME.
BROS.

N

J

BEL CANTO
TRIO
ea
W.
M.
aeasoa

Direction.

tke

V.

BBEBj LBB BBOS.

A.

A Bell 87 John Bloom field N J
Boy Trio Rstnona Pk Grand Rapids
Belmont Joe 70 Brook London

Bell
Bell

W

Brooks A Carlisle 38 Olenwood av Buffalo
Brooks Tbos A Girls from Happyland B R
Brown A Brown 69
115 N Y C
Brown A Wllmot 71 Glen Maiden Mass
Brydon A Hanlon 26 Cottage Newark
Burbank A Danforth Berlin N Y
Burke Minnie Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Burt
P A Daughter 183
14 N Y C
Byron Oleta 170 Blue Hill av Roxbury Mass

W

W

Belsac Irving 239
12 N Y C
Bennett Klute A King Jahukes Oafe Los Ang
Rentlcys Musical 121 Clipper San Francisco
Benway A Dayton Family Pittsburgh
Berg Bros Orpheum Seattle Wash
Berliner Vera 5724 Ridge Chicago

5th

AVENUE

Direction C. W.

BOSTOGK

Sarrlty Johnnie 708 Harrison av Scranton
art Maurice 156 Lenox av N Y C
Harvey A Irving 1558 Broadway N Y
Hawley Fred Orpheum San Francisco
Saydn Dunbar A Haydn Shubert Syracuse
enry Frank J Girls from Happyland B R
Henry Girls 2326 So 71 Philadelphia

Hill, Cherry

and

Hill

la Gr o t esq ue Oddities (New Act).
Direction.

BEEHLER BROS.

A Ackerman Moss Tour Eng
Hillman A Roberts 516
11 Saginaw Mich
Hoffman Dave 2241 B Clearfield Phila
Holman Harry A Co Orpheum Birmingham Ala
Holmes Noxlne Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Holt Alf 755 Fifth Milwaukee
Hood Sam 721 Florence Mobile Ala
Hopp Fred 828 Littleton av Newark N J
Howard Comedy Four 983 8 av Bklyn
Howard Harry A Mae 222 S Peoria Chicago
Howard Jack Girls from Happyland B R
Howard A White 8917 Grand Blvd Chicago
Hoyt A Starks 15 Bancroft pi Bklyn
Hulbert A De Long 4416 Madison Chicago

Direction, M. 8.

Bentham.
pi

Bklyn

Dlckerson A- Libby 1269 Rogers av Bklyn

W

Doyle A Fields 2348
Taylor Chicago
Drew Lowell B Stratford N J
Dunean Charlotte Lyric Dayton

L
Earl Robert

Edmand A

B.
AFC Vardel
Gaylor Box 39

Lumberg Utloa
Richmond Ind

Eldrldge Press Orpheum Norfolk Va
Ellnore A Willams Alhambra N Y
Elson A Arthur 456 E 149 N Y C
Emelle Troupe 604 E Taylor Bloomlngton 111
Emerald A Dupre National Sydney Australia

Bmmett Grace Orpheum Minn

W

Engelbroth G
2313 Highland av Cincinnati
Espe A Roth Pantages Seattle
Evans Bessie 8701 Cottage Grove av Chicago
Evelyn Sisters 260 St James pi Bklyn
r.

Falardsux Canaille Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Feman Arthur S Girls from Happyland B R

EDNA

ADF.LR

FERGUSON and NORTHLANE
Next Week

(Sept.

tS),

Orpheum, Winnipeg.

WEBER

Direction. AI.BKE,
A EVANS.
aHBBSHSMMSHBHOMHSHMSIMSSMSSHuaSBMUSHSSMBMi^BMSSB

WW

Ferguson Dick 68
Bayonne N J
Ferguson Frank 704
180 N Y C
Fernandez Duo 1284 Lake Muskegan
Fields Nettie 6302 8 Halstad Chicago
Finney Frank Trocadero Burlesquers

Direction.

.ND HIS CASINO GIRLS

BEEHLER

Booked SoUd by

Inman

Billy

Monte Carlo Girls

Irwin Flo 221

W

N Y C

45

BROS.

B R

J.

Jerge A Hamilton Forsythe Atlanta
Jarrell Company 8044
Madison Chicago
Johnson Great 257
87 N Y C
Johnstons Musical Empire Hartlepool Eng
Juno A Wells 511 I 78 N Y C

W

W

K.
Kaufmanns The Hess Lake Newaygo Mich
Kelsey Sisters 4882 Christiana av Chicago

Kenney A Hollis Howard Boston

W

Kesner Rose 438
164 N Y C
King Bros 211 4 av Schenectady
King *our 205 N Kentucky av Atlantic City
Klrsch The Great 323 18tb Ave

Knight Bros A Sawtelle 4450 Sheridan rd Chic
Krone Arthur A Bessie 200 N 54 Philadelphia
l

R

FISHER-GREEN
"On Account

Mr. Fred Ireland

Subway"
BEEHLER BROS.
of the

"."*™™°
Next Week

(• Fools and S Tables)
(Sept. 23), Orpheaas,

Saa

clsco.

C.

Caine A Odom Colonial Akron O
Carmen Frank 465
163 N I C
Carmen 81sters 2183 Washington av N Y C
Carroll Chas 429 B Kentucky Louisville
Carroll Nettle Hippodrome Minn
Carrollton Mrs C O 1311 8 Flower Los Angeles
Case Paul 31 S Clark Chicago
Chameroys 1448 41 Brooklyn

W

W

W

THREE BARTOS
All

BROWN BROS

6

Featured this Season vrltk tke Prism
«! Doekatader Minstrels.

(Sept. 23)

Herberts The 47 Washington Lynn

Diamond «* Brennan »•»

Devau Hubert 384 Prospect

BROS.

W

BEEHLER BROS.

Batros 3 Majestic Dallas Tex
Behren Musical- 52 Springfield av Newark

V. M. A. Ro.tr.

BEEHLER

Chandler Claude 219
68 N Y C
A Schuyler 219 Prospect av Bklyn
Sisters 1629 Milburn Indianapolis
Chase Dave 90 Birch Lynn Mass
Chatham Sisters 803 Grant Pittsburgh
Cheers A Jones 818
59 N Y C
Cbubb Ray 107 Spruce Scranton Pa
Chunns Four 19 Loughborough Rd London
Church City Four 807 -W 46 N Y C
Clairmont Josephine A Co 246
128 N Y
Clark A Devereaux Princess Memphis Tenn
Clark A Ferguson 121 Phelps Englewood

Lady Juggler

BEEHLER

Direction

Chantrell

Clark 2221 Cumberland av Phlla

Direction.

W.

Play Ina;

Chapman

ANITAFamous
BARTLING
World's

BRINDAMOUR

Wm

WHIPS. NO COMMANDS. NO DARKS.
NO WHIPS,
Direction BKEHLKK BROS.
Banan Alfred

W

W

R

BYitton Nellie 140 Morris Philadelphia

Tke Prtaee ef Song.

Hooked

NYC

Berlin Ger indef
Boyd A Allen 2706 Howard Kansas City
Bradleys The 1814 Brush Birmingham

AL ABBOTT
Direction.

Beverly Sisters 5722 8prlngfleld av Phlla
Billy A Burns 859 Home Bronx
Bimbos 872 Lawe Appleton Wis
Blasett A Weston 5 Green st London En*
Black A Leslie 8722 Rberly av Chicago
Blake A Amber New York
Bogert A Nelson Ornheum Omaha
Bowers. Walters A Crooker Winter Garden

PROCTOR'S,

PALACE OF VARIETIES

Hill

Dodd Emily A Jessie 201 Division av Bklyn
Donner A Doris 343 Lincoln Johnstown Pa
Doss Billy 102 High Columbus Tenn
Adair A Dahn Springfield 111
Adams, Sa muel J Trocadero Burlesqusrs

NEXT WEEK
P. F.

NYC

W

INDICATED

Jim Nastic's Classic

Clayton Zella Monte Carlo Girls B R
Clifford Dave B 173 E 103 N Y C
Clipper Quartet Plasa Alrdome Frisco
Close Bros 41 Howard Boston

Coden A

Clifford 21 Adams Roxbury Mass
Collins Will H Girls from Happyland B R
Compton A Plumb 2220 Emerson av Minneap

Connolly Bros 1906 N 24 Philadelphia
Cook Gcraldtne 675 Jackson av N Y C
Corbett A Forrester 71 Emmet Newark N J

Corelll A Gillette Orpheum Ottawa
Costello A La Croix 818 Ewelng Kansas City

Creasy

A Dayne Orpheum Omaha

Cromwells 6 Dancroft Gardens London
Cross
Cross

A Crown

A

1119 Nevada Toledo
Josephine Greenpolnt Brooklyn

CROUCH m WELCH
Direction.

M.

. BRNTHAM.

Crouch A Schnell Royal Court Cleveland lndf
Curtis Sam J Academy Baltimore

W

Flynn Frank D 65
123 N Y C
Forbes A Oowman 201
112 N Y C
Ford Corinne Trocadero Burlesquers B
Fords Four 1049 84 st Benson hurst
Fox A Summers 517 10 Saginaw Mich
Francis Wlllsrd 67
128 N Y C
Frey Twins Keith's Bronx
Furman Radle 829 Beck

W

W

R

NYC
NYC

G.

Gaffney Sisters 1407 Madison Chicago
Gardner Oeorgi 4646 Ken more av Chicago
Gates Earl Monte Carlo Girls B R
Gaylor A Graff 383 Van Buren Brooklyn

GEORGIA
TRIO
EVANS
ZKLL

ALBERT
•-

Direction

BEEHLER

BROS.

Ofrard Marie 41 Howard Boston
Gladstone A Talmsge 145
45 N Y C
Godfrey A Henderson Orpheum Denver
Golden Max 5 Aldefl Boston
Gordon Ed
6116 Drexe) av Chicago
Gordon A Barber 26 S Locust Hagerstown Md
Gomans Bobby 400 So 6 Columbus O
Granat Louie M 343 Bway Union Hill N J
Gray A Graham Vaudeville Club London
Gray A Gray 1022 Birch Joplin Mo*"
Green Ethel Columbia St Louis
Griffith Fred Princess Ames la
Griffith John P Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Gullfoyle A Charlton 208 Harrison Detroit

W

M

Halls Doge 111 Walnut Revere Mass
Halson Boys 21 B 98 N Y C
Helton Powell Co Colonial Indianapolis indef
Hampton A Bassett Keith's Columbus O
Hanlon Bros A Co Lyric Butler Pa
Harcourt Frank Girls from Happyland B R
Harris A Randall Globe Kansas City
Harris Maude Girls from Happyland B R
Harrison West Trio Orpheum Reading Pa

Lake Jas J Girls from Happyland B R
Lamont Harry 20 Clinton Johnstown N Y
Landis A Knowles Howard Boston
Lane Chris 4857 Kenmore av Chicago
Lane Eddie 305 E 78 N Y C

Langdons The Temple Detroit
Lanlng Arthur Monte Carlo Girls B R
Lansear Ward E 232 Scbaefer Bklyn
La Centra A La Rue 2461 2 av N Y C
La Fleur Joe Ringllng Bros C R
Lashe Great 1611 Kater Phlla
Lawrence A Wright 56 Copeland Roxbury Mas
Layton Marie 252 E Indiana St Charles 111
Le Roy Geo 86
115 N Y C
Leonard Qua 280 Manhattan av N Y C
Leslie Elsie Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Levy Family 47
128 N Y C
Linton A Jungle Girls 1985 So Penn Denver
Lohse A Sterling Co Fair Weyanwega Wis
Lock woods Musloal 182 Cannon Poughkeepale
London A Rlker 82
98 N Y C
Lorch Family Circus Schuman Berlin Oer
Lutgen Hugo Empress Denver

W

W

W

Mac Donald Dr Howard Boston
Ma Hoy Dannie 11 Glen Morris Toronto
Manning Trio 154 N Wanamaker Phlla
Mantell Harry Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Mantells Marionettes American Omaha
Marathon Comedy Four 809
28 N Y C
Marionettes Mantells Novelty Topeka Kan
Mason A Pearse Van Cortlandt Hotel
Matthews Mabel 2931 Burling Chicago
Mayer Arthur Monte Carlo Girls B R
Mayson Frank 808 Madison Minn

W

NYC

McConnell Sisters 1247 Madison Chicago
McCune A Grant 636 Benton Pittsburgh
McGarry A Harris 521 Palmer Toledo

JOCK
Who

cKAY

SCOTCH COMEDIAN,

aaka for applause and gets st without
asking, over In Scotland.
Com., Pat Casey.

SUCCESS CLOSING THE SHOW AT UNION SQUARE,
NEW YORK, THIS WEEK (Sept. 16)
Management,

Whm mmmkt§

odvrfemm** n*4iy

mmum

vabjstt.

VARIETY

59

•

Chic

Charming

•

CARRIE REYNOLDS
Week

Next

Fifth

(Sept. 23)

Avenue Theatre, New York

•.

McMAHBN
Port

and CHAPPELLE
Monmouth, N.

Direction,

J.

B

Meuther A Daris 342

(Bob

86

A BUD

N Y C

N T

VaodeVl He— I nlted time

ALBK, WEBIR * KVANB
Musketeers Three 240

Neary Biles

A

W

N.
Reee 459

89

N Y C

B Main

Bridgeport

Nelser Henry Field Minstrels

RUBY

NEVINSandERWOOD
Max
H. Hayes, United

it

Nevlus A Brwood 249 17 ar Peterson lndef
Nichols-Nelson Troupe Miles Grand Rapids
Nol A Johnson Lyric Lincoln Neb
Nonette 617 Flatbush ay Bklyn
Nosses Musical New Brighton Pa

O'Neill Trio

W

0.

» Phila
City la

Allegheny

Orpheum Mason

A

Parker

Morrell 187 Hopkins Brooklyn
Plerlot Francis Majestic Johnstown Pa
Powers Blephants 746 Forest ay N Y C
Proctor Ada 1112 Halaey Brooklyn

Qulnlan Josle 044

N

&

Direction

Orpheum. Montreal.

MAX HART.
Omaha

Selton Larry Syndons

Shaw Edith Trocadero Burlesquers B

Burt
Shepherd
"The Whip King"—
Beaked

Solid.

BBBHI.BR BROS.

W

Sherlock Frank 514
185 N Y C
Shermans Two 262 St Emanuel Mobile
A Co Orpheum Madison Wis
Simons Murray J Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Smith Lee 23 Vienna Newark N J
Springer A Church 8 Bather Terrace Plttsfld
Stanley Harry Grant Hotel Chicago

Shields Sydney

Stanley Stan 906 Bates Indianapolis

Stanwood Darts 864 Bremen R Boston
Stein-Hume-Thomas Orpheum Duluth Mlaa

H

Steppe A
88 Barclay Newark
Stevens B J 498 Marlon Bklyn
Stevens Paul 828
26 N Y
Stewart Sisters Kansas City
St Claire Annie Central Atlanta ladsf
Sullivan James F 859 Court Brooklyn
Sully Lore Trio Orpheum Quebec
Summers Allen 1956
Division Chicago

W

W

Greatest Arttstle aad Sensational
Juggl
Jle».
Dlraevtoi
»n BBTsbHI.br BROS.

World's

A Von Kaufman Hippodrome

Cleveland

Redmond Trio 261 Halsey Bklyn
KeUwny /urwllng 141 Inspector Montreal
Reeve- A Werner Bijou Woon^ocket R I
penalise The U064 Sutter San Francisco
'snney A 'Hottjs Waltham
H Waltham Mass
Roberts C B 1851 Sherman aT Denver

20 Chicago
T.

V 86 Bishop Providence
Venetian Serenaders 676 Blackhawk Chicago
Vernon A Parker 187 Hopkins Bklyn
Village Comedy Four 1012 Ringgold Phila
Vincent A Blager 820 Olive Indianapolis
Vino Val Ringling Bros O R
Violetta Jolly 41 Lelpsiger Berlin Oer
Violinist Dancing Keiths Atlanta

Yeomans Geo 160
86 N Y C
Young Ollle A April Fifth Ave
Young A Young 215
111 N Y
Youngers Orpheum Muscatine la

NYC

W

Zanfrellas 181 Brixton London
Zlg Zag Trio 309
43 N Y
Zolas 284
46 N Y

W

W

Walksr Musical Ringling Bros G R
Walker A 111 202 Warren B Providence
Walker A Stum 65 Rallw'y av Melbourne Aas

Wallace A Van 679 B 24 Patoreon
Ward A Bohlman Taxi Girls B R
70 N Y C
Wards Mack 800
Washburn Dot 1980 Mohawk Chicago
Girls from Happyland l R
Watson Billy
Watson Nellie Girls from Happyland B R
Watson Sammy 888 St Pauls av Jersey City
Weber Chae D 826 Tanker Phila
Weil John 5 Krusstadt Rotterdam
Wels Cooper H Brille Hotel 8 10 Phila
Welsh Harry Mono Carlo Girls B R
Welch Jae A 211 B 14 N Y C
Welle Lew 218 Shawmut av Grand Rapids
Wsarlck A Waldron 642 Lehigh Allentown
Wentworth Vesta A Teddy Orpheum Montreal
Western Union Trio 2241 B Clearfield Phila
44 N Y O
Weston Bdgar 246

W

W

WW

116 N Y
Weston Dan R 141
Weston Hod Hammersteln
Wheelers The 140 Montague Bklyn
White Kane A White 898 Vermont Bklyn

NYC

WBBK8 SEPT. 23 and 80.
Americans Empire Chicago 80 Grand Milwaukee
American Beauties Standard Cincinnati 30
Gayety Louisville
Auto Girls Grand Boston 30 Bronx New York
Beauty Youth A Folly Columbia Cricago 80
Gayety Detroit
Behmans Show 28-25 Bastable Syracuse 26-28
L O 80 Gayety Montreal
Ben Welch's Burlesquers Gayety Washington
80 Gaiety Pittsburgh
Big Gaiety Gayety Brooklyn 80 Olympic New
York
Big Review Lyceum Washington 80 Penn Circuit

Bohemians Empire Indianapolis 80 Folly Chi
cago

Bon Tons Gayety Newark 80 Gayety Phlladtt
phia

R

U.
Unique Comedy Trio 1927 Nieholas Phila
Universal Four 1760 Greene av Bklyn
V.

RAPOLI

W

W

Van Charles A Fannie Orpheum Harrisburg Va
Van Horn Bobby 189 West Dayton
Variety Comedy Trio 1516 Berth Indianapolis

Whitfield and Ireland
•The Belle of

Blngrille."
Direetton.

Clark Chicago

N D

Xeviers Four 2144

B

Temple Luella Girls from Happyland B
Trevors Billy Monte Carlo Girls B R

Ragtime Trio The Arcade Minot
Ralmond Jim 818 Dakin Chicago

Rawls

(Sept. 28),

Direction

PAUL

O'Connor Trio 70S

CHAS. and FANNIE VAN

Vase Victor

D

ZELDA SEARS
Next Week

MORTIMER

LILLIAN

B R

Schroder Carol Girls from Happyland
Scully Will P 8 Webster pi Bklyn
Sears Gladys Dentes Daughters B R

Pantages Spokane

Larry

Majestic Chattanooga
Montambe A Welle Grand Syracuse
Mooree Mite Grand Knoxvllle Tenn

Miller

Roller

JENIB JACOBS.

McWaters A Tyson 471 60 Bklyn
Meredith A Snoozer Orpheum Winnipeg
Me then Sitters 12 Culton Springfield Mass
Millard Bros

A Downey 36 Lafayette Detroit
Bd Girls from Happyland B R
Henry 01 Trenton Bast Boston
Rosenthal Don A Bro 151 Ohamplaln Roehstr

Roberts
Rogers

Vagges The Grand Circuit South Africa
Valdare Troupe Cyclists Majestic Dallas
Valentine A Bell 1451
108 Chicago

W

VALENTINE and BELL
Wheelers' MJaa* on Wheels.**
Direction.

W

BBBHI.BR BROS.

Van A Bates 5
104
Van Dalle Sisters 514

NY

W

C

185

N Y C

BEEHLIB BROS.

86 Kane Buffalo
Whittle
B Whittle Farm Caldwell N J
Wllkerson John N 1720 Baltic av Atlantic City
Williams Clara 8460 Tremont Cleveland
Williams Chas 2625 Rutgers St Louis
Williams A Gilbert 1010 Marsfleld av Ohio
Williams A Sterling Majestic Houston
Williams A Stevens 3516 Calumet Chicago
Wilson A Aubrey 489 So 12 Newark
Wilson Jack B 5480 Loom is Chicago
Wilson Lottie 2206 Clifton av Chicago
Wilson Ralstgb 210 N 22 Lincoln
Wilson A Ward 2744 Grays Ferry av Phila
Winkler Kress Trio Medford Boulevard Medfd
Wise A Milton Brennan Circuit New Zealand
Wlxon A Conley 80 Tecumseh Providence

Whitney

Wood

Tillle

W

Ollle 624

W

152

N Y C

Bowery Burlesquers Star Brooklyn 80-Oct 2
Empire Hoboken 3-5 Empire Peterson
Cherry Blossoms Star Cleveland 30 People:
Cincinnati
College Girls

28-26 Empire Albany 26-2*
Franklin Sq Worcester 80 Oeysty Boston
Columbia Girls Gayety Boston 80 Columbia New
York
Cracker Jacks Gayety Philadelphia 80 Music
Hall New York
Daffy Dills Krug Omaha 80 Century Kansas

City
Girls Gayety Minneapolis 80 Gayety St
Paul
Dentes Daughters Empire Philadelphia 80 Casino Brooklyn
Dasslers Westminister Providence 80 Gayety
Boston
Follies Dey L O 30 Krug Omaha
Gay Masqueraders 23-25 Empire Hoboken 2628 Empire Peterson 30 Gayety Newark

Dandy

A

Bright Melange of
Chatter and Song
BOOKED SOLID
UNTIL JUNE

Late Prima

Donna

off

"THE HEARTBREAKERS" and "BILLY FOGARTY"
When answering

9,

1913

Management STERNAD, VAN & HENSHEL, Chicago

advertisement* htndly mention "VARIETY.

VAMITY

SMITH. VOELK
IV!

With

CRONIN

»«»

AN

and her company

of associate players

Direction

Gay White Way

Star

*

Garter Chlcafo 80

Fowler

Circuit 80 Star Cleveland
Ginger Girls 23-25 Gilmore Springfield 26-28

Louis King
Loveland Carl H
Lowell Mildred
A
Lots
I'Lynton Pelhan (C)

Bertie

Nan

fuller

Standard Cincinnati

Qaj Widows Penn

Gallgher Ed

Empire Albany 30 Gayety Brooklyn
Girls Prom Happyland Empire Cleveland 80
Gayety Toledo
Girls from Joyland Bowery
pire Philadelphia
Girls From Missouri Grand
ety Minneapolis

New York 80 EmMilwaukee 80 Gay-

Qlrls Prom Reno Lafayette Buffalo 30-Oct 2
Columbia Scranton 3-5 Orpheum Paterson
Golden Crook Murray Hill New York 30-Oct 2
L.

O

3-5 Bridgeport

Hastings Big Show Gayety Toledo 30 Star *
Garter Chicago
High Life In Burlesque Howard Boston 30
Grand Boston
Howes Lovemakers Gayety Kansas City 80
Gayety Omaha
Jardln de Paris Folly Chicago 80 Avenue Detroit

Gardner ft Revere
George Alvln D

HAGENBBCK-WALLACK.—6J3

Bloomington

24 Clinton. 25 Havana, 26 Lincoln. 27
Springfield, 28 Pana, 80 Murphysboro, Oct 1
Benton, 2 Centralla, 8 Vlrden, 4 Carlinsvllle,
5 Jacksonville.
111.

BARNUM

BAILEY.—20 Santa Ana.

21
San Bernardino, 23 Phoenix, Aria, 24 Tucson,
25 Doming, 26 El Paso (27 en route), 28 Abilene, 30 Ft Worth, Oct 1 Dallas. 2 Cleburne,
3 Hlllsboro. 4 Waxahachie.
BILLS —28 Ft. Worth. 24 Dallas, 25
Waco. 26 Taylor, 27 Auston, 28 San Antonio,
30 Huston, Oct 1 Beaumont, 2 Crawley, La,
3 Opelopas, 4 Baton Rouge, 5-6 New Orleans.
101 RANCH.—23 Tulso, Okla, 24 Supulpa 25
Okomulgee, 26 Muskogee. 27 McAllister. 28
Shawnee, 30 Gainesville, Tex, Octl Cleburne,
2 Weatherford. 3 Bonham, 4 Clarksvllle, 5
4k

TWO

Parts.

Jolly Follies Gayety Boston 30-Oct
Springfield 8-5 Empire Albany

2 Gilmore

Oklahoma

21 Wichita, 23

Knickerbockers Gayety Omaha 30 L O Oct 7
Columbia Chicago
Lady Buccaneers Casino Brooklyn 80 Eighth

Ave New York
Marions Dreamlands Music Hall

RINGLIN GfEROS.—20

New York 80

Murray Hill New York
Merry-Go Rounders Garden Buffalo 80 Corinthian Rochester

Independence, Kan,
City, 24 Tulsa, 25
27 Russellvllle, 28
Oct 1 New Albany,
3 Gadsden, 4 Chat-

Muskogee. 26 Ft Smith,
Little Rock, 80 Memphis,
Miss, 2 Birmingham, Ala,
tanooga, 5 Knoxvllle.
SELLS FLOTO.-23 Kansas City, 24 St Joseph, 25 Emporia, Kan, 26 Chanute, 27 Cherryville. 28 Wlnfleld, 30 Tulso, Okla. Octl Enid.
2 Wellington. Kan, 3 Alva, Okla, 4 Woodward.
5 Amarlllo, Tex.

Merry Maidens Eighth Ave New York 80 How-

•
7 Krug Omaha
Orientals StarToronto 80 Lafayette Buffalo

O

Adverttolna; e* ctrenter leeteaw ef any
be Usee* whan Ifeewn.

deeerlptlesi will net

P

following

Adair

Armstrong

Mr

Arnold

Wm

B
Baker Alice

lyn

-

cago

Rose Sy dells Gayety Montreal 30-Oct 2 Empire Albany 3-5 Franklin 8q Worcester
Runaway Girls Gayety Toronto 30 Garden
Buffalo
Social Maids Gayety Philadelphia 80 Gayety

Baltimore
Star * Garter Gayety Louisville SO Gayety St
Louis
•Stars of Stageland Empire Brooklyn 80 Em-

Newark

Taxi Girls 23-25 Empire Paterson 26-28 Empire Hoboken 30 Casino- Philadelphia
Tiger Llllies Empire Baltimore 30 Lyceum

Washington
Trocaderos L
Watsons Beef

Buckingham

O

80 Columbia Chicago
Trust Standard St Louis

Cushing

80

Louisville

Whirl of Mirth 23-25 Orpheum Paterson 26-28
Columbia Scranton 30 Trocadero Philadelphia
Winning Widows Olympic New York 30-Oct 2
Empire Paterson 3-5 Empire Hoboken
World of Pleasure Columbia New York 80 Star
Brooklyn
Yankee Doodle Girls Century Kansas City 80
Standard St Lmil*
Zallahs Own Avenue Detroit 80 Star Toronto

Musette

Mallge

Nadel Leo (C)
Nell Will (C)
Nestor Fred (C)

J

Jarrow

(C)
Jarrott Jack

Nevlns

Hugh

Jewell

Buckley

(P)

Johnson Roy (P)
Jordona Flying

M

Bandoll

H

Beatz William
Bergere Rose (P)
Bernie Ben
Bernivicl Bros
Betts Billy
Berzac Cliff
Boley May
Bordly Chas
Brlce Charlie

Derling

Diana

(P)

Dainty

Diamond Lew F
Dubson Charlie

k. Maxim
Brown Helen

Statser

Stevens

Wm

W

Zeno

Piquo

ft

GOMES. Proprietor and Manager.
Odd Fellow.' Temple. 7th and Kim.

Befits lit.

H

New

Pratt Miss
Prlo Ernie

sets,

Elm St
WANTED.

new

Mod comedy

for immediate

.

entrance.)

fncts, recognised feature nets.
nets,
and fa tare time.
nro new

sou, mvsteal and novelty

We

new an«i larger offices, and are booking
it nooses in Ohio, Ind. and Ky. NOTICE TO
PERFORMERS— If yoo have two or more
weeks open or want to break n Jump, writs,
wire, or phone.
DISSATISFIED MANAGERS
give as a trial, and be CONVINCED that w«
hare the elnss ef nets yon
in our

Dunham

Plottlo

Zoa

CINCINNATI.

B. 9.

Owens Flo

Pierce

ft

GOMES VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE

(C)

M

Worth Louis
Woodbury M

Leo

Stover B
Stevlns ft Bacon
Stuart Harry Kenneth (C)

Hall (C)
Nlblo ft Riley
Nordon Archie
Norwood Geo (C)

Mrs

M

TREMONT

ST.

Variety Amusement

Company

(C)

W. H. WOLFFE

J. J.

DONOVAN

GEO. APPLEBY

Dewar Tom
Earle

Church Alice
Clark Sisters
Clifford Elsa
Clifford ft Frank
J

(P)

Ivy

Cook Walter
Cooper Cella (C)
Core John
ft

ft

Send Open Time to 230

Duleson Charlie

Campbell Gus (P)
Caswell ft Arnold
Chase Billy

Costello

Augustus

Newton

Weston

Wheeler Roy Mrs (C)
White Mr
Wilson Sam
Winchester M (C)
Wolseley R B

Harry

ARTISTS WHEN PLAYING IN OR NEAR BOSTON

No Act Too Large

Bruce Agnes

Wm

(C)

(C)

Margaret

Desmonda Millie
De Vena Goldea

Broe

Collier

Howard

Splssell

Parshleys The
Pauline Marguerite
Peart Violet
Peters Johnny
Pettag Carl (C)

La Mar Frank
Lansing Mae
Le Mar Ada
Leslie Mrs
Lesso Mrs

Darnell Emily
Dasble Angela
Dean Wood Ella
Deas, Reed ft Deas
Deagon Arthur
De Garno Alice
Delemanti Arthur (C)
De Noyes Eddie (C)
De Perrter Adelle

C

ft

Coleman

Sloat

(Tth Ave. or

Klmbal Flo
Kramka Toney

Levering Wilbur
Livingston Violet

(0)

Florrle

Daley Dorothy
Daley Dorothy (C)
Daley Jack (C)
Darnley Grace (C)

King
Barrett Vera
Barry Edmond
Barry Marlon

Barnes

M

(C)

Neville

O'Clare
Overlng

Sloan

Watts ft Lucas
Watkins Sammy
Webster H J
West Ford (C)
Weston Mr A

Stannard Dway (O)
Stark Sisters

Brwood

ft

Ward ft Cullen (P)
Warne Dave (C)

Snyder ft Vaughn
Solomon Sol

N

Hymer Eleanor

W

Mad

(C)

Aubrey Stan

Queens Folios Bergere Buckingham Louisville
30 Empire Indianapolis
Queens Paris Gayety Baltimore 30 Gayety
Washington
Reeves Beauty Show Gayety Detroit 80 Gayety Toronto
Robinson Crusoe Girls Gayety St Louie 80
Gayety Kansas City
Rosebuds Peoples Cincinnati 30 Empire Chi-

tatftcatss postal, ad-

Curtis Carls (C)

* Dahn

Adeline

Pacemakers Bronx New York 80 Empire Brook-

pire

name

vertised onaw

W

H B

V

Valgene Harry
Vanneraon The (C)
Van Chas A

Seymour Harry
Shea Mary
Sherry John
Simpson Cora

Morrisey ft Hanlon
Mosler Marie

(C)

Tina Miss
Trevor Cora

8

H
Murphy
Murray Elizabeth

Howe Walter

Taylor Miss Josle
Terry Wolt

Alice

Searls

Schoen

Quar-

Thomas Cora
Thompson Harry

Flo (C)

Russell

Mills Lillian
Miller Jeannette
Miller James
Mitchell Flora (C)

(P)

(C)

Sixteen

tette

Ryan Caroline

McDonald Tom

Kelfe Zona
Kelly Hal (C)

tote Onl-

follows

Rogers Gene (0)
Rose Jack
Rother ft Anthor.
Rusao Louise

McMahon Tim

Kaufman Mrs

LETTERS

Cleveland

(C)

Wm

H
Jack
Hall Cora
Hall

K

ard Boston

Merry Whirl Gayety Pittsburgh 80 Empire
Midnight Maids Corinthian Rochester 30-Oct 2
Bastable Syracuse 8-5 L. O Oct 7 Gayety
Montreal
Miss New York Jr Trocadero Philadelphia 80
Empire Baltimore
Mollis Williams 23-25 L O 26-28 Bridgeport 80
Westminster Providence
Monte Carlo Girls 23-25 Columbia Scranton 2628 Orpheum Paterson 30 Bowery New York
Moulin Rouge Empire Newark 30-Oct 2 Orpheum Paterson 3-5 Columbia Scranton
New Century Girls Gayety St Paul 30 L O Oct

Gordon Miss
Gould Rita
St Caas (C)

Jack
Johnston* ft

Sweet

Claude
Redding Franoesca
Richardson Leander
Rivers ft Rochester

Magee J B (C)
Mahr Agnes
Mandel Marie
Mason Daisy
(C)
Mason
McDonald Bobby

Graham

Jeavona

Jimmle

Ramey Maud

Mack Robert B
Mack Jennie (C)

Gilbert Albertlna
Girdeller Earl
Violet

Howard
Hudson

Rafferty

(C)

Swan M
Sweatman Wilbur

R
Randoll

Gleasln

Hamlin Richard
Handy Sadie
Hanlan Alex
Hardcastle Ted
Hatch Warren
Hayward Jessie
Hewlns Nan
Hobba Lucy

Stuart Virginia
Sully Bstelle

Quail Johnnie

LaCroix

W W

Craig
Creasy
(C)
Crolins Gladys
Cross Grover

E
May

Too Small For Us To Handle

Edelman Mamie Miss
(P)

Edmonds The
Edwards Tanls
Emerald Alice
Empress Marie
Brb Eddie
Eaphey Nina
Evera Geo
Evens Ernest

W

WALTER PLIMMER AGENCY
(C)

IS NOW LOCATED AT
Suite 226, Knickerbocker Theatre Building, 'Phone 4749 Greeley
I

Falsom Bessye
Fairfax

Wm

or

(P)
Virginia (O)

Fern Ray
Fitzatubbe

should be

GLAD TO HEAR FROM GOOD ACTS desiring time in New
TO HANDLE EXCLUSIVELY A LIMITED

York State. I am also PREPARED
number of STANDARD ACTS.

WALTER

Maud

J.

PLIMMER

Folsom Robert

MAX

EXCLUSIVE MANAGERS OF ACTS
AND VAUDEVILLE PRODUCTIONS
Wh0»

(Room

811)

COLUMBIA THEATRE BLDG.

(Broadway and 47th Street)

tPhons Bryant 4665)

Acts Desiring Consecutive

an*v»r4ft0 advertUemcnti Matfly mention

VARIETY.

Time

In the East

Communicate With Us

VARIETY

41

THE FOX AGENCY
EDWARD P. KEALEY, Manager
WEST 42nd 8T. NEW YORK Phone,

212

y

17

Green

Little

TIch.

Companies

Two

Walter C. Kelly
Bobs. Wee Georgle Wood.

ALWAYS VACANCIES FOB GOOD

TRKMONT

THEATRE
OPEN THE YEAB BOUND.

MARD

FRED
182

Victoria

ACTS.

GRIFFIN CIRCUIT

LEVEY
BERTCIRCUI

Boston Branch

VAUDSVILLI

ii

BOSTON, MASS.

ST.

Plenty of Time for Becognlied Acts That Bespeet Contracts. .Acts desiring time communicate Direct to EXECUTIVE OFFICES: Aleasar Theatre Bid., O'Farrell St., near Powell,

San Francisco,

CHURCH'S BOOKING OFFICE.
(80)

FIRST CLASS THEATRES

New Englan and New

In

TBEMONT STREET, BOSTON.

it

York.
No Black list

of all performers going; to Europe make their steamship arrangements through
me. The following have: Macart A Bradford, Marcellne, Jock McKay, Middleton * Spellmeler, Nell McKlnley, Melville's Motor Girl, Manello A Marnlts, Bert
Melrose, Maud * GUI, Morris 41 Allen, Marshall A Kins;, 5 Mowatts, Moran *
Welse, Martlnetty A Sylvester, MIrxa Golem Troupe.
PAUL TAU8IG, 104 E. 14t St.. New York City.
Telephone Stuyvesant SOtt.
German Savings Bank Bldg.

95%

AGENCY

OHIO'S LEGITIMATE VAUDEVILLE
THE

Acts Jumping Bast or West

Write

in

R. J.

MORRIS AGENCY

Advance

General Booking
Representative,

Now York
sentative,

And

REPRESENTATIVE

Boston
Boston
Boston

circuit of 45 Eastern Vaudeville Theatres)

Brennan-Fuller
NEW ZEALAND)
VAUDEVILLE ACTS WRITE

(AUSTRALIA AND

MB.

Acts

desiring to BREAK THEIR JUMPS
COMING EAST OB GOING WBST
SUNDAY

Include

GEORGE SCHNEIDER, Manager.
New York Office :—Ml Gaiety Theatre

REFINEMENT ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL
COARSE OR SLOVENLY ACTS
AVE POSTAGE
AH Communications te BEN. J. FULLER
Managing

Bldg.

Director, Sydney, N. S.

W.

THEATRES

JOHN QUIGLEY
New England Vaudeville Circuit,
representative for W. SCOTT
ADAKER, of London and the
American

New

BRANCH OFFICES
SEATTLE, WASH.
SAN FRANCISCO,

ALEXANDER PANTAGES

RepreGayoty

President and Manager

DENVER.

SEATTLE

FREEMAN BERNSTEIN

England Vaudeville Circuit

booking the

best net at all times in the
best
theatres
of
New England, Canada
and New York. Main offices 88 Boy Is too St.,
Boston, Mass.; Gaiety Theatre Building, Now

SYDNEY,
SYDNEY,

Amphitheatre.
Balmaln.

IstlalS.

New

0*.

UvUlafJlorl, slip.

IN
WANTED

BsewJ

CHRISTCHURCB, Opera Itsw.
DUNEDIN. King's Theatre.
SILENCE A POLITE NEGATIVE.

wORTH LA ULLE

IT..

CNICABO

New

Faces, Recognise Big Feature Acts, Goo Comedy Sketches, Novelty and
Musical Acts, etc., for Immediate and future time.
BOOKING First Class Vaudeville Houses In Chicago, and 16 Houses in 111. Jumps from 40
c ts. to $4.
Also New Houses In Ind., Iowa, Wis.
__
PERFORMERS— If you have one or more weeks open, write, wire or phone.
Acts,

PLAYING THE

IN

VAUDEVILLK

SULLIVAN and CONSIDINE CIRCUIT
GENERAL BOOKING OFFICE:
1440 Broadway, Cor. 40th St.,
NEW YOBK CITY

GENEBAL BUSINESS OFFICE:

MELBOURNE, National.
MELBOURNE, Gaiety.
ADELAIDE, King's.
BRISBANE .Theatre Royal.
AUCKLAND (N. Z.), Opera House.
WELLINGTON, Theatre Royal.

York.**

DOUTRICK'S

Vaudeville Circuit

NEW
THEATRE
BALTIMORE,
Send In your Open Time.
NO
Show.
.Mention
Lowest Salary.
Program!

Inc.

Manager, Promoter and Producer of Vaudeville Acts.

HUNT

Bowdoln 8qua re Theatre

Representative.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES,

LOUIS PINCU8

EUROPEAN OFFICE
Berlin, Germany.
RICHARD PITBOT

4th Floor, FITZGERALD BLDG., NEW YORK.
OPEN NIGHT AND DAY.
Cable "Freebern, Now

Cohan Theatre (Fitzgerald) Bldg.
N. Y.

OF

86 So. Dearborn St.
Chicago.

ARTISTS' NOTICE

Howard Athenaeum
Grand Opera House

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

C.

J.

GOOD ACTS ALWAYS WANTED.

PHIL

Calif.

Inc.

Booking

.

THIBTY

—

The Hide away big time circuit. No acts too big. Exclusive agents. Write or wire PETER
F. GBIFFIN, Booking Agent, Griffin Vaudeville Circuit, Variety Bldg., Toronto, Can.
Can open acts at Toronto, Sarnla, Ottawa, Sault Ste. Marie or Niagara Falls.

The United Booking Offices

BIJOU ARCADE BUILDING

White Bat Contracts

BOOKING

1247 Bryant

FAMOUS VARIETY

CITY

Theatre— Riverside Theatre Washington Theatre—Nemo Theatre
Gotham Theatre—Star Theatre— Dewey Theatre—Folly TheatreComedy Theatre—Grand Opera House.
NEWARK:— Washington Theatre— NEW HAVEN:—Grand Opera House.

—

MOST

AMERICA'S

LONDON,

Leicester Square,
Sole Representative.

St..

Tiller's

NEW YORK

IN

Playing Vaudeville's Beat Acts.

City

Ernest Edelsten Hammerstein's
VARIETY AND DRAMATIC AGENT.
John

WEEKS

IO

Sullivan

and Consldlne Bldg., Third and
Madison Street,

SEATTLE, WASH.

Gen. Mgr.
CHBI8 O. BROWN
FBED LINCOLN
BBANCH BOOKING OFFICES: PAUL GOUDRON, 6 North Clark St., cor. Madison, Chicago, 111.: MAURICE J. BURNS, 3d and Madison Sts.. Seattle, Wash.; W. P. REESE, 066
Market St., Ban Francisco, Cal.; B. OBERMAYER, 16 Greene St. London, Eng.

York City.

NOVELTY ACTS!
Writs or

WANTED— GOOD ACTS
Write or wire

C. R.
lan

J.

COLLYER

President

I.

ALOZ

Mantras Booking Agency,
team Theatre Bldg.,

Theatres Booking Agency,
of Toronto Building,
London, Ont.

C N. MILES,

H.

MONTREAL.

FLUEGELMAN,

ARTHUR

J..

CALL

KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE BUILDING.

1402 BROADWAY.

Fitzgerald Building.

BROADWAY AT
CLARK

l»-^H

123 N.

M. R. SHEEDY, Secretary

Vice- President

BENJ.

S.

MOSS, T

*^*M|

'

43rd

STREET.

NEW YORK CITY

ToIosmmo. 5451-I452-S4533213 Brymt

*•*
BMW BOSTON*OFFICESf 230 TBEMONT ST. "Phone. 2070 Oxforp
^-1
'Flaying ths boat In vaudeville, boat house*, boat treatment, boat engagements. *Ms *MEJ "MS ,H>*o| 'NBj

ST.

I

'Phono. 1S31

NEW

YORK,

PHONE

SUITE 829 630

5217-8 BltlLEY

P. Q.

CONSOLIDATED BOOKING OFFICES, !»L„
CHICAQO^OFFICESi

H0RWITZ

ACTS WANTING EASTERN BOOKINGS
WRITE
WIRE

Randolph

When answer!*?

adverftsewttnts kindly mention

VARIETY.

BOOKING
MILKS CIRCUIT

SHEEDY CIRCUIT

CUNNINGHAM FLUEGELMAN CIRCUIT
MOSS A BRILL CIRCUIT
THEATRE BOOKING CORPORATION
ARTISTS SEND IN OPEN TIME
40 CONSECUTIVE WEEKS

VARIETY

42

THE VENTRILOQUIST WITH A
PRODUCTION

ED. P.

It

REYNARD
Jawn Jawnsea
IN HH'KSVILLB."

Presents Beth Dowberry and

"A MORNING
Direction,

NEW

BROADWAY,

YOBK.

FOB 1ALB

•tithtl

E.

THE KING OF IRELAND

QUEEN OF VAUDEVILLE.
DOING WELL, THANK YOU.
Director and Adviser, Kins; __K._CA

___

PLUNKETT, Manager

B-A-M-0-P-H-I-E-N-D-S
Next Week (Sept. SS), Opera House, Newport,

3

MUSKETEERS

3

Hart,

Putnam

Bids., N. Y. C.

When we

sot

off

the

Mombasa,
at
East Africa,
British
native
barbers,
the
who are to be found
In
the streets with
[Implements In
their
hands ready for use.
followed Perry' 8 footsteps waiting for the
boat

word
16

shave off the
days growth of
to

"brush," but he's
got It

still

now a
is
Vardon's "Misplaced
genuine "Soup-strainer."
Just arrived at Aden, Arabia, the hottest
town on Earth. 90 degrees at I P. M. Now
for a four days trip through the Red Sea,
Sues Canal, etc. All about Egypt next week
Veryhotweatherly yours.

(FarraU)
(Dunham)
A poor actor who ia fond of rich living
informed us that he can never save any
We told him that .you can't
money.
smoke pure Havana* on a Bull Durham
salary,

and

"that's

World

Cyclist
,

we^r

Featuring the

AND

A LAUGH A SECOND
MYRTLE

IRENE

VICTORINE and ZOLAR
Playing United Time.

Special

"MELROSE

JENIE JACOBS.

PALL'*

Wallace

ALFREDO
BOOKED

"Leap Year
Girls"

SOLID.

Simms

Williard
Booked

Solid

LOUIS WESLEY

Direction.

Rube Dickinson
Next Week

AND HIS

with "The Gay Widows."
Address care VARIETY, New York.

Willa Holt Wakefield
VAUDEVILLE

BERT MELROSE

TRIO

Direction.

7 Sawtserse Art.. CWtee. I. J.

Frederick

Ritter-Foster

ore

asd

Passaic

GRACE

A WILBER

GEORGE
HARADA
S1SW

pipe."

MAX

Eyebrow"

VARDON, PERRY

no

SPEED KING."
PAT TARRY A

PLATT
PEACHES
AT HOMS

GAVIN
1M1 M

IN

Perm. Add., Casino Ave., Freeport. L. I.
Next Week (Sept. 2S), Majestic, Chicai

CHARLES AHEAR

tn.

Max

"AT THE SONG BOOTH."
en Orphemm and United Clrei
JAB. E. PLUNKETT, Smart Mgr.

Solid

TRIO.

BARNES
STUART
JAMES

Direction.

Beaked

"Skatorial Rollerism"
JAMES PLUNKETT, Mgt>

Mt

BARRYa»W0LF0I

JAMBS B.ANDDONOVAN
^„
RBNA ARNOLD

FARM
WIGGINS
THE CHADWICK
APPLY TO

- Gartelle

In their aketch

lt's tfct

Gene Hughes
140S

ttat

In

GENE HUGHES.

PUTNAM BUILDING,

Marcus

tart

(Sept.

DR.

Orpheum, Brookl

ZS),

CARL

HERMA
Or. V. PR.

JOHN STOKES
Funny

Clean

NOW PLAYING S-C

JUGGLER

Dainty

BOOKED SOLID
United Time.

CIRCUIT

Williams

Lila Merrill and Frank Otto
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT.
Direction WAX HART.
I

and

SHOULD WORRY

HONG FONG

Sterling
Sept.

Character Stagier and Dancer

Address Lambs Club,

Representative:

New York

TANEAN —CLAXTON
HOMK

When <m*V#ring

adverftosRientr

It,

Majestic, Dallas, Tex.

WILFRED CLARKE

JENIE JACOBS.

ALWAYS WORKING

A*

PAT CASEY

ADORERS, 2BU PACIFIC STRUT, BROOKLYN

"-—memsiima

Madly mention VARIETY.

A

<IET*Y

TWENTY MINUTES OF KLEAN KOMEDY

A FEW PRESS COMMENTS
KLASSY KOSTUMES

KLEVER KOMEDIENNE

TREMENDOUS SUCCESS ON THE ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Mildred Grover**

rag'Jme and other

rol-

licking dlttlea captivated all within reach of
her well-tratnr-<i contralto voice.

WINNIPEG *TRIBUNsV»

la a "ploomp" girl and a pretty
alao a witty girl.
And her frock* are
admiration and envy of every woman
In the house.

Mildred

girl,

the

WINNIPEG "POST."

In
All Exclusive Material

Grover

SEPT.

15^

"INLAND-HERALD," 8POKANK.

Mildred Grover Is that rare thing, a refined coon shoutsr.
The Grover act Is one
of the high spots' on the bill.

SEATTLE "DAILY TIMES."

ORIGINAL SONGS AND SAYINGS

Mildred Grover who la not new to Orpheum patrona ia alwaya welcome nevertheless, and was given a hearty reception last

Bought and Paid For With The Exception of Seymour Brown's Song Hit:

"MUSIC WITH

WEEK

Seldom haa a singer scored aa complete a
uccesa here as Mildred Grover.

MY MEALS"

OAKLAND, CAL.

night.

Direction,

JO PAIGE SMITH

Miss Grovsr sings songs cleverly.

"OREGON

DAILY

JOURNAL,"
LAND.

PORT-

"THE SPORTSMAN AND THE VALET"
At

the Majestic, Chicago, Last

Week

•

Pronounced by Press and Public as one of the biggest laughing and
applauding Hits of the Season

BOOKED SOLID

ALBEE,

Direction,

The 7th
Anniversary

Number

WEBER

and

EVANS

SOULE
MAKE-UP
SOULE GREASE PAINT
In

Flesh Colors. 10c. Each

White. Black. No. S Flesh, No. 6 Rose Tint. No. 7 Sunburn. No. 11 Ruddy Old Age,
No. 14 Spaniard, No. 19 Oriental, only.
Sticks are t inches long and 1 inch In
diameter. Smooth, aoft and eaally applied.
PRODUCT.

NEW

SOULE STAGE POWDER

25c. Each

In tt-lb. Cane, Screw Cover (The Green Can). No. 1 Light Pink, No. 2 Medium Pink,
No. 8 Brunette. No. 4 Deep Pink, No. 19 Oriental, and White. The best Low-Prloed
PRODUCT.
Stage Powder on the market

NEW

SOULE COLD CREAM

WILL BE PUBLISHED
IN DECEMBER

This

Is

In

H -lb.

In

1-lb.

be secured by ordering

25c.

,

Screw Cover

50c.

each
each

an old standard Cold Cream, made for over a quarter of a century, and needs
no Introduction to the older ones in ths profssslon.

Preferred position for advertisements

may

Cans, Screw Cover
Cans,

now

The HESS Company
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

•OLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS
Sold by

When annuerinQ

advertisement* kindly mention

VARIETY

all

Leading Druggists, Costumers and Hair Dealers through the
United States and Canada, at the above prices.

VARIETY

FRED C. WHITNEY
*
•

»

(BURTON MANK,

,

Gen. Mgr.)

WITH

•

JOHN
Announce

the opening of

NEW YORK HEADQUARTERS
in the

\

FITZGERALD BUILDING
Producing

Musical Comedies,

One -Act

Operettas (by Lehar and Strauss) and

ACTS FOR VAUDEVILLE
i

The Vaudeville branch

years associated
Orpheum Circuit.

several

with

MR. FRED

Mr. Collins, for
booking department of the

under the direction

will be

the

C.

of

WHITNEY J

will personally superintend all productions- issuing

from

this office.

MANUSCRIPTS AND IDEAS FOR VAUDEVILLE
may be submitted at any time. If approved they will be worked out on ^befitting scale,

VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS

-x..

desiring to consult and obtain the benefit of Mr. Collins' broad experience gained
through his long connection with the technical side of the profession may call by

appointment.

FRED

C.

WHITNEY PRODUCING

FITZGERALD BUILDING

(Suite 1001-1002),
When answering

Broadway and 43rd

adverti$ement$ kindly mention

VARIETY

St.,

CO.
NEW YORK

TEN CENTS

VARIETY

OU

From

the sole rightsje very where outside the British Isles of his

pantomime absurdity

TEMPERANCE
"

.

IIM
or

1*

*

ff

This

a Polite

is

Warning to Everybody
l

Successive

Triumphs

in

Amsterdam,

Paris, Berlin, Vienna,

New York

Hamburg and

Budapest.

the next stop
.

PROCTOR'S FIFTH AVE. THEATRE
Week Oct. 7

It

Will

be

to

Representative H. B. MARINELLI

Putnam

Your

Advantage

to

Bids.,

New York

Consult

Vaudeville Broker
•

Past Five Years Booking Manager for Percy G. Williams' Theatres

Vaudeville Artists

time, kini

or write
Add res

me

•PUTNAM BUILDING, 1495 BROADWAY'

Suite

NEW YORK

Phone 1470 Bryant
When anieerinc atoer t Ui menU

Mntfly mention

VARIETY.

301

Vol.
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No.

NEW YORK
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CITY, FRIDAY,

The

Girl

From Montmartre".

Reported

Negotiating With Shuberts

Monday night. The Molasso
"La Danse de L'Opium"; Tate's
"Motoring"; Oscar Lorraine; Fennell
and Tyson, and Barnes and King made
Cities"

Chicago, Sept. 25.
It is well enough reported that Ethel
Barrymore is so very angry over
Charles Frohman permitting Hattie
Williams to travesty her performance
in "A Slice" of Life" that the report
Miss Barrymore has opened negotiations to change management in the
legitimate, appears to find ready belief
among her friends here. "The Slice of

Life" has been added to the performance of "The Girl From Montmartre"
at the Criterion, New York.
Both actresses are under the direction of Mr. Frohman. At present Miss
Barrymore is touring the Orpheum
J. M. Barrie's "The Twelve
Pound Look." For the vaudeville engagement she receives $3,000 weekly.
'Of this amount, $1,000 goes to Mr

Circuit in

with

offices

it.

The composition

become a number

in the

will

Gertrude Hoff-

bill.

AMY LESLIE MAKES

Chicago, Sept.

Amy

Leslie, the critic,

is

There was some doubt right up to
Monday evening performance
whether Miss Kellermann could ap-

UP.

the

25.

as the pianist in "The Whirl of
Society" at the Lyric. Mr. Ellis has
returned to New York.

is

leaving

twelve weeks, though it may be prolonged beyond the cpntracted term.

The rearrangement

Admission
30.

has a letter from Julius Cahn, asking if he
(Cahn) could have a "No. 2" Harry
Lauder show for New England.

HOLLAENDER'S "RAG" NUMBER.
The American "rag"
tened

itself

upon

craze has fasVictor Hollaender.

for "Sumurun"
"A Modern Eve," as the best
known of his work to Americans.

composer of the music
and

Mr. Hollaendar wrote an "EgyptianOriental-Rag" number, and allowed

Leo Mft&ic

to hc»r the melody.

Maasc

Chicago, Sept.

the Ziegfeld will

Chicago, Sept. 25.
now current at

Girl"

move

to the

Ameri-

can Music Hall Sept. 28, where it will
be held indefinitely.
It had been announced Kolb & Dill
would open the American, but word
was received from San Francisco that
they were doing so much business
there they would not leave.
Their
Chicago engagement has been indefinitely postponed.

"The Military

Girl"

is

the

work

of

Lean, who is starred in it
jointly with Florence Holbrook.
It
has been on view for seven weeks and
has attracted considerable attention.
It is thought that on
a larger stage
Cecil

and

a larger house the piece will
renewed popularity. The company will remain intact in the transfer.
Sam P. Gerson is the new manager
of the American Music Hall.
Carl
Randolph has been made manager of
the company and will represent W. K.
in

gain

Ziegfeld's interests.

show management

off,

10-20-

in

the

REVISED.

The Cohan

&

Harris production of
A.,*' with Douglas
Fairbanks in the star part, will be taken off this week or next, and revised
before again sent out.

"Hawthorne, U.

S.

The show is at the Garrick. It has
been announced to close its engagement there Saturday night.

vaudeville the-

atres will have for an attraction later

RERNHARDT AT CHICAGO.

probably around Dec. 1,
Evie Greene, the English musical comedy star.
Miss Greene has played in the Lon-

The Bernhardt Road show under

Chicago, Sept.
direction
likely

Martin

of

open

in

this

lour

over the
route, but whether

a

tres

is

Beck
city,

25.

the

very
then playing
will

Orpheum Circuit's
in Orpheum thea-

unknown.

A

BUCHANAN, NOT THOMAS.
Actors are being engaged by the
Packard Agency for the new play in
which Laura Hope Crews is to be
bv
written
been
starred.
It
has
ThompsMi Buchanan and not A. F
Thomas. a* originally announced.
This would indicatr that thcrr wa
vuiir fault found wiih th** Tlmina*

route of eighteen weeks has been
laid out for the company.

.

to

and the payroll of the p!ay doesn ,f
exceed $600 weekly, it is said. There
is no "production."
Under the circumstance?. "Helen"
(who really belongs to Comstock \-

cowing

is

the

port,

is

Empress

theatre seats 2,200.

turn her $1,500 weekly.

25.

at

liquidate the payroll, according to re

title)

at the

U. 8. A."

Philadelphia, Sept. 25.

Empress

the

don halls. The American vaudeville
engagement as a "single act" will re-

sufficient

Gest despite the question mark

"HAWTHORNE,

25.

in the season,

Studebakcr isn't interesting Chicago,
to an extent even that would leave
the

The

The Keith New York

"HELEN" SHOW CHEAP.
"Whose Helen Are You?"

for

Sept.

EV1E GREENE COMING OVER.

of the Bernhardt

inally contracted for the French woman) gave Miss O'Neil the vaudeville
opening.

office

Paul,

(Sullivan-Considinc) was broken last
week, when the gross reached $6,080.
Lew Fields' "Fun in a Barber Shop"
headlined the vaudeville program.

CAHN'K "XO. 2 L.U'DER SHOW."
The William Morris

TAKES RECORD.
St.

NANCE O'NEIL

tour for America, now to be directed
personally by Martin Beck (who orig-

and $300

royalty,

FIELDS* ACT

The house record

agerial direction in the legitimate. The
vaudeville tour is for a period of about

said,

He threatened injunction proceedings unless settlement was made.
It is understood payment of the Klein
claim was guaranteed in New York.
royalty.

"The Military

lis

held for the Bernhardt tour has been
filled in through the engagement of
Nance O'Neil in "The Trial of Joan
of Arc."
The act will open Oct. 14
at the Alhambra, New York.

is

for

pear

Shubert houses in Chicago for the first
time in two years. She reviewed "A
Modern Eve" last week, a piece that
has been in town all summer. Melville
Ellis is said to have healed the breach.
Effingham Pinto has replaced Mr. El-

paid

it

Barrie

in "Undine."
Manager Klein who
wrote the piece, held a claim of $2,000
back
for
against Miss Kellermann

doing the

Miss
Barrymore $1,700 weekly to reimburse
herself and company.
The story says the Shuberts are interested in Miss Barrymorc's present
state of mind and her future man-

Frohman,

up the remainder of a very well liked

mann Revue.

IN "JOAN" ACT.
The United Booking Offices time

Mr.

act,

did a record hundred for the Shubert

CENTS

10

"MILITARY GIRL" IN AMERICAN.

Philadelphia, Sept. 25.
William Morris vaudeville show

with Annette Kellermann as its star,
opened strong in the Lyric, Monday's
audience being a large and enthusiastic
one. The pantomime fantasy presented
by Miss Kellermann proved a hit.
Owing to the failure of scenery to
reach here in time, Tom Terriss gave
"Scrooge" in place of "A Tale of Two

Aggrieved at Charles Frohman Through Hattie Williams
Travestying Her Performance of "A Slice of Life"

"The

PRICE

27, 1912.

KELLERMANN SHOW STRONG.

ETHEL BARRY MORE, ANGRY
MAY SEEK NEW MANAGER
in

SEPTEMBER

•

>

play by
ing Mi?*

Henry
Crews

Miller,

vvho

is

Uumli

as a Miliar attraction.

PRESTON GIBSON'S NEXT.
Preston Gibson, the rich Washingtonian,

who

financed "Drifting" in the

days gone by and dropped a wad of
greenbacks in putting it on Broadway,
is the author of a new play which he
expects to see produced in New York.
It is entitled "Lola Monte*."

VARIETY

VAUDEVILLE'S BIGGEST ACT
PRODUCED BY LONDONERS

RAG SINGERS BIG

HIT.
Variety)
London, Sept. 25.
The Ragtime Octet, singers, opened
at the Hippodrome Monday and are
a big hit.

Alfred Butt Putting on Reinhardt Production Next Month,
at Expense of $50,000. Turns Down $10,000 for
Maud Allan in American Vaudeville
(Spt-cial

Gable to Variety.)

London, Sept.
production by

Mine. Rejane
played the latter.
did not appear herself.
These productions will have only a
short run at this theatre.
lani

25.

Max
Alfred Butt's
Reinhardt, to be presented at the Palace about the end of October, will cost
is

KOMEDIENSHAUS, THAT'S ALL.
(Special Cable to Variety.)

ville.

(Special Cable to Variety.)
London, Sept. 25.

in full

even-

best-liked

songs are "Robt. £.

Baby

to

Sleep,"

Charles Reed, booking manager for
London theatre of Varieties Co.
(Gibbons Circuit) severed his connection to-day with that concern.
He has a long contract and a fight
in the courts is looked for.
the

and "Not Me."
The Octet is featured for next week
at the New Cross Empire in addition
Melville Gideon
to the Hippodrome.

now

playing the piano in the act. The
personal successes are Pete Bernard,

Bloom and

Butler.

running the Ragtime Band
Hotel and hopes to introduce the Cabaret idea here.
is

OPERASHIP IN BERLIN.
(Special Cable to

act at the Palace will
costly, by many thou-

be the most
sands of dollars, that has ever been
placed upon the variety stage.
Alfred Butt denies any intention of
having more than two matinees a week

The Komedienshaus opened
fully

The Kurfuerstcn opera scored again
with vVolf Fe nan's "^ujaane's Gcheimnis" and Suppc's ''Schoene Galathea."

at the Imperial

"LITTLE CAFE** IN MARCH.

with plays by Fulda and Dreycr.

He also denies the rumor that Maud
Allen will play the Keith houses in
America. She was offered $10,000 for
four weeks in them, he says.

The new revue

Metropole is
along the same lines as similar pro-

(Special Cable to Variety.)
25.

La Milo and Cruikshank, her manBoth claimed the salary for last week and the house paid
neither, so as not to make any mistake.
The matter may come up in

ager, have split.

court.

In the United States an investment
of $2,500 for a vaudeville production is
looked upon as a considerable amount.
$5,000 for the initial costs a very
big turn. Even vaudeville press agents
never claim that an act over here represents more than $7,500 before shown

upon the

stage.

HOUDINTS

NEW

TRICK.

(Special Cable to Varmtt.)
Berlin, Sept. 25.

Houdini, opening at Circus Busch, is
going big with a new trick. He is freeing himself while submerged in water,
with head downward, feet fastened to
a board.

"La Milo" was Pansy Montague, a
show girl; Melbourne Cruikshank, an
She created a sensation

artist.

Pavilion six

IN LONDON.
(Special Cable to Variety)
London, Sept. 25.
On his return from America, Andre
Chariot booked Charlotte Parry for a
run at the Alhambra. This makes the
fourth house in which Miss Parry will
play in London in succession.

London, Sept 25.
Louis Hirsch, composer of the New
York Winter Garden shows, has been
engaged to write the music for the

new Hippodrome

London, Sept. 25.
Joe Peterman will produce a Revue
around Christmas at the Oxford, containing scenes at the seaside.

FUND FOR DICK TEMPLE.
London, Sept.
25.

New York

next week to appear in David Belaco's
next production, entitled "Years of

band of Evie Greene.

THEATRE REJANE REOPENS.

The new Champs Elysees theatre, in
the Rue Colisee, now christened the
was opened Sept. 21, under
the management of Paul Franck, the
pantomimist.
The program consists
of three numbers: "Son Vice," a farce
by L. Xanrof; "Salome la Danseuse"
by A. Aveze, music by E. Mathe, and a
farce by Willy and G. Docquois (and
not signed by Mme. Colette Willy as
at first stated), entitled "La Petite Jas-

Paris, Sept. 25.

poorly.

"WINTER'S TALE" PRODUCED.

The Theatre Rejane, under the temporary direction of Gustave Labruyere,
opened Sept. 19, with a comedy, "Les
Yeux Ouverts," by Camille Oudinot,
which was indifferently received, and
a short play, "La Princess et le
Porcher," by J. Terni, an adaptation
of Hans Anderson's Fairy Tales, which
fairly successful.

and CapeJ-

Playhouse

"The

Little

this Saturday;

Cafe" at the

"The Turn-

ing Point," St. James', Oct. 1; "Doormats," Wyndham's, Oct. 3, and "The
Awakening of Helena Ritchie," Birmingham, Oct. 7.

ultra-realism,

suggesting

at the Adelphi.

Keith's plan for vaudeville here never

WHITE WIG PERIOD

PIECE.

(Special Cable to Variet?.)

London, Sept.
J.

M.

Barrie's playlet in the

25.

Duke

of

York's triple bill, is a costume piece
of the white wig period.

WELCH GETS ENGLISH

RIGHTS.

(Special Cable to Variety.)

London, Sept. 25.
James Welch has secured the English
rights to "Seven Days" and "The Million."

'THE OPEN DOOR*' A MELLER.
(Special Caole to Variety.)

London, Sept.

25.

"The Open
drama,

is

Door," a new meloto be produced at the Ly-

ceum Wednesday

next.

GET IN "ETERNAL WALTZ.**
(Special Cable to Variety.)
Paris, Sept. 25.

The

Phillins

Sisters'

act

was

inter-

polated in "The Eternal Waltz" at the
Folies Bergere Sept. 20, and did
nicely.

lus;

Stranley

Drewitt,

Camillo;

London,

Sept.25.

A

big booking combine is in the air
here, entailing a working arrangement
between the Variety Theatres Controlling Co. and the London Theatres
of Varieties, making thirty-two houses
in

one

circuit.

SUES FOR DIVORCE.
Variet r.)
London, Sept.

(Special Cable to

100

YEARS OLD.

(Special Cable to Variety.)

London, Sept.

The Drury Line

theatre

brate the centenary of
12.

(Special Cable to Variety.)

Lilla

McCarthy, Hermione.

DRURY LANE

BOOKING COMBINE RUMORED.

Aubrey

Cathleen Nesbit, as Perdita, is regarded as a "discovery." Henry Ainley plays Leontes; Eric Rae, Mamil-

Monday "The Winter's Tale" went
on at the Savoy, and the same evening
"The Dancing Mistress" was shown

$2,000,000.

London, Sept. 25.
Granville Barker produced "A Winter's Tale" at the Savoy, Sept. 21.
It

totally unconventional.

future are

25.

theatre,

(Special Cable to Variety.)

(Special Cable to Variety.)

New

Princess

the

leased years ago by B. F. Keith, is to
be the biggest hotel in London, costing

min."
It disclosed a small but pretty theatre.
All
three
productions
went

Beardsley, with German art settings.
There is only one intermission. It 's

London, Sept. 25.
productions for the immediate

of

Imperial,

COMING LONDON PLAYS.

(Special Cable to Variety.)

Mile. Polaire, Arquilliere

OPENS.

(Special Cable to Variety.)

is

Discretion."

site

get-

along charmingly and matters
had progressed to the point where a
marriage was imminent. Billy's mother
came over and took him back with
her.
Josephine now works alone.

25.

He was a well known musician and
comedy singer, at one time the hus-

London, Sept.

The

ting

A

fund is being organized for Richard Temple, who is in want.

KEITH SITE SOLD.
(Special Cable to Variety.)

25.

(Special Cable to Variety.)

(Special Cable to Variety.)

leaves for

They were

Billy Geller.

been fixed for March next
by Klaw & Erlanger.

New York

in

matured.

Paris, Sept. 25.
25.

The Variety Artists' Federation has
passed a resolution against the Sunday
opening of music halls, which is being
agitated by some managers.

BELASOO'S NEXT PLAGE.
Lyn Harding

named

(Special Cable to Variety.)

revue.

London, Sept.

London, Sept.

setting, has

Josephine Davis arrived here a
couple of months ago, bringing with
her as piano accompanist a youth

AGAINST SUNDAYS.

(Special Cable to Variety.)

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

(Special cable to Variety.)

NEW HOUSE POORLY
V. A. F.

PETERMAN'S OXFORD REVUE.

HIRSCH'S MUSIO AT HIP.

BROKE UP PROPOSED MARRIAGE.

years ago.

KEEPING PARRY

at the

ductions there of previous years.
The playing is liked, and the production is gorgeous, both in stage settings
and costumes. The Revue fails prinprincipally in its music.
Madge Lessing is again in the Metropole cast of players.

at the

London, Sept.
Houdini's water trick while on Hammerstein's Roof during the summer
was to escape from a packing case after being lowered into a tank.

(Special Cable to Variety.)
London, Sept. 25.
"The Little Cafe," with a musical

(Special Cable to Variety.)
Berlin, Sept. 25.

London, Sept.

at the Palace.

REVUE WELL PRODUCED.

success-

LA MILO DISAGREEMENT.

Variety)

Berlin, Sept. 25.

Berlin, Sept. 25.

The Reinhardt

was

The

Lee." "Ragging the

Gideon

designed to be the greatest
venture ever known in British vaudeIt

They appeared

ing dress.

Britt,

$50,000.

GIBBONS CIRCUIT LOSES REED.

(Special Cable to

its

will

25.

cele-

opening Oct.

25.

Stanley Brett, a brother of Seymour
Hicks, has filed a petition for divorce
from Maie Ash.
The co-respondent named is Fred.
Allendale, a musical

comedy man.

VARIETY

»

ACT PLAYING "OPPOSITION
SUFFERS F INE ON "CUT WEEK"
Three Yoscarrys r I nformedJ[$ 100] Will [Be Deducted From
Salary at the Union Square This Week, for Appearing
At Winter Garden Sunday Night. Were to Work
For "Cut Salary/ 9 Didn't Submit.

VAUDEVILLE

$10,000

The Brockton (Mass.)

DELMAR QUITS CONSOLIDATED.

BILL.

Fair

opens

how

One

Booking Offices had
United
treated an act playing "Opposition'*
was about the streets Monday. From

It will

A somewhat

peculiar story

<

stages.

the Shuberts, in charge of their vaude-

Harry Allen

is

handling the attrac-

of
the
show moves
from Brockton to Richmond, Va., to
play at the Virginia state fair Oct.

Part

tions.

account, the big time vaudeville
agency is desperately in need of material, and does not feel it can afford
to lose any act, or it has evolved the
the

unique scheme of profitable puninshment.

Yoscarrys were engaged
3
appear at the Union Square this
Sunday night the act played
week.
Monat the Shuberts' Winter Garden.
day morning, according to the story,
someone in the United Booking

The

to

Offices notified the

management

of the

Union Square (B. F. Keith theatre)
booking through the U. B. O.) to notify the act if it played the week out,
a fine of $100 would be imposed for
working the Garden for the one show.
The salary of the act is said to be
$300 weekly, and it had agreed to
a cut of $50 for the Union Square date.

Were
net

it

to stand the fine of $100, the

amount

it

would receive

at

the

Square would have been $150 (less
ten per cent, commission on $250).
The act refused to open with the
understanding that a fine would follow. It is "laying off" this week.
The United agency has often declared it would not permit "United
acts" to play the Winter Garden, but
the 3 Yoscarrys are the first turn the
United has attempted to make money
out of through doing it.
Following the attempted fine and the
cancellation of the Union Square engagement, the Shuberts gave the Yoscarrys a contract to appear in "The
Whirl of Society" to open Oct. 7 with
the show.
Two or three agents were suspected
by the U. B. O. of having been implicated
in
the
Yoscarry Winter
Garden booking, but all of them attempted alibis by placing the blame
on Joe Shea.

A somewhat similar incident occurred in the case of Howard and Howard who were canceled at a Monday
morning

rehearsal in Hammerstein's
having appeared at the Winter Garden the Sunday evening before.
Before Monday night the Howards were
signed by the Shuberts.
They consider their "playing opposition" at that
time the most fortunate thing to ever
happen to them.
The Yoscarrys are booked for next
week at Poli's theatre, Worcester,
Mass., a "United house."
for

VOX TILZER GETS

IN.

Vaudeville is getting Al Von Tilzer,
the music publisher and proprietor of
the York Music Co., as one of its pro-

Freeman and Dunham, two versatile
young men who have made an extraordinary record as entertainers for several months at Faust's; the other is
"The Gaby Girls," with ten people.

ROCK AND ROONEY

Mr. Von Tilzer is producing two big
acts.
Both will be under the booking

Frank Bohm.

LASKY'S

entitled

"The

Little Panslenne."

COLLINS-REGAL MARRIAGE.
Johnny Collins Thursday of

last

week

Stamford, Conn., married Dorothy
Regal. To friends it was known for
some time that the couple were to be
married, but the sudden ceremony was
in the nature of a mild surprise.
at

PARENTS OF TWINS.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ardell (Ardell
Bros.) are the parents of twin boys.

Hartford and Springfield) Waterbury
has been selected by Mr. Fox as the

new first point.
The theatre of 2,000 capacity in
Waterbury, now being built by John
has been
leased by the pop vaudeville manager,
who will open it with his brand of variety entertainment
The house is situated upon the main
O'Neill,

street,
Poli's.

theatre,

and

of

will play in opposition

S. Z. Poli also

cities.

to

controls Jacques'

Waterbury.

Fox opposes

ANOTHER ONE GOES.
Pittsfield, Mass., Sept. 25.

Next week will be the last of United
Booking Offices vaudeville at the Empire, managed by J. H. Tibetts. Stock
will supplant the present policy Oct. 7.

Poli in the other two
he intends paralleling

It is said

the Poli Circuit throughout the

He

bert office.

under contract to

is

bookings and engagements.
There had been friction in the Consolidated, with and between Mr. Delmar and the circuit managers who organized the agency. Rumors Delmar
would leave were current for the past

ville

It is said that

among

for the vacated office

Walter Plimmer

tion,

most

as the

the applicants

manager
is

posi-

looked upon

likely.

Upon returning to the Shuberts oifices Monday it was arranged that he
and Jos. Shea should occupy ad office
upon the top floor of the building,
where under the title of the Associated
Booking Offices, they would conduct a
general
tention
needs.

A

agency, giving particular atto the Shuberts* vaudeville

Marcus Loew might

report, that

ask the Shuberts for Delmar's services
to operate a branch agency of the
Loew Circuit, probably in Boston, had
not been confirmed up to Wednes-

Down

The H. B. Marinelli agency (New
York branch) has booked the following acts abroad: Shelvey Boys, openWintergarten, Berlin;
ing Dec.
1,
Marcus and Gartell, Dec. 1, Ronacher's, Vienna; Patsy Doyle, Hippodrome,
London, Oct. 7; Myoris, Dec. 1, RoCarlisle,
a fullnacher's,
Vienna;
blooded American Indian (to appear in
native garb), Oct. 1, Wintergarten,
Berlin; Rice,

East territory.

Elmer and Tom, Nov.

Three new booking connections have
been made by the Consolidated Booking Agency (Sheedy-Miles et al.).
They are the Maple Leaf, Montreal
and the Quebec house, formerly supplied by the Prudential, and the Grand,
Brooklyn which formerly received its
bills from the William Fox establish-

ment

BOOKED FOR EUROPE.

town,

that

of

services

day.

FOX GETS WATERBURT.
In a proposed invasion of New England (which William Fox has already
started through securing entrance intD

A.

the

lost

three weeks.

NEW COMEDY.

Jesse L. Lasky will produce in Harrisburg, Oct. 7, a new tabloid musical
comedy, with a cast comprised of four
principals and ten chorus people. It is

ACT.

For next summer only William Rock
(Rock and Fulton) and Pat Rooney
(Rooney and Bent), have decided to
become a "two-man act." The combination will hold good for the hot
months only.
A specialty by the couple has been
prepared along new lines. It will proi/ably be seen in a Broadway warm
weather production.

It was reported this week that the
Consolidated had given contracts for
ten weeks at a salary of $400 to Riocabona's Good Night Horses.
The
act had submitted its services to the
United Booking Office at a price understood to be somewhat under this, but
the U. B. O. had failed to close the
deal promptly and the act took up negotiations
with
the
Consolidated,
which acted immediately.

1,

Wintergarten, Berlin.

FALLS INTO
St.

JONES AND DEBLEY SPLIT.

$40,000.

Chicago, Sept. 25.

Louis, Sept. 25.

The

Dora Claxton (Tansan and Claxton)

Deeley

has fallen heir to $40,000 through the
death of her grandfather. When informed of the good fortune while playing here last week, Miss Claxton was
overcome, but stated that she would
not give up the stage.

The announcement

last

week

vaudeville

act

of

Jones

and

will dissolve, after closing its

engagement at Grand Rapids Saturday.
Ben Deeley will appear in vaudeville

with his wife.

Harry Sylvester will team up with
Geo. Jones.
Both were members of
"That" Quartet, the title Fred Donaghey made famous.

OONROY AND LE MAIRE'S OFFERS
that

C'onroy and Le Maire had engaged to
appear on the Loew Circuit brought a
flood of offers to the blackface come-

BOOSTING PRICES BLOCKED.

Five weeks in small time Philadelphia theatres were tendered them, at
$500 weekly, besides the Sullivan-Considine Circuit, and Jack Goldberg, assistant to Joe Schenck, of the Loew
chain, proposed to the team that they
play fifteen houses on the Loew time,
remaining three weeks in each house,
changing their act weekly.

ard offices, is enjoying a vacation this
week, the first she has had since joining the agency.

Lynn, Mass., Sept. 25.
who has been running the
Keith small time house in Lynn, Mass.,
recently discovered his house
was
playing to capacity. In order to fatten up the box office statements, he
conceived the idea of pushing the fiftycent seats back a few rows.
It
was then he found himself
blocked. For at the outset of the season, Mr. Callan had started a scheme
of having his seats subscribed for, "like
they do at the Metropolitan Opera
House." Lynn fell for the subscription
Jeff Callan,

dians.

Carolyn Lawrence, of the Jay Pack-

ducers.

direction of

V

called "A Night in Shanley
have fourteen people, including

is

Hooking Offices
Jule Del mar, as

office manager last Saturday.
Mr. Delmar immediately returned to the Shu-

7-12.

the

The Consolidated

Tuesday with a $10,000 open air vaudeville and circus bill, for the four
days of the annual event. There are
twenty-six acts booked, to fill the two

JACK WARD AND EDDIE WEBER
Appearing at Hammemteln's next week tn a
act. elaborated with the aid of a far
Eaat atmoaphere and called "A Mlnitrel Boy'a
conception of art."

new

Direction,

Max

Hart.

idea.

Now

seats are

so

many

engaged

of Keith's front

at the regular scale

he can't move the fifty-cent

line.

VARIITY
C

SHUBERTS AND KEITH PEOPLE
BIDDING FOR VICT ORIA LEASE
Bids
Oscar Hammerstein Willing to Sell at $750,000.
Have Reached $650,000. Oscar Wants to Know
How Qladys is, Replying to a Query

Regarding Possible Proctor
Affiliation.

ft.

Boston, Sept..

Chester

S.

reports

the

are

tial

and circumstanthere

that

the lease of the Victoria theatre.

Hammerstein makes no

car

will

be a change of ownership

shortly

in

Os-

secret

of

In fact, he insists
sell.
adding that it is nothing
new and that he has been seeking t >
dispose of his vaudeville house for the
his desire to

that

it

is

so,

past three years.

The names most

freely

mentioned

t'.ic
purchasers arc
Shuberts, the Keith people, and MarThe Shuberts would like
tin Beck.
the house, as it carries with it the

the

as

oossible

United Booking Offices' franchise for
territory within a considerable ra-

all

which would include the Winter
Garden, and one or two other Shubert
theatres that might use vaudeville.
Mr. Beck denies that he is seeking
the lease, saying that he wouldn't have
The Keith folks would
it for a gift.
like the Victoria and its franchise, not
only for itself, but because they would
dius,

vaudeville at the Palace
and carry out Beck's original plan of
presenting at the Palace an hour of
to play

like

ballet or something like, and fill in
In this event, Beck
with vaudeville.
might be interested in the proposi-

Booking Officers' franchise for the
Times Square district was in William
Hammerstein's name, which would
permit William to secure an interest
and the management of the Palace for
vaudeville, and perhaps shut out the
Victoria from the U. B. O. service.
"Let us see," said Oscar. He produced from his safe the agreement,

"Agreement made and

which reads:

entered into between the United Booking Officers of America, party of the
Hammerstein
the
and
part,
first

Amusement Company,
president,
merstein,
merstein, secretary."
"I

am

Oscar
William

HamHam-

the Hammerstein Amusement
said Oscar, "and the franIt
for sixteen years more.

Company,"
chise

is

between the Fifth
Avenue and the Colonial, and the
Palace or any other house in that section of the city has no right to U. B.

covers

all

territory

O. service without my consent. Furthermore, I am the only one entitled
to have another vaudeville house within those limits, having secured the

tion.

rights for the Manhattan. The agreement reads that in the event of a cas-

The bids for the Victoria lease have
reached the amount of $650,000, with
Hammerstein holding out for $750,000,
according to reports.

ualty in connection with the Manhattan I might erect or maintain another
house to replace it. I think we might
all truthfully agree that the receipts

rumored that somebody, acting
behalf of the Keith interests, is in
active negotiations for the Victoria at
the present time, and color is given

vaudeville
at the Manhattan during
would reasonably come under the head

It is

in

by the fact of the series of
Oscar Hammerstein is
conferences
having behind closed doors with his
lawyers and strange men carrying with
them an air of importance. The redoubtable Oscar has never been khovr.
to 'waste very much of his precious
time with people who haven't made
some sort of a pretense of "showing
to

,

which in turn made it over to
Felix Isman, as trustee.
Mr. Hammerstein was further ques
tioncd as to the report that the United
tate,

this

cause."

Pressed as to the above rumored negotiations, and also that in the event
he did not sell he contemplated an alliance with F. F. Proctor, Mr. Hammerstein laconically replied: "How is
Gladys?"
Business at "The Corner" is said to
have fallen down in the past six or
During the Suffragette
seven weeks.
Week $3,200 is alleged to have been
the deficit.

William
the

active

Hammerstein
management

from
of the houso
retired

practically without a dollar, after hav-

ing

built

the

place

up into a great
no longer derives

of a 'casualty.'

For the many years that William
Hammerstein directed the Victoria the
enormous profits of the remarkably
were a
successful vaudevile theatre
With
matter of theatrical comment.
his

retirement,

and

falling off in receipts,

subsequent

the

Oscar was con-

fronted with the task of creating those
profits himself, also of maintaining the
former high standard of the theatre.
During the weeks "Willie" has been
absent from the house, it is reported
Oscar discovered this was no easy
task, and his vast experience as an impresario

did

not

come

the vaudeville direction.
time,

Oscar learned his

but one

among

to

his

aid

in

At the same
Victoria was

a cluster of Keith the-

which secured their attractions
from the source he did. This has also
added to the elder Hammerstein's worries, and is accredited one of the causes
as well, why, just at present, he n
desirous of shifting the problem of
"making the Victoria pay" over t>>
some one else. The probability of the
atres,

Keith interests taking over the Vicmoney-maker. He
toria was forecasted in Varietf some
any benefit from the tneatre.
The ground lease of the Victoria is weeks ago. The rumor that the Shuberts might take a hand in the bidbelieved to have twelve years more ti.
ding for the lease has been current for
run. The Gerry Estate owns the property, leasing it to the Davidson Es- some time.

in

wife,

State

in

who

vaudeville,

Prison.

Charlestown, Mass., Tuesday morning,
for murdering her at their home in
Somerville, an adjoining city, Sept. 1,

He was

brother-in-law

the

of

Jesse L. Livermore, tne Wall Street
cotton speculator who spent a million
dollars in vainly trying to save him.
Jordan married Honora O'Reilly, an

English woman,
Persistent, insistent

25.

Jordan, former actor,

teamed with his
was electrocuted

1908.

ODD SECT AS AN

JORDAN PAYS PENALTY.

who was

a year his

The

"The House oi David Band,"

vilie is

rangements for the engagement

is a religious
longhaired individuals
their headquarters just out-

of

who make

side of the city limits of

neral

tried to
it into a trunk, and
on board a boat bound for New
York. He missed the boat by a few
He intended to throw the
minutes.
dismembered parts of the body overboard. When he missed the boat he
hired a room and took the trunk with
it

The cab driver, who carried him
from the boat landing, became suspicious, and notified the police.
A bitter legal battle was fought. He
had the best counsel available. They
carried the case to the Supreme Court
of the United States, but were overruled.
For four years they held off
him.

is

Benton Har-

Their musical department
said to be one of the finest in Amer-

One

of the peculiarities of the
that they never bury their own
dead.
When one of the settlement
shuffles off, the neighbors throw his

ica.

sect

is

street, leaving the fuPleasure
troubles to the city.

body

into the

who spend their summers in
Benton Harbor find The House of
David one of the city's sights, and in

seekers

way

this

acquired almost as
Zion
as Dowie's

has

it

reputation

a

large
City.

During the southern engagement the
musicians will travel in a special car
There is a
in which they will live.
possibility that other middle-western
managers will be offered the novelty
after Texas is through with it.

PRESS BUREAU INCORPORATED.
The joint press agency of the Orpheum and United Booking Offices
presided over by John Polhas become a distinct organization,
through incorporation as the
Vaudeville Photograph and Press BuCircuits,

the penalty.

Jordan embraced Christian Science
when he learned that he was doomed.
A reader of that faith accompanied him
He was cool and calm
to the chair.
and helped the guards adjust the

lock,

reau.

About

sixty vaudeville theatres are

by

represented

straps.

He

of David"

"The House

•

settlement

In a quarrel he struck her with a
stairs.
flat-iron, knocking her down
Then he dismembered the body,
take

last

week.

bor, Mich.

packed

a

twenty-five
of
organization
pieces, which will tour the Interstate
Circuit shortly, under the direction of
Lee Kraus, who made the final ar-

musical

She had been married before,
and had appeared in burlesque, under
name of Irene Shannon. After
the
their marriage, Jordan wrote a sketch
He was an
in which both appeared.
indifferent actor. They worked out as
far as Chicago and returned.
senior.

ACT.

Chicago, Sept. 25.
latest novelty to enter vaude

formerly lived

Indianapolis.

in

house pays
maintenance,

is

it

Eacn
toward its

Bureau.

the

$7

weekly
said.

ROAD SHOWS AT NIXON.
Philadelphia, Sept. 25.

The Sullivan-Considine Road Shows
will begin making the Nixon theatre
here as a weekly stand, commencing Oct. 7.
The other Nixon-Nirdlinger

house,

People's,

will

not play

S-C show, although booked
through the S-C-Loew joint agency in

the regular

New

ELIZABETH THINKING IT OVER.
Elizabeth M. Murray has been ofa leading part in the new Jomusical
comedy,
seph E. Howard
"Frivolous Geraldine."
While thinking it over Miss Murray will play a
few weeks in vaudeville and mayb"
continue in that field of endeavor.
fered

—

York.

theatres
Other
Nixon-Nirdlinger
outside Philadelphia may or may not
secure the Road Shows, dependent
upon circumstances, although most of
the larger houses will be booked by

will

S-C-Loew

finest vaudeville theatres in

as

is

the

People's.

Chicago, Sept.

25.

Crawford and C. H. Miles
have leased a site on the main street
of Memphis, Tenn., and will immediC.

Jacksonville,

T.

begin to build a theatre to be
in construction to the
City. Seating capacwill be 2,200.

ately

rights

city,

in

this

the United

territory

Booking

to

acts

from

Offices.

The Forsythe Vaudeville and Amuse-

ity

Jacksonville.

V. Schrode, through Attorney Jacob Weissberger, has instituted
court proceedings against her ex-husband, William C. Schrode, for alleged
Schrode
contempt of court,
Mrs.
claiming William owes her more than
Mrs. Schrode
$2,000 back alimony.
filed a suit for divorce and got it
But she claims Schrode failed to pay
any alimony.

the south

was the announcement
made here yesterday. The two promoters declare they have been handed
franchise
a
giving them exclusive
this

ment

AFTER BACK ALIMONY.

25.

spend $100,000 to build one of the

somewhat similar
Garden, Kansas

Lillian

Sept.

John W. Dodge and N. W. Remond

in

BUILDING IN MEMPHIS.
.

TRYING JACKSONVILLE AGAIN.

Co., in

has taken

which they are principals,

title

to a site in the heart of

FLYNN'H A REPUBLICAN.
James Dillon Flynn, some years ago

New York, has
been nominated for a state senatorship
in Oklahoma.
Flynn has made his
home in Tulsa since going west. The
funny part of Flynn's announcement
of his candidacy to friends in New
York is that he is running on the Rea vaudeville agent in

publican ticket.

VARIETY
V. B. O.

KEEPING BIO PRODUCTIONS
WITHIN SMALL TIME LIMIT

story.

The Poli house, which turns from
stock to pop vaudeville Oct. 7, was io
have been supplied by the James Clancy office. The U. B. O. is reported to
have demanded it be put in the lists
of the Family Department, which has
been done. Nelson Burns, assistant to
P. Alonzo, will fill the bills.
The Poli theatres at Springfield and
Hartford, open next week with vaude-

Producers Finding Way To Build Acts,
Without Leaving Themselves at Mercy of "Big
Time" Managers. "Class" of New Productions
Necessarily Restricted

output alone to find engagements, are
breathing more freely nowadays, since
known that a producit has become
tion built to meet the requirements of
the best small time, need no longer be
at the mercy of the big time managers,
although the small time limit of salary
leaves the opportunity to submit the
turn for big time consideration.
Producers who might put on an act
that will cost the big time $1,000 or
$1,250 a week, have the act built so
that a transformation, while not diminishing the apparent value to any
extent, will enable them to place the
same act, at a profit, on the small time

around $600 or $700 a week.
Very few of the men who intend to
produce for vaudeville this season have
for

anything else in mind now than an
average that will keep the turn within
the boundaries of the small time, if obliged to seek that division for work.

Producing

this

in

way

necessarily

of a big act, but
the producers claim they cannot afford
to get themselves so far in an act finanrestricts the "class"

cially that

dle

it

for

time,

of

only the big time can han-

them with

profit.

The

loss

and other things

"stallfng"

attending a big time booking, with the
producer meanwhile being obliged to
keep" .an expensive company together,
will wipe them out on the money end,
according to the men who know, before the big time starts the act off, if
it

ever does.

The producer must have action. He
is willing to "show" his act for one or
two weeks, but when it is derided he
has the vaudeville goods, he says the
consecutive time contract must follow
Either that or continuous playing.
it.
"I've figured this thing out," said a

producer the other day to a Varibti
representative.

"I

am now

preparing

an act. It's going to be all right and
got to get me some money.
it has
"If that act isn't taken after the first
week's showing, and I know it is all
right, you will see that within three

days I will have the same act all ready
for the small time. For the big time I
want $800. For the small time, I will
rearrange it to play for $550, and still

make

just as

much

as though

it

had

played the bigger time at the bigger
salary. And I will guarantee the act

be just as good, perhaps better,
small time.
"I know several who are producing
on the same theory. It's the only way
The small time gives us a
left to us.
will

me

I wish
pretty tired.
they would put in a regular showman
to run things."

gets

stairs'

ville.

SECOND EDITION "INSURGENTS."

AERIAL ACT'S ACCIDENT.

Chicago, Sept. 25.
second issue of the Insurgents

The

Kansas

The Three

paper,

clubrooms,

called

Randolph

and

La

when a guy rope pulled loose.
Charles Devarro was rendered unconscious.'
The others were badly
bruised, but the act expects to reappear tonight.

streets.

STILL PANNING CLEVELAND.

Two

suits

MAUD TIFFANY'S SALARY

were brought against the

Prudential Vaudeville Agency for unpaid salaries and came up in the West
Side Municipal Court Tuesday.
One

was by Helen Weiss, former stenographer for the Prudential, and the
other by L. D. Mcintosh, former bookkeeper for the agency and now appearing as the proprietor of another
agency. Each claimed a year's salary
on a verbal contract. They had for
their principal witness, W. S. Cleveland, who had been enjoined by the
Prudential from re-engaging in the

The suits were believed to be in the natur*e of retalia-

agency business.

tory measures.
The evidence presented to substantiate the salary claims was so flimsy that
(he plaintiffs' own lawyer moved to
dismiss.
During the examination of
a witnesp Charles L. Hoffman, attorney for the defendant, accused Cleveland of pantomimically coaching the

whereupon Cleveland called
Hoffm&* a liar. The court, in the person of Ju-Jge Leon Sanders, demanded
that Cleveland apologize to Hoffman
and the Court, which was done.
Judge Sanders, commenting noon
Cleveland's testimony took occasion to
say that the witness had deliberately
perjured himself and suggested that the
matter be brought to the attention o
the district attornev's oftxe. Lawyer
£

lives

in

Jersey and if he got over there, would
be out of the jurisdiction of the state.
I ask that he be held now."
"Let him go back to Jersey," replied
the justice, "it will be of benefit tn the
State of

New York"

away and we know
where we arc at. The big time manager hems and haws and three or four
weeks later comes around for the act
you could not hold together. Then he
wants to know why, and says that's the
way with us fellows, we never consider
the

or no right

managers

at

all.

That bunch

'up-

UP.

Advices from London say that Maud
Tiffany, an American "single singer,"
who left New York some months ago
to aooear at the London Hippodrome
at $150 weekly, holds agreements on
the other side for the next two seatons, with contracts calling for $400 a
week during that time.
Reports of Miss Tiffany's big success have reached over here off and
on, but the unusual increase in salary
(for* English managers)
rather surprised the show folks around who understand conditions abroad.
It left
an impression that Miss Tiffany's hit
in England must have been of the sensational sort,

English

the

demand

the

and

it is also showed that
vaudeville managers, in
for American acts, on the

other side just now, are prepared to
pay regular money.

PUBLISHERS DOING

A

musical

IT.

comedy production in
new number for one

vaudeville had a

performance last Saturday.
A music
publisher "got to" one of the principals in the piece, who, without consulting anyone, substituted an "automobile" song at the matinee for a
"whistling" number belonging to the
act.
In the evening the original song
was ordered restored, and the princi

young woman) was given
in two weeks she would

pal

(a

tice

that

liberty

at

to

accept

another

no1>i

engage-

Music
lengths
for

the

at

publishers
times to

go

to

secure

some

publicity

song numbers, but this is
instance of trying to "slip one
on a production act. without

their
first

over"

management knowing

it.

ROBINSON UNDECIDED.

out of the litigation anions
members of the family some few
years ago, kept the Robinson Cireu^
in winter quarters this season.
ties arising

Supreme

the organization.

Summers & Murray, representing
Trainor, who was expelled from the
order last week, will make their motion

day
It

next week WednesPart 1, Supreme Coup.
possible that the court will give

for the writ
in Special,

is

an immediate decision, since the motion is for a peremptory writ, but probably counsel will be asked to file
briefs and the decision rendered sub-

Attached to the notice of motion is
an affidavit by Trainor, setting forth

grounds for the demand for

his

rein-

statement.
published

in

One added

detail is that, since the by-

Substantially
last

they are as
week's Variety

laws of the order do not provide for an
appeal from a trial by the board of
directors and expulsion, Trainor has
no method of securing a review of the
proceedings which he alleges were
illegal, except through the courts.

RATS TO "BEG PARDON.

*»

W. W. Waters and

Will J. Cooke
were finally seated as delegates to the
convention of the State Labor Federation at Poughkeepsie last week, after a
struggle with the committee on ere*
dentials, which kept them out of the
proceedings until a few hours before
the adjournment.
The delegates asked to be seated at
the opening, but the committee felt
they were not eligible, owing to the
fact that the White Rats Actors' Union
order had forfeited its membership in

New York Central Federated
Union. The artists' order had declined
to submit its action in expelling Harry

the

DeVeaux

to the C. F. U.

and upon

its

refusal, stepped out of the local trade

MARK-BROCK'S SECOND.

ecutive council as a result of the agree-

ment reached in Poughkeepsie, has not
become known.

HORSE EPIDEMIC SPREADS.
The United

.

and Jan.

open
The firm's other hmise i>
1

will sec

it

The theatre* ;nc
arated sections

in

wi-iclv

States Bureau of Animal
reported that the epi-

demic among horses in Kansas and
Nebraska is spreading into Oklahoma.
Several of the circuses are headed that
way. One or two of them, the Ringlings and Millers* "101 Ranch," are
flue there this week.
Managers are
buying their feed stuffs outside the
affected territory and taking precauVeterinarians declare the disease is
closely related to spinal meningitis. Although it does not seem to be com-

innnicaMe. circus attendance is lei-ened.
irimrs not caring to drive int">
ln\vn in fear that herding their stock
with that of the surrounding country
may lay them i»pen f'« danger
i

tin

has

tions to protect their stock.

Montreal. Sept. 25.
The second pop vaudeville house .f
the Mark-Brock to. is going up <»n
Xotre Dame street. It will «.r;n 2.00').

eaise.

Waters and Cooke agreed during the
examination before the convention's
credential committee to apply for reinstatement in the C. F. U. and upon:
this understanding were seated in the
convention Friday morning.
Whether the DeVeaux matter will
now be submitted to the C. F. U. ex-

Industry

ment.

the

"Young John" Robinson was in New
York a few days ago and told inqnirers that he had not yet made up
his
mind about sending the "Sept
One" show out next season. Difficul-

the

body.

witi.ess.

Hoffman remarked:
"Your Honor, this witness

Alros,

them,*

Salle

in

Court for a writ of mandamus to compel the reinstatement of Val Trainor
as a member of the White Rats Actors' Union, was served this week upon
W. W. Waters, secretary-treasurer of

sequently.

City, Sept. 25.

acrobats, at the
Garden, fell to the stage Monday evening, with their equipment on top of

the Union Actor
came out today. It is of twelve pages
and contains an announcement the
Progressive Actors of America will
open headquarters in the old union's

Rats

for the

yes

Notice of a motion

has

Offices

forced the booking of Poli's, Washington, into its agency, according to a

Vaudeville

The vaudeville producers, those of
the general run who depend upon their

TRAINOR TAKES ACTION.

FORGES BOOKINGS.

The United Booking

Kr.in
-

v
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BURLESQUE WHEELS EXCHANGE
INDIANAPO LIS AND LOUISVILLE
Eastern Wheel Shows Will Pass By Louisville, Western
Attractions To Be Withdrawn from IndianIn Effect Shortly.

apolis.

Another exchange of cities between
the Eastern and Western Burlesque
Wheels will soon occur. The Western

Harry Jacobs one day this week and
offered him a musical piece.
"All right," said Mr. Jacobs, "leave

Wheel may be

it

left

alone in Louisville,

here.

I'll

read

it."

the Eastern folk leaving their Gayety
there. The West will continue at the

"Never again," replied the author;
"I'll read it to you now myself, or it's

if the deal goes through.
In exchange the Eastern Wheel receives Indianapolis for itself, the West
It is not now
quitting that town.
known where the Eastern shows will
play at Indianapolis, nor the exact date
the exchange goes into effect.
The deal was settled before the
Eastern Wheel Censoring -Committee
departed for the west. The members
of it returned to New York Wednes-

all

Buckingham

day.

meeting of the Empire Circuit directors in Chicago next
week, when the contracts will be
This
signed binding the exchange.
meeting was to have been held this
week, but was put over owing to the

There

will be a

inability of several of the directors to

attend.

Harry Martell,

was

for one,

held in New York owing to litigation
with Gus Hill over alleged copyright
infringement in "The Whirl of Mirth."

ACADEMY'S CABARET SCENE.
has
A Cabaret
been added to "The Girl From Brighton," at the Academy of Music. Jack
Mason staged the scene in four days.
It was put on last Friday night for
With the former secthe first time.
ond act cut down, and the Cabaret
making up the closing section, it provided a fast moving period to the
stock musical production.
"The Girl From Brighton" is exscene,

prettily

pected to remain at the

set,

Academy

the

road.

will replace

Another stock production
it on the Academy's stage.

The

DeMilt joined the "Stars of Stageland" at the Empire, Brooklyn, this
week.
The Four Armstrongs and
John Hawley entered the "Folies BerRosebuds" and "The
were the other shows
whose makeup has been changed. Barney Gerard ac ed as the reorganizer.
Orientals"

BACK TO HIS OLD LOVE.
so Auwith
the

Goldknuph departed
manuscript hugged tightly under

his

arm.

edian,

monds

THEATRE TO HOSPITAL.
One

of the Larado Models, a posing
"The Lady Buccaneers," was
removed from the Casino theatre,
Brooklyn, just before the Tuesday
matinee to the hospital.
The girl was preparing for the performance when she was taken ill. She
was hurried to the hospital and the
doctors ordered an operation for appendicitis.
The act was taken out of
the show and James H. Curtin booked
in a substitute for the Tuesday night
act with

show.

JIMMY BRITT, REAL ACTOR.
Jimmy

Britt

is

negotiating with the

Savage offices for a role in the new
Rupert Hughes comedy, shortly to be
produced. The role, that of a pugilist,
needs an actor to play it.

James Edward

Britt, as

Jimmy,

will

probably be theatrically known in the
future, is not a novice in handling a
part.
Before going abroad he played
through the west in a melodrama and
on the other side appeared in a sketch,
gaining a rep as a real actor.

William
Shannon),

(Counihan
&
Counihan
who has been laid up for

of burlesque in America, after a five
years' retirement, returned to his old
love Monday, opening with John Murphy's American Minstrels, Steel Pier.

Richmond, for years, starred Pauline
Batchelor in burlesque pieces.

CAREFUL IN NORTHWEST.
In the headquarters of the Empire
(Western
Co.
Burlesque
Wheel), New York, there is a notice
posted on the bulletin board calling
attention of managers that all paper
for St. Paul and Minneapolis, where
the Western Wheel has a clear field
in burlesque, must be free of all suggestive matter, and that the word
"burlesque" should be avoided in those
Circuit

cities

MAY RUN THREE WEEKS.
Next week at the Proctor's Fifth
Avenue theatre, New York, Jock McKay, the Scotch comedian, will reap-

New

in

York.

Mr.

McKay

ber of changes with their troupe before it reaches New York.

hopes are
Another

Orpheum

Gus McCune, the
ager,

believes

he has a card

McKay, and may hold
there

weeks

three

program

Circuit.

NEW AGENCY
The M.

title.

Mr.

in

the comedian

or

longer

of

Fifth

his

if

realized.

feature

next

week,

Avenue

Willa

Holt

AMERICAN CABARET ABROAD.

Wakefield,

Leo Maase

"class" of Miss Wakefield has always
appealed to the high grade Fifth Ave-

may be

held

over.

manager for the Mark-Brock
and

will

The

VICTORIA STARTING.

Chicago, Sept. 25.
Victoria theatre, on the
Side, a handsome playhouse

The new

"NO MORE," SAYS GOLDKNUPH.

North

Author Goldknuph, who is suiru
David Belasco for damages on an alWoman," is
leged theft of "The
and out of the managers' ofin

that will vie with some of the "loop"
theatres in elegance, will be dedicated
Sept. 29 with "Don't Lie to Your

peddling
fices again
musical masterpieces.

for

several

He

tabloid

called

on

The opening has been delayed
some time owing to difficulty in

Wife."

obtaining iron work.

continue

Loew

the

in

to

booking
Circuit,

maintain head
Circuit

offices,

New York, where his hou-cs art
booked from. Mr. Allen has been
the agency business before, varvin^
that with acting now and then
;

-i

PICKING 10 18 Cm* US.
in New York and Chicago

who make

a special

./

limit

the

in

in

is

performatter of cabaret
New York. From, present

tertainments.

This week Louis Martin's is reported to have made an offer by cable to
La Belle Otero, the Spanish dancer,
of $1,000 a week. She declined, asking
$2,500 a week for eight weeks.
Josephine Sabel is now appearing
at Martin's under a ten weeks' contract, which stipulates the number of
songs she shall sing and the "spot on
the

bill."

PICTURE SUITS CLOSED.
Captain Fred Kleinschmidt has been
relieved of the litigation arising over
the Alaska-Siberian Hunt pictures. An
attachment of his bank account and
the films was sued out by O. J. Lynch,
acting for the Otis Lithograph Co. On

motion of Leon Laski, for Kleinschmidt, this attachment was vacated,
by Justice Delaney.
Another branch of the litigation was
an injunction against the picture showman applied for by Michael Moran,
who claimed certain exclusive rights
to the films. This application was argued before Justice Newberger. Attorney
Laski,
representing
Kleinschmidt, convinced the court this contract had been made with Moran by
Pliney P. Craft, an employe of Kleinschmidt, after he had been discharged
by the picture showman.

AGENTS SWALLOWED WHOLE.
Boston, Sept. 25.

The

Boston establishment of the
United Booking offices controls everythings in sight in the New England
booking field. The last of the free
lance selling agents

He

of booking

cts

his operations are largely confined to

weekly and bi-weekly visits to New
York.
The Loew Circuit and Consolidated Booking offices have branches
here.
in

All the other agents have been taken
by the U. B. O. For a long time

known among

Show.

New

Mr. Ringing has returned to Baraboo, and is handling the administrative affairs of the show from winterquarters
John Ringling is still with
the Rarnum & Bailey Circus, now on
the Pacific ('oast.
He will return to
in

October.

SYH.WTSK MAKING GOOD.

was Jules Larvett.

up the fort a few days ago
and went to New York to operate in
that city
J. J. Quigley still books, but
trave

with the big tops have received notice
from Al Ringli.
to submit their offerings for the 19.
Ringling Brothers

New York

IilMIT OFF.
off"—or seems to be

indications some of the restaurants
are increasing the cost of their entertainments to such an extent they will
loom up as genuinely formidable opposition to the regular theatrical en-

Agents

nue patrons.

NEW

the general

is

—

mances

Inc.,

agency, will start business next week
in the Fitzgerald Building.
The mem
bers are described in the corporate

Mr. Epstin

CABARET
"The

FIRM.

Epstin-Edgar Allen,

S.

.

man-

5th Avenue's

possible.

has

from the other side. He
has been absent from New York for a
couple of seasons, during which he appeared with the Lulu Glaser show,
also toured the

H. B. Marinelli
agency is seriously making up his mind
to take over to Berlin next spring an
Cabaret performance of all
active
Americans, for one of the all-night
German Cabaret places.

whenever

quarters

some time with the gout, has recovered
sufficiently to go south to spend two
weeks with his Western Wheel show,
"The Queens of the Folies Bergere."
Bill and his partner will make a num-

of the

Atlantic City, Sept. 25.
a veteran stage comformerly with the Four Diaand one of the first producers,

Bob Richmond,

just returned

OFF WITH THE TROUPE.

"The

gere."

in a hurry,

thor

pear

Wheel

Western

Burlesque
shows are now running smoothly, four
of them having been revamped.
The
process of reorganization was completed this week.
Will H. Ward, Joe Burton, Joe
Dixon, Charley Blake and Gertie

off."

Mr. Jacobs was

until

ten weeks have been marked to its
credit there, when the piece takes to

BURLESQUE SHIFTS COMPLETED.

Wesley Frazer, Fred Mardo and
artists

who

play

Arcade, the Keith local headquarters.
When they moved into the office a
short time ago, they directed that their
names be painted on the door. This
was done, but when J. K. Burke, the
New England viceroy of the U. B. O.
observed the neat lettering he shook
his head, waved his hand and
names were eliminated.

to rapacity.

nearly

at flic Hastable for the first

stop off
three days,

combinations filling in the remainder of the week. The latter half
does not attract to any extent.
with

the

England time.
Now they are;
employed by the U. B. O., neatly
tucked away in an office in the Bijou

Syracuse, Sept. 25.
Burlesque has made decidedly good
at the Hastabl:. since the opening of
the season.
In fact it is the only entertainment hrro consistently playing

The Eastern Wheel shows

Jeff

Davis were individual agents, widely

Sam Desaauer
after

a

long
three

Few know

is

the

back on Broadway
He has been

illness.

months

in

the

country.

that Dessauer

draws a salfrom Dave Marion whether

ary for life
he works or not. It is nearly a year
since Dessauer has been active in theatricals.
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Listen!

I

Booking Offices

is

time attempting to

York.

No. 4

The United

having a painful

make

it

United's

known
much

its

managers do not think
of
Variety's criticisms. To tell the truth,

We

With

the light responsibility resting

upon Variety's critics, they having
only to worry about not stopping the
Broadway cars from running through
failure to perform their weighty mission which is criticising vaudeville
shows and acts, Variety's critics de-

don't think much of them ourselves,
so we are going to help the United.

memory.

much excepting a
was expected that in retheir salary each week (since
nothing
It

turn for
they delivered
their reviews)

nothing of value in
that they would do

something worth while.

we

memory training isn't so bad
vaudeville reviewing.
You see so
much on the vaudeville stage that recalls other things (mostly acts).
And
variety's critics discovered that memThis

in

of the best reasons why we are
impelled to aid the U. B. O. in its
very laudable attempt to make it
known Variety's criticisms are valueless, is, that, unless Variety does print
it, the people the
U. B. O. wants to
have that information won't obtain it.
Far be it from us to try to defeat any
worthy object the United is striving
for.
It happens so seldom, you see.

One

Of

Varibtt through adver-

in this paper, but we know
through having been personally informed several years ago by £. F. Albee that neither he, the Keith theatres,
nor the United Booking Offices would
ever advertise in Varibtt. Mr. Albee
made it more emphatic by placing the
assertion in the form of an oath. That
the United Booking Offices has advertising

Varibtt since is no fault of
and we were really surprised to
Mr. Albee would violate an oath

tised in

ours,

learn

over a

little

The U.
just

ory needed training, for in nearly every
show they visited they found that some
act upon the bill had stolen something
from some other act that had previously appeared in the same or some
other vaudeville theatre. That is where

memory commenced

—for

Variety

—but

to earn its

money

not for vaudeville.

course, the United could reach

the readers of

now

thing like Varibtt.

B. O. would give a great deal
to have a paper that all vau-

too bad. Haven't
you got a paper you can give the U.
B. O.?
It's big enough to have a
paper of its own. We could have been
its paper, and the U. B. O. thought
we were (for one summer), but you
know what thought has done so often.
So we must do the best we can struggling along without the patronage of
the U. B. O.
It's going to be very
hard perhaps, for of the seven years
Varibtt has been battling, it has only
had the U. B. O. opposed to it for
six years during that time.
deville reads.

It's

Varibtt of February 18, 1911, had an
editorial
on critics and criticisms.

Anyone

particularly interested

right to use in beat-

all

an

act,

but

what good was a Variety notice
told the managers about a "copy

act."

price

the

of

if

it

in

our

sorry for the managers,
not because they failed to see that with

"copy acts" would partially

at

least

come

the ruination of big time vaudebut because a man with a business he should protect, fostered the
"copy act" instead because it was
cheaper.

ville,

—

Not alone has
away thousands

the "copy act" driven
of vaudeville patrons
the big time, but it has taken the

from

heart out of the regular vaudeville artist.

acts,

as they came sneaking into the biggest
vaudeville houses with stolen material,
invariably advertised in the theatrical
papers. The advertising was to switch
the trade press from panning them
for becoming petty larceny thieves.

Sometimes

it
was grand larceny
then the advertisements were larger.
But Variety's critics having only their

memories

hold their jobs with,
pointed out with a steadfastness that
surprised the advertisers, who the
thieves were and what they had stolen.
to

When

there were no shows to be
Variety's reviewers filled in
the time by writing articles on the
danger of the managers winking at

criticised,

"copy acts"; telling what a curse to
vaudeville these brain-thieves are, and
what would be the ultimate effect of
the managers permitting and conniving
with "copy acts" to appear.

The managers though, and

particu-

managers connected with
the U. B. O., endorsed "copy acts"—
if they were cheaper than the origin-

larly those

— and

they always are. The mannot care what Variety's
criticism said about a "copy act" that
was giving the same act at $200

als

agers

the

did

wanted
$500
Variety! A bad notice

original

Humph!

for.
in

is

throwing

off.

felt real

The managers

new ma-

talk about

Burlesque found an unclean performance was expensive at the box office.
Burlesque has "cleaned up." Not because its managers were public spirited, but because its managers found
there

was more money

in

wholesome

entertainment.
Vaudeville has started
on the downward path, where burlesque
left off.
B. F. Keith's big time vaudeville has sunk from the days when
the signs hanging upon the wall said

"damn" must be excluded from every
act, to the present time, when you can

terial for vaudeville!
Ask why the
vaudeville artist doesn't produce newer
material more often!
doesn't the
artist keep up with the advancement!

see and hear things that could have
been damned by the vaudeville managers before ever reaching the stage.

Everything the manager asks about the
and his act may be answered
by saying that the artist is doing just
what he is doing because he knows
the managers will not protect him from
the "copy act" thieves. All the producers in vaudeville have not as many

So the children, who should be the
bulwark of the future vaudeville, are
kept away from the big time theatre.
Their parents are not seeing the clean
and wholesome show vaudeville advertises, and the "copy acts" are merely repeating what the auditors have
seen or heard before.

Why

artist

good ideas
as any five

for vaudeville productions
first-class artists that

one

could name. For the vaudeville artist
understands vaudeville more thoroughly in a minute than the vaudeville producer ever can.
And the vaudeville
artist works out but one idea at a
time.

When

it

is

—

perfected,

it

would

isn't
that
proof
enough
that
Variety's criticisms are worthless!
Variety preached against these things
in
its
reviews, but the managers
wouldn't listen. They got a $500 act
for $200 through it being a steal; they

be a good act if he would produce
it.
But he won't, for he knows that

saw a headliner make good through

someone will steal it, lessen the value
of it, and that the managers may even
go so far as to tell someone else to
take it. That has happened, too.

cause

Not alone is vaudeville crowded
nowadays with "copy acts," which arc

Max Hart contemplates a trip abroad
next May, accompanied by his wife.

repeating original ones to a greater or
its big
time, has become unclean. Variety's

St.

they stood for nastiness begot applause from the gallery.
And decent people and their
children are staying away from big
time vaudeville because of it.
"dirt";

have been prone to mention nason the stage, either fa dialog, or
action, or songs. They have called attention to dirty parodies, jokes and dialog, "cooch'Mancers, lasciviousness, and

new

John, N.

King Square,
be styled the Im-

theatre in

B., is to

perial.

tiness

even indecency, besides the lurid scenes
of dramatic sketches. Variety's critics said that in their opinions this
would foul the "clean" vaudeville every
big time manager always tells his press
agent to keep on talking about.
It
was repeatedly printed in Variety's
criticisms that this or that act, for
some reason, was unfit to appear before the mothers and children who attend matinees; that the nastiness
cretping into vaudeville would over-

it

Keith's

less extent, but vaudeville, in
critics

Variety found also that these

guage, actions, dialog and curses upon
the stage, mothers will not allow their
children to absorb the education in
the dirt of the world that the big time
vaudeville

will have to get at the point
a little bit around the corner, because,
while we are at it, we are going to
prove conclusively that our criticisms
are absolutely useless to vaudeville.
First we must diagnose the critic himself.
He isn't of much account. As i
plumber's helper, at regular work, there
would have been a chance for him. As
a critic, he becomes inflated with an
importance that is merely superficial
and self-assumed, because a few people
here and there with little effort make
him believe he knows something. If
he knew anything he wouldn't be a
critic, so that is easily disposed of.

veloped

Look

Stopt

the

making known

down

We

Proprietor

JOHN

of

in

ing

Variety's criticisms are worthless.

vAinmr publishing go.
TlmM

furtherance

in

most worthy aim

by

Variety was

The Boston Grand Opera Co.
not tour the

New

will

England states next

season.

Porter J. White and Co. are producing a new sketch at the Odeon, New
York, this week.

Tommy Haydn
(non-professional)
Syracuse.

and Lillian Clark
were married at

Julius Steger in "Justice" opens his
season's vaudeville tour at Atlantic
City Sept. 30.

whelm

it; that the managers were listening to the gallery and overlooking

the silence of the orchestra.

"For Sale" is the title of a new play
by Elmer Harris which A. H. Woods
may bring out some time after the holidays.

Not so long ago we saw

a performance in a small time vaudeville theatre

uptown when

from seven to seventeen years of age were in
the house, occupying nearly every inch
of space excepting for a few adults
who had brought the children there.
Is there a big time vaudeville manager who could draw 2,000 little people
into his theatre today? There is not
a big time vaudeville house in New
York that could do it. And why?
Because the big time managers in the
east have permitted their shows to become so besmirched with obscene lan2,000 children

David Higgins has written a new
Melodrama for vaudeville. It is to
be played by him next week at Yonkers.

The Aeademy of Music, at Lynchburg, Va., destroyed by fire two years
ago, is being rebuilt.
It is expected
to be completed by Nov. 1.
John Quigg (Quigg and Nickcrson)
is

back on the stage after a severe
ptomaine poisoning at the
Louis Hospital

tussle with
St.

I<\'\.
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BELASCO'S NEW PLAY NOVEL
SAYS LE ANDER RICHARDSON
Foreign Agents Stealing American Material; William A.
Brady May Tap Vaudeville; "Oarden of Allah" will
Get $200,000 in Chicago; Mrs. August Belmont's
(Eleanor Robson) White Hair; "Honest

Jim Blunt" Taken Off; Gertrude
Hoffmann Show Lost
$101,000 Last

Season.

feature! stolen bodily from the United
States.

Of
own

the fixed policy of this manager, no
beyond the fact

details are given out

The play is by an
already stated.
English author, and it will employ the
number of youngsters, some of whom are unknown to
our stage, while one or two have
services of quite a

gained a measure of popularity.
Work upon the piece already has
been begun in a preliminary way, enabling Mr. Belasco to "size up" his
acting material so that he will be in
a position to bring out the best effects

some
make good reading before

the past few days, and

when

It
the real rehearsals set in.
the intention at present to place the
new piece in the Republic theatre at
is

the time mentioned, although every
indication points to an entire season's
prosperity for "The Governor's Lady,"
the receipts of which really are meas-

ured solely by the capacity of the au
dience room*.
Bean a Romancer.
The author of "An Aztec Romance"
proved to be a much better romancer
in business than in the making of his
He put together a big
manuscript.
company, with several very prominent
actors and actresses in it, rehearsed
the people strenuously for six weeks,
played three nights and didn't settle.
Mrs. Tittel-Brune, whom he brought
over from London, squeezed a little
money out of Mr. Bean (who seems
to be a "string" Bean) but not many
of the others managed to get him
down to a cash basis.
George Broadhurst wanted one of
the best

known

of these actors for a

"Bought and Paid For" company, and
they talked it over as they sauntered
along the street from the Lambs Clul).
Mr. Broadhurst inquired about the
fifty,"

said

the

actor.

"We had a good walk, anyhow."
rejoined the playwright.
"I get the money with 'An Aztec
Romance,'" persisted the leading man.
"and Mr. Bean guarantees me eight
weeks."

concluded Mr. Broadhurst.
"But who guarantees Mr. Bean?"
The actor stuck, and was stuck. It
was the old story of a lot of supposedly smart persons allowing themselves
to be "kidded" into engagements mcrely because the promised salaries wen
larger than sane managers would think
"I

is

quite as soft a spot tj

before he opened
hear that he
I
was intensely surprised and chagrined
fall

into as he did

his

present

season.

when "Discovering America" came
such a cropper at Daly's. It had been
coming pretty easy for Mr. Waller,
and he is said to have begun to imagine this public would gulp down almost any sort of bait, hook, line an 1

after

no

"A

man-

ager than Charles Frohman sent it to
the discard, and he had successfully
revived "Beaucaire," a back number
which did not amount to much in the
first instance.
This was quite enough
to give almost anybody a rather rosy
view of management in New York.

Mr. Waller may know better another time. "Henry V." doubtless will
be well received for a time. Mr. Waller is exceedingly good in this role,
but it will be just as well for him to

on something

start

else

as

soon

as

out of the way.
Shakespeare does not last for any
great length of time in New York
these days, and when making a production of this type it is a wise scheme
to be forearmed and not to get the
idea that our public will trail alon.?
with an actor regardless of the play
he offers.

his

night

first

is

Foreigners Helping Themselves.

At the present moment there are
nearly a dozen foreign" agents in New
York whose sole business here is t
steal American material for use in
the French revues and Knglish panto-

>

mimes. The bare statement seems almost too sweeping to be true, but true
the same.

just

is,

it

The system

of

"copping our stuff,'" so thoroughly in
troduced years ago by Seymour Hick
has become general in Paris and Lon-

see,"

=.

don, until it
body's doing

is

a clear case of every-

it.

For some time after Hicks made

his

in
clean-up
this
hv
country,
passed in London a.s the most amazingly fluent and versatile writer and
first

musician of his time.
It
was Hicks,
here, there and everywhere, until his
memoranda ran out and some of orir

newspaper writers began pounding
him for all they were worth, l.'ndi-r
this treatment he whined and blubbered like a spanked child.
Hick*
is

not

of offering.

be.

Mr. Waller Woke Up.
Probably Lewis Waller doesn't think

and

so

but
the

pieces

prolific

as

he used

'•>

have got the habit,
and Paris musical
year will have their best

others

London

this

now

side line

that will be beneficial to the vaudeville

His

announced for

first bill,

10, will

"A Marriage Has Been Arranged," by

Butter-

less a

William A. Brady's new Playhor.sc

carry three one-act plays,
"Fancy Free," by Stanley Houghton.

Perhaps the English actor-manager
was more or less justified in this

on the Wheel"

gathered.

is "all

Sunday Club may work out a

Nov.

sinker.

view, for he had put over

of these
the har-

Brady to Enter Vaudeville.

theatres.

-

salary.

"Three hundred and

New York

fly

Producing man-

agers for the most part protect their
plays nowadays, and some of the music publishers protect their songs, but
still there is a great deal of excellent
material that is not covered by law.
and this falls into the rapacious hands
of the thieving agents.
of
examples
interesting
Several
what is going on in .this line have
been brought to my attention with i

vest

next production,
Belasco's
scheduled for early in January, is to
be a boys' play, and a distinct novelIn accordance wi*h
ty is looked for.

in

our complete output.

will

By LEANDER RICHARDSON
David

is our
not having copyrighted

course, this in a measure
fault

Alfred Sutro, and "La Grande Mort,"
one of the sensational productions of
the Theatre Guignol, Paris.
It is the purpose of the manager,
after these and similar short pieces
have been seen at his theatre, to send
them over the "big time" circuits if
they seem suitable to that purpose.
He has arranged for first call on all
the Theatre Guignol product, which
aims to be sensational and far from
the ordinary. Some of it is extremely
realistic.

The announcement

Sunday
night plan has kicked up quite a rumpus, especially that part of it in which
Mr. Brady proposes to give all his
first

night

of

the

performances hereafter

to

Sunday Club instead of the regular
first
nighters.
Many managers
shiver at the thought of what the
"death watch" probably will do to
impending premieres, and it certainhis

ly

is

a

serious

matter to

leave

the

some plays in the hands of
the crowd that goes to most of the
Broadway openings.
fate

of

For instance,

audience unquesvery worst that
could have been assembled for "Milestones," with its delicacy, atmosphere
and literary purity. These matters are
not highly appreciated by men-abouttown, women of the smlart set, and
others who make up the paying part
of first night gatherings.
Perhaps Mr. Brady may be able to
tionably

was

this

the

regulate the membership of his new
club so as to give his plays something
like an even break at the outset

Not Like Other

Cities.

"Persons who live in New York."
said Charles Frohm?n a day or tw.
ago. "have little or no idea of the
difference
between this community
and the rest of the country. The man
who lives in Rochester, or almost any
other city, takes his wife and sons »hi
daughters to the theatre with ihc s~1j
idea of rational enjoyment. They like
:

good that is in plays. The NewYork public wants to be 'fly' and 'flip.'
"Take the case of The Mind tl-e
When we
Paint Girl' for instance.
produced it for a week in Atlantic
City it was the romantic interest that

the

When we

brought it t<»
at from a
Here the
totally different viewpoint.
took

hold.

New York

it

was looked

caught on best at the places
where the people thought they were

play

little peeps behind the scenes,
glimpses of real life on the stage.
"Things have come to the point
where the production of a play out
of town is wasted, so far as concerns
giving the manager any line on how
The
it will be received on Broadway.
only value to a preliminary production
outside lies in giving the actors experience before an audience and helpinthem get over their nerves.
"On the other hand, a hit in New
York does not mean what it did. The
country at large sees everything from
its own angle.
It will not stand for
crime plays, as we found "but with
'Arsene Lupin,' which was such a
great success here for ten weeks and
exhausted its following in that time.
Elsewhere the people would not have
it at all.
The fault was not with the
play.
The out-of-town public simply
had no sympathy with the atmosphere

getting
little

of

it."

Goodwin Getting WelL
It was a highly absurd

story that
crept into one of the daily papers the

other morning concerning Nat Goodwin and picturing him as a hopeless
paralytic and a mental wreck.
I have
just read a letter from the actor u
John Ernest Warren, the dramatist,
saying the writer will be out in four
weeks' time and playing in Oliver Mo-

Los Angeles theatre

rosco's

in

two

months.

Goodwin is to begin in "The Fox,"
by Lee Arthur, and "Gantlett's Pride."
either of these plays turns

If

be

the

hit

that

is

out to

expected,

am 11

it

come to New York later on with
Goodwin at the head of the cast. "The
Fox" belongs to Morosco and Walter

who purchased

Jordan,

author's

the

interest outright.

anybody thinks Nathaniel's men-

If

attitude

tal

faltering,

is

from the

let

him read

which
have referred.
"I hear from Chicago that Wiltoii
Lackaye's Fagin has not caused any

this quotation

latter to

I

great excitement, but that Lackayc
thinks it is better than mine."
The tenderly beautiful affection of
some of the gentlemen of the stage,
one toward another, is what really

makes

worth

life

living.

"Allah's" Big Business.
"The Garden of Allah" is having
very large receipts at the Auditorium
in Chicago, thus putting an end to last
season's somewhat general theory that
the

enormous production could not be
to pay outside New York. Man-

made

aging Director Tyler, of Liebler & Co..
has double cinched the Chicago engagement by renting the Auditorium
instead of sharing with the owner.*, s^
that he gets everything which omes
in.
barring the output for legitimate
expense.

,

The receipts up
week had reached
000, at

Monday

to

the

the rate of a

total

little

uf

of

this
$7(\-

more than

$25,000 a week.
The indications arc
that the rest of the engagement wilt
be nroductive of even greater return-,
for the reason that the very hot wjath-

which was painfully

er

the

early

part

of

th»«

in

evidence

seaso;i

r

i<

in

not

likely to recur
\i<.!iry

hand

has »»rrn spent with a lavish
tin
Thicaco term.
It

upon

i

•.
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—

newspapers

the

— will

cost about $14

look for

-

or nearly $2,000 a week for the
On the reverse side of
eight weeks.
the picture, it is thought that the gross
takings will go to $200,000 or bettci
After leaving Chicago the great Licbler attraction will proceed to CincinColumbus, Pittsburg
nati, Cleveland,
and Boston, but will not play any oi

The understanding is that the shortage of Miss Hoffmann's last tour was
divided between Mr. Gest, F. Ray
Comstock, and the Messrs. Shubert.
They are interested together this yea r
not only in the new Hoffmann enter,

but in the tremendous Drury
Lane production, "The Whip." These
involve vast expense, but so far as one

prise,

recognized her at ajl were rather stirtied at the change in the appearanc
of the one-time actress since she married and retired from the stage.
Her hair is almost snow white, and
her countenance seems to be far les-»
expressive than »t was at the time
when she was one of the most widely
•

York
in

and

Tim Murphy
George

to

Tim Murphy

The

double

of

header

the

for

far

Shuberts.
to

is

open Oct. 7
theatres

weeks

at one of the Shubert
Boston, and a couple of

in

later,

Louis

to Wallack's
Intheatre just at present, after all.
stead, Mr. Murphy will step aside for

to transfer

Goes to Boston.
Toxen Worm left for Boston
Wednesday night tq accomplish a kind

The Gertrude Hoffmann show

St.

Rest

repairs.

health

Philadelphia,

C. Tyler has concluded not

A.

of

stale

"The

Pittsburgh'.

Worm

a

run

Boston, Chicago, Cleveland,

a few weeks while his
Jim Blunt," undergoes

of

good authority

that

under the James

de plume, Charles T. Dazey really wrote "The Master of the House.'
The report has it that Mr. Dazey,
somewhat nettled by the rather wide-

spread impression that his one
cess "In Old Kentucky." was a

big play, and

New

"Honest
some needed

play,

Wilson MUner Getting WeU.
Wilson
Mizner,
man-about-town,
humorist and collaborator with Paul
Armstrong in "The Deep Purple" and
"The Greyhound," is getting along

nom

itable.

the

the
face

H
of a storm of critical disapproval.
is stated on what appears to be pretty

said to himself, said he:
"I'll show them that I can

from robust

indications

where "The Master of
House" has been retained in the
theatre,

tell in advance they have a much
better than even chance to prove prof-

Whip" may be seen

."

has been a good deal of
guessing as to the identity of the Mr.
James whose name as author is on
the program at the Thirty-ninth street

may

After

favored stars in the United States.
the wife of America's foremost traction millionaire has been ill, no news
of the fact has crept into rhc papers,
but she certainly carries the outwar-1

la Mr. James.

There

most of the money."

Those whj

theatre.

Who

It was enormously exseason.
pensive, and the Russian dancers g l

Mrs. August Belmont, was a visiter
with her husband to one of the recent
performances of "Fanny's Firsi Play."

Comedy

where you think you lost
Miss Hoffmann has a

it

last

The former Eleanor Robson, now

the

to

review this year in place of a ballet.
The country was not ripe for a dancing show such as the one she put on

the other cities this season.
Eleanor Robaon'i White Hair.

at

der

Besides,

it?

000,

It is quite likely that vaudeville audiences may respond to the lure of
I
illie Langtry, and these few remark*
of mine should not be taken as a slur*
in any sense.
They are intended mere
ly to illustrate the ease and dexterity
with which the American public dismisses old* favorites from its memory.

contract to William A. Brady,
play "Hindle Wakes" for the remainder of the season.

"When you are trying to find a lost
bankroll," responded Gest, "don't you

figured that the advertising alone including bill posting, sign painting ar.d

11

I

will fool thein

The

label-

considered it the part of wisdom to
have the necessary doctoring done and

"Fanny's First Play" has rather surprised the management by drawing

rate

of his various possessions, but carelessly overlooked his appendix, which
in case of his death might have been
tangled up in litigation showing that

—

one cannot be too cautious

one of the stars, the other is likethrow a 3eries of spasms :>ui

to

of feeling that she

is

sadly neglected

thought I was going to have
easy in New York all winter ac
the Comedy theatre," said Mr. Worm
before leaving town, "but I guess iid
such season is in store for me.
I
have not been in Boston for several
years, but presume most of the men
who used to be there are still on
"I

it

deck."

Can Lote It Past
The above passing reference
trude Hoffmann reminds me

To

that

I

ran across Morris Gest the other evening at the Thirty-ninth street theatre

when he happened

be in a com
municative frame of mind. I remarke I
that he seemed to be reaching out
rather

extensively

to

in

theatricals

this

It

begin all over again, rather than apply the cure gradually, perhaps wearing out the welcome to Murphy during the process.
This looks like good management,
even though it should leave Wallack's
theatre without an immediate attrac-

George

tion.

Arliss,

in

"Disraeli,"

goes to Boston for a run at the Ply-

and up to Wednesday
night no arrangements had been made

mouth

theatre,

for his

successor at Wallack's.

Hornlman Company Coming.
The famous English stock company
managed by Miss Horniman will come
America

late in the

season, begin-

ning with a repetition of its last year's
brief tour of Canada.
Four weeks'
time will be devoted to the Dominion
cities, and then Miss Horniman and
her troupe will proceed to Chicago for
a month, by arrangement with the
Drama Players, who appear not to
have been discouraged by the har-

lieve after the first night that the

Shaw
which

down

piece had

would

made

the kind of hit

guarantee

full

houses

but would leave the upper portions of the theatre rather thinly populated.
As it has turned out, the balcony
and gallery seats are sold before those
on the lower floor have been fully
disposed of, and the only vacancies
have been in the top boxes for
which places the only advantage lo
a spectator is in the ability to tell
whether the actors are wearing tonpees or their natural hair.
stairs,

A Pew Random

ceipts

were

at $1,100 the

slightly in excess of $1,000

Comedy

is

uncom-

fortably packed.

Not Much About Langtry.
It isn't much like old times for Mrs.
Langtry in New York just at pres
ent.
Those who remember the earlier

and the tour may be extended
somewhat from that point .although
the Brooklyn date is in April, which 's

In the old days the papers devote
pages of space to the then reignin<;

rather

This trip Walter
Kingsley, the adroit and industrious
press manipulator for the Keith interests, finds it about as difficult to get
space for Mrs. Langtry as he would
for Little Tich or the inevitable Mar-

lost as

much

as $10,000 in a
and half of that sum on the
wrong side of the ledger was nothing
out of the ordinary."

"How
another
I

does

it

happen that you tackle

Hoffmann show

queried.

this

year?"

results

of

last

year's

efforts

lyn,

to

New York

in

November

un-

;

t"ai

r

-

beauty upon

shall

in

P.

whom

favor.

Wilder.

the

Notes.

Blinn,

which

were

before long.

William Hodge, in "The Man From
is running along in the final

Home,"

season of that play to receipts of
about $8,000 a week— "only $8,000" is
the way they put it in the Liebler offices.

I

fallen

late.

This company is not the same as
the one with which Miss Horniman
has been presenting "Hindle Wakes"
in London.
That cast, which is picked
from the large stock organization, will

come

of the Jersey Lily will not
to note the contrast between her
ceptions then and now.
visits

when

to Haldestroyed
recently by fire at the actor's country
estate up the Hudson, cost him $500
apiece when he bought them.
Mr.
Blinn's property loss by the fire runs
well into the thousands.
Si Prell, who was to have been
treasurer of the new Forty-eighth
street theatre, but was taken with typhoid fever just before the house
opened, is recovering rapidly.
It is
expected that he will be at his post

brook

On Monday evening (the second
Monday is considered crucial) the re-

— and

to get

The two horses belonging

Hoffmann show came back to
town at the end of its tour a little
more than $101,000 to the bad. Some-

we

will give

unwieldy Sunday papers go to press
early in order to catch the mails.
From all I hear of "The Daughter
of Heaven," it is apparent that the
production is to be upon an immense
scale and exceedingly elaborate.

The Ger-

times
week,

and

editions of Saturday night,

new

to uplift the drama in the Illinois
metropolis.
After Chicago there is to be a week
of Horniman productions in
Brook-

trude

critics then,

their notices in readiness for the early

capacity audiences at the Comedy theatre.
All hands were inclined to be-

"Got to do it," he said in a matterof-course tone. "I am obliged to makv?
a lot of money this year to catch up
season.

gave the

them now, ample opportunity

rowing

I lost last

With Matinee.

about settled that the first performance of 'The Daughter of Heaven" at the Century theatre will be
given on the afternoon of Saturday,
Nov. 12. The same course was pursued last year in the case of "The

year.

on what

Start

It is

Garden of Allah."

to
to Ger-

impor-

in

tant matters.

this

ly

Before going under the
Mizner made a will disposing

knife

will make its appearance at the other Boston edifice under

for

is

alcohol.

of

the attraction headed by

prove not altogether happy, for the
reason that if he pulls off a big stunt

friends,

If they do not believe him, he shows
them the appendix itself in a bottle

Gaby Deslys

management.
For a time Miss Hoffmann and Gaby
will be in active opposition to one another, whereat Mr. Worm's lot may

appendicitis.

stacked up to

is

the healthiest on record.

believing

in

room

pendix excavated from his system

The management seems
mike
wili
it
money after its New York run.
"Fanny" Doing WelL

justified

first

Hospital after

for

flowers sent to him
and the all-day
proceedings are much more in the nature of a continuous reception than
the weary dullness of convalescence.
Mizner laughs and jokes with his visitors, and proudly boasts that the ap-

ing business.

was voted

patient's

by thoughtful

it

up
to the beginning of the last act, where
it weakened perceptibly, and Mr. Tyler
piece

operation

the ceiling with

sucfluke,

with an author's name they
never have heard of."
On the first night there were no
wild demands for the writer of "The
Master of the House," and next morning when he saw the papers Mr Dazi y
probably was rather glad he had not
disclosed himself to the critics. However, the play showed signs of life
in spite of what was said about it.
and has been doing a fair and growing

recent

his

write a

by

Hahneman

nicely at the

a prince's eyes ha'l

Persons of a
insist

critical turn of mind
George M. Cohan doesn't

that

know how
oh,

dear

to

me,

write a

he

does

real

but
putting

play,

keep

them over.
Individuals who have been in Boston for the past few days predict the
biggest kind of a hit for A. H. Wood's

new

musical
Haters' Club"

piece,

"The

Woman
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"SYNDICATE'S" "FRANCHISE"
ISSUING TO HOT EL AGENCIES
Report That [Proposed Systematizing of Ticket Speculating by Klaw & Erlanger Includes Granting of
Permits at So Much Per. "$60 a Seat Per
Season" Price Mentioned.

"LITTLE WOMEN'* COMING IN.
Women/' the stage version of

"Little

Louisa M. Alcott's novel, which received a successful presentation on the
road last season, is now in rehearsal
under Jessie Bonstelle's direction. Miss
Bonstelle played in the piece when
first presented.
The Alcott play is underlined to supplant "Bought and Paid For/' Oct. 14,
at William A. Brady's Playhouse, the
end of that piece's long run being
announced.

It

said

is

by the

ticket

speculators

around town that they have been

formed

if

in-

they care to do business with

"The Syndicate" houses under the proposed plan of systematizing the sale
of theatre tickets,

them

for

it

will

be necessary

to obtain a "franchise"

from

Geo. Meeker, who will be in charge
of the new department, with offices in
the

Commercial Trust Building.

The

price for a "franchise," accord-

ing to report, is called technically "$60
a seat per season." That means if a
speculator or hotel agency selects a
number of seats, he will pay, for instance, for the privilege of A 2 in each
of the houses Mr. Meeker may have
the distribution for, the sum of $60
throughout the theatrical year.

expected that Meeker will disfor nineteen New York theatres, although it is said that up to date
twelve
are
but
there
"Syndicate"
houses lined up for the new plan.
Among these are the Klaw & Erlanlanger, Charles Frohman, David Belaaco and William Ha r ris houses (including those of the Harris Estate).
Up to date, from rumor, Cohan &
Harris and A. H. Woods have evinced
It is

tribute

no

inclination to place their

New York

theatres in the ticket combine.

One

of

the

Tyson

companies

W. Bascomb

which A.

in

the directing
said to have not yet acceded
is

head, is
The Bascomb company
to the plan.
controls the majority of the larger
hotel agencies in New York, and is an
important light in the ticket speculating fraternity.

Mr. Meeker, William McBride (McBride's)
and Dave Marks
(United
Ticket Agency) are reported to have
met and agreed upon the details. Tyson's 5th Avenue, Alexander's and Tyson's Manhattan, besides other agencies, are said to have accepted the
proposition submitted. Outside speculators haven't indicated whether they
will go in, nor is it known whether
they have been given the opportunity.
The ticket department over which
Mr. Meeker will preside will handle all
tickets

theatres

from the box
concerned.

offices

The

of

tickets

the
ar^

must be given in hand
to Mr. Meeker by seven p. m., the
evening of the performance they call
returnable, and

go

Mr. Meeker, who may asceragency carrying a surplus of

to

tain the

same attraction, withdrawing sufficient from it to make up
tickets for the

the

deficiency

at

the

first

hotel.

la

way the box office will hold what
seats may have been left in it by Mr.
this

Meeker

for the public.
speculators didn't take this point
seriously, however.
They claim that
for a "hit," no hotel will give up any
of its coupons until time
to
turn

The

them

in.

The

deal with the agencies, with

its

worthy object of protecting the public
from paying over $2.50 for any ticket
(if adhered to) means nothing more in
a financial way to the managers conthan the "franchise" charge,
which will be applied toward operating
expenses. Speculators or agencies purchasing blocks of seats for four weeks
or longer of a new production, will
secure them at the uniform box office
rate of $2, it is said, retaining the entire premium on each seat, fifty cents.
speculators who were
seen by a Variety representative understood just how "The Syndicate" expected to restrict the price of seats to
$2.50, when the tickets fell into the
hands of outside speculators who might
purchase them from the box office or
the hotels.

None

One
ler,

of the

of the recognized, though smal-

of the

said this

dealers

in

theatre

tickets,

week:

'The stand now taken by the managers of theatres in New York suits

may sound liberal on the part of
managers to permit us to return

"It

the

our unsold tickets before eight o'clock,
but the fact is that with a success we
haven't any to return and with a failure they can't sell them at the box
office anyway."

Shuberts take to the idea in any way,
according to one of them, who says
they will go along with the disposal
of tickets through the hotel agencies
as they have been doing.
Some seasons ago the Shuberts attempted to withhold tickets from the
Tyson hotels in New York, but finally
gave in. The Shuberts claim if they
have a success the hotel agencies can
use the tickets, but if a failure, no one
can help it, so organizing ticket of-

of that

theatre,

it

will

Morosco, now in New York, may go
abroad to supervise the staging of the
production.

fices

means nothing.

WAIT.

almost a certainty Henry B.
Warner will not be brought forth in
the new play "Buxl" until the Lieblers
have gotten "A Daughter of Heaven"
out of the way.
for
Preparations had been made
Warner to open at the Hudson, but
the play was found to be unready and
a revision was ordered. The "doctors"
will take their time in getting the
German piece ready for Warner's second period of rehearsals.
No date will be announced for the
Lieblers' big Century theatre production until several hundred Chinamen
can be imported here especially for
is

the piece.

NEW STAR

after the holidays.

Bayard
the Law,"
Co.

the

IN "STANDING PAT.**

author of "Within
rewriting for Liebler &
play, "Standing Pat," used
Veiller,
is

season by Zelda Sears.
It is designed to change the eccentric
character lead to that of a straight

last

Los Angeles, Sept 25.
Oliver Morosco is reported here as
scheduled to leave New York to-day,
homeward bound, with probably a brief
stopover in Chicago.

comedy

role, to

fit

Margaret Wycherly.

ARLISS SLATED FOR BOStON.

ANNABELLE

$20,000 RICHER.
Annabelle Whitford is $20,000 richer
since the death of her great-aunt, Jennie Pitman, in Brooklyn, Sept. 3.

Miss Whitford, with "The Charity
forgot to tell the show's press
agent about it, but the fact remains.
The deceased was an aunt to Lotta
Crabtree.
Miss Whitford was made
Girl,"

George Arliss is to say good-bye to
dear old Broadway this week, as the
Lieblers have arranged for him and
the "Disraeli" company to take t the
road.

Arliss vacates Wallack's Saturday
night after a long, successful stay
there,

and plays Newark next week.

Arliss

is

slated for a run

in

Boston.

the sole legatee.

MAY STAGE HER OWN
HAS ANNA WHEATON'S PART.
Anna Wheaton's

part in the Winter
production,
"The Passing
Show of 1912," has been taken by Louise Brunelle.
Miss Wheaton left the
Garden piece at the request of the
Shuberts, to assume her original role
in the James T. Powers show, which
has started upon a road tour of the
Shubert houses.

Garden

PLAT.

Louise Closser Hale, with Tim Murphy in "Honest Jim Blunt" may close
negotiations with Liebler & Co. for
the producing rights to her
piece,
"Her Soul and Her Body." A tabloid

version of the Hale story apin the September issue of the

peared

Smart

Set.

Miss Hale

the author of several
but this is her first to
reach stage production.
literary

is

bits,

DE HAVENS' MIDGET TEAM.
The De Havens (Carter and Flora)
have a midget team, since Sunday last
when Mrs. De Haven (Flora Parker)
gave birth

pound

to

sister

a

to

seven
the

and one-half

boy who arrived

about three years ago.

NO AUCTION FOR "FOLLIES."
The annual auction sale of first night
seats for "The Ziegfeld Follies" at the
*

Moulin Rouge, has been called

of! this

FLORENCE MALONB

ILL.

Philadelphia, Sept. 25.

Florence Malone, who has been appearing here with Tully Marshall in
"The Talker," is seriously ill in the
Jewish Hospital in this city and will
be operated on for appendicitis.
Miss Malone was taken ill early last
week and missed several performances
of the piece at the

Broad Street the-

atre.

season.

The Nc\/ York opening
is

postponed

The Shuberts are not going in with
Klaw & Erlanger on the latter's plan

While it is pretty well understood
along Broadway that a chief object of
the innovation is to keep the speculators away from the box offices, and
remove temptation from within the
range of box office men, it is also
said that K & £ believe they
can
regulate
the
distribution
and sale
through this means, to the benefit of
the house. If one hotel has a big sale
for a certain play and runs short of
tickets, instead of again applying to
office

Burton,
the
English imhas consummated arrangements for Oliver Morosco's "Bird ">f
Paradise" to be produced in London

We

us exactly.
are all given an opportunity to make a living, and to return our seats in the event we do not
sell
them. There is no favoritism
shown. The inside reason for the decision of the managers is the box office.
Heretofore it was a case of splitting with the box office man or we got
no goods.

to regulate the theatre ticket selling
outside the box office.
Nor will the

box

Percy

presario,

cerned,

for.

the

MOROSCO GOING TO ENGLAND.

WARNER MUMP
It

of the

show

ELSIE FERGUSON ARRIVES.

until Oct. 21.

The

st*:..
of "Eva," with Elsie Ferguson, returned to New York Tues-

GRACE CAMERON.
The charming and dainty

little

com-

now being featured over
Orpheum Circuit is pictured on
edienne

the

the

thu week, standing in front
of the Orpheum, San Francisco, surrounded by the wealth of floral offerings which greeted her upon her return
front page

to the "fair" city.

Though not a native daughter, the
popularity Miss Cameron established
upon her appearance last season had
not been dimmed by her absence, which
fact

was

most

generously

attested

when she again made her San Francisco

reappearance.

day.

"Eva"

be produced by Klaw
November.
Werba & Luescher are considering
the proposition to transform Channing Pollock's "Such a Little Queen,"
used to project Miss Ferguson into

&

Erlanger

will
in

stardom, into a musical comedy for
Mizzi Hajos.
If they decide to "go
through" with the idea, the book and
lyrics will be written by Pollock and
Rennold Wolf.

Kate Douglas Wiggin, who wrote
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" ar
rived the same day after having seen
her piece launched in London.

U
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TWO BROADWAY PRODUCERS
GAMBLI NG ON S HOWS' RUNS
William A. Brady and A. H. Woods Wager $10,000 on
"Within the Law" at Eltinge, and "Little
Women" at Playhouse. Lee
Shubert, Stakeholder.
Two certified checks for $5,000 each
were deposited with Lee Shubert Tuesday, as a wager entered into by William A. Brady and A. H. Woods on
the respective runs of the Brady play,
"Little Women," opening at the Playhouse Oct. 14 and "Within the Law"
at Mr. Woods' Eltinge.
The condition

ot the bet is that the

which has the longest consecutive engagement at the theatre it occupied at the opening of the New York
engagement will capture the total of
piece

for

$10,000,

the

manager owning the

weeks

for five

at the

repertoire of the

Manhattan. The

company

will include

"Macbeth,"
plays— "Hamlet,"
"Much Ado About Nothing," "Twelfth
Night," "The Merchant of Venice,"
"Taming the Shrew," "Romeo and
Juliet" and "As You Like It," all written by a fellow named Shakespeare.
During the first week at the Manhattan Mr. Sothern and Miss Marlowe
eight

will

appear

in five of the eight.

FEW SHOWS COMING

IN.

Few

one-night shows are coming in
The small percentage
has rather surprised the legit booking
offices in New York.
Generally by Oct. 1, the booking
men expect that from 20% to 30% of
the shows routed for the one-nighters
will "fall down."
So far this season
even with the hot spell of ten days,
the number of shows closing was exceedingly light.

While the managers were discussing
the merits of their productions Messrs.

Woods and Brady

verbally speculated
over the probable length of the run of
"Within the Law," whereupon Mr.
Brady (who will bet on anything from
the population of Long Island City to
the date when the Brooklyn Bridge
will topple over into the East River)

producer that "Little
looked so good to him, he

told his brother

Women"

would just stake $5,000
last

Chicago, Sept. 25.
Openings for next week are of an
important nature.
"The Secret of
Su/anne," with a Chicago Grand Opera
cast, will open the new Fine Arts
theatre Sept. 30.
Blue Bird" will

for

it

would out-

number of consecutive

per-

formances Woods' "Within the Law.'"
The latter show has already been presented and is conceded to be about the
strongest draw along Broadway at
present.

RABINOFF'S HARD LUCK.
Word has been received from London
that Max Rabinoff is ill in a hospital
slowly recovering from a recent
operation on his throat. Until able to
there,

be up, the body of his wife, Madame
\tary La Selle Rabinoff, will repose in
a vault.

mated

Her remains

are to be cre-

later.

Mrs. Rabinoff, who last sang in New
York with Sirota at the Hippodrome,
died from a complication arising from
ptomaine poisoning. Rabinoff was ill
at the time of her demise.

"AZTEC ROMANCE" OFF.
The Manhattan disgorged "An Aztec Romance," after holding it from
Wednesday until Saturday of last week.
The critics confessed they didn't know
what the show was about.
Stock was resumed at the Manhattan
Monday, to fill in the gap until the
Sothern-Marlowe engagement commences next Monday.
Q. U. Bean, the author and producer, showed gameness all the way.
It is said he had been saving money
for nine years and working day and
night with one object. He wanted to
put the piece on right in New York.
He put it on all right, but the folks
wouldn't go to see it.
A Variet* representative was informed at the Bean office that the
show would be given a road presentation, but with a different cast and one
not so highly salaried.

The Sothern and Marlowe engagement opening Monday will continue

AFTER "SWEETEST

GIRL.**

Through an arrangement with Harry Askin, Joseph Harris, a former Chicagoan, will secure "The Sweetest
Girl in Paris," the former Trixie Fri-

ganza show. Harris intends to give
it
another whirl at the one-nighters
and city time stands.
With Harris's, in the proposed road
production will be Harry Ridings and
Fred Donaghey.
The date of the
opening will be announced when final
negotiations are closed with Askin.

The same date, "The
make its first Chicago

Margaret
at the Lyric.
"Egypt," her new play by
Edward Sheldon, at the Garrick. "GetRich-Quick- Wallingford" will come to
McVicker's.
"The Girl from Montmarte," a musical comedy, preceded by

SHOW

IN DEC.

Grand Rapids,
"Love

Sept. 25.

a Limousine," Jean Gilbert's new operetta, which Mort H.
Singer is producing, will have its premiere here at Powers' theatre in December and may be the Christmas ofin

twice-daily

Barrie's
Life,"

at

curtain jaiser
the Chicago

"A

Slice

Christie

MacDonald will return to
in "The Spring Maid"

Colonial

Oct. 28.
It

made known

also

is

that Julian

Eltinge will play his annual engagement in "The Fascinating Widow" at
the. Colonial, some time in April.
"The Round-Up" will probably be
the Christmas attraction at McVicker's.

BERNARD ALL FIXED.
Bernard's season is settled. He
has accepted the Lehar operetta, renamed "All For the Ladies." Rehearsal will start Monday.
Louise Meyers
has been loaned to the Shuberts by
Mort Singer for the production.
"All For the Ladies" will go on the
road for a short time, then open at
the Lyric, New York.
Henry Blossom is writing an entirely new book, based on the original
farce of "All For the Ladies," which
was called "All For the Firm." Alfred
G. Robyn is preparing a new score.
Players engaged to support the star include Alice Gentle and Frances Dem-

Sam

arest.

WARWICK WITH

CORT.

Robert Warwick, who did yeoman
service in an attempt to put O. U.
Bean's big show "An Aztec Romance"
be

John Cort.

He

assigned

the principal male
role in "Miss Princess," in which Lina
will

Abarbanell will be featured.
American operetta will be
some time this month.

who

also wrote

"A Modern

a three years' con-

Three performances
Limousine" will be
the

company goes

HOFFMANN SHOW DATE.
A new

date and place have been
fixed for the opening of the Gertrude

Hoffmann Revue.

take place
Oct. 4 at Albany, with the show appearing at the Shubert, Boston, Oct.
6, for perhaps a run.
Six 60-foot cars will be required to
transport the properties of the production.
It

will

The -new
produced

When "The Rose Maid" show" hits
town next week, the cow-girls in it are
billed to do a bit of press work for
Werba & Luescher show, that is
expected to start the smoke overhead
around here direct for Cleveland, incidentally also keeping the natives on
their tip toes during the engagement.
Fred Schader, who has been putting
over some lively advance press stuff
for the piece all along the route, bethe

The Walnut

ST.

Philadelphia, Sept. 24.
Street theatre will open

earlier than was at first announced,
"The Searchlight" by Walter Fox Allen
and Marvin A. Riley, with Robert

it

left

New

the Globe,

York, is author of the latest, which is
using the Bull Moose campaign fund

ing $2,500

By arrangement with
of

the

Pittsburgh
girls

are

R.

Leader,

going

J.

Moore

the

"Rose

through

the

business district, selling rosettes ior
the Bull Moosers' benefit. The Leader
will take particular care that Pittsburg
is duly informed.

RENAMED SHOW.

in

the enterprise.

Boston, Sept.

•'FINE

FEATHERS" FIND

BIZ.
Chicago, Sept. 25.
Eugene
Walter's
drama,
"Fine
Feathers," broke all records at the
Cort last week, selling seats in the
orchestra pit at every performance.
The gross receipts for the week totalled $11,300. Sunday night the house
held $60 over seating capacity.
This is its seventh week. The first
seven days' receipts were $10,200.

"HANKY" LEAVING DATE.
The date of departure from the
Broadway theatre of "Hanky Panky"
is
Nov. 2. The show leaves for the
week stands of the Shuberts city time,
opening Nov. 4 at the West End, New
York.
Succeeding the

a leading comedy role in
of Peace."

"The Dove

RELIGIOUS DRAMA.
"The Locust," a

religious drama,
the collaborated effort of Ben H. Atwell and Dr.
Julien A.
Gehmnc, a
specialist on the eyes and throat, was
filed for copyright this week.
Sev-

New York managers are making a
strong bid for the piece which may be
brought out some time after the first of
eral

the year.

Atwell and Gehrune have been working on the play for nearly

—

two

BERNARD OUT CARR
When

years.

IN.

"Louisiana Lou" opens at the
Philadelphia,

week Oct.

14,

Barney

Bernard
will
be
out
of
the cast and Alex. Carr will resume
his original role with the show.
Bernard has not been wholly satisfied with his part, and on the management being able to re-engage Carr, he

was enabled

to give in his notice.

Robert Lett and William Welp are
latest acquisitions to the Walter
Damrosch-Wallace Irwin comic opera,

gaged by Adams

comes

"The Dove

them

of Peace."

at

Nov. 4.
Robert Lett has been engaged for

the

Oct. 14 for a run.

comedy

musical

the Broadway will be Damrosch's
opera, "The Dove of Peace," opening

Drouet, and all-star cast, starting the
season Sept. 30.
"Louisiana Lou"
in

25.

Arnold Daly's receipts here week before last were ghastly.
It is said the
gross takings were $680.

Walnut,

for its fountain head.

Maid"

"SEARCHLIGHT AT WALNUT

DALY'S

Arnold Daly, in the piece "Wedding
Journey," by John T. Mclntyre, now
renamed "Steve/* opens at the Harris
theatre Saturday night under the management of Arthur Hopkins. H. H.
Frazee originally produced the piece
in Boston, with Arthur Klein invest-

BULL MOOSING FOR PUBLICITY.

fore and since

field.

here the Woods show goes to
the Astor, New York, the first production to play that house under the management of Cohan & Harris.

of

Sept. 30.

the

Saturday, returning to the

leave

From

Opera House

Pittsburg, Sept. 25.

Gilbert,

Robson in the cast. Miss Irwin was withdrawn by A. H. Woods
from the "Mme. Sherry" company.
Donahue and Stewart, a vaudeville
Stuart

act,

fering.

Eve," has signed
tract with Singer.
of "A Love In a
given here before
into Chicago.

Woman

will reveal

over, has signed with

"LIMOUSINE"

Boston, Sept. 25.
Flo Irwin joined "The
Hater's Club," replacing Mrs.

Tuesday

appearance

from the road.

play-

FLO IRWIN JOINS "OLUB."

IMPORTANT CHICAGO SHOWS.

Wilbur Braun, who closed with
"An Aztec Romance," has been enin Battle

& Guhl and joined
Creek, Mich., this week.
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LABOR POINT ARBITRATED
DEC IDED FOR ALLIANCE
Question of Useless Labor Involved That Will Cost $12,000,
Passed to Arbitration by Managers and Stage
Hands Union. "Show Crew" and "House
Crew" Both Carried at 39th Street

and

Elliott Theatres.

Tuesday evening, Hugh Frayne, as
two stage
decided that
crews were necessary in the 39th
Street and Elliott theatres, respectively, to run "The Master of the House"
and "Ready Money."
The additional crew in each theatre
will cost the managements about $12,000 on the season, or $6,000 each, the
arbitrator,

surplus salaries running to about $110

weekly.

The question came up under the
agreement of Aug. 5 last, entered into
by the managers and the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes,
The new managerial-stage hand contract provides that where a new show
goes out on the road preliminary to a
run in a "city theatre" of the Metropolitan rank, the same crew taking the
(or "building it") may return
to the theatre intended for the run,
without a house crew being added to
the equipment.

show out

This really resolves itself into a matter of a "show crew" and a "house
crew," the latter either being capable
of handling a production alone for the
short time on the road and returning
with

it to the theatre
the play's announcements.

The

first

named

in

A. T. S. E., through its presithat
claimed
dent, Chas. C. Shay,
"Ready Money" and "The Master"
were shows of last season's vintage
(they having opened in Chicago), and
did not come under the new agreement.
Ligon Johnson, attorney for
the Managers' Association, William A.
Brady, and Chas. A. Bird, for the Shuberts, conferred with a committee of
the union alliance, Mr. Brady doing
most of the talking. The managerial
I.

the contract was
retroactive, and that it was unjust as
well as ridiculous to attempt to oblige
the two theatres to add entirely unnecessary crews.
representatives

said

and refused to set the stage until the
management had complied with the
ruling of the Alliance, whereby a stipulated road crew should be maintained
in addition to the regular house work-

men.

The management believed that, inasmuch as the show engaged the three

men according to the Alliance ruling
during the first production of the show
in
Chicago last season, they had
fulfilled

offered to place the
before Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation of
Labor, for adjustment. Mr. Shay consented, but afterwards, on the plea

Mr. Gompers was engaged elsewhere, Mr. Frayne was substituted as
arbitrator.
Frayne is the General Orthat

part

of

the

Alliance

The men were not re-engaged when the New York opening
was made.
The second case came with the
"Ready Money" show at the Maxine
Elliott theatre.
The Alliance chiefs
opined the show management was not
keeping faith with the rule pertaining
o the employment of a road crew,
Frayne, in handing down his decision, based his finding wholly on the
construction of Section 26 of the Alliance's by-laws, which' reads as follows:
Sec. 26. Any theatrical production, no matt

ter where manufactured, provided It cornea
Intart wtthrut presentation while b»1ng transported, the house crew may take same to
some adjacent towns or cities for try-out for
a sufllrl'nt length of time to get the pmrfn-tlon shaped for a metrooplltan run. provided
this time dncn not exceed tour (4) weens,
and after coming back to the house or theatre from which they started, or In any house
or theatre In the ssme city, under the same
management and ownership, It will be permlssable for that house crew to handle the

production.

Should It again go en tour to another city
or house or theatre, even If It be under the
sole direction of the same management, there
must be a full road crew with the production,
which crew shall consist of carpenter, property man and electrician, as the department*
require, and said crew must be retained during the entire engagement, provided that the
road men have lived up to the International
Alliance Constitution and By-Laws."

national

Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes of the United States and
Canada ate involved in the local trouble
between the stage hands and the Walker theatre management.
It's

a lockout, pure and simple, with
refusing to recognize

management

the

the union in

While the mangers

will abide

is

peculiarly

,

our circuit," said Mr. Weber, "and
changing the organization as rapidly as
we find them." The Gayety, Hoboken,
a "Weber house" so far this season,
closes Saturday as such, reopening
with a stock policy.
From the road came a story that
Joseph Byron Tottcn's "Red Head"
was still going but that it had cut salin

L. S. Stern, managing director
of the company, refutes the statement
that the Weber office, New York, had

aries.

any way rendered any financial
He claims the show was

in

sistance.

forf.

to

procure

an

I.

A.

S.

T.

E.,

making every
amicable

settle-

Knoxville,

Sept.

25.

There has been no settlement in the
local theatrical trouble between the
local managers and the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage
of the United States
and

Employes

Canada.
James H. Screws, Montgomery, AlaE.

is

vice-president of the I. A. T. S.
here personally looking after the

interests of

Alliance members.
About, 100 men are involved in the
fight.
All the union men <are out
through the managers declining to pay
the scale of wages agreed upon by the
Alliance.

hit

was

terrific

on the

still

circuit

and that as

far

as he knew would remain there.
Several of the shows are known to
be awaiting developments. They are
also hoping the cold weather will bring
in results.

Another report was that "Tillie's
Nightmare" was doing little on the pop
Lew Fields' office a
time. At the
VxitiETf representative was informed
that the show did a satisfactory business in St. Louis last week and that it
opened big in Kansas City Sunday. So
far

a

Fields'

representative

that Fields had no complaint
box office receipts of the pop

claimed
on the

Wheel

stands.
is

closed

said
last

that when "The Boss"
Saturday night, business

was very good and

that there was,
every indication that the show might
turn the tables if given a longer trial.
The management thought otherwise.

"A Man's World," which went out
as a Weber Circuit attraction, dis-N
banded

in

the

somewhere

wilds

last

the

A new

operatic phenom has been
discovered in London. He is Morgan
Kingston, who, two years ago, after
working for eleven years in a colliery
at Nottingham, was discovered to possess a fine tenor voice.
He has been
signed by A. Dippel, of the Philadelphia-Chicago Grand Opera Co., to appear under his sole management for
ten months in a year.
Dippel is expected to arrive in this
city the latter part of this week.
He
was due in New York on the "Kaiser
Wilhelm der Grosse" Tuesday. It is

announced

that

Verdi's

violently agitated upon the arrival oi
Felice
Lynn, Oscar Hammerstein's

Kansas discovery, who sang for him
London. Miss Lynn was met by
twenty-two reporters for the New York
dailies.
She took advantage of her
training under Oscar to let loose a few
remarks about the impresario that immediately got on the front pages of
in

the several papers.

Miss Lynn stated that Hammerstein
" a dead duck in opera in London"
didn't dare go back there.
She
also referred to the trouble between
herself and the impresario.
The warm comment by Miss Lynn
was countered by Oscar bringing a li-

was
and

bel suit for $100,000 against her.

publicity

maker

lice bids fair to

As

a

looks as though Fe-

it

push that Garden

girl

off the operatic press sheet.

San Francisco, Sept.

25.

The Lambardi Grand Opera Co., on
its opening in California, made a fine
impression in "LaBoheme." A lar»;o
pany

"THE WOLF" COMES

IN.

Members of "The Wolf" company,
managed by H. A. Morrison, which
has been doing a good business down
south, returned to Broadway this week
with the story that they were closed
Fairmount^
La4t Saturday night in
West Va., and the route of the show
called off.

The company was

paid in

a call posted for this week.

full

and

understood the powers behind the show
agreed to disagree.
It is

SECOND COMPANY ENGAGED.
Arden Le Sage, who played the son
in "Madame X" when it was first produced, was engaged Monday for one
of

the

principal

and Co., in "The StrongLink," opens on Consolidated time,
First

in

the

forth-

"Easy Money"
by the Morrison-Brewster firm.
Others are Irene Daniel, Mrs. Florence

R.

of

O'Neill,

Marjorie

Gladis,

George Pierce, Frederick Somer.
hearsals
Oct.

start
its

first

Sept.

30.

stand

at

Re-

The show
Rochester,

10.

"A Rich Man's Son," James Forbes*
new play, opening out of town Oct. 7

Oct. 7

Frank Vincent

Orpheum

roles

coming production

makes

Harry
est

week

this

"Othello" will be added to the repertoire.
The title role may be sung by
Giovanni Zenatello.
Instead of "Ntorma" being given,
"Hamlet" will be substituted,^ since
Titta Ruffo has /been engaged and
there will be other changes.
Mme.
Cecilia Gagliardi, the Italian dramatic soprano, who will sing the role
of Aida on the opening night (Oct.
31) will reach New York about the
middle of next month, and will be followed by Mary Garden, whose first
appearance in the United States this
season will be at the Boston Opera
House, where she will be heard as
Tosca.
Mme. Tetrazzini will sail for New
York about the same time as Miss"
Garden.
Operatic circles in New York were

advance sale indicates that the comwill do a tremendous business.
The production of "Conchita" was
postponed until next week.

week.

is

ef-

ment.

first

as-

hot weather since its opening, but was going along on its own
resources. It is understood the Totten
show did around $500 gross on its Toledo engagement. The show has lost
money since opening. When asked
about the Totten show, Weber said it

by

Germain Quinn, Minneapolis, second
vice-president of the
on the local grounds

by the

aggravating
from their viewpoint. They say the
union is becoming dictatorial, even oppressive, in the matter of forcing useless labor upon them.
The agreement of Aug. 5 provides
for arbitration on mooted questions
between the Alliance and the managers.
This is the first point since to
arise in dispute among them.
The first trouble arose at the 39th
Street Monday night, when the house
crew of three men, acting under instructions from Mr. Shay, walked out
it

has been reported.
In place of one of the organizations
dropped, "A Man of Honor" opened
Monday in Albany.
"We are looking for the weak places

any way.

ganizer of the A. F. of L.
decision,

Africa" and 'The Boss." The closing
of "A Bunch of Keys" on the circuit

It

Grand Forks, N. D., Sept. 25.
About fifty members of the Inter-

The managers

point

their

agreement.

NEW OPERATIC PHENOM.

"POP" CIRCUIT REVAMPED.
Further changes have been made in
the frameup of the L. Lawrence popBeginning with
ular priced circuit.
this week the Auditorium, Toledo, and
the Royal, Montreal, are off the route
sheets.
Two shows have closed, their
box office statements failing, to show
They are "In
satisfactory business.

is

now booking

Circuit with

at the

both hands

and
later,

New York a
went into rehearsal

hitting

fortnight*
this

week.
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OVER-ABUNDANT SUCCESSES?
Fourteen Hits At Legitimate Theatres Dividing Business.
Large Number of New York Houses and Hits May
Reduce Metropolitan Runs to Three or Four

Months. Country Pleased at Prospect.
"suffering" just

now

be termed an over-

abundance of theatrical successes. The
season has started off with so big a

boom

upset all calculations
though early predictions portended the
as

to

present flood of legitimate hits.
At the present moment theatre-goers are accorded the privilege of wit-

nessing no less than fourteen successes in town, with several others contending for the enviable distinction,
with partial success. The fourteen

John Drew in "The Perplexed Husat the Empire; Billee Burke in
"The 'Mind the Paint' Girl" at the Lyceum; "The Count of Luxembourg"
at the New Amsterdam;; "Milestones"

Hast has "The Wild Rose" (musical
comedy), "Princess of New York"
(comedy), "Plain Brown" (rural) and
"Two Kings" (romantic comedy). Mr.
Carton has placed with Mr. Hast "The
Bear Leaders/' which ran at the
Comedy theatre, London, for a year,
having been crowded out of that theatre by Moffatt's "A Scrape of a Pen,"
now running there. The American
production of Moffatt's second play
("Bunty," having been the first over
here) occurred iast night at Weber's

are

theatre.

Besides the legitimate attractions,
Mr. Hast has the direction of Owen
McGiveney, the young protean player,
who came from abroad and has created a remarkable record for himself
while headlining on the Orpheum Circuit; also Moffatt's "Concealed Bed,"
shortly to be seen in the east after
having played over the western time.
The length of time Mr. Hast will
remain over here depends upon circumstances.

"Officer 666"

Liberty;

the

at

the

"Fanny's First

Play" at the
Comedy; "The Merry Countess" at
the Casino; "The
Passing Parade"
Winter
Garden
"Hanky
Panky,"
Broadway; "Bought and Paid For,"
Playhouse; "The Governor's Lady,"
Belasco; "Within the Law," Eltinge;
Gaiety;

"Ready

Money,"

Elliott;

"Broadway

Cohan.
Two of these
"Bought and Paid For' 'and "Officer
666" are holdovers from last season.
The others are brand new to New

Jones,"

—

York, most of foreign origin.
Such a wealth of hits may have the
effect of reducing the duration of the
runs in New York to three or four
months where, heretofore, a sure
enough hit ran at least one season,
and sometimes two. It is now freely
said among the expert observers of
things theatric that with the projection of a few more successes in the
metropolis, business will be so divided
that long runs will be well nigh impossible at big profits.
Such a consummation is eagerly
looked for by out of town house managers, who are always anxious to secure strongly endorsed New York
plays while they are being feverishly
discussed.
They argue that when a
play is permitted to remain in the "big
city" for a particularly lengthy stay,
their towns are visited by "number
two" companies and that their audi-

ences

demand

the

original

organiza-

While not as serious a problem
as the dearth of good plays, the situation is still one demanding a solu-

tions.

tion.

HAST,
Since

WITH MANY PLAYS.

arriving

in

New York

BOOSTING HUDSON AND "EGYPT."
Margaret Anglin, in her new play,
"Egypt," gave her first performance at
the Playhouse, Hudson, N. Y., Sept.
18.
Louis Nethersole thought so well
of the town he penned the following
to C. O. Tennis, of the Eastern ManAssociation:

agers'

"You were

Dear

Charlie:

quite right about this city.

A

big crowd turned out for Miss Anglin's first night of 'Egypt' and seemed
to enjoy the play.
I could not wish
for a better theatre than the Playhouse for an opening, and Manager

goes out of his way to help in
onerous simplicity of details attendant on the first night. You may
quote me as having, the highest regard for town, theatre and its manaElliott

the

ger.

Manager A. A.

Elliott

also

wrote

Tennis and enclosed a box office
statement which showed that
Miss
Anglin totaled exactly $1,220 on the
one performance.
Elliott wrote that
he cut his vaudeville, kept his boys
up to 3 o'clock every, morning, and
worked all day besides, to get the

show

over.

Boston, Sept. 25.
The "Viennese League" has been
transplanted from Germany to Boston.

"The

June Bride," third Viennese
musical production to open in Boston
this season, had its premiere at the
Majestic,
It is

Monday

good as
waltz

operas,

the

audience

death.

to

Edmund

Eysler,

The chorus work was really good.
Weber and Fields are responsible for
the production.

The company has for principals: Arthur Aylesworth, Arthur Lipson, David Torrance, Ernest Truex,
Amelia
Stone, Hazel Kirke, Flavia Arcaro, Lillian Ross.
"The June Bride"

is

said to be slated

for the Lyric, New York, but at what
date hasn't been announced.
Following the withdrawal of "The Ne'er Do

Well" at that house Oct. 5, William
Faversham in "Julius Caesar" is due to
enter the next Monday. The new Sam
Bernard show is also said to have a
Lyric opening held for it.

HOPE LATHAM WITH OORT.
Hope Latham has

R. C. Carton, the English playwrights,

attached her

This piece is scheduled to follow the
Laurette Taylor show in at the new
Cort theatre.
"Ransomed" is by Bert Sayde. When
Mr. Cort first accepted it, he thought
Mrs. Leslie Carter would be its star.
Cort has decided to land another new
one for Mrs. Carter.

have submitted to local legitimate producers several of the pieces that have
been completed by the writers, ami
which Mr. Hast was commissioned to

ley

play

The play was well received, Messrs.
Presbrey and Nash were called on tor
speeches after the third act.
The play is decidedly heavy, the
soul of a man forming the basis, yet it
does not conflict with other plays which
have a similar foundation. The show
is produced by Cohan & Harris.

"HOME PLATE" NOT BIG TIME.
Los Angeles,

the critics are

The

situate

but the actio

,

generally, are good,

dragged noticeably

i

For Mr. Hamilton (author of "The
Blindness of Virtue," which William
Morris produces for the first time over
here next Monday at Montreal), Mr.

has much merit.
Laurette Taylor should help the play
but a duplication of "Peg" is not an-

is

in

places.
It is hardly to be considered a "big
time" play, and is understood to be
designed for a tour of the
dollar
houses.

"MILESTONES" PRAISED.
Chicago, Sept. 25.
"Milestones" was presented at the
Blackstone Saturday night. The piece
was received with warmth. Most of
the reviewers praised it.

WELLS

VISITS MACON.
Mason,

Ga., Sept. 25.

Jake Wells changed the policy of the
inaugurating
Grand
Monday,
pop
vaudeville

shows

occasional

road

for the

show

winter.

will

be

An
sand-

in between times.
Harry Bernstein, a Savannah theatrical man, has been installed as man-

wiched

Wells made his flrst visit here
week in twenty-six years. At one
time he was catcher of the Macon baseager.

last

1

'

time.

Isobel Sherman, Frank

Thomas, Mose

Harriman, Mr. Rutherford. The piece
was staged by Jessie Bonstelle, who
played it a year ago under the title
of "The Great Question," at the Majestic, Brooklyn.

THE

KID."

Jersey City, Sept.

di-

versified, but the

consensus

Sept. 25.

Brown's new baseball play,
"The Home Plate," had a fairly successful premiere Sunday afternoon at
the Lyceum. There is baseball throughout, with an intermingling vein of love
and intrigue, and some good comedy.
Seriley

IN "BILLY
of

Mon-

thea-

dispose of in this country.

ticipated.

leading part, opened at Parsons'

day evening.

In Miss Montell's support are Gavin
Harris, Charles Kennedy, Lou Warner,

tre.

The opinions

"The Other Man," by Eugene Presbrey, with George Nash playing the

lin

"Barbaraza"

Burbank

MAN'* HEAVY.

Montell,
Eugenia Blair's
daughter, starring in "A Woman's
Name," opens Oct. 3, at Wheeling.
The show goes over the Stair & Hav-

were twenty-seven

at the

"OTHER

Eleanor

Los Angeles, Sept. 25.
performance of Hart-

Manner's new

will

RENAMED "GREAT QUESTION.

local

was given Sunday

and

is

ball club.

MANNERS' PLAY HAS MERIT.
first

liberal

name

John Cort contract and will be
assigned one of the leading feminine
lolcs in "Ransomed" which will be
brought out about Nov. 1.

curtain calls in addition to the author
making a speech.
He thinks the
show is great and looks like a hit.

The

appreciation.
"The
weak in many spots
need some fixing up.

with

Love Wager"

to a

last

week Walter Hast, who represents
Graham Moffatt, Cosmo Hamilton anl

25.

Hartford, Sept. 25.

Ray Goetz wrote

the lyrics, and
responsible for
the
"Woman Hater's Club," now at the
Tremont, wrote the music. Edgar
Smith made the American adaptation.
The plot is plausible and works out
well.
The production is in three acts,
beautifully set The principals deserve
credit for the work shown.
Many of the musical numbers are
of the "hummy-whistley" sort.
This
should help the show.
Mile. La Gai and M. Piate were advertised to do a gypsy dance on the
style of Mordkin and Pavlowa, but
they failed to materialize.
E.

Sept.

"The Love Wager"

opened the season at the Chestnut*
Street Opera House to a distinctly
first night gathering which received the
star and the Joseph M. Gaites presenta-

ceived.

%

Elliott says there

Fritzi Scheff in

tion

night.

to music, but all these

IN PHILLY.

Philadelphia,

Everything nearly is written in waltz
time.
The production was well re-

band"

at

SCHEFF SHOW

BOSTON LIKES "JUNE BRIDE."

NEW YORK LABORING UNDER

New York is
from what may

15

25.

Mary Louise Malloy opened Monday
at the Academy of Music in "Billy, th

the piece

XEMA CATTO
Premiere

Danseuee

"Dancing Casino

with

Fred

Girla."
Direction, Beehler Brothers.

Kid," replacing Zelia Davenport, wli
has gone west to join another stock

>

Ireland's

company.

VARIETY
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WEEK

BILLS NEXT

(September 30)

the

—

—

—

son
Keith

——

New York
5TH AVE (ubo)

Russ Whytal Co
Byron A Langdon
Wllla Holt Wakefield
Nina Payne Co
Jock McKay
Gene Smith
Fay 2 Coleys A Fay
Masher Hayes ft M
Delmar ft Delmar

BRONX

(ubo)

Edna Goodrich Co

Wynn

Bessie

Hal Davis Co
Leo Carrlllo
Willis Family
Ergotti

A Maboney

Brady
Darrell

Conway

ft

Bro

ft

COLONIAL

(ubo)

Crane

Mrs Gardner
Mrs Lang try
John P Wade

Co

ft

Andy Rice
Ramedell Trio
Vera Michelena

Tornados

(ubo)

Mabel Tallafero
Tom Nawn Co

Avon Comedy 4
Alexander

Scott

ft

Fttiglbbon

Chadwlck Trio
Mae West
Frank Mills Players

Webber

2d

ALHAMBRA

(ubo)

Wlnsor McCay
Mark ft Walker

It

Grlbben

ft

Tip
"In the Barracks"

AMERICAN

(loew)

Musical Frederick?
Florence Bowes

Frank Stafford Co
"Gent with Jimmy"
Geo Armstrong
(Four to fill)
2d half.
Master Rubin
Chas Deiand Co
Walter ft Lawrence
Stafford

Co

Grace Dixon

Law"

of

Geo Armstrong
(Two to fill)

GRAND
Ray

(loew)

Sis

Flske ft McDonough
Alexander's Band

Rlva

LarRen

(Two

to

Troupe

fill)

2d

half.

Frederick

Tallman
(Four to

I

7TH AVE

(ubo)

"Detective Keen"
llemine Shone Co
Bud Fisher
Felix Adler
Chick A Chlcklets
Cooper A (Robinson
McCormack A Irving
Anna Buckley's Dogs

(loew)

to

fill)

(ubo)

Geo Beban Co
Rooney A Bent
Clark A Hamilton

A

Elinore

Williams

Lambertl
Laura Buckley
Frey Twins

A Buchanan

Holmes

Melrose

BIJOU

"Mayor

ft

Wllkins

ft

Manicure"

(Three to

(Four

to

fill)

2d

half.

Luba Meroff
That Singing 3
Ford A Hyde
(Four to fill)

COLUMBIA

(loew)

Great Frederick
Fred Peters Co
Piquo
(Three to fill)
2d half.

A Young

Moore

LIBERTY

Co

(loew)

Young

Mr A Mrs

ft

Cortla

ft
ft

Granville

Rlva

Larsen

(Two

to

(loew)

Herman Lleb Co
Wllkins ft Wllkins
(Four to fill)
2d half.

Mack
Troupe

fill)

JONES

(loew)

ft

Mack

Browns
fill)

SHUBERT
ft

Tom Mahoney

A LaVern

(lost*)

Hyde

ft

ACME

land
Meredith
(One to

A

Meeker

Shelbinl A Grovlnl
Schreck A Perclval
flwfcokea, %•. J.

LYRIC

Den Molnee

ORPHEUM
Sis

A

Eects

Mlgnon
Belmont A Harl
Ronalr A Ward
Detroit
Petite

TEMPLE

Reed

McCowan A
Browns
(Two to

Caile

fill)

2d

half.

El Ray Sisters
The Stantons
Fiske A McDonough
Thelma Parker
9 Krazy Kids

J nek son,

Mlek.

BIJOU (wva)
(Open Sun. Mat.)

Doge

Casselli'e

(loew)

A

"Cheyenne Days"
Kingsbury A Munson
DeMarest A Doll
Carroll
A Aubrey

Lilian Herleln

"Soldier

Fiddlers"

(sc)

George E Garden
Van A Carry Avery
Oathryn Challoner Co
Harmony Beaux A
Bellas

3

Spa Bros

Braektee. Maaa,

CITY
Shepperly

A

Miller

Spiegel A Dunn
Caulfleld A Driver
Diving Girls

Ronton
KEITH'S (ubo)

m

"Puss
Will J

Mack

Roses

to

fill)

ORPHEUM

Rosalind

H

2d half,
A Lassies"

"Lads
Harry Thomson
Grey A Peters
Jones A Parker
Four Comrades
E Bernard Co
nileagro

MAJESTIC

(orph)

Alex Carr Co
Adelaide Norwood
Vassar Girls

A
man

Plroscoffis

Dubuque. la.
MAJESTIC (wva)

A

Axtell

(Two

Bartletts
to

fill)

PALACE

(orph)

Kabaret"

Ed Blondell Co
Scott A Keane
Stein Hume
T
Girl from Milwaukee

A

ORPHEUM

A Madbon

Thurber
Frozln!

Sisters

Apollo Trio

(Open Sun. Mat.)

A Hewlne
Summerville

Carter A Davis
Hunter's Dogs
to

fill)

Chas Irwin
Morton A Kramer

Raymond,

Leigh ton

Morse

DePaye

Lawrence

Detmar Troupe
"Fun on the Ocean"
ft
Edwards

Anderson

Herman Lleb Co
MDler A Mack

LeMaze, Blaise Co

Lawton

(Two

(One

Amelia

Sisters

Summarville

Co
to

"Macev's

bill

man

Holman

Harry
2d

half.

Klein Ott A Nicholson
Stanton A May

Murphy

Elsie

A Law
A Hall
JULIAN (m)

Irish

Carter
Irish

EMPRESS

D'Arcy A Williams
Models of Paris

Lafayette. Ind.

Oarl
Scott

A Kramer
A Bannon
Dog*

A

Godfrey

Sisters
Galetti's Monkeys

A Henderson
Philadelphia

KEITH'S (ubo)
H Hodge Co

Robt

KEITH'S

4 Prevoeta
Pipplno
Loring Parquette

Co

Reid Sisters

Commodore Tom
Comebis Bros
Carson A Will lard

Light

Belle OnrI

Mllwnakee
MAJESTIC (orph)
Grace Von Studdlford
Paul Dickey
Vanderbilt A Moore
The Rials
Chas Drew Co

Work A Play

A

EMPRESS

(sc)

Milt Araman
G-aylord A Heron

3 Lorettes
(One to fill)

Valerie

Queen Mab A Weiss
Lottie Williams Co
Montreal. Can

Lew Anger
Emmy's Pets

Coombs A Aldwell
Mr A Mrs Darrow

Betty

Clinton Co
Imperial Trio

Crouch Richards Co

(ubo)

Albino

Dogs

Ryan-Rlchfleld Co

fill)

2d

half.

"Rah Rah Boys"
Rother A Anthony
Mr A Mrs Allison
Williamson

A

Carlos

Alex

A

Young A

"Dlnkl's

Xmas"

Ma >nri A Duller
Schmlttans
Hassans

3

tire.

Jack Wilson Trio
Franklyn Ardell Co
Quive McCarthy

Mary

Elizabeth

Oautier's Toyshop
Ben Lew In
Ryan Bros

EMPRESS

(sc)

Buese's Doge

Musette

O'Rourke A O'Rourke
Harry Brooks Co
Thos Potter Dunne
Hugh Lloyd

PANTAGES

"Mercedes"
Lowell A Ee Drew
Copeland A Payton
Flo A 01 Walters

Harrah

Co
Providence

KEITHS (ubo)
Chip A Marble
"Providence Players"
Four Regale

to

Co

fill)

(Oct.

(orph)
2-6.)

Mayon Opera Co

Dixon A Fields
Bottomly Troupe
Mlntz A Wuertz

CLUNIE

(sc)

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Kretore

Bud A Nellie Helm
Kid Hamlet
James Reynolds
Ladella Comlques

PANTAGES

Burton
April

New Orleana
ORPHEUM

Caesar Rivoll
Chris Richards
Cabaret Trio

Morris
Mclntyre A Heath
Farrell Bros
(Three to fill)

Gray A Graham

A Johnson

OUle

(ubo)

Ellda

Dorothy Dal ton Co
Owen Clark

Steffers

Wills

GRAND

Gordon Highlanders
Harry Breen

naeraaaento

Sam Harris
Carrie Reynolds

Dan Friendly

A Tempest

Miller

DIPNBCK

Newark

PROCTOR'S

3

Schenck A Van
Devine A WilliamGeo Roland Co

(Two

May

A

WILLIAM PENN

(ubo)
Rolfe's Courtiers

Richards, Kyle
Joe Whitehead
Boyle A Brazil

Morgan

Dan Sherman Co
C Nugent Co

Bud

(loew)

Base Ball Four
May Blossom
French Stock Co
Harry Sauber

POLI'S (ubo)
Donovan A McDonald
Kalmer A Brown
Hilda Hawthorne

J

Fielding

(ubo)

Jessie Busley Co
"In Old New York"
Brenner A Ratcllff

New Haven

Lanalne;, Mlek.
BIJOU (wva)

to

81s

(sc)

Will Oakland
3 Gerts

Woodward's

"Poor Relatione"
Edgar Berger

ORPHEUM

Si it ens

Bimbos
Bruce,

A

DeWItt Young

Lydla

Rascals"

The Pelots
Geo Smedley

Portland,

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Adrienne Augarde Co
Toots Paka
Keno A Green
David Kidd
Fred Hammill Co
Florimonds

Hart

A Cooper

Bloom
"Three

Pittsburg*. Pa,

fill)

FRANGAIS

Rellly

Louis Granat

Herbert's Dogs

ORPHEUM

A

W

Goldsmith

UNIQUE

Barnes

Schoolar A Dickinson
S
Lavlne A Co
BIJOU (ubo)

Hussey

(One to

Trio

Sampson

Mesaphla

A

Prosit

Stuart

Thieves"

ORPHEUM

Delmore

(ubo)

"Trained Nurses"
Genaro A Bailey
Rube Dickinson

"Honor Among

Digby Bell Co
Trovato

6

MuIIer
Wallace

Dillon

Omeer

Joe Welch

Lillian

Will

Kremka Bros

(wva)

Dogs

2d half.
Five Armanis
Gardner A Vincent

(One

Irwin

Hunter's

R

McCann Co
Sherman A
McNaughton
J

(loew)

2d half.
Hilton

(sc)

Vox

Valentine

Golnes

fill)

PREMIER

Morton

A Dunsmore

Leignton

A

A

(One to
•Chas

Merry Youngster*

(loew)

Davis
Colleens

Keith

Leavitt

Cal-

Colleens
2d half.
Thriller

Stuart
7

Bogert A Nelson
Lockhardt A Leddy

FAMILY

Hirer

Full

ACADEMY
Lawton
Raymond,
Morse
Anderson

Sisters

Ballerlni'e

7-9.)
as at Sber-

Grand.

Models"
Grant
LINDEN (m)
7 Merry Youngsters
Lewis A Zoeller
Mary Dorr
Coogan A Parks
Virginia

A Golnes
fill)

Adair

gary, this issue.

Don Carney

ter

Amelia

LouIm
(craw)

Edmonton. Caa.

Same

Sully

Go

ORPHEUM

Jacob's Dogs
A Bannon
Hammond A Forres- Eva Wescott Co

Lew

ORPHEUM
Mountain Ash Choir
Mrs Louis James Co
Mignonette okin

Modena A Co
Lowell

A

fill)

Havana

"Maxim's Models"
Lyons A Yoeco
"Between Trains"
Mathews A Alehayne
Techow's Cats

A

3-5.)

Caesar Nesi
Van Bros

(ubo)

(Open Sun. Mat.)

ORPHEUM

(Oct.

DeWItt Burns
(Others ta

KEITH'S

Geo B Reno Co

Lea Leonard is
Frankie Drew
Happy Jack Gardner

Hall
Adams A Hall
The Levolos
(Oct.

Co

(Open Sun. Man.)
Creasy A Dayne
Merrill A Otto

A

(so

Hilton

Toomer

A

Adair

T Ray

Black Bros

Lonfawille

Sully

Jewells

Ned Burton Co
Oarden

'

Kaaaaa City

Graeme A Willnot

De Vole Trio

EMPRESS

Emmett Co

Simondet
Edwin George
Dare Bros

Hall

fill)

Edna Luby

(Open Sun. Ma*.)

St.

to

Leitzel

l>nln«n

Kmut

(Two

Girls

Dixon A Dixon
(One to All)

Griffith

AVENUE

Ireland

College City 4
barter A Bluford

Weston Sisters
Moore A Browning

Kauffman Bros
Ombras Trio

Aerial

Fred

M takell Hunt Miller
Fields A Coco

Juggling

ORPHEUM

Minneapolis
(wva)

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Child's Hawalians
Orpheus Comedv 4

PANTAGES
"Star Bout"
Lorraine Dudley Co
Provol

fill)

MAJESTIC

John

.1

Hopkins

to

Lowe A Devere

Fujiyama

Salerno
Herbert

A Warner

Williams
Bertisch

PANTAGES

(sc)

La Deodlma

Knlaoaasoo, Mlek.

2d half.

2d half.
Burt Shepherd Co
Rogers A Dorman
C H France Co

Oracle

A Wynne

Flo

Herbert
Fannie Stead-

Al

Fred

Fairman A Furman
Rose Manon'e Birds
(One

A

Wynn A Russon
Brown A Grant

Co

Cogilan
Cullen

H

James
Caron

"Lads A Laslas"
Harry Thomson
Grey A Peters
Jones A Parker
Four Comrades
J E Bernard Co

(loew)
Thriller

Harry

Henshaw A Avery

France Co
I Weston Sisters
Rogers A Dorman
Fred Griffith

C

"Kid

Lew Hawkins
De Leur Trio

Family

Bell

."»

Lola

Harry Antrim

fill)

Cedar Raplda

Boots"

A

(p)

MAJESTIC (wva)
Burt Shepherd Co
Craig A Williams

Kennedy Co

Hal Stephens
Brown. Harris

(Two

EMPIRE

(loew)
Sisters

Russell

Diving Girls
2d half.

(One

Ocean"

Anlmale

EMPRESS

(One to flit)
2d half.

(ubo)

Bert Terrell

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Llna Pantxer
Holden Herron
Rogers A Mcintosh
Danleld A Conrad

Lillian

fill)

Hartford.
POLI'S (ubo)
"Persian Garden"
Borden A Shannon
Harvey De Vora 3
Frank Rae Co
Resale La Count

(Open Sun. Mat.)
"Everywife"
Stewart

A West

Conrad

(ec)

(Open Sun. Mac.)
John White's Circus
Verona Verdi A Bros
Constance Windom Co
De Lyle A Vernon
Hugo Lutgens
Travilla Bros A Seal

Snier

fill)

"Surf Bathers"
Greene A Parker
Bessie Leonard
Rutherford A Monroe
John Zlmmer

2-3)

(Oct.

2d half.
the

(Three to fill)
2d half.
Florence Bowes

to

Healy

Mont.

Bllllnsra.

Flynn

"Fun on
Miller

All)

City, Mirk.
BIJOU (wva)
(Open Sun. Mai.)
Paul Kleist A Co

Co

(One to

Ford

to

Bar

English

Caile

Jane Madison ft Co
(One to fill)
2d half.
Sully ft Larsen

Joe

(Two

Brown

half.

McCowan

Granville
(loew)

"Futurity Winner"
Joe Flynn
(Five to fill)

LINCOLN

ft

Charles

2d half.
Fred Ireland Girls
Miskell Hunt, Miller
Fields A Coco

Arizona Trio

Harry Antrim
Chas Poland Co

fill)

GREELEY

Master Rubin
Great Tallman
"Futurity Winner"
LaMase. Blaise Co
(Four to fill)
2d half.

SHERMAN GRAND
(Orph Oct 3-5)
McConnell & Simpson
Nat Nazarro Co
Geo H Watt
Ferguson A North-

Foster

Howard's

Co

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Llnd
Picchillanl Troupe

Dancers

Winkler's

2d

Wllkins

Floro

Co

"Visions D'Art"
Johnson's Travelogs
Katie Gultlnl
La Vler

EMPRESS

Bears

Egamon

"WHO'S WHO"?

(loew)

fill)

Teddy Osborne's Pets

Morton

Fred

Calgary, Onn.

(Open Sun. Mat.)
John T Ray Co
College City 4
Carter A Bluford
Dixon A Dixon
(One to fill)

Jeff

Williams
Larsen

half.

(sc)

Marseilles

Prince

A Hope

Sales
St James

(ubo)

Emily
(One to

McConnell
Donnelly
Robert*

A

W H

Prince

Earl Wilson 3

Hoey A Lee
Tom Da vies 3
H Madcaps

to

fill)

Meat

Grand Raplli

Fong

ft

2d

Alfredo

BIJOU (wva)

fill)

(Two

(Two

Bowen A Zorn
Butte.

EMPRESS

McGlnnis Bros
The Barber Shop

Battle Creek, Mlek.

half.

Sully

Kllfton

(loew)

Princeton A Yale
3 Entertainers

Hart's Circus

Clark
Ward A Smith
"Gent with Jimmy"
Bernhardt Pictures

Kolllne

Austins

FAMILY

W

Ball

ORPHEUM
Burr
Chick

The Taknines
Bounding Pattersons

Gormley A Caff ray
Keane Co
J
Mason A Murray
Chas Glbbs

Spellman's

(in)

Cowboy Minstrels
"On Side Street"

Manny

Co

Perclval

Kent Co
Waterbury B A Tenney

Davenport

AMERICAN

Ruegger Co

Miller

Lunds

Musical

Odell

Elele

COLUMBIA

Cabaret"

Ashlyn

Maud

Georgia 3

Ranaham

Price

Keenan A Beverly
Dave Clifford
Cooper A Rlcardo
Hill,

Ashley

A Le

A

Price

(ubo)

McDermott

Honors

A

Moore

ft

Dan Mason A Co
Richard Hamlin

(sc)

A Ward

Sisters

Bimel

Bergere
('
American Dancers
Heath A Raymond

EMPRESS

(Open Sun. Mat.)
The Hedaers

Albert

Bros

Rena Arnold

Baltimore

Deming Co
"Arm of Law"
Browning A Lewis

Lawrence ft Edwards
Meyer Harris ft Co
Tossing

Morello

Valerie

Joe

Bert

A Wynne

Kluting's Animals
Sayton Trio

W

A

Ind.
(wva)

TEMPLE

Cal.

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun. Mat.)
"Antique Girl"
Minnie Allen
Ashley A Lee

Thompson Co
Grace Cameron
Gould

fill)

Wayne.

Ft.

(Three to fill)
(One to fill)
2d half.
(Three to fill)

Oaklaad

ORPHEUM

Wm

Y

(loew)

The Stantons

Lea Anerele*
Co

Dan Friendly
(One to

Cadets de Cascogne
Havlland A Thornton

in

Richards

Crouch

(ubo)

"Hold-up"
Walter C Kelly

Jack

Troupe
Quaker Girls

A Carlos
2d half.

Dan Sherman Co
C Nugent Co

J

"Don"
Homer Llnd

Fox

A Dale
Stanley*
Tyson A Brown
Bobbe

The

Fielding

Hall
fill)

COLUMBIA

"Fun

Montrose

A

Moenelle. N

NEW ROCHELLB

ORPHBUM

Allison

(loew)

Jane Madison
(Four to fill)

fill)

to

Fairman ft Furman
Rose Ma none Birds

Great

fill)

FULTON

(wva)

Fiddlers

MARYLAND

rook y n

BU9HWICK

ft

Great

to

Arbor, Mich.

Billy
Lillian

Bros
Beckwith

Murphy
to

Mew

Lincoln, Nek.
Babies Family
Venlta Gould
Kelly A Laferty
Wlnslow A Stryker

Bud Williamson

(One

Linden

Zelda Sears Co
4 Floods
ACADEMY (loew)
Howard McAuliffe

Mr A Mrs

Elsie
Stuart

Creigbton

7 Colonial

MAJESTIC

A

(Three to fill)
2d half.
Fred Peters A Co
Charles A William*.
Piquo

(One

3 Shelve v Boys

El

(loew)

ORPHEUM

fill)

"Soldier

That Singing S

Hong

4 Han Ion s
Bert Fltzglbbons

"Arm

fill)

Hughes

(Four to

Ann

SHEA'S (ubo)
'Eternal Waltz"
Kitty Traney

Mae Burns

"Cheyenne Days"
Kingsbury A Munson
Demareet A Doll
Carroll A Aubrey
(One to fill)

Kllfton

PLAZA

Drew

(One to fill)
2d half.

Great Tallman
"Glrly Girlies"
(Five to

(Three to fill)
2d half.
Meyer Harris Co
Joe Deming Co
Clayton, Hughes,

Flo

half.

A

Kollins

Cortls
Pets

fill)

2d

Newbold

(loew)

Dixon

Osborne's
(Five to

Hall

Louise Dresser

Frank

half.

browning A Lewis
Breakaway Barlowe*
(Two to fill)

Peudato

Dave Klndler

Bob

fill)

2d

(Three to

Rogers

Flying

to

Lulu Glaser Co

Josephine

ft

HAMMHR STENTS

ft

(One

Musical Fredericks
•High Life Jail"

(Two

Mayme Remington
Mr ft Mrs Murphy

Ward

Hong Fong

HufTnlo

(loew)

Detmar Troupe
"High Life Jail"
Walters ft Lawrence
Breakaway Barlows

Drew

Patrice

Bert

fill)

Clayton,

Marcellne

Great
Cross

to

YORKVILLE (loe*)
Hall A Clark
Ward A Smith
Luba Meroff
"Mayor A Manicure

Grace

UNION SQ (ubo)
Granville A Plerpont
Belle Baker
Halllgan ft Sykes
Beyer

(Two

NATIONAL

Austins

Tossing

Mr A Mrs

Lilliputian*

ft

—

DELANCEV

Emersons

3

—

Nichol-

Cfnetnnntl

—

—

—

Ott A
A Law

Klein,

In Vaudeville Theatres. Play In. Three or Less Shows Dally
open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise Indicated.)
Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on
Orpheum Circuit. Theatres with "8-C" following name (usually "Empress") are on the
(All houses

Sullivan-Consldlne Circuit.)
Agencies booking the houses are denoted by single name or Initials, such as "Orph."
Orpheum Circuit "U. B. O.," United Booking Offices "W, V. A.," Western Vaudeville Man(Chicago)— "S-C." Sulllvan-Consldlne Circuit "P." Pantages Circuit—
Association
agers'
"Loew," Marcus Loew Circuit "Inter," Interstate Circuit (booking through W. V. A.)
"Clan," James Clancy (New York)
"M." James
Hern," Freeman Bernstein (New York)
C Matthews (Chicago) "Hod," Clias. E. Hodklns (Chicago)— "Tay," M. W. Taylor (Phil"Fox." Ed. F. Kealey (William Fox Circuit) (New York) "Craw." O. T. Crawford
adelphia)
"Doy." Frank Q. Doyle (Chicago).
(St. Louis)

Flint, Mien.
BIJOU (wva)
(Open Sun. Mat.)
"Rah Rah Boys"
Rother A Anthony

Jean McElroy
Lewis A Zoeller
Hoi man
2d half.

Monkey Hipp
E Dewey A Dolls

Eldrldge A Barlowe
Davis A Scott
Van A Pierce

Aalea*. Maaa.

SALEM (loew)
Spiegel A Dunn
Caulfleld
Driver
DeFaye Slaters

A

VARIETY
Toomer

ORPHEUM

Lake

(Open Sun. Mat.)

W C Fields
Mrs Gene Hught-s Co
Ctaas Case
Hradshaw Bros
Squaring Accounts"
G rover A Richard*
The Rexos

EMPRESS

(sc)

(Open Sun. Mat.)

I»we ft Edwards
Cook

joe

Leap Year Girls

Von Hampton

ft

(Open Sun. Mat.)
"In 1999"
"Ballet Claeslque"
Melville ft Hlggins
Asa hi Troupe
Bowman Bros

(sc)

SAVOY

(p)

(Open Sun. Mat.)
•Lion's Bride"
Mabel Fisher Co
Cook ft Stevens
Fred Zobedie
Carter's Magic

Frnnelaco

gaa

ORPHEUM

McGlveney
C & F Usher

"Wonder Kettle"
La Maze 3

Spokane

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun. Mat.)
Amelia Bingham Co

B F Hawley Co

Annie Kent
Dlero

(sc)

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Wallace's Btrde
Arlon Quartette
Berry ft Berry

Dena Cooper Co
Girls

PANTAGES
(Open Bun. Mat.)
Woolfolk's Chiclets
Keene Trio
Tom Kelley
Rica

ft

Skating Bear

EMPRESS

Glen
Leonard ft Whltuey
Howell ft Scott

(orph)

PANTAGES

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Nowlln Troupe
Gertrude L Folsom
Ellis

Co
Twin City 4
Mabel Elaine
Kelcey Sisters
Sprlnirfleld. IHaaa.
POLI'S (ubo)

Billy
Jere Grady Co

McKay

Ballerlnl

SHENANDOAH
(craw)

Rose Bondeur Co
Dudak'a Bears
The Klnga

Normans

Juggling

MIKADO

ft

Kate Watson
Steiner Three

/

Sydney Shields Co
Reed Broa
Clara

Lenharr

demons

Cantwell

ft

(craw)

Kyrnenne

GRAND

(ubo)

"Dance Dream"
Kenny. Nobody

ft

Piatt

Mack

ft Orth
Devlne ft Williams
Lee Gousets

Onrl

EMPRESS

•WITHIN THE

Chlyo Co
Frank Rodgers
Newell ft Remington
Stepp-Allen-Klng
ft Edith Almon
BRENNAN (craw)
Tanean ft Claxton

Tom

Farmer
Delmar Co
ft

John
Chas Wildlsh Co
Scott ft Wileon
Verom Troupe

PANTAGES

Schepp's Circus
American Beauties

Johnston

Cameron ft O'Connere Esne ft Roth
Cal Stewart
Bobby Boyle

ARCO

(craw)

Hoffman
Payne

ft

ft

MONTGOMERY
(craw)

Wagner

ft

Lee

Halley
Mercer ft Johnson
JUNIATA (craw)
Kent ft Wilson
Myers ft Lewis
Melroy Duo
Princess Malde
Belle

"Break In Society"
Knickerbocker 4
Swlnehardt
"Confusion"
St.

Paal

"Drums Oude'!
May Tully Co

EMPRESS

ton

McCarren Co

Jae.

Scrantoa, Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)
Cheyenne Days
ft

V

WEDDING"—O.

Leon

ft

A If Holt
Walter Brown Co
Barney Gilmore
The Waltz Dream
Frisco

"Girl

Bay"

Eleanor Otis Co

DeLea

ft

Orma

Esmeralda
Millard Bros

EMPRESS

fsc)

Neuss ft Eldred
Link ft Robinson
Dorking
Klass ft Bernle
Robt Hildreth Co
The Bohemian Quartet

Wn«h1nvton
CHASE'S
Nina Morris Co
Halnh Lvnn Co
Mnrsarpt Ilnnry
Julius

Tnnnen
(3

to

(111)

O.

m

.

(1st

,

H.

(4th

"THE MAN HIGHER UP"—Olympic (3d
"A MODERN EVE"— Princess (24th week).
"WHOSE HELEN ARE YOU ?"—SUdebak-

"GET-RICH-QUICK WALLINGFORD"— McVlcker's (1st week).
"THE GARDEN OF ALLAH"—Auditorium
(5th week).
"THE GIRL AT THE GATE"— La Salle
(5th

week).

"KISMET"

Skinner)— Illinois

(Otis

week)

"FINE FEATHERS"— Con

(5th

(2d

week).

"MILESTONES"— Blackstone (2d week).
"THE GIRL. FROM MONTMARTE"—Chi-

cago O. H. (1st week).

LOOKING FOR LOCATION.
Toledo,

Martin Sabine

is

Sept.

25.

trying to lease the

American theatre from E. D.

Stair.

The

stock company at Keith's closes this
Saturday, through the house reverting
Mr.
to the vaudeville policy Monday.
Sabine wants to make it a permanent
organization in this city, and will place
the people at the American,

cures

if

he se-

it.

has disturbed both stock
troupes here. Fay Courtney, who supports Vaughan Glaser at the Lyceum,
Fay
has been ill with pneumonia.
Baintcr. of the Keith Co., who was
suddenly attacked with appendicitis,
Illness

will

be under the physician's care for

a few weeks yet.

Pittsfield,

McGrath.
Lavina Shannon,
sister,

will play

Effie

-

Shannon's

the character roles.

battle

the respective

Square and

is

Sept.

7.

going on between

managers of the Castle
James theatres, both

St.

stock houses.

Manager Gulesion,

of

James, has engaged
Nance
O'Neil as an attraction to
replace
Katherinc Grey, and John Craig, of
the Castle Square, has contracted with
Wilson Melrose, a noted stock player,
to share the? leads with him.
Both houses are bidding for the business.
Craig has the pole so far. He
has been established for a number of
years.
Manager Gulesian is bidding
St.

new Back Bay

for the trade with his

house.
Next week, at the
Castle
Square, Craig will appear in the title
in "Sherlock Holmes."
He has
engaged Egbert Munro as his assistant stage manager; and George Henry
Trader as a new comedian and stage

role,

TRYING PITTSFIELD ONCE MORE.
Pittsfield,

at the

Empire.

EMMA BUNTING

Mass., Sept. 25.

Another stock company is coming to
town. On Oct. 7 the Franklin-Baggot
Co. will install a permanent company
Phyllis Gilmore,

who

was with the Dedyne company here
this summer, will return as leading
woman of the new Empire organization.

Victor Brown, late leading man, College stock, Chicago, is under consideration for leads here.

ACTING IN ALASKA.

GOES.

Emma

Bunting, after a short stock
season at the Tremont theatre in the

Bronx, said good-bye to New York
Saturday night and departed for Atlanta where she will play the remainder
of the season at Jake Wells' house.
Miss Bunting made the best impression at the Tremont with her "Tess
of the Storm Country" performance.
Business, however, fell off after the
opening week.
The Tremont lessees are planning a
new entertainment for that theatre.

Seattle, Sept. 25.

The May Roberts

stock company his
inaugurated a season at Nome, Alaska,
playing one bill and one performance
a week.
The company formerly numbered ten
people, but to make the Nome stand
Miss Roberts took five players with
her, L. Victor Gilliard, Ira Robertson,
L. Carey, Bessie Barry, Donald Foster.
The company will leave Nome by
the last boat Oct. 20, for Seattle.

(3d week).

(sc)

Long

ft

(4th week).

(Margaret Anglln)—Garrick

V*iM»iT»r

ORPHEUM

^

'-Vhe BLUB BIRD"— Lyric (let week).
(4th
"A WINSOME WIDOW"—Colonial

Eckert ft Francis
Cabaret Trio

Ttetarta. B. O.

(Open Sun Mat)
Spa Broa
Kath Challoner Co
Belles ft Beaux
Van ft Carrie Avery
Geo E Garden

Hufford & Chain
Hiss Bowser Co

Co

Washing-

ft

PANTAGES

Wilson Bros
Lew Cooper
Flying Martins
Reded ft Currier
Great Libby

Lucy

Elsie Bowman ft
Rallerlnl's Dogs

Ling

Sun Mat)

Fulgora
MfDevitt Kelly

Armanis
Gardner ft Vincent
Fisher ft Green
Phil Bennett

Weston

ORPHEUM
(Open

Terre Hante
VARIETIES (wva)

Wilson

•EGYPT"

week
"A* POLISH

er

ft

Harry Williams

mm

week)

ft

Mabel

LAW"— Eltlnge
Chicago.

(s-c)

Levering

ft

Hylanfls

_.

\

Wood

MrRie

Schaller Bros
KINGS (craw)

_

"THE GOVERNOR'S LADY"— Republic (4th
"THE LITTLE MILLIONAIRE"— Gxandj
Opera House.
„
"THE MASTER OF THE HOUSE" —
30th Street (7th week).
"THE MERRY COUNTESS"—Casino (7th
"THE NE'ER DO WELL"— Lyric (5th
•THE PASSING PARADE"—Winter Garden
(11th week)
"THE PERPLEXED HUSBAND" (John
Drew)— Empire (5th week).
"THE SCRAPE OF A PEN"— Weber's (2d
wppk
"UNDER MANY FLAGS"— Hippodrome (5th

Taeosaa

The Dunnlngs
Sam Hood

Davis

week).

nTpolr j

Dolly

ft

Britt

Chaa Sanders

Van

asTaassaml

(5th

at

merry

director.

REPERTOIRE (Sothern and Marlowe) —
(1st week).
SPOONER STOCK— Metropolis 0>8th week).
"TANTALIZING TOMMY"— Criterion (1st
"THE ATTACK" (John Mason)— Garrick (3d
"THE CASE OF BECKY" (Frances Starr)
— Belasco (1st week).
"THE CHARITY GIRL"— Globe (2d week).
"THE COUNT OF LUXEMBOURG" —
New Amsterdam (3d week).
"THE GIRL FROM BRIGHTON"— Academy

Conlln Steele ft Carr
Martlnettl ft Sylves-

Ben Lynn
Mt-Mahon Diamond

(1st

Manhattan

Dance Au Violins

ft

week).

OH DELPHINE"— Knickerbocker
W66k)
"READY MONEY"— Elliott (7th week).

ft

Dolan

(3d

"OH.

Falls
Ellison

Falls

Savonaa

Elliot
Little

(sc)

ter

St. Lioula

COLUMBIA

"MILESTONES"— Liberty

"MIND THE PAINT GIRL" (Blllle Burke)
—Lyceum (4th week).
"MY BEST GIRL"— Park (4th week).
"OFFICER 666"— Gaiety (8th week).

Dody

Azard Bros
Flying iRussells

McGee

Wayne's Incubator

P Gordon

\

Frank Morrell

Nat Wills

Joe

De Mont 3

ft Frances
Atkinson
Flying Weavers

Muriel

H

ft

.

who

operated stock
Mass., has
leased the house on conditional terms
for a long period. The Dedyne Associate Players open in "Checkers" with
"The Squaw Man" underlined for following week.
Playing opposite Dedyne will
be
Enid May Jackson, late leading woman, College stock, Chicago. Others
will be Bernard McOwen.
William
Gerald, .Tommy Scherer,
Elizabeth
Rathburne, Frank Mathison, Frances

summer,

Chicago,

A

the

7.

Severin Dedyne,

all

.

Allen

ft

new

"legitimate wheel" Saturday night, a stock policy being in-

quits the

BOSTONS STOCK BATTLE.

25.

Gayety,
playing
attractions
booked in by the Weber pop circuit,

stalled Oct.

.

..Sept.

The

New York.
"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR"—Play hotiBe
(54th week).
„
in
„ Cohan)
—
M.
"BROADWAY JONES" (Geo.
Cohan's (2d week).
M „«.. «,
"BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS"—West
"FANNYS FIRST PLAY"—Comedy (3d
"HANKY PANKY"— Broadway (9th week).
"HENRY V" (Lewis Waller)—Daly's (1st
"JUNE MADNESS"—Fulton (2d week).
"LITTLE MISS BROWN"—48th Street (6th
nrnplr
"MAN AND SUPERMAN"—Hudson (l«t

Raynore Co

Silvers
I^ewis

Hoboken, N. J

SHOWS NEXT WEEK.

ORPHEUM

Robt

1-15)

Chas Aldrlch
Fragson

(Open Sun. Mat.)

Lester
Morris

FROM PITTSFIELD TO HOBOKEN.

Misses"
Players

Nellie Nichols

(Open Sun. Mat.)

Owen

EMPRESS

Pari*

ft Walmsley
Howard Langford
Zara Carmen 3
Slnnx City

Wm

fill)

"Eternrl Walts"
with Mile Marmac
P Ardot
Willy Pantzer
Annie Doherty
Malia ft Bart
Maurice Cronln
Bert French and
Alice Els

ALHAMBRA
(Oct

to

(October)

Dawson
Bklyn Comedy 4

PANTAGES
O'Neal

(2

FOLIES BERGEiRE

Eli

Hart
Arthur Whltelaw
Dancing Maddens
Italian Troubadors
Delicatessen Shop

Houseboat Party

3

(sc)

Staleys

3

(sc)

Cockatoos

Freeman

(Open Sun. Mat.)
Grant ft Maud
Manley ft Walsh
Helen Primrose
Leo Tung Foo
Onaip

EMPRESS

Carry's Dogs

ft

Jack Allman

Lickson's Doge

"No 44"

EMPRESS
Bessie's
Collins

La Superbe
Jules St Ledger

Whitman

Aitkin

STOCK

Erconls

Manikins

Sidney Ayres Co
The Astairea

Berg Bros

"Minstrel

Sam IMeav

Schlichtl's

3 Collegians

Jos-

seljrn

EMPRESS

"California"
J J Morton
Nonette

Seattle

ORPHBUM

Dunedln Troupe
Wilhuhn Trio
Stein— Err etto
Donegan Sisters

ORPHEUM

Adams' Dogs

Hewins

ft

Salt

Wlnalpea

Merlin

2d half.
Sh(*pperly Slaters
Miller A Russell
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CORSE CHANGES HIS MIND.

down

there but after looking. twi:e
before he leaped called all bets off. He
has his vision focused on another New

York house and expects to have one
leased for the remainder of the season
by next week.
Payton closed, his .summer season at
the West End this week and banked
money on the venture.

SAN FRANCISCO COMPANY.
San Francisco, Sept. 25.
Charles Goldberg has anounced that
he will install a permanent stock company at the National, Oct. 6. Popular
will

The opening

bill

be 'The Conquerors."

The company

includes Harry Cotrell,

director; Madeline Fildes, leads; Ethel

Mattelle,

Davis,

Irene

Norman

Outtriin,

Dorothy

Fusier, Hallock Tan'.cs.

Frank Bonner, Charles Baxter.

Oct.

7.

Eda Von Luke, who has been playing leads for Corse Payton's West End
stock, also goes to Portland for four
weeks Oct. 1, after closing at the West

End.

Miss Von Luke
David Belasco.

is

under con-

tract to

Corse Payton has changed his mind
about tackling stock at the Garden theatre (Madison Square).
Corse had
everything set for a stock invasion

pieces will prevail.

GOING TO PORTLAND.
Richard Thornton, formerly in stock
at Boston, has been specially engaged
for four weeks to play leads with
Keith's stock, Portland, Me. He opens

MURDER AND

SUICIDE.

Vincennes, Ind., Sept. 25.
T. Harry Davies, a Chicago wrestler,
aged 36 years, shot and killed Lucilc
May, a 17-year-old actress, at Paris,
Mo., Saturday, and then
committed
suicide by hanging himself with a bath
towel in his cell. Davies was madly infatuated with the girl, a member of
the Knickerbocker stock company.

TEMPLE STOCK AT CAMDEN.
Camden, N. J., Sept. 25.
Eugene Temple formerly identified
with burlesque, installed a permanent
stock here Monday, to capacity business in "The Third Degree."
Jane Lowe is leading woman. The
day after the opening a local paper
devoted a column to the performance,
heading the story with the name Jane
Cowl and what great success she had
with the local theatregoers.
It wasn't
Hall's fault, however. "The Deep Purple" will be produce*! next week.

VARIETY

18

NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Initial Preaentatloa, First

Appaaraacm

or Beappearaace la or Aroaaa'

New York

Rum

Wythal ft CoTVifth Ave.
Byron and Langdon (New Act),

Fifth

Ave.

McCay

Jock

(Reappearance),

Fifth

Ave
Gene Smith,

Fifth Ave.

Tom Nawn

and

(New

Co.

Act).

Hammerstein's.

Frank

lfilli

Players, Hammerstein's.

Flying Rogers, Hammerstein's.

Vera Michelena, Colonial.
Great Tornados, Colonial.

Louise Dresser and Co.
Musical Melange.
24 Mins. FuU Stage.
Colonial.
It is peculiar

(3).

how we

instinctively

divorce our minds from these
For a number of years
impressions.
we have been regaled with songs by
Louise Dresser, clad in evening gowns
and rendered without the assistance of
anybody but an accompanist. With a
ficult to

numbers Miss Dresser now comes to us "assisted" by
William Cripps, Henry Marshall and
George Spink. Unlike the average
repertoire of

star of a theatrical

Dresser

is

the

first

presentment Miss

to put in an appear-

two songs, the first quite
characterless and the second a feeble

ance, singing

attempt at a story song with a comedy
Mr.
Cripps
She exits and
point.
1

marches on

absolutely and"
satisfied with himself

in

unequivocally

kilts,

and the world in general. While marching he sings "Moonlight Molly, O,"
(as done in Dick Whittington, in
which Miss Dresser appeared for a
brief spell a few years ago), continuing the .vocalizing and parade until Miss Dresser has changed to kilts,
which consumes not less than three
choruses.
She joins the parade for a
Then Mr.
brief spell until the exit.
Marshall,

who

has been acting as or-

chestral director, turns in the pit and

renders poorly a very good ballad. By
this time Miss Dresser has changed to
a white evening gown and on reappearing in it was given a hearty round of
To the organ acgenuine applause.
companiment of Mr. Spink, she sings
a sentimental child song with a sort
Mr. Cripps has
of hymnal melody.
now donned evening dress, and assists
Miss Dresser in another song, "Mirandy and Me," during which they once
more march about the stage in pretty

much

the

same fashion as

before.

W

What?

Will some lady*
or gentleman in the audience kindly
Thank you. That's the very
word. Punk. They use a lot of it in
"The Night Follies of San Francisco."
But they do not burn it. No, gentle
reader, they do not burn it.
It's the
middle name of the "production." In
this country we do not permit Chinamen to vote. But those who pick our
entertainments for us permit four of
them to walk down centre under the
spot light and sing in all seriousness
get this that old
newsboy quartet
stand-by "Roll dem Bones." Also they
permit about a dozen Chinamen, who
again are not allowed citizenship, to
cavort on terms of lighthearted friendliness with twelve pretty, plump white
chorus girls, during a dance. Vaudetheir Joss?

.

—

associate certain actors and actresses
with one style of work and find it dif-

new

"Night FoiHea of Baa Frandtco."
"Touring Chinatown" (8pectade).
Mine.; One (3); Full 8tage (23).
Bronx.
What do they call that smelly stuff
the Chinese burn in little sticks before

For

the finale they have reserved the catch-

melody of the act a "Bumble Bee"
number, sung by Miss Dresser and Mr.
Cripps, with the director hopping upon

ville traditions confine Chinamen to
parts of what might be called monkey
comedy. These Orientals are serious,
desperately serious. They hold their

heads close together and tear off close

harmony

like a quartet of dress-suited

concert singers, and through the twenty-six minutes of the turn the Chinamen do not seek a laugh. There is
some "comedy," but it is supplied by
a goshawful German dialect comedian.

"Touring Chinatown"

is the name of
party of white citizens appears before a street drop in

A

the spectacle.

"One" and engages

a guide. The scene
then opens in the Chinese section of
San Francisco. There are twelve cuddlesome ponies, "white ones" here who
dance behind the Chinese quartet, ev-

erybody

in

Scotch

kilties.

A

profes-

sional reader of plays

once told of receiving a romantic drama in which the
scene was laid in a wholesale grocery
house, but Chinamen in Scotch highland costume goes even beyond that in

madness of the unexpected. The
handling of the chorus people is extremely crude. From their maneuvres
one might suppose they were copying
Cliff Berzac's ponies.
A native Chinese
the

boy and a cute

girl, also a native, do a
rather interesting "Turkey Trot." This
was the one worth while incident in a
half hour of theatrical disorderly conduct.
Percy G. Williams built the

Bronx and then attracted a

profitable

Mr. Williams made occasionerrors of judgment, but he was never
guilty of so gross a violation of good
clientele.

al

as "The Night Follies of San
Francisco."
Placed second after the
intermission, the act died without even
Ru*h.
a rattle.
taste

iest

the stage and seating himself at the
piano, Mr. Spink joining in with the

or pan. For this new act Miss Dresser
has not been fortunate in the selection
of songs with stories. When she finds
them it will not be necessary to burden herself with excess baggage in the
form of a company and costume
changes.
One sweet, womanly, evening gown and a modest little pianist
Even the accompanist
will suffice.
might be dispensed with; but the evenJolo.
ing gown never.

—

Willis Family (4).

Musical
15 Mins.; Full 8tage.

Colonial.

Two

of each sex, neatly clad and offering a "classical" musical act. They
open with overture from "Zampa";

The*.

Ryan-Rlchfield Co.

J.

"The Rejuvenation

of

(5.)

Mike Haggcrty"

27 Mins.; Full 8tage (Parlor).
Fifth Avenue.

'The Rejuvenation
gerty"

is

of

Mike

Hag-

the
vaudeville

about the best of

"Haggerty"

series
of
sketches Ryan and Richfield have had.
The present one is a vaudeville gem.
Edgar Allen Woolf wrote the piece.
He aimed to fit Mr. Ryan, and he did,
as a union suit fits a chorus girl. Mr.
Ryan doesn't have to jump out of a
window and turn to the right in this
act; he doesn't have to do a hard shoe
dance to help the piece along; he has
only to play legitimately his Irish
character, and no one can do that betThe dialog
ter than he always does.
and business of the sketch, with its
foundation, are what make will make
"The Rejuvenation of Mike Haggerty"
one of the best liked comedy numbers
on the variety stage. In assisting the
author, Mr. Ryan has gathered an exceptional, well playing company, including Kate Uart and Cordelia MacDonald.
Phineas Fanning is another support, while Jane Gorman is programed
for a very meagre but important comrole.
This Haggerty piece starts
with Mike's daughter, Mag. (who
married "Mr. Ma-shay-on), a widow,
her husband having died six months
before.
Maggie (Miss MacDonald)
makes a confession to her father, that
at the funeral services of her late departed, she fell in love with another
man, he was so lovely. Haggerty literally hits the ceiling at the information, but is partially pacified when informed by his daughter that Mrs. Atkins Lawrence (Miss Gorman) another widow, who is worth eight million dollars, will marry him.
Maggie
reads the widow's letter to him. in
which she says if Mike were handsome
and twenty years younger, she wouldn't

edy
off

object.

Maggie

also tells her father

she has arranged for that.
expert, Mrs. Gabreille

Uart)

A

beauty

De Luny (Miss

will attend to the rejuvenation.

De Luny

appears, Mike .likes her
from the getaway. After catching a
glimpse of her bare back, Mike tells
the chauffeur (Mr. Fanning) and his

Mile.

daughter to leave the room, informing
the beauty expert she can go as far as
she likes.
The beauty doctor firs!

yanks out Mike's only remaining tooth.
gives him a false set of molars, and
then a vapor bath, in which Haggerty's
hair is turned from grey to red and
then to green. He finally develops
into a rah, rah boy, with a wig, a cane
and a college cap. It is the best comedy make up Mr. Ryan has ever employed away from that of his customary character, and yet this is legitimate.
as much so as the rest. Upon the eightmillion dollar widow appearing, and
Mike learning she is deaf and dumb,
besides a holy sight he becomes en-

lyceum pr concert platform.

for

the

flute,

violin,

piano,

Jolo.

it's

a pure

comedy

piece.

VH

"Henry

(LewiT Waller)— Daly's

(Sept. 30).

all

mandolins, guitar, drum, kettledrums,
banjos, xylophones. Hardly an act for
modern vaudeville. Savors more of the

They employ

rraaaatatlaa af Latflttamata
Attraottaas ta Naw York
Theatre*.

laftttal

(Comedy).

gaged to Mile. De Luny, telling his
daughter she can marry whomsoever
pleases her. The scene between Mike
and the deaf and dumb widow is very
brief, but funny.
Placed too early on
the Fifth Avenue program this week
through two sketches on the same bill,
the Ryan-Richfield act got the house
easily, and kept it laughing heartily,

"pop" melody (not medley), "Light
Cavalry" and "Come Back to Erin/'

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK

Sime.

Delphine"— Knickerbocker

Oh,

"Oh,

(Sept. 30).

"Tantalising

Tommy"—Criterion

(Oct.

1).

"The Case of Becky" (Frances Starr)
—(Oct. 1).
"The Charity Oirl" (Globe)— (Sept.
28).

Carrie Reynolds.

Songs.
10 Mins.; One.
Fifth Avenue.

There's something nice about CarReynolds. That's why you like her

rie

when

she's

on the

stage.

Miss Rey-

nolds was on the stage for only ton
minutes Monday evening. During that
time, she sang four numbers. Her last
two were the best.
"Melinda," the
third, was the liveliest of all, but "Take

Me

in

Your Arms" held the

prettiest

melody.
Miss Reynolds opened with
"In the Springtime," singing another
operatic piece to follow.
With an
agreeable voice, one of those sopranos
that isn't breaking its larynx for applause through the freaky high notes

mean nothing, Miss Reynolds puts
her numbers over for the best effect
that may be gotten for them. She is a
pretty blonde and dresses well. Coming from musical comedy, Miss Reynolds has class, and while her present
repertoire of numbers will never headline her in New York, she is one of
those solid "singles" who, entering'
vaudeville with "clean hands," is a real
that

Bifne.

acquisition.

Two

Belmonts.

Aerial Acrobatics.
7 Mins.; Full Stage.
Fifth Avenue.

The Two Belmonts are a man and
woman, who perform on rings; also on
a sort of stilt arrangement. They work
amidst bright appearing apparatus, and
are nicely dressed, besides doing tricks

where the woman

discloses

startling holding strength

muscles.

The

turn

rather

and strong,

was much appre-

opening the performance at the
Fifth Avenue, and will take excellent
care of that position on any program
ciated,

Sime.

"Lads O'Melodie."
Pianos and Songs.
12 Mins.; Three.
Hammerstein's.
"Lads of Melodie" caught the going
Monday night at 11:15, with still an-

other act to follow.

was

alized

it

their

routine,

The

quartet re-

and hurried through
not doing
themselves

late,

but using good judgment. The boys make a very good appearance, following the college b
idea in dressing.
Three pianos are
used. One of the quartet does most of

justice, perhaps,

•

•

the singing.

He

is

a likeable

fellow,

with a pleasing voice and a good idea
of putting a song over. The ct as it
is can stand up on the big time nicely.
Dash.

VARIETY
Theodore Roberts and Co. (4).
"The Sheriff of Shasta" (Melodramatic.)

Hammerstein's.

The Loretta Twins

Sheriff of Shasta" isn't an op-

"The
it's

a vaudeville melodrama, only

The

not for vaudeville.

it's

piece runs

about forty minutes, and seems every

For the number

second of the time.

of actors, the great quantity of elec-

used by the spots, and the stage

tricity

much

there isn't

setting,

An

of a story.

acrobat with a circus traveling the

west has the sheriff after him for mur-

The acrobat

der.
loft

HorisontaT and Trampolin,

Avenue.

Fifth

era;

La France and McNabb.
"Barred From Society" (Comedy).
13 Mine.; One (Special Drop).
Columbia (Sept 22).
La France and McNabb, in black-

Loretta Twins.

12 Mine.; Full Stage.

39 Mine.; Full Stage (Special Set).

hidden

is

in

a hay

by the pretty wife of a homely

mountaineer.

The

with her unhappy

wife

lot.

is

dissatisfied

After seeing her

husband, no one wondered why. He
was made up like the principal character in "The Servant and the Man."

When

appeared in the
loft, with his performing tights on, the wife fell hard
for him. She walked up the stairs and
the acrobat

doorway of the hay

brown light.
was the light cue

they talked together, in a

Then they

kissed.

It

man

abruptly
turned the brown to blue, for the moon
for the spot

evidently,

had to come up

in a hurry.

Some

light

The

wife ran away with the
acrobat after her husband had shot at
the sheriff, at the same time the circus
The sheriff, one of those
fellow did.
western sort, picked up an awful souse
on two drinks of whiskey, but they
couldn't kill him, even at twenty paces
or less, so he lived to be in the finale,
which occurred after the wife returned.
Covering her face with her hands so
she wouldn't see those whiskers, the
runaway told her husband this idea of
wanting manly beauty instead of three
effects.

squares

was

Roberts

is

all

Theodore

the sheriff of Shasta.

excellent playing

possible

wrong.
is

in this

im-

—but—had
Proctor house — there

vaudeville

not opened in a

wasted

His

piece

it

isn't much doubt but that the Keith,
people would book it, for the sketch
runs forty minutes, is a headliner tha*
only asks $750, and can take up the
space on the stage usually held by a
feature at $1,500, another act say at

and enough of the third to fill in
$200 more on the program. This would
give $2,000 worth of vaudeville time for

$300,

Not only

ordinary.
in

are out

the

of

work, but

in their

the fact that there are "three" twins.

The

which

billing,

Loretta Twins,

however,

Billing,

The

girls

be

changed.

merely a

is

have come

something novel

Three

really

is

should

detail.

forward with

the acrobatic line

in

might receive consideration im-

that

mediately.

This

not the

is

time

first

New

the act has played in

York.

It

has been around some of the smaller
houses, and were these houses properly looked over each

week,

horizontal

triple

of

the

bars

The

employed

are

trampolin underneath.

the girls, of aoout the

act

this

could not have been passed up.

with

Two

same

and appearance, dressed neatly

in

size

very

short skirts of the stage bathing suit

go through as difficult a rouas any of the male bar performers

style,

tine

have shown, doing their work in an

manner

easy, graceful

The

tractive.

ersault

that

is

most

at

giant swings and som-

cut-offs

are

executed,

easily

and a 'double somersault cut-off by
one of the girls at the finish, after
a series of giant swings, brought hearty response.
The third "twin" wears
comedy makeup and gets as much
comedy from the bars and trampolin
as the men who attempt it, which is
neither here nor there. She is a good
performer on the bars, and it is a
question if she would not help the
whole by working straight. The act
needs no comedy. It is a novelty ac-

number strong enough to close
the biggest of the big time bills without any trouble. The idea of women dorobatic

ing this style of work is a novelty in
itself.
The Lorettas are worth more
to any vaudeville program than any
male act that could be secured doing
the same style of work.
The proof

was demonstrated

at

Monday when

girls

11:28,

the

19

Hammerstein's
appeared at

and didn't lose a single member
Daelu

of the assemblage.

with a big laugh in
their sketch in "one" called "Barred
From Society." The drop is a jail
corridor.
Behind the bars of a window is the comedian, a tall, lanky
After
fellow, who does rather well.
the opening, the sketch lets down
greatly, although no act could follow
the opening laugh. The skit is fairly
funny up to where the comedian escapes from jail. The straight man restart

face,

the threats
against him while confined, the comedian brings on two sets of boxing
gloves, the couple proceeding to take
the boxing matter used by Miller and
Lyle, real colored folk.
No dancing

done, but the best bits of this part
of the Miller and Lyle act are used.
This couple in blackface and in siaes
resenible the Miller-Lyle combination.
The "lift," if not with permission
(hardly likely) is pretty raw too much
so, in fact, for managers to play the
act if they want to give absent turns
the protection
they are rightfully
entitled to. (Miller and Lyle are now
in the west.)
La France and McNabb
could get through without the "choosing."
Another act on the Columbia
program Sunday afternoon was very
free with its "chosen" matter. The act
was William* and Spencer, a "settee
is

—

The boy

turn."

Otto's

once

line,

in

"Give

a while."

in

it

had Merrill and

me a little attention
He used this a couple

He

also had some of the
Rube Dickinson's monolog,
besides a joke that is James
Thornton's property.
With all the
borrowed matter, the act should have
of times.

best bits of

been a bigger hit than it was. An
Spencer and Williams' should
be told to drop its borrowed matter, if
asking for time on any circuit. While
small time managers and agents may
not be aware of turns that have chosen, those who see the acts and recognize the jtolen matter might inform
all
the principal booking agencies.
Something should be done. Williams
and Spencer can never make better
than the small time as they are at
present, but still they are using maact like

time
booking men figure nowadays. Standard variety player with a good sketch
will be held off for weeks to accept
$100 less than is asked, but a poor
the
piece that can save money for
management is the thing in these days
The enof "Advanced Vaudeville."

Singing.

high price big time acts. It
doesn't help them, for had they the
ability they doubtlessly would be able
Sime.
to purchase their own stuff.

12 Mins.; One.
Bronx.
Fred Watson and Rena Santos have

Grant and Hoag.
Songs and Talk.

the simplest sort of a

20 Mine.;

gagement at the Fifth Avenue this
**"»»«•
week is to "show."

looking brunette, a most satisfactory
picture in a white satin frock, while
Mr. Watson has an impressive appearance in evening clothes. He does nicely with a coon song in a pleasing bass
voice.
Miss Santos is there with a
clear, bell-like high note.
One song
she hums with flute-like purity and
the applause comes like an avalanche.
They do a simple bit of dancing, but
Miss Santos is no dancer. "Refined"

$750.

That's

the

way

the

big

"Don Fulano,"
Trained Horse.
15 Mini.; Full Stage.

Fifth Avenue.

As a trained horse "Don Fulanu"
there.

The animal does

all

is

the tricks

have been done by others, and
few besides.
It is a good looking
black horse, and the turn is well
Anyone wanting
enough presented.
an "educated horse" act won't fall
that

a

down with "Don Fulano." It could be
made a special attraction for the benefit

of matinees.

Sime.

Fred Watson and Rena Santos.

singing turn,
supported entirely by the excellence of
the singing and the appearance of the
singers.

describes

Miss

the

Santos

is

a

splendid

The Bronx audiBecause Mr. Watson and
act.

ence liked it.
Miss Santos are really refined
and
classy should be no bar to their booking on the big time but you can't tell
Rtthh
nowadays.

—

terial of

One
new

the present "3 Rascals."

The

turn

<s

considerably changed about, and bettered,

from the

New York

act

which appeared

during the summer.

Wolf has been placed
benefits

in

and songs used are also

working for the
ing

act's

has played about.

He

different, each

The open-

good.

Two

enter, starting to sing

Lee."

since.

The opening

the best of any three-act that

is

lyrics,

it

immeasurably.

it

in

Mr.

of the boys

"The Robert E.

One makes a miscue with the
when the other starts a wordy

argument, breaking

melody

off the

During

this purpose.

it

for

he says that

as one of the trio failed to turn up,
they will have to get along with a twoact, and more particularly blames his
partner for falling down under the circumstances. While arguing, a man in

auto costume brushes past an usher
in the centre aisle, saying he has a
right to go upon the stage. He is the
third member, delayed on a ride to
Yonkers.
Without paying any more
attention to the over-worked Mr. Lee,
the

trio

go

right

into

"Keep Away

From

the Fellow With an Automobile,"
illustrating the main idea of the lyrics
at the finish of the number.
Wolf
does a dance of the eccentric kind that

His hair plays
A "Yiddish"
is used as a
solo by one of the trio, the three boys
getting together once more for "Ragtime Melodies," a very nice number
with an arrangement that brings in
snatches of all the popular "rags.
This song is well worked. For an encore "The Ghost of the Violin" is used
and put over, although "Ragtime Melodies" would have better fitted in for
the finale.
The boys dress in short
black coats and white duck trousers.
It is entirely different from the Turner "3 Rascals," and will rank with
any of the three-acts that have shown
is

very strong

in itself.

a prominent role in it.
song, fairly well done,

in the Metropolis.

The announcement

by the singer using "I'm Going Back
to My Old Girl," in which he lets it
be known the song was authored by
him, could be dispensed with.
The
three-act scored the hit of the

bill

at

Columbia Sunday afternoon. With
their present routine and personnel the
young men can put it over anywhere.
the

Sime.
Mile. Jobert.

22).

shown by Grant and
Hoag at the Columbia Sunday there
is plenty of material that, when ground

down

22).

O'Donnell, Kaufman and Wolf are

(Special Drop).

Columbia (Sept.
In the

3 Rascals.

13 Mine.; One.
Columbia (Sept.

off

To make good

turns.

The

"Piano-act"

act

Songs,

One.
Winter Garden (Sept.
6 Mins.;

22).

best layers, will give the
couple an acceptable act in "one." The
best bit in it is the "hick" imitation

Jobert is French, but giving
her impression of a German girl singing a "rag" song was the best bit she

by Mr. Grant. A song, "The Count
do although Grant could
let it drop altogether to save time.

did at the

to

its

of Nine" will

A

travestied

Montgomery

Hoag

fed

ing two

come

imitation

Grant

new

in the

of

Marshall

and Miss
besides show-

fitted in nicely

well

The clipping will
dialog mostly consisting

dresses.

of "gags" in cross-fire talk.

That may

With six
be trimmed down easily.
minutes out Grant and Hoag will find
themselves in proper condition.
Sime.

Mile.

Winter Garden Sunday eve-

ning, for her

New York

debut.

Mile.

Jobert is a pretty woman, and displayed a nice soprano voice as well as
animation in the impersonation. The
first
number was severely straight.
Badly placed on the program, the
French girl got over and could fill a
musical comedy role very well. It was
probably to obtain a line upon her for
that purpose the Shuberts' pave Ml!"
Jobert the Sunday ni^ht «la
t

>'//;'"

VARIETY

20
Virginia Grant.

Songs.

One.

12 Mins.;

Virginia Grant in selecting a repe-

songs has been a

toire of

little

them

for instead of giving

singles

(who have dug

applause)

the

she

four songs, which

has
if

what

women

for the popu-

everything but

lar stuff, regardless of

put

named

together
to wise

vaudeville man, without seeing the act,

would immediately be called all wrong.
Virginia is fooling them however for
she is putting it over and making 'em
like

The numbers

it.

are

not new.

or two are from productions and
probably new enough for the pop audiences but whether for the bigger
houses will remain a question. Three
costume changes, two very pretty
gowns and an opera coat and muff

One

place the singer in the classy
corking singing voice admirably handled with clear enunciation
(so seldom found in vaudeville or
affair,

A

section.

musical comedy) and plenty of personality make Virginia Grant a desirable
fit

tingle

musical

for

any time.

comedy

nicely,

The

daring,

just

they want, like most of the

She

will

probably

better than vaudeville, but Miss Grant
is worth while trying on the big bills
as a classy single. The attractiveness

Goodwin and Elliott
"The Publisher" ("Piano Act").

Dooley and Parker.
Songs and Talk.
14 Mins.; One.
Columbia (Sept. 22).
ley

is

will

keep

it

going.
until

appearing toward the finale in a Laddie Cliff costume, which lets him down,
though he uses none of the Laddie
Cliff material.
Previously, the comedian had gotten laughs with his pantomimic work at the opening, also in his
travesty impersonation of Harry Lauder.
The latter created a very favorable
impression for him.
"When

Mr. Cupid Comes to Town" was sung
by the straight man, also a ballad
later on, perhaps too late. In the talk
was the "gag" about King Edward having died, with the comedian saying he
didn't know he had been on the bill.
It's
almost time for another King

somewhere

to die, so these

young men

might take that Johnny Stanley nifty,
tnd change the subject matter, bringing it up to date.
A n<*w way of
taking bows has been found by Dooley and Park.*r
They do not appear
together in response to the applause,
but one at a tine.
Ihc alternatiou
leaves one always before the curt an.
The straight works nicely with ins
partner. The htter looks like a comer,
and makes the act a number that
could take care of itself en the smal
big time.
With but little improvement, it could get over on the big
t*me
That improvement will have to
be brought out thr.ugn the eccentriciSime.
ties of the comedian.
1

is in

the voice as well as personality.
Dos*}

Maurice Burkhardt.
Songs.
11 Mins.; One.
Hammerstein's.
Maurice Burkhardt, on "No. 3," at
Hammerstein's, didn't have a look in
Monday night. The position is next
The Corner, and
to impossible at
probably made
efforts
Burkhardt's
him seem a much weaker number than

He sang four songs. The
Two are more
not right.
or less burlesque operatic things, of
which one is plenty. The grand opera
airs incorporated in popular melodies
are
Audiences
are nearly through.
growing wise to the fact that singers
who believe they should be in grand
opera are merely using them to pracThe auto number makes a
tice on.
very good song for a single woman;
for a man, it is not there. Burkhardt,
however, should be given all the best
of the look over this week, for the
spot is a handicap which few could
Dasfk.
withstand.
he really
routine

is.

is

Rosaire and Prevost
Acrobatic.
6 Mins.; Pull Stage (Special Drop).

Comedy

Columbia (Sept

The members

jockey suits.
A routine such as
two former teams were known for,
especially Rice and Prevost, is gone
through with. For an act of its kind
this does very well, though just now
it is too short.
About three minutes
should be added. The change in dressin

the

Sime.

a help.

is

12 Mins.;

Two

Ruth Becker.

ing act, in

Songs.
10 Mins.; One.
Hurtig & Seamon's (Sept 22).
A little woman singing three songs
of the "coon" variety, without change
of costume, "boosting" or other outShe depends solely
side assistance.
upon her ability to put over the numbers, all of which have been sung beYet she renfore innumerable times.

the feeding

them a bit differently. Her style
runs the gamut from the rhapsodical to
the pleading, plaintive and naive, winding up with low-comedy "muggintj."
Miss Becker is a good, big small timer.
This means that with booming and
augmentation f>he would class with
Jolo.
many now on the two-a-day.

Elliott

have

Columbia (Sept
It

chosen well known names and did
choosing their material.

quires a piano.

What

to this turn, a "piano-

for their best trick.

there

is

title, belongs to
Will H. Fox. The hits Goodwin made
playing the piano were through a Paderewski make-up and playing the instrument with his nose. Both belong to
/Mr. Fox, who did them so many years
ago and kept it up for a long while
beafter that perhaps Mr. Goodwin
lieves the patent rights for vaudeville
have run out. Besides this Mr. Goodwin gave an imitation of the bamboo
chimes and played the piano with his
back to it. The sketch has been written to "introduce" the piano playing.
The young woman in the turn who
does little else of any account besides
something about
being there, says
mother and two hands, when tfie piano
player replies if he lost one of his*,
hands he could still play, through using his nose and the other hand. He
A bit of business written
does, too.

act" under a sketch

in the act is for the young woman to
place her hand on the young man's
knee while seated upon a bench. She
does this often, although it shouldn't

have been done at all. A song called
"Three Weeks" is in the act. The special drop is of the exterior of a music
publisher's office. Mr. Elliott may make

good as a piano player

in vaudeville,

but he will need to place some class
and originality in the turn before fitting it properly for the big houses. On
the smaller time, and also the small big
time the act can get over, if the managers care to accept Mr. Fox's accomSime.
plishments at second hand.

June

Mills.

Songs.
10 Mins.; One.
116th Street
A husky, "happy" looking woman,
with voice, figure and methods that
suggest Sophie Tucker. She is, however, much lighter on her feet. Sings
two coon songs, then "Fid, Fid, Fiddle,
de, dee," finishing with "Oceana Roll,"
first in English and then in German.

Her breeziness and good humor
make her score strongly on any
small time circuit.

will

Jolo.

Through

the act.

suit,

which has no bearing oif the act
returns

itself,

with

Finish
readily

work

"fat"

a

comedy answers.

song.
Could just as
"one."
Regulation

in

small time turn.

Jolo.\

Fossatti.

Accordeon.
10 Mins.; One.
Fossatti
wears the
conventional
Italian street garb and plays an accordeon that resembles a toy piano.
After grinding out two classical numbers he hits a "rag" medley which puts

him
stick

busy

in

to
in

big

favor.
Fossatti should
rag pieces, and he will be
Mark.
the "pop" houses.

girls

don't

commence

the small town as well as the small
time circuits. The man spends three
or four minutes in knockabout pantomimic comedy with motheaten accessories such as the self-moving bottle
and the trick table that blows flour
in
his face.
The musical portion
miight make acceptable small entertainment. The girls play on the bottles
in a cafe scene and the tables are disclosed as xylophones. They are way

The opening costume

suggests that worn by Irene Franklin
in her burlesque soubrette character
song. At the City the turn did only
fairly.

to get real value out

of their act, which is mostly strong

work, with head balancing.

runs

It

along without special comment being
attracted, until the understander does

a head balance on

the

floor

of

the

mounter balancing

stage, with the top

himself upon the understander's heels,

afterward being

down without

let

ing the position.

The

trick.

It

is

los-

an excellent

however

finish

is

the big-

The top mount-

gest thing in the turn.

on a head to head balance, without
support, plays a guitar while the understander seats himself at the piano,
playing the same air on the ivories.
er,

Sunday afternoon, the top mounter lost
his balance three times.
At the final
miss both the boys looked a bit
grouchy, although there was comedy
unconsciously brought out each time
the trick failed. They had also played
enough bars to let the audience know
it
was a good trick, even if they
couldn't do all of it.
The dressing
scheme, black and white tights, doesn't
hold up.
The boy in black is at a
disadvantage in it. The closing pianoguitar bit

is

worth while.

By work-

ing the usual routine a little more
quickly and stalling the two features
out to make them more important, also
keeping the piano off the stage until
needed, the Carpos Bros, might be
started off with the opening spot on
the big shows around town.
While
they are rearranging the turn the comedy that is there on the final trick
should be fully made use of, though
the trick is never successfully put
over. And a "rag" air might be used
Sime.
on the instruments.

Dennett Trio.
Singing and Dancing.
13 Mins.; One.
116th Street.

Two

boys and a girl, regulation
and dancing act with soft

ing

shoes.

singand;

Make

opening position.

in

and a man who are
specialty might make

concerned in this
a very acceptable turn of it, but as they
handle the routine now, it savors of

off in dressing.

showman-

a lack of

evident throughout, the Carpos

a lot of noise
and do some good eccentric stepping.
Will fit in any big or small time show

15 Mins.; Full Stage.

The two

Bros, do,

It is the finish of

ship,

big

Musical

man and woman talkwhich the woman does all
and man in ill-fitting dress

The Carpos

just as well in

Lillian Lea's Trio.

(Special Drop).

22).

often an acrobatic turn re-

isn't

wooden

and Taylor.
Sidewalk Conversati o nalists.
Clifford

Conventional

ders

11 Mins.; Full Stage.

22).

of the present Rosaire

and Prevost acrobatic turn were formerly of Rice and Prevost and Rosaire and Doretto.
A back drop is
of a race course.
Rosaire, the comedian, and Prevost, the tumbler, appear

ing

Acrobatic.

(Special Drop).

Sam Goodwin and Adah
Doo-

class in every way,

first

One

Fifth Avenue.

eccentric comedian in the

and Parker act

He

12 Mins.

Carpos Bros.

Rush.

Jolo.

Rober and Tunison.

Comedy

Operatic Singers.

14 Mins.; One.

23d St

A

classy

and comedy

man and woman singing
act, with new cross-fire

well trained singing voices and

talk,

good stage presence.

After opening
does a ballad in recitative fashion, and a comedy song similarly rendered.
Finish with travesty
duet on "Toreador."
The audience
seemed to feel instinctively they were
superior to the average performers
playing small time and showed their
appreciation by hearty applause. Witli
duet,

the
ville

woman

injection

of

a

atmosphere,"

for the big time.

more "vaudeshould be good

bit
it

Jolo.
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Amelia Summerville and Co. (4).
"Her Excellency, the Governor" (Com-

17 Mini.; Full Btagc.

Conetto, Lambert and Qonne.
8inging and Talk.
17 Mins,; One (14); Two (3) (Special

Grand Opera House (Sept. 22).
The topical interest in woman's sufTo be
frage is worked for comedy.

Drop).
Hurtig ft Seamon's (Sept. 22).
All three have been with one

19 Mine.; Full Stage.

Felix Haney and Co.
Comedy 8ketch.

(2).

of the sketch is a bit
machine made, but the Sunday night

more "school"

audience found it amusing. The crowd
avenue is
at 23d street and Eighth
easily moved to mirth. The fun arises
from the husband being forced to do
the housework while wifey is out at-

are essaying

sure the

humor

conventions

tending

and

political

She is finally brought to
gatherings.
see the errors of her way by having
her baby fall sick.
well played.

The husband
The offering is

is

a
light one, but holds a goodly proportion of that style of humor which is
liked by the small time audiences not
very

what

too highly educated in
in vaudeville sketches.

is best
Ru$h.

Wilson and Wilson.
Singing and Violin.
14 Mini.; One.
Grand Opera House (Sept 22).
A man comedian and a tiny soubret
put over a highly entertaining quarter
The man
of an hour of specialty.
clowns about at first to only ordinary

purpose, first as a messenger boy and
The girl sings aclater as a "boob."
ceptably, and looks exceedingly cute.
The male partner does his best work

with a ragtime selection on the violin,
especially well handled. He does various specialties and at the finish the
pair move off in a semi-dance with the

The girl attracts with
playing.
her dainty beauty, is well dressed and
lively dance
gets her songs over.
by her would' put the finishing touch
on a neat, clean specialty. As it is the
Rush.
pair do very well.
man

A

AL Wild.
Ifonolog and Imitations,
12 Ifins.; One.
Grand Opera House (Sept. 22).
Wild appears in street clothes. He
makes no strenuous attempt to secure

comedy, the absence of "gagging" being acceptable.
He does imitations of

trombone and, as Al. Stinson
used to say "the birds and beasts of

cornet,
the

forest."

a useful light

The offering
number on a

bill.

will

make

small time
Rush.

or

acts for protracted pe-

and having graduated therefrom,

riods

(or assailing)

vaudeville

with pretty much the same material.
Conetto is doing the "wop," Lambert
the "kike" boy, and. Lillian Gonne the
Instead of
"Sassy Little" character.
wearing full tights for her short dress
get-up, Lillian uses only knee length
stockings and her panties only hang
down to within three or four inches
of the garters, giving a generous view
of well developed proportions.
For a
finish, an olio drop is raised showing
exterior of a circus tent. Boys don exaggerated band coats, "wop" with drum
and Hebrew with zobo, Lillian marching behind. Good enough for all kinds
Jolo.
of small time.

Shaw and Eddy.
Talk and Dancea.
8 Mine.; One.
St
Shaw and Eddy depend on

125th

a slang

them
along until the man as a messenger
boy with an eccentric makeup cuts
narrative at the opening to tide

loose with

eccentric

dancing.

Aside

from that there isn't much to the act.
The woman might pay some attention
tj wardrobe. The act is of pop house
Mark.

calibre.

Viva Renard.
Songs.
7 Mine.; One.
125th

St

Although displaying a willingness to
work and make several wardrobe
changes Viva Renard hardly shows
strength. She could make better progress were she coupled with some young
Mark.
man.

ft

A

portion of the routine is cercopy of it. The "comic"
works along English lines and the
straight man feeds him adequately.
The very violent beating up of the
comedian by the straight serves to
make the act one that might be a riot
Jolo.
in burlesque or big small time.

tainly a close

Arthur
17

May and

Co. (5).
Mins.; Pull Stage (Interior).

The

City.

One girl figures in the most casual
way in this "Rube" sketch. Comedy
is secured front two rural constables,
who make the familiar comedy type
fairly amusing.
There is a story of
no special interest. The sketch classifies itself with the big majority that
pass on the small time on the strength
Rush.
of a fair average of laughs.

Kanthe Bros.
Strong Men.

(3).

15 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Drop).
23d St.
Three finely developed specimens of
manhood. Open with gladiatorial and
physical culture posturing, following
it

with more or less familiar tricks

the acrobatic

and weight

in

lifting line.

Very good big small time opening or
closing turn.

Jolo.

Walter Pearson and Co.

Interior.

American.
Amelia Summerville has little U>
thank Ben Visscher, the author jf "Her
The
Excellency, the Governor," for.
sketch is not a modern day vaudeville
comedy. The idea of a foreign nobleman infatuating the young and innocent daughter of a wealthy American
widow, and then being shown up
through the window bringing the

nobleman

the altar herself with a
not new. However, had the
piece been followed simply along this
plot, as it should have been, with the
dropping of the political side, which
amounts to nothing, merely calling for
the placing of another character in the
piece, it would have done better than in
its present form. A Chinese servant is
also a superfluous character.
Even its
wild and woolly Denver servants are
not allowed to become familiar with
guests of the house, even for comedy.
There are other inconsistencies, such
as the penniless Baron, having control
of the mining vote in California, but
that is a detail
If Miss Summerville
\till play the sketch with a company
of two with the unnecessary matter cut
she will have just as valuable an act
for vaudeville.
The program places
"assisted by" before Bernard Fairfax.
Bernard is getting all the best of it.
He is a pretty poor Frenchman. The
character was probably an Englishman
originally.
That's more what Fairfax
looked.
It was some time before the
audience could make out whether he
was trying to be French or English.
Fairfax was the only weak spot in the
The daughter was charming.
cast.
Playing a role after the Ruth Chatterton part in "The Rainbow" she gave
a splendid interpretation. The Chinese
servant and the suffragette were well
played but not important enough to
Dnshi
be carried.
to

is

(2).

Columbia (Sept. 22).
"She Wanted Affection" is a comedy,
formerly played by Valerie Bergere
and Co. Mabel Florence, who is using
it now, may have gotten her company
together for the small time.
The
sketch has no chance for anything better.
It will only be certain small time
audiences that will be amused over the
piece, unless Miss Florence improves
herself and the company in the playing. With her it seems to drag, whereas the piece was intended to be a rapid fire of complications that would
Sime.
bring laughs.

Hurtig & Seamon's (Sept. 22).
Action is supposed to take place in
office of a theatrical
manager, with
fresh office boy, manager and stage
aspirant for the characters.
Usual
philandering between three, in which

manager trims the stagestruck woman,
etc., while boy butts in with his side
remarks and red wig. Manager sings
a ballad; woman talks "Experience"
song, dances a few steps a very few.

—

Boy does some good "Russian"
All

finish

Good

steps.

with a travesty melodrama.

for small time.

Jolo.

body and mind together is stranded in
a small town.
She owes the German
landlord three weeks' board and is in
danger of having her trunks attached.

The German is in love with the soubret.
So is a wild and woolly sheriff
and a meek old justice of the peace.
The justice has the attachment papers.
The girl permits the men to shake dice
for her.

Each must put a hundred

dol-

lars in the kitty.

Miss Actress is "kitty."
The sheriff and judge touch the
German for a century note. The girl
declares herself in and also touches
the "Goiman" for a 100.
She throws
all aces and wins.
Act able to amuse
certain

portions of pop circuit audi-

Mark.

ences.

Mattie Phillips and "Jungle Kids" (3).
Singing and Dancing.
13 Mine.; Full Stage.

Hurtig

A

ft

8eamon's (Sept.

large,

who

22).

strenuous, colored

and dances

sings

woman,

violently,

as-

by three colored girls. Opening slowly they go into cartwheels and
eccentric stepping that works up into
sisted

a riot of action.

Knockout

for small

time.

Knapp and

Jolo.

Cornelia.

Acrobatics and Dancing.
10 Mine.; Full 8tage.
Knapp and Cornelia should

start

changing things about, right from the
incidental music. It is the sam* music
Rice and Prevost used for years. Knapp
and Cornelia try a little of Rice and
Prevost comedy, but after the act is
about half over, they seem to give up
in disgust and get to some dancing,
with which they mix acrobatics. This
is worth while.
Both men are good
acrobats, and until they can build up
something stronger than their present
stick to acrobating.

Dath.

Rodgers and Co.
"The Idol" (Comedy).

Jesaaline

(4).

17 Mins.; Interior.

23d St
Five people are employed to
pret a trivial plot.

inter-

It is well written

Jack Strouse.

and adequately acted, but hardly worth
while going to all the trouble.
All
five of the characters are clean-cut and
well defined, having the appearance of
being thoroughly developed by much
playing.
They seem to know just
where the laughs are. It is a knockout on big small time and should prove
equally efficacious on the small big

Songs*.

time.

Farcical Sketch.
18 Mins.; Interior.

Sketch.
14 Mins.; Four (Interior).
125th St.
An actress with kidding proclivities
and the assurance of working the men
for the necessary wherewithal to keep

comedy should

20 Mine.; Five (Parlor).

Seamon's (Sept 22).
Comedian and "straight" man whose
"talk" sounds suspiciously like that
used by the McNaughton's a few years
ago.

edy).

proposal,

(3).

Comedy

Mabel Florence and Co. (2).
"She Wanted Affection" (Comedy).

Aubrey and Prank.
Singing, Crossfire and Slapstick.
13 Mine.; One.

Hurtig

Frances Stevens and Co.

11

Jolo.

Mins.; One.

Hurtig

&

Seamon's (Sept.

Young man

22)1.

evening dress. Opens
with "Mellow Melody," following with
"Sumurun" with coon lyric. Change
of garb to "wop"; sings "Sweet Angelina," one "wop" story with very poor
dialect; another Italian song.
For encore one of those awful recitations
in

called

"When

which

matter

as

delivery.

the

Curtain

Falls,"

in

compelled to rhyme
with ladder; but that isn't half as bad
its

is

Jolo.

Francis and Palmer.
Singing and Dancing.
10 Mins.; One.

Young man and woman. Man looks
and talks like Joe Weber off stage and
minus dialect and pad. Girl is pretty.
Open with

duet;

man

solo;

woman

"Everybody's Doing It" in excellent French; man renders another
song and they
ish with eccentric
double dance.
small timers.
sings

1

Jolo.
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BROADWAY JONES.
Woe

budding vaudeville actor do

the

will

Or Tanks Bet For what

Be!

No

now?

longer can he walk stoop

shouldered, wear a light derby, carry a

over

cane

his

shoulder,

right

and

gather salary for impersonating Geo.
M. Cohan. With or without the hardshoe dancing, too. Dem happy days is
gone.
In "Broadway Jones" at the Cohan
theatre, the Geo. M. who has kept so
many people before the footlights has
passed away. In his place is a light
comedian, playing a part he wrote for
himself, and not interrupted at any
time by ponies doing an eighth of a
mile on a circular track, at a fast trot.

That fellow framing up for "an act"
with the girl at the dance who informed
him he reminded her so much of Geo.
Co-hen must look up another characIn a few weeks with the stoop,
ter.
the derby and the cane, the kids in the
gallery will go after the buck and
winger who is imitating "The Yankee
Doodle Comedian."
The Broadway crowd doesn't realize
what that means to the vaudeville goer,
or the burlesque patron.

Some

of these

song and dance boys "doing Cohan"
believe

it

is

their

"own

Many

stuff."

have accused others of stealing this or
and the derby
are claimed. But no more, thank the
Lord! Now the nut with the Cohan
bug who can impersonate Co-hen will
be able to get a job in George's own
shows, for Mr. Cohan has at last
stepped forth as a Class A actor.
"Broadway Jones" is a comedy, slowly worked out perhaps, but without
that step, even the cane

dragginess. There is no complexed tale
to give a farcical tinge, and the dialog
as well as the situations run in a natural vein. Mr. Cohan, the author, doesn't
make Mr. Cohan the actor dilate over
The author wrote it for the
a point.
actor,

and the actor puts

it

over, to

go

The

points are there for you
to get; if you don't get them, there's
no rain check.
Jackson Jones, a member of the

as

it

lies.

family who made Jonesville,
Connecticut, an object of interest to
the chewing gum interest, got his sobriquet of "Broadway" through leaving
a golden trail by disbursing $250,000
on the Main Thoroughfare in five
years.
Then he went broke. The big
roll held his credit up for $61,000, but
the height of the pile of bills staggered Broadway, a goo(\ boy at heart,

Jones

but,

who, as he

said,

had never done

any work excepting to see how late he
could stay up.
Nearly married to a
rich
widow who had pothing but

money

(literally),

Broadway

was
chum,

pulled off the bloomer by his
and just in time, for his uncle died the
day before leaving him Jonesville and
the gum works.
"The Trust" offered
a million and a half for the plant, but
a young woman at the works made a
hit with Mr. Jones when she told him
his grandfather had put Jonesville on
the map, and it was his duty to keep

an awfully big bunch of dialog and
scenes to get mixed up in.
The piece plays well, and there are
enough laughs in it .besides the attrac-

M. Cohan playing straight.
That's something; it's a whole lot to
"Broadway Jones" just at present but
now that Mr. Cohan has his nerve
tion of Geo.

when writing for himself, he
ably go ahead on the same

will

,

As

THE ATTACK.
In "the palmy days" an actor was
considered fortunate when given a
part that permitted of his standing in
the centre of the stage and bellowing
a lengthy role with expanded chest.
Today we still enjoy a good "reader," but our ideas of what constitutes
declamation have undergone a radical change.
At the Garrick theatre Charles Froh-

John Mason in "The
Attack," by Henri Bernstein, adapted
into English by George Egerton.
It
is, in many respects, * poor play and
not likely to enjoy any very extended
is

starring

popularity here.
But, forgetting for
the moment the play itself and returning to the subject of reading, if
one is at all interested in oratory of
the "modern school," drop in at the
Garrick some evening about 10:30 and
hear Mason tell "the story of my life."

Sounds like a joke, doesn't it? It
would be in the hands of almost anybody else. For not less than ten minutes, and it may be fifteen, Mason
talks without interruption, with scarcely a

gesture other than his favorite
piece of "business," which is the shading of his eyes with his right hand to
indicate unspeakable mental anguish.
He is telling his fiancee, who looks
upon him as the soul of honor, that
thirty years ago, when a young man,

he stole some money from his employer, how throughout that thirty years,
although he had made restitution, he
had lived under a cloud, expatiating his
crime, and that he did not propose to
take this pure young woman unto himself without revealing himself to her
as he really was. It seems incredible
that so old a tale, related without
dramatic movement or physical action,
could hold an audience without shifting in

its

opposite of Margaret
Anglin's splendid emotional scene in
"£ira," in which she told her life story,
weeping, wailing, kneeling, wringing
her hands, etc.
As to the play itself, it is basically

— for

wrong

America at least. Above
Americans demand romance in
their drama.
They cannot, however,
find any pulsating romance in the love
of a tender, innocent young woman
all else,

man of fifty-three who asks the
man to marry her, and is aid-

elderly

love to the sweet looking information

ed and abetted in her fell design to
annex the middle-aged gentleman, by
the man's own daughter.
As the action of the play is laid in

bureau.

polite

Mr. Cohan, Mr. Cohan's father, Mr.
Cohan's mother, George Parsons, M. J.
Sullivan, Myrtle Tannehill and Ada

exceedingly far-fetched,

it

there.

Gilman

He

were

did that, besides

the

making

besides
Russell Pincus, the latter being given
principals,

speech in the last act of "The At-

Nor can one reasonably

tack."
fault

of

find

with the delightful performance

so

unsympathetic a role as the

female lead, as played by Martha Hed-

with just a suggestion of accent.

French

society, the situation is

not impossible.
Anyone at all familiar with the
bringing up of a well-bred French girl
must know that she would be incapable
of so utterly forward a thing.
if

and "ingenue

spite her light hair

Defea-

a constant indication
Her
of repressed dramatic strength.
proposal to the man twice her age
was an excellent bit of ingenuousness,
terminating with a fit of sobbing that
was most natural. But, as before remarked, it is not a lifelike depiction
tures," there

is

of high-class French life.
There are only eight characters in
performance, of equal
the play.

A

merit to the two leads, is that given
by Sidney Herbert, as the "heavy."
The others have minor roles, all intelligently played and thoroughly stagemanaged. The only possible exception is Frank Hollins who has a leaning toward "effiminacy." He probably
labors under the delusion it is comedy.
John Mason could earn his living
The
in the ministry at any time.
stage fails' him. During the political
campaigning he might be profitably
But
employed as a "spell-binder."

"The Attack" won't

do.

JoU>.

BOWERY BURLESQUERS.
For some reason "The Bowery Burwhile good enough to go
along without changing, isn't nearly up
the mark its principals, choristers and
idea of the book should place it at.
The story, with lyrics and music, was
written by Thomas T. Railey, so the
program says. The Becker case suggested the theme, which involves for
lesquers,"

the leading character a detective who
has a press agent. The skit is called
"The Plain Clothes Man." It is in two
acts. The second set shows the interior
of a prison run by women, a sort of
"Suffragette-High Life in Jail" affair.
While the numbers are shy of the
sort of music burlesque should have,
and this helps to deaden the piece,
there is not sufficient gotten out of the
story. The manuscript comedy is too
commonplace. The laughs come mostly from bits, or the handling of the
business by Eddie Fitzgerald and Sam
Brown.
Somehow whatever Brown
gets

scMs.

It is the direct

for a

does not alter one

featured woman is Mabelle Morthe Suratt of Burlesque.
She
dresses well (down to tights), excepting her first costume and when over-

The

gan,

dressed in blue and brown. Miss Morgan's voice will attract attention in the

Wheel houses. Her first number, a
is a "Widow" song, with six
"Widows" around her, poorly gowned

poor one,
also.

The same costumes by

it's

Sime.

man

it

prob. *man,
a foreigner, probably a Swede,

lines.

on him, it's got to come
out, though Mr. Cohan has waited a
long time since "Johnny Jones" to find
himself as he most likely wishes to be.

long as

Nevertheless,

iota the wonderful reading of the big

in,

whether as the straight

comedy scene or
number,

it

participating

in
in

a
a

gets over.

The first act has several numbers,
but few of any account, and the second
act has only a few, of no account. The
best here, "Ghost of the Goblin Man,"
is
spoiled through another "Ghost"
song being wrongly used in "one" by
Mr. Brown and Minnie Lee and Edna
Green as a "three-act" in the olio.
There are but two turns in the vaudeThe other is Keeler and
ville section.
Don, jugglers, one working in whit*:
face as a clown. Their best work, and
very good, is the double juggling
The "three-act"
rubber balls.
doesn't do a great deal. The Misses

it

is

of

Lee and Green dress it nicely, that's
about all. The act hurts the performance of all three in the burlesque, they
having stepped out of their characters
besides appearing once too often, when
working

in the olio.

the eighteen

choristers at the opening of the

show

are held to for the first four numbers,
but after that the girls change often,

a miss for good looking
Miss Lee has some wardrobe,
What Miss Green wears passes for

without
clothes.
too.

looks.

Besides Miss Morgan in big type,
Mr. Fitzgerald and Jack Quinn are disQuinn is the press agent to
played.

Brown, as the copper.

Quinn dresses

the role too loudly in the

first act,

and

makes no marked impression at any
time, excepting when working with
Fitzgerald, during the piece and in the
act of Fitzgerald

He

and Quinn.

does

who

well with his partner Fitzgerald,

Is

a good performer, whether playing an
Irishman or in the act. Chas. Jansen

Hebrew comedian in the show
the late Benny Jansen,
made famous. Charles hasn't much
scope, and there is room for development in his comedy character. Billy
Kelly, of the Hippodrome Four, played
the

is

his

brother,

a blackface role that could have been
made to stand out. Mr. Kelly didn't
move it, but in white face, with Miss

Green at the head of the "Goblin"
number, he showed some neat hardshoe dancing.
The Hip. Four, who
backed up the chorus girls at other
times, did a specialty in the

getting over fairly well.

young

first

They

act,

are a

quartet.

The

choristers,
particularly
the
"ponies,? work well and are kept busy
a greater part of the time.
Robert

Marks put on the numbers. He had
some lively material in females, and
made use of them to the advantage of
the performance.
With better songs
for burlesque, the chorus of "The Bowerys" would cut some figure.
The
"Widow" song, "Twenty-one Years

From Now" (sung by four principals)
and "Fishing" (with the Daisy Wood
nets which may get over when the
girls are allowed to hang the nets over
the audience) might go out to be replaced by others.
The song hit of
the show is "Do It Again," by Miss
Lee and Mr. Brown as a duet. It's

—

the

way they put

it

over that makes

it

good.

Miss Lee and Miss Green are propcast in their respective roles.
Neither starts anything, but both look
well, Miss Lee especially.
They could
have stood more action in the frameup.
Lillian Vedder appears in tights
during the second half, where also Nan
Carr as one of the Suffragette policeerly

men again shows her blue silk tights
that are so light in texture fleshings
beneath are almost necessary.

Hurtig & Seamon may have the best
all-around cast this season "The Bow-..
erys" have had for some time, but it's
not at all the best show, nor near it,
"The Bowerys" has given of late seasons. Still it will do, though the firm
seems to have just missed a big show

of the East with this one.

Sime.

VARIETY
MOLLIB WILLIAMS SHOW.
Max

Williams'
"Mollie
Show" is good looking, but there is
need of one or two more big laughing scenes. After this single fault is
posted, one can sail forth on a column or two of praise for the producer,
Miss Williams, artists,
production,
Spiegl't

The book of the two-act piece which
the program does not mention is by
Richard Goodall. The author has done
good job, although there is little
"The Henpecks" was in his
mind when constructing the book.
There isn't too much "Henpeck" about
the pieces, however, and if Richard
a

doubt

Goodall can turn out a couple more
books like this one, he will find a ready
market for them.
In the production end Mr. Speigl
has always had a reputation for better things.
The "Mollie WUliams'
Show" will not injure that "rep" a bit.
The scenes are exterior and interior.
The exterior is simple, but neat, cool
looking and attractive. The interior is
burlesque. It is gaudy but answers the
purpose. Costumes, coming in the production department, are the show's
strong point. There are not as many
as in other shows, but what there are
could not have been more advisedly
chosen.
From the moment the girls
enter with the pretty white and black
tailored suits until the glittering

gowns

at the finish, there is not a cos-

not easy to look at. The
semi-tights and soubret dresses worn
that

is

"Tennessee Moon" were particularly
Spangled gowns in the finale helped make a good closing, with
spangle streamers lowered from the
in

attractive.

flies.

The numbers stand out very well,
there is room for one or
two more of the real lively order. The
although

chorus

about the best seen to date
around work and some reil
dancing numbers could be gone into.
"Songs of Childhood Days," "Tennesfor

see

is

all

Moon," "Hello,

New York Town"

and "Are You a Girl Who's a Real
Good Fellow," were very well worked;
"Parisienne" and one or two others got
over big. There was hardly a number
that did not win some reward. Probably the best answer for this is there
are people in the

show

to lead them.

Not only are the principals capable but
two of the chorus, girls get a chance.
Both sent over numbers in capital
style.

The comedy is
Most was written
comedians

are

of the quieter sort.
in the book.
The
sticking almost too

The

big laugh of the
in the
opening piece. The show can stand
about three more of just the same proportions. The rest of the laughs come
naturally with a bit of business here
and there, which never lasts more than
a few minutes.
In picking out a cast to surround the
star, Mollie Williams, the management
has not cheated, which was wise, both
for the show and the star. Miss Williams shows to better advantage among
the present principals than she would
have in a mediocre party.
"Mollie Williams' Show" means Mollie
Williams and plenty of her, of
course, but aside from placing a couple
of her numbers too closely together in
closely to

shows

is

"hogging the center" of the stage.
Burlesque boasts very few women of
the Mollie Williams type.
The lack
of them is a prevailing weakness with
most of the wheel shows. Knowing
burlesque from start to finish and playing

chorus, etc.

show
tume

the opening, the is not doing too much,
nor does she give the impression of

it.

the

wedding scene

it

with a fine hand, she

Lively, dressy, with the

is

sure

power

fire.

to de-

rather than sing a song, Mollie
Always
a whole show in herself.
a popular soubret, she bids fair to become an equally popular star with a
profitable following.
Mae Meek, with but a small role,
managed to make herself important.
This girl should not be overlooked.
She is not called upon for anything
that would bring her to the front, especially, but she goes after the little
she has to do in the proper spirit and
heavier work would receive creditable
liver
is

MOULIN HODGE.
Max Armstrong and

foil for his

were

Madge

an Eva Davenport

Darrell,

He

mile.

sticks to his knitting all the

Bevins does not use the usual
expressions that go with the burlesque
rube constable.
Harry Sheppell doesn't catch his
stride at the first jump.
It is quite
some time before he begins to get the
audience, but he makes it and afterward becomes funnier with each appearance.
He has several very good
bits as he slips in and out, leaving
a laugh while on the rua It's the best
kind of comedy. Three or four songs
sung in the burlesque made up sort of
a specialty for him that counted solid.
time.

Worman,

Cliff

lesque,

is

good

a

newcomer

to bur-

for as long as he

wants

Playing a rube kid in the
part, he is funny because of his

to stay.
first

extreme length and scant width. He
gave first aid to the comedians on several occasions.

man

is

the

In the burlesque
straight

man,

Wor-

wearing

evening clothes which are right. The
cut of the clothes alone would carry
him without the good general all
around work.
Worman and Madge
Darrell should have been paired in a
number.
E. A. Turner is there often and with

A good voice but a
too stagey a manner make him
himself, it would seem, but aside
this he is first rate, and will
along.
If there is anything the matter
telling effect.

trifle

fight

from
float

with
other two shows, he
might just as well get to them now.
The Mollie Williams' organization will
give him no further trouble this sea-

Max

Spiegel's

£o*V

son.

The

play,

be produced by Harris & Selwyn
Antionette Walker, David
Warfield's former leading woman, as

will

this fall with

one of

its

principals.

German

familiar

earned a

ization,

specialties,

fair

in

character-

percentage

the

second

of
act,

and away the best part of the
offering.
Alice and Lillian Lee, together with a young man who was not
easily identified from the program, carfar

They offered a
routine of hard shoe dancing, and
ished with some *close harmony
stopped the proceedings by the
plause it earned. The young man
ried off honors.

fair
fin-

that

ap-

has

a slouchy way of acknowledging applause.

One

place

where the action sadly

needs livening up is toward the close
of the second act.
The specialty interlude keeps things lively for half an
hour, and then interest goes flop, when
Fields and Barrett and

two choristers

string out a lot of minstrel gagging

and an ancient wheeze called "The Tale

The makeshift arrangenecessary for the final costume
change, but it follows quite the fastest entertainment of the evening, and
its dullness is emphasized by the contrast
The organization is rich in good
The Lee
looking principal women.
Sisters are snappy soubrets and go a
long way to boost the beauty average
of the aggregation. They have good
taste in dressing and the sprightly appearance that is the burlesque soubbret's greatest asset
Lovey Green (nifty moniker, Loveyt)
all
that her name would imply.
is
Lovey flashed several frocks that were
eye-openers.
One was a clinging affair of green silk with a foot-long
fringe at the bottom of the draped
skirt through which could be caught
occasional glimpses of Lovey's plump
Later Lovey wore white tights
lines.
plentifully 'sprinkled with silver and
the boys expressed with emphasis and
enthusiasm their approval of her
dimpled knees and eminently satisfactory curves. Without dwelling unduly
on Lovey's variety of wardrobe, it is
worth mentioning that she was also a
pippin in a white tailormade with an
enormous hat. Lovey is all that a
Perhaps she
principal boy should be.
will take the suggestion kindly that
of the Whale."

ment

is

pommes

'The Yellow Jacket," a Chinese

disclose

Fields has taken many bits that have
done long duty, but has managed to
give them a bright turn. His comedy
sessions in company with Patsy Barrett, an Irishman who makes a capital

laughs.

type of comedienne, fits in nicely. She
is working all the time, getting out in
front of one or two numbers and shows
some "pep" for 300 pounds. The house
laughed with and at her. It was a
satisfaction to note the restraint practiced in her work.
Clem Bevins, a corking rube, has the
constable role and he gets it over a

moments

familiar sort of effective fun.

a nice manner. She
her own little way.

acceptable in

These

nothing of startling originality, but
they contain a good proportion of the

Helen Harattention in her hands.
dick is pretty with a girlish smile and
is

A.
Butler,

Shafer gave a book to the
Jacobs, Lowrie, Moynihan Co. which
has doubtless been extensively modified by interpolated comedy business
and greatly reduced in text.
What
might be called a story appears at intervals, but the extravaganza is in
large part the usual burlesque arrangement of comedy bits and numbers.
Joe Fields is principal comedian. To
him is probably due much of the comic
intervals.

de

terre

is

pronounced

to

according to the
best authorities in table d' hote French.
Lovey calls 'em "pommes dee tay."
Corrine DeForrest works easily and
smoothly. Her number in the second

rhyme with

"rare,"

was exceedingly well done. She
does not get as wide an opportunity

act

Edward

to shine, as she deserves,

owing per-

haps to the prominence given to the
funniments of the two comedians. She
put over one startling gown, a brilliant
red affair interlaced with silver that
made her look like one of those silver
filigree carafes.
The gown was a first
rate example of a good burlesque
model, having just the proper degree
of flash without any suggestion of the
cheap and tawdry.
No one else stood out from the assemblage, although Charles Dunn made
a fairly capable straight.
But who
pays much attention to burlesque
straights?

Willie

Mack came

rather

forcibly to the attention of the audi-

ence as the leader of a "Texas Tommy"
dance which involved the whole company. The dancers in a discreet way

went as far as the
Leavitt was a blond
soulful voice,, and
who had the centre

number among

law allows.

Roy

young man with a
good appearance,

to himself for one
the specialties, but was

otherwise only incidental.
The managers have given the production adequate setting.
The two
scenes are colorful according to the
accepted standard, which is to say, they
run much to turbulent reds and blues.
The color scheme is capably managed
and there are no very violent clashes
of tone combinations.
In the cafe
scene the tables are decorated with unmasked colored electric lights which
would look much better if they were
shaded.

The costumes of the choristers follow the usual lines. They look as
though they have been used before,
but are in good condition and are as
good as new in point of cleanliness
and neatness.
Good taste has been
used in judicious combination with a
purpose to make the stage pictures full
of color.

There are nineteen girls in all, sixworking in the lines and three
ponies used to good advantage out in
front This trio are active and young
and enter into the dances with a good
teen

deal of energy, supplying life to the
assembles. The idea is a good one,
for burlesque choruses are not much
given to wild abandon. The girls are
very much above the average in this
respect and also in appearance.
Mr. Fields holds to his unfortunate
habit of swearing.
The Wheel audiences are perhaps not overnice in the
things that they laugh at and a "damn"
is pretty sure of a ripple; but so amusing a comedian does not have to descend to this coarse device.
The "Moulin Rouge" gets past with
a generous margin to spare. It is not
the best offering in the Wheels, but
it furnishes that style of entertainment
which burlesque audiences like.
Ruth.

8

THEATRES FOR

17,000.

Walter Resenberg has run into opHe opened
position in Long Branch.
a picture and "pop" house there not
long ago.
A second house started
Monday, and now a third is an
Long Branch has a winter
nounced.
Rosenpopulation of about 17,000.
berg is putting in special films and
extra attractions, and the fight for
patronage is on.
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BRONX.

OTH AVENUE.

HAMHEBSTEIN'S.

(Estimated cost of show, $2,900.)

(Estimated cost of show, $2,575.)

(Fithaated Cost of 8how $4,450.)
Rather dull going this week. The
bill just wandered
aimlessly about*
seemingly bent on no particular destination.
The first half was very dull,
the show needing comedy in the early
hour.
This was again stood off in
Mclntyre
and
the second part by

Most

of the cost of this week's

show

probably went to "The Night Follies
of San

Francisco"

headliner,

which

(New

Acts),

flivered out

a huge hole in the show.

and

Business at the Fifth Avenue for the

week deserves

program on view, with one or two exceptions.
The main exception is the

good show she might have done it.
it was half the balcony was working for Sweeney and even Monday
night when the "snow" was flying the
orchestra was not filled.
Bixley and Lerner, next to closing,
were the laughing hit of the bill. The
show had been short on effective comedy and when it got along late in the
evening the crowd went to the comehorsey burlesque finish and
dians'

"The Sheriff of Shasta" (New Acts).
The piece ("No. 6") ran for forty minutes and

itself into semi-hysterics.

songs, including a cabaret

number, and a hardworking quartet of
picaninnies. She does astep or two of
dancing, wears her clothes and sings.
The applause comes from the whirlwind of acrobatic dancing by the picks
Miss Remington acat the finish.
knowledges the applause gracefully.
Bert Melrose filled in a highly amusing interval with his clown single. He
ha« a quantity of new stuff in a field
that is sadly lacking in novelty. The
nonsense that goes with building up
the pyramid of tables is really funny
his business with the singing bird

and

is a capital bit.
A single clown working with tables does not sound like
much, but Melrose puts it over as a

substantial

hit.

Watson and

Santos

Acts) did nicely in a quiet way
and Mrs. Gardner Crane and Co. closed
the first half with their novelty sketch

(New

"The

Little

Sunbeam."

The

vehicle

not as amusing as some of the former offerings, but Mrs. Crane wins
laughs with her ponderous acrobatic
stunt and the piece makes fairly acceptable farce.
Dave Ferguson opened the second
half.
A sentimental song gave him a
good start in a hard position. The
talk did not help him particularly, but
the Bronx audience fell hard for the
"mother" thing in his second song. Mr.
Ferguson finishes with a burlesque recitation of "The Charge of the Light
Brigade" as done by a "cissy." "Laughs
at any cost" is also the trademark of
Bixley and Lerner. Their Melba and
Caruso travesty at the finish is the
Capital
roughest
kind of comedy
mere
above
singing raises the act
knockabout. The pair get away from
most of the "official" tricks of twoman teams, and work out a fast sucThey
cession of specialty material.
undoubtedly went a long way toward
supporting the comedy end of the bill.
is

Rush.

THEATRE

IN

a first-class

in

performance.

Ben Beyer and Brother opened the
bill with their effective comedy bicycle
Mayme Remington followed. Miss
act.
Remington has a lot of new clothes,

is

Theodore Roberts and Co.

headliner.

As

new

was

left

There were

evening. There

a

several

it

Monday

two single men in the running and a
comedy sketch. Odiva was depended
upon for business feature. Backed by

laughed

to be better than

the

placed a bad crimp in thet

hard position following under normal conditions, Phina and Her Picks
stepped into the spot, cleaning up the
hit of the bill.
There is a reason for
Phina's hit.
She has the three best
picks ever showing in New York. Their
"Russian" style of dancing makes the
real Russians look foolish by comparison.
These little colored people are
wonders in their class, whether dancing or singing, and they don't work for
the audience to throw coins at them.
Phina, formerly known as Josephine
Gassman, leads the act in a couple of
songs she puts over with ease.
After the wearisome sketch and
Phina's success, it looked like a stone
wall for Joe Welch to bump against.
But Mr. Welch didif t bump at all. He
has the best monolog now he has evei
had, and kept the house in a roar. As
a Hebrew monologist, with his present
routine, Mr. Welch is at the top.

The big

hit

of the

earlier

section

was scored by the Avon Comedy Four,
which also holds a Hebrew comedian,
and the best in that class who ever
worked in a singing four. His name
is Joe Smith, according to a program
listing of characters

quartet,

now used

for the

and he seems to always have

new

bits of business in the act.
The
other players, Chas. Dale, Jack Coleman and Harry Goodwin, are equally
expert in their respective comedy roles.
The turn ("The New School Teacher")
went over with a bang.
Were there not two sketches on the
program, the running of the bill could
have easily stood a readjustment in
positions.
The Avons are so strong
with their tough comedy that next to
last would have been held up well by
them. Thos. J. Ryan-Richfield Co. in
"The Rejuvenation of Mike Haggerty"

(New Acts) was "No. 3," forced up
there through the Roberts sketch appearing after, but Mr. Ryan's comedy
piece which scored a big laughing hit
should have been given the best available spot.

Carrie Reynolds (New Acts) "No.
4" fitted right in and did very well.

A

many in the audience seemed to
have been drawn there by Miss Rey-

great

nolds,

who

received
applause.

some flowers and

much
The Two Belmonts (New Acts) gave
the

bill

a pleasing start in aerial acro-

They were followed by Goodwin and Elliott (New Acts) who were
not so strong. "Don Fulano" (New
Acts) an "educated horse" closed the
eveniner's entertainment after eleven.
batics.

PANAMA.

Sitae.

New

Orleans, Sept. 25.
Bocas Del Toro, Republic of Panto have a theatre.

Don Miguel

Baleste, proprietor of the

Grand Hotel

ama,

is

Hotel
Londrcs, wili
Imperial and
When not occupied by a
operate it.
regular troupe, it will offer pictures.

EVA PAY'S DRAMATIC.
Anna Eva Fay, one time

seeress and

year head of a dramatic company,
seeks to re-enter vaudeville.
Edw. S.
Keller is offering the former mystic to
the managers in a dramatic sketch.
last

Heath following Mack and Orth, two
big

laughing acts,

which

better results than the

gave

first

little

part with-

out laughter.

Mack and Orth changed

A

WINTER GARDEN.

to the first

opening
the
after intermission, followed by
"Lads o' Melodic," with Mclntyre and
have
Heath' next to closing would
satisfactory
probably been a more

half with Billy

"Swede"

Hall,

'

frame-up.
Business at The Corner seems to
have dropped. The house was little
The
better than fair Monday night.
show as it then stood doesn't warrant
much of an increase on the week.
Ella Fondelier and Brother started
at a few minutes after eight. The pair
played to about forty people.
They
do a lot of work, from wire-walking
It would be into Russian dancing.
teresting to see what they could do
in a regular house where the opener
gets a little chance at least.
Bissett and Scott, with a new "Bissett," were "No. 2."
The boys just
took it easy, looking nice and cool in
white flannels. Hello George is still
there. Maurice Burkhardt (New Acts)
sang to little purpose.
Billy "Swede" Hall, with Jenny Colborn, did very nicely, fourth, considering.
The act contains comedy, but
not of just the sort that was needed
in this week's bill at that time.
There
are many bright lines in the protean
piece which also has good ideas. Under better conditions the act should
stid 'em up a bit.
It's new, which is
also to be considered.
Olive Briscoe, with the others, found

the

sledding

She managed to
enough to return for

hard.

pull out strongly

one verse of a pretty new song,
"You're a Wonderful Boy," but it was
not like Union Square, where everything she did was simply eaten up.
Olive need feel no alarm; the Union
Square verdict is quite as valuable as

Hammerstein one, if not more so.
Kate Elinore and Sam Williams did

the

not pick 'em up as easily as usual. It
was some time before the house began to laugh, and even then seemed to
begrudge it.
They came through,

however, at the

finish.

Maud

Hall Macy and Co. get the
big call at the corner this week. When
the show is over, and the folks are

going home,
of the
It's

Dawn"

some

it

will

be "In the Gray

that they will talk about.

sketch, well-staged

and ex-

cellently acted.
There is the sign of
the legitimate producer in the presentation.
It gripped the Hammerstein
audience.

Mack and Orth opened

after the in-

termission
and jumped into favor
from the outset. A two-act away from
the usual, the boys do extremely well
all

A

big vaudeville show in names and
numbers was given Sunday evening
at the Winter Garden, before an audience that had purchased every seat
before the curtain went up. A fringe
of admissions was in the rear.

While the comedy end was somewhat shy, the program as a whole
abounded in entertainment, with a big
laughing act in "Motoring" next to
closing.
"Motoring" has made Harry
Tate famous over here. For nearly
seven years

on

ly

has played continuous-

it

this side,

and today, when auto-

mobiling has become the thing in America, "Motoring" is funnier than ever,
satire is so humorously true
must laugh. Jack Tate is playing
the owner of the new car in the act.
The present company and act are the
best Mr. Tate has had.
The bill, as it ran, had Bert Earle
and his "pick" for the opening spot.
Mr. Earl with his banjo, and the col-

for the

all

ored boy's dancing, did very well in
first position.
Charlotte Greenwood did a "single" "No. 2," singing
two songs (one from the Garden
show), and used her side kicks a couple
of times. The Chas. Ahearn Troupe,
next, was on too early for the great
the

quantity of

amusement

in the

act.

were the best for the occasion. John
J. Hughes led the number from the
Garden show he does on regular show
nights, with the chorus backing him up,
and Trixie Friganza presented the singing turn she lately held forth in as
a vaudeville headliner.
Melville Ellis
played several melodies on the piano,
and the Six Bracks, from the Hippo-

drome, in their fast working acrobatic
turn, closed the first half.

Moon and Morris, with their dance,
opened the second part, followed by
Howard and Howard, in the "Jockey
Number" from the show. It was the
second production number of the evening. Willie and Eugene Howard had
not rehearsed an act, nor were they
programed, but stopped the show completely, for at least two minutes. Mile.
Jobert (New Acts) came next, with
Adelaide and Hughes in their dance,
also from the show, following. Ralph

Herz

and "Motoring" came
Yoscarrys closing the performance. The former big
fat understander of the Yoscarrys has
been replaced by another man.
recited,

after him, with the 3

All of the acts passed, some quite
three or four only decidedly

lightly,

scoring.

The

bill

was a good $2 worth,

and that's something in vaudeville, on
Sunday night or any other time.

over.

8im$.

Mclntyre and Heath are doing "The
programmed as
Georgia Minstrels,"
thirty years old.
It still makes 'en
laugh.

"Lads O* Melodie" (New Acts) and
Three Loretta Twins (New Acts)
closed the program.

comedy

Closing the first half
would have been a better spot. Mr.
Ahearn did just as well though, the
early position only hurting the show,
and not the act. He has a new prop
auto, with the woman rider and chauffeur in it for a comedy effect. In slovenly costume as the car wheels about,
the heads and necks of the two
people from the other side were in
evening dress. Sydney Grant sang a
couple of songs and told a few stories,
those of his old routine he thought
bicycle

Da*h*

Rehearsals for Henry W. Savage's
"Everywoman" company which will
again play the States, have been called
for Oct. 1. The company was to
have

begun work around the
month.

first

of this
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COLONIAL.
(Estimated cost of show, $3,125.)
"Poelight Vaudeville" is the general
the Colonial the current
week. Not that the individual acts are
unworthy of a place in modern vaudeville, but the show, taken as a whole,
savors of a strong leaning for "famTo further emphasize the
ily trade."
impression the "fly" Colonial audience is treated to a piano solo during
offering at

intermission.

Chick and Chicklets open the show
The act is suffering not only
at 8.09.
from early position by the absence of
the boy, who is not permitted to work
in New York .This puts a crimp in the
comedy. Big City Four are second.

some exceptional quartet
harmonizing.
The baritone should,
however, refrain from all comedy at-

They

offer

tempts. Willis
pleased mildly.

Family

(New

Acts),

Kate Watson, attired in eccentric rural garb, is a mild imitation of Rose
Melville in the "Sis Hopkins" characterization, with some "ignoramus" talk
Charley
a la Kate Elinore, some of
Case's "stuff" and a more or less general "gleaning" from other turns. The
gag about singing "like Held" is hoary
with age. A veracious chronicling of
events compels the statement that she

"went well."
Clark and Hamilton close the first
half with their comedy act.
Clark appears to be destroying the legitimacy
of his travesty by overdoing the horseplay. He is altogether too clever an artist for that. Two of his "gags" are of
such ancient American vintage as to
be unworthy of the act. They are: "1
didn't even l^now he was ill" and the
other is: "I have calves' brains, sheepshead and pigs' feet." They are con-

temporary with the lamented Joseph)
Miller, in his day a writer of "small
time" vaudeville jokes.
Winsor McCay pleased immensely
with his
moving picture cartoons.
Louise Dresser (New Acts) suffers^
from a lack of suitable material. Donavan and McDonald, with their lifelike portrayal of a couple of sentimental old "tads" jollying each other, were

dogs and monkeys, closing the show at 11.13, had a

a clean-up.

Gillette's

hard spot; but after the act got started,
held the house almost intact.
The scale of prices for orchestra
seats at the Colonial is now fifty, sevEven these
enty-five and a dollar.
prices are a trifle steep for "poelight
vaudeville."

Jolo.

UNION SQUARE.
(Estimated cost of show, $2,150.)
is having a hard
time trying to climb back to the twoOfa-day pedestal it once occupied.
late the audience there have done little
enthusing oyer the bills, and the show
this week will do a lot toward impeding
the progress of the Square's "coming
back" effort.
The house is there and the management is right along with it. The Union Square has never been a more com-

The Union Square

fortable or inviting playhouse, but "cut
salary" programs that do not allow a

booker to choose from any wide field,
are badly handicapping the program*,
the Square should have, if B. F. Keith
expects to hurt Proctor's Fifth Ave-

nue at a lesser expense to the Square
than about $40,000 a season at the
present rate. "Revenge," though, may
be worth it.
There were few acts that got anything in the way of applause. The lack
of enthusiasm sent the show through
its paces so swiftly the program was
finished before the audience realized it.
It came within an ace of being the
ushers' duty Monday night to wake the
audience up a*hd tell it to go home
when the last act had appeared.
Lynch and Zeller gave the show a
speedy start, but it soon lost its pepper.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Murphy tried hard
to keep the pace hot, but times have
changed, and they were only fairly
successful. They got some laughs with
the usual exchange of patter. Mr. Murphy kidded Mrs. Murphy about her

—

avoirdupois.

Robbie Gordone's posing act pleased
but the audience didn't enthuse much
over the offering.
Joe Whitehead
would have do'ne himself proud in a
soft spot had his material been new.

The young man worked

in

some new
him along.

ideas.
His dancing carried
That the audience was ripe for anything that came its way was shown
when it gave Whitehead a big hand on
his George M. Cohan "bit."
B. A. Rolfe's "The Courtiers" made
a most favorable impression and received considerable applause.
It was
the first real thaw out of the evening.
For sixteen minutes a Vitagraph reel
showing Marshall Wilder as the central figure in "The Greatest Thing in
The World" was run, putting the au-

dience in a receptive

mood

for the ap-

pearance of Wilder himself. Wilder,
with a mixture of old and new stories,
filled in the remainder of his time acceptably.
Those pictures of Marshall
will save the storyteller a lot of breath
in

vaudeville this winter.

Incidentally

him additional prestige. The
pictures can never fall down.
"A Night In a Turkish Bath" was
it

will give

the big laugh getter of the evening.
act went through smoothly and

The

the results were gratifying.
The Six
American Dancers were on ju t before
closing and gave satisfaction.
S. W.
Mark.
La Veen and Co. closed.

was a tough Tuesday night out
open and it was very little
better on the Roof.
The stragglers
who made their way up in the elevators
were thoroughly damped by the time
the

they reached their seats and they never
got the chill out of their systems:
It was no fault of the house for the
is

quite

as

warm and

comfortable as any theatre. The acts,
however, were the real sufferers. The
scattered few did not unbelt for a minute.
Every body looked alike to them
and they just sat and waited for the
finish.
The bill contained two big
acts, "High Life in Jail," and Amelia
Summerville & Co. (New Acts). There
were other acts with merit but for
some reason the show never seemed
to get lifted out of the rut and just
drilled along without hitting any high

spots.

cut

Tossing Austins closed the show and
were also placed wrong. The act is
not an American closing turn. It does
not come fast enough. The audience
are on their feet when the last number
comes along and unless it is handed
to them speedily they move. Tuesday
night they moved.
Teddy Osborne's Pets, "No. 3," did
right.
all
After putting the dogs
through a short routine Teddy (female
Teddy) sings a song and the dogs go
into a Barnold village with a drunken
dog Dan, Barnold's dog has nothing
to worry about.
Teddy should curb
her desire to talk, as it is unnecessary.
Ed. and Jack Smith, a couple of dancing boys, are slightly different from
the usual two-man dancers. They use
no hard shoes and the presence of a
good singing voice sends them nicely
to the fore. Their dancing together is
also ahead of the general run.
Young Bros., a pop time acrobatic
Da*hl
opening act, started 'em off.

Life in Jail"

pop

down

circuits.

is

It

in the slightest.

116TH STREET.
in

Harlem, at the intersection
and St. Nicholas avenues,

which occurs

at 116th street, there

small triangle about the

Times

building.

size

a
of the
is

The Park Department

has placed benches in the breathing
spot and these seats are occupied to
their fullest capacity in pleasant weather by the residents of that neighborhood. One day a wag, looking over
rhe bench-warmers, christened
(note
{he
verb "christened") the triangle
"Goldberg Park."
These same bench occupants and
their families are the class that make up
the audiences at the new 116th Street
theatre,
which opened Labor Day.
The house is situated on 116th street,
between Lenox and Seventh avenues.
More correctly speaking, only the entrance is on that uptown thoroughfare,
the house proper being on 115th street.
Eight acts and pictures are given at

on the job with

just as

quite an act

the

has not been

an

Bill

Mack

is

good a bunch

They have

a vaudeville

pany, presenting the

first

stock comhalf of this

week one of Gus Edwards' old "kid"
Owing to the mediocrity of the
skit itself one can form no real line on

acts.

the ability of the organization. Homer
MjIcs' Players presented the author's
former personal vehicle, "On a Side
Street," to keen appreciation.

Others on the
wells,

excellent

and Linder

are

bill

The Wood*.
Howard

equilibrists;

Rialto and
Dream"; Alvora,
female impersonator; June Mills, soubret; Dennett Trio, singers and dancers. The last two mentioned are under
Co., in

in a farcical skit;

"The

Artist's

new acts.
The 116th
a

Street seems to be doing
good business with its present policy.

When

that

fails,

if

it

ever does, the

house should be worth considering as
a popular priced combination edifice.
Jolo.

38TH STREET.
John Buck

is managing the house.
has been up that way long enough
to know exactly what the
clientele
wants. Mr. Buck is in a Tuxedo outfit every evening and gives tone to the

He

theatre.

For the first time this season, the
58th Street outside lights and atop
the theatre were turned on full force.

The illumination effect
The bright light stuff
some warm ballyhoo.
It was a well-balanced
half.
The Lowes gave
with lasso work.
The

was

striking.

should

prove

show the

first

a novel start
man, a lightcomplexioned chap, displayed unusual
dexterity with the rope and did all
the tricks in the repertory of the other
masters of the lariats. He has a voice
that sounds identically like Will
ers,

Rogand makes a number of remarks

after the fashion of the latter.

In so

doing he draws comparison with Rogers and
suffers
in the
draw. The
Lowes have a strong roping act for
the pop houses.
Shaw and Eddy got
over with the man's dancing.

The Magnani Family, out west
some time, are disguised as street

for
la-

borers,

from ten to twenty-five cents,
performance being enhanced by

prices

"High
for the

ferent.

of Seventh

It

Roof Garden

watchful eye of Mike Simon, than they
Tuesday night up in the air.
Grace De Winters has a very amusing ventriloquial act with one or two
new bits that are well worth while.
Rather a good ventriloquist the girl
does better when talking through the
dummy than when talking herself. A
couple of minutes of talk is needed
ahead of the imitations. The imitaUsing the
tion idea is very good.
songs of different celebrities, the girl
changes the dress of the dummy and
does the song through the figure. It
works out very well. She will hold
attention without any trouble.
Harry Antrim did fairly well but was
placed in too important a position.
Earlier on the program would have
been much better for him than next
to closing.
His whistling and imitations were liked but the talk for the
most part is familiar all along the line.
"Chicken Rag," his opening, is far and
away the best thing he does. It is difdid

Up

AMERICAN ROOF.
in

of crooks as the jail ever held. The
boys are working in the same manner
also and they never gave a better performance at Hammerstein's under the

orchestra of six.
The audiences
are very demonstrative in their laughter and generous with applause.

while grinding out tunes op
divers instruments covered to represent
tools, etc.
The act has a weak closing, and for some reason eschews the

pop numbers altogether.
A rag or
two would help them on the pop time
where it is proving more of a novelty
than anything else. What little comedy they attempt at the close doesn't
get over.

Barrett and

Bayne

are due to change
of the pop house audiences have ever seen Mabel Hite, and
if they have
it's dollars to crude oil
their act.

/

Few

that they never heard her sing "Stupid

Mr Cupid." Miss Baync is able to do
an eccentric "bit," but one of her own
making would do just as well.
team gets away nicely at the

This
finish

with a yodeling duet.

Dorothy Rogers and
a

la

Carte," gobbled

Co., in

"Babies

the applause in
sight.
This sketch, well acted, is funnier than a three ring circus, and it's
a clean up every time it starts.
all

Kanthe Bros, closed, making a good
impression.
The show had a number
of excellent films with comedy and
pathos blended

in

a

picas'

g way.

Murk
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Dobes and Borrell are featured
new Folies Bergere show.

London, Sept. 18.
upon the success of
"Nightbirds" Michael Faraday may be
accounted twice fortunate to have

upon another winner

"The

in

hit

Girl in

the Taxi."

Gustav

show but Morris
money for that project.

for the next road

it

couldn't see the
Wilkrie Bard,
in

New

who

do four weeks

will

York, and a week each

Bos-

in

commencing

ton and Philadelphia,

in

December next, at $2,500 a week, obSunday work, and should this

jects to

not be agreed to he will
not make the trip acrosstheAtlantic
Today he put on a new number at
restriction

"I

Manchester Hippodrome, called
Must Have a Man at the Piano."

In

he plays the part of a youthful

the

it

dame seeking fame and

Butt would
stage a Reinhardt production at the
Palace in the fall is now confirmed
by Mr. Butt himself. He says: "We
are to put on in October one of the
most ambitious spectacular effects ever
attempted within the walls of a theatre.
Professor Reinhardt, whose success with the Miracle of Olympia and
subsequently with CEdpus Rex at Covent Garden is a matter of history, has
devised what I might describe as a
series of kaleidoscopic pictures such as
has never before been seen in Engto the effect that Alfred

The

subject

believe

I

He

is

Vene-

allied

with

will

in

Leo

Munchen.

Nick Kaufmann
Sept 20.

The

players from the Abby
Dublin, are trying to get a

Irish

home

permanent
project

is

in

London.

The

likely to be well backed.

for

America

be
away some six months. This act has
been headlining in England, the Continent and the colonies for over six
will

years.

Knowles will return to AmerNovember, having arranged to
return to England next summer.
R. G.

ica in

new

general manager.
Also the famous Burg theatre, Vienna,
after Baron von Berger's death, needs
a director. For weeks rumors of the
successors have been out, without any
confirmation. In both cities the houses
belong to the respective Crowns. Political or court intrigue is always at
work and never shows so plainly as
on the occasion of the selection of the

looking for a

directors.

OBITUARY
Leon

Gandillot, a French playwright,

died in

He
Paris Sept. 22, aged 50.
of "Les Femmes Col-

was the author

lates," "Ferdinand Le
Tortue," and others.

Noceur," "La

E. A.

Henry Lamont,

of Stelmo, 111., ownand manager of a pony and dog
circus, was killed and fifteen others
er

injured in a railroad accident near ChaMo., last week.
Most of the

onia,

animals belonging to the circus were
either killed or badly maimed.
E. A. ("Dick") Chalfant, at one time
well known performer, was found
dead in bed at the home of his mother,
in Concord, N. H., last week.
He was
52 years old.

a

Jack Nohren, of the Nohrens, aerial
artists, died Sept. 13 at his home, 172
Jefferson street, Brooklyn.
He had
been a professional for twenty years
during the last ten of which he worked

New
Henry Wenger,

Orleans, Sept. 25.

internationally

who

famed

many

years
operated Wenger's (now the Lyric)
theatre with a cabaret style of entertainment, offering many acts that are
headliners in vaudeville to day, passed
away at his home here Saturday. Mr.
Wenger was a wealthy man and retired
from active business about fifteen years
ago. He was fifty-six years of age.
in the

old days,

for

Berlin, Sept.

San Francisco,

Sefl. 25.
brother of Billy

17.

is

booked numbers first. "Kismet,"
when opening at Munich, was not well

of his

received,

but gained success later

the season.

in

Monday, from

Neil
Flannery,
Gould, the vaudevillian, died
pital here Sunday night.

Charles

first-

vaudeville.

in a

hos-

Mason has been engaged

to

take the role Joe Cawthorne gave up
in the Charles B. Dillingham Mont-

gomery and Stone-Elsie Janis show.

Cabaret

England has taken

to

the

idea as a duck takes

to

water.

The

craze having hit the country a wallop, it is now expected the
Cabaret thing will shortly be installed
It canin several of the restaurants.
not be carried as far as in America,
however, for the night life in London is
entirely different from that over here.
Th<» restaurants are forced to closIt leaves little room for
at 12 o'clock.

ragtime

The Folies Bergere restaurant has
taken up its interrupted course again.
The place was closed all summer.

the proprietors of The Garden.
new firm takes possession Sept.
fair to

30.

Sev-

However, Romano's
Cabareting.
on the Strand has booked an America

more

colored troupe, indefinitely, as a star-

become

a feature of the Cabaret thing.
eral acta are already) playing
than one eat house.

Cabaret shows are growing. Shanweek hit the high-water mark
with twenty people, while the Garden
is close up with sixteen in the show.
F. Butler, one of the

John

head men

and

Gertrude Merritt,
who sang in the Cabaret for some
time, were married Sept. 17. Mr. and
three
a
Mrs. Butler are away on
weeks' trip.

at

Shanley's,

The exchange of Cabaret acts may
become prevalent in New York. The
"turn" system of London could be

ing.

One

London

Just

sometimes plays
an evenChurchill's and the

act

halls during

now

real

ter.

ley's this

several

LEVY.

not definitely decided whether
"Kismet" will play at the Apollo. Director Juppa must arrange with some
It

pop

followed.

BERLIN.
By

switches

Playing "turns'* bids
theatres at Munchen, following Baron von Speidel's death, arc

with his wife.

They

Island,

The Pekin has been purchased by
The

sails

The Royal

The Four Davies Trio with their act,
"Motoring in Midair," have sailed for
a tour of the States.

Bradley.

Coney

Henderson's,

at

Fall will conduct

tian.

theatre,

policy

class to

the first performance.

fortune upon

The announcement made exclusively
in VxRiETr more than two months ago

closely

open with Offenbach's
der Unterwelt," as produced this summer at the KiinstlertheBerlin.

"Orpheus

the boards.

land."

Charle,

Masken Verlag, Munich, has
taken over the Neue Schauspielhaus,
the Drei

ater,

Hudson, Olga and Elgar are doing a new routine of work in a new
setting with improved effects. This set
has been almost booked for America
Lauder recommended
several times.
Eli

Others on the
great length of time.
Martin bill are Josephine Sabel an-J
Lillian

The
Following

in

the

abore.

Owing

to

the

increase in business

and lack of space, Herman Raub, proprietor of Raub's restaurant, Brooklyn,

A
has planned extensive alterations.
large stage has been installed for the
Cabaret entertainers. This has been the
biggest season in the history of the
restaurant. A new orchestra has been
engaged for the season made up of
twelve girls, led by Mary Dennison
Gailey, graduate of the Boston ConHenry Tussenservatory of Music.
brock, formerly musical director of
"Alma Where Do You Live" company,
will be pianist for the entertainers
In the afternoon an orthis season.
composed of four sisters
chestra
dressed alike entertains the matinee

Garden are exchanging.

diners.

Suzanne Roccomora last season at
Martin's is creating somewhat of a stir,
with her animated rendering of numbers at Churchill's, against-the-standwith - your - hands - behind-your - back,
straight singers who have become part

Cabarets have struck the fancy of
chorus girls, which accounts for many
various
familiar faces seen in
the
places.
The "staying in New York"
appealed immediately to the girls who
like the chorus while the show is on
Broadway. Then there was the chance
to do something alone which struck
the more ambitious with the idea that
someone who could offer better things
would be sure to float in sometime
In this respect the girls have proven
wise, for there are several girls taken
from the Cabarets and given regular
positions which they never would have
landed from the chorus. Then there
is the "John" side of the story.
This
Cabaret thing got the chorus beaten
a furlong for Johns.
The Johns like
it better, too.
They can sit in a nice
cozy restaurant and wait instead of

of the institution.

Clifford

Shanley's,

and Weston,
and later of

formerly
the

at

Moulin

partnerships
Rouge, have dissolved
Irene Oelson, now at Shanley's, will
The
be Jack Clifford's new partner.
couple will open in the near future at
Martin's.

Reisenweber's will soon be in the
midst of the Cabaret scramble. Regulation cabareting will be the card on
the main floor, while in the Rathskeller and on the second floor a troupe
of colored entertainers will hold forth.

strolling

door

Dancing with a "turkey trot" mixed
in more than once every two hours
(as is now the case at Murray's) will
be a feature of the upstairs floor.

The Cabaret season opened

up and down by the stage

like a horse
thief.
If
looks as though the Cabaret Girl will
be the next big thing on Broadway.

feeling

Arthur Bryon will be
Mrs. Fiske this season.

in

support of

at Louis

Martin's

Tuesday night, with a big
show booked and managed by Henry
Lodge. Vernon and Irene Castle (re-

Leo Stark, leading comedian last
season with "The Spring Maid" (western) has engaged for the "No. 2" "Rose

hearsing with the Montgomery and
Stone show) and La Estrellita (rehearsing with "the Follies") were on
It
is
hardly
the opening program.
thought likely that acts from shows
will be given the privilege of working Cabarets in conjunction for any

Maid" company.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh J. Emmett returned to New York on the Oceanic
last week.
They go back to England
next August for a tour of the Moss
Empires.

VARIETY
The house Thursday evening
week waa packed,

86TH STREET.
bill

.

class.

May Ward had an awful
ed her work considerably
the audience in "When I
with two 'plants."

cold and It affectuntil
she kidded

Walts With You,"

O'Brien had the man's dancing
above water.
The Blanche Rica
been doing Its "Hamlet" travesty
some weeks on the William Fox circuit
The act haa cut out its ml* At army whloh
formerly was good for a laugh when put on
There is nothing but nonsense to the
right.
In
the
turn, which will get laugh i
pop

and

L»«iy

to

keep
has

it

houses.

Mumford and Thompson have some

patter

The men end with
which does not get over.
The
favor when they get bear in duets.
comedy is very light, likewise the opening.
Kersey's Myuophone, a novelty mualcal Inetrument, proved an acceptable cloeer.

Mark.

TWENTY-THIRD STREET.
Proctor's 23rd 'Street presented an entertaining abow the second half of last week,
consisting of seven acts and pictures.
The
day's pictures were not all that they should
be, or usually are, due to the showing of too
many foreign comedy reels that had the apKanthe Bros..
pearance of ancient vintage.
Clayton Sisters, Rober and Tunlson, Jessallne Rodgers A Co. (new acts).
The other three acts were good turns in
Georgalas
respective
Ilnea.
Bros.,
their
sharpshooters, work faat and have a few new
It Is a very effective turn for any
tricks.
In small towns it might
three-a-dsv house.
be boomed Into what is known as a "sensational act."

PROCTOR'S 123th STREET*
The bill the last half of last week bora
no special headllner. yet It rounded Into a
As they are fond of
good laughing show.
comedy up Harlem way the bill more than
gave value for the admission price.
program,
the
Vlda and Hawley started
with Miss Vlda's monolog and work on the
alack wire. Hawley keeping up a running
line of comedy which placed the act In high
Hawley. as the grinning, awkward
favor.
boob, who acted aa Miss Vlda's assistant,
Both have
baa an agreeable personality.
a pleaaant way of working that makes them
popular without either doing anything espenoteworthy.
Frances
Viva Renard followed (new acts).
Stevens ft Co. (new acts) used the first sketch
to show.
Robert Bmmett Keen and bla English acaeot and funny aong about American slang
Keen taken
confusing him so held attention.
His
a lot of time getting under steam.
opening Is enough to provoke the small time
There are few singles
saints to desperation.
cially

like

Keen on the pop

circuits

and for that

reaaon be should keep working all
Dorothy Jlodgere ft Co. turned
laugh guns with their amusing and
This. Is the act wherein
sketch.

season.
loose the
ludlcroua

young

a

man bed

hi? bent girl palm herself off aa
The
his wife to the former's rich old uncle.
The colored
uncle Is told there Is a baby.
servant, a comedian blacked up, not only borrows two white kids, but works In a black

Rose Gordon d; Co.. in a musical comedy
"The Matchmaker," have develoepd Into
They have
a standard, hlgh-claes pop act.
a corking recitative duet, 'It's logic, that's
Locke and Llnder. in their original
all."
Idea for a cross-fire comedy act, seem to be
Sonde of their "gaga" are begoing back.
They should 'brush up" a
coming ancient.

young 'un.
The 'audience simply laid back
and howled when that baby abow came off.
Woodward's posing dogs proved a pleasant
feature and the splendid work of the three
canine
applauae.

little

performers

Shaw and Eddy (new

caused

considerable

The

acts) closed.

act

rightfully

belonged around the opening spot.

A word

Manager Allen's
being
enough

picture

of praise Is due to
arrangement,
there

Fanny Brlce baa returned to "The Whirl
Society" after being out a weak on acOuenlu White, a IWie
count of sickness.
chorus girl stepped In and too* her place
and met with succeas.

presided.
Invitations were
cults of the city.

comedy and pathos blended

In the films to
people their dime's worth.
give
Mr.
the
Allen seeme very popular with the patrons
of the bouse.
He certainly Is doing everything possible for the 125th Street.

Mark.

engaged

been

baa

Johnston

by

Bo vie Wool folk to replace E 3 ward Cruwf'ird
Whose Little Olrl Are You,' a condenIn
sation of "Charley's Aunt," with musical
trimmings, that la playing vaudeville time.
Florence and Rene Reichardt, twj Chicago
the
girls, are doing dancing speclaltk'4 In

Issy Herk has taken offices In the City
Hall Square building, In which the Palace
Music Hall is located.
T. C. Oleason, who had the Collage theatre last aeason, and conducted a stock comEany there, baa assumed me lease on the
ouee again tbls year and will Install a
stock company as soon sa he can get one
together.

manager of the Lyric, made a
Milwaukee this week to look over

A. Reed,

J.

to

the Bhubert there.
He recently supervised
the complete renovation and redeeoratlon of
this bonsa. which Is one of tbe landmark!
metropolis.
of the Wisconsin

Rene Davles, who recently played tbe Majestic theatre,
baa accepted aeveral weeks
from

the

"Association"

outlying

the

in

booked by Lee Kraus.

nouses,

Tbe 800th performance of "A Modern Eve"
In Chicago was celebrated at tbe Prlnceas
Tuesday night after .the regular performance.
William Norrls was master of ceremonies
and directed a vaudeville abow that lasted
Al Jolson, Maurice and Florfor an hour.
ence Walton, Clarence Harvey and other
members of "A Whirl of Society" took part.

Sam

Tom

Baerwltz haa booked

Linton and

his Jungle Girls for a solid season, which
Includes a tour of the Pantages time.
Baerwlts baa also arranged to bring Dsvey and
Pony Moore west for a season's work In the
middle west.

skit,

The 100th performance of "The Passing Show of 1912" will take place at the
Winter Garden,

New

York, Oct.

4.

Walter Keefe's office now boasts of a fair
and club department under the supervision
of Ed Marsh, who succeeded O'en Burt as
Keefe's

Keefe

chief

lieutenant.

have been

offices

Incidentally

the

up Into private
man.

fitted

sections for each booking

George

Lee,
formerly of the Arlington
one of the featured members of
Minnie Palmer's production of "Mr. Green's
Reception," which Is playing a route for

Four.
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CHICAGO

Ned

Is

Alvcrd.

Walter

enrol wwk*

Johnson, manager of the Ellis, a
house, was arrested last week
ushers under the legal age
limit.
The caae has been continued until
next week.

Hamberger

for

TAJUXTT*t CHICAGO OFFIGBs
MAJUTIO TBIATRB BUILDING

employing

Jim Rutherford opens
Charles

vaudeville Oct.

In

3.

Collins
for the

MAJESTIC (Lyman

B.

Glover, mgr.; agent,

"Madame

with a wealth of
scenery and accentuated with many theatrical
trlcka that add to the Interest of those who
ere seeking higher forms of drama on the
Butterfly" put on

Another point of Interest
to Chlcagoans was the debut of Mrs. Frank
Parnum, a society woman who Is billed simply as a "soprano."
There were many people
present from the Lake Shore Drive Monday
afternoon, and the/ were there to greet Mrs.
Parnum, which they did right earnestly. The

vaudeville

stage.

singer was nervous, as was to be expected,
but after she had accustomed herself to the
footlights

she

sang

the waits
nod,
and

and gained command over herself,
a group of songs beginning with
from "Romeo and Juliet" by Gouclosed with "The Last Rose of

Mrs. Farnum displays a well cultivated voice and wears creations, but lacks
the knack of the stage.
As a drawing room
entertainer, ehe may be of the first rank. Perhaps with experience she will acquire the
presence and aplomb necessary.
Little Billy,
billed as vaudeville's tiniest headllner. gave
a good account of himself In a diversified pro-

8ummer."

gram.

and
blacksmith

Staley

musical

Blrbeck's transformation
astonished
thoso
turn

who had not seen this set before, sod even
stirred those who had to some little excitement.
"The Butterfly." a little sketch In
which Jere Grady,
Irving
Carpenter and
Prankle Carpenter took part, offered a pleasant little diversion.
George W. Barry and
Maude Wolford made a good impression in
their novelty,
Miss
"At the Song Booth."
Wolford has a most engaging smile and a
winning manner, and the act went big, following as it did "Madame Butterfly." and It
came In the nature of "comic relief" Hermany'e dogs worked well. Wheeler Earl and

Vera Curtis In "The Girl and the Drummer"
have an act that Is out of the ordinary. They
are assisted by Freddie Steel, who does the
bellboy stunt.
The Rials, who close
the bill in a novelty ring act, have something
usual

new

REED.

to offer.

PALACE

(Mort

Singer,

mgr.;

pheum Circuit).—Carrie De Mar
headllner

in

a

series

Is

Orwfek's

agent.
th's

of song sketchts, each
a special miniature set

one backed up with
and garbed In a different costume.
Under
ordinary cricumstancs this looks to be one of
Miss De Mar's best productions, but Mondiv
matinee at the Palace was not given under
ordinary circumstances.
The scenery acted

stubborn and occasionally the lights worked
backward, which all served In some way to
handicap the headllner.
However, tbla la
natural for a first performance, and while It
harmed Miss De Mar's scoring chances, It did
not cover up the possibilities which exist In
the new offering.
-The bill opened with
Schaller and Jordan, a pair of aeriallsts who
found it hard to work to the unseated few
present.
The Elliott S*vonas. an octet of
musicians have one of the classiest etralght
Instrumental acts In vaudeville.
A massive
set of scenery entailing some swell electrical
effects and
carrying a three-sect '.oned pipe
organ brings the turn Into the first division
from the scenic standpoint alone.
Classical

numbers make up

the

entire

routine

which

do much better minus the attempt at
comedy made by one member. The comedy
doesn't belong.
It rekea away from the ex-

could

The

Savonas are showing a splendid
waa one of the big
hits.
Jp.mes H. Cullen. with several songs
and parodies and a few short minutes of good
talk, filled In a spot In "one" nicely while
the stagehands were preparing Mason and
Keeler's .>«et for their comedy fketeh "In and
Out." The act, which Is not new to Chicago,
walked off with the afternoon's honors.
McKay and Cantwell were another pletsant suristing

cla«s.

Elliott
turn.
It

doing considerably better than the average double talking act In "one" st tbls bonsa.
The couple were seen at the Majestic a short
time back.
After Carrie De Mar came Rayno's Bull Dogs, who closed the bill.
Carl
Demare«t also appeared
Business shows a decided Increase at the Palace, due probablv to
prise,

the heavy

EMPIRE

billing.

WYNN.

Ferratl. mgr.).—There Is a
of
good material In
offered tbla week by
Edwin D. Miner and a large and capitally
caparisoned company. The show Is we'l censored and bears considerable resemblance to
the common or garden variety of musical
comedy, only that It Is more elaborate in
some particulars.
The costuming Is ornate
and the scenic surroundings are out of the
ordinary, and as for comely, a flock of
funny men who work bard and successfully
(S.

bewildering quantity
Miner's "Americans"

arousing mirth and merriment.
There la
every Indication that the Empire will meet
with success this season, for the attractions
that have been there so tar have all been
big and well worth the money.
In

HEED.

Ruth Peebles has assumed the orlma donna
In "A Modern Eve H at the Princess,
place of narrlet Standon, who haa re*
tired from the cast.
role

in

Fred Walton has been appointed treasurer
the new Victoria.
He was formerly at
the Olympic.
of

Frank Flesher. one of the owners of "A
of Tonight" was In from the Black

Prince

FWB

week.

this

at the

Degree" Is In preparation. "The City," which
opened tbe Criterion as a combination honse.
Tbe management
haa not met with success.
Is undecided whether to continue tbe present
policy or close the house.

A. B. Meyers Is co-operating with some
Eastern theatrical men for the production In
tabloid forms of some old dramatlo playa.
Among those already arranged for are "The

Brothers," "Bast Lynne" and 'Tbe
Meyers has been assured of
Mountebsnk."
work for anything he produces.

Corsica n

consecutive

Morris

Malsle

Widow

Merry

and Kitty Henry, In "Tha
Remarried," which want to
have Joined " Casey

the bad at Indianapolis,
Jones."

Kraus

Lee

arrangementa

completed

haa

Introduce Madam Patrlcola to the
houses
hereabouts,
vaudeville
a faw
opening at the Wilson Avenue In
Patrlcola has been leading her own
weeks.
band at Morses Gardens on the North Side.
that

will

week

split

Jack Clifford haa returned to Saaakatoon.
Saskatchewan, with a number of people who
play In tbe Lewis A Lake Stock Company In that town.

will

Louis
ersole,

Nethersole,

town

In

Is

brother of Olga Nethdoing the advance work

for Margaret Anglln

In

"Egypt."

Bird of Paradise" Is playing Milwaukee
this week end will go as far west aa Omaha
Ben Qlroux la
and then return Eaat again.
the manager.

"A

Carl Randolph has been promoted to the
ssslstant managership of the Zlegfeld Theater.

Returning members of "The Merry Widow
Remsrrled." which went on the rocks at
Indianapolis last week, thresten suits against
tbe Consolidated Amusement Co.. of Clovelend. O., backers of tbe short-lived enterThe officers of this concern are
prise.
Louis
president;
Hausheer,
W.
Seorge
ausheer, vice-president; Robert B. McKlsson. secretary, and Harry A. Smith, business

Max

manaeer.

Faetkenheuer

waa

manag-

Is

book.

Orpheum).—Of course the high point from the
week In this bill Is Bela*co's

close

will

Studebaker Saturday night. Business has been
very bed. The show was universally pannedBusiness has been very bad at tbe Marlowe,
where Louise Randolph and Ian Maclaren are
There are rumors that
the leading people.
will close after next week.
"The Third
It

ing director.

W.

engaged rn writing
the lyrlca
new Singer production,
for which Addison Burkbardt Is writing the

artistic side this

lit-

George S. Cullen has taken a position In the
Columbia box office. He was formerly at tbe
Chicago Opera House.

"Whose Helen Are You?"

net.

trip

the

to

Early next month tbe Theatre Booking Corporation will be represented In Dallas, Tax
with a Garden theatre which Is being fitted
up by Messrs. Brown and Slnnett at 1517 Blm
Street.
The house will have a seating capacity of 1,200 and will play acts routed from
the Keefe office by way of St. Louis and
Kansas City. A house In Memphis will soon
be added to the Miles string also.

Crescy has been engaged by Frank
8herldan and 0:>v»r Labadle (or ona >f
their big acts.
Elsie

Barrett

sent

erary

of

folo.

wMk

Mom

Co.
for

last

of

bK.

at the 86th Street Theatre the last
stubbed Its toe la comparihalf of last
son with several shows that have lately
A Brill
Eassed favorable muster at the
DeFratlee, balancing on chairs and
oum.
A. mala aaslitant
tables, opooad tbo abow.
might borrow soma kind of a uniform If be
hasn't anything of bla own In the wardrobe
alow.
DeFrstles works tantallslngly
line.
Several of hia chair and table balancing
are well
maintained.
Once or
positions
twice he brings out exclamations a la Bert
but
DeFratlee haa ability
lacks
Melrose.

The
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He

reports thst his agent.

Walter N. Roles, promoted and ooened a theatre In International Falls, Minn.. In six
days.
An old skating rink waa remodeled.
The ehow will onen the new Llederkranz theatre In Grand Island. Nebr.. October 18.

Jack Welch the general manager for Cohpn ft Harris. Is In town for "The Red
at the Cohan's Grand Opera

Widow." opening
Honse Oct. 6.

Con Hecker. chief In tbe box office at the
Lyric, Is snendlng his honeymoon alone In
He was married to Gladys Moore,
Chicago.
the dancer. In St. Louis, four days before be
was sent to Chlcsgo. Mrs. Hecker remained
In St. Louis to dispose of a flat and to store
the wedding presents.
Roso Marsden,

In

vaudeville,

and one-time

In the public eye aa the model for
tbe Government for tbe figure on a certain
greenback, passed through Chicago tbla week
for Reno, where she goes to protect the InShe le being sued for
terests of her rhlld.

much

divorce.

Henry

J.

MarMahon

vance work

for

la

dolne tbe local ad-

"The Blue Bird."

Among

for
Mcattractions
booked
the
the near future are "The Forand Chauneey Olcott In his
play, "The Isle O* Dreams."

Vleker'«

tune

new

In

Hunter"

"The

Girl

in

the

Taxi."

which

haa

been

at the Crown this week, will shoot
The n|e-e waa originInstead of west.
ally booked to nlav to the Pacific Coast, but
most of the houees In which It was booked
have b^en turned Into picture place*, and
The
tbe booklne had to be switched east
offering will he seen In Washington Mondsy
night.

play In a;
eaat

"Kismet." with Otis Skinner, opened at the
Illinois Mondsy night to s big house.
Tbe
reviewers treated the attraction very well.

James Win ail eld. of the Central States Co..
book the new Elks' Opera House at
111., which will open early 1n October

will

Olney,

The new Grand Opera House,
site

ated
will

built on the
the old one at Danville. 111. will be
earlv In Octoberh« operwill
It
by Allard Brothers. James Wlngfleld

of

ready

book

It.

Mortimer Weldon In Chicago lest season
In "The Rose of Panama." at the American
Music Hall Is to be added to the cast of
"The Girl at the Gate," at the La flalle. He
will take the place of Arthur Bell.

"The Ne'er

Do Well"

Chicago at one
the near future.

of

th*»

be

offered

Bhubert

houses

will

Three weeks hav*> been
gagement of "A Winsome

The

th* Colonial.

pier*»

with thp advent of
been decided to hold

fall
It

ridded

has

to

Widow."
h*»«»n

wather

the

now

in
In

enat

pipkin* up
and It has

over

Frances I.#ee Schoecraft r«v«» a lecture nr
the Lvrlc theatre Tuesday nfternnon on "Tin

Rvmbollsm
literary

In

The

editor

Blue Bird.' " Wallas, Rlre
of the Chicago Dally News

SAN FRANCISCO
By AL.

C.

JOY.

ORPHEPM

(Martin Beck. gen. mgr.; agent.
was a solid hit and put
over some new songs and Jokes.
Ths Orpheum sudtence apparently could not get
"The Bandit,"
enough of his funmaklng.
with E Frederick Hawley and Co. was splendidly interpreted and thrilled all the wayJoe Mclntyre made good with his act. his
singing In particular being of a pleasing
brand.
Annte Kent proved a delightful surprise and ran Nat Wills a close raca for
applause.
The Four Konerz Brothers proAlexander Helnemann.
vided a *ood turn.
show.
The holdover list
billed
failed
to
contained Ashley and Boyle. Rertlscb and "The
Antique Girl."
PANTAGES (Alex. Pnntages gen. mgr
ae-pnt. direct.).— "The S»»r Rnu* " well itnfcPM
The melowith the parts falr'v well played.
Florence Lorraine
drama proved fxrltlna:.
and Edorard Dudley In a fnrMral offering
!!L's*era»nt
"The Finish." playing a return
The LI]M;m Sisproved most aeceptable
ters were good; substantially '.warded with

direct.).— Nat Wills

:

•
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THE SAME BIG HIT

HENRY LEWS
Provol was entertaining, but
a big band.
tbe Capital City Four failed to come up to
expeditions. Tbe Apollo Trio offered a pleas-

"dumb"

ing

act.

EMPRESS (Sullivan-Considine, gen. mgrs.
agents, direct;.).—Tbe Ladella Comiques bad
tbe bouse screaming tbereby ringing up a
"Twenty Minutes on tbe Barbary
big bit
Coast" was presented as an added attraction.
Tbe act touched upon many phases of everyday life along Barbary Coast, including opium
dens, cafes, dance halls, Texas Tommy dancwith the Salvation Army also coming
ing,
The offering was interesting.
in for a "bit."
J. Albert Hall and Co. in their "Kid HamBud and Nellie Helm,
let" travesty, good.
Anna Belle and George Mayo
well liked.
James Reynolds did well in
didn't appear.
Johnson and
his spot, Kretore's music, fair.
Wells, pleasing.
Lola Flaber has come from New York to
play Ingenue roles with the Alcazar stock,
opening Monday.
Viola Teach, formerly second woman. Alcasar stock, goes to Seattle to play leads for
Nlsbee Howard will
the new Bailey stock.
be the Ingenue of tbe Bailey Co.

Max

Steinle's

repertoire

by Walter Newman,
la

ascribed

to

company

has closed.

interior

managed
The cause
,

dissension.

Andrew Mack Is doing well at the Liberty,
Oakland. Jane Urban, a new ingenue, opened
Mack will play "Arranh-an
last- week.
Pogue" next week.
Charles B. Bray is en route to New York
was summoned from San Francisco last week
to become assistant manager of the Orpheum
Rumors that Bray would return to
Circuit.
the Orpbeum offices have been rife, but the
general impression existed that he would acthe position of director of concessions
admissions of the Panama-Pacific ExSeveral members of the committee
were out of the city at the time and it waa
while be was waiting for their return and
incidentally enjoying a real vacation with
Mrs. Bray that he received the offer to enter
Martin Beck's office as assistant manager.
His acceptance of the position with the Orpbeum puts an end to all prospect of his
taking charge of the San Francisco Exposition work, and there is now considerable speculation as to who will get the plum.

cept

and

position.

Johnny World and Mendell Kingston, who
have been resting here for several weeks, are

in the present week at tbe Orpheum
They have purchased two
Sacramento.
pieces of property in Minna street, where
they already own a home.
f

Lee Bruchart, who was connected with tbe
Oakland Pantages and is widely known In
theatrical circles, is George Ebey's assistant
in the management of the Oakland Orpheum.
Child, at the Orpheum, has a big negro
fooman in front of the theatre. Dan Sweeney
the San Francisco artist, designed tbe foot-

man's uniform, which can be heard from one
end of O'Farrell street to the other.
Fred B. Henderson, now Western Manager
the Orpbeum Circuit, will make his trips
over his territory in his auto. He can almost
equal train time between here and Los Angeles and sacrifices little In the way of comfort.
The car is the only six-wheeler ever
seen here.
It had
four wheels under tbe
tonneau.

of

No announcement has as yet been made
regarding tbe policy of the new Market Street
theatre, near Seventh, in which D. J. Orauman, of the Empress, is one of the principal stockholders' Grauman said some days
ago that he expected to establish a burlesque
company, but there baa been a widely circulated report that another popular-priced
dramatic stock" was contemplated.
However,
the shrewd guess Is that Grauman himself
does not know Just what to do with the theatre, now that It Is nearlng completion.
His
affiliation with
tbe Sullivan-Considine people In the Empress makes It impossible that
vaudeville be played, Inasmuch as it is only
a block from the Empress and would come
Only a week
Into direct competition with it.
ago he and his son, * Bid, held a two-hour
conference at the St Francis Hotel with C.
William Kolb, of Kolb and Dill. The supposition is that some sort of an effort was
made to induce Kolb to Install his company
there, but nothing definite can be learned
about It.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Bray entertained at an
dinner party at Talt's Saturday
night, September 21.
The menu was extensive and there were dainty favora for the
guests.
Seated with Mr. and Mrs. Bray were
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Child, Minnie Allen,
Belle Ashlyn. E. D. Coblents, city editor of
the Examiner, and J. Lawrence Toole, dramatic critic of the same paper.
elaborate

After six months or more spent in San
Diego and Long Beach, the Virginia Brlasac
Co., with Grlf Wray as leading Juvenile
director, has gone to Spokane and will

and

open
a stock season at the American Theatre about
October 1.

tutting

n

Frank Milton, who put In last week at the
Orpheum, marking his first appearance after
nine weeks in a Seattle hospital with typhoid
He and the
fever, closed Saturday night.
DeLong Sisters, who are in the act, "Twenty
Minutes at Alfalfa Junction," will go to Denver, where Milton will recuperate for five
weeks, taking up his Orpheum time from
there, skipping the second week in San Francisco, and the four weeks in Oakland and Los
Milton is so weak from his Illness
Angeles.
that the strain of last week's work waa too
great for him.

Al Lee, of Ashley and Lee. who was stricken
with appendicitis and operated on in a local
hospital a week ago, is getting along splendidly and it is expected will be out and
Jack
ready to work again in a few weeks.
Boyle, of "The Antique Girl." who volunteered
to help Herbert Ashley out with the act in
place of Lee, filled In with the songs satisfactorily, and this week is up in the lines

"A Night in Chinatown" and la asalsUng
Ashley In the staging of the complete act.
Boyle has given his notice to "The Antique
Girl," and will go over the Orpheum time
supporting Maude Odeile in a sketch, which

of

is

now

in

rehearsal here.

and widely
team of Thomas
and Qulnn. is reported dying in the City and
He has heart trouble.
County Hospital.
Bill

Thomas,

a

veteran

known as a member

Sam

is

livan-Considine Circuit, has been completely
renovated and redecorated and la a cosy and
"The Man of the
attractive little home.
Hour" was the second week's bill, Paul Harvey being seen in the role of the young

mayor.

The eighteenth annual benefit performance
for San Francisco Lodge, No. 21, Theatrical
Mechanical Association, was given Tuesday
The atafternoon, Sept 24, at the Alcasar.
tendance was big. as usual, and a substantial
sum was netted for the treaaury. Every thewas represented on the programme. From the Columbia came one comImpresario
"Officer 666."
plete act from
Lambardl contributed two of his Italian songbirds from the Cort. Sarah Truax and Tburatre in the city

low Bergen presented a one-act sketch in behalf of the Alcasar, while the Savoy was
represented by Kolb and Dill and Maude LilVaudeville acts were on the bill
lian Berrl.
from the Orpheum, Empress, Pantages. Wigwam, Republic, Majestic, Richmond and
Halght Street theatres. The veteran Louis Imhaus, with his wife, appeared in a sketch.

The Grand Opera season In on at the Cort,
the Lambardl Company opening its engagement Sunday night.

actor

of the old

By H.

In

Blair has opened

a booking

tbe Continental' Hotel, where he
acts for Honolulu and Australia.

is

office

In

handling

The Moving Picture Exhibitors' League of
California held a four days' convention here
Nearly 150 members were preslast week.
ent.
A better amalgamation of booking Interests and tbe proper handling of pictures
The delegates held a banwere discussed.
quet on Thursday night at the Swan Cafe.

B.

BONNBXL.

ORPHEUM
agent,
scored

;

mgr.;
(Martin
Beck,
gen.
Nesl,
Cesare
direct).—Week
16,
Incongruous
"Squaring Accounts,"

sketch satisfactorily Interpreted; Van Brothers, pleased ; Dewitt, Burns A Torrence, a
Holdovers Bradshaw Brothers,
strong closer.
W. C. Fields. Mrs. Gene Hughes & Co., CharCapacity business.
ley Case.

—

EMPRESS
S.

ft

C)

(Dean

—Week

agent,
Worley, mgrEdwards, inft

B.

16.

Girl

Engaged

AT THE ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Direction, MORRIS & FEIL

lively finish

indefinitely.

Jack Allman, good

;

;

"La

Gosse," big offering, but not novel.

Petite

Sell

out

CENTURY

(A.

M. Loewen, mgrs.

ft

Levy)— Week

;

agent,

King ft Lovell, successMable Maltland, supple
Tbe Newmans, fair Tabor ft Green, ordinary
Griffin ft Emmert, inane sketch
The Gouldful

In

a bad spot

15,
;

;

Following the Johnson-Leslie season at the
Belasco, expected to be limited to six weeks.

Evelyn Vaugban and Bertram Lytell, from the
Alcazar, are expected to open here In a Joint
starring engagement that will last until the
opening of the new Morosco theatre some time

;

Lowe

strumentalists, pleasing Von Hampton ft Joshighly entertaining; Joe Cook, bit;
selyn,
"Leap Year Girls," talky at tbe opening, but
;

delighted

;

Princess Cecille, trained leop-

ards, good animal act.
A fair business. Shows
evidence of increase.
MAJESTIC (Oliver Morosco, mgr
Shuberts).— Rainey African Hunt Pictures. Good
;

business.

BURBANK

(Oliver Morosco, mgr.).—LauTaylor in "Barbarasa."
)
(Oliver Morosco, mgr.)
Orrln
Johnson ft Marguerite Leslie In "The Gamrette

—

HE LA sco

Selling out.
MASONO. H. (W. T. Wyett. mgr.; K. ft B.).
"Pomander Walk." Opening of regular season.
(E. C. Fischer, mgr.).—Muriel
Starr in "The Home Plate."
blers."

LYCEUM

ADOLPHU8 (Workmann ft Sturm, mgrs.).—
Stock burlesque.
Current, Monte Carter ft
Jules Mendel In "The Affinities." Good business.

PRINCESS

(Oeorge B. Rysn, mgr.).—Stock

Playwrltlng is the latest vocation to which
Peter B. Kyne, the San Francisco short story
scribbler, has turned his hand to, and his
maiden effort is "The Last Godfather," in
which Frank P. Morse, a 'Frisco newspsepr
man. and ofrmer general press representative
for Henr yMIUer, is a collaborator.
James K.
Hackett is said to have had the manuscript
under consideration.

Nat Goodwin has been obliged to spend
hundreds of dollars for replies to solicitous
telegrams and cable messages in consequence
of the newspaper reports that he would "never
be able to act again."
The comedian declares that he will be In shape for "Oliver
Twist" here at one of the Morosco theatres
not later than November 1, and supplements
this with the announcement that Broadway
will see him In "Gauntlet's Pride," a few
weeks later.

burlesque.

Beginning this week, the new shows open
on Monday instead of Sunday at the CenturyThis change was found necessary to avoid a
confllcMon with tbe regular opening dates of
the other points on the Levey circuit.

The Casino, a new combination vaudeville
and pioture theatre at Central and Vernon
avenuea, was opened Sept 14 by Mlohael
Gore. The seating capaclt yls 700.
Two acta
booked out of the Rlggs ft Parks Agency, are
being featured.
Marguerite Leslie and Orrln Johnson, who
began a joint starring engagement last week
at the Belaaco theatre, are likely to open
the new playhouse of Oliver Morosco In South

Broadway

this winter.

Muriel Starr will interpret the principal
female role In Sedley Brown's new baseball

"The Home Plate," which had its premlere September 22 at the Lyceum. In the
support of Miss Starr Is Charles Gunn, late
of the Alcasar theatre In San Francisco
Vivian Rich, Ingenue; Carrie Clark Ward,
Harry von Meter. Harry Earl and Lloyd Ingraham, Reece Gardner, Hallle Manning, soubrette; S. 8. Simpson. Wayland Traak, Chas.
play,

A

Dudley.

reorganisation of the Ferris

The Globe Amusement

Co. is making progwith the construction of the theatres
were planned a few months ago and
within the next year promises to be an al-

ress
that

most

Pedro,

on*%Q*ring oduerfisewitnAf

moving
capacity

Globe No.

5,

Sixth and Paloa Verdea

Work is being rushed on the Maler pleasure
pier at Venice.
The management hopes that
new resort will be in shape before Easter.

Com-

R. Fraser, whose splendid amusement
was destroyed by tbe recent fire at Ooean
Park, baa been stirred by the activity of the
Maler Company and says he proposes to anticipate this concern by having bis pier rebuilt In time for an opening Christmas Day.
The first piles for the rehabilitated pier were
driven Sept. 14.
The rebuilding spirit seems
to have pervaded the devastated aectlon.
The
first thing In the shape of a theatre will be
"The Rosemary." a semi -fireproof building,
that Charles Sams and Brothers Raymond are
planning to erect on the new Boardwalk on
Trolleyway.
A.
pier

play.

this city.

At the Mason the next attraction after
"Pomander Walk" will be James K. Hackett
In "A Grain of Dust."
The date is Sep90.

W. H. Washington's Luna Park Investment
Co.. the new negro proprietors of Los Angeles'
only amusement park, took possession of that
resort September 21 and celerbated their succession to the Thompson-Snow Amusement
Company, as owners, with a union picnic of
the Sunday schools of practically all the
African churches within fifty miles.

promised feature of the Chicago-Philadelphia Opera Co. this season in the latter city,
will be the appearance of Edna Darch, a young
Los Angeles soprano, in tbe title role in
Massenet's "Cendrlllon."

Tom Myers, former manager of Pantages'
theatre, Los Angeles here, has been made
assistant manager of the San Francisco link
of this chain.
Last week, while tbe regular advance agent
"Bought and Paid For" was out of commission temporarily Jay Barnes, dispenser of
of

publicity for the Morosco-Dlackwood Co., took
his place for a few days as herald of the
attraction through the San Joaquin Valley.

Matty mention VARIETY.

3,

tbe

"Barbarasa." Laurette Taylor is expected to
sojourn at the Burbank for four weeks, after
which she is scheduled to go direct to New
York to participate in the Broadway production of "Peg O' My Heart," whloh "went
over" so emphatically a few weeks ago In

tember

local

Property
leases
have recently been
signed for the erection of theatre No. 6
on West Third street, near Flgueroa street,
the plans of which call for a five-story apartment house with an amusement auditorium on
the ground floor with a seating capacity of
600 and to cost $75,000; theatre No. 7 at
Georgia and Ninth streets at an investment of
$35,000 and with a seating capacity of 800.

Booked for early engagements at the Maare George Damerel In "The Heart
breakers" and Holbrook Bllnn in "A Romance of the Underworld."
A display of
twenty-four sheet "Coming" stands announce
the early appearance at the Mason Opera
House of "Officer 666."

Manners

the

Globe No.

000.

Jestlo

the

in

field.

streets, will probably be In shape about Nov.
1 and will represent an investment of $80.-

a probable leading woman.

week in

power

850, was opened Sept. 14.
The No. 2 theatre, a $30,000 Investment, will be opened
in a few weeks, while the No. 4 house, costing
closely to $75,000 and seating 000, is expected to be ready in 60 days.
Down at San

pany Is proposed, with a season of stock comedy-drama to follow with Florence Stone as

Opening this

dominant

picture playhouse

THE BELLMONTES
Wkm

December.

In

;

lngs,

A

LOS ANGELES

the institution for eight
penniless.

Thomas has been
months and

Ed Redmond seems to have found Sacramento In receptive mood for stock. The old
Grand Theatre, formerly occupied by the Sul-

From Brighton"

"The

business.

Bert

Ned

In

The Barnum and Bailey Circus played to
more people at the West Washington avenue
rounds
Surlng

In three days than were registered
the four days that the attraction was
This breaking of clrens
attendance records here, too. wan In the face
of the opposition.
Theodore Roosevelt was
here.
Jay Rial, press representative "back
with the show," said the next date here will
be four daya instead of three. Down in Ban
Diego the show did not do so well.
It was
handicapped by the quarantine regulations that
were in force there until September 28 and
which were brought about by the Infantile
paralysis scare of last summer.
In

8an Francisco.

Oanesha Park, a municipal pleasure resort
at Pomona, is to have an open-sir amphitheatre with seating capacity of 2,000. Plans
providing for tbls Improvement have been
prepared by Park Superintendent J. M. Paige
and they are being generally endorsed by the
tax-paying public.
Among the features Is
promised a rustic stage suitable for the production of plays and the giving of concerts.
It Is expected the amphitheatre will have its
opening about Christmas.
L. E. Behymer, coast Impresario and manager, who haa Just returned from Europe,
has made announcement of the attractions
he proposes to present. In Vienna, Manager
Behymer completed negotiations with Andreas
Dlppel, manager of the Chicago-Philadelphia
Grand Opera Company for the appearance
here of Tetrazzlnl, Mary Garden and a halfdozen other songsters. He has undertaken the
project of bringing the artists and reproducing
the Ice Palace of Vienna and its marvelous

Jim Nastic's Classic
P. F.
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CHICK

AND
HINO NCWI

lee ballets to the Pacific Coast for the Panama-PacilW: Exposition. Manager Dehymer announces the engagement of the following arMme.
tists and the dates they will appear:
Rlccardo MarJohanna Gadskl. October 15
tin, tt nor. and Rudolf Oanz, pianist. In Joint
recital
October 22; Alice Nlelson and Co.,
November 26. 21); Yolando Mero, pianist,
November 18; Maud Powell, violinist. December 10; Tina Ltrner, pianists, December
;

21;
17

Mme. Gervllle-Reache,

contralto,

December

Leopold Oadowsky. pianist, January 7
Claude Cunningham, baritone, and Corlnne
Ryder-Kelsey, soprano, in Joint recital, January 21
Mme. Marcella Sembrlch. colatura
soprano. January 28; Albert Janpolskl. RusMlscha Blman. viosian baritone. February 7
lin virtuoso.
February 18; Kitty Cheatham,
American cantatrlce. February 4; Mme. Adelaide Genee. premiere danseuse and company,
week of March 24 Clara Dutt. contralto, and
Kennerly Rumford, baritone. In Joint recital,
week of April 6; Josof Lhevlnne. piano virtuoso, April 1
Julia Clup, contralto, week
April 8; Hortense Paulsen, soprano, month
February Anna Miller Wood, meuo soprano,
month November; Chicago-Philadelphia O. 0.
U. 8. Marine Band. October
Co., March 4-9
Victor Herbert and orchestra, May 15
20
Lambardi Grand Opera Co.. October 28 to
;

;

;

dog

a wonderfully well trained animal.

is

DURAN

Direction
the kidding.
K. Bmmett and Co. offered
J.
a silly Bketch that never reached very far
either as a comedy or seml-sentimeutal offering so that when Emmett sang one of his
father's famous yodling songs It was a welcome relief and was the real merit of his

The

animal act— Fillls Family—closed
the
There was a hurried movement toward the doors when Bert Fitzglbbon finished
up, and he said he would sing one more song
and clear the house, but enough stayed lu
after he bad gone to thoroughly appreciate
the high school and trick stepping by the
three horses In the do. lug act.
Only the
dancing of the animals stands out strongly.
Sam J. Harris, the "Minstrel Man," did nicely
without starting anything much.
The billing
hardly consistent with the way Harris
is
works his act. His songs are the beet things
he has to offer, though the talk got some scatother
show.

tered laughs.
The musical ad of the Gordon
received
liberal
Highlanders
reward,
though not favored by position. The Scotchmen and lassie have a musical act that Is away

As sketches are easy to get by
with on the small time, this one will probably meet with favor, but Emniett's song
should always remain In the act as a saver.
Immediately following this one, Lester, Keltert aud Usher got away In fine shape with
a mistaken Identity skit.
The fun Is slow In
starting through the man holding- too rnucn
time for his single bit, but when the three
offering.

people get :'own to work In full stage the
Bketch hits a fast pace and holds to it to the
closing with a big laugh.
It is a capskit for the better class of small time
ital

finish,

;

A DECLARATION OF

;

;

;

ORIGINALITY

;

November

'A

;

Italian

Light

month

of June.

Segullda Grand

Opera

from

Opera.
City of

Modern
Mexico,

I
hereby warn all fair minded managers and agents, also the hundreds of artists of my acquaintance against that pest, which has for sd
long been the bane of an honest performer's life; namely "The Lifter"
or "chooser," who takes (with a feeling of security which is denied to
the porch climber) the ideas, material and action of a modern vaude-

Fred Osborne, a booking agent with preSouth Main street, must
offices In
appear before Police Justice Williams on
September 30 to answer a charge of violating
the Employment Bureau Act of California, preferred by Deputy State Labor Commissioner
J.
J.
Egan, who arrested the "booker" on
September 10. following an official Investigation of the latter's methods of inducing
histrionic aHplrants to part with $9 a week In
tentions

return

for instruction

In

moving picture

act-

the press notices.

H. J. Brandt explained to the authorities
that the erection of the proposed Qlendale
studios and plant had been held up through
his inability to secure a clear title to a certain piece of property.

My

PHILADELPIA.
;

Harned's

name

as

V.

headliner

some class to this week's bill, but It
was the show surrounding the star act which
entertained the crowds which filled the big
added

To those who
theatre early In the week.
familiar with Miss Harned's ability as

am

The dog

in
the act of the Maxlnl
second in the billing, but th«
llttl"
terrier docs a great deal to make thp
.im p'?.nd out as a very pleasing acrobatic
The men are clean cm and f»«y
"iimb'T

share.

Mrorhers runs

m

their style of

DOROTHY RUSH-

times calling herself

attraction,

and

"KENDALL'S AUTO GIRL,"

showing their trick- and the

The Impression
comedian

though

...'.

commented upon by

lows.

30.

ADELPHI (Shuberts).— Robert Mantell began a two-weeks' stay with repertoire, opening to a well-fllled and
pleased audiemv
Monday- with "Julius Caesar "
Rose Borth Is now with the M. W. Taylor
Agency, still holding the honor of being the
agency
"spntlnel"
that
was
ever
"touched" for a bankroll by an actor looking

only
is

booked

solid

unt

;

l

for

work

Jules

E.
Aronson has changed hh mind
about moving his agency from the Mint Arcade^
It
Is
said his office staff refused to
Hlmb the stalre at the Palace Theatre Building.

When Jim Harklns Is through as a eeon
shouter he ought to get over with an act
giving Imitations.
Jim has an Irish brogue
that
convinced Manager Dougherty of ih<*
Bijou that Harkin<= could be funny following
Pat Rooney's Imitations of his famous father.

CHAS. (Parson) KENDALL
MANAGER OF

Ralph Bingham, whose greatest fame hs«
been gained ns a lyceum entertainer and
general good follow, has taken to song writing
and threatens to have one published.

KENDALL'S "AUTO GIRL"

BIJOU (Joseph Dougherty, mgr.; agent.
U. B. O.).— The bill this week just about
averaged fair without any act standing nut

Address Care of

from the usual offering and this is always a
welcome novelty. Charles D. Weber, a clever
juggler, with some of the best tricks used
by the army of comedy Jugglers in vaudeville, set a pretty good pace for an opener.
One or two of bis tricks appear new and
his

work

Is

well done.

LIBERTY (M. W. Taylor, mgr.; agent.
Taylor Agency).— Honors were pretty well distributed through the show
this
week, the
bill
hitting an even balance.
Arslno, who
works on a rope and finishes with some showy
tricks on a trapeze, with a whirl around a
made a rather pleasing
Wills and Burt, a piano act.
did well enough with their singing, but carTheir
ried the "kidding" beyond the limit.
host song. "Gee, but Love Is a Wonderful
Thing." missed scoring as it should through
bar

for

dialect.
to the

Llpman can hardly claim
merit.
The press was favor-

Clara

GARRICK (Nixon ft Zimmerman, mgis
* E.>.— Although Douglas Fairbanks in
Hawthorne. U. S. A." has been favorably
the press and public, bu-lne?s has not been up to expectation*
Thi<
Is the second
and last week of the encneement.
"Get-Rich-Quick
Walllngford"
ft,.-

"DOLLO," was

1913,

(Signed)

all

German

the

distinction
able, too

an

emotional actress, her sketch "The Call of
Paris" must have been distinctly disappointThe theme Is light In texture, so light
ing.
and void of substance above the ordinary
that there is hardly a chance for the star
There Is one situto show to any advantage.
ation which offer-- opportunities to Miss Harned and Charles White, but nothing was made
is
of it.
It
a pity that Miss Harned had
not selected a more fitting vehicle for her
What disappointment there was in
'alents.
the failure of the sketch to live up to expectations was more than balanced by the
Bert Fitzglbbon. next
remainder of the bill.
to closing, put over a great, big laughing hit.
Two "salesman" skits put a couple of bright
spots In the bill. There Is no similarity In the
acts, either and each scored on Its indlvidu-.r
merit.
Linton and Laurence were the firs'
pair with their sketch. "The Piano Store,"
and It gave the first half of the bill a great,
Tt Is a cleverly constructed skit,
big boost.
teeming with witty dialog and played splendidly, even the odd way of bringing It to a
ahead
earning some honors.
Jitst
finish,
of the Harned sketch, Devlne and Williams
did equally well with their "drummer" bit
They have a fund of breezy talk
In "one."
hindlr i nicely, and their burlesque bit at the
flnl-h Is one of the funniest and best evrr
«een.
The pair were very well received. There
were also two animal acts that scored th^lr

of

the piece by

being re-engaged by Mr. Marcus Loew for this season.
Jt
is positively the greatest act of its nature in the world, and I will take
injunction proceedings against said "DOLLO" or any other act using
my material, immediately upon their entering the jurisdiction of the New
York Courts, and also against any manager playing the same in the
State of New York.

May,

O— Virginia

use

was most favorable

discharged by me
upon the stage of the Miles theatre, Detroit, Mich., in June, 1911, for
incompetency.
My act went on without losing a day. Imagine my surprise when on happening in a small theatre in Pennsylvania, I sat and
witnessed my own performance, every word of my own original monologue, my music (which I have usnl for nine years) and, in fact, my act
Crudely produced, it is true, but nevertheless stolen,
in its entirety.
word for word.

Throughout the summer business has been
brisk in the 'New York School of Acting."
as Osborne's place was styled, and the Inducement appears to have been an offer to
give graduates of the school permanent employment with a certain "Brandt Advanced
Motion Picture Company." a concern that
seems never to have developed further than

R.

•

act.

A Mrs. Harry Skinner, at
MORE, DOLLY MORRISY,

ing.

By GEORGE M. YOUNG.
KEITHS (H. T. Jordan, mgr. agent,

BROAD (Nixon ft Zimmerman, mgrs K
& E.).— Louis Mann, In "Elevating a Husband." was warmly greeted Mondav night
There was some interest shown In noting what
Mr. Mann would do In this piece without the

—

ville

the small time.
Damela allows herself to be
locked In an Iron safe with a man selected
from tho audience and is tied In a bag wh;< h
is
placed In a box partly filled with water.
The woman escapes from both, exchanges
places with men selected from the audience.
Another woman is used in the bag trick
Pamela appearing among the audience. Monday night a sailor "assisted" and the fellow
displayed a sense of humor which helped tincomedy thing along In good shape.
Gilbert
and Gilbert, with a rather classy singing ami
talking eklt. did unusually well.
Their talk
Is a bit high for the "picture-house"
contingent, but the Victoria audience caught rlRln
up with them and showed them marked favor
The act will do nicely for the bigger sm.ili
time.
One of the best singing acts that his
been uncovered in the
"pop" circuit for
some time Is Faden, O'Brien and Co. Two
men and a girl form tbe act. but only o:i,>
of the men and the girl come In for the sinking honors, the other fellow being simply
a
"feeder."
They have a little sketch idea o
help «be act along, but It Is the singing thi;
puts them over In good style.
Radcllff and
Nelson have a "sister" act of the conventional
sort.
The girls have fairly good voices and
make a nice appearance. They were well
liked.
Le Ander won favor with a comedy
bike act, showing a few good tricks assisted
by a little girl as a top-mounter.
Eddie
Horan pleased with bis dancing and Hup
Handy and Co. with their familiar soap bubble act drew down their usual reward

for

a

finish,

opening number.

VARIETY, New York

houses.

Miller,
Mitchell,
ilome and Hood,
male quartet In evening clothes were the
applause winners.
The boys harmonize pleasingly and all their numbers are
popular except "I Stood on the Bridge." That
bridge has been moved long ago, by other
vaudeville quartets.
The Tendof Arabs made
closing
a capital
feature,
their
whirlwind
tumbling and pyramids winning warm favor.
The feature picture thle week was a French
criminal Aim with an exciting chase which
leads up to a poor finish, despite the auto
wreck over an embankment.
a

biggest

VICTORIA (Jay Mastbaum. mgr.; agent.
Jules E. Aronson).— One of the best bills offered here In some time bad Damela as a feature.

Damela

is

escape tricks,
a

manner

to

a

but

make

woman who
each one
the

act

Is

does only two

worked up

quite a

card

In

for

as a partlcu'ar feature.
The Seminary Girls
was the most pretentious of the six acts offered
and It pleased without scoring as
heavily as it should.
The act needs trimming up In several places. The girls could
probably do better work ttian they are doing at present as they get away with the
a st. two numbers nicely and these
two do a
lot for the act.
The seminnrv idea is lo*t
almost as soon as it begins. The leader ha*
a strong voice and works hard to get ht-r
songs over.
The Seminary Olrls will d<>
for the small time.
Archer and Cnrr started
very slowly with a singing and talking art
and then got down to business .i.wl warmed
up Into a very likable a-t of Its class.
\
couple of new and snappy snum would Improve the opening.
The talk Is well handled
and got results. They make a nice appearance.
SMth and Gamier nut a goo
finishing touch to the bill with a nicely handled
spinning number which Is made into a
looking,
showy act.
The co.uplu Inv-^
well dressed net which ouanr :i hr
,ivi n
the BIJou class of Inuos.
.Jim Harklns p-nt
by nicely with his r.nnn ^>ng*.
Harklns fillId
in
her* this week ns n stn^'e v.\\c th

THEODORE ROBERTS
«

Whm

angering

otfvsrfisemsnts kindly mention
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PALACE

De

Beryl
ACT

With

Beautiful

FRANCES
GREEN
Scored

triumph

a

Grand

at

House,

Opera

Pittsburgh,

*

He

Is

there

agen
Mastbaum. mgr.
(Jay
ba'ancel.
evenly
Aronsonl. Bill
pleasing average.
Harrison J. Wolf and Girls drew down a liberal
The act has advanced
share of the favors.
some since last seen and Is working into
a good one for the small time.
The girlt;
help a lot with some snappy work and make
Anita Hush and Hula
a nice appearance.
liked.
Girls
were also well
They handle
two or three numbers in good shape and
work up a nice finish.
»£OOre and Harrison offered music anl ;iu:< lag, "getting ulaug
with ilght results.
The oiik* used are not
the best they could get. and the woman needs
to make herself understock.
Ed. and Kollo
W'l-^e did some burlesque iboxing.
Both
appear to have taken on weight and there
were many respites for breathing spe'ls.
Those In front seemed to enjoy the slamming, which Is not as clean-cut as formerly, but It gets laughs.
The stepping of I.e
Koy and Home carried t:ie boys through.
They use a little talk, too. but t Is their
dancing that gets them the rewitrl.
Herbert
and De Calva started off in pretty
good shape and then fell back when the
girl attempted a "kid" bU.
a lot of their
ttalk
will
stand rencvef inpr.
Fritz's dogs
pleased with the usual routine of tricks.

week.

last

Simone DfBeryl presents one
picturesque acts
It is a series of
of ancient and
are produced in
natural studies

from

of the

most

ever staged at the Grand.
tableaux creations

artistic

modern

painters.

These

the nature of exquisitely

and extraordinary

effects

brought about by the use of a lantern
with Mme. DeBeryl as the model.

•CHRONICLE."

Simone DeBeryl, a French girl of much
beauty of face and f«»rm. has an act that
is extremely ivovel.

"DESPATCH."

Another m'w act here and one well
worth seeing is Simone DeBeryl and her
sensations of

latest

tableaux from Paris.

PRESS."
One
acts

of

the prettiest ax well as artistic
the Simone DeBeryl
is

produceable

'POST."

act.

simone DeBeryl act presents an
altogether new and artistic use of the
Posing a young
pictures.
stereopticon

The

woman

as the center figure of the views,
the dissolving color schemes work out
It Is a novel and
Borne wonderful effects.
beautiful act.

"GAZETTE TIMES."

One of the most beautiful sketches ever
presented at the local vaudeville house Is
the posing of Simone DeBeryl, a beautiful
French actress. In a series of electrical
are
which
pictures.
stereopticon
and
kaleidoscopic In brilliancy and variety. The
effect of this electrical gracefully posed
net Is especially marvelous.

•LEADER."

G.

MARIE. Manager

through his skill in handling
the workings of this act has
been able in a few days to
bring the act to its original
high standard to which the

above press clippings

will

testify.

Mr. Marie has also taken
out copyright on the titles
"Simone de Beryle," De
Beril, DeBerile, DeBeryll,
DeBerylle, DeBerill and
DeBerille.

MARINELLI,

REPRESENTATIVE

wake
shown a

the

of

some

which have
something

new,

much

Improvement

tencency

the others

of
to

at

least

not goinp to ad 1
plan*.
After »
mistaken Identity first part, called "Three
Brown Hats" which is shy on comedy, there
Is a good olio which gives the entertainment
a boost.
Then o'd "Irish Justice" Is given
a twist under the title of "The Trial of
Mile. Fifl."
Nothing new is attempted in
this, tihe bladder and mallet being used as
laugh persuaders.
If there are many audiences encountered during the season as ea<v
as the one that was In th Empire Monday
afternoon. .1. Theodore Murphy may think
that he Is giving a big laughing show.
Every time he crashed his mallet or swung his
bladder on the heads of Ralph Ash or Sam
Ward and each time that ne spat In the
eye of Charles Letford or Eddie Lynn. It
got a laugh.
This la J. Theo. Murphy's Idea
of comedy, and as it got the laughs, and
fdenty of them. It would probably be useess to try to make him believe that it Is
not funny.
In the first part. Murphy did
better with an Irish part without resorting
to
the slapstick kind of comedy, but) he
did not get mnay big laughs.
Therefore it
must be deduced that without a bladder or
mallet In his hand Murphy cannot be funny.
In the first part. Murphy nas the assistance
of Ralph Ash as a Dutchman, but neither
has much to work with. In tne second piece
Ash just sits around waiting for the bladder and mallet to fall on his head, emitting
at Intervals a sound that is a near imitation of John Hart's regular speaking voice
when John Is trying to talk loudly. Charles
O. Harris does a "rube" sheriff In the first
and a "nance" cop In the second, getting by
nicely
without) much effort and could no
doubt handle much better material to advantage.
When Harris as the "nance" eotp
brought out his yarn and began knitting.
to

the

It

brought

It

Is

as

old

it

a

show, and two would have made you forge:
even the bladder and mallet, but not the
spitting In the fnce.
Gladys Sears, the head
liner among the women, plays a female reporter In the first piece and Is the "Mile.
Fifl" in the second.
Miss Sears also appears
In the olio, where she contribute her best
aid to the show.
Had she a better son«
than "Got De Rock" to use as her finishing number, her specialty could be put down
as a very likable act.
She leads one number
in the first part and helps Ralph Ash wit!'
another.
In the "court" she strips to tights
for a French song and dame, which got. bv
with light results.
Viva De Lonx. who f>
with the show as a "shape" feature in one
of the olio acts, also led n couple of numbers.
At first It seemel as if Miss De
Long had a voice in addition to ability to
wear tights, but after doing well with 'On
a Beautiful Night," she "stalled" through a
sextet bit., which went very flat
and then
spoiled the Impression by the way she sang
"Good-Bye Rose." The two hardest workers
the women were Lillian Crawford and
Nellie Montrose, a "sister" team, who opened
the olio with some good stepping.
Hut the
"sister team" couldn't sing any better th;in
the average dancing act, and when it mine
to leading the numbers they were not therewith the voices.
Irene Richards from the
chorus was also a near principal. The numbers were put on by Leon Errol. according
he program, and they hit up a good
to
average.
The show Is equipped with the full
complement of girls and for general cflVlencv
and looks they hold up their end of th
show, but It is not a goon singing chorus
and along with the weakness of th< principals in this respect, it Is a handiap *o
the entertainment.
The girls have several

among
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REMICK

H.

USIC

UBLI9H
46TH STREET

NEXT TO GLOBE THEATRE

UB

\A/

YOU RE MY BABY n

a

BROWN A AVER

By

"EVERYBODY TWO-STEP"
By JONES

A HERZER

u

On a Beautiful Night "f Beautiful Girl"

is

a scream from those In front.
pretty old bit of business, but not
as the bladder, and It got a laugh.
There are several good numbers In both
pieces,
and they would have had helped
make up for the lack of comedy if there
were one or two reul voices among the
principals.
Aside from the comedy, this Is
the big weak spot.
One principal woman
with a good voice would have stolen the

i

H. B.

.

EMPIRE (E. J. Hulkley. mgr.).-It is Just
the same old burlesque show that Charles B.
Taylor Is sending over the Wes em Wheel
under the title of "Dante's Daughters" and
try

Brief Press Opinions
Pittsburgh.

:

—

generally

following In

.

which he is .1 p-lningle, liarkms
For in

blmkt.i-t.

with the voice and knows how to send hi>
Hongs over.
George Dixon with a musical
clown act did nicely, and Harry and Mil red
got some laughs with an old style comedy
sketch, the woman helping out In the comedy
end by attempting a French song and dan e.
The Bijou was crowded Monday evtnlng. the
S. R. O. sign being in working order before
the second show started.
Jules
E.
reached a

in

In

I

Simone

1

-j.

By

COBB * EDWARDS

U

WHEN WALTZ WITH YOU n
"WHEN YOU'RE AWAY"
I

By

By

"MY

BROWN, GRANT A YOUNG

LITTLE LOVING SUGAR BABE"
By

ii

I

GUMBLE * BRYAN

MARSHALL A MURPHY

»

'IS/I
By

Want A

"I

RUBE GOLDBERG A BERT GRANT
19

Loving Sometimes

Little

By CHRIS SMITH

ii

MOONLIGHT BAY »
By ED

MADDEN

U

yj

At the Gate of the Palace of
By DEMPSEY

A SCHMID

ION

IIM

"Call

Me

MY MAN

By Whidden

JJ
The
Morning
BROWN A GUMBLE

In
By

a

Dreams

»

"JINGLE BELLS''

A Conrad A Young

By

BOTSFORD A HAVEZ

AND A HALF A DOZEN OTHERS

JEROME

H.

USIC
2 9 W. 46th
1

MAJESTIC THEATRE BLDG.
CHICAGO, ILL.

aduertitmnmto k4tuU v mimUon VAR1JBTY.

REMICK

St.,

New York
68

LIBRARY AVE.

DETROIT, MICH.

VARIETY

32

I

stein- Hume-mamas
Just finishing the

WEEK OF

SEPT.

as evidence that stringent orders for
are being carried out by ail

improvement
managers.

BOSTON.
BY

GOOI/IT.

J.
KEITH'S (Harry B. GusUn, mgr.; agent.
0.).^A good Mil greeted capacity
B.
U.
8am Chip and Mary Marble, good;
audience.
Harry Tlghe and Edith Clifford, scored; Great
Tornadots. good; Otto Brothers, pleased; Hickman Brothers Co., pleased; Lillian Asley, went
MacMahon. Diamond and Clemons,
well;
scored: Tony Hunting and Conine Francis,
good; Honors and Le Prince, opened well; pic-

^

tures.

MAJESTIC

D.
Bride."
(B.

"The June
new Viennese

COLONIAL (Thomss

First time.
production.

Lothian,

Weber
Well

mgr.;

B.).—"The Quaker Girl," fourth week.
nees

„,

of fine business.
(Al Lovering.

BOSTON

mgr.;

closing

this

K. * B.).—
Had
week.

SHUBERT

(B. D. Smith, mgr.; Shubert).—
Butterfly on the Wheel" started second

good week.

TRBMONT (John Schoffleld, mgr.; K. A E.).
—"The Woman Hster's Club" opened last
week snd made good from the go.
PARK (W. D. Andreas, mgr.; K. A B.)
"Maggie Pepper," with Rose Stahl, good atHere four
traction from the box office view.
weeke.
„ ,
CA8TLB SQUARE (John Craig, mgr.).—
Stock: "Is Matrimony a Failure?"
JAMES (M. H. Guleslan. mgr.).—
ST.
Stock: "Thais," with Nance O'Neil.
GRAND OPERA HOUSE (W. Lothrop, mgr)
—•Burlesque: "Auto Girls."
CA8INO (Charles Waldron, mgr.).— Bur-

—

"Columbia Girls."

GAIETY
lesque:

"The

(Geo.
Jolly

Batchellor,
Follies."

mgr.).— Bur-

ElabRevivals are In order in this city.
orate plans are being made for the welcome to
"Robin Hood" at the Boston theatre, which
coming In another week, while at the
Is
Plymouth, the ssme preparations are going
on for the opening of "Oliver Twist." Both
revivals are being made with star casts.

"The Talker" will reopen the Hollls Street
theatre, which has been dark for the past two
weeks. Sept. 30 Is the date.
with

Judge Bruce
week, ordered

In

The

Maiden

District Court,

mgr.).—M.

O'Keefe,

(E.

ROYAL (W. R. Brown, mgr.).— M. P.
CENTRAL (Karrer & Short, mgrs.).—M.
APOLLO (Fred E. Moore, mgr.; agent,

A

"The Wall

P.
P.

K.

Ring

in

three

one-nlghters, Blanche
of the "Wall

E.).— Blanche
all week.

Street

Girl,"

After

playing

Ring opened her second season

Monday night at the Apollo.
Rodgers waa a feature and had a nearly

Street

Girl"

WW
regular

the classiest cabaret In America

classiest trio In

part

He

show.

the

In

also

did

his

i'

laet week at the Steeplechase Pier
was an extra attraction in the per"the human pump."
George Tilyou
has had this peculiar individual over at
Steeplechase Par.k where he wae watering

All

of

there

Shanley's Exceptional Cabaret
Charles P. Harris, a colored porter, on the
running between Boston and New York
wbo was charged with larceny of two scarf
pins valued at $1,125, from Nathan Franko,
the musical conductor, was found not guilty
by a judge ana Jury in the Suffolk Superior
Criminal Court last week.
The pins were
found In the ice chest on the train by the
police.
Harris denied all knowledge.
"Little Boy Blue"
Jeetlc theatre Oct. 7.

is

coming

to

the

Ma-

Another picture house, costing $75,000 and

named the Huntington Avenue theatre, was
opened Monday on Huntington Ave., In the
Back Bay section of the city.
The H. B.
Jones Amusement Co. has control. The house
was built In ten weeks.
This Is anniversary week at Loews Orpheum.
V. J. Morris, the genial manager,
is quite chesty over the amount of business
that the house is doing.
It has been a huge
success since Loew took hold and gave the
management to Manager Morris. Many theatrical men tried repeatedly to make money
with the house, but failed to make good.

aon of

ATLANTIC CITY.

train

By

I

B.

PULASKI.

SAVOY (Harry Brown, mgr.; agent, U. B.
O.).— Tempest A Ten.
Miss Tempest was of
Tempest & Sunshine. She is supported by a
male chorus of eight, who make a good appearance and can sing, and by the team of
Aveling «t Lloyd, who are featured.
The act
was appreciated throughout and was accorded
big applause.
The Five Sully, liked immensely.
Hawthorne A Burt, big. Elisabeth
Otto, likable personality, scored nicely.
Paartistic

trice,

offering,

well

acted

and

Brent
fine.

MILLION DOLLAR PIER

CREATION

(W.

I.

Busch,

At the Apollo the

laat

three days of

next

week William Hodge appears In "The Man
from Home." The laat three daya of Oct. 7
week "The Concert" play that house. The
first halves of
at present.

weeks have no booking

both

well

Hayes, good ban joist.
Alpha
Clairmont Brothers, very good.
(J.
L. Young,
mgr.; Wister Orookett, bus. mgr.).—M. P.
YOUNGS PIER— M. r.
STEEPLECHASE PIER (Morgan A Fennan, mgrs.).— Pavilion of Fun; M. P.
STEEL PIER (J Bothwell, mgr.).—M. P.
CRITERION (I. Notes, mgr.).— M. P.
BIJOU DREAM (Harry Brown, Jr., mgr.).
liked.

Troupe,

the flowere. The "pump" la a negro who can
drink a bucket of water, one glasa full after
another.
After he haa filled himself with the
aqua, by some eort of muscle control he
emits It all, the water coming out of his
mouth like out of a hoee. He did his stunt
every hour.
He was shipped back to the
Island Monday.

The American Carriage Builders' Association are In convention here this week on the
Million Dollar Pier.
The picture show which has been given on
Young's Ocean Pier is to be discontinued at
the end of the week.
The whole front structure
to

scheduled to come down very shortly
for the new pier.

le

make way

mgr.).— Dante's

NEW ORLEANS

Inferno.

E

SAMUKL.
Br O.
(Martin Beck. gen. mgr.; direct)
Tuck, did little; Roxle Larocca. ditto;
Moffatt's "The Concealed Bed." starts
splendidly but dissolves through an Irrelevant
and unpropHlous denouncement valuable only
as type sketch; Fields A Carroll, scored
tremendously; Barnes A Crawford, walked
away with things; Florentine Singers suffered
through arrangement; Keno Welch ft Melrose,
mild reception.
TULANE (T. C. Campbell, mgr.; K. ft E.).
—The Tulane opened Sunday evening to a
capacity audience, with Joe Weber's production of "Alma"
aa the initial attraction.

ORPHEUM

—Nip A
Graham

SOULE
MAKE

It

SOULE GREASE PAINT

Flesh Colors, 10c. Each

In White, Black. No. t Flesh, No. 6 Rose Tint. No. 7 Sunburn. No. 11 Ruddy Old Age,
No. 14 Spaniard, No. 19 Oriental, only.
Sticks are 8 Inches long and 1 inch In
diameter. Smooth, soft and easily applied.
PRODUCT.

NEW

SOULE STAGE POWDER

25c. Each

In %-lb. Cans. Screw Cover (The Green Can). No. 1 Light Pink, No. 2 Medium Pink,
No. t Brunette, No. 4 Deep Pink. No. 19 Oriental, and White. The beat Low-Priced
PRODUCT.
Stage Powder on the market.

NEW

SOULE COLD CREAM

and

the Goods." a Cohan
Harris production, will have Its premier at
It
the Hollls Street theatre In two weeks.
will be the first play by that firm, for the
season, in Boston.

"Caught

WILTON

specialty.

.

a good month.

lesque:

vacation

K. A
Busl-

PLYMOUTH (Fred Wright, mgr.; Lleblers).
Man from Home," with William
Hodge, closing laet of a four- weeks' engage-

"The

after

ft

good.

"The Greyhound."

Sheehan, Adams
Back
two weeks'
and
Schoaff

re-

—"The
ment

CITY SQUARE

_^

^

ALF.

Direction of

Smith, mgr.; Shubert).—

Fields'
ceived.

is

Circuit

PALACE THEATRE, CHICAGO

30,

changes for each piece, nothing elaborate being exhibited and more than one eet of
costumes bearing the mark of cheapness.
For the finale of the first piece there Is a
"Texas Tommy" number, which offered opportunities lost througb poor handling by the
principals.
In this. Miss Sears ana J. Theo
Murpuy worked down the aisle of the theatre to the stage, but even this got nothHillebrand and De Long furnished the
ing.
It Is a "strong"
feature number in the olio.
and a good one, the man balancing
act,
his partner, seated on a chair, by his teetb.
Hillebrand does several other showy tricks
Miss De Long is
which won warm favor.
billed as the "singing Venus," snd the finishing trick gave her a chance to display
Sam
her figure, but the voice was missing.
Ward and Eddie Lynn did good work with
their comedy dancing specialty, and Harris
and Letford pleased with a comedy musical
There Is room for a lot of improveturn.
ment in the "Dante's Daugnters" show, even
if the bladder, the mallet and the heads of
the victims of Murphy's comedy efforts last
If someone can think
through the season.
of something else as funny as Herr Hillebrand
posing as Al Reeves in the Jury box, using
the "Give Me Credit, Boys" with a German
A voice or two
accent, it might help some.
will lift the first part into a passing entertainment and the olio will take care of
The "Irish Justice" cannot be AcItself.
cepted

Orpheum

In

tt -lb.

In 1-lb.

This

Is

Is

Cans, Screw Cover

50Ca

MCll

an old standard Cold Cream, made for over a quarter of a century, and needa
no introduction to the older ones in the profession.

mu-

scintillating farcical

semi-suggestive,

but

never

role this
delightfully

title

Miss Drew Is magnetic,
suave and at all time appealing. Her "Alma"
suffers little by comparison
with that of
Kitty Gordon.
Carlton King, who enacts the
leading comedy role, Is a splendid comedian,
remindful of Charles Blgelow.
Charles Orr's
'Pierre" leaves nothing to be desired.
He Is
possessed of an excellent voice, and his duo9
with Miss Drew evoked vigorous applause.
The remainder of the company Is above the
average one views on the roid nowadays.
CRESCENT (T. C. Campbell, mgr.; K. ft
E.).— "Oklahoma" Is the newest of the state
plays.
It Is newly written but not new, conforming to the conventional western plays
with their flannel-shlrted and slouch-hatted
environment.
The company Interpreting the
drama, which was written by Roy Foster, la
capable and efficient.
GRSBNWALL (J. J. Holland, mgr.).— The
current burlettas at the Greenwall, "A Little
Flirtation" and "The Trial of Madame X,"
better known as "The Irish Justice," are not
very Impressive.
The vaudeville portion contains Hurd, an ordinary magician, and the
Gypay Novelty Musicians, harmonists of ability.
The Dlnkins and Stair show still re-

mending.

LYRIC
25Ca GSCtl

same

risque,

Grace Drew has the

quires

Cans. Screw Cover

the

etlll

slcality,

vulgar.
season.

D.

(C.

Gypsene Stock Co.

MAJESTIC

(L.

Extravaganza

Peru en I,
In

E.

"The

mgr.).— PeruchiSilver King."

Sawyer,

mgr.).—Tyson

Co.

LAFAYETTE (Abe Sellgman, mgr.).— Entertainers.
ALAMO (Wm. Guerlnger, mgr.).— Entertaln-

last

Owen J. Matthews, an eighteen-year-old child, to stay away from all
theatres for a month or pay a $25 fine, because he laughed too long and loud at a
Special
performance In a local theatre*
policeman, Frank W. Rich, who made the
charge against Mattbewe. claimed that he was
laugblng with unusual vigor, while the defendant stated to the court that the show
was funny and he was forced to show his
Judge Bruce said to him, In making a
mirth.
finding: "After a month you probably will
know how to behave In a theatre. It Is not
pleasing to other theatregoers for you to be
the whole show."

The HESS Company
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS
Sold by

all

Leading Druggists. Costumers and Hair Dealers through the
United States and Canada, at the above prices.

The first application under the new child
labor law for permission for children to appear on the stage, was made to Thomas H
Agnew, superintendent of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Saturday.
The children are two little girls, eight and
ten years old, residents of this city.
If permission Is granted, the children will appear at
the Lyrio theatre.

James

J.

The

Corcoran

has

released

Dukate's.

Miss.

Blloxl.

new

pictures

censor

only,

ordinance,

and passed

at

applicable
the behest

to

of

VARIETY

CHARLES HORWITZ
B

HU

Veadevtlle.

wrft« or

New Tork

815).

Mme. MENZELI

SEND rOfl CATALOGUE
404-408

BUMPUS

NEW YORK

SIXTH AVENUE
Between 34th and

vh

Former Premiere Danseuss and Mattress. go

Checked

to

of Dancing and Pantomlms,
St East 16th Street, bet B'way and Ith Ave.
Classic Ballet and All Styles of Dancing Acts

created and staged
Normal School of Dancing

nil

Pupils:

Hoffman. Proellcb, Marlow and other prominent stars.
Send for Booklet
Mile. Dasie.

Stead. 8. B. Cor. 4Sd St. and 8th Ave.
Htoraa-e—784 11th Ave., bet. 58d A 84th Sts.
YORK.
Ofllee—878 W. 48d St.

NEW

MILLER, 1554 Broadway.

I.

Tat

Ma

_
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o
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til

Boots

CLOO.
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Acrobatlo
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work

made

short

at

WE SAY IT YET

claimed

Tickets,

inefficient.

The W.

I.

Swain Show Company, familiar

handle a

fall Uns of theatrical wigs
from 88 to 8100 each.

(Walter

Sanford,

SHUBERT (Melville Stols. mgr.).— "The Blue
Bird."
AMERICAN (D. E. Russell, mgr.).—Thomas
OARRICK.— Julie

Ring

E.,

8.

gives

its

Girl."

LA SALLE (Oppenheimer Bros., mgrs.).—
STANDARD (Leo Reichenbach, mgr.).—
Billy Watson's "Beef Trust."
GAYETY (Chas. L. Walters, mgr.).— Robin"Red Head."

son Crusoe Girls.

ORAND

In
B.

Brennan, the agent, whose

F.

office

pre-

K.

rep.;

By

HARRY

LYRIC
—"The Typhoon."

;

WALNUT

(W. W. Jackson, mgr.
—"Country Boy."

COSTUMER Wanted: Chorus
Small or medium sized, for " kid " act.
Address by mail only for appointment,

THEATRICAL
8588

M.
«1

SI

Morrmy

RAWSON

Hill.

MO WITCH

Burlesque and Yl idevllle Costomes
West 87th «t
Vew Vwr* City.

UrCQ

MAKE-UP

How Good

but

CHASe He
Cere

First class

SM H

of All KINDS

photo reproductions
Ust. 7x9 DOUBLE

(

good;
Sully

Salerno,

A Hussey,

applsuse; Ethel Green, hit;
scored ; Marshall Montgom-

ond honors; George Vestuno, entertaining;
Four La Delles. scored; Kaufman A Saw-

Daughter

—
of

a Senator. Scene

Summer Home. $25.00 REfor Information relative to the Illegal
production of this sketch and arrest and conviction of the guilty parties.

WARD

FORREST W. TEBBETT8. VAUDETTLT.E
PRODUCER. 567 THIRD AVE., DETROIT,
MICH.

W

WANTED

LADY CLUB SYMIw
JUGGLERS

I

HIPPODROME

Four, exceptional; Weston
A Raymond Co., applsuse; Abren Family,
clever; Nettle Carrol Troupe and Bennetts Circus clone attractive program.
PRINCESS (Dan Fishell. mgr.).— Princess
Maid In "Confusion," headline; Douthelt A
Jones, hit; Lulu Moore, fine.
KING'S (F. C. Melnhardt, mgr.).— Chlyo A
Frank Rogers, entertaining;
featured;
Co.,
Newelle A Remington, scored; Slepp, Alleu
A King, applauded; Tom A Edith Almond,
telle,

well

hit;

Moratl

received.

Experience necessary long seasons engagement to right party.
All business strictly
confidential.
Address, JUGGLING REVUE.

SCENERY

Productions.

Mrr

$6.00

(J.

Sun.

A

CLARK STREET,
all State and U. S.
ADVICE FREE

Courts.

1

i

1

liked; Charles L. Fletch8ykes, nicely; Louis Ora-

Landry Brothers,

Fair

clever.

NEW

(George Schneider, mgr.; direct; Mon.
10).— Buster Brown Girls, entertaining; Marlon
A Finley, hit; Mary Gray, ordinary; Straub
Sisters, pleased; Rand's Musical Dogs, excellent; Sadie McDonald A Co.. amused.
ACADEMY (Tunis F. Dssn. mgr.; NixonNlrdllnger; Mon.
10— Conroy A La Diva,
scored; Marga A Frits, original; Marls Stoddard, enjoyable; Revista, fair; Klslss Family,

Sam. J. Curtis A Co., laughs; Swor A
ploased.
OAYBTY (Wm. Ballauf. mgr. ).-»f'Queens of
Paris.
EMPIRE (George W. Rife. mgr.). -"Tiger
Llllles.

VICTORIA (C. E, Lewis, mgr.; Nlxon-Nirdllnger).— "The
Harvest
Moon,"
headlined;
Soper A Lane, fair; Collins A Woppman.
laughs;
Five Bragdons, pleased; Henrietta
Wilson, liked; Felix, amused.
HOLLIDAY ST. (Wm. Rife, mgr.; 8. A H.).
—"The Boy Detective."

AUSTRALIA

By MARTIN

C. BRENNAN.
S
2
HER MAJBSTYS.-'Tus Blue7 Btr?.'"

CRITERION.
ford."

— "Get-Rich-Quick

re-

Walllng-

Capacity.

PALACE— "A Romance in Ireland." Allan
Doone and company, catching the Hiberlan

PER

100

Murdock. mgr.; U. B. O.
9.30).— Kremka Brothers, hit;

"Five Melody Maids and
Man," excellent; Joe Jacloon, hit; Eddie
Leonard, hit; Mabel Taliaferro A Co., featured; Matthews A Shayne, hit; Alaska Teehow, fine.
EMPRESS f Geo. F. Fish. mgr. S-C rehearsal Sun. 10).—Jacobs' Dogs, opened; Virginia Grant, fine; Erie A Leo, hit; Eva West;

cott

A

Co., hit;

Models,"

Don Carney,

excellent;

A
smoothly.
By mail S.60.
Retail Stores
Eight h A vs. .

Oriental

Cream with

PROFESSIONALS NOTICE

Send me 40 cents In stamps and I wl If mall
yon at once 100 first class business cards.
NEIGEB, The Printer. TO West Madison St..
Chicago.

in Ml.

"Macy

BELMONT
MILLINER TO
ALICE LLOYD

503

BALTIMORE
MARYLAND

K.

A

Phone, Bryant 4774
E).

Schanberger. mgr.; U.
B. O.; Mon. 10).— "Kabaret Kids," pleased;
Bison City Four, hit; Scott A Keane, delight(F.

NEW YORK

C.

mat manufacturer
egg tth Avenue, near 42d Street. Now York
One hat or an entire production.

WE CAN MAKE

IT"

FOR STAGE OR STREET

Two Colors, Plesh and White
to apply,
not rub off. Dries quicklv and
a fascinating Oriental Perfume. Large bottle or can $. 50.

We

are

now showing the newest
FALL STYLES

Short

Vamp Shoes
Cuban A French Hoete

t%

Novelties In

CRAVENETTE
High Button aad
Laca Shoes
Fair Prices

All Sixes.

J. GLASSBERG
•• 3d Av m **• Y I". oth st.
2QTnRFQ
3IUnEi3 226
W. Aid St., w. of sVway
-.

Broadway. Cor. 46th Street
As tor Branch)

Cor. 44th St. (Hotel

Write

WAS*

oastoeHap

F. K.

Av.

Fifth

Entrance on 42nd Street

powder without an equal.

new

LADY PARTNER WANTED

(Agent, R. J. Gomes).—LePaul Earl, Paul A Paul. Pats Bros.

Hw ARTHUR L. BOl
FORD'S (Charles B. Ford, mgr.;
—Henry Miller In "The Rainbow."

Fair.

Recognised comedian, singer and dancer destraight woman with specialty.
Good
appearance necessary. Send photo.
Address Performer, Variety. Now York.

Rosebuds."

for the stage.

"Falstaff."

sires

AUDITORIUM
nolrs,

in

Bros., equilibrists,
headKauffman,
cyclist,
great
Chlnko, juggler, nervous; Rich A Rich, Fred

Minnie

featured.

SURATTS FLESH WHITENER
does
Easy
liquid face

Asche

TIVOLI.— Schenk

LYCEUM (Harry Hart, mgr.; agent, Gus
Sun).—Joe Edmonds A Co May Owens, William Reed, Francis Bryant A Co., Raymond
Midgets, Mazie Rowland, Silver A Gray, Newport A Bert, Three Melvins, Art Adair.
STANDARD (R. K. Hynlcka, mgr.).—
"American Beauties," business.
PEOPLES' (J E Fennessy, mgr.).— "The

"IF ITS A HAT,

A

ROYAL—Oscar

liners;

;

MAKE YOUR NECK AND ARMS BEAUTIFUL

Lawyer

<

business.

J.

Van Hoven. good

limn MAM

CO.

EDWARD J. ADER
CHICAGO

Call

York.

St.

25 Theatrical
Practice In

KEITH'S
rehearsal

I
tU t a. lYI M n
S.U

Can make any hat needed

Dye Scenery.

• No.

VARIETY, New

and 8d Ave., New York.
Vaudeville Acta end Aniline

31 st

! >

i

'

Phone, 4103 Bryant

ears Variety.

WILLIAM

Girls

;

COPYRIGHT

porter, Wife and
the Senator's

THEATRE,

LOUIS

his associates, or reprethe production or booking of a

"THE DOUBLE

9.).

Sam Howard Bell Boy Trio

ery, well received; Swaln-Ostman Trio, clever;
Aerial Bartletts, nice opener.
(Prank L. Talbot, mgr.).—
Jessie Keller, headline; Meehan A Pearl, sec-

CROSS" under
oketch called
this or any other name, will be prosecuted to
the fullest extent of the new
LAW. Characters In sketch Newspaper Re-

A

nat. applauded;

Sand forSamplas and Plica

In 3 days.

.

ROBERT G EDDIE,
ositatlves, for

made

ceded New Orleans In commission government,
has grown dictatorial to the extent of engaging
Her name Is Julia Nichols.
a stenographer.
Brennan
Julia borrows half her pay dally.
says there Isn't any greater exponent of the
"touch" system.

ST.

Any Agent or Circuit contracting with MR.

A

145 W. 45th Street
Y. CITY

WEIGHT PAPER

By JOHN a. amwasT.
COLUMBIA (H. D. Buckley, mgr.).—Dlgby
Bell A Co., big; Vanderbllt a Moore, very

WARNING

A

ful; White
Perry,
er, good: Halllgan

turn.

and CLARE, care

Rem Brandt Cartoonist

00

American Theatre Bldg.. New York.
ROLAND WEST. Phone. 8800 Bryant.

S.

Season's engagement.

REM STUDIO

"Not How Cheap
Sold by Loading Druggists
Cottumtrt, Hair Store* and
Dept. Stores

i

vote easily.

HIGH GRADE

IILOO

Of

THEATRICAL STAGE HARDWARE
t\ n n
TOO LS n t m
r

•'

(John H. Havlln, mgr; T. Adywanl.
E.).— "Madame Sherry."
(Jas. E. Fennessy, mgr.
Shuberts).

A

J. NEGRRSCOU.
BAST MADISON 8TREET. CHICAGO.

Tel.

'UCK

Weatbrook,

CINCINNATI

an-

D. Holcomb, of Cleveland, is in
Orleans.
Mr. Holcomb is seeking to
enlist local capital in the hope of erecting a
mammoth motordrome here.

THE WIGGERY
84

Yankee

"The

in

'•

LARGI

mgr.).— "Lou-

isiana Lou."

Walter

We

IQMTH Avi \

hit;

Local No. 39, I. A. T.
nual ball Nov. 21.

New

qualities of

Co.,

OLYMPIC

name.

blllbAbU

ST.

Juggling

(W. J. Flynn, mgr.). -Rose
headlined; The Kings, good;
Normans, pleased; Dudak's Bears,

A

novel.

in the tank towns of prohibition and other
states, where they figure ''Around the World
in Eighty Days" eight times as food as "Ten
Nights in a Bar-room," has erected its own
The outside of the
warehouse in this city.
place Is billed extensively with the firm's

Envelope*. Free Samples.

DEARBORN

8.

Hon dour

Shea.

8TAOE MONEY. 16c. Book of Herald Cut*, tfte.
PBflCO PRINTING COMPANY rillPACn
bttUDO
501

pro-

Dolls," unable to obtain booking
in the vaudeville houses, are "continuous"
attractions in the show windows of many
large department stores in the south.

CROSS

SHENANDOAH

provides

Societies,

men and two women.

"Human

4.

LETTER HEADS
Contracts,

—three

The national censoring board has been

notice.

LEST YOU FORGET

Catholic

Federation of
for five inspectors
the

spe-

cialty. All

|

wt have THE

Shoes.

Write for Catalog-

Ballet

HIOH SCHOOL

? treats

TRANSFER
Called for and
and Steamboats.

.

HEW YORK
Ureeley.

IftSI

Mtage and Ktealng Gowns en hand.

(O CA
JO.DV

Mode To Order To Match
Any Shade Gown

Telephone Stti Bryant.

W. H.

Tel.

Sstln Slippers, HLV?" $3.00

CHABXES HOBWITS,

iMt Broadway (Boom
SMt Murray Hill.

149 W. 36th ST..

Call.

sketch.

—Isph—o

THEATRICAL COSTUMER

STREET •" THEATRICAL FOOTWEAR

experiment

Don't

FRANK HAYDEN

M. Hirsch Sample Shoe Co.

L.

Playlets and Sketches
rd apeak* for Itself.

Author of the

33

JAMES COMPANY, Mssslactiirias Ckcmisto
247 West 48 th St.. New York

Illustrated Catalogue J Free

i

VARIETY

34

TWO TREMENDOUS SHAPIRO

HITS

**

SOUTHERN

A
By

We

MARCH-RAG SONG

BALLARD MAC DONALD

and

CARROLL

and

FIELDS

stake our reputation on this song being one of the greatest song hits we have published in 15 years

SEEM
WONDERFUL SEMI-BALLAD
COOPER and OPPENHEIM

By

The most successful son^

of

its

kind on the market this year

just off the press.

SHAPIRO MUSIC PUB. CI. ("syisw
Irving Sayles. Les.

Spright'ey Sisters.

Bluett,

Warton and Jessie Stuart.
NATIONAL.— Budd A Clare, big
toria Cross,

drawing

;

Llewellyn,

good

;

hit

a brother to the late Harry Rickards.
appears to be a domestic matter

Carrie Moore, top-liner and
Lalle Brooks, Dan
Five Olracs open

The Reneauxs.
and others.

Barnes and West

owing

ALHAM BR A. —Pictures

and

vaudeville,

to-

gether with the "Surf-Bathing Girls' PhyslTwo houses a
cal
Culture Competition."
Variety turns are
right, often capacity*
weak, with one or two exceptions.

BAIN'S

SUBURBAN CIRCUIT —Doing

or-

All picture houses of note
Interspersing vaudeville.

dinary business.
in suburbs now

MELBOURNE.
KINO'S.— Anderson's Melodramatic Co.
ROYAL.— "Ben Hur."
HER MAJESTY'S —"Quaker Girl."
PRINCESS.— "A Village Priest."
BIJOU.— "The Fighting Chance."

OPERA HOUSE.— Nella

Webb, big

hit;

Africa

Zealand last

telepathy
leaves
act.
for
Saturday, thence to England.

South

John E. Donnellan. the manager of the
picture houses for the J. D. Williams' amusewill
launch out on a big proposition shortly.
He will take in a prominent
hbow man as partner.
Australasia, China
and the East, England and South Africa
wlil be exploited.
Then will follow the continent and America.
It is one of the biggest and most feasible schemes in the amusement world, but, for the present, everything
Is a secret to all but a chosen few.

McEwen, the Great, a Scottish mesmerist,
will open here next month for a short season under the management of Max Steinberg,
the Williams show.

of

La

Adelaide Tivoll has a strong bill. IncludNiagara A Falls, Rees Trio, Keldlne A
Kllmo, Vaude A Verne and La Petite Laurie.
Ceclle, Eldred A Carr. Hamlin A Mack. Dock
Rowe. Black A Bronte, and others.
ing

ments,

Ardo, Jack
Paxton Troupe
Alton. Tom Dawson.
NATIONAL.—Romanoff, good Francis Curran, Woy Toy Sun, Roy Redgrave, from the
Leonard Nelson, Alf Chester,
legitimate, hit
and ofoers.
OAIETY.—Gaffney A Shipp. patter comedians Chas. Pope, endman The Tyrrells, fin**
Lewis Girls. The Elliotts, and others.

Prey a, likewise

New

Zomah.
with
Entertainers,
Business
company.

small-time
to bad management.

a flret-clats
poor, mainly

for

left

Wirth's new venture—Captain Rose's Wild
West Show— is due here Aug. 30, opening in
Melbourne a week later.
So far there has
been very little advance work done.

week.

Monday.

EMPIRE— Mawhlnney's

It

Vic-

;

"^SiF*

SOUTH
AFRICA
By H. HANSON.

Horace Goldin. illusionist; Phil and Nettie
Paters. Eddy Martyn, Russian Trio, Violet
Romain, Archie Graham. Marie Schulz.
HIS MAJESTY'S— Matheson Lang and MIib
Hutin Britton in repertoire.

STANDARD— May
GRAND—Jerman

CAPE TOWN.

Co.

"Held

in

and Walker, Clark and
Moetol, Dusty Rhodes, Lynn and Leslie.

DURBAN.
THEATRE ROYAL— The

Wheeler- Edwards

"The Quaker GlrU'

Africa,
is
swamped with picture
In small villages there Is oppowill not have a long life.

South

C ape Town, Aug. 27.
(Harry Stodel, mgr.)—Company
at this hall drawing good houses, and contains some acts of merit.
Joel and Powell
present a sketch containing nothing of unusual merit.
Vulgarism may appeal to a certain class but It does not Improve the status
of the profession.
Millie Gordon, classical
dancer, fair.
Her dancing is ordinary.
A
clever turn is that of Hanvaar and Lee.

Congdon A

by the Enemy."

Gaiety Co. in

TIVOLI

*•

shows.

Even

sition.

The erase

Already several have gone under.
American
are
cautioned
regarding Inducement"
held out by so-called South African managers.
There are only two reliable firms. The

acts

Empire-Grand

Amalgamation

and

Co.

Africa's Amalgamated Theatres, Ltd.
other concern deBlres to do business
are advised to insist on their salary
secured, and return tickets.

the

If any
artists

being

;

;

Reams, Vivian A

ALTOONA, PA.
& Vincent,

;

OKPHEUM

;

n.

AKE-UP

;

BRISBANE.
HER MAJESTY'S— "Girl in the Train.
EXHIBITION.— De Clsneros. operatic single.
EMPIRE—Compact vaudeville show, headed
Frank Sidney, and
A

by Wells Bros.,

ROYAL—Han ley, Marguerite
Olga Pennington, and holdovers.

Harry Brennan committed suicide by
oning

last
to

brother

week,

aged

.'{3.

Deceased

James Brennan and was

one
Ill

Margaret Klos, of the former Klos Sisters.
an athletic act. was respondent in a Melsong
bourne d'.voFce suit last «week.
*A
writer and Leonard Nelson, comic singer,
The whol"
were Joined as co-respondents.
thing

fizzled

public

Is

Mngford "

taking
N'nt

r

Charlie

Kllpatrick

to

pleased at
Australian

"Get-Rlch-Qulck Walof slang gets hy

pnrtlrde

via

now

The Jourdane Quartet is
Hrennan-Fuller time here,

running

Nep-

still

hut

playing the
will
return

shortly.

John

Brennan, father of Martin ('. Brennan, died at. Sydney. Aug. 15.
His death
was due to heart trouble accelerated by the
death of hi* elder hrother,

week previous.

whlf-h

t«w>fc

Deceased was a
of Kilkenny (Ireland), aged 04 years.
the

The KelHo Boys leave for America,
They will play the
Honolulu tomorrow.
country three weeks.

Is

tuna. a swimming girl, billed as from San
Francisco, where her favorite hobby was
swimming out. to seal roc-xs and shaking
Hoppers with the denizens.
Kll Is a fine
show man and he Is collecting the dollars.

Amerlcawards

out.

Americans here are more than
the able manner in which the

E.

MAJEHTIC
fair;
Co.,

pip.****

native

la»-

ter

Rumor hath It that J. C. iA'ete is no longer
connected with the Rickards snows, some even
that
drastic
insinuating
measures
were
brought to bear on his removal.
I^eete Ik

& Merrltt are making a big hit
with the "Texas Tommy" dance over th<>
Mrennan-Fullor time.
They gave permission
to Hamlin A Mack for its use in Adelaide.
The latter are American dancers who are doPhillips

ing

nicely

here.

They are a big hit.
Weston and Lynch.
Americans, although closing the show, have
proved a big success.
Weston In his impersonation of a drunken husband portraved the
character In correct detail, and his wrestling
with an imaginary opponent Is a clever bit
of work.
The audience were convulsed. Miss
Lynch creditably assisted in creating a success of a really funny act.
At the time of
the mall leaving the new bill comprises the
Compton
Girls,
songs
and dances;
Bert
Kemble. comedian; Wood and Hurst, vocalists
Jack Hylton. comedian
Victor and
Lewis, versatile artiste.
Oakes Duo, nothing extraordinary.
Frances Kapstourle, clever; Two Comedians,
talented Instrumentalists
others are Amatls
Sisters, Slstere Allen, Torino, Percy Clarldge.
OPERA HOUSE (Leonard Rayne, mgr.).;

;

GRAND—

The Leonard Rayne Company.

trick

hit;

This

(Arthur Lane, mgr.;

Tom Mahoney.

hit;

ATLANTA. GA.

W.

kindly mention

V.

M.

"Broomstick

—

—

Stevens,

—

hit.

FORSYTH
16.

Four,

(H.

L.

Vynoi,

Musical

fair;

Cordoza, mgr.).— Week
good; Mlxsnn A Conley,
Co., hit; Heidelberg

Minne Vlcf>r«o &
splendid:

Aldro

A

Mitchell,

Little

Sophie,

Week

VABIBTY.

hit.

JOYCE

BUFFALO.
(P.

C.

Cornell,

mgr.; K.

&

E.).-23-

Kitty Cordon in "The Enchantress"; 26-28.
Eddie Foy In Over the River."
TRCK (John K. O'Shel. mgr.; Shuberts).
— Ahorn Opera Co.

25.

DeVere.

child

artiste;

(Sept. 23)
Management,

Wh*n annoiring adverti$emenU

B.

UHAX1J <H. L. Cordoza. mgr.). Week 1«.
Kutllngs Entertainers, good; Max Ford &
Hosle MaxwMl, hit; Wlllard Simms, big; Josle
Heather, One: Caesar Rlvoli, good; Dooley A
Sales, splendid; Martlnettlc & Sylvester, hit.
LYRIC (H. L. Cordoza & H. L. DeGlve.
mgrs.).
"Seven Days."
THE BIJOU (H. L. DeGlve, mgr.). Week
16, Snowle Maybelle, good: Edna Ersklne A
Co., hit; Goodrich. Van & Hill, great; Paul

STAR

johannksblih;.
PALACE— Johnson and

cyclists;

O.

Monday 2). 2S-25, Rothert & Anthony,
Dan Friendly, pleased; J. C. Nugent A

;

EMPIRE

U.

;

Witches," very good; 26-28. Albert Donnelly;
College City Quartette; John T. Ray & Co.:
Faynetta Munro; Waterbury Bros. & Tenny.
H. L. MELTON.

pois-

was a
at

mgrs.

—

rehearsal.

;

ANN ARBOR, MICH.

NEVER GETS HARD

Hanley.

time manager of the Gaiety, Melbourne.
health brought on self-destruction.

O.

A.;

others.

(Wllmer

Mon. 10). The Waltons,
Arthur & Company, excellent; Monarch Comedy Four, Hayes & Alpolnt, laughs.

;

Bronx, N. Y.

VARIETY
BEST PLACE8 TO STOP AT

^^

Phone 71 «7 Bryant.
Acknowledged as the beet ^ba ^ba
to stop at in
Hew York City.
block from the Book-

place
.

One

^P ^P

VARIETY ami

ing Office*.

the rot Cooey Agency.

Now

THE ST. KILDA

SHKA'S (Henry J. Carr. mgr. U. B. O.
Romalo & Delano. sensational;
10).
Boy Trio, went well; Ed. F. Reynard.

—

Mon..
Bell

;

headline; Gabriel A
Henry Cllve, entertaining;
Interesting:;
Co.,
Billy K. Wells, encored; Rice, Bully A Scott,
cored.
LAFAYETTE (C. M. Bag*, mgr.).— "Girls
from Reno."
ACADEMY (Henry M. Marcus, mgr.; Loew
La Pol It n. artistic; Fuller & Prist,
Mon.. 10).
Mr. A Mrs. Jos. Dowllng, humorous;
ftlr;
Bobby Btone, amused; Three Lestera, thrillMay Clinton A Co., creditable; Jack
lag;
gymonds, laughs; Base Ball Four, feature;
May Blossom, classy Gormley A Caffrey, hit.
GARDEN (M. T. Middleton, mgr.). "The

Olga

unusual;

Petrova.

,

—

A

bath
elte,
iMitt,

vi-e.

we -k

Marie
Rossi,
Monahan,
Menlo
Door Johnnies.
GRAND (Ralph Holmes, mgr.). Jack Besweek 1«: "The City." 22; "Bunty
eey Co.,
Pulls the Strings," Oct. 1; "Fortune Hunt8ldonlas,

Bartel. fair; Mr.
26-28,
ception;

A

Faust

A

Mrs.

"House

REGENT HOTEL.

ST.. LYNN, MASS.
EUROPEAN PLAN

Oslf betel

Murphy A Wlllard.
TEMPLE (Fred. W. Falkner, mgr.).— 21-25.

is

tes city series,

Degree":

Third

"The

Home"

BUFFALO. N

THIRD and GAY STREETS

—

Clty.V

QRAND—Still

SHARON.

dark.

DEC ATI R,
Slgfried.

(A.

RATES.

RACE.

DES MOINES.

10).

IA.

(H. B. Burton,

— Week

mgr; rehearsal.

51

'has

..

MAJESTIC (Elbert A Getchell. mgrs.; 8. A
— Week 16. Sarah Bernhardt, pictures.
PRINCESS (Elbert A Getchell). Stock.

C).

—

TEMPLE
16).— Stella

DETROIT, MICH.
G. Williams, mgr.; U. B. O.
Mayhew A Blllee Taylor, big;

Eva Taylor & Co., scream; The Lingdons,
Conley A Webb, good; The Five Mowatts, pleased; Clara Inge, excellent; Pearlson A Goldle, fine opener; Bert Terrell, good.
MILES (C. W. Porter, mgr.; T. B. C. Mon.
10).
Tom Linton A Jungle Girls, hit; Edward Jose A Co.. good;
Chesters
Mile.
Canines, fine; Ed. Grey, pleased; Charles Bennington, pleased
Josh Dale, satisfied.
DETROIT (Harry Parent, mgr.; K. A E).
—Passers- By.
GARRICK (Richard Lawrence, Shubert).
—Neil O'Brien's Minstrels.
LYCEUM (A. R. Warner, mgr.; S. A H.).
—"The Rosary."
OATETY (WlHlam Roche, mgr.)— "Al
Reeves Co."
good;

—

meets

all

221

MRS. LUCK WILSON,

W. 42D

Drew,

mgr.).— "Zallah's

Co."

ELMIRA,

N. Y.
LYCEUM (Lee Norton, mgr.; Rels Circuit).
—23-25 and 27-28. Stock; 26. "Baby Mine."
MOZART (Felber A Shea, mgrs.).— 23-25,
Edward's Circus, well received; Fox A Ward,
good;
Gonnc & Cornett^ Trio, excellent;
Hpoctor Bros.,

good.
(M. D. C.lbson. mgr., U. B. O).
-23-25. Kid Canfleld, good: "Sunshine Girls
t> Hoys *• pleading.
T.
M. REERS

MAJESTIC

ERIE PA
'OLONIAL.
OHrlt-n.

OLIVER

Romance

aunt,

P. Weschler. mgr.; A. V.
mgr.; Gus Sun: U. B. O.
rc-

(A.

hearsnls. Mon. 10).
*ett»\
big;
Emmij

— Johnson
rrork
flh.:j

;

Howard A
\-

<"o..

Ll*rlovor:

C.
Zehrung.
mgr.).— 19.
Underworld;
27-28,
"Ready

(F.

of

Good

W.

Sflth

St.,

good

rooms,

rale*.

Hogan

Prompt

Girls, big hit; Tom Nawn A
Ila
Grannon, big; "Parisian
Dancers," clever.
MAJESTIC (J. L. Gllson. mgr.). 23. Geo.

feature;

(Tom

"Kisn

A.

GRAND

GRAND

PALACE

10).

— 22-28.

24-26.
26-28.

Dunclng

Potts

A

Du

Mutes.

21,

A

"The

Shapiro.

B.
(J.

Melton, mgr.).
Melton,

B.

— Duncan

(R.

B.

ANDREW

Royce,

mgr.;

ORR.

Church).

21-16, Nelson A Mllledge, hit; Olive Trio,
great; Driscoll A Perry, good; McAvoy A
Brooks, fair; 26-28. Wilson. Thurston A Stewart, Adlminl A Taylor, The Stanley's. Ber-

ANGEL.

plno.

mgr. ).— 21-22.

Ethel

Temple. Gllmorr

A

Mo-Phve:
Castle.

ORPHEUM

MINNEAPOLIS.

mgr.; Or(O. E. Raymond,
Week 16, Billy
rehearsal. Sun., 1.80).
Dooley. well received; Ronair A Ward, fair;
Sehechtl's Manikins, fine; Lew Cooper, fair;
Mountain Ash Choir, scored heavily; Wynn A
Russen. big; Wlnslow A Stryker. good.

—

pheum;

MIZENER.

CHERRYOIA
For

OB CHECKS,

a perfect blood color

THE HESS COMPANY

—

(Orln Stair, mgr.; S. A H.i
23-26, Vaughan Glaser in "The Oinln of Du«t"

Maaafactarere Stage

"The Third Degree ."

odvertftamenfa Mntfly mention

(Grease Ronj(e)
cents per jar

25

STAGE MAKE-UP or Street Use

For LirS

fair.
K"<>d.

VARIETY.

eV

mgr.).—Howse

MERIDEN, CONN.
POLI'S

E.

RAPIDS. MICH.

Whew answering

(J.

MAJESTIC

McCarthy, mgr.; Gus Sun;
Anderson A Evans. Don Byp;

(J.

Maid";

(Gartland

O.

Smith,

(Frank

MAJESTIC

"Spring

Holt.

QUAD.
H.

The ElliettH. fair; KntrellR & Edwards,
Bonner & Bonner, ordinary; Beaudolns,
2«-2R.

Service

Howes' Pictures.

J. O'Donnell.
mar.; l'
Green. Mr. & Mrn. Robyns;
"Models DeLiixc." .lones A Deeley. Kathleen
Rooney. Work A Play. Relff. Clayton A RelfT.
ORPHEUM (I-:. J. Veazey. mgr.; Ind). -

B.

R.

"The Price."
M.

COLUMBIA
O.). — Gem

—

Suratt

—Stock.

(Jules Cahn, prop. A mgr.).
14, "Tho Million"; 16. P.

MACON, GA.
(Jake Wells, mgr.; U. B. O.).—
"Balkan Princess," good houses; Week 11.
Goldsmith,
Herbert A
Edna Erskine A Co..
Paul Stephens, Harry Hnlman A Co.. Kennedy A Mack, Farnum A Delmar, Musical
Maidens, Pelham.

—

CHARLES

HAMILTON.

Valeska

27.

GRAND

Moderate Prices
Good Coffee
Opposite Hotel Seminole.
Theatrical patronage Invited.

SMITH'S

24,

Marcel;

Sisters.

for

OPPENHEIM.

M.

21,

(Harry G. Somers, mgr.; K
E.).— 28-29. "The Flirting Princess."
GARRICK (Daniel Lynch, mgr.). Stock.

Four Klllarney

27-28.

Paul

Common Law."
HATHA WAY'S

OUR MOTTO
Cleanliness

Rates S3 to St per week.
HISS O. A. YOUNG, Prep.

Minstrels;

—22, May Robson;

Jacksonville, Fla.

st..

mgr.).— "Flirt-

Taylor,

—

Mon.

OPERA HOUSE

Mme.

cooking.

POWERS

BROAD

155 E.
ST.
Pian.
The refined home
professionals.
Home Coohlng.

American

PARK— Stock.

F.

rail.

Light's Restaurant
24

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Walts":

(Chas.

Widow."

—

910

to

and

location,

own

Florens's

58

D.).—
mgr.).

Stevens, mgr.; U. B. O.;
10).
Ed. Estus. good;- I
Brownies, clever; Goodale A Leater, pleaaed:
Loretta A Bird, good; Eddie Ross, hit; Gordon Eldrlde A Co., funny; Bernlvicl Bros,,
very good; Larex * Larex, good.
MERRIMAC SQ. (Jas. 8. Carroll, mgr.; rehearsal, Mon. 10).
Marie Horton A Co., Throe
Donalda, Casey A Norton, Verona, John Far-

near Herald Sq.

With board,
per person.

mgr.; Shuberts).

LOWELL, MASS.

Phone, 2702 Greeley.

THE DELMAR

Evans

Garrlty,

J.

"Queens of Follies Bergere."

lessees).

Well
doable
rooma. private baths; clean, quiet house;

Co.,

(J.

GAYETY

=

YORK.

ST..

good French coohlnat reaaonahle

;

Own

16.

KEITH'S (Wm.

Prop.

Phono 4698 Bryant
furnished sla«ile and

;

(Frank

train*.

THE CENTRAL
NEW

JAE.

(C.

AVENUE

(L. M. Gorman, mgr.; rehearaal
Lochart A Leddy, fine; Muriel
favorable; Benson A Belle, liked:
La Petite Mignon, scored; Mrs. Louis James,
recalls; Empire Comtdy Four, big; Robt. DeMont Trio, very good.

—
Week
Francea.

ing

McVEITY, Manager

Rooms, $3 up.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

food,

i

up

WAVERLY HOTEL FLORENZ HOUSE

Benmas-MacManus Play-

16,

McKay A

BERLINER.

T.

LINCOLN, NEB.

ORPHEUM

A

rehearsal.

Caters to tho Theatrical Profession. Special
Rata. Centrally located la tho heart of tho
city.
Private Hatha. Cafe a la Carte. Free

feature;

ILL.

W» Lawford. mgr.).— 21.
George Evans' Minstrels.

LAWRENCE

Madison, Wis.

Cantwell. good: Leltcel
Sisters,
pleased; Edna Luby, scored; Billy
Weston Co., big; Bobbe A Dale, liked; Llbby,
ers,

B. O.;

Drake,

(C.
26,

J.

F. R.

U.

Eddie

WALNUT (Col. Shaw, mgr.; H. A
Estha Williams in "A Man's Game."
— BUCKINGHAM (Horace McCrocklin,

We

NEW PARK HOTEL,

— 28-26,

LYRIC

— MASONIC
"Alms."

Special Rates and attention to professional people. Our restaurants are
high grade at medium price. Club breakfasts, etc.
also operate

ILL.

mgr.).— Wal ter Hale

great; Great Leon, well received;
Fisher A Green, good; Mabel Carson. pleased
Balleslnls Dogs, very clever; Martin A Fabriot, good.
EMPRESS (Thos. P. Ronau, mgr.). -"Cabaret Review," novelty; Ouetta. clever danced;
Tom Brentford, good; Hayes, well received;
Harry Hayward A Co., pleased-

4 Boy.

OLMSTED.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

COLUMBUS, OHIO

$1.00 up; with bath. $1.50

U).

KEITH'S (J. L. Weed, mgr.; U. B. Q.).—
Hursley Troupe, good; Phil Statts. very good;
Llda Mc Millan ec Co., clover; Bonlta A H*-arn,
fine; Klrksmlth Sisters, well received; Henry
E. Dlxey. clever; Zono, Jordan A Zeno, good.
MACAULEY'8 (John McCauley, mgr.; K. A
E.).— 21-26. "The Littlest Rebel"; 16-17, Al H.
Wilson In "It Happened In Potsdam."

EUROPEAN

with sketch; Harrison Greene A Kath ParkProf. Haney. business good.
er, leasing skit;
BURTI8 Cort. Shubert & Kindt; 16, "Village
Vagabond." good business; 21, "The

8un.

W

Phoae Seneca 2S44

HOTEL VIRGINIA

—

.Iuiiuh

mgr.).— "The

Parsons,
R. w.

HOOPBSTON,

Money."

rehearsal. Mon. 1 p. m.).
Week 16, Musical
Nooses, headline, fine reception; Ollle Eaton,
formerly VunDyke-Eaton Co., in rep., big

C.

10.80).

SAMUELS

"Home 8weet

26-28,

DANIEL P. McCONNKLL.
DAVENPORT. IA.
AMERICAN (C. E. Berkell. mgr.; Pantuges;

OKPHEUM

Ball

mgr;
Thurs.,

HAVERHILL. MASS.
COLONIAL (L, B. Mayer, mgr.;
rehearsal,

"The Deep Purple."

30-2.

BIJOU

Eagle Street
Y.

to

A

amused; McDonald A Kearney, fair; Colonial
Players, pleased; "Honey" Johnson, hit; Reckless Recklaw Trio, good; 21-28, Mrs. Geo. A.
Hibbard A Co., Tuscany Troubadors. Janet
Chllds, Dixon Sisters A Stock Co.. "Pink
Lady" 8. R. O. 24.
"CHIME."

6).

Kr. all theatres.

roaas wits private beta

Co..

<H.

"One Day";

WALKERWestHOUSE "gSST*

SUMMER

62

PARSONS'

—

Eighth, Philadelphia.
oppose Casino Theatre.
Cabaret every night.

Cafe

Dean,

Other Man."

above

Street,

P.

Mon.

Kcnmdy A Co.. big; Amlna.
pNused; Caldwell * Pelton, entertaining; Bob
Ferns, hit; Morle A Scome. clever; 28-18.
Dick Crollus A Co., Jimmy Glides. Tanner
A Potter. Whitaker Bros., Paul Covilll.
POLP8 (W. D. Ascough. mgr.).— Stock.
Jamas

21-26,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
(H. A. Deardourff, mgr.; Gus Sun).
Jules Held A Co., excellent; Four Cycling
McNutts, fine; Pucella Bros., very good; Morton A Ray, satisfactory: Ed. Loop, funny.

COOKE'S HOTEL

KIRTLAND HOUSE

(Prtd

rehearsals.

RIGG8.

100 N. 14th
101 N. 14th

Prop, and Mgr..

Theatrical Hotel of the Hotter Class"

Walnut

Clancy;

—

While Hats' Headquarters
Ten mlnnteV walk la all theatres

"A

Harry Thome, reThat Jack Built."
Thos. Jackson

CAMPBELL,

E. E.

convenience.

VIRGINIAN (Max M. Nathan, mgr.; W. V.
M.).
19-21, Varollo A Gross, very good; Ruth
Arlington, fine; 28-80, Macks Lavender Girls.

NEW REGENT HOTEL,

313 HUNTIN6T0N AVE.

May Walsh.

Faust,

$lo-$l8 per
acc'-m mo-

;

Furnished

Ruth* and every

Theavtree.

Pa.

LOUIS

ST.

In the centre of the theatrical district

(W. B. McCallum. mgr.).—
11-11, Dudley Arthur Co.. fair; Guy Daley,
novel; Woods A Lawson. took; Fred Hillebrand. laughs; Bush De Vere Trio, nice; 21-25.
"House That Jack Built." headliner; Lester
Ross Sisters, ordinary; Al.
Brothers, fine;

Walnot and Caslne

the

Philadelphia.

T.

N. J.

BROADWAY

Opposite

and k.wh»-nphone, steam
eievstor »er-

dating four persons.

—

CAMDEN,

ZEISSE'S HOTEL

Completely furnish-

BURLINGTON, IA.
OARRICK (John M. Root, mgr.; W. V. M.
A.). —Week 16, Chartress Holllday Co., VloMay Evans. Gavetta-Lavendrc Co.,
ilnsky.

1.

PHILADELPHIA.

ed, including dishes
and linen, two and
tnree large rooms,

amaaaamaa*

D.

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

SUITE*

—

T.

a

FURNISHED

(A. H. Sherry, mgr.; Loew; Mon.,
Duffy A May, versatile; Dow A Dow,
10).
jood; Corlnne, favorite; Beulla De Buse, novelty; Irene A Bobbe.

Moore's Stage

Place to Live

utu. F.
r. ROBERTS.
GEO.
HUDLMia, Assi.
Aaat. Manager

FAMILY

for

Professional*.

HARTFORD, CONN.

"•*

Merry-go-Rounders."

Home

Reflned

Handsomely

strum Heated Room*.

HARTFORD

Rial Proprietor of a

Real

WHEN PLAYING BOSTON

Tho

99

and JENIE JACOBS, Proprietors

LEONARD HICKS
WW S^mW~*T mv mTm
*—
HOTEL GRANT
"—-a-"

—

er,"

COOKE

PAULINE

67 W. 44th Street

at

35

N aha- Up

OCHESTEa.

N. Y.

VARIETY
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COMPLETE SUCCESSES

INDIVIDUALLY SCORING
In our

first

production roles

GLADYS CLARK

HENRY BERGMAN
JESSE L. LASKY'S
BIG PRODUCTION HIT

Starred In Mr.

Week

This

. .

THE TRAINED NURSES"
Next Week

23) Orpheum, Brooklyn

(Sept.

OCT.
UNIQUE ("Jack" Elliott, mgr. 8. AC.; reSunday 11). — Week If, Paul Spadonl,
A Boyle, Grace Leonard, Leo Martinek,
Hyman Adler.

NEW YORK

BRONX,

7,

(Sept. 30) Keith's, Philadelphia

Marie, splendid; Vera Bettina, big; Fields ft
Fink, amusing; Gibson A Ramsey, laughs.
VENDOME (W. A. Sheets, mgr.; K. A B.).
—16-19, "Alma Where Do You Live."
W. R. ARNOLD.

;

hearsal,

Dale

MILES

H.

(C.

Miles,

mgr.;

Consolidated;
EsFive
Camllle's Cir-

Twins,
— Marco Winter,

rehearsal.

Monday,
Opera Co.,

11).

pagnole

Grace De

Greens,

Morris

Golden,

Mile.

BILLY SWEDE"

METROPOLITAN (Robert Scott, mgr.; K.
A B.). —Dark.
BHUBERT ("Buss" Balnbrldge, mgr; Bhuberts). — Dark.
8AXE BIJOU (Theodore Hayes, mfr.;
Weber

Circuit).

— Bernard

Daly

In

Hit

Koenlg,

this

Next Week (September
Booked

"Dion

O'Dare."

GATETT (Wm.

PROCTOR'S

COLBORN and CO.
Week Hammerstein's

with JENNIE

eua.

The UNIQUE, the Sulllvan-Consldlne thea-

Tannen, comical; Alec Craig, scored;
OUle Young A April, pleased; W. H. Lytell ft
capable; Wllla Holt Wakefield, charmed.

LTRIC

(J.

(H. C. Fourton, mgr.; Wells Circuit;
Cavanna A Co., well received; Al
U. B. O.).
Carleton, pleased; Armstrong A Lawrence,
applause; Heidelberg Four, well received;
Borantl A Nevaro, strong applause; Lyric
Silent Players.
(P. H. Hamel, mgr.; InterBEN
Stock.
state).
(W. Cyril Pooley. mgr.;

ass

—

At

charming; Grace Anderson, pleasing.

"THE FRESHMAN AND THE CO-ED"
(A Real Comedian and One of the Best Looking Girls
KEITH'S UNION SQUARE, New York

HARNET

WASHINGTON

"The

Dorothy

S.

(C. Lagman. mgr.; booking
"The Colored Entertainers."

A E.).— Alice

(H.

Lloyd

Q.

In

Brooks, mgr.;
"Miss Fix-it";

Mr. GEORGE STANLEY

K.

Presenting his Original Character Impersonation of

80.

"

"Spring Msld."
(H.
— PRINCESS
"Overnight";

Judge, mgr.; Shuberts).
"Blindness of Virtue."

— "The

How

— Zel(Ja

MEYERS'

A. E.

located at
Suite 1*05, Majestic Theatre Building,
111.

(Lee Ottelengul.

"Two

mgr.).

Little Brides."

—James
—

(George Bobbins, mgr.). David
Warfleld In "The Return of Peter Grimm."
ORPHEUM (M. 8. Schleslnger. mgr.).—
Paytons Players.
JACOBS (George Jacobs, mgr.). "Ths
Melting Pot."
GAYETY (Leon Evans, mgr.). "Bon-Tona"
MINERS (Frank Abbott, mgr.). "Moulin
Rouge."
JOE O'BRYAN.

—

PATER80N, N.
MAJESTIC (W. H. Wslsh,
Mon.

"

A

— 28-25.
Rabdolph.

Thurs.,

11).

—

J.

mgr.; U. B.

Richard

ORPHEUM

23-25,

(Chas. F. Edwards, mgr.).—
"The Whirl of Mirth"; 26-2', "Monte

Sears,

Lambert A

Ball.

Bedford

A

Winchester, Richards A Kyle, 8ager Mldgeley
& Co., Ralp Smalley, Five Martels, Palzln

8HANNON.

Bros.

STAR (Ray

Andrews, mgr.; Qus Sun; reShorty
Edwards,
10.30).
Mon.,
hearsal,
pleased; Adams. Hartleigh A Remy, went big;
Fitch B. Cooper, laughing hit; Mareeno, NeGEO. FIFEN.
varro & Mareeno. scored.

—

(Sept. 30)

NASHVILLE, TENN.
BIJOU

(Geo.

Hickman,

mgr.).

"White Slave."

ORPHEUM

— Week

16.

(George Hickman, mgr.; U. B
rehearsal,
O.
Mon., 10).
Week 18, Dick
Thompson A Co., big; De Michelle Brothers,
applause; Chester B. Johnson, scored; Armstrong A Lawrence, well received; Pelham

European
M.

—

scientist,

LYCEUM (Chas. F. Wilbur, mgr.).— "Th«
EMPIRE (Floyd Lauman, mgr.). — 28-25,
"Taxi Girls"; 26-28. "Gay Masqueraders."
OPERA HOUSE (Zabrlskle A Reld. mgrs).
—Stock.
DAVID W. LEWIS
Gamblers."

hit.

PRINCESS (Harry Sudekum, mgr.; W. V.
A.; rehearsal Mon., 10). — Week 16, Mite

PITTSBURGH, PA.
(Harry Davis, mgr.; U. B. O.).—
Dream," delightful; 8tuart Barnes
good; Herman Tlmberg, entertaining; Chadwick Trio, screamer; Lora. mystifying; Samprefined; Three Josetty Bros,
sel A Rellly,

GRAND

"Dance

meritorious; Klutlng's Entertainers, good.

A SCENIC PRODUCTION IN ONE

In

Direction

0.;

Bros.,

good; Eleanor
pleased; Nlchol Slaters, funny; Hurts. Watts A Hurts, good; 26DeArnold, McBrlde A Cavanaugh, Gib28,
son A Evans, Kelly Latelle Troupe.

with bit Mceess ever the Interstate Circuit

MUNCIE, IND.

now

Chicago.

fMtirts!

;

OFFICE
Is

Mm

Darkey

Mojottic— Fort Worth, Toe., Nost Week

(G. F. Driscoll, mgr.; U. B. O.).

THE

In

Carlo Glrla"

Price She Paid."

ORPHEUM

The Ante-Bellum

C.

GAYETY (H. F. Arnold, mgr.). — "London
Belles."
ROYAL (O. McBrlen. mgr.; Co-operative).
80,

Powers

NEWARK

—

MONTREAL.
HIS MAJESTY'S

Laurel

novel;
Girls

Leen, Vera Goode, Miller Family, hit;
Grace, clever;
4
Coughdrops, "Girl

SHUBERT

HENNESSY

di-

Co.,

A

Baby

Hodklns).

LAGMANS
—

pleased;

Duff,

Raymond *

from Reno."

—
DREAMLAND

rect).

Meuther,

A

Dyso

hit;

La Rlenne A

ARCADE

Valvo

in Vaudeville)

W.

Neu. mgr.; Fox).—

nicely;

Sisters,

nicely; Mebel Robeits A Co., funny.
(L. O. Mumford, mgr.; direct).—

T.

Direction

(Sept. 30)

R.

(O.

Homesteader,"

scored; Mosscopp
Hess, good; Mile.

DAMA SYKES

NEXT WEEK

—

LYRIC (Proctor management). "The Tenderfoot"; Densmore A Canter, good; Locks
A Llnder; "10 Dark Knights." good; Clifford
A Taylor, hit; Flying Henry's, scored.
ODEON (Charles Burtls. mgr.; U. B. O.).—
Robertls Circus, hit; Banda Gen ova (IB), hit;
Wells A Green, good; Marcus A Gartelle,
amused; Klns-Ners, novelty; Flora Verner,

BILLY HALLIGAN

MOBILE, ALA.

Tannebaum. mgr.; K. A E. ).
—10-21. "Alma"; 14. "The Bankan Princess";
26. "The Confessional"; 26. "Polly of the Circus"; 27. "Naughty Marietta."

MOBILE

mgr.; U. B.
Adler 4
Fay. scream;

hit;

A

Julius

Cssino Girls."

tre here, has been having trouble with the
local musicians union, It having refused to
sign the new scale. Non union men from Milwaukee were brought on.

N. J.

Co.,

30), Grand, Syracuse
Solid

LOUIS WESLEY

Direction

mgr.).— "Century

;

Girls."

DEWY— "The

NEWARK,

(R. C. Stewart,
Rock A Fulton,
—Fay,
t Coleys

O.
Mon. »).
Arllne, novel;

"LVII*.

FLYNN rROM

\*y
L-VNN"

by McCree and Clark

SHARING HEADLINE HONORS THIS AND LAST WEEK SHEA'S THEATRES, BUFFALO AND TORONTO
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT TO FOLLOW
JOE PINCUS, Personal Representative
PAT CASEY AGENCY

VARIETY

HARRIS (John P. Harris A Harry Davit,
mgrs.; U. B. O.).— "The Act Beautiful," enjoyable; Ezra Kendall, Jr., hit; Minstrel Four,
excellent; Martin Sisters, clever; Bovls A Darley. pleased; Fltxsimmons A Cameron, good;
Starr Trio, creditable; Two Perron's, food;
William Jerome, good.
FAMILY (John P. Harris, mgr.; U. B. O).

— Two

Hoods, Benway

HARRY TATE'S C°

A

Dayton, DuBarry A
Leigh, Ruby Caldwell, Prince A Wayne, Jack
Sensell, Joe Austin, Jean Quise.
ALVIN (John B. Reynolds, mgr.; Shubert).

please; Dale A Boyle, good; Grace Leonard,
very pleasing; Pictures.
MAJESTIC—Lottie A Jim Rutherford,

NEW YORK

good; O'Brien A Barton, very good; Jack
Kingston, good; Demarest A Chabot, good;

ENGLAND

Pictures.

AUSTRALIA

FISHING -MOTORING

AFRICA

A

(Thos. B. Kirk, mgr.; K.
"Oliver Twist."
DUQUE8NE (Harry Davis, mgr.).
LYCEUM (C. R. Wilson, mgr.; 8.

Co.,

A

Chester

732S

—

R.

Homan,

I.

mgr.).

FIFTH AMERICAN TOUR. KEITH CIRCUIT.
OPENING SEPT. 30th, BUSHWICK THEATRE, BROOKLYN,

—Musical

For Time:

stock.

WE8TMINSTER
—

—"The
Payne,
Csrlllo,

(G.

Collier,

mgr.; Eastern

ALBEE,

N. Y.

WEBER & EVANS

—

ROCKLAND, ME.
(Al. V. Rosenberg, mgr.; U. B.
rehearsal,
Mon. A Thurs. 11). — 16-21,
O.
Johnny NefT. good; Morgan Chester A Co.,
excellent; 2S-26. Bryan A Nelson, good; Carter Taylor A Co., very good; 26-28, John Le
A. C. J.
Claire, Lloyd A Zarina.

— 16-19,

JOHN,
(D.

N. B.
H. McDonald, mgr.).

"Bunty Pulls the Strings," good

ness.

NICKEL (W. H. Holding,
LeRoy, Tom Waterall.
.LYRIC

mgr.).

busi-

—Gertrude

(Steve Hurley, mgr.).— 16-18, Royal8 Fredericks.

ty Trio;

16-21.

L. H.

ST.

CORTRIGHT.

Winsor McCay

pleased;

Ombras

Ash Male Choir,

Trio, good.

EMPRESS— Paul

B.

Adler.

good;

Hyman

Martlnek

Co..

A

FREE

A

2,

Fiske O'Hara In "The

Klldare."

Breymaler, mgr.; Joe
Mon. A Thura. 12).— 18-21. Velols
Brothers, liked; Al Hermsn, laughs; Montgomery Musical Duo, pleased; Louise Buckley
A Co., good; 28-26. Calbo. Elliott A West.
Nadla Sisters. Wlllard B. Price A Co.
(Ackerman J. GUI, mgr.).—
"Road to Yesterday."
VAN CURLER (Chas. G. McDonald, mgr.;
Shubert A Co-operative). 16-18, "A Man's
World"; 20-21, "Bunty Pulls the Strings";
28-26, "The Power Behind the Throne"; 26,
X.

(F.

A Marlowe;

Southern

stader's Minstrels;

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN SAID

will

back you for any amount

go further with

If

you

the time that

will

10.80).

— Week

mgr.;

W. V. M.
Mon. A
Devil A
Walker, knockout; Mardo A Hunter,
hit; Salasbury A Benny, excellent; Doogan
A Raymond, good; Rents Seals, fair.
(A. J. Allardt. mgr.;
Thurs. 12.80).— 28-26.

A.

Tom

AUDITORIUM (S. W. Pickering, mgr.; U.
).
22-88. Wrlth Huntington Stock Co."
"Deep Purple," big business; 28. "Little Miss

—

"Izzy Busy."
Pickering, mgr. K. A E.)
1-8. "Izzy Buzy"
Stock.
(Thos. Moss. mgr).
26,

—OLIVER
"Modern

(8.

of.

COURT

W.

Eve";

8Q.

(D. O. Gllmore.

Aborn's Opera Co., good
"Spring Maid"; 26-28, "Rose
T.

—

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

28.

Hodge

in

mgr.; lad.).
house: 14-16,

Maid"; 80-8.
"The Man from Home."

MAKEUP
M-ATEIITO
JT» 1<J G^£y^^#BS0ZUTELY
•

thU pmpw

The M. STEW COSMETIC CO.
!

GVAHAJYTIED

WlM

ommmrtmg o&wrt Ue menU

WmHy

mention VARIETY.

re-

DeWltt

16,

DEAN.

Wm.

NEW YORK

ARANY.

SOUTH BEND. IND.

Susan," fair;

can take care

E.

(C.

Sun.,

ORPHEUM

B. O.

it."

I

A.

IA.
Wilder, res.

Sister,

INDIANA

All

HOWARD

good; Bobbe A Dale, pleased;
Chevalier DeLorls, very good; Venlta Gould,
Mrs. Louis James, fine; Empire
excellent;
Comedy 4, very good; Flying Martins, good.

"Ninety per cent, of the audience do not
know what a marvellous scheme you have.
I

Primrose A Dock"Excuse Me."

27,

28.

SIOUX CITY,

ORPHEUM

DATE BOOKf
Meviff.fi

B.

U.

10.80).

Brady,

Brunettes,
excellent;
Fairbanks A Latin, favor; "Telephone Girls," hit;
28-26. "Count By Girls." headlines; Lillian
Doone A Co., pleased; Hughey Blaney, excellent; Vlda A Hawley, laughs; Hamilton A

Young A

fine;

Spadonl, pleasing;

Leonard

;

Cycling

good;

26,

Watson's Barnyard Circus, good; David Kidd.
good; Kaufman Brothers, well liked; Oracle
Emmett A Co., fair; Hamlll A Abbate.

"REX."

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
PROCTOR'S (Chas. Gouldlng. mgr.;
O. K. A E. rehearsals, Mon. A Thurs.,
— 19-21, Barrett A Bayne, scored; Basil

hearsal.

PAUL, MTNN.

ORPHEUM — Mountain

A

—

;

ST.

Sisters,
Hill, hit; Frits Houshit; Harry Austin

A

MOHAWK

ROCKLAND

OPERA HOUSE

Dolce

Wood;

Leu Fltzgibbon.

Cats and Monkeys, fine; Five
Mary Kehoe, clever;
Lord A Lilly, good; Bliss A Brisco, good;
Handley A Jarvls, very good.
BULLOCKS (P. L. Burke, mgr.; U. B. O.).
"Those Society Girls." classy; Copeland A
Walsh, very good; Jennings A Bowman, good;
Leona May, good; Two Luclfers. fine.

Three

tt,

ORPHEUM

EMPIRE (M. Braning, mgr.).— "Third DeCOLONIAL (C. Burke, mgr.; K. A E.).—
"Rose Maid."
UNION (Chas. Allen, mgr.; Quigley)—
excellent;

11).

Waters, good; Oct.

gree."

Muscovetes,

B.

good; Inze A Lorella,
Taps, pleased.

Rose

Lovenberg, mgr.; U. B. O).
System." "La Somnabule" with Mlna
Linden Beckwlth, Tom Dingle, Les
Mullen A Coogan. Delmar A Delmar,
(C.

Madam Jenaro

—Week
Goodrich, Van

Mon.

;

Arrived Campania, Sept. 20

"The Dazzlers."

8telner Trio,

(William

—

Motoring in Mid-Air

(Julius Cahn, mgr.).— 19-21.
26, May Robson in "A Night
"The Million."
8CENIC (Guy P. Woodman, mgr.; U. B. O.
23-25, Hezelton
rehearsal, Mon. A Thurs. 1).
A West; 26-28. Eddie Drake.

W.

TRIO

OWEN.

SAVANNAH, OA.

ton,

JEFFERSON

PROVIDENCE,

TOM DAVIES

Up."

Seesklnd. mgr.:
K. A E.).— "Naughty Marietta." "Polly of
Circus"; 28. Madame Sherry."
LIBERTY (Tedd Brackett. mgr.). Stock.
BIJOU (Corbln Sheilds, mgr.; U. B. O.
great;

"Pink Lady";

KEITH'S

Tra villa

SAVANNAH

IS

Out"; 27-28,

Wheel).

Wlndom A

A

Sextette, hit;

Co, scream.
GREELEY'S (James W. Greeley, mgr.; Independent; rehearsal, Mon. A Thurs. 10).—
SO, Old Town Comedy Four, tremendous; Max
Holden, did well; Wheeler A Goldle, excel26-28,
applause;
LaJueness.
Ernest
lent;
Steven A McMasters, Russell A Nevins, Simon
A West.

(F.

16,

stance

SALT LAKE— "The Round

—
excellent; Morgan,

Thomas Holer A

8CENIC

ordinary.

Week

P. Mosher. mgr.; U. B. O.;
10.S0).
Thomas
Ward,

(I.

Ous Edward's Newsboy

Co., fine;

16,

(Sulllvan-Consldine,
direct).
Bros. A Seal, hit; ConCo., ordinary; John White's
Circus, pleased; Verona Verdi A Bro., passed;
De Lyle A Vernon, hit; Hugo Lutgen, riot
COLONIAL— Mack-Rambeau Co. in "Northern Lights,"

PORTLAND, ME.

Oelger,

good;

SALT LAKE CITY.

EMPRESS

ern).— "Merry Whirl."

Mon.

Francis

BENHAM.

Hlghllfe

liked;

VAUDEVILLE

IN

A

hit; Carl McCullough,
Trio,
pleased;
Hartley A
White, good; Kemps, good; Lydla Nelson A

BESSIE WYNN

"A Lucky Hoodoo."

Morgan

Girls,

Dell

Edna Raymouth;

Beller,

Pictures.

rect).

KENYON (Titus Kenyon, mgr.; Pollock).—
Louis A Peeples Minstrels, Ravle Troy, Oberlin Musical Trio, Baileys, Three Troubadors,
Marie Shaw Co.
OAYETY (Henry Kurtzraan, mgr.; EastPORTLAND

Krampe A

Beck, gen. mgr.; di—Week (Martin
Mme. Bertha Kallch A Co..
success; Pauline Moran,

E.).—

—AStock.
H.).—

rehearsal,

GAIETY— (Split); 4 Haley
West, Leslie A Leslie, Doc

Sisters,

ORPHEUM

—"Egypt"

NIXON

A

VARIETY

38

QILMORE
Ginger

Damon.

mgr.)

Wrlghter,

mgr.).

(Grace

Girls.

POLI'8

(Gordon
Final week.

GRAND

— 28-25,
—Stock.

A

GEORGE PRE88L.

SYRACUSE,

mgr.).—
Breslln.
(John J.
* De Young. Watson * LitGardner A Stone, Zenda.

Mon.,

R. Henry,
Pierce,

—

BELA8CO—Paul

TRENTON. N. J.
ST. (Herman Wahn. mgr.; PrudenMon. A Thurs.. 11).— 21-26. Five Follies,
good; Three Adano Sisters, taking; Joseph
Daly A Co.. pleasing; Wilson A White, good.
"A Night With the Sculptors." artistic; 2€-28.
Lander Bros., Those Singing Girls. Hogan A
Westcott. Robin. "Night With the Sculptors.
mgr.).—
BROAD ST. (George E. Brown,
A. C. W.
28-28. "The Nigger."

African

Hunt

ERNIE.

W1LKB8-BARRE. PA.

GRAND

(D.
M.
Cauffman,
mgr.).— 2S.
Girl"; 24, "Girl In the Taxi"; 26.
Jeff"; 26-8. "My Wife's Family"; 30,

"Bohemian
"Mutt

Wm.

A

H. Crane.

POLI'8 (M. Saunders, mgr.).

—Stock.

YOUNG8TOWN,

O.
PARK (L. B. Cool, mgr.; Felber A Shea).
Cain A Odom, good; Mme. Besson A Co.,
pleasing; Fields A Lewis, hit; Trovato, greet/
GRAND (John Elliott, mgr.; 8. A H.).—
21, George Evans' Minstrels.

—

BertBaker
"THE TYPICAL TAD"

'

"THAT TEXAS GIRL"

—

-;•""

JOHN

Skill

The world's foremost lady triple aerial
bar and tramollne artists. In a elaea by
themselves.
Hammerstetn'e, New York, this week

R£A50ir

la IT

•

and

Man

Woman?

THE JOYFUL COMEDIAN AND SONG WRITER
When onewering

advertisement! kindly mention

VARIETY.

"••

SYKES

Sept. 80, Keith's Union Sq., N. Y. C.
Direction, W. 8. Hennessjr.

Perm. Address,
Care of VARIETY

DAWSON

DA MA

BILLY

HALLIGAN

or

(Sept. 88).

Big Brockton Fair next week (Sept. 80).
T. E. Blush. Mgr.. 1SA8 Broadway, N. Y.

MURRAY

SAYS

MURRAY
JOHN T.SAYS,
MURRAY
JOHN T. MURRAY

Mystery.

y

T.

MYSELF.

SAYS

England's
Greatest Novelty Jugglers.

an 4 Company

Y. M. A. Time.

ABOVE ALL ELSE THAT
JOHN T.

Cromwells

^mur hours aud

W.

Direction,

The
•*

LEEDY.

DALLAS ROMANS
Toorlng

COMING

Famous

A.

C.

Sept. 30, Gayety, Philadelphia

VIRGINIA. MINN.
LYRIC (Henry Sigel. mgr.; W. V. M. A.;
rehearsal. Mon. A Thurs.. 320).— 16-18. Kirk

Loretta Twins

Rainey's

Pictures.

mgr.).— "Oriental."

STATE

—

view."

"Runaway
mgr.). — tm

tial;

hearliner;

ACADEMY (John Lyons, mgr.; 8. A H.;
rehearsal. Mon.. 10). — "Girl In the Taxi."
OAYETY (Geo. Peck, mgr.). — Ben Welch's
Burlesquers.
LYCEUM (A. C. Mayer, mgr.).— "Big Re-

v

HARTLEY.

Co.,

era.

ALEXANDRA

F.

A

Dodd

—

—

(T.

— Emily

MAJESTIC (Tom Moore, mgr.; rehearsal,
Mon.. 10). Maud Polley, well received; Harry
Lloyd, applause; Errac A Wagner, pleased;
Lourle A Allen, encores; Dave Lubin A Co..
headllner.
COLUMBIA (F. Berger, mgr.; Independent;
rehearsal, Mon., 10).
"The Searchlight."
POLI'8 (T. Thatcher, mgr.). Poll Play-

—

BTAR (Dan

U. B. O.;
Co. and Valerie

encores.

clever; Archie Onri, good.
MAJESTIC (Peter F. Griffln, mgr.). PowMarie Warfleld, sucers' Elephants, great;
cess; Carlos A Carlos, success; Whitley A
Bell, favorites.
.
^
W. Weill, mgr.). Arthur
(E.
Gruslier. Clarence Glass.
PRINCESS (O. B. Shephard, mgr.).— "The
Siren."
(L. Solman. mgr.).
"Bunty Pulls the Strings."
(A. J. Small, mgr.).— "The Fortune

OAYETY

A

Sturmfels

—

WILL CHRI8TMAN.

Girls "

D. C.

W. DeWltt. mgr.;

COSMOS (A. T. Brylawski. mgr.. Jeffries;
Mon., 10). Emily Dodd A Co., headllner;
W. H. Nlemeyer A Co., well received; Lyon,
clever; Ho Ids worths, applause; Hasel Fern,

SHEA'S (J. Shea, mgr.).— Bell Family, success; Mack A Walker, capital; Rosalind Coghlan A Co., fine; Williams. Thompson A Copeland, hit; Andrew Kelly, pleased; Woods A
Woods Trio, pleasing; Mclntyre A Groves,

Hunter

Webster.).
O. B. Ell-

"RANGE."

WASHINGTON.
(H.

Co..

vere Trio, applause.

TORONTO, ONT.

••

mgr.;

Radcliff.

Peak,
hit;
Horner Barnett. scored;
Clay A Dog. well received; Busch-De*

Mile.

IND.

VARIETIES (Jack Hoeffler. mgr.; W. V. M.
A.; rehearsal. Mon. A Thurs.. 10).— Phil L»Toska, clever; Dugan A Raymond, good:
Pauline Fletcher A Co.. fair; Ben Harney &
Co., hit; "Models De Luxe." lne; Grosjean
good;
A Maurer. good; Seamon A Klllien. Fosaen.
Barbee-Hlll A Co., hit; Harry Von
hit; Four Vanis. good.
GRAND (T. W. Barhydt, Jr., mgr.; K- A
E.).— 17. "Kiss Walts."
PARK (Joe Barnes, mgr.).— 22. "Jersey

GRAND

A

— Frits

10).

Fred

—ROYAL

good;

Bergere A Co.. hits; Belle Story, scored; Gene
Muller Trio, applause; Lew Hawkins, encores;
"Les Gougets," clever.
CASINO (A. T. Bachrach. mgr.; Jeffries;

CRE8CENT

STRAND

McLean,

A.

Edgar Schober A

CHA8E'8
Mon., 10).

Murfane, Rose

Llllles."

(R.

16,

wood, Russell

—

TERRE HAUTE,

Co.,

ing.

Montsmbo A Wells,
derson, mgr. U. B. O.).
great; Harry Breen, clever; I^ancton Lucler
Co.. laughs; Juno 8a I mo. liked; Violet McMillan, clever; Jessie Bustey A Co., hit; Hayden, Dunbar A Hayden, scored; Four McNallys. well received.
tle,

A

fine;
19-22,
Allegro,
entertaining
Star, good; Nellie Andrews A Co., pleas-

ROYAL
—Week

N. Y.

(Chae. H. Plummer. Chas. G. An;

Fogerty, clever; Joe Kettler

Mono,
Oscar

Jim Tenbrooke Trio
Meeting with success In
Direction,

ARTHUR

J.

New York.
HORWITZ.

Touring the Sullivan &
Consfdlne Circuit Successfully
September 29

-

-

-

St. Paul,

MINN.

VARIETY

VARIETY ARTISTS' ROUTES
FOR WEEK SEPTEMBER 30
WHEN NOT OTHERWISE

39

Da Grace ft Oordon 022 Liberty Bklyn
De Leo John B 718 Jackson Milwaukee
De Milt Gertrude 818 Sterling pi Bklyn
De Vera ft Roth 649 Belden av Chicago
Dean ft Sibley 466 Columbus av Boston
Deery Frank 904 West Bnd av N Y C
Delton Bro* 261
88 N Y C
n»MTaontoABelle Boa1c *ood N

W

.1

Diamond ** Brennan s»»

INDICATED

not be printed.

ROUTES FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK MUST REACH THIS OFFICE NO
LATER THAN WEDNESDAY MORNING TO INSURE PUBLICATION.
TEMPORARY ADDRESSE8 WILL BE CARRIED WHEN ACT IS "LAYING OFF."

Barl Robert

Bimbos 872 Laws Appleton Wis
ft Weston 6 Green at London Eng

B R

Adams, Samual J Trocadero Bur leaguers

Black ft Leslie 3722 Eberly av Chicago
Blake ft Amber Proctor's Newark N J
Bogert ft Nelson Orpheum Kansas City
Bowers, Walters ft Crooker Winter Garden
Berlin Ger indef
Boyd ft Allen 2706 Howard Kansas City
Bradleys The 1314 Brush Birmingham
Brennan George Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Breton Ted ft Corinne 114
44 N Y C
Bunkleys The 424
80 N Y C
grltton Nellie 140 Morris Philadelphia

ran

ADLER
Week

ARLINE

and

(Sept. SO), Btaubert's( Utlca, N. Y.

Next

NEW

"A

Abearn Agnes

IDEA."

Co Fair Lynchburg Va

at

The Prince

Booked

BKBHLEK MMOS.

Itkin -Whitman Trio Orpheum Winnipeg
Albutrls ft Millar Empire South Shields
Central Oshkosh
Allen Luno Bertie

US

Alpine Troupe Rlngling
Dresden
Alvin Peter

H

W

Alwood Vera 17
Andrews Abbott

Bros C
Ohio

68th

Can

R

W

NYC

Wm

W

W

phia

Bsader * La Velle Spring Grove Springfield O
Bacon Doc Hi Henrys Minstrels
Bases 3 Majestic Houston Tex
Baldwin ft Shea 847 Barry av Chlcago^^

Baaan Alfred

W

Girls

From Happy la n/1 B R

Newark N

B Ek£ANT°vrRio
All arason

Direction,
ft

BEEHLER BROS

Bell 87

W

N

ft

Josephine Colonial

Olreetlan.

NYC

„, WELC|)

CR0UCH

on the W. V. M. A.

John Bloomfleld
Belmont Joe 70 Brook London
Bell

Cross

M.

8.

BRNTHAM.

J

N Y

Belsac Irving 260
12
C
Bennett Klute ft King Jahukes Oafe Los Ang
Bentleys Musical 121 Clipper San FranciRCO

Benway ft Dayton Star West Warren Mass
Berg Bros Orpheum Portland Oreg
Berliner Vera 6724 Ridge Chicago
Beverly Sisters 6722 Springfield av Phila
Billy ft Burns 860 Home Bronx

NYC

Crouch
Curtis

ft

Schnell Royal Court Cleveland lndf
J Nixon Philadelphia Pa

Sam

W

NYC

W

BEEHLER

(8 Feels and 8 Table*)
(Sept. 80), Orpheum,
Cisco.

San Fran-

I

Lake Jas J Girls from Happyland B R
Lamont Harry 20 Clinton Johnstown N Y
Laos Chris 4867 Kenmore av Chicago
Lane Eddie 806
78 N Y O
Langdons The Temple Rochester

BROS.

Laning Arthur Moms Carlo Girls B R
Lansear Ward B 232 Schaefer Bklyn
La Centra ft La Rue 2481 2 av N Y C
La Fleur Joe Rlngling Bros C R
Lashe Oreat 1811 Kater Phila
Lawrence ft Wright 68 Cope land Roxbury Mas
Layton Marie 262 B Indiana Bt Charles 111
Le Roy Geo 88
116 N Y C
Leonard Gus 280 Manhattan av N Y C
Leslie Elsie Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Levy Family 47
120 N Y C
Linton ft Jungle Girls 1866 Bo Pann Denver
Lock wood* Musical 132 Cannon Poughkeepeie
London ft Rlker 82
08 N Y C
Lorch Family Circus Bchuman Berlin Oer
Lowell Esther Drew Pantages Tacoma
Lutgen Hugo Empress Denver

W

W

W

MacDonsld Dr Howsrd Boston
Mallov Dannie

Halls Dogs 111 Walnut Revere Mass
Halson Boys 21 B 08 N Y C
Hslton Powell Co Colonial Indianapolis

NYC

indef

Hanlon Bros ft Co Alhambra
Harcourt Frank Girls from Happyland B R
Harris Maude Girls from Happyland B R
Harrity Johnnie 708 Harrison av Scranton
Hart Maurice 166 Lenox av N Y O
Harvey ft Irving 1668 Broadway
Hawley Fred Orpheum San Francisco
Hawtrorne Hilda Poll New Haven Conn
Haydn Dunbar ft Haydn Keiths Grand Toledo Ohio
Henry Frank J Girls from Happyland B R
Henry Girls 2326 So 71 Philadelphia

NYC

11

Olen Morris Toronto

Manning Trio 164 N Wanamaker Phila
Mantell Harry Trocadero Burlesquers B
Marionettes

Princess

Wichita

Mardo ft Hunter Orpheum Gary Ind
Marathon Comedy Four His) W 28 N Y
Mason ft Pearse Van Cortlandt Hotel
Matthews Mabel 2031 Burling Chicago
Mayer Arthur Monte Carlo Girls B R
Mayson Frank 808 Madison Minn

R
Kan

NYC

McConnell Sisters 1247 Madison Chicago
McCune ft Grant 688 Benton Pittsburgh

JOCK

cK A Y

SCOTCH COMEDIAN,

Who

asks for applause and geta It without
aaking, over In Scotland.
Com., Pat Caeey.

McGarry A Harris 621 Palmer Toledo

D.

Darrell

ft

NYC
Calumet Chicago

Conway Alhambra

Dare ft Martin 4801
Harrow Stuart Dominion Ottawa
D'Arvllle Jeannette Philadelphia
Davis ft Cooper 1820 Dayton Chicago

NEXT WEEK
at Wintergarten, Berlin

Direction,

When

BEEHLER BROS.

(Sept. 23)

ID

UnAl

LLLL

Next Week

Herberts The 47 Washington Lynn

(Sept 30), Keith's, Indlanapolla.
Direction, JEN1E JACOB*.

ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN

ALHAMBRA, NEW YORK

WILTON

ALF.
Month

European Representative,

IClflAillUI

In Grotesque
Groteaoue Oddities
Odditloa (New Act).
la

(Sept. 30)

direction,
J,

R

Glrard Marls 41 Howard Boston
Gladstone ft Talmage 146
46 N T C
Godfrey ft Henderson Orpheum Omaha Neb
Golden Max 6 Alden Boston
Gordon Ed M 6116 Drexel av Chicago
Oordon ft Barber 26 B Locust Hagsrstown Md
Gomans Bobby 400 Bo 6 Columbus O
Granat Louis M 783 Prospect ave
Gray ft Graham Vaudeville Club London
Gray ft Gray 1922 Birch Joplln Mo
Griffith John P Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Gullfoyle ft Charlton 206 Harrison Detroit

CLOSING THE SHOW THIS WEEK

Open December

W

K.
Ksufmanns Ths Hesa Lake Newaygo Mlcb
Kelsey Sisters 4832 Christiana av Chicago
Kenney ft Hnllla Howard Boston
Kenton Dorothy Felix Portland Hotel
Keaoer Rose 438
164 N Y C
King Bros 211 4 av Schenectady
King Four 206 N Kentucky av Atlantic City
Klrsch The Great 828 18th Ave
Knight Bros ft 8awtelle 4460 Sheridan rd Chic
Krona Arthur ft Bessie 2UO N 54 Philadelphia

Msntells

I

J

Jarrell

LA MAZE TRIO

H.

Corel!
ft Gillette Orpheum Hamilton Ont
Cosisilo ft La Croix 818 Bwelng Kaunas City
Cressy ft Dayne Orpheum Kansas City
Cromwells 6 Dancroft Gardens London
Cross ft Crown 1110 Nevsds Toledo

Clark 2221 Cumberland av Phila

R

ft Hamilton Bijou Augusta Ga
Company 34H4
Madison Chicago
Johnson Great 257
87 N Y C
Johnstons Musical Middlesex London Eng
Juno ft Wells 511 E 78 N Y C

Jerge

Next Weeh

I

Famous Lady Juggler
BEEHLER BROS.

W

J.

R

GEORGIA
TRIO
EVANS
SELL
Direction

Moots Carlo Girls B
45 N Y C

Billy

Irwin Flo 221

NYC

Connolly Bros 101)6 N 24 Philadelphia
Cook Gerald ne 676 Jackson av N Y C
Corbett A Forrester 71 Emmet Newark N J

Direction

benren Musical 62 Springfield av

W

Compton A Plumb 2220 Emerson av Mlnneap

BARTLING
LANITA

W

W

Clifford Dave B 173 E 103 N Y C
Clipper Quartet Wigwam San Francisco
Clone Bros 41 Howard Boston
Coden A Clifford 21 Adams Koxbnry Mass
Collins Will E Girls from Happyland B R

N

EVANS.

ft

Gaffney Bisters 1407 Madison Chicago
Gardner Georgl 4646 Kenmore av Chicago
Gates Earl Monte Carlo Oirla B R
Gaylor ft Graff 883 Van Buren Brooklyn

ALBERT

VND HIS CASINO GIRLS
Booked Ho lid by BKKHI.r.U BROS.

NYC

W

W

W

Clark A FerguHon 121 Phelps Englswood
Clayton Zella Monte Carlo Girls B R

Barnes & West National Sydney Australia
Barnold Cbas Davor Dorf Switzerland
Y C
Barron Geo 2002 Fifth av
Barry A Black 1623 Falrmount av Phila
Bartell ft Garfield 2690 E 63 Cleveland

Barto ft

Chandler Claude 210
68 N Y
ft
Schuyler 210 Prospect av Bklyn
Sisters 1620 Milburn Indianapolis
Chase Dave 00 Birch Lynn Mass
Chatham Sisters 303 Grant Pittsburgh
Cheers ft Jones 818
60 N Y C
Chubb Ray 107 Spruce Scranton Pa

W

BEEHLER BROTHERS.
Troupe 1304 Fifth av N Y C

World's

W

Chapman

Chunns Four 10 Loughborough Rd London
Church City Four 307
46 N Y
Clalrmont Josephine ft Co 246
128 N Y

Direction,

WEBER

Bayonne N J
Ferguson Dick 69
Ferguson Frank 704
180
Fernandas Duo 1284 Lake Muakegan
Fields Nettie 6802 8 Halsted Chicago
Finney Frank Trocadero Burlesquers B
Flynn Frank D 66
123 N Y C
Forbes ft Oowman 201
112 N T C
Ford Corinne Trocadero Burlesquers B
Fords Four 1949 84 st Bensonhurst L
Fox ft Bummers 617 10 Saginaw Mich
Francis Willard 67
128 N Y C
Frey Twins Colonial
Furman Radio 829 Beck

Chantrell

BARBEE,HILL- CO.
Baraban

Calgary.

O.

W

Dogs

Sherman Grand,

(Sept. 80),

ALBEE,

NYC
NYC

Carroll Nettle Majestic St Paul
Carrollton Mrs C G 1811 3 Flower Los Angeles
Case Paul 31 S Clark Chicago
Chameroys 1440 41 Brooklyn

NO WHIPS. NO COMMANDS, NO BARKS.
Direction BEEHLER BROS.

Weeh

Direction.

W

W

Carmen Frank 465
163 N Y C
Carmen Sisters 2183 Washington av N Y C
Carroll Chas 420 E Kentucky Louisville

B.

EDNA

ADELE
Next

Brooks ft Carlisle 38 Glenwood av Buffalo
Brooks Thos A Girls from Happyland B R
Brown A Brown 60
116 N Y C
Brown ft Wllmot 71 Glen Maiden Mass
Brydon ft Hanlon 26 Cottage Newark
Bur bank ft Dan forth Berlin N Y
Burke Minnie Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Burt
P ft Daughter 133
14 N Y C
Byron Gleta 170 Blue Hill av Roxbury Mass

*

Ballerini's

r.

Falardaux Camilla Trocadero Burlesquers B R
Feman Arthur 8 Girls from Happyland B R

aft Doofcstader Mlamtrele.

A Co ift>62 Morgan St Louis
Leslie 19 Broezel Rochester
Armalns 5 Majestic Terra Haute Ind
68 N Y
Atwood Vera 17
Arres Howard 003 N 66th St West Philadel-

Ardelie

W

W

Feature* tela Seaeosi with the Prlsaroee

Mr. Fred Ireland
Inman

N Y C

149

Taylor Bloomlngton 111
Emeile Troupe 604
Emerald A Dupre National Sydney Australia
72d st N Y C
Emmett Hugh J 305
Emmett Grace Orpheum Duluth
Engelbroth Q
2818 Highland av Cincinnati
Espe ft Roth Pantages Vancouver B C
Evans Bessie 8701 Cottage Grove av Chicago
Evelyn Sisters 260 Bt James pi Bklyn

FERGUSON snd NORTHLANE

BROWN BROS

6

of Song.
Solid.

Direction,

W

W

AL ABBOTT

"

i.

Lumberg Utlca
Richmond Ind

Bushwlck Brooklyn

Ellnore ft Williams
Elson A Arthur 466

Blssett

111

B.
AFC Vardel
Gaylor Box 89

Ackermao Muss Tour Eag

Hillman ft Roberts 510 E 11 Saginaw Mich
Hoffman Dave 2241 E Clearfield Polls
Holman Harry ft Co Bijou Knoxvllle Tenn
Huluies Nuriue Trocadero Burleaquers li K
Holt Alf 765 Fifth Milwaukee
Hood Sam 721 Florence Mobile Ala
llopp Fred 3*.'6 Littleton av Newark N J
Hippodrome 4 Mowery Burleaquere B R
Hopkins Lola Axtell Majestic Chicago
Howard Comedy Four 088 3 av Bklyn
Howard Harry ft Mae 222 8 Peoria Chicago
Howard Jack Girls from Happyland B R
Howard ft While 8017 Grand Bird Chicago
Hoyt ft Starks 15 Bancroft pi Bklyn
Hulbert ft De Long 4410 Madison Chicsgo
Hunter ft Ross Grand Hamilton O

W

Edmand A
Dahn 8pringneld

oatha ai

Pi reeslesi, H. S,

Devau Hubert 884 Prospect pi Bklyn
Dickerson A Libby 1269 Rogers av Bklyn
Dodd Emily A Jessie 201 Division av Bklyn
Donner A Doris 848 Lincoln Johnstown Pa
Doss Billy 108 High Columbus Tenn
Taylor Chicago
Doyle A Fields 2848
Drew Lowell B Stratford N J

The routes given from SEPT. 29 to OCT. 6, Inclusive, dependent upon the opening
and closing days of engagement in different parts of the country. All addresses are
Addresses care newspapers, managers, or agants will
furnlBhed VARIETY by artists.

Adair 6

Hill ft

January, Vienna

H B
.

-

IVI

aaewerfc." advertisements Mfcety mention

February, Paris

A R INELLI

YABIWTY.

March, London

VARIETY

40
McWaters a Tyson 471 00 Bklyn
Methen Sisters 12 Culton Springfield Ma«
Meuther ft Davis 342 E Rfl N Y C
Millard Bros (Bob it Bill) Pant ages Seattle
Miller Larry Grand Knoxvllle Tenn
M ooree Mite Victoria Charleston S C

LILLIAN MORTIMER
—
time
Al.BKE, WEBER A EVANS
Vaudeville

nlted

1

Walker ft 111 202 Warren B Providence
Walker A Sturn 00 Rallw'y av Melbourne Aus
Wallace- A Van 079 E 24 Peterson
Ward ft Bohlman Taxi Olrla B R
Warde Mack 800
70 N Y O
Washburn Dot 1900 Mohawk Chicago
Watson Billy
Girls from Happyland B R

W

.

w

St

Louis

Dandy

Girls Gayety St Paul 7

Omaha

L O

14

Krug

Dante's Daughters Casino Brooklyn 7 Eighth

Ave New York

KATE WATSON

WWHJNYC

Colonial,

Musketeer* Three
Musical Cliftons Casino Washington Pa

New

Dazzlers Gayety Boston 7-9 Gllmore
field 10-12 Empire Albany
7

Spring-

4

Neary Bliss

E Main

Bridgeport

Nelaer Henry Field Minstrels

RUBY

PAUL

NEVINSandERWOOD

————"^— —
—— .—^—Max
—Management,
* Erwood

Hayee. United Time.

E.

24U 17 av Peterson Indef
Nevlns
Nonette 017 Flatbush av Bklyn
Nossee Musical nNew Brighton Pa

Gay

Newark

Gayety

Masqueraders

Gay-

7

W

0.

Allegheny ay Phlla
O'Connor Trio 700
OUle Young A April Poll New Haven
Orpheum Novelty Topeka Kan

Gay White Way Standard Cincinnati 7 Gay-

Wataon Nellie Olrla from Happyland B R
Watson Sammy 3.W St Paula av Jersey City
Weber Cbas D 820 Taeker Phlla
Well John
Krusstadt Rotterdam

ety Louisville

Gay Widows Star Cleveland 7 Peoples Cincinnati

Ginger Girls Gayety Brooklyn 7 Olympic

Weis Cosper H Brills Hotel 8 10 Phlla
Welah Harry Mone Carlo Olrla B R

a Morrell 187 Hopkins Brooklyn
Orpheum Altoona Pa
Powers Elephant* 740 Forest av N Y C
Proctor Ada 1112 Halaey Brooklyn
Parker

N

Qulnlan Joele 644

•V

Ragtime Trio The Arcade Mlnot N D
Raimond Jim 018 Dakln Chicago
Rawls a Von Kaufman Keith's Toledo O
Redmond Trio 201 Halaey Bklyn
Red way Juggling 141 Inspector Montreal
Renallea The *»34 8utter San Francisco
Roberta C E 1801 Sherman av Denver
Roberta ft Downey 80 Lafayette Detroit
Roger* Ed Girls from Happyland B R
Roller Henry 91 Trenton East Boston
Rosenthal Don ft Bro 151 Champlaln Rochatr

NYC

"The Belle

of Blngvtlle."
Dtreetloa.

BKBHLBB BROS.

Whitney Tlllle 80 Kane Buffalo
Whittle
B Whittle Perm Caldwell N J
Wllkeraon John N 1720 Baltic av Atlantic City
Williams Clara 0400 Tremont Cleveland
Williams Chaa 2020 Rutgers St Louis
Williams A Gilbert 1010 Marsfleld av Chic
Williams ft Stevene 8.110 Calumet Chicago
Wilson A Aubrey 480 So 12 Newark
Wilson Jack E MOO Loom la Chicago
Wilson Lottie 22<>8 Clifton av Chicago
Wilson Raleigh 210 N 22 Lincoln
Wilwta A Ward 2744 Grays Ferry av Phlla
Winkler Kress Trio Fair Brockton Mass
Wise A Milton Brenoan Circuit New Zealand
wixon A Conley 00 Tecumeeh Providence
Wood OUle 024
102 N Y C

W

CO.

(Sept. SO). Shea's, Buffalo

Next

Booked

Dlreettea

*©lld.

BBXHLBB BROS.

W

100 N Y C
Sherlock Frank 014
Shermans Two 202 St Emanuel Mobile
Shields Sydney ft Co Majestic Chicago
Slmona Murray J Trocadero Burlssquers B R
Smith Lee 28 Vienna Newark N J
Springer ft Church 8 Bather Terrace Plttefld
Stanley Harry Grant Hotel Chicago
StanVey Sun OtJO Batee Indianapolis
Staawood Davla 304 Bremen B Boston
Stein-Hume-Thomas Columbia St. Loula Mo
Steppe A H 80 Barclay Newark
Stevene B J 4H8 Marlon Bklyn
2» N Y C
Stevens Paul 823
Stewart Sisters Orpheum Dee Moines
St Claire Anale Central Atlanta moef
Sullivan Jamea P 800 Court Brooklyn
Division Chicago
Summers Allen 1860

W

W

T.

Temple Laella Olrla from Happyland B
Carlo Olrla

B R

R

Unique Comedy Trio 1927 Nlcholaa Phlla
Unlveraal Four 1700 Greene av Bklyn

ft

'Avenue

Detroit

L O
7

14

Star"

Jolly
Follies 30-2 Gllmore
Springfield 3-0
Empire Albany 7 Gayety Brooklyn
Knickerbockers L O 7 Columbia Chicago
Lady Buccaneers Stih Ave New York 7 Howard Boston
Marions Dreamlands Murray Hill New York
7-9 L O 10-12 Brldgeoprt
Rounders
Merry-Go
Corinthian
Rochester
Bridgeport 7-9 Beatable Syracuse 10-12 L
O 14 Gayety Montreal
Merry Mahuens Howard Boston 7 Orand)
Boston
Merry Whirl Bmplre Cleveland 7 Oayety
Toledo
Midnight Maids 30-2 Bastable Syracuse 8-0
L O 7 Oayety Montreal
Miss New York Jr Empire Baltimore 7 Ly-

ceum Washington

Queens

WEEKS SEPT. 30 and OCT. 7.
Americans Grand Milwaukee 7 Gayety Minneapolis

American Beauties Gayety Louisville 7 Gayety St Loula

7 Bmplre Brook-

lyn

Bmplre Indianapolis

Oayety Washington

Paris
Pittsburg

Oayety

7

Reeves Beauty Show Oayety Toronto 7 Oarden Buffalo
Robinson Crusoe Olrla Oayety Kansas City
7 Oayety Omaha
Rosebuds Bmplre Chicago 7 Orand Milwaukee
Roee Sydelle 80-2 Bmplre Albany 8-0 Franklin Sq Worceeter 7 Oayety Boston
Runaway Olrla Garden Buffalo 7 Corinthian
Rochester
Social Maids Oafyety Baltimore 7 Oayety

Washington
Star

ft

Oayety

Garter

St

Louis

Oayety

7

Kansas City
Stars of

Bmplre Newark 7-9 Or10-12 Columbia Scranton
Casino Philadelphia 7 Oayety

Stagelsnd

pheum Paterson

Beauty Youth
ety Toronto

ft

Folly Gayety Detroit 7 Gay-

Behmans Show Gayety Montreal 7-9 Empire
Albany 10-12 Franklin Sq Worcester
Ben Weich'e Burlesquers Gayety Pittsburg
7 Empire Cleveland
Big Gaiety Olympic New York 7-9 Bmplre
Paterson 10-12 Empire Hoboken
Big Review Penn Circuit 7 Star Cleveland
Bohemians Folly Chicago 7 Avenue Detroit
Bon Tons Gayety Philadelphia 7 Music Hall

New York
Bowery Burlesquers 30-2 Empire Hoboken
Empire Paterson 7 Gayety Newark
Blossoms Peoples Cincinnati 7
pire Chicago
College Girls Gayety Boston 7 Columbia

Cherry

8-

Em-

New

York

.

Paris

Jardin tie
Toronto

Folles Bergere
7 Polly Chicago

BURLESQUE ROUTES

New York

Bronx New York
Howes Love Makers Oayety Omaha 7
Columbia Chicago

ark
Queene

W

Auto Girls Bronx

8tar

LOT

Youngera Bijou Iowa City la

W

Shepherd
Burt
"The Whip King'—

MonU

W

Yeomana Geo 100
80 N Y C
Young ft Sister Orpheum Minn
Young A Young 21ft W 111 N Y C

Zanfrellaa 181 Brixton London
Zlg Zag Trio 809
48 N T C
4« N Y O
Zolas 284

Selton Larry Syndons Omaha
Shaw Edith Trocadero Burleequera B R

Travera Billy

Chicago

MAX HART.

Direction

*

W SO
T.

AND

SEARS
ZELDA
Week

Xavlera Four 21441

7

Mo. lie Williams Westminster Providence 7
Oayety Boston
Monte Carlo uirla Bowery New York 7 Bmplre Philadelphia
Moulin Rouge 30-2 Orpheum Paterson 8-5
Columbia Scranton 7 Trocadero Philadelphia
New Century Girls
Krug Omaha
Orientals
Lafayette
Buffalo
7-9
Columbia
Scranton 10-12 Orpheum Paterson
Pacemakers Empire Brooklyn 7 Bmplre New-

X.

B R

Toledo

Garter Chicago
Joyland Empire Philadelphia 7 Casino
Brooklyn
Girls Missouri Gayety Mlnneapolle 7 Gayety St Paul
Girls Reno 30-2 Columbia Scranton 3-0 Orpheum Paterson 7 Bowery New York
Golden Crook 30-2 L O 3-5 Bridgeport 7
Westminster Providence
Hastings Big Show Star ft Garter Chicago
7 Standard Cincinnati
High Life in Burlesque Orand 'Boston 7

Whitfield and Ireland

0.

Sampeel ft Rellly Keiths Philadelphia
8ehroder Carol Girls from Happyland
Scully Will P 8 Webster pi Bklyn
Sean Gladys Dante* Daughters B R

Gayety

Girls

W

Clark Chicago

Happyland

Girla

O'Neill Trio

Pierlot Francis

New

York

Welch Jaa A 211 B 14 N Y C
Wells Lew 213 Shawmut ev Grand Raptda
Wenrlck ft Waldron M2 Lehigh Allentown
West John ft Co Keiths Syracuse N Y
Western Union Trio £241 B Clearfield Phlla
Weston Edgar 240
44 N Y C
We«ton Dan E 141
110 N Y O
Weston Hod Hammerateln
Wbeelera The 14f> Montague Bklyn
While Kane A White 893 Vermont Bklyn

W
W

follows name, letter le In Chicago.
Advertising- or circular letters of any
description will not be Hated when known.
P following- name Indicates postal, advertised once only.

Century Kansas

ety Philadelphia

N.
Rosa 400

LETTERS
Where C

City

tBept. tl)

•

Day Krug Omaha

Follies

Ween

%©rk. Thia

=

Columbia Girls Columbia New York 7 Star
Brooklyn
Cracker Jacks Music Hall New York 7 Murray Hill New York
Daffy Dills Century Kansas City 7 Standard

laxl Girls
Baltimore
Tiger Lillles

Lyceum Washington

7

Penn

Circuit

Trocaderoe

Columbia Chicago 7 Gayety De-

Act Beautiful
Adair A Dann
Allyu Amy
Areola (C)

Win

Armstrong

(C)

Mr

Arnoldo

Aubrey Stan

Jerrow (C)
Jarrott Jack
Jeavons Hugh
Jack
Johnson Lee (P)
Jewell

King

K

Rose (P)

Bergere

pire

Baltimore

Winning Widows 80-2 Empire Paterson 3-5
Empire Hoboken 7 Jasiao Philadelphia
World of Pleasure Star 1 rooklyn 7-0 Empire Hoboken 10-12 Bmplre Paterson
Yankee Doodle Girls Standard Ht Louis 7
Buckingham Louisville
Zallah's

Own

Star Toronto 7 Lafayotte

falo

Buf-

Beralvlci Broe
Betts Billy

Bornboldt Emma
Brant <?has
Brlce Charlie
Broe A Maxim

(0)

Kelly

Kimbal Flo
Konerz Jack

Kremka Toney

La Rains Prof
Lauder Geo S
Lee Carter Virginia

(P)

Carew Mabel

Caswell a Arnold
Chartres Slaters a
Holiday (C)

Chase
Church

Le Mar Ada
Fay
Lesso Mrs

Leslie

Limis Lillian
Lindholme Chas (C)
Louis King
Lowell Mildred
Luders Gustav
Lynton Pelhan (C)

Billy
.Alice

Clark Evelyn (C)
Clayton Una
Clifford Else
Clifford

a Frank

Codalre Harry

Coleman Wm J
Cook a Loleni (P)
Cooper Celia (C)
Core John
Costello

A

LaCroIx
Mabel

Courtney
Craig
Cross Orover

W W

Arthur

Delevanti

(C)

Millie

Diana Dainty

Diamond Lew F

(O)

Dooley BUI
Drapers The
Drew Sidney

Drown

W

CHAS. and FANNIE
United

Australian Representative.

VAN

Venetian Serenadera 070 Blackbawk Chicago
ft

Parker 187 Hopkins Bklyn

1012 Ringgold Phlla
Slager 820 Olive Indianapolis
Vino Val Rlngllng Bros C R
Vloletta Jolly 41 Leiptlger Berlin Oer
Violinist Dancing Keitha Toledo O

Village
Vincent

Acts that have never played Australia, and acts that have
played the S. & C. Circuit preferred

Tlaae.

Van Charles ft Fannie Colonial Norfolk Va
Van Horn Bobby 189 Weat Dayton
Variety Comedy Trio 1010 Berth Indianapolis
Vaaa Victor V 80 Bishop Providence
Vernon

High Class Vaudeville Acts

To

get a

LANG

Address Continental Hotel, San Francisco, Cal. (Until Oct. 8)
After Oct. 8 Address 610 George St., Care Williams, Sydney, Australia

Comedy Four

W.
Walker Mualcal Rlngllng Broa C

P. S.

—Over

six

months' work in Australia, Japan and China to

Duffleld

advertisement* kindly mention

VARIETY.

Mori Bros
Morris Mike
MorriBey ft Hanlon
Mosier Marie
Muller Stacey

W H

Splllers

F1t«

Nadel Leo (C)
Nell Will (C)
Nestor Fred (C)
Neville Augustus

Edwards Tanls

Elmo Miss
Emerald Alice
Empress Marie
Evans Geo
Evers Geo
(C)
Evens Ernest

W

Fairfax

Virginia

a

(C)

Newton ft Hall
Nordon Archie
Nye Mrs F (P)
O'Clare

(C)
(C)
(P)

Sisters

Maud
Pearl Violet
Peters Johnny
Pettag Carl (C)
Pleho Lillian
Pratt Miss

M

(C)

Quail

Gilbert Albertlna
Glrdeller Earl
O leas In Violet

Rafferty

Gordon Miss C
Gordons The Flying
Gould Rita
Griffith

(C)

Joseph

Orth Lillian Miss
Owens Flo

Gardner A iRev<*r«*
George Alvin D
George Mande

Graham

Wm

O'Connor
O'Connor

(C)

Ford

St Case (C)
Fred (C)

Gossetle

(C)

Hagan

Jlmmle

Ramey Maud
Raymond ft Stanford
Ring
Rlvoll

Blanche

A

Rock William
Rogers Gene (C)
Rose Jack
Rosen Jas B
Rother ft Anthony

Rossmyn

Nellie

Russo Louise
Russell Flo (C)
Russell a Clark
Ryan Caroline

Harris John
Harris William

Jessie

Johnnie

(C)

H

Martin
(Hall Jack
Hamlin Richard
Handy Sadie

Heather Joele

Wh€n antoering

(C)
Miller Jeannette
Miller Julia
Mills Lillian
Mitchell Flora (C)
Mitchell Thomas

N

Dunbara Casllng
Duval Helen

Hayward

R

(C)

M

(C)

Effle

Hart Billy
Hassan Leslie
Hatch Warren

real artists.

William
Melrose Elmer
Melton Frank

Mendlzo

Murphy

Hanlon Cbas

ft

(P)

Meehan

Musette
Musical

Olive

Gwynne A

guarantee you must have the goods

(C)

Dubson Charlie

Fuller William

104 N Y C
Van ft Bates
Van Dalle Sisters 014 W 188 N Y C

(C)

McMahon Tim

Margaret

Derling

Desmonda

Finn

LANG

Wm

McDonald Geo
McDonald Tom

(C)

De Lacey Mable
De Lois Mrs (C)
De Noyer Eddie
De Perrier Adelle

H

Manchester J
Mandel Marie
Marx Vera
Mason Daisy

Mathers John
McCall Sturgis
McDonald Bobby

Dean Wood Ella
Deax, Reed a Deas
Deagon Arthur

Fitistubbe

EDWIN

Mack Robert B
Mack Jennie (C)
Magee J E (C)

Mason
Daley Dorothy (C)
Daley Jack (C)
Darnley Grace (C)
Das bie Angela
Davis Geo
Dazie La Belle

G
Wheels."

Mae

Lansing

Gallagher Ed
Qarley Grace

BEEIILER BROS.

(P)

La Mar Frank
Caits Joe (P)
Cameron Allck

VALENTINE and BELL
Direction.

Jack

Kelly Hal (C)
Keller Josle

Browning Lillian
Bruce Agnes
Bundmaster Victor

Foleom Robert
Fowler Bertie

Wheelers' "Jag on

Kahl Sam
Keane James
Keife Zena

Brown Al
Brown Helen

Vaggea The Grand Circuit South Africa
Valdare Troupe Cyclists Majestic Houston Tex
1(18 Chicago
Vale ntine ft Bell 1401

W

Miss

Howard Mallge
Hyatt Lowey

B
Babcock Tbeo
Baker Alice H
Ballerinls Dogs
Barry Edmond
Barry Marlon
Beats William
Bennett Klute 4

troit

Wataona Beef Trust Buckingham Louisville
7- Bmplre Indlsnspolla
Whirl of Mirth Trocadero Philadelphia 7 Em-

Hendricks Mae
Herron Bertie
Hobbs Lucy
Hoffman Aaron
Hoffman Max
Hoope Guy
Hoops Arthur
Howard Chas

(P)

S
(C)

8ovoy Lucille (P)
Schade Frits
Schoen Mad
Seymour Harry
Shaffner Llllyn

Shea

Mary

VARIETY

41

THE FOX AGENCY
EDWARD P. KEALEY, Manager
WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK Phone,

212

17

VARIETY AND DRAMATIC AOBNT.
Green St., Leicester Square, LONDON,

Sole Representative.
Walter C. Kelly
John Tiller's Companies
Two Bobs. Wee Georgle Wood.
ittle Tich.
r

||i

AMERICA'S

Victoria

rAM

MOST

;sL£5T*

TREMONT

Boston Branch

HAVEN:—Grand

Opera House

VAUDEVILLE

II

BOSTON, MASS.

ST.

—

Comedy Theatre—Grand Opera Hooae.
NEWARK:— Wasalnfton Theatre—NEW

BERTCIRCULEVEY

The United Booking Offices

BIJOU ARCADE BUILDING
182

BOOKING

—

CUT Theatre Rlvemlde Theatre— Wanhlnrton Theatre— Nemo Theatre
—Gotham Theatre Star Theatre— Dewey Theatre— Folly Theatre-

GRIFFIN CIRCUIT

WITH

FRED MARDO

OITY

The Hide away big time circuit. No acts too big. Exclusive agents. Write or wire PETER
F. GRIFFIN, Booking Agent, Urllfin Vaudeville Circuit, Variety Bldg., Toronto, Can.
Can open nets at Toronto, Sernla, Otta wa, Sault 8te. Marie or Niagara Falls.

OPEN THE YEAB BOUND.

ALWAYS VACANCIES FOB GOOD ACTS.

NEW YORK

IN

Pterin* Vaudeville's Best Act*.

1247 Bryant

Ernest Edelsten Hammerstein's

WEEKS

IO

Acts desiring tuna communiPlenty of Time for Beeegnlsed Acts That Respect Contracts.
cate Direct to EXECUTIVE OFFICE: Aloazar Theatre Bldg., O'FarreU St., near Powell,
San Francisco. Calif.

GOOD ACTS ALWAYS WANTED.

PHIL
HUNT
Cohan Theatre

ARTISTS' NOTICE
7ht Floor,

Brennan-Fuller
Vaudeville Circuit
AUSTRALIA AND NEW

MATTHEWS

C.

J.

Boston
Boston
Boston

Qrand Opera House
Bowdoln Square Theatre

Booking, 46 Eastern Vaudeville Theatres.

86 Bo. Dearborn

sentative*

Theatre

THEATRE
NEW
BALTIMORE,

W.

desiring to BREAK THEIR JUMPS
COMING EAST OR GOING WEST
your Open Time.
in
NO SUNDAY

Acts

Send
Show.
Mention
Program.

Lowost

Include

Salary*

GEORGE 8CHN EIDER.

Manager.
York Office:—807 Gaiety Theatre Bldg.

New

New England Vaudeville Circuit,
representative for W. SCOTT
ADACKEB, of London and the

Royal.

New

Opera House.

Vaudeville arts laying off In

SAM

the best net at all times In the
theatres of
New England, Canada
Main offices 88 Boylaton St.,
Boston, Mass.; Gaiety Theatre Building, New

can

on me.

No

York

Columbia Theatre Building,

CHAS. I. DOUTBCK. Prep,

City.

Acts.

BOOKING

H.

J.

New

ass*

Mauser

108 NORTH LA SALLE

ST..

CMCAB8

Recognised Big Feature Acts. Good Comedy Sketches, Novelty and
Musical Acts, etc, for Immediate and future time.
First Class Vaudeville Houses In Chicago, and IB Houses In 111.
Jumps from «•
eta to

PERFORMERS— If

Also New Houses in Ind., Iowa, Wis.
$4.
you have one or more weeks open, write, wire or phone.

PLAYING THE BEST IN VAUDEVILLE.

Room 804
New York

MONTREAL,

P. Q.

SULLIVAN and CONSIDINE CIRCUIT

us.

All

working
Bellclaire &

& Violeto.

Sullivan

GENERAL BOOKING OFFICE:
1440 Broadway. Cor. 40th St..
NEW YORK CITY
CHRIS O. BROWN.

and Consldlne Bldg.. Third and
Madison Streets,

SEATTLE. WASH.
Gen. Mgr.
FBED LINCOLN.

BRANCH BOOKING OFFICES: PAUL GOUDRON,
cago,

111.;

Market

St.,

MAURICE

J.

BURNS.

San Francisco,

Cal.

;

Sd and Madison

B.

6 North Clark St.. cor. Madison, ChiSeattle. Wash.; W. P. REE8E, 0«5
Greene St, London, Eng.

Sts..

OBERMAYER.

16

it ?

HART & SHANNON ARTHUR
and Sam.
Think this over

B. C.

York."

Faces,

ALOZ

Canadian Theatre* Booking; Agency,
Orphenm Tbentre Bldg.,

(Signed) Deerey & Francis, Smiletta Sisters, Kramer,
Herman, Al. Bailey & Teare Sisters, The Hiatts, Geo. Cole Troupe,

did

New

I

GENERAL BUSINESS OFFICE:

Who

YORK.

Cable "Freebern,

Write or wire

QUICKEST ACTION ever handed
Franklino

NEW

FITZGERALD BLDG.,

WANTED
New

NOVELTY ACTS: SINGLES—TEAMS.

H YAMS

Phene 3866 Bryant

DENVER.

DOUTRICK'S

book Ins;

too large to handle.

D.

SEATTLE. WASH.
SAN FRANCISCO,

Manager, Promoter and Producer of Vaudeville Acts.

best

New York

call Ins;

England Vaudeville Circuit

and New York.

ACTS WANTED
immediate time by

President and Manager

OPEN NIGHT AND DAY.

American

WELLINGTON, Theatre Royal.
CHRI8TCHURCH. Opera Hooae.
Dt'NKDIN. King's Theatre.
SILENCE A POLITE NEGATIVE.

act

ALEXANDER PANTAOE8

RepreOnyetr

4th Floor.

National.
Gaiety.
King's.

•erure

BRANCH OFFICES

FREEMAN BERNSTEIN

JOHN QUIGLEY

MELBOURNE,
MELBOURNE,

(N. Z.),

Inc.

Bids;.

THEATRES

AUCKLAND

Representative.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES,

MD.

8YDNEY, Amphitheatre.
SYDNEY, Balmaln.

ADELAIDE,
RRISBANE, Theatre

OP

St.,

Clilcasjo.

LOUIS PINCUf

New Vork

EUROPEAN OFFICE
Berlin. Germany.
RICHARD PITROT

PAHTAGES CIRCUIT

General Booking
Representative.

Howard Athenaeum

VAUDEVILLE ACTS WRITE

Director, Sydney, N. S.

REPRESENTATIVE

N. Y.

ZEALAND)

REFINEMENT ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL
COARSE OR SLOVENLY ACTS
SAVE POSTAGE
AH Communications to BEN. J. FULLER
Managing

BOOKING OFFICE*
Bid*.

(Fitzgerald)

CALL

carefully.

We want FIFTY GOOD ACTS BIG AND SMALL TIME
702 FITZGERALD BUILDING, B way & 43d St., New York
Phone Bryant SS4S

J.

INC

HORWITZ

ACTS WANTING EASTERN BOOKINGS
WRITE
WIRE
1402 BROADWAY.

KNICKERBOCKER THLATtE BUILBIN6.

NEW

YORK,

PHONE

SUITE 829 830

5217-1 GREELEY

SPECIAL:

CHURCH'S BOOKING OFFICE.

Inc.

Booking

Shean Lou (P)
Sherry John
8ple8el

Tro (P)

Sutherland

K

Swan M
Sweatman

W

81oan

Stuart Virginia
Sully Eetelle

Howard (C)
Snyder A Vaughn
Slant

Solomon Sol
Siaonard
Stark

Dway

Jack

Wilbur
Sweet Sixteen Quartette

Harry

8plssell

(C)

(C)

Symonds Jack

Thorn

Valgene Harry
Vannerson Th«

W

SUtzer Carl

W

Btevlns
Stuart

neth
C.

A Bacon
Harry Ken-

(C)

Thomas

Cora

Thompson Harry (C)
Thor M
Toots Pakas Hawaii-

(C)

H. MILKS, Presi dent

Warne Dave (C)
Ward A Cullen (P)
Walck Ezra
Watkins

an*
1.

FLUEGELMAN,

Weston Lightning
Weston Mrs
White Mr
Whitehead Ralph
Willlsch Theo
Wilson Duke (C)

Wi

Sammy

(C)

son

M

v

M. It. SHEEDY.

BROADWAY AT

43rd

STREET,

York.

No Black

List

all performers going to Europe make their steamship Arrangements through
The following have: Marco Twins. Andrew McLond. Mitchell A Cain. Masa*
Maaett, Martini Bros.. Mosher, Havea A Mosher, Mnran A Tlngley, Merrll A
Ward, Meier A Mora, Newell A Nlblo. Four Nlghtonn, Novellos, Vlcior NIMo,

of

me.

A

FAIL TALSIG,

104 E.

14th

St..

New York

City.

German Savings Bank Bldg.

Telephone Stuywsunt

?•••!•

OHIO'S LEGITIMATE VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
THE

Acts Jumping East or West

Write

Secretary

In

NEW YORK CITY
Wnrfl*/

R. J.

MORRIS AGENCY

Advance

BENJ.

S.

MOSS, Treasurer

intmNon VARIETY.

BOOKING
MILES CIRCUIT

Telephones. 5451 5452-5453-3213 Bryant

Phone 1631 Randolph
BOSTON OFFICESi 230 TREMONT ST.
Playing the pent In vaudeville, boat houses, beat treatment, boat engagements

WAsej amsNTlng gsfr fTi N uw iP Me

New Enaland and New

TREMONT STREET. BOSTON.

CONSOLIDATED BOOKING OFFICES, St,
Fitzgerald Building,
CHICAGO OFFICES: 121 N. CLARK ST.

In

Joggling Normans, Nellie Nichols.

(C)

B

Woodbury M
Worth Louis

Vice-President

ap /w

(Jin t^T
alal
****'/fJ

Sam

Winchester
Winters Bid
Wolseley R

FIRST CLASS THEATRES
43

Weber Chas (C)
Weber Chas D
West Ford (C)
Weston Mr A

May

(SO)

White Bat Contracts

Webb Eddy

Vardon Frank

Sisters

Stevens Leo
Atone Betty
Stover B

Watts A Lucas

Frankle
Trevor Cora
Tully

THIRTY

'Phone. 2976 Oxford

SHEEDY CIRCUIT

CUNNINGHAM FLUEGELMAN CIRCUIT
MOSS A BRILL CIRCUIT
THEATRE BOOKING CORPORATION
ARTISTS- SEND IN OPEN TIME
40 CONSECUTIVE WEEKS

IITY

42

GENE

THE VF.NTRILOQUI8T WITH A
PRODUCTION

ED.

CHARLES AHEARN

F.

REYNARD
J»wn lawnson

Presents Seth Dowherry and

Marcus

- Gartelle

"Skatorial RoUerism"
JAMES PLUyKETT. at—^

In

"A MORNING IN IIICK8VILLE."
Direction, GENE HUGHES.

"AT THE SONG BOOTH."

Solid on Orphenm and United < li
4 AS. E. FLUNKETT, Smart Mgr.
Perm. Add.. Casino Ave., Freeport, L. I.
N ext Week (Sept. SO), Colombia, St. L

Booked

sketch

la their

BARRY«.W0LF0

ALFREDO

Gene Hughes
FUTNAM BUILDING.

NEW

149S

BOOKED

YORK.

Booked
Pireettoa,

FARM
WIGGINS
THE CHADWICK
APPLY TO

FLU N RETT,

HOMER

Manager.

Netfr

B A-N-J-0-P H-I-E-N-D-S

3

MUSKETEERS

Putnam

Hart,

Bid*.,

N

Y. C.

PLATT
PEACHES
AT HOME

th.

Hats
Mass.,

Aa we got oft the
boat at Suet they took
our aoiled linen
all
the
In
chucked It

team
'

and
sterilizer
grave It back clean aa
didn't
a whistle.
know whether to take
Insult or a
It aa an

(Edwards)

off to

saa

a manager

la

la

a gentleman. It's a pleasure to play for him.
It would be an actors heaven bat Baa Bhaeffer

Is

Suei

Anyway
cost

us

It

any-

(For once.)
la
a city

i

VARPON. PERRY & WILBER

JOHNNIE REILLY
CHAMPION OF THE WORLD.
Read that

last line again.

Week

SALERN
Star,

Montreal,

Sept.

23.

JUGGLER
HOOKED SOLID

'

MAX

IRENE

VICTORINE and ZOLAR
Playing United Time.
Dlreetlon.

PALL"

the

JENIE JACOBS.

»

THE AMERICAN

Frederick Wallace

Ritter-Foster
TRIO

D YRIR
1—

X

"Leap Year
Girls"

and

taw

W

COOKE

AND HIS

with "The Gay Widows."
Addn ess care VARIETY, Now York.

JOHN STOKES
Funny

Clean

NOW PLAYING S-C

AND

3 Rotherts

Dainty

CIRCUIT

A LAUGH A SECOND
THE CLCCTRIC WIZARD

Lola Merrill and Frank Otto

OR. CARL

Next Week (Sept. 29), Orphenm, Dos Moines.
Direction MAI HAKT.

HERMAN
W. V. M.

A.

Unas

Willa Holt Wakefield
Special

I

SHOULD WORRY

HONG FONG

Top or bottom of every bill la the
months la England.
Sept.

1

Address Lambs Club,

Representative:

New York

¥5!-

for Season '12-' 13

through

UNITED BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA

TANEAN « CLAXT0N
ALWAYS WORKING

4

WILFRED CLARKE

JKNIE JACOBS.

Engaged

past

to SO. Central. Dresden (retain).

Character Singer and Dancer

•AT CAIIY

VAUDEVILLE

BERT MELROSE
"MELROII

MYRTLE

GRACE

United Time.

IN

a J

Sterlini
Next Week (Sept. tt)
Plaza, San An tools.

missing.

of

narrow dirty streets,
filthy soreeyed kids, (all of 'em), qualntness
of dress and cheap postcards.
It 1" an interesting ride along the Canal up
to Cairo and the first thing that hits you on
your arrival Is the romantic smell of the
('amel and you never lose It till you leave the
ny "Oh! You Kid that built the Pyramids."
WeklssedtheSphlnxly yours,

a»e.. Carts*,

(Farrell)

Mr. Stevens at "Keith's," Lowell,

who even though he

We

favor.
didn't
thing.

(Sept. 80). Keith's, Phlladelpl

and

GAVIN
(Dunham)

.

WESLEY

Williams

iHi-M Nssah

Max

Week

3

ASON HEELER
Direction.

Solid

LOUIS
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VARIETY

THE HIT OF THE YEAR
IN LONDON

The Only Dramatic
Protean Actress In The World
*

Unusual Attention from the Leading Newspapers
London Daily Mail,

"Really an extremely effective piece of acting."
.

the "livest"

English newspaper.

"Not only does she keep the audience spellbound with the story, crammed full of emotion and relieved
by suitable comedy, but she preserves the mystery of a novel system of lighting * * * "Into the Light"
is a real novelty, and as such, is assured of success, particularly in consideration of the admirable work
performed by Miss Parry herself." Daily Telegraph, regarded by many as the most influential London daily.

"A

splendidly acted and finely pre-acted item;

"A

distinct

sent us

and refreshing

by America."

air of

it

grips the attention throughout;"

novelty * * * Miss Parry

is

The Stage.

among the cleverest and most

artistic actresses

The Referee.
1

"Reveals her as an accomplished protean artiste."

Reynolds Newspaper.

"An

from Miss Parry's extraordinary acting

entirely novel presentment, and, quite apart

idea of the production

is

new, engrossing and highly

is

applied."

Daily Standard.

"A new

An

mild word to apply to the production * * *

"Thrilling

a

artistic.

note in vaudeville * * *

An

unqualified success."

The word remarkable may

actress of tense emotional power."

Sunday Times.

•.

"Makes her changes with wonderful

rapidity and displays remarkable dramatic skill."

-

When

nnatoerinrj

abilities,

cuUwtiaements kindly mention VARIETY.

the

Sporting Life.

— Era.

justly be

VARIETY

.

*

A ROYAL NOVELTY

r'

.

Gypsy Countess Verona
Assisted

.

By

THE HUNGARIAN NOBLEMAN

iigpM

An

Presenting

Artistic Selection of Classic

Music on

anan
(The Only Instrument of Its Kind on the American Stage)

•

SPECIAL PLUSH SCENERY

RICH COSTUMES
;

'

•
•

A

Real

Romance

in Vaudeville

In Vaudeville for a Brief Engagement
.

•
.

Direction,

•

.

MR. LEE KRAUS

V

When anmoortng

advertisementi Hndtp mention

VARIETY.
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